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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) evaluates the potential environmental impacts
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan project in the City of Santa Monica
(City), California. The EIR was prepared by Amec Foster Wheeler Environment & Infrastructure,
Inc. (Amec Foster Wheeler) in cooperation with City of Santa Monica staff. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (Plan) constitutes the City’s policy guidance and
systematic implementation plan for the Downtown through the 2030 planning horizon. Using the
Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) framework as the guide, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan provides a proactive strategy for the Downtown to evolve into a
more accessible, multi-modal, and pedestrian-friendly urban district that serves the needs of a
diverse community while integrating the western terminus station (Downtown Station) of the Expo
Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT). The Plan addresses important issues in the Downtown
including historic preservation, high quality architecture, sensitive urban design, diverse housing
opportunities, sustainable features, expansion of cultural arts offerings, additional open spaces to
support walkability, support for the retail/entertainment district, additional office space to meet the
needs of the “Silicon Beach” creative businesses, and integration with the Expo LRT. The LUCE
specifically calls on the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to address a number
of planning issues including: building form and public realm in the Downtown, the lack of open
space, the need for affordable and workforce housing, the need for diverse mobility options, the
quality of pedestrian access from areas south of the Downtown core, the constrained linkages from
Downtown to the beach, and incorporation of the Expo LRT and Downtown Station into the fabric
of the Downtown.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Section 15124(b) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines requires a
project description to contain a statement of a project’s objectives and Section 15124(b) requires
that the statement of objectives includes the underlying purpose of the project. Drawing from the
LUCE vision as well as community input, the underlying objectives of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan include the following:
•

Pedestrian-Friendly District. Ensure that Downtown is a walkable, mixed-use district
with pedestrian enhancements that create successful gathering places, an attractive and safe
public realm, and access to multiple travel choices and destinations for people of all ages
and abilities;
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•

Housing. Ensure that the Downtown includes incentives to provide an array of housing
opportunities that can accommodate a diverse range of housing needs including affordable,
senior, family, workforce, middle income, and market rate housing;

•

Public Realm. Create successful gathering places that respect and enhance the
Downtown’s unique character, preserve access to light and air, and support a public
environment where enjoyment of natural beauty is part of the Downtown experience;

•

Sustainability. Require that new projects in the Downtown be designed to achieve the
highest level of sustainability feasible, by incorporating green building standards as
adopted in the City’s Green Building ordinance and transportation/circulation measures
that would help the City achieve the greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction targets as well as the
City’s water self-sufficiency and zero waste goals;

•

Historic Preservation and District Character. Preserve the historic resources of
Downtown and support and celebrate the Downtown’s rich history and character;

•

Multi-Modal Transportation Network. Provide for improvements to the multi-modal
circulation network that successfully integrates the Expo LRT and enhances circulation,
mobility, and connectivity for all modes of transportation to maximize person capacity,
address vehicle congestion, minimize conflict between modes, and minimize vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) while achieving the citywide goals of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips
and GHG emissions reduction;

•

Open Space. Promote a well-connected open space network in the Downtown through a
strategy that includes the addition of new parks and plazas as well as enhanced pedestrian
sidewalks, pathways, and esplanades, and revitalization of existing private owned public
space;

•

Economic Sustainability and Diversity. Promote a diverse and sustainable Downtown
economy, with a balance of uses that provide jobs and housing, support the continuity of
local businesses, support visitor-serving uses, and offer opportunities for new investment
to meet the needs of the emerging industries;

•

Community Benefits. Provide opportunity for community benefits that emphasize
Downtown’s priorities, such as significant circulation and network improvements that
improve mobility, increased cultural opportunities, privately-owned public open space,
affordable and workforce housing, and historic preservation;
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•

Arts and Entertainment. Retain and enhance existing creative assets, increase the
diversity of arts-related uses and programs, and facilitate the creation of new creative
spaces, cultural institutions, cinemas, and public art pieces in the Downtown; and

•

Capital Improvements. Identify and provide for implementation of capital improvement
projects and investments that are needed to ensure that future demands on the Downtown’s
infrastructure will be successfully accommodated.

PROJECT OVERVIEW
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would implement the LUCE goals and
policies for the Downtown, integrating land use and circulation to address community concerns
related to traffic congestion, pedestrian safety, and mobility options by including physical
circulation upgrades as well as Transportation Demand Management (TDM) to foster trip
reduction goals and address traffic circulation/mobility. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan provides for enhanced pedestrian connections and public realm
improvements as well as standards and programs that would activate underperforming
streetscapes. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan has also been prepared to
guide the future land uses of the Downtown to ensure that the District’s character is maintained
and enhanced as a unique place that residents and visitors want to experience. The Plan addresses
important issues in the Downtown including historic preservation, high quality architecture,
sensitive urban design, diverse housing opportunities, sustainable features, expansion of cultural
arts offerings, additional open spaces that support quality of life, walkability, additional office
space to meet the needs of creative businesses, and integration with the Expo LRT.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would implement a modified version of
the tiered community benefit system identified in the LUCE for the Downtown. This tiered land
use and zoning system requires that Tier 2 and 3 projects contribute community benefits
specifically tailored to the Downtown; projects over a specified square footage (e.g., 60,000 square
feet [sf]) regardless of tier, must provide additional negotiated community benefits in accordance
with a Development Agreement (DA).
Additionally, consistent with LUCE Policy D1.5, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan identifies specific sites in the Downtown that are capable of delivering
significant community benefits coordinated with private investment while contributing to
automobile trip reduction in the Downtown, either as sites near transit, or land uses with reduced
trip rates, such as hotels and affordable housing. The Plan describes eight specificthree Established
Large Sites and three Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites based on the size, location, and proximity
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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to transportation. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan considers the
development of these Established Large Sites and GMP sites as a way to provide significant
community benefits and as part of an overall strategy for the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan to address key issues such as open space, circulation, and activity/uses. Due to their key
locations and large size, these sites can have the catalytic effect of creating a more functional,
livable Downtown.
This EIR analyzes the effect of potential land use changes that could occur in the Downtown
District through 2030 as a result of the implementation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, including review of the range of impacts between Scenario A and Scenario B. Scenario A,
which includes a cap of 4.73 million sf of net new floor area, represents the City Council’s outside
parameters for EIR analysis established during the August 13, 2013 meeting, including Floor Area
Ratios (FARs) up to 5.0 for Established Large Sites and GMP sites. Scenario B represents a
reduced 3.22 million sf cap for new land uses in the Downtown, with a lower range of FARs from
3.0 to 4.0 for Established Large Sites. The draft Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that
was prepared and released in February 2014 (revised in 2016 and 2017) represents Scenario B and
is analyzed in this Program EIR; however, based on City Council direction to analyze total
maximum FAR, Scenario A has also been analyzed in this EIR to the same level of detail as
Scenario B.
Both Scenario A and Scenario B generally meet the Project objectives described above; however,
they differ in the degree to which they meet Project objectives and balance competing priorities
among LUCE policy factors. Each scenario would also differ in the degree of resulting
environmental impacts. Under Scenario A, the Downtown could potentially accommodate higher
levels of housing and commercial land uses; Scenario A would also offer more possibilities
additional affordable housing and community benefits such as plazas, parklets, public art
installations, and improved streetscapes, as well as greater funds for capital improvements such as
transportation network connectivity; however, the higher FARs may not be feasible due to physical
development site constraints and surrounding uses (e.g., compliance with design standards,
compatibility with historic resources, etc.). Under Scenario B, the cap of 3.22 million sf of net new
floor area would meet historic preservation and community character objectives to a greater degree
than Scenario A, and would meet the citywide No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal established
in the LUCE. Further, Scenario B would result in incrementally lower levels of congestion in the
Downtown and modest reductions in other impacts.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
This EIR examines potential short- and long-term impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. These impacts were determined through a rigorous process mandated by
CEQA in which existing conditions are compared and contrasted with conditions that would exist
once the proposed Project is implemented. For each impact topic, thresholds for determining
impact significance are identified based on City and State CEQA Guidelines, along with
descriptions of methodologies used for conducting the impact analysis. For some resource areas,
such as air quality, noise, and transportation and circulation the analyses of impacts are more
quantitative in nature and involve the comparison of effects against a numerical threshold. For
other resource areas, such as land use and planning, the analyses of impacts are inherently more
qualitative, involving the consideration of a variety of factors, such as adopted City policies.
The EIR impact discussions classify impact significance levels as:
1. Significant and Unavoidable – a significant impact to the environment that remains
significant even after mitigation measures are applied;
2. Less Than Significant with Mitigation – a significant impact that can be avoided or
reduced to a less than significant level with mitigation;
3. Less Than Significant – a potential impact that would not meet or exceed the identified
thresholds of significance for the resource area; and
4. No Impact – no impact would occur for the resource area.
Determinations of significance levels in the EIR are made based on impact significance criteria
and applicable CEQA Guidelines for each impact topic.
NOTICE OF PREPARATION/SCOPING
As a first step in complying with the procedural requirements of CEQA, the City performed a
public scoping process consistent with Section 15083 of the CEQA Guidelines. The public was
provided an opportunity to comment on the scope of the EIR through a Notice of Preparation
(NOP) released on September 19, 2013, which was distributed to federal, state, county, and City
agencies, neighborhood groups, and owners and occupants in the Downtown and within 1,000 feet
of the Downtown. The City also held a public Scoping Hearing on October 3, 2013, and public
comments were received until October 21, 2013 (CEQA Guidelines §15082). The scoping process
assisted the City in determining if any aspect of the proposed Project may cause a significant effect
on the environment and, based on that determination, to narrow the focus (or scope) of the
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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subsequent environmental analysis. Comments received during the NOP comment period were
considered during EIR preparation and are included in Appendix A.
SUMMARY OF PROJECT IMPACTS
The significance of each impact resulting from implementation of the project has been determined
based on impact significance criteria and applicable CEQA Guidelines for each resource area.
Table ES-1 presents a summary of the impacts, mitigation measures, and residual impacts from
implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. In summary, the
proposed project would result in potentially significant and unavoidable impacts related to air
quality; construction effects; cultural resources; construction-related groundborne vibration; and
transportation and circulation.
The EIR also includes five alternatives, including a No Project Alternative, in compliance with
CEQA. These alternatives include:
•

Alternative #1 – No Project (Existing Adopted Plans) Alternative;

•

Alternative #2 – Reduced Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects) Alternative;

•

Alternative #3 – 4th/5th Streets One-Way Circulation Alternative;

•

Alternative #4 – Expanded One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative; and

•

Alternative #5 – Hotel/Tourism-Focused Land Use Mix Alternative.

SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
“Cumulative Impacts,” (Section 15130) describes impacts that could occur from the combined
effect of other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects. For each significant adverse
impact identified, mitigation measures are presented where feasible to reduce the impacts to
acceptable levels. Cumulative impacts were determined to be less than significant for aesthetic and
shade, shadows, and visual resources; biological resources; greenhouse gas emissions and climate
change; geology and soils; hazards and hazardous materials; hydrology and water quality; land use
and planning; neighborhood effects; noise; population, housing, and employment; public services;
and utilities. Cumulative impacts were determined to be significant and unavoidable for air quality;
construction effects; cultural resources; construction-related groundborne vibration; and
transportation and circulation.
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SIGNIFICANT AND UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The proposed project would result in significant and unavoidable long-term Project impacts to air
quality; construction effects; cultural resources; construction-related groundborne vibration; and
transportation and circulation.
Environmentally Superior Alternative
The State CEQA Guidelines generally require that an EIR identify the environmentally superior
alternative. CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6 states that if the environmentally superior
alternative is the No Project Alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior
alternative from among the other alternatives.
In evaluating alternatives, different weights may be assigned to the relative importance of specific
environmental impacts. For example, in comparing alternatives for the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, “more weight” was given to significant air quality, land use, noise,
and transportation effects than to other resource area impacts, primarily considering the importance
of these issue areas to have the most significant and irreversible impacts (e.g., change in
community character, increased traffic congestion). However, in addition to these resource areas,
additional importance must be placed on how and to what extent each of the alternatives
accomplish the goals and objectives of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Alternative #2 (Elimination of Tier 3 Project) would reduce construction and operational air
quality impacts as well as transportation-related impacts on intersections based on LOS; however,
reduction in Tier 3 standards would result in limited elimination of Tier 3 development agreement
projects and as such would substantially reduce community benefits and affordablelarge scale
housing and multi-modal transportation investment opportunities within the Downtown.
Therefore, in comparing an incremental reduction in the severity of significant impacts with the
achievement of Project goals and objectives, it has been determined that the implementation of
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be the
environmentally superior alternative. Implementation of Scenario B would incrementally reduce
potential environmental impacts relative to Scenario A, but implementation of Scenario B would
also still achieve all of the goals and objectives of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
Mitigation Measures
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access
VIS-1 Future land uses in the Downtown
No mitigation required
would not encroach upon existing public view
corridors; scenic vistas would continue to
remain available. Therefore, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not block or diminish public views of an existing
scenic vista. This would be a less than
significant impact.
VIS-2 The proposed Downtown Specific
No mitigation required
PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially
damage scenic resources, including, but not
limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic
buildings within a State Scenic Highway or
locally-designated scenic corridor. This would
be a less than significant impact.
VIS-3 The Downtown Specific
No mitigation required
PlanCommunity Plan would establish
development standards and guidelines that
promote high quality and interesting
architecture, pedestrian-oriented design, and
additional open space. With the standards and
guidelines included therein, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings. This would be a less than
significant impact.
VIS-4 Implementation of the proposed
No mitigation required
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not create new sources of substantial light and
glare within the context of an already developed
urban downtown. Compliance with the City’s
Municipal Code requirements pertaining to light
and glare would ensure that light and glare
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Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
Mitigation Measures
would not adversely affect views. This would be
a less than significant impact.
VIS-5 Application of the Downtown Specific
No mitigation required
PlanCommunity Plan’s development and design
standards would minimize shadow effects of
new buildings and maximize access to light and
air. Existing nearby shadow sensitive uses
could experience some shading due to the
Downtown’s compact, urban environment and
prevalence of shadow-sensitive uses. This
would be a less than significant impact.
Air Quality
AQ-1 Implementation of the proposed
No mitigation required
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan. This would be a
less than significant impact.
AQ-2 Construction of future projects would
MM HAZ-2 and MM AQ-2
result in construction emissions that could
potentially result in an exceedance of
MM AQ-2
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan shall require that all new
recommended air quality thresholds. While
development comply with the SCAQMD
emissions would be reduced through mitigation
measures, it is unknown if an individual project’s Construction Emission Management Plan when
implemented as well as the following conditions for
emissions could be reduced to below
construction:
significance thresholds since construction
1. Diesel-powered equipment used will be
details are unknown. Therefore, this impact is
retrofitted with after-treatment products (e.g.,
conservatively concluded to be significant and
engine catalysts and diesel particulate filters).
unavoidable.
The engine catalysts shall achieve a minimum
reduction of 15 percent for NOx. The diesel
particulate filters shall meet U.S. EPA Tier 3
standards, consistent with CARB approved
Truck and Bus Regulation requirements in
affect at the time the contract is approved.
Contract specifications shall be included in
project construction documents, which shall be
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Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant

Significant and Unavoidable
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Table ES-1
Impacts

ES-10

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts
Mitigation Measures
reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
2. All heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment
operating and refueling use low-NOx diesel fuel
to the extent that it is readily available and cost
effective (up to 125 percent of the cost of
CARB diesel) in the South Coast Air Basin (this
does not apply to diesel-powered trucks
traveling to and from the project site). Contract
specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a
grading permit.
3. All heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment
operations will utilize a phased-in emission
control technology in advance of a regulatory
requirement such that 30 percent of the fleet
will meet U.S. EPA Tier 4 engine standards for
particulate matter control (or equivalent)
starting in 2013 and for the duration of the
project, consistent with CARB approved Truck
and Bus Regulation requirements in affect at
the time the contract is approved.
4. Construction equipment engines shall be
maintained in good condition and in proper tune
per manufacturer’s specification for the duration
of construction. Contract specifications shall be
included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
5. Construction operations shall rely on the
electricity infrastructure surrounding the
construction site if available rather than
electrical generators powered by internal
combustion engines. Contract specifications
shall be included in project construction

Residual Impacts
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
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Mitigation Measures
documents, which shall be reviewed by the City
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
6. All construction activities that are capable of
generating fugitive dust are required to
implement dust control measures during each
phase of project development to reduce the
amount of particulate matter entrained in the
ambient air. These measures include the
following:
a. Application of soil stabilizers to inactive
construction areas
b. Quick replacement of ground cover in
disturbed areas
c. Watering of exposed surfaces three times
daily
d. Watering of all unpaved haul roads three
times daily
e. Covering all stock piles with tarp
f. Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved
roads
g. Post signs onsite limiting traffic to 15 miles
per hour or less
h. Sweep streets adjacent to the project site
at the end of the day if visible soil material
is carried over to adjacent roads
i. Cover or have water applied to the
exposed surface of all trucks hauling dirt,
sand, soil, or other loose materials prior to
leaving the site to prevent dust from
impacting the surrounding areas
j. Install wheel washers where vehicles enter
and exit unpaved roads onto paved roads
to wash off trucks and any equipment
leaving the site each trip
7. Construction-related equipment, including
heavy-duty equipment, motor vehicles, and
portable equipment, shall be turned off when

Residual Impacts
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts

AQ-3 The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would promote a
sustainable and multi-modal Downtown
intended to minimize vehicle trips and reduce
emissions. However, total combined operational
emissions from vehicles and energy usage due
to land use changes in the Downtown through
the year 2030 would exceed SCAQMD’s
project-specific air quality standards, resulting in
a potentially significant and unavoidable impact.
AQ-4 Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would result in vehicle
trips that would generate CO emissions, but
such emissions would not lead to localized CO
hotspot concentrations at nearby intersections.
Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant.

ES-12

Mitigation Measures
not in use for more than five minutes. Dieselfueled commercial motor vehicles with gross
vehicular weight ratings of greater than 10,000
pounds shall be turned off when not in use for
more than five minutes.
8. Architectural coating (paint and primer)
products used have a VOC rating of 125 g/L or
less. Contract specifications shall be included
in the proposed project construction
documents, which shall be approved by the
City.
9. Building materials that do not require painting
shall be used during construction to the extent
feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in the proposed project construction
documents, which shall be approved by the
City. Pre-painted construction materials should
be used to the extent feasible.
MM AQ-2

Residual Impacts

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

Significant and Unavoidable
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
AQ-5 New land uses anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could locate sensitive land
uses (e.g., residential uses) within 500 feet of
the I-10 freeway, exposing sensitive land uses
to substantial pollutant concentrations. With
implementation of mitigation, this impact would
be reduced to less than significant.

Mitigation Measures
MM AQ-5a
Health Risk Assessment (HRA):
Applicants of new projects in the Downtown that
proposes siting sensitive land uses within 500 feet
of Interstate (I-) 10 to prepare a site-specific HRA
prior to developing such land uses as a way to
more accurately evaluate the risk. The HRA for air
quality and “hot spots” of air pollutions shall be
prepared consistent with CalEPA’s Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment’s A
Guide to Health Risk Assessment and The Air
Toxics Hot Spots Program Guidance Manual for
Preparation of Health Risk Assessments to aid
California projects’ compliance with the 1987 “Hot
Spots” Act. The HRA shall identify the hazard or
hazardous material, assess the amount, duration,
and pattern of exposure to the hazard or hazardous
material, assess the amount it would take to cause
negative health effects, and characterize the risk to
general population and sensitive receptors from the
hazard or hazardous material. The HRA shall be
reviewed and approved by the City prior to
occupancy of sensitive land uses or populations
within the proposed project.

Residual Impacts
Less Than Significant

MM AQ-5b
Interior Air Quality Protection:
Applicants of new projects in the Downtown that
propose siting sensitive land uses within 100 feet of
an intersection operating or projected to operate at
Level of Service (LOS) E or F to include heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
infrastructure within the building to circulate and
purify outdoor air sources sufficiently to reduce
diesel particulate matter and vehicle emissions.
HVAC control systems shall include particulate
filters that have a minimum efficiency reporting
value (MERV) of 15 as indicated by the American
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts

Impact AQ-6
Implementation of the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people. This impact
would be less than significant.
Biological Resources
BIO-1 Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would potentially result in
the removal of trees and other vegetation that
could provide nesting and roosting opportunities
for migratory birds. However, individual projects
in the Downtown would be required to adhere to
existing regulations such as the Migratory Bird
Treaty Act and the California Fish and Game
Code as well as proposed mitigation. Therefore,
impacts would be reduced to less than
significant.

ES-14

Mitigation Measures
Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 52.2.
The proposed HVAC system shall be reviewed and
approved by the City prior to occupancy of
sensitive land uses or populations within the
proposed project.
No mitigation required

Residual Impacts

MM BIO-1
Nesting and Roosting Sites. To
prevent impacts to nesting or roosting birds through
loss or damage of mature trees, the City shall
require that applicants of new development
projects within Downtown comply with the
following:
1. Where suitable vegetation and structures for
nesting birds and bats occur within 500 feet of
project construction activities, all phases of
project construction shall avoid the general
nesting season (February 15 through August
31).
2. If construction cannot avoid the general nesting
season, a qualified biologist shall be retained to
conduct a pre-construction survey for nesting
birds and/or bats. The survey shall be
conducted within 72 hours prior to
commencement of vegetation removal.
3. If any nesting birds are present within or
immediately adjacent to the construction area,
the following shall be required: A qualified
biologist shall be retained by the Applicant to
flag and demarcate the location of all nesting
birds and monitor construction activities.

Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts

BIO-2 Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could potentially result in
the removal of existing ornamental vegetation
and trees on private or public properties.
However, individual projects would be required
to adhere to existing regulations, such as the
City’s Tree Code and Urban Forest Master
Plan, which provide for the protection and
preservation of public trees within the City right
of way in Downtown. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
Construction Effects
CE-1 Although construction activities are
temporary and are common in urban
environments such as the Downtown, nearby
sensitive uses around a construction site may
be adversely affected by construction-related air
quality, noise, and traffic during the period of
construction. Compliance with existing

Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Mitigation Measures
Temporary avoidance of active nests, including
the enforcement of an avoidance buffer of 25 to
500 feet, depending on the sensitivity of the
species identified, as determined by the
qualified biological monitor, shall be required
until the qualified biological monitor has verified
that the young have fledged or the nest has
otherwise become inactive.
4. If federal or state protected species are
observed during the site survey, consultation
shall be completed with the USFWS and
CDFW to determine if work shall commence or
proceed during the breeding season; and, if
work may proceed, what specific measures
shall be taken to ensure protected bird species
are not affected.
No mitigation required

Residual Impacts

MM AQ-2 and MM T-1

Significant and Unavoidable

Less Than Significant
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
regulation and/or implementation of mitigation
would reduce construction-related noise and
traffic impacts from future projects to a less than
significant level. However, without detailed
construction information for individual projects, it
is not possible to conclude that air pollutant
emissions resulting from construction activities
would be reduced to below SCAQMD
significance thresholds. For these reasons,
construction air quality impacts are
conservatively concluded to be significant and
unavoidable.
Cultural Resources
CR-1 The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would support the
preservation of historical resources, limiting or
potentially avoiding impacts through
preservation policies and development
standards. However, individual projects
anticipated to occur under the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan could involve the
demolition or alteration of historically significant
resources. This would constitute a significant
and unavoidable impact.
CR-2 Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not alter potential
historic streetscapes. This is a less than
significant impact.
CR-3 Construction activities anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could potentially uncover
significant prehistoric or historic archaeological
deposits during earthwork activities. If
improperly handled, such resources could be

ES-16

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

MM CR-1
Historic American Building Survey
(HABS) Documentation: Prior to the demolition or
alteration of an identified historic resource on the
Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) that cannot
comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards and Guidelines, historical resources
shall be documented to the standards of the HABS
Level 2.

Significant and Unavoidable

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

MM CR-3a
Archaeological Data Recovery: For
projects that inadvertently discovered buried
prehistoric or historic-period archaeological
resources the City shall apply a program that
combines resource identification, significance
evaluation, and mitigation efforts into a single
combined effort. This approach would combine the
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Table ES-1

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
adversely impacted. With mitigation, impacts
would be reduced to less than significant.
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Mitigation Measures
discovery of deposits (Phase 1), determination of
significance and assessment of the project’s
impacts on those resources (Phase 2), and
implementation of any necessary mitigation (Phase
3) into a single consolidated investigation. This
approach must be driven by a Treatment Plan that
sets forth explicit criteria for evaluating the
significance of resources discovered during
construction and identifies appropriate data
recovery methods and procedures to mitigate
project effects on significant resources. The
Treatment Plan shall be prepared prior to issuance
of building permits by a Registered Professional
Archaeologist (RPA) who is familiar with urban
historical resources, and at a minimum shall
include:
• A review of historic maps, photographs, and
other pertinent documents to predict the
locations of former buildings, structures, and
other historical features and sensitive
locations within and adjacent to the specific
development area;
• A context for evaluating resources that may be
encountered during construction;
• A research design outlining important
prehistoric and historic-period themes and
research questions relevant to the known or
anticipated sites in the study area;
• Specific and well-defined criteria for evaluating
the significance of discovered remains; and
• Data requirements and the appropriate field
and laboratory methods and procedures to be
used to treat the effects of the project on
significant resources.
The Treatment Plan shall also provide for a final
technical report on all cultural resource studies and
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CR-4 Construction activities anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could potentially uncover
paleontological resources in geologic deposits
during earthwork activities. If improperly
handled, such resources could be adversely
impacted. With mitigation, impacts would be
reduced to less than significant.
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Mitigation Measures
for curation of artifacts and other recovered
remains at a qualified curation facility, to be funded
by the developer. To ensure compliance with City
and state preservation laws, this plan shall be
reviewed and approved by the Historic Landmarks
Commission and the City of Santa Monica Planning
Division prior to issuance of building permits.
MM CR-3b
Inadvertent Discoveries: In the
event of any inadvertently discovered prehistoric or
historic-period archaeological resources during
construction, the developer shall immediately
cease all work within 50 feet of the discovery. The
proponent shall immediately notify the City of Santa
Monica Planning and Community Development
Department and shall retain a Registered
Professional Archaeologist (RPA) to evaluate the
significance of the discovery prior to resuming any
activities that could impact the site. If the
archaeologist determines that the find may qualify
for listing in the California Register of Historic
Resources (CRHR), the site shall be avoided or a
data recovery plan shall be developed pursuant to
MM CR-2a. Any required testing or data recovery
shall be directed by a RPA prior to construction
being resumed in the affected area. Work shall not
resume until authorization is received from the City.
MM CR-4a
Paleontological Monitoring.
Construction activities involving excavation or other
soil disturbance to a depth greater than 6 feet
within Downtown shall be required to retain a
qualified Paleontological Monitor as defined by the
Society for Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) (2010)
equipped with necessary tools and supplies to
monitor all excavation, trenching, or other ground
disturbance in excess of 6 feet deep. Monitoring
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will entail the visual inspection of excavated or
graded areas and trench sidewalls. In the event
that a paleontological resource is discovered, the
monitor will have the authority to temporarily divert
the construction equipment around the find until it
is assessed for scientific significance and collected
if necessary.
The Paleontological Monitor will periodically assess
monitoring results in consultation with the Principal
Paleontologist. If no (or few) significant fossils have
been exposed, the Principal Paleontologist may
determine that full-time monitoring is no longer
necessary, and periodic spot checks or no further
monitoring may be recommended. The City shall
review and approve all such recommendations
prior to their adoption and implementation.

Residual Impacts

MM CR-4b
Inadvertent Discovery of Fossils. If
fossils are discovered during excavation, the
Paleontological Monitor will make a preliminary
taxonomic identification using comparative
manuals. The Principal Paleontologist or his/her
designated representative then will inspect the
discovery, determine whether further action is
required, and recommend measures for further
evaluation, fossil collection, or protection of the
resource in place, as appropriate. Any subsequent
work will be completed as quickly as possible to
avoid damage to the fossils and delays in
construction schedules. If the fossils are
determined to be significant under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), but can be
avoided and no further impacts will occur, the
fossils and locality will be documented in the
appropriate paleontological resource records and
no further effort will be required. At a minimum, the
paleontological staff will assign a unique field
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
Final EIR
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number to each specimen identified; photograph
the specimen and its geographic and stratigraphic
context along with a scale near the specimen and
its field number clearly visible in close-ups; record
the location using a global positioning system
(GPS) with accuracy greater than 1 foot
horizontally and vertically (if such equipment is not
available at the site, use horizontal measurements
and bearing(s) to nearby permanent features or
accurately surveyed benchmarks, and vertical
measurements by sighting level to point(s) of
known elevation); record the field number and
associated specimen data (identification by taxon
and element, etc.) and corresponding geologic and
geographic site data (location, elevation, etc.) in
the field notes and in a daily monitoring report;
stabilize and prepare all fossils for identification,
and identify to lowest taxonomic level possible by
paleontologists, qualified and experienced in the
identification of that group of fossils; record on the
outside of the container or bag the specimen
number and taxonomic identification, if known.
Breathable fabric bags will be used in packaging to
avoid black mold.
Upon completion of fieldwork, all significant fossils
collected will be prepared in a properly equipped
paleontology laboratory to a point ready for
curation. Preparation will include the careful
removal of excess matrix from fossil materials and
stabilizing and repairing specimens, as necessary.
Following laboratory work, all fossils specimens will
be identified to the lowest taxonomic level,
cataloged, analyzed, and delivered to an
accredited museum repository for permanent
curation and storage. The cost of curation is
assessed by the repository and is the responsibility
of the Project proponent.
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At the conclusion of laboratory work and museum
curation, a final report shall be prepared describing
the results of the paleontological mitigation
monitoring efforts associated with the Project. The
report will include a summary of the field and
laboratory methods, an overview of the Project
area geology and paleontology, a list of taxa
recovered (if any), an analysis of fossils recovered
(if any) and their scientific significance, and
recommendations. If the monitoring efforts
produced fossils, then a copy of the report will also
be submitted to the designated museum repository.
No mitigation required

CR-5 Construction activities anticipated to
occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan may potentially uncover
Native American human remains. In the unlikely
event of this occurrence, construction activities
would immediately cease in the vicinity of the
discovery and remains would be handled in
accordance with existing State regulations.
Therefore, impacts would be less than
significant.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change
GHG-1 The standards, policies, and programs
No mitigation required
in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would support the creation
of a more sustainable City, reducing the
Downtown’s per capita GHG emissions and its
overall impact on the environment. GHG
emissions from both mobile and stationary
sources during operation, as well as short-term
GHG emissions from construction of new land
uses anticipated to occur would not exceed the
significance threshold, and the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s GHG impact
would be less than significant.
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GHG-2 The standards, policies, and programs
in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would help the City
achieve sustainability and GHG reduction goals.
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan is consistent with all
applicable plans, policies or regulations of an
agency adopted for the purpose of reducing the
emissions of GHGs. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
Geology and Soils
GEO-1 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects involving the rupture
of a known earthquake fault as delineated on
the most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning Map issued by the state geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of
a known fault.
GEO-2 As with all land uses in the region, new
land uses anticipated to occur under the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
potentially be exposed to moderate to strong
seismic ground shaking in the event of an
earthquake on a nearby fault. Compliance with
applicable state and City regulations would
reduce the potential impacts of seismic ground
shaking to less than significant.
GEO-3 Implementation of the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not expose
people or structures to potentially substantial
adverse effects resulting from seismic-related
ground failure, including liquefaction and
seismic settlement. Compliance with applicable
state and City regulations and requirements that
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address seismic safety would reduce the
potential impacts of seismic-related ground
failure to less than significant.
GEO-4 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not locate people or structures to potential
adverse effects from landslides. Although new
land uses in the Downtown would be potentially
constructed near the bluffs, compliance with
applicable state and City regulations would
reduce the potential impacts related to
landslides to less than significant.
GEO-5 Future land uses anticipated to occur in
the Downtown would potentially involve grading
and excavation activities that would potentially
expose soils to erosion. However, compliance
with applicable state and City regulations and
requirements that address soil erosion and
pollutant runoff would reduce erosion impacts to
less than significant.
GEO-6 Future land uses anticipated to occur in
the Downtown would potentially involve
excavation activities that could cause unstable
soils. However, compliance with applicable
state and City regulations and requirements that
address soil stability would reduce impacts to
less than significant.
GEO-7 The construction of subterranean
parking in the Downtown may require
groundwater dewatering in areas with high
groundwater. However, compliance with
applicable state and City regulations and
requirements that address groundwater would
reduce impacts to less than significant.
GEO-8 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
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not locate new land uses on expansive soils
that would create substantial risks to life or
property. Soils underlying the Downtown have
low to moderate expansion potential.
Compliance with applicable state and City
regulations and requirements that address
building safety and soils would reduce potential
impacts from expansive soils to less than
significant.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
HAZ-1 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not create significant hazards to the public or
environment associated with the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous
materials. Compliance with local, state, and
federal regulations would ensure that this
impact would be less than significant.
HAZ-2 Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could involve construction
activities that would potentially result in the
accidental release of hazardous materials.
However, with implementation of mitigation
measures, impacts would be reduced to less
than significant.
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Residual Impacts

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

MM HAZ-2a
Phase I Environmental Site
Assessment (Phase I ESA). Prior to demolition,
project applicants in the Downtown shall prepare a
Phase I ESA. Consistent with local, state and
federal regulations, the Phase I ESA shall be
subject to City review and address the following:
a. Asbestos-Containing Materials (ACM), LeadBased Paints (LBP), polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), and Molds. Prior to any the issuance of
a demolition permit, the applicant shall conduct
a comprehensive survey of ACM, LBP, PCBs,
and molds. If such hazardous materials are
found to be present, the applicant shall follow
all applicable local, state and federal codes and
regulations, as well as applicable best
management practices, related to the
treatment, handling, and disposal of ACM, LBP,
PCBs, and molds to ensure public safety.
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b. Potential Onsite Hazardous Materials or
Conditions. A visual survey and
reconnaissance-level investigation of the
existing site shall be conducted to determine if
there are any structures or features within or
near the buildings that are used to store,
contain, or dispose of hazardous materials. For
any development within the Downtown area
that has not been subject to a Phase I ESA or
successful remediation efforts in the past, a
Phase I ESA shall be performed to determine
the likelihood of contaminants in areas beyond
what has already been assessed in accordance
with American Society of Testing and Materials
(ASTM) Practice E 1527-05 as may be
amended. If the Phase I ESA finds that
contaminated soil is suspected to be present
within any building excavation footprint or open
space area, the Applicant shall perform soil
sampling and analysis to determine the extent
of contamination. If contaminants are detected
in soil at or above regulatory levels, then the
results of the soil sampling shall be reviewed
and acted upon by the Santa Monica Fire
Department (SMFD) or the Planning
Department and other regional or state
regulatory agencies as needed.
c. Environmental Database Search. A hazardous
materials database search shall be conducted
for the project site, which includes a review of
any list of facilities and sites compiled pursuant
to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code.
MM HAZ-2b
Remediation: For sites with
identified soil and/or groundwater contamination at
or above regulatory levels, prior to the issuance of
grading permits for any development site within the
Downtown area, it shall be the responsibility of the
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Applicant to conduct and conclude all investigation
and/or remediation activities under the oversight of
the applicable regulatory agency (e.g., SMFD,
Department of Toxic Substances Control [DTSC],
State Water Resources Control Board [SWRCB]).
Remediation shall be accomplished in accordance
with the requirements of the appropriate oversight
agency. No project construction shall occur in the
affected area until case closure reports have been
approved by the appropriate oversight agency.

Residual Impacts

MM HAZ-2c
Discovery of Contamination: In the
event that previously unknown or unidentified soil
and/or groundwater contamination that could
present a threat to human health or the
environment is encountered during construction at
a development site, construction activities in the
immediate vicinity of the contamination shall cease
immediately. A qualified environmental specialist
(e.g., a licensed Professional Geologist [PG], a
licensed Professional Engineer [PE] or similarly
qualified individual) shall conduct an investigation
to identify and determine the level of soil and/or
groundwater contamination. If contamination is
encountered, a Human Health Risk Management
Plan shall be prepared and implemented that: (1)
identifies the contaminants of concern and the
potential risk each contaminant would pose to
human health and the environment during
construction and post-development, and (2)
describes measures to be taken to protect workers,
and the public from exposure to potential site
hazards. Such measures could include a range of
options, including, but not limited to, physical site
controls during construction, remediation, long-term
monitoring, post-development maintenance or
access limitations, or some combination thereof.
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Depending on the nature of contamination, if any,
appropriate agencies shall be notified (e.g.,
SMFD). If needed, a Site Health and Safety Plan
that meets Occupational Safety and Health
Administration requirements shall be prepared and
in place prior to commencement of work in any
contaminated area.
MM HAZ-2d
Soils Management Plan: For
project sites with onsite soil contamination, prior to
approval of the first grading plan or issuance of the
first demolition permit, whichever occurs first, the
project Applicant shall submit a soils management
plan and a transportation plan to the appropriate
cleanup agency (e.g., Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB), DTSC, SMFD) for
review and approval. The soils management plan
and transportation plan shall include the following
tasks.
Soils Management Plan
Affected soils shall be either directly loaded into
awaiting trucks for immediate offsite disposal or
temporarily stockpiled on plastic sheeting prior to
load-out and offsite disposal. If temporarily
stockpiled, soil removed from the excavations shall
be placed next to or as close as possible to the
excavation from which it came.
Prior to load-out, the construction contractor shall
prepare waste profiles and example waste
manifests for approval by the receiving facilities.
Soil and material segregation, stockpile handling,
truck loading, and storm water management
practices shall be followed during the remedial
action according to the following.
Soil and Material Segregation
Overburden soils shall be screened with an organic
vapor analyzer (OVA) in accordance with
SCAQMD Rule 1166. Any significant quantities of
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construction debris encountered during excavation
shall be segregated and disposed of in accordance
with federal, state, and local regulations. Soil
cuttings during the installation of soldier piles shall
be disposed of offsite with any affected soils from
the deep excavation.
Stockpile Management
The stockpiled soils for load-out shall be
segregated by waste classification:
• Nonhazardous waste.
• Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)contaminated nonhazardous waste with OVA
readings greater than 50 parts per million
(ppm) but less than 1,000 ppm.
• VOC-contaminated nonhazardous waste with
OVA readings of 1,000 ppm or greater. These
soils shall be immediately sprayed with water
or suppressant and placed in a sealed
container (roll-off bin) or directly loaded into a
suitable transport truck, moistened with water,
and covered with a tarp for offsite
transportation to the appropriate disposal
facility, as specified in the SCAQMD Rule
1166 Mitigation Plan.
The temporary stockpiles containing affected soils
shall be managed as follows:
• The temporary stockpiles for non-VOC
contaminants shall be placed on plastic
sheeting and kept moist during working hours
and covered with plastic sheeting at the end of
the day to control dust.
• The VOC-contaminated stockpiles shall be
placed on plastic sheeting and immediately
covered with plastic sheeting. The edges of
the plastic shall have an overlap of at least 24
inches. The plastic shall be secured at the
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base of the stockpile and along the seams of
overlapping plastic sheeting with sandbags or
equivalent means. The stockpiles shall remain
covered until load-out.
• Daily inspections of the stockpiles shall be
conducted to verify the integrity of the
stockpile covers. Any gaps, tears, or other
deficiencies shall be corrected immediately.
Daily records shall be kept of stockpile
inspections and any repairs made.
• If necessary, commercial vapor suppressants
and sealants shall be prepared and applied to
VOC-contaminated soil in accordance with the
manufacturer’s recommendations.
• During stockpile generation and removal, only
the working face of the stockpile shall be
uncovered.
Decontamination Methods and Procedures
Each piece of equipment used for the excavation of
affected soils shall have a clean-out bucket or
continuous edge across the cutting face of its
bucket. No excavation of affected soil shall be
permitted with equipment utilizing teeth across the
cutting edge of its bucket.
Entry to the contaminated areas (i.e., work
exclusion zones) shall be limited to avoid
unnecessary exposure and related transfer of
contaminants. In unavoidable circumstances, any
equipment or truck(s) that come into direct contact
with affected soil shall be decontaminated to
prevent the onsite and offsite distribution of
contaminated soil. The decontamination shall be
conducted within a designated area by brushing off
equipment surfaces onto plastic sheeting. Trucks
shall be visually inspected before leaving the site,
and any dirt adhering to the exterior surfaces shall
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be brushed off and collected on plastic sheeting.
The storage bins or beds of the trucks shall be
inspected to ensure the loads are properly covered
and secured. Excavation equipment surfaces shall
also be brushed off prior to removing the
equipment from contaminated areas.
Movement of affected soils from the excavation
area to temporary stockpiles shall be conducted
using enclosed transfer trucks, if possible. If
affected soils must be moved within an open
receptacle (e.g., loader bucket), the travel path for
the loader shall be scraped following this activity,
with scraped soils placed in the temporary stockpile
for load-out.
Sampling equipment that comes into direct contact
with potentially contaminated soil or water shall be
decontaminated to assure the quality of samples
collected and/or to avoid cross-contamination.
Disposable sampling equipment intended for onetime use shall not be decontaminated, but shall be
packaged for appropriate offsite disposal.
Decontamination shall occur prior to and after each
designated use of a piece of sampling equipment,
using the following procedures:
• Nonphosphate detergent and tap-water wash,
using a brush if necessary.
• Tap-water rinse.
• Initial deionized/distilled water rinse.
• Final deionized/distilled water rinse.
Truck Loading
Trucks may be loaded directly from the excavation
or temporary stockpile based on truck availability
and excavation logistics. Trucks shall be routed
and stockpile areas shall be located so as to avoid
having trucks pass through impacted areas. The
truckloads shall be wetted and tarped prior to
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exiting the site. All soil hauled from the site shall
comply with the following:
• Materials shall be transported to an approved
treatment/disposal facility.
• No excavated material shall extend above the
sides or rear of the truck/trailer.
• Trucks/trailers carrying affected soils shall be
completely tarped/covered to prevent
particulate emissions to the atmosphere. Prior
to covering/tarping, the surface of the loaded
soil shall be moistened.
• The exterior of the trucks/trailers shall be
cleaned off prior to leaving the site to eliminate
tracking of material offsite.
Storm Water Management
The good housekeeping practices prescribed in the
City’s Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan (Municipal
Code Section 7.10.060) shall be implemented
during soil excavation activities to contain and
control storm water runoff that might convey
contaminated or excessive sediments. If rainfall is
expected, the areas around open excavations shall
be graded and bermed to prevent storm water from
flowing into the excavation. Any standing water that
collects in the bottom of the excavations shall be
removed and handled in accordance with federal,
state, and local regulations. The water shall be
sampled and analyzed either as standing water in
the excavation or following containment in a
temporary above-ground storage tank. Depending
on the volume of water and the sampling results,
options for handling the standing water could
include:
• Pumping the standing water into temporary
above-ground storage tanks for reuse onsite
for dust suppression.
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HAZ-3 Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could be located on a
property that is included on a list of hazardous
materials sites compiled pursuant to

ES-32
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• Pumping the standing water through filters and
a carbon adsorption filter (if required based on
analytical results) prior to discharge to a storm
drain, subject to approval by the City of Santa
Monica Water Resources Protection Programs
Division.
• Pumping the standing water into vacuum
trucks for transport and disposal at a recycling
facility.
Transportation Plan
All affected soils shall be transported offsite for
lawful management and disposal. Prior to load-out,
the construction contractor shall prepare waste
profiles for the receiving facility using analytical
data from the previous environmental site
assessment.
MM HAZ-2e
Health Risk Assessment (HRA) for
Leaking Underground Fuel Tanks (LUFTs): For any
development site with identified groundwater
contamination including existing LUFTs, any
proposal to include residential uses or other
sensitive receptor uses, such as school, health
care, and senior care facilities, shall be preceded
by completion of a health risk assessment to
characterize the risk of exposure to hazardous
materials, consistent with local, state, and federal
guidelines and the requirements of MM HAZ-2a.
No project construction shall occur in the affected
area until case closure reports have been approved
by the appropriate oversight agency.
No mitigation required
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Government Code Section 65962.5. However,
with implementation of mitigation measures,
impacts would be reduced to less than
significant.
Hydrology and Water Quality
HYD-1 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not generate a substantial increase in urban
runoff that would violate water quality standards
or waste discharge requirements. In addition,
implementation of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not have
the potential to create or contribute additional
runoff to the storm water drainage system such
that it would exceed capacity or provide
additional sources of polluted runoff.
Compliance with existing regulations and plans
would ensure that potential impacts to water
quality would be less than significant.
HYD-2 Although future land uses anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would potentially require
groundwater dewatering, it would not
substantially deplete groundwater supplies.
Compliance with existing regulations and plans
would ensure that potential impacts would be
less than significant.
HYD-3 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not alter drainage patterns in a manner that
would result in substantial erosion, siltation, or
flooding on- or offsite. Compliance with existing
regulations and plans would ensure that
potential impacts would be less than significant.
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Land Use and Planning
LU-1 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not physically divide an established community.
Rather, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would enhance community connections by
facilitating the creation of new open spaces,
pedestrian linkages, a mix of complementary
land uses, and an integrated multi-modal
transportation system. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
LU-2 The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not conflict with the
provisions of the California Coastal Act. As
such, this impact would be less than significant.
LU-3 The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would be consistent with
the goals and policies in SCAG’s 2012-2035
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy and Compass Growth
Visioning Principles. As such, this impact would
be less than significant.
LU-4 The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would be substantially
compatible with the goals and policies of the
LUCE. However, Scenario A would not achieve
the City’s LUCE goal of No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trips by 2030 and as such, this impact
would be potentially significant for Scenario A.
Scenario B would achieve the goal of No Net
New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, and as such, this
impact would be less than significant.
Neighborhood Effects
NHE-1 Neighborhood impacts related to
aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar
access, land use, and transportation and
ES-34
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circulation from the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less
than significant. Rather, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
implements the LUCE principle of integrating
land use and transportation to minimize the
negative impacts of new development on
existing neighborhoods.
Noise
N-1
Construction activities from future
projects in the Downtown could generate
periodic construction noise levels. However, all
projects would be required to comply with the
City’s Noise Ordinance regulations relating to
noise reduction and noise limits. Implementation
of mitigation measure would further minimize
noise disturbance on sensitive receptors.
Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
N-2
Construction of future projects in the
Downtown would potentially expose adjacent
persons or structures to temporary groundborne
vibration levels that would exceed thresholds.
Impacts on sensitive receptors from
construction vibration would be potentially
significant and unavoidable.
N-3
Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not result in a
substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise levels in the Downtown. Therefore, this
impact would be less than significant.
N-4
The Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not result in a
substantial temporary or periodic increase in
ambient noise levels in the Downtown.
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No feasible mitigation

Significant and Unavoidable

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant
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Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
Temporary noise impacts would be less than
significant.
Population, Housing, and Employment
POP-1 Population, housing, and employment
in the Downtown are anticipated to increase
through 2030; however, such increases would
not be significant relative to existing citywide
population and housing and therefore, this
impact would be less than significant.
POP-2 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not displace substantial numbers of existing
housing or people. This impact would be less
than significant.
Public Services
PS-1 New land uses anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would result in an
increase in resident and daytime population,
which would incrementally increase the demand
for fire protection services; however, the plan
would not generate the need for new or
physically altered fire protection facilities that
could result in significant environmental
impacts. This impact would be less than
significant.
PS-2 New residential, commercial, and
visitor-serving uses occurring under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would result in an increase in resident and
daytime population, which would incrementally
increase the demand for police protection
services. Such population increases would not
result in the need for new or physically altered
police facilities that could result in significant
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Residual Impacts

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

MM PS-1
The City shall require applicants of
development projects with buildings that are seven
stories and higher in the Downtown to prepare a
high-rise pre-fire plan. At a minimum, the pre-fire
plan shall address the types and capabilities of fire
protection systems, the layout of the building,
locations of stairwells and elevators, and how
evacuation will be handled. A copy of the plan shall
be kept in the fire control room and a copy shall be
filed with the SMFD fire marshal. The plan shall be
revised every 5 years.
MM PS-2
The City shall require applicants of
development projects over a specified square
footage (e.g., 60,000 square feet [sf]) in the
Downtown to prepare and implement a security
plan for common or public spaces, including
parking structures/ lots, courtyards, other open
areas, public or common area walkways stairways
and elevators as a condition of their development
agreement. The security plan will identify the
locations of 911-capable phones in parking

Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant
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Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
environmental impacts. This impact would be
less than significant.

PS-3 New residential uses occurring under
the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan are anticipated to
generate students, which would incrementally
increase demand for schools; however,
pursuant to SB 50, the payment of developer
fees to the SMMUSD would fully mitigate
impacts to less than significant.
PS-4 New residential population anticipated
to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would incrementally the
increase demand for libraries; however, due to
the growing use of electronic resources as well
as the recent completion of the Pico Branch
library, this impact would be less than
significant.
PS-5 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is
anticipated to incrementally increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional parks, but
would not cause the acceleration of substantial
physical deterioration of these facilities. This
impact is less than significant.
PS-6 Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not result in the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities that might have an
adverse physical effect on the environment.
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Mitigation Measures
garages and other public area, will establish rules
and regulations for public use of the courtyard
areas, and establish private security patrols for the
property. Private security patrols shall work in
coordination with the Santa Monica Police
Department. The plan shall be subject to review
and approval by the SMPD.
No mitigation required

Residual Impacts

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant
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Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
Therefore, impacts would be less than
significant.
Utilities
U-1
Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may
require or result in the construction of new water
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects. Impacts would be
reduced to less than significant with mitigation.

ES-38

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

MM U-1
Downtown Public Infrastructure
Financing Program: The City shall ensure
adequate financing for funding of infrastructure
improvements to serve the Downtown through the
City’s Capital Improvements Program or
alternatively, implement a Downtown Public
Infrastructure Financing Program (DPIFP),
including preparation of an Assembly Bill (AB) 1600
fee justification study, for the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan area. The DPIFP shall be
completed within 2 years of adoption of the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. All new
development within the Downtown shall be
conditioned to be subject to payment of its fair
share of any impact fees identified under this
program. The DPIFP shall determine the costs of
and establish a funding program for the following
capital improvements to upgrade water delivery as
needed to serve the demands of new land uses
anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
The DPIFP shall also:
a. Identify the cost of improvements to or
replacement of undersized water and
wastewater lines within the Downtown needed
to serve the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
b. Clearly apportion existing and projected
demand on these facilities and costs between
existing users, the City and proposed future
development.
c. Identify potential funding mechanisms for
sewer and water line construction, including the

Less Than Significant
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Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts

U-2
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would increase the
demand for water; however this demand would
be adequately met by existing and planned
future water supplies. This impact would be less
than significant.
U-3
Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB). This would be a less
than significant impact.
U-4
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan may require or result in
the construction of new wastewater facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental
effects. Impacts would be reduced to less than
significant with mitigation.
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Mitigation Measures
equitable sharing of costs between new
development, the City and existing users,
including development impact fees, grants,
assessments, etc.
d. Identify development impact fees for all
residential and non-residential development to
ensure that development pays its fair share of
public infrastructure costs.
e. Include a regular fee update schedule,
consistent with the City’s Capital Improvement
Program.
f. Require the first update of the DPIFP within 5
years following adoption of the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
No mitigation required

Residual Impacts

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant

MM U-1 and MM U-4
MM U-4
Downtown Public Infrastructure
Financing Program: In addition to the
improvements to the water delivery system
described in MM U-1, the City shall ensure
adequate financing for funding of infrastructure
improvements to the wastewater system. The
DPIFP described in MM U-1 shall determine the
costs of and establish a funding program for the
following capital improvements to wastewater
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Impacts

U-5
Implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
result in an increase in wastewater generate;
but such increase would not exceed the
wastewater treatment provider’s capacity.
Impacts would be less than significant.
U-6
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan has the potential to result
in the generation of additional solid waste that
would require landfill disposal. There is
sufficient landfill capacity to accommodate the
increased solid waste generation, so this impact
would be less than significant.
U-7
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not result in
generation of addition waste, with the potential
to conflict with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste. Due to
existing City programs, there is no impact.
U-8
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would increase energy
demand, but would not result in wasteful,
inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of
energy. Implementation standard regulations,
as well as conformance with the Sustainable
City Plan, the City‘s Green Building Program,
and the policies of the City’s LUCE, would
reduce impacts to less than significant.
Transportation and Circulation
T-1
Construction activities anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would potentially create
short-term traffic impacts from congestion due
ES-40

Mitigation Measures
conveyance as needed to serve the demands of
new projects occurring under the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
No mitigation required

Residual Impacts

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant

Less Than Significant

MM T-1
Prior to issuance of a grading or
building permit, individual discretionary projects
anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan shall prepare a Construction
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts

Impacts
to construction vehicles (e.g., construction
trucks, construction worker vehicles, equipment,
etc.), traffic lane and sidewalk closures, and
loss of on-street parking. With implementation
of the mitigation measure for construction traffic,
construction-traffic impacts would be reduced to
less than significant.
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Impact Mitigation Plan for review and approval to
address and manage traffic during construction and
shall be designed to:
• Prevent traffic impacts on the surrounding
roadway network.
• Minimize parking impacts both to public
parking and access to private parking to the
greatest extent practicable.
• Ensure safety for both those constructing the
project and the surrounding community.
• Prevent substantial truck traffic through
residential neighborhoods.
The Construction Impact Mitigation Plan shall be
subject to review and approval by the following City
departments: Public Works, Fire, Planning and
Community Development, and Police to ensure
that the Plan has been designed in accordance
with this mitigation measure. Additionally, the plan
shall be prepared and implemented in coordination
with any affected agencies such as Big Blue Bus,
Metro, and Caltrans. The plan shall, at a minimum,
include the following:
• Ongoing Requirements throughout the
Duration of Construction
• A detailed Construction Impact Mitigation Plan
for work zones shall be maintained. At a
minimum, this shall include parking and travel
lane configurations; warning, regulatory,
guide, and directional signage; and area
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and parking lanes.
The plan shall include specific information
regarding the project’s construction activities
that may disrupt normal pedestrian and traffic
flow and the measures to address these
disruptions. Such plans shall be reviewed and
approved by the Planning and Community

Residual Impacts
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Impacts

ES-42

Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures, and Residual Impacts
Mitigation Measures
Development Department prior to
commencement of construction and
implemented in accordance with this approval.
• Work within the public right-of-way shall be
performed between 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.
This work includes dirt and demolition material
hauling and construction material delivery.
Work within the public right-of-way outside of
these hours shall only be allowed after the
issuance of an after-hours construction permit.
• Streets and equipment shall be cleaned in
accordance with established Public Works
requirements.
• Trucks shall only travel on a City-approved
construction truck route. Truck
queuing/staging shall not be allowed on City
streets. Limited queuing may occur on the
construction site itself.
• Materials and equipment shall be minimally
visible to the public; the preferred location for
materials is to be onsite, with a minimum
amount of materials within a work area in the
public right-of-way, subject to a current Use of
Public Property Permit.
• Any requests for work before or after normal
construction hours within the public right-ofway shall be subject to review and approval
through the After Hours Permit process
administered by the Public Works
Department.
• Provision of off-street parking for construction
workers, which may include the use of a
remote location with shuttle transport to the
site, if determined necessary by the City of
Santa Monica.

Residual Impacts
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Mitigation Measures
• Sidewalk closure shall be prohibited to the
extent feasible; if sidewalk closure is
determined to be necessary, a detour
pedestrian pathway shall be provided.
• Provisions to maintain or relocate Metro stops
consistent with Metro Bus Operations.
Project Coordination Elements That Shall Be
Implemented Prior to Commencement of
Construction
• The traveling public shall be advised of
impending construction activities (e.g.,
information signs, portable message signs,
media listing/notification, and implementation
of an approved Construction Impact Mitigation
Plan) in a manner appropriate to the scale and
type of projects.
• A Use of Public Property Permit, Excavation
Permit, Sewer Permit, or Oversize Load
Permit, as well as any Caltrans permits
required for any construction work requiring
encroachment into public rights-of-way,
detours, or any other work within the public
right-of-way shall be obtained.
• Timely notification of construction shall be
provided to all affected agencies (e.g., Big
Blue Bus, Police Department, Fire
Department, Public Works Department, and
Planning and Community Development
Department) and shall be posted on site.
• Construction work shall be coordinated with
affected agencies in advance of start of work.
Approvals may take up to two weeks per each
submittal.
• Planning and Community Development
Department approval of any haul routes for

Residual Impacts
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Impacts

T-2
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan minimizes future trip
generation associated with new land uses and
creates an effective multi-modal transportation
system within the Downtown. The plan
proposes improved transportation connections
as well as aggressive TDM to improve mobility
and circulation for all transportation users within
the Downtown. Under Scenario B, impacts to
the overall multimodal transportation system in
terms of no net new P.M. peak hour trips, VMT
per capita, and other sustainability metrics
would be beneficial, while under Scenario A
they would be less than significant.
T-3
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would integrate land uses
with a balanced, coordinated multi-modal
transportation system, consistent with proposed
changes to CEQA under SB 743. However,
based on existing significance criteria that
assess traffic impacts by measuring automobile
delay, future traffic anticipated to occur by 2030
would result in significant and unavoidable
impact on intersections.

ES-44

Mitigation Measures
earth, concrete, or construction materials and
equipment hauling shall be obtained.
No mitigation required

Residual Impacts

MM T-3
Downtown Transportation
Improvement Plan (DTIP): The City shall prepare a
DTIP, including an Assembly Bill (AB) 1600 fee
justification study, for the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan area which would
include improvements to transportation facilities
needed to facilitate efficient and environmentally
sustainable mobility within the Downtown. The
DTIP shall identify improvements to facilitate all
modes of travel within the planning area. The DTIP
shall be an integrated multi-modal transportation
plan for capital improvements required to mitigate
transportation impacts of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, including
improvements to roads, intersections and transit,
bike and pedestrian facilities and TDM. The DTIP
shall contain a list of transportation projects to be
undertaken and include projected costs for each
funded and unfunded improvement.

Significant and unavoidable

Less Than Significant
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Impacts

T-4
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not cause an
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
Final EIR

Mitigation Measures
1. The DTIP shall provide funding for
transportation improvements to sufficiently
serve the demands of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan including new
roadway connections/upgrades, transit facility
upgrades, pedestrian/bicycle improvements,
and TDM.
2. The DTIP shall:
• Identify the cost of improvements to all
identified transportation improvements
within the Downtown needed to serve the
proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
• Clearly apportion existing and projected
demand on these facilities and costs
between existing users, the City and
proposed future development projects.
• Identify potential funding mechanisms for
transportation infrastructure construction,
including the equitable sharing of costs
between new development, the City and
existing users, including development
impact fees, grants, assessments, etc.
• Identify development impact fees for all
residential and non-residential projects to
ensure that each project pays its fair
share of public infrastructure costs.
• Include a regular fee update schedule,
consistent with the City’s Capital
Improvement Program.
• Require the first update of the DTIP within
five years following adoption of the
proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
No mitigation required

Residual Impacts

Less Than Significant
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Impacts
exceedance of thresholds at CMP-designated
freeways or intersections. Therefore, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would have a less than significant impact
on CMP freeways and roadways.
T-5
The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would create a balanced
and coordinated transportation network that
would improve all modes of transportation,
including public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
facilities, resulting in a beneficial impact. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan supports these alternative modes of
transportation, and would not conflict with
adopted policies, plan, or programs.

ES-46

Mitigation Measures

Residual Impacts

No mitigation required

Less Than Significant
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Table ES-2

Impact Comparison of Alternatives to the Proposed Project
Proposed Project

Resource
Area

No Project
(Alternative #1)

Reduced
Project
(Alternative #2)

4th/5th OneWay
Circulation
(Alternative #3)

Expanded OneWay Street
Circulation
(Alternative #4)

Hotel/Tourism
Focused Land
Use Mix
(Alternative #5)

(Scenario A)

(Scenario B)

Aesthetics and
Shade,
Shadows, and
Solar Access

Less Than
Significant

Less Than
Significant

Slightly Greater

Slightly Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Air Quality

Significant and
Unavoidable

Significant and
Unavoidable

Greater

Greater

Similar

Similar

Greater

Less Than
Significant
Significant and
Unavoidable
Significant and
Unavoidable

Less Than
Significant
Significant and
Unavoidable
Significant and
Unavoidable

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Less Than
Significant

Less Than
Significant

Slightly Greater

Slightly Greater

Slightly Greater

Slightly Greater

Slightly Greater

Less Than
Significant

Less Than
Significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Less Than
Significant

Less Than
Significant

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant
Significant and
Unavoidable

Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant
Significant and
Unavoidable

Slightly Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Slightly Greater

Slightly Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Slightly Greater

Greater

Similar

Similar

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Biological
Resources
Construction
Effects
Cultural
Resources
Greenhouse
Gas
Emissions and
Climate
Change
Geology and
Soils
Hazards and
Hazardous
Materials
Hydrology and
Water Quality
Land Use and
Planning
Neighborhood
Effects
Noise
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Proposed Project

Resource
Area
Population
and Housing
Public
Services
Utilities
Transportation
and
Circulation
Meets Project
Objectives?

ES-48

No Project
(Alternative #1)

Reduced
Project
(Alternative #2)

4th/5th OneWay
Circulation
(Alternative #3)

Expanded OneWay Street
Circulation
(Alternative #4)

Hotel/Tourism
Focused Land
Use Mix
(Alternative #5)

Slightly Greater

Slightly Greater

Similar

Similar

Slightly Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Slightly Greater

Slightly Less

Similar

Similar

Similar

(Scenario A)

(Scenario B)

Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant

Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant
Less Than
Significant

Significant and
Unavoidable

Significant and
Unavoidable

Greater

Less

Greater

Greater

Similar

Yes

Yes

None

Some

Many

Many

Some
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1.0 - Introduction

1.0 INTRODUCTION
In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act, this Program Environmental Impact
Report evaluates the potential environmental impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan for the City of Santa Monica, California. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan area is contiguous with the Downtown district, which is an area
approximately 236 acres in size generally bound by Ocean Avenue/Palisades Park on the west,
parcels along both sides of Lincoln Boulevard on the east, Interstate 10 on the south, and parcels
along both sides of Wilshire Boulevard on the north. Anticipating the arrival of the Expo Light
Rail Transit line in 2016, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan seeks to balance
the evolution of the Downtown with benefits for the community, combining physical upgrades to
the street and circulation network with historic preservation, increased sustainability, housing
opportunities, cultural offerings, open space, and economic diversity while integrating the light
rail.

1.1

LAND USE AND CIRCULATION ELEMENT AND THE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC
PLANCOMMUNITY PLAN

The Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE), adopted in 2010, is the City’s guiding land use
and transportation plan that encompasses the community’s vision for Santa Monica’s future. The
LUCE established a vision for Downtown to continue to thrive as the greatest concentration of
activity in the City, anchored by the core commercial district and an expanding residential area
with a variety of unit sizes and types. The LUCE anticipates that tThe arrival of the Expo Light
Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) in 2016 iswill be transformative for the Downtown and the LUCE
outlines an active transit-rich Downtown district that fully integrates the Expo LRT, Civic Center,
and beachfront, while also preserving the unique character of the district and its commercial and
residential life. The LUCE emphasizes a network of well-designed streets and sidewalks to better
connect all travel options to the Expo LRT and
to ensure that future land uses in the
Downtown will create a pedestrian-friendly
environment with active street frontages.
The LUCE calls for the creation of a new
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to
determine detailed standards, strategies, and
policies for the Downtown district, and to
coordinate numerous future public and private
improvements. The LUCE specified that the
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LUCE envisioned that the Downtown would be
successfully integrated with the Downtown Station of
the Expo LRT.
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1.2 – The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Process

Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan should address community concerns related to traffic
congestion and pedestrian safety by evaluating physical upgrades to streets along with
opportunities to optimize the circulation network to meet the needs of all people navigating the
Downtown. Priority was specified for public improvements that would enhance the pedestrian
experience and standards and programs to foster trip reduction goals by encouraging walking,
biking, and transit as well as Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan builds upon the LUCE vision, presenting a set of
customized standards and criteria towards realizing the LUCE vision for pedestrian orientation,
effective multi-modal circulation, successful place making, high quality of life, and economic
diversity with a complementary mix of uses to ensure that the Downtown will evolve sustainably
and successfully.

1.2

THE DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLANCOMMUNITY PLAN PROCESS

The public process for developing the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan began
in early 2012, and has included numerous community workshops, stakeholder interviews,
meetings with the business community, design charrettes, and public hearings with various Boards
and Commissions and the City Council (see Section 2.0, Project Description). Public outreach
discussed the need for a balance between preserving Downtown Santa Monica’s character and
ambience, while also enhancing key aspects of urban form to retain access to light and air, increase
open spaces in relation to buildings, and improve circulation and mobility with an emphasis on
pedestrian service. Emphasis was also placed on enhancements that preserve existing historical
resources, contribute to cultural/arts offerings, and points of interest that heighten the experience
of entering or leaving the Downtown and address the integration of the Expo LRT extension.
In September 2013, the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan Framework was released. The
Downtown
Specific
PlanCommunity
Plan
Framework formed the basis of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and
included initial components that address
sustainability,
urban
form,
land
use,
circulation/mobility, open space, preservation, and
economic diversity.

DOWNTOWN SNAPSHOT
Square Area:
Total City Blocks:
Number of Housing Units:
Residential Population:
Number of Employees:
Average Foot Traffic/Day:

236 acres
60
3,450
4,016
19,416
40,000

Source: City of Santa Monica 2015

Additional refinements have been incorporated based on further community dialogue and detailed
analyses, leading to the release of the draft Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan in February
2014. The draft Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan has been shaped by years of community
1.0-2
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and civic engagement. The draft Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is available for review
online at: http://www.smgov.net/Departments/PCD/Plans/Downtown-Specific-Plan. A revised
draft of the Plan is in process – the Final EIR will address the environmental effects of those
revisions as necessary.

1.3

PROPOSED DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLANCOMMUNITY PLAN

Santa Monica has a successful Downtown that
serves as a local, regional, national, and
international destination. With the arrival of the
Expo LRT in May 2016, the Downtown will
inevitably change. The Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan constitutes the City’s policy
guidance and systematic implementation plan for
the Downtown through the 2030 planning
The proposed Downtown SpecificCommunity Plan
horizon. Using the LUCE framework as the guide, would provide a proactive strategy for Downtown
to evolve into a more accessible, multi-modal,
the
proposed
Downtown
Specific pedestrian-friendly urban district.
PlanCommunity Plan provides a proactive
strategy for Downtown to evolve into a more accessible, multi-modal, and pedestrian-friendly
urban district that serves the needs of a diverse community while integrating the western terminus
station (Downtown Station) of the Expo LRT. The plan addresses important issues in the
Downtown including historic preservation, high quality architecture, sensitive urban design,
diverse housing opportunities, sustainable features, expansion of cultural arts offerings, additional
open spaces to support walkability, support for the retail/entertainment district, additional office
space to meet the needs of the “Silicon Beach” creative businesses, and integration with the Expo
LRT. The key components of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are
described in greater detail in Section 2.0, Project Description of this Environmental Impact Report
(EIR).

1.4

EIR PURPOSE AND LEGAL AUTHORITY

This Program EIR was prepared in accordance with the Guidelines for Implementation of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), published by the Resources Agency of the State
of California (Title 14, California Code of Regulations 15000 et. seq.), and the City of Santa
Monica’s procedures for implementing CEQA. Adoption of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan is considered a project under CEQA and is therefore, subject to CEQA
compliance.
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1.5 – Program EIR

Per §21067 of CEQA and §15367 and 15050 through 15053 of the state CEQA Guidelines, the
City of Santa Monica is the Lead Agency under whose authority this EIR has been prepared. This
EIR is intended to serve as an informational document to inform public agencies, decision-makers,
and the general public regarding the significant environmental impacts that would potentially
result from implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Under the
provisions of CEQA, “the purpose of the environmental impact report is to identify the significant
effects of a project on the environment, to identify alternatives to the project, and to indicate the
manner in which significant effects can be mitigated or avoided” (Public Resources Code [Pub.
Res. Code] 21002.1[a]). In a practical sense, this EIR functions as a tool for fact-finding, allowing
the public and the City an opportunity to collectively review and evaluate baseline existing
conditions and the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s potential to result in
environmental impacts through a full disclosure process. Additionally, this EIR provides the
primary source of environmental information for the City to consider when exercising any
permitting or approval authority directly related to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
The CEQA process was established to enable public agencies to evaluate a project in terms of its
environmental consequences, to examine and implement mitigation measures for eliminating or
reducing any potentially adverse impacts, and to consider alternatives to the project. While CEQA
§15021(a) and§ 15091 requires that major consideration be given to lessening or avoiding
environmental damage where feasible, the Lead Agency and other responsible public agencies
may balance adverse environmental effects against other public objectives, taking into account
economic, legal, social, and technological factors.

1.5

PROGRAM EIR

This EIR can be characterized as a Program EIR prepared pursuant to §15168 of the state CEQA
Guidelines. The state CEQA Guidelines states that a Program EIR may be prepared on a series of
actions that constitute one large project and are related geographically. A Program EIR provides
the City with the opportunity to consider broad policy alternatives and mitigation programs to
address cumulative impacts. This document is intended to act as an analytical superstructure for
subsequent analysis associated with individual project applications consistent with the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. In preparing the Program EIR that provides a more
exhaustive consideration of cumulative effects, the City can consider broad policies and programwide mitigation measures as well as focus the scope of environmental review of individual
projects. CEQA Guidelines §15182 state that no EIR shall be necessary for a residential project
undertaken pursuant to and in conformity to a specific plan for which an EIR has been prepared.
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This Program EIR does not focus on any specific projects that may be implemented pursuant to
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The City recognizes that this document
does not include the level of detail necessary to qualify as a project EIR, and anticipates that future
related discretionary projects may require more detailed environmental review pursuant to CEQA
at the time that they are proposed. In accordance with CEQA Guidelines §15168, subsequent
activities that involve individual projects proposed in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan area will be evaluated in accordance with this Program EIR to determine whether the
proposed project is in conformance with the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and
whether additional environmental analysis at the project-level is needed. If it is determined that a
subsequent activity is within the scope of the Program EIR and no new effects could occur or no
new mitigation measures would be required, additional environmental documents may not be
required if the Program EIR adequately addresses impacts of the subsequent activity (CEQA
Guidelines §15168[c]). When a Program EIR is relied upon for a subsequent activity, the Lead
Agency must incorporate applicable mitigation measures and alternatives developed in the
Program EIR into the subsequent activities (CEQA Guidelines §15168[c][3]). If a subsequent
activity exceeds the scope of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (e.g.,
building floor area ratio, height, etc.) analyzed in this Program EIR and would have effects that
are not identified in the Program EIR, additional project-level environmental review will be
required prior to approval of future projects, as applicable.
The Program EIR analyzes two potential 2030 buildout scenarios of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, Scenario A and Scenario B (see Section 2.0, Project Description).
The draft Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that was released in February 2014 (and
revised in 2016 and 2017), reflects Scenario B. This Program EIR describes the existing
environmental conditions and regulatory setting of the Downtown, analyzes potential
environmental impacts that could potentially result from implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (Scenario A and Scenario B) through the horizon year
of 2030, and identifies mitigation measures where feasible and necessary to avoid or reduce
potentially significant impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

1.6

AGENCIES AND ROLES

The EIR process for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan involves the
following interested agencies, as specified in the CEQA Guidelines:
Lead Agency

The City of Santa Monica is the Lead Agency as it is the agency with
principal responsibility for approving or carrying out a project (CEQA
Guidelines §15367).
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1.7 – Environmental Review Process

Responsible
Agencies

Additional agencies with approval authority over aspects of the project,
including the California Coastal Commission (CCC) (CEQA Guidelines
§15381).

Trustee Agencies

State agencies with general management authority over specified resources
of the State when the resources may occur within a project area. There are
no trustee agencies for this Project.

Other Interested
Agencies

Additional agencies that may be interested in the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan and its environmental impacts, although they
would have no authority over the project approval and adoption. For the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, interested agencies may
include the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), State
Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), Department of Toxic Substances
Control, the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC), California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans), and Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority.

1.7

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW PROCESS

The EIR process for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan consists of the
following steps, as specified in the CEQA Guidelines:
1) Notice of
Preparation
(NOP)/Public
Scoping Hearing

The City issued a NOP on September 19, 2013, requesting comments on the
proposed EIR scope of analysis within 30 days. The NOP was published online
ad in the Santa Monica Daily Press. Additionally, the NOP was circulated to all
relevant agencies, neighborhood groups, and owners and occupants in the
Downtown and within 1,000 feet of the Downtown. The City also held a public
Scoping Hearing on October 3, 2013, and public comments were received until
October 21, 2013 (CEQA Guidelines §15082).

2) Draft EIR and
Public Review
Period

The City prepares and distributes a Notice of Availability (NOA) for the Draft
EIR to relevant agencies, neighborhood groups, NOP commenters, interested
parties, and owners/occupants within the Downtown. The NOA provides notice
of a minimum 45-day public review and comment period for the Draft EIR.
During this period, the Draft EIR is made available for public review and
comment on the City’s website
http://www.smgov.net/Departments/PCD/Plans/Downtown-Specific-Plan, and
at City Hall and all City libraries (CEQA Guidelines §15087).

3) Final EIR

The City prepares a Final EIR which includes the Draft EIR with any necessary
revisions, public comments received on the Draft EIR, and a list of persons and
entities who commented, and written responses to public comments submitted
during the Draft EIR public review period. The Final EIR is made available to
public agencies at least 10 days prior to the public hearing during which
certification is considered by the Planning Commission and City council. When
completed, the Final EIR will also be available for public review on the City’s
website http://www.smgov.net/Departments/PCD/Plans/Downtown-SpecificPlan and at City Hall and all City libraries (CEQA Guidelines §15089).
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4) EIR Certification,
Project Decision,
Findings and
Statement of
Overriding
Considerations

The City certifies that the Final EIR has been completed in compliance with
CEQA. According to Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21081, when the
EIR identifies significant environmental impacts that may result from a project,
the Lead Agency‘s decision-making body must make specific Findings before
approving the project and adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations
(SOC). The SOC must provide specific reasons in writing why the decision
makers have determined that the benefits of the proposed project make its
unavoidable adverse environmental impacts acceptable (CEQA Guidelines
§15091 - 15093).

5) Mitigation
Monitoring and
Reporting Program
(MMRP)

The City adopts a MMRP for mitigation measures that were adopted or made
conditions as part of Project approval (CEQA Guidelines §15097).

6) Notice of
Determination
(NOD)

The City files a NOD with the State Clearinghouse within five working days of
the agency action to complete environmental review (CEQA Guidelines
§15094).

1.8

RECIRCULATION OF THE DRAFT EIR

A Program Draft EIR for the proposed project (State Clearinghouse Number #2010091056) was
circulated for a 90-day public review period from February 3, 2016 to May 3, 2016. During the
90-day public comment period, a total of 45 individual comment letters as well as 15 signed form
letters were received (see Section 9.0, Response to Comments on the Draft EIR).
The Program Draft EIR released on February 3, 2016 included a Project Description that was based
on the first draft of the Downtown Specific Plan. However, subsequent to publication of the Draft
EIR, the City released a revised draft of the Downtown Community on February 11, 2016
(formerly Downtown Specific Plan) that included various limited changes to the Plan, including:
•

A consolidation of proposed subareas;

•

Decrease in floor area ratio (FAR) and height standards for the proposed subareas;

•

Inclusion of the Gateway Master Plan; and

•

Contemplation of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District.

Additionally, after the close of the public comment period on May 3, 2016, the City hosted a series
of public workshops to receive input and further refine the Downtown Community Plan:
•

“I Love Downtown Because…” (June 9, 2016) – In-depth conversation and mapping of
concepts included in the Downtown Community Plan.

•

“Preservation and Change” (August 13, 2016) – Discussion about the Downtown
Community Plan and its approach to conserving the Downtown character and its sense of
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history, while also exploring various options new uses Downtown and the scale of new
buildings.
•

The Future of Mobility” (October 29, 2016) – Discussion with subject matter expects about
the history of transportation in Santa Monica and an overview of changes proposed or
anticipated by the Downtown Community Plan.

The City also facilitated discussions with the community conversation and outreach stakeholders
including various commissions, the Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce, Neighborhood
Associations, and other stakeholders. Further, the Planning Commission provided guidance on the
Downtown Community Plan during hearings in March, November, and December 2016.
Subsequent to these workshops and to address concerns raised during the Draft EIR public review
process, the City of Santa Monica prepared a Recirculated Draft EIR in accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5 which states that “A Lead Agency is required to recirculate an EIR
when significant new information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the availability
of the draft EIR for public review.” Under CEQA, a Lead Agency is required to recirculate an EIR,
or portions of an EIR, when significant new information is added to the EIR after notice is given
of the availability of the Draft EIR for public review but before certification. As discussed above,
new information added to an EIR is not significant unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives
the public of meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect
of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect that the project’s proponent has
declined to implement. The changes reflected in the Downtown Community Plan would not result
in a new significant environmental impact, a substantial increase in the severity of an
environmental impact, or a feasible project alternative or mitigation measure that would clearly
lessen the significant environmental impacts. Rather, the changes in the Downtown Community,
such as the decreased FAR and height standards, would result in less severe impacts. Further, the
changes would not result revisions to the selection of the environmentally superior alternative.
However, due to public input received during the comment period of the Program Draft EIR, the
City recirculated the following certain sections of the Program Draft EIR to provide clarity and
full transparency:
•

Section 2.0, Project Description – The description of the project that had been modified to
reflect the latest changes in the Downtown Community Plan.

•

Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning – This description of existing setting and potential
impacts to land use, which had been modified to reflect the changes in subareas as proposed
in the Downtown Community Plan.

1.0-8
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The Recirculated EIR was circulated to public agencies and interested individuals for a 45-day
public review and comment pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(c). During the 45-day
public comment period, from February 1, 2017 to March 20, 2017, a total of nine individual
comment letters as well as one signed form letters were received (see Section 9.0, Response to
Comments on the Draft EIR).

1.81.9 SCOPE OF THE EIR
This EIR assesses the potential environmental impacts that could occur with implementation of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The scope of this EIR includes evaluation
of potentially significant environmental impacts including issues raised in public comments
received in response to the NOP and at public workshops/hearings. The NOP and comment letters
received during the NOP review period are included in Appendix A. The scoping phase determined
that the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan EIR should analyze the potential
environmental issue areas, which are analyzed in detail in Section 3.0 Environmental Impact
Analysis and Mitigation of this EIR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and
Solar Access
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Construction Effects
Cultural Resources
Geology and Soils
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and
Climate Change
Hazards and Hazardous Materials

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use and Planning
Neighborhood Effects
Noise
Population, Housing, and
Employment
Public Services
Utilities
Transportation and Circulation

This EIR addresses the issues referenced above and identifies potential environmental impacts,
including Plan-specific and cumulative effects, associated with the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, in accordance with the provisions set forth in the CEQA Guidelines. In
addition, the EIR recommends feasible mitigation measures, where necessary, that would reduce
or eliminate adverse environmental effects. In accordance with CEQA Guidelines §15128 (Effects
Not Found to Be Significant), environmental impacts related to Agriculture and Forestry
Resources, and Mineral Resources were not considered significant and therefore, were not fully
discussed in the EIR (see Section 4.0, Other Environmental Considerations of this EIR).
Consistent with CEQA Guidelines (§15126.6[d]), this EIR includes the assessment of a reasonable
range of alternatives to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that could feasibly
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attain the project objectives while avoiding or substantially lessening any of the significant effects
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

1.91.10

AREAS OF KNOWN PUBLIC CONTROVERSY

CEQA requires that an EIR identify areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including
issues raised by the agency as well as the public (CEQA Guidelines §15123). Based on Planning
Commission and City Council hearings, the NOP scoping meeting, and public workshops on the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan as well as public letters received on the NOP
(see Appendix A), the following environmental issues are known to be of concern and may be
controversial. Each issue is further discussed in this EIR.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic congestion, circulation, and vehicle trips
Development standards, including floor area ratio and building height
Historic preservation
Pedestrian safety and walkability
Aesthetics and views
Shade and Shadows, including access to light
Geology, seismic activity, and bluff stability
Utilities
Public services demand
Neighborhood compatibility
Parking availability

1.101.11

ORGANIZATION OF THE EIR

This EIR is organized into the following eight sections:
•

•
•

•

•

1.0-10

Section 1.0, Introduction, provides a background and brief description of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, explains the environmental review process, and
introduces the EIR.
Section 2.0, Project Description, provides a description of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Section 3.0, Environmental Impact Analysis and Mitigation, provides the existing
environmental conditions and regulatory framework, analyzes the potential environmental
impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and its contribution to
cumulative impacts, and recommends feasible mitigation measures.
Section 4.0, Other CEQA Considerations, identifies insignificant issues areas, as well as
significant and irreversible, potential growth-inducing, and significant and unavoidable
effects.
Section 5.0, Alternatives, describes alternatives to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, and identifies the Environmentally Superior Alternative.
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•
•
•

Section 6.0, List of Preparers, identifies the persons and/or organizations that have
contributed to the preparation of the EIR.
Section 7.0, References and Persons or Organizations Contacted, provides documents
and interviews used as a basis of information for preparing the EIR.
Appendices to the EIR include the NOP, responses to the NOP, and supporting technical
studies used as a basis of information and analyses in preparation of the EIR.
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed Downtown Community Plan (DCP) would establish the regulatory framework to
support a successful, mixed-use Downtown District that provides multiple opportunities for living,
working, entertainment and cultural enrichment, consistent with guidance provided by the City’s
2010 Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE). The Plan recognizes the need to build on the
success of a vibrant district to ensure it continues to evolve as a complete community that fully
integrates the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) and connects the Downtown to the adjacent
Civic Center, Santa Monica Pier, and beachfront. The proposed DCP sets forth comprehensive
standards, policies, and tools to guide future land uses while preserving the Downtown’s character
and ensuring its long-term success. To complement a balanced mix of land uses, the DCP focuses
on reducing single occupancy vehicle trips and seeks to enhance circulation and mobility for all
modes through pedestrian, bike, transit, rideshare, and streetscape improvements. The DCP would
ensure that future projects in the Downtown are consistent with and reinforce the Downtown
District’s important history and character, while enhancing mobility, circulation, public
amenities, and building design.
2.1

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

The City of Santa Monica (City) is proposing a specific plan for the Downtown District
(Downtown or District) – the Downtown Community Plan (the “DCP” or “Plan”). The proposed
DCP (formerly named the Downtown Specific Plan) would implement the community’s vision for
the Downtown as guided by the City’s Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE). The LUCE
outlines a broad range of goals and objectives for the Downtown and requires the adoption of a
specific plan that includes refined policies and standards tailored to the Downtown. The LUCE
specifically calls on the proposed DCP to address a number of planning issues including: building
form and public realm in the Downtown, open space for a growing community, the need for
affordable and workforce housing, the need for diverse and connected mobility options, the quality
of pedestrian access from areas south of the Downtown Core, the constrained linkages from
Downtown to the Beach, and incorporation of the Expo
Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) and Downtown Santa The LUCE establishes a goal of
No Net New P.M. Peak Hour
Monica Station (Downtown Station), which became Trips. That is, for every new
operational in May 2016, into the fabric of the Downtown. vehicle trip generated in Santa
Monica – either as an origin or
destination – the City commits to
2.1.1 LUCE Vision for the Downtown District
eliminating an existing trip by
The LUCE, adopted on July 6, 2010, is the City’s guiding providing everyone with better
land use and transportation plan that encompasses the transportation choices.
- LUCE, Section 4.0
community’s vision for Santa Monica’s future. The LUCE
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advanced the way the City integrates land use and transportation policy. The LUCE was adopted
recognizing the need to preserve the City’s character, protect existing residential neighborhoods,
manage the City’s transportation systems, and encourage the provision of additional housing in a
sustainable manner that ensures a high quality of life for all residents.
The recent arrival of the Expo LRT Downtown Station in May 2016 provides opportunities for the
Downtown to evolve sustainably, and the LUCE outlines a vision of the Downtown as a vibrant
transit-rich district that fully integrates the light rail, Civic Center and beachfront, while preserving
the unique character of the Downtown and its commercial and residential life. The LUCE goals
for the Downtown focus on fostering the economic and social health of the District by encouraging
new housing and job opportunities, visitor serving uses, as well as local serving retail and
restaurant uses. The LUCE also includes goals for mobility and circulation in and around the
District by improving streets, access, mobility options, connections, the pedestrian environment,
and safety and efficiency for all modes of travel, including walking, bicycling, transit, ridesharing,
and driving. The LUCE emphasizes the need for an improved network of streets and sidewalks to
better connect all travel options to the Expo LRT and to ensure that new buildings, particularly
those with significant street frontage, create a more people-friendly environment.
The LUCE requires the creation of a comprehensive plan for the Downtown to determine detailed
standards, strategies, and policies for the Downtown, and to coordinate numerous public and
private investments. An important goal of the proposed DCP is to guide future land use changes
in the Downtown towards realizing the LUCE vision, recognizing that the quality of the pedestrian
experience is central to the success of the Downtown and that the Downtown is a cultural gathering
place for Santa Monica residents as well as visitors. The DCP builds upon the LUCE vision for
the Downtown, with the refinements and input of a multi-year community process. By defining
objectives and policies that continue to improve the public realm, the proposed DCP supports a
Downtown that can fully benefit from transit opportunities, pedestrian comfort and enjoyment,
and the unique walkability that makes Downtown Santa Monica a successful local, regional, and
international destination.

2.0-2
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KEY LUCE DOWNTOWN DISTRICT GOALS
The LUCE painted a vision for Downtown as a thriving neighborhood that welcomes residents and visitors to live,
work, and play. The LUCE anticipated the addition of new commercial and residential uses, with opportunities for
increased activity near the future Expo LRT Downtown Station and other areas served by public transit systems
coupled with mobility improvements to address vehicle congestion. The LUCE called for the creation of the proposed
DCP to determine detailed standards, strategies, and policies for the Downtown, and to coordinate numerous public
and private investments.
Specific Planning
Goal D.14: Prepare a Downtown Specific Plan to implement the LUCE goals for sustainable development and
determine the following:
• Specific criteria by which development will proceed.
• Location, phasing and amount of land uses.
• Development demands on hard and soft infrastructure such as transportation, water, sewage and energy
consumption.
• An implementation program for comprehensive public and private development.
• A replacement to the existing Bayside District Specific Plan that incorporates the relevant goals and policies
of the LUCE, addresses ongoing issues in the Downtown, and encompasses the expanded boundaries of the
Downtown, from Ocean Avenue to Lincoln Boulevard and from Wilshire Boulevard to Interstate (I-) 10.
Land Use and Community Development
Goal D.3: Ensure high-quality implementation of transit-oriented development adjacent to the Expo LRT station.
Goal D.7: Create a balanced mix of uses in the Downtown that reinforces its role as the greatest concentration of
activity in the City.
Goal D.8: Ensure that new and remodeled buildings in the Downtown District contribute to the pedestrian character
of Downtown and are compatible in scale with existing buildings and the surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Goal D.9: Enhance the quality and character of the streetscape and urban pattern in the Downtown.
Transportation, Circulation, and Parking
Goal D.2: Maximize place-making opportunities associated with the Expo LRT station to create a vibrant Downtown
gateway.
Goal D.4: Prioritize transit connections associated with the Expo LRT station.
Goal D.5: Create convenient and comfortable bicycle linkages to the Expo LRT station.
Goal D.11: Address parking needs comprehensively, identifying shared parking opportunities.
Goal D.12: Ensure circulation for the Downtown, Civic Center, and Beach and Oceanfront Districts is interconnected.
Policy S2.3: Advance the No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal in the LUCE with Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) projects such as expanded rideshare programs, parking management strategies, as well as
development impact fees for public transit infrastructure.
Cultural and Historic Resources
Goal N.26: Protect, preserve and enhance the Downtown residential neighborhood and ensure that structures of
historical significance are preserved.
Open Space
Goal D.10: Integrate and interconnect the Downtown, the Civic Center, and the Oceanfront with open space linkages
and opportunities for shared parking and circulation improvements.
Economy and Business
Goal D.1: Maintain Downtown’s competitive advantage as a premier local and regional shopping, dining, and
entertainment destination, and support its evolution in order to respond to changing market conditions.
Goal D.13: Provide flexible and functional event strategies to capitalize on related pedestrian shopping and dining
opportunities as well as maximizing shared parking.
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2.1.2

Background and Process

Downtown Community Plan Process
The DCP is a proposed specific plan for the Downtown.
A specific plan is a regulatory tool for the thoughtful and
systematic implementation of a General Plan for a
defined area. The City’s proposed DCP must comply
with 9.45.120 of the Santa Monica Municipal Code
(SMMC), which is consistent with Sections 6545065457 of the Government Code. State Law (Government
Code §63450) requires that a specific plan be consistent
with the adopted General Plan and, in turn, that all
subsequent subdivisions and development, public works
projects and zoning regulations must be consistent with
the specific plan. Specific plans are generally required to
include the distribution, location, and the extent of land
uses, including open space; the proposed distribution,
location and extent, and intensity of major components
of public and private transportation, sewage, water, The Third Street Promenade is a popular
local and regional destination, and
drainage, solid waste disposal, energy, and other currently serves as the main pedestrianspace in the heart of the
essential facilities proposed to be located within the oriented
Downtown.
Downtown; standards and criteria by which development
will proceed, and standards for the conservation of, development, and utilization of natural
resources, where applicable; and a program of implementation measures including regulations,
programs, public works projects, and financing measures necessary to carry out the proposed DCP.
Tailored regulations, conditions, programs, standards, and guidelines help implement the vision
for long-range development of the DCP area.
The proposed DCP presents a set of customized development standards and design guidelines by
which land use changes in the Downtown may proceed. The public process for creating the DCP
began in early 2012 and has inspired significant community dialogue. Public engagement has been
key to informing the DCP process, and has helped shape the DCP through numerous community
workshops, stakeholder interviews, meetings with the community and business stakeholders,
design charrettes, and public hearings with various Boards and Commissions and the City Council.
The draft DCP has evolved through the initial planning and community outreach process over the
last five years.
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The initial release of the draft Downtown Specific Plan occurred in February 2014. In February
2016, the Draft EIR for the Downtown Specific Plan was released. Shortly after, the Downtown
Specific Plan was renamed the DCP, and the revised draft DCP was released for review in February
2016 with a. A final draft DCP released in February 2017is currently in process. Additional
community input and meetings will continue to be held with neighborhood groups, stakeholders,
commissions, and others leading up to the final adoption of the DCP. The Final EIR will
incorporate and address the revisions to the DCP, as necessary.
2.2

EXISTING DOWNTOWN SETTING AND CHARACTERISTICS

2.2.1

Project Location

The City of Santa Monica is located in Los Angeles County along the coast of the Pacific Ocean.
The City is surrounded on three sides by the City of Los Angeles, including the westside
communities of Brentwood, Mar Vista, Pacific Palisades, Venice and West Los Angeles. The City
comprises approximately 5,280 acres (approximately 8.25 square miles).
The DCP area (Downtown) encompasses approximately 236 acres (approximately 0.37 square
miles) in the west-central core of the City adjacent to the Civic Center, Beachfront District, and
multi-family residential neighborhoods to the north and east. The Downtown is bounded
approximately by the north side of Wilshire Boulevard on the north; the east side of Lincoln
Boulevard on the east; Interstate (I-) 10 (Santa Monica Freeway) on the south; and Ocean
Avenue/Palisades Park on the west (refer to Figure 2-1). The LUCE expanded the official
boundaries of the Downtown from that originally identified in the 1996 Bayside District Specific
Plan. The expanded area includes the properties on both sides of Lincoln Boulevard and Wilshire
Boulevard, Ocean Avenue to the west, and the southern edge of the I-10 Freeway to the south.
Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards provide an opportunity to establish mixed-use neighborhoods on
the edge of the Downtown and transition from the commercial core of Downtown to the adjacent
residential neighborhoods to the north and the east. The southern edge of the Downtown was
extended to ensure that the Downtown is integrally linked to the Expo LRT Downtown Station
,Station, the neighboring Civic Center (the City’s civic and institutional core), and the Oceanfront
area (the City’s most well-known and actively used recreational destination).
The Downtown is located adjacent to the Civic Center, Beachfront District, and multi-family
residential neighborhoods to the north and east. The immediate vicinity of the Downtown includes
the following:
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•

North – Medium and higher density housing adjacent to the Wilshire Montana (Wilmont)
Neighborhood, which is served by a range of commercial services along Wilshire’s
Mixed-Use Boulevard corridor and neighborhood shopping nodes.

•

East – Medium density housing adjacent to the Mid City Neighborhood, which is served
by a range of commercial services along Santa Monica Boulevard and Broadway. In
addition, the Pico Neighborhood to the southeast supports a range of residential, light
industrial, and commercial uses within the Industrial Conservation area, as well as a key
access point to I-10, Lincoln Boulevard (Pacific Coast Highway/Highway 1 [Hwy 1]), and
the Expo LRT.

•

South – Santa Monica Civic Center, which includes City Hall, Tongva Park, Ken Genser
Square, Santa Monica High School, Los Angeles County Courthouse, RAND, the Village
Mixed-Use Project, and the Ocean Front District connecting the Civic Center to the beach.

•

West – Palisades Park, which includes Santa Monica Pier, and the Beach, including a
limited range of housing lining the beachfront. I-10 and Hwy 1 currently create physical
barriers between the Downtown and beachfront.

The Downtown boundaries were defined by the LUCE, and include approximately 236
acres of existing Downtown area on the coast of the Los Angeles Basin and the center of
the City of Santa Monica.
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2.2.2

Existing Setting

Land Use Character and Urban Form Overview
The Downtown has long been considered the heart of the City, a popular destination for local
residents, regional visitors, and world travelers alike. This active, pedestrian-oriented District is
comprised predominantly of a diverse mix of uses including retail, restaurant, hotel, entertainment,
office, and residential. The Downtown is home to a world class retail district encompassing the
Third Street Promenade (Promenade) and Santa Monica Place shopping center, with a mix of
restaurants, shops, movie theaters, hotels, and entertainment uses that contribute to the high
activity level throughout the day and into the evening hours. Although there is high demand for
office space in the Downtown, particularly by creative and technology “Silicon Beach” businesses,
the Downtown has limited Class A office space. In recent years, the Downtown has experienced a
net loss of office space due to the conversion of existing office to residential uses and a preference
for constructing new residential rather than new office buildings. The more recent increase of
residential uses, particularly on 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets in the Downtown, has contributed to the
creation of a sizeable residential population within its borders. All these land uses complement
each other to create a lively urban environment.
The buildings in the Downtown range in height –
mixed-use buildings of various scales (ranging from
one to six stories) are typical in the Downtown,
although a number of taller buildings above seven
stories are also dispersed throughout the District.
Notable taller buildings in the Downtown include
the historic Bay Cities Guaranty Building (Clock
Tower) at 225 Santa Monica Boulevard, the office
building at 100 Wilshire Avenue, the Pacific Plaza
building at 1431 Ocean Avenue, and the First
Federal Square office building at 401 Wilshire
Avenue. On the Promenade, taller buildings are
designed to feel low-scale at the pedestrian level
with upper levels significantly set back from the
Promenade to ensure access to sunlight and air
throughout the day.

2.0-8

Existing land uses along Lincoln Boulevard
generally consist of commercial buildings with
relatively narrow sidewalks and on-street
parking on this currently auto-oriented road.
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As the City stretches to the ocean from the east, the defining land use changes from one area to
another within the Downtown. The distinct characteristics of the different streets/areas in the
Downtown are described as follows:
•

Lincoln Boulevard: Lincoln Boulevard is a north-south four lane auto-oriented boulevard
that moves large amounts of vehicle traffic along the eastern edge of the Downtown.
Lincoln Boulevard currently supports a mixture of generally one to two story low to
medium scale commercial buildings, including a Vons grocery store, restaurants, specialty
retail, auto repair sales/shops, a fast food drive through restaurant, and a gas station – with
some smaller office developments. A newer five-story mixed-use building with active
ground floor commercial uses and residential units above the first floor is located on the
corner of Lincoln and Broadway. In recent months, a number of mixed-use projects (with
ground floor commercial and residential above) have been approved or are under
construction along Lincoln Boulevard. Sidewalks on Lincoln Boulevard lack pedestrian
amenities and are generally 8 to 10 feet wide.

•

6th/7th Streets: These two-lane
streets support a high concentration
of the Downtown’s residential uses,
particularly
between
Colorado
Avenue
and
Santa
Monica
Boulevard. Most of these existing
residential buildings are of newer
construction and are five to six
stories with small commercial
retail/restaurant uses at the ground
level. 6th and 7th Streets to the north
Over the last 15 years, new residential uses have been
of Santa Monica Boulevard generally developed along 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets south of Santa
include lower-scale office buildings Monica Boulevard, significantly increasing the housing
supply in the Downtown.
along with a 13-story residential
building (Santa Monica Christian Towers at 1233 6th Street), the Santa Monica Main
Library, the YMCA, and the seven-story 710 Wilshire Santa Monica Professional
building. South of Santa Monica Boulevard, 6th and 7th Streets are dominated by five- to
six-story, newer residential buildings with local-serving retail/restaurant uses at the
ground level along with small office developments.

•

5th Street: 5th Street is a three-lane street that serves as a transition street from the
concentrated commercial activity to the west and the growing residential neighborhood to
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the east. Currently, 5th Street transitions from north to south, with two, six-story office
buildings, lower scale retail and office uses, and a church to the north of Santa Monica
Boulevard; and taller, newer (approximately five- to six-story) residential uses and senior
housing to the south of Santa Monica Boulevard. 5th Street is an important vehicular
gateway to the Downtown from the I-10 Freeway with two northbound lanes carrying
vehicles into the District. Both automobiles and Big Blue Bus routes increasingly rely on
5th Street to travel north and south, including Big Blue Bus layovers and yard access.
•

4th Street: 4th Street is a two-lane street that maintains a consistent frontage of buildings,
a number of which have either been designated as City Landmarks (e.g., Lido Hotel at
1455 4th Street and Bay Builder’s Exchange at 221-225 Santa Monica Boulevard) or
identified as potential historic resources in the City’s Historic Resources Inventory. This
street has a great number of active street frontage uses, including small retail, restaurants,
banks, and salons interspersed with a mix of smaller residential and office on upper floors.
4th Street operates as an important connector to the Downtown with access and egress to
the I-10 Freeway and the Downtown Station, at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue which
began operation in May 2016. In addition, 4th Street is the home of the largest amount of
public and private parking in the City, with Parking Structures #1, #3, #5, #7, and #9 all
located on this street. As a key route for Downtown shoppers, residents, and employees to
access their destinations, 4th Street experiences a significant amount of pedestrian traffic.
It is also the most highly utilized transit corridor with a number of Big Blue Bus and Metro
bus lines utilizing this street. The LUCE designates 4th Street as an important Downtown
transit corridor for additional bus and shuttle service. Improving person capacity on this
corridor is critical for supporting multiple modes of travel.

•

Third Street Promenade and Santa Monica Place Shopping Center: The Promenade
and Santa Monica Place shopping center are central to the Downtown and experience the
greatest pedestrian activity in the City. The Promenade is a central three-block long
pedestrian open air shopping destination between Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway,
actively managed by Downtown Santa Monica, Inc. 1 The Promenade is characterized by
a lively urban atmosphere due to the number of active retail storefronts, restaurants with
outdoor dining, entertainment uses (e.g., theaters), and regular street performers. These
buildings are designed to be human scale with many of these buildings retaining their
historic facades while others have had significant alterations over the years. Taller

1

Downtown Santa Monica, Inc. is a private 501c(3) non-profit organization that works with the City of Santa Monica
to manage services and operations in Downtown Santa Monica.
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buildings are set back at upper floors (which are typically occupied by small offices) to
maintain the Promenade’s historic and pedestrian scale. The Promenade connects
seamlessly into the Santa Monica Place shopping center at Broadway. The shopping center
includes a number of shopping and dining experiences as well as a movie theater.
•

2nd Street: 2nd Street is a two-lane street with a mix of lower-scale structures and several
taller buildings that transition to high rise buildings on Ocean Avenue. This street
maintains a consistent frontage of buildings, a number of which have either been
designated as City Landmarks (e.g., William Rapp Saloon, Mar Vista Apartments) or
identified as potential historic resources in the City’s Historic Resources Inventory. Land
uses on 2nd Street include a variety of local-serving uses, including small retail, restaurants,
cafes, yoga/fitness studios, office, and an art-house theater. Parking Structures #2, #4, #8,
and Parking Structure #6 are located on 2nd Street and house more than 2,000 public
parking spaces. The street also includes the City’s Bike Center and is one of the key streets
for bike travel in the Downtown.

•

Ocean Avenue: Ocean Avenue is a wide four-lane street with a center turn lane and
parking (loading on both sides). This street enjoys an unparalleled natural setting with
expansive views of the ocean/beach, the Pier, and Palisades Park to the west. The east side
of Ocean Avenue includes a number of high rise hotel, office, and residential buildings up
to 300 feet in height along with interspersed lower scale buildings with restaurants and
small specialty retail uses on the ground floor. On the east side, this street has wide
sidewalks up to 24 feet in width. A number of the buildings on Ocean Avenue have been
designated as City Landmarks including the Shangri-La Hotel, Georgian Hotel, Gussie
Moran House, and the Palisades Wing of the Miramar property.

•

Wilshire Boulevard: Wilshire Boulevard is a four-lane street with turn lanes and parking
on both sides. Wilshire Boulevard serves as a major transportation corridor, providing
regional connections from Santa Monica to West Los Angeles and other communities east.
In the Downtown, particularly west of 4th Street, fewer cars use Wilshire Boulevard as it
narrows to two travel lanes with additional right- and left-turn lanes. The boulevard
currently hosts a multitude of different building types and heights ranging from lower
scale retail buildings to several high-rise office buildings, including the First Federal
Square office building at 401 Wilshire Boulevard, the Searise Office Tower at
233 Wilshire Boulevard, and the 100 Wilshire office building (see Section 3.3, Aesthetics
and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access for further discussion). The boulevard is
considered a transition street due to its adjacency to the Wilmont residential neighborhood
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to the north. This street includes a mix of office, smaller local-serving retail, restaurants,
hotel, and residential uses.
•

Colorado Avenue: Colorado Avenue is now a two-lane street that accommodates the
Expo LRT right-of-way and includes a mix of retail, office, and light industrial buildings
of various scales on some of the largest parcels in the Downtown adjacent to the I-10
Freeway. East of 4th Street, this street lacks a consistent street frontage and streetscape
improvements. West of 4th Street, Colorado Avenue underwent reconfiguration to
accommodate the Expo LRT and the Colorado Esplanade. Colorado Avenue includes a
number of one-story creative office buildings, retail/restaurant uses, a part of the Big Blue
Bus Yard, and light industrial/warehouse uses. The portion of Colorado Avenue west of
6th Street includes the sites of two six-story hotels that are under construction, a five-story
affordable housing building (Step Up on Fifth), the Downtown Station, a one-story bank,
the landmark Sears building, the Santa Monica Place shopping center and parking
structure, and a seven-story hotel (Wyndham). The recent completion of the Colorado
Esplanade between 4th Street and Ocean Avenue created a widened pedestrian promenade
as well as a two-way cycle track connecting the Downtown Station with the Santa Monica
Pier.

Historic Resources Overview
The Downtown has the greatest concentration
of historical or architecturally significant
buildings in the City with a number of City
designated Landmarks (see Section 3.7,
Cultural Resources for further discussion).
Notable historic landmarks in the Downtown
include a small brick commercial building
erected in 1875 by William Rapp on 2nd Street
(the Rapp Saloon), which is honored as the first
City-designated Landmark following the
The Downtown is home to a number of historic
adoption of the Landmarks Ordinance in 1975. buildings, including the Late Moderne-style Sears
Among Downtown’s remaining 19th century building. This building is a City-designated Landmark.
structures is the Romanesque Revival-style
Keller Block, built on the corner of Third Street and Broadway in 1893 and designated as a City
Landmark in 2008. In 1929, two more historically significant buildings were completed on Santa
Monica Boulevard: the City’s first tall building at a height of approximately 173 feet, the Bay
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Cities Guaranty Building (Clock Tower); and the 102-foot high Art Deco Central Tower building
on 4th Street, which are now City-designated Landmarks. Other notable City-designated
Landmarks in the Downtown include the Carmel (1922) on 2nd Street, the Georgian Hotel on Ocean
Avenue the Lido Hotel on 4th Street (1931), the Palisades wing of the Miramar Hotel (1924), and
the Late Moderne-style Sears building (1947). Because of the number of buildings in the
Downtown that once contributed to the Downtown’s historic core of commercial activity, a
potential historic Central Business District (CBD) was identified in 1983 within the Downtown
(see Section 3.7, Cultural Resources for further discussion).
Circulation System Overview
The Downtown circulation system serves all modes of transportation, integrating bicyclists and
pedestrians, buses, tour buses, taxis, bikeshare, and shared ride services (see Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation for further discussion). Below are some of Downtown’s key
circulation resources:
•

Street Network: The Downtown is supported by a street network system consisting
generally of two-lane and four-lane streets with additional turn lanes, parking, and center
medians. This network of streets moves and disperses automobile traffic through the
Downtown. The grid street pattern is interrupted in significant locations such as the Third
Street Promenade, which is closed to automobile traffic, and the Santa Monica Place
shoppingPlace shopping center, where 3rd Street terminates. Additionally, the I-10
Freeway creates a physical barrier between the Downtown and the Civic Center. These
breaks in the grid pattern all reduce connectivity and create pressure points in the network
that carry significant vehicle, transit, bicycle, and pedestrian traffic. As a popular
destination for locals as well as international, national, and regional visitors, the major
vehicle and pedestrian access points to the Downtown can become congested during peak
hours including weekends, holidays and events, as drivers navigate throughout the
Downtown.

•

Bus and Rail Transit: The Downtown is the focal point of public transportation for the
City and includes the highest concentration of Big Blue Bus and Metro bus activity as well
as the Downtown Station. The Big Blue Bus transit service routes almost every line
through the Downtown, connecting all of Santa Monica to surrounding communities in
the region, including Downtown Los Angeles, University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA), West Los Angeles, and Culver City. The Downtown is served by 11 Big Blue
Bus lines (Big Blue Bus routes 1, 2, 3, Rapid 3, 5, 7, Rapid 7, 8, 9, Rapid 10, and 18) and
6 Metro Rapid bus lines. These bus services can be accessed at multiple stops within and
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adjacent to the Downtown (see Figure 3.18-2), including along 4th Street and at the updated
Transit Mall. The Transit Mall is located on Santa Monica Boulevard and on Broadway
between 5th Street and Ocean Avenue, and provides attractive bus shelters, bus
information, and seating for passengers. 4th Street serves as the backbone of transit service
in the Downtown, with a number of Big Blue Bus lines passing through this street.
In May 2016, Phase 2 of the Expo LRT began operation, connecting Santa Monica to
Downtown Los Angeles. In November 2016, daily ridership on this light rail line averages
approximately 47,000 passengers per day. The most recent available actual ridership data
from Metro for the Expo LRT shows that ridership has been increasingly steadily since it
opened, and averaged 55,388 daily riders in February 2017. This exceeds the Expo Phase
II estimate of 50,000 daily riders. The Downtown Station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue
is the final destination of the 15.2-mile Expo LRT from downtown Los Angeles. The
station is a key component for transit operations and connection to the entire rail network.
Pedestrian activity in the area has increased with the large number of transit riders arriving
and departing from the station. With the high number of bus routes operating along and
intersecting 4th Street as well as the Downtown Station at 4th/Colorado, all of the
Downtown is considered a Transit Priority Area pursuant to CEQA (see Figure 2-2). 2,3

2

“Transit priority area” is defined as an area within 0.5-mile of a major transit stop that is existing or planned. 4th
Street includes a number of existing major transit stops (defined as the “intersection of two or more major bus routes
with a frequency of service intervals of 15 minutes or less during the AM and PM peak commute periods”), at Wilshire,
Arizona, Santa Monica, Broadway, and Colorado Avenue. In addition, the Downtown is served by the Expo LRT with
a station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue.
3
SCAG Transit Priority Areas Map; Available online at:
http://gisdata.scag.ca.gov/Lists/GISAppLauncher/DispForm.aspx?ID=17. Accessed November 15, 2016.
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•

Sidewalks: An important reason for
the success of the Downtown is its
walkability.
Sidewalks
in
the
Downtown not only provide pedestrian
connections, but also serve as public
gathering places. Sidewalks range in
width from the 8- to 10-foot sidewalks
along Lincoln Boulevard to the
generous 18- to 24-foot sidewalks
along Ocean Avenue and the Transit
Wide sidewalks encourage walking. Pictured here, the
Mall. The Promenade is currently the 3rd Street Promenade provides a car-free, open air
retail district where walking is encouraged by wide
primary
designated
pedestrian- walkways, landscaping, lighting, and signage.
oriented open space lined with retail
and restaurant uses. Although the Downtown has a comprehensive network of sidewalks,
some of the sidewalks have constrained pedestrian space and lack pedestrian amenities
(such as lighting, landscaping, etc.). These include the bridges at 4th Street and Main
Street, connecting the Downtown to the Civic Center. These bridges have narrow
sidewalks and low lighting, resulting in an uncomfortable pedestrian environment due to
the relatively low railing and the proximity to high volumes of vehicles on the bridge and
beneath the freeway. Further, as residential uses continue to expand in the Downtown, it
is important that adequate sidewalks are included in the redevelopment to ensure new
residents can be accommodated and comfortably walk through the District to access localserving uses, recreational areas, and transit. Moreover, the recent opening of the
Downtown Station continues to bring large numbers of pedestrians to the Downtown,
which create additional demand for pedestrian space. As such, investments to the
sidewalks and connections are critical to improve the pedestrian experience.

•

Curb Space: The curb space, also known as the “access zone” is valuable street space
which accommodates transit, vehicles, loading/unloading, deliveries, and other travel
modes. Today, this space is typically most often used for street parking spaces, most of
which are metered, and bus stops. Other users competing for this space include taxis,
shuttles, tour buses, cars, bike corrals, and pedicabs that utilize the curb space for
passenger and commercial loading/drop-off, valet, and parking. The demand for curb
space is increasing with the growing mode of transportation options, including the
Transportation Network Companies (e.g., Lyft, Uber, etc.), bikeshare, shuttles, and car
share.
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• Bicycle: The Downtown is the key link in the
City’s bicycle network. Within the Downtown,
bicycle usage is high and growing. As part of
the City’s implementation efforts for the 2011
Bike Action Plan, new bicycle lanes were
installed on 2nd Street and 6th Street from
Colorado Avenue to Wilshire Boulevard.
Broadway bike lanes also serve as an important
citywide bicycle corridor linking the
Downtown to the east. The recent completion
of the Colorado Esplanade’s two-way cycle
track provides an important bicycle connection
between the Downtown Station and Ocean As exemplified by 2nd Street, streets can serve
a range of travel modes such as bicycles, while
Avenue/the Santa Monica Pier. The network also providing for vehicle travel and parking
works well in some locations, but is demands.
incomplete, with gaps that must be closed.
Dedicated lanes are less prominent in the Downtown, and riders often share the road with
vehicles, navigating complex circulation and parking movements. Further improvements
to close the gaps in the bicycle network are necessary. Bicyclists often share the road with
fast-moving heavy volumes of vehicles, particularly along 4th Street. In addition, with the
recent opening of the Downtown Station, better links to the station (as well as additional
bike parking facilities) are needed.
The Downtown is home to the nation’s largest
full-service Bike Center, located on 2nd Street
and Colorado Avenue at Parking Structure #8
and Parking Structure #7 of the Santa Monica
Place shopping center. The largest bicycle
facility of its kind in the region, this bike
facility provides 350 bike parking spaces, bike
service, rental and programs to commuters and
visitors. The Downtown also possesses a large The Bike Center located on Colorado Avenue
provides bicyclist amenities such as showers,
inventory of convenient bicycle racks on changing, and locker facilities, repair and
public sidewalks, including the Promenade. maintenance facilities, and secure bicycle
storage.
The City continues to install racks in
underserved locations throughout the Downtown.
Downtown Community Plan – City of Santa Monica
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In addition, the City launched its citywide bikeshare program, Breeze, in November 2015.
This bikeshare program provides over 500 bicycles for public use within 75 stations
throughout the City and adjacent areas. Additional hubs are provided in the Venice area of
the City of Los Angeles. The Downtown has the largest concentration of bikeshare stations,
increasing mobility within the District.
• Parking: Shared parking plays an important role in supporting the Downtown, allowing
drivers to “park once” and walk to multiple destinations. Public shared parking includes 10
City-owned parking structures and the Library parking facility in and around the
Downtown, providing approximately 5,600 parking spaces. The vast majority of these
existing parking facilities are located on 2nd Street and 4th Street, with the Library structure
at 6th Street being the only public parking facility in the eastern part of Downtown. On
2nd Street, Parking Structure #6 was reopened in 2014 providing approximately
750 parking spaces (a net increase of 367 new parking spaces) in the Downtown.
In addition to off-street parking, the Downtown streets also provide approximately
979 metered parking spaces. On-street parking spaces are typically the most visible,
convenient, and, therefore, the most sought after of a City’s parking supply.
Supplementing the supply of public parking is a substantial supply of off-street parking
spaces owned and operated by private entities. These facilities may include parking lots or
structures within existing residential, retail, or office buildings. It is estimated that there
are approximately 3,300 private off-street parking spaces within the Downtown. The City
seeks to coordinate with the owners of these private parking spaces to explore ways to
better utilize unused parking as a part of the Downtown shared parking network.
2.2.3

Regulatory Context

LUCE Land Use Designations
The 2010 LUCE expanded the boundaries of the Downtown to the area approximately bounded
by Wilshire Boulevard to the north, Lincoln Boulevard to the east, the I-10 Freeway to the south,
and Ocean Avenue to the west. The Downtown encompasses properties with the LUCE Downtown
Core and Mixed-Use Boulevard (MUB) land use designations (see Section 3.12, Land Use and
Planning). The LUCE did not establish maximum height limits and floor area ratios (FARs) nor
other development standards such as setbacks and stepbacks for the Downtown Core designation,
deferring such standards to a future specific plan for the Downtown. Pending adoption of the DCP,
the LUCE states that the 1984 Land Use Element, Bayside District Specific Plan, and applicable
land use designations will apply. Properties in the MUB designation are currently subject to
2.0-18
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existing standards established by the LUCE and Zoning Ordinance (see Section 3.12, Land Use
and Planning).
Zoning Regulations
The City of Santa Monica Zoning Ordinance (Chapter 9.01 through Chapter 9.52) of the SMMC)
establishes regulations for permitted uses, project design and development, parking, loading and
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) requirements, and other requirements regarding land
use and development in the City. The Zoning Ordinance was recently adopted in June 2015 and
was comprehensively updated to reflect the LUCE vision, goals, and policies (see Section 3.12,
Land Use and Planning).
The Zoning Ordinance Update did not provide standards for the Downtown Core, as it anticipated
that the standards for the Downtown Core will be addressed in the proposed Downtown
Community Plan (the subject of this EIR) and incorporated by reference in the Zoning Ordinance.
Pending adoption of this Downtown Community Plan, an interim zoning ordinance (IZO 2522)
for the Downtown Core was adopted by the City Council. In the absence of an adopted Downtown
Community Plan that updates the Zoning Ordinance for the Downtown Core, IZO 2522 states that
the 1988 zoning ordinance shall continue to be applied to development in the Downtown Core.
The zoning districts from the 1988 zoning ordinance for the Downtown Core include the
Downtown Commercial (C-3), Downtown Commercial Overlay (C3C), Residential-Visitor
Commercial (RVC), Bayside Commercial (BSC1-BSC4), and Industrial Conservation (M1).
Under the IZO, projects up to 7,500 square feet (sf) would continue to be administratively
approved. Projects over this threshold would be subject to discretionary review. Additionally,
projects over 32 feet in height in the Downtown would be subject to a Development Agreement
(DA). Projects that are 100 percent affordable housing of up to 50 units would be processed
ministerially if a minimum of 25 percent of the housing units are deed-restricted for households
with incomes of 60 percent or less of area median income (AMI) with the remainder deed restricted
for households with incomes of 80 percent of less of AMI.
1996 Bayside District Specific Plan
The Bayside District Specific Plan (BDSP) applies to approximately 37.2 acres in the Downtown
Core bound by Broadway on the south, south side of Wilshire Boulevard on the north, the west
side of 4th Street on the east, and the east side of 2nd Street on the west. The BDSP replaced the
previous Third Street Mall Specific Plan that was originally adopted in 1986. If adopted, the
proposed DCP would replace the Bayside District Specific Plan (see Section 3.12, Land Use and
Planning).
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2.3

DOWNTOWN HISTORY

Santa Monica’s Downtown historically began
to develop as we currently know it in the late
1800s as an active resort community with
amusements, hotels, summer cottages, and
services catering to a variety of visitors. As
early as 1896, a reliable interurban rail line
made it possible to commute to Los Angeles
from Santa Monica. As a year-round
population settled into new neighborhoods to
the north, a mixed combination of commercial
buildings sprang up in the Downtown. Hotels
were constructed throughout the Downtown as
Santa Monica held its popularity as a resort
community.

The Third Street Promenade in 1956 prior to the
closure of 3rd Street to motor vehicles.

Lower-scale two- and three-story structures in various revival styles filled in the Downtown in the
years leading up to World War II, and some of these buildings, although altered and remodeled
over the years, still line the Promenade and other Downtown streets. During the 1920s and 1930s,
the Downtown was a bustling business environment and a popular tourist destination, attracting a
diversity of scale and a variety of architectural styles, through the Depression era.
The pace of development slowed nationwide in the early 1940s as the U.S. focused all efforts on
winning the war. After the war, American economic activity picked up again, rising to new levels
of prosperity. Locally, a suburban housing boom stretched across the Los Angeles region and subdivisions filled up Santa Monica’s remaining vacant land reserves with housing for returning
soldiers, families and the growing workforce.
Regional suburban sprawl and automobile dominated shopping patterns ushered in the
Downtown’s lowest era, spanning a good part of the next two to three decades. These years were
characterized by vacant storefronts, less desirable uses occupying buildings and a general loss of
economic vitality in the Downtown. Responding to growing automobile use, Sears opened a large
department store on Colorado Avenue in 1947, with a 200-space parking lot. As the City got to
work in the mid-1950s to consider how to address its problems, the CBD was considered an area
of blight and depreciation.
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In the 1960s, retail activity languished and in response, the City tried new ideas such as the closure
of 3rd Street (called Third Street Mall) to motor vehicles in 1965 along with large parking structures
along 2nd and 4th Streets. The development was bold but did not attract the businesses envisioned.
The many bars and liquor stores still made it unappealing for many. By the late 1970s, the Third
Street Mall still lacked actvity and had fallen into disrepair. After extensive renovation, Third
Street Mall reopened in 1989 as the hugely successful “Third Street Promenade.” In 1979, traffic
congestion caused by the Third Street Mall prompted the City to turn Broadway and 5th Street into
one-way streets to improve automobile traffic flow. The one-way streets were later converted back
to two-way in 1998 in response to public requests.
A suburban-style indoor mall, classically anchored by major department stores, the Santa Monica
Place shopping center was constructed and opened in 1980, enclosing two city blocks and
absorbing 3rd Street between Broadway and Colorado Avenue.
The BDSP and Alternative Roadway Circulation EIR, adopted in 1996, re-envisioned Downtown’s
streets as a pedestrian and transit-friendly environment. The BDSP’s economic goal was to spread
the activity to 2nd Street and 4th Street through walkable urban design. Subsequent Zoning Code
amendments provided FAR incentives for residential uses to encourage housing development for
a mixed-use Downtown. As a result, the number of residential units in the Downtown has
increased. In 2010, the Santa Monica Place shopping center re-opened after extensive renovations
as an open-air shopping center that blends into the south end of the successful Promenade. Today,
the Downtown continues to experience strong economic success and remains an attractive place
for businesses, residents, and visitors.
2.4

PROPOSED PROJECT

Santa Monica has a successful beach-adjacent Downtown that serves as a draw for local residents
and employees, as well as for international, national, and regional visitors. Santa Monica residents
report visiting the Downtown regularly and cite the Promenade and Palisades Park as their top
places to walk in the City. With the recent opening of the Downtown Station in May 2016, the
Downtown is served by a major extension to the Metro Rail network and the first return of rail to
Santa Monica in 50 years. The LUCE envisioned the continued success of the Downtown as a
vibrant transit rich district with full integration of the light rail and improved linkages to the Civic
Center and the beachfront. With the terminus station for the Expo LRT Phase 2 being located in
the Downtown, the LUCE recognized the need for diverse circulation options to meet existing and
future demand. However, the LUCE acknowledged that achieving such a vision would require
careful consideration of a variety of planning issues and therefore, called for the creation of a
specific plan for the Downtown.
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The DCP represents an important LUCE
implementation effort as it would provide a
guided vision for the Downtown. The proposed
DCP constitutes the City’s policy guidance and
systematic implementation plan for the
Downtown through the 2030 planning horizon.
Using the LUCE framework, the proposed
DCP provides a proactive strategy for
Downtown to evolve into a more accessible,
multi-modal, sustainable district that serves the
The proposed DCP intends to guide the evolution of
needs of residents and a diverse community the Downtown into a more accessible, multi-modal
with new opportunities for jobs, housing, and district that would balance the needs and safety of
pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, and drivers.
entertainment and an integrated Downtown Integration with the Expo LRT is a key objective of the
Station. The DCP addresses important issues in plan.
the Downtown including historic preservation,
high quality architecture, sensitive urban design, diverse housing opportunities, sustainable
features, expansion of cultural arts offerings, additional open spaces that support quality of life,
increasing transportation choice and mobility, improving walkability and pedestrian safety,
sustaining the Downtown’s competitive advantage, and integration with the Downtown Station.
2.4.1

Project Objectives

Drawing from the LUCE vision as well as community input, the underlying objectives of the
proposed DCP include the following:
•

Pedestrian-Friendly District. Ensure that the Downtown is a walkable, mixed-use
district with pedestrian enhancements that create successful gathering places, an attractive
and safe public realm, and access to multiple travel choices and destinations for people of
all ages and abilities.

•

Housing. Ensure that the Downtown includes incentives to provide an array of housing
opportunities that can accommodate a diverse range of housing needs including
affordable, senior, family, workforce, middle income, and market rate housing.

•

Public Realm. Create successful gathering places that respect and enhance the
Downtown’s unique character, preserve access to light and air, and support a public
environment where enjoyment of natural beauty is part of the Downtown experience.
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•

Sustainability. Require that new projects in the Downtown be designed to achieve the
highest level of sustainability feasible, by incorporating green building standards as
adopted in the City’s Green Building Ordinance and transportation/circulation measures
that would help the City achieve the greenhouse gas reduction targets as well as the City’s
water self-sufficiency and zero waste goals.

•

Historic Preservation and District Character. Preserve the historic resources of the
Downtown and support and celebrate the Downtown’s rich history and character.

•

Multi-Modal Transportation Network. Provide for improvements to the multi-modal
circulation network that successfully integrates the Downtown Station and enhances
circulation, mobility, and connectivity for all modes of transportation to maximize person
capacity, address vehicle congestion, minimize conflict between modes, and minimize
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) while achieving the citywide goals of No Net New P.M.
Peak Hour Trips and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction.

•

Open Space. Promote a well-connected open space network in the Downtown through a
strategy that includes the addition of new parks and plazas as well as enhanced pedestrian
sidewalks, pathways, and esplanades, and revitalization of existing private owned public
space.

•

Economic Sustainability and Diversity. Promote a diverse and sustainable Downtown
economy, with a balance of uses that provide jobs and housing, support the continuity of
local businesses, support visitor-serving uses, and offers opportunities for new investment
to meet the needs of the emerging industries.

•

Community Benefits. Provide opportunity for community benefits that emphasize the
Downtown’s priorities, such as significant circulation and network improvements that
improve mobility, increased cultural opportunities, privately-owned public open space,
affordable and workforce housing, and historic preservation.

•

Arts and Entertainment. Retain and enhance existing creative assets, increase the
diversity of arts-related uses and programs, and facilitate the creation of new creative
spaces, cultural institutions, cinemas, and public art pieces in the Downtown.

•

Capital Improvements. Identify and provide for implementation of capital improvement
projects and investments that are needed to ensure that future demands on the Downtown’s
infrastructure will be successfully accommodated.

As previously described, the proposed DCP would provide a guided vision for the Downtown,
integrating land use and circulation to guide future thoughtful and coordinated evolution of the
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Downtown while also promoting a pedestrian-friendly district and maintaining the existing
community character. In order to achieve the type of benefits that are anticipated under the LUCE,
the proposed DCP outlines development standards and design guidelines such as, but not limited
to, enhancements to the public realm, pedestrian orientation, walkability, and multimodal
circulation.
This Program EIR analyzes the effect of future land use changes that could occur as a result of two
different land use scenarios for the DCP, Scenario A and Scenario B. Scenario A represents the
City Council’s outside parameters for EIR analysis established during the August 13, 2013
meeting, which includes FARs up to 5.0 for Established Large Sites. Scenario B represents a cap
for new land uses in the Downtown, with a lower range of FARs that could potentially provide up
to 4.0 FAR for Established Large Sites. The draft DCP that was prepared and released in 2014
(and revised in 2016 and 2017) represents Scenario B and is analyzed in this Program EIR;
however, based on City Council direction to analyze total maximum FAR, Scenario A has also
been analyzed in this EIR to the same level of detail as Scenario B.
Both Scenario A and Scenario B generally meet the Project objectives described above; however,
they differ in the degree to which they meet Project objectives and balance competing priorities
among LUCE policy factors. Each scenario would also differ in the degree of resulting
environmental impacts as further discussed in Section 3.0, Environmental Impact Analysis and
Mitigation Measures of this EIR. Under Scenario A, the Downtown could potentially
accommodate higher levels of housing and commercial land uses; Scenario A would also offer
more possibilities for additional affordable housing and community benefits such as plazas,
parklets (i.e., sidewalk extension that provides more space and amenities for people using the
street), public art installations, and improved streetscapes, as well as greater funds for capital
improvements such as transportation network connectivity (see Section 2.5.7, Community
Benefits); however, the higher FARs may not be feasible due to physical development site
constraints and surrounding uses (e.g., compliance with design standards, compatibility with
historic resources, etc.). Under Scenario B, the cap of 3.22 million sf of net new floor area would
meet historic preservation and community character objectives to a greater degree than Scenario
A and would meet the No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal established in the LUCE (see
Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation). Further, Scenario B would result in incrementally
lower levels of congestion in the Downtown and modest reductions in other impacts (see
Table 2-1).
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Table 2-1

Comparison of Achievement of Project Objectives by Proposed Downtown
Community Plan Scenario
Objective

Scenario A
(Higher FARs)

Scenario B
(Lower FARs)

Pedestrian-Friendly District

Similar

Similar

Housing

Greater

Less

Public Realm

Similar

Similar

Historic Preservation and District
Character

Less

Greater

Multi-Modal Transportation Network

Less

Greater

Open Space

Greater

Less

Economic Sustainability and Diversity

Greater

Less

Community Benefits

Greater

Less

Arts and Entertainment

Greater

Less

Capital Improvement

Greater

Less

2.5

DOWNTOWN COMMUNITY PLAN COMPONENTS

The proposed DCP implements the LUCE to ensure the evolution of the Downtown that includes
benefits for the community, combining physical upgrades to the street and circulation network
with historic preservation, increased sustainability, cultural offerings, diverse housing, improved
mobility, greater open space, and economic diversity through the year 2030. A full draft of the
proposed DCP is available online at http://www.downtownsmplan.org. In compliance with CEQA
Section 15064(d), only those components of the proposed DCP that would have the potential to
result in potential physical effects on the environment are addressed in this EIR.
2.5.1

Downtown Districts and Development Standards

The proposed DCP provides development standards for maintaining and enhancing the character,
environmental sustainability, and qualities of the Downtown. These qualities are strongly
influenced by the design of buildings and how they interface with sidewalks to create a public
realm resulting in desirable urban form. The development standards are intended to create
incentives for projects that provide affordable housing, respect the character of the residential
neighborhoods to the north and east, and encourage access to Santa Monica’s light and air. The
development standards also ensure that new buildings in the Downtown contribute to the creation
of successful placemaking with open spaces and pedestrian-oriented streetscapes that promote
walkability and linkages with transit. The DCP proposes the highest densities to be centered around
the Downtown Station to encourage transit ridership and promote sustainable development.
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Implementation of the LUCE Tiering System
The proposed DCP would implement a modified version of the tiered community benefit system
identified in the LUCE for the Downtown. This tiered land use and zoning system requires that
Tier 2 and 3 projects contribute community benefits specifically tailored to the Downtown (see
Section 2.5.7, Community Benefits). The proposed DCP may also specify that projects over a
specified square footage must be processed through a DA and provide additional negotiated
community benefits (i.e., development agreement threshold). However, the establishment of
development agreement thresholds constitute a planning procedure and would not affect the EIR
analysis of potential environmental impacts. When applied to the Downtown, the tiering system
would require applicants requesting increased height or density for new development to contribute
community benefits based on conformity with community identified priorities.
•

Tier 1 Projects – Base Height: The proposed DCP allows for a Tier 1 base height of
32 feet. A project may go up to 39 feet with on-site affordable housing provided in
accordance with the Affordable Housing Production Program. Tier 1 projects would have
an allowable FAR of 1.5 to 2.25, depending on the district and provision of housing. Tier 1
base projects must continue to meet minimum project requirements such as setbacks,
design, affordable housing, open space, and pay adopted fees for affordable housing,
transportation impact, open space, cultural arts, and child care.

•

Tier 2 Projects – Height Increased Above Base Height: The proposed DCP would allow
maximum Tier 2 heights that range from 50 to 60 feet, depending on the district.
Developers of Tier 2 projects would be required to provide community benefits consistent
with priorities specified in the proposed Downtown Community Plan.

•

Tier 3 Projects – Height Increased Above Tier 2 Height: For select districts of the
Downtown, the proposed DCP would allow for Tier 3 heights that range from 60 to
84 feet, depending on the district and provision of housing. Developers of Tier 3 projects
would be required to provide an increased level of community benefits.

Defining Character, Maximum Height, and Floor Area Ratios (FAR)
The proposed DCP delineates six character areas, or land use districts within the Downtown (see
Figure 2-3), and prescribes development standards for each of these districts. The Downtown
districts were defined based on their distinct character.
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•

Mixed-Use
Boulevard
(Lincoln
Boulevard) District: This district
includes the properties located on both
sides of Lincoln Boulevard. Currently,
Lincoln Boulevard is auto-oriented and
generally disconnected from the
Downtown. In recent months, a number
of mixed-use projects (with ground floor
commercial and residential above) have
been approved or are under construction The proposed DCP includes guidelines to better
integrate Lincoln Boulevard into the Downtown,
along Lincoln Boulevard. The proposed and provide improved amenities such as public
DCP anticipates that Lincoln Boulevard parking, housing, neighborhood-serving retail and
service commercial uses; new regulations would
will continue to evolve into a more ensure that new buildings would be compatible with
walkable street and a gateway for adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Downtown, while still performing as a
major vehicular and transit connector for the Downtown and adjacent neighborhoods. The
DCP encourages the creation of multi-family housing with ground floor local-serving
retail/restaurant uses that activate the street. Office and other buildings that are not
intended for walkup services would be required to include pedestrian oriented design to
animate the street. Public parking is also envisioned along Lincoln Boulevard allowing
automobile drivers to park at the edge of the Downtown and make their way to the core
by transit or on foot. Pedestrian, bike, and transit connections to Lincoln Boulevard are
priorities.

•

Neighborhood Village District: This district extends from 7th Court to 4th Court between
Wilshire Boulevard to Santa Monica Boulevard and then from 7th Court to 6th Street
between Santa Monica Boulevard and Broadway. This district is an established
neighborhood in the Downtown that consists mostly of residential, small floor plate office,
civic, religious, and neighborhood serving retail and restaurant uses. The proposed DCP
incorporates more opportunities for ground floor local serving uses that activate the streets
and provide for a complete neighborhood with daily needs in walking distance.

•

Transit Adjacent District: To enhance mobility, the proposed DCP supports increased
activity and specific improvements in close proximity to transit. The Transit Adjacent
district includes the properties within an approximately 2.5-block radius from the
Downtown Station (at 4th/Colorado). This district encompasses a number of different
character areas of the Downtown, ranging from the core Downtown uses, through
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transitional mixed use areas, to the primary residential areas on the eastern edge. It also
includes the Big Blue Bus yards and freeway adjacent sites. The proposed DCP encourages
a broad mix of uses and services such as local and regional serving retail, multi-family
housing, Class A office, creative employment, hospitality uses, and community gathering
spaces. The Transit Adjacent district includes three sites that will be addressed in a future
Gateway Master Plan (GMP): 302 Colorado Avenue – “Sears Site”; 402 Colorado Avenue –
“4CO Site”; and 120 Ocean Avenue – “Wyndham Hotel Site”. Within the Transit Adjacent
district, the DCP anticipates circulation improvements in and around the three GMP sites as
well as the Big Blue Bus Yards site. These circulation improvements would potentially
include new east-west connections, off-ramp improvements, and the Olympic Crossover
freeway bridge (further discussed in the following pages). These circulation improvements
will be further refined as part of the GMP.
•

Bayside Conservation District: This district includes the properties from 4th Court to the
east side of 2nd Street and the south side of Wilshire Boulevard to the north side of
Broadway. The Bayside Conservation district is considered the economic heart of the City,
with a broad mix of building types, office space, entertainment, retail, restaurants, cafes,
salons and exercise studios. For this district, the proposed DCP continues to encourage a
lively mix of pedestrian-oriented uses with dynamic activity during daytime and evening
hours. The proposed DCP limits height and FAR in this subarea to preserve the character
of this human scaled environment, which is central to the Downtown’s identity and
character, but allows some exceptions for particular land uses such as housing, cinema,
and shared parking facilities. Specific preservation goals for this area focus on retention
and rehabilitation of the remaining buildings listed on the City’s Historic Resources
Inventory and restoration of existing facades which may be hidden or obscured.

•

Wilshire Transition (Wilshire Boulevard) District: This district consists of properties on
the north side of Wilshire Boulevard between the east side of 2nd Street and west side of
7th Street. Wilshire Boulevard is a major transportation corridor, providing regional access
between the City and West Los Angeles and communities further east. Vehicle traffic
volumes drop off sharply west of 4th Street on Wilshire as it terminates at Ocean Avenue.
The Wilshire Transition district currently hosts a multitude of different building types and
heights, and is considered a transition area due to its adjacency to the Wilmont neighborhood
to the north. The proposed DCP continues to support smaller local serving uses that provide
easily accessible goods and services to the surrounding neighborhood. Development
standards for the Wilshire Transition district are designed to be sensitive to the area, with
new buildings stepping down to the adjacent residential uses to the north.
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•

Ocean Transition District: This district extends from the west side of 2nd Street to Ocean
Avenue from California Avenue to Colorado Avenue. This district provides panoramic
ocean views and is home to the historic Palisades Park as well as hotels and office buildings
that range in height from 45 feet to 300 feet. The proposed DCP envisions that public and
private enhancements would provide a more walkable environment for the Ocean Transition
district. In particular, the proposed DCP calls for enhancements to the streetscape and
sidewalk improvements at the southern end to accommodate pedestrians transitioning to the
Santa Monica Pier and the Colorado Esplanade. The proposed DCP would encourage
smaller developments along 2nd Street that support and maintain local serving commercial
uses and new housing opportunities.

For each district, the proposed DCP provides development standards for height, FAR, and other
requirements. 4
Established Large Sites (Negotiated Projects)
The proposed DCP identifies specific sites in the Downtown that, given parcel size and
development standards, could potentially produce larger projects, while providing significant
community benefits and complying with the maximum FAR parameters established in the
proposed DCP. The Plan describes four specific sites based on their size, location, and proximity
to transportation. The four three Established Large Sites (see Figure 2-3) include:
1. 4th/5th and Arizona
2. 1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire (Miramar Hotel)
3. 101 Santa Monica Boulevard (Ocean Avenue Site)
4. 710 Broadway (Vons Site)

The proposed DCP considers the development of these Established Large Sites as a way to provide
significant community benefits and as part of an overall strategy for the DCP to address key issues
such as open space, circulation, and activity/uses. Due to their key locations and large size, these
sites can have the catalytic effect of creating a more functional, livable Downtown. Each of these
Established Large Sites under consideration reflect very different conditions, location, and site
specific opportunities and concerns. In order to achieve the type of site-specific benefit that is
expected, the proposed DCP outlines overarching standards and guidelines including but not

4

Projects exceeding the development standards adopted in the Downtown Community Plan would require an
amendment to the Plan.
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limited to contributing to the public realm, pedestrian orientation, walkability and multimodal
circulation.
The maximum FARs for these four three Established Large Sites under Scenario A and Scenario
B are provided in Table 2-4. 5 Because these sites are anticipated to require a DA, there would be
significant opportunity for public input and negotiation of community benefits. If applicants on
the established large sites request consideration of building heights greater than 84 feet, such a
request would require a Specific Plan Amendment and additional environmental review.
Applicants requesting height above 84 feet for Established Large Sites would be subject to a public
approval process with additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQA.
Additionally, there are three large GMP sites located along Colorado Avenue (near the I-10
freeway) within the GMP area that have the potential to provide significant community benefits,
particularly circulation improvements in and around the Downtown Station. As identified
previously, these three GMP sites include 302 Colorado Avenue – “Sears Site”; 402 Colorado
Avenue – “4CO Site”; and 120 Ocean Avenue – “Wyndham Hotel Site”. These GMP sites are
further discussed in Section 2.5.5, Gateway Master Plan.

5

This EIR analyzes the maximum FARs for these Established Large Sites. To the extent that these maximum FARs
are ultimately reduced as a result of the final plan approval process, the EIR provides for the worst-case (most
conservative) analysis.
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Table 2-2

Downtown Community Plan Development Standards – Scenario A
Mixed-Use
Boulevard

Tier 1
Tier 1 with Housing
Tier 2
Tier 2 with Housing
Tier 3
Tier 3 with Housing
Tier 1
Tier 1 – Project with OnSite Affordable Housing
Tier 2
Tier 2 with Housing
Tier 3
Tier 3 with Housing

Neighborhood
Village

32 feet

Bayside
Transit Adjacent
Conservation
Maximum FAR
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.25
2.25
2.25
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.5
Maximum Building Height
32 feet
39 feet
32 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

50 feet
50 feet
60 feet
60 feet

60 feet
60 feet
-

60 feet
60 feet
84 feet
84 feet

60 feet
60 feet
84 feet
84 feet

50 feet
50 feet
-

50 feet
50 feet
-

1.5
1.5
2.25
2.25
2.75
2.75

Ocean Transition

Wilshire
Transition

1.75
2.25
2.5
3.0
-

1.75
2.25
2.25
2.75
-

39 feet

32 feet

Notes:
Four Three Established Large Sites have been identified in the Downtown that are capable of providing significant community benefits. Subject to a defined process (e.g., DA), these
Established Large Sites would have the opportunity to achieve a maximum height of 84 feet and greater FARs than their underlying sub-area FARs listed in this table. See Table 2-4 for
these sites and their heights and FARs.
Establishment of Tiers and development agreement thresholds will be determined by the City Council during the final DCP public hearing process and constitute a planning procedure that
would not affect the EIR analysis.
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Table 2-3

Downtown Community Plan Development Standards – Scenario B
Mixed-Use
Boulevard

Tier 1
Tier 1 with Housing
Tier 2
Tier 2 with Housing
Tier 3
Tier 3 with Housing
Tier 1
Tier 1 – Project with OnSite Affordable Housing
Tier 2
Tier 2 with Housing
Tier 3
Tier 3 with Housing

32 feet

Bayside
Conservation
Maximum FAR
1.75
1.75
2.25
2.25
2.75
3.0
3.25
3.5
4.0
4.0
Maximum Building Height
32 feet
32 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

39 feet

40-50 feet
50-60 feet
-

60 feet
60 feet
-

60-84b feet
60-84b feet
84 feetb
84 feetb

60 feet
60 feet
84 feet
84 feet

50 feet
50 feet
-

50 feet
50 feet
-

1.5
1.5
1.75-2.25
2.25-2.75
-

Neighborhood Village

Transit Adjacent

Ocean Transition

Wilshire
Transition

1.75
2.25
3.0
3.5
3.5
4.0

1.75
2.25
2.25
2.75
-

1.5
1.5
2.25
2.25
-

32 feet

32 feet

32 feet

Notes:
Four Three Established Large Sites have been identified in the Downtown that are capable of providing significant community benefits. Subject to a defined process (e.g., DA), these
Established Large Sites would have the opportunity to achieve a maximum height of 84 feet and greater FARs than their underlying sub-area FARs listed in this table. See Table 2-4 for
these four sites and their heights and FARs.
Establishment of Tiers and development agreement thresholds will be determined by the City Council during the final DCP public hearing process and constitute a planning procedure that
would not affect the EIR analysis.
a Maximum FARs will be determined by the City Council upon adoption of the proposed DCP. FARs listed in this table indicate the range, but for the purposes of analyzing most
conservative (worst-case) environmental impacts, this EIR analyzes the maximum FARs of each site.
b Maximum

height, not to exceed 84 feet, will be determined by the City Council upon adoption of the proposed DCP. Height listed in this table indicates the maximum height analyzed in

this EIR.
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Table 2-4

FAR Maximums for Established Large Sites1 – Scenario A and Scenario B2
4th/5th Arizona

Scenario A
Scenario B
Underlying District FAR

5.0
3.25-3.5
Bayside Conservation/
Neighborhood Village
3.25-4.0

1133 Ocean Avenue/
101 Wilshire (Miramar)
4.25
2.75-3.0

101 Santa Monica Boulevard
(Ocean Avenue Site)
5.0
2.75-4.0

Ocean Transition
2.75

Ocean Transition
2.75

Notes:
1

Established Large Sites are identified sites that are capable of providing greater community benefits due to their large size.

2

Maximum FARs will be determined by the City Council upon adoption of the proposed DCP. FARs listed in this table indicate the range, but for the purposes of analyzing most
conservative (worst-case) environmental impacts, this EIR analyzes the maximum FARs of each site.
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2.5.2

Historic Preservation

The Downtown has a rich history, as evidenced by the concentration of historic resources,
including City-designated Landmarks in the Downtown. Recognizing the important role that
historic resources will continue to play in Downtown’s future, the proposed DCP supports the
preservation of existing resources and sensitive infill on underutilized parcels. This is encouraged
through a balanced urban design strategy that conserves the character of buildings and land use
districts that have a strong historic identity, while recognizing that sensitive infill development,
and in appropriate cases, additions to Landmarks can occur. Additionally, by limiting height and
FAR in the Bayside Conservation district, the proposed DCP directs much of the Downtown’s new
development away from its historic core and towards the Transit Adjacent and Neighborhood
Village districts. Specifically, the DCP includes a number of goals, policies and actions directly
addressing historic preservation. The DCP provides development standards to support the
preservation of the Downtown’s historic resources and ensure that new development and
alterations on properties are done in a compatible manner that meets the Secretary of Interior
Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Properties. A higher level of review would be required for
projects that would make alterations to Landmarks, Structures of Merit, and resources on the Santa
Monica Historic Resources Inventory (HRI). The DCP would also provide incentives for projects
that would preserve or adaptively reuse historic resources. This could potentially include parking
or open space exemptions for adaptive reuse projects. The proposed DCP also encourages the
creation of a dedicated historic preservation funding source through negotiated DAs that can be
used to maintain and enhance the Downtown’s historic resources. The fund may be used for:
1) purchasing plaques for historic landmarks; 2) installations in the public right of way that
promote education and awareness of the Downtown’s history; 3) the identification and protection
of historic resources, including preparation of historic assessments and surveys; 4) for public
education on cultural resources; 5) purchase and installation of street furniture and other fixtures
in the public realm that match historic elements and would contribute to the character of the
Downtown; or 6) other-related historic preservation related purpose.
Further, recognizing the concentration of Landmark and HRI-listed buildings within the
Downtown, and the community’s interest in protecting the scale and character of the historical
core centered on the Promenade, the DCP may include a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay
District (NCOD) with possible boundaries in the area bound by Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway,
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and by 1st Court and 4th Court. A NCOD would
provide a more restrictive overlay to the zoning
standards proposed by the Bayside Conservation
district, and may regulate scale, materials, streetscape
elements and other distinguishable features that are
determined to contribute to the area’s distinctive
character. An NCOD may be initiated by the Planning
or Landmark’s Commissions by resolution, or by an
application signed by at least 50 percent of the
property owners and/or tenants within the proposed
area.
2.5.3

Pathways & Public Spaces

Open Space Actions
•

•

•

•

The Downtown has few public open spaces of its
own, but is currently served by a variety of public
space outside the Downtown boundaries including
Reed Park on the northeastern end of the district,
Palisades Park to the west, and Tongva Park to the
south. While these park spaces are important existing
assets, the Downtown lacks local-scale neighborhood
gathering spaces and green, landscaped spaces.

•
•

Create new publicly accessible
greens or plazas that function as
neighborhood parks at strategically
located sites in the Downtown
Enhance the sidewalks and other
pedestrian areas to be meaningful
contributors to the public open
space system
Where sidewalk widths permit, the
City should coordinate and
implement a plan to provide street
furniture and/or native or
climatically-adapted low-growing
landscape as part of the streetscape
Work with Downtown Santa Monica,
Inc. to develop a Third Street
Promenade Upgrade program
Develop a program to revitalize
privately owned public spaces
Plant and replace Downtown trees
as necessary in a manner that is
consistent with the Urban Forest
Master Plan (UFMP)

The DCP seeks to add additional, strategically-located small parks and plazas conveniently
accessible to residents, to link the existing and new spaces together while creating a connected
open space network with enhanced pedestrian sidewalks, pathways, and esplanades. The DCP
supports increasing the amount of open space in the Downtown through a framework of
interconnected courtyards, plazas and public spaces woven tighter through improved streetscapes,
and expanded sidewalk areas.
Public Spaces: The proposed DCP targets locating new open space such that residents and
employees within the Downtown would be within a 2.5-minute walk of opportunities for passive
or active recreation and social activities. To achieve this, the DCP encourages new publicly
accessible spaces to be incorporated as part of the package of community benefits provided by
project applicants. While the exact location, orientation, and size of many future public spaces are
unknown, the DCP anticipates several new public spaces to be introduced throughout the
Downtown over the next 20 years either through private development or through public
improvements. One such example of public improvements identified in the DCP is seeking
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partnerships with private property owners to encourage the better use of existing privately-owned
public spaces (POPS) throughout the Downtown by offering incentives to property owners to
activate plazas and courtyards on their properties. POPS may be allowed for public use as part of
negotiated DAs.
Pedestrian Realm: The DCP proposes to improve the pedestrian environment through increased
building setbacks for outdoor space adjacent to businesses and enhanced streetscapes as part of
public and private development. The DCP requires increased ground floor building setbacks as a
way to maximize the width of public sidewalks to accommodate additional pedestrian demand
while ensuring that outdoor dining can be accommodated without impacting the clear walking
width for a safe, comfortable, and high quality pedestrian experience. Preferred building setbacks
(as measured from the face of curb to the ground floor building face), range from 14 to 20 feet
depending on the street, and are needed to improve walkability throughout the Downtown. The
DCP calls for many sidewalk design improvements to occur in conjunction with increased building
setbacks. Sidewalk improvements include installation of street trees, pedestrian lighting, street
furniture, and wayfinding to create a high quality pedestrian experience.
Additionally, the DCP proposes signature sidewalk projects to help define the pedestrian-friendly
character of Downtown and connect the Downtown to the Pier, Beach, and Civic Center. The
proposed signature sidewalk projects are:
•

•

•

•

Wilshire Boulevard on the west end from 3rd Street to Ocean Avenue, where streetscape
improvements and increased building setbacks would connect Palisades Park and Ocean
Avenue to the northern end of the Promenade.
Ocean Avenue from Colorado Avenue to Broadway, where a streetscape project along the
east side of the street would include an expanded sidewalk up to 20 feet to link the Santa
Monica Pier to the Downtown Station, Civic Center, and the Downtown.
4th Street, where streetscape improvements would provide connectivity between the
Downtown Station and Civic Center connections across the I-10 Freeway. Sidewalks
would be widened across the 4th Street Bridge and wayfinding improvements would
increase accessibility to the Downtown from peripheral parking areas. Short-term
improvements to lighting, way finding, and landscaping would improve this entry into the
Downtown.
Lincoln Boulevard, where streetscape improvements to both sides of the street would
include increased building setbacks with property redevelopment that would allow for
enhanced sidewalks (including streetscape amenities to buffer pedestrians from moving
vehicles), signage installation to direct drivers and pedestrians to shared and public parking
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•

2.5.4

facilities, increased lighting, and roadway crossings would improve pedestrian experience
and accessibility to the Downtown.
2nd Street, where streetscape improvements would allow for enhanced sidewalks, signage
installation, and visible pedestrian markings would improve the pedestrian experience.
A New Model of Mobility

The proposed DCP proposes a new model for mobility
that acknowledges that is an evolution of how to get to
Downtown and how they experience trending within
Downtown. Downtown’s success is closely linked to it
being a premier location for walking, and the DCP
celebrates and builds upon this is all sections of the
Plan. The DCP builds on the bus, bike, pedestrian, and
shared mobility advantages of the Downtown and
encourages people to try the diversity of transportation
options. In doing so, the proposed DCP would promote
mobility in the Downtown in a manner that would help
the entire City achieve the goals of congestion
reduction, safety and health, increasing person
capacity, sustainability, and maximizing system
reliability and capacity for moving goods to support
vitality and economic development.
The proposed DCP uses a coordinated approach that
would:

Access/Mobility Actions
•

•
•
•

•

•

A GMP for the freeway adjacent sites
to create and improve connections
between the Downtown and Civic
Center over the freeway.
Proactive peak period and special
event transportation management
strategies.
Strong first/last mile connections and
multi-modal links to the Expo LRT
Downtown Station.
A Complete Street and Vision Zero
program to increase the comfort and
feeling of safety for everyone in
Downtown.
Regular review of parking utilization
and active use of pricing and
management strategies to achieve
efficient parking use.
Promoting the Downtown as a
walking district, and richest
transportation environment in Los
Angeles County.

•

Realize transportation as a key community
value.

•

Prioritize pedestrians.

•

Reduce the frustration of vehicle congestion by increasing reliability and shortening
driving distances.

•

Increase the carrying-capacity of public streets of all users.

•

Create a Downtown that enjoys the richest diversity of transportation options.

•

Lead innovation and actively incorporate new technologies.

•

Complete, high quality, and safe streets for all modes.
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•

Carefully manage parking as part of the transportation system.

All of the access and mobility strategies in the proposed DCP would complement and build upon
the capital and operational projects that have been completed or are already underway in and
around the Downtown, such as the Downtown Station, the Colorado Esplanade, bicycle
improvements implemented under the Bike Action Plan (such as the 2nd Street bicycle lanes), and
pedestrian improvements implemented under the Pedestrian Action Plan (e.g., pedestrian
scrambles).
The proposed DCP’s strategies for improving access and mobility are discussed below.
Pedestrian Improvements
The DCP prioritizes the pedestrian experience, and calls for a variety of capacity and quality
enhancements to create great streets and sidewalks in the Downtown. The DCP takes a systematic
approach to determining the desired widths of sidewalks. Additionally, as discussed previously,
the DCP proposes signature sidewalks to define the character of Downtown.
The DCP also calls for improvements to better complete the pedestrian network, including short
term improvements on the 4th Street and Main Street bridges connecting the Downtown to the
Civic Center. Additionally, the DCP recognizes that lighting of public spaces is important to
creating a pedestrian-oriented environment, and encourages increase in pedestrian lighting on
sidewalks.
Network Improvements
The DCP would make minor improvements to the existing street network in order to improve
traffic flow. These improvements include:
•

Removal of the existing transit mall on Santa Monica Boulevard east of 4th Street to create
additional traffic capacity.

•

Selected removal of on-street parking to create additional capacity at selected locations
(i.e., additional westbound through-lane on Santa Monica Boulevard from 5th Street to
Ocean Avenue; additional eastbound and westbound through lanes on Olympic Drive
between Main Street and 4th Street).

Signal Timing and Active Management of Vehicle Travel
The DCP includes strategies to encourage effective use of the vehicle transportation system. The
Plan’s approach to traffic flow considers the overall need for all people to get where they are going
in a predictable, consistent way. The DCP calls for signal timing and Active Transportation
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Management Systems to manage vehicle flow as well as improved wayfinding to reduce confusion
and reduce the length that drivers must drive to find parking.
Wayfinding System
The proposed DCP calls for increasing the frequency and visibility of signage as well as use of
SmartParking technology to direct all travelers including drivers to parking structures with
available spaces, thereby reducing trip length and congestion. Installation of new signs directing
drivers to the public parking with the most availability would be prioritized at gateway entries into
Downtown including: I-10/Lincoln Boulevard Freeway off ramp, I-10/4th/5th Street Freeway offramp, along Wilshire Boulevard as one enters the Downtown, along Hwy 1, and/or at entrances
from the Hwy 1. This allows vehicle drivers, especially monthly pass holder and regular visitors,
to park before they enter into the Downtown thereby reducing congestion in the Downtown. The
proposed DCP would emphasize Lincoln Boulevard as an additional entry into the Downtown
through wayfinding.
Bus and Rail System
With the recent arrival of the Downtown Station of the Expo LRT, the proposed DCP recognizes
that it will be important for continued investment in transit. In consideration of a comprehensive
transit network that includes the Downtown Station, the proposed DCP encourages dedicated
transit facilities and well-located stops and layover zones for buses.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
Achieving the LUCE’s goal of “No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips” requires the implementation
of effective TDM measures to minimize single occupancy automobile trips, and achieve
Downtown average vehicle ridership targets of 2.2 as required by the City’s TDM Ordinance. In
addition to the TDM measures required by SMMC Chapter 9.53, the package of TDM strategies
for the proposed DCP would include:
•

Requiring all new Tier 2 and non-negotiated Tier 3 Projects to provide a transportation
allowance of at least 75 and 100 percent, respectively, of the cost of a regional transit pass
(increase to a 100 percent subsidy program on large sites).

•

Requiring residential components of project to provide on-site shared bicycles intended for
resident and guest use or creation of an on-site bikeshare station (this shall be optional if
Citywide bikeshare is already located on the same block as the project site).

•

Partnering with other organizations for transportation outreach and marketing.
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Transportation Management Organization
A Transportation Management Organization (TMO) consists of a public-private partnership to
leverage business and government resources toward addressing mobility options and congestion
management. Creating a forum for collaboration, the TMO can provide efficiencies in service
provision and marketing to Downtown stakeholders and can assist businesses and developers in
efforts to comply with the City’s TDM requirements. A citywide TMO that also serves the
Downtown was initiated in 2016. Additional investment and programming through the TMO can
further reduce drive alone trips to the Downtown.
Bicycles
The proposed DCP supports the growth of bicycling in the Downtown with bicycle facility
improvements identified in the City’s Bike Action Plan (2011). The plan also responds to critical
bike network gaps in the Downtown and rising demand for bicycle parking and support facilities
such as bikeshare. The Plan seeks to expand bike parking through corrals, bike rooms, racks, and
integration in new development in addition to potential expansion of the existing Bike Center and
bikes share system within the Downtown to support the needs of commuting cyclists.
Downtown Circulator
Drawing from interest expressed in the community, the DCP supports the creation of an internal
circulator that provides a transit option to get quickly from one end of the Downtown to the other,
and particularly to the Downtown Station. A circulator would assist visitors in navigating the
Downtown, transport those unable to walk long distances, and connect pedestrians back to a transit
line or parked car.
Access Zones
The proposed DCP proposes effective management over the function and use of curb space or
access zones to support sidewalk function and enable smooth connections. Space in the access
zone is limited and valuable, and is required for buses, shuttles, taxis, rideshare, and bikes and for
drop-off, valet, bikeparking, and loading.
Intersection Design
The proposed DCP seeks to improve the transportation experience of all users through intersection
designs that emphasize safety and address the time and delay of people in each travel mode.
Intersection designs may include bulb outs, medians, crossing improvements, pedestrian phasing,
bicycle boxes, lanes, and sharrows to improve the visibility of pedestrians and bicycles. Additional
complementary strategies to improve intersection operations include modifying turning
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movements of vehicles to reduce conflicts between people and cars and programming traffic
signals with advanced pedestrian intervals to give pedestrians a head start on crossing the
intersection.
Parking
Public parking is addressed with actions that aim to manage existing resources in the core of
Downtown while adding new facilities at the periphery that will accommodate the need for future
parking demand and expand economic activity all the way to Lincoln Boulevard. The proposed
DCP seeks to expand public parking through joint partnerships between private developers and
the City along the periphery of the Downtown. This allows vehicles, especially monthly pass
holders and regular visitors, to “park once” before they enter into the Downtown, thereby
eliminating some traffic and congestion in the Downtown. A focus will be on improving the
interface of pedestrian and cars at the driveways, ensuring that new parking is well-sited and that
driveway widths accommodate the appropriate scale for allowing pedestrians to cross comfortably
and quickly. The proposed DCP includes the following specific parking improvements:
•

Expand public and shared parking opportunities, particularly on the periphery of the
Downtown (e.g., Lincoln Boulevard) to reduce vehicle trips in the core of the Downtown.

•

Extend in-lieu parking district to the full Downtown District.

•

Continue to use pricing to manage parking so that peripheral parking is incentivized for
long-term parkers.

•

Monitor use of parking and communicate availability.

2.5.5

Gateway Master Plan

The GMP will be a separate planning effort to be undertaken subsequent to the adoption of the
DCP. The GMP will provide for the detailed planning of major circulation infrastructure
connections serving the Downtown in conjunction with the development of up to three additional
established large sites along Colorado Avenue near the I-10 freeway. These GMP sites include:
•

4CO Site (4th and Colorado Avenue site), adjacent to the Downtown Station.

•

Sears Site at 302 Colorado Avenue.

•

Wyndham Hotel Site at 120 Colorado Avenue.

Additionally, circulation improvements could occur on or near a portion of the Big Blue Bus Yards
Site at 1660 7th Street.
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Community discussion has shown a desire for extra planning efforts to ensure that the future of
these GMP sites are planned efficiently and effectively to improve circulation, re-allocate density
where necessary, and provide amenities such as open space, shared parking, and preservation of
historic structures. The DCP assigns heights and FARs to these GMP sites according to their
underlying district and the EIR conservatively analyzes the maximum FAR and height per their
assigned underlying district. These sites may only achieve the maximum Tier 3 heights and FARs
through a public process established in the GMP. In addition, the DCP may establish an interim
process that allows some limited change to occur on the GMP sites pending adoption of the GMP.
However, the interim review process for the GMP sites constitutes a planning procedure and would
not affect the EIR analysis, which already accounts for the maximum FAR and height per the
assigned underlying district.
The GMP would identify and prioritize critical civic improvements such as connections between
the Downtown and the Civic Center, potentially new open space through freeway capping, and
freeway infrastructure serving the Downtown in addition to providing a roadmap for the phased
comprehensive evolution of the four large sites. The GMP will be coordinated with the DCP for
regulation of land use and zoning and will address the technical and feasibility analysis for working
with Caltrans to address freeway bridging, capping, and off-ramp relocation. Development of the
GMP will be an open public process facilitated by staff, and include participation from the
community, land owners, and decision makers as priorities for the area are refined.
The GMP sites have unique opportunities to provide significant vehicle circulation investments
through a combination of additional parking directly accessible from the freeway, improved site
access, expansion of the street grid with additional through access, and improved bus facilities that
address bus connections to the Downtown Station.
These potential circulation investments, which have been conservatively included and analyzed in
this EIR, would include:
•

New East/West Connection through the 4CO Site to connect 4th and 5th Street – Provide a
new east-west local access street through the 4CO Site that would connect from 4th Street
to 5th Street allowing for taxi and kiss-n-ride 6 drop off zones, access to bus stops and
layover space, and access to potential public parking on this site. Additionally, the access
way would include new traffic signal to enable all turns at 4th Street and facilitate vehicle
circulation.

6

Kiss-n-ride is a location where commuters and other people may be dropped off so that they can board a bus, rail,
system (i.e., rapid transit, light rail, or commuter rail), or carpool for their journey.
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•

New East/West Connection through the Big Blue Bus Site to link 5th Street and 6th Street
– Convert the service alley at the Big Blue Bus large site, to new bus-only east/west street
with bus overlay and transfer zone that allow buses to connect between 5th and 6th Street.

•

New East/West Connection through Sears Site – Provide a new east-west connection
westward through the Sears Site and across I-10 freeway to Main Street (i.e., breaking
down the superblock and providing additional walking paths between the Downtown
Station and Civic Center/Tongva Park).

The GMP will also address in detail the potential relocation of the westbound I-10 Freeway exit at
4th Street, termed the “Olympic Cross-over.” The Olympic Cross-over would allow drivers on the
I-10 westbound 4th Street off ramp (north of the I-10 Freeway) to enter the Downtown street
network at a redesigned Olympic Drive intersection that consolidates the off-ramp with the
eastbound on-ramp. The advantage of this project would be a consolidated operation, compared
with the two currently separate intersections with two sets of signals that can back up 4th Street.
The new 4th Street off-ramp would also provide drivers an option to continue straight on Olympic
Drive to Main Street or Ocean Avenue, which could further disperse traffic.
2.5.6

Sustainability

The proposed DCP would help achieve the City’s core sustainability goals outlined in the
Sustainable City Plan and the LUCE. In addition to the plan’s policies and standards that support
a multi-modal transportation system that minimizes and, where possible, eliminates pollution from
motor vehicles, the Plan establishes sustainability standards for new projects in the Downtown.
2.5.7

Community Benefits

The LUCE addresses the Downtown area from a broad policy perspective, outlining goals and
objectives, but defers the specific land use standards to the completion of the Downtown
Community Plan. The DCP implements a modified version of the LUCE Tiering program which
would require that any project over Tier 1 or project subject to a DA contributes community
benefits priorities specifically tailored to the Downtown. The proposed DCP identifies a network
of specific improvements that should be made in a coordinated manner to achieve the community’s
vision for the Downtown, including specific circulation and infrastructure projects, cultural
amenities and programmatic activities that implement the goals identified throughout the DCP.
During the DCP process, the community expressed the need for community benefits and voiced
their top priorities for the Downtown. While the community outreach process elicited a broad and
varying degree of desires for the Downtown, the most significant items that were discussed as
priorities were:
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•

Improving and diversifying circulation.

•

Developing a museum and a few signature art pieces.

•

Adding outdoor open space where local residents can gather.

•

Providing additional housing options to accommodate a range of affordability levels.

Additional community benefits desired in the Downtown include greater focus on historic
preservation, small gathering areas and open space, viewing platforms, support for the bikeshare
program, additional cultural programming and outdoor performances, local hiring, and support for
education.
2.5.8

Infrastructure

The proposed DCP identifies capital improvement projects and investments that are needed to
ensure that future demands on the Downtown’s infrastructure will be successfully accommodated.
These improvement projects for the Downtown’s infrastructure system are described more
thoroughly in Section 3.17, Utilities of this EIR.
2.5.9

Community and Cultural Arts Strategy

Public outreach during the development of the proposed DCP underscored the high priority that
City residents place on the arts and culture, and clarified the desire to enhance and augment cultural
spaces and programming as a benefit to the citywide community. The DCP provides policies and
actions for retaining and enhancing existing creative assets, increasing the diversity of arts-related
uses and programs, and facilitating the creation of new creative spaces, institutions and public art
pieces within the Downtown. The cultural arts strategy of the proposed DCP seeks to:
•

Pursue the establishment of a new museum to anchor the Downtown’s cultural identity.

•

Aggregate arts contributions funds to acquire a major work of art or fund an anchor
museum.

•

Hold additional arts events, and competitions for temporary installations in Downtown
locations throughout the year.

•

Support live performance and other entertainment and cinema uses in the Downtown.

•

Encourage opportunities for the inclusion of performance, gallery, or office space for lowcost rent for arts organizations.

•

Create pathway art and urban design features that support the walking experience and
unify the Downtown.
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The proposed DCP provides the policies and standards to support/foster a diverse and sustainable
economy that can provide jobs and housing, support the continuity of local businesses, and
promote new investment to serve the Downtown’s local community and visitors. The housing and
economic diversity strategy of the DCP seeks to:
•

Create affordable housing and workforce housing units as part of community benefits
package for development proposals.

•

Work with the Downtown employers to understand the housing needs of their employees
and to support programs and marketing efforts to help Downtown employees move into
Downtown.

•

Implement new wayfinding program throughout the Downtown to facilitate access to
goods and amenities.

•

Development programs to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips amongst hospitality uses.

•

Work with the “Silicon Beach” community to determine specific needs necessary to
promote desired job growth in the emerging high tech industries.

•

Expand outreach of the Buy Local Santa Monica campaign to get more businesses actively
involved and to raise awareness of the social, economic and environmental benefits of
buying locally to residents.

•

Develop additional tools with the City’s transportation management organization for
implementing TDM efforts that further enable employees, residents, customers, and
visitors to bike, walk, rideshare, and take transit.
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2.5.10 Design Guidelines
The Downtown is envisioned as a mixed-use multi-modal
district with the potential for new land uses, mobility
improvements, and pedestrian enhancements that would
continue to create an attractive public realm. The proposed
DCP includes design guidelines to promote active building
frontages, pedestrian-friendly landscaping, interesting
facades, and high quality architectural design. The design
guidelines of the Plan specifically address the following
elements: building orientation, pedestrian orientation,
encroachments and projections, building composition,
façade articulation, architectural lighting, ground floor
permeability, open space, service and auxiliary elements,
and building frontages. Many of the guidelines are specific
in nature, while others allow for broader interpretation. None
of them are intended to mandate a specific style or motif.
The design guidelines articulate the community’s vision of a
downtown characterized by generous and well landscaped
pedestrian spaces, framed by buildings with human scale
design features. They also provide criteria to ensure that
overarching community objectives for design are realized.
2.6

Historic resources and landmark
structures in Downtown serve current
retail, office, and housing needs while
preserving the cultural resource value of
the structure, including the reuse of 710
Wilshire Boulevard for a mixed-use
project.

ANTICIPATED LAND USE BUILD-OUT IN THE DOWNTOWN

The proposed DCP would guide the evolution of the Downtown. Downtown was included in the
4 percent of the City identified in the LUCE as appropriate for new housing, cultural, commercial
and jobs uses because it is the area best served by transit, and new projects could be less reliant on
automobile trips for success. As such, the DCP acknowledges LUCE neighborhood protection
goals, which called for growth in limited areas of the City to protect the character of existing
residential neighborhoods.
This Program EIR analyzes the effect of potential land use changes that could occur in the
Downtown through 2030 as a result of the implementation of the DCP, including review of the
range of impacts between two different buildout scenarios. Scenario A (High Scenario) would
entail higher FARs for sites in the Downtown with variation by district, and represents the City
Council’s outside parameters for EIR analysis established during the August 13, 2013 meeting,
which includes FARs up to 5.0 for the established large sites. Scenario B, which is reflected in the
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draft DCP released in February 2016, has a lower range of FARs, with up to 4.0 FAR for the
established large sites. Scenario B represents a maximum cap of 3.22 million sf of net new floor
area in the Downtown.
Projections of future land use changes in the already urbanized District must account for factors
such as existing levels of development as most parcels are developed; natural and built
environmental constraints (e.g., Landmark Buildings and Trees), which may limit development
potential; economic growth forecasts; market demand for new land uses; and the effect of City
policies and standards on the location, type and amount of allowable growth. Potential land use
changes were assessed based on a methodology that reflects the reasonable foreseeable
development (i.e., “build-out”) that is projected to occur by 2030 beginning with City adoption of
the proposed DCP under the varying restrictions of each scenario. The methodology for forecasting
the potential buildout is detailed in a Build-Out Analysis Memo published by the City on August
11, 2016 and is available online at:
http://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/PCD/DowntownBuildout/Buildout%20and%20FAR%20Strategies%20Summary%20FINAL.pdf
As detailed in the Build-Out Analysis Memo, the methodology consisted of:
•

Assessing the existing land use inventory in the Downtown and applying the following
“filters” to each property:
o Sites that do not have the potential to change (such as properties with Landmark
structures, existing buildings that currently exceed current or proposed height and
FAR limits, places of worship/institutional uses, newer buildings that have been
developed or redeveloped since 1990, government or utility-owned properties,
potential historic structures).
o Sites considered to have unlikely potential for change (such as properties with
limited development potential, single lot with parcel size of approximately
7,500 sf, and commercial office).
o Sites considered to have potential for change (such as properties with projects that
have been entitled since the Notice of Preparation [NOP] was published in 2013,
pending projects, properties with at least 2.0 FAR remaining within the proposed
building envelope, and properties with low improvement/land value ratio).

•

Calculating the maximum potential buildout based on the standards proposed in the DCP.
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•

Verifying that the potential buildout is aligned with reasonable market and economic
activity, the potential buildout was compared against a market study of the forecasted
growth that could be absorbed in the Downtown.

Based on this methodology, it is estimated that land use changes occurring under Scenario A
through the life of the proposed DCP would potentially result in a maximum of approximately
4.73 million sf of net new residential and commercial floor area (see Table 2-5). For Scenario B,
this Program EIR analyzes impacts and mitigations with the assumption that the total net new floor
area for the life of the proposed DCP would be a maximum of 3.22 million sf. 7 This 3.22 million
sf of net new floor area represents the maximum development that could occur in the Downtown
while achieving its LUCE citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips by 2030. Scenario B
reflects the City’s commitment to managing and monitoring change in ensuring that new projects
are balanced with circulation investments, TDM mechanisms, programs, and congestion relief
measures that will enable the City to achieve the citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour
Trips (see Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation for the DCP’s consistency with this goal).
Table 2-5

Scenario A
Scenario B

Anticipated Land Use Changes through 2030 in the Downtown1

Total Net New
Total Net New

Maximum
Residential Net
New
3,024 units
2,326 units

Maximum Commercial
Net New
(in million sf)2
1.71
0.895

Potential Maximum
Total Net New
(in million sf)
4.73
3.22

Notes:
1The

maximum net new development shown in this table excludes residential and non-residential development constructed and
approved following issuance of the NOP in 2013.

2 Mix

of commercial land use types would depend on market conditions and other factors. For purposes of this EIR, the analysis
assumes 1,725 hotel rooms, 210,000 sf retail/restaurant -/theater, and 621,000 sf office/creative office for Scenario A and 974
hotel rooms, 186,000 sf retail/restaurant/theater, and 414,000 sf office/creative office for Scenario B.

The measuring and monitoring program requires the City to regularly evaluate the connection
between new uses, the TDM and circulation measures, and rate of success for shifting singleoccupancy automobile trips to transit and other modes – to achieve No Net New P.M. Peak Hour
trips and other mobility and congestion management goals. If citywide trip counts reveal
unanticipated increases, the City will re-evaluate the policies that address trip generation including
FAR, TDM, and land use mix to assure management of potential impacts associated with new
projects. Any project proposal that would result in exceeding Scenario B’s cap of 3.22 million sf
maximum would not be able to be approved consistent with the DCP until it is determined that the
project would be consistent with the No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal of the LUCE. As

7

As previously noted, the publicly-circulated draft Downtown Community Plan that was published in February 2016
represents Scenario B.
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previously noted, the publicly-circulated draft DCP that was published in February 2016 represents
Scenario B.
2.7

INTENDED USE OF THIS EIR

In compliance with CEQA, this Program EIR has been prepared to analyze potential environmental
impacts that may result from implementation of the proposed DCP. This Program EIR also
identifies feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives that would minimize or eliminate the
potential significant impacts associated with the proposed DCP. Lead agencies, such as the City,
are charged with the duty to substantially lessen or avoid significant environmental effects where
feasible (CEQA Guidelines Sections 15002[a][3] and 15021[a][2]). Where a Lead Agency
identifies unavoidable adverse environmental effects of a proposed project, CEQA Guidelines
Section 15093 authorizes the agency to balance, as applicable, the economic, legal, social,
technological, or other benefits of a proposed project against its unavoidable adverse
environmental effects when determining whether to approve the project. If the specific economic,
legal, social, technological, or other benefits outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental
effects, these effects may be deemed acceptable by the agency as substantiated in a statement of
overriding considerations.
This Program EIR will serve as an informational document for the City, acting as Lead Agency,
when considering adoption of the proposed DCP. This Program EIR serves as a fact-finding tool,
allowing residents, property owners, agency staff, and decision-makers an opportunity to
collectively review and evaluate the potentially significant environmental impacts of the proposed
DCP and the ways in which those impacts could be reduced to less-than-significant levels, either
through the imposition of mitigation measures or adoption of all, or portions, of recommended
alternatives. This Program EIR is intended to provide decision-makers and the public with
information that enables informed consideration of the potential environmental consequences of
the proposed DCP for both Scenario A and Scenario B. As a Program EIR, this CEQA-compliant
document is intended to provide an area-wide assessment of the impacts of the DCP. Future
individual projects in DCP area would need to be reviewed in the context of this Program EIR to
determine if additional environmental documentation is required.
2.8

REQUIRED ACTIONS AND APPROVALS

If adopted, the proposed DCP would replace the existing Bayside Specific Plan and any currently
applicable standards from the 1984 General Plan. Because portions of the Downtown District are
within the Coastal Zone, the DCP also requires a Coastal Land Use Plan Amendment. The GMP
portion of the DCP is also within the Civic Center Specific Plan (CCSP) area. In order to eliminate
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any potential inconsistency, the boundaries of the CCSP would need to be amended so that the
GMP area is only within the DCP boundaries.
The City is the Lead Agency for the proposed DCP, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15065(b). As such, this Program EIR will be used by the City to both evaluate the potential
environmental impacts that could result from implementation of the proposed DCP, and develop
conditions of approval and adopt mitigation measures which would address those impacts. The
City Council will consider adoption of the DCP concurrently with certification of the Final EIR.
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, the decision-makers must “balance, as applicable,
the economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits of a proposed project against its
unavoidable environmental risks when determining whether to approve the project. If the specific
economic, legal, social, technological, or other benefits of a proposal project outweigh the
unavoidable adverse environmental effects, the adverse environmental effects may be considered
“acceptable.” If the City, as Lead Agency, approves the proposed DCP, a statement of overriding
considerations must be written, which shall state the specific reasons to support its action based on
the Final EIR and/or other information in the record.
Implementation of the proposed DCP would require the following regulatory and/or legislative
actions by the City Council, with recommendation from the Planning Commission, as well as
subsequent action by the California Coastal Commission:
•

Downtown Community Plan adoption.

•

LUCE Amendment.

•

CCSP Amendment

•

Implementing Zoning and/or Parking Ordinance amendments.

•

Coastal Land Use Plan Amendment for the portion of the Downtown within the Coastal
Zone (followed by certification of the amendment by the Coastal Commission).

•

Certification of the Final EIR.

•

Consideration and approval of a Findings and a Statement of Overriding Considerations
as necessary.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND
MITIGATION
3.1

INTRODUCTION

This section of the Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) addresses the potential
significant environmental impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan for
Scenario A and Scenario B. Each environmental impact topic is discussed under the following
subsections: Environmental Setting, Regulatory Setting, Impact Assessment Methodology,
Analysis of Project Impacts, Mitigation Measures and Residual Impacts, and Cumulative
Impacts. The EIR addresses potential impacts that could result from the construction and
operation of future land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan guides the future
of the Downtown through the year 2030, establishing a set of development standards, policies,
and guidelines for future land uses. No specific projects are currently proposed as part of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, potential impacts of the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are addressed programmatically for both Scenario A
and Scenario B, as described in Section 2.0, Project Description.
3.1.1

Impact Assessment Guidelines and Impact Classification

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires an EIR analysis to “identify and
focus on the significant environmental effects of a proposed project” (CEQA Guidelines
§15126.2[a] and Public Resources Code Section 21000 [a]). The emphasis of the EIR should be
placed on the potential “physical” adverse effects of a proposed project.
CEQA Guidelines §15360 define “environment” as the physical conditions that exist within the
area that will be affected by a proposed project including, but not limited to, land, air, water,
minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historical or aesthetic significance. The
guidelines further define the area involved as the area in which significant effects would occur
either directly or indirectly as a result of the project. The “environment” includes both natural
and man-made conditions.
CEQA Guidelines §15382 further clarifies the definition of “significant effect on the
environment” as a substantial, or potential substantial, adverse change in any of the physical
conditions within the area affected by the project. An economic or social change by itself shall
not be considered a significant effect on the environment. However, that economic or social
change that may have a physical impact (such as urban decay) should be considered in an EIR
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(Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184). The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan does not propose any big box or large
regional-serving commercial uses which would result in urban decay impacts. Therefore,
economic effects are not analyzed in this EIR pursuant to CEQA.
For each impact topic, thresholds for determining impact significance are identified based on
City and state CEQA Guidelines, along with descriptions of the methodologies used for
conducting the impact analysis. For some resource areas such as air quality, transportation and
circulation, and noise, the analyses of impacts are more quantitative in nature and involve the
comparison of effects against a numerical threshold. For other topics, such as hazards and
hazardous materials and land use and planning, the analyses of impacts are inherently more
qualitative, involving on the consideration of a variety of factors such as adopted City policies.
The EIR impact discussions classify impact significance levels as:
1. Significant and Unavoidable - a significant impact to the environment that remains
significant even after mitigation measures are applied;
2. Less Than Significant with Mitigation - a significant impact that can be avoided or
reduced to a less than significant level with mitigation;
3. Less Than Significant - a potential impact that would not meet or exceed the identified
thresholds of significance for the resource area; and
4. No Impact - no impact would occur for the resource area.
Determinations of significance levels in the EIR are made based on impact significance criteria
and CEQA Guidelines for each impact topic.
3.1.2

Mitigation Measures and Monitoring

Per CEQA Guidelines §15126.4, where potentially significant environmental impacts have been
identified in the EIR, feasible mitigation measures that could avoid or minimize the severity of
those impacts are also identified. The mitigation measures are identified as part of the analysis of
each impact topic in Sections 3.3 through 3.18 of this EIR.
Pursuant to CEQA, feasible mitigation measures must be implemented for all significant
impacts. Feasible means “capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a
reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, environmental, legal, social, and
technological factors.” A Lead Agency must impose mitigation measures unless findings can be
made that the mitigation measures are found to be infeasible or within the jurisdiction of another
agency (City of Marina v. Board of Trustees of the California State University (2006) 39 Cal.4th
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341). Mitigation measures must be fully enforceable and may involve various means of
implementation, such as:
•
•
•

Measures incorporated directly into the adopted Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan as new or revised policies or development standards, or in implementing ordinances.
Measures implemented in multi-year City operational programs, such as a capital
improvements program or development impact fee program.
Measures incorporated as standard departmental conditions of approval for individual
development projects.

CEQA requires that implementation of adopted mitigation measures or any revisions made to the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan by the Lead Agency to mitigate or avoid significant
environmental effects be monitored for compliance. Accordingly, CEQA Guidelines §15097
require that a public agency adopt a Mitigation Monitoring or Reporting Program (MMRP) for
those adopted mitigation measures and project revisions. With respect to approval of a programlevel document, CEQA provides that “―[w]here the project at issue is the adoption of a
…specific plan…the monitoring plan shall apply to policies and any other portion of the plan
that is a mitigation measure or adopted alternative”. That is, the monitoring plan may consist of
policies included in plan-level documents (CEQA Guidelines §15097[b]).
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3.2

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS ANALYSES

CEQA Guidelines §15130(a) states that an EIR shall “discuss the cumulative impacts of a project
when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable”. “Cumulatively
considerable” means that the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable when
viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and
the effects of probable future projects (as defined by Section 15130). CEQA Guidelines §15355
defines cumulative impacts as “two or more individual effects that, when considered together,
are considerable, or which compound or increase other environmental impacts.” The CEQA
Guidelines allow for the use of two different methods to determine cumulative impacts:
1. List Method - A list of past, present, and probable future projects producing related or
cumulative impacts, including, if necessary, those projects outside the control of the
agency (CEQA Guidelines §15130).
2. General Plan Projection Method - A summary of projections contained in an adopted
General Plan or related planning document, or in a prior environmental document which
has been adopted or certified, which described or evaluated regional or area-wide
conditions contributing to the cumulative impact (CEQA Guidelines §15130). The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is a regulatory planning document
that addresses potential land use changes in the whole of the Downtown through 2030.
The specific planDowntown Community Plan is an implementation tool for the City’s
General Plan LUCE, the overarching guiding land use document for the City. Because
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is a planning document with a
time horizon through 2030, this EIR analyzes cumulative effects using the General Plan
Projection Method for all environmental topic issues. The General Plan Projection
Method utilized in this EIR provides updated citywide cumulative projections anticipated
to occur through 2030, including:
• Land use change that has occurred or is anticipated to occur in Downtown; and
• Forecasted land use changes anticipated to occur in other areas of the City, including
Bergamot Plan area and Memorial Park Neighborhood Plan area.
Section 2.0, Project Description provides a detailed discussion of the methodology that was
utilized to forecasted land use changes in the Downtown. As described therein, while a list of
pending and approved projects was used to inform the projections (see Appendix H), the EIR did
not rely solely on the use of this list for the analyses of cumulative impacts.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b)(2) further state that the EIR should define the geographic
scope of the area affected by the cumulative effect and provide a reasonable explanation for the
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geographic limitation used. The geographic scope for the analysis of cumulative impacts in this
EIR varies by each environmental impact topic (e.g., jurisdiction, air basin, watershed, service
area). For most of the impact topics analyzed in this EIR, the geographic scope was determined
to be limited to the City. However, impact topics such as air quality, biological resources,
hydrology and water quality, population/housing, and transportation/circulation have a more
regional geographic scope, as identified below:
Table 3.2-1

Geographic Context for Cumulative Analysis

Environmental Resource Area
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar
Access
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Construction Effects
Cultural Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate
Change
Geology and Soils
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use and Planning

Neighborhood Effects
Noise
Population, Housing, and Employment
Public Services (e.g., Fire, Police, Parks,
Schools, Libraries)
Utilities

Transportation and Circulation

3.2-2

Geographic Context for Cumulative Analysis
City of Santa Monica
South Coast Air Basin
City of Santa Monica
Downtown and adjacent areas in the City
City of Santa Monica
Global
City of Santa Monica
City of Santa Monica
Santa Monica Bay Watershed Management Area
City of Santa Monica, County of Los Angeles, and
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
planning area
Immediate residential neighborhoods north and east of
the Downtown
Downtown and adjacent areas in the City
City of Santa Monica, County of Los Angeles, SCAG
planning area
City of Santa Monica
Water – City of Santa Monica, Santa Monica
Groundwater Basin, and Metropolitan Water District
Wastewater – City of Santa Monica, Hyperion Treatment
Plant service area
Solid Waste – Los Angeles County
Electric – Southern California Edison service area
Natural Gas – Southern California Gas Company service
area
City of Santa Monica, County of Los Angeles, SCAG
planning area
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3.0
3.3

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION
AESTHETICS AND SHADE, SHADOWS, AND SOLAR ACCESS

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would establish development standards
and design guidelines to ensure that future land uses in the Downtown enhance the character of
the Downtown District, increase walkability, respect the existing character of adjacent uses, and
improve multi-modal connections. Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
new buildings would be designed to improve Downtown’s public realm, support a pedestrian-scale
environment, create open space, and provide access to Santa Monica’s sunlight and ocean
breezes. Therefore, the Downtown’s aesthetic character and visual resources would be preserved
and enhanced.
Section 21099 of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) (amended by Senate Bill [SB] 743) states that if a
project is an infill residential, mixed-use, or employment
center project located within a transit priority area with infill
residential, mixed-use residential, and employment center
development, aesthetic impacts shall not be considered
significant impacts on the environment. The Downtown is
considered a transit priority area with infill residential,
mixed-use
residential,
and
employment
center
1
development ; therefore, potential aesthetic impacts as well

Downtown Santa Monica is home to
the vibrant pedestrian-only Third
Street Promenade. This open space
area is lined with retail, restaurant,
and entertainment uses, which draw
residents and visitors alike to the
Downtown.

as potential shade, shadows, and solar access impacts of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are
considered less than significant. Per SB 743, the analysis of such impacts are not required by
CEQA. Although not required, an analysis of aesthetics impacts and shade, shadows, and solar
access impacts is included in this Environmental Impact Report (EIR) in response to community
concerns raised during the Notice of Preparation (NOP) process and to provide decision-makers
and the general public a comprehensive review of the aesthetic changes that could occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. This section describes the existing aesthetic
setting of Downtown Santa Monica and analyzes potential changes on aesthetic resources and
shade, shadows, and solar access that could result from the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.

1

“Transit priority area” means an area within 0.5-mile of a major transit stop that is existing or planned. The
Downtown will be is served by the bus lines on Wilshire Boulevard, the bus hub at 4th Street and Santa Monica
Boulevard, and the future Expo LRT with a stationDowntown Station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue. Operation
of the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) is anticipated to begin inbegan in May 2016.
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3.3.1

Aesthetics

Aesthetic values and visual resources are principally defined by how residents and visitors perceive
the visual attractiveness of an area. Based on this perception, the key elements and features that
create or enhance an area’s visual quality are definable. Most communities officially recognize
scenic resources as important assets, though the specific valued scenic resources may vary by
community or the particular urban or rural context.
In general, visual resources can be characterized as either features of the urban (i.e., built) or
natural environment with high aesthetic or scenic value. In a fully developed area like Downtown
Santa Monica, aesthetic and/or visual resources typically consist of features of the urban
environment. Urban visual resources include features that are valued because they contribute to a
community’s inherent character and overall identity and potentially include:
•

architecturally-recognized buildings
• designated scenic local routes and
or iconic structures;
gateways; and
• historic structures, buildings, or
• visually iconic bridges or signs,
landscapes;
such as the Santa Monica Pier.
• public art installations of visual
prominence;
Additionally, the natural environment can play an important role in defining the aesthetic setting,
even in an urban community. In such cases, regional natural environmental features may contribute
to an urban community’s aesthetic character and visual quality and potentially include views of:
• mountain peaks or ranges;
• large expanses of open sky or open
green spaces of scenic value; and
• oceans or other water bodies;
• unique geologic features or
• beaches and dunes;
formations.
• bluffs or cliff faces;
In particular, the proximity and connectivity of the Downtown to Palisades Park, the City of Santa
Monica’s (City’s) wide sandy beaches, the Santa Monica Pier, and the Pacific Ocean are closely
linked to an individual’s perception of Downtown’s character. Distant views of the Santa Monica
Mountains to the north, and occasional views to Downtown Los Angeles to the east are also a
valued visual resource within the City. This section analyzes the potential for implementation of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to result in aesthetic changes and potential
effects on valued visual resources.
Numerous comments were received at the public scoping meeting during the public review period
for the NOP regarding potential changes to the character of Downtown due to the proposed
projects. Specific concerns included the potential for changes to the character and ambiance of
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Downtown, loss of the existing historic
structures, loss of public views of the open
sky and Pacific Ocean, as well as access
to light and ocean breezes. These
comments are addressed in the following
analysis.
3.3.1.1 Environmental Setting,
Aesthetics
Regional Aesthetic Setting
The City is located within a fully Downtown’s coastal Southern California setting affords
residents and visitors access to ample air and light. The
urbanized area, and is surrounded by Downtown skyline is defined by buildings of various scales,
medium and higher density urban such as the 100 Wilshire office building (background).
development of the City of Los Angeles
to the north, east, and south. Largely uninterrupted urban development extends for approximately
3 to 4 miles north through the City and Pacific Palisades to the Santa Monica Mountains, south to
Marina Del Rey and the Ballona Wetlands, and east continuously to Downtown Los Angeles.
The borders of the Downtown are well defined visually on the west by the tree-lined Ocean
Avenue, the natural green space of Palisades Park atop the Palisades Bluffs, as well as the
expansive beaches and waters of the Pacific Ocean. On the south, the Downtown is visually
delineated by the sunken Santa Monica Freeway/Interstate (I-) 10, which separates the Downtown
from the Civic Center, and is crossed by the 4th Street and Main Street north/south bridges. The
northern border of Downtown is defined by the properties on the north side of Wilshire Boulevard,
and the eastern border is defined by the properties on the east side of Lincoln Boulevard.
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Visual and Aesthetic Characteristics of Downtown
The Downtown is a vibrant, pedestrian-oriented
district with a diverse mix of uses including retail,
restaurant, hotel, entertainment, office, and
residential uses. The Downtown is home to a worldclass retail district encompassing the Third Street
Promenade and Santa Monica Place shopping center,
with stores, restaurants, lounges, movie theaters,
hotels, and entertainment uses that contribute to the
high activity level throughout the day and into the
evening hours. In recent years, residential uses have
taken root in the Downtown, particularly on 5th, 6th,
and 7th Streets.
The Downtown is laid out in a 60-block street grid,
which was established nearly 140 years ago. The eastwest boulevards that terminate at Ocean Avenue
Punctuating tall buildings contribute to the
provide the spines of a uniform grid around which the Downtown’s unique visual character. For
example, the 173-foot-tall Bay Cities Guaranty
Downtown is organized. North/south blocks are Building (clock tower) is an iconic visual
relatively long, measuring 600 feet. Mid-block landmark near the Third Street Promenade.
crossings and pedestrian paseos are sometimes
effective in reducing the apparent length of blocks making them more amenable to pedestrians.
East/west blocks are approximately 320 feet (including a 20-foot service alley), a more pedestrianscaled dimension. Downtown streets and adjacent sidewalks form the public realm and provide
the primary locations from where the public experiences the Downtown.
Various areas of the Downtown have a pedestrian-scale quality created by the urban design of the
public realm as well as the wide range of active ground floor uses of buildings that frame the public
realm. “Active uses” include shops, restaurants, and cafes, such as those on and near the Third
Street Promenade. Buildings with active uses tend to have large display windows along the street
with frequent doorways and entries that face the sidewalk as well as street furniture (e.g., seating,
streetlights, etc.). Downtown streets with predominantly active street frontages and pedestrian
amenities in the public realm include 2nd Street, 3rd Street, 4th Street, Santa Monica Boulevard,
Broadway, and Ocean Avenue. In contrast, in the southern portion of the Downtown along
Colorado Avenue near the future Downtown Station for the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo
LRT), the break in the street grid results in a disconnected pattern of land uses with 1970s- and
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1980s-era retail, office, and light industrial buildings located on larger parcels, often lacking active
uses, mature street trees, street/pedestrian connections, and other streetscape improvements.
Visual resources that currently contribute to the Downtown’s unique aesthetic character include
public and private open spaces (particularly along the Third Street Promenade), iconic signage
(i.e., Zucky’s sign), public art elements, pedestrian-scale streetscapes, historic or iconic buildings
such as the Bay Cities Guaranty Building (clock tower), the varied urban skyline of one- to sixstory buildings as well as intermittent tall buildings, and the eclectic mix of buildings with
architectural styles from different eras (see Table 3.3-1). The built environment is complemented
by a thriving urban forest of tree-lined streets, such as the palms that line Ocean Avenue, and the
dense tree canopy of the Indian laurel figs along 4th and 5th Streets.
The Downtown’s built and natural elements
provide different visual experiences along each of
the north-south and east-west streets. The
characteristics and patterns of individual streets
and blocks vary substantially within the
Downtown, with each having unique features (see
Table 3.3-1 and Table 3.3-2). For example, the area
around the Third Street Promenade, historically
known as the Bayside District (between Wilshire
Boulevard, Colorado Avenue, and 2nd and 4th The existing landmark Zucky’s sign on Wilshire
Boulevard is a notable visual resource in the
Streets) is densely developed with only a few Downtown.
vacant parcels. Most of the buildings in this area
are built to the parcel edge, creating a strong sidewalk edge that is welcoming to the pedestrian
(hence its popularity as a premiere walking area). On the western edge of Downtown along Ocean
Avenue, buildings range in heights and setbacks with a number of the buildings exceeding 84 feet
in height interspersed with several ground-level plazas and wide driveways which interrupt
pedestrian flow. Along the Downtown’s eastern edge, buildings on Lincoln Boulevard tend to be
more auto-oriented with unappealing facades, large front setbacks, and surface parking dispersed
throughout; and as such, typically do not generate a great deal of pedestrian activity. Newer
construction on this street includes the mixed-use building located on the northeast corner of
Lincoln Boulevard and Broadway, which provides ground-floor local serving retail/restaurant uses
with four floors of residential units above.
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Table 3.3-1
North-South
Streets
Ocean Avenue

Visual Elements of Major Public Streets and Avenues
Visual and Aesthetic Character
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

2nd Street

•
•
•

•
•

Tall Canary Island date and
Mexican fan palm street trees
A number of tall buildings up to
300 feet in height mixed with
lower-scale story buildings
punctuated by plazas and
driveways with valet service that
interrupts pedestrian flow
Diverse architectural styles;
Spanish revival, modern, Art
Deco, and craftsman
Historic buildings, including
Georgian Hotel, Shangri-La
Hotel, Gussie Moran House,
Victorian House, and the
Palisades Wing/Morton Bay fig
tree of Miramar Hotel
Sidewalk width average
approximately 18 feet on the east
side of Ocean Avenue
Private outdoor seating, limited
public street furniture
Public views of open sky,
Palisades Park, Santa Monica
Pier, Mountains, and beaches;
ocean air
Aesthetic Resource Value:
High
Mature Indian laurel fig and
Canary Island date palm street
trees
Varied building scale; with lowerscale and several taller structures
Consistent street frontage of
commercial buildings in various
architectural styles and historic
significance
Includes the historic William
Rapp Saloon and Mar Vista
Apartments
Thousands of public parking
spaces located on 2nd Street in
Parking Structures 2, 4, 8, and
the recently reopened Parking
Structure 6
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Table 3.3-1
North-South
Streets

Visual Elements of Major Public Streets and Avenues (Continued)
Visual and Aesthetic Character
•
•
•

Third Street
Promenade

•
•

•

•
•
•

4th Street

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

3.3-8

Sidewalk widths ranges, with
average of 14 feet
Limited streetscape
improvements or furniture
Limited public open sky views
Aesthetic Resource Value:
High
Immature Jacaranda, tall sparse
Mexican fan palm street trees
Pedestrian open space
promenade; extensive street
furniture, planters; open air
concessions and café seating
Mostly one- to three-story
buildings with active storefront
commercial uses and upper-floor
stepbacks to create pedestrian
scale
Varied architectural styles; some
historic facades retained
Includes historic Keller Block
Building
Public open sky views
Aesthetic Resource Value:
High
Dense Indian laurel fig canopy;
limited southern magnolia, and
carrotwood street trees
Varied scale (one to six stories);
several taller structures
Numerous parking garages
including Parking Structures #1,
#3, #5, #7, and #9
Consistent street frontage with a
mix of traditional and modern
commercial building architectural
styles
Includes historic Lido Hotel, Bay
Builder’s Exchange, Central
Tower Building, and Santa
Monica Bay Woman’s Club
building
Sidewalk widths average
approximately 14 feet
4th Street bridge from Civic
Center to Downtown very narrow
Limited public open sky views
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Table 3.3-1
North-South
Streets

Visual Elements of Major Public Streets and Avenues (Continued)
Visual and Aesthetic Character
•

5th Street

6th Street

Important transit street with a
number of bus stops

Aesthetic Resource Value: ModerateHigh
• Dense continuous canopy of
Indian laurel fig.
• Range of heights from one to
seven stories; includes surface
parking lots and tall parking
structures
• Mix of commercial building
architectural styles; several new
five- to seven-story residential
and mixed-use buildings
• Incudes historic U.S. Post Office
• Sidewalk width approximately 12
feet
• Limited public views of Santa
Monica Mountains
Aesthetic Resource Value: Moderate
• Carrotwood, camphor tree,
Canary Island date palm, and
Mexican fan palm street trees
• Varied scale of one-story
commercial building architectural
styles combined with new highdensity residential and mixed-use
buildings up to seven stories
• Sidewalks widths range,
averaging approximately 14 feet
• Partial public open sky views
Aesthetic Resource Value: Moderate
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Table 3.3-1
North-South
Streets
7th Street

Visual Elements of Major Public Streets and Avenues (Continued)
Visual and Aesthetic Character
•
•
•

•
•

Canary Island date palm, and
fern pine street trees
Mix of one- to seven-story
buildings
Mix of traditional and modern
commercial building architectural
styles; combined with modern
high-density residential and
mixed-use buildings
Sidewalk widths range from 12 to
14 feet
Partial public open sky views

Aesthetic Resource Value: Moderate

Lincoln
Boulevard

•
•
•
•
•

American sweetgum (one block),
New Zealand Christmas tree, and
Brisbane box trees
One- to five-story buildings with
several taller buildings
Mix of auto-oriented commercial
buildings in various architectural
styles
Sidewalks widths range from 8 to
10 feet
Public open sky views

Aesthetic Resource Value: Moderate
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Table 3.3-2
East-West
Streets
Colorado
Avenue

Broadway
Avenue

East-West Public Roadways Visual Resource Descriptions
Visual and Aesthetic Character
Description
• New Zealand Christmas tree,
Mexican fan palm, and Indian laurel
fig street trees
• Eclectic mix of buildings
• Traditional commercial building
architectural styles combined with
low- and high-density residential
buildings and hotels
• Includes the historic Sears building
• Expo LRT and Downtown Station,
two hotels, and Colorado
Esplanade under construction
• I-10 Freeway located to the south
creating a physical barrier, with
north/south bridges at 4th and Main
Streets
• Site of the Colorado Esplanade
(between 4th Street and Ocean
Avenue) will create a widened
pedestrian promenade connecting
the future Downtown Station with
the Santa Monica Pier and
Downtown
• Sidewalk widths range, but average
approximately 10 feet
• Views of the Santa Monica Pier and
Pacific Ocean; partial public open
sky views; small lawn area at Main
Street
Aesthetic Resource Value: Low (due to
construction)
• Chinese flame, Mexican fan palm,
Canary Island date palm, and
Indian laurel fig street trees
• One- to six-story buildings;
predominantly three to four stories
• Mix of commercial building
architectural styles combined with
modern high-density residential and
mixed-use buildings
• Sidewalk widths range from 12 to
16 feet with some outdoor dining
and transit mall amenities, including
bus shelters and pedestrian seating
• Views of the Pacific Ocean; partial
public open sky views
Aesthetic Resource Value: Moderate
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Table 3.3-2
East-West
Streets
Santa Monica
Boulevard

East-West Public Roadways Visual Resource Descriptions (Continued)
Visual and Aesthetic Character
Description
• Chinese flame tree, Carrotwood,
and Indian laurel fig street trees
• Lower scale buildings with several
taller structures
• Active street frontage with sidewalk
widths at approximately 18 feet that
provide space for outdoor dining
and transit mall amenities, including
bus shelters and pedestrian seating
• Location of the Transit Mall
• Mix of traditional and modern
commercial building architectural
styles; combined with modern highdensity residential and mixed-use
buildings
• Includes the historic Bay Cities
Guaranty Building (clock tower) and
the Mayfair Theater building
• Views of the Pacific Ocean; partial
public open sky views

Aesthetic Resource Value: ModerateHigh
Arizona Avenue • Mexican fan palm, Canary Island
date palm, windmill palm, camphor
tree, carrotwood, and Brisbane box
• One- to four-story buildings; several
taller structures
• Mix of commercial building
architectural styles
• Sidewalk widths approximately 16
feet with some outdoor seating
• Views of the Pacific Ocean; partial
public open sky views

Wilshire
Boulevard

•
•
•
•
•
•

3.3-12

Aesthetic Resource Value:
Moderate
Mexican fan palm, carrotwood, and
evergreen pear street trees
Regional corridor with bus service
Varied building scale with number
of tall buildings among one- to twostory buildings
Mix of mostly commercial building
architectural styles
Includes historic 710 Wilshire, 301315 Wilshire, 312 Wilshire, and
507-517 Wilshire buildings
Sidewalk widths approximately 12
feet
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Table 3.3-2
East-West
Streets

East-West Public Roadways Visual Resource Descriptions (Continued)
Visual and Aesthetic Character
Description
• Views of the Pacific Ocean; public
open sky views; Reed Park
between Lincoln and 7th Street
Aesthetic Resource Value:
Moderate-High

Key Aesthetic Characteristics of the Downtown
Building Character and Architecture
The key to the success of the Downtown is its
aesthetic character, which is defined by a rich mix
of modern and historic buildings that incorporate
a variety of forms, sizes, and architectural styles
and treatments. Throughout the Downtown,
ground-level retail/restaurant uses punctuated by
occasional taller buildings complement the
human-scale streetscapes to support a vibrant
pedestrian atmosphere.
The

Downtown

includes

newer

mixed-use

The Downtown’s architectural and cultural residential buildings with ground floor commercial
uses, along with historic buildings.
heritage is displayed in the variety of building
types and designs, representing a range of periods and architectural styles. The most common
historic architectural styles include brick vernacular commercial buildings constructed during the
1920s and 1930s, Spanish Colonial Revival, and Art Deco or Streamline Moderne. This includes
25 City-designated Landmarks in the Downtown, consisting of 23 landmark buildings and four
landmark features (see Section 3.7, Cultural Resources). 2
Building heights in the Downtown vary considerably with low-scale buildings that range from one
to six stories intermixed amongst taller buildings that are seven stories and above. Within recent
years, there has also been an emergence of newer four- to seven-story mixed-use buildings with
ground floor commercial and residential above. These newer buildings are generally located along
5th, 6th, and 7th Streets in the Downtown. Several new taller mixed-use structures up to seven stories

2

Landmark features may include resources such as trees, plaques, signs, etc.
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are also currently under construction. Older, tall buildings in excess of seven stories are distributed
throughout the Downtown, but tend to be concentrated in the northern portion of Downtown along
or proximate to Ocean Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard. Many of these taller buildings provide
visual demarcations and context within the Downtown, where the height punctuates the
surrounding mid-rise and low-rise buildings, defining the unique scale and visual character of
Downtown’s urban skyline. The Downtown is home to some of the tallest buildings in the City
with a number of them exceeding 84 feet in height (see Table 3.3-3); the tallest structure is the 100
Wilshire office building at approximately 300 feet in height.
Table 3.3-3

Downtown’s Tallest Buildings

100 Wilshire Avenue
1431 Ocean Avenue
221 Santa Monica Boulevard

Height
(feet)
300
180
173

Construction
Year
1971
1963
1931

401 Wilshire Avenue

160

1981

1111 2nd Street

160

1964

1221 Ocean Avenue
1299 Ocean Avenue
1133 Wilshire Avenue
1233 6th Street

159
143
133
125

1971
1980
1921
1964

233 Wilshire Avenue
1415 Ocean Avenue
1424 4th Street
1301 Ocean Avenue
120 Colorado Avenue

114
100
90
85
84

1989
1933
1929
1940
1966

#

Existing Buildings

Address

1
2
3

100 Wilshire
Pacific Plaza
Bay Cities Guaranty Building
(clock tower)
First Federal Square /One
West Bank
Radisson Huntley Hotel Santa
Monica
1221 Ocean Avenue
Wilshire Palisades
Fairmont Miramar
Santa Monica Christian
Towers
Searise Office Tower
Georgian Hotel
Central Tower
Shangri-la Hotel
Wyndham Hotel

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Sources: Emporis 2013; Torti Gallas and Partners, Inc. 2013.

Historic Buildings
The Downtown has a rich history as
evidenced by the number of historic and
potentially historic buildings within its
boundaries. Historic buildings in the
Downtown contribute substantially to its
unique character. The Downtown includes 23
historic landmark buildings and 4 landmark
features, as well as a number of potentially
historic buildings (see Section 3.7, Cultural
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The preservation of this landmark Bay Builders building
has retained the historic pedestrian scale street frontage
and façade, and kept intact an important piece of
Downtown Santa Monica history.
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Resources). Examples of historic residential and commercial architectural styles in the Downtown
include craftsman, Spanish colonial revival, streamline moderne, and art deco. Prominent historic
structures that contribute substantially to the aesthetic character of Downtown include the Rapp
Saloon, Bay Cities Guaranty Building (clock tower), the Bay Builders Exchange, Georgian Hotel,
and the former U.S. Post Office building. The City of Santa Monica Historic Resources Inventory
(HRI) lists all of the historic resources and potential historic resources within the City including
designated landmarks, historic districts, and Structures of Merit within the City.
Urban Forest and Streetscape
Visually valued landscapes, vistas, and open
spaces also exist within the City. Ocean
Avenue, which borders the Downtown area’s
west side and the adjacent historic Palisades
Park, offers one of the most scenic streetscapes
in the City with views of the Pacific Ocean and
Santa Monica Pier.
Within Santa Monica’s Urban Forest, an
estimated 1,500 street trees provide shade and
visual relief in Downtown. Common street trees
in the Downtown include Mexican fan palms
(Washingtonia robusta), Indian laurel fig
(Ficus microcarpa), Canary Island date palms
(Phoenix canariensis), and gingko (Gingko
biloba) (City of Santa Monica 2011). Refer to
Section 3.5, Biological Resources for further
discussion of the urban forest. In addition to
providing shade, cooler temperatures, and
reducing greenhouse gases (GHGs) within the
City, these street trees contribute to and
enhance the aesthetic character of individual
streets or blocks. For example, the large stature
and often dense canopies of the Indian laurel fig
trees that line much of 4th and 5th Streets provide
extensive shade and help define the character of
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Street trees such as these Indian laurel figs on 5th Street
help define the Downtown streetscape, providing
shade and visual relief.

Newly developed streetscapes in the Downtown such
as the Transit Mall on Santa Monica Boulevard often
feature improvements such as wider sidewalks and
seating areas, allowing ample room for pedestrians
and transit users.
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those streets. 3 The large palm trees that line Ocean Avenue
and 7th Street north of Colorado Avenue also provide a
defining character element.
The Downtown benefits from a comprehensive sidewalk
and crosswalk network that completely services all blocks
within the district boundaries. Streetscapes within the
Downtown can vary street by street and in some cases,
block by block. Although the sidewalk system is well
developed throughout Downtown, sidewalk widths, level,
and types of improvements vary substantially, along with
the degree and openness of street frontage improvements
of adjacent development. In general, all Downtown streets
afford pedestrians 6- to 18-foot sidewalks along both sides
Expansive sky views along wide
of the roadway, intermittent public seating areas, visually boulevards running east-west toward the
Pacific Ocean, such as Santa Monica
interesting and varied storefronts and ground floor Boulevard and Colorado Avenue, provide
building facades, street lighting, and a variety of ocean breezes in the Downtown, most
notable near Ocean Avenue.
landscaping to provide cooling effects and visual relief
from the urban environment. Many of the public streets and sidewalks within the 60-block
Downtown function as public open space as exemplified by the Third Street Promenade, which
serves hundreds of thousands of visitors a year.
Light, Glare, and Open Sky
Public exposure to light and glare varies substantially throughout the Downtown with some blocks
having higher levels of lighting and glare than others. The Downtown is characterized by multiple
sources of exterior lighting from restaurant, retail, public parking structures, entertainment uses in
addition to street lighting, signage and architectural lighting, and lighting from evening events or
performances. As is typical in urban downtowns, a number of existing commercial structures
within the Downtown provide signage or exterior lighting that are often brightly lit. These include
the Santa Monica Place shopping center, Sears, businesses and public areas along Third Street
Promenade, and various hotels and restaurants along Ocean Avenue. In addition, the Santa Monica
Pier Sign and ferris wheel at Ocean Avenue and Colorado is a prominent light source visible in
the Downtown. However, other areas of Downtown such as the 4th Street bridge (between
3

Street trees can also generate public concerns. For example, the large Indian laurel figs are viewed by some members
of the public as an aesthetic asset while others are concerned over litter and stains from figs dropped by the trees and
damage to sidewalks from intrusive roots.
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Colorado Avenue and the Civic Center Specific Plan area) and the east end of Colorado Avenue
near the future Expo LRT Downtown Station have minimal lighting that can make the pedestrian
environment feel unsafe.
Sources of glare in the Downtown occur with the reflection of sunlight from polished surfaces,
such as window glass or reflective materials, or potentially from broad expanses of light-colored
surfaces. Potentially light- and glare-generating uses in the Downtown include the windows and
facades of various hotels, office buildings, and residential uses.
Access to open sky and sea breezes also varies by Downtown blocks. Some blocks are deeply
shaded, well removed from the shoreline, and have limited sky views (e.g., 6th Street south of
Broadway). Other blocks provide views relatively open to the sky or have ocean views (e.g., Santa
Monica Boulevard west of 3rd Street). The degree of open sky and distant or ocean views on each
Downtown block is affected by location, street tree canopy, street width, adjacent building height,
and roadway orientation. As a result, some blocks, particularly along east-west streets, such as
Santa Monica Boulevard, have a more open aesthetic character linked to the Pacific Ocean. Others,
particularly north-south streets with dense street tree canopies are well removed from the Santa
Monica Bay, are more closed or intimate, with little or no distant views or ocean influences
available from the public realm.
Downtown’s proximity to the Pacific Ocean and its wide sandy beaches contribute to the aesthetic
atmosphere of Downtown, generating ocean-cooled, and sometimes salt laden sea breezes, and
periodic dense coastal fog, particularly on those blocks open or adjacent to Ocean Avenue. To
some residents, such sea breezes are an integral and a refreshing quality of the character of Santa
Monica. Within Downtown, the aesthetic effects of the Pacific Ocean vary by day and season, but
generally diminish farther inland from the coast, leaving coastal-air effects in the Downtown most
present along Ocean Avenue. Still, during breezy periods with strong onshore winds or on
mornings with dense sea fog, much of Downtown falls within the aesthetic influence of the Santa
Monica Bay.
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Scenic Highways and Corridors
There are no scenic highways officially
designated by the State of California or the
City’s General Plan/Local Coastal Plan (LCP)
within the City of Santa Monica. The Pacific
Coast Highway/Highway 1 (Hwy 1) to the
west of the Downtown is eligible for state
scenic highway designation, but it is not
currently designated as scenic by the state or
County of Los Angeles (California Ocean Avenue is a scenic corridor, as defined by the
Department of Transportation [Caltrans] City’s Scenic Corridor Element, due largely to its blufftop setting adjacent to Palisades Park and unique
2013). Hwy 1 borders the south and west edges streetscape fronting a mix of both modern and historic
of Downtown via I-10 and State Route (SR-) 1 building styles. 180-degree views of the Pacific Ocean,
including the Santa Monica Pier, are afforded along
and provides limited overhead views of Ocean Avenue for vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians
alike.
Downtown. Because of its location beneath the
Palisades Bluffs, public views from Hwy 1 of
Ocean Avenue with its varied skyline of buildings are only visible overhead.
The City’s Scenic Corridors Element identifies scenic roadways as those having unique visual
characteristics, such as street trees or historic structures, or those that provide views of scenic
resources, including the Santa Monica Pier, Pacific Ocean, and the Santa Monica Mountains. The
Scenic Corridors Element designates the Santa Monica Freeway, Ocean Avenue, Wilshire
Boulevard, and Third Street Promenade within the Downtown as scenic (City of Santa Monica
1975).
Public Scenic Vistas and View Corridors
Public scenic vistas and view corridors provide views of valued resources, such as the ocean and
distant mountain ranges. Due to the Downtown’s relatively level topography, multiple-story
buildings, and the urban forest, scenic vistas and view corridors are generally limited to
channelized views along public streets. Such views help frame the boundaries and provide visual
context for the Downtown. Closer to the Downtown, public scenic views of the Santa Monica Pier,
the Pacific Ocean, the coastline, and Palisades Park to the west are available from east-west streets
including Colorado Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard. These views are generally framed by
existing buildings and trees in the Downtown.
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Intermittent public views of the distant
Santa Monica Mountains to the north
amongst the broader views of the City’s
urban area are sparse and limited from
north-west streets due to the presence of
taller structures and dense street trees.
Similarly, the Downtown has very limited
occasional views of the San Gabriel
Mountains to the east (on clear days) on
east-west streets.
The public roadways running east-west and north-south

Views of the Downtown are also available afford channelized views of aesthetic resources, including
from adjacent public open spaces such as view corridors along roadways, such as Colorado
Boulevard (pictured) with its views of the Pier sign.
Palisades Park, Tongva Park, and Santa
Monica State Beach as well as from elevated viewing locations such as the nearby Santa Monica
Civic Center Parking Structure. Views of the Downtown are also available from streets such as
Lincoln Boulevard, Wilshire Boulevard, Ocean Avenue, the 4th Street Bridge entering Downtown,
and sidewalks within the adjacent Wilshire Montana, Mid-town, and Pico neighborhoods, although
such views tend to be limited to areas of Downtown adjacent to these neighborhoods. More distant
views are also available from the Santa Monica Pier, Hwy 1 southbound, and even more distant
areas such as the Santa Monica Mountains (see Table 3.3-4).
Table 3.3-4

Downtown Public Scenic Vistas and View Corridors

LOOKING NORTH
Santa Monica Mountain Views
LOOKING WEST
Santa Monica Pier
Pacific Ocean/Palisades Park
and Bluffs

•

Limited views from segments of north-south roads

•

From Colorado Avenue at 4th Street, including Santa Monica
Pier Sign
Ocean Avenue and western segments of all east-west
avenues from Wilshire to Colorado

•

3.3.1.2 Regulatory Setting, Aesthetics
Federal Policies and Regulations
There are no federal regulations that pertain to aesthetic or visual resources.
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State Policies and Regulations
Senate Bill 743 (SB 743)
Governor Brown signed Senate Bill (SB) 743 in September 2013, which made several changes to
CEQA for projects located in areas served by transit (Public Resources Code [Pub. Res. Code]
Section 21099). Although the most drastic change that SB 743 makes is the elimination of
automobile delay for analyzing the transportation impacts under CEQA (see Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation for further discussion), Section 21099 of CEQA, as amended by
SB 743, also states that aesthetic and parking impacts shall not be considered significant impacts
on the environment if:
•

The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project 4, and

•

The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area. 5

The Downtown is classified as a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use, residential,
and employment center development; therefore, aesthetic impacts of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan are considered less than significant and analysis of such impacts is
not required by CEQA. An analysis of aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar access is included
herein in response to community concerns about aesthetics and to provide decision-makers and the
general public a comprehensive review of the aesthetic changes that could occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
California Coastal Act
The California Coastal Act (Pub. Res. Code §30000 et seq.) prioritizes protection of important
scenic resources and views from public areas, such as highways, roads, beaches and trails under
two provisions relevant to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan:
Section 30251: “The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and
protected as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and
designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the
alteration of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the character of surrounding
areas and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas
. . .”
4

“Employment center project” means “a project located on property zoned for commercial uses with a floor area ratio
of no less than 0.75 and that is located within a transit priority area.”
5
“Transit priority area” is defined as “an area within 0.5-mile of a major transit stop that is existing or planned, if the
planned stop is scheduled to be completed within the planning horizon included in a Transportation Improvement
Program adopted pursuant to Section 450.216 or 450.322 of Title 23 of the Code of Federal Regulations.”
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Section 30253: New development shall: “(e) Where appropriate, protect special
communities and neighborhoods that, because of their unique characteristics, are popular
visitor destination points for recreational uses. The California Coastal Commission has
defined special communities as “areas that add to the visual attractiveness of the coast.”
Caltrans Scenic Highway Program
Caltrans defines a scenic highway as any freeway, highway, road, or other public rights-of-way
that traverses an area of exceptional scenic quality. Suitability for designation as a State Scenic
Highway is based on vividness, intactness, and unity. As discussed previously, Hwy 1, located less
than 1 mile to the west of the Downtown below the Palisades Bluffs, is eligible for State Scenic
Highway designation; however, it is not currently designated as scenic by the state, the County of
Los Angeles, or City of Santa Monica.
Local Policies and Regulations
Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use and
transportation decisions in the City through 2030. The LUCE provides land use designations for
every parcel in the City. The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan area is located in the
Downtown Core land use designation. The LUCE established a vision for Downtown to continue
to thrive as the greatest concentration of activity in the City, anchored by the core commercial
district and an expanding residential area with a variety of unit sizes and types. The LUCE
approach emphasizes a network of well-designed streets and sidewalks to better connect all travel
options to the Expo LRT system and to ensure that new development projects, particularly those
with significant street frontage, create a more people-friendly environment. Many goals and
policies within the LUCE relate to aesthetics, visual character, and visual quality. The most
pertinent policies are provided below with additional land use character policies provided in
Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning.
Goal LU4: Complete Sustainable Neighborhoods – Create complete neighborhoods that
exemplify sustainable living practices with open spaces, green connections, diverse housing, local
employment, and local serving businesses that meet the daily needs of residents and reduce vehicle
trips and emissions.
Policy LU4.4

Pedestrian-Oriented Design: Engage pedestrians with ground floor uses,
building design, site planning, massing and signage that promote vibrant
street life and emphasize transit and bicycle access.
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Goal LU13: Preserve Community Identity – Preserve and enhance the City’s unique character and
identify, and support the diversity of neighborhoods, boulevards, and districts within the City.
Policy LU13.1

Maintain Character: Reinforce the City’s distinctive natural, social, and
environmental characteristics including its beachfront and connections
to the water, civic and cultural institutions, terrain and climate, and the
geographic fabric of neighborhoods and boulevards.

Goal LU15: Enhance Santa Monica’s Urban Form – Encourage well-developed design that is
compatible with the neighborhoods, responds to the surrounding context, and creates a comfortable
pedestrian environment.

3.3-22

Policy LU15.3

Context-Sensitive Design: Require site and building design that is
context sensitive and contributes to the City’s rich urban character.

Policy LU15.4

Open and Inviting Development: Encourage new development to be
open and inviting with visual and physical permeability, connections to
the existing street and pedestrian network, and connections to the
neighborhoods and the broader community.

Policy LU15.7

Street-Level Pedestrian-Oriented Design: Buildings in the mixed-use
and commercial areas should generally be located at the back of the
sidewalk or the property line (street front) and include active
commercial uses on the ground floor. Where a residential use occupies
the ground floor, it should set back from the property line, be located
one half level above the street or incorporate design features to provide
privacy for the unit. Front doors, porches and stoops are encouraged as
part of orienting residential units to the street.

Policy LU15.8

Building Articulation: Building façades should be well designed with
appropriate articulation in the form of setbacks, offsets, projections and
a mix of architectural materials and elements to establish an
aesthetically pleasing pattern. Large areas of glass above the ground
floor require special design consideration. Highly reflective materials
are to be avoided, and dark or reflective glass is prohibited.

Policy LU15.9

Pedestrian-Oriented Design: Buildings should incorporate pedestrianscaled elements with durable, quality materials and detailing located on
the lower stories adjacent to the pedestrian.
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Policy LU15.10

Roofline Variation: Buildings should be designed with a variety of
heights and shapes to create visual interest while maintaining a
generally consistent overall street front. To achieve this goal,
development standards should provide flexibility to encourage
buildings with interesting silhouettes and skylines, and the primary
building façade shall not be lower than the designated minimum street
façade height.

Policy LU15.11

Building Façades and Step Backs: Buildings should generally conform
to the minimum and maximum requirements for the street façade height
established for their designated area. Portions of a building façade
higher than the street frontage, 35 feet for most mixed-use areas, shall
stepback from the façade of the floor below in a manner that will
minimize the visual bulk of the overall building and as viewed from the
public sidewalks and roadway and ensure maximum light, air and sense
of openness for the general public. Guidelines or standards for the
building mass above the streetwall shall be established in the zoning
ordinance.

Policy LU15.12

Ground Floor Gathering Spaces: Buildings should have their primary
façades located at the back side of the sidewalk or on the property line.
However, to encourage a well-landscaped streetscape with places for
people to gather, small landscaped, people gathering spaces are
encouraged where they will attract people without interrupting the
pedestrian retail experience. The intent is to have an overall ground
coverage of 80 percent on each block.

Goal LU20: Promote the Urban Forest – Maintain a citywide pattern of street trees to reduce GHG
and heat gain, provide biodiversity, and provide shade to create a comfortable pedestrian
environment.
Policy LU20.2

Street Landscaping: Provide street landscaping and streetscape features
to enhance the public realm throughout the City. Increase landscaping
in medians, parkways, and residual areas resulting from changes to
parking or traffic patterns.

Policy LU20.3

Maintaining the Urban Forest: Encourage properties adjacent to the
public right-of-way to contribute to the urban forest environment
through onsite plantings and street tree care and maintenance.
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Goal HP1: Preserve and protect historic resources in Santa Monica through the land use decisionmaking process.
Policy HP1.8

Encourage the preservation and regular maintenance of mature trees and
landscaping that contribute to the unique character of a neighborhood.

Goal B10: Create an enhanced mixed-use, pedestrian boulevard that provides residents, employees
and visitors with an inviting landscaped pedestrian environment.
Policy B10.2

Scale buildings to the pedestrian to create an intimate sidewalk
walking/shopping experience. Ground floor façades should include
enhanced materials and detailing where they will be perceived by
passing pedestrians.

Policy B10.3

Design buildings with a variety of heights, architectural elements and
shapes to create visual interest along the boulevard. Walls should have
meaningful combinations of materials and articulation to engage the
eye.

Policy B10.4

In order to create an interesting skyline, avoid uniformly flat roofs.

Policy B10.6

Limit ground floor uses to mostly active retail with generally
continuous, transparent (non-tinted) display windows facing the
sidewalk.

Policy B10.13

Enhance the streetscape to create an inviting pedestrian environment.

Policy HP1.8

Encourage the preservation and regular maintenance of mature trees and
landscaping that contribute to the unique character of a neighborhood.

Goal D3: Ensure high-quality implementation of transit-oriented development adjacent to the
station.
Policy D3.1

Provide design consistency with streetscape and plaza improvements
that address the concept of a gateway.

Policy D3.2

Ensure pedestrian orientation of ground floor uses in new development.

Goal D8: Ensure that new and remodeled buildings in the Downtown District contribute to the
pedestrian character of Downtown and are compatible in scale with existing buildings and the
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Policy D8.1
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Locate the primary façades of buildings fronting the street at the
property line or back side of the sidewalk. However, to create a lively
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streetscape with places for people to socialize, small landscaped
gathering spaces and plazas should be encouraged.
Policy D8.2

Scale buildings to the pedestrian to create an intimate sidewalk
walking/shopping experience. Incorporate enhanced materials and
detailing in ground floor façades where they will be perceived by
passing pedestrians.

Policy D8.3

Design buildings with a variety of heights, architectural elements and
shapes to create visual interest along the street. Walls should have
meaningful combinations of materials, and articulation that creates
shadow patterns to engage the eye.

Policy D8.4

Avoid buildings with uniformly flat roofs or cornices in order to create
an interesting skyline.

Policy D8.6

Limit ground floor uses mostly to active retail with generally
continuous, transparent non-tented display windows facing the
sidewalk.

Policy D8.7

Encourage mixed-use developments to have active ground floor uses
that face the boulevard with residential or office uses located on the
upper floors.

Policy D.8.8

Discourage offices and other limited pedestrian access uses on the
ground floor facing the street. Limit the length of entrances to upperlevel uses, such as lobbies.

Policy D8.9

Encourage sidewalk dining where it meets established criteria.

Goal D9: Enhance the quality and character of the streetscape and urban pattern in Downtown.
Policy D9.3

Discourage open on-grade parking and on-grade parking visible from
the street.

Policy D9.4

Locate active retail space on a pedestrian street facing the sidewalk at
the ground floor.

Policy D9.6

Improve the aesthetic appearance of the alleys and where appropriate
incorporate the alleys into the pedestrian system.

Goal T8: Provide a beautiful and attractive pedestrian environment throughout the City.
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City of Santa Monica Scenic Corridors Element
The City of Santa Monica’s Scenic Corridors General Plan Element, adopted in 1975, provides for
protection and enhancement of the City of Santa Monica’s scenic resources. The Scenic Corridors
Element designates the following scenic corridors within or adjacent to Downtown: Santa Monica
Freeway; Ocean Avenue; Wilshire Boulevard; Santa Monica Municipal Pier; and Third Street
Promenade are designated as scenic corridors (City of Santa Monica 1975).
Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC)
The SMMC sets forth specific design guidelines, height limits, building density, building design
and landscaping standards, architectural features, sign regulations, and open space and setback
requirements within the Zoning Ordinance (Chapter 9.01 through Chapter 9.52 of the SMMC).
The Zoning Ordinance was recently adopted in June 2015 and was comprehensively updated to
reflect the LUCE vision, goals, and policies. However, the update of the Zoning Ordinance did not
provide standards for the Downtown District, as it anticipated that the standards for the Downtown
will be addressed in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (the subject of this EIR).
Pending adoption of this Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, an interim zoning ordinance
(IZO) was recently adopted by the City Council in June 2015. Under the IZO, projects over 7,500
square feet in the Downtown would continue to be administratively approved. Projects over this
threshold would be subject to discretionary review. Additionally, projects over 32 feet in height in
the Downtown would be subject to a Development Agreement (DA).
As required by Chapter 9.55 of the Zoning Ordinance, Architectural Review Board (ARB)
approval is required for new construction, additions or remodel of an existing building, in all zones
except R1. Single-family homes in all zones, with the exception of the R2R zone, are similarly
exempt from architectural review. As required by the ARB, projects within the City would be
required to meet the City’s standards regarding site design and architecture. As stated, the mission
of the ARB is to “preserve existing areas of natural beauty, cultural importance and assure that
buildings, structures, signs or other developments are in good taste, good design, harmonious with
surrounding developments, and in general contribute to the preservation of Santa Monica's
reputation as a place of beauty, spaciousness and quality.” The design review process is intended
to prevent or minimize degradation of the visual character or quality of the Downtown.
The Zoning Ordinance also includes regulations pertaining to light and glare. Specifically, the
following sections help to minimize light/glare effects:
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Section 9.21.080 Lighting:
Shielding: “All lighting fixtures shall be shielded as to not produce obtrusive glare onto the
public right-of-way or adjacent properties. All luminaries shall meet the most recently
adopted criteria of the Illuminating Engineering Society of North American for “Cut Off”
or Full Cut Off” luminaries.
Light Trespass: “Lighting may not illuminate other properties in excess of a measurement
of 0.5 foot candles of light. All outdoor lighting associated with commercial uses shall be
shielded and directed away from surrounding residential uses. Such lighting shall not
exceed 0.5 footcandles of illumination beyond the property containing the commercial use
and shall not blink, flash, oscillate or be of unusually high intensity of brightness, with the
exception of amusement rides located on the Pier, which may have lights that blink, flash
and oscillate.”
Section 9.21.120 Reflective Materials:
SMMC Section 9.21.120 (Reflective Materials) requires that no more than 25 percent of
the surface area of any façade on any new building contain black or mirrored glass or other
mirror-like material that is highly reflective, and that materials for roofing be of a nonreflective nature.
SMMC Section 9.04.10.02.280 (Glare) requires that direct glare not be visible beyond the
boundaries of a project’s property line.
Other sections of the SMMC address the aesthetics of facilities and the public right-of-way:
SMMC Section 7.40.110 states that no person shall remove, cut, trim, prune, plant, or
interfere with any tree, shrub, or plant upon any public street, sidewalk, parkway, alley, or
other public property without having first obtained a City permit authorizing such work.
The permit may be granted on the condition that the owner or authorized representative
bears the cost of the permitted work and on the condition that the owner or authorized
representative bears the cost of replanting any tree, shrub, or plant.
SMMC Section 7.40.160 requires that during the erection, repair, alteration or removal of
any building, house, or structure in the City, any person in charge of such work shall protect
any tree, shrub or plant in any street, sidewalk, parkway, alley or other public property
within the City in the vicinity of such building or structure with sufficient guards or
protectors as to prevent injury to the tree, shrub or plant arising out of or by reason of said
erection, repair, alteration or removal.
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City of Santa Monica Urban Forest Master Plan (UFMP) (2011)
The trees in any public street or public place in Santa Monica are collectively referred to as the
Urban Forest and are managed by the City Public Landscape Division. The UFMP includes
objectives to enhance the urban forest, promote conservation of tree resources, maintain trees in a
healthy condition, ensure optimum tree planting, and public education. City Public Landscape staff
review and field check construction plans for street tree code requirements to ensure protection of
street trees and review and field check landscape plans as well. The UFMP states that the best
option for existing public trees is to retain them in their existing locations. However, relocation
and/or replacement of public trees may be considered as part of new City public improvement
projects. All tree relocations that are part of a Council-approved project are subject to review and
approval by the City Council upon completion of each project’s community design and
commission review process.
3.3.1.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Aesthetics
Thresholds for Determining Significance
As previously described, Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743) states that aesthetic and
parking impacts shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment if:
•

The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project, and

•

The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area.

The Downtown is classified as a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use, residential,
and employment center development; therefore, potential aesthetics impacts and shade, shadows,
and solar access impacts would be considered less than significant and analyses of aesthetic
impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts of projects within the Downtown are not
required pursuant to CEQA. An analysis of aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar access is
included herein in response to community concerns raised during the NOP process and to provide
decision-makers and the general public a comprehensive review of the aesthetic changes that occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
For purposes of this EIR, aesthetic effects that could result from implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are analyzed relative to the screening questions
provided within Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines. Specifically, the EIR considers if:
a) The project would have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.
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b) The project would substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to,
trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a State Scenic highway or a locallydesignated scenic corridor.
c) The project would substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site
and its surroundings. (This may include loss of visual landmarks or historic structures with
visual significance, loss of major onsite landscape features, or degradation by change of
character when placed in the context of the existing surroundings.)
d) The project would create a new source of substantial light or glare, which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area.
Methodology
This analysis of potential aesthetic effects includes an assessment of existing visual character and
view conditions in the Downtown and the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
potential to alter visual character and views. Effects on aesthetic and visual resources associated
with the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are addressed programmatically, along with
assessment of key view corridors.
Visual surveys of the Downtown, which included photographic documentation of historic and
iconic buildings, street trees, potential view corridors, public spaces, and important public viewing
locations, were also performed in January, March, and October of 2013. This information was
utilized to identify important visual resources and potential “Key Viewing Locations” that could
be used to assess representative visual changes to Downtown. To the extent feasible, this
assessment quantifies the potential changes to visual resources (i.e., change in building heights,
setbacks, and distances). However, aesthetic effects are also addressed qualitatively where
quantification was determined to be inaccurate and/or unreliable, and therefore, infeasible (i.e.,
available views of regional visual resources or amount of open sky). Information used to prepare
this section was derived from the City’s LCP (1992), Historic Preservation Element (2002), and
Urban Forest Master Plan (2011). The methodology and assumptions used for the analysis of the
visual character and view changes that could result from the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan are detailed below.
Also see Section 3.7, Cultural Resources for a discussion of character impacts on historic
resources.
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Visual Character
The analysis of visual character and quality focuses on whether land use changes anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would substantially degrade
the existing visual character of the Downtown. Considerations include potential visual contrast
and/or the compatibility of scale and character of future land uses in the Downtown to existing
visual conditions. A key element in this assessment methodology involves consideration of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards and design
guidelines that would regulate future land uses in the Downtown. The Plan specifically includes
standards and design guidelines that address the following elements: building frontages and
orientation, pedestrian orientation, encroachments and projections, building composition, façade
articulation, architectural lighting, ground floor permeability, private open space, service and
auxiliary elements, access to light and air, and design of special building types (including theaters
and parking structures). Although this analysis acknowledges the gradual incremental nature of
potential changes (which may decrease public perception of severity over time), CEQA requires
that such effects are compared to the existing physical setting of Downtown as described in Section
3.3.2, Environmental Setting.
Because assessment of aesthetics is inherently subjective, concerns raised by the public during the
scoping process were considered. Members of the public have expressed specific concerns related
to maintaining Downtown’s existing character, the existing eclectic mix of building styles, ages
and heights, protection of historic structures, maintaining visual and air connectivity with the
Pacific Ocean, and protection of natural daylight and public views of the sky. Other members of
the public have shown support for the beneficial aesthetic effect of redevelopment, where new
architecturally interesting buildings would foster a high-quality multi-modal, pedestrian-friendly
environment.
Scenic Vista and Scenic Resources
The view assessment depends upon the sensitivity of the resource, as supported by public
testimony, viewer susceptibility, viewing conditions (e.g., angle of view, distance, and primary
viewing directions), degree of change and visual contrasts to surroundings. These could include a
change to existing features that no longer appears characteristic of the Downtown or development
that substantially or entirely block public scenic views or remove key aesthetic features. This
analysis focuses on changes to public views. Impacts to private views are typically not considered
under CEQA (Pub. Res. Code §21082.2). CEQA case law has established that only public views,
not private views, need be analyzed under CEQA. For example, in Association for Protection etc.
Values v. City of Ukiah (1991) 2 Cal. App. 4th 720, the court determined that “we must differentiate
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between adverse impacts upon particular persons and adverse impacts upon the environment of
persons in general. As recognized by the court in Topanga Beach Renters Assn. v. Department of
General Services (1976) 58 Cal.App.3d 188, ‘[a]ll government activity has some direct or indirect
adverse effect on some persons. The issue is not whether [the project] will adversely affect
particular persons but whether [the project] will adversely affect the environment of persons in
general.”
Additionally, public comments received during the scoping process indicated that the EIR should
analyze the potential effects on air circulation between the Pacific Ocean and adjacent areas of
Downtown as well as the potential to obstruct large areas of views of open sky. Therefore, this
analysis of aesthetics also addresses these community issues of concern.
Light/Glare
The analysis of light/glare effects reviews the new light/glare sources that would be generated
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and determines whether light/glare
would substantially affect views. A key element in this assessment methodology involves
consideration of the design standards and guidelines that would regulate light/glare in the
Downtown.
3.3.1.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Aesthetics
Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Description of Potential Effects
VIS-1

Future land uses in the Downtown would not encroach upon existing public
view corridors; scenic vistas would continue to remain available. Therefore,
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not block or
diminish public views of an existing scenic vista. This would be a less than
significant impact.

Public views of scenic resources from public viewing areas would not be substantially affected by
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Currently, views of scenic features are
limited to locations along public streets and sidewalks in the Downtown.
Public Views along East-West Streets
East-west streets in the Downtown such as Santa Monica Boulevard or Wilshire Boulevard and
Colorado Avenue provide channelized westward-looking views of Palisades Park, Pacific Ocean,
and the Santa Monica Pier, particularly from locations west of 2nd or 3rd Streets. Additionally, on
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clear days, viewers standing along east-west streets may have limited occasional eastward-looking
views of the distant San Gabriel Mountains, particularly from locations located east of 6th Street.
These public views are typically framed by existing buildings up to seven stories with occasional
glimpses across limited surface parking areas. While building setbacks vary along these view
corridors, the effect of urban development along these streets focuses views along the existing
street grid. Many of these potential views are also obstructed by existing taller buildings and street
trees. Therefore, potential development of buildings (with maximum permitted heights of between
50 and 84 feet, depending on location) under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would not diminish views of scenic vistas along east-west streets. Adjacent to the I-10
freeway and near the future Downtown Station for the Expo LRT, maximum permitted buildings
of up to 84 feet would not significantly diminish scenic views. Colorado Avenue would continue
to provide channelized views of the Santa Monica Pier.
Public Views along North-South Streets
North-south roadways such as 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Streets can provide distant views of the Santa
Monica Mountains located approximately 3 miles to the north. However, such views are barely
perceptible and are insubordinate relative to the broader views of urban development. Ocean
Avenue affords the most valued scenic views of the Pacific Ocean, Santa Monica Pier, and the
beach areas. However, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would not substantially obstruct
views of these scenic resources. Between
2nd Street and Ocean Avenue, the
maximum permitted building height of 50
feet would not affect scenic vistas of the
Pacific Ocean and beach from along
Ocean Avenue due to the width of Ocean
Avenue and the presence of Palisades
Park on the west (which will continue to
offer expansive views of the ocean and Hwy 1 runs south (via the I-10) and west of the Downtown
Pier). 6 Additionally given that many of below the face of the Palisades Bluffs. Development in the
Downtown would not substantially alter existing scenic views
the existing buildings on Ocean Avenue from this state eligible scenic highway.
6

There are DA applications currently pending for two projects exceeding 84 feet on the 101 Santa Monica Boulevard
(Ocean Hotel) and 1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire (Miramar) Established Large Sites. Since these projects propose
the development of buildings that exceed the proposed Downtown Specific Plan’s 84-foot height maximum, the
projects would be subject to their own environmental review pursuant to CEQA.
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already exceed the maximum permitted height of 84 feet, it is unlikely that the many of these
properties (with the exception of the three Established Large Sites) would be redeveloped.
Summary
Overall, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not diminish, degrade,
eliminate, or otherwise adversely alter public scenic vistas of the Santa Monica Pier, Pacific Ocean,
and Santa Monica Mountains. In some cases, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan may actually increase the range of views as a result of proposed building stepbacks and
setbacks. Further, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would establish
development and design standards (e.g., building frontage standards) for increased building
setbacks and maximum access to light and air.
Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a State Scenic Highway or a locally-designated scenic
corridor?
Description of Potential Effects
VIS-2

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a State Scenic Highway or locallydesignated scenic corridor. This would be a less than significant impact.

Potential Loss of Views from State Scenic Highways
There are no designated state scenic highways located in the Downtown. As discussed above, the
closest state scenic eligible highway is Hwy 1, located south and west of the Downtown. Hwy 1
offers scenic views of the Pacific Ocean and overhead views of the Palisades Bluff west of the
McClure Tunnel. Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not substantially affect scenic views of the Pacific Ocean or Palisades Bluffs from Hwy 1
because the highway is located at the bottom of the Palisades Bluff face. Travelers on Hwy 1 would
also have some high-speed limited, overhead views between 2nd Street and Ocean Avenue and in
the vicinity of the Expo LRT and I-10, where new buildings with a maximum permitted height of
50 to 84 feet in height could occur. Though new buildings may be visible from Hwy 1, scenic
views of the Pacific Ocean and Palisades Bluffs would not be obstructed by new buildings since
this highway is located in a depressed culvert and channelized with limited overhead views of
Downtown beyond the immediate vicinity. Additionally, development of transportation
improvements under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, including the
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Olympic Crossover and 4th/Main Street Bridge extension with associated lighting and sidewalks,
would be visible form the portion of Hwy 1 that lies east of the McClure Tunnel, but would not be
visible west/north of the tunnel in the area with wide views of the ocean. Implementation of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially damage scenic
resources related to a state scenic highway, as there are no officially designated scenic highways
in the vicinity of the Downtown.
Potential Loss of Views from Local Scenic Corridors
Ocean Avenue, Wilshire Boulevard, and Third Street Promenade in the Downtown are locally
designated scenic corridors based on the City’s 1975 Scenic Corridors Element.
Ocean Avenue has high scenic value comprising views of the Pacific Ocean and Santa Monica
Pier. Wilshire Boulevard west of 2nd or 3rd Street offer westward views of the Pacific Ocean and
Palisades Park; on clear days, limited occasional of the San Gabriel Mountains can be seen from
the east end of Downtown along Wilshire Boulevard. The Third Street Promenade offers views of
pedestrian-scale and historical buildings. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not affect the existing views of these resources since new development would not encroach
upon or modify these channelized views along existing roadway corridors (see analysis discussed
above under VIS-1).
Because no designated state scenic highways exist within or adjacent to the Downtown, and no
major changes to views would occur to Hwy 1, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not have an adverse effect on scenic highways. In addition, the local scenic corridors
identified Downtown by the City’s Scenic Corridors Element are proposed to maintain existing
channelized views of scenic resources, such as the Pacific Ocean, Santa Monica Pier, and the Santa
Monica Mountains. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes
development standards requiring access to light and air as well as requirements for increased
building setbacks. As such, the visual integrity of these local scenic corridors would remain
unchanged.
Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
Description of Potential Effects
VIS-3
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standards and guidelines included therein, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its surroundings. This would be a less than
significant impact.
Short-Term Visual Construction Effects
Construction activities for individual projects anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would temporarily affect the aesthetic quality of the area immediately
adjacent to the individual project sites, where demolition and equipment may incidentally clutter
or temporarily block a characteristic view in Downtown. Visual effects associated with
construction activities would include construction fencing, excavation, exposed building pad, and
staging areas, and the presence of construction equipment, and would primarily be visible to land
uses in close proximity to the project site. However, these construction effects are temporary and
would occur in phases over the life of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Further, construction projects would be required to adhere to standard City conditions that require
the installation of a construction barrier/fence around the construction site.
Long-Term Changes to Urban Form
The Downtown currently contains an eclectic mix of both old and new buildings, including many
historic structures. Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would, over time, repurpose a range of existing properties and potentially
result in the construction of new pedestrian-oriented buildings up to 84 feet in height with
streetscape improvements and open space elements. With the development of new buildings,
various aspects of the Downtown’s visual character may change depending on location and
individual project proposals. Some people may perceive these changes as unacceptable or adverse.
However, the characterization of aesthetic effects is largely subjective. In the context of adopted
policies that address visual character, the changes would not be considered significant and would
not degrade the visual character of the Downtown.
The goals, policies, and standards in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are
intended to preserve and enhance Downtown’s human-scale and historic character; create inviting
and memorable open spaces with great streets; prioritize the pedestrian experience; and encourage
a diversity of complementary land uses and housing types within appropriately scaled buildings
while allowing for a mix of styles, materials and design ideas. The goals and policies of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that address the Downtown’s visual character
include:
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Goal DD9: Open space and green connections are provided to enrich the quality of individual
projects, as well as community gathering spaces throughout the Downtown.
Policy DD9.1

Improve Downtown’s network of sidewalks and pathways through the
integration of Downtown’s green connections to provide visual interest
and human scale landmarks that encourage walking.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in substantial improvements
to the public realm, including increased building setbacks, outdoor seating, substantial open space,
and other streetscape improvements. The Plan provides development standards and guidelines to
guide the interface of new buildings with the public realm and to ensure that character of the
Downtown would not be adversely affected. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan includes design guidelines that specifically address the following elements:
building orientation, pedestrian access, encroachments and projections, building composition,
façade articulation, architectural lighting, ground floor permeability, private open space, service
and auxiliary elements, building frontages, access to light and air, sidewalk widths, and design of
special building types (including theaters and parking structures). Under Scenario A and Scenario
B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new buildings with maximum
heights of 50 to 84 feet could be developed. (It should
be noted that existing regulations in the Downtown
permit a building height of up to 84 feet based on
zoning district.)
The potential aesthetic changes that would occur under
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan are described below.
Lincoln Boulevard is currently automobile-oriented
and dominated by commercial buildings and small strip
malls with minimal 8- to 10-foot-wide sidewalks and
plain facades.
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Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
change the existing maximum building height of 60 feet along Lincoln Boulevard as set forth in
the LUCE. Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, Lincoln Boulevard
would become a more walkable street, a viable gateway for Downtown, while still performing as
a major vehicular and transit connector. New
mixed-use buildings on Lincoln Boulevard would
generally replace older, automobile-oriented
buildings, with public realm improvements
(including widened 15- to 20-foot-wide
sidewalks) that provide north-south connections
to support access to the future Expo LRT. New
buildings would be pedestrian-oriented with
ground-floor local serving uses that would
increase the pedestrian activity of Lincoln New land uses in the Downtown would potentially
include three- to seven-story mixed-use buildings
Boulevard. Office and other buildings that are not with active ground-floor uses such as this recent
intended for walk-up services would be required development at Lincoln Ave/Broadway.
to include pedestrian-oriented design and animate the street. Additionally, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes standards and guidelines to ensure that pedestrian
amenities such as bike parking and landscaping would enliven the public realm.
The area along 6th Street and 7th Street includes a number of existing 50- to 60-foot-tall (four- to
six-story) residential buildings. These streets are characterized by small floor plate office, civic,
and neighborhood serving uses such as the Main Library and the YMCA.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would establish a maximum building
height of 60 feet for the east side of 6th Street and both sides of 7th Street between Broadway and
Wilshire Boulevard. Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new multistory residential buildings and/or small floor plate office buildings with ground-floor local serving
uses could be developed along 6th Street and 7th Street. Additionally, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes standards and guidelines to ensure that improvements to
the public realm (including widened 15- to 18-foot-wide sidewalks) would occur in conjunction
with new land uses.
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5th Street between Wilshire Boulevard and
Santa Monica Boulevard includes a mix of
residential, office, retail, religious, and
restaurant uses generally within buildings up
to six stories. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
establish a maximum building height of 76 60
feet for both Scenario A and Scenario B along
5th Street and the westside of 6th Street
between Wilshire and Santa Monica.
Development along this street anticipated to The Downtown Specific Community Plan anticipates
th th
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific that the 4 /5 Arizona Established Large Site would be
redeveloped with new buildings employing iconic
PlanCommunity Plan would generally architecture and a large public plaza to generate
ti it
include a well-rounded mix of residential,
small office, retail, religious, restaurant, and financial institutions housed within new multi-story
buildings. New buildings would be pedestrian-oriented with active ground-floor uses and public
realm improvements (including widened 15- to 18-foot-wide sidewalks). It is anticipated that the
historic U.S. Post Office building would remain and be adaptively reused. A portion of the large
City-owned Established Large Site on 4th/5th and Arizona Avenue would be redeveloped with
various new mixed-use buildings up to 84 feet in height. 7 When redeveloped, this Established
Large Site would enliven the Downtown and provide significant public open space.
The properties adjacent to the I-10 freeway and within the vicinity of the future Downtown Station
for the Expo LRT are currently typified by a mix of older, two- to four-story buildings on larger
parcels with minimal streetscape improvements and newer five- to seven-story mixed-use
residential buildings.

7

Conceptual project plans for this City-owned Established Large Site indicate building heights exceeding 84 feet.
Since this project proposes the development of buildings that exceed the Downtown Specific Plan’s 84-foot height
maximum, the project would be subject to its own environmental review pursuant to CEQA. would be subject to a
public approval process with additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQA.
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Under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, new development in
this area would have maximum building
heights of up to seven stories (i.e., 84 feet). It
is anticipated that a number of properties
within the vicinity of the Expo LRT would
redevelop with new multi-story buildings up
to seven stories that can accommodate a The Downtown Specific Community Plan coordinates
housing and commercial uses near transit to minimize
broad mix of uses and services such as local vehicle trip generation associated with properties within
and regional serving retail, multi-family 0.25-mile of the future Expo LRT Downtown Station
housing, Class aA office, creative
employment, hospitality uses and community gathering spaces. Increased building setbacks with
sidewalks between 15 and 25 feet in width, public realm improvements, and substantial open space
(including the future Colorado Esplanade) would provide connections to the future Expo LRT
Downtown Station. Five Three large Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites (120 Colorado Avenue –
Wyndham site; 302 Colorado Avenue – Sears site; and 402 Colorado Avenue – Downtown Station
site; 500/506 Broadway – Fred Segal site; and the Big Blue Bus Yards site) as well as the Big Blue
Bus Yards site that can accommodate significant community benefits, including new shared
parking opportunities and circulation improvements such as the Olympic Cross-over freeway
bridge, are also located in this area. Overall, new mixed-use buildings constructed up to 84 feet in
height could potentially change the collective visual character in the vicinity of the Expo LRT
Downtown Station.
The area between 2nd Street and 2nd 4th Court is the center of the Downtown District and includes
a number of multi-story mixed-use buildings with active storefronts, outdoor dining, and a mix of
office, retail, and residential uses. This street includes a varied mix of single-story and multi-story
buildings.
In this location, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would establish a
maximum building height of 84 feet. 8 It should be noted that this maximum permitted building
height is consistent with current maximum building heights that are established in existing
regulations. New development along 2nd Street is anticipated to consist of new multi-story

8

There is currently a pending DA application for a project exceeding 84 feet on the 120 Colorado Avenue (Wyndham)
large GMP site in the Downtown Core area. Since this project proposes the development of buildings that exceed the
Downtown Specific Community Plan’s 84-foot height maximum, it would be subject to a public approval process
with additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQAwould be subject to its own environmental review
pursuant to CEQA.
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buildings with active pedestrian-oriented uses on the ground level. The 4th/5th and Arizona
Established Large Site project would be a catalyst development anchoring the north-central part
of the Downtown District, creating a new local and regional destination. Based on the preliminary
concept plans for this project, new structures are contemplated to incorporate iconic high quality
architecture that is conducive to activating all areas of the site and providing public access to
multiple portions of the site. Additionally, the site design maximizes the public view corridor
toward the open plaza areas and integrates the site within the framework of Downtown and
adjacent properties. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes
standards and guidelines to ensure that improvements to the public realm (including widened 15to 18-foot-wide sidewalks) would occur in conjunction with new development.
Along the Third Street Promenade, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
establish a height limit of 60 84 feet under
Scenario A or Scenario B. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
intends to continue the ambiance of this popular,
human-scaled environment which is central to the
Downtown’s identity and character. Specific
goals for this area focus on updates to the
Promenade that are consistent with the existing
setting in terms of infrastructure, signage, and
aesthetic upgrades. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan also supports the
retention and rehabilitation of the remaining
buildings listed on the HRI and restoration of
existing facades which may be hidden or obscured.

Within the Third Street Promenade, the proposed
Downtown Specific Community Plan proposes a
Conservation Zone to preserve the pedestrian-scale
character of this popular destination. Updates to the
Promenade would be coordinated with Downtown
Santa Monica Inc. to be consistent with the existing
character.

The area north of 2nd Street and west of Wilshire Boulevard currently hosts a multitude of different
building types and heights with tall Class A office developments such as the First Federal office
building and the Searise Office Building and other three- to five-story (50-foot-tall) structures that
house a mixture of small neighborhood serving retail, dining, institutional, and residential uses.
Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, building heights in along Wilshire
Boulevard would be limited to a maximum of 50 feet. The vision of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan in this location would continue to support human-scale buildings
that are designed to be complementary to the area and step down to the adjacent R2/R3 residential
Wilmont neighborhood to the north. New buildings would include smaller local serving uses that
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provide easily accessible goods and services to the surrounding neighborhood. Further, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes a signature sidewalk project along
Wilshire Boulevard on the west end from 3rd Street to Ocean Avenue, where streetscape
improvements and increased building setbacks with sidewalk of 25 feet on the south side would
enhance the pedestrian orientation and aesthetics of the area.
Along the west side of 2nd Street and east side of
Ocean Avenue new development would be
limited to a maximum height of 50 feet. Given the
varied scale of building heights on Ocean
Avenue, new development on Ocean Avenue
would not significantly change the visual
character of this location. Additionally, the
development of new, smaller maximum 50-foot
buildings would be generally consistent with the
existing scale of 2nd Street. The proposed Wide public roadways in pockets of Downtown
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would afford open sky views within the urban environment.
encourage public realm improvements to provide a more walkable environment. In particular, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan calls for enhancements to the streetscape and
sidewalk widening at the southern end to accommodate pedestrians. There are also two Established
Large Sites along Ocean Avenue that could have a maximum permitted building height of up to
84 feet if significant community benefits are provided. 9 The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan proposes a signature sidewalk project along Ocean Avenue from Colorado
Avenue to Broadway, where streetscape improvements and increased building setbacks with
sidewalks up to 20 feet would enhance the pedestrian orientation and aesthetics of the area.
Summary
An important goal of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is to guide future
development towards realizing the LUCE vision for pedestrian orientation, effective multi-modal
circulation, successful place making, high quality of life, and economic diversity with a
complementary mix of uses to ensure that the Downtown will evolve sustainably and successfully.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would enable the City to achieve the
9

There are currently pending DA applications for two projects exceeding 84 feet at 1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire
(Miramar) and at 101 Santa Monica Boulevard (Ocean Hotel) Established Large Sites. Since these projects propose
the development of buildings that exceed the Downtown Specific Community Plan’s 84-foot height maximum for
Established Large Sites, they would be subject to a public approval process with additional environmental review
required pursuant to CEQAbe subject to their own environmental review pursuant to CEQA.
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overarching goals of the LUCE while providing design standards that require new projects to
improve the surrounding vicinity, increase walkability, respect existing character and adjacent
neighborhoods, and improve connections to transit. Over the life of the Plan (i.e., through 2030),
the relative composition of buildings within the Downtown would change as new buildings replace
older outdated buildings and/or surface parking lots. Changes are anticipated to occur primarily
within the vicinity of the Expo LRT Downtown Station and along Lincoln Boulevard.
Development standards and design guidelines in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would ensure that new buildings incorporate transparent and visually
interesting active ground floors, public realm improvements including outdoor seating areas and
installation of wider landscaped sidewalks, and public open space. These standards and design
guidelines would create a high-quality and active pedestrian environment for the Downtown. With
the introduction of new buildings, various aspects of the Downtown’s visual character may change
and some people may consider such changes as undesirable. However, the changes would not
degrade the visual character of the Downtown. Rather, the development standards and design
guidelines included in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would ensure that future
projects develop human-scale buildings that would maintain and enhance the setting of Downtown,
frame and improve the public realm, support a walkable and bikeable environment, create active
gathering spaces, and provide access to Santa Monica’s light, air, and ocean breezes. When
considered in context with the visual changes anticipated to occur as a result of the Expo LRT,
Downtown Station, and Colorado Esplanade, as well as LUCE policies that address visual
character, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in beneficial
changes to the aesthetic character of Downtown. Additionally, all new projects would be subject
to design review by the ARB to ensure that new buildings would maintain and enhance existing
character as outlined in the vision and principles chapter of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Further, it should also be noted that the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan proposes a maximum of 84 feet in height to be allowed in some areas of the
Downtown, which is consistent with existing development standards contained in relevant
regulatory documents that currently guide development in the Downtown District.
Potential Loss of Viewable Sky
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan provides development standards and
design guidelines, such as maximum floor plate ratios for upper floors, building modulation, and
building frontages that would maximize access to light and air. Although development standards
proposed in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan parallel existing standards and historic
development patterns, the development of new buildings of up to 50 to 84 feet replacing lower
structures and surface parking lots would have the potential to incrementally reduce public open
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sky views depending on location, height, and specific project design. This effect would vary by
City block, as some areas currently provide substantial open sky views, while large street trees and
adjacent buildings along areas such as 4th and 5th Streets provide limited sky views. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s design standards for building modulation, building
frontages, and sidewalks would minimize loss of views and maximize access to light and air.
Incremental changes in views of the open skies under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would potentially affect each City block in a different manner, but would
not substantially reduce open sky views throughout Downtown as described below.
Key Viewing Locations
The changes in views to specific Key Viewing Locations (KVLs) were analyzed to aid EIR
reviewers in understanding potential visual changes in the Downtown. This analysis uses the KVLs
at selected public viewing locations in Downtown, including locations along Ocean Avenue, I-10
freeway, Wilshire Boulevard, the Santa Monica Pier, Lincoln Boulevard, and between 2nd Street
and 2nd Court (see Figure 3.3-2). These KVLs were selected based on walking tours of Downtown.
These KVLs provide representative public views of Downtown’s visual characteristics and include
a range of critical public viewing locations from which Downtown would be seen by residents and
visitors.
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KVL-1: City of Santa Monica Parking Structure #6: The upper floors of public Parking Structure
#6 provide views in all direction. This KVL looking east show the range of building heights in the
Downtown, including views of the Third Street Promenade foreground, with a number of taller
structures. New buildings anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would add to the varied skyline of the Downtown. Overall, from this view,
the Downtown would not experience significant changes to the vertical urban setting and varied
skyline projections based on the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s proposed
development standards and design guidelines such as stepbacks and building modulation to
maximize access to light and air.
KVL-1: City of Santa Monica Parking Structure #6

KVL-2: 4th Street Bridge: The 4th Street Bridge is a southern gateway into Downtown, traversed
by more than 15,000 northbound motorists daily, as well as hundreds of pedestrians and cyclists.
Existing views from this location consist of open parking areas on the Sears large GMP site, the
Downtown Station site for the Expo LRT (currently under construction), the Santa Monica Place
shopping center, and commercial buildings in various styles and sizes along Colorado Avenue.
New buildings up to a maximum height of 84 feet within the vicinity of the Expo LRT Downtown
Station as well as the Olympic Cross-over and the Sears large GMP site local access road
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be visible
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from this location. New buildings would raise the urban skyline of the buildings, creating a
perceptible vertical expansion to viewers from the 4th Street Bridge. However, the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes development and design standards such as stepbacks and
building frontage requirements to reduce the appearance of building mass and height and maximize
access to light and air from the public street. Further, when completed, the Downtown Station for
the Expo LRT with its public plaza and landscaping would be prominently visible, improving the
quality of view. Public realm improvements including the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s proposed 4th Street signature sidewalk project, as well as significant new landscaping as
called for by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would also improve the view
from this location. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (Chapter 8,
Community Benefits) calls for new buildings on the 302 Colorado Avenue (Sears large GMP site)
to preserve public views of the ocean, Tongva Park, as well as the landmark Sears structure.
However, if new development occurs on the large surface parking lot of Sears, the view of the
landmark Sears building could potentially be obstructed depending on the height and location of
the new development. Views of open sky may incrementally decrease but would largely continue
to be available from this location.
KVL-2: 4th Street Bridge looking north along 4th Street
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KVL-3: Entrance to Santa Monica Pier (Ocean Avenue and Colorado Avenue): The view from the
entrance of the Santa Monica Pier at Colorado Avenue includes an oblique view looking north
along Ocean Avenue, which includes an eclectic mix of varied scale buildings along the east side
of Ocean Avenue, with taller buildings as a backdrop such as the 15-story Pacific Plaza building.
Between 2nd Street and Ocean Avenue, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would establish a maximum permitted building height of up to 50 feet in height, which is a modest
change from the varied skyline profile of existing structures along Ocean Avenue. The two
Established Large Sites on Ocean Avenue (101 Santa Monica Boulevard site [Ocean Hotel] and
1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire [Miramar site]) would be permitted to a maximum height of 84
feet with the provision of significant community benefits set forth in a DA. 10 Building profile
changes are anticipated to be limited to a few sites since many existing buildings in this area
already exceed the maximum permitted building height of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and are unlikely to redevelop. Additionally, because of the width of Ocean
Avenue and green space in Palisades Park, new buildings would cause very limited decreases in
views of open sky from this viewpoint. Further, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
proposes development standards and guidelines such as stepbacks and building modulation to
reduce the appearance of building mass and height. Moreover, public realm improvements
including the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s proposed Ocean Avenue signature
sidewalk project, as well as significant new landscaping as called for by the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would improve the view from this location. Therefore,
implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in a
modest change in the view from this location.

10

Currently, there are DA applications pending for two projects exceeding 84 feet on the 101 Santa Monica Boulevard
(Ocean Hotel) and 1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire (Miramar) Established Large Sites. Since these projects propose
the development of buildings that exceed the Downtown Specific Community Plan’s proposed 84-foot height
maximum, these projects would be subject to a public approval process with additional environmental review required
pursuant to CEQAwould be subject to their own environmental review pursuant to CEQA.
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KVL-3: Entrance to the Santa Monica Pier looking north toward Downtown

KVL-4: Ocean Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard: The view from the Ocean Avenue at Wilshire
Boulevard looking southeast includes an oblique view along Ocean Avenue of some of the tallest
buildings in the City, such as the 17-story 1221 Ocean Avenue Building and Pacific Plaza building.
The large scenic palms fronting these structures and open sky views along Ocean Avenue are
subordinate to the views of the tall office buildings in the foreground. As described above for
KVL-3, new buildings with a maximum permitted building height of up to 50 feet would represent
a modest change from the existing varied skyline profile of Ocean Avenue. The two Established
Large Sites on Ocean Avenue (101 Santa Monica Boulevard [Ocean Hotel] and 1133 Ocean
Avenue/101 Wilshire [Miramar site]) would be permitted to a maximum height of 84 feet with the
provision of significant community benefits set forth in a DA. Building profile changes are
anticipated to be limited to a few sites since many existing buildings in this area of the Downtown
already exceed the maximum permitted building height of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and are unlikely to redevelop. Additionally, because of the width of Ocean
Avenue and green space in Palisades Park, new buildings would cause very limited decreases in
views of open sky from this viewpoint. Further, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan proposes development standards and guidelines such as stepbacks and building modulation
to reduce the appearance of building mass and height. Moreover, public realm improvements
including the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s proposed Ocean Avenue signature
sidewalk project, as well as significant new landscaping as called for by the proposed Downtown
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Specific PlanCommunity Plan would improve the view from this location. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not affect westward views of the Pacific Ocean
and would not create significant changes to the aesthetic character of this boulevard from this view
location.
KVL-4: Ocean Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard looking southeast toward Downtown

KVL-5: Lincoln Boulevard and Colorado Avenue: This view from Colorado Avenue looking north
along Lincoln Boulevard is currently dominated primarily by auto-oriented commercial buildings,
such as the one-story Denny’s restaurant and associated parking in the foreground on the northwest
corner and the Southern California Edison substation on the northeast corner. Additional one- to
two-story buildings are visible lining this five-lane roadway in the distance, as well as immature
street trees. Distant glimpses of the Santa Monica Mountains to the north are also available.
New buildings up to 60 feet in height in this location would visibly alter, but improve, existing
views along Lincoln Boulevard. The existing auto-oriented Lincoln Boulevard is envisioned to be
gradually transformed into a more mixed-use, pedestrian-oriented street with streetscape
enhancements. New buildings in more contemporary styles with active ground-floor uses and
landscaping would enhance the appearance of this auto-oriented boulevard. Further, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes development standards and guidelines such as
stepbacks and building modulation to reduce the appearance of building mass and height.
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Additionally, building setbacks would be increased with associated sidewalk widths increased
from 8 to 10 feet to 15 to 20 feet and outdoor seating and other streetscape improvements would
be added. Existing views of open sky would not significantly decrease with the development of
new taller buildings, and given the total width of the improved sidewalks and streets, the decrease
would not be substantial. Distant channelized views of the Santa Monica Mountains as framed by
the buildings would remain available down the road corridor. In general, while Lincoln Boulevard
would change in visual character under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
the transformation of this street into a more walkable urban streetscape with improvements to the
public realm would be considered a beneficial change to this view.
KVL-5: Lincoln Boulevard at Colorado Avenue looking north toward the Santa Monica
Mountains

KVL-6: 4th Street and Arizona: This view from 4th Street looking northeast across the 4th/ 5th and
Arizona Established Large Site is currently dominated by the foreground mature Indian laurel fig
street trees backed by open surface parking lots, with the existing Bank of America building visible
in the background. This site is owned by the City and is anticipated to be redeveloped through an
agreement that is currently being negotiated between the City and a development partner. Based
on the preliminary conceptual plans, existing surface parking lots and the one-story Bank of
America building would be replaced with new buildings with iconic architecture of up to 84 feet
with a large public open space along the Arizona Avenue frontage (City of Santa Monica 2014).
Building setbacks would be increased and associated sidewalk widths would be widened to 15 feet
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and the public realm would be improved with new landscaping and pedestrian amenities under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Views of open sky are already partially
blocked by existing trees, and therefore, any changes to public views of open sky would be
negligible. Further, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes development standards
and design standards to maximize access to light and air. In general, the enhancements to the public
realm as well as the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s proposed development standards
and design guidelines would result in improvements to this view.
KVL-6: 4th Street and Arizona looking northeast

KVL-7: 3rd Street and Wilshire Boulevard: This view from 3rd Street looking west along Wilshire
Boulevard includes views of existing tall office buildings, including the Searise Office Tower at
233 Wilshire Boulevard, as well as some one- to three-story retail/restaurant buildings in the
foreground with the Palisades Park, 100 Wilshire office building, and the Miramar Hotel in the
background. For the area west of Wilshire Boulevard, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would establish maximum building heights of 50 feet similar to the heights
permitted in the adjacent R3 Wilmont residential district. The 1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire
(Miramar) Established Large Site could have a maximum permitted height of 84 feet with the
provision of significant community benefits set forth in a DA; however, this height would be lower
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than the existing height of the Palisades Tower currently on the property. 11 As such, building
profile would not dramatically change under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. Further, the Plan proposes development standards and design guidelines such as stepbacks
and building modulation to maximize access to light and air, and ensure a smooth transition to the
residential uses to the north. Moreover, public realm improvements including the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s proposed Ocean Avenue signature sidewalk project, as well as
significant new landscaping as called for by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would improve the view from this location. Building setbacks would be increased and
associated sidewalk widths would be widened to 15 feet and the public realm would be improved
with new landscaping and pedestrian amenities under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Channelized views of the Palisades Park as well as the statue as framed by
the buildings would remain available down the Wilshire Boulevard corridor. In general, the
enhancements to the public realm as well as the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
proposed development standards and design guidelines would result in improvements to the view
of Wilshire Boulevard.
KVL-7: 3rd Street and Wilshire Boulevard

11

Currently, there is a DA application pending for a project exceeding 84 feet on the 1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire
(Miramar large site) Established Large Site. Since this project proposes the development of buildings that exceed the
Downtown Specific Community Plan’s proposed 84-foot height maximum, it would be subject to a public approval
process with additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQAwould be subject to its own environmental
review pursuant to CEQA.
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KVL-8: Third Street Promenade from Santa Monica Place Mall: This view from the terrace of the
Santa Monica Place Mall looking north on Third Street Promenade includes views of existing
entertainment/retail/restaurant buildings, landscaping, and pedestrian open space that frame the
Third Street Promenade. To preserve the ambiance of this important pedestrian-scaled
environment, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would establish maximum
building heights of 60 feet, which is a decrease from the 84-foot maximum permitted by existing
regulationsa Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District that may be initiated by the Planning or
Landmarks Commission, which would provide a more restrictive overlay to the zoning standards
proposed by the Bayside Conservation District. Further, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan proposes development standards and guidelines such as stepbacks and building modulation
to reduce the appearance of building mass and height and ensure that new buildings continue to be
human-scale. Given that building heights would not change substantially, views of the Third Street
Promenade would not be significantly altered.
KVL-8: Third Street Promenade from the Santa Monica Place Mall
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Would the project create a new source of substantial light or glare, which would adversely affect
day or nighttime views in the area?
Description of Potential Effects
VIS-4

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not create new sources of substantial light and glare within the context
of an already developed urban downtown. Compliance with the City’s
Municipal Code requirements pertaining to light and glare would ensure that
light and glare would not adversely affect views. This would be a less than
significant impact.

New land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would generate new sources of light such as outdoor lighting fixtures on buildings, signage, and
architectural lighting, and pedestrian lighting. New lighting effects would be more pronounced in
the southern and eastern areas of the Downtown, where the lighting levels are predominantly
lower. However, in areas of the Downtown that lack adequate pedestrian and safety lighting, such
as the east end of Colorado Avenue, potential increases in lighting levels would be beneficial at
the ground level to promote visibility. Under Scenario A, incrementally greater levels of lighting
would occur than under Scenario B. New light sources would not be substantial as the Downtown
is already characterized by multiple sources of lighting. Further, required adherence to the SMMC
would minimize spillover lighting effects of the proposed new development on sensitive uses and
unwanted light intrusion onto pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists to ensure that views would not
be adversely affected. Specifically, Section 9.21.080 requires that all outdoor lighting be shielded
and restricts lighting to 0.5-foot candles of light. Therefore, new lighting would not adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the Downtown.
Potential new sources of glare would consist of glazing (windows) and other reflective materials
used in the façade of new proposed buildings. However, required adherence to the SMMC would
minimize the glare effects of the anticipated new development on neighboring properties,
pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists. Specifically, SMMC Section 9.21.120 states that reflective
materials may not exceed more than 25 percent of the façade surface area and prohibits the use of
black or mirrored glass.
In summary, adherence to the lighting and glare regulations of the SMMC would reduce the effects
from new sources and ensure that the resulting light and glare would be consistent with adjacent
buildings and typical of Downtown. Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
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Plan would not create a new source of substantial light or glare that would adversely affect day or
nighttime views.
Cumulative Effects
Cumulative effects associated with aesthetics
and visual resources would occur if land use
changes in the Downtown and adjacent areas
of the City would affect visual resources in
the same viewshed. Land use changes
anticipated to occur in the Downtown and
areas of the City would result in changes to
various aspects of the City’s character (e.g.,
building composition). Pending development
proposals with building height exceeding the
establish maximum height (e.g., the Miramar
Hotel Development Agreement Application) Downtown currently supports a number of buildings taller
could have adverse impacts on the than seven stories along with multiple newer buildings
between four to six stories. Existing taller structures
surrounding aesthetic environment, affecting currently cast shadows over adjacent uses and public
the local character and views within the open space in many areas of Downtown.
Downtown. However, the implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan, with the
established maximum height and FAR ratios, would not contribute substantially to any cumulative
considerable impacts. ; however, the changes would not be considered adverse. All project
proposals would be subject to all applicable City development and design standards, including
those set forth in the City’s Zoning Ordinance and the LUCE, to ensure compatibility with the
existing surrounding areas. Additionally, all new construction and substantial rehabilitation
projects are required to undergo ARB design review to ensure that the design of new development
would not detract from the visual character of an area. Further, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan includes development standards and design guidelines to ensure that future
projects develop pedestrian-scale buildings that would enhance the setting of Downtown, frame
and improve the public realm, support a walkable and bikeable environment, create active
gathering spaces, and maximize access to Santa Monica’s light and ocean breezes.
This cumulative analysis also acknowledges LUCE neighborhood protection goals, which direct
changes away from the City’s residential neighborhoods and toward transit areas to protect the
character of existing neighborhoods. By virtue of focusing land use changes within the Downtown,
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would limit or avoid changes to the
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character of the City’s existing residential neighborhoods. Therefore, while visual character around
the Downtown and other Expo LRT station areas would change, much of the City’s overall
aesthetic character would not be directly affected. Overall, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would help to achieve LUCE neighborhood protection goals. Further, since
the Downtown is considered a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use, residential,
and employment center development under CEQA, potential aesthetic impacts including shade,
shadows, and solar access effects, are not considered significant impacts on the environment.
3.3.2

Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access

This section describes existing shade/shadow
environment in the Downtown and analyzes the
potential shade and shadow effects that could result
from
the
proposed
Downtown
Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. For the purposes of this
analysis, shading refers to placing shadow-sensitive
uses in shade, thereby preventing direct access to
sunlight due to shadows cast by buildings or
structures. Shadow-sensitive uses are those uses
where sunlight is important to function, physical
Many streets in Downtown have dense canopies
comfort, and/or commerce. Land uses and operations of street trees, which, when combined with taller
structures, cast shadows and limit solar access
sensitive to the effects of shading include, but are not to outdoor areas and adjacent structures.
necessarily limited to, residential, recreational, and
institutional (e.g., schools, nursing homes, etc.), as
well as some public outdoor spaces, such as parks, restaurants with outdoor seating areas, plant
nurseries, and existing solar collectors. Uses may be considered sensitive to potential shade,
shadows, and solar access effects if they require or are otherwise dependent on sunlight for regular
function, comfort, or commerce. 12
The consequences of shadows on land uses may be positive, including cooling effects during warm
weather. However, shading can also be negative if it substantially interferes with the enjoyment or
performance of sun-related activities, such as shading of exterior patios, the loss of natural light
access, solar access energy generation purposes, or the loss of warming influences during cool

12

Shadow-sensitive uses for this analysis are defined based on the City of Santa Monica’s Land Use and Circulation
Element Final Environmental Impact Report, June 2010, which is consistent with the City of Los Angeles CEQA
Thresholds Guide criteria.
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weather. While some incidental shading on shadow sensitive uses is commonly acceptable to
provide relief from the sun, shading that occurs over extended periods of time can be considered a
detriment. Shadow effects are dependent upon several factors, including the local topography, the
height and massing of a project’s structural elements, the shade sensitivity of adjacent land uses,
the season and consequent length of shadows, and the duration of shadow projection.
3.3.2.1 Environmental Setting, Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access
The Downtown is one of the most densely developed areas of the City, comprising different
character areas that vary in overall density, land use mix, height, massing, and the permeability of
the building frontages along the street. As a result, shading patterns are variable. Older structures
of one to six stories are common throughout the Downtown with a number of taller (seven stories
and higher) structures interspersed among the shorter buildings. This height pattern is particularly
apparent along Ocean Avenue, 2nd Street, 3rd Street, and 4th Street, where a generally mid-rise
skyline is frequently punctuated with tall buildings, such as the 300-foot tall building at 100
Wilshire and the 173-foot tall Bay Cities Guaranty Building (clock tower). Older taller buildings
are generally located on the northern portion of Downtown along or proximate to Ocean Avenue
and Wilshire Boulevard. Many newer mixed-use buildings of generally four to six stories are
typically located within the newer residential neighborhoods that have emerged along 5th, 6th, and
7th Streets of Downtown. Limited public and private surface parking lots are also scattered
throughout the Downtown, which allow for breaks in the existing skyline. Due to the compact
urban context of the area, taller structures already cast shadows in many areas of Downtown.

Buildings of various scales are common throughout the Downtown with a number of taller structures interspersed
among shorter buildings. Ocean Avenue, 2nd Street, 3rd Street, and 4th Street have a generally mid-rise skyline that
is punctuated with taller buildings, such as the 300-foot tall building at 100 Wilshire and the 173-foot tall Bay
Cities Guaranty Building (clock tower).

Within the developed grid of Downtown, the angle of the sun relative to a particular site determines
the length and bearing (the direction in which they are cast) based on the location (latitude and
longitude) of the project site; that is, the shadow is determined by the angle of the sun relative to
the project area as the sun moves across the sky throughout the daytime. Shadows are cast in a
clockwise direction from west/northwest to east/northeast from approximately 7:00 A.M. to 4:00
P.M. or later, depending on the time of the year. The Summer Solstice (June 21) and Winter
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Solstice (December 21) represent the most radical contrast with regards to shadow creation
throughout the year. Generally, the shortest shadows are cast during the Summer Solstice and grow
increasingly longer until the Winter Solstice. During the winter and peaking at Winter Solstice,
the sun is lower in the sky and shadows are at their maximum coverage lengths.
In a compact urban setting like Downtown, shading is a common and expected occurrence, and
shading from structures and landscaping currently exists throughout many areas of Downtown.
Existing buildings and mature trees cast a variety of shade and shadow patterns on adjacent
structures and uses. These patterns are dependent on the size, shape, and orientation of the building.
One- to two-story buildings typically result in limited shadows cast primarily onto immediately
adjacent roadways, sidewalks, or alleys, as well as lower levels of adjacent buildings. Taller
buildings may cast larger and longer shadows that cover more distance and affect larger areas.
Reduced setbacks, stepbacks, and other design features can be successful in limiting shadows cast
by taller buildings. Mature street trees can also substantially affect available sunlight, casting shade
onto public spaces and adjacent buildings. Dense street tree canopies along segments of 4th and 5th
Streets cast shadows over the public sidewalks, outdoor seating areas, and adjacent buildings. In
contrast, Colorado Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard are wider four-lane streets with younger street
trees that have limited canopies and produce minimal shadows, except for those cast by scattered
tall buildings. Based on the sun’s position in the sky, sidewalks along east-west streets in the
Downtown experience less shading (more sun exposure); and north-south streets naturally have
more shading.

Residential uses and outdoor spaces, such as
balconies and patios, are considered shadow
sensitive. Residential uses in the Downtown are
concentrated along 5th, 6th and 7th Streets, where fourto seven-story buildings and dense street tree
canopies cast shadows on some uses.
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Shadow-Sensitive Uses
Shadow-sensitive uses exist throughout and near the Downtown, including public open spaces,
and residential uses concentrated mainly along 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets of Downtown. Many of these
existing shadow-sensitive uses already experience shading for portions of the day (see
Figure 3.3-3). The surrounding residential uses outside of the Downtown, such as the residential
uses in the Wilshire-Montana neighborhood to the north and the residential uses to the east of
Lincoln Boulevard, are also considered shadow-sensitive uses. Nearby open space areas are also
considered shadow sensitive uses, including the adjacent Palisades Park to the west and Reed Park
to the northeast.
3.3.2.2 Regulatory Setting, Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access
Federal Regulations
There are no federal regulations that pertain to shade, shadows, and solar access effects.
State Regulations
Senate Bill 743 (SB 743)
Governor Brown signed SB 743 in September 2013, which made several changes to the CEQA for
projects located in areas served by transit (Pub. Res. Code Section 21099). Although the most
drastic change that SB 743 makes is the elimination of automobile delay for analyzing the
transportation impacts under CEQA (see Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation for further
discussion), SB 743 also states that aesthetic and parking impacts shall not be considered
significant impacts on the environment if:
•

The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project , and

•

The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area.
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The Downtown is classified as a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use, residential,
and employment center development; therefore, aesthetic and shade, shadows, and solar access
impacts would be considered less than significant and analyses of these impacts of projects within
the Downtown are not required pursuant to CEQA. However, an analysis is included herein in
response to community concerns raised during the NOP process and to provide decision-makers
and the general public a comprehensive review of the potential aesthetic changes that could occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Local Regulations
Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE contains several policies that provide direction for solar access and minimizing shadow
effects. Pertinent policies related to shade/shadow are listed below.
Policy LU15.15

Preserve Light, Air and Privacy between Commercial and Residential
Properties. Buildings that share a property line with a residentiallydesignated property are required to be setback at least 10 feet from the
abutting residential property line. Further, to assure privacy and access
to sunlight and air for the adjacent residential use, all new buildings and
additions to existing buildings shall not project, except for permitted
projections, beyond a building envelope commencing at 25 feet in
height above the property line abutting the residential property or where
there is an alley abutting the residentially-designated property, the
centerline of the alley, and from that point, extending at a 45-degree
angle from vertical towards the interior of the site.

Policy LU16.1

Design Buildings with Consideration of Solar Pattern. In designing new
buildings, consider the pattern of the sun and the potential impact of
building mass on habitable outdoor spaces and adjacent structures in
order to minimize shadows on public spaces at times of the day and year
when warmth is desired, and provide shade at times when cooling is
appropriate, and minimize solar disruption on adjacent properties.

Policy LU16.2

Preserve Solar Access to Neighborhoods. The same development
standard that is adopted to require a step down building envelope to
transition commercial buildings to lower adjacent residential properties
also needs to assure solar access to the residential buildings.
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Goal H7: Promote the creation of new housing that is tailored to the needs of residents and
emphasizes amenities that increase the livability of the residential environment, such as ground
floor open space and access to natural light and air.
Policy H7.5

Ensure that site and building design responds to Santa Monica’s natural
environment through access to natural light and air.

Goal D8: ensure that new and remodeled buildings in the Downtown District contribute to the
pedestrian character of Downtown and are compatible in scale with existing buildings and the
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
Policy D8.3

Design buildings with a variety of heights, architectural elements and
shapes to create visual interest along the street. Walls should have
meaningful combinations of materials, and articulation that creates
shadow patterns to engage the eye.

Policy D8.5

Create a prescribed building envelope for new commercial or mixeduse buildings adjacent to residential districts with stepbacks to maintain
the residential development’s access to light and air.

3.3.2.3 Assessment Methodology, Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access
Thresholds for Determining Significance
As stated previously, Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743) states that if a project is an
infill residential, mixed-use, or employment center project located within a transit priority area,
aesthetic impacts shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment. The Downtown
is classified as a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use, residential, and employment
center development; therefore, aesthetic impacts of the proposed project (which include shade,
shadows, and solar access impacts) would not be significant pursuant to CEQA.
Methodology
Shadow length and bearing (the direction in which they are cast) are dependent on the location
(latitude and longitude) of a particular site, which determines the angle of the sun relative to the
project site. In the Los Angeles basin, the maximum shadow a building can cast is usually
equivalent to three times its height during the Winter Solstice (City of Los Angeles 2006). The
potential for offsite shadow effects is dependent on the length of shadows created by a particular
building, and distance between the building and the nearest shade-sensitive land uses.
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Because the precise locations and
designs of individual projects
anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan are not
planned at this time, the
assessment of potential shade,
shadows, and solar access effects of
the proposed Downtown Specific
Conceptual 3D models of example sites within Downtown inform this
PlanCommunity
Plan
is shade, shadows, and solar access analysis. The hypothetical building
programmatic in nature. As such, model projects generally where shadows would be cast and to what
extent under the Downtown Specific Community Plan. The models do
this shade, shadows, and solar not represent actual projects and are intended for demonstrative
access analysis relies upon a more purposes only.
general assessment of potential
shade, shadows, and solar access effects by modeling the shadow effects of potential development
at various sites in the Downtown (see Appendix G for further details).
3.3.2.4 Project Effects and Mitigation Measures, Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access
Would shadow-sensitive uses be shaded by project-related structures?
Description of Potential Effects
VIS-5

Application of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development
and design standards would minimize shadow effects of new buildings and
maximize access to light and air. Existing nearby shadow sensitive uses could
experience some shading due to the Downtown’s compact, urban environment
and prevalence of shadow-sensitive uses.

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan through the year 2030 could entail the construction of new buildings with maximum permitted
heights of 50 to 84 feet, depending on the location of the proposed development project. It should
also be noted that existing land use regulations currently permit building heights of up to 84 feet
(and without the design standards proposed under Scenario B of the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan), and therefore, would also result in shadow effects (see Section 5.0,
Alternatives for discussion of No Project/Existing Adopted Plan Alternative discussion).
Potential shading effects of new buildings within Downtown would vary widely depending upon
location, time of day and year, surrounding use (e.g., surface parking and height of existing
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structures), and building design (i.e., height, mass) of a particular proposed project. In the City of
Santa Monica, shadow effects are magnified during the winter, when the sun’s lower position in
the sky creates longer shadows. For example, according to the accepted shadow length multipliers
for the City of Los Angeles, an 84-foot tall building would create morning and afternoon shadows
that would reach approximately 254.5 feet in length during the Winter Solstice; the same building
would create shadows that would reach approximately 183.1 feet at the same times during the
Summer Solstice (City of Los Angeles 2006). Winter is also when maximum solar access is more
crucial to solar energy and passive heat production. For the purposes of this EIR analysis, Winter
Solstice is considered the most severe condition for potential shade, shadows, and solar access
effects.
Within the Downtown, shadows are cast in a clockwise direction from west/northwest to
east/northeast from approximately 7:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. or later depending on the time of the
year. As such, shadows would be greatest where new taller buildings would replace surface
parking or lower scale buildings in proximity to shadow-sensitive uses that are located to the north
and east. The size, massing, and scale of buildings would be increased under Scenario A than under
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Scenario B includes the
incorporation of specific design standards, such as building frontage standards, which would
reduce shadow effects and maximize access to light and air.
For various sites in the Downtown, shade and shadow effects are expected to generally occur
within one block to the north and east of a particular building throughout the day and would be
more pronounced (i.e., longer) during the winter when the sun rises lower in the sky.
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes design standards
such as building frontage standards, which would reduce the potential shade, shadows, and solar
access effects and maximize access to light and air. Due to the application of design standards that
address access to light and air, Scenario B would result in reduced shade, shadows, and solar access
effects relative to Scenario A.
While the standards included in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
reduce shadow effects and maximize access to light and air for the majority of new buildings, some
new projects would cast increased shadows on shadow sensitive uses due to the compact urban
environment of the Downtown and the prevalence of shadow sensitive uses interspersed
throughout the Downtown District. Because the precise location and design of these individual
projects that could potentially occur is not definitively known at this time, it is conservatively
concluded that nearby sensitive uses could experience some shading.
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Cumulative Impacts
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would, in general, contribute to cumulative shading effects in the Downtown. Pending
development proposals with building height exceeding the establish maximum height (e.g., the
Miramar Hotel Development Agreement Application) would have an increased potential to result
in shading impacts within the Downtown. As previously discussed, potential new multi-story
buildings anticipated to occur in the Downtown under Scenarios A and B would result in new
shadows that could shade some nearby sensitive uses. However, the LUCE adopted neighborhood
protection goals to direct land use changes away from the City’s residential neighborhoods and
toward transit-rich areas, such as the Downtown District, to protect the character of existing
neighborhoods. As a result of focusing land use changes within the Downtown, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would limit or avoid shadow effects on the City’s
established residential neighborhoods. Thus, while new shade and shadow effects would occur
within the Downtown and other Expo LRT areas, overall shade, shadows, and solar access would
remain largely unchanged throughout most of the City. Further, since the Downtown is considered
a transit priority with infill residential, mixed-use, residential, and employment center
development under CEQA, aesthetic impacts including shade, shadows, and solar access effects,
are not considered significant impacts on the environment.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.4

AIR QUALITY

The South Coast Basin is currently designated as a national and state-level nonattainment area
for several criteria air pollutants. Land use changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown
through 2030 would generate increased pollutant emissions in the South Coast Air Basin during
construction and operation. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan aims to
minimize vehicle trips and reduce associated air pollution by establishing a framework to create
a multi-modal Downtown that fully integrates the Expo Light Rail Transit line.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) assesses the existing air quality
conditions in the South Coast Air Basin and analyzes the potential impacts on air quality that
could result from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (Plan). This analysis
addresses both short-term construction impacts and long-term operational air quality impacts of
potential land use changes anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.
3.4.1

Environmental Setting

The City of Santa Monica is located within the
South Coast Air Basin
South Coast Air Basin (Basin). The 6,745-square
mile Basin is bound by the Pacific Ocean to the
west and the San Gabriel, San Fernando, and San
Jacinto mountains to the north and east that trap
air and its pollutants in the valleys below, making
the Basin an area of high air pollution potential.
The air quality within the Basin is influenced by a
wide range of emissions sources, such as dense
population centers, heavy vehicular traffic, The South Coast Air Basin includes Orange
County and the non-desert portions of Los
industry, and weather. The Basin includes all of Angeles, San Bernardino, and Riverside Counties
Orange County and the urban portions of Los (image from California Air Resources Board).
Angeles, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties.
Air quality within the Basin is monitored and regulated by the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD).
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Climate and Meteorological Setting
The regional climate within the Basin is considered semi-arid and is characterized by warm
summers, mild winters, infrequent seasonal rainfall, moderate daytime onshore breezes, and
moderate humidity. Santa Monica is located in the western coastal portion of the Basin, which
has moderate variability in temperatures, with average monthly highs from 62 to 71 degrees
Fahrenheit (°F) and lows from 50 to 63 °F. The majority of annual rainfall in the Basin occurs
between December and March, and the annual average total of rainfall in the City is 12.6 inches
(Western Regional Climate Center 2015).
The air quality of the Basin is affected by the combination of emissions from the nation’s second
largest urban area and the mountainous terrain surrounding the Basin that result in air pollutants
becoming trapped within the Basin. In addition, the Basin experiences persistent temperature
inversions (i.e., warmer air in higher altitudes and cooler air in lower altitudes). Temperature
inversions limit the vertical dispersion of air pollutants, keeping them relatively near ground
level. These inversions can break when the sun heats air at the lower altitudes, allowing it to rise
and mix with the air at higher altitudes, thus freeing pollutants that may have been stuck in the
lower layer. Further, the Basin experiences periods of stagnant wind conditions, which also limit
the movement of air pollutants. Pollutant concentrations in the Basin are at their highest when
both stagnant wind conditions and temperature inversions are present. Conversely, pollutant
concentrations are at their lowest on days of high wind speeds and/or no inversion.
Downtown Santa Monica is located directly adjacent to Santa Monica Bay on the western edge
of the Los Angeles Coastal Plain and Basin. Given its proximity to the Pacific Ocean, the
Downtown is predominantly exposed to marine microclimates and recurring fog banks. This
coastal climate prevails except during Santa Ana wind conditions. The Santa Ana winds are
strong, extremely dry offshore winds that characteristically sweep across Southern California and
northern Baja California during late fall into winter season and are notorious for causing hot, dry
weather due to compressional heating of the lower atmosphere. On average, Santa Ana wind
conditions occur five to ten times a year, with each event lasting up to a few days.
The temperature in the Downtown is typically moderate due to the tempering effects of the
Pacific Ocean. Average daytime temperatures range from highs of 64 to 75 °F and lows from 61
to 64 °F. Winters in Santa Monica are mild and summers are notably cooler than adjacent inland
neighborhoods due to the moderating effect of sea breezes, although humidity tends to be higher
than in adjacent communities farther inland. Rainfall occurs almost exclusively from late
October to early April and averages around 12.6 inches annually.
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Types of Air Pollutants
Air pollution is generated from a range of stationary, mobile, and natural sources within the
Basin. Stationary sources are classified as point sources or area sources. Point sources occur at a
specific location and include large industrial operations (i.e., power plants). Area sources are
widely distributed and include small uses (i.e., residential heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning [HVAC] systems) and consumer products (i.e., aerosol spray cans). Mobile sources
include motor vehicles, aircraft, trains, and construction equipment, and account for most of the
air pollutant emissions within the Basin. Construction activities that create fugitive dust from
excavation and grading result in short-term impacts to air quality. Air pollutants can also be
generated when winds lift fine dust particles off the ground surface into the air.
To protect public health and welfare, the federal Clean Air Act (CAA) and the California Clean
Air Act (CCAA) (discussed below in regulatory framework) identify air pollutants and establish
ambient air quality standards for these pollutants. There are six principal pollutants regulated
under the federal and state CAAs, which are called "criteria" pollutants: Ozone (O3), Carbon
Monoxide (CO), Particulate Matter (PM2.5 and PM10), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Sulfur Dioxide
(SO2), and Lead (Pb). In addition, there are additional toxic air contaminants (TACs) which are
of concern in the Basin, as described in Table 3.4.1 below (refer to Table 3.4-2 for federal and
state standards).
Regional Air Quality
Under the federal CAA of 1963, federal air quality standards, known as the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), were established for the six criteria air pollutants described
previously. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets NAAQS for pollutants
considered harmful to public health and the environment. Similarly, the CCAA establishes state
air quality standards that are more stringent than the NAAQS. The U.S. EPA and California Air
Resources Board (CARB) designate areas, such as air basins or counties, as meeting (attainment)
or not meeting (nonattainment) these standards based on air quality monitoring data compared
with adopted national and state standards. Where air quality data indicates pollutant
concentrations for an area are below the standards for criteria pollutants, the area is classified an
“attainment area.” Likewise, where air quality data indicates pollutant concentrations for an area
are above the standards for criteria pollutants, the area is classified a “nonattainment area,” and
can be further categorized as marginal, moderate, serious, severe, or extreme “nonattainment,”
depending on the magnitude of the air quality standard exceedance. A nonattainment area can
reach attainment when NAAQS have been met for a period of 10 consecutive years. During this
time period, the area is in transitional attainment, also termed “maintenance.”
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Table 3.4-1
Air Pollutant
Ozone (O3)

Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)

Particulate
Matter (PM)

Respirable
Particulate
Matter (PM10)

Fine
Particulate
Matter (PM2.5)

Nitrogen
Dioxide (NO2)

Sulfur Dioxide
(SO2)

Air Pollutants of Concern within the South Coast Air Basin
Source
Ozone is a gas that is produced by a
photochemical reaction triggered by
sunlight between nitrogen oxides (NOx)
and reactive organic gases (ROGs),
also referred to as volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). High
concentrations of ozone are most likely
during the summer months.
CO is a colorless, odorless gas
produced by the incomplete
combustion of fuels and is generated
by industrial plants, automobiles
(exhaust), etc. CO concentrations tend
to be the highest near congested
transportation corridors and
intersections.
"Particulate matter," is a complex
mixture of extremely small particles and
liquid droplets. The size of particles is
measured in micrometers.
"Inhalable coarse particles," such as
those found near roadways and dusty
industries, are larger than 2.5
micrometers and smaller than 10
micrometers in diameter.
"Fine particles," such as those found in
smoke and haze, are 2.5 micrometers
in diameter and smaller and is primarily
derived from combustion sources
including mobile sources and stationary
sources such as internal combustion
engines.
While U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA’s) National Ambient Air
Quality Standard (NAAQS) covers this
entire group of NOx, NO2 is the
component of greatest interest and the
indicator for the larger group of nitrogen
oxides. NO2 forms quickly from
emissions from cars, trucks and buses,
power plants, and off-road equipment.
Sulfur dioxide belongs to the sulfur
oxides family of gases (SO2). SO2 is a
colorless, extremely irritating gas or
liquid. Sources of SO2 include fossil
fuel combustion at power plants and
other industrial facilities, processes
such as extracting metal from ore and
the burning of high sulfur containing
fuels by non-road equipment.
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Health/Environmental Effects
Ozone has direct health effects on humans,
particularly to the lungs and eyes. Ozone
affects sensitive vegetation and ecosystems,
including forests, parks, wildlife refuges, and
wilderness areas, harming the growth of
sensitive vegetation.

High concentrations of CO can affect human
health creating heart difficulties, reduced
lung capacity, and impaired mental abilities.
CO increases the amount of other
greenhouse gases (methane), and eventually
oxidizes into carbon dioxide (CO2).

A consistent correlation between elevated
ambient fine particulate matter (PM10 and
PM2.5) levels and an increase in mortality
rates, respiratory infections, number and
severity of asthma attacks and the number of
hospital admissions has been observed in
different parts of the U.S. and various areas
around the world. People with heart or lung
diseases, children and older adults are the
most likely to be affected by particle pollution
exposure. Fine particles (PM2.5) are the main
cause of reduced visibility (haze) in parts of
the U.S. and can change nutrient balance in
waters and soils when settled.

Long-term exposure to NOx has the potential
for increase in acute respiratory illness in
humans. NOx contributes to ozone formation
and can have adverse effects on both
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.

The major health concerns associated with
exposure to high concentrations of SO2
include respiratory illness and cardiovascular
disease. SO2 is a precursor to sulfates,
which are associated with acidification of
lakes and streams, accelerated corrosion of
buildings and monuments, reduced visibility,
and adverse wildlife health effects.
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Table 3.4-1

Air Pollutants of Concern within the South Coast Air Basin (Continued)

Air Pollutant
Sulfates
(SO42)

Source
In California, emissions of sulfur
compounds occur primarily from the
combustion of petroleum-derived fuels
that contain sulfur. This sulfur is
oxidized to SO2 during the combustion
process and subsequently converted to
sulfate compounds in the atmosphere.

Lead (Pb)

Lead (Pb) is an elemental metal. Most
lead concentrations that are found in the
environment are a result of human
activities. The combustion of leaded
gasoline was the primary source of
airborne lead in the South Coast Air
Basin. However, the use of leaded
gasoline is no longer permitted for onroad motor vehicles so most combustion
emissions are associated with off-road
vehicles such as race cars.
A TAC is defined by the California
Health and Safety Code Section 39655:
“Toxic Air Contaminant” means an air
pollutant which may cause or contribute
to an increase in mortality or in serious
illness, which may pose a present or
potential health to human health. TACs
are a diverse group of air pollutants
including both organic and inorganic
chemical substances that may be
emitted from a gasoline stations, motor
vehicles, dry cleaners, industrial
operations, etc.

Toxic Air
Contaminants
(TACs)

Health/Environmental Effects
Health effects of sulfate exposure at levels
above the standard include a decrease in
lung function, and an increased risk of
cardio-pulmonary disease. Sulfates are
particularly effective in degrading visibility,
and, due to fact that they are usually acidic,
can harm ecosystems and damage materials
and property.
Lead poisoning can be fatal to both adults
and children. Lead released into the air and
water sources does not biodegrade and can
cause lead poisoning in water organisms and
disturb soil functions.

Potential TACs risks are primarily related to
particulate matter from diesel-fueled engines,
which at sufficient concentrations and
exposure durations can cause human health
effects (e.g., cancer, poisoning). When
deposited onto soil or water, TACs can affect
ecological systems and indirectly affect
human health.

A summary of the attainment statuses for the Basin is presented in Table 3.4-2. Despite
improvements in air quality in the past decades, the South Coast Air Basin is currently designated as
a federal and/or state-level nonattainment area for O3 (1-hr and 8-hr standard), PM2.5 (annual and 24hr standard), and Pb as shown in Table 3.4-2. At the federal level, the Basin is designated as an
extreme nonattainment area for O3, meaning that federal ambient air quality standards are not
expected to be met for several years. Additionally, the Los Angeles County portion of the Basin is
designated as a moderate nonattainment area for PM2.5 and as a nonattainment area for Pb. Further,
while no longer in federal nonattainment, the Los Angeles County portion of the Basin, is designated
as a serious maintenance area for PM10 and CO (U.S. EPA 2015a). The Basin is in attainment of
federal standards for SO2 and NO2, a subcategory of NOx. At the state level, the Basin is also
designated as a nonattainment area for O3, PM2.5, and PM10. The Basin is in attainment for the state
ambient air quality standards for CO, NO2, and SO2, and the Los Angeles County portion of the Basin
is designated as an attainment area for Pb.
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Table 3.4-2

Ozone (O3)
Respirable
Particulate
Matter (PM10)
(1987)
Fine
Particulate
Matter
(PM2.5)
(1997, 2006)

Lead (Pb)
(2008)

Carbon
Monoxide
(CO)
Nitrogen
Dioxide
(NO2)
Sulfur
Dioxide
(SO2)

Los Angeles County-South Coast Air Basin Attainment Status for Criteria
Pollutants1
# of
Monitoring
Sites3

Averaging
Period

California
Standard

Federal
Standard

Criteria Pollutant Attainment
Level Summary2

1 hour

0.09 ppm

-

California
Nonattainment

8 hour

0.07 ppm

0.075 ppm

Nonattainment

24 hour

50 μg/m3

150 μg/m3

Annual

20 μg/m3

-

24 hour

-

35 μg/m3

Annual

12 μg/m3

12 μg/m3

Nonattainment

Moderate
Nonattainment

-

0.15 μg/m3

-

Nonattainment

1.5

-

Attainment

-

14

20 ppm

35 ppm

8 hour

9 ppm

9 ppm

Attainment

Attainment as
Serious
Maintenance
Area

27

1 hour

0.18 ppm

0.10 ppm

Attainment

Attainment

29

1 hour

0.25 ppm

0.075 ppm

24 hour

0.04 ppm

0.14 ppm

Attainment

Attainment

10

3 month
rolling
average
30 day
rolling
average
1 hour

Nonattainment

Federal
Extreme
Nonattainment
Attainment as
Serious
Maintenance
Area

30

27

28

Notes:
1 CARB. 2015b. Ambient Air Quality Standards.
2 California Air Resources Board. 2015a. Air Quality Data Statistics; U.S. EPA 2015. Green Book: From the Nonattainment
Areas for Criteria Pollutants.
3 SCAQMD. 2012a. Air Quality Monitoring Network Plan.
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Table 3.4-3

Ambient Air Quality Standards for Criteria Pollutants in South Coast Air
Basin

Pollutant/Standard
Ozone
State 1-Hour > 0.09 ppm
State 8-Hour > 0.07 ppm
Federal 8-Hour > 0.07 ppm
Max. 1-Hour Conc. (ppm)
Max. 8-Hour Average Conc.
(ppm)
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
State 8-Hour > 9.0 ppm
Federal 8-Hour > 9.0 ppm
Max. 8-Hour Average Conc.
(ppm)
Suspended Particulates (PM10)
State 24-Hour > 50 μg/m3
Federal 24-Hour > 150 μg/m3
Max. 24-Hour Conc. (μg/m3)
State Annual Average (μg/m3)
Fine Particulates (PM2.5)
Federal 24-Hour > 35 μg/m3
Max. 24-Hour Conc. (μg/m3)
State Annual Average (μg/m3)
Federal Annual Average
(μg/m3)
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
State 1-Hour > 0.18 ppm
Federal 1-Hour > 0.10 ppm
Max. 1-Hour Conc. (ppm)
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
State 1-Hour > 0.25 ppm
State 24-Hour > 0.04 ppm
Federal 24-Hour > 0.14 ppm
Max. 24-Hour Average Conc.
(ppm)

Number of Days Threshold Was Exceeded & Maximum Levels
During Violations
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2 days
3 days
1 day
0.099 ppm
0.079 ppm

2 days
0 days
0 days
0.098 ppm
0.068 ppm

0 days
1 day
0 days
0.093 ppm
0.074 ppm

0 days
1 day
0 days
0.088 ppm
0.076 ppm

1 day
6 days
4 days
0.116 ppm
0.095 ppm

0 days
0 days
1.44 ppm

0 days
0 days
1.74 ppm

0 days
0 days
1.15 ppm

0 days
0 days
*

0 days
0 days
*

0 days
0 days
42 μg/m3
*

9 days
0 days
119.7 μg/m3
28.7 μg/m3

43 days
0 days
90.9 μg/m3
30.0 μg/m3

20 days
0 days
74.5 μg/m3
35.3 μg/m3

38 days
0 days
86.8 μg/m3
30.2 μg/m3

2 days
50.4 μg/m3
17.5 μg/m3
11.8 μg/m3

4 days
63.3 μg/m3
13.3 μg/m3
12.9 μg/m3

4 days
79.0 μg/m3
12.7 μg/m3
12.5 μg/m3

1 days
54.8 μg/m3
19.0 μg/m3
12.0 μg/m3

6 days
65 ppm
*
12.3 μg/m3

0 days
0 day
0.071 ppm

0 days
0 day
0.081 ppm

0 days
0 day
0.061 ppm

0 days
0 days
0.051 ppm

0 days
0 days
0.064 ppm

0 days
0 days
0 days
0.004 ppm

0 days
0 days
0 days
0.002 ppm

0 days
0 days
0 days
0.002 ppm

0 days
0 days
0 days
0.002 ppm

0 days
0 days
0 days
*

Notes: (1) Ambient concentrations of O3, CO, and NO2 were measured at SRA 2. Ambient concentrations of SO2 were measured
at SRA 3. Ambient concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 were measured at SRA 1; (2) The state standard for the annual average for
PM10 is 20 μg/m3 and for PM2.5 is 12 μg/m3. The federal standard for the annual average of PM2.5 is 12 μg/m3 and there is no
federal standard for annual average for PM10; (3) ppm = parts per million; μg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; *insufficient data
available to determine the value.
Sources: (1) CARB. 2015c. Top 4 Measurements and Days Above the Standard, O3, CO, and NO2 measured at West Los
Angeles-VA Hospital location, SO2 measured at Westchester Parkway, and PM10 and PM2.5 measured at Los Angeles-North
Main Street; (2) CARB. 2015b. Ambient Air Quality Standards.
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Local Air Quality
Ambient Air Quality
In an effort to monitor the various concentrations of air pollutants throughout the Basin, the
SCAQMD has divided the region into 38 source receptor areas (SRAs) in which 32 monitoring
stations operate. The City of Santa Monica is located within SRA 2, which covers the northwest
coastal Los Angeles County area. Ambient air pollutant concentrations within SRA 2 are
monitored at the Veterans Administration building in West Los Angeles, which is approximately
5.87 miles west of the City. Ambient concentration measurements were taken in the closest SRA
that monitors each pollutant. Of the air pollutants discussed previously, only ambient
concentrations of O3, CO, and NO2 are monitored in SRA 2. Measurements for SO2 were taken
in SRA 3 in Los Angeles at the Westchester Parkway monitoring station, as these pollutants are
not measured at SRA 2. Measurements for PM2.5 and PM10 were taken in SRA 1 in Los Angeles
at the North Main Street monitoring station.
Table 3.4-3 combines the NAAQS and California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) for
relevant air pollutants and provides a summary of ambient air quality measured within SRA 2,
SRA 3, and SRA 1 through the period of 2010 to 2014. Since 2010, exceedances have occurred
for the state and national 1-hour standards for O3, the national 8-hour O3 standard, the state 24-hr
standard for PM10, and the national 24-hr PM2.5 standard. The state standard for CO, NO2, and
SO2 was not exceeded from 2010 through 2014.
Ambient air quality of the coastal areas of the Basin, including Downtown Santa Monica, is
monitored from three stations in Long Beach. Data collected from the past three years for
baseline O3, PM10, and PM2.5 concentrations in the coastal Los Angeles County indicates that O3,
PM10, and PM2.5 concentrations exceed state and/or national standards (see Table 3.4-4).
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Table 3.4-4

Existing CO, PM10, and PM2.5 Concentrations in Coastal Los Angeles County

1-hour

2012
0.093

2013
0.088

2014
0.116

3 year
Average
0.099

Units
ppm

O3 1

8-hour

0.073

0.075

0.094

0.081

ppm

PM10 2

24-hour

54.0

54.0

59.0

56.7

g/m
3

PM2.5

2,3

24-hour

46.7

42.9

52.2

47.3

g/m
3

Exceed
Standard?
Yes, exceeds
State Standard
Yes, exceeds
State and National
Standard
Yes, exceeds
State Standard
Yes, exceed
National Standard

Notes:
1 National and State standards for O concentration in parts per million (ppm) are as follows:
3
•
1-hour O3 Standard: State standard is 0.09 ppm.
•
8-hour O3 Standard: National standard is 0.075 ppm. State standard is 0.07 ppm.
o Monitoring data from Long Beach-2425 Webster Street
2 National and State standards for PM concentration in parts per million (ppm) are as follows:
10
•
24-hour PM10 Standard: National standard is 150 μg/m3. State standard is 50 μg/m3.
•
Annual Standard: State standard is 20 μg/m3.
o Monitoring Data from West Los Angeles-VA Hospital Station
3 National and State standards for PM
2.5 concentration in parts per million (ppm) are as follows:
•
24-hour PM2.5 Standard: National standard is 35 μg/m3.
•
Annual Standard: National and state standard is 12 μg/m3.
o Monitoring Data from West Los Angeles-VA Hospital Station
Source: CARB 2015a. Select 8 Summary, http://www.arb.ca.gov/adam/select8/sc8start.php (accessed October 2015).

Carbon Monoxide (CO) “Hot Spots”
Local air quality can be adversely affected by congestion at intersections along major arterials
where delayed idling vehicles generate localized high levels of CO. Localized areas where
ambient concentrations exceed national and/or state standards for CO are termed “CO hotspots.”
CO hotspots occur largely from vehicle emissions from idling engines. The national 1-hour
ambient air quality standard for CO is 35 parts per million (ppm) and the state 1-hour standard is
20 ppm. The 8-hour national and state ambient air quality standard for CO is 9 ppm. Section 9.l4
of the SCAQMD’s California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Air Quality Handbook
identifies CO as a localized problem requiring additional analysis when a project is likely to
subject sensitive receptors to CO hotspots. The SCAQMD defines typical sensitive receptors as
residences, schools, playgrounds, childcare centers, athletic facilities, long-term health care
facilities, rehabilitation centers, convalescent centers, and retirement homes.
In the past, the SCAQMD recommended that a CO hotspot analysis should be conducted for
intersections where the proposed project would have a significant traffic-related congestion
impact causing the Level of Service (LOS) to change to E or F or when a project increases the
volume-to-capacity ratio (V/C) increases by 2 percent and the LOS is D or worse. It should be
noted that these recommendations were formulated several years ago when the Basin was a
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nonattainment area for federal and state CO standards. The Basin is now in attainment of all
applicable ambient CO standards and maximum 8-hour concentration of 1.4 ppm measured
within SRA 2 over the past three years is well below the 9 ppm federal and state 8-hour standard.
To reflect current conditions and the stable trend in declining CO concentration levels in the
Basin, a CO hotspot screening criteria is used. Based on analyses of localized concentrations
within the San Francisco Bay Area, which has similar ambient CO concentrations as SRA 2, a
project would have to increase traffic volumes at affected intersections to more than 44,000
vehicles per hour for a CO hotspot to occur.
Although none of the study area intersections evaluated in the Traffic Study prepared for the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan approach 44,000 vehicles per hour,
maximum existing 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations have been calculated for five
intersections in the Downtown which experience congestion. For the CO hotspot analysis, the
CAL3GHC model is used for predicting CO concentrations near congested roadways and
intersections. CAL3QHC is a CO model that includes queuing and hot spot calculations, as well
as a traffic model to calculate delays and queues that occur at signalized intersections. The
CAL3GHC model conforms to SCAQMD standards and is based on the CALINE3 model. Using
existing P.M. Peak Hour traffic conditions and CAL3QHC model outputs, maximum existing
CO concentrations for the five study intersections in the Downtown were identified (see Table
3.4-5). See Appendix B for complete LOS data for all intersections analyzed.
Table 3.4-5

Existing Peak Hour Traffic Conditions for CO Hot Spots Intersections

Intersection
#7 - Ocean Avenue & Colorado Avenue

#18 - Main Street & Olympic Drive

#29 - 4th Street & Olympic/I-10 EB On-Ramp (future
Olympic Crossover)
#42 - Lincoln Boulevard & Colorado Avenue

#44 - Lincoln Boulevard & I-10 Eastbound Ramps

Peak Hour
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKDND

V/C Ratio
0.633
0.757
1.284
0.534
0.645
0.484
0.644
0.525
0.66
0.724
0.869
1.033
0.872
0.815
0.735

Delay
10.6
58.8
**
11.8
14.4
11.7
18.3
59.8
25.2
12.2
29.8
51.8
68.4
68.0
61.2

LOS
B
E
F
B
B
B
B
E
C
B
C
D
E
E
E

Source: Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Traffic Study prepared by Fehr & Peers, 2016 (see Appendix B).

For each intersection analyzed, CAL3QHC adds roadway-specific CO emissions calculated from
peak hour turning volumes to ambient CO air concentrations (see Table 3.4-6). The aggregate
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localized CO concentration for these five intersections was modeled using the CAL3QHC
dispersion model, based on the traffic conditions presented above. This process is described in
Section 3.4.3, Impact Assessment Methodology. The current localized CO concentrations at these
intersections do not approach or exceed national or state standards (see Table 3.4-6).
Table 3.4-6

Existing Downtown Localized Carbon Monoxide (CO) Concentrations

Intersection

Peak Hour

#7 - Ocean Avenue &
Colorado Avenue

A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND

#18 - Main Street & Olympic
Drive
#29 - 4th Street &
Olympic/I-10 EB On-Ramp
(future Olympic Crossover)
#42 - Lincoln Boulevard &
Colorado Avenue
#44 - Lincoln Boulevard & I10 Eastbound Ramps

CO 1-Hour (ppm)
Total
0.7
1.3
1
0.4
0.4
0.5
1
0.8
0.9
2.5
0.6
0.8
2.2
1.2
1.2

CO 8-Hour (ppm)
Total
NAAQS
0.56
35
0.104
35
0.08
35
0.32
35
0.032
35
0.04
35
0.08
35
0.064
35
0.072
35
0.2
35
0.048
35
0.064
35
0.176
35
0.096
35
0.096
35

Exceeds
Standard?
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Source: AMEC 2014a. Emissions of are estimated using CAL3QHC model (see Appendix F).
Notes: Emissions are based on existing P.M. Peak Hour traffic volumes from Fehr & Peers Traffic Study (see Appendix B) and
land uses from the City’s land use database. An area source is defined as emitting less than 10 tons per year (tpy) of a criteria or
hazardous air pollutant or less than 25 tpy of a combination of pollutants. Commercial and residential buildings generally are
assigned to this category.

Air Quality Sensitive Receptors
Sensitive receptors are populations that are more susceptible to the effects of air pollution than
the population at large. According to the CARB, sensitive receptors include children less than 14
years of age, the elderly over 65 years of age, athletes, and people with cardiovascular and
chronic respiratory diseases. While national and state ambient air quality standards are designed
to protect public health and are generally regarded as conservative for healthy adults, there is
greater concern to protect adults who are ill or have long-term respiratory problems, and children
whose lungs are not fully developed and are more likely engage in cardiovascular activity in
outdoor settings, such as school yards and playgrounds. The SCAQMD identifies the following
as sensitive land uses or sensitive sites that may contain a high concentration of sensitive
receptors:
•

Long-term health care facilities;
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•

Rehabilitation centers;

•

Convalescent centers;

•

Retirement homes;

•

Residences;

•

Schools;

•

Playgrounds and parks with active recreational uses;

•

Childcare centers; and

•

Athletic facilities.

A range of sensitive receptors are located within or adjacent to the Downtown. In addition to the
various multi-family residential uses (i.e., apartments), there are five other sensitive receptors
within the Downtown: Delphi Academy (a private kindergarten), the Santa Monica YMCA, the
Boys/Girls club, senior residences, and the First Presbyterian Preschool (see Figure 3.4-1).
Further, a number of additional sensitive receptors, including private schools, daycares, medical
facilities, and senior housing facilities are located within a 0.5-mile radius of the Downtown (see
Table 3.4-7).
Toxic Air Contaminant Sources
Per CARB criteria, heavily traveled roadways where annual average daily trips (AADT) exceed
100,000 can be sources of particulate emissions from diesel-fueled engines. The Interstate (I-) 10
freeway corridor demarcates the eastern boundary of the Downtown. As such, properties
bordering the I-10 freeway are exposed to emissions generated by motor vehicles, particularly
diesel trucks. These emissions are considered Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs), which may be a
concern for sensitive land uses and receptors (refer to Figure 3.4-1). I-10 is the only roadway in
the project vicinity to generate high traffic levels that exceed 100,000 AADT. As of 2014,
AADT along I-10 are approximately 148,000 AADT at Lincoln Boulevard decreasing to 74,000
AADT at Ocean Avenue (California Department of Transportation [Caltrans] 2014). Currently,
land uses within 500 feet of the I-10 corridor in the Downtown include Sears, the Wyndham
hotel, the Big Blue Bus maintenance yard, the U.S. Post Office, light industrial uses, offices,
retail stores along Lincoln, and the site for the Expo Light Rail Transit line (LRT) Downtown
Station, which began operation in May 2016 (see Figure 3.4-2).
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Table 3.4-7

Air Quality Sensitive Receptors

Non-Residential Sensitive Receptors within the Downtown:
1229 4th Street

2

Delphi Early Childhood Private
Kindergarten
Santa Monica YMCA

3

Boys and Girls Club of Santa Monica

4

Silvercrest Senior Residences

1238 Lincoln
Boulevard
1530 5th Street

5

First Presbyterian Preschool

1220 2nd Street

1

1332 6th Street

Early Childhood Development
Programs, and Recreation
Early Childhood Development
Programs, Recreation, and Day
Care.
School-aged child education and
recreation.
Long-Term Care and Retirement
Home
Early Childhood Development

Non-Residential Sensitive Receptors within 0.5-mile Radius of the Downtown:
6

Good Shepard Health Care Center

7

10th Street Preschool

1131 Arizona
Avenue
1444 10th Street

8

Gan Israel Preschool

1341 9th Street

9

Ocean View Manor

1044 3rd Street

10

Palisades Park & Santa Monica Senior
Center
Fireside Convalescent Hospital

1450 Ocean
Avenue
947 3rd Street

Recreation

1039 7th Street

13

Santa Monica Catholic Elementary and
High School
Reed Park

14

Pico Youth and Family Center

15

Tongva Park

Wilshire at
Lincoln
715 Pico
Boulevard
1776 Main Street

School-aged child education and
recreation
Active Recreational Use Park

16

Upward Bound Senior Villa

1011 11th Street

11
12

Long-term Care Facility
Early Childhood Development
Programs, and Recreation
Early Childhood Development
Programs, and Recreation
Assisted Living Facility

Convalescent Center

Early Childhood Development
Programs, and Recreation
Passive Recreation
Retirement Home

Source: City of Santa Monica Online Property Information System (OPIS), 2013.
Note: In addition to the receptors presented in this table, any residential use is also considered a sensitive receptor. These
sensitive receptors are the same as identified in Section 3.14, Noise.
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6

16

11TH STREET

CALIFORNIA AVENUE

WASHINGTON AVENUE

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

10TH STREET

7
10

8
9TH STREET

1

LINCOLN BOULEVARD

12

LINCOLN BOULEVARD

3
13

14

PICO B

EXPO LRT LINE

BROADWAY

ARIZONA AVENUE

2

SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

6TH STREET

OULEV
ARD

7TH STREET

5TH STREET

4

LEGEND
Downtown Community Plan Area

1

Expo LRT
4THDowntown
STREET Station

4TH STREET

3RD STREET

Santa Monica
Place
Shopping
Center

THIRD STREET PROMENADE

9

COLORADO AVENUE

11

Sensitive Receptors (Residential)

MAIN STREET
1

2ND STREET

5

Sensitive Receptors (Parks/
Open Space/ Recreation)

City
Hall

15

#

Designated Sensitive Receptors

Note: Designated location numbers for Sensitive
Receptors to air pollutant emissions and
noise refer to those presented in
Tables 3.4-7 and 3.14-5.
Aerial Source: Google 2012.
SCALE IN FEET

OCEAN AVENUE

10

Sensitive Receptors

0

700

N

F I GU RE
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SCALE IN FEET

N

0

500

10

LINCOLN BOULEVARD
OLYMPIC BOULEVARD

1

Reed Park
7TH STREET

COLORADO AVENUE

BROADWAY

SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

ARIZONA AVENUE

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

CALIFORNIA AVENUE

6TH STREET

5TH STREET

2

4TH STREET

THIRD STREET PROMENADE

Santa Monica
Place
Shopping
Center

1

City Hall
Ken Genser
Square

LEGEND
Downtown Community Plan Area

MAIN STREET

2ND STREET

500’ TAC Buffer

County
Courthouse

Tongva Park

Expo LRT Line
Expo LRT Downtown Station
Note: 500’ buffer recommended by California
Air Resources Board (CARB).

OCEAN AVENUE
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3.4.2

Regulatory Setting

Air quality within the Basin is addressed through the efforts of various federal, state, regional,
and local government agencies. These agencies work individually and jointly to manage and
improve air quality through legislation, regulations, planning, policy-making, education, and a
variety of programs. The agencies responsible for improving the air quality within the Basin are
discussed below.
Federal Policies and Regulations
Clean Air Act
The federal CAA was passed in 1963, and establishes NAAQS. Under the federal CAA, the
U.S. EPA is responsible for setting and enforcing the federal ambient air quality standards for
atmospheric pollutants. It regulates emission sources that are under the exclusive authority of the
federal government, such as aircraft, ships, and certain locomotives.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. EPA sets NAAQS for pollutants considered harmful to public health and the environment,
including the six principal "criteria" pollutants: CO, Pb, NO2, O3, PM2.5 and PM10, and SO2. The
U.S. EPA must designate areas as meeting (attainment) or not meeting (nonattainment) the
standards. The federal CAA requires states to develop a general plan to attain and maintain the
NAAQS in all areas of the country and a specific plan to attain the standards for each area
designated nonattainment for a NAAQS. These plans, known as State Implementation Plans
(SIPs), are developed by state and local air quality management agencies and submitted to the
U.S. EPA for approval.
The SIPs serve two main purposes:
1. Demonstrate that the state has the basic air quality management program components in
place to implement a new or revised NAAQS.
2. Identify the emissions control requirements the state will rely upon to attain and/or
maintain the primary and secondary NAAQS.
Additionally, the U.S. EPA regulates emission sources that are under the exclusive authority of
the federal government, such as aircraft, ships, and certain locomotives. The U.S. EPA also
maintains jurisdiction over emissions sources outside state waters (outer continental shelf), and
establishes various emissions standards for vehicles sold in states other than California.
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Some of the major federal laws include the following statutes (and regulations promulgated there
under):
•

Clean Air Act (CAA) (1970, 1977, 1990)

•

National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants 40 CFR 61 Subpart M –
(NESHAP)

•

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) (40 Code of Federal Regulations
[CFR] part 50)

State Policies and Regulations
California Clean Air Act
The CCAA requires all areas of the state to achieve and maintain the CAAQS by the earliest
practicable date. The CARB, a part of the California EPA (CalEPA), is responsible for the
coordination and administration of both federal and state air pollution control programs within
California. In this capacity, the CARB conducts research, sets the CAAQS, compiles emission
inventories, develops suggested control measures, provides oversight of local programs, and
prepares the SIP. The CAAQS includes more stringent standards than the NAAQS.
California Air Resources Board
CARB, a division of the CalEPA, is responsible for the coordination and administration of both
federal and state air pollution control programs within California. Other state agencies involved
in air quality management are the Department of Industrial Relations (state Occupational Safety
and Health Administration [OSHA] implementation), Department of Transportation (Caltrans),
state Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA; Proposition 65
implementation), and the California Integrated Waste Management Board (CIWMB). As the
state’s air quality management agency, CARB conducts research, sets CAAQS, compiles
emission inventories, develops recommended air pollution control measures, provides oversight
of local air quality programs, and prepares the SIP for submission to the U.S. EPA. CARB also
establishes emissions standards for motor vehicles, consumer products (such as hair spray,
aerosol paints, and barbecue lighter fluid), and various types of commercial equipment sold in
California. CARB also sets fuel component specifications to further reduce vehicular emissions.
Some of the major State Laws and regulation include the following statutes (and regulations
promulgated there under):
•

California Clean Air Act (CAA) (1988)
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•

Global Warming Solutions Act (Assembly Bill [AB] 32, 2006)

•

California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) (California Health & Safety Code
section 39606)

•

Air Toxics "Hot Spots" Information and Assessment Act (AB 2588, 1987)

CARB Air Quality and Land Use Handbook. In April 2005, CARB issued a guidance document
on air quality and land use, Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health
Perspective, which serve as a general guide for considering impacts to sensitive receptors from
facilities that emit TAC emissions. The recommendations provided in the handbook are
voluntary and do not constitute a requirement or mandate for either land use agencies or local air
districts. The goal of the guidance document is to protect sensitive receptors, such as children,
the elderly, acutely ill, and chronically ill persons, from exposure to TAC emissions. The
handbook recommends siting criteria for “sensitive land uses” near specific sources of air
pollution. Specifically, CARB siting recommendations include the following (1) avoid siting
sensitive receptors within 500 feet of freeways and high-traffic roads (i.e., roads within
urbanized areas carrying more than 100,000 vehicles per day); (2) avoid siting sensitive receptors
within 1,000 feet of a distribution center; and (3) avoid siting sensitive receptors within 300 feet
of a dry cleaning facility that uses perchloroethylene. According to CARB, the additional noncancer health risk attributable to proximity to high-volume roadways was seen within 1,000 feet
and was strongest within 300 feet. Particulate pollution levels drop off about 70 percent at 500
feet from freeways. These recommendations, however, are advisory, and should not be
interpreted as defined “buffer zones.” Rather, land use agencies are given discretion to balance
other considerations, including housing and transportation needs, economic development
priorities, and other quality of life issues.
Health risk assessments (HRAs) would identify the hazard or hazardous material, assess the
amount, duration, and pattern of exposure to the hazard or hazardous material, assess the amount
it would take to cause negative health effects, and characterize the risk to general population and
sensitive receptors from the hazard or hazardous material. For air quality and “hot spots” of air
pollution, CalEPA’s OEHHA provides A Guide to Health Risk Assessment and The Air Toxics
Hot Spots Program Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments to aid
California projects’ compliance with the 1987 “Hot Spots” Act.
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Regional Policies and Regulations
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
SCAQMD is the air pollution control agency for an area of approximately 10,743 square miles,
consisting of the entire South Coast Air Basin, and the Riverside County portions of the Salton
Sea Air Basin (SSAB) and Mojave Desert Air Basin (MDAB). As one of 35 air quality districts
in California, SCAQMD coordinates and monitors air quality management programs jointly with
regional planning agencies and local governments, and cooperates actively with all federal and
state government agencies. SCAQMD develops regional policies and regulations, establishes
permitting requirements, inspects emissions sources, and effectuates ongoing regional air quality
improvements through a combination educational and penalty programs, including fines or
sanctions when necessary. SCAQMD is directly responsible for reducing emissions from
stationary (point and area sources), mobile, and natural sources.
Air Quality Management Plan. The SCAQMD maintains and periodically updates an Air Quality
Management Plan (AQMP) for the Basin. The most recent of these was adopted by the
Governing Board of SCAQMD in December 2012. The 2012 AQMP set forth a comprehensive
and integrated program to bring the Basin into compliance with the national 24-hour PM2.5 air
quality standard by 2014 (with the possibility of up to a five-year extension to 2019, if needed),
and to provide an update to the Basin’s commitments towards meeting the national 8-hour O3
standards by 2023. To achieve these standards, the 2012 AQMP includes control strategies and
contingency measures that address emissions from stationary sources and mobile sources. These
measures rely on actions to be taken by SCAQMD, CARB, and other agencies that have the
statutory authority to implement such measures. For example, the control strategies for mobile
sources (e.g., increased deployment of low-emission vehicles such as hybrids) are under the
regulating authority of CARB.
Following adoption of the 2012 AQMP, the U.S. Court of Appeals determined that the U.S. EPA
erred in developing its implementation rule for PM2.5 under the Subpart 1 general provisions of
the CAA without considering the more specific particulate matter provisions in Subpart 4. The
Court remanded the rule back to the U.S. EPA to address these provisions.
In June 2014, the U.S. EPA classified the Basin as a moderate nonattainment area for the 24hour PM2.5 with an attainment date of 2015, and directed the submittal of a new SIP that meets
moderate area requirements, following existing guidance for PM10 implementation.
In February 2015, the SCAQMD adopted the Supplement to the 24-hour PM2.5 SIP for the South
Coast Air Basin. The Plan Supplement demonstrated that the existing 2012 AQMP, along with
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minor revisions included in the PM2.5 Plan Supplement and a discussion of the effects of the past
few years of drought conditions on attainment status, satisfied the Subpart 4 requirements for a
moderate PM2.5 nonattainment area and provided the information needed to approve the PM2.5
portion of the 2012 AQMP (CARB 2015d).
On September 30, 2015, the U.S. EPA proposed to approve elements of the South Coast 2012
PM2.5 Plan and 2015 Supplement, which addresses CAA requirements for the 2006 PM2.5
NAAQS, and proposed to reclassify the area as a serious nonattainment area for the 2006 PM2.5
standard. The U.S. EPA is providing a 30-day public comment period from the date of
publication in the Federal Register (U.S. EPA 2015b).
Further, the SCAQMD is in the process of developing the2016 AQMP, which is a
comprehensive and integrated Plan primarily focused on addressing the ozone and PM2.5
standards. The Plan will be a regional and multi-agency effort (i.e., SCAQMD, CARB, SCAG,
and U.S. EPA). State and federal planning requirements include developing control strategies,
attainment demonstrations, reasonable further progress, and maintenance plans. As with every
AQMP, a comprehensive analysis of emissions, meteorology, atmospheric chemistry, regional
growth projections, and the impact of existing control measures is updated with the latest data
and methods. The result is targeted level of emissions in the Basin that would allow attainment
of the NAAQS. The 2016 AQMP will incorporate the latest scientific and technical information
and planning assumptions, including the latest applicable growth assumptions, SCAG’s 20122035 RTP/SCS, and updated emission inventory methodologies for various source categories.
SCAQMD Rule Book. The SCAQMD has adopted the SCAQMD Rule Book, which establishes
a set of rules and regulations that address air pollution sources. Some SCAQMD rules are
administrative in nature, but many relate to a specific type of operation or source of pollution.
Because knowledge about air pollution is constantly growing, these rules and regulations are in a
dynamic state, constantly changing. Each regulation is broken down into a number of rules, each
of which deals with a specific topic. SCAQMD rules that may apply to the project include:
•

Rule 402 Nuisance – This rule prohibits discharge from any source whatsoever such
quantities of air contaminants or other material which cause injury, detriment, nuisance,
or annoyance to any considerable number of persons or to the public, or which endanger
the comfort, repose, health or safety of any such persons or the public, or which cause, or
have a natural tendency to cause, injury or damage to business or property.

•

Rule 403 Fugitive Dust – The purpose of this rule is to reduce the amount of particulate
matter (e.g., PM10) entrained in the ambient air as a result of anthropogenic (man-made)
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fugitive dust sources, such as grading and excavation, by requiring actions to prevent,
reduce or mitigate fugitive dust emissions.
•

Rule 445 Wood Burning Devices – This rule prohibits any person to permanently install a
wood-burning device (such as fire place or wood burning heater) into any new
development.

•

Rule 1113 Architectural Coatings – This rule requires manufacturers, distributors, and
end users of architectural and industrial maintenance coatings to reduce VOC emissions
from the use of these coatings, primarily by placing limits on the VOC content of various
coating categories. For example, exterior paints and finishes are limited to a VOC
emissions rate of 50 grams per liter (g/L).

•

Rule 1186 PM10 Emissions from Paved and Unpaved Roads – This rule applies to owners
and owners of paved and unpaved roads. The rule is intended to reduce PM10 emissions
by requiring the cleanup of material deposited onto paved roads, use of certified street
sweeping equipment, and treatment of high-use unpaved roads.

•

Rule 1401 New Source Review of Toxic Air Contaminants – This rule specifies limits for
maximum individual cancer risk (MICR) cancer burden, and non-cancer acute and
chronic hazard index (HI) from new sources which emit TACs.

CEQA Air Quality Handbook. In 1993, the SCAQMD prepared its CEQA Air Quality Handbook
to assist local government agencies and consultants in preparing environmental documents for
projects subject to CEQA. The SCAQMD is in the process of developing its Air Quality
Analysis Guidance Handbook (Guidance Handbook) to replace the CEQA Air Quality
Handbook. The CEQA Air Quality Handbook and the Guidance Handbook describe the criteria
that SCAQMD uses when reviewing and commenting on the adequacy of environmental
documents. The Guidance Handbook provides the recommended thresholds of significance in
order to determine if a project will have a significant adverse environmental impact. Other
important subjects covered in the CEQA Handbook and the Guidance Handbook include
methodologies for estimating project emissions and mitigation measures that can be
implemented to avoid or reduce air quality impacts. Although the Governing Board of the
SCAQMD has adopted the CEQA Air Quality Handbook, and is in the process of developing the
Guidance Handbook, the SCAQMD does not, nor intends to, supersede a local jurisdiction’s
CEQA procedures.
While the Guidance Handbook is being developed, supplemental information has been adopted
by the SCAQMD. These include revisions to the air quality significance thresholds and a
procedure referred to as “localized significance thresholds,” which has been added as a
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significance threshold under the Final Localized Significance Threshold (LST) Methodology.
LSTs represent the maximum emissions from a project that will not cause or contribute to an
exceedance of the most stringent applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard, and are
developed based on the ambient concentrations of that pollutant for each source receptor area.
The LST Methodology provides thresholds of significance for NOx, CO, PM10, and PM2.5 to
evaluate localized air quality impacts at sensitive receptors in the vicinity of a project. The LST
methodology and associated mass rates are not designed to evaluate localized impacts from
mobile sources traveling over the roadways. Further, LSTs are applicable at the project-specific
level and are not applicable regional projects such as General Plans.
In addition, the SCAQMD has recommended that lead agencies not use the screening tables in
the CEQA Handbook’s Chapter 6 because the tables were derived using an obsolete version of
CARB’s mobile source emission factor inventory and are also based on outdated trip generation
rates from a prior edition of the Institute of Transportation Engineer’s Trip Generation
Handbook. The SCAQMD has also recommended that lead agencies not use the on-road mobile
source emission factors in Table A9-5-J1 through A9-5-L as they are obsolete, and instead
recommends using on-road mobile source emission factors approved by CARB. The outdated
and obsolete information were not used in this analysis. The applicable portions of the CEQA
Handbook, the Guidance Handbook, and other revised methodologies were used in preparing the
air quality analysis in this section, as discussed and referenced later in this section.
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 2012-20352016-2040 Regional
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
SCAG is the regional planning agency for Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, and Ventura Counties. Although SCAG is not an air quality management agency, it
addresses regional issues relating to transportation, the economy, community development, and
the environment resources and constraints. As part of regional planning, SCAG is responsible for
developing transportation, land use, and energy conservation measures that affect air quality.
SCAG has a number of adopted strategies and plans to implement California’s Sustainable
Communities and Climate Protection Act (Senate Bill [SB] 375). As required by SB 375, SCAG
was tasked with developing a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), a newly required
element of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) that provides a plan for meeting greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions reduction targets set forth by the CARB. SCAG’s 2012-2035 RTP/SCS
provides growth forecasts that are used in the development of air quality-related land use and
transportation control strategies by the SCAQMD. The 2012-20352016-2040 RTP/SCS places a
greater emphasis on integrated land use and transportation planning, with a vision that
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encompasses three principles: mobility, economy, and sustainability. The key principles of these
strategies include: locating new employment centers and new neighborhoods near major transit
systems to reduce vehicle daily trips and regional peak-hour traffic congestion; creating minicommunities around transit stations, with small businesses, urban housing, and restaurants within
a walkable distance to reduce the demand for automobile travel; focusing future growth in urban
centers and existing cities to reduce vehicle miles traveled and preserve rural and other natural
areas; and preserving established single-family neighborhoods and existing natural and green
spaces by accommodating new development with existing urbanized areas and downtowns.
Refer to Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change, for additional information
regarding SB 375 and SCAG’s efforts to address GHG emissions.
Local Policies and Regulations
The City has the authority to reduce local air pollution through land use planning, policy, and
regulation consistent with regional, state, and national standards. Specifically, the City is
responsible for the assessment and mitigation of air emissions generated by development
permitted within the City. In accordance with CEQA requirements and the CEQA review
process, the City assesses the air quality impacts of new development projects, requires
mitigation of potentially significant air quality impacts by conditioning discretionary permits,
and monitors and enforces mitigation measure implementation. The City has also adopted
standard construction mitigation measure requirements for all development and monitors
compliance with these standards. The City is also responsible for the implementation of traffic
reduction and Transportation Demand Management (TDM) measures set forth in the AQMP,
such as development of bus turnouts to reduce traffic congestion, installation of energy-efficient
streetlights, and synchronized traffic signals to alleviate timing bottlenecks. Some of the major
City policies and regulations that address air quality include the following:
Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use
and transportation decisions in the City through 2030. The LUCE includes the following
applicable policies for air quality management and emissions:
Goal LU2: Integrate Land Use and Transportation for Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Reduction.
Integrate land use and transportation, carefully focusing new development on transit-rich
boulevards and in the districts, to create sustainable active pedestrian-friendly centers that
decrease reliance on the automobile, increase walking, bicycling and transit use and improving
community quality of life.
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Policy LU2.5

Vehicle Trip Reduction. Achieve vehicle trip reduction through
comprehensive strategies that designate land uses, establish
development and street design standards, implement sidewalk, bicycle
and roadway improvements, expand transit service, manage parking,
and strengthen Transportation Demand Management programs that
support accessibility by transit, bicycle and foot, and discourage
vehicle trips at a district-wide level. Monitor progress using tools that
integrate land use and transportation factors. Increase bicycle and
pedestrian connectivity in transit districts and adjust bus and shuttle
services to ensure success of the transit system.

Goal S5: Improve the environmental performance of buildings.
Policy S5.8

Encourage installation of electrical outlets in loading zones and on the
exterior of new buildings to reduce emissions from gas-powered
landscape maintenance and operating refrigeration for delivery trucks.

Goal T25: Design parking to meet applicable urban design goals and minimize negative impacts
on pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users.
Policy T25.7

Encourage installation of electrical outlets in loading zones, including
signage, to reduce vehicle idling associated with operating
refrigeration for delivery trucks.

Santa Monica General Plan Conservation Element: The Conservation Element (1975) sets forth
policies and programs to ensure proper management and conservation of the City’s natural
resources, including air resources, including the following applicable policies and programs:
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Policy 28

The City shall seek to obtain energy, where feasible, from nonpolluting sources and suppliers.

Policy 29

The City shall plan for a more effective public transit system as an
alternative means of transportation.

Policy 30

The City shall encourage the use of vapor recovery technology using
successful programs of other cities as guidelines.

Program 24

The City shall actively urge legal controls for cleaner engines through
state and federal agencies.

Program 25

The City shall increase planting of vegetation known to be effective in
pollutant absorption.
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Other City of Santa Monica Programs
Strategies for congestion management, low emission vehicle infrastructure, transit accessibility,
and energy conservation can be encouraged by policies and programs of local governments as
implementation of the AQMP. The City has several existing programs that it uses to improve
health and sustainability of the community through improved regional air quality and reduced
GHG emissions (discussed in Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change).
These programs/regulations include:
Increasing Transit Ridership: The City collaborates with local transit agencies to develop transit
programs, educate employers about employee rideshare and transit opportunities, and promote
regional and commuter transit ridership, including collaborative efforts with the Metro Expo
LRT extension and Big Blue Bus service, to improve multi-mobility and relieve congestion.
Low Emission City Fleet Vehicles: The City maintains, and continues to purchase, low-emission
vehicles for the City’s vehicle fleet and uses available clean fuel sources for trucks and heavy
equipment.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM): The City requires that new development projects
and employers with more than 10 employees implement a variety of TDM strategies to
encourage employees to reduce the need for a single-occupant vehicle to commute and promote
use alternate modes of transportation, including walking, carpooling, vanpooling, biking, using
public transit, compressed work schedules, telecommuting, and other nonpolluting forms of
transit.
Incentives for Privately Owned Low-Emission Vehicles: The City encourages the use of zeroand low-emission vehicles through local incentives such as free parking at City meters.
Additionally, electric vehicle spaces are a required component in new parking facilities. Santa
Monica has installed alternative fuel and electric recharging stations at various locations
throughout the City.
Employer Education Programs: The City encourages employers to participate in SCAQMD
public education programs to encourage reductions in air pollution generation.
Green Building Standards: Santa Monica Ordinance 8.108 implements Green Building
Standards for construction to reduce structural energy needs and associated air pollution
generation.
Emissions Reduction: The City requires new development projects that exceed the SCAQMD
operational thresholds for NOx and VOCs to incorporate design or operational features that
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reduce emissions by 15 percent from the level that would otherwise be produced by an
unmitigated project.
Citywide Greenhouse Gas Assessment: The City assesses citywide GHG emissions for existing
land uses and the future development, where indicators are monitored on an ongoing basis and
results are published regularly in “Report Cards.”
Preference for Renewable Energy: The City purchases “green” energy produced from
nonpolluting geothermal sources in Central California. Further, the City maintains the Solar
Santa Monica Program to increase renewable energy production locally and is currently working
on a Net Zero Energy Plan.
Ban on Gasoline Powered Leaf Blowers: Section 4.08.270 of the City Municipal Code bans the
operation of gasoline-powered leaf blowers within the City limits.
3.4.3

Impact Assessment Methodology

Thresholds for Determining Significance
Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines provides a set of screening questions that address
impacts on air quality. Specifically, the Guidelines state that a proposed project may have a
significant adverse air quality impact if:
a) The project would conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality
plan.
b) The project would violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation.
c) The project would result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria
pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or
state ambient air quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors).
d) The project would expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.
e) The project would create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people.
The SCAQMD is principally responsible for comprehensive air pollution control in the South
Coast Air Basin and has developed regional and localized significance thresholds for air quality.
The SCAQMD recommends that projects should be evaluated in relation to these thresholds. The
City utilizes the SCAQMD’s thresholds to evaluate proposed development projects and assess
the significance of quantifiable impacts. The following quantifiable thresholds are currently
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recommended by the SCAQMD and have been used to determine the significance of air quality
impacts associated with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Construction Emissions Thresholds
The SCAQMD currently provides project-specific thresholds for construction-related emissions
(see Table 3.4-8). The thresholds state that a project that exceeds any of the following regional
(mass daily) emissions thresholds should be considered potentially significant.
Table 3.4-8
Air Pollutant
NOx
VOC
PM10
PM2.5
SOx
CO

SCAQMD Construction Significance Thresholds
Construction Threshold
100 lbs/day
75 lbs/day
150 lbs/day
55 lbs/day
150 lbs/day
550 lbs/day

In addition, LSTs were developed in response to the SCAQMD Governing Board’s
Environmental Justice Enhancement Initiative (I-4). LSTs represent the maximum emissions
from a project that will not cause or contribute to an air quality exceedance of the most stringent
applicable federal or state ambient air quality standard at the nearest sensitive receptor, taking
into consideration ambient concentrations in each SRA, project size, and distance to the sensitive
receptor, etc. LSTs apply to emissions of CO, NOx, PM10, and PM2.5. The LST methodology
presents mass emission rates for each SRA, project sizes of 1, 2, and 5 acres, and nearest
receptor distances of 25, 50, 100, 200, and 500 meters. For project sizes between the values
given, or with receptors at distances between the given receptors, the methodology uses linear
interpolation to determine the thresholds. If receptors are within 25 meters of the site, the
methodology document says that the threshold for the 25-meter distance should be used.
Sensitive receptors occur within and near the Downtown as shown in Figure 3.4-1. These
receptors may located be within 25 to 100 meters (82 to 328 feet) of future individual
development projects anticipated to occur in the Downtown. The LSTs for a 1-acre site within 25
to 100 meters of sensitive receptors in SRA 2 are shown in Table 3.4-9 below. If an individual
project occurring under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in
exceedance of the LSTs for any air pollutant as identified, this would constitute a significant
impact.
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Table 3.4-9

Localized Significance Thresholds (pounds/day)1

Air Pollutant
CO (lbs/day)
NOx (lbs/day)
PM10 (lbs/day)
PM2.5 (lbs/day)

25 meters
562
103
4
3

50 meters
833
104
12
4

100 meters
1,233
121
27
8

200 meters
2,367
156
57
18

1 LST based on a 1-acre site in SRA 2 within 25, 50, 100, and 200 meters distance of sensitive
receptors.
Source: SCAQMD. 2009, Appendix C – Mass Rate LST Look-up Table.

Operational Emissions Thresholds
The SCAQMD currently recommends that projects with operational emissions that exceed any of
the following regional (mass daily) thresholds should be considered potentially significant (see
Table 3.4-10).
Table 3.4-10 SCAQMD Operation Significance Thresholds
Air Pollutant
NOx
VOC
PM10
PM2.5
SOx
CO

Operation Threshold
55 lbs/day
55 lbs/day
150 lbs/day
55 lbs/day
150 lbs/day
550 lbs/day

However, it should be noted that SCAQMD significance thresholds for criteria air pollutants
(2015) do not distinguish between project-level EIRs and program-level EIRs. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is a land use plan for the LUCE that addresses
potential land use changes in the Downtown on a programmatic level, with this EIR serving as a
program-level EIR. Therefore, the application of the SCAQMD thresholds to a land use plan
within a program-level EIR is highly conservative.
Additionally, a project’s localized air quality impact is considered significant if CO emissions
create a hotspot where either the California 1-hour standard of 20 ppm or the federal and state 8hour standard of 9 ppm is exceeded. This typically occurs at severely congested intersections
(LOS E or worse). Pursuant to SCAQMD, a CO hotspot analysis should be conducted for five
intersections in the Downtown that experience heavy congestion. Based on analyses of localized
concentrations within the San Francisco Bay Area, which has similar ambient CO concentrations
as SRA 2, a project would have to increase traffic volumes at affected intersections to more than
44,000 vehicles per hour for a CO hotspot to occur.
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Toxic Air Contaminants
The CARB indicates that one of the highest public health priorities is the reduction of diesel
particulate matter (DPM) generated by vehicles on California’s freeways and highways, as it is
one of the primary TACs. The nearest freeway is I-10, located approximately 900 feet from the
project site. Other potential TAC generators within Downtown are associated with specific types
of facilities, such as gas stations dry cleaners, and auto body repair shops, and are the focus of
local control efforts. The CARB has made specific recommendations with respect to considering
existing sensitive uses when siting new TAC-emitting facilities or with respect to TAC-emitting
sources when siting sensitive receptors. The CARB recommends the following buffer distances
be observed when locating these types of TAC emitters or sensitive land uses:
•

Freeways or major roadways – 500 feet

•

Dry cleaners – 500 feet

•

Auto body repair services – 500 feet

•

Gasoline dispensing stations with an annual throughput of less than 3.6 million gallons –
50 feet; gasoline dispensing stations with an annual throughput at or above 3.6 million
gallons – 300 feet

The SCAQMD recommends that site-specific HRAs be performed to document potential cancer
risk when siting sensitive land uses within the above buffer zones. Based on the methodology
established by the OEHHA and the SCAQMD, the following thresholds have been established to
determine the MICR and HI for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan:
•

MICR – cancer risk of less than 10 in one million (<10 x 10-6)

•

HI – highest chronic health index of less than 1

Cumulative Impacts
In order to assess cumulative impacts, the SCAQMD recommends that projects be evaluated to
determine whether they would be consistent with 2012 AQMP performance standards and
project-specific emissions thresholds. In the case of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, air pollutant emissions would be considered to be cumulatively
considerable if the new sources of emissions exceeded SCAQMD emissions thresholds.
Methodology
This analysis of potential air quality impacts includes an assessment of existing air quality
conditions and the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s potential to increase air
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pollutant emissions in the South Coast Air Basin. Information used to prepare this section was
derived from various sources, including: the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook; the 2012
AQMP, as amended; Project traffic data provided by Fehr & Peers (see Appendix B); the U.S.
EPA; the CARB; Appendix A of the City’s 2010 LUCE Final EIR; and other federal and state
databases and reports as referenced herein. GHGs associated with global climate change, such as
CO2 and methane (CH4), are addressed in Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate
Change of this EIR. The methodology and assumptions used for the analysis of the air pollutant
emissions that could result from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are
detailed below.
It should be noted that during the preparation of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan between 2012 and 2015 (described in Section 2.1.2, Background and
Process), development has been ongoing in the City of Santa Monica. During this time,
following the initiation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan planning process and the
release of the City issued Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Program EIR in September 2013,
the City Council has approved a number of residential units and non-residential development in
the Downtown consistent with existing plans, policies, and zoning. Consequently, this Program
EIR conservatively evaluates a maximum buildout for Scenario A and Scenario B of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, which accounts for the residential and nonresidential developments approved since the issuance of the NOP in 2013. Therefore, this section
reports conservative air emissions estimates. Implementation of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would likely result in slightly lower emissions levels than
reported.
Construction Air Quality Impacts
Depending on the timing of entitlements and permit processing, construction activities for
individual projects in the Downtown could begin shortly after adoption of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan through 2030, and could occur up to six days a week
as permitted by the Santa Monica Municipal Code. Construction emissions would occur during
each phase of construction, including demolition, grading/excavation, and building construction.
However, the specific construction details (e.g., scheduling/phasing, equipment, building
construction size, grading) for future projects in the Downtown is unknown at this time and
would vary annually. Therefore, it is difficult to quantify the construction-related emissions that
may potentially occur. For example, construction activities for some projects may involve
excavation of soil that would generate emissions while others may not. Additionally, large sites
such as Sears or the 4th/5th and Arizona Established Large Site and Sears Gateway Master Plan
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(GMP) site would likely generate greater construction emissions than redevelopment of smaller
parcels. Construction timing for such projects is also unknown, and the potential exists for
multiple construction projects to overlap or occur concurrently, increasing construction-related
emissions during such episodes. As such, the analysis of construction-related air quality impacts
is qualitative in nature, discussing the potential range of construction-related impacts that could
potentially occur from individual development projects. The analysis utilizes as an example, the
modeling results of construction emissions from three recently analyzed Downtown projects. The
construction air quality impacts of these projects were analyzed in recent project-specific EIRs
and are used to illustrate typical construction emissions that could occur in the Downtown and
the potential for impacts.
Operational Air Quality Impacts
The analysis of operational air quality impacts is based on air quality modeling results for the
potential development of up to 4.73 million net new square feet of floor area under Scenario A
and 3.22 million net new square feet of floor area under Scenario B that could potentially occur
by 2030. It should be noted that the air quality analysis was conducted for the net new floor areas
for Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but
also accounts for the residential and non-residential developments approved since the issuance of
the NOP in 2013. Operational emissions associated with the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan are estimated using the California Emission Estimator Model (CalEEMod)
version 2013.2.2 computer model developed for the SCAQMD for mobile source, area, and
energy emissions. Mobile emissions would be generated by the vehicle trips that would occur in
the Downtown through 2030 and are calculated based on the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan Traffic Study (see Appendix B) estimates and other default traffic
assumptions. Area source emissions would be generated by consumer products, architectural
coating, and landscape maintenance equipment. Energy source emissions are generated by
emissions resulting from electricity and natural gas consumption for space and water heating.
The CalEEMod default assumptions for calculating area and energy source emissions and do not
reflect any sustainability features (e.g., application of architectural coatings with lower VOC, use
of electrical landscaping equipment, water efficiency and other sustainable building standards,
and therefore, represent worst-case emissions to occur over the life of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Localized CO Concentrations for Operation
Localized air quality impacts could occur as a result of CO hotspots. Areas with high vehicle
density, such as congested intersections (LOS E or worse), have the potential to create high
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concentrations of CO, known as CO hot spots. The ambient air quality effects of traffic
emissions were evaluated using the CAL3QHC dispersion model and traffic volumes provided in
the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Traffic Study (see Appendix B). 1 Each segment of
a roadway link is analyzed as a separate emission source producing a plume of pollutants which
disperses downwind. Pollutant concentrations at any specific location are calculated using the
total contribution from overlapping pollution plumes from each roadway segment. For this
analysis, CO concentrations from the five intersections found to have the poorest level of service
in the year 2030 were analyzed using a screening procedure developed by the Bay Area Air
Quality Management District and accepted by the SCAQMD. The simplified screening analysis
identifies a potential CO hotspot. This methodology provides a screening of maximum, worstcase CO concentrations.
CAL3QHC was used to estimate “hot spot” CO emissions generated at five selected intersections
within the Downtown. This sampling of intersections from the 45 included in the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan Traffic Study (see Appendix B) was selected to represent the
potential effect of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on “hot spot” emissions
centered on congested intersections. These intersections are expected to experience increased
traffic volumes in the future with a commensurate increase in CO, PM10, and PM2.5
concentrations, as modeled with CAL3QHC.
3.4.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
Impact Description
AQ-1

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air
quality plan. This would be a less than significant impact.

For the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the applicable air quality plan is the
SCAQMD’s adopted 2012 AQMP. 2 Based on the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, a
project would typically conflict with or potentially obstruct implementation of an air quality plan
if the project would exceed the assumptions utilized in preparing the AQMP. A project is

CAL3QHC is a Gaussian dispersion model specifically designed to evaluate air quality impacts of roadway projects.
In an e-mail dated January 22, 2014, SCAQMD has confirmed that the CAL3QHC model may be used in lieu of the
CALINE-4 model of for analyzing CO hotspot impacts.
2
As described in Section 3.4.2, Regulatory Setting SCAQMD is in the process of preparing the 2016 AQMP.
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deemed consistent with the air quality plan, in part, if it is consistent with the population and/or
employment growth assumptions that were used in the applicable air quality plan.
The 2012 AQMP was prepared to bring the Basin into compliance with the national 24-hour
PM2.5 air quality standard by 2014 and to provide an update to the Basin’s commitments towards
meeting the national 8-hour ozone standards by 2023. In analyzing future pollutant emissions in
the Basin, the 2012 AQMP relies upon growth projections in SCAG’s 2012-2035 RTP/SCS.
SCAG’s projections in turn, normally rely upon cities’ adopted general plan growth projections.
As the regional agency responsible for such actions, SCAG compiles growth estimates received
from individual jurisdictions and generates projections for the region. At such time as the SCAG
projections are released, regulatory documents such as a general plan or specific plan are
considered to be in compliance with SCAG projections, as the information contained in such
documents has at that point been incorporated into the SCAG projections. SCAG updates the
regional forecasts and projections approximately every five years. As time passes, the SCAG
updates continue but communities are not always undertaking the process of updating the
information that they provide to SCAG at the same time that SCAG is updating their projections.
As such, while a general plan may be considered consistent with SCAG projections at one point,
if SCAG updates their projections on a four-year cycle and a jurisdiction updates their general
plan on a longer cycle, the general plan will most likely not be consistent with SCAG projections
at the time of general plan approval.
As discussed in further detail in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment SCAG
growth projections for the City’s population is 94,700 in 2035. However, these projections are
based on the 2000 Census growth data (and not 2010 Census data), since the 2012-2035
RTP/SCS was in preparation prior to availability of the 2010 Census data. Additionally, SCAG’s
2035 forecast for the City does not accurately reflect the anticipated local-level land use changes
and associated growth in the City’s LUCE even though the LUCE was adopted two years prior to
SCAG’s 2012-2035 RTP/SCS. Therefore, SCAG’s RTP/SCS and AQMP forecast of 94,700
residents in the City by 2035 underestimates the growth forecasts of the LUCE. However, in
SCAG’s Draft 2016-2040 RTP/SCS provides updated citywide projections, which are aligned
with the LUCE.
Given the discrepancy in the RTP/SCS growth forecasts (which form the basis of the AQMP
projections), inconsistency in population growth projections alone would not make the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan inconsistent with the AQMP. Therefore, the
determination of whether the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would conflict
with the AQMP is based on the Plan’s consistency with AQMP policies and standards, rather
than growth assumptions. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
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conflict with implementation of the AQMP as the Plan would help achieve regional
sustainability goals and pollutant emission reduction targets of the AQMP and SCAG’s 20122035 RTP/SCS. As analyzed more fully in Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would guide land use changes in the Downtown to
ensure the creation of a multi-modal district that fully integrates the Expo LRT, thereby reducing
air pollutant and GHG emissions from vehicles. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would implement and/or support many of the transportation control
measures that are utilized and assumed in the AQMP’s air quality forecasts (SCAQMD 2012b).
These measures include locating jobs and housing near transit, sustainable development, transit
pass subsidy, expansion of the bicycle network, and other TDM measures (e.g., carpools,
vanpool, etc.) to reduce vehicle daily trips and regional peak-hour traffic congestion.
Additionally, individual development projects in the Downtown would be required to adhere to
all applicable SCAQMD rules for controlling air pollutant emissions.
Based on the above, as the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be
consistent with the standards and policies set forth in the AQMP. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the AQMP,
and this impact would be less than significant.
Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
Impact Description
AQ-2

Construction of future projects would result in construction emissions that
could potentially result in an exceedance of recommended air quality
thresholds. While emissions would be reduced through mitigation
measures, it is unknown if an individual project’s emissions could be
reduced to below significance thresholds since construction details are
unknown. Therefore, this impact is conservatively concluded to be
significant and unavoidable.

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would require construction activities that could generate short-term construction-related air
pollutant emissions. Construction activities would depend on the timing of individual projects
and would vary annually, occurring incrementally over time for short periods through 2030.
Construction activities would generally involve four stages: (1) demolition; (2) grading and
excavation; (3) construction; and (4) final coating along with landscaping improvements and
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paving activities. Short-term increases in air pollutant emissions would result from all phases of
construction activities, particularly due to the disturbance of soil and operation of heavy
equipment such as trucks, graders, scrapers, compressors and generators. Emissions from
construction activities would include fugitive dust (PM10) and exhaust emissions (NOx, SOx, CO,
VOC, PM, and diesel particulates, an identified TAC).
TACs generated by construction activities are typically found in particulate matter (e.g., PM10
and PM2.5) from the exhaust of diesel-powered engines. Operation of heavy equipment and
vehicles associated with new development would temporarily generate TACs from exhaust of
diesel particulate matter. Pollutant levels from exhaust emissions would fluctuate depending on
the level and type of construction activity; however, temporary exposures associated with
construction activity would not generally create a substantial risk. Impacts associated with
individual construction projects would occur incrementally over time for short periods, and
localized impacts would be reduced through standard measures on a project-by-project basis,
thereby addressing the cumulative citywide effect incrementally over time. Impacts from
citywide diesel construction equipment emissions to the year 2030 would represent a small
percentage of total emissions in the Basin.
Demolition and removal of existing buildings and parking lots can generate dust and possible
hazardous emissions (e.g., release of asbestos fibers). Although the precise amount or location of
demolition in the Downtown cannot be forecasted with accuracy due to the lack of construction
details for future projects, it is anticipated that construction activities occurring in the future
would involve some level of demolition. Compliance with existing regulations and Mitigation
Measure (MM) HAZ-2, which requires applicants to prepare a Hazardous Waste Management
Plan prior to any remodeling, redevelopment, or demolition activities address removal of
asbestos-containing materials and other hazards would reduce this impact to a less than
significant level (see Section 3.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials).
Fugitive dust emissions would be generated from soil disturbance during site preparation and
earthwork activities (e.g., grading, cut and fill). The amount of particulate emissions (PM2.5 and
PM10) generated from fugitive dust varies with the weather conditions (e.g., winds), level and
type of activity, and soil composition and water content. Sensitive receptors such as nearby
residences and recreational facilities located adjacent to a construction site could be temporarily
impacted by higher concentrations of PM10. Impacts from fugitive dust could potentially increase
when several construction projects occur in close proximity simultaneously.
Transportation network improvement projects proposed by the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could include construction of a new 1,500-foot-long east-west road
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through the Big Blue Bus large GMP site and two new street improvements across the I-10
freeway (the Olympic Cross-over and the Sears access street). Additionally, individual projects
in the Downtown through the year 2030 could potentially result in new buildings up to 50 to 84
feet in height, often with subterranean parking. However, detailed construction information (e.g.,
project size, type, location) and timeline/scheduling of all future individual projects are
unknown. Therefore, it would be difficult and speculative to precisely quantify the daily
emissions associated with each phase of the construction activities and would require the City to
speculate regarding a project’s potential environmental impacts. The City is not required to
engage in such speculation (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15145). However, it may be expected
that construction of individual projects in the Downtown could occur simultaneously or overlap.
SCAQMD has established thresholds of significance for construction emissions resulting from
individual projects. Many of the individual projects would be small and would likely not
generate construction emissions that would exceed the SCAQMD‘s thresholds of significance.
Other projects, particularly at the Established Large Sites, could potentially be large enough to
generate construction emissions that exceed these thresholds. The recent EIRs for three
Downtown projects provide a benchmark for the range and scale of air quality emissions
expected for potential mid-sized projects occurring in the Downtown:
•

The approved 5th and Colorado Hotels project includes two six-story buildings with two
levels of subterranean parking in the proposed Transit Adjacent Zonesubarea; the
combined size of the project is 156,000 square feet.

•

The approved 710 Wilshire project includes the adaptive reuse and remodeling of the
existing Landmark Santa Monica Professional building in the proposed Mixed-Use
Neighborhood area. The project includes 25,339 square feet of new building area as hotel
addition.

•

The 500 Broadway proposes development of a 316,653-square foot mixed-use building.

The construction-related impacts described for these mid-sized projects included air pollution
emissions generated from demolition of existing buildings, excavation for subterranean
structures, construction of the primary buildings, and architectural finishing. As analyzed in their
respective project-specific EIRs, these projects would not exceed SCAQMD regional thresholds
for construction projects. However, as shown in Table 3.4-11, while these mid-sized projects
would not exceed SCAQMD regional thresholds, other larger projects would have the potential
to exceed the SCAQMD regional significance thresholds, particularly for VOC, PM10, and PM2.5.
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Table 3.4-11 Downtown Projects Construction Emissions Example - Localized Significance
Thresholds (LST) and Unmitigated Construction Emissions (lbs/day)
Project
5th and Colorado Hotels
710 Wilshire
500 Broadway
SCAQMD Threshold
Exceeds Threshold?

CO
28.18
12.60
39.44
550
No

Onsite Maximum Construction Emissions
VOC
NOx
SOx
PM10
64.47
48.43
0.06
90.61
59.40
18.42
N/A
44.59
16.95
26.87
N/A
3.36
75
100
150
150
No
No
No
No

PM2.5
5.13
2.29
1.70
55
No

Additionally, based on the analysis of LSTs for the 5th and Colorado Project, construction of the
two hotels would exceed the LSTs for particulate matter, where construction would generate 8.3
lbs/day of PM2.5 and 13 lbs/day PM10 (see Table 3.4-12). While NOx thresholds would not be
exceeded under this example, larger projects anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could result in construction air pollutants including particulate matter and
NOx generated during demolition, excavation, and construction that would potentially exceed the
LSTs thresholds (see Table 3.4-12).
Table 3.4-12 5th and Colorado Hotel Projects Emissions Example - Localized Significance
Thresholds and Unmitigated Construction Emissions (lbs/day)
Air
Pollutant
CO
NOx
PM10
PM2.5

LST
Thresholds
562
103
4
3

Demolition
22.84
35.99
4.57
2.08

Onsite Construction Emissions
Excavation Construction Architectural
17.95
15.92
1.90
29.67
21.74
2.57
6.75
1.46
0.22
4.37
1.46
0.22

Exceeds
LST?
No
No
Yes
Yes

1

Overall Construction maximum daily emissions are not the same as the sum of all phases because of scheduling the
phases.
2 Localized significance threshold for a 1-acre site in SRA 2 within 25-meter distance from sensitive receptors;
http://www.aqmd.gov/CEQA/handbook/LST/appC.pdf.

Based on these examples of recently analyzed development within Downtown, the potential
exists for individual projects to exceed air emissions thresholds. Therefore, construction-related
air quality impacts could be potentially significant. 3
Compliance with existing City requirements and SCAQMD rules, including the limiting of
grading activities during high winds and application of soil stabilizers to prevent fugitive dust,
would reduce air pollutant emissions from construction activities in the Downtown. Even with
application of these requirements and SCAQMD rules, there is still the potential for construction
emissions from individual construction projects to exceed SCAQMD thresholds. Many of the

3

Blocks in much of Downtown average approximately 220 meters in length and 130 meters wide - exceedance of
LST thresholds would generally require substantial development to occur concurrently on the same or adjacent
blocks.
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individual projects would be small and likely not generate construction emissions that would
exceed the SCAQMD‘s recommended thresholds of significance. A limited number of other
projects could potentially generate construction emissions that exceed these thresholds.
Therefore, MM AQ-2 is proposed to further reduce construction-related air emissions in the
Downtown. However, the potential reductions resulting from implementation of this mitigation
measure cannot be quantified because information on construction scheduling and project size
for all individual projects likely to occur in the Downtown are not available. Without such
information, it is not possible to conclude that air pollutant emissions resulting from construction
activities would be reduced to below SCAQMD significance thresholds (2015). For these
reasons, construction air quality impacts are conservatively concluded to be significant and
unavoidable.
Mitigation Measures (MM)
MM AQ-2

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan shall
require that all new development comply with the SCAQMD
Construction Emission Management Plan when implemented as
well as the following conditions for construction:
1. Diesel-powered equipment used will be retrofitted with aftertreatment products (e.g., engine catalysts and diesel particulate
filters). The engine catalysts shall achieve a minimum
reduction of 15 percent for NOx. The diesel particulate filters
shall meet U.S. EPA Tier 3 standards, consistent with CARB
approved Truck and Bus Regulation requirements in affect at
the time the contract is approved. Contract specifications shall
be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading permit.
2. All heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment operating and
refueling use low-NOx diesel fuel to the extent that it is readily
available and cost effective (up to 125 percent of the cost of
CARB diesel) in the South Coast Air Basin (this does not apply
to diesel-powered trucks traveling to and from the project site).
Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
3. All heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment operations will
utilize a phased-in emission control technology in advance of a
regulatory requirement such that 30 percent of the fleet will
meet U.S. EPA Tier 4 engine standards for particulate matter
control (or equivalent) starting in 2013 and for the duration of
the project, consistent with CARB approved Truck and Bus
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Regulation requirements in affect at the time the contract is
approved.
4. Construction equipment engines shall be maintained in good
condition and in proper tune per manufacturer’s specification
for the duration of construction. Contract specifications shall
be included in project construction documents, which shall be
reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading permit.
5.

Construction operations shall rely on the electricity
infrastructure surrounding the construction site if available
rather than electrical generators powered by internal
combustion engines. Contract specifications shall be included
in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by
the City prior to issuance of a grading permit.

6. All construction activities that are capable of generating
fugitive dust are required to implement dust control measures
during each phase of project development to reduce the
amount of particulate matter entrained in the ambient air.
These measures include the following:
a. Application of soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas
b. Quick replacement of ground cover in disturbed areas
c. Watering of exposed surfaces three times daily
d. Watering of all unpaved haul roads three times daily
e. Covering all stock piles with tarp
f. Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved roads
g. Post signs onsite limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or
less
h. Sweep streets adjacent to the project site at the end of the
day if visible soil material is carried over to adjacent roads
i. Cover or have water applied to the exposed surface of all
trucks hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials
prior to leaving the site to prevent dust from impacting the
surrounding areas
j. Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit
unpaved roads onto paved roads to wash off trucks and any
equipment leaving the site each trip
7.

Construction-related equipment, including heavy-duty
equipment, motor vehicles, and portable equipment, shall be
turned off when not in use for more than five minutes. Dieselfueled commercial motor vehicles with gross vehicular weight
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ratings of greater than 10,000 pounds shall be turned off when
not in use for more than five minutes.
8. Architectural coating (paint and primer) products used have a
VOC rating of 125 g/L or less. Contract specifications shall be
included in the proposed project construction documents,
which shall be approved by the City.
9. Building materials that do not require painting shall be used
during construction to the extent feasible. Contract
specifications shall be included in the proposed project
construction documents, which shall be approved by the City.
Pre-painted construction materials should be used to the extent
feasible.
Level of Significance after Mitigation
MM AQ-2 would reduce the emissions of NOx, SOx, CO, VOC, PM, and diesel particulates, an
identified TAC, during construction activities; however, even with mitigation, air pollutant
emissions generated by the construction of certain individual development projects could still
potentially exceed the SCAQMD construction thresholds. Therefore, it is reasonably foreseeable
that construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would potentially exceed LST thresholds of significance and remain
significant and unavoidable.
Would the project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard?
Impact Description
AQ-3

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would promote a
sustainable and multi-modal Downtown intended to minimize vehicle trips
and reduce emissions. However, total combined operational emissions from
vehicles and energy usage due to land use changes in the Downtown
through the year 2030 would exceed SCAQMD’s project-specific air
quality standards, resulting in a potentially significant and unavoidable
impact.

A significant impact may occur if a project would add a cumulatively considerable contribution
of a federal or state nonattainment pollutant. Because the Basin is currently in nonattainment for
O3 (for which VOC and NOx are precursors) and PM2.5 and PM10 under national and state
standards, development anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
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PlanCommunity Plan could cumulatively exceed an air quality standard or contribute to an
existing or projected air quality exceedance. With regard to determining the significance of the
Plan’s contribution, the SCAQMD neither recommends quantified analyses of cumulative
construction or operational emissions, nor provides separate methodologies or thresholds of
significance to be used to assess cumulative construction or operational impacts. Instead, the
SCAQMD recommends that a project’s potential contribution to cumulative impacts should be
assessed using the same significance criteria as those for project-specific impacts; that is,
individual development projects that generate construction-related or operational emissions that
exceed the SCAQMD-recommended daily thresholds for project-specific impacts would also
cause a cumulatively considerable increase in emissions for those pollutants for which the Basin
is in nonattainment.
Construction
As described in Impact AQ-2, emissions resulting from construction activities anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may result in short-term air
quality impacts. Construction-related emissions would include NOx and particulate matter from
diesel exhaust and fugitive dust. Because the Basin is in nonattainment for O3, PM10 and PM2.5,
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could result in a cumulative contribution
to existing nonattainment status for these pollutants. As concluded in Impact AQ-2, existing
policies and proposed MM AQ-2 would reduce the impacts of construction-related emissions,
but not to a less than significant level. Therefore, construction activities could result in a
cumulatively considerable net increase of multiple criteria pollutants for which the air basin is
nonattainment, and the impact would be significant and unavoidable.
Operation
Land use changes anticipated to occur through 2030 in the Downtown under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would generate long-term operational emissions.
Operational emissions generated by both stationary and mobile sources would result from normal
day-to-day activities in the Downtown. Stationary area source emissions would be generated by
space and water heating devices, and the operation of landscape maintenance equipment. Mobile
emissions would be generated by the motor vehicles traveling to and from potential development
sites in the Downtown. However, estimated emissions also include reductions that would be
achieved through public transportation improvements such as the Expo LRT extension, as well
as the pedestrian, bicycle, and other transit improvements that would be provided through
implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Further, a decrease in
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future vehicle combustion emissions would be anticipated due to newer, more fuel efficient
vehicle fleets.
The total daily operational emissions that could potentially be generated over the life of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan were estimated using the CalEEMod version
2013.2.2 computer model. The results of the CalEEMod calculations for the daily operational
emissions of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are presented in
Table 3.4-13 (see Appendix F for CalEEMod outputs). The emissions shown below reflect the
total daily net increase/decrease in emissions under both Scenario A and Scenario B.
Table 3.4-13 Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Operational Emissions
Year
ROG
NOx
Net Daily Operational Emissions (lbs/day)
Existing (2013)
1,400
2,311
2030 Scenario A
1,052
1,327
2030 Scenario B
978
1,235
2030 Scenario A
Increase from
(348)
(984)
Baseline
2030 Scenario B
Increase from
(422)
(1,076)
Baseline
SCAQMD Thresholds
55.0
55.0
(lbs/day)
Significant Impact?

No

No

Net Yearly Operational Emissions (tons/year)
2013
209
327
2030 Scenario A
174
224
2030 Scenario B
162
208

CO

SO2

PM10

PM2.5

10,322
6,644
6,165

17
23
22

1,113
1,474
1,368

324
421
390

(3,678)

6

361

97

(4,157)

5

255

66

550

150

150

55

No

No

Yes
(A & B)

Yes
(A & B)

1,429
1,086
1,006

2
4
3

140
229
212

41
66
61

i Source:

AMEC 2014b. Emissions of are estimated using the CalEEMod computer model developed for the SCAQMD for
mobile source, area, and energy emissions (see Appendix F).
ii Emissions are based on existing land uses from the City’s land use database as well as potential land use changes anticipated
to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. An area source is defined as one emitting less than 10
tpy of a criteria or hazardous air pollutant or less than 25 tpy of a combination of pollutants. Commercial and residential
buildings generally are assigned to this category.

As shown in the tables above, while emissions of some pollutants will increase through 2030
years as a result of land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, some pollutants would experience a decrease. This decrease is associated
with an anticipated newer, more fuel efficient vehicle fleet, aggressive implementation of the
City’s TDM Program, and the balanced mix of land uses proposed within a walkable Downtown,
as well as consistency with the LUCE citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips for
Scenario B. More broadly, factors that will reduce exhaust emissions include changes in vehicle
fleet mix, including retirement of older diesel trucks and an increase in more efficient and
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cleaner vehicles such as hybrids and electric cars. Changes in formulation of gasoline and diesel
fuel and the state mandated shift to alternative energy to provide 30 percent of the state’s power
supply also play a role. These changes are facilitated by State Laws and regulations that
encourage reductions in emissions, which are accounted for by the CalEEMod calculations.
Therefore, the change from baseline emissions to emissions projected for the year 2030 in Table
3.4-13 reflect increases from development and increased vehicle trips anticipated to occur under
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, as well as background reductions that
are expected to occur up to the year 2030.
Based on the air quality modeling results, the increase in emissions for CO and NOx between
Scenario A and Scenario B and baseline conditions would not exceed SCAQMD regional
thresholds for either scenario. The increase in PM2.5 and PM10 emissions would exceed the
SCAQMD regional thresholds for daily emissions for Scenario A and Scenario B. Because the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would exceed SCAQMD thresholds for the
pollutants for which the Basin is in nonattainment, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would result in cumulatively considerable contributions of these pollutants
during operation.
However, it should be noted that SCAQMD significance thresholds for criteria air pollutants
(2015) do not distinguish between project-level EIRs and program-level EIRs. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is an implementation plan for the LUCE that addresses
potential land use changes in the Downtown on a programmatic level. Therefore, the application
of the SCAQMD thresholds to a program-level EIR is highly conservative. Further, as described
in Impact AQ-1, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is fully consistent with
the AQMP’s strategies to reduce regional air pollutant emissions. Specifically, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would foster the creation of a multi-modal district
integrated with the Expo LRT to minimize vehicle miles traveled and associated air pollutant
emissions from vehicles. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would also
implement many of the transportation control measures that are utilized and assumed in AQMP’s
air quality forecasts, including locating jobs and housing near transit, sustainable development,
transit pass subsidy, expansion of the bicycle network, and other TDM measures (e.g., carpools,
vanpool, etc.) to reduce vehicle daily trips and regional peak-hour traffic congestion.
Notwithstanding, when evaluated against SCAQMD’s project-level thresholds, the combined
operational emissions of potential land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would exceed SCAQMD’s project-specific thresholds.
Therefore, this impact would be significant and unavoidable.
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Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Impact Description
AQ-4

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in vehicle trips that would
generate CO emissions, but such emissions would not lead to localized CO
hotspot concentrations at nearby intersections. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.

Even with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s policies and standards to
minimize vehicle trips, trips would inevitably occur on the street system as a result of land use
changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown through 2030. Future Downtown traffic could
contribute to decreased LOS at nearby intersections, resulting in additional vehicle emissions and
longer vehicle idling times at and near study area intersections. Increased congestion and vehicle
idling could lead to creation of CO hot spots that may affect adjacent sensitive receptors.
Sensitive residential uses exist throughout the Downtown, particular in the area south of Santa
Monica Boulevard along 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets. In addition, as listed in Table 3.4-7, there are
sensitive receptors in and near the vicinity of the Downtown that could be affected by CO
emissions, which include the Delphi Early Childhood Private Kindergarten (adjacent to 4th/5th
and Arizona Established Large Site), First Presbyterian Preschool, Santa Monica YMCA, Boys
and Girls Club of Santa Monica, and Silvercrest Senior Residences.
The CAL3QHC model was used to predict future CO concentrations in the Downtown with
implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan at the five
intersections with the poorest operational LOS within Downtown, as these intersections indicated
the locations of the highest potential CO concentrations due to vehicle idling. However, none of
the analyzed intersections would exceed national or state standards for 1-hour or 8-hour CO
concentrations (see Table 3.4-14). As all other intersections in the Downtown would operate at a
better LOS, those intersections would have lower CO concentrations. Therefore, CO hotspots are
not anticipated as a result of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. This impact
is considered less than significant, and no mitigation is required.
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Table 3.4-14 Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Localized Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Concentrations
Intersection

Peak
Hour

2014 (see Section 3.4.1, Existing Setting)
Aggregated Study Intersections
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
2030 - Scenario A
Aggregated Study Intersections
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
Ocean Avenue & Colorado Avenue
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
Main Street & Olympic Drive
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
4th Street & Olympic/I-10 EB OnA.M.
Ramp (future Olympic Crossover)
P.M.
WKND
Lincoln Boulevard & Colorado Avenue A.M.
P.M.
WKND
Lincoln Boulevard & I-10 Eastbound
A.M.
Ramps
P.M.
WKND
2030 -Scenario B
Aggregated Study Intersections
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
Ocean Avenue & Colorado Avenue
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
Main Street & Olympic Drive
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
4th Street & Olympic/I-10 EB OnA.M.
Ramp (future Olympic Crossover)
P.M.
WKND
Lincoln Boulevard & Colorado Avenue A.M.
P.M.
WKND
Lincoln Boulevard & I-10 Eastbound
A.M.
Ramps
P.M.
WKND

CO
1-Hr (ppm)
Total

8-Hour Annual (ppm)

Exceeds
Standard?

Total

NAAQS

5.0
4.8
3.7

4.0
3.0
3.0

35
35
35

No
No
No

3.4
3.4
3.4
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.5

2.7
2.7
2.7
0.24
0.32
0.32
0.72
0.72
0.64
0.72
0.64
0.72
0.48
0.48
0.48
0.56
0.48
0.4

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

3.2
3.5
3.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.5
1
0.9
0.6
1
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.5

2.6
2.8
2.7
0.24
0.24
0.32
0.4
0.8
0.72
0.48
0.8
0.64
0.56
0.48
0.48
0.56
0.48
0.4

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

i Source:

AMEC 2014. Emissions of are estimated using CAL3QHC model (Appendix F).
Emissions are based on existing P.M. Peak Hour traffic volumes from Fehr & Peers Traffic Study (Appendix B) and land uses from the
City’s land use database. An area source is defined as one emitting less than 10 tons per year of a criteria or hazardous air pollutant or less
than 25 tons per year of a combination of pollutants. Commercial and residential buildings generally are assigned to this category.
ii
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Impact Description
AQ-5

New land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could locate sensitive land uses (e.g., residential uses)
within 500 feet of the I-10 freeway, exposing sensitive land uses to
substantial pollutant concentrations. With implementation of mitigation,
this impact would be reduced to less than significant.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan anticipates that land use changes would
occur within the Transit Adjacent Zonesubarea, which includes properties within 500 feet of the
I-10 freeway (refer to Figure 3.4-2). Although no specific project details (e.g., proposed land
uses, site plans) are available, future projects in this zone may locate sensitive uses, such as
residential uses, outdoor open spaces, and recreational facilities (tennis courts, swimming pools,
etc.) within 500 feet of the I-10 freeway corridor, which receives from 76,000 to 151,000 AADT.
The CARB guidebook, Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective,
recommends avoiding siting sensitive uses within 500 feet of a high-volume freeway. However,
this is not always possible, particularly where there is an elevated health risk over large
geographical areas (e.g., urbanized areas of Southern California). As such, the CARB notes that
a site-specific analysis would be required to determine the actual risk near a particular land use
and should consider factors such as prevailing wind direction, local topography and climate. The
analysis would also serve to provide a nexus between identified impacts and the effectiveness of
available mitigation measures.
Portions of the Transit Adjacent Zone subarea lie within 500 feet of the I-10 freeway,
particularly the segment with higher traffic volumes areas between Lincoln Boulevard and the
4th/5th Street off-ramps. Therefore, the siting of future residential uses in the Transit Adjacent
Zone subarea could result in exposure of sensitive receptors to elevated levels of TACs from the
freeway. Consistent with CARB recommendations, this potential effect could be addressed
through HRAs prior to occupancy of sensitive land uses and through ventilation systems with
advanced filtration. As such, without mitigation, this potential impact to sensitive receptors is
potentially significant.
Mitigation Measures
MM AQ-5a:
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Health Risk Assessment (HRA): Applicants of new projects in the
Downtown that proposes siting sensitive land uses within 500 feet
of Interstate (I-) 10 to prepare a site-specific HRA prior to
developing such land uses as a way to more accurately evaluate
the risk. The HRA for air quality and “hot spots” of air pollutions
shall be prepared consistent with CalEPA’s Office of
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Environmental Health Hazard Assessment’s A Guide to Health
Risk Assessment and The Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Guidance
Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments (HRAs) to aid
California projects’ compliance with the 1987 “Hot Spots” Act.
The HRA shall identify the hazard or hazardous material, assess
the amount, duration, and pattern of exposure to the hazard or
hazardous material, assess the amount it would take to cause
negative health effects, and characterize the risk to general
population and sensitive receptors from the hazard or hazardous
material. The HRA shall be reviewed and approved by the City
prior to occupancy of sensitive land uses or populations within the
proposed project.
MM AQ-5b:

Interior Air Quality Protection: Applicants of new projects in the
Downtown that propose siting sensitive land uses within 100 feet of
an intersection operating or projected to operate at Level of
Service (LOS) E or F to include heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) infrastructure within the building to
circulate and purify outdoor air sources sufficiently to reduce
diesel particulate matter and vehicle emissions. HVAC control
systems shall include particulate filters that have a minimum
efficiency reporting value (MERV) of 15 as indicated by the
American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air Conditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 52.2.
The proposed HVAC system shall be reviewed and approved by the
City prior to occupancy of sensitive land uses or populations
within the proposed project.

Level of Significance after Mitigation
MM AQ-5a and MM AQ-5b would reduce adverse effects for sensitive receptors within 500 feet
of the I-10 freeway. Therefore, operational impacts related to the siting of sensitive uses near the
I-10 freeway would be less than significant with mitigation.
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Would the project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Impact Description
Impact AQ-6

Implementation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. This
impact would be less than significant.

Construction
Potential sources of odor associated with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
may result from construction equipment exhaust and application of asphalt and architectural
coatings during construction activities. Construction that would occur as a result of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be both temporally and geographically
intermittent. Standard construction requirements would be imposed upon the applicant to
minimize odors from construction. Therefore, impacts associated with construction-generated
odors would be less than significant.
Operation
According to the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook, land uses associated with odor
complaints typically include agricultural uses, wastewater treatment plants, food processing
plants, chemical plants, composting, refineries, landfills, dairies, and fiberglass molding. The
allowable uses prescribed by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan include a
range of typical urban uses, such a retail, restaurant, residential, and office. Potential sources of
odor could occur from cooking activities within restaurants and the temporary storage of typical
household solid waste (i.e., refuse) associated with residential, long-term operational, uses.
However, these odors would be similar to existing housing and food service uses throughout the
Downtown, would typically not be considered offensive, and would be confined to the
immediate vicinity of the new building. Additionally, it is expected that any project-generated
refuse would be stored in covered containers and removed at regular intervals in compliance with
the City’s solid waste regulations. As such, land uses anticipated to occur under the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not facilitate uses that are significant sources of
objectionable odors. This impact would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts related to air quality are related to air emissions occurring in the City,
inclusive of the Downtown, as well as within the overall South Coast Air Basin.
3.4-48
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Cumulative impacts to air quality could result from growth that would be inconsistent with the
AQMP. This could interfere with attainment of federal or state ambient air quality standards
within the AQMP. As noted in Impact AQ-1 above, the AQMP is based on outdated growth
forecasts that do not account for the most recent City of Santa Monica growth forecasts.
However, when SCAG next updates their projections, information regarding the updated
citywide projections will be provided to SCAG and included in the updated projections and the
updated General Plan will then be consistent with SCAG projections. Although population
forecasts are not in alignment, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
fully implement air pollution reduction strategies set forth in the AQMP, including locating jobs
and housing near major transit, sustainable development, transit pass subsidy, expansion of the
bicycle network, and other TDM measures systems to reduce vehicle daily trips and regional
peak-hour traffic congestion, and implementation of the region’s most aggressive TDM
measures. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, with respect to potential
conflicts with the AQMP, would not represent a cumulatively considerable contribution and
therefore, cumulative impact would be considered less than significant.
As discussed above, the Basin is in nonattainment for O3, PM2.5, and PM10. Per the SCAQMD‘s
2012 AQMP, the latest emissions inventory and air quality modeling analysis indicate that
significant reductions above and beyond those already achieved are still needed for meeting
these standards. Therefore, any substantial increases in the amount of O3 precursors and
particulate matter in the region would be considered to be cumulatively considerable to
potentially significant cumulative impacts, including those attributed to construction emissions.
With regard to the contribution of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the
SCAQMD recommends methods to determine the cumulative significance of new land use
projects. These methods are based on performance standards and emission reduction targets
necessary to attain federal and state air quality standards projected in the AQMP. Because the
exact size, design and timing of future development projects in Downtown are unknown,
cumulative construction emissions cannot be quantified (refer to Impact AQ-2 above). However,
analysis in Impact AQ-2 above indicate that, for mid- to large-sized projects, project-level
mitigation may be unavailable to reduce emissions to a level below the significance thresholds.
The contribution of future development project-related emissions may be significant and
therefore considered cumulatively considerable. This cumulative impact is considered to be
significant and unavoidable.
The analysis of operational air quality emissions provided above serves as a cumulative level of
analysis for land use changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown. As discussed above, based
on the air quality modeling results, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
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would exceed SCAQMD thresholds for the pollutants for which the Basin is in nonattainment,
and therefore potential impacts would be significant and unavoidable. However, it should be
noted that SCAQMD significance thresholds for criteria air pollutants (2015) do not distinguish
between project-level EIRs and program-level EIRs. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan is an implementation plan for the LUCE that addresses potential land use
changes in the Downtown on a programmatic level. Therefore, the application of the SCAQMD
thresholds to a program-level EIR is highly conservative. Further, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan is fully consistent with the AQMP’s strategies to reduce regional
air pollutant emissions.
The analyses of CO concentrations at the five analyzed intersections within the Downtown are
based on projections of cumulative traffic anticipated to occur by 2030. As indicated above, no
intersection would exceed national or state standards for 1-hour or 8-hour CO concentrations in
2030 (refer to Table 3.4-14, above). Therefore, CO hotspots are not anticipated as a result of
cumulative traffic from land use changes anticipated to occur in Downtown and the City. This
impact is considered less than significant, and no mitigation is required.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.5

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The Downtown is highly urbanized and does not provide any suitable native habitat for special
status biological species. Biological resources that may be of concern are limited to ornamental
vegetation and trees that could potentially serve as nesting and roosting sites for local and
migratory bird and bat species. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
require that future projects in the Downtown provide significant onsite open space and
landscaping as well as streetscape improvements that would include the planting of new trees,
thus contributing to the expansion of the City’s urban forest canopy. Further, existing regulations
provide for the protection of migratory birds and preservation of the urban forest.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes the existing biological resources
in the Downtown and analyzes potential impacts related to biological resources that could result
from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Due to the urbanized character of
the Downtown, the analysis of biological resources is focused on potential impacts to the
Downtown’s ornamental vegetation and urban forest that could potentially serve as nesting and
roosting sites for common urban species, such as migratory or local birds, squirrels, opossums,
and rodents. Urban trees are not typical biological resources addressed in a biological resources
assessment under California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), especially where a proposed
project would increase, rather than decrease, the number of trees. Even so, the existing trees and
landscaping provide biological value to a Downtown area otherwise devoid of significant
biological resources.
3.5.1

Environmental Setting

The Downtown is situated on the Pacific coastal plain of the Los Angeles Basin. The 236-acre
Downtown is developed almost entirely with buildings, paved roads, sidewalks, and landscaped
areas with ornamental trees, shrubs, and groundcover. Due to its urbanized character, the
Downtown does not provide any suitable native habitat for rare or endangered native mammal,
reptile, amphibian, or fish species. No riparian habitat, wetlands (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
[USFWS] 2015a), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) blueline streams (as delineated on the USGS
7.5 minute series Beverly Hills Quadrangle Topographic Map), or sensitive natural vegetation
communities are located in the Downtown and there are no known terrestrial wildlife migration
corridors that traverse the Downtown; only avian migration corridors pass through the Downtown
vicinity. The Downtown’s primary biological resources are ornamental landscaped areas and the
public trees that are a part of the City’s urban forest, which may support common non-native plant
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species and non-sensitive urban wildlife (such as bats and California ground squirrels
[Otospermophilus beecheyi]).
Regional Habitats
While the Downtown itself is developed
and does not provide any suitable native
habitat area for any rare or endangered
species, the Downtown is located in
proximity to the Pacific Ocean and the
Santa Monica Mountains – regional areas
that support a variety of biological
resources. As described further below, the
following four notable biological resource
areas exist in the regional vicinity of the
Downtown: the Santa Monica Mountains
Significant Ecological Area (SEA) 1 to the

To the west of the Downtown, Santa Monica State Beach is
heavily used as a recreational area, which restricts the range
of viable habitat for wildlife to marginal sand and bluff
areas.

north, the Ballona Wetlands SEA to the
south, the coastal beaches (which include
Santa Monica State Beach) that border the City to the west, and the Pacific Flyway avian migratory
route running north-south overhead (County of Los Angeles 2012). There are no documented
regional habitat linkages between these areas and no terrestrial wildlife corridors traversing the
Downtown. Only the Pacific Flyway provides passages for avian wildlife, as described below.
Santa Monica Mountains SEA: The Santa Monica Mountains are one of Los Angeles County’s
SEAs, providing important habitat areas approximately four miles north of the Downtown. This
SEA extends from the Pacific Oceans shoreline west through the unincorporated Santa Monica
Mountains and through the San Fernando Valley. This east-west trending range is geologically
complex, and because of its unique geological history and rugged topography with many
microhabitats, it has a flora that is unlike any other place in the County. There are about 900 species
of vascular plants, an exceptionally diverse flora for an area of its size (County of Los Angeles
2012).
Ballona Wetlands SEA: The Ballona Wetlands occupies a 600-acre region of coastal marsh and
wetland habitat in western Los Angeles County approximately 4.5 miles south of the Downtown.

1

As determined by Los Angeles County, a Significant Ecological Area (SEA) designation is given to land that contains
irreplaceable biological resources.
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The Ballona Wetlands constitute the largest coastal wetland in Los Angeles County and provides
habitat for a range of terrestrial and avian species, such as the least tern (Sternula antillarum), great
blue heron (Ardea Herodias), Belding’s savannah sparrow (Passerculus sandwichensis), and the
least bittern (Ixobrychus exilis). The Ballona Wetlands region is owned by the State of California,
managed by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) as an ecological reserve and
a functioning coastal ecosystem and habitat area, and is designated by the Los Angeles County as
a SEA (Santa Monica Bay Restoration Foundation 2014).
Coastal Bluffs and Santa Monica State Beach: The Palisades Bluffs are located approximately 200
feet to the west of the Downtown. These steep and marginally vegetated coastal cliffs rise as much
as 100 feet above sea level, overlooking Highway 1/Pacific Coast Highway (Hwy 1) and
beachfront residential properties adjacent to expansive sandy beaches. Open space within the
intertidal and coastal area includes Santa Monica State Beach. The sandy beaches support little
plant and animal life largely due to the heavy public use of these beaches (City of Santa Monica
2010b).
Pacific Flyway: The Pacific Flyway is a major north-south route of travel for migratory birds in
America, extending along the Western American coast from Alaska south to Patagonia. Migratory
birds travel some or all of this distance annually to follow food sources, head to breeding grounds,
or travel to suitable overwintering sites. Along the Pacific Flyway, there are many key “rest stops”
or temporary habitat areas where birds of many species gather to feed and recuperate, including
the Ballona Wetlands. Some species may remain in these rest stops for the entire season, but most
stay a few days before moving on. The City is located along the Pacific Flyway and may host
migratory birds inhabiting the urban forest tree canopy as a rest stop. Uniquely, the Monarch
butterfly (Danaus plexippus) 2 also migrates along the Pacific Flyway and is known to establish
winter roosting sites within open space and landscaped areas of the City, typically where
eucalyptus trees (Eucalyptus spp.) are located. However, there are no specifically known roosting
sites for migratory species or Monarch butterflies within Downtown. Monarch butterflies roost in
location along the Pacific coastline of California with sites known to occur within the City of Santa
Monica (USFWS 2015b). The nearest Monarch roosting site is Woodlawn Cemetery, located
approximately 0.60 miles to the northeast of the Downtown (The Monarch Program 2014).
Wildlife Corridors/Movement: The Downtown is not part of a major or local terrestrial wildlife
corridor/travel route because it does not connect two significant habitat areas. Instead, existing
development prevents the opportunity for any significant wildlife corridors/movement to occur.
2 In December 2014, the USFWS announced it will be conducting a status review of the monarch butterfly under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA); http://www.fws.gov/midwest/news/764.html.
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Specifically, Hwy 1, which is a major regional freeway, and Ocean Avenue, which is a four-lane
surface street, border Downtown to the south and west. These roadways and existing urban
development act as major barriers to wildlife passage through Downtown and cutoff Downtown
from regional habitat areas, including Santa Monica State Beach. Only local and migratory avian
species are likely to traverse the Downtown vicinity, as described above for the Pacific Flyway.
Wildlife and Special-Status Species
Special status species include plant and wildlife that have been designated special protection and/or
recognition by federal and State agencies. These include species listed or considered as rare,
threatened or endangered at the federal level or state level.
Given the urbanized character of Downtown and limited areas of undisturbed native vegetation,
the diversity of native special status wildlife species is very low. Wildlife species in the Downtown
is likely to be dominated by species types that are typical of those found in urban environments,
such as common birds, rodents, and raccoons.
Based on a review of wildlife species
literature, the California Natural Diversity
Database (CNDDB) and a visual site
inventory conducted, there is no suitable
habitat for sensitive species and/or recent
recorded occurrences of sensitive species in
the vicinity of the Downtown. The Land Use
and Circulation Element (LUCE) EIR
identified the potential for up to 65 specialthe Downtown does not provide suitable habitat
status species and three special-status habitat While
for sensitive species, special-status bird species,
types that could occur within the City’s parks, including the California least tern or western snowy
plover (pictured), have the potential to occur in the
beaches, and open space areas. Of these vicinity of the Downtown.
species, two (California least tern [Sterna
antillarum browni – federally endangered], and western snowy plover [Charadrius nivosus –
federally threatened]) have a moderate or greater potential to occur within the coastal strand and
bluff habitat areas located approximately 200 feet outside the Downtown’s western boundary (City
of Santa Monica 2010c). However, the likelihood of these species occurring within the Downtown
is determined to be low or absent based on human activity, noise, and the lack of suitable habitat.
Appendix G provides the CNDDB summary report, as well as a list of the species with some degree
likelihood of occurrence within 0.5 miles of the Downtown boundary. Based on this report,
3.5-4
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historically identified sensitive species, special status species, and sensitive habitat areas according
to the CDFW were determined to be absent from the Downtown and will not be further analyzed
in this EIR section.
Vegetation Areas
Aerial imagery and visual reconnaissance indicates that native terrestrial vegetation within the
Downtown is very limited. The fully urbanized and developed Downtown provide little habitat for
native species, but do support some common species that have adapted to urban environments.
While not suitable as sensitive habitat areas for special-status species, existing ornamental
landscaping and the urban forest have inherent biological value as potential nesting and roosting
sites for urban wildlife and migratory species within Downtown. For example, ornamental
vegetation may provide suitable foraging and nesting opportunities for common passerines (song
birds) and raptors (birds of prey such as hawks, falcons, and owls) with a high tolerance for humanrelated disturbances, or occasional foraging locations for Monarch butterflies during annual
migration. The principal terrestrial vegetation in the Downtown consists of ornamental landscape
vegetation and the urban forest. Additionally, the integrity of the City’s urban forest benefits the
community through shading, cooling, recreation, and aesthetic improvements (see Section 3.3,
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access).
Ornamental Habitat
Ornamental vegetation includes trees, shrubs,
and turf grass species that have been planted.
The Downtown’s landscaping is comprised
of the existing tree canopy along City streets,
medians, parkways, and plazas, and
ornamental vegetation on both private and
public open space. Within the Downtown,
segments of 4th Street and 5th Street have a
number of street trees with mature canopies.
Additionally, the Third Street Promenade has Landscaping within plazas and courtyards is maintained
a high population of trees, planters, and other for aesthetic value, but also provides incidental roosting
habitat for common urban wildlife.
landscaped vegetation. While not suitable as
habitat for sensitive species, ornamental landscaping potentially provides habitat for common
urban wildlife, such as small mammals (i.e., rodents, ground squirrels), reptiles, amphibians, or
birds. Bats are not known to occur in the Downtown area or the City. Additionally, the historic
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Palisades Park, which borders the western edge of the Downtown, is planted with grass as well as
over 30 species of native and non-native trees and other shrubs, cacti and succulents (City of Santa
Monica 2007). This park supports a number of common urban wildlife.
Urban Forest
The City’s urban forest is comprised of approximately 35,662 public trees, approximately 1,500
of which are located in the Downtown (City of Santa Monica 2010c). These public trees not only
contribute aesthetically to the character of the Downtown, but they also have environmental
benefits such as providing shade, cooler temperatures, carbon sequestration, and potential nesting
and roosting sites for birds and other urban wildlife.
Ornamentals are the dominant vegetation type
within the Downtown. The Downtown is
primarily planted with ornamental tree
species that are commonly found in urban
areas. The most common trees found in the
Downtown are Mexican fan palms
(Washingtonia robusta), Indian laurel figs
(ficus) (Ficus microcarpa), and Canary Island
date palms (Phoenix canariensis). Mature
trees provide a healthy canopy, stable roosting
The Landmark Moreton Bay Fig Tree is located within
limbs, and shielding from elements and the Miramar Established Large Site at the northwest
predators. With an understanding of the corner of Downtown. (pictured). Landmarked trees are
protected from removal unless they become diseased or
important role that the urban forest plays as pose a threat to public safety.
potential roosting and nesting sites, this
analysis focuses on the range of primary mature tree species lining the streets of the Downtown
(see Figure 3.5-1).
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Table 3.5-1

Downtown Street Tree Species Descriptions on North-South Streets

North-South
Streets
Ocean Avenue

Primary Street Tree Species
(in order of prevalence)
Canary Island date palm
Mexican fan palm
Guadalupe palm
Chinese flame tree

Streetscape Resources

Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.

2nd Street

Indian laurel fig (ficus)
Canary Island date palm
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.

3rd Street
Promenade

Jacaranda
Mexican fan palm
Chinese flame tree
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.

4th Street

Indian laurel fig (ficus)
Ginkgo biloba (maidenhair tree)
Chinese flame tree
Mexican fan palm
Foxtail palm
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.
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Table 3.5-1

Downtown Street Tree Species Descriptions on North-South Streets
(Continued)

North-South
Streets
5th Street

Primary Street Tree Species
(in order of prevalence)
Indian laurel fig (ficus)
Fern pine
Chinese flame tree
Foxtail palm

Streetscape Resources

Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.
6th Street

Carrotwood
Camphor tree
Canary Island date palm
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
sites and potential nesting for migratory
and resident bird species.

7th Street

Canary Island date palm
Fern pine
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.

Lincoln Boulevard

American sweetgum (one block from
Broadway Avenue to Colorado Avenue)
Brisbane box
New Zealand Christmas tree
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.
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Table 3.5-2

Downtown Street Tree Species Descriptions on East-West Streets

East-West
Streets
Colorado Avenue

Broadway
Avenue

Primary Street Tree Species

Streetscape Resources

New Zealand Christmas tree
Mexican fan palm
Indian laurel fig (ficus)
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.
Chinese flame tree
Mexican fan palm
Canary Island date palm
Indian laurel fig (ficus)
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.

Santa Monica
Boulevard

Chinese flame tree
Indian laurel fig (ficus)
Carrotwood
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.

Arizona Avenue

Wilshire
Boulevard

Mexican fan palm
Canary Island date palm
Windmill palm
Camphor tree
Carrotwood
Brisbane box
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.
Mexican fan palm
Carrotwood
Evergreen pear
Biological Resource Value: Roosting
and potential nesting sites for migratory
and resident bird species.
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3.5.2

Regulatory Setting

Biological resource management is subject to multiple laws, policies, and regulations that are
designed to protect sensitive, threatened, or otherwise special status species from displacement
and loss. This protection extends both to the species themselves as well as the habitat types they
depend on for survival. In addition to local agency policies for resource preservation, the federal
agencies responsible for enforcing applicable laws and regulations, and developing and enforcing
standards for the preservation of biological resources, include the USFWS. The regulating agency
at the state level is the CDFW. See Appendix G for the list of potential sensitive species identified
by the 2010 LUCE EIR (City of Santa Monica 2010a) which were reviewed and confirmed as part
of this EIR analysis.
Federal Policies and Regulations
1973 Federal Endangered Species Act (ESA)
The purpose of the federal Endangered Species Act (ESA) is to protect and recover imperiled
species and the ecosystems upon which they depend. It is administered by the USFWS and the
Commerce Department’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). The USFWS has primary responsibility for terrestrial and
freshwater organisms, while the responsibilities of NMFS are mainly marine wildlife such as
whales, and anadromous fish (e.g., salmonids).
Under the federal ESA, species may be listed as either endangered or threatened. “Endangered”
means a species is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.
“Threatened” means a species is likely to become endangered within the foreseeable future. All
species of plants and animals, except pest insects, are eligible for listing as endangered or
threatened. For the purposes of the federal ESA, Congress defined species to include subspecies
varieties and for vertebrates distinct population segments.
1916 Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA)
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) (16 U.S. Code [USC] §§703–711) includes provisions
for the protection of migratory birds, including the non-permitted take of migratory birds, under
the authority of the USFWS and CDFW. The MBTA makes it unlawful at any time, by any means
or in any manner, to pursue, hunt, take, capture, or kill migratory birds, and prohibits the removal
of nests occupied by migratory birds. Over 800 species, including geese, ducks, shorebirds, raptors,
songbirds, and many common species are protected under the MBTA.
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In practice, federal permits potentially impacting migratory birds typically have conditions that
require pre-disturbance surveys for nesting birds, and, in the event nesting is observed, a buffer
area with a specified radius must be established within which no disturbance or intrusion is allowed
until the young have fledged and left the nest, or it has been determined that the nest has failed.
Activities that would require such a permit would include, but not be limited to, the destruction of
migratory bird nesting habitat during the nesting season when eggs or young are likely to be
present. If not otherwise specified in the permit, the size of the buffer area varies with species and
local circumstances (e.g., presence of busy roads, intervening topography, etc.), and is based on
the professional judgment of a qualified biologist.
State Policies and Regulations
1984 California Endangered Species Act (CESA)
The California Endangered Species Act (CESA) declares that all native plant or animal species
threatened with extinction and those experiencing a significant decline will be given protection by
the state because they are of ecological, educational, historical, recreational, aesthetic, economic,
and scientific value to the people. CESA establishes that it is state policy to conserve, protect,
restore, and enhance endangered species and their habitats. Under state law, plant and animal
species may be formally designated as rare, threatened, or endangered. Listed species are given
greater attention during the land use planning process by local governments, public agencies, and
landowners than are species that have not been listed. On private property, endangered plants may
also be protected by the Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA) of 1977. Threatened plants are
protected by CESA, and rare plants are protected by the NPPA. In addition, CEQA requires
disclosure of any potential impacts on listed species and alternatives or mitigation that would
reduce those impacts.
1977 Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA)
The NPPA and implementing regulations in Section 1900 et seq. of the California Fish and Game
Code designates rare and endangered plants, and provides specific protection measures for
identified populations. It is administered by the CDFW. The NPPA was enacted to, “preserve,
protect, and enhance endangered or rare native plants of this state.” The NPPA defines a plant as
endangered when its prospects of survival and reproduction are in immediate jeopardy from one
or more causes. A rare plant is defined as a plant species that, though not presently threatened with
extinction, occurs in such small numbers throughout its range that it may become endangered if
its present environment worsens. The NPPA prohibits the take or sale of rare and endangered
plants in California. However, the law includes broad exemptions to the prohibition of take,
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including: emergency work necessary to protect life or property; agricultural operations; fire
control measures; timber harvest operations authorized by a Timber Harvest Plan; removal of
endangered or rare plants from a canal, lateral ditch, building site, road, or right-of-way; or the
removal of endangered or rare plants by a public agency for the provision of public service.
California Fish and Game Code (Sections 3503, 3503.5, and 3800): These sections of the Fish and
Game Code prohibit the take or possession of birds, their nests, or eggs. Disturbance that causes
nest abandonment and/or loss of reproductive effort (killing or abandonment of eggs or young) is
considered a "take." Such a take would also violate federal law protecting migratory birds.
Incidental Take Permits (i.e., Management Agreements) are required from the CDFW for projects
that may result in the incidental take of species listed by California as endangered, threatened, or
candidate species. The permits require that impacts to protected species be minimized to the extent
possible and mitigated to a level of insignificance.
Local Policies and Regulations
Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use and
transportation decisions in the City through 2030. The LUCE seeks to preserve and enhance the
existing urban forest in the City, recognizing that a healthy urban forest is a critical part of the
overall strategy to provide complete neighborhoods throughout the City. The LUCE includes the
following policies that address biological resources in the City, namely the City’s urban forest:
Goal LU20: Promote the Urban Forest – Maintain a citywide pattern of street trees to reduce
greenhouse gases (GHG) and heat gain, provide biodiversity, and provide shade to create a
comfortable pedestrian environment.
Policy LU20.1

Continuous Tree Canopy. Continue to enhance the tree canopy and
coverage throughout the community by coordinated tree planting
according to the Urban Forest Master Plan (UFMP).

Policy LU20.2

Other Street Landscaping. Provide street landscaping and streetscape
features to enhance the public realm throughout the City. Increase
landscaping in medians, parkways, and residual areas resulting from
changes to parking or traffic patterns.

Policy LU20.3

Maintaining the Urban Forest. Encourage properties adjacent to the
public right-of-way to contribute to the urban forest environment
through onsite plantings and street tree care and maintenance.
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Goal T8: Provide a beautiful and attractive pedestrian environment throughout the City.
Goal CE1: Expand the amount, quality, diversity and inter-connectivity of parks, open spaces,
and recreational facilities through the City.
Policy CE1.6

Continue to enhance the tree canopy and coverage through the
coordinated citywide tree planting UFMP.

Policy CE1.7

Strive for a geographic distribution of parks, open spaces and
recreational facilities throughout the City such that most residents are
within walking distance of a park or recreational area.

Policy CDE1.14 Manage sensitive and special status wildlife habitat in Santa Monica’s
open space such as Monarch Butterfly roosting or protected migratory
bird and raptor nesting sites, and protect these resources during active
roosting, nesting or other crucial periods. The City shall protect
Monarch Butterfly habitat located on City-owned property.
Policy CE2.1

Utilize streets as public spaces by improving them with landscaping,
particularly shade trees, pedestrian facilities, and other enhancements to
create a system of green connections throughout the City.

Policy CE2.6

Increase the number and diversity of trees in the community forest
particularly in areas that have low tree canopy coverage.

Santa Monica General Plan Open Space Element
The Open Space Element (1997) establishes a long-range vision for the future development of
parks and open spaces, including biological resource value, through the following objective and
policies:
Objective 8: Heighten the sense of nature in the City.
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Policy 8.1

Maintain and expand the community forest.

Policy 8.2

Develop a “freeway forest” (i.e., installing trees within freeway
embankments and right-of-ways).

Policy 8.3

Promote biodiversity in and expand city gardens.

Policy 8.4

Develop new community gardens.

Policy 8.5

Introduce water in city open spaces.
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Santa Monica Urban Forest Master Plan
The UFMP serves as a long-range policy guide for perpetuating and enhancing Santa Monica’s
urban forest. The UFMP is based on a citywide tree survey conducted in 2010 that identified public
trees throughout the City. The UFMP establishes guiding principles and associated goals that result
in specific strategies for ensuring that there is wide-ranging community stewardship and best
management practices for the care of the City’s urban forest. The UFMP seeks to increase age and
species diversity in the public tree population, augment biomass and canopy coverage citywide,
enhance the character and aesthetics of the City’s neighborhoods and achieve exemplary
stewardship of the forest. The UFMP includes Appendix 1: Tree Care Guidelines that ensure
ongoing care and management of public trees. Specifically, the UFMP seeks to prevent damage to
public trees during construction activities by requiring construction contractors to establish a Tree
Protection Zone (TPZ) around public trees prior to the commencement of construction activities.
If encroachment of the established TPZ is required during construction, protection practices are
required to prevent damage to the tree. The UFMP encourages the City to incorporate existing
healthy trees in the design of City public improvement projects wherever consistent with the
project’s design objectives and after a community design process where proposed tree relocations
and removals are identified. Where tree removal is included as part of the proposed design, the
UFMP states that the City shall provide incentives for relocation of trees that have good survival
prospects. Additionally, the UFMP includes Appendix 2: Street Tree Designations List, which
identifies the species of street tree that are appropriate for each of Santa Monica’ public streets.
For the Downtown, the UFMP provides the recommended tree species as shown in Table 3.5-3.
Santa Monica General Plan Conservation Element
The Conservation Element (1975) sets forth policies and programs to ensure proper management
and conservation of the City’s natural resources, including terrestrial biology. This Element
acknowledges that the City’s extensive tree planting program has generated over 25,000 trees in
excess of 120 species, that wildlife indigenous to the Downtown have been displaced by urban
development, leaving only those adaptive or dependent on human activities, such as rabbits,
rodents, skunks, and cats and dogs, and that no rare or endangered species are identified within the
Downtown. Applicable policies of the Conservation Element are:
Policy 23

The City shall maintain its policy of replacing trees whenever it
becomes necessary and of not permitting the removal of any city trees
still living and in a healthy condition.
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Table 3.5-3

Recommended Tree Species for Downtown Streets in the UFMP

Street

From

To

Recommended Species

Ocean Ave

Colorado Ave

2nd Street
3rd Street
4th Street
5th Street
6th Street

North City
Limit
Wilshire Blvd
Wilshire Blvd
Wilshire Blvd
Wilshire Blvd
Wilshire Blvd

Mexican blue palm, Torrey pine
(east side only)
Gingko biloba
Mexican fan palm, Jacaranda
Gingko biloba
Lemon-scented gum, Pink siris
Camphor tree

7th Street
Lincoln

Wilshire Blvd
Wilshire Blvd

Wilshire
Arizona
Santa Monica
Broadway
Colorado Ave

Ocean Ave
Ocean Ave
Ocean Ave
Ocean Ave
Ocean Ave

Colorado Ave
South City
Limit
Centinela Ave
7th Street
Lincoln Blvd
Lincoln Blvd
4th Street

4th Street

26th Street

Colorado Ave
Broadway
Colorado Ave
Colorado Ave
Colorado Ave

Yellowwood
None determined
Mexican fan palm
None determined
Chinese flame tree
Chinese flame tree
To be determined as part of
Colorado Esplanade project
To be dDetermined as part of
Expo Light Rail Transit line
(Expo LRT) extension project

Alternate
Species
None
None
None
None
None
Chinese flame
tree
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Source: City of Santa Monica UFMP

City of Santa Monica Municipal Code Chapter 7.40—Tree Code
Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Section 7.40 establishes the City’s Tree Code, which is
intended to protect trees 3 on public property. Section 7.40.110 of the SMMC requires a permit
prior to the removal, trimming, or any other interference with any tree, shrub, or plant upon any
public street or public place of the City. This permit must be obtained from the Director of
Recreation and Parks or the Director of General Services, and requires the in-kind replacement of
a tree, shrub, or plant for each removed on City property. In addition, Section 7.40.160 of the
SMMC requires the protection of any tree, shrub, or plant on any street, sidewalk, parkway, alley
or other public property within the City in the vicinity of such building or structure during
construction activities.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code Chapter 9.36 Landmarks and Historic Districts (Landmark
Trees)
As part of promoting the conservation of the Community Forest, trees that possess exceptional
characteristics may be designated by the Landmarks Commission as a Landmark Tree. These trees
3

Santa Monica Municipal Code Section 9.04.02.030.860 defines tree as “A plant having at least one well-defined stem or trunk
and normally attaining a mature height of at least 15 feet, with an average mature spread of 15 feet, and having a trunk that shall
be kept clear of leaves and branches at least 6 feet above grade at maturity”.
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are typically protected from removal unless they become diseased or pose a threat to public safety.
There are four trees in the City of Santa Monica that are designated by the City as Landmark trees,
including the Landmark Moreton bay fig tree located within the Miramar Established Large Site
at the northwest corner of Downtown.
3.5.3

Impact Assessment Methodology

Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines.
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan may have a significant adverse impact on biological resources if:
a) The project would have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat
modifications, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species
in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS.
b) The project would have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations or
by the CDFW or USFWS.
c) The project would have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as
defined by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal
pools, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means.
d) The project would interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or
migratory fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.
e) The project would conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance.
f) The project would conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan.
Non-Applicable Threshold(s):
•

Threshold (a) (Sensitive Species): The Downtown is fully developed and urbanized and
there are no known recent occurrences of any candidate, sensitive, or special status species
within its extent. The Downtown is also devoid of any documented significant species per
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•

•

•

local, state, and federal regulations, and does not contain any wildlife corridors or nursery
sites. Therefore, there would be no direct effect or indirect modification of habitat for
sensitive species; this issue is not further analyzed in this EIR.
Threshold (b) (Sensitive Natural Community): The Downtown does not contain any
streams, creeks, lakes, vernal pools, marshes, or other water bodies and no riparian habitats
or other sensitive natural community. Therefore, there would be no adverse effects to
sensitive natural communities and this issue is not further discussed in this EIR.
Threshold (c) (Wetlands): The Downtown has no wetland areas. Therefore, there would be
no filling, dredging, or other modification to marsh, vernal pool, or other wetland areas and
Threshold 3 is not further analyzed in this EIR.
Threshold (f) (Habitat Conservation Plan): The Downtown is devoid of any documented
significant habitat per local, state, and federal conservation plans, and, as such, does not
conflict with any conservation plan and this issue is not further analyzed in this EIR.

Methodology
The methodology used in this analysis of potential biological resource impacts includes a review
of the biological resources analysis in the 2010 LUCE EIR (City of Santa Monica 2010a) and the
UFMP (2011); a visual survey of the Downtown to confirm and document existing biological
resources with particular attention to existing trees; and review of readily available information to
assess the Downtown’s biological resources, including the CNDDB updated through June 2013.
Additional data for this section were taken from the City of Santa Monica Opportunities and
Challenges Report (2005), the City’s Tree Inventory (2015), federal and state databases maintained
by the CDFW, the USFWS, and the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) and other relevant
reports, as referenced.
Due to the urbanized character of the Downtown, the analysis of biological resources is focused
on potential impacts to the Downtown’s ornamental vegetation and urban forest that could
potentially serve as nesting and roosting sites for common urban species, such as migratory or
local birds, rodents, and raccoons. The analysis considers existing regulations that provide for the
protection and enhancement of the urban forest, including the City’s existing UFMP, City’s Tree
Code, and LUCE policies. Additionally, the analysis takes into consideration the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s standards and policies that would expand the urban
forest and enhance the Downtown’s landscape and streetscape environment. Under both Scenario
A and Scenario B, the potential impacts to biological resources (specifically, the removal of
ornamental vegetation and trees and potential loss of roosting and nesting sites), would be similar
in type and scale. As such, the analysis below is applicable to both scenarios.
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A range of issues indirectly related to biological resources (specifically, trees) are addressed in
other EIR sections: aesthetic issues and shade and shadow effects are addressed in Section 3.3,
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and Solar Access; and GHG emissions and sequestration are
addressed in Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change.
3.5.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Would the project result in a significant impact related to biological resources if it would interfere
substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife
nursery sites?
Impact Description
BIO-1

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would potentially result in the removal of trees and
other vegetation that could provide nesting and roosting opportunities for
migratory birds. However, individual projects in the Downtown would be
required to adhere to existing regulations such as the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act and the California Fish and Game Code as well as proposed mitigation.
Therefore, impacts would be reduced to less than significant.

Trees, shrubs, and other ornamental vegetation on both private and public properties within the
Downtown could provide suitable nesting and roosting opportunities for (non-sensitive) migratory
bird species afforded protection under the federal MBTA and California Fish and Game Code.
Disturbing or destroying active bird nests is a violation of the MBTA (16 USC 703 et seq.). In
addition, nests and eggs are protected under California Fish and Game Code Section 3503.
According to the City’s Tree Inventory and UFMP, tree species that could support suitable nesting
and roosting sites for migratory birds are located throughout the Downtown, including New
Zealand Christmas tree, Carrotwood, camphor, Brisbane box, and American sweetgum varietals.
Nesting activity for migratory birds typically occurs from February 15 to August 31.
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan could potentially require the removal or relocation of existing vegetation and trees (mostly
onsite private trees) and as such, could directly impact a nesting bird and/or an occupied nest if
present. Further, future construction projects would have the potential to disturb nesting birds
within existing trees. Because trees and vegetation in the Downtown could serve as nesting or
roosting sites of migratory bird species, construction activity that would result in the loss,
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disruption, or other modification to trees and vegetation during the breeding season is considered
an adverse impact. While it is anticipated that future projects in the Downtown would comply with
the regulations in the MBTA, the protection of nesting birds would be assured through
implementation of mitigation measure MM BIO-1. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would include landscaping and open space requirements that would expand
the City’s urban forest canopy, thereby providing new nesting and roosting opportunities. As such,
with implementation of MM BIO-1, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, and this impact
would be less than significant with mitigation.
Mitigation Measure (MM)
MM BIO-1

Nesting and Roosting Sites. To prevent impacts to nesting or
roosting birds through loss or damage of mature trees, the City shall
require that applicants of new development projects within
Downtown comply with the following:
1. Where suitable vegetation and structures for nesting birds and

bats occur within 500 feet of project construction activities, all
phases of project construction shall avoid the general nesting
season (February 15 through August 31).
2. If construction cannot avoid the general nesting season, a

qualified biologist shall be retained to conduct a preconstruction survey for nesting birds and/or bats. The survey
shall be conducted within 72 hours prior to commencement of
vegetation removal.
3. If any nesting birds are present within or immediately adjacent

to the construction area, the following shall be required: A
qualified biologist shall be retained by the Applicant to flag and
demarcate the location of all nesting birds and monitor
construction activities. Temporary avoidance of active nests,
including the enforcement of an avoidance buffer of 25 to 500
feet, depending on the sensitivity of the species identified, as
determined by the qualified biological monitor, shall be
required until the qualified biological monitor has verified that
the young have fledged or the nest has otherwise become
inactive.
4. If federal or state protected species are observed during the site

survey, consultation shall be completed with the USFWS and
CDFW to determine if work shall commence or proceed during
the breeding season; and, if work may proceed, what specific
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measures shall be taken to ensure protected bird species are not
affected.
Level of Significance after Mitigation
With implementation of recommended mitigation measures and compliance with federal, state,
and local regulations, impacts on biological resources would be reduced to less than significant.
Would the project conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Impact Description
BIO-2

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could potentially result in the removal of existing
ornamental vegetation and trees on private or public properties. However,
individual projects would be required to adhere to existing regulations, such
as the City’s Tree Code and Urban Forest Master Plan, which provide for the
protection and preservation of public trees within the City right of way in
Downtown. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.

The Downtown is highly urbanized; biological resources are limited to ornamental
landscaping/vegetation and trees on private and public properties. Land use changes anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would potentially include
complete or partial site clearing and excavation activities that could result in the removal of
existing ornamental vegetation and trees on private properties (which are not regulated by the
City). Any Landmark tree on private properties, including the existing Landmark Morton bay fig
tree located on the Miramar Established Large Site, is presumed to remain.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes numerous policies and
development standards that require applicants of future projects in the Downtown to provide
substantial new onsite landscaping and private or public open space, including:
Further, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not have
an adverse impact on the City’s urban forest. As established in the City’s Tree Code and UFMP,
public trees within City right-of-ways are required to remain in place. Removal of public trees
would generally only be permitted for public improvement projects and would require a tree
removal permit in accordance with the City’s Tree Code and UFMP. Additionally, it is anticipated
that the streetscape improvements called for by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
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Plan would include the planting of new street trees with tree species consistent with the UFMP,
thus contributing to the expansion of the City’s urban forest canopy. These streetscape projects
include:
•

•

•
•

Wilshire Boulevard on the west end from 3rd Street to Ocean Avenue, where streetscape
improvements and increased building setbacks with sidewalk of 25 feet on the south side
would connect Palisades Park and Ocean Avenue to the northern end of the Third Street
Promenade.
Ocean Avenue from Colorado Avenue to Broadway, where a streetscape project along the
east side of the roadway would include building setback increases with sidewalk of up to
20 feet to link the Santa Monica Pier to the Downtown Station, Civic Center, and
Downtown.
4th Street, where streetscape improvements between the Downtown Station and Civic
Center connections would include new landscaping.
Lincoln Boulevard, where streetscape improvements to both east and west side of the street
would include increase building setbacks with sidewalks up to 20 feet (including
streetscape amenities) with new landscaping

Additionally, future construction activities occurring in proximity of existing public trees would
be required to comply with the City’s Tree Code and UFMP to ensure that the use of heavy
construction machinery and excavation activities for subterranean parking structures would not
damage the root structures and biological integrity of street trees. The City’s Tree Code requires
that street trees be protected from harm during construction of a proposed project. The UFMP
(Appendix 1.4) establishes methods to protect street trees during construction activities.
Specifically, the UFMP requires the establishment of a TPZ around each street tree prior to the
start of construction to prevent damage to street trees. A TPZ primarily consists of a perimeter
barrier (e.g., fence) around a street tree. Therefore, with adherence to the requirements and
recommendations of the City’s Tree Code and UFMP, impacts would be less than significant,
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts could occur if land use changes under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and the rest of the City would result in significant loss of or damage to
biological resources of the urban environment, such as the City’s urban forest. Future projects in
the Downtown and the City would be required to comply with federal and State regulations
pertaining to the protection of migratory birds, including the federal MBTA and the California
Fish and Game Code. Additionally, as discussed above, future projects anticipated to occur under
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the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be required to comply with existing
and proposed regulations that provide for the protection and enhancement of the City’s urban
forest, including those set forth in the City’s Tree Code and UFMP. With implementation of MM
BIO-1, potential impacts to biological resources would be reduced to a level below significance.
As such, cumulative impacts on biological resources as a result of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION
3.6

CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS

Although construction activities are temporary and are common in urban environments such as
the Downtown, nearby sensitive uses around a construction site may be adversely affected by
construction-related air quality, noise, and traffic. These potential construction effects are
summarized in this section based on analysis in relevant sections of this Environmental Impact
Report. Anticipated compliance with existing regulations and mitigation measures presented will
reduce some of these construction-related impacts.
This section analyzes the potential construction effects of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan on sensitive uses within and adjacent to the Downtown. This section focuses
on how construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could directly affect sensitive receptors. Although construction activities are
temporary and are common in urban environments such as the Downtown, nearby sensitive uses
around a construction site may be adversely affected by construction-related air quality, noise, and
traffic. While construction effects associated with these issues are analyzed fully in the individual
sections of this Environmental Impact Report (EIR), they are also summarized here for ease of
understanding the full range of construction-related impacts on sensitive uses.
Other construction-related effects (not affecting sensitive uses) are analyzed throughout this EIR,
such as aesthetics, biological resources, cultural resources, hazards/hazardous materials,
hydrology/water quality, and geology/soils. Please see the individual impact sections: Section 3.3,
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access, Section 3.5, Biological Resources, Section 3.7,
Cultural Resources, Section 3.9, Geology and Soils, Section 3.10, Hazards and Hazardous
Materials, and Section 3.11 Hydrology and Water Quality.
3.6.1

Environmental Setting

The Downtown has been experiencing construction activities as a result of various private and
public projects that have been completed recently or are currently underway. The most notable
construction activities are associated with the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) and its
terminus Downtown Station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue, which was completed and began
operation in May 2016. Construction activities have also been occurring along Colorado Avenue
for the Colorado Esplanade Project, and two hotel projects (Hampton Inn & Suites and Courtyard
at Marriott) at 5th Street and Colorado Avenue. Construction activities have resulted in the closure
of portions of Colorado Avenue, the rerouting of vehicular and bicycle traffic, as well as temporary
sidewalk closures.
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Additionally, construction activities are
currently underway between Ocean
Avenue and Highway 1/Pacific Coast
Highway (Hwy 1) for the seismic
reconstruction of the California Incline.
Other private developments are under
construction throughout the Downtown
including a theater on 2nd Street and a
mixed-use development on 7th Street.
Existing Sensitive Land Uses
Construction activities occurring in the Downtown include

Some land uses are considered more construction associated with the Expo LRT and its terminus
th
sensitive to construction effects, such as Downtown Station at 4 Street and Colorado Avenue
(pictured here).
air pollution and noise, than others due to
the types of population groups or activities involved. Sensitive population groups include children,
the elderly, the acutely ill, and the chronically ill, particularly those with cardio-respiratory
diseases. Residential uses are also considered to be sensitive to construction effects because
residents (including children and the elderly) tend to be at home for extended daytime hours which
often coincide with typical construction hours. Commercial and light-industrial uses, on the other
hand, are considered to be much less sensitive to construction impacts because employees tend to
avoid the outdoors, thereby reducing their exposure to harmful effects. Land uses identified by the
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) and the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) as sensitive to noise and/or air pollution include residences, schools,
hospitals, and institutional uses, such as churches, museums, and libraries.
Sensitive receptors within and in the vicinity of Downtown include a number of residential uses,
senior residences, recreational facilities, schools, daycare facilities, churches, and the Santa
Monica Main Library. Residential uses, which are considered sensitive to construction activities,
are located in the Wilshire-Montana neighborhood north of Wilshire Boulevard. In the Pico and
Mid-City neighborhoods, residential uses, including apartments and condominiums, are located
along Lincoln Court and 9th Street. The Civic Center district located across Interstate (I-) 10
contains the Village mixed-use housing development. Within the Downtown, residential uses are
concentrated along 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets, but are also found within mixed-use buildings
throughout the district.
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For more in-depth descriptions of the existing setting of each issue area discussed in this section
please see the individual impact sections: Section 3.4, Air Quality, Section 3.14, Noise, and Section
3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
3.6.2

Regulatory Setting

Applicable regulatory framework discussion is incorporated by reference from the individual and
associated environmental issue areas and is not repeated here. Please see the following sections
for specific regulations pertaining to the issue areas: Section 3.4, Air Quality, Section 3.14, Noise,
and Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
3.6.3

Impact Assessment Methodology

The major construction impacts analyzed in this section include air quality, noise, and
transportation and circulation.
Thresholds for Determining Significance
Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would result in significant impacts if it would have considerable
construction-period impacts due to the scope or location of construction activities. The significance
criteria for each of the specific environmental issues are discussed in the specific impact sections.
Methodology
The following impact analysis summarizes the construction effects related to air quality, noise,
and transportation and circulation on sensitive receptors as a result of construction activities
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The analyses
are based on the modeling results for air quality, noise, and traffic. Applicable federal, state, and
local regulations were also considered, as referenced in each respective impact section. The
discussion of impacts below is applicable for both Scenario A and Scenario B, as the type of
construction activities are not anticipated to vary substantially in intensity between the two
scenarios.
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3.6.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Would construction of the proposed project result in considerable construction-period impacts
due to the scope or location of construction activities?
CE-1

Although construction activities are temporary and are common in urban
environments such as the Downtown, nearby sensitive uses around a
construction site may be adversely affected by construction-related air quality,
noise, and traffic during the period of construction. Compliance with existing
regulation and/or implementation of mitigation would reduce constructionrelated noise and traffic impacts from future projects to a less than significant
level. However, without detailed construction information for individual
projects, it is not possible to conclude that air pollutant emissions resulting
from construction activities would be reduced to below SCAQMD significance
thresholds. For these reasons, construction air quality impacts are
conservatively concluded to be significant and unavoidable.

Impact Description
No specific projects are currently proposed as part of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Depending on the timing of entitlements and permit processing,
construction activities for future projects in the Downtown could begin shortly following the
proposed adoption and implementation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan through
2030. Construction activities for a project could occur up to six days a week as permitted by the
SMMC. Construction emissions would occur during each phase of construction, including
demolition, grading/excavation, and building construction. Detailed construction information
(e.g., project size, type, location) and timeline/scheduling of future individual projects are
unknown and would vary annually. Therefore, it would be difficult and speculative to precisely
quantify the daily emissions associated with each phase of the proposed construction activities and
assess the potential environmental impacts of future projects. The City is not required to engage
in such speculation (California Environmental Quality Act [CEQA] Guidelines, Section 15145).
Air Quality
Short-term increases in air pollutant emissions would result from all phases of construction
activities, particularly due to the disturbance of soil and operation of heavy equipment such as
trucks, graders, scrapers, compressors, and generators. As discussed in Section 3.4, Air Quality,
SCAQMD has established thresholds of significance for construction emissions resulting from
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individual projects. It is anticipated that many of the individual projects that would occur in the
Downtown would not be sizeable enough to generate construction emissions that would exceed
the SCAQMD’s recommended thresholds of significance. However, a limited number of larger,
individual projects could potentially generate construction emissions that would exceed these
thresholds. Compliance with existing City requirements and SCAQMD rules would reduce air
pollutant emissions from construction activities in the Downtown. Even with application of these
requirements and SCAQMD rules, there is still the potential for construction emissions from
individual construction projects to exceed SCAQMD thresholds. Therefore, Mitigation Measure
(MM) AQ-2 is proposed to further reduce construction-related air emissions in the Downtown.
However, the potential reductions resulting from implementation of this mitigation measure cannot
be quantified because no information on construction scheduling and project size for individual
projects is currently available. Without such information, it is not possible to conclude that air
pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities would be reduced to below SCAQMD
significance thresholds. For these reasons, construction air quality impacts are conservatively
concluded to be significant and unavoidable.
Noise
As discussed in Section 3.14, Noise, all phases of construction is anticipated to involve the use of
heavy equipment. Construction activities would also involve the use of smaller power tools,
generators, and other equipment that are sources of noise. Haul trucks would generate noise as
they move along the local streets. Each individual project and stage of construction would involve
a different mix of operating equipment, and as such, noise levels would vary based on the amount
and types of equipment in operation and the location of the activity. The noise impacts to sensitive
uses would be based on the relative distance from construction activities. According to the City’s
Noise Ordinance, construction noise can exceed exterior standards so long as it occurs between
the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. Section 4.12.110 of Article 4 of the SMMC also limits
regular construction activities to occur only between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. on
weekdays, and 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on Saturday, and prohibits those activities on Sundays and
federal holidays.
Additionally, all development projects would be required to adhere to Section 4.12.110(c) of the
SMMC for a project located within 500 feet of residential uses. This section of the SMMC requires
that prior to the issuance of a building permit, all development projects located within 500 feet of
any residential development or other noise sensitive land uses, must submit a list of equipment and
activities required during construction. This list must include: (1) construction equipment to be
used, such as pile drivers, jackhammers, pavement breakers, or similar equipment; (2) construction
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activities such as 24-hour pumping, excavation or demolition; and (3) a list of measures that will
be implemented to minimize noise impacts on nearby residential uses. Since all construction
activities would be required to adhere to the standards established the City’s Noise Ordinance,
construction noise impacts are anticipated to be less than significant.
Transportation and Circulation
Construction activities would involve temporary heavy truck traffic for the transport of building
debris and materials. Additionally, construction worker vehicles, construction equipment (e.g.,
cement trucks and bull dozers), and other construction-related trips are expected to add heavy truck
trips per day. Consequently, with the potential for development projects in the Downtown to
overlap during the life of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the number of
truck trips could increase during a typical construction period. Construction trucks could disrupt
traffic flows, limit turn lane capacities, and generally slow traffic movement. Other potential
construction-related impacts include idling, parked, or queued heavy trucks that could potentially
obstruct visibility and traffic flows and interfere with pedestrian and bicycle flows; parking usage
by construction workers; and temporary or extended closure of traffic lanes and sidewalks.
However, implementation of mitigation measure MM T-1 would require preparation of a
Construction Impact Mitigation Plan, which would address construction traffic routing and control,
vehicular and pedestrian safety, pedestrian/bicycle access and parking, street closures, and
construction parking on a project-by-project basis. The Construction Impact Mitigation Plan would
address individual phases of construction including demolition, site preparation, and on-going
construction activities for each individual project. Implementation of mitigation measure MM T1 would reduce construction traffic impacts to less than significant.
Further, construction activities for individual projects may overlap with other construction
activities for other private or public projects. These cumulative projects would result in significant
short-term disruptions to traffic and circulation in the Downtown and on the surrounding arterial
road network. In addition to direct road closures and/or detours, these projects would increase
construction-related traffic from heavy haul trips and construction worker vehicles. Consequently,
implementation of mitigation measure MM T-1 would require coordination between the various
agencies overseeing the construction of the aforementioned projects. With implementation of this
mitigation measure, cumulative construction impacts would be reduced to less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, in conjunction with cumulative construction activities anticipated to occur
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in other transit-oriented areas of the City (i.e., Bergamot Plan area) would incrementally increase
construction effects throughout the City. These construction activities would potentially result in
cumulative construction impacts that may be significant and unavoidable for air quality. However,
construction effects would occur in phases throughout the life of the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Consistent with the Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE), these
effects are anticipated to occur primarily in areas adjacent to transit, including the Downtown and
the Bergamot Plan area. Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
construction activity in established residential neighborhoods would not occur.
Refer to Sections 3.1-3.18 of this EIR for full discussion of potential cumulative construction
impacts associated with the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.7

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Downtown has a rich history, as evidenced by the number of historical or architecturally
significant buildings within its boundaries. Recognizing the important role that historic resources
will continue to play in Downtown’s evolution, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan establishes policies and standards to preserve and enhance the Downtown’s historical
resources. The standards would provide greater protection of the Downtown’s historic resources
by ensuring that new development and alterations on properties are done in a compatible manner
that meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (36
Code of Federal Regulations and/or the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Rehabilitation
of Historic Properties.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes existing cultural resources in the
Downtown and analyzes the potential impacts to cultural resources that could result from the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (Plan). Cultural resources are defined as
historic-period buildings, structures, districts, and objects; archeological sites dating from either
the prehistoric or historic period; or paleontological (i.e., fossil) materials. The following cultural
resources discussion and analysis focuses upon historical resources, particularly structures 40
years or more in age. In addition, as discussed below, the potential exists for undiscovered
subsurface prehistoric archaeological or paleontological resources throughout the Downtown; as
such, the evolution and development of prehistoric cultures within the region are discussed in detail
in Appendix C.
3.7.1

Environmental Setting

Prehistory and Archaeology
There is evidence for human occupation of mainland southern California for as long as 13,000
years or possibly more (see Appendix C). Although past development and sediment deposition
may have obscured prehistoric sites, no prehistoric sites are known within the Downtown.
Prehistoric human occupation and cultures within coastal Southern California evolved
significantly over more than 10,000 years based on changes in climate, food availability, and
utilization and changes in population densities and cultural characteristics. Although prehistoric
remains that could potentially exist in the Downtown could be from any of the various past cultural
epochs, they would most likely represent past occupation by the Gabrielino. The Gabrielino
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occupied territory that included the Los Angeles Basin south to parts of Orange County and north
to Topanga Canyon and the four southern Channel Islands.
The Gabrielino arrived around 500 B.C. and exhibited a complex culture, social organization,
religious beliefs, and art and material production. The Gabrielino were known for excellent
artisanship in the form of pipes, ornaments, cooking implements, inlay work, and basketry.
Although few specifics are known of Gabrielino life, their economic system severed to manage
food reserves (i.e., storage and processing), provide a market to exchange goods, and distribute
resources. The development of the large coastal and littoral territorial villages of the
Gabrielino/Tongva recorded in ethnohistoric accounts has fueled speculation about the
achievement of a completely sedentary type of settlement. Temporary seasonal camps appear to
have been utilized even in coastal areas where large village sites were located close to one another.
Population estimates gleaned from historic reports indicate there were possibly more than 100
mainland villages; Spanish reports suggest village populations ranged from 50 to 200 people (Bean
and Smith 1978). Prior to Spanish migration, the Gabrielino population had been decimated by
diseases, probably European diseases spread via coastal stopovers by early Spanish maritime
explorers (Tac 1930).
The Downtown is located within the traditional ethnographic territory of the Gabrielino/Tongva
peoples, a Takic-speaking group. The total Gabrielino territory covered more than 1,500 square
miles (mi2) and included the watersheds of the Los Angeles River, San Gabriel River, Santa Ana
River, and Rio Hondo. The Gabrielino also occupied the islands of Santa Catalina, San Clemente,
and San Nicolas. Within this large territory were more than 50 residential communities with
populations that ranged from approximately 50 to 150 individuals. Each community consisted of
one or more lineages which controlled a specific geographic territory that included a permanent
residential settlement, various hunting and gathering areas, as well as ritual sites.
Due to the relatively long history of urban development, the full extent and density of Gabrielino
or other prehistoric culture occupation of the Downtown is difficult to accurately characterize.
However, the known presence of the Gabrielino village at Kuruvungna Springs located 2 miles
northeast of Downtown Santa Monica reveals that the area near the potential project sites in the
Downtown did have extended occupation by the Gabrielino.
Historical Setting
Spanish Exploration and Mexican Occupation of the Santa Monica Region
The Portuguese navigator, Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo, sailing under the Spanish flag, commanded
the first expedition along the California coast in 1542. As he sailed the Southern California
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coastline, he gave names to several geographical features, including San Pedro Bay, Santa Catalina
Island, and Santa Monica Bay, where he is believed to have dropped anchor on October 9, 1542.
Although the territory was placed under Spanish rule at that time, the territorial lands were not
explored until 1769 when the King of Spain sent a party of missionaries to colonize California,
creating missions up and down the coast, located approximately one day’s journey apart.
The first direct contact between the Europeans and the Gabrielino is thought to have occurred in
1542 with the arrival of Cabrillo’s small fleet at Santa Catalina Island, and later in 1602 when the
Sebastian Vizcaino expedition visited San Clemente and Santa Catalina islands and the mainland
near present-day San Pedro (McCawley 1996). Later in 1769, the Gaspar de Portolá expedition
crossed the Gabrielino homeland twice. Mission San Gabriel was founded on September 8, 1771
at a location near the Whittier Narrows. Sometime around 1774, Mission San Gabriel was moved
to its present location to obtain more suitable land for agriculture. A second mission, San Fernando,
was established within Gabrielino territory in 1797.
Mission life was highly regimented and contrasted sharply with the traditional Gabrielino lifeway;
as a result, colonization had a dramatic and negative effect on Gabrielino society, including
fugitivism. The traditional Native American communities were depopulated and epidemics caused
by the introduction of European diseases further reduced the Native American population.
Between 1832 and 1834, the Mexican government implemented a series of secularization acts that
were theoretically designed to turn over the mission lands to the native populations; however, most
of this land was taken over by Mexican civilians. Consequently, the primary result of
secularization was increased fugitivism among the Gabrielino (McCawley 1996). The later
American takeover of California brought further hardships to the Gabrielino who eventually settled
at small Native American and Mexican settlements in the Eagle Rock and Highland Park districts
of Los Angeles as well as in Pauma, Pala, Temecula, Pechanga, and San Jacinto.
Many of the soldiers of the Spanish explorers and missionaries were subsequently granted large
tracts of land in payment for their services, which began the Rancho system in California. When
California became Mexican territory in 1822, the area around Santa Monica was not included in
any Spanish land grants. As early as 1828, Don Francisco Sepulveda took possession of an area
that would later be granted to him by Mexican Governor Juan Alvarado in 1839 (City of Santa
Monica 2002). The Rancho San Vicente y Santa Monica, as it came to be known, was a 33,000acre area bordered by the Pacific Ocean on the west, Santa Monica Canyon on the north, presentday Pico Boulevard on the south, extending east to present-day Westwood, encompassing what
eventually became Downtown Santa Monica. With the cession of California to the U.S. following
the Mexican-American War, the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo provided that the previous
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Mexican land grants would be honored. As required by the Land Act of 1851, a claim for Rancho
San Vicente y Santa Monica was filed with the Public Land Commission.
The Early American Period (1850s–1880s)
The 1846 Mexican-American war eventually brought an end to the Rancho period as American
settlers flooded Alta California during the second half of the 19th century. The territory was
annexed by the U.S. in 1848. The discovery of gold and other precious metals drew tens of
thousands of newcomers to California, increasing demand for beef and other cattle products
throughout the state, but especially in Northern California. Ranchos continued to remain
productive through the cattle industry and other pastoral pursuits through the 1870s.
In 1872, Colonel R. S. Baker purchased the Sepulveda Rancho and established a sheep ranch on
the plateau. Soon after, Baker also purchased part of the Boca de Santa Monica lands to the
northwest from the Reyes and Marquez families (City of Santa Monica 2010). In 1874, Nevada
Senator John Percival Jones became Baker’s partner and the two of them would later be credited
as Santa Monica’s founders. Originally born in England and raised in Ohio, Jones made his fortune
mining silver in Nevada. He was involved in railroad development and envisioned a coastal town
serving as the terminus for a California railroad. Together, Jones and Baker established the Los
Angeles and Independence Railroad to link the Colorado and Nevada mines to the ocean (City of
Santa Monica 2002, 2010). After obtaining the right-of-way for the railroad, they constructed a
wharf in Santa Monica.
The Santa Monica townsite was surveyed in
1875, the same year rail service was
established to Los Angeles. The townsite
extended between Colorado and Montana
Streets, and from the Pacific Ocean to 26th
Street.
Santa
Monica’s
promoters
encouraged the development of parks, a
plaza, and a university as well as providing
ample home sites. The first sale of lots on
July 15, 1875 was accompanied by
hyperbole in newspapers as far away as San
Francisco (City of Santa Monica 2002,
2010).
New buildings were constructed in the new
townsite during the final months of 1875 to
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house businesses established by several prominent Los Angeles residents. One of the earliest was
a brick commercial building constructed at 1438 2nd Street by William Rapp that is the oldest
masonry commercial structure still standing in Santa Monica today. By the time the railroad was
completed to Santa Monica in November, the town was growing with two new hotels, the sale of
615 lots, and a variety of active businesses, all of which were attracting new visitors and residents
(City of Santa Monica 2002, 2010). Early homes and hotels were typically wood-framed while
commercial buildings were either wood-framed or brick.
In 1876, with the Los Angeles and Independence Railroad losing money and unable to complete
the planned rail line east of Los Angeles, the railroad went bankrupt and in 1877, the Southern
Pacific Railroad purchased the abandoned line (City of Santa Monica 2010). Upon buying the line,
the railroad immediately increased rates, which made wharf operations too expensive to be
competitive. The wharf became economically unviable and was removed in 1879 (City of Santa
Monica 2002, 2010).
The Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway reached southern California in the period between
1883 and 1885. The completion of the two transcontinental railways, particularly the latter, was a
catalyst for economic development in Southern California. A frantic rate war between the two
railroad giants drastically drove down the cost of traveling to southern California from the East
Coast, luring more easterners to the West Coast. In the 1880s, Santa Monica turned to establishing
itself as an upscale beach resort community and succeeded in attracting new waves of visitors and
residents.
Late Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Residential and Commercial Development (1880s–1950s)
Beginning in the 1880s, the City of Santa
Monica’s (City’s) commercial district
included 2nd Street from Utah (Broadway) to
about a half block north. During the
following decade, 3rd Street became the
City’s principal commercial street. The
architecture of 3rd Street was primarily
small-scale (i.e., one-story) brick vernacular
commercial buildings. By 1888, a hotel and
The Keller Block building at 227 Broadway is a distinctive
theater were built at the northeast corner of local example of the Romanesque Revival architectural
style as designed by architect, Carroll H. Brown.
3rd Street and Broadway. Within the next
five years, two of the City’s three most
architecturally distinctive commercial buildings of the period were built on 3rd Street: the Keller
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Block building at 227 Broadway (Carroll H. Brown, architect, 1893), which still stands at the
southwest corner of Broadway and 3rd Street; the Bank of Santa Monica Building (demolished) at
the southeast corner of Santa Monica Boulevard; and the Whitworth Block (extant, but altered) at
1460 2nd Street (City of Santa Monica 1986).
In the early 1890s, Santa Monica renewed its efforts to establish the town as the major port in the
region, but failed in 1893, when San Pedro was selected to serve as the Port of Los Angeles.
Subsequently, local economic development refocused on cementing Santa Monica’s position as
the preeminent resort town in the area and a series of new hotels and pleasure piers were created
to attract new visitors (City of Santa Monica 2002). The Southern Pacific Railroad leased the Santa
Monica line to Los Angeles Pacific Electric Railroad, which operated until 1933. In 1892, the
Santa Fe Railroad extended their Inglewood line north to Ocean Park along what is Main Street
today. The new rail line brought large numbers of visitors to Ocean Park and Santa Monica for
day trips (City of Santa Monica 2010).
In 1893, the Ocean Park Pier was constructed and the adjacent Pier Street was soon established as
one of the earliest commercial streets in Santa Monica. New piers were added in Venice, Ocean
Park, and Santa Monica, boasting popular attractions such as bath houses, rollercoaster,
restaurants, and ballrooms (City of Santa Monica 2010). The first pleasure pier was built in 1895
in Santa Monica by Abbot Kinney and Francis Ryan. Amusement piers were popular tourist
attractions and had a side benefit of increasing property values in their vicinity, which attracted
more real estate investors to add additional piers in the area. Development of the pleasure piers
marked a transition from Santa Monica as an exclusive vacation resort for the wealthy to a tourist
destination for all (City of Santa Monica 2010).
The early movie industry also played a role in Santa Monica. The Vitagraph Film Company
established a studio next to the Rapp Saloon and other film companies soon followed, using Santa
Monica as a setting for many of their movies. By 1915, however, Hollywood had become the home
for California’s burgeoning film industry and Santa Monica filmmakers moved their operations
east to escape the coastal fog.
The 1920s was a period of huge growth for Santa Monica, spurred by Douglas Aircraft’s
establishment at one of the old film studio facilities. The automobile became widely embraced and
Santa Monica’s development during the 1920s reflected the new auto-oriented culture. Residential
garages appeared on properties, typically placed at the rear of residential lots and accessed by the
back alleys (City of Santa Monica 2010). Wilshire Boulevard developed into a major automobileoriented commercial thoroughfare, transitioning from an almost exclusively residential area in the
earlier decades.
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While 2nd and 3rd streets were the center of business in the early twentieth century, 4th Street
eastward contained predominately residential uses. Between 1887 and 1918, historic Sanborn
insurance maps show that many lots within Downtown remained undeveloped. Downtown
development consisted predominantly of single-family dwellings and tenements except for the
corner lots where commercial uses were established (see Appendix C). It was not until the 1920s
that the 4th Street commercial district developed and 5th Street was developed with some
commercial and residential properties. The blocks east of 5th Street remained residential in
character.
The large-scale buildings erected during the
late 1920s are an expression of the popular
architecture styles of the era, such as Art
Deco and Churrigueresque. The notable
Churrigueresque buildings constructed on
4th Street are 1433-37 4th Street (Henry
Hollwedel, 1927) and the Builders
Exchange building at 1501-9 4th Street
(Eugene Durfee, 1927). The noteworthy Art
Downtown grew substantially in the 1920s, including
Deco buildings constructed are 1330 4th development of architecturally notable structures in a
Builders
Street (1929), the Central Tower Building at range of styles such as the Churrigueresque-style
th
Exchange
Building
at
1501-1509
4
Street.
1424 4th Street (Eugene Durfee, 1929), and
the Lido Hotel at 1447-57 4th Street (Harbin F. Hunter, 1931). These buildings represent the
eclectic mix of commercial architecture popular in the 1920s and associated with the commercial
development patterns of Santa Monica.
The 1929 stock market crash and resulting economic crisis left Americans little money for luxuries
like resort vacations and day trips to amusement piers. The Bay Cities Guaranty Company went
bankrupt and many other Downtown businesses failed. Yet during the 1930s, some new hotels
were built Downtown. Several New Deal Works Progress Administration (WPA) projects were
awarded to Santa Monica during the Depression, providing some economic relief by creating new
jobs for workers. WPA projects in Santa Monica include the U.S. Post Office (1938), City Hall
(1938), and a variety of school upgrades or replacements (e.g., Barnum Hall). All were built in the
popular and forward-looking Moderne architectural style (City of Santa Monica 2010). In 1935,
the WPA also funded construction for a new concrete Ocean Avenue Bridge and double-arched
tunnel (what is today the Interstate [I-] 10 McClure Tunnel), which replaced the earlier wooden
bridge and tunnel.
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During World War II, Douglas Aircraft was contracted by the U.S. Government to build military
aircraft, resulting in a large upswing in local population as support military personnel and workers
moved into the area (Santa Monica Conservancy 2012). The West Coast in particular benefited
enormously from federal spending during World War II. In May of 1940, Roosevelt ordered
50,000 new planes to be built over the next year to replenish the U.S. Air Force.
The years following World War II saw an
explosion of new construction in Santa
Monica, particularly for multi-family
housing and new businesses. Sears opened
its new store on Colorado Avenue in 1947,
becoming the largest department store in
the City and a primary economic anchor for
the Downtown area. It was an important
transitional building in retail design, one
built to cater to the new post-war autooriented culture, as well as accommodating
pedestrians in the Downtown area.

Built in 1946 and designated in 2005, the Sears building
serves as an example of late Streamline Moderne
architecture and the explosion of consumerism after World
War II.
Source: Santa Monica Conservancy.

In 1948, the RAND Corporation was established as a private non-profit organization focusing on
“furthering and promoting scientific, educational, and charitable purposes for the public welfare
and security of the U.S.” (City of Santa Monica 2010). Originally, Project RAND was housed in
a Douglas Aircraft facility, but once transformed into a non-profit, the RAND Corporation moved
to a Spanish Colonial building at 4th Street and Broadway. In the early 1950s, the RAND
Corporation commissioned a new headquarters building in the Civic Center area, innovatively
designed by H. Roy Kelley to heighten collaboration among the workers (City of Santa Monica
2010).
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The Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) was completed in
1965 and provided a fast, 20-minute trip to the Santa
Monica beach from downtown Los Angeles, spurring
the development of Santa Monica as a commuter
suburb to the greater Los Angeles area (City of Santa
Monica 2010). Rather than enticing shoppers to
Downtown, however, the Santa Monica Freeway
quickly sped them to new outlying shopping centers.
The Downtown retail sector was already in decline by
this time. The City’s first plan to revitalize it by
creating the Third Street Mall as an urban-designed
pedestrian shopping mall failed to lure shoppers back
to Downtown (Santa Monica Conservancy 2012). In Downtown revitalization efforts in the 1980s
rd
the 1980s, several key revitalization projects were transformed 3 Street into the pedestrian-only
Third Street Promenade and included the
successful in bringing shoppers and new residents conversion of the Criterion movie theater to a
back to Downtown Santa Monica. Santa Monica multiplex cinema.
Place, an enclosed mall, was built in 1980 and
remodeled in 2008. In addition, the City formed the Bayside District Corporation in the 1980s and
revitalized and redesigned the Third Street Promenade, bringing in a highly popular mix of retail
shops, restaurants, bars, and entertainment venues. The old Elmiro and Criterion movie theaters
were also converted to multiplexes, drawing additional visitors to the Downtown area (Santa
Monica Conservancy 2012). The Downtown has continued to experience substantial growth and
is a regional entertainment and tourist center.
3.7.2

Historic Built Environment Resources

The historic built environment includes buildings, structures, and objects of historic or aesthetic
importance. Referred to collectively as historic architectural resources, they amplify the local
population’s sense of community, enhance perceptions and enjoyment of the community by
residents and visitors, and provide an important measure of the physical quality of life in the
community. When a significant concentration of such resources occurs within a defined
geographic space, a historic district may be defined.
To identify historic architectural resources in the Downtown, data from the South Central Coastal
Information Center (SCCIC) records search were reviewed as a first step. Several recent historic
built survey updates have been completed within the Downtown area that are not on file with the
SCCIC, resulting in a higher number of previously recorded buildings and structures than the
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SCCIC records check revealed (see Appendix C). The SCCIC data was reviewed in combination
with information contained in available documents and cultural resource studies and Santa
Monica’s Historic Resources Inventory (HRI). The HRI is a database containing building
descriptions and evaluations of properties that exhibit potential historic, architectural, or cultural
significance in Santa Monica. The HRI was last updated in 2010, and provided a windshield survey
of all buildings built before 1968. The HRI includes a survey of designated Landmarks, Structures
of Merits, and potential historical resources at the local, state, and federal level. The HRI is used
to identify properties of potential historic significance, and properties on the HRI are eligible to
apply the State Historical Building Code. A comprehensive Downtown HRI update, released in
2017, evaluated all structures constructed by 1977 for possible historic significance.
Property-specific research on selected locations within the Downtown was also conducted for
several of the Established Large Sites and Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites identified in the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, including the Big Blue Bus Yards,
Downtown Station, Sears Site, and the 4th/5th and Arizona SiteEstablished Large Site, the
Downtown Station and Sears GMP sites, and the and Big Blue Bus Yards site based on records
from the Los Angeles County Assessor’s Office and the City of Santa Monica, including copies
of building permits and applications at the subject properties. The information from these sources
was used to establish construction dates, construction materials, and dimensions of buildings
present on the sites, ownership, names of architects and/or contractors, alterations that occurred
through time. Santa Monica City maps dating back to 1875 and City directories dating back to
1927, available at the Santa Monica Public Library, provided information on historical occupants
of commercial buildings and subject parcels and the layout and development of these parcels
through time. Historic and modern aerial photographs and Sanborn Fire Insurance maps also were
reviewed.
Historic Resources within the Downtown
Downtown Santa Monica does not have any historic resources listed on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) or California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR). However, there
are 27 locally designated historic Landmarks (Status Code 5S1) in the Downtown, which include
23 buildings and 4 historic features (Moreton Bay Fig, Zucky’s Sign, Oregon Avenue sign, and
terrazzo paving) (see Figure 3.7-1). Table 3.7-1 identifies the 27 designated Landmarks in the
Downtown.
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Table 3.7-1
Site No.

Designated Landmarks within Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Area

Street #

Street Name
nd

1*
2*
3*

1305
1438
1202

2 Street
2nd Street
3rd Street

4*

1210

4th Street

5*
6*
7*

1422/1424 4th Street
1455
4th Street
1501-1509 4th Street

8*

1248

5th Street

9*

227

Broadway

10*
11
12
13
14

302
1301
1323
1333
1337

Colorado Ave.
Ocean Ave.
Ocean Ave.
Ocean Ave.
Ocean Ave.

15

1415

Ocean Ave.

16*

210-216

17*

221-225

18
19*
20*
21*

101
301-317
310-312
507-517

Santa Monica
Blvd.
Santa Monica
Blvd.
Wilshire Blvd.
Wilshire Blvd.
Wilshire Blvd.
Wilshire Blvd.

22*

702-710

Wilshire Blvd.

3.7-12

Resource Name

Architectural Style

Built

Mar Vista Apartments
William Rapp Saloon
1202 Third Street
Promenade
Santa Monica Bay
Woman's Club Building
Central Tower Building
Lido Hotel
Bay Builders Exchange
Building
U.S. Post Office
Building
Keller Block Building

Vernacular Commercial
Vernacular Commercial
Late Moderne

1914
1875
1949

Historic Resource
Status Code1
5B, 5B1
5S1; 3S; 5D3
5S1; 3S; 5D3

Classic Revival

1914

5S1; 3S; 5D3

1991

Art Deco
Art Deco
Churrigueresque

1929
1931
1927

5S1; 5B
5S1; 5D3
5B

2013
2001
2009

PWA Moderne

1936

3B, 3S, 5B

2014

Richardsonian
Romanesque Revival
Sears Department Store Late Moderne
Shangri La Hotel
Streamline Moderne
Gussie Moran House
Queen Anne
Victorian House
Queen Anne
Spanish Colonial
Spanish Colonial Revival
Revival Commercial
Building
Georgian Hotel
Renaissance Revival/ Art
Deco
Mayfair Theatre
Vernacular Modern

1898

5S1; 5D3

2008

1947
1940
1891
1906
1926

5S1; 3S; 3CS
5S1
5S1; 3S
5S1
5S1

2005
2010
2004
2001
2004

1931

5S1

2013

1911

5S1; 5D3

1994

Bay Cities Guaranty
Building
Palisades Wing
301 Wilshire Boulevard
Edwin Building
Streamline Moderne
Commercial
Santa Monica
Professional Building

Art Deco

1931

5S1; 3S; 5D3

2004

Renaissance Revival
Art Deco
Spanish Colonial Revival
Streamline Moderne

1924
1930
1928
1940

5S1
5S1, 3S, 5D3
5S1; 3S; 5D3
5S1; 5D3

2013
2013
2008
2003

Spanish Colonial Revival

1928

5S1; 5D3

2005

Year Landmark
2010
1975
2008
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Table 3.7-1

Designated Landmarks within Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Area (Continued)

Site No.

Street #

Street Name

Resource Name

Architectural Style

Built

23
24

1133
-

Moreton Bay Fig Tree
Oregon Avenue Sign

-

-

25

210-214

Ocean Ave.
5th/ Santa
Monica
Santa Monica
Blvd.

Historic Resource
Year Landmark
Status Code1
5S1
1976
1981

Streamline Moderne

1939

5S1, 5D1

2013

26

301

Terrazzo sidewalk
paving located within
the public right-of-way
Junipher Building

Vernacular Commercial

1912

5B

2014

27

431

Zuckys Sign

Googie

1954

5S1

2005

Santa Monica
Blvd.
Wilshire Blvd.

* also identified as a contributor to the potential Central Business District (CBD).
Notes:
1 Historic Resource Status Code Definitions (State of California 2003):
3. Appears Eligible for National Register or California Register through Survey Evaluation
3B Appears eligible for NR both individually and as a contributor to a NR eligible district through survey evaluation.
3S Appears eligible for NR as an individual property through survey evaluation.
5. Properties Recognized as Significant by Local Government
5B Locally significant both individually (listed, eligible, or appears eligible) and as a contributor to a district that is locally listed, designated, determined eligible or
appears eligible through survey evaluation.
5D1 Contributor to a district that is listed or designated locally.
5D2 Contributor to a district that is eligible for local listing or designation.
5D3 Appears to be a contributor to a district that appears eligible for local listing or designation through survey evaluation.
5S1 Individual property that is listed or designated locally
5S3 Appears to be individually eligible for local listing or designation through survey evaluation.
6. Not Eligible for Listing or Designation as specified
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Additionally, based on the City’s HRI,
there are a number of Downtown
buildings that are over 40 years of age and
appear to be potentially eligible for local
designation as a historic resource either
individually or as a contributor to a
potential historic district (refer to Figure
3.7-1). Further evaluation is needed to
determine if these buildings are indeed
eligible for local designation. Under the
California Environmental Quality Act

Built in 1931 and designated as a Landmark in 1995, the
Georgian Hotel serves as a monument to Santa Monica’s
history of tourism and to the golden age of Art Deco.
Source: Santa Monica Conservancy

(CEQA), these buildings are presumed to
be historic resources. Resources designated in a local register of historical resources (local
landmarks or landmark districts) (pursuant to Section 5020.1[k] of the Public Resources Code
[Pub. Res. Code]), or identified as significant in a local historical resources inventory (meeting
the criteria in Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code), are considered “historical
resources” for the purposes of CEQA unless a preponderance of evidence indicates otherwise.
CEQA differentiates between historical resources “included in a local register of historical
resources” and resources that are “identified as significant in certain surveys of historical
resources.” A “local register” is “a list of properties officially designated or recognized as
historically significant by a local government pursuant to a local ordinance or resolution.”
Historical resources included in a local register or listed on a qualified survey are presumed to
be historically significant for purposes of CEQA. A lead agency may still determine, based on
a preponderance of the evidence, that the resource is not historically or culturally significant
for purposes of CEQA.
As stated earlier, the Downtown has 27 designated Landmarks that may be eligible for listing
in the California Register. Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), these
buildings are presumed to be historic resources. The City’s HRI, as a survey of historical
resources, must meet four requirements in order for the properties listed to be considered
historical resources for purposes of CEQA:
(1) The survey has been or will be included in the State Historic Resources Inventory.
(2) The survey and the survey documentation were prepared in accordance with office
procedures and requirements.
(3) The resource is evaluated and determined by the office to have a significance rating of
Category 1 to 5 on DPR Form 523.
3.7-14
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(4) If the survey is five or more years old at the time of its nomination for inclusion in the
California Register, the survey is updated to identify historical resources which have
become eligible or ineligible due to changed circumstances or further documentation
and those which have been demolished or altered in a manner that substantially
diminishes the significance of the resource.
The City’s Historic Resources Inventory for the Downtown was updated in April 2017. Action
HP1.2C of the proposed DCP requires submittal of the Downtown HRI Update to the State Office
of Historic Preservation within 45 days of the effective date of the Plan. Accordingly, upon
submittal to SHPO and inclusion of the State Historic Resources Inventory, all HRI-listed
properties within the Downtown will be presumed to historic resources pursuant to CEQA.
Potential Historic Districts
A historic district is a grouping of multiple properties that collectively have been determined to
have historic significance. A historic district can be significant under any one or combination of
the four NRHP or CRHR criteria of eligibility, or any of the six City of Santa Monica Landmark
and Historic District criteria (see Section 3.7.6, Regulatory Setting for a discussion of these
eligibility criteria).
There are no national, state, or local designated historic districts within the Downtown. However,
the HRI does identify two potential historic districts that have contributing resources that fall
within the boundaries of the Downtown: the potential Central Business District (CBD), including
69 contributing resources and the potential Telephone Thematic District, including 3 contributing
resources (refer to Figure 3.7-1) (City of Santa Monica 2010). The SCCIC records search also
indicated another previously identified potential historic district within the Downtown, the Third
Street Promenade/Santa Monica Mall (3rd Street between Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway;
SCCIC 319-188768), the boundaries for which were completely within the potential CBD.
However, due to a loss of historic integrity since it was delineated in 1985, the Third Street
Promenade/Santa Monica Mall District was found no longer eligible in 1996 for the National
Register, California Register, or local designation and was dissolved. Remaining significant
properties within the original Third Street Promenade District boundaries are now considered
contributors to a potential historic district, the potential CBD.
Potential Central Business District
The potential (not designated) CBD represents the City’s historical core of commercial activity.
The potential CBD is a noncontiguous grouping of thematically related commercial properties
which are unified by period, building type, historical associations, and a diverse but significant
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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architecture. The potential CBD is an approximately 177-acre area roughly bounded by Wilshire
Boulevard to the north, 2nd Street to the west, Colorado Avenue/Santa Monica Freeway to the
south, and 4th Street (south of Santa Monica Boulevard) and 7th Street (north of Santa Monica
Boulevard) to the east (refer to Figure 3.7-1). The potential CBD was part of the original Santa
Monica tract subdivision.
For properties to be contributors to a historic district, they must retain sufficient historical integrity
to convey their association with the district during its period of significance. Elements of integrity
that connect a property with its history include location, design, setting, materials, workmanship,
feeling, and association. A district contributor can have a lower threshold of integrity and
significance as long as it contributes to the overall significance of the district. However, having
sufficient integrity to be a contributing property to a historic district does not necessarily mean the
property has sufficient integrity to be individually eligible for City Landmark designation or to be
individually eligible for listing in the California Register. As such, many of the properties
identified as contributors to the potential CBD may not be historic on the individual level (i.e., not
eligible for designation as a Landmark or Structure of Merit). Nonetheless, these properties are
considered historic resources under CEQA.
When it was initially identified as a potential
district in 1983, the potential CBD comprised
119 contributing buildings, including 58
buildings in the Santa Monica Mall
District/Third Street Promenade and 61 other
buildings
scattered
throughout
the
Downtown area (Gleye 1983 [revised
1986]). The buildings originally identified as
contributors to the potential CBD include a
range of structures dating between 1875 and
1946
but
represent
predominantly Past remodels and alterations of older structures in the
Downtown, as exemplified by the Midas Building at 5th
commercial styles of the 1920s, reflecting the Street and Colorado Avenue, have altered the historic
City’s economic and architectural boom integrity of many buildings.
period. The potential CBD has had several
potentially significant examples of Modern Architecture that were identified as contributors by the
2010 HRI Update (City of Santa Monica 2010), expanding the period of significance to include
properties erected from 1946 through 1968. Most of the contributing structures are one- and twostory buildings, but there are several examples with three or more stories (e.g., the Bay Cities
Guaranty Building). The most common architectural styles in the potential CBD included brick
3.7-16
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vernacular
commercial
buildings
constructed during the 1920s and 1930s,
Spanish Colonial Revival, and Art Deco or
Streamline Moderne. The potential CBD is
characterized by its busy commercial
streets and architecturally distinctive
streetscape.
There have been several updates to Santa
Built in 1914 and designated as a landmark in 1991, the
Monica’s HRI and its list of contributors to Santa Monica Bay Woman’s Club Building is a Classical
the potential CBD since its first Revival influenced structure that has served as home to “the
strongest organization of women in the district,” as the
identification, the most recent of which Club was described in the 1940s.
occurred in 2010 2017 for the Downtown Source: Santa Monica Conservancy.
(City of Santa Monica 2010). As part of
that study, the investigators reassessed the historic integrity of those properties previously
identified as contributors to the potential CBD. They concluded that as a result of alterations, many
of the contributing buildings had lost their historical integrity and, in some cases, buildings had
been demolished, reducing the number of previously identified contributors to the potential
district. The 2010 HRI Update also identified several new contributors to the potential CBD,
bringing the total of contributors to the potential CBD to 69. Since that time, five additional
contributors have been demolished. Therefore, there are now 64 contributors to the potential CBD.
The total percentage of contributing parcels is very low for a contiguous Historic District. This
low percentage would appear to exclude the potential Historic District from listing in the California
Register or the National Register unless it was found through future detailed analysis to qualify as
a non-contiguous district through a Multiple Property Documentation (MPD) approach. A MPD
allows historic districts comprised of non-contiguous significant properties that are tied together
thematically. However, because the City’s Landmark and Historic Preservation Ordinance allows
for thematically aligned “groupings” of historic properties, the lack of contiguous contributing
properties does not necessarily detract from the integrity of the CBD and it remains potentially
eligible for local designation.Importantly, the HRI Update (https://www.smgov.net/
Departments/PCD/Programs/Historic-Preservation/Historic-Resources-Inventory-Update-(2017)/)
concluded that the previously identified Central Business Historic District no longer retains
sufficient integrity to be eligible as a historic district. The area no longer contains a cohesive
concentration of historic or architecturally significant properties that are unified aesthetically by
plan, physical development or architectural quality. Properties that were previously identified as
contributors to this district were evaluated for individual eligibility against local, state, and federal
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criteria. Four of these properties appeared to no longer satisfy registration requirements for federal,
state, and/or local eligibility, and are included in the Property Database as having been previously
identified but no longer meeting eligibility criteria (these are given the status code 6L). Due to
increased development of the Central Business District and the larger downtown area, 17 previously
identified resources in the DCP no longer retain sufficient integrity for listing or have been
demolished altogether. As a result, properties included in the inventory have been identified as
individually eligible instead of potential District contributors. The HRI now identifies 76 properties
within the Downtown Community Plan boundaries as being potentially significant.
Potential Telephone Thematic District
The City’s HRI identifies three buildings as constituting the potential (not designated) Telephone
Thematic District for their association with the historic telephone companies operated in Santa
Monica (refer to Figure 3.7-1). These three buildings are located in the Downtown and include
1314 7th Street, 604 Arizona Avenue, and 625 Arizona Avenue.
Table 3.7-2 provides a summary of historic resources in the Downtown as discussed above.
Table 3.7-2

Summary of Historic Resources in the Downtown

Resource
Landmarks
HRI – Listed (non Landmarks)
Potentially Historic Individually
Contributors to Potential Central
Business District
Contributors to Potential Telephone
Thematic District
Structures of Merit

3.7.3

Number of Buildings/Features
27 (16 are also contributors to potential CBD)
76
27
64 (includes 16 Landmarks and 20 that are Potentially Eligible
as Historic Resources Individually)
3
3

Paleontological Resources

Paleontological resources are the evidence of once-living organisms as preserved in the rock
record. They include both the fossilized remains of ancient plants and animals and the traces
thereof (e.g., trackways, imprints, burrows, etc.). In general, fossils are considered to be older than
recorded human history or greater than 5,000 years old and are typically preserved in sedimentary
rocks. Although rare, fossils can also be preserved in volcanic rocks and low-grade metamorphic
rocks under certain conditions (Society of Vertebrate Paleontology [SVP] 2010).
Sources of information for this section include museum collections records maintained by the
Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County (LACM), published geologic mapping by Yerkes
(1997) and Dibblee, Jr. (1991, 1992), and various other geologic literature. The SVP (2010)
guidelines was used for the assessment of potential paleontological resources of the Downtown.
3.7-18
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Geology and Paleontology
The geologic setting is key to understanding potentially important paleontological resources in the
study area. As described in Section 3.9, Geology and Soils Downtown Santa Monica is located in
the Los Angeles basin of coastal Southern California, one of several deep Cenozoic basins that
occupy the region. Structurally, the basin can be divided into four primary structural blocks: the
northwest, southwest, central, and northeastern blocks. Each of these informal basin subdivisions
are separated by major zones of faulting or flexure in the basement rocks, resulting in contrasting
stratigraphy. The Downtown is located on the southwestern structural block, which is
characterized by a low plain that extends from the City of Santa Monica southeast to Long Beach.
Please refer to Section 3.9, Geology and Soils for a more complete description of regional geology.
Geologic maps indicate that geologic deposits underlying the Downtown include Quaternary older
surficial sediments of Pleistocene age (2.6 million years ago to 11,700 years before present) and
Quaternary surficial sediments of Holocene age (11,700 years before present to Recent). The older
surficial sediments are composed of moderately to well consolidated, slightly to well cemented
gray to light brown, pebble-gravel, sand, silt and clay. These sediments are derived from the nearby
Santa Monica Mountains. The surficial sediments, located in the eastern portion of the Downtown,
are composed of younger unconsolidated and uncemented alluvial gravel, sand, and silt-clay also
derived largely from the Santa Monica Mountains (Yerkes 1997; Dibblee, Jr. 1991).
Paleontological resources are not found in “soil”
but are contained within the geologic deposits or
bedrock that underlies the soil layer. Therefore, in
order to ascertain whether or not a particular study
area has the potential to contain significant fossil
resources at the subsurface, it is necessary to
review relevant scientific literature, museum
records, and geologic mapping to determine the
geology and associated paleontology of the area.
A records search of the LACM was conducted to
identify information on paleontological localities
within and near the Project area and to determine
whether or not fossil localities have been
discovered within the Downtown or a particular
rock unit (see Appendix C).
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Known significant paleontological resources
underlie areas adjacent to Downtown, with
potential for similar occurrences in Downtown.
Fossils including those of an extinct giant cat
(Panthera atrox) were found at a 6-foot depth just
outside Downtown between Olympic Boulevard
and I-10. This species was one of the largest true
cats of all time, reaching an estimated weight of at
least 772 pounds. Such resources could well be
present within Downtown.
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Museum records indicate that no previously recorded vertebrate paleontological localities lie
directly within the boundaries of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan;
however, at least two localities have been documented nearby and from within the same
sedimentary deposits that underlie the Downtown. Locality LACM 5462, northeast of the
Downtown south of Olympic Boulevard and east of Cloverfield Boulevard, produced a fossil
specimen of Felis atrox (extinct lion). Locality LACM 7879, southeast of the Project area near
Rose Avenue and Penmar Avenue, produced fossilized specimens of Equus (horse) and
Paramylodon (ground sloth). These fossil localities were discovered at depths as shallow as 6 feet
below the ground surface and from within Quaternary alluvium (McLeod 2013).
3.7.4

Archaeological Resources

Archaeological resources represent and document activities, accomplishments, and traditions of
previous civilizations and link current and former inhabitants of an area. Archaeological resources
may date from the historic or prehistoric period, and include deposits of physical remains of the
past (e.g., artifacts, manufacturing debris, dietary refuse, and the soils in which they are contained)
or areas where prehistoric or historic activity measurably altered the earth.
To identify known archaeological resources and prior studies within the Downtown, staff of the
SCCIC of the California HRI System at California State University, Fullerton, performed a records
search on February 19, 2013, to identify known archaeological and historical sites within a 0.25mile radius of the Downtown (see Appendix C). Additional sources consulted during the SCCIC
records search include: the NRHP, the California Points of Historical Interest (CPHI), the
California Historical Landmarks (CHL), the CRHR, the Office of Historic Preservation (OHP)
Historic Property Data File (HPD) for Los Angeles County, and the Archaeological Determination
of Eligibility (ADOE) list.
The results of the literature and records search indicate that at least 40 previous cultural resources
surveys have occurred within a 0.25-mile radius of the Downtown. These and other studies have
identified one archaeological site within Downtown. During construction monitoring, Selverston
(1996) identified a buried early twentieth century (ca. 1920s–1930s) refuse deposit (P-19-002392;
CA-LAN-2392H) at the rear of a residential parcel at 1422 6th Street. CA-LAN-2392H was
recorded on a California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) standard inventory form by
the archaeological monitor and a sample of artifacts was collected for analysis at the time of
discovery, though the site does not appear to have been evaluated formally for significance. The
DPR form states, “[i]mpacts to the portion of the concentration on the subject property are
mitigated by this record and associated monitoring report” (Selverston 1996).
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Archaeological Potential of the Downtown
Although only one (historic) archaeological site is known to exist within Downtown, the paucity
of previously identified archaeological sites is not a reliable indicator of archaeological sensitivity.
In highly developed urban settings, the original ground surface is typically not available for
inspection, and prehistoric and historic archaeological deposits may be preserved beneath more
recent soils. During prehistoric times, the Downtown provided an especially favorable
environment for Native American settlement given its location along the Pacific Ocean on a
relatively level bluff above the Santa Monica Bay, with freshwater springs at nearby Ballona Creek
and Santa Monica Canyon. While surface deposits may have been obscured by development since
1875, the Downtown is situated on a terrace with uphill slopes trending to the north toward the
Santa Monica Mountains, and it is likely that alluvial sediments eroding from those higher
elevations have covered older archaeological deposits over the millennia prior to 1875. Thus,
archaeological deposits dating back thousands of years could be uncovered at unknown depths
anywhere in the Downtown. Such prehistoric archaeological deposits could provide important
information about the occupation, settlement practices, economy, trade, and life ways of Native
Americans at this location during ancient times.
A review of Santa Monica townsite and City maps dating back to 1875 and Sanborn Fire Insurance
maps dating back to the 1880s, and detailed, site-specific analysis of selected blocks within
Downtown, show a sequence of historic buildings and structures at several locations (Smallwood
and Smith 2014). This research suggests that historic-period archaeological deposits such as those
uncovered at CA-LAN-2392H may also be present elsewhere in the Downtown. Prior to the 1920s,
much of the Downtown’s current commercial core contained dwellings on residential lots. While
many of these residences have since disappeared from the landscape, it is possible that old
foundations and buried, artifact-filled archaeological deposits such as privies and refuse dumps
from residential occupation may be found within those parcels. Construction of commercial
buildings, which accelerated in the 1920s, may have destroyed older deposits in some locations,
but some areas may still contain intact buried deposits at unknown depths. Archaeological deposits
from the 1870s–1920s could provide important information about the economy, consumer
practices, product availability, and household lifestyles of residents during the early history of the
City.
3.7.5

Native American Outreach

To determine whether any known Native American cultural properties (e.g., traditional use or
gathering areas, places of religious or sacred activity) are present within or adjacent to the
Downtown, the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in Sacramento was contacted on
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February 19, 2013 to request a review of their Sacred Lands Inventory File (SLF). The NAHC
responded on February 20, 2013, stating that the SLF did indicate the presence of Native American
cultural resources within the immediate Downtown; however, the NAHC would not provide details
of the nature of the resource, and recommended that Native American individuals and
organizations be contacted to elicit information and/or concerns regarding cultural resource issues
related to the proposed redevelopment within the Downtown. A letter describing the Downtown
and proposed project, asking these individuals and organizations for their input, was sent via
electronic mail on April 18, 2013.
Of the 10 groups and/or individuals contacted, four responded with comments. The GabrielinoTongva Tribe, represented by Linda Candelaria, Bernie Acuna, and Conrad Acuna, is requesting
that a Native American Monitor be present during earthmoving activities. Robert Dorame, also of
the Gabrieleno-Tongva Tribe, referred to at least two known Native American middens once
located along the coastal bluffs in Santa Monica that have since vanished from the landscape, and
concluded that there is a high probability of encountering prehistoric Native American cultural
remains in the area at depths where intact native soil is found. As such, he recommends a Native
American Monitor be present during earth-moving activities. He also asked that if human remains
or other Native American cultural remains are found that he be contacted. A copy of the letters
sent, the list of contacts provided by NAHC, and responses received are included in Appendix C.
3.7.6

Regulatory Setting

Federal
National Register of Historic Places
The NRHP was established by the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 to help
identify and protect properties that are significant cultural resources at the national, state, and/or
local levels. Four criteria have been established to determine if a resource is significant to
American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, or culture and should be listed in the
NRHP. These criteria include:
1.
2.
3.
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It is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history;
It is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction
or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction; and
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4.

It yields, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

Districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects of potential significance that are at least 50 years
in age must meet one or more of the above criteria to be eligible for listing in the NRHP. However,
the NRHP does not prohibit the consideration of properties less than 50 years in age whose
exceptional contribution to the development of American history, architecture archeology,
engineering, and culture can be clearly demonstrated under National Register Criteria
Consideration G.
In addition to meeting the Criteria for Evaluation, a property must have integrity. “Integrity is the
ability of a property to convey its significance.” According to National Register Bulletin (NRB)
15, the NRHP recognizes seven aspects or qualities that, in various combinations, define integrity.
To retain historic integrity a property will always possess several, and usually most, of these seven
aspects. Thus, the retention of the specific aspects of integrity is paramount for a property to
convey its significance. The seven factors that define integrity are location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling and association.
In assessing a property's integrity, the National Register Criteria recognize that properties change
over time, therefore, it is not necessary for a property to retain all its historic physical features or
characteristics. The property must retain, however, the essential physical features that enable it to
convey its historic identity.
State
California Register of Historic Resources
The CRHR is “an authoritative listing and guide to be used by state and local agencies, private
groups, and citizens in identifying the existing historical resources of the state and to indicate
which resources are to be protected, to the extent prudent and feasible, from substantial adverse
change.” Criteria of eligibility for the CRHR (Pub. Res. Code §§5024.1, Title 14 CCR, Section
4852) include the following:
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
California’s history and cultural heritage;
2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high
artistic values; or
4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
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Additionally, a historic resource eligible for listing in the CRHR must meet one or more of the
criteria of significance described above and retain enough of its historic character or appearance
to be recognizable as a historic resource and to convey the reasons for its significance. Historical
resources that have rehabilitated or restored may be evaluated for listing.
Resources included in a local register of historical resources (pursuant to Section 5020.1[k] of the
Public Resources Code), or identified as significant in an historical resources survey (meeting the
criteria in Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code), also are considered “historical
resources” for the purposes of CEQA. The CRHR automatically includes “all properties formally
determined eligible for, or listed in, the National Register of Historic Places,” and certain specific
CHL, and CPHI that have been evaluated and been recommended for inclusion on the CRHR.
Unless a resource listed in a survey has been demolished, lost substantial integrity, or there is a
preponderance of evidence indicating that it is otherwise not eligible for listing, a lead agency
should consider the resource to be potentially eligible for the CRHR. The fact that a resource is
not listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the CRHR, not included in a local register
of historical resources, or identified in an historical resources survey, does not preclude a Lead
Agency from determining that the resource may be an historical resource as defined in Pub. Res.
Code §5020.1(j) or §5024.1.
The CRHR does not provide criteria for historic districts. California OHP Technical Assistance
Series #7: How to Nominate a Resource to the California Register of Historical Resources bulletin
describes historic districts:
Historic districts are unified geographic entities which contain a concentration of historic
buildings, structures, or sites united historically, culturally, or architecturally. Historic
districts are defined by precise geographic boundaries. Therefore, districts with unusual
boundaries require a description of what lies outside the area, in order to define the edge
of the district and to explain the exclusion of adjoining areas. The district must meet at
least one of the criteria for significance discussed in Section 4852 (b) (1)-(4) of the
regulations.
California Environmental Quality Act
Cultural resources meeting one or more of these criteria are defined as “historical resources” under
CEQA. “Historical resources,” according to Pub. Res. Code §5020.1(j), include, but are not limited
to, “any object, building, site, area, place, record, or manuscript which is historically or
archaeologically significant, or is significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic,
agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California” (OHP 2005).
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Resources included in a local register of historical resources (pursuant to Section 5020.1[k] of the
Public Resources Code [Pub. Res. Code]), or identified as significant in an historical resources
survey (meeting the criteria in Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code), also are
considered “historical resources” for the purposes of CEQA. The fact that a resource is not listed
in, or determined to be eligible for listing in the CRHR, not included in a local register of historical
resources, or identified in an historical resources survey, does not preclude a Lead Agency from
determining that the resource may be an historical resource as defined in Pub. Res. Code §5020.1(j)
or §5024.1.
Section 15064.5 of CEQA also assigns special importance to human remains and specifies
procedures to be used when Native American human remains are discovered. The disposition of
human remains is governed by Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code and Pub.
Res. Code §5097.94 and §5097.98, and falls within the jurisdiction of the NAHC. If human
remains are discovered, the County Coroner must be notified within 48 hours and there should be
no further disturbance to the site where the remains were found. If the remains are determined by
the coroner to be Native American, the coroner is responsible for contacting the NAHC within 24
hours. The NAHC, pursuant to Section 5097.98, will immediately notify those persons it believes
to be most likely descended from the deceased Native Americans so they can inspect the burial
site and make recommendations for treatment or disposal.
Paleontological resources cannot be replaced once they are destroyed. Therefore, paleontological
resources are considered nonrenewable scientific resources and are protected under CEQA.
Specifically, in Section V(c) of Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines, the “Environmental
Checklist Form,” the question is posed: “Will the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature?” In order to determine the uniqueness
of a given paleontological resource, it must first be identified or recovered (i.e., salvaged).
Therefore, mitigation of adverse impacts to paleontological resources is mandated by CEQA.
Pub. Res. Code §5097.5 affirms that no person shall willingly or knowingly excavate, remove, or
otherwise destroy a vertebrate paleontological site or paleontological feature without the express
permission of the overseeing public land agency. It further states under Code 30244 that any
development that would adversely impact paleontological resources shall require reasonable
mitigation. These regulations apply to projects located on land owned by or under the jurisdiction
of the state or any city, county, district, or other public agency.
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Local
City of Santa Monica Landmarks and Historic District Ordinance
The Santa Monica Landmarks and Historic Districts Ordinance (Chapter 9.52 of the Santa Monica
Municipal Code [SMMC]) was adopted by the City in 1976 and amended in 1987, 1991, and 2015.
The ordinance established the City’s Landmarks Commission with the power to designate
Landmarks, Historic Districts, and Structures of Merit. The ordinance established criteria and
procedures for designating historic resources.
The six criteria for City Landmark designation are provided below:
(1) It exemplifies, symbolizes, or manifests elements of the cultural, social, economic,
political or architectural history of the City.
(2) It has aesthetic or artistic interest or value, or other noteworthy interest or value.
(3) It is identified with historic personages or with important events in local, state or
national history.
(4) It embodies distinguishing architectural characteristics valuable to a study of a period,
style, method of construction, or the use of indigenous materials or craftsmanship, or
is a unique or rare example of an architectural design, detail or historical type valuable
to such a study.
(5) It is significant or a representative example of the work or product of a notable builder,
designer or architect.
(6) It has a unique location, a singular physical characteristic, or is an established and
familiar visual feature of a neighborhood, community, or the City.
The ordinance also allows the Landmarks Commission to designate Structures of Merit if the
structure possesses one of the following characteristics:
•
•
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The structure has been identified in the City’s HRI.
The structure is a minimum of 50 years of age and meets one of the following criteria:
o The structure is a unique or rare example of an architectural design, detail or
historical type.
o The structure is representative of a style in the City that is no longer prevalent.
o The structure contributes to a potential Historic District. (Prior Code §9606.1;
added by Ordinance No. 1590CCS § 1, adopted July 23, 1991).
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Other sections of the ordinance include an economic hardship provision, requirements and
exemptions for maintenance and repair of resources, and procedures to respond to unsafe
conditions. In addition to regulatory requirements, the ordinance provides for preservation
incentives including waivers of fees and zoning regulations, use of the California Historical
Building Code, and the Mills Act property tax reduction contracts.
The ordinance requires a Certificate of Appropriateness for any proposed alterations, restorations,
construction, removal, relocation, or demolition, in whole or in part, of or to a Structure of Merit,
Landmark or Landmark Parcel, or to a building or structure located within a Historic District.
Certificates are issued by the Landmarks Commission or the City Council if a determination can
be made in accordance with any of the criteria stated in the ordinance. Generally, the proposed
work should not detrimentally change, destroy, or adversely affect any exterior features of a
protected resource and should be compatible with the character of the resource.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code Requirements for Demolition
Chapter 9.25 of the SMMC establishes regulations that address the demolition of buildings and
structures in the City. This section of the SMMC defines demolition as:
•
•
•

The removal of more than 25 percent of the exterior wall elements at any time over a 5year period;
The removal of more than 50 percent of the principal support structure in commercial or
industrial buildings; or
For structures over 40 years of age and identified on the City’s HRI:
o Removal of more than 25 percent of the wall facing a public street or 50 percent of
all exteriors walls; or
o Enclosure or alteration of more than 25 percent of the walls facing a public street
or 50 percent of the exterior walls so that they no longer function as exterior walls.
All remaining exterior walls must be continuous and must retain the existing
exterior cladding. No new exterior wall covering shall be permitted over the
existing exterior cladding.

An important aspect of this code provision is that demolition permits for structures over 40 years
of age cannot be approved until the Landmark Commission has reviewed the proposed demolition.
The purpose of the Landmarks Commission‘s review of these demolition permits is to allow for
the opportunity to determine whether these properties qualify as a historic resource under the
City’s Landmarks Ordinance. The ordinance provides a period of 75 days during which an
application for the designation of the structure as a Landmark, historic district, or structure of merit
may be filed. Any person, including the Landmarks Commission, can file an application initiating
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review under the Landmarks Ordinance. If no application for designation is filed, the demolition
may proceed subject to all other legal requirements. However, if an application for designation is
filed, the structure is then subject to the designation procedures of the City’s Landmarks and
Historic Districts Ordinance.
Santa Monica Historic Preservation Element of the General Plan
The purpose of the Historic Preservation Element (2002) is to establish a long-range vision for the
protection of historic resources in the City and to provide implementation strategies to achieve that
vision. The Historic Preservation Element is part of the Santa Monica General Plan and it is
organized into goals, objectives, and policies. Those that are directly relevant to the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan include the following:
Goal 2: Identify and evaluate historic and cultural resources on a regular basis.
Objective 2.2

Review the identified property types in the current inventory and
conduct additional surveys to identify types and contexts.

Goal 4: Protect historic and cultural resources from demolition and inappropriate alterations.
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Objective 4.1

Discourage the demolition or inappropriate alteration of historic
buildings.

Objective 4.3

Ensure compliance with CEQA and Section 106 of the NHPA.

Policy 4.3.4

Review all new development for potential impacts on historic resources
as required by CEQA.

Objective 4.4

Seek designation for historic resources.

Policy 4.4.1

Seek designation for properties eligible for listing in the NRHP and/or
the CRHR.

Policy 4.4.2

Seek designation for properties eligible for listing as Santa Monica
Landmarks, Points of Interest, Structures of Merit, or Historic Districts.

Objective 4.5

Protect historic views and landscapes.

Policy 4.5.1

Maintain and protect streetscapes that establish a context for historic
buildings, structures, objects, sites, and districts.

Policy 4.5.2

Encourage urban design plans for parks, sidewalks, and other public
areas to include historic considerations, protect historic views and
landscapes, encourage public access, and promote awareness of the
history of the City.
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Goal 5: Promote the preservation of historic and cultural resources through incentives and
technical assistance.
Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use and
transportation decisions in the City through 2030. The LUCE recognizes that Historic Preservation
is a fundamental community value and incorporates goals and policies for historic preservation
throughout the Plan. The LUCE provides a range of policies which address a wide range of
requirements for historic preservation, preservation of historically significant attributes, and
conservation of neighborhood resources. The LUCE seeks to promote an integrated set of policies
and programs in Historic Preservation, Neighborhood Conservation, and Urban Form to reduce
impacts to historic resources resulting from development or lack of care. All of the LUCE policies
and programs build upon the Historic Preservation Element. LUCE policies relevant to historic
preservation and/or the Downtown are as follows:
Goal LU12: Encourage Historic Preservation. Preserve buildings and features which characterize
and represent the City’s rich heritage.
Policy LU12.1

Integration. Integrate the preservation of historic buildings into land use
and planning practice.

Policy LU12.2

Preservation Programs. Preserve and protect historic resources through
the development of preservation programs and economic incentives
such as Transfer of Development Rights and conservation easements as
well as neighborhood conservation approaches.

Policy LU12.3

Rehabilitation of Historic Resources. Promote adaptive reuse of historic
structures and sensitive alterations where changes are proposed. New
construction or additions to historic structures shall be respective of the
existing historic resource.

Goal N26: Protect, preserve and enhance the Downtown residential neighborhood and ensure that
structures of historical significance are preserved.
Policy N26.1

Develop a program to encourage the protection of existing historical
properties in the Downtown neighborhood. Options that could be
explored include:
o Developing a Pattern Book
o Modifying development standards
o Modifying demolition regulations
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o Identifying an area or specific historic resources (e.g., old theaters)
in the Downtown as a community benefit and a sending area for the
Transfer of Development Rights program
o Establishing a façade easement program that would preserve historic
façades in return for a cash payment to the owner.
Goal HP1: Preserve and protect historic resources in Santa Monica through the land use decisionmaking process.
Policy HP1.1

Follow policies for historic preservation contained in the Historic
Preservation Element when making land use decisions.

Policy HP1.2

Maintain and regularly update the HRI.

Policy HP1.3

Ensure that new development, alterations or remodeling on, or adjacent
to, historic properties are sensitive to historic resources and are
compatible with the surrounding historic context.

Policy HP1.4

Continue to support Landmarks Commission review and public input
for all structures proposed for demolition that are more than 40 years
old.

Policy HP1.5

Support rehabilitation and restoration of historic resources through
flexible zoning policies such as replacement of in-kind nonconforming
features and reduced parking requirements.

Policy HP1.9

Promote the availability of financial incentives for historic preservation
such as tax abatement, economic development, the transfer of
development rights, and conservation easements.

Policy HP1.10

Review proposed developments for potential impacts on unique
archaeological resources, paleontological resources, and human
remains or associated funerary objects, and incorporate appropriate
mitigation measures to protect or document the resource.

Goal HP2: Preserve and Protect historic resources through the development of economic
incentives and neighborhood conservation approaches.
Policy HP2.1
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Establish a program for the Transfer of Development Rights for
significant historic resources and character-defining structures in
Neighborhood Conservation Districts or the Downtown area. Define
such districts or individual resources as a “Community Benefit” and
eligible as a “sending area” and/or “sending site.” Identify “receiving
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areas” such as boulevards, transit corridors, activity centers, and MixedUse Creative Districts.
Policy HP2.2

Sponsor and support a conservation easement program to allow owners
of historic properties to earn a one-time income tax deduction through
the donation of a property easement to a qualified preservation
organization.

Goal D7: Create a balanced mix of uses in the Downtown that reinforces its role as the greatest
concentration of activity in the City.
Policy D7.5

Explore options for the adaptive re-use or retention of historic resources.
Require new buildings constructed in proximity to existing historic
resources to respect the context and character-defining features of the
historic resource.

Policy D7.6

Utilize the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards to preserve identified
character-defining features of historic resources.

Goal D18: Preserve the low-scale character and appearance of the Beach and Oceanfront area and
ensure its continued role as Santa Monica’s character-defining open space.

3.7.7

Policy D18.5

Encourage the sensitive rehabilitation of historic resources.

Policy D18.6

Employ the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, in preserving the
identified character-defining features of the resource when modifying
historic resources.

Policy D18.7

Preserve and enhance the Santa Monica Pier as a key component of
Santa Monica’s history and character.

Impact Assessment Methodology

Thresholds for Determining Significance
Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines identifies thresholds of significance for cultural
resources, which frame the impact assessment methodology used in this analysis. For the purposes
of the EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may have
a significant adverse on cultural resources if:
a) The project would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines.
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b) The project would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a unique
archaeological resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines.
c) The project would directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or
site or unique geological feature.
d) The project would disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of
formal cemeteries.
Methodology
This analysis evaluates potential cultural impacts associated with implementation of the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on a programmatic level. In accordance with CEQA,
project-specific analysis will still be needed for any individual future projects in the Downtown
that could result in a potentially significant impact(s) on cultural resources.
The impact analysis for cultural resources is based on a review of information and analysis
available in cultural resource documentation such as the Santa Monica Citywide HRI Update (City
of Santa Monica 2010), cultural resources reports that have been previously conducted for
properties, along with data gathered from the SCCIC records search and a paleontological review,
and consultation with tribal representations was analyzed in Archaeological and Historic Built
Environment Assessment for the Santa Monica Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
(Smallwood and Smith 2014) prepared by Applied EarthWorks (AE). This report (see Appendix
C) identifies previously recorded historical resources within the Downtown and the results of a
property-specific cultural resources inventory of four one Established Large Sites and three GMP
sites. The latter investigation included detailed recording and evaluation of historic-period
buildings to assess whether they should be considered historical resources for the purposes of
CEQA. Taken together, this background research and the targeted assessment performed form the
basis for this EIR analysis.
Historical Resources
A project is judged to have a significant effect on the environment if it may cause a substantial
adverse change in the characteristics of a historical resource that convey its significance or justify
its eligibility for inclusion in the CRHR or a local register, either through demolition, destruction,
relocation, alteration, or other means (CEQA Guidelines, §15064.5[b]). For historical resources,
impacts can generally be mitigated to a less than significant level through maintenance, repair,
stabilization, restoration, preservation, conservation, or reconstruction in a manner consistent with
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (36 Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] 68) and/or the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
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Alterations meeting these criteria generally would not have the potential to cause a substantial
adverse change to any historic resources. In other words, a project that successfully incorporates
the Secretary’s Standards would, for purposes of CEQA, be considered to have a less than
significant impact on historic resources (CEQA Guidelines sections 15126.4[b] and
15064.5[b][3]). The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards define four options for the treatment of
historic buildings: 1) preservation, 2) rehabilitation, 3) restoration, and 4) reconstruction.
Generally:
1. Preservation involves the application of measures necessary to sustain the existing form,
integrity, and materials of an historic property. Work, including preliminary measures to
protect and stabilize the property, generally focuses upon the ongoing maintenance and
repair of historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and new
construction. New exterior additions are not within the scope of this treatment (Weeks and
Grimmer 1995).
2. Rehabilitation entails making possible a compatible use for a property through repair,
alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its
historical, cultural, or architectural values (Weeks and Grimmer 1995).
3. Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features, and
character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal
of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing features from the
restoration period (Weeks and Grimmer 1995).
4. Reconstruction involves new construction to recreate the form, features, and detailing of a
non-surviving site, landscape, building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating
its appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location (Weeks and Grimmer
1995).
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards are not prescriptive, but instead provide general
guidelines and are intended to be flexible and adaptable to specific project conditions, including
aspects of adaptive use, functionality, and accessibility. The goal is to balance continuity and
change and retain historic building fabric to the maximum extent feasible. Documentation of
historic buildings and structures, including documentation to the standards of the Historic
American Buildings Survey or Historic American Engineering Record (HABS/HAER), may
lessen impacts but may not reduce them to less-than-significant levels.
The analysis in this EIR considers both direct impacts and indirect impacts on historic resources.
Direct impacts may occur by:
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1. Physically damaging, destroying, or altering all or part of the resource;
2. Altering characteristics of the surrounding environment that contribute to the resource’s
significance;
3. Neglecting the resource to the extent that it deteriorates or is destroyed; or
4. The incidental discovery of cultural resources without proper notification.
Removal, demolition, or alteration of historical resources can directly impact their significance by
destroying the historic fabric of an archaeological site, structure, or historic district. Direct impacts
can be assessed by identifying the types and locations of proposed development, determining the
exact locations of historical resources within the project area, assessing the significance of the
resources that may be affected, and determining the appropriate mitigation.
Indirect impacts result from blocking significant public views of a resource’s defining character;
isolating a resource from its setting or relationship to the streetscape; altering the setting of a
resource; introducing incompatible visual, audible, or atmospheric elements to a resource’s setting;
or introducing shadows over a historic landscape or an architectural resource with sun-sensitive
features that contribute to that resource’s significance.
A key element in this impact assessment methodology involves consideration of the effectiveness
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s “Preservation Strategies” in Section
4A (Preservation Strategies) and “Historic Preservation Development Standards” in Section 5
(Development Standards). These proposed strategies would substantially strengthen the City’s
review process for protecting historic resources in the Downtown and constitute a major step
towards City preservation goals. The analysis below considers the efficacy and effectiveness of
this combination of goals, polices, actions and development standards in avoiding or minimizing
impacts to historic resources in the Downtown. Mitigating effects of existing City of Santa Monica
Historic Preservation Element policies; other federal, state, and local laws and regulations; and
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan policies relating to cultural resources are also
considered.
Archaeological Resources
CEQA provides guidelines for mitigating impacts to archaeological resources in Section 15126.4.
According to the CEQA Guidelines, public agencies should, whenever feasible, seek to avoid
damaging effects on any historical resource of an archaeological nature. The following factors
shall be considered for a project involving such an archaeological site:
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(A) Preservation in place (avoidance) is the preferred manner of mitigating impacts to
archaeological sites. Preservation in place maintains the relationship between
artifacts and the archaeological context. Preservation may also avoid conflict with
religious or cultural values of groups associated with the site.
(B) Preservation in place may be accomplished by, but is not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•

Planning construction to avoid archaeological sites;
Incorporation of sites within parks, greenspace, or other open space;
Covering the archaeological sites with a layer of chemically stable soil before
building tennis courts, parking lots, or similar facilities on the site; or
Deeding the site into a permanent conservation easement.

(C) When data recovery through excavation is the only feasible mitigation, a data
recovery plan, which makes provision for adequately recovering the scientifically
consequential information from and about the historical resource, shall be prepared
and adopted prior to any excavation being undertaken. Such studies shall be deposited
with the California Historical Resources Regional Information Center.
Archaeological sites known to contain human remains shall be treated in accordance
with the provisions of Section 7050.5 Health and Safety Code.
(D) Data recovery shall not be required for an historical resource if the Lead Agency
determines that testing or studies already completed have adequately recovered the
scientifically consequential information from and about the archaeological or
historical resource, provided that the determination is documented and that the studies
are deposited with the California Historical Resources Regional Information Center.
Typically, such measures will reduce impacts on archaeological resources to less than significant
levels.
Paleontological Resources
According to CEQA, the threshold of significance for impacts to paleontological resources is
reached when a project is determined to disturb or destroy scientifically important fossil remains,
as defined by the SVP (2010). Significant paleontological resources are defined as “identifiable”
vertebrate fossils, uncommon invertebrate, plant, and trace fossils that provide taphonomic (i.e.,
the study of what happens to an organism after its death and until its discovery as a fossil),
taxonomic, phylogenetic, paleoecologic, stratigraphic, or biochronological data. These data are
important because they are used to examine evolutionary relationships, provide insight on the
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development of and interaction between biological communities, establish time scales for geologic
studies, and for many other scientific purposes (Scott and Springer 2003; SVP 2010).
3.7.8

Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource
as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?
Impact Description
CR-1

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would support the
preservation of historical resources, limiting or potentially avoiding impacts
through preservation policies and development standards. However,
individual projects anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could involve the demolition or alteration of historically
significant resources. This would constitute a significant and unavoidable
impact.

The Downtown has a rich history as evidenced by the number of historic buildings within its
boundaries. Recognizing the important role that historic resources will continue to play in
Downtown’s evolution, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan establishes
enhanced preservation of Downtown’s historic resources, including landmarks. Specifically, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan provides the following development standards
to support the preservation of Downtown’s historic resources and ensure that new development
and alterations on properties are done in a compatible manner that meets the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Properties:
•

Review of Proposed Alterations to Landmarks and Resources on the HRI. Demolition shall
be defined and demolition applications reviewed and processed pursuant to SMMC
Chapter 9.25. Applicants should identify a property’s Historic Resource Inventory status
early in the development process and properly incorporate applicable historic resources
into any proposal. Proposed alterations to historic resources shall be reviewed according to
the following table:
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Table 3.7-3

Review Requirement and Authority for Proposed Alternatives to Landmarks
and Resources on the HRI

Resource
Designated Landmarks

HRI – Individually
Eligible or District
Contributor

Alterations – Review
Authority
Landmarks Commission

Architectural Review
Board

Project Requirements
Certificate of Appropriateness based on the
requirements of SMMC Chapter 9.25
(Landmarks Ordinance).
In-kind replacement: Proposed alterations
that comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards. Review by Architectural Review
Board (ARB) or ARB staff with input from
Landmarks Commission.
For all other alterations: Require project to
meet the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards. The project application must
include a written evaluation of the proposal by
a quantified professional, including City staff
and consultants, versant in compliance with
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards. The
written evaluation must be provided to the
ARB and the City’s Landmarks
Commission/ARB liaison.
Applicants may submit a full historic
assessment which will be shared with the
Landmarks Commission Secretary for further
distribution.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan also seeks to ensure that the character of
new buildings will reference the importance of Downtown’s historic resources as established in
the following standards:
•

Provision of a Historic Landmark Plaque. Prior to final permit issuance, projects on
Landmarks-designated properties that require Landmarks Commission approval of a
Certificate of Appropriateness shall require as a condition of approval the installation of a
historic plaque with design, language and placement approved by the Landmarks
Commission. Staff-approved Certificates of Appropriateness and properties already
containing a historic plaque shall be exempt from this requirement.

•

Height Limits for Tier 2 projects on City-designated Landmark Parcels or Located
Adjacent to a City-designated Landmark. Tier 2 projects in these locations may extend up
to the Tier 3 height maximum of the underlying subarea provided the project complies with
all other Tier 2 thresholds and requirements and that the design preserves the setting and
views of the character-defining features of the Landmark structure on or adjacent to the
project site.
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The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan also encourages the creation of a
dedicated historic preservation funding source that can be used to maintain and enhance its historic
resources. The fund may be used for: 1) purchasing plaques for historic landmarks; 2) installations
in the public right-of-way that promote education and awareness of Downtown’s history; 3) the
identification and protection of historic resources, including preparation of historic assessments
and surveys; 4) public education on cultural resources; 5) purchase and installation of street
furniture and other fixtures in the public realm that match historic elements and would contribute
to the character of the Downtown area; or 6) any other historic preservation-related purpose.
The enhanced preservation strategies in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
in combination with the City’s stringent regulatory framework, would provide for strengthened
protection of historical resources. Even with these protections, individual projects anticipated to
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could conceivably result in
direct impacts and indirect impacts to historic resources as discussed below.
Landmarks
As previously stated, there are 27 designated Landmarks within the Downtown, which include 23
buildings and 4 Landmark features. These Landmarks are protected by the City‘s existing
Landmark and Historic District Ordinance (Chapter 9.56 of the SMMC). Under the Landmarks
Ordinance, any new development project occurring on properties with Landmarks is required to
obtain a Certificate of Appropriateness. Certificates of Appropriateness are issued by the
Landmarks Commission (or the City Council on appeal) when it is determined that the project
would not detrimentally change, destroy or adversely affect any exterior feature of the Landmark
or Landmark Parcel upon which such work is to be done. In general, any proposed alteration,
restoration, construction, removal, relocation, demolition, in whole or in part, of or to a designated
Landmark must be determined to be in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would provide strengthened protection of
existing Landmarks. Standard 6.4.G.2 of the Plan would give recognition to Landmarks and
standard 6.4.G.3 would incentivize preservation of the Landmark by allowing Tier 2 projects that
preserve Landmarks to achieve the Tier 3 height maximum. New land uses anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on Landmark properties would be
required to adhere to these preservation standards in combination with the City’s Landmarks
Ordinance. Therefore, impacts on City Landmarks would be less than significant.
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Non-Designated Resources Listed in the Historic Resources Inventory
A review of the City’s HRI indicates that there are properties within the Downtown that appear to
be individually eligible for local listing/designation as a historical resource and/or appear to be a
contributor to a district that appears eligible for local listing/designation. Although not formally
designated, these properties on the HRI are defined as historical resources under CEQA (Pub. Res.
Code §21084.1).
Future land use changes under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could
potentially occur on properties that are identified on the HRI. Depending on the individual project,
direct alterations and/or demolition (in part or whole) of the potential historic resource may be
proposed.
The stringent standards and policies identified as part of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would ensure that development activities for HRI properties occurring in the
Downtown would undergo rigorous review to assess impacts on historical resources in accordance
with CEQA and would encourage the avoidance of significant impacts through explicitly defined
actions (e.g., preservation for height bonus) and development incentives. With adoption of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, standard 6.4.G.1 would require that
alterations of Downtown properties on the HRI be conducted in accordance with the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards, thereby ensuring that these properties listed in the HRI would retain their
integrity and that impacts would be less than significant.
If demolition of the HRI-listed resource is proposed, demolition would be reviewed by Landmarks
Commission in accordance with Section 9.25.040 of the SMMC. Even with this stringent
regulatory process and the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s preservation
standards in place, demolition of a HRI-listed resource could conceivably occur. 1 Therefore,
impacts to potentially historic properties listed on the HRI would be potentially significant. Refer
to the discussion below for an overview of potential impacts to the potential historic districts that
could occur as a result of demolition of a contributing resource listed on the HRI.
Structures over 40 Years Old
As previously described, the HRI was last updated in 2010, and provides a windshield survey of
buildings constructed in or before 1968. Currently, the cut-off date to be considered historic (40
years of age) for the City of Santa Monica HRI and Landmarks is 1974. Due to the gap in inventory
coverage, there could be buildings in the Downtown 40 years of age or older not listed in the HRI
1

A HRI-listed resource may not be evaluated for demolition. Evaluation of a property occurs only if Landmarks
Commission or City staff choose to move forward with a full evaluation.
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(i.e., those constructed in 1975 or earlier). These properties have not been evaluated and could be
eligible as potential historic resources.
Future land use changes under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could
potentially occur on properties with buildings that are 40 years of age or older. Depending on the
individual project, direct alterations and/or demolition (in part or whole) of the building may be
proposed. The City’s existing regulatory process does not address alterations to buildings over 40
years of age that have not been identified on the HRI. Per CEQA, a historical resource must retain
enough integrity, including materials, design, workmanship, setting, feeling, association, and
location, to convey its historical and architectural significance. Notwithstanding the additional
preservation protections established by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
alterations of a historical resource‘s physical characteristics could conceivably occur, leading to
the potential loss of integrity that conveys its historical significance. If demolition of a building 40
years of age or older is proposed, demolition would be reviewed by the Landmarks Commission
in accordance with Section 9.25.040 of the SMMC prior to issuance of a demolition permit. Even
with this stringent regulatory process and the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s preservation standards in place, demolition of a historic resource could conceivably occur
as a result of future land use changes. Therefore, impacts would be significant and unavoidable.
Potential Telephone Thematic District and Potential Central Business District
Although not designated, the potential Telephone Thematic District and potential CBD are is
considered a historical resources under the standards set forth in CEQA Section 15064.5(a)(3).
There are approximately three buildings identified as contributors to the potential Telephone
Thematic District. Potential and 64 contributors to the potential CBD. Future land use changes
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific Plan could potentially result in the
demolition of identified contributors to the potential Telephone Thematic District and potential
CBD. This loss of contributing structures has the potential to eventually threaten the viability of a
this potential historic district. Mitigation Measure (MM) CR-1 is recommended to reduce
significant impacts. Even with mitigation, the impact of ongoing and potential future loss of
potential contributors to the potential historic district would be significant and unavoidable.
Indirect Impacts/Loss of Historic Integrity
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would potentially include the construction of new buildings with maximum heights of 32 to
84 feet, as well as new circulation/mobility improvements (such as new connector streets). The
construction of new buildings and streets adjacent to historic resources could alter the historic
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setting and context of such historic resources, and inadvertently diminish the integrity of its
character-defining features if such alterations are not conducted in accordance with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards. The potential for impacts would vary depending on the individual
project, relative to the historic sensitivity of the particular building, its surroundings, and the size,
massing, and scale of future development. Individual projects in the Downtown could be
potentially incompatible with the massing, size, and scale of an adjacent significant historic
building, which would be considered an adverse impact to a historic resource. Therefore, this
impact would be significant and unavoidable.
Mitigation Measures
MM CR-1:

Historic American Building Survey (HABS) Documentation:
Prior to the demolition or alteration of an identified historic
resource on the Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) that cannot
comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines, historical resources shall be documented to the
standards of the HABS Level 2.

Level of Significance after Mitigation
MM CR-1 would ensure that significant historic structures are fully documented prior to
demolition or alterations that cannot comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines. However, as demolition or significant alteration of a historic resource would still
occur, this impact would remain significant and unavoidable.
Impact Description
CR-2

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not alter potential historic streetscapes. This is a
less than significant impact.

Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, a variety of streetscape, circulation,
and public open space improvements are anticipated to occur. There are no historic streetscapes
identified within the Downtown; streetscapes in the Downtown have been substantially altered
through the years. For example, the evolution of the beachfront along Ocean Avenue has been
dramatic over the past 60 years, with commercial buildings and high-rise apartments replacing
wealthy summer homes, resulting in a patchwork of architectural styles and massing ranging from
the Victorian-era to present day. Therefore, streetscape improvements envisioned under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not adversely affect historic
streetscapes.
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Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would not alter the character of the Third Street Promenade and its historic elements. Rather,
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes creation of a potential
Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District (NCOD), with possible boundaries in the area bound
by Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway, and by 1st Court, and 4th Court. The NCOD would
“Promenade Conservation District” to ensure the preservation of the character of this iconic threeblock area of the Downtown. As previously discussed, a previous Third Street Promenade historic
district was determined in 1996 to no longer be eligible for the NRHP, CRHR, or local designation.
However, remaining significant properties within the original Third Street Promenade district
boundaries are now considered contributors to a potential CBD. Although many of the buildings
on the Third Street Promenade have been renovated or repurposed to the extent that they no longer
qualify as historical resources, a substantial number retain the one- to three-story scale that has
come to define this area.

Ocean Avenue, which was originally characterized by wealthy summer homes is now
developed with commercial buildings and high-rise apartments.

The NCOD would provide a more restrictive overlay to the zoning standards proposed by the
Bayside Conservation district, and may regulate scale, materials, streetscape elements and other
distinguishable features that are determined to contribute to the area’s distinctive character. The
NCOD may be initiated by the Planning or Landmark’s Commissions by resolution, or by an
application signed by at least 50 percent of the property owners and/or tenants within the proposed
area.The proposed Promenade Conservation District The NCOD would ensure that new buildings
are similarly scaled and compatible with the existing character including . Standards to address
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development within the Promenade Conservation District, including reduced height limits of 39 to
60 feet, lower FARs (1.75 to 2.75) and design standards such as upper floor step backs would help
protect both the historic and aesthetic character of this area. Therefore, the proposed Promenade
Conservation ZoneNCOD would ensure that impacts to the overall character of this area would be
less than significant.
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines?
Impact Description
CR-3

Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan could potentially uncover significant
prehistoric or historic archaeological deposits during earthwork activities. If
improperly handled, such resources could be adversely impacted. With
mitigation, impacts would be reduced to less than significant.

As described in Section 3.7.3, Paleontological Resources a review of the Downtown’s past
indicates that the area provided a favorable environment for Native American settlement and as
such prehistoric archaeological deposits could be preserved at depth beneath existing roads and
buildings. Similarly, historic-period archaeological deposits such as those discovered previously
in the Downtown (at CA-LAN-2392H) may be present.
Due to the nature of the resources and the logistical constraints of conducting test excavations in
an urban built environment, comprehensive archaeological testing at properties is impractical. In
addition, depending on the geographical extent of a project, phasing of construction, and the level
of historical detail about the project site, there may be substantial limits to the ability of the
consultant to predict the location of potentially significant deposits, which in turn limits the
effectiveness of standard archaeological testing techniques alone to identify subsurface cultural
resources.
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, including construction of new buildings, streetscape enhancements, and circulation/mobility
improvements (such as new roadways), could involve grading and excavation in areas that could
potentially uncover significant subsurface archaeological remains, including artifact-rich waste
dumps, trash pits, sheet refuse, privies, and wells, as well as documented and undocumented
structural remains dating from 1875 to the 1950s. If improperly handled, buried archaeological
deposits could be damaged. The protection of such resources would be assured through
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implementation of mitigation measures MM CR-3a and MM CR-3b. This impact would be less
than significant with mitigation.
Mitigation Measures (MM)
MM CR-3a:

Archaeological Data Recovery: For projects that inadvertently
discovered buried prehistoric or historic-period archaeological
resources the City shall apply a program that combines resource
identification, significance evaluation, and mitigation efforts into a
single combined effort. This approach would combine the discovery
of deposits (Phase 1), determination of significance and assessment
of the project’s impacts on those resources (Phase 2), and
implementation of any necessary mitigation (Phase 3) into a single
consolidated investigation. This approach must be driven by a
Treatment Plan that sets forth explicit criteria for evaluating the
significance of resources discovered during construction and
identifies appropriate data recovery methods and procedures to
mitigate project effects on significant resources. The Treatment
Plan shall be prepared prior to issuance of building permits by a
Registered Professional Archaeologist (RPA) who is familiar with
urban historical resources, and at a minimum shall include:


A review of historic maps, photographs, and other pertinent
documents to predict the locations of former buildings,
structures, and other historical features and sensitive
locations within and adjacent to the specific development
area;



A context for evaluating resources that may be encountered
during construction;



A research design outlining important prehistoric and
historic-period themes and research questions relevant to
the known or anticipated sites in the study area;



Specific and well-defined criteria for evaluating the
significance of discovered remains; and



Data requirements and the appropriate field and laboratory
methods and procedures to be used to treat the effects of the
project on significant resources.

The Treatment Plan shall also provide for a final technical report
on all cultural resource studies and for curation of artifacts and
other recovered remains at a qualified curation facility, to be funded
by the developer. To ensure compliance with City and state
preservation laws, this plan shall be reviewed and approved by the
Historic Landmarks Commission and the City of Santa Monica
Planning Division prior to issuance of building permits.
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MM CR-3b:

Inadvertent Discoveries: In the event of any inadvertently
discovered prehistoric or historic-period archaeological resources
during construction, the developer shall immediately cease all work
within 50 feet of the discovery. The proponent shall immediately
notify the City of Santa Monica Planning and Community
Development Department and shall retain a Registered
Professional Archaeologist (RPA) to evaluate the significance of the
discovery prior to resuming any activities that could impact the site.
If the archaeologist determines that the find may qualify for listing
in the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR), the site
shall be avoided or a data recovery plan shall be developed
pursuant to MM CR-2a. Any required testing or data recovery shall
be directed by a RPA prior to construction being resumed in the
affected area. Work shall not resume until authorization is received
from the City.

Level of Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of the mitigation measures would reduce the potential impacts to archaeological
resources to a less than significant level.
Would the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geological feature?
Impact Assessment
CR-4

Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan could potentially uncover paleontological
resources in geologic deposits during earthwork activities. If improperly
handled, such resources could be adversely impacted. With mitigation,
impacts would be reduced to less than significant.

Based on the results of the literature review and museum records search, the geologic deposits
underlying the Downtown have a paleontological resource potential ranging from low to high in
accordance to criteria set forth by the SVP (2010). Surficial deposits of Holocene age or previously
disturbed sediments are determined to have a low paleontological sensitivity because they are
either too young or unlikely to preserve fossilized remains. However, these surficial deposits
overlie older, Pleistocene age deposits that have yielded identifiable vertebrate fossils in the
vicinity of the Downtown area and elsewhere in Southern California. These deposits have high
paleontological resource sensitivity and may occur at depths as shallow as 6 feet below the ground
surface. Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, including the construction of new buildings, streetscape, and
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circulation/mobility improvements, could involve grading and excavation that could potentially
uncover significant subsurface paleontological resources. If improperly handled, such buried
paleontological resources could be damaged or destroyed. The protection of such resources would
be assured through implementation of mitigation measures MM CR-4a and MM CR-4b. This
impact would be considered less than significant with mitigation.
Mitigation Measures (MM)
MM CR-4a:

Paleontological Monitoring. Construction activities involving
excavation or other soil disturbance to a depth greater than 6 feet
within Downtown shall be required to retain a qualified
Paleontological Monitor as defined by the Society for Vertebrate
Paleontology (SVP) (2010) equipped with necessary tools and
supplies to monitor all excavation, trenching, or other ground
disturbance in excess of 6 feet deep. Monitoring will entail the visual
inspection of excavated or graded areas and trench sidewalls. In the
event that a paleontological resource is discovered, the monitor will
have the authority to temporarily divert the construction equipment
around the find until it is assessed for scientific significance and
collected if necessary.
The Paleontological Monitor will periodically assess monitoring
results in consultation with the Principal Paleontologist. If no (or
few) significant fossils have been exposed, the Principal
Paleontologist may determine that full-time monitoring is no longer
necessary, and periodic spot checks or no further monitoring may
be recommended. The City shall review and approve all such
recommendations prior to their adoption and implementation.

MM CR-4b:
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Inadvertent Discovery of Fossils. If fossils are discovered during
excavation, the Paleontological Monitor will make a preliminary
taxonomic identification using comparative manuals. The Principal
Paleontologist or his/her designated representative then will inspect
the discovery, determine whether further action is required, and
recommend measures for further evaluation, fossil collection, or
protection of the resource in place, as appropriate. Any subsequent
work will be completed as quickly as possible to avoid damage to
the fossils and delays in construction schedules. If the fossils are
determined to be significant under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), but can be avoided and no further impacts will
occur, the fossils and locality will be documented in the appropriate
paleontological resource records and no further effort will be
required. At a minimum, the paleontological staff will assign a
unique field number to each specimen identified; photograph the
specimen and its geographic and stratigraphic context along with a
scale near the specimen and its field number clearly visible in closeDowntown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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ups; record the location using a global positioning system (GPS)
with accuracy greater than 1 foot horizontally and vertically (if such
equipment is not available at the site, use horizontal measurements
and bearing(s) to nearby permanent features or accurately surveyed
benchmarks, and vertical measurements by sighting level to point(s)
of known elevation); record the field number and associated
specimen data (identification by taxon and element, etc.) and
corresponding geologic and geographic site data (location,
elevation, etc.) in the field notes and in a daily monitoring report;
stabilize and prepare all fossils for identification, and identify to
lowest taxonomic level possible by paleontologists, qualified and
experienced in the identification of that group of fossils; record on
the outside of the container or bag the specimen number and
taxonomic identification, if known. Breathable fabric bags will be
used in packaging to avoid black mold.
Upon completion of fieldwork, all significant fossils collected will
be prepared in a properly equipped paleontology laboratory to a
point ready for curation. Preparation will include the careful
removal of excess matrix from fossil materials and stabilizing and
repairing specimens, as necessary. Following laboratory work, all
fossils specimens will be identified to the lowest taxonomic level,
cataloged, analyzed, and delivered to an accredited museum
repository for permanent curation and storage. The cost of curation
is assessed by the repository and is the responsibility of the Project
proponent.
At the conclusion of laboratory work and museum curation, a final
report shall be prepared describing the results of the
paleontological mitigation monitoring efforts associated with the
Project. The report will include a summary of the field and
laboratory methods, an overview of the Project area geology and
paleontology, a list of taxa recovered (if any), an analysis of fossils
recovered (if any) and their scientific significance, and
recommendations. If the monitoring efforts produced fossils, then a
copy of the report will also be submitted to the designated museum
repository.
Level of Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of the mitigation measures would reduce potential impacts to paleontological
resources to a less than significant level.
Would the project disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries?
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Impact Description
CR-5

Construction activities anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan may potentially uncover Native American human
remains. In the unlikely event of this occurrence, construction activities would
immediately cease in the vicinity of the discovery and remains would be
handled in accordance with existing State regulations. Therefore, impacts
would be less than significant.

Although human remains have not been identified previously in the Downtown, tribal
representatives referred to two former residential sites in the vicinity (refer to Section 3.7.3,
Paleontological Resources), and the area is deemed generally sensitive for prehistoric
archaeological deposits (refer to Section 3.7.4, Archaeological Resources). Since human remains
are frequently uncovered in Native American residential sites, the possibility exists that such
remains could be uncovered during development in the Downtown.
California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5, CEQA Section 15064.5, and Pub. Res. Code
§5097.98 mandate the process to be followed in the event of an accidental discovery of any human
remains in a location other than a dedicated cemetery. Specifically, California Health and Safety
Code Section 7050.5 requires that in the event that human remains are discovered within the
proposed project site, disturbance of the site shall be halted. An RPA shall inspect the remains and
confirm that they are human, and if so shall immediately notify the City of Santa Monica Planning
Division and contact the County coroner in accordance with Pub. Res. Code §5097.98 and Health
and Safety Code Section 7050.5. If the coroner determines the remains are Native American, the
coroner shall contact the NAHC. As provided in Pub. Res. Code §5097.98, the NAHC shall
identify the person or persons believed to be most likely descended from the deceased Native
American. The most likely descendent makes recommendations for means of treating or disposing
of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated grave goods as provided in
Pub. Res. Code §5097.98.
With compliance with existing regulations prescribed in California Health and Safety Code
Section 7050.5, CEQA Section 15064.5, and Pub. Res. Code §5097.98, impacts to human remains
would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Historic Resources
Cumulative impacts can result from the gradual negative effects of past, present, and future actions
over a certain period of time. For the historic built environment, the cumulative impacts analysis
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encompasses the Downtown area, with particular emphasis on the potential CBD. Land use
changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may
contribute to a cumulatively considerable impact on the potential CBD.
Although not formally designated as a historic district, the potential CBD and its contributors are
considered historic resources under CEQA. The City’s Landmark and Historic District Ordinance
(SMMC §9.36.100[a]) allows Landmark historic district designation for “a noncontiguous
grouping of thematically related properties or a definable area possessing a concentration of
historic, scenic or thematic sites, which contribute to each other and are unified aesthetically by
plan, physical development or architectural quality.” However, specific guidelines for assessing
the historical significance or integrity of candidate buildings, structures, or districts for potential
Landmark eligibility have not been developed. This can create difficulties when considering the
potential CBD––a potential noncontiguous, thematic district––under CEQA. The approaches for
evaluating contributors to potential noncontiguous, thematic districts and contiguous districts can
be very different depending on the evaluation guidelines that are developed. For example, National
Register eligibility of noncontiguous thematic districts follows a Multiple Property Documentation
(MPD) Approach, which requires that each contributing property be individually eligible under the
specific criteria developed for the subject district. Conversely, contributing properties of
contiguous National Register districts do not need to have the same level of integrity as would an
individually-eligible property. The lack of clear guidance for evaluating the eligibility of Santa
Monica’s thematic districts has led to uncertainties regarding the historical significance of the
potential CBD, as well as how to evaluate whether specific properties are eligible as contributing
resources to the district, incrementally increasing potential for demolition or alteration of historic
resources. Given these uncertainties, additional land use changes anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could result in alterations or demolition of
contributing properties that contribute to the significance of the potential CBD. This continued
loss of contributing structures threatens the viability of even a thematic, noncontiguous potential
CBD. Further diminishment of the integrity of the potential CBD occurring under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would constitute potentially significant impact on
historical resources.
Paleontological and Archaeological Resources
For the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the regional resource base for
archaeological and paleontological remains is defined geographically and ethnographically. Thus,
the geographic scope of the cumulative impact analysis takes in a broad region encompassing the
entire Los Angeles Basin and Los Angeles County. The analysis also takes into consideration the
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cultural geography of the Gabrielino people who occupied the region prehistorically, considering
the integrity of the entire suite of resources that make up the cultural patrimony of the group.
Trends that have led to degradation of the regional cultural resource base, and are expected to
continue in the future, include continuing urban development in the Los Angeles Basin.
Cumulative development such as that anticipated under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan may uncover previously undisturbed archaeological resources,
paleontological resources, and human remains and could potentially result in damage or loss of
such resources. However, in most cases project-specific impacts on archaeological and
paleontological resources would be addressed on a project-by-project basis, and mitigation
measures MM CR-3a and MM CR-3b, as well as MM CR-4a and MM CR-4b will reduce these
impacts to less than significant levels. Thus, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would not contribute to any significant cumulative impacts to archaeological or
paleontological resources. Impacts would be less than significant.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.8

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND CLIMATE CHANGE

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan promotes a sustainable Downtown with
new policies and standards that encourage active transportation commutes and an integrated land
use and transportation environment that would increase the number of trips made by alternative
modes of transportation. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
promotes sustainable building design. These strategies would help reduce the City’s greenhouse
gas emissions and contribution to cumulative global climate change.
This section describes existing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and analyzes potential impacts
related to GHG emissions that could result from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. Analysis of GHG emissions involves assessing the primary sources of GHG, such as vehicle
trips, energy demands for building heating, cooling, and power, and construction of new buildings
and infrastructure. The analysis focuses on the major GHG gases generated by human activities
including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs).
There are several unique challenges to analyzing GHG emissions and climate change under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), largely because of climate change’s “global”
nature. Typical CEQA analyses address local actions that have impacts that are geographically
limited, whereas climate change presents the considerable challenge of analyzing the relationship
between local activities and the resulting potential, if any, for global environmental impacts. Most
environmental analyses examine the “project-specific” impacts that a particular project is likely to
generate. With regard to global warming, however, it is generally accepted that while the
magnitude of global warming effects is substantial, the contribution of an individual project is so
small that direct project-specific significant impacts (albeit not cumulative significant impacts) are
highly unlikely.
Global climate change is also fundamentally different from other types of air quality impact
analyses under CEQA in which the impacts are all measured within, and are linked to, a discrete
region or area. Instead, a global climate change analysis must be considered on a global level,
rather than the typical local or regional setting, and requires consideration of not only emissions
from the project under consideration, but also the extent of the displacement, translocation, and
redistribution of emissions. In the usual context, where air quality is linked to a particular location
or area, it is appropriate to consider the creation of new emissions in that specific area to be an
environmental impact whether or not the emissions are truly “new” emissions to the overall globe.
When the impact is a global one, however, it makes more sense to consider whether the emissions
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really are new emissions, or are merely being moved from one place to another. For example, the
approval of a new developmental plan or project does not necessarily create new automobile
drivers – the primary source of a land use project’s emissions. Rather, due to the “relocation”
factor, new land use projects sometimes merely redistribute existing mobile emissions;
accordingly, the use of models that measure overall emissions increases without accounting for
existing emissions will substantially overstate the impact of the development project on global
warming. This makes an accurate analysis of GHG emissions substantially different from other air
quality impacts, where the “addition” of redistributed emissions to a new locale can make a
substantial difference to overall air quality.
3.8.1

Environmental Setting

The City of Santa Monica (City) is located in Los Angeles County along the coastline of the Pacific
Ocean, within the South Coast Air Basin (Basin). The Basin includes all of Orange County and
the non-desert portions of Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and Riverside counties. As described in
Section 3.4, Air Quality, the Basin is an area of high air pollution potential as it is bounded by the
Pacific Ocean to the west and the San Gabriel, San Bernardino, and San Jacinto Mountains to the
north and east. This topography traps the air and its pollutants in the valleys or basins below. The
regional climate within the Basin is considered semi-arid and is characterized by warm summers,
mild winters, infrequent seasonal rainfall, moderate daytime onshore breezes, and moderate
humidity. Climate change within the Basin is influenced by a wide range of emission sources, such
as utility usage, heavy vehicular traffic, industry, and meteorology.
Land uses in Downtown Santa Monica consist predominantly of commercial uses with residential
mixed-use buildings scattered throughout Downtown, particularly along 5th, 6th and 7th Streets.
Sources of GHG emissions within the Downtown include motor vehicles, building energy needs,
as well as the construction and maintenance of buildings, streets, and infrastructure. Automobiles,
motorcycles, and trucks are the primary source of GHG emissions. GHG emissions in the
Downtown also occur from various stationary sources, such as mechanical equipment (e.g.,
Heating, Ventilation, and Cooling [HVAC] systems) associated with buildings, the operation of
various types of businesses, and sources at residential locations.
Overview of Climate Change
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines climate change as “any significant
change in the measures of climate lasting for an extended period of time.” In other words, climate
change includes major changes in temperature, precipitation, or wind patterns, among others, that
occur over several decades or longer. These changes are caused by a number of natural factors,
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including oceanic processes, variations in solar radiation received by Earth, plate tectonics and
volcanic eruptions as well as anthropogenic (i.e., human-related) activities. The primary
anthropogenic driver of climate change is the release of GHGs into the atmosphere.
The Earth’s natural warming process is known as the “greenhouse effect.” The Earth’s atmosphere
consists of a variety of gasses that regulate the Earth’s temperature by trapping solar energy; these
gases are cumulatively referred to as GHGs because they trap heat like glass of a greenhouse.
Relying on decades of research, the overwhelming majority of the scientific community agree that
human activities, which include the burning of fossil fuels to produce energy and deforestation,
have contributed to elevated concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere since the Industrial
Revolution (National Research Council [NRC] 2010). The human production and release of GHGs
to the atmosphere have caused an increase in the average global temperature. While the increase
in global temperature is known as “global warming,” the resulting change in weather patterns is
known as “global climate change.”
Potential Effects of Global Climate Change
Global climate change could result in a number of potential adverse physical and environmental
effects including sea level rise, flooding, increased weather variability and intensified storm
events, reduced reliability of water supplies, reduced quality of water supplies, and increased stress
on ecosystems that would reduce biodiversity. Additionally, climate change may impact human
health due to heat waves and extreme weather events, reduced air quality, and increased climatesensitive diseases, including food-borne, water-borne, and animal-borne diseases.
Adverse effects from climate change could occur all across the globe. Sensitive communities, such
as low-lying nations that are more susceptible to impacts from sea level rise, may be more heavily
impacted than communities in other regions. The effects of climate change could have significant
global consequences.
Greenhouse Gases
GHGs consist of a variety of gases that have the potential to trap heat in the earth’s atmosphere;
mainly water vapor, CO2, CH4, N2O, ozone (O3), and CFCs. Water vapor and ozone and their
relationship to climate change are not clearly understood and defined, so these GHGs are not
currently regulated. Therefore, methodologies and regulations approved by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), U.S. EPA, and the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
focus on CO2, CH4, N2O, and CFCs. CFCs have been banned and have no natural source, so these
GHGs are not included in this analysis. The following provides a brief description of each of the
remaining GHGs and their sources:
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CO2

The natural production and absorption of CO2 occurs through the burning of fossil fuels
(e.g., oil, natural gas, and coal), solid waste, trees and wood products, and as a result
of other chemical reactions, such as those required to manufacture cement. CO2 is
constantly being exchanged among the atmosphere, ocean, and land surface as it is both
produced and absorbed by many microorganisms, plants, and animals. However,
emissions and removal of CO2 by these natural processes tend to balance. Since the
Industrial Revolution began around 1750, human-related activities are responsible for
the increase in CO2 that has occurred in the atmosphere since the Industrial Revolution
(IPCC 2007). CO2 is the primary GHG emitted through human activities. Globally, the
largest source of human-related CO2 emissions is the combustion of fossil fuels such
as coal, oil, and gas in power plants, automobiles, and industrial facilities. CO2 is
removed from the atmosphere (or sequestered) when it is absorbed by plants as part of
the biological carbon cycle. When in balance, total CO2 emissions and removals from
the entire carbon cycle are roughly equal.

CH4

CH4 is emitted from a variety of both human-related and natural sources.
Anthropogenic sources of CH4 include the production and transport of coal, natural
gas, and oil, from livestock and other agricultural practices, and from the decay of
organic waste in municipal solid waste landfills. It is estimated that 60 percent of global
CH4 emissions are related to human activities. Natural sources of CH4 include
wetlands, gas hydrates, permafrost, termites, oceans, freshwater bodies, non-wetland
soils, and wildfires.

N2O

Concentrations of N2O also began to rise at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution,
reaching 314 parts per billion (ppb) by 1998. Microbial processes in soil and water,
including those reactions that occur in fertilizer containing nitrogen, produce nitrous
oxide. In addition to agricultural sources, some industrial processes (fossil fuel-fired
power plants, nylon production, nitric acid production, and vehicle emissions) also
contribute to the atmospheric load of N2O.

Global warming potentials are one type of simplified index based upon radiative properties that
can be used to estimate the potential future impacts of emissions of different gases upon the climate
system in a relative sense. Because the global warming potential that each GHG has on climate
change varies, the common metric of Carbon Dioxide Equivalents (CO2e) is used to report a
combined impact from all of the GHGs. This metric scales the global warming potential of each
GHG to that of CO2. GHG emissions are typically expressed in metric tons (MT CO2e), millions
of metric tons (MMT CO2e), or gigatons (Gt CO2e).
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Existing GHG Emissions from Human Activity
The burning of fossil fuels, such as coal and oil, especially for the generation of electricity and
powering of motor vehicles, has led to substantial increases in CO2 emissions (and thus substantial
increases in atmospheric concentrations). In 2011, atmospheric CO2 concentrations were 390.5
parts per million (ppm), which represented an increase of about 40 percent above the pre-industrial
concentrations that were present prior to 1750 (IPCC 2013).
Global GHG Emissions
As of 2014, global GHG emissions were estimated at 49 Gt CO2e per year, with CO2 making up
76 percent of the total anthropogenic GHG emissions. This is an overall increase in GHG emissions
of 71 percent from the 28.7 Gt CO2e of emissions in 1970 (IPCC 2014). Annual anthropogenic
GHG emissions have increased by 10 Gt CO2e between 2000 and 2010, with this increase directly
correlated with increases in energy supply (47 percent), industry (30 percent), transport (11
percent), and buildings (3 percent) sectors. Approximately half of all cumulative anthropogenic
CO2 emissions between 1750 and 2010 have occurred in the last 40 years. In 1970, cumulative
CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion, cement production, and flaring since 1750 were 420
Gt CO2e, since 1970 to 2010, that cumulative total tripled to 1,300 Gt CO2e (IPCC 2014).
U.S. GHG Emissions
In 2013, the U.S. emitted 6,673 teragrams of carbon dioxide equivalents (Tg CO2e). Total U.S.
emissions have increased by 5.9 percent from 1990 to 2013, and emissions increased from 2012
to 2013 by 2 percent (127.9 Tg CO2e). The increase from 2012 to 2013 was due to an increase in
the carbon intensity of fuels consumed to generate electricity due to an increase in coal
consumption, with decreased natural gas consumption. Fossil fuel combustion accounted for 95
percent of CO2 emissions and 82.5 percent of total U.S. GHG emissions in 2013. Overall, from
1990 to 2013, total emissions of CO2 increased by 381.5 Tg CO2e. (7.4 percent), while total
emissions of CH4 decreased by 109.2 Tg CO2e. (14.6 percent), and N2O increased by 25.3 Tg
CO2e (7.7 percent). Of the five major sectors generating emissions through direct fossil fuel
combustion – electricity generation, transportation, industrial, residential, and commercial –
electricity generation accounts for approximately 40 percent and transportation accounts for 33
percent of these emissions. Approximately 82 percent of the energy consumed in the U.S. was
produced through combustion of fossil fuels, while the remaining 18 percent came from other
energy sources such as hydropower, biomass, nuclear, wind, and solar energy. In 2013, total U.S.
GHG emissions by sector were 84 percent for the energy sector, including fossil fuel and
transportation combustion, 5 percent for industry, 7 percent for agriculture, 0.3 percent for land
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use and forestry, and 0.2 percent for waste, including landfills and wastewater treatment (U.S. EPA
2014).
State of California GHG Emissions
In 2012, California generated approximately 458.7 million MT CO2e, or approximately 7 percent
of total U.S. emissions. This is due primarily to the high population and size of California
compared to other states. Despite a population increase of 11.4 percent between 2000 and 2012,
the state’s gross per capita emissions were reduced 12 percent from the 13.7 MT CO2e per person
in 2000 to 12.2 MT CO2e per person. This reduction indicates the contributions that energy
conservation as well as energy efficiency have in reducing per capita emissions. Another factor
that has reduced California’s fuel use and GHG emissions is its mild climate compared to that of
many other states. Reductions in 2008 and 2009 have also been attributed to the economic
recession and higher fuel prices, with marked declines in on-road transportation, cement
production and electricity consumption (CARB 2014).
Transportation is the source of approximately 37.3 percent of the state’s GHG emissions, followed
by electricity generation (both in-state and out-of-state) at 20.8 percent, and industrial sources at
21.9 percent. Residential and commercial sources account for 11.7 percent, while agriculture
accounts for 8.3 percent (CARB 2014).
City of Santa Monica Emissions
The 2012 GHG emissions inventory for the City accounted for electricity, natural gas, gasoline,
and diesel consumption, as well as solid waste generation within the City. Total existing emissions
in 2012 were estimated at approximately 794,892 metric tons CO2e, approximately 14 percent
below the 1990 emission total of 924,293 MT CO2e. Transportation emissions were 38 percent of
total GHG emissions while commercial, residential, industrial, and solid waste represented 30
percent, 21 percent, 6 percent, and 5 percent, respectively (City of Santa Monica 2013). Electrical
consumption is a substantial contributor to indirect GHG emissions, though Southern California
Edison (SoCal Edison) maintains a relatively high proportion of generation from renewable
sources. Total per capita GHG emissions from the City in 2012 were 8.8 MT CO2e per person,
compared to 12.1 MT CO2e per person for the state (SCE 2013; CARB 2014).
3.8.2

Regulatory Setting

Global climate change is addressed through the efforts of various federal, state, regional, and local
government agencies as well as national and international scientific and governmental conventions
and programs. These agencies work jointly and individually to understand and regulate the effects
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of GHG emissions and resulting climate change through legislation, regulations, planning,
policymaking, education, and a variety of programs. The significant agencies, conventions, and
programs focused on global climate change are discussed below.
International/Federal Regulations
International Protocols
In 1988, the United Nations established the IPCC to evaluate the impacts of global warming and
to develop strategies that nations could implement to curtail global climate change. In June 1992,
the U.S. joined other countries in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) agreement with the goal of stabilizing GHG emissions. The treaty itself set no binding
limits on GHG emissions for individual countries and contains no enforcement mechanisms. In
that sense, the treaty is considered legally non-binding. Instead, the treaty provides a framework
for negotiating specific international treaties (called "protocols") that may set binding limits on
GHGs.
The Kyoto Protocol was the first treaty made under the UNFCCC on December 1, 1997 and was
the first international agreement that commits signatories to reduce GHG emissions. The Protocol
sets emissions targets for developed countries which are binding under international law. The
Kyoto Protocol has had two commitment periods, the first of which lasted from 2005 to 2012, and
the second from 2012 to 2020. The U.S. has not ratified the Kyoto Protocol. It has been estimated
that if the commitments outlined in the Kyoto Protocol were met, global GHG emissions could
have been reduced by an estimated 5 percent from 1990 levels during the first commitment period
of 2008–2012.
In December 2009, international leaders from 192 nations met in Copenhagen to address the future
of international climate change commitments post-Kyoto, but no binding agreements were
reached. Many of the industrialized countries that ratified the Kyoto Protocol have not and/or are
not expected to meet their targets. However, countries did ratify the Copenhagen Accord, a
nonbinding agreement. The Copenhagen Accord, a voluntary agreement between the U.S., China,
India, and Brazil, recognizes the need to keep global temperature rise to below 2 degrees Celsius
(°C) or 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) and obligates signatories to establish measures to reduce GHG
emissions and to prepare to provide help to poorer countries in adapting to global climate change.
Representatives from 194 United Nations member states, including business leaders and
nongovernment organizations, met in Cancun, Mexico in December 2010 to participate in the
United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP-16). In all, approximately 12,000 participants
met to work out the language and reduction targets of a new agreement. The result was the Cancun
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Agreements, a voluntary agreement similar to the Copenhagen Accord, but with broader United
Nation member nation support. The Cancun Agreements set the stage for the next year’s climate
conference in Durban, South Africa, where the unresolved issues – including the future of the
Kyoto Protocol and a binding agreement – will once again be on the table. The key elements of
the Cancun Agreements are as follows:
•

Countries agree to keep temperature rise below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels and
developed countries are urged to make more aggressive pledges on cutting emissions.

•

A $30 billion package (“fast-start financing”) for 2012 to aid nations taking immediate
action to adapt to global warming.

•

The creation of a “Global Climate Fund” that will provide financing of $100 million
annually for longer-term adaptation and mitigation measures in developing countries
(although where this aid will come from is still unresolved). The World Bank was
designated as its interim trustee.

•

The creation of the forestry program, Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest
Degradation, which provides compensation for the preservation of tropical forests in
developing countries.

•

Specific language and a formal system for monitoring and reporting emissions. This
includes a process of “international consultations and analysis” for developing countries
that is “nonintrusive, nonpunitive, and respectful of national sovereignty,” incorporating
analysis by technical experts and resulting in a summary report.

The UNFCCC met again in December 2011 in Durban, South Africa to continue deliberating on a
treaty to replace the Kyoto Protocol, which ended in 2012. The conference agreed to a legally
binding deal comprising all countries, which will be executed by 2015, and to take effect in 2020.
There was also progress regarding the creation of a Green Climate Fund (GCF) for which a
management framework was adopted.
The 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP 21) was held in Paris, from
November 30 to December 11, 2015 It was the 21st annual session of the Conference of the Parties
to the 1992 UNFCCC and the 11th session of the Meeting of the Parties to the 1997 Kyoto
Protocol. The conference agreed to a legally binding deal to limit temperature rise well below 2 °C.
The deal also includes a long-term emissions goal, which aims to peak global GHG emissions “as
soon as possible” and to achieve “balance” between emissions and sinks in the second half of the
century. In 2018, there will be a facilitative dialogue to take stock of the collective efforts of
countries, which should inform the efforts of future commitments. Countries which have submitted
3.8-8
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targets for 2025 are then urged to come back in 2020 with a new target, while those with 2030
targets are invited to “communicate or update” them. This process will essentially be repeated
every five years, with the first post-2020 stocktake occurring in 2023. The agreement also places
a legal obligation on developed countries to continue to provide climate finance to developing
countries. It also encourages other countries to provide support voluntarily – a compromise
between the highly polarized positions that have taken center stage at the negotiations.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
The U.S. EPA is responsible for implementing federal policy to address global climate change.
The federal government administers a wide array of public-private partnerships to reduce U.S.
GHG emissions. These programs focus on energy efficiency, renewable energy, methane and other
non-CO2 gases, agricultural practices, and implementation of technologies to achieve GHG
reductions.
In Massachusetts v. Environmental Protection Agency et al. (2007) 549 U.S. 497, the U.S.
Supreme Court held that GHGs are pollutants under the Clean Air Act (CAA) and directed the
U.S. EPA to decide whether the gases endangered public health or welfare. On December 7, 2009,
the U.S. EPA issued an Endangerment Finding under Section 202(a) of the CAA, opening the door
to federal regulation of GHGs. The Endangerment Finding notes that GHGs threaten public health
and welfare and are subject to regulation under the CAA.
On May 13, 2010, the U.S. EPA issued a Final Rule that took effect on January 2, 2011, setting a
threshold of 75,000 MT CO2e per year for GHG emissions from major industrial facilities. The
U.S. EPA has not yet adopted thresholds for other GHG sources, although carbon pollution
standards have been proposed to cut carbon pollution from existing and new power plants, the
largest source of GHG emissions in the U.S. These standards are anticipated to be adopted in mid2015.
To date, Congress has not enacted any legislation requiring economy-wide mandatory reductions
in GHG emissions. Several different “cap-and-trade” proposals, which would require such
reductions, have recently been introduced in Congress, but none of them have been passed by
either branch of Congress, nor have become law. All such plans would place caps on the total
amount of GHG which can be emitted during future years, and would allow emitters to buy and
sell emission credits. However, such plans vary widely on what caps they would place on
emissions and how quickly such caps would come into effect, as well as how their specific
mechanisms would work.
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Currently, the federal government’s policy on climate change has three objectives: 1) slowing the
growth of emissions; 2) strengthening science, technology, and institutions; and 3) enhancing
international cooperation, which it is implementing through voluntary and incentive-based
programs.
State Policies and Regulations
California Air Resources Board
CARB, a part of the California EPA (CalEPA), is responsible for the coordination and
administration of both federal and state air pollution control programs within California. In this
capacity, CARB conducts research, sets state ambient air quality standards, compiles emission
inventories, develops suggested control measures, and provides oversight of local programs.
CARB has primary responsibility for the development of California’s State Implementation Plan
(SIP), for which it works closely with the federal government and the local air districts. CARB has
also recently adopted a statewide GHG emissions limit for 2020 (427 MMT CO2e), an emissions
inventory, and requirements to measure, track, and report GHG emissions by major industries.
Executive Order S-30-15
California Governor Brown announced on April 29, 2015 through Executive Order B-30-15 a new
statewide policy goal to reduce GHG emissions 40 percent below their 1990 levels by 2030. This
order acts as an intermediate goal to achieving 80 percent reductions by 2050 as outlined in
Executive Order S-3-05 below.
Executive Order S-3-05
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed on June 1, 2005, through Executive Order S3-05, the following GHG emission reduction targets:
•

By 2010, California shall reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels

•

By 2020, California shall reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels

•

By 2050, California shall reduce GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels

The Secretary of CalEPA has been charged with coordination of efforts to meet these targets and
formed the Climate Action Team (CAT) to implement the Order. The CAT also provided strategies
and input to the CARB Scoping Plan discussed below.
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Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32) recognizes that California is a
major contributor to U.S. GHG emissions. AB 32 acknowledges that such emissions cause
significant adverse impacts to human health and the environment, and therefore must be identified
and mitigated where appropriate. AB 32 also establishes a state goal of reducing GHG emissions
to 1990 levels by 2020 – a reduction of approximately 30 percent from projected state emission
levels and 15 percent from current state levels, with even more substantial reductions required in
the future. 1
CARB has adopted the Climate Change Scoping Plan, which outlines the state’s strategy to achieve
the 2020 GHG limit set by AB 32. This Scoping Plan proposes a comprehensive set of actions
designed to reduce overall GHG emissions in California, improve the environment, reduce
dependence on oil, diversify energy sources, save energy, create new jobs, and enhance public
health.
Senate Bill (SB) 37
The passage of Senate Bill (SB) 375 on September 30, 2008 created a process whereby local
governments and other stakeholders must work together within their region to achieve the GHG
reductions specified in AB 32 through integrated development patterns, improved transportation
planning, and other transportation measures and policies. Additionally, SB 375 required that those
targets be incorporated within a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS), a newly required
element within the Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO’s) Regional Transportation Plan.
On September 23, 2010, CARB adopted the vehicular GHG emissions reduction targets that
require a 7 percent to 8 percent reduction by 2020 and between 13 percent and 16 percent reduction
by 2035 relative to emissions in 2005 for each MPO. Southern California Council of Governments
(SCAG) is the MPO for the Southern California region and is required to work with local
jurisdictions, including the City. CARB has determined SCAG’s reduction target for per capital
vehicular emissions to be 8 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by 2035.
Senate Bill 97
SB 97, passed in 2007, amends CEQA to establish that GHG emissions and their effects are
appropriate subjects for CEQA analysis, and directs the Office of Planning and Research (OPR)
to develop draft CEQA Guidelines for evaluating and mitigating GHG emissions and global
climate change effects. In March 2010, the California Office of Administrative Law codified into
1

CARB has determined the statewide levels of GHG emissions in 1990 to be 427 MMT CO2e.
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law CEQA amendments that provide regulatory guidance with respect to the analysis and
mitigation of the potential effects of GHG emissions, as found in CEQA Guidelines Section
15183.5. The California Resources Agency adopted the GHG regulatory guidance into the CEQA
Guidelines in January 2009.
However, neither a threshold of significance nor any specific mitigation measures are included or
provided in these CEQA Guideline Amendments. The Guidelines require a lead agency to make a
good-faith effort based on the extent possible on scientific and factual data, to describe, calculate,
or estimate the amount of GHG emissions resulting from a project. The Guidelines give discretion
to the Lead Agency whether to: 1) use a model or methodology to quantify GHG emissions
resulting from a project, and which model or methodology to use; and/or 2) rely on a quantitative
analysis or performance-based standards. Further, the Guidelines identify three factors that should
be considered in the evaluation of the significance of GHG emissions:
1.

The extent to which a project may increase or reduce GHG emissions as compared to
the existing environmental setting;

2.

Whether the project emissions exceed a threshold of significance that the lead agency
determines applies to the project; and

3.

The extent to which the project complies with regulations or requirements adopted to
implement a statewide, regional, or local plan for the reduction or mitigation of GHG
emissions.

Executive Order S-13-08
Executive Order S-13-08, the Climate Adaptation and Sea Level Rise Planning Directive, provides
clear direction for how the state should plan for future climate impacts. The first result is the 2009
California Adaptation Strategy (CAS) report which summarizes the best known science on climate
change impacts in the state to assess vulnerability and outlines possible solutions that can be
implemented within and across state agencies to promote resiliency.
SB 32 and AB 197
In August 2016, Governor Brown signed SB 32 and AB 197 to further address GHG emissions in
the State. SB 32 would require the state to slash greenhouse gas emissions to 40% below 1990
levels by 2030, a much more ambitious target than the previous goal of hitting 1990 levels by
2020. AB 197 gives the Legislature greater authority over the California Air Resources Board
(CARB), to ensure strategies to lower emissions favor those most impacted by climate change.
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California Building Code (Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations)
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations is known as the California Building Code. The 2013
California Building Code (CBC) was updated in 2013 and includes the following:
California Code of Regulations Title 24, Part 6 comprises the California Energy Code, which was
first established in 1978 in response to a legislative mandate to reduce California’s energy
consumption. The standards are updated periodically to increase the baseline energy efficiency
requirements. Although it was not originally intended to reduce GHG emissions, electricity
production by fossil fuels results in GHG emissions and energy efficient buildings require less
electricity. Therefore, increased energy efficiency results in decreased GHG emissions.
California Code of Regulations Title 24, Part 11 comprises the California’s Green Building
Standard Code (CALGreen), which establishes mandatory green building code requirements as
well as voluntary measures (Tier 1 and Tier 2) for new buildings in California. The mandatory
provisions in CALGreen will reduce the use of Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)-emitting
materials, strengthen water efficiency conservation, increase construction waste recycling, and
increase energy efficiency. Tier 1 and Tier 2 are intended to further encourage building practices
that minimize the building’s impact on the environment and promote a more sustainable design.
Regional Policies and Regulations
South Coast Air Quality Management District
The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) is the agency principally
responsible for comprehensive air pollution control in the Los Angeles County area. In order to
provide GHG emissions guidance to local jurisdictions within the South Coast Air Basin, the
SCAQMD has organized a Working Group to develop GHG emission analysis guidance and
thresholds.
As of the present date, the only regulation adopted by the SCAQMD addressing the generation of
GHG emissions is the establishment of a 10,000 MT CO2e per year screening level threshold of
significance for stationary/source/industrial projects for which the SCAQMD is the Lead Agency.
SCAQMD released a draft guidance document regarding interim CEQA GHG significance
thresholds in October 2008. On December 5, 2008, the SCAQMD Governing Board adopted the
staff proposal for an interim GHG significance threshold for stationary sources (i.e., industrial
projects) where the SCAQMD is Lead Agency. SCAQMD proposed a tiered approach, whereby
the level of detail and refinement needed to determine significance increases with a project‘s total
GHG emissions. The tiered approach defines projects that are exempt under CEQA and projects
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that are within the jurisdiction of, and subject to the policies of, a GHG Reduction Plan as less than
significant. This tiered approach is discussed in the following threshold section.
SCAG Regional Transportation Plan/ Sustainable Communities Strategy
As required by SB 375, SCAG has adopted the Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS), which is the culmination of a multi-year effort involving
stakeholders from across the SCAG region. The SCS is a newly required element of the RTP that
provides a plan for meeting emissions reduction targets set forth by the ARB. SCAG’s 20122016–
2035 2040 RTP/SCS provides growth forecasts that are used in the development of air quality–
related land use and transportation control strategies by the SCAQMD. The RTP/SCS includes a
strong commitment to reducing emission from transportation sources and emphasizes the crucial
linkages and interrelationships between the economy, the regional transportation system, and land
use. Strategies for achieving goals of available, safe, sustainable and affordable transportation
include: 1) investing in bus, light rail and heavy rail transit, passenger and high-speed rail,
pedestrian and bicycle transportation corridors, infrastructure and transportation demand
management (e.g., carpooling to reduce demand for individual transport); 2) encouraging public
participation in the planning processes; and 3) educating the public about available transportation
methods available in the region. As discussed above, CARB has determined SCAG’s reduction
target for per capital vehicular emissions to be 8 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by 2035 relative
to the 2005 baseline. In June 20122016, CARB determined that SCAG’s 20122016–2035 2040
RTP/SCS is consistent with their GHG reduction targets. Specifically, SCAG’s plan is expected
to help California meet and exceed its GHG reduction goals, with estimated reductions in per
capita transportation emissions of 9 8 percent by 2020 and 16 18 percent by 2035.
Local Policies and Regulations
Santa Monica Sustainable City Plan (Revised 2006)
The Santa Monica Sustainable City Plan set GHG emissions reduction targets for the City in order
to address climate change impacts; these targets, if achieved, would result in greater GHG
emissions reductions than those set by the state, at least in the short-term. The Sustainable City
Plan includes targets of reducing GHG emissions by at least 30 percent below 1990 levels by 2015
for City government operations and 15 percent below 1990 levels by 2015 citywide.
The Sustainable City Plan anticipated most reductions would come from increased energy
efficiency, increased renewable energy production, and reduced transportation-related emissions
through increased use of alternative transportation. The following City programs and policies
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support or were developed to support the achievement of targeted reductions in GHG emissions
listed in the Sustainable City Plan.
Resource Conservation Goal 1 – Significantly decrease the consumption of non-local, nonrenewable, non-recyclable, and non-recycled materials, water, energy, and fuels.
Resource Conservation Goal 2 – Within renewable limits, encourage the use of local, nonpolluting, renewable and recycled resources.
Transportation Goal 1 – Create a multi-modal transportation system that minimizes and,
where possible, eliminates pollution and motor vehicle congestion.
Transportation Goal 2 – Facilitate a reduction in automobile dependency in favor of
affordable alternative, sustainable modes of travel.
Economic Development Goal 2 – Increase the efficiency of use of resources through the
adoption of sustainable business practices.
Open Space and Land Use Goal 2 – Implement land use and transportation planning and
policies to create compact, mixed-use projects, forming urban villages designed to
maximize affordable housing and encourage walking, bicycling, and the use of existing
and future public transit systems.
The City has also adopted a policy for new municipal buildings to achieve at least a Silver rating
by the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED rating system, and offers expedited plan review for
buildings pursuing LEED certification.
Santa Monica Green Building Ordinance
The City’s Green Building Ordinance (Santa Monica Municipal Code [SMMC] Chapters 8.106
and 8.108) adopts by reference the 2013 California Green Building Standards Code with local
amendments. The local amendments address electric vehicle charging capacity for electrical
services and installation of dedicated multi-meter enclosures for electric vehicle charging in new
multi-family buildings. Additionally, Chapter 8.108 address construction and demolition waste
recycling, with a required diversion rate for construction and demolition waste of 70 percent.
Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use and
transportation decisions in the City through 2030. An important principle of the LUCE is to create
a more sustainable Santa Monica by providing the framework to achieve the GHG reduction goals
of the Sustainable City Plan. The LUCE addresses GHG emissions through its land use and
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transportation decisions such as focusing new land uses near transit, creating complete
neighborhoods, supporting infill mixed-use projects, affordable and diverse housing near jobs and
transit. In addition, the LUCE supports a complete network of walking and bicycling, transit
improvements, carpooling, car-sharing, and Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
strategies to reduce vehicle trips. The following are selected LUCE policies related to GHG
emissions:
Goal LU2: Integrate Land Use and Transportation for GHG Reduction. Integrate land use and
transportation, carefully focusing new development on transit-rich boulevards and in the districts,
to create sustainable active pedestrian-friendly centers that decrease reliance on the automobile,
increase walking, bicycling and transit use and improving community quality of life.
Policy LU2.5

Vehicle Trip Reduction. Achieve vehicle trip reduction through
comprehensive strategies that designate land uses, establish
development and street design standards, implement sidewalk, bicycle
and roadway improvements, expand transit service, manage parking,
and strengthen TDM programs that support accessibility by transit,
bicycle and foot, and discourage vehicle trips at a district-wide level.
Monitor progress using tools that integrate land use and transportation
factors. Increase bicycle and pedestrian connectivity in transit districts
and adjust bus and shuttle services to ensure success of the transit
system.

Policy LU2.6

Active Spaces. Focus new development in defined districts to enable
active places that can support diverse local-serving retail and services,
walkability, arts and culture. Require, whenever possible, new
development to provide convenient and direct pedestrian and bicycle
connections.

Goal LU16: Sustainable Urban Form. Assure that buildings are sustainable, environmentally
sound and contribute to the City’s urban form.
Policy LU16.1
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Design Buildings with Consideration of Solar Patterns. The design of
new building’s need to consider the pattern of the sun, the impact of the
building mass throughout the day and the year to create habitable
outdoor spaces and protect adjacent structures to minimize shadows on
public spaces at times of the day and year when warmth is desired and
provide shade at times when cooling is appropriate, and minimize solar
disruption on adjacent properties.
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Policy LU16.2

Preserve Solar Access to Neighborhoods. The same development
standard that is adopted to require a step down building envelope to
transition commercial buildings to lower adjacent residential properties
also needs to assure solar access to the residential buildings.

Goal S1: Reduce the City’s GHG emissions and climate change impacts.
Policy S1.1

Pro-actively cooperate with the State to implement AB 32, which calls
for reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 and 80 percent
below 1990 levels by 2050.

Policy S1.2

Prepare a GHG emissions inventory approximately every five years
using accounting standards approved by the International Council for
Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) and CARB.

Policy S1.3

Implement the LUCE policies in order to achieve the following GHG
reduction targets as reflected in the Sustainable City Plan Goals:
•

Reduce community-wide GHG emissions to 15 percent below 1990
levels by 2015.

•

Reduce emissions from municipal operations by 30 percent below
1990 levels by 2015.

Policy S1.4

Prepare a climate action plan every 10 years to address citywide GHG
emissions.

Policy S1.5

Monitor the effectiveness of the City’s climate action plans against its
periodic GHG emissions inventories.

Policy S1.6

Prepare a Community Urban Forest Management Plan and update it a
minimum of every ten years to assist with local sequestration of CO2
emissions.

Policy S1.7

Amend the Santa Monica Sustainable City Plan to include the following
target with regard to renewable energy use:
•

By 2030, 40 percent of all electricity use in Santa Monica should
come from renewable sources.

Goal S2: Reduce GHG emissions from land use and transportation decisions.
Policy S2.1

Implement the Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) reducing policies of the
LUCE including, but not limited to: focusing new growth in higher
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density, mixed-use, transit-oriented districts; focusing new growth
along existing corridors and nodes; creating complete, walkable
neighborhoods with goods and services within walking distance of most
homes; and, implementing and supporting a wide range of pedestrian,
bicycle and transit improvements in the City.
Policy S2.2

In cooperation with the state and SCAG, proactively promote the
implementation of SB 375, in particular utilizing its incentives for
transit-oriented development. The City will also ensure that its local
plans are consistent with the SCS Plan requirement of SB 375.

Policy S2.7

Encourage major employers to find ways to provide housing assistance
as part of their employee benefits package.

Policy S2.9

Consider incorporating the “no net new P.M. peak hour vehicle trips”
policy into the City’s CEQA environmental analysis and require
mitigation of significant impacts for projects that will generate new net
vehicle trips.

Goal S3: Reduce overall energy use in the City.
Policy S3.1

Actively strive to implement the City’s “zero net” electricity
consumption goal by 2020 through a wide variety of programs and
measures, including the generation of renewable energy in the city and
energy efficiency measures.

Goal S4: Increase the use of renewable energy in the City.
Policy S4.1

Explore creating an ordinance to require solar installations, both
photovoltaic and hot water, on new construction projects.

Goal S5: Improve the environmental performance of buildings.
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Policy S5.1

Continue to maintain a Building Code and prescriptive compliance
options that meet or exceed state requirements for energy, water and
other sustainability standards. Specifically, pursue California Energy
Commission goals to achieve net zero energy buildings by 2020 for lowrise residential buildings and 2030 for commercial buildings and
achieve a LEED-equivalent local building code by 2020.

Policy S5.5

Encourage shade trees on south- and west-facing sides of all new
buildings to reduce building energy loads.
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Policy S5.6

Encourage cool roofs or green roofs on new buildings.

Policy S5.8

Encourage installation of electrical outlets in loading zones and on the
exterior of new buildings to reduce emissions from gas-powered
landscape maintenance and operating refrigeration for delivery trucks.

Goal S10: Create a sustainable local economy that focuses on “green” jobs.
Policy S10.3

Market Santa Monica as a green tourist destination by encouraging
green retail and sustainable tourism industry practices.

According to the EIR certified for the LUCE, incorporation of LUCE policies and the citywide
goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips by 2030, would result in a projected annual citywide
GHG emissions of 760,535 MT CO2e by 2030. This level of emissions would exceed the citywide
reduction requirements of the SCP and the anticipated emissions levels would be below the 2030
SCP target of 785,649 metric tons CO2e (Table 3.8-1).
Table 3.8-1

Citywide Estimated Annual Operational GHG Emissions Summary

Emissions Source
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Transportation
Solid Waste (CH4)
Total
AB 32 Target

Annual CO2e Emissions (metric tons) in Santa Monica
2007 Emissions
1984 Plan (2030)
Proposed LUCE (2030)
196,400
171,987
170,094
316,903
246,910
238,762
61,620
33,037
27,217
327,923
322,230
312,946
38,779
11,954
11,515
941,625
786,117
760,535
924,293
924,293
924,293

Sources: 1) Existing 2007 emissions: City of Santa Monica, Draft GHG Emissions Report (July 24, 2009); 2) 1984 Plan
(2030) and Proposed LUCE (2030) emissions: City of Santa Monica, City of Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation
Element Environmental Impact Report (April 2010).

City of Santa Monica 15x15 Climate Action Plan
In 2013, the City adopted the 15x15 Climate Action Plan to meet its goal of reducing communitywide GHG emissions 15 percent below 1990 levels by 2015 and GHG emissions from municipal
operations 30 percent below 1990 levels by 2015. The City has already made substantial progress
towards these goals through the Sustainable City Plan, the LUCE, and other programs put in place,
so the 15x15 Climate Action Plan is a short-term, action-oriented document that identifies 15
measures that, if completed by the end of 2015, would achieve the City’s GHG emissions reduction
goal. The 15x15 Climate Action Plan identifies 15 measures that are grouped in the following eight
categories: Energy Use and Generation, Waste Reduction and Recycling, Transportation and
Mobility, Water Conservation and Efficiency, Open Space and Land Use, Local Food and
Agriculture, Municipal Operations, and Climate Mitigation and Adaptation.
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Measure 1: Increase energy efficiency of new buildings to perform 10 percent better than
2013 Title 24 Standards
Measure 2: Reduce energy use citywide in existing buildings by 1 million kilowatts (kW)
annually
Measure 3: Increase total citywide solar capacity by 500 kW annually
Measure 4: Divert 80 percent of waste from landfills
Measure 5: Reduce daily vehicle miles traveled within the city by 13,000
Measure 6: Increase biking and walking mode share to 15 percent
Measure 7: Expand public and private infrastructure to support electric vehicle technology
Measure 8: Create vibrant mixed-use villages that enhance neighborhoods
Measure 9: Expand the age, diversity and number of trees in the urban forest
Measure 10: Reduce water demand by 200,000 gallons per day
Measure 11: Reduce consumption of carbon intensive foods
Measure 12: Increase the production and consumption of local food
Measure 13: Reduce municipal GHG emissions
Measure 14: Monitor GHG emissions
Measure 15: Adapt to the effects of climate change
Thresholds of Significance
Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines provides a set of screening questions that address
impacts with regard to GHG emissions. Specifically, the Guidelines state that a proposed project
may have a significant adverse impact related to GHG emissions if:
a) The project would generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment; and/or
b) The project would conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs.
With regard to the first criteria, CEQA defines a “significant effect on the environment” as a
substantial, or potentially substantial, adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the
area affected by the project. With respect to global climate change, no one project can individually
create a direct impact on what is a global problem (i.e., no project will, by itself, raise the
3.8-20
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temperature of the planet). As such, GHG analysis is typically based on the cumulative impact of
GHG emissions.
Generally, the evaluation of an impact under CEQA requires measuring data from a project against
a “threshold of significance.” Further, the CEQA Guidelines clarify that “when adopting
thresholds of significance, a lead agency may consider thresholds of significance previously
adopted or recommended by other public agencies or recommended by experts, provided the
decision of the lead agency to adopt such thresholds is supported by substantial evidence.” For
GHG emissions and global warming, there is not, at this time, one established, universally agreedupon “threshold of significance” by which to measure an impact. The 2015 CEQA Guidelines do
not establish a threshold of significance for GHG impacts; instead lead agencies have the discretion
to establish significance thresholds for their respective jurisdictions. A Lead Agency may look to
thresholds developed by other public agencies or other expert entities, so long as the threshold
chosen is supported by substantial evidence. SCAG, SCAQMD, and the City have not adopted a
GHG significance threshold applicable to the development of non-stationary source projects.
Therefore, guidance documents from other agencies and CEQA were evaluated for determining
an appropriate significance threshold.
The significance threshold utilized for this EIR is based on methodologies proposed by the
SCAQMD and methodologies adopted by other AQMDs. The SCAQMD has been evaluating
GHG significance thresholds since April 2008. In December 2008, the SCAQMD adopted an
interim 10,000 MT CO2e per year screening level threshold for stationary source/industrial projects
for which the SCAQMD is the Lead Agency. The SCAQMD has continued to consider adoption
of significance thresholds for residential and general development projects. The most recent
proposal issued in September 2010 uses the following tiered approach to evaluate potential GHG
impacts from various uses:
•

Tier 1 Determine if CEQA categorical exemptions are applicable. If not, move to Tier 2.

•

Tier 2 Consider whether or not the proposed project is consistent with a locally adopted
GHG reduction plan that has gone through public hearings and CEQA review, that has an
approved inventory, includes monitoring, etc. If not, move to Tier 3.

•

Tier 3 Consider whether the project generates GHG emissions in excess of screening
thresholds for individual land uses. The 10,000 MT CO2e/year threshold for industrial uses
would be recommended for use by all lead agencies. Under Option 1, separate screening
thresholds are proposed for residential projects (3,500 MT CO2e/year), commercial
projects (1,400 MT CO2e/year), and mixed-use projects (3,000 MT CO2e/year). Under
Option 2 a single numerical screening threshold of 3,000 MT CO2e/year would be used for
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all non-industrial projects. If the project generates emissions in excess of the applicable
screening threshold, move to Tier 4.
•

Tier 4 Consider whether the project generates GHG emissions in excess of applicable
performance standards for the project service population (population plus employment).
The efficiency targets were established based on the goal of AB 32 to reduce statewide
GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. The 2020 efficiency targets are 4.8 MT CO2e/year
per service population for project level analyses and 6.6 MT CO2e/year per service
population for plan level analyses. If the project generates emissions in excess of the
applicable efficiency targets, move to Tier 5.

•

Tier 5 Consider the implementation of CEQA mitigation (including the purchase of GHG
offsets) to reduce the project efficiency target to Tier 4 levels.

The thresholds identified above have not been adopted by the SCAQMD or distributed for
widespread public review and comment, and the working group tasked with developing the
thresholds has not met since September 2010. The future schedule and likelihood of threshold
adoption is uncertain. However, while not officially adopted by SCAQMD, the City has elected to
utilize the SCAQMD proposed tiered approach.
Additionally, with regard to the second criteria in the 2015 CEQA Guidelines that address GHG
emissions, the City analyzes whether a project would be consistent with local plans and regulations
that address GHG reduction. These plans and regulations include the City’s LUCE, Sustainable
City Plan, and Climate Action Plan.
Methodology
This section analyzes potential GHG emissions that would be generated as a result of land use
changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan through
the year 2030. The assessment of GHG impacts in this EIR is programmatic in nature as it would
be difficult (as well as speculative) to quantify the precise GHG emissions anticipated to occur
from the implementation of future individual projects. As such, the analysis of construction-related
GHG impacts provides a qualitative description of the range of construction-related emissions that
could occur under Scenario A or Scenario B of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The
analysis of operational (i.e., long-term) GHG impacts employs modeling to forecast operational
GHG emissions, including those from citywide vehicle trips, that may be generated throughout the
lifespan of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan by 2030. GHG emissions for
both Scenario A and Scenario B were estimated using the California Emission Estimator Model
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(CalEEMod) version 2013.2.2 computer model developed for SCAQMD, and then compared to
the SCAQMD thresholds of significance defined above.
Lastly, the analysis provides a side by side comparison of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s consistency with applicable GHG plans and regulations including the
LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, and Climate Action Plan.
Data for this section were taken from the traffic generation data prepared by Fehr & Peers (see
Appendix B and Appendix F). Trip generation was derived from the traffic study conducted for
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The methodology and assumptions used
in this analysis are detailed below for operation and construction activities.
Construction Emissions
Construction equipment typically utilizes fossil fuels, which generate GHGs such as CO2, CH4,
and N2O. Methane may also be emitted during the fueling of heavy equipment. The raw materials
used to construct new buildings can sequester carbon; however, demolition of structures can result
in the gradual release of the carbon stored in waste building materials as those materials decompose
in landfills. Since the exact nature of the origin or make-up of the construction location and
materials is unknown within the Downtown, this analysis provides programmatic evaluation of
construction-related GHG emissions. In general, project construction would temporarily increase
diesel emissions and would generate particulate matter (dust). Construction equipment within the
Downtown that would generate VOCs and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions could include graders,
excavators, dump trucks, cranes, and bulldozers. It is assumed that all construction equipment used
would be diesel powered. For the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that new land uses in
Downtown would be constructed incrementally over time. Construction-related GHG emissions
are amortized over 30 years per current SCAQMD methodology.
Operational Emissions
Operational GHG emissions that could occur over the lifespan of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan are estimated using the CalEEMod computer model developed by the
SCAQMD for mobile source, area, and energy emissions. GHG emissions would be generated by
motor vehicle trips to and from the land uses in Downtown and are calculated based on CalEEMod
defaults (see Appendix F) and other default traffic assumptions. It should be noted that the
CalEEMod estimated mobile source emissions did not include any mitigation measures since trip
reduction measures were included in the Traffic Study estimates as part of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Area source emissions would be generated by consumer products,
architectural coating, and landscape maintenance equipment. Energy source emissions would be
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generated by electricity and natural gas consumption for space and water heating. The default
emissions were used for area and energy sources with no additional mitigation, and represent worst
case emissions. This analysis accounts for trip reductions and citywide VMT reductions associated
with the proposed mix of land uses, location in a transit-rich area and implementation of an
aggressive TDM program, along with the implementation of state-mandated regulations and
mitigation measures which would reduce GHG emissions. Additionally, state and SCAQMD
regulations, as well as existing City standards for new development, were incorporated in the
calculation of emissions reductions in CalEEMod inputs. See Appendix F for CalEEMod
worksheet results. To determine if a significant GHG impact would occur, the forecasted GHG
emissions per capita were compared with the SCAQMD’s threshold.
The following activities are typically associated with the operation of residential, retail, and
commercial land uses that will contribute to the generation of GHG emissions:
Area Sources. Increases in the use of natural gas for heating of new development and
cooking activities would occur; resulting in a direct release of GHGs. Estimated emissions
from the combustion of natural gas and other fuels is based on the extent and type of
development. CH4 and N2O emissions were estimated using the total vehicle miles traveled
as determined by CalEEMod and U.S. EPA emissions factors for on-road vehicles.
Electricity Use. Electricity is generated by a combination of methods, which include
combustion of fossil fuels. Use of electricity for operation of future development would
contribute to the indirect emissions associated with electricity production. Estimated
emissions from the consumption of electricity are based on the extent and type of
development and standard electrical consumption rates from the CalEEMod software
model.
Motor Vehicles. Vehicle trips generated in the Downtown would result in GHG emissions
through combustion of fossil fuels. Carbon dioxide emissions were determined based on
the trip generation rates provided in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s Traffic
Study (see Appendix B) and average trip length for trips in the City. The trip generation
calculated in the traffic study reflects the effectiveness of the TDM and trip reduction
strategies outlined in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
It should be noted that during the preparation of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan between 2012 and 2015 (described in Section 2.1.2, Background and
Process), development has been ongoing in the City of Santa Monica. During this time,
following the initiation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan planning process
and the release of the City issued Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Program EIR in
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September 2013, the City Council has approved a number of residential units and nonresidential development in the Downtown consistent with existing plans, policies, and
zoning. Consequently, this Program EIR conservatively evaluates a maximum buildout for
Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
which accounts for the residential and non-residential developments approved since the
issuance of the NOP in 2013. Therefore, this section reports conservative GHG emissions
estimates. Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would likely result in slightly lower emissions levels than reported.
Waste Disposal. Emissions calculated for solid waste reflect the indirect GHG emissions
associate with waste that is disposed of at a landfill. Disposal rates from the California
Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) are used to estimate
amount of disposal for individual land uses. GHG emissions associated with the
decomposition of waste are quantified based on amount of degradable organic carbon. CO2
emissions are also quantified based on associated methane, if applicable.
Water Use and Wastewater Generation. The amount of water used and wastewater
generated by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan has indirect GHG
emissions as a result of the energy used to supply, distribute and treat water and wastewater.
In addition to the indirect GHG emissions associated with energy use, wastewater treatment
can directly emit both methane and nitrous oxide depending on the treatment method.
3.8.3

Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Would the project generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?
Impact Description
GHG-1

The standards, policies, and programs in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would support the creation of a more sustainable City,
reducing the Downtown’s per capita GHG emissions and its overall impact on
the environment. GHG emissions from both mobile and stationary sources
during operation, as well as short-term GHG emissions from construction of
new land uses anticipated to occur would not exceed the significance threshold,
and the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s GHG impact would be less
than significant.
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The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements the LUCE goals and policies
for GHG reduction to reduce per capita VMT and GHG emissions. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan is based on a vision of supporting and enhancing the Downtown as
a multi-modal district that is fully integrated with the Downtown Station of the Expo Light Rail
Transit line (Expo LRT). The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan creates
opportunities for active transportation (e.g., walking, biking, and transit) through standards that
require new buildings to be sustainably designed and pedestrian-oriented. Additionally, all new
projects in the Downtown would be required to meet, at minimum, the standards within the City’s
Green Building Ordinance. To the extent that projects in the Downtown are subject to
Development Agreement (DA), these projects could potentially incorporate more aggressive
sustainability features. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan also emphasizes
new land uses in areas proximate to the Expo LRT Downtown Station to minimize vehicle trip
generation and associated GHG emissions. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan lays out a coordinated circulation plan that would enhance multi-modal
relationships. The proposed Plan also calls for the creation of a Transportation Management
Organization (TMO) as well as aggressive TDM measures such as employer trip reduction plans
and subsidized transit passes for residents and employees. Collectively, the standards, policies,
and programs in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would help the City
achieve LUCE sustainability and GHG reduction goals.
Even with the proposed Plan’s comprehensive approach for a sustainable Downtown, GHG
emissions would inevitably result from both the construction and operation of new land uses over
the planning horizon (2030) of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Construction Emissions
Construction-related GHG emissions would occur over the life of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan (i.e., through the year 2030). Such emissions are difficult to quantify
as the details of construction, design/size, and timing of each development project to occur in the
Downtown is unknown. However, as an order of magnitude estimate, the City’s 5th and Colorado
Hotel Projects EIR found that construction of 156,000 sf of hotel space with two levels of
subterranean parking on one acre in the Downtown would result in a total of 17,145 MT CO2e
associated with the construction of these projects (City of Santa Monica 2013). Amortized over 30
years per current SCAQMD methodology, construction of the two hotels was projected to emit
572 MT CO2e per year. 2 The 500 Broadway EIR found that construction of a 316,653-sf mixed2

No annual growth rate or projections are available for future land uses occurring under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
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use development would result in approximately 1,200 MT CO2e per year. Amortized over 30 years
per current SCAQMD methodology, construction of the mixed-use development was projected to
emit approximately 40 MT CO2e per year (City of Santa Monica 2015). Based on the square
footage of these projects, it can be estimated that 0.00367 MT CO2e per year would be emitted per
square foot of similar development in Downtown. Therefore, when applied to the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan forecasts of 4.73 million sf under Scenario A and 3.22 million sf
under Scenario B, an estimated total of 17,653 MT CO2e and 12,368 MT CO2e would be emitted
from construction for Scenario A and Scenario B, respectively. (As previously not in Section 3.3,
Air Quality this represents a maximum buildout for Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but also accounts for the residential and non-residential
developments approved since the issuance of the NOP in 2013.) However, this projection is meant
to serve merely as an illustration of the possible construction-related GHG emissions that could
occur throughout the life of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As stated
above, individual projects in the Downtown would vary in construction details, design/size, and
timing. Therefore, the construction-related emissions that would result from future land uses would
also vary on an annual basis. Individual projects in the Downtown area would be subject to their
own environmental review on a project-by-project basis pursuant to CEQA, and if necessary,
would be required to analyze determine their GHG emissions impacts.
Operation Emissions
As discussed above, the SCAQMD has continued to consider adoption of significance thresholds
for residential and general development projects. The most recent proposal issued in September
2010 uses the following tiered approach to evaluate potential GHG impacts from various uses: As
the GHG emissions from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would exceed
the thresholds presented in Tiers 1, 2, and 3; the applicable threshold is Tier 4. Therefore, if the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would produce greater than 6.6 MT CO2e/year
per service population, its impact would be considered cumulatively considerable.
Table 3.8-2

Citywide GHG Emission Thresholds for Scenario A and Scenario B

2030 Population with Project1
2030 Jobs1
Service Population (Population + Jobs)
Threshold in
MT CO2e / year
([Service population]*6.62)

Scenario A
97,160
94,046
191,206

Scenario B
96,197
91,914
188,111

1,261,960

1,241,533

Sources: 1 refer to Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment; 2 SCAQMD, GHG CEQA Significance Threshold
Stakeholder Working Group Meeting #15 (September 28, 2010).
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Direct operational emissions would result from increased use of natural gas as a result of daily
operational activities as well as vehicle fuel from increased personal vehicle trips. Indirect
operational emissions would result from the consumption of electricity for use in residential and
commercial land uses, as well as electricity used for transportation. Other indirect operational
emissions would be related to increased landfill emissions due to greater solid waste generation,
and increased electricity used for water pumping to supply greater water demand. Operational
emissions depend on the type and use of the developed space, as well as the types of heating
systems installed and installation of renewable energy production systems, such as solar power.
Residential units, for example, would typically generate less operational GHG emissions per
square foot than commercial space, both from energy use within structures and related to vehicle
trip generation. Energy efficiency-based and sustainable standards are included in the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Further, the aggressive levels of trip-reduction
techniques and circulation interventions have been included in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan as self-mitigating features for traffic impacts and vehicle-related GHG
emissions.
Based on the forecasted amount of net new land uses anticipated to occur through 2030 under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the Plan could result in operational GHG
emissions of as much as 354,298 MT CO2e per year for Scenario A or 329,125 MT CO2e per year
for Scenario B (see Table 3.8-3). These total citywide emissions, which would occur over the life
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, represent a conservative worst-case
scenario and do not account for all energy efficiency measures that might be applied to new
construction under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Based on projected
employment and population growth under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
Scenario A would be anticipated to result in approximately 1.85 MT CO2e/year per service
population and 1.75 MT CO2e/year per service population under Scenario B (see Table 3.8-3).
These total emissions would not exceed the threshold of 6.6 MT CO2e/year per service population.
This is considered a less than significant impact.
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Table 3.8-3

Projected Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Operational GHG
Emissions

Emission Source
Area Source1
Energy
Mobile2
Waste
Water Use
Annual Total
Projected Service Population
in 2030
Annual Total /
Service Population
(MT CO2e / year per service
population)
Significant?
(>6.6 MT CO2e / year per
service population)

Projected Emissions
Scenario A in 2030i
(MT CO2e per year )
2,114
53,014
252,828
9,278
11,891
354,298

Projected Emissions
Scenario B in 2030 3
(MT CO2e per year )
2,349
55,971
273,409
9,777
12,792
329,125

191,206

188,111

1.85

1.75

No

No

i Source:

AMEC 2014. Emissions of CO2e are estimated using the CalEEMod computer model developed for the SCAQMD for
mobile source, area, and energy emissions (see Appendix F).
1 Area and energy emissions are based on existing land uses from the City’s land use database as well as proposed land use
changes under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. An area source is defined as one emitting less than 10
tons per year of criteria or hazardous air pollutant or less than 25 tons per year of a combination of pollutants. Commercial and
residential buildings generally are assigned to this category.
2 Mobile source emissions are based on citywide trip generation identified in the Fehr and Peers Traffic Study (see Appendix B)
conducted for the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and include the beneficial effects of trip generation reducing
measures proposed under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?
Impact Description
GHG-2

The standards, policies, and programs in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would help the City achieve sustainability and GHG
reduction goals. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is
consistent with all applicable plans, policies or regulations of an agency
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs. Therefore, this
impact would be less than significant.

As discussed above, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements the goals
and policies established in the LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, and Climate Action Plan to reduce
per capita VMT and GHG emissions. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is
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based on a vision of supporting and enhancing the Downtown as a multi-modal district that is fully
integrated with the Downtown Station of the Expo LRT. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan creates opportunities for active transportation (e.g., walking, biking, and
transit) through standards that require new buildings to be sustainably designed and pedestrianoriented. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan also emphasizes new land uses
in areas proximate to the pending Downtown Station to minimize vehicle trip generation, VMT,
and associated GHG emissions. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan establishes a coordinated circulation plan, including sidewalk connections, which would
enhance multi-modal relationships. The proposed Plan also calls for the creation of a TMO as well
as aggressive TDM measures such as employer trip reduction plans and subsidized transit passes
for residents and employees. Collectively, the standards, policies, and programs in the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would help the City achieve LUCE sustainability and
GHG reduction goals.
Policies and development standards in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
specifically address sustainability and GHG emissions. Further, the aggressive levels of tripreduction techniques and circulation interventions have been included in the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan as self-mitigating features for potential transportation impacts. While GHG
emissions would inevitably occur due to an increase in the use of electricity, water, and fuels and
generation of wastewater and solid waste, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would ensure that new land uses would occur in a sustainable manner. Therefore, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is substantially consistent with the GHG reduction
strategies set forth by the City, SCAG, and the State of California (see Table 3.8-4). As such, this
impact is less than significant.
It should be noted that many of the emissions reduction strategies in Table 3.5-4 relate to
technologies that are evolving and would evolve, or become available, during build-out of the
project. Some of these measures also relate to emissions reduction strategies that must be
implemented on an area-wide or regional basis. Thus, several of these measures would be
implemented over time as implementation becomes practicable, and the wording of these
additional measures reflects that condition.
3.8.4

Cumulative Impacts

Analysis of GHG emissions is cumulative in nature because climate change impacts are related to
cumulative global emissions. Based on the preceding analysis of GHG emissions, and the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s contribution to cumulative GHG impacts are
determined to be less than significant.
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Table 3.8-4

Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan

Policy
LUCE
Policy LU2.1: Redirect growth away from residential
neighborhoods onto transit corridors, where new uses
are served by convenient transportation networks.

Policy LU2.2: Capitalize on the Expo LRT stations to
create vital new complete sustainable communities
with transit as a focal element, green connections
and pathways, a variety of housing types and jobs,
enhance creative arts and institutions, and localserving retail and services.
Policy LU2.3: Create vibrant activity centers at select
transit crossroads along the boulevards with unique
and attractive spaces for meeting, local shopping and
living, that include opportunities for affordable and
word workforce housing for new and existing
residents.
Policy LU2.5: Achieve vehicle trip reduction through
comprehensive strategies that designate land uses,
establish development and street design standards,
implement sidewalk, bicycle and roadway
improvements, expand transit service, manage
parking, and strengthen TDM programs that support
accessibility by transit, bicycle, and foot, and
discourage vehicle trips at a district-wide level.
Monitor progress using tools that integrate land use
and transportation factors. Increase bicycle and
pedestrian connectivity in transit districts and adjust
bus and shuttle service to ensure success of the
transit system.

Policy LU2.6: Focus new development in defined
districts to create active spaces that can support
diverse local-serving retail and services, walkability,
arts, and culture. Require, whenever possible, new
development to provide convenient and direct
pedestrian and bicycle connections.
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Relationship to Project
Consistent. Consistent with the LUCE, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan directs growth away from residential
neighborhoods. The Downtown is characterized
by a mixed of uses, including commercial and
residential uses. Through development standards
and design guidelines, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would ensure that
new land uses would be sustainable and be
integrated with the Expo LRT.
Consistent. See Policy LU2.1 and LU2.6.

Consistent. See Policy LU2.1. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
ensure that the Downtown remains active and
vibrant with a mix of shopping, employment, and
housing opportunities.
Consistent. See Policies LU 2.1, LU2.3, LU2.6,
LU8.3, S2.1, and S2.4. As an implementation tool
for the LUCE, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would support the creation
of a complete and sustainable Downtown district
that is integrated with the Expo LRT. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan also establishes development standards
and lays out a circulation strategy that would
enhance the Downtown’s walkable and bikeable
environment. Additionally, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
incorporates an aggressive package of TDM
measures to reduce vehicle miles traveled and
automobile dependency for trips generated within
Downtown.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan guides new land uses in the
Downtown and creates a diverse mix of localserving retail, restaurant, visitor-serving, and
residential uses that promotes convenient and
direct pedestrian and bicycle connections and
improved walkability. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan establishes
standards and design guidelines to ensure that
new land uses in the Downtown are pedestrianoriented and promote walking and bicycling.
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Table 3.8-4

Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan (Continued)

Policy

Policy LU3.3: Emphasize uses which address localserving needs and daily resources necessary to
reduce vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled.

Policy LU8.1: Required participation in TDM
programs for projects above the base height to
encourage walking, biking, and transit, and to reduce
vehicle trips. Engage existing development in TDM
Districts and programs to encourage reduction of
existing vehicle trips.

Policy LU8.3: Ensure pedestrian, bicycle and transit
mobility by creating facilities for comfortable walking
throughout the City, a complete and safe bicycle
network, and convenient and frequent transit service
that will make transit an attractive option for all types
of trips.
Policy LU10.2: Require new development that
requests height above the base to provide
measurable benefits to foster complete
neighborhoods and support the goals of the LUCE,
including reducing vehicle trips and GHG emissions,
maintaining diversity, and promoting affordable and
workforce housing.
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Further, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan encourages the creation of
public art and cultural opportunities, including the
development of a museum in the Downtown. The
circulation strategy of the proposed Plan also
calls for creating pedestrian and bicycle
connections, including a 4th Court bike
connection to the Downtown Station.
Consistent. Policy HED4.2, Policy HED4.3, and
Policy HED4.4 of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan all encourage and
support the development of local-serving uses.
Additionally, the development standards set forth
in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan encourage the
development of local-serving uses on the ground
floor, particular in the Mixed-Use Neighborhood,
Mixed-Use Neighborhood Transition, Wilshire
Transition, and Ocean Transition (on 2nd Street)
subareas.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan includes policies that
require developers of new office buildings to
boost employee transit use through TDM
measures that contribute toward circulation
solutions and move the City towards its goal of
achieving No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips by
2030. Specifically, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would require all
new development to implement 50 percent transit
pass subsidy programs, increasing to a 100
percent subsidy program on Established Large
Sites and Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites.
Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan calls for the creation of a
TMO.
Consistent. See Policies LU2.1 and LU2.3. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan includes standards and policies to
encourage pedestrian and bicycle use within the
Downtown by creating attractive walkable and
bikeable spaces.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan development standards
mandate that any development above the Tier 1
base height or above the DA threshold provide
community benefits. Further, the eight
Established Large Sites and GMP sites that have
been identified as capable of providing
substantial community benefits including
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Table 3.8-4

Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan (Continued)

Policy

Policy LU12.4: Recognize adaptive reuse as a
sustainable policy, and encourage sustainable
technologies, such as solar panel installation and
energy retrofitting, that respect character-defining
features.

Policy S1.1: Pro-actively cooperate with the State to
implement AB 32, which calls for reducing GHG
emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 and 80 percent
below 1990 levels by 2050.

Policy S2.1: Implement the VMT reducing policies of
the Land Use and Circulation Element of the General
Plan including, but not limited to: focusing new growth
in higher density, mixed-use, transit oriented districts;
focusing new growth along existing corridors and
nodes; creating complete, walkable neighborhoods
with good and services within walking distance of
most homes; and implementing and supporting a
wide range of pedestrian, bicycle and transit
improvements in the City.
Policy S2.2: In cooperation with the State and SCAG,
proactively promote the implementation of SB 375, in
particular utilizing its incentives for transit-oriented
development. The City will also ensure that its local
plans are consistent with the SCS requirement of SB
275.
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organizational, financial and programmatic
support for the creation and operation of a TMO
serving Downtown, and supporting
facilities/investments that directly facilitate vehicle
trip and GHG reduction.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan encourages adaptive reuse.
For example, Historic Preservation Action 5 of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan states that a height incentive would be
provided on Landmark properties in conjunction
with the preservation of an existing Landmark
structure. Additionally, Policy DD6.4 of the
proposed Plan encourages adaptive reuse of
existing buildings.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan supports AB 32 GHG
reduction targets by supporting the creation of a
complete and sustainable Downtown district that
is integrated with the Expo LRT. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
includes standards for new buildings to be
pedestrian-oriented. Further, the proposed Plan
would also help the City reduce vehicle trips and
GHG emissions for existing and future uses on a
citywide basis through multi-modal improvements
and an aggressive package of TDM techniques
measures to promote alternative transportation.
Consistent. See Policies S1.1, LU2.1 and LU2.3,
LU2.5. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan aims to reduce VMT by
focusing growth near the transit station. The
proposed Plan also provides standards to ensure
that new development be pedestrian-oriented
and incorporate bicycle and pedestrian amenities
to create a complete walkable community.

Consistent. Pursuant to SB 375, SCAG adopted
the RTP/SCS, which calls for integrating the
transportation network with land use patterns that
respond to projected growth, housing needs,
changing demographics, and transportation
demands. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan includes measures to
support the creation of a mixed-use Downtown
with pedestrian- and bicycle improvements that is
fully integrated with the Expo LRT Downtown
Station. These improvements are all consistent
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Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan (Continued)

Policy

Policy S2.3: Advance the “no net new vehicle trips”
goal in the LUCE with TDM projects such as
expanded rideshare programs, parking management
strategies, as well as development impact fees for
public transit infrastructure.

Policy S2.4: Support and facilitate the appropriate
expansion of public transit in Santa Monica, including:
the Expo LRT, the Westside Subway Extension
(“Subway to the Sea”) and increased bus routes,
service quality and frequency throughout the City.
Policy S2.5: Expand the use of alternative fuel
vehicles by providing fueling infrastructure and
preferential parking in public locations, where feasible
Policy S3.1: Actively strive to implement the City’s
“zero net” electricity consumption goal by 2020
through a wide variety of programs and measures,
including the generation of renewable energy in the
city and energy efficiency measures.
Policy S3.2: Consider a requirement for all new
residential buildings to use net zero energy by 2020
and all new commercial buildings by 2030.
Policy S5.1: Continue to maintain Building Code and
prescriptive compliance options that meet or exceed
state requirement for energy, water and other
sustainability standards. Specifically, pursue
California Energy commission goals to achieve net
zero energy buildings by 2020 for low-rise residential
buildings and 2030 for commercial building and
achieve a LEED-equivalent local building code by
2020.

Policy S5.2: Require all new municipal construction to
achieve LEED Gold certification and all existing
municipal facilities to achieve LEED certification
wherever feasible.
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with implementing the SCAG’s RTP/SCS and SB
375 goals for sustainable land use planning.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan includes a mix of land uses,
aggressive TDM and parking management
strategies (including expansion of car share
programs) that would m vehicle trips. Scenario B
of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would ensure that the City’s
No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal would be
achieved by 2030. In addition, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
prioritizes improvements that would encourage
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit use.
Consistent. See Policies LU2.1 and LU2.3.

Consistent. All new development in the
Downtown would be required to comply with the
SMMC standards addressing electric vehicle
charging infrastructure.
Consistent. All projects in the Downtown would
be required to comply with the sustainability
standards in the City’s Green Building Ordinance.
Sustainability standards in the City’s Green
Building Ordinance would limit energy use by
new buildings in the Downtown.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan promotes projects with
building design that incorporates sustainability
features and limit energy usage.
Consistent. The SMMC establishes building
standards and regulation in Chapters 7.16, 8.106,
8.108, and 8.36 that all either meet or exceed
California State requirements. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
require new development in the Downtown to
meet at minimum the City’s sustainability
standards as set forth in the SMMC, including the
Green Building Ordinance. To the extent that
projects in the Downtown are subject to DA,
these projects could potentially incorporate more
aggressive green building features.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan promotes projects with
building design that incorporates sustainability
features. Further, all new projects would be
required to comply with the City’s Green Building
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Table 3.8-4

Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan (Continued)

Policy

Policy S5.6: Encourage Cool Roofs or Green Roofs
on new buildings.
Policy S5.7: Encourage Cool Paving on New Plazas
and Parking Lots.

Policy S5.8: Encourage installation of electrical
outlets in loading zones and on the exterior of new
buildings to reduce emissions from gas-powered
landscape maintenance and operation refrigeration
for delivery trucks.
Policy H6.1: Encourage housing to be located along
transit corridors and close to transit stations.

Policy S6.2: Implement the recommendations of the
2005 Santa Monica Urban Water Management Plan,
including increasing water supply and conservation
measures such as the City’s no waste ordinance,
landscape ordinance, wastewater control ordinance,
and low-flow ordinance, and complete an assessment
of the viability of additional urban runoff recycling.

Policy S6.3: Implement landscape water conservation
requirements for new construction projects.

Policy S7.4: Seek a Zero Waste Policy for Municipal
Operations.
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Ordinance, at minimum. To the extent that
projects in the Downtown are subject to DA,
these projects could potentially incorporate more
aggressive green building features.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan encourages the use of “cool
roofs.”
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan requires consideration of
the latest environmentally friendly techniques and
materials when infrastructure is repaired or
developed.
Consistent. All buildings providing parking would
be required to include electric vehicle charging
infrastructure as required in the SMMC.

Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan encourages housing to be
located near the Downtown Station for the Expo
LRT by allowing higher land use densities (FARs)
for properties located in the Transit Adjacent
Zonesubarea.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would require new
development in the Downtown to meet, at
minimum, the City’s water conservation
standards as set forth in the SMMC, including the
Green Building Ordinance. To the extent that
projects in the Downtown are subject to a DA,
these projects could potentially incorporate more
aggressive water conservation features.
Consistent. All new development in the
Downtown would be required to comply with
SMMC regulations for landscape irrigation and
water conservation. To the extent that projects in
the Downtown are subject to DA, these projects
could potentially incorporate more aggressive
water conservation features.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan promotes Downtown as a
showcase area for certain strategies included in
the recently adopted plan for the Resource,
Recovery and Recycling program. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan cites in
a policy for example, the Downtown could be
used as a showcase for hotels in the Downtown
to implement a recycling program in all guest
rooms and common areas.
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Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan (Continued)

Policy
Policy S10.1: Support the expansion of a green
economy that focuses on the following: energy
technologies; water conservation; green building
construction, design and architecture practices; waste
management; policy development related to
sustainability; and other similar green businesses.
Policy S10.3: Market Santa Monica as a green tourist
destination by encouraging green retail and
sustainable tourism industry practices.

Policy H6.1: Encourage housing to be located along
transit corridors and close to transit stations.
Policy D7.2: Encourage local-serving uses that are an
integral part of complete neighborhoods and support
an overall trip reduction strategy.
Policy T4.1: Manage the City’s transportation system
to meet overall CO2 and Vehicle Miles Traveled
reduction goals
Policy T15.1: Reduce automobile trips starting or
ending in Santa Monica, especially during congested
periods, with the goal of keeping peak period trips at
or below 2009 levels.
Policy T19.3: Create incentives for existing
employers, institutions and residential neighborhoods
to reduce their vehicle trips.

Sustainable City Plan
Resource Conservation Goal 1: Significantly
decrease the consumption of nonlocal,
nonrenewable, non-recyclable, and non-recycled
materials, water, energy, and fuels.
Resource Conservation Goal 2: Within renewable
limits, encourage the use of local, non-polluting,
renewable and recycled resources.
Transportation Goal 1: Create a multi-modal
transportation system that minimizes and, where
possible, eliminates pollution and motor vehicle
congestion.
Transportation Goal 2: Facilitate a reduction in
automobile dependency in favor of affordable
alternative, sustainable modes of travel.
Economic Development Goal 2: Increase the
efficiency of use of resources through the adoption of
sustainable business practices.
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Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan encourages the expansion
of electric vehicle charging infrastructure, and
support the expansion of a green economy.

Consistent. By encouraging land uses to be
concentrated around the Downtown Station, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan encourages sustainable tourism industry
practices.
Consistent. See Policy LU2.1.
Consistent. See Policy LU3.3.

Consistent. See Policy S1.1 and S2.1

Consistent. See Policy S1.1 and S2.3

Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan ensures that new projects
would reduce vehicle trips through
implementation of project and employer TDM
measures.
Consistent. Sustainability standards in the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would improve water and energy
conservation efforts and reduce construction
waste.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan encourages the use of solar
renewable energy system.
Consistent. See Policies LU2.1, LU2.2, and
LU8.3

Consistent. See Policies LU2.1, LU2.2, and
LU8.3.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan is not a business project.
However, it would facilitate projects that would
house businesses. Sustainability standards
presented in the proposed Downtown Specific
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Table 3.8-4

Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan (Continued)

Policy

Relationship to Project
PlanCommunity Plan would promote efficient use
of resources.
Consistent. See Policies LU2.1, LU2.2, LU2.6,
LU8.3, and H6.1.

Open Space and Land Use Goal 2: Implement land
use and transportation planning and policies to create
compact, mixed-use projects, forming urban villages
designed to maximize affordable housing and
encourage walking, bicycling, and the use of existing
and future public transit systems.
Climate Action Plan
1: Increase energy efficiency of new buildings to
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
perform 10 percent better than 2013 Title 24
PlanCommunity Plan promotes projects with
building design that incorporates sustainability
Standards
features and limit energy usage. Further, all new
projects would be required to comply with the
City’s Green Building Ordinance, at minimum. To
the extent that projects in the Downtown are
subject to DA, these projects could potentially
incorporate more aggressive energy saving
features.
2: Reduce energy use citywide in existing buildings
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
by 1 million kilowatt hours (kWh) annually
PlanCommunity Plan promotes projects with
building design that incorporates sustainability
features and limit energy usage. Further, all new
projects would be required to comply with the
City’s Green Building Ordinance, at minimum.
3: Increase total citywide solar capacity by 500 kW
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
annually
PlanCommunity Plan promotes onsite electricity
generation, some of which could include solar
power.
4: Divert 80 percent of waste from landfills
Consistent. Compliance with the City’s Green
Building standards would reduce construction
waste. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan supports existing adopted
City plans to reduce waste, including the Zero
Waste Plan.
5: Reduce daily vehicle miles traveled within the city Consistent. See LUCE Policies LU 2.1, LU2.3,
by 13,000 miles.
LU2.6, LU8.3, S2.1, and S2.4. As an
implementation tool for the LUCE, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
support the creation of a complete and sustainable
Downtown district that is integrated with the Expo
LRT. The proposed Plan also establishes
development standards and lays out a circulation
strategy that would enhance the Downtown’s
walkable and bikeable environment. Additionally,
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan incorporates an aggressive package of TDM
measures to reduce vehicle miles traveled and
automobile dependency for trips generated within
Downtown.
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Consistency with the GHG Emissions Policies of the LUCE, Sustainable City
Plan, and Climate Action Plan (Continued)

Policy
6: Increase biking and walking mode share to 15
percent

7: Expand public and private infrastructure to
support electric vehicle technology

8: Create vibrant mixed-use villages that enhance
neighborhoods

9: Expand the age, diversity and number of trees in
the urban forest

10: Reduce water demand by 200,000 gallons per
day

11: Reduce consumption of carbon intensive foods
12: Increase the production and consumption of
local food

13: Reduce municipal GHG emissions

14: Monitor GHG emissions

15: Adapt to the effects of climate change
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Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan establishes development
standards and lays out a circulation strategy that
would enhance the Downtown’s walkable and
bikeable environment.
Consistent. All new development in the Downtown
would be required to comply with Zoning
Ordinance standards or the standards set forth in a
project-specific DA (if applicable) addressing
electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan includes measures to
support the creation of a mixed-use Downtown
community.
Consistent. The City would pursue additional forest
expansion at locations appropriate for urban forest
development and work to accomplish the desired
species composition. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan promotes new open
space and sidewalk enhancement projects, which
would expand the number and diversity of trees in
the urban forest.
Consistent. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan supports the City’s water
conservation efforts and water self-sufficiency
goals.
Not Applicable. Not Relevant to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Consistent. Development within the already
urbanized Downtown would not inhibit production
of local food as the land is already developed and
not suited for agricultural production. Open space
guidelines allow food vendors, which could
increase the consumption of local food.
Consistent. All development standards in the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
which aim to reduce citywide GHG emissions
would also apply to municipal buildings and
facilities.
Consistent. As stated above, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
help the City reduce vehicle trips and GHG
emissions for existing and future uses on a
citywide basis through multi-modal improvements
and an aggressive TDM package to promote
alternative transportation.
Consistent. Urban Forest expansion described in
Measure 9 would moderate heat increases and
water conservation described in measure 10 would
help to ensure water availability.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.9

GEOLOGY AND SOILS

Geologic and soil-related concerns in Southern California are related to potential seismic
hazards such as groundshaking, low to moderate liquefaction, landslides, expansive soils, and
soil stability. The Downtown currently includes a number of older buildings that do not meet
current building standards. Many of these existing buildings may present a hazard to public
safety during an earthquake. Land use changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown and the
City would facilitate the construction of new buildings that would meet the most current and
stringent building safety requirements including Title 24, Part 2 of the California Building Code
and the Santa Monica Building Code, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular site and
within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing conditions. Further, developers of new
buildings would be required to prepare a site-specific Geotechnical Report in accordance with
City requirements and implement any necessary measures to reduce geologic/soil hazards.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes existing the geologic and soil
conditions in Downtown Santa Monica, such as faults or unstable soils, and analyzes potential
impacts that could pose hazards for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
3.9.1

Environmental Setting

Regional Geologic Setting
Downtown Santa Monica is located in the
Los Angeles basin of coastal Southern
California, one of several deep Cenozoic
basins that occupy the region. Structurally,
the basin can be divided into four primary
structural blocks: the northwest, southwest,
central, and northeastern blocks. Each of
these informal basin subdivisions are
separated by major zones of faulting or
flexure in the basement rocks, resulting in The Downtown lies adjacent to the western coast of the
contrasting stratigraphy. The Downtown is Los Angeles Basin within a gently sloping alluvial plain
consisting mainly of loam and sand soil types at the base
located on the southwestern structural of the Santa Monica Mountains (background).
block, which is characterized by a low plain Source: OrbicAir.com
that extends from the City of Santa Monica (City) southeast to Long Beach. The City is
geologically bound to the north by the Santa Monica Mountains, Elysian Hills, and Repetto
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Hills, to the east by the Merced Hills, Puente Hills, and Santa Ana Mountains, and to the south
and west by the Pacific Ocean. Topography within the City consists of a gently southward
sloping alluvial plain. The slope of the coastal plain rises from sea-level at the coast to
approximately 375 feet above mean sea level in the northeastern portion of the City. Along the
Pacific coastline, west of the Downtown, vertical cliff and bluffs below Palisades Park average
approximately 100 feet in height (City of Santa Monica 1995).
Geologic maps indicate that geologic deposits underlying the Downtown include Quaternary
older surficial sediments of Pleistocene age (2.6 million years ago to 11,700 years before
present) and Quaternary surficial sediments of Holocene age (within the past 11,700 years). The
older surficial sediments are composed of moderately to well consolidated, slightly to well
cemented gray to light brown, pebble-gravel, sand, silt and clay. These sediments are derived
from the nearby Santa Monica Mountains. The surficial sediments, located in the eastern portion
of the Downtown, are composed of younger unconsolidated and uncemented alluvial gravel,
sand, and silt-clay also derived largely from the Santa Monica Mountains (Yerkes 1997; Dibblee,
Jr. 1991).
Regional potential for faulting and seismicity in Southern California is largely determined by the
San Andreas Fault Zone, which trends northwest/southeast from Baja California to the Oregon
Coast. The San Andreas Fault Zone traverses the Antelope Valley area of California
approximately 65 miles east of the City. The San Andreas Fault Zone separates two major
tectonic plates comprising the earth’s crust. West of the San Andreas Fault Zone lies the Pacific
Plate, which moves in a northwesterly direction relative to the North American Plate. North of
the Transverse Ranges Geologic Province, this fault trends more in an east-west direction,
known as “the Big Bend,” and causes the fault’s right-lateral strike-slip movement to produce
north-south compression between the two plates. North-south compression in the San Andreas
Fault Zone has been estimated from 5 to 20 millimeters (mm) per year (City of Santa Monica
2010a). This oppositional movement of the two plates is a cause of fault ruptures (earthquakes)
in western California.
Additionally, faults in the vicinity of the Downtown that are capable of producing strong ground
motion include the onshore Newport-Inglewood-North Branch, Santa Monica, Malibu Coast,
Whittier, Northridge, San Fernando, Raymond Hill and the offshore Palos Verdes Hills, Cabrillo,
and San Pedro Basin (City of Santa Monica 2005). The Santa Monica and Hollywood fault zones
are part of a much longer system of oblique left-lateral/reverse faults that form the more than 150
mile-long southern boundary of the Transverse Ranges. The 25-mile-long Santa Monica fault
zone extends westward from the western edge of Beverly Hills across West Los Angeles and
Santa Monica to Pacific Palisades, where it trends offshore and parallels the Malibu coast near
3.9-2
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Point Dume (Metropolitan Transit Authority [Metro] 2011). North of the Downtown, the Santa
Monica Fault Zone can be traced continuously from the eastern end of the fault zone in Century
City to Pacific Palisades, where the fault zone extends offshore. Strands of the Santa Monica
fault zone run through Century City, West Los Angeles, and Santa Monica, but are not found
within the Downtown. The Santa Monica fault system is characterized with an oblique leftlateral strike-slip movement with an estimated a total slip rate of 1.0 to1.5 mm/year (Metro
2011).
Groundwater
The Coastal Plain of the Los Angeles Basin is sub-divided into several distinct groundwater
basins. The divisions of these groundwater basins are caused by geologic features such as nonwater bearing bedrock, faults, and other features that impede the flow of groundwater such as
folds and groundwater mounds. The City overlies the Santa Monica sub-basin of the Los Angles
Groundwater Basin which is bounded by the Santa Monica Mountains to the north, the Ballona
Escarpment to the south, the Inglewood Fault to the east and the Pacific Ocean to the west. The
Santa Monica Groundwater Basin is divided into five sub-basins, including the Coastal and
Olympic sub-basins underlying the Downtown and the Charnak, Crestal, and Arcadia sub-basins
which are further removed from Downtown. Groundwater occurs in all the deposits of the subbasin from the recent alluvium down to the fractured Tertiary sediments (City of Santa Monica
2010a). Based on geotechnical investigations and the 2005 City of Santa Monica Opportunities
and Challenges Report, historical depth to groundwater ranged from 26 to 63.5 feet below grade
within the Downtown (City of Santa Monica 1980, 2005). Fluctuations in the level of
groundwater are expected to occur over time due to variations in rainfall, temperature, and other
factors.
Seismic Hazards
Faults, Seismicity, and Earthquakes
Southern California is seismically active due to numerous faults which traverse the region. Faults
are characterized by the California Geological Survey (CGS) as active, potentially active, or
inactive, according to the last seismic activity of the fault. Active faults are faults that show
evidence of surface displacement within the past 11,700 years (i.e., Holocene time). Potentially
active faults are those that show evidence of fault rupture within the Quaternary geology time
system between 11,700 and 2.6 million years ago (i.e., Pleistocene Age) (CGS 2010). Inactive
faults are those without recognized activity within the past 2.6 million years. Buried thrust faults
are faults without a surface expression but are a significant source of seismic activity. They are
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typically defined based on the analysis of seismic wave recordings of hundreds of small and
large earthquakes in the Southern California area. Due to the buried nature of these blind thrust
faults, their existence is usually not known until they produce an earthquake such as the
Northridge Earthquake in 1994 which was produced by the Northridge blind thrust fault (also
known as the Pico thrust fault).
No known active or potentially active faults are located within the Downtown. The closest fault
to the Downtown is the Santa Monica-Hollywood Fault, located approximately 1,500 feet from
the northwest corner of the Downtown. The 25-mile-long Santa Monica fault zone extends
westward from the western edge of Beverly Hills across West Los Angeles and Santa Monica to
Pacific Palisades, where it trends offshore and parallels the Malibu coast to near Point Dume
(Metro 2011). North of the Downtown, the Santa Monica Fault Zone can be traced continuously
from the eastern end of the fault zone in Century City to Pacific Palisades, where the fault zone
extends offshore. Strands of the Santa Monica fault zone run through Century City, West Los
Angeles, and Santa Monica, but are not found within the Downtown. The Santa Monica fault
system is characterized with an oblique left-lateral strike-slip movement with an estimated a total
slip rate of 1.0 to 1.5 mm/year (Metro 2011). The Santa Monica Fault is shown as two major
branches – the northern branch and the southern branch – trending east-west and extending
offshore to the Malibu Coast Fault. The location of the Santa Monica Fault is not precisely
known because nearly the entire onshore portion of the fault is covered by development, and the
age of the last earthquake on the fault is unknown. The precise locations of the branches are
interpreted differently by different investigators, but are characterized in the most recently
available studies performed for the Century City Metro Line in 2011 as occurring within a 300foot band running east-west from Pacific Palisades to Century City (Metro 2011). Other minor
branches also extend through portions of the City of Santa Monica outside of Downtown, and
active traces of the Santa Monica fault form a series of scarps within the City of Santa Monica
1.8 to 2.5 miles south of the front of the Santa Monica Mountains and well north of Downtown
(refer to Figure 3.9-1). In 2014, the CGS began work to map the Santa Monica Fault Line. A
preliminary map is anticipated to be released in 2015.
Other faults in the vicinity of the Downtown that are capable of producing strong ground motion
include the onshore Newport-Inglewood-North Branch, Elysian Park, Puente Hills, Malibu
Coast, Whittier, Northridge, San Fernando, Raymond Hill, Anacapa Dume, Overland, Charnock
and the offshore Palos Verdes Hills, Cabrillo, and San Pedro Basin (see Figure 3.9-1) (City of
Santa Monica 2005).
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Earthquakes in the magnitude range 6.9 to 7.2 1 with average surface displacements on the order
of 3 to 6 feet are plausible scenarios for the Santa Monica Fault (Metro 2011). Similarly, the
Newport-Inglewood Fault has the potential to generate a magnitude 6.8 earthquake (City of
Santa Monica 2005). In the event of an earthquake, the Downtown would be subject to highfrequency strong ground motions lasting an estimated 30 seconds with potential horizontal
ground accelerations of about 0.35g 2, which would potentially result in damage, particularly to
older buildings and infrastructure, liquefaction, and risk to human health (City of Santa Monica
1995).
Historically, the City has experienced seismic activity from various regional faults. The
strongest, most recent regional seismic event was the 6.8 magnitude Northridge earthquake
generated from the Northridge Fault in January 1994. The epicenter of this event was
approximately 12 miles northeast of the City of Santa Monica in Northridge, California. Santa
Monica experienced extensive damage from the Northridge Earthquake, resulting in eventual
demolition of many damaged buildings, particularly in Downtown where older buildings were
not seismically fitted to withstand ground-shaking of significant magnitudes. Additionally, the
October 1987 Whittier Narrows earthquake registered at 5.9 magnitude and was centered on the
City of Rosemead beneath the Elysian Park/Montebello Hills area of Los Angeles County.
Damage was not as extensive as with the Northridge earthquake, and no surface fault ruptures
were observed (City of Santa Monica 2010a).
The Downtown currently includes older buildings that do not meet current City of Santa Monica
Building Code (SMBC) and California Building Code (CBC) building standards. Buildings that
were constructed prior to 1996 may sustain significant damage during a seismic event and the
aftershocks that follow. In cases of moderate to major earthquakes, older buildings suffer the
most damage due to failures in the building’s structural system. In 2014, the City’s Public Works
Department began work to identify these buildings to determine the extent of seismic risk and
potential effects to public safety.
Fault Rupture
Fault rupture is the displacement and cracking of the ground surface along a fault trace. Fault
ruptures are visible instances of horizontal or vertical displacement, or a combination of the two,
1
Earthquake magnitudes are quantified using the Richter scale, which is a logarithmic scale whereby each whole
number increase in Richter magnitude represents a tenfold increase in the amplitude of the seismic wave generated
by an earthquake. Earthquakes of Richter magnitude 6.0 to 6.9 are classified as moderate, those between 7.0 and 7.9
are classified as major, and those of 8.0 or more are classified as great.
2
G-force is a unit of force equal to the force exerted by gravity and is used to indicate the force to which a body is
subjected when it is accelerated, in this case from seismic ground shaking.
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typically confined to a narrow zone along the fault. Fault rupture is more likely to occur in
conjunction with active fault segments where earthquakes are large, or where the location of the
movement (earthquake hypocenter) is shallow.
The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act of 1971 regulates development near active
faults to mitigate the hazard of surface fault rupture. This Act requires the state Geologist to
establish regulatory zones (known as Earthquake Fault Zones) around the surface traces of active
faults and to issue appropriate maps. Local agencies must regulate most development projects
within the zones. Projects include all land divisions and most structures for human occupancy.
Before a project can be permitted, cities and counties must require a geologic investigation to
demonstrate that proposed buildings will not be constructed across active faults. An evaluation
and written report of a specific site must be prepared by a licensed geologist. If an active fault is
found, a structure for human occupancy cannot be placed over the trace of the fault and must be
set back from the fault (generally 50 feet). 3
No major active faults are known to traverse the Downtown. Accordingly, there are no AlquistPriolo Earthquake Zones within the City of Santa Monica. The nearest Alquist-Priolo Earthquake
Zone to the Downtown is located approximately seven to eight miles to the east-northeast and is
associated with the Newport-Inglewood Fault (CGS 1986). Therefore, the potential for fault
rupture appears to be low. Additionally, since the City’s incorporation, there have been no
recorded fault ruptures within the Downtown as a result of earthquake (City of Santa Monica
2010a). Notwithstanding, due to the uncertainty regarding the location and age of the last
earthquake of the Santa Monica Fault, the City of Santa Monica conservatively treats the Santa
Monica Fault as an active fault, and has designated Fault Hazard Management Zones around the
fault, which extends 380 to 500 feet north of the north branch and 100 to 600 feet south of the
south branch of the Santa Monica Fault. The Downtown is not located within any of the City’s
Fault Hazard Management Zones.
Tsunami Risk
Given the coastal location of the Downtown, there is also the potential for an earthquake along
one of these faults to create a tsunami, which is a wave or surge most commonly caused by an
earthquake beneath the sea floor (State of California 2009). However, the Downtown is not
mapped as a tsunami inundation area per the State’s Tsunami Inundation Map and is located

3

California Geologic Survey (CGS), Summary of Alquist-Priolo
http://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/rghm/ap/Pages/main.aspx
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outside of the City’s identified tsunami inundation zone. 4 Therefore, the Downtown is highly
unlikely to be affected by a tsunami (see also, Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality).
Liquefaction
Liquefaction is a form of earthquake-induced ground failure that occurs primarily in relatively
shallow, loose, granular, and water-saturated soils. Liquefaction hazard may exist in areas where
depth to groundwater is 40 feet or less (CGS 2001). Liquefaction occurs when ground shaking
transforms granular material from a solid state to a liquefied state due to earthquakes, which can
induce an increase in pore water pressures in the soils when shaken. Unconsolidated silts, sands,
and silty sands are most susceptible to liquefaction. Structures that are most vulnerable to
liquefaction include buildings with shallow foundations, railways, buried structures, pipelines,
retaining walls, utility poles, and towers.
The CGS Seismic Hazard Zone Map for the Beverly Hills and Topanga Quadrangles do not
identify the Downtown as potentially susceptible to liquefaction (CGS 1999). However,
according to the City’s Safety Element Geologic Hazards map, the City of Santa Monica has
varying potential for liquefaction, ranging from low to medium risk though the western and
southwestern portions of the Downtown. In particular, most Downtown properties located
approximately between 4th Street and Ocean Avenue are identified as having low liquefaction
risk, and a small number of properties east of Colorado Avenue and Ocean Avenue are identified
as having medium liquefaction risk (refer to Figure 3.9-1).
Landslides
The stability of slopes and potential for
landslides are affected by a number of
factors, including gravity, rock and soil
type, hydrologic conditions, and vegetation.
Events that can cause a slope to fail include
sudden movements, such as a seismic event,
modification of the slope by natural or
human activities, undercutting caused by
erosion, and changes in hydrologic
characteristics, including heavy rains that
can saturate the soil.

The western edge of the Downtown extending 0.5-blocks
inland from Ocean Avenue lies outside the High Risk
Landslide Susceptibility Zone as designated by the City.

4

California Geologic Survey (CGS), Tsunami Inundation Map for Emergency Planning – Beverly Hills Quadrangle,
March 1, 2009
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The main areas of landslide concern within the City of Santa Monica are confined to the areas
along Highway 1/Pacific Coast Highway (Hwy 1) below the bluffs, at the southwestern edge of
the City. The probability of earthquake-induced landslides occurring within the Downtown is
considered to be low due to the lack of steep slopes in the Downtown. The CGS Seismic Hazard
Zone Maps for the Beverly Hills and Topanga Quadrangles do not identify the Downtown as
potentially susceptible to earthquake-induced landslide. In the vicinity outside of the Downtown,
only a limited area southeast of the Broadway Avenue at Ocean Avenue along the bluff below
Palisades Park adjacent to the Downtown is subject to landslide risk (CGS 2001).
Coastal Bluff Stability
The Santa Monica Palisades Bluffs extend for 1.6 miles along the western coastal edge of the
City, of which 0.65 miles lie approximately 200 feet west of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan boundary. The height of the bluffs ranges from 50 to 150 feet and Santa
Monica Palisades Park lies atop the steep escarpment. The bluffs consist of relatively fragile
alluvial soils with near-vertical slopes and peninsular soil columns.
The Technical Background Report to the City’s
General Plan Safety Element prepared in 1995 stated
that the bluffs have the potential for landsliding and
that there have been documented instances of
landsliding in the past, including at sections of the
bluff near the toe of the California Incline at
California and Ocean Avenue and below Marguerita
Avenue. Historically, landsliding events have been
attributed to saturation of bluff soils from excessive
rainfall and/or utility malfunction. Seismic shaking
and traffic vibration are also reported to have
contributed to landsliding. The Technical Background
Report further states that “slope stability analyses
(performed by others) indicate that the bluff slope
exhibits a satisfactory factor of safety for gross deepseated stability. However, the upper, near-vertical
portion of the slope may be expected to generate ‘soil
falls’ during heavy rains, seismic events, subsurface
seepage, or by excessive surface runoff over the
slope.”
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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The edge of the bluff approximately 200 feet
west of the boundary of the Downtown along
Ocean Avenue is the subject of public
concerns
over
possible
landslides.
Geotechnical analysis finds the bluffs to be
susceptible to weathering, but generally
stable.
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In 2004, the City of Santa Monica commissioned a geotechnical study to assess bluff stability
and to provide design recommendations for enhancing bluff stability. As noted in the study,
while localized erosion and bluff recession is expected due to ongoing erosion/weathering,
periodic ground-shaking, and hydrology, large-scale deep-seated failures (i.e., landslides) of the
bluffs are unlikely, given the stability of soils underlying bluff-top properties. Rather, issues of
bluff stability are attributable only to localized failures of the bluff face in the form of shallow
sloughing or toppling of exposed peninsular columns. Further, surface runoff, groundwater
seepage, animal burrows, earthquake shaking, and erosion/weathering pockets on the face of the
bluffs have contributed to the sloughing or toppling. Most recorded failures in the past involved
breaking off of small blocks of soil from the bluff face. To ensure the long-term stability of the
bluffs, the City implemented the Bluffs Improvement Project in 2009 which included the
installation of rodent controls to prevent animal burrows from weakening the bluffs, soil nails
and micro piles for further support, and various methods of subsurface drainage control, and
grouting applications.
As part of the reconstruction of the California Incline, the City is installing stabilizing soil nails
to the upper bluffs adjacent to the California Incline to strengthen the hillside and reduce erosion
and landslide concerns. In conjunction with the California Incline reconstruction efforts, the City
is also undertaking new and upgraded drainage improvements at Palisades Park to address
existing drainage issues, including ponding and runoff onto the bluffs. Additionally, to ensure
that runoff infiltration does not compromise the stability of the Palisades Bluffs, the City’s
Public Works Department prohibits the infiltration of urban runoff for properties located west of
4th Street.
Although it is acknowledged in the Technical Background Report that the bluffs near the toe of
the California Incline and the upper, near-vertical portion of the slope may be subject to
landslides, there is variability in the available data as to how far back the potential for landslides
occurs away from the edge of the coastal bluff. For instance, the City Geologic Hazards Map
indicates that the area designated as a “High Risk” for landslide susceptibility extends eastward
from the coastal bluff to 1st Court. However, according to the City of Santa Monica Guidelines
for Geotechnical Reports, zones delineated on the State Seismic Hazard Maps supersede those
shown on the City Geologic Hazards Map. The State of California Seismic Hazards Maps
prepared by CGS indicate that the potential for “Earthquake-Induced Landslides” only exists on
the face of the coastal bluff itself. The State of California Seismic Hazards Maps do not address
other causes of landslides such as saturated soil, traffic vibration, or excessive surface runoff.
Similarly, the City’s Online Property Information System (OPIS) indicates that in the vicinity of
the Downtown, only the face of the coastal bluff and the western edge of Palisades Park are
3.9-10
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subject to landslide risk. The Palisades Bluffs are setback a minimum of approximately 200 feet
west of the closest properties within the Downtown (i.e., those fronting the inland edge of Ocean
Avenue). Given this setback from this bluff, the susceptibility of the Downtown to catastrophic
landslide or large-scale bluff instability is very low.
Soil Conditions
Many of the properties in the Downtown are developed or have been previously developed and
are underlain by a layer of fill soils with native soils underneath.
Based on Appendix B of the 2006 Los Angeles County Hydrology Manual and OPIS 5, native
soils in the Downtown are classified as the Ramona Loam and Yolo Loam. The majority of the
Downtown is characterized as Ramona Loam, while a small area in the northeastern portion is
Yolo Loam. Typically, Ramona soils consists of brown, slightly and medium acid, sandy loam
and fine sandy loam in the top soil horizon (A horizons), reddish brown and yellowish red,
slightly acid, sandy clay loam in the subsoil (B horizons), and strong brown, neutral, fine sandy
loam in the parent rock layer (C horizons). 6 Yolo Loam 7 is part of the Yolo series, which is a
member of the fine-silty, mixed, nonacid, thermic family of Mollic Xerofluvents. Yolo soils have
thick grayish brown, neutral silt loam A horizons and brown and pale brown mildly alkaline silt
loam C horizons. They are typically well-drained, with slow to medium runoff, and moderate
permeability.
Erosion Susceptibility
Erosion of exposed soils and rocks occurs naturally due to physical weathering from water and
wind action. The potential for erosion increases with steeper slopes, hydrologic events, and
exposed soils. However, the majority of Downtown is either landscaped or developed with
impervious surfaces, including buildings, parking lots, and streets. Therefore, due to the very
small quantity of soil currently exposed at the surface, and the level nature of the Downtown, the
potential for erosion hazards within the Downtown is generally very low.
Expansive Soils
Expansive soils tend to swell with seasonal increases in soil moisture in the winter months and
shrink as soils become drier in the summer months. Repeated shrinking and swelling of the soil

5

Santa Monic Information Systems. http://www.smgov.net/Departments/ISD/content.aspx?id=15297
USDA Soil Description for Ramona Series. https://soilseries.sc.egov.usda.gov/OSD_Docs/R/RAMONA.html
7
USDA Soil Description for YOLO Series. https://soilseries.sc.egov.usda.gov/OSD_Docs/Y/YOLO.html
6
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can lead to stress and damage of structures, foundations, fill slopes, retaining walls, and other
associated facilities.
Section 1803.2 of the 1994 Uniform Building Code (UBC) directs expansive soil tendency be
categorized by Expansion Index (EI) (Table 1). The UBC mandates that “special [foundation]
design consideration” be employed if the Expansion Index is 20, or greater, as recorded in UBC
Table 18-1-B.
As previously stated, the native soils in the Downtown are classified as Ramona Loam and Yolo
Loam. Both soils have a low to moderate expansion potential. Although previous geotechnical
investigations conducted in the Downtown have indicated a generally low potential for expansive
soils for the majority of the Downtown, certain projects on specific sites in the Downtown may
encounter soils with increased expansion potential.
Subsidence
Subsidence is the downward shift of the ground surface and is most frequently caused by
subsurface withdrawal of water (i.e., groundwater drawdown), oil, or natural gas earth extraction
(e.g., subsurface mining), faulting, or seasonal changes in soil moisture content. Compaction of
soils in some aquifer systems can accompany excessive groundwater pumping and is the largest
cause of subsidence. This can result in a permanent reduction in the total storage capacity of the
aquifer system in addition to the subsidence evident in the ground surface.
The City is located within an area of potential subsidence associated with past withdrawal of
groundwater, oil production, or former clay mining activities (City of Santa Monica 1995, 2005).
However, groundwater overdraft has not been a concern since 1942, when years of substantial
pumping lowered the groundwater table. No drop in groundwater levels has been noted in
association with the recent drought years. Based on a recent study conducted by the California
Department of Water Resources, the Santa Monica Groundwater Basin (SMGB) does not
currently experience overdraft conditions (California Department of Water Resources 2015).
Additionally, the Downtown does not overlie areas of former oil production or clay mining.
Differential Settlement
Differential settlement is the process whereby soils settle non-uniformly, potentially resulting in
stress and damage to utility pipelines, building foundations, or other overlying structures. While
strong ground-shaking often greatly exacerbates soil conditions already prone to differential
settlement, such movement can also occur in the absence of seismically-induced ground failure.
Differential settlement occurs due to improper grading and soil compaction, or discontinuity of
underlying fill and naturally occurring soils. Differential settlement results in distress and
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displacement for overlying structures. Elongated structures, such as pipelines or railways, are
especially susceptible to damage as a result of differential settlement.
While risk for differential settlement is low throughout the Downtown, individual projects may
encounter increased expansion potential related to soil compaction levels based on site-specific
soil conditions and testing results. In particular, the Downtown may be susceptible to differential
settlement where uncompacted fills exist below a development site.
3.9.2

Regulatory Setting

Federal Policies and Regulations
Several federal regulations apply to geologic hazards. These laws regulate soil erosion and water
discharge from construction sites and establish safety standards for building design and
construction. Applicable laws include:
Federal Soil Conservation Law (16 U.S. Code [USC] 590a)
By Congressional policy, this law provides permanently for the control and prevention of soil
erosion by preventative measures, including but not limited to engineering operations, methods
of cultivation, growing of vegetation, and changes in land use.
Clean Water Act Section 402 (National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System [NPDES]
Program)
The Clean Water Act mandates that certain types of construction activity comply with the
requirements of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) NPDES program. Under
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) enforcement, the Los Angeles Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) implements the NPDES program in Los Angeles County. The
program requires a General Construction Activities Permit, including implementation of
established Best Management Practices (BMPs) for management of storm water, runoff, erosion
control, and/or siltation on a construction site. More information regarding this regulation is
provided in Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality.
State Policies and Regulations
State policies and regulations have been developed in California concerning types of
development, building standards, and locations of seismic hazards. These regulations include:
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Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act (1972)
The purpose of this Act is to regulate types of development near active faults to mitigate the
hazard of surface rupture. Under this Act, the state Geologist is required to delineate Earthquake
Fault Zones, or Alquist-Priolo Fault Zones along known active faults in California. For proposed
buildings located in these zones, a geologic studies must be conducted to locate and assess any
active fault traces in and around known active fault areas prior to development of buildings for
human occupancy. The geologic evaluation and written report of a specific site must be prepared
by a California-licensed geologist. Disclosure that property is within a zone must be made in real
estate transactions. The Alquist-Priolo Act only addresses the hazard of surface fault rupture and
is not directed toward other earthquake hazards. Local cities and counties must regulate certain
development projects within the Earthquake Fault Zones, generally by issuing building permits
only after geologic investigations demonstrate that development sites are not threatened by future
surface displacement. Projects subject to these regulations include all land divisions and most
buildings intended for human occupancy.
California Building Code (CBC) (2013)
The State of California provides minimum standards for building design through the CBC, which
is based on the IBC, but has been modified to account for California’s unique geologic
conditions, including the state’s heightened seismicity risk. The CBC is updated triennially, and
the most recent 2013 code became effective in 2014. The CBC applies statewide and may be
amended by local jurisdictions based on local conditions.
Seismic Hazards Mapping Act
In order to address the effects of strong ground shaking, liquefaction, landslides, and other
ground failures due to seismic events, the State of California passed the Seismic Hazards
Mapping Act of 1990. Under the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act, the state Geologist is required
to delineate “seismic hazard zones.” Cities and counties must regulate certain development
projects within these zones until the geologic and soil conditions of the Downtown are
investigated and appropriate mitigation measures, if any, are incorporated into development
plans. The City is mapped as part of the Beverly Hills Quadrangle Seismic Hazard Zone Map.
The State Mining and Geology Board provides additional regulations and policies to assist
municipalities in preparing the Safety Element of their General Plan and encourage land use
management policies and regulations to reduce and mitigate those hazards to protect public
health and safety. Under Pub. Res. Code §2697, cities and counties shall require, prior to the
approval of a project located in a seismic hazard zone, a geotechnical report defining and
3.9-14
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delineating any seismic hazard. Each city or county shall submit one copy of each geotechnical
report, including mitigation measures, to the state Geologist within 30 days of its approval.
Local Policies and Regulations
Santa Monica General Plan Safety Element
The Safety Element (1995) contains goals and policies aimed at reducing the risk of natural
disasters and man-made hazards. With the basic objective to reduce death, injuries, property
damage, and economic and social impact from hazards, the Safety Element serves the following
functions:
•

Provides an assessment of natural and human-related hazards in the City, including, but
not limited to, earthquakes, landslides, subsidence/settlement, inundation, fire and release
of hazardous materials;

•

Provides a framework by which safety considerations are introduced into the land use
planning process;

•

Recommends amendments to the Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC), and the
project review and permitting process, by facilitating the identification and mitigation of
hazards for new development;

•

Provides policies directed at identifying and reducing hazards in existing development;
and

•

Strengthens earthquake, inundation, fire and hazardous materials preparedness planning
and post-disaster reconstruction policies particular to the City.

The Safety Element provides the following goals and policies addressing issues of protecting the
public from earthquake and landslide hazards and minimizing the impact of strong ground
motion, liquefaction, and fault rupture:
Goal 1: Minimize the economic impact of strong ground motion, liquefaction and fault rupture
on public and private property, and protect the public from earthquake hazards.
Policy 1.1

The City shall promote strengthening of planned utilities (when
feasible), the retrofit and rehabilitation of existing potentially
hazardous structures and lifeline utilities, and the relocation of certain
Critical Facilities to increase public safety and minimize potential
damage from seismic and geologic hazards.
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Policy 1.2

The City shall strengthen the project permit and review process to
ensure that proper actions are taken to mitigate the impact of seismic
hazards, to encourage structural and nonstructural seismic design and
construction practices that minimize earthquake damage in critical
facilities, and to prevent the total collapse of any structure designed for
human occupancy.

Policy 1.2.3

Through the environmental review process, the City shall encourage
special development standards, designs, and construction practices to
reduce seismic risks to acceptable levels for projects involving critical
facilities, large-scale residential developments, and major commercial
or industrial developments.

Policy 1.3

The City shall require geological and geotechnical investigations in
areas of potential seismic or geologic hazards as part of the
environmental and development review process.

Policy 1.4

The City shall encourage alternative project designs or low intensity
land uses during environmental and developmental review process in
areas determined to have significant seismic or geologic constraints.

Goal 2: Protect public safety and minimize the social and economic impacts of geologic hazards
on the private and public sector, as those hazards pertain to unstable slopes in the Palisades Park
region, and differential settlement.
Policy 2.1

The City shall continue to use the environmental and development
review process to ensure prudent development and redevelopment
within areas of high landslide potential.

Policy 2.2.2

The City should identify and encourage mitigation during permit
review of onsite and offsite slope instability, debris flow, and erosion
of lots undergoing substantial improvements.

In order to implement the goals and policies of the Safety Element, the City primarily relies upon
code compliance, such as the City Building Code, Fire Code and SMMC, with oversight by the
City Building and Safety Division and the Fire Prevention Bureau of the City Fire Department.
City of Santa Monica Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan (2007): The City of Santa Monica
Natural Hazards Mitigation Action Plan (NHMAP) includes resources and information to assist
City residents, public and private sector organizations, and others interested in participating in
planning for natural hazards. The NHMAP provides a list of activities that may assist City of
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Santa Monica in reducing risk and preventing loss from future natural hazard events. The action
items address multi-hazard issues, as well as activities for earthquakes, landslides, flooding,
tsunamis, wildfires and severe windstorms/thunderstorms.
City of Santa Monica Building Code (Article 8 of the Santa Monica Municipal Code). The
SMBC sets the minimum design and construction standards for construction of new buildings
within Santa Monica. Grading and construction associated with a proposed project in the City
would be required to comply with the SMBC. The SMBC adopts by reference the 2013 CBC
with local amendments. The SMBC and the associated codes listed above contain provisions
relating to geologic and soils hazards, including construction standards related to seismic
hazards. The SMBC sets minimum design and construction standards, and establishes certain
portions of the City as seismic and geologic hazard zones that require special design
requirements for construction. Applicable sections include:
•

Section 8.12.020 – Adoption of California Building Code. That certain document entitled
“California Building Code, 2013 Edition,” which adopts by reference the International
Building Code, 2012 Edition, as published by the California Building Standards
Commission and the ICC including “Seismic Hazard Maps,” as published by U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS).

•

Section 8.12.050 – Supplemental Land Hazard Zone Regulations. In addition to those
areas recognized under the state Seismic Hazards Mapping Act, certain portions of the
City are hereby established as Seismic Hazard Zones and Geologic Hazard Zones. Said
zones shall be known as outlined, illustrated and designated in the Safety Element of the
General Plan on the Districting Maps. Said maps together with all legends, indices and
explanatory notes thereon are hereby made a part of these codes…For the purposes of
these codes, all construction within the scope of these codes that is within a Land Hazard
Zone shall be subject to special design requirements, which are necessary to affect the
stated purpose of these codes. Special design requirements shall conform to the
guidelines of the California Department of Conservation, CGS.

City of Santa Monica Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports (2010). The City’s Guidelines for
Geotechnical Reports establishes standards for data and analysis for geotechnical investigations,
peer review of that data, and demonstration of compliance with applicable CBC regulations and
standards for review set forth by the CGS Special Publication 117 Guidelines for Evaluating and
Mitigating Seismic Hazards in California (City of Santa Monica 2010b). The Guidelines for
Geotechnical Reports require a site-specific assessment of seismic hazards in the geotechnical
report for each project. The geotechnical investigation must be submitted to the City for review
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and approval before a grading or building permit can be issued by the City for a proposed
project.
City of Santa Monica Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance (Chapter 7.10 of the SMMC). The
purpose of this ordinance is to permanently modify the behavioral and structural causes of urban
runoff pollution by reducing runoff volume and pollution from existing residential and nonresidential properties and from future parcel developments. The goal is to ensure that project
parcels maximize onsite storage and use, percolation, or evapotranspiration of runoff through a
hierarchy of post-construction Low Impact Development (LID) requirements. Throughout
operation, new developments are required to implement good housekeeping practices to
minimize polluted runoff and prepare an Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan in accordance with the
City‘s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance. The Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan requires that a
project applicant store and use (for non-potable purposes), infiltrate, or evapo-transpire projectgenerated runoff during a 0.75-inch storm event, or alternatively, pay an urban runoff reduction
fee. As discussed previously, to ensure that runoff infiltration does not compromise the stability
of the Palisades Bluffs, the City’s Public Works Department prohibits infiltration of runoff for
properties located west of 4th Street. Therefore, project applicants for these properties are
required to pay the urban runoff reduction fee (see Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality).
3.9.3

Impact Assessment Methodology

Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may have a significant adverse geological
impact if:
a) The project would expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects,
including the risk of loss, injury or death involving:
i.

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the state Geologist for
the area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault.

ii.

Strong seismic ground shaking.

iii.

Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction.

iv.

Landslides.

b) The project would result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
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c) The project would be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would
become unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onsite or offsite
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse.
d) The project would be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the
Uniform Building Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property.
e) The project would have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of
wastewater.
Non-Applicable Threshold(s):
•

Threshold (e) (Septic Systems): Projects developed in accordance with the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not involve the use or development of
septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems since a sewer system and
wastewater treatment facilities are available for the disposal of wastewater throughout the
Downtown. As such, there would be no potentially significant adverse impacts related to
septic systems and this issue will not be analyzed further in this EIR. Wastewater
treatment and infrastructure impacts are addressed in Section 3.17, Utilities.

Methodology
This analysis of potential geology/soils impacts reviews the existing geological/soil hazards
identified in Section 3.9.1, Environmental Setting, and determines whether the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s potential to increase the exposure of people or
structures to such geology/soil hazards. Information used to prepare this section was derived
from a range of existing data sources including the City’s Land Use and Circulation Element
(LUCE) EIR; City of Santa Monica Opportunities and Challenges Report (2005); the City of
Santa Monica General Plan Safety Element and its Technical Background Report (1995), the
CGS, and a range of available geotechnical investigations that were prepared between 1980 and
2011 for a number of Downtown properties.
The impact analysis assumes that future land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would potentially include the construction of new
buildings up to 84 feet in height with 1 to 4 level subterranean parking structures ranging from
12 to 50 feet below grade. The analysis takes into consideration the existing regulations that
provide for building and human safety, including the UBC with SMBC local amendments. Under
both Scenario A and Scenario B of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, potential
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impacts related to geology and soils would be similar in type and scale. As such, the analysis
below is applicable to both scenarios.
3.9.4

Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from rupture of a known earthquake fault as delineated on the
most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the state Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault?
Impact Description
GEO-1

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects
involving the rupture of a known earthquake fault as delineated on the most
recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the state
geologist for the area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault.

The Downtown is located within the seismically active region of Southern California. Based on
the most recently available studies and past fault mapping, no known faults traverse the
Downtown and therefore, it is not mapped as being located in an Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone. The
closest fault is the Santa Monica Fault. While the precise location of the Santa Monica Fault is
unknown, the fault is located at least 1,250 feet outside of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan boundary (refer to Figure 3.9-1). Therefore, there is no reasonably
foreseeable hazard of fault rupture in the Downtown, and impacts would be less than significant.
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death, from strong seismic ground shaking?
Impact Description
GEO-2

As with all land uses in the region, new land uses anticipated to occur under
the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would potentially be exposed to
moderate to strong seismic ground shaking in the event of an earthquake on
a nearby fault. Compliance with applicable state and City regulations would
reduce the potential impacts of seismic ground shaking to less than
significant.

The Downtown is located within the seismically active region of Southern California. As with all
land uses in the region, new land uses anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
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PlanCommunity Plan would potentially be exposed to moderate to strong seismic ground
shaking in the event of an earthquake on a nearby fault (e.g., Santa Monica Fault, NewportInglewood Fault, San Andreas Fault, or the Northridge Fault). A strong earthquake could result
in substantial damage to older existing structures and infrastructure, including damage to
foundations, shifting of frame structures, and breaking of underground pipes, windows and
utilities if required building design measures are not implemented.
However, all new structures constructed in the Downtown would be required to adhere to the
most current building standards of the SMMC and SMBC, which adopts CBC standards by
reference with local amendments. Adherence to the SMMC and SMBC requirements would
ensure the maximum practicable protection available for all structures. Specifically, Section
1613 of the 2010 CBC (Earthquake Loads) requires the seismic-resistant design for the project
buildings to factor in a design earthquake that would create average peak ground accelerations of
at least 1.0 g. Project design is required to include the application of SMBC seismic standards as
the minimum seismic-resistant criteria. Adherence to the seismic design and construction
parameters of the SMBC would ensure the maximum protection feasible of structures and
occupants during an earthquake.
In addition, project applicants would be required to prepare and submit a site-specific
geotechnical report for review and approval by the City’s Building and Safety Division prior to
the issuance of a grading or a building permit. Geotechnical reports would be prepared in
accordance with the requirements of the City’s Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports, which
requires projects to evaluate site-specific geologic hazards, including groundshaking hazards.
Projects are required to assess the site-specific peak ground acceleration associated with a 10
percent probability of exceedance in 50 years and are required to incorporate seismic design
factors to mitigate for such risk. The City’s Building and Safety Division requires the approval of
a geotechnical report that specifically addresses site and building design at the time of final
building plan check. The geotechnical report would be required to identify design requirements
for structures and foundations to maintain structural integrity during an earthquake to the
maximum extent feasible. All recommendations and design features in the geotechnical report
are required to be incorporated into a project’s building design.
Further, the Downtown currently includes older buildings that do not meet current SMBC and
CBC building standards. Many of these buildings may present a hazard to public safety during an
earthquake. Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would facilitate the construction of new buildings that meet the most
current and stringent seismic requirements, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular site and
within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing conditions. Therefore, compliance with
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the SMBC, CBC, and adherence to the design recommendations detailed in site-specific
geotechnical studies would reduce impacts related to seismic ground shaking to less than
significant.
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
Impact Description
GEO-3

Implementation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
expose people or structures to potentially substantial adverse effects resulting
from seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction and seismic
settlement. Compliance with applicable state and City regulations and
requirements that address seismic safety would reduce the potential impacts
of seismic-related ground failure to less than significant.

In the event of an earthquake on a nearby fault, seismic groundshaking has the potential to cause
seismic-related ground failure such as liquefaction, differential settlement, or subsidence. If
inadequately constructed without proper engineering design, buildings can experience damage
from strong groundshaking during seismic events.
The potential for liquefaction hazards is greatest in areas with shallow, loose, granular, and
water-saturated soils where depth to groundwater is 40 feet or less. Downtown properties located
approximately between 4th Street and Ocean Avenue, are identified in the City’s Safety Element
as having low liquefaction risk. The immediate vicinity of Ocean Avenue and Colorado
Boulevard, including the Wyndham Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sitelarge site, is identified as
having medium liquefaction risk (refer to Figure 3.9-1). The geologic hazards, including
liquefaction hazards, posed at any given development site within the Downtown are dependent
upon the type of foundation, the structural design of the building, and the as-graded compaction
and stability of the soil on which a particular structure was built.
Seismic settlement would develop if liquefaction or subsidence of the underlying saturated
subsurface soils were to occur during a seismic event. As previously discussed, while the risk for
differential settlement is low to moderate throughout the Downtown, individual projects may
encounter increased expansion potential related to soil compaction levels based on site-specific
soil conditions and testing results. In particular, the Downtown may be susceptible to differential
settlement where uncertified fills exist below a development site.
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would involve the construction of new multi-story buildings, many with subterranean
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parking structures. As previously discussed, all new structures constructed in the Downtown
would be required to adhere to the most current building standards of the SMMC and SMBC,
which adopts CBC standards by reference with local amendments). Adherence to the SMMC and
SMBC requirements would ensure the maximum practicable protection available for all
structures constructed within the Downtown. Specifically, Section 1613 of the 2010 CBC
(Earthquake Loads) requires the seismic-resistant design for the project buildings to factor in a
design earthquake that would create average peak ground accelerations of at least 1.0 g. Project
design is required to include the application of SMBC seismic standards as the minimum
seismic-resistant criteria. Adherence to the seismic design and construction parameters of the
SMBC would ensure the maximum protection feasible of the Downtown occupants and visitors.
Compliance with the CBC includes procedures to ensure the protection of structures and
occupants from seismic hazards during an earthquake.
In addition, project applicants would be required to prepare and submit a site-specific
geotechnical report for review and approval by the City’s Building and Safety Division prior to
the issuance of a grading or a building permit. Geotechnical reports would be prepared in
accordance with the requirements of the City’s Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports and are
required to evaluate site-specific geological hazards, including potential ground failure, and
identify seismic design factors to mitigate for such risk. The City’s Building and Safety Division
requires the approval of a geotechnical report that specifically addresses site and building design
at the time of final building plan check. The geotechnical report would be required to identify
design requirements for structures and foundations to maintain structural integrity during an
earthquake to the maximum extent feasible. All recommendations and design features in the
geotechnical report are required to be incorporated into a project’s building design.
In addition, the Downtown currently includes older buildings that do not meet current SMBC
and CBC building standards. Many of these buildings may present a hazard to public safety
during an earthquake. Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would facilitate the construction of new buildings that meet the
most current and stringent seismic requirements, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular
site and within the City as a whole, compared to existing conditions. Therefore, compliance with
the SMBC, CBC, and adherence to the design recommendations detailed in site-specific
geotechnical studies would reduce potential impacts related to seismic-related ground failure,
including liquefaction, to less than significant.
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Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from landslides?
Impact Description
GEO-4

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not locate people or structures to potential adverse effects from
landslides. Although new land uses in the Downtown would be potentially
constructed near the bluffs, compliance with applicable state and City
regulations would reduce the potential impacts related to landslides to less
than significant.

Properties fronting Ocean Avenue within the Downtown lie within the City’s delineated High
Risk Landslide Susceptibility Area (refer to Figure 3.9-1). The steep near vertical bluff face
below Palisades Park lies approximately 200 feet west of the properties fronting Ocean Avenue
along the southwestern edge of the Downtown. Given this setback from this bluff, the risk of
new development in Downtown to be exposed to landslide or bluff failure is low. As discussed
above, the most recent 2004 detailed geotechnical analysis of Palisades bluff stability found that
the bluffs are not at risk for large-scale, catastrophic failure (City of Santa Monica 2004). This
information is more specific in detail than the earlier analyses that formed the basis for the
delineation of the High Risk Landslide Susceptibility Zone in the City’s Safety Element (1995).
Additionally, the City implemented the Bluffs Stabilization Project in 2009 which included the
installation of rodent controls to prevent animal burrows from weakening the bluffs, soil nails
and micro piles for further support, and various methods of subsurface drainage control, and
grouting applications. Further, as part of the upcoming reconstruction of the California Incline in
2015, the City will be installing stabilizing soil nails to the upper bluffs adjacent to the California
Incline to strengthen the hillside and reduce erosion and landslide concerns. The City
Department of Public Works continually monitors the bluffs to ensure the safety and protection
of life and property.
Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new land uses would be
developed on sites within and adjacent to the City’s High Risk Landslide Susceptibility Zone.
Such projects would potentially involve excavation for parking garages and building
construction techniques that would produce vibrations (such as jackhammering, drilling, and pile
installation). Concerns of bluff instability arise related to two potential factors: 1) increased
building mass along Ocean Avenue exacerbating bluff instability due to additional weight on the
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bluff edge; and 2) vibration effects from excavation and construction of subterranean parking.
Additional analysis of these issues finds:
•

Building Mass Effects on Bluff Stability: A 2003 U.S. EPA demolition job site survey
estimates that commercial buildings constructed in the Western United States typically
require between 165 and 186 pounds (lbs) of material per square foot (sf) (U.S. EPA
2003). Construction of new commercial building sf in an urban setting typically includes
multiple levels of subterranean parking to serve the commercial uses. To estimate the
mass effect of development on bluffs, both the construction of buildings and excavation
of soils onsite would be considered. For example, assuming a 50,000 gross sf five-story
commercial building with four-story subterranean garage, the building would contribute
up to 83.7 million lbs of material to construction site. However, excavation of
subterranean parking garages up to four levels below-ground surface would more than
offset the increase weight of the new building mass, where approximately 240 million lbs
of soil would be excavated to accommodate the subterranean structures. 8 The net change
in weight of this example would be the decrease in bluff top mass of 156.3 million lbs.

•

Vibration Effects from Construction: A 2002 Caltrans report of transportation-related
earth-borne vibrations notes that the ground-shaking effects of 5 millimeters per second
(mm/s) appears to be the damage threshold for sustained pile driving 9 (Caltrans 2002). If
pile driving is utilized, pile driving ground vibration levels would reach 5 mm/s (0.2 at
distances of 15 meters (50 feet), but drop off to insignificant levels beyond this
measurable distance. The bluff edge is located approximately 200 feet from properties
fronting Ocean Avenue. Additionally, with sandy soils, such as those comprising the
bluff, the soil’s resistance is relatively low with the result that a large portion of the
impact energy is used to advance the pile. Less energy is then available for generating
ground vibrations.

Therefore, while there is potential for localized sloughing of near-vertical bluff cliff face as well
as toppling of peninsular soil columns shaping the bluff faces, a large-scale, deep-seated
landslide event is unlikely to occur based on recent geotechnical investigations (City of Santa
Monica 2004). On-going bluff stabilization efforts, such as the installation of rodent controls to
prevent animal burrows from weakening the bluffs, soil nails and micro piles for further support,
various methods of subsurface drainage control, and grouting applications, are effectively
8

Assumes 100 lbs per cubic foot of soil.
The vibration levels are based on peak particle velocity in the vertical direction. For buildings and structures, the
value refers to the ground motion. No allowance is included for the amplifying effect, if any, of structural
components.
9
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reducing bluff instability and the potential for landslide. Additionally, the City’s Public Works
Department prohibits infiltration of runoff for properties located west of 4th Street. Therefore, as
discussed above, future development of Downtown properties within and adjacent to the High
Risk Landslide Susceptibility Zone, including redevelopment of Established Large Sites on
Ocean Avenue, would not result in bluff instability and impacts related to landslide risks would
be less than significant.
Would the project result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
Impact Description
GEO-5

Future land uses anticipated to occur in the Downtown would potentially
involve grading and excavation activities that would potentially expose soils
to erosion. However, compliance with applicable state and City regulations
and requirements that address soil erosion and pollutant runoff would
reduce erosion impacts to less than significant.

The Downtown is almost entirely developed, so the potential for erosion to occur is very low.
Future land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would likely involve excavation activities for the construction of subterranean parking
structures. In cases where construction activities would expose, excavate, or stockpile soils,
erosion could potentially occur during rain events.
The federal Clean Water Act requires that a NPDES storm water permit be obtained for all
construction activities 1 acre or larger. In the State of California, the SWRCB administers the
NPDES permit process. Acquisition of an
NPDES permit is dependent on the preparation
of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) that contains specific actions, termed
BMPs, to control the discharge of pollutants,
including sediment, into the local surface water
drainages.
All new projects in the Downtown would also
be required to comply with the City’s Urban
Runoff Pollution Ordinance (Chapter 7.10) to
address soil erosion and urban runoff. Under
this ordinance, construction projects in the City
must follow additional specific BMPs. These
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BMPs must be put into practice at the time of demolition of an existing structure, or at the start
of new construction, and must remain in place until a certificate of occupancy has been issued. In
accordance with the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance, the following BMPs must be
implemented during construction activities:
•

A copy of the SWPPP required to be submitted to the Los Angeles RWQCB shall be
submitted to the City at the same time.

•

Polluted runoff (including runoff containing sediments and/or construction wastes) from
a construction parcel shall not leave the parcel. No wash water from any type of cement
and concrete machinery or concrete mix truck shall be allowed to leave the construction
parcel. Any washing of equipment in the right-of-way must be contained and properly
disposed.

•

Any sediment or other materials that are tracked off the parcel by vehicles and equipment
shall be removed the same day as they are tracked off the parcel. Where determined to be
necessary by the Director of the Department of Public Works or designated
representative, a temporary sediment control BMP shall be installed.

•

Plastic covering shall be utilized to prevent erosion of an otherwise unprotected area, e.g.,
exposed or open to elements, along with treatment control BMPs to intercept and safely
convey the runoff to the municipal separate storm sewer system (“MS4”).

•

Erosion drainage controls shall be utilized depending on the extent of proposed grading
and topography of the parcel to prevent runoff, including, but not limited to, the
following: (1) Detention ponds, sediment ponds or infiltration pits; (2) Dikes, filter berms
or ditches; or (3) Down drains, chutes or flumes.

With adherence to existing State and local regulations that address soil erosion, impacts
potentially resulting from erosion or loss of topsoil would be less than significant.
Would the projects be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onsite or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Impact Description
GEO-6

Future land uses anticipated to occur in the Downtown would potentially
involve excavation activities that could cause unstable soils. However,
compliance with applicable state and City regulations and requirements that
address soil stability would reduce impacts to less than significant.
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Land use changes that would occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would potentially include the construction of new mixed-use buildings and excavation
activities to accommodate subterranean parking structures. As such, adequate sloping or shoring
of soils would be necessary to provide structural support for neighboring buildings to prevent
soil collapse during excavation. Shoring involves providing supports to hold the soil back,
thereby providing sufficient support to maintain soil strength.
All excavation activities in the Downtown
would be required to adhere to mandatory
regulations set forth by the California
Occupational
Safety
and
Hazard
Administration (CalOSHA) to ensure the
safety of construction workers during
excavation. These regulations include all
requirements of Section 1541 (General
Requirements) of Title 8 of the California
During construction phases, excavation for subterranean
Code of Regulations. Excavation activities parking structures may loosen exposed soils or slopes.
soil can cause instability within the excavation
would also be required to adhere with all Exposed
site or compromised stability for adjacent properties.
provisions of the SMBC and CBC,
including Section 3304 of Chapter 33 of the CBC, which includes requirements for safeguards at
work sites to ensure stable excavations and cut or fill slopes. Excavation and shoring
requirements are enforced through the City’s plan check process, which requires that project
applicants prepare and submit excavation and shoring plans to the City’s Building and Safety
Division prior to the issuance of a building permit.
In addition, project applicants would be required to prepare and submit a site-specific
geotechnical report for review and approval by the City’s Building and Safety Division prior to
the issuance of a grading or a building permit. Geotechnical reports would be prepared in
accordance with the City’s Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports, which requires projects to
evaluate site-specific geotechnical hazards and soil stability including soil creep, surficial
stability, hydrocollapse/heave, compacted soils/fill, and shoring/excavation. The City’s Building
and Safety Division requires the approval of a geotechnical report that specifically addresses site
and building design at the time of final building plan check. The geotechnical report would be
required to identify building design requirements to ensure soil stability to the maximum extent
feasible. All recommendations and design features in the geotechnical report are required to be
incorporated into a project’s building design.
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Further, the Downtown currently includes older buildings that do not meet current SMBC and
CBC building standards. Many of these buildings may present a hazard to public safety during an
earthquake. Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would facilitate the construction of new buildings that meet the most
current and stringent building safety requirements, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular
site and within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing conditions. Therefore,
compliance with the SMBC, CBC, and adherence to the design recommendations detailed in
site-specific geotechnical studies would reduce potential impacts related to unstable soils to less
than significant.
Would the projects be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onsite or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Impact Description
GEO-7

The construction of subterranean parking in the Downtown may require
groundwater dewatering in areas with high groundwater. However,
compliance with applicable state and City regulations and requirements that
address groundwater would reduce impacts to less than significant.

Based on geotechnical investigations conducted at various sites in the Downtown, groundwater
is likely to be encountered at depths of 26 to 63.5 feet below grade within the Downtown (City
of Santa Monica 1980, 2005). 10 Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could involve the construction of subterranean parking
up to 50 feet below grade. Groundwater dewatering may be necessary for the construction of
subterranean parking in areas with a high groundwater table such as development sites along
Ocean Avenue, where past geotechnical investigations indicated depth to groundwater ranging
from 26 to 55 feet below grade. Additionally, in cases where the there is a high or perched
groundwater table where the floor of subterranean parking encounters the groundwater table, ongoing groundwater dewatering may be necessary to prevent the percolation or inflow of
groundwater into excavation pits and future garage basement levels. If the dewatering of
groundwater is necessary, a dewatering permit from the RWQCB would be obtained (see Section
3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality).

10

On one site, groundwater levels were as high as 26 feet below-ground surface in a past geotechnical investigation
(City of Santa Monica 1980).
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As previously discussed, project applicants would be required to prepare and submit a sitespecific geotechnical report for review and approval by the City’s Building and Safety Division
prior to the issuance of a grading or a building permit. Geotechnical reports would be prepared in
accordance with the requirements of the City’s Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports and are
required to evaluate site-specific geological hazards, including groundwater hazards. The City’s
Building and Safety Division requires the approval of a geotechnical report that specifically
addresses site and building design at the time of final building plan check. The geotechnical
report would be required to identify known historic groundwater levels onsite and identify
measures to address groundwater impacts such as dewatering during construction, waterproofing
of parking garages as needed to protect against water contact and to minimize the seeping of
water into the subterranean structure. All recommendations and design features in the
geotechnical report are required to be incorporated into a project’s building design. Therefore,
through the incorporation of proper engineering measures and with adherence to the design
recommendations detailed in site-specific geotechnical studies, geologic risks associated with
groundwater would be minimized and impacts would be reduced to less than significant.
Would the project be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform
Building Code (1994), thereby creating substantial risks to life or property?
Impact Description
GEO-8

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not locate new land uses on expansive soils that would create
substantial risks to life or property. Soils underlying the Downtown have low
to moderate expansion potential. Compliance with applicable state and City
regulations and requirements that address building safety and soils would
reduce potential impacts from expansive soils to less than significant.

As previously stated, the native soils in the Downtown are classified as Ramona Loam. Ramona
Loam soils have a low to moderate expansion potential. Although previous geotechnical
investigations conducted in the Downtown have indicated that the Downtown has a generally
low potential for expansive soils, other sites in the Downtown may encounter soils with
increased expansion potential because the soil characteristics can vary widely within short
distances and depend on the relative amount and type of clay. As discussed under Impact GEO1, site-specific geotechnical reports would require soil analyses be conducted to evaluate the
potential for expansive soils prior to the issuance of a building permit. If the site is found to have
expansive soils, this impact must be mitigated through proper foundation design and adherence
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to existing regulations and building codes. All recommendations and design features in the
geotechnical report are required to be incorporated into a project’s building design.
Further, land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would facilitate the construction of new buildings that meet the most
current and stringent building requirements, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular site
and within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing conditions. Therefore, compliance
with the SMBC, CBC, and adherence to the design recommendations detailed in site-specific
geotechnical studies would reduce potential impacts related to expansive soils, which would be
less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Land use changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown and in the rest of the City would
cumulatively increase the number of residents and visitors that could be potentially exposed to
geologic hazards such as ground-shaking. Although the frequency of a larger-than-expected
earthquake with corresponding high magnitude is low, it is not zero. Consequently, any structure
built in the seismically active region of Southern California is inherently at risk to damage during
major seismic events. The Downtown currently includes older buildings that do not meet current
SMBC and CBC building standards. Many of these buildings may present a hazard to public
safety during an earthquake. Land use changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown and the
City would facilitate the construction of new buildings that would meet the most current and
stringent building safety requirements, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular site and
within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing conditions. Additionally, because all
projects would be required to undergo analysis of geological and soil conditions applicable to a
specific project site(s) and because restrictions on development would be applied in the event
that geological or soil conditions pose a risk to safety, it is anticipated that the cumulative risks
of soil instability, subsidence, collapse, and/or expansive soil would not be substantial.
Therefore, the application of current SMBC and CBC standards would ensure that cumulative
impacts associated with Geology and Soils would be less than significant.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.10

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

In an urbanized, mixed-use area such as the Downtown, risks from hazards and hazardous
materials are typically associated with historical land uses involving the use of hazardous
materials for building construction or for operation. Lead and asbestos may be found in the
building materials of older buildings. Additionally, soils and groundwater at some sites in the
Downtown may be contaminated due to historical spills and leaking underground storage tanks.
Land use changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown would facilitate the removal of existing
hazardous building materials that may be present as well as the cleanup of potentially
contaminated sites, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular site and within the Downtown
as a whole. Risks from hazards and hazardous materials can be adequately addressed through
compliance with existing federal, state, and local regulations and/or implementation of mitigation
measures.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes the existing conditions in the
Downtown as they relate to hazards and hazardous materials, and analyzes the potential for hazards
and hazardous materials impacts to occur as a result of implementation of the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
Hazardous materials are defined as substances with physical and chemical properties of
flammability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity, which may pose a threat to human health or the
environment. The term “hazardous materials” is used in this section to describe chemicals such as
petroleum products, solvents, pesticides, herbicides, paints, metals, asbestos, and other regulated
materials. Additionally, the term “release” as used in this section includes known historical spills,
leaks, illegal dumping, or other discharges of hazardous materials to soil, sediment, groundwater,
or surface water. Areas where historical releases of hazardous materials have occurred could pose
a risk to public health and the environment.
Hazards may include exposure to both natural and man-made hazards. These could include hazards
associated with aircraft operations at nearby airports or natural hazards such as wildfires. A range
of other types of hazards are addressed in other sections of this EIR as follows: geologic hazards,
such as earthquakes, landslides and bluff stability are addressed in Section 3.9, Geology and Soils;
air pollution hazards, such as toxic air contaminants (TACs) and particulate matter (PM), are
addressed in Section 3.4, Air Quality; hazards related to water pollution, such as groundwater
contamination and surface runoff, are addressed in Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality;
urban fire hazards and response/suppression systems are discussed in Section 3.16, Public
Services; and hazardous solid waste disposal is addressed in Section 3.17, Utilities.
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3.10.1 Environmental Setting
Since the late 1880s, the Downtown has evolved into a diverse urban district characterized by its
mix variety of land uses. The Downtown supports a broad range of general commercial businesses
(e.g., retail, restaurants, theaters, offices, dry cleaners, and medical offices), multifamily residential
uses, and civic uses (e.g., Santa Monica Main Library). In addition, the southern edge of the
Downtown area along Colorado Avenue has historically supported heavy commercial and
industrial uses, such as auto repair shops, the former Sears Automotive Center (Sears large
Gateway Master Plan [GMP] site), the Big Blue Bus Yards large site, and the former Southern
California Edison (SoCal Edison) manufactured gas plant (MGP) at Colorado Avenue and Lincoln
Boulevard.
Existing and historical land uses in the Downtown have varying degrees of hazards risk. Hazardous
materials may be found in the building materials of older buildings or may have been used
routinely for the operation of certain land uses, such as auto repair shops, medical offices, dry
cleaners, and photo processing centers. Potentially hazardous materials that currently occur in the
Downtown are typical of those commonly found in urban areas, and generally include cleaning
and metal solvents, pesticides/herbicides, paints, and oils and lubricants. In addition, some
properties in the Downtown have experienced historical releases of hazardous materials, resulting
in potentially contaminated soils and/or groundwater.
Land uses that are particularly sensitive to the release of hazards or hazardous materials include
schools and daycares. There are no public schools within the Downtown area. Private schools in
the Downtown include Delphi Early Childhood Private Kindergarten located at 1229 4th Street and
Concord Prep High School located at 1332 6th Street. Schools within 0.5 miles of the Downtown
include 10th Street Preschool, Gan Israel Preschool, and St. Monica Catholic High School to the
northeast.
Hazardous Materials in Existing Buildings
A number of existing buildings in the Downtown were constructed from the 1920s through the
1980s. Based on their age, these older buildings may contain asbestos, lead-based paints (LBPs)
and toxic finishes, molds, and/or polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) that could be released during
demolition and renovation activities. Typical hazardous materials of concern for existing older
structures in the Downtown include:
•

Asbestos is a mineral fiber that is carcinogenic and harmful to respiratory health. Because
of its fiber strength and heat resistance, it was widely used in a variety of building
construction materials for insulation and as a fire-retardant, as well as in friction and heatresistant products. Use of asbestos in the manufacturing of these products was common in
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the 1980s in California. Older buildings constructed prior to the 1980s could contain
asbestos-containing material (ACM). Asbestos release can occur after ACMs are disturbed
by cutting, sanding or other remodeling activities. Improper attempts to remove these
materials can release asbestos fibers into the air, increasing asbestos levels and affecting
indoor air quality. Review of available information, including existing Phase I
Environmental Site Assessments (ESAs; City of Santa Monica 2011 and MACTEC 2006)
indicates that ACMs may be present in older buildings in the Downtown including within
materials such as roof mastic, sheet flooring and mastic, sprayed-on fireproofing, stucco,
all roofing materials, floor tiles and mastic, tile grout, cementitious pipes, acoustic ceiling
texture, ceiling panels, joint compound, furnace bricks, pipe insulation, gaskets, and
gypsum board. Sampling of all building materials for the presence of asbestos is required
by SCAQMD’s Rule 1403 prior to all renovation or demolition activities.
•

Lead is a recognized harmful environmental pollutant exposed through air, drinking
water, food, contaminated soil, deteriorating paint, and dust. Before the dangers of lead
were documented, it was widely used in paint, gasoline, water pipes, ceramic tiles, and
many other products. In 1977, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission banned the
use of lead-based paint (LBP) in residential properties. However, lead-based paint is still
available for use in commercial and industrial applications. Therefore, older residential
buildings and any commercial and industrial buildings constructed prior to 1977 could
contain LBP or other lead-containing materials. If LBP or lead-containing materials areis
improperly removed from surfaces by dry scraping or sanding, LBP can be absorbed into
the body and could pose a potential public health risk. Review of available information,
including Phase I ESAs, indicates that older buildings in the Downtown may contain LBP.

•

Mold can impair indoor air quality. The presence of visible water damage, damp materials,
visible mold, or mold odor in buildings increases the potential risks of respiratory disease
for occupants. According to the California Department of Public Health, known health
risks include the development of asthma, allergies, and respiratory infections, the
triggering of asthma attacks, and increased wheeze, cough, difficulty breathing, and other
symptoms (State of California 2011).

•

Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) are synthetic chemicals that were manufactured for
use in various industrial and commercial applications - including oil in electrical and
hydraulic equipment, and plasticizers in paints, plastics, and rubber products - because of
their non-flammability, chemical stability, high boiling point, and electrical insulation
properties. When released into the environment, PCBs persist for many years,
bioaccumulate and bioconcentrate in organisms. The U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has classified PCBs as probable human carcinogens. In 1979, the U.S. EPA
banned the use of PCBs in most new electrical equipment and began a program to phase
out certain existing PCB‐containing equipment.
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Hazardous Materials Sites Listings
A limited number of hazardous materials sites have been identified in the Downtown. Hazardous
materials sites include properties that are known to handle and store hazardous materials in
quantities that are regulated at the state or local level.
Additionally, there are sites in the Downtown that have known soil or groundwater contamination
due to historical spills or releases of hazardous materials. Such contamination typically involves
chemical pollutants from leaking underground storage tanks or from industrial sources. Chemical
pollutants that are commonly associated with soil and groundwater contamination include
gasoline, diesel fuel or other petroleum related products, and Methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MtBE).
MtBE is a chemical compound that has been used in U.S. gasoline since 1979 to replace lead to
help prevent engine "knocking.” In 2004, MtBE was banned in California because MtBE can easily
leak into the environment, including groundwater, where gasoline is stored, transported, or
transferred. While federal and state programs minimize the potential for leaks and spills,
contamination of drinking water sources can occur as it historically occurred in portions of the
City’s groundwater basin. Refer to Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality for information
regarding MtBE contamination of groundwater.
Federal, state, and local requirements provide for the cleanup of contaminated sites. There are no
federally designated “Brownfields” or Superfund sites in the Downtown or within 0.5 miles of the
Downtown. However, the Downtown does include known hazardous materials sites that have
undergone/or are undergoing cleanup with oversight by the state or City.
Past and Present Contaminated Groundwater Sites
An underground storage tank (UST) is a tank used to store petroleum or other hazardous materials
underground. Overtime, USTs can corrode and leak, causing contamination of soils and surrounding
groundwater. The Downtown area includes known instances of Leaking Underground Fuel Tanks
(LUFTs) or leaking underground storage tank (LUST) sites. A LUFT site is a site undergoing
groundwater cleanup due to an unauthorized release from an UST system. The State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) regulates the cleanup of LUFT sites. The SWRCB maintains
the GeoTracker database, which includes a list of known contaminated groundwater sites 1. Based on
a review of GeoTracker in September 2013, there are 16 documented LUFTs within the Downtown
area, three of which are open and under continued site assessment and remediation, and 12 which
are closed and fully remediated. These properties are listed in Table 3.10-1 (see Figure 3.10-1).

1
State Water Resources Control Board, GeoTracker: http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/ - Accessed September
2013
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Table 3.10-1 Past and Present LUFT Properties in Downtown
Site Name
Address
Open LUFT Cases in Downtown
Arthur Andersen & 1315 4th Street
Company
Argo Reality Site
1661 Lincoln
Blvd.
ExxonMobil
731 Santa
Service Station
Monica Blvd.
Site
Closed LUFT Cases in Downtown
Big Blue Bus
1620 6th ST
Maintenance Yard
ExxonMobil
1260 Lincoln
Service Station
Blvd
Fujita Corporation
804 Wilshire
Blvd
Sheridan Toyota,
801 Santa
Inc.
Monica Blvd
CVS Corporation
1411 Lincoln
Blvd
Santa Monica Fire 1444 7th St
Department
Vons Store #262
1522 Lincoln
Blvd
Vons Companies,
1534 Lincoln
Inc.
Blvd
Lincoln Car Wash
1624 Lincoln
Blvd
Wertz Brothers,
Inc.
Pioneer French
Bakery
Sears Retail
Center
Kurumaya USA,
Inc.

1613 Lincoln
Blvd
1621 7th St
302 Colorado
Ave
1535 Ocean
Ave

Hazard

Status

Gasoline intrusion of aquifer

Site assessment phase

Gasoline intrusion of aquifer/
drinking water supply
Gasoline contaminated
groundwater

Site assessment phase

Diesel intrusion of aquifer/
drinking water supply
Potential gasoline
contamination of soil
Potential gasoline
contamination of soil
Other solvent or nonpetroleum hydrocarbon
Other solvent or nonpetroleum hydrocarbon
Potential diesel
contamination of soil
Other solvent or nonpetroleum hydrocarbon
Potential gasoline
contamination of soil
Potential gasoline
contamination of aquifer
used for water supply
Potential gasoline
contamination of soil
Aviation contaminants

Closed as of 7/13/2015

Diesel, heating oil / fuel oil

Closed as of 6/18/2013

Waste oil / motor / hydraulic /
lubricating

Closed as of 10/22/1992

Verification monitoring

Closed as of 12/1/2008
Closed as of 6/27/1992
Closed as of 8/22/2007
Closed as of 5/19/2010
Closed as of 2/27/1996
Closed as of 2/27/1996
Closed as of 6/4/2013
Closed as of 9/28/2012

Closed as of 2/22/2002
Closed as of 4/2/1991

Source: SWRCB GeoTracker: http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/ - Accessed September 2015.

Past and Present Contaminated Soils Sites
The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) maintains the EnviroStor
database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous substances have
been released in the soils, or where the potential for a release exists (DTSC 2015). A review of the
DTSC EnviroStor database identifies two properties in the Downtown, both of which have
achieved “No Further Action” status through voluntary remediation. Sites listed as “No Further
Action” have been investigated by the DTSC and determined not to pose a risk to public health. A
list of these properties is provided in Table 3.10-2 below.
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Table 3.10-2 DTSC Monitored Properties in Downtown
Site Name
Former Edison
Manufactured Gas
Plant

Address
819 Colorado
Ave

Hazard
Polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons and metals,
including lead.

Downtown Station

402 Colorado
Ave

Diesel and gas associated
with removal/ remediation of
hydraulic lift systems and
abandoned underground
piping associated with the
former USTs.

Status
Preliminary Endangerment
Assessment completed 1992.
No Further Action" needed
following voluntary
remediation as of 8/24/1992.
Removal and remediation
tasks were completed in early
2010. No Further Action"
needed following voluntary
remediation as of 4/4/12.

Sources: DTSC 2015; MACTEC 2006.

Regulated Hazardous Materials Generators in Downtown
Many types of businesses can produce hazardous waste. As with most urban areas, the Downtown
includes 31 businesses that use or generate hazardous materials subject to regulation by the U.S.
EPA (see Table 3.10-3) (U.S. EPA 2013). Properties in the Downtown that may generate
hazardous wastes include pharmacies and cosmetic stores, dry cleaners, gas stations, auto repair
shops, medical offices, and copy and photo processing shops. Of these 31 properties in the
Downtown, 29 of them generate less than 100 kilograms of hazardous waste per month. The
remaining two properties are large quantity generators (LQGs) generating 1,000 kilograms or more
of hazardous waste per month: the Chevron gas station at 432 Wilshire Boulevard and the Exxon
Gas station at 731 Santa Monica Boulevard.
Regulated Underground Storage Tank (UST) Facilities in Downtown
Sites with USTs are required to be regulated by the Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA)
under the authority of the Santa Monica Fire Department (SMFD). There are four active UST
permitted facilities in the Downtown as shown in Table 3.10-4.
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Table 3.10-3 List of U.S. EPA-Regulated Hazardous Waste Generating Facilities in
Downtown
Facility Name
2262 Vons
Allsport Usa Inc.
Chevron #90716 (LQG)
Clinique Cleaners
Copy Spot
Cvs Pharmacy No 9726
Design Source The
Dr N Camay D D S
Exxonmobil Oil Corp. (LQG)
F W Woolworths
Fotomat Corp L5801
Fromex Photo Systems
Gen Telephone Of Ca/ Santa Monica
Hi Mark Co
Keystone Body Shop Inc.
Lander Chiropractic Corp
Len Sheridan Toyota
Oceanside Dry Cleaners
P O Bahn And Sons
Pacific Bell C/O Dorothy Allen
Plaza Cleaners
Quality Photo Lab
Red Line Service Inc.
Richards Surgical Manufacturing Co Inc.
Santa Monica Cleaners
Sephora Store 26 Santa Monica
Seward And Flood
Shangri La Hotel
The Getty Research Institute
Thomas & Associates
Verizon California Inc Santa Monica

Address
710 Broadway
320 Wilshire Blvd Unit 300
432 Wilshire Blvd
700 Santa Monica Blvd
712 Wilshire Blvd
1411 Lincoln Blvd
628 Santa Monica Blvd
1227 Lincoln Blvd
731 Santa Monica Blvd
1322 3rd St
630 Wilshire Blvd
406 Broadway
1301 6th St
1312 Lincoln Blvd
631 Colorado Ave
1511 4th St
801 Santa Monica Blvd
510 Wilshire Blvd
1543 Lincoln Blvd
1252 7th St
534 Wilshire Blvd
215 Broadway
720 Colorado Ave
612 Colorado Ave
419 Wilshire Blvd
1349 3rd St
712 Santa Monica Blvd
1301 Ocean Ave
401 Wilshire Blvd
532 Colorado Blvd
1314 7th ST

Source: U.S. EPA EnviroFacts: http://www.epa.gov/enviro/ - Accessed January 2015.

Table 3.10-4 List of Regulated Underground Storage Tank Facilities in Downtown
Facility Name
Miramar Hotel
Lincoln Blvd. Car Wash
Exxonmobil Oil Corp. (LQG)
Sheridan Toyota Inc.

Address
101 Wilshire Blvd
1624 Lincoln Blvd
731 Santa Monica Blvd
801 Santa Monica Blvd

Source: SWRCB GeoTracker: http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/ - Accessed September 2015.
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Transport of Hazardous Materials
The transport of hazardous materials through the City is regulated by the California Department
of Transportation (Caltrans) and California Highway Patrol (CHP). As regional transportation
corridors, Interstate (I-) 10, Highway 1/Pacific Coast Highway (Hwy 1), and Lincoln Boulevard
(State Route 1) provide regional or sub-regional routes through the Downtown and may be used
for transport of certain types of hazardous materials (e.g., gasoline, natural gas) between
surrounding communities. In addition, within the Downtown, there are primary streets over which
hazardous materials can be routinely transported, such as Santa Monica Boulevard or Colorado
Avenue. The Los Angeles County Fire Department (LACoFD) Health Hazardous Materials
Division maintains a list of registered hazardous waste transporters and the types of wastes that
they are authorized to transport.
3.10.2 Regulatory Setting
A number of federal, state, and local laws and regulations have been enacted to ensure the safe
handling and use of hazardous materials and hazardous wastes, as well as to manage and remediate
sites contaminated by hazardous substances.
The CUPA is the agency responsible for enforcing applicable laws and regulations for the handling
and cleanup of specific materials determined to pose a risk to human health or the environment.
The SMFD is the CUPA at the local level for the City. Enforcement agencies at the state level
include two branches of the California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA): the DTSC
and the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). The federal enforcement agency is the
U.S. EPA.
Federal Regulations
Several federal agencies regulate hazardous materials including the U.S. EPA, Department of
Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the Office of Resource
Conservation and Recovery (ORCR), and the Department of Transportation (DOT). Applicable
federal regulations are contained primarily in Titles 10, 29, 40, and 49 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR). In particular, Title 49 of the CFR governs the manufacture of packaging and
transport containers, packing and repacking, labeling, and the marking of hazardous material
transport, and Title 42, Chapter 82 governs solid waste disposal and resource recovery. Some of
the major federal laws include the following statutes (and regulations promulgated):
•

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (1980) –
Superfund Law
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•

Emergency Prevention and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA, 1986)

•

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA, 1976)

•

Clean Water Act (1977)

•

Clean Air Act (1970)

•

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) (1976)

•

Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) (1986).

•

National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants 40 CFR 61 Subpart M –
(NESHAP)

•

Federal Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA, 1970) - Process Safety Management
Standard (29 CFR 1910.119)

•

Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act (1992), also known as Title X

•

Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (1975)

U.S. EPA Pacific Southwest Region 9
The Downtown area lies within U.S. EPA Pacific Southwest Region 9, which administers
programs for Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada, Pacific Territories, and 148 Native American
tribes, including the following:
•

Superfund is U.S. EPA's program to identify, investigate and clean up uncontrolled or
abandoned hazardous waste sites throughout the U.S.

•

Region 9's Brownfields Program works to clean up and redevelop potentially
contaminated lands in the Pacific Southwest region, making it easier for such lands to
become vital, functioning parts of their communities. The material below describes
Brownfields activities within Region 9's states, tribes, and territories. The U.S. EPA's
National Brownfields home page provides information on applying for Brownfields
grants, recent legislation, news, and more. It is also Region 9's program to prevent,
prepare, and respond to environmental emergencies.

•

Region 9’s PCB Program regulates the processing, distribution, use, cleanup, storage, and
disposal of PCBs under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) and also provides
support for TSCA compliance to limit the manufacture, processing, and distribution of
PCBs.
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Federal Hazardous Waste Programs
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Information System
(CERCLIS): The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of
1980 (CERCLA), commonly known as Superfund act, was developed to protect the nation‘s water,
air, and land resources from the risks created by past chemical disposal practices. Under CERCLA,
the U.S. EPA is authorized to undertake short-term or long-term actions for the cleanup of
abandoned contaminated sites in the nation, known as Superfund sites, which pose a risk to human
health or the environment. The U.S. EPA maintains the CERCLIS database, which contains
information on current Superfund sites, former Superfund sites, and remediation activities.
CERCLIS includes Superfund sites that are on the National Priorities List (NPL) or are being
considered for the NPL.
Emergency Planning and “Community Right-to-Know.” The Emergency Planning and
Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) of 1986 was created to help communities plan for
emergencies involving hazardous substances. The Act establishes requirements for federal, state
and local governments, Indian tribes, and industry regarding emergency planning and reporting on
hazardous and toxic chemicals. There are four major provisions of EPCRA: Emergency Planning
(Sections 301 – 303); Emergency Release Notification (Section 304); Hazardous Chemical Storage
Reporting (Sections 311 – 312); Toxic Chemical Release Inventory (Section 313); and the Clean
Air Act Risk Management Plan Regulations (CAA 112[r]).
State Policies and Regulations
Primary state agencies with jurisdiction over hazardous chemical materials management include
CalEPA, the DTSC and the SWRCB. Other state agencies involved in hazardous materials
management are the Department of Industrial Relations (state OSHA implementation), State
Office of Emergency Services (OES—California Accidental Release Prevention implementation),
California Air Resources Board (CARB), Caltrans, State Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment (OEHHA—Proposition 65 implementation), and the California Integrated Waste
Management Board (CIWMB). The enforcement agencies for hazardous materials transportation
regulations are the CHP and Caltrans. Hazardous materials waste transporters are responsible for
complying with all applicable packaging, labeling, and shipping regulations.
Hazardous chemical and biohazardous materials management laws in California include the
following statutes (and general regulation(s) promulgated thereunder):
•

Hazardous Materials Management Act—business plan reporting

•

Hazardous Waste Control Act—hazardous waste management
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•

Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 (Proposition 65)—release of
and exposure to carcinogenic chemicals

•

Hazardous Substances Act—cleanup of contamination

•

Hazardous Waste Management Planning and Facility Siting (Tanner Act)—preparation of
hazardous waste management plans and the siting of hazardous waste facilities

•

Hazardous Materials Storage and Emergency Response—including response to hazardous
materials incidents

DTSC EnviroStor Database
DTSC maintains a database that contains information on properties in California where hazardous
substances have been released, or where the potential for a release exists. This database is known
as EnviroStor (formerly CalSites) and is one of a number of databases that comprise the Cortese
List and Spills, Leaks, Investigations, and Cleanups (SLIC) List. EnviroStor provides a brief
history of cleanup activities, contaminants of concern, and scheduled future cleanup activities. The
EnviroStor database also includes properties that have been remediated and certified by DTSC.
SWRCB GeoTracker Database
The GeoTracker is the SWRCB’s online database that 1) provides access to statewide
environmental data, and 2) tracks regulatory data for the following types of sites:
•

Leaking Underground Fuel Tank (LUFT) cleanup sites;

•

Cleanup Program Sites (CPS; also known as Site Cleanups [SC] and formerly known as
Spills, Leaks, Investigations, and Cleanups [SLIC] sites);

•

Military sites (consisting of: Military UST sites; Military Privatized sites;

•

Military Cleanup sites [formerly known as Department of Defense [DoD] non-UST]);

•

Land Disposal sites (Landfills); and

•

Permitted UST facilities.

Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program (SMBRP)
The DTSC Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program (SMBRP) and the Voluntary Cleanup
Program allow DTSC to provide oversight to motivated parties and address Brownfield sites.
DTSC maintains a list of sites cleaned up under the program's oversight and generally does not
include current or former hazardous waste facilities that required a hazardous waste facility permit.
The list represents land use restrictions that are active. Some sites have multiple land use
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restrictions. No properties within the Downtown are identified by the SMBRP to have land use
restrictions, and there are currently no clean-up efforts underway within the Downtown as of
December 2015.
Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA)
Senate Bill 1082, passed in 1993, created the Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA). The
Unified Program consolidates six state environmental programs into one program at the local level,
under the authority of a Certified Unified Program Agency. The SMFD was certified by the
CalEPA as the CUPA for the City in 1997. The SMFD is responsible for protecting the public and
environment by being the first responders to emergencies and overseeing hazardous waste,
underground storage tanks, above-ground tanks, hazardous materials, community right-to-know,
and accidental release prevention programs. The Division conducts both CUPA regulatory
inspections and Fire Code inspections for all program elements, with the exception of the
hazardous waste program. The Division contracts with the Los Angeles County Fire Department
(LACoFD) Health Hazardous Materials for hazardous waste inspection and enforcement of the
hazardous waste program.
2010 State of California Multi-Hazard Mitigation Plan (SHMP)
The SHMP is the official statement of the state's hazard identification, vulnerability analysis, and
hazard mitigation strategy. The goal of the SHMP is to guide implementation activities to achieve
the greatest reduction of vulnerability, which results in saved lives, reduced injuries, reduced
property damages, and protection for the environment. In particular, the SHMP helps administer
the Local Hazard Mitigation Plan (LHMP) program for the state. The California Emergency
Management Agency (CalEMA) supports and assists local governments in the development of
LHMPs and tracks the progress and effectiveness of plan updates and projects. It provides local
governments with information on integrating hazard identification, risk assessment, risk
management, and loss prevention into a comprehensive approach to hazard mitigation and helps
them identify cost-effective mitigation measures and projects.
South Coast Air Quality Management District
The SCAQMD regulates asbestos through Rule 1403, Asbestos Emissions from
Renovation/Demolition Activities. Rule 1403 defines asbestos as a toxic material and controls the
emissions of asbestos from demolition and renovation activities by specifying agency
notifications, appropriate removal procedures, and handling/cleanup procedures. Rule 1403
applies to owners and operators involved in the demolition or renovation of asbestos-containing
structures, asbestos storage facilities, and waste disposal sites.
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The SCAQMD also regulates volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions from contaminated soil
through Rule 1166, Volatile Organic Compound Emissions from Decontamination of Soil. Rule
1166 sets requirements to control the emission of VOCs from excavating, grading, handling, and
treating soil contaminated with volatile organic compounds as a result of leakage from storage or
transfer operations, accidental spillage, or other deposition, including hydrocarbons.
Local Policies and Regulations
Certified Unified Program Agency (CUPA)/Santa Monica Fire Department (SMFD)
Senate Bill 1082 consolidates six state programs into a single environmental control program
managed by a CUPA at the regional or local level. These programs regulate business and industry‘s
use, storage, handling, and disposal of hazardous materials. The CUPA is certified by CalEPA to
implement the six state environmental programs within the local agency's jurisdiction, as follows:
•

Hazardous Materials Reporting and Response Planning (Hazardous Materials Disclosure)

•

Uniform Fire Code Business Plan

•

Hazardous Waste Generation and Onsite Treatment

•

Accidental Release Prevention

•

Above-ground Storage Tank

•

Underground Storage Tank

The City’s CUPA is the SMFD and is the primary local agency with responsibility for
implementing federal and state laws and regulations pertaining to hazardous materials
management. The SMFD maintains the records regarding location and status of hazardous
materials sites in the City and administers programs that regulate and enforce the transport, use,
storage, manufacturing, and remediation of hazardous materials. The SMFD contracts with the
LACoFD for hazardous waste inspection and enforcement components of the Unified Program.
City of Santa Monica General Plan Safety Element
The Safety Element of the General Plan contains several policies regarding hazards and hazardous
materials. Specifically, it provides assessment of natural and manmade hazards associated with
fires and hazardous materials, as well as a policy framework to guide future development and
strengthen existing regulations within the City. These policies are listed below:
Policy 5.1
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The use, storage, and transportation of toxic, explosive, and other
hazardous and extremely hazardous materials shall be strictly controlled
to prevent unauthorized discharges.
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Policy 5.1.2

The City shall continue to manage the Hazardous Materials Disclosure
Program to identify and regulate business handling types and quantities
of extremely hazardous materials, or hazardous materials in greater than
consumer types and quantities.

Policy 5.1.3

The City shall continue to require annual reporting by businesses to the
Environmental Programs Division of the use, storage or manufacture of
hazardous or extremely hazardous materials in any quantity. The City
shall continue to require annual submission or verification of business
emergency plans by businesses that use, store or manufacture any
hazardous or extremely hazardous materials in quantities equal to or
greater than 55 gallons, 500 pounds or 200 cubic feet.

City of Santa Monica Office of Emergency Management
The City of Santa Monica Office of Emergency Management (OEM) has the responsibility of
organizing and directing the preparedness efforts during large scale events, emergencies, or
disasters in Santa Monica. The mission of the OEM is to protect the City from the loss of life and
property in the event of a natural or manmade disaster. The OEM also has primary responsibility
for preparing and updating the City’s Multi Hazard Functional Emergency Plan. The plan includes
resources and information to assist City residents, public and private sector organizations, and
others interested in participating in planning for natural hazards. The mitigation plan provides a
list of activities that may assist the City in reducing risk and preventing loss from future natural
hazard events. The action items address multi-hazard issues, as well as activities for earthquakes,
landslides, flooding, tsunamis, wildfires and severe windstorms/thunderstorms.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC)
Chapter 5.24 of the Santa Monica Municipal establishes Hazardous Materials Reporting and
Response Planning (HMRRP) and Hazardous Materials Management Plans (HMMP)
requirements. Section 5.24.010 requires all businesses to declare to the City if they use, store, or
manufacture any quantity of a hazardous or extremely hazardous material. An annual business
plan must be submitted if the business uses, stores, or manufactures hazardous materials exceeding
55-gallons or more of liquid, 500-pounds or more of a solid, and/or 200-cubic feet or more of a
gas, at stand temperature and pressure. In addition to inventorying the materials in question, the
business plan must describe emergency response plans and procedures to be used in the event of
an accident. The requirements are established to prevent or mitigate the damage to the health and
safety of persons and the environment from the release or threatened release of hazardous materials
into the workplace and environment. Section 8.104 requires that the installation, operation and
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removal of USTs be conducted under the authority of City issued permits. Additionally, the
investigation, assessment, and cleanup of a release from a UST are overseen by the SMFD,
pursuant to Section 8.104.
3.10.3 Impact Assessment Methodology
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may have a significant adverse impact from
hazards or hazardous materials if:
a) The project would create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the
routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.
b) The project would create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment.
c) The project would emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.
d) The project would be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials
sites compiled pursuant of Government Code Section 65962.5 (Cortese List), and as a
result, it would create a significant hazard to the public or the environment.
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, the project would result
in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area.
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, the project would result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working the project area.
g) The project would impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.
h) The project would expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death
involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or
where residences are intermixed with wildlands.
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Non-Applicable Threshold(s):
•

Threshold (c) (Schools): There are no public schools within the Downtown area. Schools
in the Downtown include Delphi Early Childhood Private Kindergarten at 1229 4th Street
and Concord Prep High School at 1332 6th Street. Schools within 0.5 miles of the
Downtown include Santa Monica High School to the south, and 10th Street Preschool, Gan
Israel Preschool, and Santa Monica Catholic High School to the north. Land uses allowed
by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be consistent with
existing land uses, and would generally include commercial and residential uses. No new
industrial/auto service uses would be permitted. Based on the allowable land uses in the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the types of hazardous materials that
would occur would be similar in nature to those currently used and would typically include
cleaning supplies, solvents and pesticides for landscaping. As such, there would be no
potentially significant adverse impact to schools and this issue is not analyzed further in
this EIR.

•

Thresholds (e) and (g) (Private Air Strip and Public Airport): The nearest airport to the
Downtown is the Santa Monica Municipal Airport (SMO), located approximately 1.5 miles
southeast. Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) is located approximately 6 miles south
of the Downtown. The Downtown is not within the Runway Protection Zones (RPZs) or
the Area of Influence (AIA) of either SMO or LAX according to the Los Angeles County
ALUP (Los Angeles County 1991). Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in
the Downtown area and this issue is not analyzed further in this EIR.

•

Threshold (g) (Emergency Response or Evacuation Plan): The City delineates a tsunami
evacuation route from the Santa Monica Pier and Beach areas along Colorado Avenue to
4th Street. Santa Monica High School is a designated Safe Refuge area in the event of a
tsunami. Because the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan does not propose changes,
obstructions, or reconfigurations to this public route, the Downtown would not experience
physical interference or impairment to implementation of this existing emergency and
evacuation plan and this issue is not discussed further in the EIR.

•

Threshold (h) (Wildfire): Because the Downtown area is highly urbanized and the southern
extent of the Very High Fire Severity Zone terminates approximately 1 mile north of at
San Vicente Boulevard and Ocean Avenue (State of California 2010), the Downtown area
is not at risk for wildfires and this issue is not analyzed further in this EIR.
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Methodology
The methodology used in this assessment includes review of readily available information to assess
the potential presence of hazards and hazardous materials sites within the Downtown area. The
Downtown area was evaluated for the presence of hazardous materials based on a review of a July
2013 search of Environmental Data Resources (EDR) Reports for the three one City-owned
Established Large Sites and two GMP sites and a review of the EDR DataMap™ Area Study for
the City’s Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) EIR (City of Santa Monica 2010). In
addition, information from Phase I and Phase II ESAs for some of the Downtown Established
Large Sites and GMP sites was utilized in this assessment to determine potential onsite
contaminants (Appendix D). This analysis integrated current information for contaminated sites
from U.S. EPA’s EnviroFacts 2, and DTSC’s EnviroStor and GeoTracker Databases. 3 Additional
data sources include the City of Santa Monica Opportunities and Challenges Report (2005); the
City of Santa Monica General Plan Safety Element and its Technical Background Report (1995),
and other federal and state databases and reports as referenced herein.
Under both Scenario A and Scenario B, the potential impacts related to hazardous materials
exposure would be similar in type and scale. As such, impacts are addressed programmatically for
the whole of the Downtown area including both Scenario A and Scenario B.
3.10.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
Impact Description
HAZ-1

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not create significant hazards to the public or environment associated
with the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.
Compliance with local, state, and federal regulations would ensure that this
impact would be less than significant.

The transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials is a function of the specific land use
proposed. While future businesses that will operate in the Downtown have not been determined,
industrial uses that would involve the transport, use, or disposal of large quantities of hazardous
materials would not be permitted under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
2
3

EnviroFacts: http://www.epa.gov/envirofw/ - Accessed November 2015
EnviroStor and Geotracker: http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/ - Accessed November 2015
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The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would allow a complementary mix of
land uses that would be consistent with those that exists in the Downtown today. These land uses
would include a broad range of commercial uses (e.g., restaurant, retail, office, entertainment,
hotel, etc.), residential, and civic uses. As described below, these land uses could utilize limited
quantities of potentially hazardous materials consisting of typical household and maintenance
products (e.g., paints, fuels/lubricants, cleaning solvents, adhesives, sealers, pesticides/herbicides).
These potentially hazardous materials are common in urban areas and already occur in the
Downtown. Unusual hazardous materials would not be introduced to the Downtown as a result of
potential land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. As detailed below, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not create new significant hazardous conditions or exacerbate existing hazardous
conditions.
Transport of Hazardous Materials
The transport of potentially hazardous materials would continue to occur on local streets in the
Downtown, such as the I-10, Lincoln Boulevard, or Colorado Avenue. The Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan also proposes a new east-west connector street from the I-10 freeway to
Olympic Boulevard (i.e., Olympic Cross-over). As with other existing streets in the area, this new
connector street may also be used for the transport of hazardous materials. The transport of large
quantities of hazardous materials is subject to applicable federal, state, and local regulations to
reduce the risk of accidental spills, leaks, fire, or other hazardous conditions. Future land uses in
the Downtown are not anticipated to involve the transport of unusually high volumes of hazardous
materials; further, appropriate documentation for all hazardous materials that are transported in
connection with individual project site activities would be provided as required for compliance
with the existing hazardous materials regulations described above. The U.S. Department of
Transportation Office of Hazardous Materials Safety prescribes strict regulations for the safe
transportation of hazardous materials, as described under State Law. Compliance with applicable
regulations as well as oversight by the appropriate federal, state, and local agencies would
minimize the risk of hazardous materials exposure during transport. Therefore, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in a less than significant impact with regard
to the transport of hazardous materials.
Use and Storage of Hazardous Materials
New commercial uses in the Downtown would involve the routine use and storage of common
types of hazardous materials for cleaning and maintenance operations, such as paints, fuels,
solvents, and cleaning products. Similarly, residential uses could utilize potentially hazardous
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materials for landscaping and cleaning purposes. Potentially hazardous materials that would be
used and stored in the Downtown would be typical of those found in urban areas (e.g., paints,
fuels/lubricants, cleaning solvents, adhesives, sealers, and pesticides/herbicides); however, these
hazardous materials would not pose a significant risk to the public or the environment, and would
be used in limited quantities. These hazardous materials are consistent with what already occurs
in the Downtown area.
Further, any business that handles or uses hazardous materials above regulatory levels would be
required to comply with federal, state, and local regulations and standards established by the U.S.
EPA, CalEPA, Los Angeles County, and City to protect the public health and safety as described
in Section 3.10.2, Regulatory Framework. Businesses are required to comply with health and
safety and environmental protection laws and regulations, including the CUPA program as
administered by the SMFD. The CUPA program requires that businesses handling or storing
certain amounts of hazardous materials prepare a Hazardous Materials Business Plan that includes
an inventory of hazardous materials stored on site, an emergency response plan, and procedures to
be used in the event of a significant or threatening significant release of a hazardous material. The
SMFD maintains all public records regarding the use and storage of hazardous materials and
conducts routine annual inspections to ensure that hazardous materials are handled and stored
properly. In addition, future projects within the Downtown would be subject to environmental
review on a case-by-case basis and would be assessed to ensure compliance with environmental
regulations related to new construction and hazardous materials storage, use, and transport.
Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in a less than
significant impact with regard to the use and storage of hazardous materials.
Disposal of Hazardous Materials
While specific future businesses that would occur in the Downtown have not been determined, it
is not anticipated that operations of future land uses would result in the production of large amounts
of hazardous wastes. Federal, state, and local regulations govern the disposal of hazardous wastes.
ACM, LBP, or other hazardous material encountered during demolition or construction activities
would be disposed of in compliance with all pertinent regulations for the handling of such waste
including SCAQMD Rule 1403 (asbestos) and Title 8, Industrial Relations, of the California Code
of Regulations (CCR). Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
result in a less than significant impact with regard to the disposal of hazardous waste.
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Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment?
Impact Description
HAZ-2

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could involve construction activities that would
potentially result in the accidental release of hazardous materials. However,
with implementation of mitigation measures, impacts would be reduced to less
than significant.

Future land use changes in the Downtown would involve demolition and excavation/grading
activities that could potentially result in the accidental release of hazardous materials. As discussed
in detail below, construction workers and the public could be exposed to lead and asbestos that are
present within structures to be demolished. Exposure to unanticipated hazardous substances could
also occur from soil or groundwater contamination that may be present at a few properties in the
Downtown.
Accidental Release of Hazardous Materials during Demolition Activities
Buildings in the Downtown date back to the
1920s through the 1980s, a period when
structures may have been constructed with
hazardous building materials, such as lead
and asbestos. Demolition or redevelopment
of these older structures in the Downtown
could result in the release of hazardous
materials. In particular, older and historic
buildings
could
contain
potentially
hazardous materials including, ACM, LBP,
and PCBs. Review of past Phase I and II Demolition or adaptive reuse of existing older buildings in
the Downtown may involve removal of lead based paint,
ESAs (City of Santa Monica 2011; asbestos or other potentially hazardous materials.
MACTEC 2006), suggest that the presence
of such hazardous materials in structures pre-dating the 1980s is relatively common in the
Downtown. Existing state regulations require the abatement and control of asbestos and lead in
advance of demolishment or renovation activities, as regulated in SCAQMD Rule 1403 (asbestos)
and Title 8, Industrial Relations, of the CCR. If not properly abated, the accidental release of
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asbestos and/or lead could pose a hazard to the environment and public health. This is considered
a potentially significant impact prior to mitigation.
In addition, mold could also potentially occur within buildings in the Downtown area. While the
climate in Santa Monica is typically temperate and dry, the coastal setting generates humidity that
can facilitate mold growth, particularly on north-facing interior surfaces. Mold could grow to toxic
levels and could pose a public health risk. Specifically, mold growth within interior or inaccessible
areas of Downtown buildings may be released during demolition/renovation activities and result
in exposure to construction workers. If not properly abated, the accidental release of mold could
pose a hazard to the environment and public health. This is considered a potentially significant
impact prior to mitigation.
Accidental Release of Hazardous Materials during Excavation/Grading Activities
As shown in Table 3.10-4, there are four properties with permitted UST facilities in the Downtown.
UST removals could be required as part of redevelopment activities occurring at these properties,
including redevelopment at the Miramar Hotel Established Large Site. UST removals would be
conducted under the oversight of the SMFD in accordance with state and local regulations.
Applicants of UST removals would be required to submit a UST removal work plan to the SMFD
and if necessary, remediate any onsite contamination as a result of the UST.
Additionally, a search of the DTSC EnviroStor and SWRCB GeoTracker hazardous materials
database websites 4 and review of past Phase I and Phase II ESAs completed throughout the
Downtown suggest that soil and groundwater contamination are present or have been present at a
number of sites (City of Santa Monica 2011; MACTEC 2006). For example, there are currently
16 known LUFT locations in the Downtown, 13 of which have been fully remediated (i.e., No
Further Action) and two of which remain open. Other sites in the Downtown could have
experienced soil and/or groundwater contamination, which have yet to be identified. During
excavation/grading activities for future development projects in the Downtown, construction
workers and the public could be exposed to potentially hazardous substances present in soil or
groundwater. Such exposure could cause adverse health effects in exposed persons. Without
proper mitigation, the accidental release of hazardous materials from soil and groundwater during
excavation/grading activities could pose a hazard to the environment and the public. This is
considered a potentially significant impact prior to mitigation.

4

Data obtained from EnviroStor : www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov – Accessed September 2015.
SWRCB GeoTracker: http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/ – Accessed September 2015.
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Mitigation Measures
MM HAZ-2a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA). Prior to
demolition, project applicants in the Downtown shall prepare a
Phase I ESA. Consistent with local, state and federal regulations,
the Phase I ESA shall be subject to City review and address the
following:
a. Asbestos-Containing Materials (ACM), Lead-Based Paints
(LBP), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and Molds. Prior to
any the issuance of a demolition permit, the Applicant shall
conduct a comprehensive survey of ACM, LBP, PCBs, and
molds. If such hazardous materials are found to be present, the
applicant shall follow all applicable local, state and federal
codes and regulations, as well as applicable best management
practices, related to the treatment, handling, and disposal of
ACM, LBP, PCBs, and molds to ensure public safety.
b. Potential Onsite Hazardous Materials or Conditions. A visual
survey and reconnaissance-level investigation of the existing
site shall be conducted to determine if there are any structures
or features within or near the buildings that are used to store,
contain, or dispose of hazardous materials. For any
development within the Downtown area that has not been
subject to a Phase I ESA or successful remediation efforts in the
past, a Phase I ESA shall be performed to determine the
likelihood of contaminants in areas beyond what has already
been assessed in accordance with American Society of Testing
and Materials (ASTM) Practice E 1527-05 as may be amended.
If the Phase I ESA finds that contaminated soil is suspected to
be present within any building excavation footprint or open
space area, the Applicant shall perform soil sampling and
analysis to determine the extent of contamination. If
contaminants are detected in soil at or above regulatory levels,
then the results of the soil sampling shall be reviewed and acted
upon by the Santa Monica Fire Department (SMFD) or the
Planning Department and other regional or state regulatory
agencies as needed.
c. Environmental Database Search. A hazardous materials
database search shall be conducted for the project site, which
includes a review of any list of facilities and sites compiled
pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code.
MM HAZ-2b Remediation: For sites with identified soil and/or groundwater
contamination at or above regulatory levels, prior to the issuance of
grading permits for any development site within the Downtown
area, it shall be the responsibility of the applicant to conduct and
conclude all investigation and/or remediation activities under the
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oversight of the applicable regulatory agency (e.g., SMFD,
Department of Toxic Substances Control [DTSC], State Water
Resources Control Board [SWRCB]). Remediation shall be
accomplished in accordance with the requirements of the
appropriate oversight agency. No project construction shall occur
in the affected area until case closure reports have been approved
by the appropriate oversight agency.
MM HAZ-2c Discovery of Contamination: In the event that previously unknown
or unidentified soil and/or groundwater contamination that could
present a threat to human health or the environment is encountered
during construction at a development site, construction activities in
the immediate vicinity of the contamination shall cease immediately.
A qualified environmental specialist (e.g., a licensed Professional
Geologist [PG], a licensed Professional Engineer [PE] or similarly
qualified individual) shall conduct an investigation to identify and
determine the level of soil and/or groundwater contamination. If
contamination is encountered, a Human Health Risk Management
Plan shall be prepared and implemented that: (1) identifies the
contaminants of concern and the potential risk each contaminant
would pose to human health and the environment during
construction and post-development, and (2) describes measures to
be taken to protect workers, and the public from exposure to
potential site hazards. Such measures could include a range of
options, including, but not limited to, physical site controls during
construction, remediation, long-term monitoring, post-development
maintenance or access limitations, or some combination thereof.
Depending on the nature of contamination, if any, appropriate
agencies shall be notified (e.g., SMFD). If needed, a Site Health and
Safety Plan that meets Occupational Safety and Health
Administration requirements shall be prepared and in place prior to
commencement of work in any contaminated area.
MM HAZ-2d Soils Management Plan: For project sites with onsite soil
contamination, prior to approval of the first grading plan or
issuance of the first demolition permit, whichever occurs first, the
project Applicant shall submit a soils management plan and a
transportation plan to the appropriate cleanup agency (e.g., Los
Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), DTSC,
SMFD) for review and approval. The soils management plan and
transportation plan shall include the following tasks.
Soils Management Plan
Affected soils shall be either directly loaded into awaiting trucks for
immediate offsite disposal or temporarily stockpiled on plastic
sheeting prior to load-out and offsite disposal. If temporarily
stockpiled, soil removed from the excavations shall be placed next
to or as close as possible to the excavation from which it came.
3.10-24
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Prior to load-out, the construction contractor shall prepare waste
profiles and example waste manifests for approval by the receiving
facilities. Soil and material segregation, stockpile handling, truck
loading, and storm water management practices shall be followed
during the remedial action according to the following.
Soil and Material Segregation
Overburden soils shall be screened with an organic vapor analyzer
(OVA) in accordance with SCAQMD Rule 1166. Any significant
quantities of construction debris encountered during excavation
shall be segregated and disposed of in accordance with federal,
state, and local regulations. Soil cuttings during the installation of
soldier piles shall be disposed of offsite with any affected soils from
the deep excavation.
Stockpile Management
The stockpiled soils for load-out shall be segregated by waste
classification:
•

Nonhazardous waste.

•

Volatile
Organic
Compound
(VOC)-contaminated
nonhazardous waste with OVA readings greater than 50 parts
per million (ppm) but less than 1,000 ppm.

•

VOC-contaminated nonhazardous waste with OVA readings of
1,000 ppm or greater. These soils shall be immediately sprayed
with water or suppressant and placed in a sealed container (rolloff bin) or directly loaded into a suitable transport truck,
moistened with water, and covered with a tarp for offsite
transportation to the appropriate disposal facility, as specified
in the SCAQMD Rule 1166 Mitigation Plan.

The temporary stockpiles containing affected soils shall be managed
as follows:
•

The temporary stockpiles for non-VOC contaminants shall be
placed on plastic sheeting and kept moist during working hours
and covered with plastic sheeting at the end of the day to control
dust.

•

The VOC-contaminated stockpiles shall be placed on plastic
sheeting and immediately covered with plastic sheeting. The
edges of the plastic shall have an overlap of at least 24 inches.
The plastic shall be secured at the base of the stockpile and
along the seams of overlapping plastic sheeting with sandbags
or equivalent means. The stockpiles shall remain covered until
load-out.
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•

Daily inspections of the stockpiles shall be conducted to verify
the integrity of the stockpile covers. Any gaps, tears, or other
deficiencies shall be corrected immediately. Daily records shall
be kept of stockpile inspections and any repairs made.

•

If necessary, commercial vapor suppressants and sealants shall
be prepared and applied to VOC-contaminated soil in
accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations.

•

During stockpile generation and removal, only the working face
of the stockpile shall be uncovered.

Decontamination Methods and Procedures
Each piece of equipment used for the excavation of affected soils
shall have a clean-out bucket or continuous edge across the cutting
face of its bucket. No excavation of affected soil shall be permitted
with equipment utilizing teeth across the cutting edge of its bucket.
Entry to the contaminated areas (i.e., work exclusion zones) shall be
limited to avoid unnecessary exposure and related transfer of
contaminants. In unavoidable circumstances, any equipment or
truck(s) that come into direct contact with affected soil shall be
decontaminated to prevent the onsite and offsite distribution of
contaminated soil. The decontamination shall be conducted within
a designated area by brushing off equipment surfaces onto plastic
sheeting. Trucks shall be visually inspected before leaving the site,
and any dirt adhering to the exterior surfaces shall be brushed off
and collected on plastic sheeting. The storage bins or beds of the
trucks shall be inspected to ensure the loads are properly covered
and secured. Excavation equipment surfaces shall also be brushed
off prior to removing the equipment from contaminated areas.
Movement of affected soils from the excavation area to temporary
stockpiles shall be conducted using enclosed transfer trucks, if
possible. If affected soils must be moved within an open receptacle
(e.g., loader bucket), the travel path for the loader shall be scraped
following this activity, with scraped soils placed in the temporary
stockpile for load-out.
Sampling equipment that comes into direct contact with potentially
contaminated soil or water shall be decontaminated to assure the
quality of samples collected and/or to avoid cross-contamination.
Disposable sampling equipment intended for one-time use shall not
be decontaminated, but shall be packaged for appropriate offsite
disposal. Decontamination shall occur prior to and after each
designated use of a piece of sampling equipment, using the following
procedures:
•
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Nonphosphate detergent and tap-water wash, using a brush if
necessary.
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•

Tap-water rinse.

•

Initial deionized/distilled water rinse.

•

Final deionized/distilled water rinse.

Truck Loading
Trucks may be loaded directly from the excavation or temporary
stockpile based on truck availability and excavation logistics.
Trucks shall be routed and stockpile areas shall be located so as to
avoid having trucks pass through impacted areas. The truckloads
shall be wetted and tarped prior to exiting the site. All soil hauled
from the site shall comply with the following:
•

Materials shall be transported
treatment/disposal facility.

•

No excavated material shall extend above the sides or rear of
the truck/trailer.

•

Trucks/trailers carrying affected soils shall be completely
tarped/covered to prevent particulate emissions to the
atmosphere. Prior to covering/tarping, the surface of the loaded
soil shall be moistened.

•

The exterior of the trucks/trailers shall be cleaned off prior to
leaving the site to eliminate tracking of material offsite.

to

an

approved

Storm Water Management
The good housekeeping practices prescribed in the City’s Urban
Runoff Mitigation Plan (Municipal Code Section 7.10.060) shall be
implemented during soil excavation activities to contain and control
storm water runoff that might convey contaminated or excessive
sediments. If rainfall is expected, the areas around open excavations
shall be graded and bermed to prevent storm water from flowing
into the excavation. Any standing water that collects in the bottom
of the excavations shall be removed and handled in accordance with
federal, state, and local regulations. The water shall be sampled and
analyzed either as standing water in the excavation or following
containment in a temporary above-ground storage tank. Depending
on the volume of water and the sampling results, options for
handling the standing water could include:
•

Pumping the standing water into temporary above-ground
storage tanks for reuse onsite for dust suppression.

•

Pumping the standing water through filters and a carbon
adsorption filter (if required based on analytical results) prior
to discharge to a storm drain, subject to approval by the City of
Santa Monica Water Resources Protection Programs Division.
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•

Pumping the standing water into vacuum trucks for transport
and disposal at a recycling facility.

Transportation Plan
All affected soils shall be transported offsite for lawful management
and disposal. Prior to load-out, the construction contractor shall
prepare waste profiles for the receiving facility using analytical
data from the previous environmental site assessment.
MM HAZ-2e Health Risk Assessment (HRA) for Leaking Underground Fuel
Tanks (LUFTs): For any development site with identified
groundwater contamination including existing LUFTs, any
proposal to include residential uses or other sensitive receptor uses,
such as school, health care, and senior care facilities, shall be
preceded by completion of a health risk assessment to characterize
the risk of exposure to hazardous materials, consistent with local,
state, and federal guidelines and the requirements of MM HAZ-2a.
No project construction shall occur in the affected area until case
closure reports have been approved by the appropriate oversight
agency.
Level of Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of recommended mitigation measures and compliance with federal, state, and
local regulations related to the transport, use, storage, and cleanup of hazardous materials would
reduce the risk of hazardous impact to less than significant. Additionally, with implementation of
the mitigation measures, land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would facilitate the safe removal of potentially hazardous building
materials and the cleanup of contaminated properties, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular
site and within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing conditions.
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment from activities at a
site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5?
Impact Description
HAZ-3

3.10-28

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could be located on a property that is included on a list
of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5. However, with implementation of mitigation measures, impacts
would be reduced to less than significant.
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As discussed under Impact HAZ-2 above, the Downtown contains known sites that currently
handle/store hazardous materials or have been affected by historical releases of hazardous
substances into the soil and/or groundwater, and as such, are listed on hazardous sites databases
including GeoTracker and EnviroStor. Land use changes could potentially occur on hazardous
materials sites in the Downtown and could result in potential hazards risk to the environment and
public health. Implementation of MM HAZ-2a through -2e would reduce potential impacts related
to a hazardous materials sites listing to a less than significant level.
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative land use changes within the City and the Downtown would have the potential to
expose future area residents, employees, and visitors to chemical hazards through redevelopment
of sites and structures that may be contaminated from either historic or ongoing uses. The severity
of potential hazards for individual projects would depend upon the location, type, and size of
development and the specific hazards associated with individual sites. Therefore, specific projects
proposed in the City or within the Downtown would be required to undergo individual
environmental review, including review of potential impacts related to hazards and hazardous
materials that are applicable to that particular development site and proposed use. If lead and
asbestos are found to be present in buildings planned for demolition or renovation, or if soil and
groundwater contamination were found to be present on sites of planned and future development,
these conditions would require appropriate mitigation to include placation of standard regulatory
conditions and remedial action of contaminated sites. Projects within the Downtown would also
be required to implement any adopted program-level mitigation measures listed above (i.e., HAZ2a through -2e) as applicable. Further, because restrictions on development or remediation
requirements would be applied in the event that hazardous materials posed a risk to safety, it is
anticipated that cumulative impacts from exposure to hazards or hazardous materials would be less
than significant. Additionally, with implementation of the mitigation measures, land use changes
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would facilitate
the safe removal of potentially hazardous building materials and the cleanup of contaminated
properties, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular site and within the Downtown as a whole,
compared to existing conditions.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.11

HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY

The Downtown is located in the Santa Monica Bay Watershed Management Area. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes development standards and design guidelines
that would increase the amount of open space and encourage new land uses to incorporate
sustainable storm water features, thus reducing polluted urban runoff into Santa Monica Bay.
Additionally, new land uses in the Downtown would be required to infiltrate runoff or
alternatively, pay an urban runoff reduction fee in accordance with the City’s Urban Runoff
Pollution Ordinance.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes existing hydrology and water
quality resources, and analyzes potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan on storm water runoff, drainage, flood risk, groundwater, and water quality.
A range of water resource issues are addressed by other EIR sections: water supply and demand
projections are addressed in Section 3.17, Utilities; geologic groundwater basins are addressed in
Section 3.9, Geology and Soils; and groundwater contamination is addressed in Section 3.10,
Hazards and Hazardous Materials.
3.11.1 Environmental Setting
Watershed Hydrology and Regional Drainage
Santa Monica Bay Watershed
The Downtown lies within the Santa Monica Bay Watershed Management Area (Watershed) of
the Los Angeles Basin. The 414-square mile Watershed drains to the Pacific Ocean and Santa
Monica Bay from the Santa Monica Mountains extending south and west across the Los Angeles
Coastal Plain to include Ballona Creek and the coastal portion of the Palos Verdes Peninsula,
which together form the southern boundary of the Watershed. Santa Monica Bay is located
adjacent to one of the most populous, urbanized coastal metropolitan areas in the U.S. and, as such,
discharge of treated municipal, commercial, and industrial runoff, cooling water, and municipal
and industrial wastewater discharges have impacts on regional water resources such as inland
surface waters, estuarine waters, and marine waters, including wetlands, lakes, rivers, estuaries,
lagoons, harbors, bays, and beaches.
The primary undeveloped area within the Watershed is located within the Santa Monica Mountains
National Recreation Area (SMMNRA), which is managed largely as undeveloped habitat areas
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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(State of California 2008). There are 28 separate sub-watersheds within the larger Watershed that
drain surface waters to Santa Monica Bay. The Downtown is located midway between the Topanga
Canyon Creek and Ballona Creek sub-watersheds.

The Downtown lies on the coast of the Santa Monica Bay Watershed Management Area (SMBWMA) between Topanga
Canyon Creek and Ballona Creek sub-watersheds where topological conditions cause runoff to flow to Santa Monica Bay.
Source: Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB).

Local Hydrology and Downtown Drainage
The Downtown contains no water bodies, streams, or creeks. The hydrologic conditions of the
236-acre Downtown are determined by its urban setting, where buildings/structures, streets, and
parking lots create impermeable surface areas that preclude infiltration. As such, surface waters
within the Downtown sheet flow to curbed gutters and drainage channels to reach the municipal
subterranean storm drain system (see Section 3.17, Utilities). Most of the Downtown is impervious
to groundwater infiltration – with the exception of some small courtyards and landscaped planters
on a limited number of private sites as well as a few construction sites in the Downtown that have
been temporarily graded/excavated. Properties in the Downtown are almost entirely developed
with buildings and lack landscaping, open space, or other substantial pervious surfaces.
3.11-2
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In an urban setting like the Downtown, drainage infrastructure is designed and constructed with
an alignment and capacity intended to protect life and property from flooding caused by rainstorm
events. The design and capacity of storm water drains, culverts, channels and pumping stations are
optimized to provide flood control for an area in a cost-effective way after accounting for
reasonable rainfall scenarios. The drainage infrastructure divides the City’s runoff flows into 13
drainage basins, which all drain to the Santa Monica Bay. The Downtown lies in the Kenter, Pier,
and Wilshire drainage basins.
Urban pollutants reach the Santa Monica Bay through wastewater discharge and urban runoff.
Urban runoff is attributed to the presence of impermeable surfaces, such as buildings, streets,
sidewalks, parking lots, storm drains and other paved surfaces; these surfaces prevent the natural
infiltration of water into the ground. Impermeable surfaces are inherent to urbanized settings and
currently cover the majority of the Downtown. For the purposes of this analysis, two types of urban
runoff are described: storm water runoff during wet weather, and dry weather (non-storm water)
runoff during dry weather.
Storm water Runoff
During a storm event, nearly all storm water runoff from the Downtown flows to one of the three
drainage basins described in Table 3.11-1, with the exception of water that is infiltrated into the
ground at one of several Best Management Practices (BMPs) infiltration pits in the Downtown.
Specifically, BMP infiltration pits have been installed at the Big Blue Bus Yards large site at 612
Colorado Avenue, the Santa Monica Main Library at 601 Santa Monica Boulevard, and the
adjacent alley of 502 Colorado Avenue.
Table 3.11-1 Downtown Area Drainage Basins
Kenter Canyon
Basin

Pier Basin

Wilshire Basin

The Kenter Canyon Basin is a 3,968-acre urban watershed collecting regional
runoff. The 1,424-acre portion of the Kenter Canyon Basin within Santa Monica is
developed with predominantly residential, commercial, transportation and
industrial land uses.
The Pier Basin is an 84-acre urban watershed located next to the beach just west
of the Kenter Canyon Basin. The Pier Basin is densely commercial with an extent
of waterfront residential parcels. The basin includes the Third Street Promenade.
The 587-acre Wilshire Basin is located in the west-central portion of the City and
drains to the beach. It is bordered by the Montana Basin on the north, and Kenter
Canyon Basin to the east and south. Land uses within the Wilshire Basin consist
primarily of multi-family residences and streets with a commercial strip along
Wilshire Boulevard. Includes Reed Park and Douglas Park.

Source: City of Santa Monica 2010a.

For the purposes of this analysis and based on the 2006 Hydrology Manual prepared by the Los
Angeles County Department of Public Works, the capacity of the three drainage basins is assessed
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based on a 10-year frequency storm event over a 24-hour period, where the average time between
events of equal or greater magnitude is 10 years, though rainfall would be irregular within a 10year period. These three drainage basins have varying degrees of excess capacity (quantified in
cubic feet per second [cfs]) for storm water runoff flows from a 10-year storm event as described
in Table 3.11-2 and Table 3.11-3 (City of Santa Monica 2006).
Table 3.11-2 Storm Drain Theoretical Capacity Summary – 10-Year Storm Event

Drainage Basin

Kenter Canyon
Pier
Wilshire

Average
Excess
Flow
(CFS)

Peak Flow
During 0.75inch Rain
Event
(CFS)

Runoff Volume
during 0.75 inch
Rain Event
(acre-feet [af])

1,162
33
266

61
4
23

55
21
48

Length of
Storm Drain
Under
Theoretical
Capacity
(miles)
3.4
0.7
2.9

Total Basin
Drainage Area
(acres)
3,968
81.6
578.8

Source: City of Santa Monica, Watershed Management Plan, April 2006.

Table 3.11-3 Storm Drain Theoretical Capacity for Drain Segments within Downtown Area
– 10-Year Storm Event
Storm Drain
Alignment with
Roadway

From

To

Pipe
Diameter
(inches)

Excess
Drain
Capacity
(CSF)

Total Pipe
Length
(feet)

Kenter Canyon Drainage Basin
Santa Monica
Boulevard

5th Street

7th Street

24

48

750

4th Street

Santa Monica
Boulevard

I-10

36

293

1,840

Lincoln Boulevard

Arizona Avenue

66

55

680

Santa Monica
Boulevard

Ocean Avenue

3rd Street

21 - 27

24

770

Colorado Avenue

24 - 30

64

1,390

Broadway Avenue

24

41

650

2
15

380
250

407
949

4,070
10,780

Ocean Avenue
3rd Street
Broadway Avenue
Colorado Avenue
Wilshire Boulevard

Santa Monica
Boulevard
Santa Monica
Boulevard
2nd Street
Ocean Avenue

Santa Monica
Boulevard
Pier Drainage Basin

Ocean Avenue
27
2nd Street
42
Wilshire Drainage Basin
Ocean Avenue
Lincoln Boulevard 24 - 90
TOTALS

Source: City of Santa Monica 2006.

During a storm event, storm water runoff from the three drainage basins is conveyed by the existing
network of storm drains to the Pico-Kenter and Pier Storm Drains, which drain 4,200 and 900 land
acres, respectfully, to the Santa Monica Bay. The Pico-Kenter Storm Drain, a 10-foot diameter
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storm drain, runs through the City and outfalls to the Santa Monica Bay at the western end of Pico
Boulevard. The Pico-Kenter runoff drainage area includes parts of the City of Los Angeles and the
Santa Monica Mountains. The Pier Storm Drain, a 60-inch diameter storm drain, is located
immediately south of the Downtown and outfalls to the Santa Monica Bay at the Santa Monica
Pier extension off of Colorado Boulevard.
While individual segments of the storm drains have varying degrees of excess capacity as shown
in Table 3.11-3, the drainage basins currently have capacity to serve flows from a 10-year storm
event (City of Santa Monica 2006). After entering the storm drains, storm water runoff is
ultimately discharged into the Santa Monica Bay.
Dry Weather (Non-Storm water) Runoff
Dry weather runoff refers to runoff when there is no precipitation. Dry weather runoff occurs from
excess irrigation, spills, construction sites, pool draining, car washing, washing down paved areas,
and residual wet weather runoff.
Dry weather runoff from the Pico-Kenter and Pier
storm drain systems is treated by the Santa Monica
Urban Runoff Recycling Facility (SMURRF)
before release to the Santa Monica Bay. The
SMURRF treats dry weather urban runoff to
remove pollutants, including sediment, oil, grease,
and pathogens. The processed non-potable water is
sold to the City and corporate customers for
irrigation and toilet operations at a cost rate equal to
potable water rates.

The SMURRF treats and recycles up to 500,000
gallons of dry weather urban runoff per day and
has a maximum treatment capacity of 750,000
gallons per day.

Additionally, in 2009, the City completed the Pier
Storm Drain Improvement project which provided
for the replacement of the deteriorated pipe, installation of a diversion structure, and upgrades to
storm drain connections from 1550 Parking Lot and dry weather runoff diversions. The project
ultimately diverts all dry weather runoff to the sanitary sewer, eliminating that source of
contamination to the Santa Monica Bay.
Another water quality improvement project that has improved dry weather runoff from the
Downtown is the City’s Wilshire Boulevard Watershed Water Quality project, a dual-stage,
subterranean water quality treatment system located at Palisades Park. This first stage of this water
treatment system is a Continuous Deflective Separation (CDS) unit, which screens and settles out
3.11-6
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gross pollutants (e.g., floatables, sediment, and oil and grease) from all dry weather runoff from
the 90 inch storm drain within Wilshire Boulevard. After being processed through the CDS unit,
dry weather runoff, which still contains soluble pollutants (i.e. heavy metals, organic chemicals),
flows into a second stage vault that drains into the sanitary sewer for advanced treatment at the
City of Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment Plant. During wet weather flows, the first 0.75 inch of
rainfall is treated by the CDS unit only and then drains through a vault to the Santa Monica Bay,
where it outfalls on Santa Monica State Beach approximately 480 feet from the high tide line and
approximately 900 feet southwest of the western terminus of Wilshire Boulevard.
Groundwater
The Downtown is underlain by the 50.2-square mile Santa Monica Groundwater Basin (SMGB),
which covers western Los Angeles County including the cities of Santa Monica, Culver City,
Beverly Hills, and western Los Angeles. Groundwater in the SMGB is replenished by percolation
from rainfall 1 and by surface runoff from the Santa Monica Mountains. Opportunities for natural
or engineered groundwater infiltration are highly limited due to the fully developed and paved
urban setting in the Downtown. Notable locations within the Downtown where existing permeable
soils are capable of groundwater infiltration include the SMGB which has a maximum storage
capacity of 1.1 million acre-feet per year (AFY). The average yield of the SMGB based upon
estimated inflows and outflows between 1971 and 2000 was about 7,500 AFY (City of Santa
Monica 2010a).
Faulting divides the SMGB into five sub-basins: Arcadia Sub-Basin; Olympic Sub-Basin; South
Santa Monica or Coastal Sub-Basin; Charnock Sub-Basin; and Crestal Sub-Basin (City of Santa
Monica 2010a). Groundwater occurs in all the deposits of the sub-basins and the average depth to
groundwater within the City is 110 to 180 feet below ground surface (ft bgs) with an estimated
maximum depth of 550 ft bgs (Metropolitan Water District [MWD] 2010). SMGB depth varies
widely from the Coastal sub-basin inland to the Crestal sub-basin; hence, groundwater is likely to
be encountered at 26 to 63.5 feet below grade within the Downtown (refer to Section 3.9, Geology
and Soils). Groundwater movement in the basin is generally towards the south with some minor
subsurface flow towards the southwest (City of Santa Monica 2010a).
The SMGB and its sub-basins provide groundwater resources for the City’s water supply,
including the Downtown (see Section 3.17, Utilities). The City draws water from their well fields
that are located in three of the sub-basins, as follows:

1

Average annual rainfall in Santa Monica totals approximately 14 inches.
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Figure 3.11-2 Santa Monica Basin and Subbasins

•

Charnock Sub-basin: This sub-basin has five groundwater wells, with a combined average
capacity of 9,000 gallons per minute (gpm). Historically, the well field was operated with
three of the five wells pumping at a time, yielding a long-term average production rate of
5,200 gpm. In 1996, production from all five wells ceased due to methyl tertiary-butyl ether
(MtBE) contamination (refer to Section 3.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials). Several
responsible parties were required to pay for the remediation of the City's groundwater
supply, as well as for the City's replacement water and for the design and construction of a
new water treatment facility for the City. In December 2010, the new treatment facility was
completed and commenced operation, and the Charnock well field was reactivated.

3.11-8
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•

Arcadia Sub-basin: This sub-basin has two active groundwater wells. The Arcadia wells
have a combined average capacity of 430 gpm. The Arcadia Well Field also ceased
production in 1996 due to MtBE contamination. In response, a Granular Activated Carbon
wellhead treatment system was installed to remove MtBE and the well field was returned
to service using this system in 2001. By December 2003, after three years of pump-andtreat, the well field had been remediated and the State Department of Health Services
approved the return of the well field to full production without the use of the well head
treatment system. Production at the Arcadia Well Field was approximately 381 acre-feet
in 2008 and 366 acre-feet in 2009 (City of Santa Monica 2010a).

•

Olympic Sub-basin: This sub-basin has three active groundwater wells. The wells have a
combined average capacity of 1,870 gpm. The groundwater from the Olympic Well Field
contains trichloroethylene (TCE), a degreasing agent. The water is pumped to the Arcadia
Water Treatment Plant where TCE is removed.

Table 3.11-4 City Groundwater Wells Capacities
Well No.
13
16
18
19
20
4
5
1
3
4
Total Capacity

Sub-basin
Charnock
Charnock
Charnock
Charnock
Charnock
Arcadia
Arcadia
Olympic
Olympic
Olympic

Capacity (gpm)
1,800
1,675
1,675
1,840
1,330
250
180
250
820
800
10,620 gpm

Note: Total capacity is approximate.
Source: City of Santa Monica 2014.

The SMGB is currently unadjudicated, and the management of water resource in the SMGB is
provided by the City as the primary producer. There are 19 production wells (i.e., 13 drinking
water and six irrigation water) within the SMGB. However, as described in Table 3.11-4, the City
operates only 10 wells within three of the sub-basins of SMGB. Wells vary in depth from 235 feet
to 540 feet and range in production from 180 gpm to 1,800 gpm. The total capacity of the City’s
groundwater wells is approximately 10,620 gpm (17,140 AFY); however, due to the close
proximity of these wells within the sub-basins, they cannot be pumped at full capacity
simultaneously. As such, the practical pumping maximum is approximately 7,680 gpm, which
amounts to 12,400 AFY (City of Santa Monica 2014).
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Historically, the City produced 70 percent of its water supplies from local groundwater well fields.
From 1996 to 2010, groundwater well production declined substantially due to contamination by
MtBE of the City’s Charnock Wells; however, this contamination has been remediated and the
effected well fields are back in production. Based on historical averages, the City’s wells generate
1,951 AFY of potable water. However, with the re-activation of the City's Charnock wells,
groundwater production has increased significantly and is expected to further increase over the
next five years. With this increased supply, the City intends to become independent of imported
water while relying entirely on groundwater and recycled water to meets its water needs by the
year 2020 (see Section 3.17, Utilities).
Based on a 2011 groundwater study, it is estimated that the SMGB has 300,000 acre feet in storage.
Based on a recent study conducted by the California Department of Water Resources, the SMGB
does not currently experience overdraft conditions (Department of Water Resources 2015). To
further assess safe groundwater yields, the City is engaging the services of a hydrogeology firm to
prepare a Groundwater Management Study in order to determine a formal safe yield of the SMGB.
Liquefaction
As discussed in Section 3.9, Geology and Soils, based on existing soil types thoughout the western
and southwestern portions of the Downtown, the potential for soil liquefaction varies from low to
high. Most Downtown properties located approximately between 4th Street and Ocean Avenue are
subject to low liquefaction risk, and those in the immediate vicinity of Colorado Avenue at Ocean
Avenue, including the Wyndham large Gateway Master Plan (GMP) site, are subject to medium
liquefaction risk. The likelihood of liquefaction increases where susceptible soils are saturated or
supersaturated from surface water infiltration to groundwater sources. As such, in areas identified
with a low or medium risk for liquefaction, groundwater infiltration is prohibited by the City and
discouraged through flood control engineering techniques to move surface waters and storm waters
to adequate drainage facilities. Specifically, low-impact development (LID) techniques intended
to retain storm water onsite to encourage infiltration rather than flood control warrant consideration
of their effect on soil stability within area of liquefaction risk (refer to Figure 3.11-1).
Flooding and Tsunami Risk
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) publishes Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRMs) depicting areas subject to flood hazards. These Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs) or
Flood Zones include different types and levels of flooding risks. The flood insurance and building
permit requirements depend on the designated flooding risk at a property. Though the City is
located on the low-lying coast of Santa Monica Bay, no natural flood plains remain within the City
3.11-10
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and no creeks flow through the City. According to the FIRMs 2 for the City (FIRM Panel
06037C1590F and 06037C1569F), the Downtown is not subject to flood hazards and does not lie
within a 100-year flood zone.
The City’s coastal setting puts the coastline at risk for tsunamis, as delineated by the City’s
Tsunami Hazard Zone map 3 and the FEMA Flood Hazard map referenced above. A tsunami is a
series of waves or surges most commonly caused by an earthquake beneath the sea floor. Large
tsunamis may reach heights of 20 to 50 feet along the coast and would have the potential to affect
low-lying areas beneath the Palisades Bluffs, but would not have direct impacts on the Downtown
due to its location atop the relatively high coastal bluff and lack of water corridor outlets.
Therefore, the Downtown is not identified by the City as a tsunami inundation zone and would not
be affected by a tsunami.
Bluff Stability
The bluffs at Pacific Palisades Park, near the edge of the Downtown, are susceptible to weakening
from saturation of the soil below the park. The Palisades Bluffs Stabilization project implemented
in 2009, addressed potential impacts from groundwater by installing subsurface horizontal drains
that allow excess groundwater to flow out to the City’s storm drain system. A total of 82 horizontal
drains were installed at five different locations north of the California Incline. Approximately 18
drains were installed at each location, with each drain being drilled 100 to 300 feet into the bluff
from the toe. Horizontal drains within each cluster were drilled at an angle of 5 to 20 degrees from
horizontal and then perforated pipes (usually 1 to 3 inches in diameter) were inserted into the drill
hole to allow groundwater to dissipate by gravity flow. These drains allow excess groundwater to
flow out from below the bluffs into the City’s storm drain system; thereby reducing the saturation
of the soil and increasing the stability of the bluffs.
In conjunction with the current California Incline reconstruction efforts, the City is also installing
new and upgraded drainage improvements at Palisades Park to address existing drainage issues,
including ponding and runoff onto the bluffs. In concert with ongoing monitoring activities, these
improvements address bluff stability (refer to Section 3.9, Geology and Soils). Additionally, due
to the potential adverse effects of groundwater on bluff stability, the City’s Public Works
Department prohibits the infiltration of storm water runoff for properties west of 4th Street as
shown in Figure 3.11-1.

2
3

FEMA Map Center: https://msc.fema.gov – Accessed November 2013.
City of Santa Monica Online Property System GIS: http://gismap.santa-monica.org – Accessed March 2013.
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Water Quality
Surface Water Quality
Both storm water and dry weather runoff contains greatly varying types of material. Land use
strongly influences the types and concentrations of materials found in runoff. As land uses
intensify and more impervious surfaces (e.g., roads, buildings or pavement) are created,
groundwater recharge is reduced and the volume, rate, and quality of water are degraded. Polluted
runoff can have harmful effects on drinking water, recreational water, and wildlife.
Surface water pollution originates from two types of sources: Point and Non-Point:
“Point Sources” refer to discrete conveyances of contaminant discharge from specific
generators into receiving waters, including pipes or man-made ditches, and are subject to
permitting requirements to control potential contamination in accordance with the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program (see Section 3.11.2,
Regulatory Setting). There are two NPDES regulated facilities in the City, though neither
of these permitted facilities operates within the Downtown.
“Non-Point Sources” refer typically to urban (storm water and non-storm water) runoff
conveyed to receiving waters from surface sheet flows over an area from non-specific
generators. Rainwater and urban runoff washes, scours, and intercepts pollutants from the
air and ground, including solid waste, leaked motor oil, or heavy metals or chemicals
deposited on vegetation. Development increases the imperviousness of the ground and, if
not mitigated, increases the volume of runoff. Urban runoff includes all water draining
from streets, parking lots, driveways, lawns, etc. and flowing through the municipal storm
drain system that conveys urban runoff or storm water from individual parcels and public
rights-of-way to subterranean storm drains, treatment facilities, and ultimately to Santa
Monica Bay. The Downtown is largely developed with impervious surfaces which
contribute to non-point source water quality degradation. Urban runoff from the Downtown
is ultimately discharged to Santa Monica Beach and Santa Monica Bay water bodies.
The Downtown’s primary water resource of concern is the Santa Monica Bay, where surface runoff
from the Downtown is ultimately discharged. Two principal water quality plans are applicable to
the Santa Monica Bay: the California Ocean Plan and the Water Quality Control Plan for the Los
Angeles Basin (Basin Plan). For coastal sites, the Ocean Plan includes water quality objectives for
the protection of oceanic water quality. Under the Basin Plan, urban runoff must meet guidelines
set by the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) to retain the beneficial
use of the receiving water bodies. The Basin Plan defines beneficial uses of Santa Monica Bay and
3.11-12
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Beach as industrial service supply; navigation; contact and noncontact water recreation;
commercial and sport fishing; estuarine habitat; marine and wildlife habitat; preservation of
biological habitats; migration of aquatic organisms; rare, threatened or endangered species;
shellfish harvesting, spawning, reproduction, and/or early development of fish (Santa Monica
Beach is a frequently used grunion [Leuresthes tenuis] spawning beach).
In the past decade, the City has made considerable strides to improving water quality of the Santa
Monica Bay. As previously described, the City’s SMURFF treats dry weather runoff from the
Pico-Kenter and Pier storm drain systems before release to the Santa Monica Bay. Additionally,
with the passage of Measure V in 2006, a number of storm water improvement projects have been
completed including the Pier Storm Drain Improvement project and the Wilshire Boulevard
Watershed Water Quality project (previously described above). Further, the City of Los Angeles
has installed approximately 40 low-flow diversions (LFDs) or runoff treatment facilities at storm
drains leading to Santa Monica Bay in order to reduce coliform levels and beach closures. Some
of the LFDs have become full-time diversions. Of the twenty-seven high priority storm drains
listed in the beaches dry weather bacteria Total Daily Maximum Load (TMDL), all have been
diverted. While dry weather diversion/treatment facilities are in operation at many of the storm
drains in the Santa Monica Bay Watershed, about a dozen of the outlets still discharge dry weather
flow into the Santa Monica Bay. On a rainy day, the ability of dry weather water quality facilities
to accommodate flows is overwhelmed and approximately 10 billion gallons of storm water can
flow into the Santa Monica Bay.
Although great improvements have been made by the City to improve water quality, the Santa
Monica Bay watershed is still faced with water quality concerns due to its location downstream of
the Los Angeles metropolitan area and the presence of past contamination.
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Table 3.11-5 Impaired Water Bodies in the Downtown Vicinity
Water Body Name &
Type
Santa Monica
Beach – Coast and
Bay Shoreline
Santa Monica Bay
Offshore/Nearshore –
Bay and Harbor

Water
Body
Extent

Pollutant

Pollutant
Category

Potential Source

3.04 miles

Indicator Bacteria

Pathogens

Non-point Source

DDT (tissue & sediment)

Pesticides

Debris

Trash

146,645
acres

Fish Consumption
Advisory (for DDT and
PCBs)
PCBs (Polychlorinated
biphenyls) (tissue &
sediment)
Sediment Toxicity

Point Source,
Non-point Source
Point Source,
Non-point Source

Miscellaneous

Point Source,
Non-point Source

Other Organics

Point Source,
Non-point Source

Toxicity

Point Source,
Non-point Source

Notes: DDT = Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane; PCBs = Polychlorinated biphenyls
Source: State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) 2010.

Nineteen pollutants of concern have been identified for Santa Monica Bay by the Santa Monica
Bay Restoration Commission, including Dichloro-Diphenyl-Trichloroethane (DDT),
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAHs), Chlordane,
Tributyltin (TBT), cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, zinc, pathogens, Total
Suspended Sediments (TSS), nutrients, trash and debris, chlorine, oxygen demands, and oil and
grease. The sources or pathways of these pollutants vary as well. Contaminated sediments are the
only major source for pollutants, such as DDT, PCBs, and TBT, which have been banned or
restricted. Pathogens found in storm water and urban runoff are the primary contaminants of
concern at swimming and surf zones along Santa Monica Bay beaches. Atmospheric deposition,
boating activities, and onsite wastewater treatment (septic) systems have also been known to
contribute loading of various pollutants to the Bay (State of California 2008). While the Downtown
does not contain any existing or proposed septic systems, which release effluent to groundwater
and soils, both the Hyperion Treatment Plant and storm drain discharges contain heavy metals
(City of Santa Monica 2010a). As a result of these factors, both Santa Monica Beach and Santa
Monica Bay are identified as impaired water bodies under the 2010 Clean Water Act Section
303(d) (SWRCB 2010). As listed in Table 3.11-5, the impairments for Santa Monica Beach are
limited while those for Santa Monica Bay are more extensive.
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Groundwater Quality
The City operates three groundwater well fields within the Santa Monica Basin:
•

The Charnock Well Field, located in the Charnock Sub-Basin;

•

The Arcadia Well Field, located in the Arcadia Sub-Basin; and

•

The Olympic Well Field, located in the Olympic Sub-Basin.

Given the coastal location of the Downtown, seawater intrusion and increased salinity is a
consideration for groundwater quality, particularly in the Coastal Sub-basin of the SMGB.
However, groundwater levels in each sub-basin are generally at or above mean sea level (MSL)
which typically inhibits seawater intrusion to fill excess basin capacity. Since groundwater levels
are typically at or above MSL and since the City does not operate any wells in the Coastal Subbasin, seawater intrusion does not pose a significant risk to the City's groundwater quality and no
seawater intrusion barriers or desalination mechanisms are needed in the SMGB (City of Santa
Monica 2010a).
Three general groundwater quality parameters in the SMGB are treated by the City to meet
drinking water standards: (1) Total Dissolved Solids (TDS); (2) volatile organic compounds
(VOC), and (3) MtBE.
•

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) are dissolved solids plus suspended and settleable solids in
water consisting of calcium, chlorides, nitrate, phosphorus, iron, sulfur, and other ion
particles that will pass through a filter. Higher concentrations of TDS can affect water
clarity, diminish photosynthesis, lead water sources to retain heat, and adversely affect the
taste and health of drinking water. Sources of TDS include industrial discharges, sewage,
fertilizers, urban runoff, and soil erosion.

•

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) are emitted as gases from a variety of organic
chemical solids or liquids and may have short- and long-term adverse health effects. VOCs
are emitted by a wide array of products, including paints and lacquers, paint strippers,
cleaning supplies, and pesticides. Groundwater contamination occurs when VOCs are
stored improperly, spilled, or settle into water resources.

•

Methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MtBE) is a chemical compound that is used in U.S. gasoline
since 1979 to replace lead to help prevent engine "knocking.” MtBE can leak into the
environment, including groundwater and drinking water sources, wherever gasoline is
stored, and can be spilled whenever fuel is transported. In 1997, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) advised that MtBE concentrations above 40 parts per billion
(ppb) in drinking water could cause negative health effects.
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Santa Monica was the first City with a significant incidence of reported MtBE contamination. In
1996, testing revealed that MtBE had infiltrated two of its drinking water well fields, Charnock
and Arcadia, with MtBE contamination levels as high as 610 ppb and 86 ppb, respectively. The
source of the gasoline compound was leakage from underground storage tanks at gasoline service
stations in the vicinity (refer to Section 3.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials). In response, the
two well fields, representing approximately 50 percent of the City's drinking water supply, were
shut down and the City began purchasing replacement water while pursuing remediation of both
Arcadia and Charnock wells.
The Arcadia Well Field was reactivated in December 2003 following success of a well head
treatment system. The Charnock Well Field Restoration project culminated in the reactivation of
the well field and the launching of the new treatment plant in December 2010. This facility is
currently producing 52 percent of the water utilized by Santa Monica with the capability of
producing 70 percent of the water supplied to the City. The City has engaged the services of a
hydrogeology firm to conduct a new Groundwater Management Study in order to determine a
formal safe yield of the SMGB. The City also intends to become independent of imported water
while relying entirely on groundwater and recycled water to meet its water needs by the year 2020
(City of Santa Monica 2010a).
3.11.2 Regulatory Setting
The SWRCB and nine RWQCBs, including the Los Angeles RWQCB, operate under the
regulatory authority of the U.S. EPA. The SWRCB and RWQCB have the responsibility of
granting NPDES permits for certain point-source discharges. California issues NPDES permits to
selected point-source dischargers and issues either waste discharge requirements or conditioned
water quality certification for other discharges.
Federal Policies and Regulations
Several federal regulations address water quality and hydrology. These laws regulate surface
runoff from construction sites and water discharge from commercial and industrial operations, and
establish standards for building design and construction. Applicable federal laws include:
Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act (CWA) was designed to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the Nation’s waters. The CWA was created in 1972, and then amended in
1977, and again in 1987.
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•

Section 303(d)(1) and TMDLs
Section 303(d)(1) of the CWA requires each state to identify the waters within its
boundaries that do not meet water quality standards. Water bodies that do not meet water
quality standards are considered impaired and are placed on the state’s “CWA Section
303(d) List.” For each listed water body, the state is required to establish a TMDL of each
pollutant impairing the water quality standards in that water body. A TMDL is a tool for
implementing water quality standards and is the maximum amount of an impairing
substance or stressor (e.g., pollutant) that a water body can receive and assimilate, and still
safely meet water quality standards. As previously described, Santa Monica Beach and
Santa Monica Bay are listed as impaired water bodies on the Section 303(d) List.

•

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Section 402 of the CWA prohibits certain discharges of storm water containing pollutants
except in compliance with a NPDES permit. In 1972 when the NPDES permit program
was first established, most efforts at improving water quality focused on regulating
pollutant discharges from known end-of-pipe “point sources” (pollutants easily traced to
specific, discrete sources). However, the 1987 amendments to the CWA extended the
NPDES program to encompass “non-point source” pollution found in storm water and dry
weather runoff. In 1987 the NPDES permit began to regulate non-point source runoff to
Municipal Separate Sanitary Storm Sewer (MS4 or “storm drain”) systems, and since that
time non-point source regulations under the NPDES permit program have been
significantly revised and expanded. The NPDES Storm water Program regulates storm
water discharges from three potential sources: municipal separate storm sewer systems
(MS4), construction activities, and industrial activities. To prevent harmful pollutants from
being washed or dumped into an MS4, operators must obtain a NPDES permit and develop
a storm water management program. Implementing programs to meet TMDLs defined
under the NPDES Storm water Program are performed at the regional level, as discussed
below.

State Policies and Regulations
The California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA) is charged with developing,
implementing, and enforcing the state's environmental protection laws. The SWRCB, a branch of
Cal-EPA, is responsible for implementing the CWA through a range of water quality regulation.
Applicable laws include:
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1969 Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
This Act grants the SWRCB ultimate authority over state water rights and water quality policy and
establishes nine Regional Water Quality Control Boards to oversee water quality on a day-to-day
basis at the local/regional level. This Act is the basic water quality control law for California and
works in concert with the federal CWA. The Porter-Cologne Act states that a RWQCB may include
water discharge prohibitions applicable to particular conditions, areas, or types of waste within its
regional plan. Section 13170 of the California Water Code also authorizes the SWRCB to adopt
water quality control plans on its own initiative.
Construction General Permit
The SWRCB regulates storm water runoff from construction activities under Order No. 2009-009DWQ, as amended by 2010-0014-DWQ and 2012-0006-DWQ. Construction activities subject to
the NPDES Construction General Permit include sites that disturb at least 1 acre, and small
construction sites less than 1 acre but part of a larger common plan of at least 1 acre. The Order
requires that, prior to beginning any construction activities, the permit applicant must obtain
coverage under the General Construction Permit by preparing and submitting a Notice of Intent
(NOI) and an adequate Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP has two
major objectives: (1) to help identify the sources of sediment and other pollutants that affect the
quality of storm water discharges and (2) to describe and ensure the implementation of BMPs to
reduce or eliminate sediment and other pollutants in storm water and non-storm water discharges.
Required elements of a SWPPP include: (1) site description addressing the elements and
characteristics specific to the site; (2) descriptions of BMPs for erosion and sediment controls; (3)
BMPs for construction waste handling and disposal; (4) implementation of approved local plans;
(5) proposed post-construction controls, including a description of local post-construction erosion
and sediment control requirements; and (6) non-storm water management. Additionally, the
SWPPP must contain a visual monitoring program; a chemical monitoring program for "nonvisible" pollutants to be implemented if there is a failure of BMPs; and a sediment monitoring plan
if the site discharges directly to a water body listed on the 303(d) list for sediment.
All construction activities related to the proposed Project are subject to the requirements in the
General Construction Permit. The current permit, as amended, establishes the following:
•
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Technology-based Numeric Action Levels (NALs): the General Permit includes NALs for
pH and turbidity. Numeric action levels are essentially numeric benchmark values for
certain parameters that, if exceeded in effluent sampling, trigger the discharger to take
actions. Exceedance of an NAL does not itself constitute a violation of the General Permit.
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If the discharger fails to take the corrective action required by the General Permit, though,
that may constitute a violation.
•

Technology-based Numeric Effluent Limitations (NELs): the General Permit contains
NELs for pH during any construction phase where there is a high risk of pH discharge and
turbidity for all discharges.

•

Risk-based Permitting Approach: the General Permit establishes a four-level risk
calculation, with only the lowest three levels covered under this General Permit. Those
dischargers that are determined to be Risk Level 4 are not covered by this General Permit,
and thereby are required to submit a Report of Waste Discharge (ROWD) to the appropriate
Regional Water Board and seek coverage under an individual or other applicable general
permit.

•

Minimum Requirements Specified: the General Permit specifies more minimum BMPs and
requirements that were previously only required as elements of the SWPPP or were
suggested by guidance.

•

Project Site Soil Characteristics Monitoring and Reporting: the General Permit requires all
dischargers to monitor and report the soil characteristics at the project location. The
primary purpose of this requirement is to provide better risk determination and eventually
better program evaluation.

•

Effluent Monitoring and Reporting: the General Permit requires effluent monitoring and
reporting for pH and turbidity in storm water discharges. The purpose of this monitoring is
to be used to determine compliance with the NELs and evaluate whether NALs included
in this General Permit are exceeded.

•

Receiving Water Monitoring and Reporting: the General Permit requires some Risk Level
2 and Risk Level 3 dischargers to monitor receiving waters.

•

New Development and Redevelopment Storm water Performance Standards: the General
Permit specifies runoff reduction requirements for all sites not covered by a Phase I or
Phase II MS4 NPDES permit, to avoid, minimize and/or mitigate post-construction storm
water runoff impacts.

•

Rain Event Action Plan: the General Permit requires sites to develop and implement a Rain
Event Action Plan (REAP) that must be designed to protect all exposed portions of the site
within 48 hours prior to any likely precipitation event.

•

Site Photographic Self-Monitoring and Reporting: the General Permit requires all projects
to provide photographs of their sites at least once quarterly if there are rain events causing
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a discharge during that quarter. The purpose of this requirement is to help Regional Water
Board staff prioritize their compliance evaluation measures (inspections, etc.). In addition,
this reporting will make compliance related-information more available to the public.
•

Annual Reporting: the General Permit requires all projects that are enrolled for more than
one continuous three-month period to submit information and annually certify that their
site is in compliance with these requirements. The primary purpose of this requirement is
to provide information needed for overall program evaluation and pubic information.

•

Certification/Training Requirements for Key Project Personnel: the General Permit
requires that key personnel (e.g., SWPPP preparers, inspectors, etc.) have specific training
or certifications to ensure their level of knowledge and skills are adequate to ensure their
ability to design and evaluate project specifications that will comply with Permit
requirements.

2009 California Ocean Plan
Section 13000 of Division 7 of the California Water Code sets forth limits or levels of water quality
characteristics for ocean waters of the state to ensure the reasonable protection of beneficial uses
and the prevention of nuisance. Pursuant to California Water Code section 13263(a), the
requirements of the NPDES program implement the Ocean Plan.
Title 22 Recycled Water Quality Standards
Set by the State Health Department, this title defines beneficial uses and water quality standards
for recycled water. According to this title, beneficial uses may include recycled water for irrigation,
recycled water for impoundments, and recycled water for other uses including toilet flushing,
commercial laundry, and industrial cleaning.
Regional Policies and Regulations
Water Quality Control Plan for the Los Angeles Region (Basin Plan)
The RWQCB maintains the Basin Plan in accordance with federal and State Law. The Basin Plan
establishes beneficial uses for surface and groundwater in the region, and sets forth the regulatory
water quality standards to protect those designated beneficial uses. Where multiple designated
beneficial uses exist, water quality standards must protect the most sensitive use. In cases where
the Basin Plan does not contain a water quality objective for a particular pollutant, other criteria
are used to establish a standard. Other criteria may be applied from SWRCB documents (e.g., the
Inland Surface Waters Plan and the Pollutant Policy Document) or from water quality criteria
3.11-20
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developed under Section 304(a) of the CWA. Permits issued to control pollution (i.e. wastedischarge requirements and NPDES permits) must implement Basin Plan requirements (i.e. water
quality standards), taking into consideration beneficial uses to be protected.
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) NPDES Permit
The 1972 Clean Water Act established the NPDES Program to regulate the discharge of pollutants
from point sources to waters of the U.S. However, pollution from non-point sources (i.e., urban
runoff) was largely unabated for over a decade. In response to the 1987 Amendments to the Clean
Water Act, U.S. EPA developed the NPDES Storm Water Permitting Program in 1990, which
established a framework for regulating municipal and industrial discharges of urban runoff. In
particular, U.S. EPA required NPDES permit coverage for discharges from municipal separate
storm sewer systems (MS4) with populations of 100,000 or more. Operators of MS4s regulated
under the NPDES Storm Water Program are required to obtain permit coverage for municipal
discharges of storm water and non-storm water to waters of the U.S.
Under SWRCB enforcement, the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB)
implements the NPDES Storm Water Permitting Program in Los Angeles County. Storm water
and non-storm water discharges from the County of Los Angeles MS4, except those discharges
originating from the City of Long Beach MS4, are regulated under NPDES permit No. CAS004001
(Final Order No. R4-2012-0175), which went into effect in December 2012. This MS4 NPDES
permit covers 86 permittees, which include the City. The provisions of this MS4 NPDES permit
are intended to develop, achieve, and implement a timely, comprehensive, cost-effective storm
water pollution control program to reduce the discharge of pollutants in storm water to the MS4
from the permitted areas in the County of Los Angeles to the waters of the state. Pursuant to CWA,
the MS4 NPDES permit includes effluent limitations and other provisions to implement the
TMDLs for the water bodies that have been classified as impaired on the state’s 303(d) List. The
MS4 NPDES permit prohibits non-storm water discharges, except for natural flows,
uncontaminated ground water infiltration, and certain exemptions including landscape irrigation,
non-commercial car washing, non-emergency fire-fighting activities, and natural dewatering,
provided that conditionally exempt non-storm water discharges avoid potential sources of
pollutants in the flow path to prevent the introduction of pollutants to the MS4 and receiving water.
The MS4 Permit sets forth the requirements for all permittees, which are discussed below.
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Construction
For all construction sites less than 1 acre that disturb soil, permittees must require the
implementation of an effective combination of erosion and sediment control BMPs to prevent
erosion and sediment loss, and the discharge of construction wastes. For all construction sites 1
acre or more that disturb soil, permittees must require the preparation or submission an Erosion
and Sediment Control Plan (ECSP) prior to the disturbance of land. The ESCP must contain
appropriate site-specific construction site BMPs for controlling erosion during excavation and
grading activities. ESCPs must include the elements of a SWPPP and must address methods to
minimize footprint of disturbed area, methods to protect native vegetation and trees,
sediment/erosion control, non-storm water controls (e.g., vehicle washing, dewatering), materials
management (delivery and storage), spill prevention and control, and waste management (e.g.,
concrete washout/waste management; sanitary waste management). SWPPPs prepared in
accordance with the requirements of the NPDES Construction General Permit can be accepted as
ESCPs.
Operation
The municipal NPDES MS4 Permit requires that permittees, including the City, implement
operational storm water runoff controls for new development and redevelopment projects. Under
the municipal NPDES MS4 Permit, these projects must be designed to minimize the footprint of
the impervious area and to use LID strategies to disconnect the runoff from impervious area.
Projects must be designed to retain, onsite, the storm water runoff resulting from either the 0.75
inch per 24 hour storm or the 85th percentile storm as defined in the Los Angeles County 85th
percentile, 24-hour storm isohyetal map, whichever is greater. Storm water runoff may be retained
onsite by methods designed to intercept rain water via infiltration, bioretention, and harvest and
use. Examples of LID BMPs that may be employed to meet the storm water retention requirements
include rain gardens, bioswales, pervious pavement, green roofs, and rainwater harvesting for use
in landscape irrigation.
Construction Dewatering General Permit
The Los Angeles RWQCB also regulates discharges of groundwater from construction activities
in the coastal watershed of Los Angeles County under Order No. R4-2013-0095 (NPDES Permit
No. CAG994004), which was adopted on June 6, 2013. Discharges covered by this permit include,
but are not limited to, treated or untreated groundwater generated from permanent or temporary
dewatering operations. This permit includes effluent and receiving water limitations for metals and
other potential contaminants in discharges from dewatering operations to freshwater and saltwater,
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as well as monitoring and reporting requirements. This general permits would apply to any
construction dewatering activities conducted in the City. Similar to the Construction General
Permit, the construction operator must submit a NOI to discharge groundwater generated from
construction dewatering operations in accordance with the requirements of this Permit. The
following are required to be included with the NOI form:
•

The feasibility study on conservation, reuse, and/or alternative disposal methods of the
wastewater;

•

Description of the treatment system;

•

The type of chemicals that will be used (if any) during the operation and maintenance of
the treatment system;

•

Flow diagram of the influent to the discharge point; and

•

Preventative maintenance procedures and schedule for the treatment system.

Local Policies and Regulations
City of Santa Monica Watershed Management Plan
The purpose of the City’s Watershed Management Plan is to restore a healthier balance between
the urban environment and the natural ecosystem, including the Santa Monica Bay, by reducing
the pollution in urban runoff, reducing urban flooding, and increasing water conservation,
recreational opportunities, open space, and wildlife and marine habitat. The Plan provides an
analysis of urban runoff conveyance systems (hydraulics and water quality) and recommended
watershed management projects.
Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE is the land use and transportation planning document that governs existing and future
land uses and establishes goals, policies, and development criteria for land uses and circulation in
the City, including the following applicable policies for water resource management and use:
Policy LU19.4

Retrofit streets to meet the City’s evolving infrastructure and
sustainability needs including energy systems, water conveyance and
storm water retention, transportation infrastructure, utilities and highcapacity information systems.
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Policy S6.2

Implement the recommendations of the 2005 Santa Monica Urban
Water Management Plan, including increasing water supply and
conservation measures such as the City’s no waste ordinance, landscape
ordinance, wastewater control ordinance, and low-flow ordinance, and
complete an assessment of the viability of additional urban runoff
recycling.

Policy S6.3

Implement landscape water conservation requirements for new
construction projects.

Policy S6.4

Continue to remediate the City’s own contaminated groundwater
supply.

Santa Monica General Plan Conservation Element
The Conservation Element (1975) sets forth policies and programs to ensure proper management
and conservation of the City’s natural resources, including water resources. The following are
applicable policies and programs:
Policy 4

The City shall actively participate in the protection of water shed areas
affecting Santa Monica water supplies.

Policy 6

The City shall protect the City’s aquifers from contamination by
controlling all forms of access or contact such as private wells, industrial
dumping or any other type of intrusion into the aquifers which may
affect the water quality.

Policy 11

The Public Works Department shall continue to maintain adequate
storm drainage and runoff systems to accommodate flood control
requirements.

Program 3

Monitoring programs shall be maintained to insure constant adherence
to prevailing standards of water quality.

Program 5

The water division shall protect the potable water system from
accidental or malicious introduction of contaminants.

Santa Monica Municipal Code Chapter 7.10 Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance
Chapter 7.10 of the Santa Monica Municipal Code constitutes the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution
Ordinance. The purpose of this ordinance is to permanently modify the behavioral and structural
causes of urban runoff pollution by reducing runoff volume and pollution from existing residential
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and non-residential properties and from future parcel developments. The goal is to ensure that
project parcels maximize onsite storage and use, percolation, or evapotranspiration of runoff
through a hierarchy of post-construction LID requirements. Throughout operation, new
developments are required to implement good housekeeping practices to minimize polluted runoff
and prepare an Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan in accordance with the City’s Urban Runoff
Pollution Ordinance. The Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan requires that a project applicant store and
use (for non-potable purposes), infiltrate, or evapo-transpire project-generated runoff during a
0.75-inch storm event, or alternatively, pay an urban runoff reduction fee. As discussed previously,
the City’s Public Works Department prohibits infiltration of runoff for properties located west of
4th Street. Therefore, project applicants for these properties are required to pay the urban runoff
reduction fee. The Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan must also include steps for ongoing maintenance
of BMPs throughout the life of the Project.
The City is in the process of updating Chapter 7.10 in order to comply with its NPDES Permit.
The update will include specific prohibitions on all non-stormwater discharges to the City's storm
drain infrastructure, impose good housekeeping requirements for BMP implementation and trash
containment, impose specific runoff requirements for all new development and new construction,
and post construction BMPs. Specifically parcels that are 15,000 sf and greater will be required to
collect and use on-site rainwater. This updated is anticipated to be in effect prior to June 2017.
Santa Monica Municipal Code Chapter 5.20 Industrial Wastewater Control
Chapter 5.20 Industrial Wastewater Control sets forth uniform requirements for direct and indirect
dischargers to the Publicly Owned Treatment Works (POTW), the storm drain system, and the
waters of the state. Through a permit and inspection program administered under jurisdiction of
the City, the City seeks to prevent any discharge into the POTW, which may interfere with its
operation, be inadequately treated, or threaten the operation or safety of the storm drain system.
3.11.3 Impact Assessment Methodology
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would have a significant adverse impact on
hydrologic resources or water quality if:
a) The project would violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.
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b) The project would substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially
with groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a
lowering of the local groundwater table level (e.g., the production rate of pre-existing
nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support existing land uses or planned
uses for which permits have been granted).
c) The project would substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation onsite or offsite.
d) The project would substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area,
including through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase
the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or
offsite.
e) The project would create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of
existing or planned storm water drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources
of polluted runoff.
f) The project would otherwise substantially degrade water quality.
g) The project would place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a
federal Flood Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard
delineation map.
h) The project would place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would
impede or redirect flood flows.
i) The project would expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam.
j) The project would expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving flooding, including flooding as a result of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow.
Non-Applicable Thresholds:
•
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Thresholds (g) and (h) (100-year flood hazard): According to the FEMA FIRMs, the
Downtown does not contain any zones that are subject to flood or mudflow hazards. As
such, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not place housing within a 100year flood hazard area or place structures that would impede or redirect flood flows in a
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100-year flood hazard area. Therefore, there would be no potentially significant adverse
impact associated with flood hazards and these issues are not analyzed further in this EIR.
•

Threshold (i) (Dams or levees): The Downtown is not in the vicinity of any major dams
and is located in a flat area that is not subject to landslides or mudflow. As such, the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not expose people or structures to a
significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result
of the failure of a levee or dam. Therefore, there would be no potentially significant adverse
impact associated with flooding from dam or levee failure and this issue is not analyzed
further in this EIR.

•

Threshold (j) (Tsunami, seiche, or mudflow): According to the FEMA FIRMs, the
Downtown does not contain any zones that are subject to tsunami, seiche, or mudflow
hazards. As such, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not expose people
or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding, including
flooding as a result of inundation by tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Therefore, there would
be no potentially significant adverse impact associated with flooding from inundation by a
tsunami, seiche, or mudflow and this issue is not analyzed further in this EIR.

Methodology
This analysis of potential hydrology and water quality impacts includes a review of readily
available information to assess the Downtown’s groundwater supply, hydrologic conditions, and
surface water quality within the Downtown. Data sources include the 2010 Urban Water
Management Plan (City of Santa Monica 2010b), 2012 Water Quality Report (City of Santa
Monica 2013a), the 2006 Watershed Management Plan (City of Santa Monica 2006), the 2010
LUCE Final EIR (City of Santa Monica 2010a), and other federal and state databases, survey maps,
and hydrology reports as referenced. Components of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan that would have the benefit of reducing urban runoff are considered. The
analysis also takes into consideration mandatory compliance with applicable state and local
regulations addressing urban runoff.
The impact analysis assumes that individual projects anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would include the construction of subterranean parking
structure ranging from 12 to 50 feet below grade and multi-story buildings on existing developed
properties in Downtown. The analysis considers existing regulations that provide for water quality
protection, including the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Control Ordinance and NPDES
requirements. Potential hydrology and water quality impacts from implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be materially the same under Scenario A and
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Scenario B because both scenarios are anticipated to result in similar coverage of impervious and
pervious surfaces in the Downtown as well as similar types of land uses. As such, the analysis
below is applicable to both scenarios.
3.11.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Would the project violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?
Would the project otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Would the project create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing
or planned storm water drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted
runoff?
Impact Description
HYD-1

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not generate a substantial increase in urban runoff that would violate
water quality standards or waste discharge requirements. In addition,
implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not have the potential to create or contribute additional runoff to the
storm water drainage system such that it would exceed capacity or provide
additional sources of polluted runoff. Compliance with existing regulations
and plans would ensure that potential impacts to water quality would be less
than significant.

Water quality standards have been set for the Santa Monica Bay watershed. As previously
discussed, Santa Monica Beach and Santa Monica Bay are currently listed as impaired water
bodies in the CWA 303(d) List/305(b) Report. The two pollutants of concern entering the Santa
Monica Bay that can be attributed to urban runoff are bacteria and debris. Because the Santa
Monica Bay and Santa Monica Beach are listed as impaired water bodies on the CWA Section
303(d) List, discharges to these waters must meet the TMDL water quality standards, as defined
by the RWQCB and approved by the U.S. EPA (see Table 3.11-6). TMDL requirements for
indicator bacteria at the Santa Monica Bay Beaches were adopted by the RWQCB in December
2002 and approved by the U.S. EPA in June 2003; implementation plans to meet these
requirements were incorporated into the Basin Plan in 2006. TMDLs for debris in the Santa Monica
Bay were approved in 2012. Pursuant to the CWA, the current MS4 NPDES permit for Los Angeles
County includes effluent limitations and other provisions to implement the TMDLs for the water
bodies that have been classified as impaired on the state’s 303(d) List.
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Table 3.11-6 TMDL Status for Pollutants of Concern in Santa Monica’s Urban Runoff
Water Body Name & Type
Santa Monica Bay Beaches
Santa Monica Bay Offshore/Nearshore –
Bay and Harbor

Pollutant
Wet Weather and
Dry Weather Bacteria

TMDL Status

Debris

Approved by the U.S. EPA in 2012

Approved by the U.S. EPA in 2003

Source: SWRCB 2010.

Construction
Construction associated with new land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would involve earthwork activities such as site clearing, grading,
excavation, and trenching that would temporarily disturb soils, exposing them to potential erosion
and mobilization from wind and rain. Erosion of these materials may result in sediments and other
project site pollutants that could be transported via storm water runoff, degrading the water quality
of Santa Monica Beach and Santa Monica Bay. In addition, onsite watering activities to reduce
airborne dust could contribute to pollutant loading in runoff. Construction activities also have the
potential to contribute to polluted storm water runoff due to delivery, handling, and storage of
construction materials and wastes, as well as the use of construction equipment. Oil and grease
contamination can also occur due to leakage during storage or use of construction equipment.
Additionally, storage and use of construction materials such as paints, solvents, cleaning agents,
pesticides, herbicides, and metals may cause additional contamination. During storm events,
contaminants on the site can be washed away by rain water that then carries these contaminants
into the storm drain system.
To comply with NPDES requirements regarding discharges from construction sites, all
construction sites must meet the requirements of the SWRCB Construction General Permit
(SWRCB Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ) and the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance (which
implements the requirements of the MS4 NPDES permit). In accordance with the SWRCB
Construction General Permit requirements, construction sites that disturb 1 acre or more of soil
must prepare and submit a SWPPP to the SWRCB for review and approval. The SWPPP would
address all pollutants associated with construction activity through project specific BMPs that meet
the minimum requirements defined by the City. SWPPPs must include BMPs for controlling
erosion during excavation and grading activities, including requiring that stockpiled materials and
potential pollutants stored onsite be covered by impermeable sheeting so that they are not carried
away by runoff.
Construction projects in the Downtown would also be required to comply with the City’s Urban
Runoff Pollution Ordinance. This ordinance implements the requirements of the MS4 NPDES
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permit and requires that all construction sites in the City implement BMPs as defined by the City.
These BMPs require: (1) containment and proper disposal of polluted runoff; (2) same-day
removal of any sediment or other materials tracked off of the site; (3) prevention or minimization
of particle releases into the environment during paint removal, paint preparation, or sandblasting
activities; (4) plastic covering over exposed elements; (5) no washing of construction equipment
adjacent to the site; and (6) implementation of erosion drainage controls. The ordinance also
requires construction projects to submit a SWPPP to the SWRCB and to the City. Incorporation
of required BMPs for materials and waste storage and handling, equipment and vehicle
maintenance and fueling, as well as for outdoor work areas, would reduce potential discharge of
storm water pollutants from these sources. Compliance with existing regulations would prevent
violation of water quality standards and minimize the potential for contributing additional sources
of polluted runoff. Therefore, construction related impacts on water quality standards as a result
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
Operation
Most of the Downtown is impervious to groundwater infiltration – with the exception of some
small courtyards and landscaped planters on a limited number of private sites as well as a few
construction sites in the Downtown that have been temporarily graded/excavated. The properties
in the Downtown are almost entirely developed with buildings and lack landscaping/open space
or other pervious surfaces. Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not substantially increase the amount of impermeable surfaces and associated urban runoff
entering Santa Monica Bay. Rather, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
have a beneficial impact on urban runoff and water quality since individual projects would be
required to adhere to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development
standards that require new open space, landscaping, and planted areas. For example, Development
Standard 6.4.E: Minimum Open Space Requirements would require future projects to provide
between 15 percent and 30 percent of lot area for open space. Additionally, Design Guidelines
7.1.E.2 encourages “green roofs” for their ability to treat storm water, as well as to provide a visual
amenity for any taller buildings in the area. As a result, land use changes anticipated to occur under
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the amount of open space
and permeable area compared to existing conditions. Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not result in a significant increase in polluted runoff to receiving water
bodies, including the Santa Monica Bay. Rather, new open space anticipated in the Downtown
would be beneficial in reducing the amount of polluted runoff that enters the municipal storm drain
system.
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The storm drain systems for the Downtown area discharges to Santa Monica Bay; these discharges
are regulated by the RWQCB under the MS4 NPDES permit and must comply with the waste
discharge requirements included in this permit. The requirements of the MS4 NPDES permit are
aimed at reducing pollutants in runoff so that discharges from the MS4 at the City’s storm drains
meet water quality standards. As a permittee under the MS4 NPDES permit, the City must ensure
that discharges are compliant with the regulating permit and is obligated to implement LID BMPs
and other methods to reduce the entry of pollutants into the City storm drain system and to reduce
the overall amount of urban runoff entering Santa Monica Bay.
Specifically, the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance implements the requirements of the
MS4 NPDES permit. The Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance requires that all new development
and redevelopment projects in the City submit an Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan (URMP) to the
Department of Public Works. This URMP must document how the applicant would mitigate site
runoff through one or more of the following means:
1. Reducing runoff from the site through use of BMPs: Implementation of BMPs would
reduce site-generated runoff from a storm event (0.75 inch storm) by properly storing and
using runoff for non-potable purposes, infiltration, and evapotranspiration (through
landscape elements). BMPs may include the use of permeable surfaces, directing
downspouts to permeable surfaces instead of to the storm drain system, the use of green
roofs or other rooftop catchment units, and good housekeeping processes such a litter
removal and control of waste containers.
2. Payment of an urban runoff reduction fee: An urban reduction fee would be paid to the
City and would be used exclusively to construct low impact development post-construction
BMPs designed to achieve at least the same level of water quality protection as if all of the
runoff was retained onsite and to support the City’s Watershed Management Plan.
3. Mitigate runoff offsite in accordance with the Urban Runoff Offsite Treatment
Guidelines: In the event the applicant can prove that it is technically infeasible to mitigate
runoff onsite, this requirement may be satisfied offsite.
New land uses under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be required to
adhere to the MS4 NPDES permit regulations and City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance, which
are more stringent and protective of water quality than what was required at the time that many of
the existing buildings in the Downtown were built. As such, redevelopment of sites in the
Downtown with new land uses that incorporate current BMP requirements could result in
improved water quality as compared to existing conditions.
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As per guidance provided in the MS4 NPDES permit, the City would continue to prohibit nonstorm water discharges into the storm drain system, with the exception of natural flows, flows from
emergency firefighting activity, flows incidental to urban activity (e.g., landscape irrigation runoff
and non-commercial car washing), and discharges covered by a separate individual or general
NPDES permit. The City’s Municipal Code includes regulations for the residential and commercial
tenants of buildings that are located in the City, and goes beyond the requirements of the MS4
NPDES permit. These regulations apply to individual activities rather than site design. Chapter
7.16.020, Water Conservation Requirements, of the Municipal Code includes regulations on
personal water use, including limiting landscape watering hours, outlawing irrigation overspray
and runoff to impermeable surfaces, regulating car washing activities, and outlawing use of water
for cleaning sidewalks, streets, walkways, patios, driveways, alleys or parking areas. This code
also regulates commercial water users, such as restaurants, retail establishments, and office
complexes. These regulations are aimed at reducing runoff due to individual activities within the
watershed, especially dry weather runoff that is generally incidental to urban uses.
In addition to reducing runoff and associated pollution through the Municipal Code, the City is
also using technology-based solutions to reduce pollutants from dry weather runoff entering Santa
Monica Bay and Santa Monica Beach. As previously discussed, the City operates the SMURRF,
which treats much of Santa Monica’s dry weather runoff from the Pico-Kenter and Pier storm
drains prior to release into the Santa Monica Bay. This facility removes sediments, pathogens, and
other pollutants from dry weather runoff that may otherwise violate water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements. Additionally, City’s Wilshire Boulevard Watershed Water Quality
project treats dry weather runoff from the Wilshire Storm Drain, removing gross pollutants (e.g.,
floatables, sediment, and oil and grease) and soluble pollutants (i.e., heavy metals, organic
chemicals) prior to receiving advanced treatment at the City of Los Angeles Hyperion Treatment
Plant. Further, the Downtown is almost entirely impermeable and therefore, new land uses that
occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not increase the amount
of impervious surfaces or associated dry weather runoff over existing levels.
In summary, in its role as a permittee under the MS4 NPDES permit, the City would continue to
require that new projects in the Downtown implement LID BMPs and prepare URMPs to reduce
urban runoff as required by the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance. Further, the City would
continue to meet the requirements of the NPDES permit under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, which ensures that new projects would be designed to address water quality.
Specifically, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes development
standards that would provide for increased open space and storm water pollution mitigation,
including the following policies:
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Policy I2.1

Utilize Measure V funds for storm water management systems
including infiltration planters at feasible locations within the public
right of way to reduce storm water runoff volume and provide first flush
capabilities.

Policy I2.2

Require that new development meet or exceed the City’s Green
Building standards for storm water retention/infiltration, and encourage
consideration of new technologies and superior practices in Tier 2 and
3 projects and on large sites with potential to incorporate such facilities.

Policy I2.3

Consider installing pervious paving in parking lanes in the Downtown
to reduce storm water runoff volume, potentially funded by Measure V
funds or other sources.

Therefore, potential impacts associated with water quality standards and waste discharge
requirements during operation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
be less than significant.
Would the project substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of
the local groundwater table level?
Impact Description
HYD-2

Although future land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would potentially require groundwater
dewatering, it would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies.
Compliance with existing regulations and plans would ensure that potential
impacts would be less than significant.

Construction
Groundwater is likely to be encountered at 26 to 63.5 feet below grade within the Downtown.
Construction activities anticipated to occur as a result of implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, including construction activities for potential
redevelopment of the Established Large Sites and GMP sites, could require excavation for the
installation of utilities, foundation and piles, and/or subterranean parking. Temporary groundwater
dewatering may be necessary for the construction of subterranean structures in areas with a high
groundwater table (refer to Section 3.9, Geology and Soils). Groundwater dewatering would be
performed on a project-by-project basis and would be subject to a Construction Dewatering
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General Permit in accordance with RWQCB Order No. R4-2008-0032 and other applicable
regulations. Groundwater in the Downtown is not utilized for well or other production purposes.
Water used during construction for cleaning, dust control, and other uses would be nominal and
would be offset by the reduction in water demand from the removal of existing uses. As such,
groundwater dewatering would not result in any long-term impacts to groundwater supplies.
Additionally, construction activities would have a minimal and temporary effect on permeability
at development sites, and would not substantially alter groundwater recharge. Therefore,
construction activities would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere with
groundwater recharge. Potential impacts to groundwater levels associated with construction
activities would be less than significant.
Operation
The City currently relies on groundwater for a majority of its water supply and intends to obtain
all of its water from a combination of groundwater and recycled water by 2020. The water demand
associated with new land uses under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan for
both Scenario A and Scenario B could be satisfied through the implementation of the water
conservation measures enacted as part of the City’s water self-sufficiency goals (see Section 3.17,
Utilities). However, if the City would not be able to reduce demand to a level that could be met
with local groundwater supplies, it would be required to continue using a combination of local
supplies as well as imported supplies, such as water imports from the Metropolitan Water District.
The City plans for the use of groundwater supplies based on projected demand, which would
include consideration of growth projections under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Through the Urban Water Management Plan update process, the City
ensures that the existing groundwater supplies would be able to sustainably meet City demand and
do not result in overdraft of the groundwater aquifer. Further, the City is conducting a new
Groundwater Management Study to determine a formal safe yield of the SMGB, thereby ensuring
that the City’s planned use of groundwater supplies is sustainable. The Groundwater Management
Study would determine the safe yield of the aquifer, including consideration of potential changes
to rainfall levels attributable to climate change, and would set maximum municipal groundwater
withdrawals such that the safe yield is not exceeded. See Section 3.17, Utilities, for a discussion
of an analysis of potential impacts related to water supply. Given that use of groundwater for the
City’s water supply would be maintained at or below the aquifers safe yield, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies.
As discussed above, impermeable surfaces currently cover almost all of Downtown. Therefore, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially increase the amount
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of impermeable surfaces and associated urban runoff. Rather, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan includes development standards that require projects to provide new
permeable areas including open space, landscaping, and planted areas, thus resulting in increased
infiltration in the Downtown. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan also
requires the provision of community benefits for some development projects, which may be in the
form of substantial public open space. As such, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan could actually provide greater opportunities for groundwater recharge.
Additionally, the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance includes urban runoff reduction
requirements for new development and redevelopment projects; these requirements would result
in an overall increase in groundwater recharge due to requirements to store and use site-generated
runoff, during a 0.75 inch storm event, for non-potable purposes, infiltrate, or evapotranspiration
(through landscape elements); this requirement can be met offsite for projects that cannot feasibly
implement these strategies due to inadequate groundwater conditions. This requirement can also
be met through payment of an urban runoff reduction fee to the City (particularly for sites located
west of 4th Street), which would be used to support City efforts to reduce runoff through similar
mechanisms. Infiltrating runoff into the groundwater supply would directly recharge the
groundwater supply, while incorporation of landscape elements would result in incidental
groundwater recharge as some of the water that is applied to these elements would infiltrate into
the groundwater supply. Additionally, water that is captured and reused for non-potable purposes
would often be reused as irrigation water. This would also result in incidental recharge of the
groundwater aquifer as some of the water is infiltrated into the groundwater supply rather than
evapotranspired at the surface.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in the construction of
subterranean elements such as parking garages and utility infrastructure, which have the potential
to obstruct the subsurface flow of groundwater. These elements are permitted to extend up to 50 ft
bgs. As described previously, based on recent investigations, groundwater is likely to be
encountered at depths of 26 to 63.5 ft bgs within the Downtown (see Section 3.9, Geology and
Soils). Based on these figures, the base of the groundwater table would be encountered at depths
from 71 to 340 ft bgs, and water would be able to flow underneath parking structures. In the event
that a parking structure extends deep enough to reach the water table, there would still be room
around and beneath these structures for lateral movement of groundwater. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
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Would the Project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation on- or offsite?
Would the Project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
flooding on- or offsite?
Impact Description
HYD-3

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not alter drainage patterns in a manner that would result in substantial
erosion, siltation, or flooding onsite or offsite. Compliance with existing
regulations and plans would ensure that potential impacts would be less than
significant.

Construction
Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would generally consist of urban infill and redevelopment projects in the
Downtown, which is served by an existing municipal storm water drainage system. Construction
activities may involve site-preparation activities including excavation and grading that could
slightly alter onsite drainage patterns; however, these flows would be temporary and would
continue to be directed into the same storm drain system as under existing conditions. Therefore,
construction activities under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
substantially alter existing drainage patterns of the area such that substantial erosion, siltation, or
flooding would occur. This impact would be less than significant.
Operation
The Downtown is urbanized and served by the existing municipal storm drain system. The
Downtown does not contain any streams, creeks, lakes, or other water bodies, nor does it drain to
any of these features. New land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would generally consist of urban infill and redevelopment projects that could
result in changes to localized drainage patterns. However, individual projects occurring within the
Downtown would include project design features that would continue to convey storm water runoff
to the existing municipal storm drain system.
Given that impermeable surfaces currently cover almost all of the Downtown, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially increase the amount of
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impermeable surfaces and associated urban runoff. Rather, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would provide for increased permeable area through development standards
that require new open space, landscaping, and planted areas. As a result, the amount of urban
runoff would decrease as compared to existing conditions, as described in Impact HYD-1. Based
on the above, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not alter the existing
drainage patterns of the Downtown because all flows from future land uses would be routed to the
same treatment facilities and storm drains as under existing conditions. Therefore, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially alter existing hydrological
conditions or overall drainage patterns such that substantial erosion, siltation, or flooding onsite or
offsite would occur, and this impact would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
The geographic context for the analysis of cumulative impacts associated with water quality is the
Santa Monica Bay watershed. Cumulative development within the Santa Monica Bay Watershed
and the Downtown would have the potential to contribute to increased pollutant loading in urban
runoff and change localized drainage patterns.
Land use changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown and the City would facilitate the creation
of new pervious open spaces in accordance with City standards and requirements, thus reducing
the urban runoff at a particular site and within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing
conditions. Further, potential impacts related to storm water runoff are regulated across the City
in the same manner as they are in the Downtown area. For example, the Construction General
Permit and the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance require development and implementation
of a SWPPP for all construction sites over 1 acre, in an effort to mitigate potential impacts to water
quality from polluted storm water runoff. Additionally, the Municipal Storm Water NPDES permit
requires the implementation of LID BMPs to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff. Further,
projects throughout the City would be required to meet the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution
Ordinance requirements, including the requirement for all new development and redevelopment
sites to store and use for non-potable purposes, infiltrate, or evapo-transpire (through landscape
elements) site-generated runoff during a 0.75 inch storm event through incorporation of BMPs or
alternatively pay an urban runoff reduction fee. Compliance with existing regulations would
prevent violation of water quality standards and minimize increases in urban runoff and the
potential for contributing additional sources of polluted runoff. These requirements are more
stringent and protective of water quality than what was required at the time that many of the
existing buildings in the Downtown were built. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would provide for increased permeable area through development standards
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that require new open space, landscaping, and planted areas; as a result, new land uses occurring
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would decrease urban runoff as
compared to existing condition. As such, redevelopment of sites in the Downtown with new land
uses that incorporate current BMP requirements could result in improved water quality as
compared to existing conditions. Therefore, cumulative impacts to surface water hydrology and
surface water quality would be less than significant.
Land use changes across the City also have the potential to increase the demand for City
groundwater supplies. However, continued implementation of water conservation measures as part
of the City’s Water Self Sufficiency Plan would ensure that the groundwater supply is managed
such that the groundwater aquifer is not withdrawn beyond the safe yield. Therefore, cumulative
impacts to groundwater levels would be less than significant. A complete discussion of City water
demand and supply is included in Section 3.17, Utilities.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.12

LAND USE AND PLANNING

The Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) provides a vision for the Downtown as a vibrant
transit-rich district that fully integrates the Expo Light Rail Transit (Expo LRT) line, Civic Center,
and beachfront with opportunities to live, work, and be entertained, while preserving the unique
character of the District. The proposed Downtown Community Plan (DCP) would implement the
LUCE goals for the Downtown, establishing the framework for public realm improvements,
historic preservation, housing diversity, a healthy economy, expanded open space, historic
preservation, and an efficient multi-modal transportation system that fully integrates the light rail.
The proposed DCP is also aligned with state and regional regulations and plans to coordinate
land use planning with transportation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes the existing land uses in the
Specific PlanCommunity Plan Area for the Downtown District (Downtown or District) and
analyzes the potential land use effects that could result from the proposed Downtown Community
Plan (DCP). This section specifically evaluates the consistency of the proposed DCP with adopted
goals, programs, and policies in the City of Santa Monica’s General Plan, particularly the City’s
Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) (City of Santa Monica 2010, amended 2015) and the
Southern California Association of Governments’ (SCAG) 2016-2040 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) (SCAG 2016).
Addressing potential land use and planning
impacts involves assessing a proposed
project’s consistency with the local and
regional policy framework. For this EIR, a key
element of this assessment is the degree to
which the proposed DCP successfully
implements the LUCE. The LUCE goals that
are relevant to the future of the Downtown
include ensuring that the Downtown evolves
in a sustainable manner that would foster a
balanced mix of uses, promote neighborhood The Downtown District supports a wide range of
commercial and visitor-serving uses, as well as mixedconservation and historic preservation, use residential uses intermixed with public amenities
and community gathering areas.
expand public open space, reduce per capita
vehicle miles traveled (VMT), improve mobility options, reduce air and greenhouse gas (GHG)
pollutant emissions, enhance walkability and circulation, and help achieve the citywide LUCE
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goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips by 2030. Additionally, this analysis evaluates the
potential for the proposed DCP to divide an established neighborhood.
3.12.1 Environmental Setting
City of Santa Monica
The City of Santa Monica (City) is an urbanized, incorporated community located in west Los
Angeles County, approximately 15 miles west of downtown Los Angeles. The City is bound on
the north, south, and east by the City of Los Angeles and on the west by the Pacific Ocean.
Surrounding City of Los Angeles communities include Pacific Palisades to the north, Brentwood
and West Los Angeles to the east, and Mar Vista and Venice to the south. Santa Monica is directly
accessible from the Los Angeles area via the Interstate (I-) 10 and I-405 Freeways. The I10 Freeway terminates at its western end at Highway 1/Pacific Coast Highway (Hwy 1), which
links Santa Monica to Malibu and the Santa Monica Mountains to the north.
The City occupies approximately 8.25 square miles, almost all of which is urbanized with a various
mix of residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional uses. The City is organized around a
grid system of streets providing a high level of connectivity within the City and to adjacent
communities. This grid street system is interrupted by the I-10 Freeway that bisects the City from
east to west, dividing neighborhoods and districts north and south of the freeway.
The City has distinct residential neighborhoods that provide a wide range of housing opportunities.
Commercial land uses in the City include retail, restaurant, entertainment, office, and service
commercial, which are concentrated within the Downtown and along boulevards and avenues such
as Broadway, Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica Boulevard, Lincoln Boulevard, and Colorado
Avenue.
Land Uses Surrounding Downtown
The Downtown is bordered by the Wilshire Montana Neighborhood (Wilmont) located to the
north, the Mid City Neighborhood and Pico Neighborhood to the east, the Civic Center District to
the south, and the Oceanfront District to the west.
Land uses in the immediate vicinity adjacent to the Downtown includes a mix of low- to mediumdensity housing and neighborhood commercial services interspersed with visitor-serving,
recreational, office, warehouse, industrial, government, and retail uses, including:
•

North – Medium and Low Density Housing within the Wilmont Neighborhood with
commercial uses concentrated along Wilshire Boulevard, Montana Avenue, and Lincoln
Boulevard.
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•

East – Medium Density Housing within the Mid City Neighborhood with commercial uses
developed along Santa Monica Boulevard and Broadway. The adjacent Pico Neighborhood
supports a mix of residential and commercial uses east of the Downtown, as well as light
industrial and commercial uses within the Industrial Conservation area to the southeast.

•

South – Santa Monica Civic Center, which includes City Hall, the Public Safety Building,
the Civic Center Parking Structure, the Los Angeles County Courthouse, Tongva Park,
Ken Genser Square, the Civic Auditorium, the future early childhood education center,
RAND, Santa Monica High School, and the Village Mixed-Use Project, which includes
substantial residential uses (including affordable housing) and ground-level
retail/restaurant uses.

•

West – Palisades Park, the Santa Monica Pier (Pier), and beach within the Oceanfront
District, including large public parking areas and a limited range of low-density housing
along Hwy 1. The I-10 Freeway and Hwy 1 currently create physical barriers between the
Downtown and beachfront.

Key Characteristics of the Downtown
The Downtown covers 60 City blocks, located
near the western edge of the City. The
Downtown, as expanded by the LUCE,
encompasses approximately 236 acres bound by
Ocean Avenue and Palisades Park on the west,
parcels along both sides of Lincoln Boulevard
on the east, I-10 Freeway on the south, and
parcels along both sides of Wilshire Boulevard
on the north. Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards
provide an opportunity to establish mixed-use The Downtown District is home to Santa Monica
neighborhoods on the edge of the Downtown Place, a popular outdoor shopping destination
consisting of an open air shopping center with retail
which transition smoothly from the intensity of shops and restaurants.
the Downtown to the adjacent lower-scale
residential neighborhoods to the north and the east. The southern edge of the Downtown was
extended to ensure that the Downtown is integrally linked to the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo
LRT) Downtown Santa Monica Station (Downtown Station) and the neighboring Civic Center,
the City’s civic and institutional core, and the Oceanfront District, the City’s most well-known and
actively used recreational destination.
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The Downtown has the greatest concentration
of land uses in the City and has long been
considered the heart of the City, a popular
destination for local residents, regional
visitors, and world travelers. This vibrant,
pedestrian-oriented District is comprised of a
diverse mix of uses including retail,
restaurant, hotel, entertainment, office, and
residential. The Downtown is home to a world
is a fully urbanized area providing a wide
class retail district encompassing the Third Downtown
range of uses, including newer residential uses (pictured
Street Promenade (Promenade) and Santa here), to create a vibrant coastal mixed-use district.
Monica Place shopping center, with
restaurants and lounges, shops, movie theaters, hotels, and entertainment uses that contribute to
the high activity level throughout the day and into the evening hours. Although there is high
demand for office space in the Downtown, particularly as a result of the “Silicon Beach” creative
businesses, the Downtown has limited Class A office space. 1 In recent years, the Downtown has
experienced a net loss of office space due to the conversion of existing office to residential and
hotel uses and the lack of new office construction. The more recent development of residential
uses particularly on 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets in the Downtown, has contributed to the creation of a
sizeable residential population within its borders. All these land uses complement each other to
create a lively urban environment.
Urban Form
The buildings in the Downtown are among the tallest in the City. Mixed-use buildings between
two and six stories are typical in the Downtown, although there are existing taller buildings of up
to 21 stories, particularly along Ocean Avenue. Notable high-rise buildings in the Downtown
include the Bay Cities Guaranty Building (Clock Tower) at 225 Santa Monica Boulevard, the
office building at 100 Wilshire Avenue, the Pacific Plaza building at 1431 Ocean Avenue, and the
First Federal Square office building at 401 Wilshire Avenue. On the Promenade, taller buildings
are designed to feel low-scale at the pedestrian level but achieve heights to 84 feet at the upper
levels, which are significantly stepped-back from the street to ensure sunlight on the Promenade
for most of the day.

1

Class A represents office space which has high quality standard finishes, state of the art systems, exceptional
accessibility, and a definite market presence.
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Downtown Land Uses
As the City stretches to the ocean from the east, the defining land uses change from one area to
another within the Downtown.
Both sides of Lincoln Boulevard are
designated as the Mixed-Use Boulevard
(Lincoln Boulevard) District in the LUCE.
Lincoln Boulevard is currently automobileoriented with existing land uses such as gas
stations, fast food, stand-alone restaurants
and retail stores, car washes, and some
smaller offices. The street’s urban form is
dominated by traditional lower-scale
commercial buildings and small strip malls
with 8- to 10-foot-wide sidewalks.

Lincoln Boulevard includes recent mixed-use
developments in Downtown that provide local servicing
retail, such as shops and restaurants, on the ground floor
with residential units in the floors above.

The properties on both sides of 7th Street
between Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway,
properties on both sides of 6th Street between Wilshire Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard,
and the properties on the east side of 6th Street between Santa Monica Boulevard and Broadway
include a number of four- to six-story residential buildings. Additionally, there are a number of
one- to two-story small floor plate office, civic, and neighborhood serving uses such as the Main
Library and the YMCA.
Properties on both sides of 5th Street between Wilshire Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard
support a mix of residential, office, retail, religious, and restaurant uses generally within one- to
six-story mixed-use buildings, as well as a public parking lot. Currently, the street transitions from
north to south, with more commercial and institutional uses such as a church for this part of the
street.
The area surrounding the Downtown Station at the intersection of 4th Street and Colorado Avenue
is typified by varied building scale, including newer five-story mixed-use residential/commercial
buildings and older, one- to two-story retail/restaurant buildings. It also includes a number of large
properties adjacent to the I-10 Freeway including the Big Blue Bus yards and the Downtown
Station.
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4th Street maintains a consistent frontage of buildings, a
number of which have either been designated as City
Landmarks (e.g., Lido Hotel at 1455 4th Street and Bay
Builder’s Exchange at 221-225 Santa Monica
Boulevard) or identified as potential historic resources
in the City’s Historic Resources Inventory (HRI). The
Downtown includes a broad mix of single-story and
multi-story buildings containing office space,
entertainment, retail, restaurants, cafes, salons, and
exercise studios. The largest concentration of public
parking in the City is located in the Downtown, with
Parking Structures #2, #4, #8, and #6 located on 2nd
Street, and Parking Structures #1, #3, #5, #7, and #10
located on 4th Street. Currently, 4th Street is the most
Third Street Promenade is a three-block,
highly utilized transit corridor in the Downtown, and is pedestrian-only
shopping
and
entertainment destination within the
also a main vehicle access to the I-10 Freeway. Even so,
Downtown Core, providing open space
4th Street experiences a significant amount of pedestrian framed by a mix of retail, restaurant, and
small office uses.
traffic – who outnumber vehicles at some intersections
during peak hours – as a key route for Downtown shoppers, residents, and employees to access
their destinations.
The Promenade is a central three-block-long pedestrian open space located in the Downtown on
3rd Street between Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway. The Promenade has a lively urban
atmosphere due to the number of active retail storefronts, restaurants with outdoor dining, and
entertainment uses (e.g., theaters) within human-scale buildings. Some of these buildings retain
their historic facades at ground level or on upper floors. Newer building forms are set back at upper
floors, which are occupied by residential units, small office uses, and gyms, to maintain the
Promenade’s historic scale. The Promenade connects to the newly renovated Santa Monica Place
shopping center at Colorado Avenue, which includes a number of retail and restaurant
establishments.
The properties on the north side of Wilshire Boulevard between 2nd Street and 7th Street include a
mix of commercial uses, including office, retail, and restaurants, with some newly developed
residential, in a multitude of different building types and heights (e.g., lower scale retail/restaurant
buildings, and high-rise office buildings). Wilshire Boulevard is considered a transition street due
to its adjacency to the Wilmont residential neighborhood to the north.
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Properties on Ocean Avenue between California Avenue
and Colorado Avenue include an unparalleled natural
setting with expansive views of the beach, the Pier, and
Palisades Park. The east side of Ocean Avenue supports
a number of high-rise hotel, office, and residential
buildings up to 300 feet in height, along with one- to
three-story buildings with restaurants and small specialty
retail uses on the ground floor. These uses face Palisades
Park located on the west side of Ocean Avenue, which is
outside the Downtown. A number of the buildings on
Ocean Avenue have been designated as City Landmarks
(e.g., Shangri-La Hotel, Georgian Hotel, Gussie Moran
House, Palisades Wing of Miramar property).

The Downtown is the commercial heart of
the City and a major tourist attraction. A
number of visitor-serving uses, including
hotels along Ocean Avenue (Georgian
Hotel pictured above), help meet the high
demand for visitor accommodations in the
Downtown.

2nd Street has a consistent frontage of buildings, a number
of which have either been designated as City Landmarks
(e.g., William Rapp Saloon, Mar Vista Apartments) or
identified as potential historic resources in the City’s
HRI. Land uses on 2nd Street include a variety of local-serving uses, including small retail,
restaurants, cafes, yoga/fitness studios, office, and an art-house theater. The east side of 2nd Street
is home to Parking Structures #2, #4, #8, and Parking Structure #6. The west side of 2nd Street has
a mixture of small floor-plate office space interspersed with small retail including restaurants,
cafes, and yoga studios.
Circulation/Transportation System
The Downtown is laid out in a defined street grid which serves all transportation modes. Generally,
streets in the Downtown are designed as four-lane boulevards or two-lane avenues and include
sidewalks, bike lanes, metered parallel parking, and street trees. The Downtown currently provides
approximately 5,600 off-street public parking spaces primarily located in 10 parking garages, and
approximately 979 additional on-street metered parking spaces. Although the Downtown has a
comprehensive network of sidewalks, sidewalks range in width from the 8-foot sidewalks along
Lincoln Boulevard to the generous 18-24 foot sidewalks along Ocean Avenue. Marked on-street
bike paths exist on many streets throughout Downtown, which also supports a public Bike Center
at 2nd Street and Colorado Avenue.
The Downtown circulation system is vastly diverse, accommodating not only automobile drivers,
but also those who arrive by walking, biking, or transit. Transit is the most important regional
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access system for Santa Monica, and the Downtown is the City’s transit hub – the end of the line
and transfer point for the City’s Big Blue Bus and local Metro Rapid buses coming from all
directions, with frequent service at dozens of stops. Rapid express buses connect the Downtown
to all of Santa Monica, as well as with surrounding communities. The Downtown is served by
11 Big Blue Bus lines (Big Blue Bus routes 1, 2, 3, Rapid 3, 5, 7, Rapid 7, 8, 9, Rapid 10, and 18)
and 6 Metro Rapid bus lines. These bus services can be accessed at multiple stops within and
adjacent to the Downtown, including along 4th Street and at the updated Transit Mall. The Transit
Mall is located on both Santa Monica Boulevard and Broadway, between 5th Street and Ocean
Avenue. and the Transit Mall provides attractive bus shelters, bus information, and seating for
passengers. 4th Street serves as the backbone of transit service in the Downtown, with a number of
Big Blue Bus lines passing through this street.
The Downtown Station (at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue) is also the terminus of the 15.2-mile
Expo LRT from downtown Los Angeles. The Downtown Station became operational in May 2016,
and continues to be transformative for the Downtown, providing rail transit for visitors and
residents who commute regionally to other areas of greater Los Angeles. In November 2016, daily
ridership on this light rail line averages approximately 47,000 passengers on the weekday. With
the high number of bus routes operating along and intersecting 4th Street as well as the Downtown
Station, all of the District is considered a Transit Priority Area pursuant to CEQA. 2,3
Historic Resources
The Downtown has the greatest concentration of historical or architecturally significant buildings
in the City with a large number of historic landmarks and two potential historic districts (refer to
Section 3.7, Cultural Resources). These buildings include historic resources that have been
identified as designated or eligible for the National Register, California Register, or local listing
(i.e., as a Landmark by the City). For more information regarding historic structures, refer to
Section 3.7, Cultural Resources.

22

3

“Transit priority area” is defined as an area within 0.5-mile of a major transit stop that is existing or planned. 4th
Street includes a number of existing major transit stops (defined as the “intersection of two or more major bus
routes with a frequency of service intervals of 15 minutes or less during the AM and PM peak commute periods”),
at Wilshire, Arizona, Santa Monica, Broadway, and Colorado Avenue. In addition, the Downtown is served by
the Expo LRT with a station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue.
SCAG Transit Priority Map. Available at:
http://gisdata.scag.ca.gov/Lists/GISAppLauncher/DispForm.aspx?ID=17. Accessed November 15, 2016.
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3.12.2 Regulatory Setting
State Policies and Regulations
Government Code Section 63450
State law (Government Code §63450) authorizes cities to adopt specific plans for implementation
of their general plans in a defined area. All specific plans must comply with Sections 6540-65457
of the Government Code. These provisions require that a specific plan be consistent with the
adopted General Plan and, in turn that all subsequent subdivisions and development, public works
projects and zoning regulations must be consistent with the specific plan. Specific plans are
required to include distribution, location and types of uses, development, and improvements to
public facilities and infrastructure. Tailored regulations, conditions, programs, standards, and
guidelines help implement the vision for long-range development of the specific plan area.
California Coastal Act
The portion of the Downtown west of the 4th Street right-of-way is located within the California
Coastal Zone (see Figure 3.12-1). The California Coastal Act recognizes the value of the California
Coastal Zone and is intended to protect the coast as a resource. The basic goals of the Coastal Act,
as stated in Public Resources Code Section 30001.5 are to:
a) Protect, maintain, and where feasible, enhance and restore the overall quality of the coastal
zone environment and its natural and artificial resources
b) Assure orderly, balanced utilization and conservation of coastal zone resources taking into
account the social and economic needs of the people of the state
c) Maximize public access to and along the coast and maximize public recreational
opportunities in the coastal zone consistent with sound resources conservation principles
and constitutionally protected rights of private property owners
d) Assure priority for coastal-dependent and coastal-related development over other
development on the coast
e) Encourage state and local initiatives and cooperation in preparing procedures to implement
coordinated planning
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Senate Bill (SB) 375
The adoption of California’s Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act SB 375 on
September 30, 2008 aligns the goals of regional transportation planning efforts, regional GHG
reduction targets, and land use and housing allocations. SB 375 requires Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) such as SCAG to adopt a SCS or Alternative Planning Strategy (APS)
within their regional transportation plan to demonstrate the achievement of GHG reduction targets.
In compliance with SB 375, SCAG has adopted a SCS, which covers all of the City of Santa
Monica as well as other cities and counties (see discussion below and also refer to Section 3.8,
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change).
Regional Policies and Regulations
Southern California Association of Governments’ 2016-2040 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
The SCAG is the designated MPO for six Southern California counties (i.e., Los Angeles, Ventura,
Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Imperial), and is federally mandated to develop regional
plans for transportation, growth management, hazardous waste management, and air quality. The
City of Santa Monica is one of many jurisdictions that fall under SCAG.
To address regional planning issues, SCAG has a number of adopted strategies and plans to
implement California’s Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act (SB 375) and
recommend actions that local jurisdictions can take to implement regional sustainability goals. The
key principles of these strategies include: locating new employment centers and neighborhoods
near transit to reduce vehicle trips and peak-congestion; creating communities around transit
stations, with small businesses, housing and restaurants within walking distance to reduce
automobile travel; focusing future growth in urban centers and existing cities to reduce VMT and
preserve rural and other natural areas; and preserving established single-family neighborhoods and
existing natural and green spaces by accommodating new development within existing urbanized
areas and downtowns.
In accordance with SB 375, SCAG was directed to prepare a RTP/SCS that demonstrates how the
region will meet the GHG emission targets. In April 2016, SCAG adopted the 2016-2040
RTP/SCS which includes goals to increase mobility and enhance sustainability for the region’s
residents and visitors. The RTP/SCS encompasses three principles to improve the region’s future:
mobility, economy, and sustainability. The RTP/SCS provides a regional investment framework
to address the region’s transportation and related challenges, while enhancing the existing
transportation system and integrating land use into transportation planning. The RTP/SCS
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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specifically encourages future growth to occur within existing High Quality Transit Areas
(HQTA), which are described as generally walkable transit districts or corridors that are within
0.5 mile of a major transit stop or a transit corridor with two or more major bus routes with a 15minute headway during peak commute hours. The RTP/SCS designates the Downtown as a HQTA
and as such, supports the development of new housing and neighborhood-serving uses to occur in
this area.
The RTP/SCS approach to sustainably manage growth and transportation demand would reduce
the distance and barriers between new housing, jobs, and services and would reduce vehicle travel
and GHG emissions. Overall, the strategies and policies in the RTP/SCS are projected to exceed
the GHG emission-reduction targets set forth by the California Air Resources Board (CARB)
under SB 375.
SCAG Compass Blueprint
SCAG’s Compass Blueprint, adopted in 2004, is a SCAG program that works with local partners
and communities to help achieve the vision (blueprint) for the future of Southern California. The
Compass Blueprint informs the development of the RTP/SCS, assists local government planning
efforts, and is driven by four key principles:
•

Mobility - Getting where we want to go.

•

Livability - Creating positive communities.

•

Prosperity - Long-term health for the region.

•

Sustainability - Ensuring that today's decisions do not compromise future generations.

Local Policies and Regulations
City of Santa Monica General Plan
The City of Santa Monica General Plan is the fundamental planning policy document of the City,
providing a “blueprint” for the future. The purpose of the General Plan is to identify appropriate
location of land uses, as well as basic design and function of circulation, open space, and
infrastructure policies, and public service needs. The City’s General Plan consists of the seven
state mandated elements: LUCE (2010); Housing Element (2013); Open Space Element (2001);
Scenic Corridors Element (1975); Noise Element (1992); Conservation Element (1975); and,
Safety Element (1995). In addition, the Santa Monica General Plan also contains a Historic
Preservation Element (2002).
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Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE): The LUCE was adopted July 6, 2010 (amended 2015)
and is the land use and transportation planning document that governs existing and future land uses
and establishes goals, policies, and development criteria for land uses and circulation in the City.
For the entire City except the Downtown Core, the LUCE established a three-tier approach for
determining allowable height and floor area ratio (FAR) for new development in the City. Each
land use designation (with the exception of the Downtown Core designation) includes a base byright tier (Tier 1) and two discretionary tiers (Tiers 2 and 3). Projects requesting a height above
the base height (Tiers 2 and 3 projects) are subject to discretionary review and must provide
community benefits. A Tier 1 project is ministerial up to the discretionary review thresholds
established by the Zoning Ordinance. The LUCE established five categories of community
benefits: Affordable and Workforce Housing; Trip Reduction and Traffic Management (e.g., bike
facilities, free transit passes, shared parking), Community Physical Improvements (e.g.,
pedestrian/bike connections, open space), Social and Cultural Facilities (e.g., cultural, youth, and
senior facilities, public art), and Historic Preservation. The goal of the LUCE tier approach is to
create a vibrant and diverse land use pattern that enriches the City‘s neighborhoods and districts,
and which is supported by robust transportation alternatives that help reduce GHG emissions and
VMT.
The LUCE provides land use designations that identify the desired future land use and
development intensity on every parcel in the City. When taken together, the land use designation
descriptions and the land use designation map provide a vision for the future land uses in Santa
Monica (refer to Figure 3.12-1). Two land use designations apply to properties within the
Downtown:
•

Downtown Core: The LUCE envisions that the Downtown Core designation allows for
the broadest mix of uses and highest intensity of uses. This designation provides for a major
regional retail and employment district, with a human-scale and pedestrian-orientation at
the street level. Specific uses allowed include residential, commercial, retail, cultural and
entertainment uses, and other visitor-serving uses such as hotels. This designation also
emphasizes provision of affordable, workforce and market-rate housing. However, the
LUCE did not establish development standards such as building heights, setbacks, and
open space requirements for properties with the Downtown Core designation. Rather, the
LUCE deferred the adoption of such development standards to a future specific plan for
the Downtown. Until the adoption of the proposed DCP, the existing standards set in place
by the 1984 LUCE and as applicable, the Bayside District Specific Plan (BDSP), continue
to apply in the Downtown Core pursuant to Interim Zoning Ordinance.
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•

Mixed-Use Boulevard: The Mixed-Use Boulevard designation is applied to areas of
boulevards that are envisioned to transition from general commercial into higher-intensity
mixed-use areas. The Mixed-Use Boulevard designation provides a regulatory
environment to encourage affordable and workforce housing, a step-down in structure
height and mass to adjacent residential neighborhoods, and a variety of local-serving uses.
At the ground floor, uses include retail, open spaces such as small parks and plazas, and
service-oriented commercial uses with some small-scale office uses to serve local tenants.
Above the first floor, affordable, workforce and market-rate housing is the predominant
use. Within the Downtown District, two primary boulevards are designated Mixed-Use
Boulevard: Lincoln Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard. Projects with the Mixed-Use
Boulevard designation have a Tier 1 base height of 32 to 39 feet with a 1.5 FAR. Subject
to a discretionary review process, Tier 2 projects that provide community benefits may be
developed to a Tier 2 height of 45-50 feet and 2.25 FAR, and Tier 3 projects that provide
a higher level of community benefits may be developed to a height of 55 feet and 2.75 feet
(a project may request a height of 60 feet with a corresponding percent decrease in FAR
over 55 feet).

The LUCE established a vision for the transit-rich Downtown to continue to thrive as the greatest
concentration of activity in the City, anchored by the core commercial district and an expanding
residential area with a variety of unit sizes and types. The Downtown goals of the LUCE focus on
fostering the economic and social health of the District by providing needed office space, hotel
accommodations, housing, and other local serving retail and restaurant uses, as well as improving
the streets, connections, and other parts of the public realm to serve all modes (vehicles,
pedestrians, bikes, and transit). The arrival of the Expo LRT is transformative for the Downtown,
and the LUCE outlines a vibrant transit-rich district that fully integrates the light rail, Civic Center,
and beachfront, while preserving the unique character of the District and its commercial and
residential life. To achieve this vision, the LUCE calls for the creation of a new specific plan to
determine detailed standards, strategies, guidelines and policies for the Downtown, and to
coordinate numerous public and private improvements.
The proposed DCP is guided by the LUCE vision and goals and has been further shaped by
community values and desires. As shown in Table 3.12-1, the proposed DCP would implement
the goals of the LUCE.
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Table 3.12-1 LUCE Goals and Downtown Community Plan
LUCE Goal
Goal LU2: Integrate Land Use and
Transportation for GHG Emission
Reduction – Integrate land use and
transportation, carefully focusing new
development on transit-rich boulevards
and in the districts, to create sustainable
active pedestrian-friendly centers that
decrease reliance on the automobile,
increase walking, bicycling and transit
use, and improve community quality of
life.

Goal LU3: Transition from RegionalServing Commercial Uses to LocalServing Uses in Areas Served by Transit
– Redirect regional-serving commercial
and office development potential into new
housing opportunities with access to
neighborhood-serving uses in transitaccessible areas as part of a citywide trip
reduction strategy.
Goal LU4: Complete Sustainable
Neighborhoods – Create complete
neighborhoods that exemplify sustainable
living practices with open spaces, green
connections, diverse housing, local
employment, and local-serving
businesses that meet the daily needs of
residents and reduce vehicle trips and
GHG emissions.
Goal LU5: Expo LRT – Cluster housing,
employment, local-serving retail and
services around the Expo LRT to reduce
vehicle trips, create complete
neighborhoods and support transit.

Relationship of Downtown Community Plan
The proposed DCP would guide new land uses in the
transit-rich Downtown, which is currently serviced by a
number of existing bus lines and the Expo LRT. The
proposed DCP would create a new model of mobility,
establishing the regulatory framework for the creation of a
multi-modal Downtown that is fully integrated with transit
including the Expo LRT. The proposed DCP includes
policies and standards to ensure that the Downtown will
evolve sustainably with new linkages between the various
modes of transportation, including enhanced pedestrian
streetscapes and buildings, additional new connector
streets with transit amenities, and expanded open space.
Additionally, the proposed DCP would provide for new
land uses in proximity to the Downtown Station,
supporting higher activity in close proximity to transit in
order to create a sustainable and active Downtown.
The proposed DCP promotes active local-serving uses on
the ground floor of buildings. These uses would generally
include grocery stores, shops, restaurants/cafes and
neighborhood retail, thereby placing services and
amenities within close proximity to residences or places of
work and to transit services offered by the Big Blue Bus
and Expo LRT.

The proposed DCP promotes a complete sustainable
Downtown. The proposed standards and guidelines of the
proposed DCP would ensure that future projects would
support a complementary mix of housing and local
serving uses. New buildings would be pedestrian-oriented
with increased building setbacks and new open spaces.
The proposed DCP also identifies strategies to increase
opportunities for affordable housing and supports
transportation investments that would create a new model
of mobility for the Downtown.
The proposed DCP guides future land use changes in the
transit-rich Downtown, including around the future
Downtown Station, to minimize vehicle trips. The
proposed DCP supports the concentration of new land
uses around the Downtown Station. Additionally, the
proposed DCP identifies improvements to the pedestrian
and bicycle networks that would further strengthen the
connection of these transportation modes to the Expo
LRT.
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Table 3.12-1 LUCE Goals and Downtown Community Plan (Continued)
LUCE Goal
Goal LU8: Reduction of Vehicle
Trips/Management of Congestion –
Establish a complete transportation
network that supports integrated land
use. Ensure that transportation supports
human activity and access to land uses
through a diverse multi-modal
transportation system that incentivizes
walking, biking and transit and reduces
the need for vehicle trips.

Goal LU10: Community Benefits –
Require new development to contribute
directly to the community’s core social,
physical and transportation goals through
mechanisms such as community benefits.
Goal LU11: Create Additional Housing
Opportunities – Provide additional
opportunities for a diversity of housing
options for all income groups, and
advance the City’s sustainability goals
through housing production.

Goal LU12: Encourage Historic
Preservation Citywide – Preserve
buildings and features which characterize
and represent the City’s rich heritage.

Goal LU13: Preserve Community Identity
– Preserve and enhance the City’s
unique character and identity, and
support the diversity of neighborhoods,
boulevards, and districts within the City.
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Relationship of Downtown Community Plan
The proposed DCP establishes the regulatory framework
to achieve vehicle trip reduction in the Downtown and the
City as a whole. The Plan promotes a new model of
mobility that seeks to expand mobility options and
decrease the number of trips made by single occupancy
vehicles. Under the proposed DCP, projects in the
Downtown would be required to have increased building
setbacks, active pedestrian frontages, and other
pedestrian/bicycling improvements. The proposed DCP
also requires aggressive Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) programs, as well as additional
investment and programming to the Citywide
Transportation Management Organization (TMO), to
reduce vehicle trips. These programs would work in
conjunction with the transportation investments identified
in the proposed DCP towards the citywide goal of No Net
New P.M. Peak Hour Trips.
The proposed DCP implements a modified version of the
LUCE Tiering program which would require that any
project over a specified square footage contribute
community benefits priorities specifically tailored to the
Downtown.
The proposed DCP promotes additional housing
opportunities, seeking to strike a balance between
residents and rental prices by encouraging housing that
matches all affordability levels of the City’s diverse
workforce. It is anticipated that the new units built in the
Downtown would include many deed-restricted affordable
housing units. Future housing projects within the Downtown
play a key role in creating more housing opportunities for
Downtown workers of all income levels, meeting the City’s
affordable housing production goals.
The proposed DCP includes mechanisms and standards
for protecting historic Landmark properties and potentially
contributing historical resources. The proposed DCP
specifically promotes adaptive reuse through incentives
and a review of resources on the City’s HRI. Refer to
Section 3.7, Cultural Resources.
The proposed DCP provides policies, strategies, and
standards to ensure that the Downtown’s identity and
character will continue to thrive. The proposed DCP
allows for a mix of uses in the Downtown, including
residential, office, and a variety of different
retail/restaurant uses. Additionally, the proposed DCP
contains policies and actions that seek to substantially
improve the character of the Downtown through new
public art and cultural venues, creative and traditional
office spaces, and residential projects that provide a mix
of unit types.
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Table 3.12-1 LUCE Goals and Downtown Community Plan (Continued)
LUCE Goal
Goal LU14: Encourage Arts and Culture
– Encourage arts and culture through
land uses that maintain and promote the
growth of the City’s creative capital.
Goal LU15: Enhance Santa Monica’s
Urban Form – Encourage well-developed
design that is compatible with the
neighborhoods, responds to the
surrounding context, and creates a
comfortable pedestrian environment.

Goal LU16: Sustainable Urban Form –
Assure that buildings are sustainable, are
environmentally sound and contribute to
the City’s urban form.

Goal LU17: Increase Open Space –
increase the amount of open space in the
City and improve the quality and
character of existing open space areas
ensuring access for all residents.
Goal LU19: Design Complete StreetsDesign and manage complete streets
and alleys to support adjacent land uses
and human activity, keeping in mind the
unique character of each area of the City.

Goal LU20: Promote the Urban Forest –
Maintain a citywide pattern of street trees
to reduce greenhouse gases and heat
gain, provide biodiversity, and provide
shade to create a comfortable pedestrian
environment.
Downtown District Goals
Goal D1: Maintain Downtown’s
competitive advantage as a premier local
and regional shopping, dining, and
entertainment destination, and support its
evolution in order to respond to changing
market conditions.

Relationship of Downtown Community Plan
The proposed DCP identifies arts and culture as an
important community benefit for the Downtown, and
supports expansion of cultural offerings.
The proposed DCP would result in substantial
improvements to the public realm, including increased
building setbacks, outdoor seating, substantial open
space, and other streetscape improvements. The
proposed DCP provides development standards and
design guidelines to address the interface of new
buildings with the public realm and to ensure that
character of the Downtown would not be adversely
affected.
The proposed DCP promotes sustainable development
within the Downtown. The proposed standards and
guidelines would ensure that future projects would
support a complementary mix of uses that allows the
Downtown to evolve into a more accessible, multi-modal,
sustainable District. Additionally, the proposed DCP
includes sidewalk width standards that would contribute to
improvement of the pedestrian network. The proposed
DCP also identifies and supports transportation
investments that would create a multi-modal district
integrated with the Expo LRT.
The proposed DCP’s requirements for active ground floor
uses and minimum ground floor open space would
increase the amount of open space in the Downtown.
Additionally, the design guidelines in the proposed DCP
would ensure that new open space would be attractive.
The proposed DCP establishes standards that would
support the design of complete streets in the Downtown.
The proposed DCP provides sidewalk width standards,
open space requirements, and streetscape design
guidelines that would ensure that the Downtown streets
serve all transportation users. Additionally, the proposed
DCP identifies streetscape projects that respond to the
unique character and needs of the area.
The proposed DCP establishes standards for streetscape
and pedestrian improvements in the Downtown, which
would expand the City’s urban forest.

The proposed DCP provides policies, strategies, and
standards to sustain the Downtown’s competitive
advantage. The proposed DCP allows for a mix of uses in
the Downtown, including residential, office, and a variety
of different retail/restaurant uses, while encouraging
mixed-use residential development and active ground
floor uses. Additionally, the proposed DCP contains
policies and actions that seek to substantially improve the
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Table 3.12-1 LUCE Goals and Downtown Community Plan (Continued)
LUCE Goal

Goal D2: Maximize place-making
opportunities associated with the Expo
LRT Downtown Station to create a vibrant
Downtown gateway.

Goal D3: Ensure high-quality
implementation of transit-oriented
development adjacent to the Expo LRT
Downtown Station.

Goal D4: Prioritize transit connections
associated with the Expo LRT Downtown
Station.

Goal D5: Create convenient and
comfortable pedestrian linkages to the
Expo LRT Downtown Station.

Goal D6: Create convenient and
comfortable bicycle linkages to the Expo
LRT Downtown Station.
Goal D7: Create a balanced mix of uses
in the Downtown that reinforces its role
as the greatest concentration of activity in
the City.
Goal D8: Ensure that new and remodeled
buildings in the Downtown District
contribute to the pedestrian character of
Downtown and are compatible in scale
with existing buildings and the
surrounding residential neighborhoods.
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Relationship of Downtown Community Plan
character of the Downtown through new public art and
cultural venues, creative and traditional office spaces, and
residential projects that provide a mix of unit types.
Mixed-use development and walkable communities are
the underlying themes in the proposed DCP, where future
projects would be required to promote active ground floor
uses as well as residential, commercial, and office uses
on higher levels. Additionally, the proposed DCP includes
pedestrian elements such as increased building setbacks,
night lighting, way-finding signage, pedestrian seating,
and other elements to increase walkability in the
Downtown.
The proposed DCP promotes pedestrian orientation of
high-quality ground floor active uses in buildings,
including shops, restaurants, and cafes. These uses
would have transparent display windows, frequent
doorways that face the sidewalks, and other features that
would lead to a pleasant pedestrian experience.
Additional building setback requirements for new
development would further enhance the pedestrian
orientation of future ground floor uses.
The proposed DCP identifies potential transit connections
that would improve integration of the Downtown Station
with other mobility options and future/existing land uses.
For example, potential new east-west connections in and
around the Downtown Station have been preliminary
identified –these potential connections will be analyzed in
detail as part of the future Gateway Master Plan (GMP).
The proposed streetscape projects included in the
proposed DCP would improve pedestrian linkages from
the Expo LRT Downtown Station to the Downtown.
Additionally, proposed wayfinding would help direct
pedestrians to the station.
The proposed DCP supports the creation of convenient
and comfortable bicycle linkages to the Expo LRT,
including the Colorado Esplanade, bikesharing, and
wayfinding.
The proposed DCP encourages a diverse and balanced
mix of retail, hotel, office and creative office, high-density
residential, entertainment, and cultural uses/venues in the
Downtown.
The proposed DCP’s goals and policies promote an active
streetscape that is framed by pedestrian-scale buildings
and sidewalk improvements. Development standards that
address the public realm and building frontages support
this approach. Further, building setback requirements
along the transitional corridors of Wilshire Boulevard and
Lincoln Boulevard would ensure that new land uses would
respect the adjacent residential districts.
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Table 3.12-1 LUCE Goals and Downtown Community Plan (Continued)
LUCE Goal
Goal D9: Enhance the quality and
character of the streetscape and urban
pattern in the Downtown.
Goal D10: Integrate and interconnect the
Downtown, the Civic Center, and the
Oceanfront with open space linkages and
opportunities for shared parking and
circulation improvements.
Goal D11: Address parking needs
comprehensively, identifying shared
parking opportunities.

Goal D12: Ensure circulation for the
Downtown, Civic Center, and Beach and
Oceanfront Districts is interconnected.

Goal D13: Provide flexible and functional
event strategies to capitalize on related
pedestrian shopping and dining
opportunities as well as maximizing
shared parking.
Goal D14: Prepare a Downtown Specific
Plan that replaces the existing Bayside
District Specific Plan and incorporates the
relevant goals and policies of the LUCE,
addresses ongoing issues in the
Downtown and encompasses the
expanded boundaries of the Downtown
District, from Ocean Avenue to Lincoln
Boulevard and from Wilshire Boulevard to
I-10.

Relationship of Downtown Community Plan
The proposed DCP’s requirements for active ground floor
uses, streetscape projects, and minimum ground floor
open space would encourage a lively streetscape and
create attractive gathering spaces.
The proposed DCP proposes a signature sidewalk project
along Ocean Avenue, which in combination with the
Colorado Esplanade, would enhance connections
between the Downtown, Palisades Park, Santa Monica
Pier, and the Expo LRT Downtown Station.
The proposed DCP’s approach to managing parking is
based on a “right-size” concept, providing the right
amount of parking for those whose only choice is to drive
but not providing an overabundance of parking that can
invite more cars to the Downtown. The proposed DCP
provides parking strategies such as locating new parking
on the periphery of the Downtown and expanding public
parking through joint partnerships between private
developers and the City.
The proposed DCP incorporates a holistic integrated
approach to improve circulation in the Downtown, with
consideration to necessary circulation, transit,
pedestrian/bicycle, and parking improvements. The
proposed DCP proposes streetscape projects as well as
new connector streets to enhance connectivity between
the Downtown, the Downtown Station, beachfront, and
Civic Center.
The proposed DCP supports the “park once” parking
concept which encourages drivers to park once and walk
to multiple shopping and dining destinations in the
Downtown. This concept would maximize the efficiency of
shared parking opportunities in the Downtown.
The preparation of the proposed DCP directly addresses
this goal.

Housing Element: The 2013-2021 Housing Element, adopted in December 2013, outlines the
policies and programs that the City will undertake to encourage new housing to meet the needs of
existing residents and accommodate population increases over the next 8 years (City of Santa
Monica 2013). These policies and programs are intended to preserve existing residential uses and
allow for a range of housing opportunities at all affordability levels. The Housing Element contains
policies that encourage the development of housing for lower-income households, disabled
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persons, large families, seniors, the homeless, the City’s workforce, and other persons in need of
assistance. Consistent with the 2010 LUCE, the Housing Element’s goals and policies encourage
and create incentives for developing new market-rate and affordable housing near transit and along
the City’s major corridors. As shown in Table 3.12-6, the DCP would implement the goals and
policies of the Housing Element.
Open Space Element: The Open Space Element of the City’s General Plan was adopted in 2001
(City of Santa Monica 2001). The basic objectives and goals of the Open Space Element are to
develop and maintain a diversified and balanced system of high quality open space, to expand the
open space system through the use of public properties, to create a system of linked central parks,
and to reinforce the City’s system of pathways and green streets.
Conservation Element: The Conservation Element was adopted by the City in 1975 (City of Santa
Monica 1975). The policies of the Conservation Element focus on four areas of primary concern
related to the management of the City’s natural resources: (1) beach; (2) water; (3) land; and (4)
air. The Conservation Element addresses water recycling, transportation planning to reduce VMT
and air pollution impacts, state insulation standards for new residential buildings, and improved
public transit.
Noise Element: The Noise Element, which was adopted by the City in 1992, provides a
comprehensive evaluation of noise issues and identifies methods to protect the community from
excessive noise (City of Santa Monica 1992). The predominant noise sources in Santa Monica,
particularly in the Downtown, come from mobile noise sources including traffic from the
I-10 Freeway and adjacent arterial streets. Please see Section 3.14, Noise, for a discussion of the
proposed DCP’s potential noise impacts.
Safety Element: The Safety Element, which was adopted by the City in 1995, provides an
assessment of natural and human-related hazards in the City and provides a framework from which
safety considerations are introduced into the land use planning process (City of Santa Monica
1995).
Historic Preservation Element: Adopted in 2002, the Historic Preservation Element includes
information about the history and historical development of Santa Monica, establishes a vision and
goals for the protection of historic resources in the City of Santa Monica, and provides
implementation strategies to achieve those goals (City of Santa Monica 2002). Please refer to
Section 3.7, Cultural Resources, with regard to the proposed DCP’s impacts on historical
resources.
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1984 LUCE
The LUCE did not establish maximum height limits, FARs, or detailed development standards for
the Downtown Core designation, deferring such standards to a future specific plan for the
Downtown. Until the adoption of the proposed DCP, the existing land use designations set forth
in the 1984 LUCE continue to apply in the Downtown. For the properties located within
Downtown, the 1984 LUCE established the following set of height and FAR standards:
•

Downtown Core Area: six stories (84 feet), 3.5 FAR;

•

Downtown Frame: six stories (84 feet), 3.0 FAR; and

•

Oceanfront: three stories (45 feet), 2.0 FAR.

1996 Bayside District Specific Plan
The BDSP applies to approximately 37.2 acres in the Downtown bound by Broadway on the south,
south side of Wilshire Boulevard on the north, the west side of 4th Street on the east, and the east
side of 2nd Street on the west. The BDSP replaced the previous Third Street Mall Specific Plan that
was originally adopted in 1986. The overall purpose of the BDSP is to provide a framework for
maintaining the area’s character while allowing for continued revitalization and increased
pedestrian activity. The plan encourages uses that will generate pedestrian activity on 2nd and 4th
Streets, as well as the cross streets of Wilshire Boulevard, Arizona Avenue, Santa Monica
Boulevard, and Broadway. The plan limits ground floor uses along the Promenade to those that
are pedestrian-oriented (i.e., general and specialty retail, restaurants, entertainment, and cultural
uses), with office, residential, and other uses permitted on the upper floors. For streets in the district
other than the Third Street Promenade, the plan permits pedestrian-oriented uses but also allows
uses such as offices at the rear third of a ground floor storefront. Residential uses are encouraged
through a height and FAR bonus in exchange for construction of housing units. The BDSP
provides four primary zone areas (BSC1, BSC2, BSC3, and BSC 4) and a Passageway Overlay
Zone along the Promenade to encourage passageways that link public parking structures and the
Promenade. For the properties located within the BDSP boundaries, the plan established the
following set of height and FAR standards:
•

BSC1: 56 feet, 3.0 FAR;

•

BSC2: 84 feet, 3.5 FAR;

•

BSC3: 84 feet, 3.5 FAR;

•

BSC4: 45 feet, 2.0 FAR; and

•

Passage Overlay Zone: 84 feet, 3.5 FAR.
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Land Use Plan of the Local Coastal Program
Implementation of the California Coastal Act occurs at the local level through implementation and
development of a Local Coastal Program (LCP). LCPs determine the short- and long-term use of
coastal resources in their jurisdiction consistent with the California Coastal Act goals. A LCP
consists of two components: 1) the Land Use Plan (LUP), showing the land uses to be permitted
in the Coastal Zone and continuing policies for carrying out the goals of the California Coastal
Act; and 2) the Implementation Plan, which implement the policies specified in the LUP. A local
government may submit its entire LCP at one time or in two separate documents. Under 1981
legislation, a local government, if it desires, may issue coastal permits once it has a certified LCP.
The City does not have a certified LCP, and as such, any development occurring in the Coastal
Zone must obtain a Coastal Development Permit from the California Coastal Commission. The
City does have a certified Coastal Land Use Plan (CLUP) as the first element of the LCP. The
California Coastal Commission certified the City’s CLUP in 1992 except for those policies and
recommendations that affect the area of the Coastal Zone west of the centerline of Ocean Avenue
and the area within the Civic Center Specific Plan. The CLUP identifies policies intended to ensure
maximum access to the coast, protect coastal resources, and promote transit, bicycle and pedestrian
access within the Coastal Zone. Additionally, the CLUP identifies development intensities and
building heights permitted in the various areas of the Coastal Zone, which reflect the City’s zoning
standards that existed at the time of the CLUP. Since a portion of the Downtown (area west of 4th
Street) lies within the Coastal Zone area, the City must update its CLUP for adoption of the
proposed DCP.
Santa Monica Zoning Ordinance
The City of Santa Monica Zoning Ordinance (Chapter 9.01 through Chapter 9.52) of the Santa
Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) sets forth specific design guidelines, height limits, building
density, building design and landscaping standards, architectural features, sign regulations, and
open space and setback requirements. The Zoning Ordinance was adopted in June 2015 and was
comprehensively updated to reflect the LUCE vision, goals, and policies.
The Zoning Ordinance Update did not provide draft standards for the Downtown District, as it is
anticipated that the standards for the Downtown will be provided in the proposed
DCP (the proposed Plan evaluated in this EIR).
The Zoning Ordinance does not include updated zoning standards for the Downtown (identified
as the Downtown Core in the Zoning Ordinance), as it anticipated that the proposed DCP will
provide the development standards for properties within the Downtown Core. Pending adoption
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of the proposed DCP, an interim zoning ordinance (IZO 2522) for the Downtown Core was
adopted by the City Council. As a result, various regulations and planning documents are currently
applicable to portions or all of the Downtown (see Table 3.12-2).
Table 3.12-2 Existing Downtown Planning and Regulatory Framework
City Adopted Plan or Regulation
Land Use Plan
2010 Land Use and Circulation Element

Downtown Community Plan Applicability
•

•
•

•

1984 Land Use and Circulation Element

•

1996 Bayside District Specific Plan

•

Zoning
Santa Monica Zoning Ordinance

Interim Zoning Ordinance for the
Downtown Core (2522)

•
•
•
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Expanded the boundary of the Downtown District to
include properties on both sides of Lincoln Boulevard
and Wilshire Boulevard, and south to the I-10
freeway.
Established the overarching goals, objectives and
policies for the Downtown
Two land use designations apply for the Downtown:
o Downtown Core – development standards
deferred to the DCP. Until such time the DCP is
adopted, the standards of the BDSP and 1984
LUCE shall apply
o Mixed-Use Boulevard – development standards
(height, FAR, etc.) for Wilshire and Lincoln
Boulevards
Called for the preparation of a future specific plan to
determine detailed standards, strategies, and policies
for the Downtown District, and to coordinate
numerous public and private investments.
The LUCE did not establish development standards
for the Downtown Core designation, instead deferring
such standards to a future specific plan for the
Downtown. Until adoption of the proposed DCP, the
standards of the 1984 LUCE and as, applicable, the
BDSP continue to apply
The LUCE did not establish development standards
for the Downtown Core designation, instead deferring
such standards to a future specific plan. Until
adoption of the proposed DCP, the standards of the
1984 LUCE and as applicable, the BDSP continue to
apply
Updated in June 2015 to reflect the LUCE
The Zoning Ordinance does not address the
Downtown; instead, deferring such standards to the
adoption of the DCP
Pending the adoption of the proposed DCP, the
Interim Zoning Ordinance for the Downtown Core
provides that the 1988 zoning standards remain
applicable for the Downtown Core, and requires that
any new development in the Downtown over 32 feet
in height be processed by a DA
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Santa Monica Interim Zoning Ordinance for the Downtown
Pending adoption of this DCP, IZO 2522 was adopted by the City Council. Under the IZO, projects
up to 7,500 sf would continue to be administratively approved. Projects over this threshold would
be subject to discretionary review. Additionally, projects over 32 feet in height in the Downtown
would be subject to a Development Agreement (DA). Projects that are 100 percent affordable
housing projects of up to 50 units would be processed ministerially if a minimum of 25 percent of
the housing units are deed-restricted for households with incomes of 60 percent or less of area
median income (AMI) with the remainder deed restricted for households with incomes of 80
percent of less of AMI. In the absence of an adopted DCP that updates the Zoning Ordinance for
Downtown, IZO 2522 states that the development standards of the 1988 Zoning Ordinance shall
continue to be applied to projects in the Downtown Core. The 1988 Zoning Districts that currently
apply for properties within the Downtown core (refer to Figure 3.12-1): Downtown Commercial
(C-3); Downtown Commercial Overlay (C3C); Residential-Visitor Commercial (RVC); Bayside
Commercial (BSC1 – BSC4); and Industrial Conservation (M1).
3.12.3 Impact Assessment Methodology
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2017 California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the
proposed DCP may have a significant adverse impact on land use/planning if:
a) The project would physically divide an established community;
b) The project would conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an
agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan,
specific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect;
c) The project would conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural
community conservation plan.
Non-Applicable Threshold(s)
Threshold (c) Habitat Conservation Plan or Natural Community Conservation Plan: The
Downtown is not subject to any habitat conservation plan or natural community conservation plan,
as the area is devoid of habitat area (refer to Section 3.5, Biological Resources). As such, no
impacts on an applicable habitat conservation or natural community conservation plan for the City
would occur with implementation of the proposed DCP. Therefore, this issue will not be analyzed
further in this EIR.
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Table 3.12-3 Maximum Height and FARs for the 1998 Zoning Districts
1988 Zoning District
C-3 Downtown Commercial District
Parcels in the area bounded by 5th Court, 6th
Court, Colorado Avenue, and Wilshire
Boulevard
Parcels in the area bounded by 6th Court, 7th
Court, Colorado Avenue, and Wilshire
Boulevard and the north side of Wilshire
between 2nd Street and 7th Street
C3-C Downtown Overlay District
Parcels in the area bounded by 4th Court, 5th
Court, Colorado Avenue, and Wilshire
RVC Residential Visitor Commercial District
(east side of Ocean Avenue to First Court from
Colorado Avenue to California Avenue)

BSC1 – BSC4 (Passage Overlay Zone)

BSC1
BSC2
BSC3
BSC4
M1

Maximum Heighta
3 stories, 45 feet except
for the below:
5 stories, 60 feet (provided
no retail above first floor
and only residential uses
above)
4 stories, 50 feet (provided
no retail above first floor
and only residential uses
above)
4 stories, 45 feet
6 stories, 75 feet

Maximum FARb
2.0

3 stories, 45 feet (no
limitation on the number of
stories of any hotel,
parking structure, or
affordable housing project
so long as height does not
exceed the maximum
number of feet permitted)
84 feet (provided that the
top two floor floors are
used exclusively for
residential purposes)
4 stories, 56 feet
4 stories, 56 feet
4 stories, 56 feet
3 stories, 45 feet
2 stories, 30 feet or for
affordable artist studios, 3
stories and 45 feet

2.0 (residential floor area is
reduced by 50 percent
when calculating whether a
development review permit
is required)

1.5

1.5

2.5
2.5

3.5

3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
1.0 or 1.5 for affordable
artist studios

Notes:
a No limitation on the number of stories of any hotel, parking structure, or structure containing at least one floor of residential use
containing so long as the height does not exceed the maximum number of feet permitted.
b

Residential floor area is discounted by 50 percent for the purposes of floor area ratio calculation unless otherwise indicated.

Methodology
The assessment of whether the project would physically divide an established community is based
on a review of the existing land uses in the Downtown and surrounding area and considering
whether the proposed DCP would result in land uses that would conflict, either physically or
functionally, with such existing uses.
The analysis of land use consistency considers whether the proposed DCP would be consistent
with regional and local plans, policies, and regulations that are applicable to the proposed DCP. In
accordance with CEQA and the purpose of this EIR, this discussion primarily focuses on those
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goals and policies that relate to avoiding or mitigating environmental impacts, and an assessment
of whether any inconsistency with these standards creates a significant physical impact on the
environment. CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(d) requires that an EIR discuss inconsistencies
with applicable plans that the decision-makers should address. A project need not be consistent
with each and every policy and objective in a planning document. Rather, a project is considered
consistent with the provisions of the identified regional and local plans if it is compatible with and
will further the objectives and policies of the plans.
This analysis includes both Scenario A and Scenario B identified in Section 2.0, Project
Description. Following or concurrent with the proposed adoption of the DCP, the Zoning
Ordinance would be updated to adopt the standards set forth in the proposed DCP and its
appendices (the proposed Plan evaluated in this EIR). Since the proposed DCP would provide the
standards that would supersede existing zoning regulations within the Downtown, analysis of
consistency between existing zoning and the proposed DCP is not discussed further in this section.
3.12.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The LUCE mandates the creation of the proposed DCP to address the unique character and
composition of the City’s central gathering space, the Downtown District. The LUCE established
a vision for Downtown to continue to thrive as the greatest concentration of activity in the City,
anchored by the core commercial district and an expanding residential area with a variety of unit
sizes and types. The LUCE focuses on fostering the economic and social health of the District by
providing needed office space, hotel accommodations, housing and other local serving retail and
restaurant uses, as well as improving the streets, connections and other parts of the public realm to
serve all modes (e.g., vehicles, pedestrians, bikes, and transit).
The proposed DCP builds upon this LUCE vision, which has been further refined by significant
community input. The proposed DCP addresses important issues in the Downtown including
historic preservation, high quality architecture, sensitive urban design, sustainable features,
expansion of cultural arts offerings, additional open spaces that support walkability, additional
office space to meet the needs of the “Silicon Beach” creative businesses, and integration with the
Downtown Station. Based on these principles, the proposed DCP establishes development
standards for enhancing the existing character, environmental sustainability, and qualities of the
Downtown. These qualities are strongly influenced by the design of the ground floor of buildings
and how they frame by the public realm to establish the urban form. The goals, policies, and
development standards of the proposed DCP encourage the design of pedestrian human scale
buildings, create incentives for affordable and workforce housing, respect the character of the
residential neighborhood to the north, and encourage access to Santa Monica’s unique light and
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air. The development standards also ensure that each new building in the Downtown contributes
to the creation of successful placemaking with publicly accessible open spaces and pedestrianoriented streetscapes that promote walkability and linkages with the Downtown Station.
The proposed DCP would implement a modified version of the tiered community benefit system
identified in the LUCE for the Downtown. This tiered land use and zoning system requires that
any project over Tier 1 contribute community benefits specifically tailored to the Downtown.
In refining the LUCE tiering system for the Downtown, all projects over a specified square footage,
regardless of height, would be processed through a DA and must provide community benefits (i.e.,
DA threshold). However, the establishment of DA thresholds constitute a planning procedure and
would not affect the analysis of potential environmental impacts addressed in this EIR.
Recognizing the distinct character of the various areas of the Downtown, the proposed DCP
provides unique set of development standards and Tier options to achieve the LUCE vision (refer
to Section 2.0, Project Description).
•

Tier 1 Projects – Base Height: For all of the Downtown, the proposed DCP allows for a
Tier 1 base height of 32 feet. A project may go up to 39 feet with onsite affordable housing
provided in accordance with the Affordable Housing Production Program. Tier 1 projects
would have an allowable FAR of 1.5 to 2.25, depending on the district and provision of
housing. Tier 1 projects must continue to meet minimum project requirements for setbacks,
design, open space, and pay adopted fees for affordable housing, transportation impact,
cultural arts, and child care.

•

Tier 2 Projects – Height Increased Above Base Height: The proposed DCP would allow
maximum Tier 2 heights that range from 50 to 60 feet, depending on the district.
Developers of Tier 2 projects would be required to provide community benefits consistent
with priorities specified in the proposed DCP.

•

Tier 3 Projects – Height Increased Above Tier 2 Height: For select districts of the
Downtown, the proposed DCP would allow for Tier 3 heights that range from 60 to 84
feet, depending on the district and provision of housing. Developers of Tier 3 projects
would be required to provide an increased level of community benefits.

Mixed-Use Boulevard District
Lincoln Boulevard is currently automobile-oriented and dominated by commercial buildings and
small strip malls with 8- to 10-foot-wide sidewalks. Under the DCP, this area is anticipated to
evolve with Lincoln Boulevard becoming a more walkable street and a viable gateway for
Downtown, while still performing as a major vehicular and transit connector. New multi-story
buildings on Lincoln Boulevard would generally replace older, automobile-oriented buildings,
with public realm improvements (including sidewalks up to 15 feet in width) that provide
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north/south connections to support access to the Downtown Station. New buildings would be
pedestrian-oriented with ground-floor local serving uses that would increase the pedestrian activity
of Lincoln Boulevard. Additionally, the proposed DCP includes standards and guidelines to ensure
that pedestrian amenities such as bike corrals and landscaping would enliven the public realm.
The proposed DCP would also amend the LUCE General Plan designation map to eliminate the
split-designation at one or more properties, and amend the land use designation to Mixed-Use
Boulevard only.
Neighborhood Village District
Under the proposed DCP, new multi-story residential buildings and/or small floor plate office
buildings with ground-floor local serving uses could be developed from 7th Court to 5th Court and
from Wilshire Boulevard to Broadway. Additionally, the proposed DCP includes standards and
guidelines to ensure that improvements to the public realm (including sidewalks up to 18 feet in
width) would occur in conjunction with new development.
Land uses between 5th Court and 4th Court as well as Wilshire Boulevard and Santa Monica
Boulevard would generally include a well-rounded mix of residential, small office, retail, religious,
restaurant and financial institutions housed within new multi-story buildings. As with the other
districts, new buildings would be pedestrian-oriented with active ground floor uses and public
realm improvements (including sidewalks up to 18-feet in width). A portion of the large Cityowned Established Large Site on Arizona Avenue between 4th and 5th Streets would be redeveloped
with various new mixed-use buildings up to seven stories in height. When redeveloped, this
Established Large Site would enliven the district and provide significant public open space.
Transit Adjacent District
The Transit Adjacent district includes properties adjacent to and near the I-10 Freeway and the
Downtown Station. This district of Downtown is currently typified by mix of buildings on larger
parcel with minimal streetscape improvements and newer mixed-use residential buildings. The
Transit Adjacent district is anticipated to accommodate the greatest mix of convenient goods and
services in proximity of the Downtown Station. The standards also anticipate additional
employment sites near transit to minimize new automobile trips. The proposed DCP anticipates
that a number of properties in this district would redevelop with new multi-story buildings that can
accommodate a broad mix of uses and services such as local and regional serving retail, multifamily housing, Class A office, creative employment, hospitality uses, and community gathering
spaces. Increased building setbacks with sidewalks between 15 to 25 feet in width, public realm
improvements, and substantial open space (including the Colorado Esplanade) would provide
attractive connections to the Downtown Station. The Transit Adjacent district also includes the
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properties that make up the GMP area (120 Colorado Avenue – Wyndham Site; 302 Colorado
Avenue – Sears Site; 402 Colorado Avenue – Downtown Station Site). The GMP would provide
a roadmap for the evolution of sites with opportunities for community benefits that would tie into
the regional circulation systems of the I-10 Freeway, the Big Blue Bus, and the Downtown Station
(see Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation).
Bayside Conservation District
The center of the Downtown is anticipated to include a lively mix of pedestrian-oriented uses. The
4th/5th and Arizona Established Large Site would be a catalyst development anchoring the northcentral part of the Downtown, creating a new local and regional destination. Additionally, the
proposed DCP includes standards and guidelines to ensure that improvements to the public realm
(e.g., sidewalks widened up to 18-feet through increased building setbacks) would occur in
conjunction with new development.
The Promenade has a lively urban atmosphere due to the number of active retail storefronts,
restaurants with outdoor dining, and entertainment uses. Some of these buildings retain their
historic facades at ground level or on upper floors. The proposed DCP intends to preserve the
ambiance of this popular, pedestrian-oriented Santa Monica amenity.
The north side of Wilshire Boulevard between 2nd and 7th Streets currently hosts a multitude of
different building types and heights with high-rise Class A office developments above seven
stories and lower scale (one- to six-story) structures that house a mixture of small neighborhood
serving retail, dining, and residential units. The proposed DCP’s vision for this area continues to
support human-scale buildings that are designed to be sensitive to the area and which step down
and transition to the adjacent residential uses of the Wilmont Neighborhood to the north. New
buildings would include smaller local serving uses that provide easily accessible goods and
services to the surrounding neighborhood.
Given the varied scale of building heights on Ocean Avenue, new development on Ocean Avenue
would not significantly change the visual character of the area. Additionally, the development of
new, smaller maximum 50-foot buildings would be generally consistent with the existing scale of
2nd Street. The proposed DCP encourages public realm improvements to provide a more walkable
environment in this area. In particular, the proposed DCP calls for enhancements to the streetscape
and increased building setbacks at the southern end to accommodate pedestrians accessing the
Santa Monica Pier and restaurants. Two Established Large Sites are located along Ocean Avenue
and could provide significant community benefits if redeveloped.
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Established Large Sites (Negotiated Projects)
The proposed DCP identifies established sites in the Downtown that are capable of delivering
significant community benefits coordinated with private investment while contributing to
automobile trip reduction in the Downtown, either as sites near transit, or land uses with reduced
trip rates, such as hotels or affordable housing. The proposed DCP describes four specific sites
based on the size, location, and proximity to transportation.
The four three established large sites as identified in Section 2.0, Project Description include:
1.

4th/5th and Arizona

2.

1133 Ocean Avenue/101 Wilshire (Miramar Hotel)

3.

101 Santa Monica Boulevard (Ocean Avenue Site)

4.

710 Broadway (Vons Site)

The proposed DCP considers development of these Established Large Sites as a means to provide
significant community benefits, addressing key issues in the Downtown, such as open space,
circulation, and activity/uses. Due to their key locations and large size, these sites can have the
catalytic effect of creating a more functional, livable Downtown. The addition of significant public
open space at these sites would also contribute to a more inviting, walkable downtown. Each of
the four three Established Large Sites under consideration reflect very different conditions,
location, and site specific opportunities and concerns. In order to achieve the type of site-specific
benefit that is expected, the proposed DCP outlines overarching standards and guidelines such as,
but not limited to, contributing to the public realm, pedestrian orientation, walkability and
multimodal circulation. The maximum FARs for these Established Large Sites under Scenario A
and Scenario B are provided in Table 2-4 of Section 2.0, Project Description. Because these sites
are anticipated to require a DA, there would be significant opportunity for public input and
negotiation of community benefits. If applicants on the Established Large Sites request
consideration of building heights greater than 84 feet, such a request would require a Specific Plan
Amendment and additional environmental review.
Additionally, there are four other large GMP sites located along Colorado Avenue (near the I-10
freeway) within the GMP area that have the potential to provide significant community benefits,
particularly circulation improvements in and around the Downtown Station. These sites provide
opportunities for significant circulation investments (e.g., the new connector streets through the
Big Blue Bus Yards, Downtown Station, and Sears large GMP sites as well as the Big Blue Bus
Yards site) as well as peripheral parking that expand the multi-modal access in and around the
Downtown and reduce traffic into the District.
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Would the project physically divide an established community?
Impact Description
LU-1

Implementation of the proposed DCP would not physically divide an
established community. Rather, the DCP would enhance community
connections by facilitating the creation of new open spaces, pedestrian
linkages, a mix of complementary land uses, and an integrated multi-modal
transportation system. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.

A key objective of the proposed DCP is to create a complete and fully connected District that will
provide an expanded open space network, create new pedestrian linkages from the Downtown to
the beach and Civic Center, support a complementary mixed-use environment, and integrate the
Downtown Station into the fabric of the Downtown while preserving its unique character.
Open Space Connections
The proposed DCP would create an expanded, interconnected open space network with enhanced
pedestrian sidewalks, pathways, and esplanades. Specifically, the proposed DCP calls for locating
new open space such that all residents in the Downtown are within a 2.5-minute walk or less to a
park and/or publically accessible open space that functions like a public park. The proposed DCP
also addresses the concept of streets as part of the open space network by enhancing streetscapes
and calling for four new signature sidewalks as described below.
Sidewalks and Connections
Sidewalks, intersections, and the access zone between the street and the sidewalk are the public
places where connections are made. The proposed DCP promotes enhanced connections to fill
existing gaps and deficiencies in the sidewalk network. Specifically, the proposed DCP includes
development standards for increased building setbacks and public realm improvements to create a
more pedestrian-friendly, walkable environment that would facilitate pedestrian connections
throughout the Downtown. The proposed DCP aims to connect peripheral parking facilities,
adjacent uses, and access to transit. The proposed DCP proposes several sidewalk projects that
would create connections between the Downtown District to the pier, beach and Civic Center:
•

Wilshire Boulevard from 3rd Street to Ocean Avenue, where streetscape improvements
on the south side would connect Palisades Park and Ocean Avenue to the northern end
of the Third Street Promenade, activating the northern edge of the Downtown.

•

Ocean Avenue from Colorado Avenue to Broadway, where this streetscape project
along the east side of the street would facilitate the heavy pedestrian traffic accessing
the pier and restaurants in the area.
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•

4th Street, where streetscape improvements would provide connectivity between the
Downtown Station and Civic Center.

•

Lincoln Boulevard, where improvements to both east and west sides of the street would
improve the pedestrian experience and accessibility to the Downtown and Downtown
Station.

•

2nd Street, where improvements along this street would improve the pedestrian
environment

Connections to Neighborhoods
Currently, Lincoln Boulevard is automobile-oriented and generally disconnected from the
Downtown. The proposed DCP’s development standards and design guidelines would ensure that
as land use changes occur, Lincoln Boulevard would transform into a more walkable street and a
viable gateway for the Downtown, while still performing as a major vehicular and transit connector
for the Downtown and adjacent neighborhoods.
Additionally, the proposed DCP’s development standards for along the Lincoln Boulevard corridor
and along Wilshire Boulevard between 2nd and 7th Streets are designed to be sensitive to the
adjacent residential area, requiring new buildings to step down in height to the adjacent residential
uses. These standards would ensure a smooth transition from the mixed-use boulevards of the
Downtown to the residential neighborhood.
Transportation Connections
The Downtown and Civic Center are currently divided by the I-10 Freeway. The proposed DCP
supports the creation of a comprehensive transportation network that effectively integrates the
Downtown Station and connects the Downtown with the Santa Monica Pier, beach, and Civic Center.
Specifically, the proposed DCP incorporates the following elements that will connect destinations
and also allow people to make connections easily from one mode of transportation to another:
Traffic Flow
The DCP would make minor improvements to the existing street network in order to improve
traffic flow. These improvements include:
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•

Removal of the existing transit mall on Santa Monica Boulevard east of 4th Street to
create additional traffic capacity.

•

Selected removal of on-street parking to create additional capacity at selected locations
(i.e., additional westbound through-lane on Santa Monica Boulevard from 5th Street to
Ocean Avenue; additional eastbound and westbound through lanes on Olympic Drive
between Main Street and 4th Street).
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•

Signal timing and Active Transportation Management Systems to manage vehicle flow
as well as improved wayfinding to reduce confusion and reduce the length that drivers
must drive to find parking.

The GMP will be a separate planning effort to be undertaken subsequent to the adoption of the
DCP. The GMP will provide for the detailed planning of major circulation infrastructure
connections serving Downtown in conjunction with the development of up to three additional
Established Large Sites along Colorado Avenue near the I-10 freeway. These GMP sites include:
•

4CO Site (4th and Colorado Avenue site), adjacent to the Expo LRT Downtown Station.

•

Sears Site at 302 Colorado Avenue.

•

Wyndham Hotel Site at 120 Colorado Avenue.

Additionally, circulation improvements could occur on or near a portion of the Big Blue Bus site
at 1660 7th Street.
Community discussion has shown a desire for extra planning efforts to ensure that the future of
these GMP sites are planned efficiently and effectively to improve circulation, re-allocate density
where necessary, and provide amenities such as open space, shared parking, and preservation of
historic structures. The DCP assigns heights and FARs to these GMP sites according to their
underlying district and the EIR conservatively analyzes the maximum FAR and height per their
assigned underlying district.
Transit
With the recent arrival of the Expo LRT, the proposed DCP recognizes that it will be important
for continued investment in transit. In consideration of a comprehensive transit network that
includes the Expo LRT, the proposed DCP encourages dedicated transit facilities and well-located
stops and layover zones for buses.
Achieving the LUCE’s goal of “No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips” requires the implementation
of effective TDM measures to minimize single occupancy automobile trips, and achieve
Downtown average vehicle ridership (AVR) targets of 2.2 as required by the City’s TDM
Ordinance. In addition to the TDM measures required by SMMC Chapter 9.53, the package of
TDM strategies for the proposed DCP would include:
•

Requiring all new Tier 2 and non-negotiated Tier 3 Projects to provide a transportation
allowance of at least 75 and 100 percent, respectively, of the cost of a regional transit pass
(increase to a 100 percent subsidy program on Established Large Sites and GMP sites).

•

Requiring residential components of project to provide on-site shared bicycles intended for
resident and guest use or creation of an on-site bikeshare station (this shall be optional if
citywide bikeshare is already located on the same block as the project site).
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•

Partnering with other organizations for transportation outreach and marketing.

Drawing from interest expressed in the community, the DCP supports the creation of an internal
circulator that provides a transit option to get quickly from one end of the Downtown to the other,
and particularly to the Downtown Station. A circulator would assist visitors in navigating the
Downtown, transport those unable to walk long distances, and connect pedestrians back to a transit
line or parked car.
The transportation investments identified in the proposed DCP would also build on the pedestrian
and bicycle network improvements of the recently completed Colorado Esplanade, which links the
Downtown Station to the Santa Monica Pier. Based on the above, the proposed DCP would
complement the surrounding existing and planned uses and character in Downtown and would not
physically divide an established community. Rather, the proposed DCP would help to create a
District with an integrated network of open space, pedestrian linkages, land uses, and
transportation improvements. Therefore, impacts related to the division of an established
community would be less than significant.
Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?
Impact Description
LU-2

The proposed DCP would not conflict with the provisions of the California
Coastal Act. As such, this impact would be less than significant.

The portion of the proposed DCP area west of the 4th Street right-of-way is located within the
California Coastal Zone. The City’s CLUP (certified in 1992) identifies policies intended to ensure
maximum access to the coast, protect coastal resources, and promote transit, bicycle and pedestrian
access within the Coastal Zone. Implementation of the proposed DCP would require a LCP
amendment to ensure that the policies and standards within the CLUP are consistent with those of
the proposed DCP.
As shown in Table 3.12-4, the proposed DCP would not conflict with the provisions of the
California Coastal Act. Specifically, the proposed DCP would not obstruct coastal access, interfere
with the use of coastal resources, negatively impact the quality of coastal waters, degrade habitat,
or have an adverse effect on coastal views.
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Table 3.12-4 California Coastal Act Consistency Summary
Sections
Public Access: Public Resources Code
Sections 30210 through 30214,
Sections 30220 through 30224, 30252

Recreation: Public Resources Code
Section 30210-30214 and Sections
30220 through 30223

Water Quality: Public Resources Code
Section 30230-32031

Habitat: Public Resources Code
Section 30240

Development: Public Resources Code
Sections 30235 and 30253

Visual Resources: Public Resources
30251

Downtown Community Plan Consistency Analysis
Consistent. The proposed DCP would not affect the public’s
ability to gain access to, and/or to make use of, the coast
and nearby recreational facilities. Rather, the DCP proposes
improved connections (e.g., sidewalk enhancements) and
wayfinding signage that would facilitate access to the coast.
Consistent. The proposed DCP would not interfere with
public recreational use of coastal resources. Rather, the
proposed DCP would ensure the long-term sustainability of
the Downtown, which would also help support the coastal
public recreational opportunities.
Consistent. The proposed DCP would not impact the water
quality of coastal waters. As analyzed in Section 3.11,
Hydrology and Water Quality, all construction sites in the
Downtown must meet the requirements of the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Construction General
Permit (SWRCB Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ) and the City’s
Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance (which implements the
requirements of the MS4 National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System [NPDES] Permit). Compliance with
existing regulations would prevent violation of water quality
standards and minimize the potential for contributing
additional sources of polluted runoff to impact the coastal
waters. Further, after construction activities are completed,
new open space anticipated in the Downtown would be
beneficial in reducing the amount of polluted runoff that
enters the municipal storm drain system.
Consistent. There are no sensitive coastal habitats within the
boundaries of the Downtown. The proposed DCP would not
result in significant degradation of adjacent habitat,
recreation areas, or parks and is compatible with the
continuance of those habitat, recreation, and park areas.
Consistent. The proposed DCP would not locate new land
uses near coastal hazards. As analyzed in Section 3.9,
Geology and Soils, the Downtown is located outside of the
City’s identified tsunami inundation zone and would not be
affected. Additionally, the Palisades Bluffs are setback a
minimum of approximately 200 feet west of the closest
properties within the Downtown (i.e., those fronting the
inland edge of Ocean Avenue). Given this setback from this
bluff, the susceptibility of the Downtown to catastrophic
landslide or large-scale bluff instability is very low.
Consistent. The proposed DCP would not have an adverse
impact on coastal views. As analyzed in Section 3.3,
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access, views of
scenic resources from nearby public viewing areas would not
be substantially affected by the proposed DCP. No scenic
vistas would be lost as limited occasional views would still
continue to be available since existing buildings in the
Downtown currently limit or frame such views.
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Impact Description
LU-3

The proposed DCP would be consistent with the goals and policies in SCAG’s
2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
and Compass Growth Visioning Principles. As such, this impact would be less
than significant.

Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed DCP would be consistent with the regional policies of
SCAG’s RTP/SCS and Compass Growth Visioning Principles intended to focus land use changes
in transit areas and foster better placemaking. Implementation of the proposed DCP would
contribute to a reduction in regional VMT and GHG reduction emissions. A discussion of the
proposed DCP’s consistency with applicable goals and policies of these SCAG guiding documents
is provided in Table 3.12-5.
Table 3.12-5 SCAG Policy Consistency Summary
Downtown Community Plan Consistency
Analysis
SCAG Regional Transportation Plan/ Sustainable Communities Strategy
RTP Goal: Maximize the productivity of our
Consistent. The proposed DCP would support
transportation system.
the creation of a multi-modal Downtown that is
fully integrated with multiple transit systems,
including the Big Blue Bus and Metro Rapid
bus systems and the Expo LRT. The proposed
DCP includes policies and standards to create
new linkages between the various modes of
transportation, including enhanced pedestrian
streetscapes, addition of new streets with
transit amenities, and a Downtown shuttle
circulator. Additionally, the proposed DCP
concentrates new land uses in the Transit
Adjacent district, supporting higher activity in
close proximity to transit in order to maximize
use and productivity of these systems and
minimize new automobile trips.
RTP Goal: Encourage land use and growth patterns
Consistent. The proposed DCP guides land use
that facilitate transit and non-motorized transportation. and growth in the transit-rich Downtown, which
is currently serviced by a number of existing
bus lines and by the Expo LRT. In addition, the
proposed DCP identifies transportation
investments that would help create a multimodal Downtown District. As such, the
proposed DCP supports the use of alternative
modes of transportation.
Goal/Policy/Objective
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Table 3.12-5 SCAG Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
Downtown Community Plan Consistency
Analysis
SCS Goal 1. Better Placemaking: The strategies
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes
outlined in the 2016 – 2040 RTP/SCS promote the
compact development and varied housing
development of better places to live and work through options (including affordable housing) within the
measures that encourage more compact development, pedestrian-oriented Downtown. The proposed
standards and guidelines would ensure that
varied housing options, bike and pedestrian
future projects would support a complementary
improvements, and efficient transportation
mix of uses that would be pedestrian-oriented.
infrastructure.
The proposed DCP also identifies strategies to
increase opportunities for affordable housing
and supports transportation investments that
would create a multi-modal district integrated
with the Expo LRT.
SCS Goal 5: Improved Access and Mobility: Strategies
Consistent. The proposed DCP guides future
contained within the 2016 – 2040 RTP/SCS will help the land use changes in the transit-rich Downtown,
region confront congestion and mobility issues in a
including around the Downtown Station. The
variety of ways, including improvements to bicycle and
proposed DCP would provide for a new model
pedestrian facilities. Land use strategies in the 2016 –
of mobility that would include enhanced TDM
2040 RTP/SCS will improve mobility and access by
requirements to promote alternative modes of
placing destinations closer together and decreasing the
transportation including walking and cycling.
time and cost of traveling between them.
Additionally, the proposed DCP identifies
improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle
networks that would further strengthen these
transportation modes.
SCAG Compass/ Growth Visioning Principles
To realize the Growth Vision Principles, the Growth Vision encourages:
(1) Focusing growth in existing and emerging centers Consistent. The DCP would guide land use
and along major transportation corridors.
changes near transit including the area
surrounding the Downtown Station.
(2) Creating significant areas of mixed-use
Consistent. A mixed-use and walkable
development and walkable communities.
Downtown District is the underlying theme in
the proposed DCP, where future projects would
be required to promote active ground floor uses
as well as residential, commercial, and office
uses on higher levels. Additionally, the
proposed DCP includes pedestrian elements
such as increased building setbacks, night
lighting, way-finding signage, pedestrian
seating, and other elements to increase
walkability in the Downtown.
(3) Targeting growth around existing and planned
Consistent. The proposed DCP guides future land
transit stations.
use changes in the transit-rich Downtown,
including around the Downtown Station.
(4) Preserving existing open space and stable
Consistent. The proposed DCP would establish
residential areas.
the framework for land use changes anticipated
to occur in the Downtown, thereby preserving
the City’s existing residential neighborhoods
and open space.
Goal/Policy/Objective
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Impact Description
LU-4

The proposed DCP would be substantially compatible with the goals and
policies of the LUCE. However, Scenario A would not achieve the City’s LUCE
goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips by 2030 and as such, this impact
would be potentially significant for Scenario A. Scenario B would achieve the
goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, and as such, this impact would be
less than significant.

The proposed DCP implements the LUCE goals and policies of the Downtown, integrating land
use and circulation to address community concerns. The proposed DCP addresses important issues
in the Downtown including historic preservation, high quality architecture, sensitive urban design,
housing opportunities, sustainable features, expansion of cultural arts offerings, additional open
spaces that support quality of life, walkability, additional office space to meet the needs of creative
businesses, and integration with the Downtown Station. The proposed DCP also provides
approaches for enhancing mobility and circulation in the Downtown through new street
improvements and connections as well as TDM measures that foster trip reduction goals.
The proposed DCP ensures that future land use changes would contribute to the Downtown’s
continued success, while ensuring that the character of the Downtown would be preserved. The
proposed DCP also establishes the framework for community benefits, including enhanced
pedestrian connections, transportation improvements, and new open space. As shown in Table 3.126, the proposed DCP is generally consistent with the guiding principles and policies of the LUCE.
As analyzed in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, the citywide goal of No Net New P.M.
Peak Hour Trips would not be achieved under Scenario A, but would be achieved under Scenario B.
The proposed DCP would require a LUCE General Plan amendment to address the splitdesignation of the one or more existing properties. The proposed General Plan amendment would
ensure that the DCP set of standards would apply to the whole of these properties.
Cumulative Impacts
The geographic context for this cumulative analysis includes the City in terms of the City’s General
Plan goals and policies, as well as the greater Los Angeles County in terms of planning for regional
transportation and growth.
The proposed DCP envisions that the Downtown would evolve with a balance of complementary
land uses that supports a strong multimodal transportation system. Future land use changes in this
District in combination with investments in alternative modes of transportation (e.g., Expo LRT and
Downtown Station) would strengthen connections within Santa Monica and between the City and
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the greater Los Angeles area. The proposed DCP’s transportation investments in the Downtown
would increase the use of alternative modes of transportation, allowing people to move across and
through the Downtown more easily. Additionally, facilitating easy access to the Downtown Station
would increase the connection of the Downtown to the greater Los Angeles area. Improvements to
the areas surrounding the Downtown Station, including pick-up and drop-off zones and public
parking, would also make it more accessible to residents in other parts of the Downtown that wish
to access the Expo LRT, thereby strengthening their connection to the greater Los Angeles area as
well. Therefore, impacts associated with dividing existing communities as a result of implementation
of the proposed DCP would be less than significant.
Land use changes in the Downtown, combined with new land uses in transit-served areas of the
City (e.g., Bergamot Transit Village), would be consistent with LUCE and SCAG goals of
focusing land use changes in limited areas of the City near transit and along transportation
corridors to preserve the City’s existing residential neighborhoods. This approach is expected to
increase the use of public transit and reduce the distance between new housing, jobs, and services,
thus reducing net increases in citywide traffic, overall VMT, peak-hour congestion, and GHG
emissions. SCAG identified Downtown Santa Monica as a high-quality transit area with the
potential to accommodate new land uses such that the City can grow in a sustainable manner. The
proposed DCP would help to achieve these regional goals by guiding a mix of complementary land
uses in the Downtown area and encouraging multi-modal transportation through a variety of
circulation improvements.
The proposed DCP also includes policies taken directly from the LUCE and Housing Element.
Consistent with these policy documents, the proposed DCP guides new land uses near transit to
preserve existing neighborhoods. As stated above, the core principal of the LUCE is to integrate
land use and transportation planning so that the future growth would occur sustainably while
minimizing the negative impacts of new development on existing neighborhoods. The Plan
implements this LUCE principle by creating opportunities for mixed-use residential development
with incentives for housing near the Downtown Station, while redirecting intensive residential
market pressure away from existing neighborhoods. Further, providing housing opportunities in
the Downtown to meet anticipated growth and associated housing demand near transit also
supports the sustainability policies and strategies set forth in SCAG’s RTP/SCS to tie land use
changes to transit, thus reducing VMT and associated GHG emissions. As the most transit-rich
area of the City served by the Big Blue Bus and the Expo LRT the Downtown provides the greatest
opportunity for meeting the City’s housing demand while preserving neighborhoods and achieving
sustainability goals. Overall, the proposed DCP would conform to both LUCE and regional
planning goals. Therefore, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary
Policy
LUCE Citywide Goals and Policies
Policy LU1.1 Neighborhood Protection: Establish
land use policy designations and incentives which
redirect intensive residential investment pressure
away from existing neighborhoods to boulevards
and districts served by transit.
Policy LU1.3 Quality of Life: Preserve
neighborhood quality of life and protect
neighborhoods against potential impacts related
to development, traffic, noise, air quality, and
encroachment of commercial activities and
establish standards that transition down building
envelope of commercial buildings adjacent to
residential properties.
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Downtown Community Plan Consistency
Analysis1
Consistent. The DCP establishes the regulatory
framework to guide future land uses in close
proximity to the Downtown Station at 4th Street and
Colorado, thereby directing investment pressure
away from the City’s residential neighborhoods.
Scenario A – Partially inconsistent. Scenario A of
the proposed DCP may not achieve the design
standards to ensure that new buildings are
designed in a manner to maximize access to light
and air. Therefore, new buildings along Wilshire
Boulevard and Lincoln Boulevard may not
transition as smoothly to the residential
neighborhoods to the north and east as they would
under Scenario B.
Scenario B - Consistent. Scenario B of the
proposed DCP provides development standards
and height restrictions along Wilshire Boulevard to
preserve the surrounding neighborhood quality
and ensure a respectful transition to the
residential neighborhoods to the north. The
proposed maximum height of 50 feet would not be
out of character or context with existing
surrounding buildings including the residential
neighborhood to the north. The residential
neighborhood to the north includes a varied mix of
one to four story residential buildings, some of
which are 50 feet or higher. The DCP prescribes
minimum stepback standards for new buildings
abutting any residentially zoned parcel, which
would transition down the building envelop and
would ensure that new buildings in the Wilshire
Transition district would respectfully transition to
buildings in the north. Additionally, the DCP’s
proposed maximum height of 84 feet at the
Miramar Established Large Site at the corner of
Ocean and Wilshire would be less than the
surrounding buildings in the immediate vicinity
including the adjacent 13-story, 150-foot Santa
Monica Bay Tower, which is located in the
immediate vicinity at the intersection of California
and Ocean Avenue as well as other high rise
buildings located near Wilshire, including the 160
foot First Federal Bank Building at 401 Wilshire,
the Huntley Hotel, and the 233 Wilshire Office
Building. Additionally, the proposed maximum
height of 84 feet at the Miramar Established Large
Site would represent an improvement from the
existing 105-foot Ocean Tower Building that
currently exists at the site. Additionally, the
proposed Downtown Community Plan includes
development standards and design
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Policy

Policy LU1.4 Retention of Existing Structures:
Encourage and Incentivize preservation of
historic structures and older buildings that add to
the character or residential districts through the
development of programs such as Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) and conservation
easements.
Policy LU1.5 Design Compatibility: Require that
new infill development be compatible with the
existing scale, mass and character of the
residential neighborhood. New buildings should
transition in size, height, and scale toward
adjacent residential structures.
Policy LU2.1 Redirect Growth: Redirect growth
away from residential neighborhoods onto transit
corridors, where new uses are served by
convenient transportation networks.

Policy LU2.4 Affordable and Workforce Housing:
Create diverse housing options along the transit
corridors and in the activity centers, replacing
some commercial potential with additional
affordable and workforce housing, and
encouraging affordable workforce housing near
the transit stations.

Policy LU2.5 Vehicle Trip Reduction: Achieve
vehicle trip reduction through comprehensive
strategies that designate land uses, establish
development and street design standards,
implement sidewalk, bicycle, and roadway
improvements, expand transit service, manage
parking, and strengthen Transportation Demand
Management programs that support accessibility
by transit, bicycle and foot, and discourage
vehicle trips at a district-wide level. Monitor
progress using tools that integrate land use and
transportation factors. Increase bicycle and
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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guidelines that prescribe minimum stepbacks for
new building abutting any residentially zoned
parcel, which would transition the building
envelope design down to abutting residential
neighborhoods. These development standards,
design guidelines, and stepback requirements are
intended to address aesthetic and land use issues,
including maintaining a clear transition between the
Downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes
development standards and policies that would
incentivize enhanced preservation of historic
buildings in Downtown. Refer to Section 3.7,
Cultural Resources.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU1.3.

Consistent. The proposed DCP allows for future
growth opportunities in the transit-rich Downtown,
thereby redirecting it away from the City’s
residential neighborhoods. The proposed DCP
concentrates new land uses, particularly housing,
in the Transit Adjacent district near the Downtown
Station.
Consistent. The proposed DCP seeks to strike a
balance between residents and rental prices by
encouraging housing that matches all affordability
levels of the City’s diverse workforce. It is
anticipated that the new units built in the Downtown
would include many deed-restricted affordable
housing units. Future housing projects within the
Downtown play a key role in creating more housing
opportunities for Downtown workers and meeting
the City’s affordable housing production goals.
Consistent. The proposed DCP establishes the
regulatory framework to achieve vehicle trip
reduction in the Downtown and the City as a
whole. The proposed DCP promotes a new model
of mobility that seeks to make walking, biking and
transit more attractive choices than the singleoccupancy automobile. The proposed DCP
requires that projects in the Downtown increase
building setbacks, incorporate active pedestrian
frontages, and other pedestrian/bicycling
improvements. The proposed DCP also requires
aggressive TDM programs to reduce vehicle trips.
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Policy
pedestrian connectivity in transit districts and
adjust bus and shuttle services to ensure
success of the transit system.
Policy LU2.6 Active Spaces: Focus new
development in defined districts to create active
spaces that can support diverse local-serving
retail and services, walkability, arts and culture.
Require, whenever possible, new development to
provide convenient and direct pedestrian and
bicycle connections.
Policy LU3.2 Focus on Housing in TransitAccessible Corridors and Districts: Focus
additional housing opportunities on the transit
rich commercial boulevards.
Policy LU3.3 Focus on Local-Serving Uses:
Emphasize uses which address local-serving
needs and daily resources necessary to reduce
vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled.

Policy LU4.2 Uses to Meet Daily Needs:
Encourage uses that meet daily needs such as
grocery stores, local-serving restaurants and
other businesses and activities within walking
distance of residences to reduce the frequency
and length of vehicle trips.
Policy LU4.3 Mixed-Use Associated with Transit:
Encourage mixed-use development close to
transit to provide housing opportunities for the
community, support local businesses, and
reduce reliance on automobiles.

Policy LU4.4 Pedestrian-Oriented Design:
Engage pedestrians with ground floor uses,
building design, site planning, massing and
signage that promote vibrant street life and
emphasize transit and bicycle access.
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These programs would work in conjunction with the
transportation investments identified in the
proposed DCP towards the citywide goal of No Net
New P.M. Peak Hour Trips.
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes active
uses on the ground floor of buildings. These uses
would be local-serving uses such as grocery
stores, cafes and neighborhood retail, thereby
putting services and amenities within close
proximity to residences or places of work.
Consistent. The proposed DCP guides future land
uses in the Downtown including housing. The
proposed DCP concentrates new land uses,
including housing, in the Transit Adjacent district
near the Downtown Station.
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes active
local-serving uses on the ground floor of buildings.
These uses would generally include grocery
stores, shops, restaurants/cafes and neighborhood
retail, thereby placing services and amenities
within close proximity to residences or places of
work.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU3.3.

Consistent. The proposed DCP requires new land
uses in the Downtown to be integrated with and
complementary to transit, consistent with LUCE
circulation and mobility goals. Accordingly, the
proposed DCP concentrates new land uses in the
Transit Adjacent district near the Downtown
Station. Residents, businesses and visitors in
these areas would have access to a variety of
transit options, and therefore would not be heavily
reliant on passenger vehicles to move around the
City to conduct daily life.
Consistent. The goals, policies, and development
standards of the proposed DCP encourage the
design of pedestrian-oriented buildings. Active
ground floor uses are encouraged under the
proposed DCP. Standards that address minimum
ground floor ceiling heights, ground floor
permeability, maximum floor plate ratios, and
minimum ground floor open space would ensure
that new development in the Downtown would be
pedestrian-oriented. Additionally, the proposed
DCP includes sidewalk width standards that would
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
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Policy 5.1 Encourage Desired Uses at Stations:
Encourage a range of housing options, including
affordable and workforce housing, around the
Expo LRT stations with a balanced mix of local
serving retail, services and employment.

Policy LU6.1 Access and Circulation: Maximize
the potential of existing and future assets such
as the Downtown Light Rail Station, oceanfront
vistas, and proximity to diverse neighborhoods.
Pursue comprehensive parking and circulation
strategies between the Downtown and Civic
Center.

Policy LU6.2 Vital Downtown. Support the
continued transition of Downtown to a thriving,
mixed-use urban environment for people to live,
work, be entertained, and be culturally enriched.

Policy LU8.1 Transportation Demand
Management: Required participation in TDM
programs for projects above the base to
encourage walking, biking, and transit, and to
reduce vehicle trips. Engage existing
development in TDM Districts and programs to
encourage reduction of existing vehicle trips.
Policy 10.2 Benefits Tied to Community Values.
Require new development that request height
above the base to provide measurable benefits
to foster complete neighborhoods and support
the goals of the LUCE, including reducing vehicle
trips and GHG emissions, maintaining diversity,
and promoting affordable and workforce housing.
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contribute to improvement of the pedestrian
network.
Consistent. The proposed DCP encourages a
range of housing options around the Downtown
Station. Within the Transit Adjacent district, the
proposed DCP provides FAR of up to 4.5 under
Scenario A and up to 4.0 under Scenario B, and
concentrates new land uses near the Downtown
Station.
Consistent. The proposed DCP provides the
framework to effectively integrate the Expo LRT
with the Downtown, the Santa Monica Pier, beach,
and Civic Center. The proposed DCP proposes a
multi-modal circulation strategy that will include
streetscape improvement projects, pedestrian
amenities/facilities, a comprehensive parking
management program, and new street connections
to enhance mobility and circulation.
Consistent. The proposed DCP provides policies,
strategies, and standards to ensure that Downtown
continues to thrive. The proposed DCP allows for a
mix of uses in the Downtown, including residential,
office, and a variety of different retail/restaurant
uses, while encouraging mixed-use residential
development and active ground floor uses.
Additionally, the proposed DCP contains policies
and actions that seek to substantially improve the
character of the District through new public art and
cultural venues, creative and traditional office
spaces, and residential projects that provide a mix
of unit types.
Consistent. The proposed DCP implements an
aggressive program of TDM strategies, such as
parking management, transit ridership incentives
and AVR targets, and physical infrastructure and
contributions for alternative and active
transportation modes.
Consistent. The proposed DCP implements a
modified version of the LUCE tiering system, which
would require that any project over a specified
square footage contribute community benefits
priorities specifically tailored to the Downtown. The
proposed DCP identifies a network of specific
improvements that should be made in a
coordinated manner to achieve the community’s
vision for the Downtown, including specific
circulation and infrastructure projects, cultural
amenities and programmatic activities that
implement the goals identified throughout the
proposed DCP. The DCP identifies specific sites in
the Downtown that are capable of delivering
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Policy LU10.3 Affordable and Workforce
Housing: Focus on additional affordable and
workforce housing with an emphasis on
employment centers close to transit facilities.
Policy LU10.4 Discretionary Review: Require a
discretionary review process with community
input for projects above the base height.

Policy LU11.2 Expand Housing Opportunities:
Expand housing opportunities by identifying and
designating specific infill areas along transit-rich
boulevards and in the districts, including near
Expo LRT stations and at transit hubs. In these
areas, new residential is desired to create
complete neighborhoods and support
sustainability goals.
Policy LU11.3 Housing Incentives. Provide
incentives to build and increase the ratio of
affordable and workforce housing and to
conserve character defining multifamily housing.
Policy LU13.1 Maintain Character. Reinforce the
City’s distinctive natural, social, and
environmental characteristics including its
beachfront and connections to the water, civic
and cultural institutions, terrain and climate, and
the geographic fabric of neighborhoods and
boulevards.
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significant community benefits coordinated with
private investment while contributing to automobile
trip reduction in the Downtown, either as sites near
transit, or land uses with reduced trip rates, such
as hotels or affordable housing. The proposed
DCP considers development of These Established
Large Sites and GMP site as a means to provide
significant community benefits, addressing key
Downtown issues such as open space, circulation,
and activity/uses.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU 2.4.

Consistent. The proposed DCP would implement a
modified version of the tiered community benefit
system identified in the LUCE for the Downtown.
This tiered land use and zoning system requires
that any project over Tier 1 contribute community
benefits specifically tailored to the Downtown and
that Tier 2 and Tier 3 projects, or projects over a
specified square footage, be processed through a
DA and provide additional negotiated community
benefits. When applied to the Downtown, the
tiering system would require applicants requesting
increased height or density for new development to
contribute community benefits based on conformity
with community identified priorities.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU 3.2.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU 2.4.

Consistent. The proposed DCP would result in
substantial improvements to the public realm,
including increased building setbacks, outdoor
seating, substantial open space, and other
streetscape improvements. The DCP provides a
range of development standards and guidelines to
guide the interface of new buildings with the public
realm and to ensure that character of the
Downtown would not be adversely affected.
Additionally, the proposed DCP includes design
guidelines that specifically address the following
elements: building orientation, pedestrian access,
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
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Policy LU15.3 Context-Sensitive Design: Require
site and building design that is context sensitive
and contributes to the City’s rich urban character.

Policy LU15.4 Open and Inviting Development:
Encourage new development to be open and
inviting with visual and physical permeability,
connections to the existing street and pedestrian
network, and connections to the neighborhoods
and the broader community.

Policy LU15.5 Pedestrian and Bicycle
Connectivity: Encourage the design of site and
buildings to facilitate easy pedestrian- and
bicycle-oriented connections and to minimize the
separation created by parking lots and
driveways.
Policy LU15.7 Street-Level Pedestrian-Oriented
Design: Buildings in the mixed-use and
commercial areas should generally be located at
the back of the sidewalk or the property line
(street front) and include active commercial uses
on the ground floor. Where a residential use
occupies the ground floor, it should set back from
the property line, be located one half level above
the street or incorporate design features to
provide privacy for the unit. Front doors, porches
and stoops are encouraged as part of orienting
residential units to the street.
Policy LU15.1 Create Pedestrian-Oriented
Boulevards: Orient the City’s auto-dependent
boulevards to be inviting avenues with wider
sidewalks, improved transit, distinctive
architecture, landscaping, trees, planted medians
and neighborhood–friendly services—defining a
new sense of place where local residents will be
attracted to shop, work, live and play.
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encroachments and projections, building
composition, façade articulation, architectural
lighting, ground floor permeability, private open
space, service and auxiliary elements, building
frontages, access to light and air, sidewalk widths,
and design of special building types (including
theaters and parking structures).
Consistent. The proposed DCP provides
development standards and design guidelines for
the Downtown. The standards and guidelines are
tailored to each district to ensure that new land
uses would be context sensitive. As an example,
the limited height for the Promenade would help to
preserve the ambiance of this popular, pedestrianoriented retail/open space area.
Consistent. The proposed DCP would promote
open and inviting development, with standards that
address minimum ground floor ceiling heights,
ground floor permeability, maximum floor plate
ratios, and minimum ground floor open space.
Additionally, sidewalk width standards would
contribute to expansion of the existing pedestrian
network. The proposed DCP also proposes
streetscape projects that would enhance
connections within and to the Downtown.
Consistent. The proposed DCP establishes
sidewalk width standards that would contribute to
expansion of the existing pedestrian network.
Additionally, the proposed DCP supports bicycle
connections as outlined in the City’s Bike Action
Plan.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU 4.4.

Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes
pedestrian- and transit-oriented improvements
along the Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevard corridors
and includes development standards to provide a
respectful transition to adjacent neighborhoods to
north and east.
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Policy
Policy LU15.8 Building Articulation: Building
façades should be well designed with appropriate
articulation in the form of setbacks, offsets,
projections and a mix of architectural materials
and elements to establish an aesthetically
pleasing pattern. Large areas of glass above the
ground floor require special design consideration.
Highly reflective materials are to be avoided, and
dark or reflective glass is prohibited.
Policy LU15.9 Pedestrian-Oriented Design:
Buildings should incorporate pedestrian-scaled
elements with durable, quality materials and
detailing located on the lower stories adjacent to
the pedestrian.
Policy LU15.11 Building Façades and Step
Backs: Buildings should generally conform to the
minimum and maximum requirements for the
street façade height established for their
designated area. Portions of a building façade
higher than the street frontage, 35 feet for most
mixed-use areas, shall step back from the façade
of the floor below in a manner that will minimize
the visual bulk of the overall building
Policy LU15.12 Ground Floor Gathering Spaces:
Buildings should have their primary façades
located at the back side of the sidewalk or on the
property line. However, to encourage a welllandscaped streetscape with places for people to
gather, small landscaped, people gathering
spaces are encouraged where they will attract
people without interrupting the pedestrian retail
experience. The intent is to have an overall
ground coverage of 80 percent on each block.
Policy 15.14 Signs. Signs should be considered
an integral element of the architectural design of
the façade. Signs should be primarily oriented to
the pedestrian.
Policy 15.15 Preserve Light, Air and Privacy
between Commercial and Residential Properties.
Buildings that share a property line with a
residentially-designated property are required to
be setback at least 10 feet from the abutting
residential property line. Further, to assure
privacy and access to sunlight and air for the
adjacent residential use, all new buildings and
additions to existing buildings shall not project,
except for permitted projections, beyond a
building envelope commencing at 25 feet in
height above the property line abutting the
residential property or where there is an alley
abutting the residentially-designated property,
the centerline of the alley, and from that point,
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Consistent. The proposed DCP includes design
guidelines (Section 7.1.F) that address façade
articulation. The guidelines address massing
offsets, colors and materials, architectural
materials, awnings/shade devices, and lighting to
ensure that proposed buildings in the Downtown
would be aesthetically appropriate.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU4.4.

Consistent. The proposed DCP establishes
minimum ground floor heights for retail and
residential uses to create pedestrian-scale.
Additionally, the proposed DCP provides for
maximum floor plate ratios (by floor) which will
reduce the visual bulk of new buildings in the
Downtown.

Consistent. The proposed DCP’s requirements for
active ground floor uses, streetscape projects, and
minimum ground floor open space would
encourage a lively streetscape and create
attractive gathering spaces.

Consistent. The proposed DCP’s design guidelines
encourages the use of signage that articulate
pedestrian entrances.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes standards
to ensure that new buildings respectfully transition
to adjacent residential parcels. Due to the
application of these design standards and
decreased building heights, Scenario B would
result in more beneficial effects on light and air
than Scenario A.
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
Policy
extending at a 45-degree angle from vertical
towards the interior of the site.
Policy LU16.1 Design Buildings with
Consideration of Solar Patterns: In designing
new buildings, consider the pattern of the sun
and the potential impact of building mass on
habitable outdoor spaces and adjacent structures
in order to minimize shadows on public spaces at
times of the day and year when warmth is
desired, to provide shade at times when the
cooling is appropriate, and to minimize solar
disruption on adjacent properties.

Policy LU16.2 Preserve Solar Access to
Neighborhoods: The same development
standard that is adopted to require a step down
building envelope to transition commercial
buildings to lower adjacent residential properties
also needs to assure solar access to the
residential buildings.

Policy E4.6: Support Downtown as Santa
Monica’s primary destination for comparison
retail, including a mix of local, national and
international shops and restaurants that serve
residents, visitors and area employees.

Policy S2.1 Implement the VMT reduction
policies of the LUCE of the General Plan
including, but not limited to: focusing new growth
in mixed-use, transit-oriented districts; focusing
new growth along existing corridors and nodes;
supporting the creation of complete, walkable
neighborhoods with goods and services within
walking distance of most homes; and, promoting
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Scenario A - Inconsistent. Scenario A of the
proposed DCP allows for higher development
intensities than Scenario B at the edge of
Downtown along Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards,
and therefore, new buildings would produce
greater shadows on the residential neighborhoods
to the east and north. Scenario A also does not
include the same design standards to control the
overall building design, site coverage, heights,
setbacks, and stepbacks to reduce shadow effects
and maximize access to light and air.
Scenario B – Consistent. Scenario B of the
proposed DCP includes development standards
and guidelines to control the overall building
design, site coverage, heights, setbacks, and
stepbacks to maximize access to light and air.
Inconsistent – Scenario A. Scenario A does not
include guidelines to control the overall building
design, site coverage, heights, setbacks, and
stepbacks to maximize access to light and air.
Consistent – Scenario B. The proposed DCP
reduces height and development opportunity at the
edge of Downtown along Wilshire and Lincoln
Boulevards to ensure that new projects will
transition smoothly to the residential
neighborhoods to the east and north. The
proposed DCP also calls for development
standards such as stepbacks adjacent to
residential parcels to maximize access to light and
air.
Consistent. The proposed DCP allows for a range
of local-serving and visitor-serving uses within
each of its districts, including retail, restaurant,
office, creative space, and residential units that
would serve residents, visitors, and employees.
The proposed DCP’s requirements for active
ground floor uses, streetscape projects and
additional open space would ensure that the
Downtown remains a popular destination shopping,
dining, and entertainments for both visitors and
residents.
Consistent. The proposed DCP implements the
LUCE by establishing policies and standards for
new residential and commercial opportunities in
the transit-rich Downtown. The proposed DCP
promotes a complementary range of uses in
proximity to the Downtown Station and identifies
investments in transit, walking, and biking facilities.
This combination of integrated land use and
circulation improvements would enhance the
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Policy
and supporting a wide range of pedestrian,
bicycle and transit improvements in the City.

Policy S2.3 Advance the No Net New Trips goal
in the LUCE with TDM projects such as
expanded rideshare programs, parking
management strategies, as well as development
impact fees for public transit infrastructure.

Policy S2.9 Consider incorporating the No Net
New Trips policy into the City’s CEQA
environmental analysis and require mitigation of
significant impacts for projects that will generate
new vehicle trips.

Policy CE7.1: Promote land use patterns and
transportation decisions that enable all residents
to walk and bicycle to meet their daily needs.
• Focus new development within walking
distance of transit facilities.
• Work with transit providers to increase transit
access and service throughout the City.
• Provide a diverse mix of uses in the City.
• Encourage affordable and workforce housing
in close proximity to new activity center
overlays and close proximity to services,
transit access and employment.
• Encourage neighborhood-serving retail and
services in close proximity to serve existing
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walkable mixed-use character of the Downtown
and reduce the need for automobile uses and a
commensurate reduction in average VMT for
goods and services.
Scenario A – Inconsistent. Based on the traffic
analysis conducted, Scenario A would impede the
City’s efforts to achieve its No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trips Goal (see Section 3.18, Transportation
and Circulation).
Scenario B – Consistent. Scenario B of the
proposed DCP implements an aggressive program
of TDM strategies, such as parking management,
transit ridership incentives and targets, trip
monitoring, incentives and physical infrastructure
for alternative and active transportation modes.
Scenario B would enable the City to achieve its No
Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips Goal (see Section
3.18, Transportation and Circulation).
Scenario A – Inconsistent. Based on the traffic
analysis conducted for this EIR, Scenario A would
impede the City’s efforts to achieve its No Net New
P.M. Peak Hour Trips Goal (see Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation).
Scenario B – Consistent. Scenario B of the
proposed DCP proposes a new model of mobility
that would provide a combination of pedestrian
enhancements, circulation improvements, and
TDM programs to ensure that the City would
achieve its citywide goal of No Net New P.M. peak
hour trips established in the LUCE. This EIR
incorporates the City’s No Net New Trips policy
into the impacts analysis for transportation and
circulation issues based on a traffic study that
evaluates the No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips
goal in the context of the proposed DCP (see
Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation).
Consistent. The proposed DCP implements the
LUCE by promoting land use patterns that create
opportunities for jobs, housing, and neighborhood
serving uses in the transit-rich Downtown district.
The proposed DCP would capitalize on the
Downtown Station by focusing future land use
changes in proximity to the station. Under the
proposed DCP, land use changes would provide a
diverse mix of uses that support walking and
biking, as well as an expansion in affordable
housing opportunities near transit. New projects
would be required to provide increase new public
open spaces to augment available public
recreation spaces throughout the Downtown, and
would also contribute to an enhanced sidewalk
network. The proposed DCP promotes active
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neighborhoods and in districts throughout the
city.
• Encourage local-serving small floor plate
office space within walking distance of the
neighborhoods.
• Strive to create and maintain a balanced
transportation system that provides safety and
mobility for pedestrians, bicyclists, people with
strollers, and those who use wheelchairs in
parity with automobile passengers.
• Expand the bicycle network to provide
residents with safe options for bicycling to
stores, schools, parks and places of
employment.
• Increase the amount and distribution of park
and recreation space, and provide clear
connections between facilities.
Policy T4.1: Manage the City’s transportation
system to meet overall CO2 and Vehicle Miles
Traveled reduction goals.

Policy T15.1: Reduce automobile trips starting or
ending in Santa Monica, especially during
congested periods, with the goal of keeping peak
period trips at or below 2009 levels.

Downtown Community Plan Consistency
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ground floor uses, including neighborhood serving
retail, restaurant, and entertainment uses to
increase pedestrian activity. The proposed DCP
also identifies a wide range of multi-modal
transportation investments to enhance mobility and
accessibility for all users.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy S2.1.
The proposed DCP’s new model of mobility would
help minimize VMT and associated GHG
emissions in the Downtown and the City as a
whole. The proposed DCP establishes the
regulatory framework to enhance the Downtown
pedestrian and bicycle network and to integrate
transit into the development of future land uses.
Additionally, the DCP requires that projects
incorporate pedestrian-friendly design and
aggressive TDM to reduce VMT.
Scenario A - Inconsistent.
Scenario B - Consistent.
Refer to discussion for Policy S2.3.

LUCE Goals and Policies for Downtown District
Policy N2.1: Prioritize the preparation of a DCP
designed to address key issues related to the
height, density, use and other land use or
transportation regulations.

Policy D1.1: Create a diversity of retail
opportunities including local- and regionalserving retail and dining in the Downtown.
Policy D1.2: Encourage the construction of new
or rehabilitated movie theaters in the Downtown
to assure that these entertainment venues are
competitive in the marketplace.

Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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Consistent. The proposed DCP, which is the
subject of this EIR, directly addresses this policy.
The proposed DCP includes development/design
standards that address the building form and
establishes permitted uses, as well as regulations
governing transportation, parking and circulation
improvements.
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes a variety
of retail, dining, cultural and entertainment
opportunities.
Consistent. The proposed DCP encourages
additional theater space, and encourages the
upgrading and enhancement of existing movie
theaters thereby contributing to the resilience of
the City’s theater offerings within the region.
Specific design guidelines for theaters are provided
in the proposed DCP to ensure that movie theaters
3.12-49
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Policy D1.3: Maintain and support the Third
Street Promenade as an important asset that
serves the diverse needs of the community, from
a regional destination to an important center of
activity.

Policy D1.4: Encourage new or expanded hotel
and other visitor-serving uses in the Downtown.
Policy D1.5: Focus new investment in the areas
of the Downtown District that are accessible to
transit, accommodate mixed-use development,
contribute to the pedestrian-oriented
environment, and support substantial community
benefits in areas such as:
• Near the proposed Expo LRT station
• At the south side of 7th Street and Wilshire
Boulevard including the preservation of the
Landmark Wilshire Professional Building
• At the southwest corner of Lincoln
Boulevardand Broadway
• Along Lincoln and Wilshire Boulevards to
establish a seamless transition between the
Downtown and the adjacent residential
neighborhoods to the north and east
• On and around the site of the existing Holiday
Inn hotel near 2nd Street and Colorado Avenue,
including the possibility of decking over the
freeway to create expanded opportunities for
shared parking, open space,and potentially new
development with linkagesto the Civic Center
District
• The 4.5-acre site at the northeast corner of
Wilshire Boulevard and Ocean Avenue which,
due to its prominent location and unobstructed
ocean views could be a site of exceptional
planning and design
• The area near 2nd Street and Santa Monica
Boulevard
Policy D1.6: Establish Wilshire and Lincoln
Boulevards and the Downtown hotel properties
immediately north of Wilshire as new perimeters
of the Downtown to the north and east, and
provide transitions between the higher intensities
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in the Downtown provide a high quality pedestrian
environment.
Consistent. The DCP proposes the Bayside
Conservation District to protect the character of the
Third Street Promenade while providing for
updates that would ensure its continued success.
Under this designation, while this area would be
subject to reduced building height and
development intensity relative to the rest of
Downtown, it would continue to benefit from Citysupported management by Downtown Santa
Monica, Inc.
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes a
balance of uses, including hotel and visitor-serving
uses in the Downtown.
Consistent. The proposed DCP focuses mixed-use
development in areas that are accessible to or
served directly by transit, especially in the Transit
Adjacent district near the Expo LRT Downtown
Station. The DCP also promotes pedestrian- and
transit-oriented improvements along the Wilshire
and Lincoln Boulevard corridors and includes
development standards to provide a respectful
transition to adjacent neighborhoods to north and
east. The DCP also includes new infrastructure
upgrades, including new streets that would be
incorporated into the future redevelopment of
Established Large Sites and GMP sites.

Consistent. The proposed DCP addresses
transition of the Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards to
adjacent residential neighborhoods through
development standards related to building height
and stepbacks. Specifically, along the Mixed-Use
Boulevard, building height would be limited to a
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
Policy
of the Downtown and lower intensity residential
areas to the east and north.

Policy D2.2: Encourage Expo LRT station
access, including a second entrance at the
southern end of the platform that is well
integrated with paths of travel and other functions
and amenities in the station area.

Policy D2.3: Encourage amenities in the station
plaza area to enhance both the transit
experience and the Downtown environment.

Policy D2.4: Capitalize on the Expo LRT’s
location and arrival at the Pacific Ocean—
maximizing the dramatic viewing experience of
the Santa Monica Bay as a defining feature of
Santa Monica.

Policy D3.1: Provide design consistency with
streetscape and plaza improvements that
address the concept of a gateway.
Policy D3.2: Ensure pedestrian orientation of
ground floor uses in new development.
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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maximum of 50 feet along the east side and 60
feet along the west side. In the Wilshire Boulevard
Transition Area, building height would be limited to
a maximum height of 50 feet. At the established
Miramar Established Large Site, maximum height
would be 84 feet (as compared to the 105-foot
Ocean Tower that currently exists on that site). The
DCP’s development standards as well as design
guidelines addressing building modulation and
stepbacks would ensure that new land uses
occurring on these boulevards provide a smooth
transition to the residential neighborhoods to the
east and north. Additionally, the proposed
Downtown Community Plan includes development
standards and design guidelines that prescribe
minimum stepbacks for new building abutting any
residentially zoned parcel, which would transition
the building envelope design down to abutting
residential neighborhoods. These development
standards, design guidelines, and stepback
requirements are intended to address aesthetic
and land use issues, including maintaining a clear
transition between the Downtown and adjacent
residential neighborhoods.
Consistent. The proposed DCP calls for enhanced
access to the Downtown Station, including a
proposed street through the Downtown Station
(4CO Site; 402 Colorado Avenue) that would allow
additional vehicle access for pick-up and drop-off.
The proposed DCP also reinforces the need for the
Colorado Esplanade, which will provide a vital axis
between the Downtown Station and the Santa
Monica Pier.
Consistent. The proposed DCP builds on recently
completed pedestrian bicycle networks
improvements along Colorado Avenue, in the
vicinity of the Downtown Station, including
increased building setbacks and circulation
improvements
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes to
enhance the experience for residents and visitors
who arrive to the Downtown on the Expo LRT.
Specifically, the DCP proposes additional
pedestrian improvements in the vicinity of the
Downtown Station, such as the 4th Street bridge
sidewalk project.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes a variety
of streetscape improvements along Wilshire and
Lincoln Boulevards to emphasize these primary
boulevards as gateways into the Downtown.
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes
pedestrian orientation of ground floor active uses in
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Policy

Policy D4.1: Redistribute vehicular traffic to avoid
the Colorado Avenue and 4th Street intersection.

Policy D4.2: Develop a functional interface for
transit, shuttles, taxis and other vehicle drop-off
and pick-up associated with the station.

Policy D4.3: Evaluate potential changes to
vehicular traffic patterns to prioritize transit and
pedestrians.

Policy D5.2: Identify clear walking routes and
provide a quality pedestrian experience such as
a diagonal pathway from the station to the
Promenade through Santa Monica Place anchor
department stores.

Policy D6.2: Identify desirable connections for
bicycles to/from the station, linkages to existing
bike lanes/paths, including the beach bike path
and address the need for additional bike
lanes/paths.
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buildings, including shops, restaurants, and cafes.
These uses would have transparent display
windows, frequent doorways that face the
sidewalks, and other features that would lead to a
pleasant pedestrian experience. Additional building
setback requirements for new development would
further enhance the pedestrian orientation of future
ground floor uses.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes
development of a future GMP to refine and study
transportation improvements to improve circulation
at the Colorado Avenue and 4th Street intersection
including signal synchronization, installation of the
Main Street and Olympic crossovers and
construction of a new east-west connector street
south of Colorado Avenue. These new streets
would connect with the Civic Center roadways,
including Main Street and the Olympic Drive
Extension to enhance multi-modal connectivity
between the Downtown and the Civic Center
District.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes
development of a future GMP, that would study the
potential for a new east-west street through the
Expo LRT Downtown Station (4CO Site; 402
Colorado Avenue) with transit amenities for the Big
Blue Bus such as taxi and kiss-n-ride drop-off
zones, access to bus stops and layover space, and
access to potential public parking on this site.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes potential
changes to vehicular traffic patterns that would
prioritize transit and pedestrians including
increased building setbacks, bus pullouts on
Colorado Avenue and the GMP. The GMP will
address transit improvements to support
Downtown circulators, and new street access to
the Downtown Station to facilitate bus access.
Consistent. The proposed streetscape projects
included in the proposed DCP would improve
pedestrian linkages from the Downtown Station to
the Downtown, including the Promenade, by
increasing building setbacks and providing
pedestrian amenities such as street lighting, wayfinding signage, and pedestrian seating.
Consistent. The proposed DCP supports the
implementation of the City’s Bike Action Plan for
Downtown including bikesharing, and lane
markings, and education programs to improve
bicycle circulation, as well as improving the Arizona
Avenue, Broadway, and Ocean Avenue bike lanes
to buffered bike lanes and extending the existing 6th
and 7th Street bike lanes.
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
Policy
Policy D7.1: Encourage a broad mix of uses that
creates dynamic activity in both the daytime and
evening hours including retail, hotels, office,
high-density residential, entertainment and
cultural uses in the Downtown.

Policy D7.2: Encourage local-serving uses that
are an integral part of complete neighborhoods
and support an overall trip reduction strategy.
Policy D7.3: Encourage local-serving office uses
in the Downtown, especially in close proximity to
the new Expo LRT station. Discourages office
uses at the ground floor.

Policy D7.4: Prohibit new auto-related uses, such
as gas stations, auto repair and similar uses, in
the Downtown.
Policy D7.5: Explore options for the adaptive
reuse or retention of historic resources. Require
new buildings constructed in proximity to existing
historic resources to respect the context and
character-defining features of the historic
resource.
Policy D7.6: Utilize the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards to preserve identified character
defining features of historic resources.
Policy D7.7: Encourage residential units with a
diversity of types, forms, sizes, tenure, and
affordability for all income levels.

Policy D8.1: Locate the primary façades of
buildings fronting the street at the property line or
back side of the sidewalk. However, to create a
lively streetscape with places for people to
socialize, small landscaped gathering spaces
and plazas should be encouraged.
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Consistent. The proposed DCP encourages a mix
of retail, hotel, office and creative office, highdensity residential, entertainment, and cultural
uses/venues in the Downtown, thereby promoting
a variety of activities to be enjoyed by residents
and visitors. Also see the discussion for Policies
D1.1, D1.2, and D1.4.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU3.3.

Consistent. The proposed DCP encourages localserving office uses in the Downtown in proximity to
the Downtown Station. The DCP recognizes the
need for additional Class A office space and
envisions that new office space could be
accommodated on parcels in the Transit Adjacent
district. Additionally, the plan discourages office
space at the ground floor, explicitly disallowing this
use at the ground floor in some areas.
Consistent. Auto-related uses including gas
stations and auto repair would be prohibited under
the proposed DCP. Pedestrian-scale auto
showrooms, however, would be permitted.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes
mechanisms and standards for protecting
landmarked and potentially contributing historical
resources, including promoting adaptive reuse and
review of resources on the HRI. Refer to Section
3.7, Cultural Resources.
Consistent. The preservation strategies in the
proposed DCP include the use of the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards to protect historical
resources.
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes
affordable housing as well as a mix of residential
sizes and types, particularly in concert with the
policy and standards of the City’s Housing
Element.
Consistent. The proposed DCP’s goals and
policies promote an active streetscape that is
framed by pedestrian-scale buildings and sidewalk
improvements. Development standards that
address sidewalk width and building frontages
support this approach. Additionally, the
requirements for ground floor open space also
reduce building bulk. Tier 3 projects providing
community benefits could provide open spaces for
public use. Development standards also require
streetscape improvements and building facades
located at the edge of the planned public space.
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Policy
Policy D8.2: Scale buildings to the pedestrian to
create an intimate sidewalk walking/shopping
experience. Incorporate enhanced materials and
detailing in ground floor façades where they will
be perceived by passing pedestrians.

Policy D8.3: Design buildings with a variety of
heights, architectural elements and shapes to
create visual interest along the street. Walls
should have meaningful combinations of
materials, and articulation that creates shadow
patterns to engage the eye.

Policy D8.5: Create a prescribed building
envelope for new commercial or mixed-use
buildings adjacent to residential districts with step
backs to maintain the residential development’s
access to light and air.

Policy D8.6: Limit ground floor uses mostly to
active retail with generally continuous,
transparent (non-tinted) display windows facing
the sidewalk.
Policy D8.7: Encourage mixed-use developments
to have active ground floor uses that face the
boulevard with residential or office uses located
on the upper floors.
Policy D8.8: Discourage offices and other limited
pedestrian access uses on the ground floorfacing
the street. Limit the length of entrances to upperlevel uses, such as lobbies.
Policy D8.9: Encourage sidewalk dining where it
meets established criteria.
Policy D8.10: Require new incentivized
development to participate in shared parking and
TDM strategies.
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Consistent. The proposed DCP includes a number
of design guidelines to create a pedestrianoriented environment throughout the Downtown.
Design guideline categories to create human-scale
buildings include façade articulation, architectural
lighting, private open space, building orientation,
building frontage, pedestrian access, and more.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes a variety
of allowable heights and development standards
based on a project’s tier as well as its location in
the Downtown. This would promote a variety of
building sizes across the City. Additionally, as
discussed under Policy D8.2, the plan includes
design guidelines to ensure high architectural and
urban design value across Downtown.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes standards
such as maximum building floor plate ratios to
allow for access to light and air at the street level
and in conditions where new buildings abut
existing residential neighborhoods. Additionally,
the proposed DCP includes building stepback
requirements and height standards along the
transitional corridors along Wilshire and Lincoln
Boulevards where new land uses would be
adjacent to residential neighborhoods.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D3.2.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policies D3.2
and D7.3.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D7.3.

Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes
increased building setbacks, which would provide
additional space for sidewalk dining.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes a tiered
structure for development standards, thereby
promoting the provision of public benefits. These
benefits include shared parking as well as trip
reduction and traffic management programs. The
plan also promotes implementation of strong TDM
strategies to reduce trips and VMT.
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
Policy
Policy D8.11: Strip commercial development
shall not be permitted. Encourage owners of
existing strip commercial developments to
redevelop their properties.
Policy D9.1: Design and manage streets to be an
integral part of the urban open space in the
Downtown by:
• Enhancing the streets by establishing the
street as a place of public meeting and
exchange
• Encouraging strategies such as maintaining
on-street parking, widening sidewalks in key
locations, enhancing intersections to reduce
pedestrian crossing distances and increasing
safety, maintaining the two-way street pattern,
improving way-finding signage, providing for
activities such as farmer’s markets, and
accommodating sidewalk dining where
appropriate
• Encouraging kiosks and cart vendors by
permit on the Third Street Promenade where
appropriate
Policy D9.3: Discourage open on-grade parking
and on-grade parking visible from the street.

Policy D9.4: Locate active retail space on a
pedestrian street facing the sidewalk at the
ground floor.
Policy D9.6: Improve the aesthetic appearance of
the alleys, and where appropriate incorporate the
alleys into the pedestrian system.

Policy D10.1: Enhance and/or increase
connections from the Downtown to the Pier,
Beach and Oceanfront areas.

Policy D10.2: With new development along the
east side of Ocean Avenue, provide landscaping
and open space to create a visual connection to
Palisades Park.
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Consistent. The proposed DCP includes design
guidelines and development standards that
address building design and would preclude the
potential for future strip commercial development.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes publicly
accessible open spaces in the Downtown, as well
as the increasing building setbacks in key areas of
the Downtown. These spaces would promote
public meeting and exchange while wider
sidewalks will also allow for additional sidewalk
dining. The proposed DCP also includes circulation
improvements at intersections and way-finding
signage to improve pedestrian mobility and safety.

Consistent. The proposed DCP provides parking
strategies such as locating new parking on the
periphery of the Downtown and expanding public
parking through joint partnerships between private
developers and the City.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D3.2.

Consistent. The proposed DCP includes the
provision of streetscape improvements and other
small pedestrian-oriented passages along public
frontages, including within existing alleys.
Specifically, the proposed DCP identifies four
locations for mini-plazas within existing right-ofway, one of which is proposed for the alley
between the 4th/5th and Arizona Established Large
Site.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes a
signature sidewalk project along Ocean Avenue,
which in combination with the recently completed
Colorado Esplanade, would enhance connections
between the Downtown, Palisades Park, Santa
Monica Pier, and the Downtown Station.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes a
signature sidewalk project along Ocean Avenue
which would visually connect Ocean Avenue to the
Santa Monica Pier and the Palisades Park. Public
improvements to this street would include
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Policy

Policy D10.3: Explore capping I-10 from the
existing Main Street Bridge west to Ocean
Avenue in conjunction with joint development of
adjacent land to strengthen the connections
between the Civic Center, Palisades Park, the
Pier and the Beach.
Policy D10.4: Explore capping I-10 from the west
side of the 4th Street Bridge to the Main Street
Bridge to enhance joint development with the
Sears department store site and to expand
opportunities for pedestrian linkages and open
space.
Policy D10.5: Consider shuttles, trams or other
transit augmentations to encourage the use of
shared parking facilities between Downtown and
the Civic Center.
Policy D11.1: Determine the need for additional
parking resources based on shared uses.

Policy D11.2: Consider locations of additional
parking resources such that vehicular access is
designed to mitigate impact on 4th Street.
Policy D11.3: Identify parking locations that are
within walking distance of transit and can serve
multiple venues and uses such as the
institutional, recreational, open space and
cultural uses in and around the Civic Center.

Policy D11.4: Pursue opportunities for shared
use agreements with private parking facilities.
Policy D12.1: Establish the Downtown Light Rail
Station as a focus of a network of circulation that
connects the Downtown, Civic Center, Main
Street, and Beach and Oceanfront Districts.
Policy D12.2: Integrate infrastructure
improvements with circulation, transit, parking
and the parks.
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pedestrian amenities, landscaping, and seating
areas.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes both the
Olympic Boulevard and Main Street crossovers
which could improve access over the I-10 Freeway
and could include bridge enlargement or “minicaps”.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D10.3.

Consistent. The proposed DCP emphasizes use of
public transit systems and envisions the operation
of a downtown circulator shuttle.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes a tiering
system that would promote public benefits
including shared public parking. Additionally, the
proposed DCP includes additional parking
strategies such as improving access to existing
parking and constructing new parking along the
periphery of Downtown. See Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D11.1.

Consistent. The proposed DCP provides parking
strategies such as locating new parking on the
periphery of the Downtown and proposing that new
parking be provided as part of the development of
Established Large Sites and GMP sites throughout
Downtown, including those that can serve multiple
venues and uses such as the institutional,
recreational, open space and cultural uses in and
around the Civic Center (e.g., Sears large GMP
site).
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D11.1.
Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes an
integrated circulation network, with proposed
pedestrian improvement projects and new
connector streets that would create new
connections to the Downtown Station.
Consistent. The proposed DCP incorporates a
holistic integrated approach for Downtown
infrastructure improvements with consideration to
necessary circulation, transit, pedestrian/bicycle,
and parking improvements. Additionally, the
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Table 3.12-6 LUCE and Housing Element Policy Consistency Summary (Continued)
Policy

Policy D12.3: Refine the street grid in the Civic
Center District by adding additional
connections/routes where feasible. Explore the
Fujinomiya Douri Drive extension of the 4th
Street/I-10 off-ramp over the freeway to connect
to Main Street to further reintegrate the street
grid.
Policy D13.3: Improve the pedestrian experience
on routes between the Light Rail and the Civic
Center event venues.

Policy D14.1: Implement a new Downtown
Specific Plan to determine the appropriate range
of building heights in the district and address the
need for open space, affordable and workforce
housing, pedestrian access from areas south of
the Downtown Core, the linkages from
Downtown to the Beach and the incorporation of
the Downtown Light Rail Station into the fabric of
the Downtown.
Policy D14.2: In the new Downtown Specific
Plan, establish Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards
as mixed-use areas on the edge of the district
with the intention of transitioning from the
intensityof the Downtown to the adjacent
residential neighborhoods to the north and the
east.
LUCE Housing Policies
Policy H1.3 Incentivize the creation of new
affordable housing opportunities
• Encourage affordable housing in transitaccessible areas.
• Create more affordable housing by transitional
the potential growth for regional serving office
and commercial into new housing
opportunities.
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proposed DCP proposes a network of open space
and sidewalk improvements that would connect
destinations in the Downtown, including the future
Downtown Station.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D4.1.

Consistent. The proposed DCP proposes a
signature sidewalk project on 4th Street to enhance
connectivity between the Downtown Station and
Civic Center. Building setbacks would be increased
on both sides of the street (across the 4th Street
Bridge) to increase accessibility to the Downtown
Core. Other improvements to lighting, way finding,
and landscaping would improve this gateway to the
Downtown. This sidewalk project would build in
the pedestrian and bicycle network improvements
of the recently completed Colorado Esplanade,
and would improve the pedestrian experience
between the Downtown Station and the Civic
Center.
Consistent. The project is the proposed DCP,
which will establish the regulatory framework for
the Downtown.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D1.6.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy D7.7.
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Policy
Policy H1.6 Encourage the production of
affordable housing on the boulevards and in the
districts by requiring a percentage of affordable
housing as a pre-condition for consideration of
height above the base.
Policy H1.7 Incentivize additional affordable
housing as a community benefit along the
boulevards and in the districts.
Policy H3.1: Locate new housing opportunities
near transit and within walking distance of local
retail and services.

Policy H4.4: Encourage a range of housing
options in the Downtown, including the addition of
ownership housing to enhance the district as a
stable residential neighborhood and to capitalize
on the Expo LRT.
Policy H6.1: Encourage housing to be located
along transit corridors and close to transit stations.
Policy H6.2: Encourage complementary uses and
local services in conjunction with or adjacent to
new housing, and locate housing in close
proximity to existing services.
Policy H6.5: Establish minimum pedestrian and
bicycle facility and connectivity standards in
conjunction with new housing development.
Policy H7.1: Require the inclusion of usable
private and common ground floor open space that
promotes passive and active social interaction.
Policy H7.2: Encourage the incorporation of
“quality of life” features in common areas such as
seating areas, landscaping, and recreational
facilities.
Policy H7.3: Encourage pedestrian and bicycle
connections that support active and healthy living,
and increase accessibility to daily needs and
services.
Policy H7.4: Encourage context-sensitive design
that opens to the neighborhood with pedestrian
friendly features such as entrances, large
windows, balconies, stoops and porches facing
the street.
Policy H7.5: Ensure that site and building design
responds to Santa Monica’s natural environment
through access to natural light and air.
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Consistent. The proposed DCP implements a
modified version of the LUCE tiering system which
would require that any project over Tier 1 or a
specified square footage to contribute community
benefits. Affordable housing is identified as an
important community benefit in the Downtown.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy H1.6.

Consistent. The proposed DCP concentrates new
land uses, particularly housing, in the Transit
Adjacent district near the Downtown Station.
Additional future housing opportunities in the
Downtown would be located within distance of a
variety of local retail and services. The proposed
DCP encourages new residential buildings to
include active ground floor retail uses.
Consistent. The proposed DCP promotes a mix of
housing options, including workforce, market rate,
and affordable housing, particularly in concert with
the policy and standards of the City’s Housing
Element.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU3.2.
Consistent. The proposed DCP focuses mixed-use
development in areas that are accessible to or
served directly by transit, especially in the Transit
Adjacent district near the Downtown Station.
Consistent. The proposed DCP establishes
sidewalk width standards (Section 6.4.C) that
would ensure a high-quality pedestrian
environment in the Downtown.
Consistent. The proposed DCP establishes open
space standards (Section 6.4.E) that would
promote social interaction.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU2.6.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU15.5.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU13.1,
Policy 15.3, and Policy LU15.4.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU16.1.
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Policy
Policy N3.3: Create direct and safe pedestrian
and bicycle connections between residential
areas and nearby boulevards through the
provision of improved walkways, greenways,
plazas, bicycle trails and open space.
Policy N4.2: Ensure that new buildings are
compatible in scale and size, and are fully
designed and articulated with entry doors,
porches, windows or similar features that face the
front yard.
Policy N4.5: Ensure that new development or
redevelopment of existing properties respects the
neighborhood history and culture.
Policy N4.6: Incorporate sustainable building
practices and encourage redevelopment to
consider adaptive reuse as an alternative to
demolition.

LUCE Circulation Policies
Policy T8.4: Design buildings to prioritize
pedestrian access from the street, rather than
from a parking lot.
Policy T19.2: Impose appropriate TDM
requirements for new development.

Policy T19.5: Encourage local-serving retail uses
within walking distance of housing, particularly in
new mixed-use neighborhoods.
Policy T21.3: TDM program requirements shall be
triggered for new development consistent with the
LUCE performance standards.
Policy T23.1: In new multi-family and commercial
buildings, encourage building owners to lease
parking spaces separately from residential units
and commercial space, and allow residents of
nearby buildings to lease these spaces at
comparable rates as building tenants.
Policy T26.4: Adjust parking requirements for
projects when it can be demonstrated that a lower
parking demand is appropriate.
Policy T26.9: In all new multi-family development,
seek to provide the option to purchase parking
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Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU15.5.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU1.5.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU13.1.

Consistent. The proposed DCP includes policies
and development standards that specifically
address sustainability and GHG emissions. Energy
efficiency-based and sustainable development
standards are included in proposed DCP Section 6,
Development Standards. The proposed DCP also
encourages the adaptive reuse of historic buildings.
Consistent. The proposed DCP Design Guidelines
(Section 7.1.C) require projects to provide
pedestrian access from the sidewalk or permitted
open spaces.
Consistent. Under the proposed DCP, project
applicants would implement TDM plans that
implement vehicle trip reduction and meet AVR
targets consistent with the City’s TDM ordinance.
Potential measures may include, but not be limited
to, transportation information, transit pass
subsidies, unbundled parking, and participation in
Transportation Management Association.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU4.2.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy T19.2.

Consistent. The proposed DCP requires that new
multi-family and mixed-use projects unbundle
parking so that parking spaces are leased
separately from the cost of housing.

Consistent. The proposed DCP establishes parking
requirements that reflect the mixed-use and transitoriented nature of the District.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy T23.1.
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Policy
separately from residential units to reduce the
overall cost of housing.
Housing Element
Policy 1.1 Provide adequate sites for all types of
housing, particularly multi-family housing in
locations near transit and services that promote
walkability.
Policy 1.2 Encourage and provide incentives for
the development of housing in mixed-use zoning
districts near transit opportunities.
Policy 1.3 Ensure that architectural design of new
housing development is compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood.
Policy 1.4 Promote use of sustainable
construction techniques and environmentally
sensitive design for all housing.

Policy 1.5 Establish and maintain development
standards that support housing development
while protecting quality of life in the
neighborhood.
Policy 1.6 Maintain development standards that
promote the development of special needs
housing, such as affordable senior, accessible,
and family housing.
Policy 1.6 Focus housing development in the
City’s major activity centers near transit stations,
particularly Downtown, the Bergamot Plan area,
and the Memorial Park Plan area, and along
corridors, consistent with the goals of the 2010
LUCE.
Policy 2.1 Encourage innovative private sector
and government programs to promote the
financing and development of housing for
extremely low- very low-, and low-income
persons and for moderate income families.
Policy 2.4 Encourage the distribution throughout
the City of housing for extremely low-, very low-,
and moderate-income families and for the City’s
workforce that earn just above moderate income.

Downtown Community Plan Consistency
Analysis1

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU3.2.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU3.2.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU1.5
and Policy LU15.3.
Consistent. The proposed DCP includes policies
and development standards that specifically
address sustainability and GHG emissions. Energy
efficiency-based and sustainable development
standards are included in the DCP.
Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU3.3
and Policy LU2.6.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU2.4.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU3.2.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU2.4.

Consistent. Refer to discussion for Policy LU2.4.

Note:
1 Unless otherwise indicated, the discussion of consistency within this table applies to both Scenario A and Scenario B.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.13

NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS

“Neighborhood effects” refers to the impacts of land uses anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that might affect the overall quality of life of
existing residents in the Downtown. Though the California Environmental Quality Act does not
specifically identify neighborhood effects as an environmental issue, the City of Santa Monica
has required that environmental documents address effects on the neighborhood as it relates to
the character and livability of the City’s residential areas. The Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan implements the core principal of the Land Use and Circulation Element to
preserve existing residential neighborhoods by focusing land use changes near the Downtown
Station of the Expo Light Rail Transit line. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan also includes specific neighborhood-protection development standards that address height
and stepbacks to ensure that new land uses on the boulevards are sensitive and smoothly
transitions to the adjacent residential neighborhoods.
“Neighborhood effects” refers to the potential impacts of land uses that may occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that could affect the quality of life of
existing residents in residential neighborhoods. Quality of life represents a composite
impression, and is usually expressed in terms of overall environment, combining aesthetic
character of a given area, land use, and transportation circulation/mobility. Although
“neighborhood effects” is not an environmental issue category identified in California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the City of Santa Monica (City) requires analysis of
neighborhood effects as part of the environmental review of projects.
This section analyzes the potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan on existing residential neighborhoods such as Wilshire-Montana to the north and Mid City
and Pico neighborhood to the east. Impacts associated with neighborhood effects are fully
analyzed within appropriate resource area sections of this Program Environmental Impact Report
(EIR), and are summarized in this section for ease of evaluation.
3.13.1 Environmental Setting
Overview of Downtown
The Project area consists of Downtown district of Santa Monica, as defined by the Land Use and
Circulation Element (LUCE), bounded by Wilshire Boulevard on the north; Lincoln Boulevard
on the east; Interstate (I-) 10 (Santa Monica Freeway) on the south; and Ocean Avenue on the
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The Downtown includes a variety of older single use commercial buildings of varied heights and many new multiple-story
mixed-use buildings with pedestrian-oriented uses on the ground floor and residential and/or commercial uses above.
Street trees and open space contribute to the City’s visual character and attract increased pedestrian activity.

west. As described below, adjacent neighborhoods to the north of Wilshire Boulevard and east of
Lincoln Boulevard are served by the commercial boulevards which include a number of local
serving uses for daily needs.
The Downtown has the highest concentration of land uses in the City and has long been
considered the heart of the City and a popular destination for local residents, regional visitors,
and travelers alike. This vibrant, pedestrian-oriented district is comprised of a diverse mix of
uses including retail, restaurant, hotel, entertainment, office, and residential. Although there is
high demand for office space in the Downtown, particularly by the “Silicon Beach” creative
businesses, the Downtown has limited Class A office space. In recent years, the Downtown has
experienced a net loss of office space due to the conversion of existing office to residential and
hotel uses and the lack of new office construction. The more recent increase development of
residential uses particularly on 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets in the Downtown, has contributed to the
creation of a sizeable residential population (approximately 4,016 residents). The Downtown is
home to the popular Third Street Promenade and Santa Monica Place Mall, with a mix of
restaurants and lounges, shops, movie theaters, hotels, and entertainment uses that contribute to
the high activity level throughout the day and into the evening hour. The Third Street Promenade
is a central pedestrian open space with active storefronts, uses and services radiating outward.
Santa Monica Place Mall is located at the southern end of the Promenade and was remodeled in
2011 as an open-air shopping mall that connects the Promenade to the Civic Center District.
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Santa Monica’s Downtown includes outdoor spaces that support a variety of activities, including shopping and dining at
the Third Street Promenade (top left) and Santa Monica Place (top right). The Downtown is strongly linked to the City’s
waterfront including Santa Monica Beach (bottom left), and Palisades Park (bottom right).

Additionally, the Downtown is located in proximity to the Civic Center, Palisades Park, and
Santa Monica Pier, and the State Beach, which further supports activity in the Downtown. The
Civic Center District lies to the south of Downtown, while Palisades Park and Santa Monica
State Beach are immediately west of the District. The Santa Monica Pier extends off of the
western end of Colorado Avenue.
Adjacent Neighborhoods
The Downtown is adjacent to the Wilshire-Montana (Wilmont) neighborhood to the north, Mid
City and Pico neighborhoods to the east (see Figure 13.1-1).
•

Wilshire-Montana is the City’s largest multi-family neighborhood consists of a range of
residential types and densities. The area east of 4th Court includes a mix of bungalows,
duplexes, and courtyard-style as well as multi-story apartments with some single family
homes. The area between Wilshire Boulevard and California Avenue consists of a mix of
commercial or office uses, luxury hotels, high-density condominiums and two- to-three
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Residential uses in the Downtown typically consist of newer, four- to six-story mixed use buildings with retail and
restaurant uses on the ground floor contributing to the pedestrian-activity of the neighborhood.

•

•

story garden apartments. Within the residential area are various religious institutions,
private schools, and child care services as well as Reed Park at the northeast corner of
Downtown.
Pico is a neighborhood that supports a mix of residential and commercial uses, with lowscale uses of two to three stories. Areas closest to the Downtown along Lincoln Court and
9th Street support a mix of two- to-three story apartments and condominiums, commercial
uses, and scattered single family homes. Pico Boulevard serves as a major boulevard and
a neighborhood-serving street.
Mid City occupies the area to the east of Downtown between Wilshire and Santa Monica
BoulevardsColorado Avenue. Its residential component is made up of many well
maintained mid-20th century apartments, and a number of remaining single family homes,
bungalows, and duplexes. Areas closest to Downtown along Lincoln Court and 9th Street
support a mix of two- to three-story apartments and condominiums, commercial uses and
scattered single family homes, as well as the Gan Israel Preschool. Santa Monica and
Wilshire Boulevard serve as major commercial arterials and neighborhood-serving street.

Transportation
The regional transportation corridors that provide access to Downtown include Wilshire
Boulevard, Santa Monica Boulevard, Lincoln Boulevard, and 4th Street. Two major highways
provide access to Downtown, the I-10 and Highway 1/Pacific Coast Highway (Hwy 1). The I-10
Freeway provides regional access to Downtown, with on- and off-ramps at Lincoln Boulevard,
5th Street, and 4th Street. Access to Hwy 1 is available via the California Incline off of Ocean
Avenue. These major streets carry high volumes of traffic through and into Downtown as well as
adjacent neighborhoods.
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Residential uses in adjacent neighborhoods include the Wilmont neighborhood north of Wilshire Boulevard and a mix of
residential uses east of Lincoln Court (right).
Source: Google 2012, 2013; INEGI2013

Downtown is the focal point of public transportation for the City, and is the end of the line and
transfer point for the City’s Big Blue Bus and local Metro buses coming from all directions. The
Big Blue Bus transit service routes almost every line through Downtown, connecting all of Santa
Monica to many communities in the region, including Downtown Los Angeles, West Los
Angeles, and Culver City. Ten Santa Monica Big Blue Bus lines and two Metro Rapid bus lines
serve the Downtown (see Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation). Most of the Big Blue
Bus lines interface with passengers at the updated, sheltered Transit Mall stops around the Third
Street Promenade. Additionally, 4th Street serves as the backbone of transit service in the
Downtown, with a number of Big Blue Bus lines passing through this street. The future
Downtown Station for the Expo LRT at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue will be the final
destination of the Expo LRT from downtown Los Angeles. The Downtown Station will be the
focal point for transit interface, increasing pedestrian activity in the area with the large number of
transit riders arriving and departing from the station. The Expo LRT and its Downtown Station
are currently under constructionbecame operational in May 2016. The arrival of the 15.2 mile
Expo LRT in 2016 willis be transformative for the Downtown, as will and provides an important
transit option for commuters and visitors from all over the region.
The Downtown’s existing street grid is framed by active ground floor uses, sidewalks, and
landscaping. The sidewalks average 8 to 18 feet in width depending on the street, with some
designed with street furniture such as benches and bus shelters.
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3.13.2 Regulatory Setting
Local
City of Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE includes a comprehensive range of goals, policies, and standards designed to preserve
neighborhoods and promote a high quality of life for residents. A core principal of the LUCE is
to integrate land use and transportation to manage growth sustainably while minimizing the
negative impacts of new development on existing neighborhoods. By integrating land use
changes with transit, the LUCE would relieve development pressures on the neighborhoods. The
LUCE includes both citywide policies and neighborhood- and district-specific policies; policies
that are applicable to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are listed below.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan was reviewed for consistency with these
policies in Table 3.12-5 of Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning, and was found to be consistent
with all of the following policies.
Citywide LUCE goals and policies relevant to Neighborhood Effects include:
Goal LU1: Neighborhood Conservation: Protect, conserve and enhance the City’s diverse
residential neighborhoods to promote and maintain a high quality of life for all residents.
Establish a program of incentives and restraints to redirect intensive residential investment
pressure away from existing neighborhoods and control residential investment pressure within
neighborhoods.
Policy LU1.1

Neighborhood Protection. Establish land use policy designations and
incentives which redirect intensive residential investment pressure
away from existing neighborhoods to boulevards and districts served
by transit.

Policy LU1.2

Neighborhood Conservation. Establish effective neighborhood
conservation strategies to manage and control the type, rate and pace
of change within existing neighborhoods to conserve their character,
design and pattern of development and the high quality living
environment they provide for a diversity of households, by
establishing Neighborhood Conservation Overlay Districts, measures
for retention of courtyard housing, modification of demolition
regulations and of development standards, and coordinated parking
management programs.
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Policy LU1.3

Quality of Life. Preserve neighborhood quality of life and protect
neighborhoods against potential impacts related to development,
traffic, noise, air quality and encroachment of commercial activities
and establish standards that transition down the building envelope of
commercial buildings adjacent to residential properties.

Policy LU1.4

Retention of Existing Structures. Encourage and incentivize
preservation of historic structures and older buildings that add to the
character of residential districts through the development of programs
such as Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) and conservation
easements.

Policy LU1.5

Design Compatibility. Require that new infill development be
compatible with the existing scale, mass and character of the
residential neighborhood. New buildings should transition in size,
height and scale toward adjacent residential structures.

Goal LU4: Complete Sustainable Neighborhoods: Create complete neighborhoods that
exemplify sustainable living practices with open spaces, green connections, diverse housing,
local employment, and local-serving businesses that meet the daily needs of residents and reduce
vehicle trips and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Policy LU4.3

Mixed-Use Associated with Transit. Encourage mixed-use
development close to transit to provide housing opportunities for the
community, support local businesses, and reduce reliance on
automobiles.

Goal N1: Protect, preserve, and enhance the residential neighborhoods.
Policy N1.4

Preserve and protect existing neighborhoods against potential impacts
related to development, traffic, noise, air quality and encroachment of
commercial activities.

Policy N1.7

Make new development projects of compatible scale and character
with the existing neighborhood, providing respectful transitions to
existing homes, including ground-level open spaces and appropriate
building setbacks and upper-floor step backs along neighborhood
streets.

Goal N2. Promote and maintain distinctive existing neighborhoods that are defined by their
character, design, and pattern of development and the high quality living environment they
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provide for a diversity of households through the establishment of a neighborhood conservation
program.
Policy N2.1

Maintain the distinguishing features and diversity of existing
residential neighborhoods by protecting character-defining buildings
and older smaller scale multi-family and single-family structures.

Goal N4: Ensure compatible design to preserve and enhance neighborhoods.
Policy N4.1

Design new development to be compatible with the existing scale,
mass and character of the residential neighborhood. New buildings
should transition in size, height, and scale toward adjacent residential
structures.

Goal N9: Protect, preserve and enhance the Wilshire-Montana residential neighborhood, and
ensure available parking and compatible design.
Policy N9.4

Investigate ways to reduce the volume of cut-through traffic on the
residential streets in the Wilshire-Montana neighborhood. Options that
could be explored include:
•
•
•

Considering traffic calming measures on some local residential
streets.
Routing construction vehicles to major avenues and boulevards.
Limiting commercial employee and customer on-street parking in
the residential neighborhood.

Goal LU13: Preserve Community Identity: Preserve and enhance the City’s unique character and
identity, and support the diversity of neighborhoods, boulevards, and districts within the City.
Policy LU13.1

Maintain Character: Reinforce the City’s distinctive natural, social,
and environmental characteristics including its beachfront and
connections to the water, its civic and cultural institutions, terrain and
climate, and the geographic fabric of neighborhoods and boulevards.

LUCE goals and policies specific to the Downtown Neighborhood and District include:
Goal D1: Maintain Downtown’s competitive advantage as a premier local and regional
shopping, dining, and entertainment destination, and support its evolution in order to respond to
changing market conditions.
Policy D1.1

Create a diversity of retail opportunities including local- and regional
serving retail and dining in the Downtown.
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Policy D1.3

Maintain and support the Third Street Promenade as an important asset
that serves the diverse needs of the community, from a regional
destination to an important center of activity.

Policy D1.4

Encourage new or expanded hotel and other visitor-serving uses in the
Downtown.

Goal D3: Ensure high-quality implementation of transit-oriented development adjacent to the
station.
Policy D3.1

Provide design consistency with streetscape and plaza improvements
that address the concept of a gateway.

Policy D3.2

Ensure pedestrian orientation of ground floor uses in new
development.

Goal D7: Create a balanced mix of uses in the Downtown that reinforces its role as the greatest
concentration of activity in the City.
Policy D7.1

Encourage a broad mix of uses that creates dynamic activity in both
the daytime and evening hours including retail, hotels, office, highdensity residential, entertainment and cultural uses in the Downtown.

Policy D7.5

Explore options for the adaptive reuse or retention of historic
resources. Require new buildings constructed in proximity to existing
historic resources to respect the context and character-defining features
of the historic resource.

Goal D8: Ensure that new and remodeled buildings in the Downtown District contribute to the
pedestrian character of Downtown and are compatible in scale with existing buildings and the
surrounding residential neighborhoods.

3.13-10

Policy D8.1

Locate the primary façades of buildings fronting the street at the
property line or back side of the sidewalk. However, to create a lively
streetscape with places for people to socialize, small landscaped
gathering spaces and plazas should be encouraged.

Policy D8.9

Encourage sidewalk dining where it meets established criteria.
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3.13.3 Impact Assessment Methodology
Thresholds of Significance
Significance criteria for these issue topics that are relevant to neighborhood effects are listed in
Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access, Section 3.12, Land Use and
Planning, and Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
Methodology
The assessment of potential neighborhood effects is based on analysis provided in other sections
of this EIR. Issue areas that have the potential to affect neighborhoods include Aesthetics and
Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access; Land Use and Planning; and Transportation and Circulation.
These potential impacts were analyzed based on modeling prepared for the project and the traffic
analysis performed for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Impacts to these
issue areas are summarized in this section. Refer to individual impact sections in this EIR for
detailed analyses of project impacts and mitigation measures for each resource area.
The assessment also involves consideration of the effectiveness of the neighborhood protection
and urban design goals, policies and development standards contained in the LUCE as well as
those proposed in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. In particular, consideration was
given to the effectiveness of the existing and proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
regulatory framework in protecting the “quality of life" of the existing residential neighborhoods
in the City including the adjacent Wilmont, Mid City, and Pico neighborhoods.
3.13.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements the LUCE goals and
policies intended to preserve existing neighborhoods by focusing land use changes in areas near
transit, such as the Downtown. Consistent with the LUCE, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan guides land use changes in the Downtown through 2030, establishing the
policies, standards, and guidelines necessary to protect existing neighborhoods while supporting
the creation of a vibrant multi-modal mixed-use district in the Downtown.
Would the project have considerable effects on the neighborhood?
NHE-1

Neighborhood impacts related to aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar
access, land use, and transportation and circulation from the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
Rather, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements
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the LUCE principle of integrating land use and transportation to minimize
the negative impacts of new development on existing neighborhoods.
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Visual Resources
As analyzed in Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access, land use changes
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
potentially result in the construction of new mixed use buildings up to 50 to 84 feet in height
depending on sub-area. Over the life of the plan through 2030, the relative composition of
buildings within Downtown would change as new buildings replace older buildings and/or
surface parking lots. Development standards and design guidelines in the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would ensure that new buildings incorporate transparent and
visually interesting active ground floors, public realm improvements including outdoor seating
areas and installation of wider landscaped sidewalks, and new public open space. Additionally,
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would address the transition of the
Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards to adjacent residential neighborhoods through development
standards related to building height and Floor Area Ratios (FARs). Specifically, along the
Mixed-Use Boulevard, building height would be limited to a maximum of 60 feet and along the
Wilshire Boulevard Transition Area, building height would be limited to a maximum height of
50 feet. These development standards as well as design guidelines addressing building
modulation and stepback would ensure that new land uses occurring on these boulevards provide
a smooth transition to the residential neighborhoods to the east and north. Therefore, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not substantially degrade the existing
visual character or quality of the surrounding residential neighborhoods. Additionally, in
accordance to CEQA, Section 21099 (amended by Senate Bill [SB] 743), all aesthetic impacts of
infill mixed-use projects located within transit priority areas shall not be considered significant,
therefore, the aesthetic effects of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
be less than significant.
Land Use and Planning
As discussed in Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning, the core principal of the LUCE is to
integrate land use and transportation to manage growth sustainably while minimizing the
negative impacts of new development on existing neighborhoods. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements this LUCE principle by creating opportunities for
mixed-use residential development with incentives for housing near the Expo LRT, while
redirecting intensive residential market pressure away from existing neighborhoods. Further,
providing housing opportunities in the Downtown to meet anticipated growth and associated
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housing demand near the Expo LRT, is also consistent with the sustainability policies and
strategies set forth in Southern California Association of Government’s (SCAG’s) Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) / Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) to integrate land use
changes with transit and reduce vehicle miles traveled and associated GHG emissions. As the
most transit-rich area of the City served by the Big Blue Bus and the Expo LRT in the future, the
Downtown is particularly important for supporting a mix of land uses while preserving
neighborhoods, achieving sustainability goals, and meeting housing demand.
Further, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan addresses transition of the
Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards to adjacent residential neighborhoods through development
standards related to building height and FARs. Specifically, along the Mixed-Use Boulevard,
building height would be limited to a maximum of 60 feet and along the Wilshire Boulevard
Transition Area, building height would be limited to a maximum height of 50 feet. These
development standards as well as design guidelines addressing building modulation and stepback
would ensure that new land uses occurring on these boulevards provide a smooth transition to the
residential neighborhoods to the east and north.
Overall, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in beneficial
impacts relative to land use-related neighborhood effects.
Transportation and Circulation
As discussed in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would support the creation of a multi-modal
circulation network in the Downtown, increasing connections and enhancing the mobility of
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users. In support of its multi-modal transportation goals, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes policies and standards to support
pedestrian-oriented design for new buildings as well as improvements to circulation; such
improvements include increased building setbacks, effective curb space, and street and network
investments to support the Big Blue Bus and integrate the Expo LRT. These improvements
would be consistent with the goals of the LUCE and would result in beneficial impacts to multimodal transportation and circulation in Downtown.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is intended to minimize traffic impacts
on residential neighborhoods by ensuring that future land use changes occur in proximity to
existing and future transit service. Consistent with local and regional sustainability goals and
regulations, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan guides new land uses in the
transit-rich Downtown district to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and direct potential
increases in traffic away from the residential neighborhoods. Further, the traffic analysis (see
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Section 3.18, Transportation, and Circulation) determined that neither Scenario A nor Scenario
B resulted in any impacted intersections located within the existing adjacent neighborhoods.
Therefore, neighborhood traffic impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would be less than significant.
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3.14

NOISE

The noise environment in the Downtown is dominated by noise from vehicular traffic.
Additionally, Downtown noise can be attributed to the high levels of daytime and nighttime
activity (e.g., performers on the Third Street Promenade). The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would promote the creation of a multi-modal district, helping the City
minimize vehicle trips and associated noise levels.
This section describes the existing noise environment and evaluates the potential noise and
vibration impacts that could result from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
This analysis addresses both short-term construction-related impacts as well as long-term
operational noise impacts of land use changes that would occur as a result of implementing the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Fundamentals of Sound and Environmental Noise
Sound is technically described in terms of
the loudness (i.e., amplitude) and
frequency (i.e., pitch) of the sound. The
standard unit of measurement of the
loudness of sound is the decibel (dB).
Since the human ear is not equally
sensitive to sound at all frequencies, a
special frequency-dependent rating scale
relates noise to human sensitivity. The Aweighted decibel scale (dBA) performs
this compensation by discriminating
against frequencies in a manner
approximating the sensitivity of the human
ear (Federal Interagency Committee on
Urban Noise [FICUN] 1980).

Downtown is a fully developed urban area with a range of
buildings typically abutting each another at the lot line.
This urban configuration results in potential noise
conflicts from construction and land uses occurring in
close proximity to adjacent uses and structures.

Noise is generally defined as unwanted sound that is heard by people or wildlife and that
interferes with normal activities or otherwise diminishes the quality of the environment.
Prolonged exposure to high levels of noise is known to have several adverse effects on people,
including hearing loss, communication interference, sleep interference, physiological responses,
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and annoyance (FICUN 1980). The noise environment typically includes background noise
generated from both near and distant noise sources as well as the sound from individual local
sources. These can vary from an occasional aircraft or train passing by to continuous noise from
sources such as traffic on a major road.
Decibels are based on the logarithmic scale. The logarithmic scale compresses the wide range in
sound pressure levels to a more useable range of numbers in a manner similar to the way that the
Richter scale is used to measure earthquakes. In terms of human response to noise, studies have
indicated that a noise level increase of 3 dBA is barely perceptible to most people, a 5 dBA
increase is readily noticeable, and a difference of 10 dBA would be perceived as a doubling of
loudness (FICUN 1980; Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. 2006). Everyday sounds normally
range from 30 dBA (very quiet) to 100 dBA (very loud) (see Table 3.14-1). Examples of various
sound levels in different environments are shown in Table 3.14-1.
Table 3.14-1

Representative Noise Levels

Common Outdoor Activities
Power saw
Jet fly-over at 100 feet
Subway
Gas lawnmower at 3 feet

Noise Level
(dBA)
—110—

Common Indoor Activities
Rock band
Crying baby

—100—
—90—

Jack hammer
—80—
Noisy urban area during daytime
Gas lawnmower at 100 feet

—70—

Heavy traffic at 300 feet
Air conditioner
Quiet urban area during daytime

—60—

Quiet urban area during nighttime

—40—

—50—

Food blender at 3 feet
Garbage disposal at 3 feet
Vacuum cleaner at 10 feet
Normal speech at 3 feet
Sewing machine
Large business office
Dishwasher in next room
Refrigerator
Theater, large conference room
(background)

Quiet suburban area during nighttime
—30—
Quiet rural area during nighttime

Library
Bedroom at night, concert hall
(background)

—20—
Broadcast/recording studio
—10—
Lowest threshold of human hearing

—0—

Lowest threshold of human hearing

Source: California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) 1998.

Several rating scales have been developed to analyze the adverse effect of community noise on
people. Because environmental noise fluctuates over time, these scales consider that the effect of
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noise upon people is largely dependent upon the total acoustical energy content of the noise, as
well as the time of day when the noise occurs. The equivalent energy noise level (Leq) is a
measure of ambient noise, while the Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) is a measure of
community noise. Each noise rating scale applicable to this analysis is defined as follows:
•

Equivalent energy noise level (Leq) is the average acoustic energy content of noise for a
stated period of time. Thus, the Leq of a time-varying noise and that of a steady noise are
the same if they deliver the same acoustic energy to the ear during exposure. For
evaluating community impacts, this rating scale does not vary, regardless of whether the
noise occurs during the day or the night. The City of Santa Monica (City) thresholds
utilize the Leq metric.

•

Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL) is a 24-hour average Leq with a 5 dBA
“weighting” during the hours of 7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. and a 10 dBA “weighting”
added to noise during the hours of 10:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. to account for noise
sensitivity in the evening and nighttime, respectively. The logarithmic effect of these
additions is that a 60 dBA 24-hour Leq would result in a measurement of 66.7 dBA
CNEL. CNEL is often used due to its utility in identifying noise related sleep disturbance
effects, often a key community concern for increases in noise levels. Most California
noise laws specify levels using the CNEL metric and most federal laws use the Leq
metric.

•

Day-night average noise level (Ldn) is a 24-hour average Leq with a 10 dBA “weighting”
added to noise during the hours of 10:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. to account for noise
sensitivity in the nighttime. The logarithmic effect of these additions is that a 60 dBA 24hour Leq would result in a measurement of 66.4 dBA Ldn.

•

Minimum instantaneous noise level (Lmin) is the minimum instantaneous noise level
experienced during a given period of time.

•

Maximum instantaneous noise level (Lmax) is the maximum instantaneous noise level
experienced during a given period of time.

Noise levels from a particular source decline (i.e., attenuate) as distance to the receptor increases.
Other factors, such as the weather and reflecting or shielding by buildings or other structures,
also intensify or reduce the noise level at a location. A common method for estimating roadway
noise is that for every doubling of distance from the source, the noise level is reduced by about
3 dBA at acoustically “hard” locations (i.e., the area between the noise source and the receptor is
nearly complete asphalt, concrete, hard-packed soil, or other solid materials) and 4.5 dBA at
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acoustically “soft” locations (i.e., the area between the source and receptor is normal earth or has
vegetation, such as grass).
Noise from stationary or point sources (including construction noise) is reduced by about 6 to 7.5
dBA for every doubling of distance at acoustically hard and soft locations, respectively. Noise
levels may also be reduced by intervening structures; generally, a single row of buildings
between the receptor and the noise source reduces the noise level by about 5 dBA, while a solid
wall or berm can reduce noise levels by up to 5 to 10 dBA. The manner in which older homes in
California were constructed generally provides a reduction of exterior-to-interior noise levels of
about 20 to 25 dBA with closed windows. The exterior-to-interior reduction of newer residential
units is generally 30 dBA or more (Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. 2006).
Vibration
Vibration is sound radiated through the ground. Most perceptible indoor vibration is caused by
sources within buildings, such as operation of mechanical equipment, movement of people, or
slamming of doors. Typical outdoor sources of perceptible groundborne vibration are
construction equipment, steel-wheeled trains, and traffic on rough roads. If a roadway is smooth,
the groundborne vibration from traffic is rarely perceptible. The vibration of floors and walls
may cause perceptible vibration, rattling of items such as windows or dishes on shelves, or a
rumble noise. The rumble is the noise radiated from the motion of the room surfaces. In essence,
the room surfaces act like a giant loudspeaker causing what is called groundborne noise.
Groundborne vibration is almost never annoying to people who are outdoors. Although the
motion of the ground may be perceived, without the effects associated with the shaking of a
building, the motion does not provoke the same adverse human reaction. In addition, the rumble
noise that usually accompanies the building vibration is perceptible only inside buildings.
Typically, groundborne vibration generated by manmade activities attenuates rapidly with
distance from the source of the vibration. Man-made vibration issues are therefore usually
confined to short distances from the source.
The ground motion caused by vibration can be measured as particle velocity in inches per second
(in/sec); in the U.S., this is referenced as vibration decibels (VdB; Harris Miller Miller & Hanson
Inc. 2006; California Department of Transportation [Caltrans] 2013). The vibration level at
which continuous vibration is strongly perceptible is 0.1 in/sec. For incidental groundborne
vibration, 0.035 in/sec is barely perceptible while 2.0 in/sec is felt severely (Caltrans 2013).
General human response to different levels of groundborne vibration velocity levels are
described in Table 3.14-2 and guidelines for the effect of vibration levels in structures described
in Table 3.14-3.
3.14-4
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Table 3.14-2

Human Response to Different Levels of Groundborne Vibration

Human Response
Barely perceptible
Distinctly perceptible
Strongly perceptible
Severe/Disturbing

Transient
(in/sec)
0.035
0.24
0.9
2

Continuous
(in/sec)
0.012
0.035
0.1
0.4

Source: Caltrans 2013.
Note: Transient sources create a single isolated vibration event, such as blasting or drop balls. Continuous/frequent intermittent
sources include impact pile drivers, pogo-stick compactors, crack-and-seat equipment, vibratory pile drivers, and vibratory
compaction equipment.

Table 3.14-3

Vibration Thresholds for Potential Structural Damage

Structure and Condition
Extremely fragile historic buildings, ruins, ancient
monuments
Fragile buildings
Historic and some old buildings
Older residential structures
New residential structures
Modern industrial/commercial buildings

Transient
(in/sec)

Continuous
(in/sec)

0.12

0.08

0.2
0.5
0.5
1
2

0.1
0.25
0.3
0.5
0.5

Source: Caltrans 2013.

3.14.1 Environmental Setting
Noise Environment
Modeled Roadway Noise Levels
The Downtown is a thriving mixed-use district that supports the City’s most popular
entertainment and commercial uses as well as an emerging residential neighborhood, particularly
along 5th, 6th and 7th Streets. Although the Santa Monica Airport is located within the City, it is
situated approximately 1.7 miles southeast of the Downtown and has minimal effects on noise
levels in the Downtown. The primary source of noise within the Downtown is vehicular traffic.
Motor vehicle noise generated by automobiles, buses, motorcycles, and trucks on streets is the
most common source of sustained noise levels. Downtown is located adjacent to the Santa
Monica Freeway (Interstate [I-] 10), which receives approximately 141,000 average daily vehicle
trips at the east end of Downtown (see Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation). However,
I-10 only runs along the southeast border of Downtown, with much of this freeway located
within a deep road cut, limiting the area affected by this noise source. Traffic noise is primarily
generated on major streets within the Downtown, particularly along the major avenues and
boulevards that carry high traffic volumes and along the 4th Street and 5th Street off-ramps that
provide freeway access to Downtown. The primary streets in Downtown that have high noise
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levels include both north-south routes, such as Ocean Avenue, 2nd Street, 4th Street, 5th Street, 7th
Street, and Lincoln Boulevard, as well as the east-west routes, such as Wilshire Boulevard,
Colorado Avenue, and Santa Monica Boulevard. Ambient noise levels during the Approval Year
(2016) along these roadways range from 58.70 CNEL to 64.13 CNEL during peak hour traffic
conditions along these primary travel corridors in Downtown (see Table 3.14-4).
Table 3.14-4

Existing Downtown Roadway Noise Levels

Corridor

Roadway Segment

Ocean
Colorado
2nd Street
Wilshire
Santa Monica
4th Street
5th Street
Lincoln

Ocean Ave N of Colorado Ave
Colorado Ave W of 4th St
2nd St N of Santa Monica Blvd
Wilshire Blvd W of Lincoln Blvd
Santa Monica Blvd W of Lincoln Blvd
4th St N of I-10 WB Off-Ramp
5th St N of Santa Monica Blvd
Lincoln Blvd N of I-10 WB Off-Ramp

2016 EIR Baseline Noise Levels in
CNEL at 100 feet
63.22
58.67
58.05
62.98
60.30
62.99
58.70
64.13

Source: Amec Foster Wheeler 2015 using Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Highway Noise Prediction Model
(FHWA-RD-77-108); FHWA Model based on Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Traffic Study, P.M. Peak Hour Trip
volumes, prepared by Fehr & Peers (see Appendix B and Appendix E).

Existing sensitive receptors near these primary roadways typically do not have attenuation from
noise other than intervening structures that may separate the sensitive receptors from noise
generated on these roadways. Although balconies and other exterior living areas may be directly
exposed to relatively high noise levels, standard construction techniques for newer residential
buildings reduce interior noise reductions by approximately 30 dBA.
Measured Noise Levels
Noise in the Downtown also occurs from various stationary sources. A wide variety of stationary
noise sources from typical urban uses (e.g., commercial, residential, office, public facilities, etc.)
are present in Downtown. Residential and commercial uses can generate noise through the use of
heating and cooling equipment, landscape maintenance activities (e.g., gasoline-powered
lawnmowers, weed cutters, etc.) and trash collection. Additionally noise can emanate from
within businesses and result from truck deliveries within the Downtown
The Downtown’s bars, restaurants, entertainment uses, and outdoor street performers on the
Third Street Promenade support an active environment, another source of noise. On the Third
Street Promenade, noise is primarily attributable to visitors as well as street performers. The
Downtown is a popular and vibrant nightlife destination with a number of bars, nightclubs, and
restaurants that can generate noise associated with live or amplified music, large gatherings, etc.
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On summer evenings, the City’s outdoor concerts on Thursday nights (Twilight Dance Series) at
the nearby Santa Monica Pier can also be heard in the Downtown.
Finally, construction projects in the Downtown also generate construction noise, including the
construction of multiple new mixed use and hotel buildings, public improvements such as the
Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) and Downtown Station, the Colorado Esplanade, and
the nearby California Incline.
In order to identify representative point source noise levels, measurements of incidental peak
noise levels from recently completed California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
documentation are used to evaluate the range of existing noise levels within various areas of the
Downtown. These daytime noise measurements indicate noise levels in the Downtown range
from 62.7 dBA Leq to 81.1 dBA Leq (see Table 3.14-5). In general, noise levels are highest near
the Downtown core and lowest near the residential areas along 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets.
Table 3.14-5

Existing Daytime Peak Noise Levels Recorded at Selected Downtown
Locations

Max. Noise
Level
Primary Noise Source
(dBA Leq)
North side of Broadway,
Traffic (on Broadway);
midblock between 3rd Street
74.8
pedestrian and bus
and 4th Street
stop activity
East side of 4th Street,
Traffic (on 4th Street);
between Broadway and
81.1
pedestrian and bus
Colorado Ave
stop activity
South side of Colorado
Traffic and pedestrian
Avenue, on grass/open space 74.8
activity
area near Sears building.
Southwestern side of 4th
4th Street Farmer’s
Street, between Arizona Ave 68.5
Market
and Santa Monica Blvd.
Southeastern side of Arizona
Traffic (on Arizona Ave)
Ave, between 3rd and 4th
65.8
Streets
South side of Broadway,
Traffic (on Broadway)
between 4th Street and 4th
69.1
Court
North side of Colorado Ave,
Traffic (on Colorado
69.7
at 4th Court
Ave and 4th Street)
th
West side of 5 Street
Traffic (on 5th Street)
between Broadway and
65.9
Colorado Ave
West side of 6th Street
Traffic (on 6th Street)
between Broadway and
62.7
Colorado Ave
Northeast corner of Wilshire
Traffic (on Wilshire Blvd
70.0
Blvd and 7th Street
and 7th Street)

Site
Location
Number

Nearest Sensitive
Receptor

1

LUXE@1539 residential
units

2

3

4

5

6
7
8

9
10
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LUXE@1539 residential
unit; Ken Edwards
Community Center
LUXE@1539 residential
units
Residential units on the
corner of 4th Street/Santa
Monica Blvd
Residential units on the
corner of 3rd Street
Silvercrest Senior
Citizens Residence
LUXE@1539 residential
units
Step Up on 5th residential
units
LUXE@1548 residential
units
Reed Park
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Table 3.14-5

Existing Daytime Peak Noise Levels Recorded at Selected Downtown
Locations (Continued)

Max. Noise
Nearest Sensitive
Level
Primary Noise Source
Receptor
(dBA Leq)
Western side of Lincoln Blvd.,
Traffic (on Lincoln and Boys & Girls Club
between Arizona Ave and
66.1
Wilshire Blvds)
Wilshire Blvd.
502 Santa Monica Blvd.
Traffic (on Santa
Residential units at 1430
(Southeastern corner of
Monica Blvd and 5th
5th Street
71.7
th
Santa Monica Blvd. and 5
Street)
Street)
North side of 5th Street
Traffic and pedestrian
Silvercrest Senior
between Broadway and
65.5
activity
Retirement Home
Colorado Ave.
West side of Broadway
Traffic and pedestrian
525 Broadway
69.7
between 5th and 6th Streets
activity
South side of 6th Street
Traffic and pedestrian
Verona Apartments
between Broadway and
61.0
activity
Colorado Ave
Intersection of 5th Street and
Traffic and pedestrian
LUXE@1548 residential
65.2
Colorado Ave
activity
units

Site
Location
Number
11

12

13
14
15
16

Notes:
1. Site numbers 1-3 sourced from Santa Monica Place Cinemas Mitigated Negative Declaration, 2014. Weekday afternoon
15-minute noise measurements were taken on December 23, 2013.
2. Site numbers 4-5 sourced from AMC Theater Project Draft EIR, 2012. Weekday 20-minute noise measurements were taken
on June 6, 2012 at 11:55 A.M. and 12:17 P.M.
3. Site numbers 6-9 sourced from 5th and Colorado Hotels EIR, 2013. Noise measurements were taken on May 24, 2012, with
measurements for morning taken between 7:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M. (A.M. Peak), mid-day taken between 11:00 A.M. and
1:00 P.M., and late afternoon taken between 4:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M. (P.M. Peak): measurements were taken over 10minute intervals.
4. Site numbers 10-11 sourced from 710 Wilshire Boulevard Hotel and Mixed Use Project EIR, 2011. Weekday afternoon 20minute noise measurements were taken in May 2010.
5. Site number 12 sourced from Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) EIR, 2010. 15-minute measurement
taken at 12:26 P.M. on August 5th, 2009.
6. Site numbers 13-16 sourced from the 500 Broadway EIR. Average Lmax during the A.M. Peak, Mid-day Peak, and P.M.
Peak taken on Thursday, June 26, 2014.

Noise Sensitive Receptors
Noise sensitive receptors are populations that are more susceptible to the effects of noise than the
population at large. Land uses identified by the City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC)
as noise sensitive receptors include schools, hospitals, and institutional uses, such as churches,
museums, and libraries. The City also considers residential uses to be noise sensitive receptors.
Downtown contains or is located adjacent to a wide range of noise sensitive receptors. Aside
from residential uses, there are six sensitive receptors within the Downtown and a number of
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private schools, daycare, and medical facilities within 0.5 mile of Downtown (see Table 3.14-6
and refer to Figure 3.4-1). Residential uses, primarily multiple four to six story mixed use
buildings with upper floor residential units are scattered throughout Downtown, but are
concentrated primarily along 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets (see Figure 3.4-1).
Table 3.14-6

Non-Residential Sensitive Receptors

Site
Site Name
Location
Number
Non-Residential Sensitive Receptors within the Downtown
Delphi Early Childhood Private
1
1229 4th Street
Kindergarten
2

Santa Monica YMCA

1332 6th Street

3

Boys and Girls Club of Santa Monica

1238 Lincoln
Boulevard

4

Silvercrest Senior Residences

1530 5th Street

Description of Activities
Early Childhood Development
Programs, and Recreation
Early Childhood Development
Programs, Recreation, and Day Care.
School-aged child education and
recreation.
Long-term Care and Retirement
Home

First Presbyterian Church of Santa
1220 2nd Street
Early Childhood Development
Monica (Nursery School)
Non-Residential Sensitive Receptor within 0.5 mile Radius of the Downtown
1131 Arizona
6
Good Shepard Health Care Center
Long-term Care Facility
Avenue
Early Childhood Development, and
7
10th Street Preschool
1444 10th Street
Recreation
Early Childhood Development, and
8
Gan Israel Preschool
1341 9th Street
Recreation
9
Ocean View Manor
1044 3rd Street
Assisted Living Facility
Palisades Park & Santa Monica
1450 Ocean
10
Recreation
Senior Center
Avenue
11
Fireside Convalescent Hospital
947 3rd Street
Convalescent Center
Santa Monica Catholic Elementary
School-aged child education and
12
1039 7th Street
and High School
recreation.
Wilshire @
13
Reed Park
Active Recreational Use Park
Lincoln
715 Pico
Early Childhood Development
14
Pico Youth and Family Center
Boulevard
Programs, and Recreation
15
Tongva Park
1776 Main Street Passive Recreation
16
Upward Bound Senior Villa
1011 11th Street Retirement Home
5

Note: Does not include residential uses which are located both within and adjacent throughout Downtown.

3.14.2 Regulatory Setting
Various standards have been developed to address the compatibility of land uses and noise
levels. The applicable standards are presented in the following discussion. Special emphasis is
placed on land uses that are considered to be noise sensitive, as previously discussed.
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Federal Policies and Regulations
No federal noise requirements or regulations apply to local actions of the City. However, federal
regulations influence the audible landscape where federal funding is involved. The Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) requires abatement of highway traffic noise for highway
projects through rules in 23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 772. Further, the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) and Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) each recommend
thorough noise and vibration assessments through comprehensive guidelines for any mass transit
or high-speed railroad projects that would pass by residential areas. For housing constructed with
assistance from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), minimum
noise insulation standards must be achieved (24 CFR Part 51, Subpart B).
State Policies and Regulations
State Department of Health Services
The California State Office of Noise Control in the Department of Health Services has
established guidelines to provide a community with a noise environment that it deems to be
generally acceptable. Specifically, ranges of noise exposure levels have been developed for
different land uses to serve as the primary tool a city uses to assess the compatibility between
land uses and outdoor noise (see Table 3.14-7). To achieve a clearly compatible land use/noise
zone, a noise level standard of 60 dBA Ldn is used for the exterior living areas of new singlefamily, duplex, and mobile home residential land uses. A 45 to 65 dBA Ldn noise level standard
is used for the interior and exterior of all new multi-family residential uses. Where a land use is
denoted as “normally acceptable” for the given Ldn noise environment, the highest noise level in
that range should be considered the maximum desirable for conventional construction which
does not incorporate any special acoustic treatment. The acceptability of noise environments
classified as “conditionally acceptable” or “normally unacceptable” depends on the anticipated
amount of time that will normally be spent outside the structure and the acoustic treatment to be
incorporated in the structure’s design.
California Building Standards Code (Title 24)
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations includes Sound Transmission Control
requirements that establish uniform minimum noise insulation performance standards for new
hotels, motels, dormitories, apartment houses, and dwellings other than detached single-family
units. Specifically, Title 24 states that interior noise levels attributable to exterior sources shall
not exceed 45 dBA CNEL in any habitable room of new dwellings. Dwellings are to be designed
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so that interior noise levels would meet this standard for at least ten years from the time of
building permit application.
Local Policies and Regulations
City of Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
Policies relating to noise were identified in the following goals of the LUCE:
Goal N1: Protect, preserve, and enhance the residential neighborhoods.
Policy N1.4.

Preserve and protect existing neighborhoods against potential impacts
related to development, traffic, noise, air quality and encroachment of
commercial activities.

City of Santa Monica General Plan – Noise Element
The Noise Element of the City of Santa Monica General Plan provides guidance about
acceptable noise levels based on the proposed land use. Based on these standards, which follow
the state guidelines, exterior noise levels of 60 dBA CNEL and lower are “clearly compatible”
for commercial uses that include hotels, motels, and transient lodging; while exterior noise levels
of up to 70 dBA CNEL are “compatible with mitigation.” “Clearly compatible” is defined as the
highest noise level that should be considered for the construction of new buildings that
incorporate conventional construction techniques, but without any special noise insulation
requirements. “Compatible with mitigation” includes the highest noise levels that should be
considered only after detailed analysis of the noise reduction requirements are made and needed
noise insulation features are determined. The City’s noise standard for the design of commercial
hotels, motel, and transient lodging requires a noise level at or below 45 dBA CNEL for interior
areas and 65 dBA CNEL for exterior areas: exterior areas include the pool and other outdoor
recreational areas of the hotel.
The Noise Element also addresses the issue of noise by identifying sources of noise in the City
and providing objectives and policies that ensure that noise from various sources would not
create an unacceptable noise environment. The Noise Ordinance places limitations on noise
produced by equipment operation, human activities, and construction. The Noise Element
policies and actions that are relevant to the proposed projects are identified below.
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Table 3.14-7

Land Use/ Noise Compatibility Matrix

Proposed Land Use Categories
Categories
Uses
Single Family, Duplex,
RESIDENTIAL
Multiple Family
COMMERCIAL
Hotel, Motel, Transient
Regional, District Lodging
COMMERCIAL
Commercial Retail,
Regional, Village Bank, Restaurant,
District, Special
Movie Theater

Compatible Land Use Zones (in CNEL)
<60
60-65
65-70
70-75
75-80

>80

A

B

B

C

D

D

A

B

B

C

C

D

A

A

A

B

B

C

ZONE A – Clearly Compatible: Specified land use is satisfactory, based upon the assumption that any buildings involved are of
normal conventional construction without any special noise insulation requirements.
ZONE B – Compatible with Mitigation: New construction or development (i.e., substantial remodels and additions representing
50% or more of existing square footage, including garage square footage), should be undertaken only after detailed analysis of
the noise reduction requirements are made and needed noise insulation features in the design are determined. Conventional
construction, with closed windows and fresh air supply systems on air conditioning, will normally suffice.
ZONE C – Normally Incompatible: New construction or development should generally be discouraged. If new construction or
development does proceed, a detailed analysis of noise reduction requirements must be made and needed noise insulation features
included in the design.
ZONE D – Clearly Incompatible: New construction or development should generally not be undertaken.
Source: City of Santa Monica 1995.

Policy 1: Provide for measures to reduce noise impacts from transportation noise sources.
Action 1.2

Provide for continued evaluation of truck movements and routes in the
City to provide effective separation from residential or other noise
sensitive land uses.

Policy 2: Incorporate noise considerations into land use planning decisions (as they apply to
finished projects, not construction actions).

3.14-12

Action 2.2

Through the Noise Ordinance, incorporate noise reduction features
during site planning to mitigate anticipated noise impacts on affected
noise sensitive land uses. The noise referral zones identified in
Exhibits 6 and 7 (areas exposed to noise levels greater than 60 dB
CNEL) can be used to identify locations of potential conflict. New
developments would be permitted only if appropriate mitigation
measures are included such that the standards contained in this
Element are met.

Action 2.3

Continue to enforce the State of California Uniform Building Code
that specifies that the indoor noise levels for residential living spaces
not exceed 45 dB CNEL due to the combined effects of all noise
sources. The state requires implementation of this standard when the
outdoor noise levels exceed 60 dB CNEL. The Noise Referral Zones
(60 dB CNEL) can be used to determine when this standard needs to
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be addressed. The Uniform Building Code (specifically, the California
Administrative Code, Title 24, Part 6, Division T25, Chapter 1,
Subchapter 1, Article 4, Sections T25-28) requires that “Interior
community noise levels (CNEL/Ldn) with windows closed, attributable
to exterior sources shall not exceed an annual CNEL or Ldn of 45 dB in
any habitable room.” The code requires that this standard be applied to
all new hotels, motels, apartment houses and dwellings other than
detached single-family dwellings. The City should also, as a matter of
policy, apply this standard to single-family dwellings.
Policy 3: Develop measures to control non-transportation noise impacts.
Action 3.3

Require that new commercial and residential projects to be built near
existing residential land use demonstrate compliance with the City
Noise Ordinance prior to approval of the project. This shall include a
requirement that all project plans show the location of mechanical
equipment in relation to adjacent noise-sensitive (i.e., residential) uses.
Require that all Building Permit applicants, including contractors, sign
a form acknowledging requirements of the noise ordinance, and
assuming responsibility for compliance with the noise ordinance. This
is particularly important for the non-resident contractor installing
mechanical equipment.

Policy 4: The City shall develop measures to control noise impacts.
Action 4.1

Consider incorporating provisions into the Noise Ordinance to address
the problems of construction noise:

•

Clearly state the permitted hours of construction and expressly prohibit construction
on Sunday.

•

During the environmental review of all projects requiring extensive construction,
determine the proximity of the site to the established residential areas. If the project
will involve pile-driving, nighttime truck hauling, blasting, 24-hour pumping
(important in coastal excavations), or any other very high noise equipment, the
environmental review shall include a construction noise alternative analysis. From
this analysis, specific mitigation measures shall be developed to mitigate potential
noise impacts. This may include but not be limited to:
o Requirements to use quieter albeit costlier construction techniques.
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o Notification of residents (homeowners and renters) of time, duration, and
location of construction.
o Relocation of residents to hotels during noise construction periods.
o Developer reimbursement to City for 24-hour on-site inspection to verify
compliance with required mitigation.
o Limit hours of operation of equipment 15 dB above noise ordinance limits to
the hours of 10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC)
SMMC Chapter 4.12 (Noise) includes limitations on unnecessary, excessive, and annoying
noises within the City. Section 4.12.050 defines designated noise zones in the City, which
include a variety of land use types, depending on their nature.
•

Noise Zone I. All property in any residential district established by Municipal Code
Subchapter 9.04.04 or any revisions thereto. In addition, property zoned Low Density
Multiple Residential Beach District (R2B), Medium Density Multiple Family Coastal
Residential District (R3R), Ocean Park Single Family Residential District (OP1), OP
Duplex Ocean Park Duplex Residential District (OP-Duplex) OPD, Ocean Park Low
Multiple Residential District (OP2), Ocean Park Medium Multiple Residential District
(OP3), and Ocean Park High Multiple Residential District (OP4) are included in this
noise zone.

•

Noise Zone II. All property in any commercial district established by SMMC Subchapter
9.04.04 or any revisions thereto. In addition, property zoned Beach Parking District
(BPD), Civic Center (CC), Bayside Commercial District (BSCD) and the Santa Monica
Pier shall be included in this noise zone.

•

Noise Zone III. All property in any manufacturing or industrial district as established by
SMMC Subchapter 9.04.04 or any revisions thereto. In addition, property zoned Light
Manufacturing and Studio District (LMSD) shall be included in this noise zone.

The majority of the project area is within Noise Zone II and a small portion near I-10 is within
Noise Zone III. However, some of the commercial districts contain residential structures, as their
zoning allows mixed uses. Section 4.12.060 outlines the noise standards for Noise Zones I, II,
and III (see Table 3.14-8).
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Table 3.14-8

Exterior Noise Standards in the City of Santa Monica

Noise
Zone

Land Use
Types

I

Residential

II

III

Commercial

Industrial

Time Interval
Monday—Friday
10 P.M. to 7 A.M.:
7 A.M. to 10 P.M.:
Saturday and Sunday
10 P.M. to 8 A.M.:
8 A.M. to 10 P.M.:
All days of Week
10 P.M. to 7 A.M.:
7 A.M. to 10 P.M.:
Anytime

Allowable Leq for 15
minute continuous
measurement period

Allowable Leq for 5
minute continuous
measurement period

50 dBA
60 dBA

55 dBA
65 dBA

50 dBA
60 dBA

55 dBA
65 dBA

60 dBA
65 dBA
70 dBA

65 dBA
70 dBA
75 dBA

Source: City of Santa Monica, Santa Monica Municipal Code, Section 4.12.060.

Subsection (b) of Section 4.12.060 (Exterior Noise Standards) of the Noise Ordinance also states,
“[i]f the ambient noise level exceeds the allowable exterior noise level standard, the ambient
noise level shall be the standard.” Subsection (d) states that “[i]f any portion of a parcel is
located within 100 feet of a noise zone with higher noise standards as compared to the noise
standards for the noise zone in which the parcel is located, then the maximum allowable exterior
equivalent noise level for the entire parcel shall be the average of the noise standards of the two
noise zones. However, any noise level measurement must be taken at least 25 feet from the
parcel line of the source of the noise.”
Section 4.12.110 of the SMMC restricts the hours for construction activity to between 8:00 A.M.
to 6:00 P.M. on Mondays through Fridays and 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on Saturdays, with some
exceptions for construction that the City deems to be in the public interest. Construction activity
is prohibited on Sundays and Holidays. This Section also sets limits for noise from construction
activities relative to the noise standards set in Section 4.12.060, with the equivalent noise level
not to exceed 20 dBA above standards and the maximum instantaneous noise level not to exceed
40 dBA above standards. Any construction exceeding this limit is required to occur between
10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. Monday through Friday.
With regard to vibration, Section 4.12.070 of the SMMC prohibits any person to create, maintain
or cause any ground vibration that is perceptible without instruments at any point on any
property. The perception threshold shall be presumed to be more than 0.05 inches per second
root-mean-square velocity. The vibration caused by construction activity, moving vehicles,
trains, and aircraft is exempt from this section.
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3.14.3 Impact Assessment Methodology
Thresholds of Significance
Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines provides a set of screening questions that address
impacts related to noise. Specifically, the Guidelines state that a proposed project may have a
significant adverse noise or vibration impact if:
a) The project would increase exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess
of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies.
b) The project would increase exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels.
c) The project would result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the
project vicinity above levels existing without the project.
d) The project would result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project.
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, the project would
expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels.
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, the project would expose people
residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels.
Non-applicable Threshold(s):
Thresholds (e) and (f) Public Airport and Private Airstrip: The Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan area is not located within the County of Los Angeles Airport Land Use
Plan (ALUP) for Santa Monica Airport or Los Angeles International Airport, nor is the
Downtown located in the vicinity of a private airstrip. As such, Threshold (e) and Threshold (f),
regarding the potential noise impacts of aviation uses on people residing or working nearby,
requires no analysis or mitigation of impacts and is not discussed in the analysis below.
Construction Noise Levels
The timing of construction noise impacts is an important factor in determining significance. In
any urban area, residents expect to periodically be exposed to construction noise during normal
working hours on weekdays and for more abbreviate periods on Saturdays (and sometimes
Sundays). The City’s Noise Ordinance establishes noise standards which vary depending on the
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zone of the project site and the time period. As set forth in the previous discussion of the City’s
Noise Ordinance, construction activities are generally permissible only between 8:00 A.M. and
6:00 P.M. on weekdays, and between 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. on Saturdays. During these
hours, the City permits construction noise up to 20 dBA in excess of normally acceptable levels,
or up to 40 dBA above normally acceptable levels for any “maximum instantaneous” noise
event. Construction noise even beyond these heightened levels is permitted only between 10:00
A.M. and 3:00 P.M. on weekdays. Given the fact that residents of urban areas are used to such
temporary construction noise from time to time, the City does not consider construction activities
consistent with these timing limits to constitute significant environmental effects.
Operational Noise Levels
The CEQA Guidelines do not define the levels at which temporary and permanent increases in
ambient noise levels are considered “substantial.” A noise level increase of 3 dBA is barely
perceptible to most people, a 5 dBA increase is readily noticeable, and a difference of 10 dBA
would be perceived as a doubling of loudness. For the purposes of this EIR and to be consistent
with the thresholds used for the City’s LUCE EIR, the following noise thresholds are used with
respect to assessing operational roadway noise (see Table 3.14-9).
Table 3.14-9

Interior and Exterior Noise Thresholds in the City of Santa Monica

Ambient Noise Levels Without Projects (Ldn or CNEL)
< 60 dB
60–65 dB
> 65 dB

Threshold (Ldn or CNEL)
+ 5.0 dB or more
+ 3.0 dB or more
+ 1.5 dB or more

Source: City of Santa Monica 2010.

The justification for these thresholds is that people that are already exposed to high noise levels
would more easily discern and be annoyed by a small increase in noise levels. In contrast, if the
existing noise levels are already low, a greater change in community noise would be required for
the equivalent level of annoyance (Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. 2006).
Vibration
The CEQA Guidelines also do not define the levels at which groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise is considered “excessive.” For the purpose of this analysis, groundborne
vibration impacts associated with human annoyance would be significant if the proposed project
exceeds the threshold of 0.1 in/sec within 25 feet of any building. Per Caltrans, this threshold
corresponds to the level at which vibration can cause a “strongly perceptible” degree of human
annoyance and has the potential to cause structural damage in fragile buildings as shown in
Table 3.14-2 and Table 3.14-3.
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Methodology
This analysis of potential noise impacts includes an assessment of existing noise conditions and
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s potential to increase noise levels in the
Downtown. Information used to prepare this section was derived from various sources, including
prior CEQA documents prepared in the Downtown, the City’s General Plan Noise Element
(1995), the FHWA Highway Noise Prediction Model (FHWA-RD-77-108; FHWA Model), and
others contained in the FTA’s 2006 Transit Noise and Impact Assessment. The methodology and
assumptions used for the analysis of noise impacts that could result from implementation of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are detailed below.
Construction Noise Impacts
Construction-related noise and groundborne vibration would be generated by various types of
equipment as a result of construction activities anticipated to occur in the Downtown. Depending
on the timing of entitlements and permit processing, construction activities for individual
projects in the Downtown could begin shortly after adoption of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan through 2030, and could occur up to six days a week as permitted by the
SMMC. Construction noise would occur during each phase of construction, including
demolition, grading/excavation, and building construction. However, the specific construction
details (e.g., scheduling/phasing, equipment, building construction size, grading, etc.) for future
projects in the Downtown is unknown at this time and would vary annually. Therefore, it is
difficult to quantify the construction-related noise levels that may potentially occur. As such, the
analysis of construction-related noise impacts is qualitative in nature, discussing the potential
range of construction-related impacts that could potentially occur from individual development
projects.
Construction noise levels for typical individual projects are evaluated using data published by the
U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT).
These noise levels would diminish rapidly with distance from the construction site, at a rate of
approximately 6 dBA per doubling of distance as equipment is generally stationary or confined
to specific areas during construction. For example, a noise level of 86 dBA measured at 50 feet
from the noise source to the receptor would reduce to 80 dBA at 100 feet from the source to the
receptor, and reduce by another 6 dBA to 74 dBA at 200 feet from the source to the receptor.
The noise levels from construction at the off-site sensitive uses can be determined with the
following equation from the Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. Transit Noise and Vibration
Impact Assessment, Final Report: Leq = Leq at 50 feet – 20 Log(D/50), where Leq = noise level of
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noise source, D = distance from the noise source to the receptor, Leq at 50 feet = noise level of
source at 50 feet.
Table 3.14-10 Noise Ranges of Typical Construction Equipment
Construction Equipment
Pile Driver
Auger Drill Rig
Front Loader
Trucks
Cranes (moveable)
Cranes (derrick)
Vibrator
Saws
Pneumatic Impact Equipment
Jackhammers
Pumps
Generators
Compressors
Concrete Mixers
Concrete Pumps
Back Hoe
Tractor
Scraper/Grader
Paver

Noise Levels in dBA Leq at 50 Feet
95-101
80-85
73–86
82–95
75–88
86–89
68–82
72–82
83–88
81–98
68–72
71–83
75–87
75–88
81–85
73–95
77–98
80–93
85–88

Note: Machinery equipped with noise control devices or other noise-reducing design features does not generate the same level
of noise emissions as that shown in this table.
Source: U.S. DOT 2006.

Operational Noise Levels
Peak roadway noise levels in and adjacent to Downtown were calculated using maximum peak
hour trip volumes projected for primary roadway corridors within Downtown. These volumes
were based upon Future Year (2030) forecasts prepared using the City’s Transportation Demand
Forecasting Model (TDFM) (see Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation and Appendix B).
A key element of this forecast includes factors such as implementation of strengthened
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) requirements for both existing and new land uses
in the Downtown, creation of a multi-modal Downtown District, and the recent completion of the
Expo LRT. Taken together, these measures would help minimize traffic generation and help the
City achieve the goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trip generation, thereby minimizing
associated traffic noise.
The Approval Year (2016) baseline P.M. peak hour traffic conditions were computed by adding
trips generated by development approved within Downtown between 2010 (after adoption of the
LUCE) and 2016 to the peak hour trips provided in the 2010 LUCE for those same roadway
corridors. The Approval Year (2016) baseline numbers for peak hour trips were then used to
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model noise levels in CNEL at 100 feet from the roadways to generate existing baseline noise
levels for each roadway using the FHWA Highway Noise Prediction Model (Amec Foster
Wheeler 2015; see Appendix E). The average vehicle noise rates (energy rates) used to calculate
relative changes in CNEL were taken from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 2.5
Model. The same methodology was applied when generating relative Future Year (2030) noise
levels of both Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. Traffic volumes projected for each roadway corridor were taken from the traffic study
prepared for this EIR (see Appendix B). The resulting changes in roadway noise levels were then
compared to applicable CEQA and City thresholds to assess noise impacts related to traffic
volumes. Note that this methodology does not account for future noise impacts associated with
operation of the Expo LRT. Noise impacts associated with the operation of the Expo LRT are
discussed at length in the Exposition Corridor Transit Project Phase 2 EIR (Exposition Metro
Line Construction Authority 2009).
Vibration Levels Associated with Construction Equipment
Since no specific development proposals with associated detailed site or construction plans are
proposed as part of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, groundborne
vibration levels that could be generated by construction equipment have also been qualitatively
described and compared to applicable thresholds of significance.
Groundborne vibration levels resulting from construction activities occurring within the City
were estimated using the published data in the 2013 Caltrans Transportation and Construction
Vibration Guidance Manual. Potential vibration levels are identified for on and offsite locations
that are sensitive to vibration, including nearby residences.
3.14.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Impact Description
N-1
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Construction activities from future projects in the Downtown could generate
periodic construction noise levels. However, all projects would be required to
comply with the City’s Noise Ordinance regulations relating to noise
reduction and noise limits. Implementation of mitigation measure would
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further minimize noise disturbance on sensitive receptors. Therefore, this
impact is less than significant.
The Downtown is an urbanized area with a variety of existing land uses including commercial,
institutional, visitor serving, and residential uses. Land use changes anticipated to occur under
both Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would involve construction activities that would generate noise, including additional noise from
heavy haul trucks. Construction activities would occur incrementally over the life of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan in various locations, with associated
construction noise temporarily and intermittently affecting localized areas through 2030. This
effect is likely to be greatest in the Transit Adjacent Zonesubarea, near I-10, as well as along
Lincoln Boulevard, where most of the land use changes are anticipated to occur. Under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, it is anticipated that through 2030, the
Downtown would experience the demolition of existing uses, construction of new buildings with
subterranean parking of up to four levels, new connector streets such as the Olympic Cross-over,
increased building setbacks, infrastructure improvements (i.e., replacement/installation of new
utility lines), and other similar types of construction-related to urban land uses. Though precise
locations would vary over time, construction activity at one or more locations within the
Downtown could potentially occur continuously through the year 2030. Further, the potential
exists for large construction projects located in the same area or on the same block to overlap.
The construction of new buildings and
transportation improvements in the
Downtown would require the use of heavy
equipment, generators, power tools, and
other sources of noise for various types of
construction
activities.
As
such,
construction activities could result in
Construction activities anticipated to occur in the
short-term noise and vibration impacts that Downtown would require the use of heavy equipment,
generators, power tools, and other equipment, which may
could affect noise sensitive receptors. For generate noise in close proximity to sensitive receptors,
example, construction activities along the such as residences.
north side of Wilshire Boulevard could
generate noise that would adversely affect the adjacent Wilshire Montana (Wilmont) residential
neighborhood to the north, and construction activities on the east side of Lincoln Boulevard
could generate noise that would adversely affect the adjacent residential uses to the east on 9th
Street in the Mid City. Heavy haul truck trips in this area and along haul routes could generate
noise up to 82-95 dBA Leq at 50 feet (refer to Table 3-14-10).
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The U.S. DOT and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has compiled data regarding
the noise generating characteristics of typical construction activities (refer to Table 3.14-10 and
see Table 3.14-11) These noise levels would diminish rapidly with distance from the
construction site at a rate of approximately 6 dBA per doubling of distance. For example, a noise
level of 86 dBA measured at 50 feet from the noise source to the receptor would reduce to 80
dBA at 100 feet from the source to the receptor, and reduce by another 6 dBA (to 74 dBA) at 200
feet from the source to the receptor.
Table 3.14-11 Typical Outdoor Construction Noise Levels
Construction Phase

Noise Levels in dBA
Leq at 20 Feet

Ground Clearing
Excavation, Grading
Foundations
Structural
Finishing

90
94
85
91
94

Noise Levels in dBA
Leq at 50 Feet with
Mufflers
82
86
77
83
86

Noise Levels in dBA
Leq at 100 Feet with
Mufflers
76
80
71
77
80

Source: U.S. EPA 1971.

Numerous sensitive receptors including residences, schools, daycare centers, retirement
communities, and medical facilities exist within and near the Downtown (refer to Figure 3.4-1).
Potential construction noise impacts on sensitive uses would be dependent on the relative
distance of the sensitive use from construction activities. In some cases, it can be expected that
construction activities would occur immediately adjacent to sensitive receptors, with setbacks of
as little as 20 to 50 feet between construction and the sensitive use. Where construction activity
is within 20 feet of a sensitive receptor, maximum noise levels could reach as high as 94 dBA at
the exterior of adjacent sensitive receptor during the grading and finishing construction phases of
potential future the projects. Where a sensitive receptor is within 50 feet of an individual
construction project requiring the use of a pile driver, un-muffled noise exposure could reach
peaks of up to 107 dBA Leq. However, pile drivers are used less frequently in modern
construction.
The City’s Noise Ordinance establishes that noise from construction activities shall not exceed
20 dBA over the exterior noise standards specified for the noise zone. Exterior noise levels for
the residential uses within Downtown are set at 65 dBA from 7:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. because
they are located in a commercially zoned area of the city thereby allowing for a maximum noise
level of 85 dBA during these hours (refer to Table 3.10-6). Exterior noise levels for the
residential uses in the adjacent Wilmont and Mid City neighborhoods are set at 60 dBA, thereby
allowing for a maximum noise level of 80 dBA. As identified under Section 4.12.110(d) of the
SMMC, construction noise can exceed those standards discussed above so long as it occurs
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between the hours of 10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. Section 4.12.110 of Article 4 of the SMMC also
limits regular construction activities to occur only between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M.
on weekdays, and 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. on Saturday, and prohibits those activities on Sundays
and federal holidays.
All development projects located within 500 feet of residential uses would be required to adhere
to Section 4.12.110(c) of the SMMC. This section of the SMMC requires that prior to the
issuance of a building permit, all development projects located within 500 feet of any residential
development or other noise sensitive land uses, must submit a list of equipment and activities
required during construction. This list must include: (1) construction equipment to be used, such
as pile drivers, jackhammers, pavement breakers, or similar equipment; (2) construction
activities such as 24-hour pumping, excavation or demolition; and (3) a list of measures that will
be implemented to minimize noise impacts on nearby residential uses.
Since all construction activities would be required to adhere to the noise standards and
requirements established the City’s Noise Ordinance, construction noise impacts are anticipated
to be less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
Impact Description
N-2

Construction of future projects in the Downtown would potentially expose
adjacent persons or structures to temporary groundborne vibration levels
that would exceed thresholds. Impacts on sensitive receptors from
construction vibration would be potentially significant and unavoidable.

Construction-Generated Ground Vibration
Construction activities for new buildings and transportation improvements in the Downtown
would require the use of heavy equipment, generators, power tools, and other sources of
vibration noise. The degree of groundborne vibration would wary, depending on the soil type,
ground profile, distance to the receptor building, and the construction characteristics of the
receptor building. Table 3.14-12 identifies anticipated vibration velocity levels (in/sec) for
standard types of construction equipment based on distance from the receptor.
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Table 3.14-12 Vibration Source Levels for Construction Equipment
Construction Equipment
Caisson Drilling
Loaded Trucks
Jackhammer
Small Bulldozer

Vibration Level
(in/sec) at 25 feet
0.089
0.076
0.035
0.003

Vibration Level
(in/sec) at 50 feet
0.042
0.035
0.016
0.001

Vibration Level
(in/sec) at 100 feet
0.019
0.017
0.008
0.001

Source: Caltrans 2013.

Generally, vibration levels at nearby off-site receptors would be the highest during the
excavation, shoring, and foundation phases, in the first months of construction. The building
phase typically involves the use of smaller equipment which produces similar vibration levels to
small bulldozers (52 VdB at 500 feet from the source). The use of pile driving would generate
the highest vibration levels.
Construction-related groundborne vibration could result in short-term impacts on noise sensitive
receptors within and surrounding the Downtown, depending on the location of the individual
project. Construction-related vibrations would have the greatest potential to impact sensitive uses
which are adjacent or in close proximity to construction projects. For typical construction
activities occurring within 25 feet of sensitive receptors, caisson drilling could generate vibration
levels reaching 0.089 in/sec at the receptors. If construction occurs closer within 25 feet or
immediately adjacent to sensitive receptors, vibration levels could potentially exceed the
threshold of 0.1 in/sec. Further, the use of pile driving would have the potential to generate
significant vibration levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive receptors. Therefore,
construction groundborne vibration impacts are conservatively concluded to be potentially
significant and unavoidable.
Land Use Generated Operational Ground Vibration
Daily operation of land uses anticipated to occur in the Downtown is not anticipated to generate
excessive levels of groundborne vibration. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would not permit industrial or commercial uses (e.g., airports, waste facilities, etc.) that
would generate ongoing groundborne vibration. Occasionally, vibration could occur as a result of
large truck travel to and from individual sites for periodic deliveries. However, such incidences
would be temporary in nature and would not be expected to exceed the threshold of 0.1 in/sec.
Therefore, operational groundborne vibration impacts would be less than significant. It should
also be noted that operational vibration impacts of the future Expo LRT have already been
assessed as part of the Exposition Corridor Transit Project Phase 2 EIR (Exposition Metro Line
Construction Authority 2009).
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Would the proposed project result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Impact Description
N-3

Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not result in a substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise levels in the Downtown. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.

Increases in Ambient Noise from Traffic Volume Changes
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would not result in substantial net increases in ambient noise levels. This is due to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s aggressive trip reduction programs and
multi-modal transportation investments that would minimize future traffic generation (see
Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation) and associated vehicular noise from both existing
uses and from potential new land uses. While new land uses would generate new traffic, these
increases would generally be offset by reductions in existing traffic volumes limiting (or even
reducing on some streets) existing noise levels.
Under typical circumstances, and where roadway conditions are constant (i.e., size,
configuration, and speed limit), projected traffic volumes generally need to double over existing
volumes in order for associated noise levels to increase by approximately 3 dBA, the increase in
noise level that is generally perceptible to the human ear. Based on the projected traffic volumes
anticipated to occur in the Downtown under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, estimated future transportation noise levels are not expected to increase by 3 dBA or more
under either Scenario A or Scenario B, and the increased noise level would generally not be
perceptible to nearby sensitive receptors (see Table 3.14-13). The largest increase of noise would
occur on 2nd Street and 5th Street, with increases of 0.96 CNEL and 0.05 CNEL, respectively
under Scenario A and 0.80 CNEL and 0.16 CNEL, respectively under Scenario B. In addition,
changes in noise levels would occur gradually over the life of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, further decreasing the potential for sensitive receptors to perceive
incremental increases in noise levels. Sensitive uses in close proximity to individual projects
would potentially experience slight changes in noise levels and types of noise generated as a
result of increased density and mix of uses; however, these changes would be minor considering
the existing urban noise environment of Downtown.
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Table 3.14-13 Roadway Noise Levels Compared with Anticipated Future Ambient Noise
Levels

Corridor

Ocean
Colorado
2nd Street
Wilshire
Santa
Monica
4th Street
5th Street
Lincoln

Roadway Segment

Ocean Ave N of
Colorado Ave
Colorado Ave W of
4th St
2nd St N of Santa
Monica Blvd
Wilshire Blvd W of
Lincoln Blvd
Santa Monica Blvd
W of Lincoln Blvd
4th St N of I-10 WB
Off-Ramp
5th St N of Santa
Monica Blvd
Lincoln Blvd N of I10 WB Off-Ramp

Existing
Noise Levels
in CNEL at
100 feet

Scenario A
2030 Noise
Levels in
CNEL at
100 feet

Change
in CNEL

Scenario B
2030 Noise
Levels in
CNEL at
100 feet

Change
in
CNEL

63.22

62.64

-0.58

62.67

-0.55

58.67

57.37

-1.30

57.52

-1.15

58.05

59.01

0.96

58.85

0.80

62.98

62.86

-0.13

62.92

-0.06

60.30

60.19

-0.12

60.40

0.10

62.99

62.74

-0.25

62.80

-0.19

58.70

58.75

0.05

58.85

0.16

64.13

63.84

-0.29

63.86

-0.27

Note: Please refer to the methodology discussion under Section 3.14.3, Impact Assessment and Methodology, and to the noise
study in Appendix E for more information regarding calculations.

Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the construction of a new twolane east-west connector street from 6th Street to 4th Street through the Big Blue Bus Yards and
Downtown Station large Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites and Big Blue Bus Yards site would
be envisioned to occur. This local street would serve a mix of vehicles at travel speeds not
exceeding 25 miles per her (mph), including a higher concentration of buses than would be
expected for other areas of Downtown given the utility of this new street to serve as access
between the Big Blue Bus yards and the pending Downtown Station and the Big Blue Bus yards.
Analysis of potential future roadway noise generated along this street is based on anticipated
traffic volumes (see Table 3.14-14). The two scenarios in the table represent the anticipated size
and traffic volume of the street, including conservative estimates that doubles the traffic
generation. This approach captures a range of potential noise conditions that may emerge from
operation of this new street. Even in the conservative scenario, where projected traffic peak hour
traffic volumes are doubled, this new street would have a maximum ambient noise level of 63
dBA Leq, which would be similar to the current ambient noise profile in Downtown. Therefore,
this impact would be less than significant.
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Table 3.14-14 Anticipated Noise Levels from the New East-West Connector Road
Automobile Volume (per hour)
Average Automobile Speed (mph)
Bus Volume (per hour)
Average Bus Speed (mph)
Distance from Center of 12-foot
Wide, Single Lane Roadway (feet)
A-Weighted dBA Leq Without Barrier

Anticipated Traffic Volume
170
25
30
25

Maximized Traffic Volume
340
25
60
25

32.8

32.8

60.0

63

Permanent Ambient Noise from Stationary Noise Sources
Operational sources of noise would be expected to increase incrementally over the life of the
plan as a result of new land uses, and would generally follow the completion of individual
construction projects. Stationary sources of noise would include mechanical systems such as
rooftop heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Large HVAC systems
associated with commercial and mixed-use buildings can generate noise levels which range
between 50 and 65 dBA Leq at a 50-foot distance. However, Section 4.12.130 of the SMMC
prohibits locating such stationary equipment adjacent to residential uses unless it complies with
exterior noise standards (Section 4.12.060). Compliance with the SMMC would then include
shielding and/or other noise reduction techniques when installing these mechanical systems.
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would also potentially result in an increase in noise from commercial operations. New
commercial, retail, and mixed-use buildings in the Downtown would increase the delivery of
goods within the area. Delivery operations include noise associated with large diesel truck
engines and beeping alarms when the trucks are in reverse. An idling diesel engine generates
noise levels of between 64 and 66 dBA Leq at a distance of 75 feet; however, noise from these
sources temporarily increase with the engines’ higher rotations per minute (RPMs) associated
with acceleration. Backup beepers are at least 5 dBA above ambient noise levels.
New parking garages that could potentially be constructed under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan could also increase nuisance noise within Downtown. Parking
garages can generate noise levels between 49 dBA Leq and 74 dBA Leq at a distance of 50 feet
from the source. Vehicles would be the primary sources of noise, which would be generated in
several ways, including acceleration, tire squeals, and car alarms. While this would present an
additional source of noise Downtown, it would be negligible due to the noise level of
surrounding streets and relative infrequency of excessive noise events. Additionally, most new
parking is expected to be subterranean or enclosed within a structure, further reducing audibility
at street level. Similar to the HVAC systems discussed above, the ventilation fans required to
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remove exhaust from subterranean parking structures would be required to comply with Section
4.12.130 of the SMMC.
Outdoor dining, open space, and
entertainment type uses are anticipated to
increase under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, which may
be sited in proximity to residential uses.
Such uses can cause periodic, temporary,
intermittent
elevated
noise
levels
associated with people talking, music
playing, and other operational noises.
In addition, land use changes anticipated to
Development within the Transit Adjacent Zone subarea
occur under the proposed Downtown would increase traffic volumes and ambient noise levels
th
th
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would along 4 Street and 5 Street in close proximity to
adjacent buildings, which may be sensitive receptors, such
incrementally increase residential and as residences, medical centers, or education facilities.
hotel uses within or adjacent to
commercial uses. Generally, the mixing of residential and/or hotel uses with more commercially
oriented ones in a vibrant urban environment could potentially expose future residents or hotel
patrons to periodic, intermittent, and sleep-disturbing noise in the early morning and late at night.
In the morning hours, future residents and hotel patrons could be exposed to nuisance noise from
businesses that open early such as cafes and restaurants that serve breakfast. During the evening
hours, operation of late night businesses such as bars, restaurants, and nightclubs could expose
residents and visitors to nuisance noise including live music, loud late night conversations, etc.
Such noises would not constitute long-term or extensive, high-level exposures involving
potential health impacts; however, the potential for increased peak noise levels in the early
morning and late at night could result in sleep disturbance for residents.
General administrative practice of the City includes striving for an 8-hour period of down time
regarding noise generation for businesses, which would help to mitigate the generation of
nuisance noise in these areas. In addition, Sections 4.12.140 and 4.12.170 of the SMMC include
requirements for nighttime noise reduction and a review process for proposed projects.
Therefore, the City’s Noise Ordinance, in conjunction with project development review and
approval process, would reduce this impact to less than significant.
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Would the proposed project result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Impact Description
N-4

The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not result in a
substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the
Downtown. Temporary noise impacts would be less than significant.

Temporary Ambient Noise from Construction
Construction noise generated by construction activities occurring under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan could result in a temporary increase in ambient noise levels. As
discussed under Impact N-1, construction activities could result in noise levels above 86 dBA
Leq, and would potentially create a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise
levels. Although the City’s Noise Ordinance exempts increases of noise during construction
activities of up to 20 dBA and 40 dBA depending on the timing of the high-noise-generating
activities, the potential for a substantial periodic impact is based on a perceived increase by the
receptor. However, the construction activities would generally only occur during the permitted
hours designated in the SMMC, and therefore, would not occur during recognized sleep hours for
residences or on Sundays and federal holidays. There is a limited and slight potential for
construction noise to occur during noise sensitive periods (or recognized sleep hours) if a
conditional permit is issued. This would presumably only occur in the case of projects conducted
in the public interest and in compliance with Part (e) of Section 4.12.110. This is considered a
rare occurrence, requiring multiple discretionary approvals. As such, while an increase in
ambient noise levels could occur from construction activities, compliance with the SMMC noise
restrictions. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Temporary Ambient Noise from Operation of Land Uses
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not be anticipated to facilitate a
substantial increase in the number of special events or other temporary activities that would
cause an increase in ambient noise levels. Prior to any special event conducted within
Downtown, applicants would be required to obtain a permit from the City‘s Special Events
Office, whose permitting process takes into account the hours of operation of the potential event
in order to minimize the potential impact to nearby sensitive receptors. In addition, these types of
events already occur under existing conditions within the Downtown. The discussion under
Impact N-3 includes the potential for mechanical equipment, which would be assumed to be a
constant/permanent source of ambient noise levels attributable to the proposed Downtown
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Specific PlanCommunity Plan, to increase ambient noise levels. As such, temporary or periodic
noise impacts to on- or off-site receptors may occur due to operation of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but would be consistent with existing operations within
Downtown and other urban environments and require a permit issued by the City‘s Special
Events Office. Therefore, impacts relating to temporary or periodic noise increases to on- or
offsite sensitive would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative noise impacts associated with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would occur if projects could affect the same noise environment
Construction Noise
While it is not possible to estimate the construction noise levels or provide the construction
schedule of individual projects, it is reasonably foreseeable that construction projects in the
Downtown and in adjacent areas outside of the Downtown could occur proximate to one another
with sometimes concurrent or overlapping schedules, temporarily elevating noise levels in the
immediate area. For example, construction noise from construction activities associated with the
California Incline retrofit project could combine with nearby construction projects in the
Downtown to create noise impacts on nearby residential neighborhoods. However, noise is not
strictly additive, and a doubling of noise sources would not cause a doubling of noise levels, but
rather could result in a perceptible noise increase over a single source. Compliance with the
City’s Noise Ordinance would reduce construction-related noise impacts. Therefore, cumulative
noise impacts associated with construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
Construction Groundborne Vibration
As discussed in Impact N-2, construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would involve the use of construction equipment that
could produce temporary vibration levels. Depending on the individual project and its location,
construction projects occurring concurrently could generate construction groundborne vibration
that could cumulatively affect the same sensitive receptors. For typical construction activities
occurring within 25 feet of sensitive receptors, caisson drilling could generate vibration levels
reaching 0.089 in/sec at the receptors. If construction occurs closer within 25 feet or immediately
adjacent to sensitive receptors, vibration levels could potentially exceed the threshold of 0.1
in/sec. Further, the use of pile driving would have the potential to generate significant vibration
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levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive receptors. Therefore, construction groundborne
vibration impacts are conservatively concluded to be potentially significant and unavoidable.
Operational Noise and Vibration
Operational noise would be generated from a number and variety of stationary sources. A major
stationary source includes structural machinery such as HVAC systems. While there is a
potential for an increase in stationary noise sources to produce a cumulative increase in noise
within Downtown and adjacent areas outside of the Downtown, all operational sources of noise
would be subject to the requirements of the City’s Noise Ordinance. For example, as mentioned
in Impact N-1, stationary machinery such as an HVAC system is subject to shielding and other
noise-reduction measures meant to avoid substantial noise impacts. Furthermore, the types of
land uses associated with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are not
anticipated to result in substantial operational noise or groundborne vibration generators, such as
helipads, airports, or heavy industrial areas. Therefore, cumulative impacts to operational noise
within Downtown (with the exception of vehicular noise, which is discussed below) would be
subject to all applicable local regulations and therefore, would be less than significant.
Ambient Noise from Traffic
Cumulative ambient noise impacts would occur primarily as a result of incremental increases in
traffic volumes on local roadways. Cumulative land use changes in the City and within
Downtown as a result of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and other
regional growth would not result in net increases in overall traffic volumes due to
implementation of aggressive trip reduction programs and transit opportunities provided by the
future Expo LRT. These programs would help the City to achieve its No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trips goal by 2030. As such, while new land uses would generate new traffic, these
increases would generally be offset by reductions in existing traffic volumes that limit or even
reduce existing noise levels. Based on forecasts from the TDFM, the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan projects reductions of up to 20 percent of all trips in the Downtown with
aggressive implementation of an expanded TDM program; further, a complementary mix of land
uses in the Downtown and construction of thethe recently completed Expo LRT would also help
reduce both existing travel and trips from future land uses. The LUCE also projects trip reduction
due to such programs (see Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation). As such, the
cumulative effect of increased noise from citywide traffic volumes is not expected to exceed
noise thresholds and this impact would be less than significant.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.15

POPULATION, HOUSING, AND EMPLOYMENT

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would manage and guide where and
how future land use changes in the Downtown may occur. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would implement the City’s Land Use and Circulation Element strategy to
direct growth away from the City’s residential neighborhoods by creating housing opportunities
in the transit-rich Downtown. Further, providing housing opportunities near the Expo Light Rail
Transit line to meet anticipated population growth and associated housing demand is also
consistent with the sustainability policies and strategies set forth in the Southern California
Association of Government’s Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would integrate land use changes with
transit and reduce vehicle miles traveled and associated greenhouse gas emissions. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would also minimize the potential for
displacement of existing housing or residents as most properties in the Downtown currently
support commercial-industrial uses rather than residential uses.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) provides existing population, housing,
and employment estimates and analyzes the potential effects of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan related to population, housing, and employment. To provide regional
context, this section analyzes the estimated population, housing and employment forecasts of
land use changes anticipated under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan in
comparison with existing and future projections for the Downtown, the City of Santa Monica
(City), and Los Angeles County as a whole. Additionally, this section analyzes the potential for
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to displace existing housing or residents
in the Downtown.
Population growth, in and of itself, does not constitute a physical impact on the environment.
However, population growth is relevant in that it may generate secondary environmental impacts
as defined under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), such as increased demands
for public services, surpassing of infrastructure capacities, or increased traffic congestion and
resulting air pollutant emissions. These indirect environmental effects related to population
growth are addressed in the applicable sections of this EIR. Further, housing growth relates to
sustainable community development issues that may be of concern, such as providing affordable
and workforce housing to maintain social and economic diversity; integrating housing with
transit to minimize vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and associated energy demand, air pollution
(refer to Section 3.4, Air Quality), and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (refer to Section 3.8,
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change); and creating a supply of housing that aids in
the jobs-housing balance.
A number of comments were received at the public scoping hearing for the Notice of Preparation
(NOP) regarding the need for analysis of robust population estimates under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. These comments are addressed in the analysis
provided in this section of the EIR.
3.15.1 Environmental Setting
The Downtown is the heart of the City and currently supports a diverse mix of retail, restaurant,
hotel, office/creative office, entertainment, and residential uses. Historically, the Downtown
supported largely commercial uses. However, over the last two decades, mixed-use housing
development has emerged predominantly within the Downtown. While certain areas of the
Downtown remain mostly commercial in nature, the creation of residential neighborhoods,
particularly along 5th, 6th and 7th Streets, have increased the inventory of housing. As discussed
below, as of 2013, the Downtown supports approximately 7.6 million square feet (sf) of retail,
restaurant, entertainment, office, and other commercial uses; 1,290 hotel rooms; and 3,613
residential units. These uses currently support approximately 19,000 jobs and over 4,000
Downtown residents. Additionally, visitors to the Downtown, beachfront, Santa Monica Pier,
and Civic Center can significantly increase the weekend or summer daytime populations.
The following analysis includes a discussion of the existing residential population, housing units,
employment, and daytime visitor populations for Los Angeles County, the City, and the
Downtown.
Population
The U.S. Census Bureau, Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG), and the
City’s Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) provide population estimates and projections
for the County of Los Angeles, the City, and the greater metropolitan area. These estimates are
described below.
U.S. Census Bureau
The U.S. Census Bureau publishes population and housing statistics based on the U.S. Census
and the American Community Survey (ACS). The U.S. Census is taken and published every 10
years and includes population and housing data for the entire country. U.S. Census data
represents the official count of the entire U.S. population and is used as the baseline from which
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most demographic projections are calculated. The most recent decennial census (2010 Census)
was published in 2010.
According to the 2010 Census, the City has grown at a slower rate than the County of Los
Angeles over the last 30 years (see Table 3.15-1). In 2010, the population of Santa Monica was
approximately 89,736, accounting for approximately 0.9 percent of the 9,818,605 countywide
population. The City experienced a 1.6 percent increase in population between 1980 and 2010;
growing by approximately 1,422 residents. This period of population growth includes three
decades where the population declined by 1.6 percent (approximately 1,409 people) from 1980
to 1990, and by 3.2 percent (approximately 2,821 people) from 1990 to 2000, followed by one
decade of population growth of 6.7 percent from 2000 to 2010. The County of Los Angeles, on
the other hand, experienced consistent population growth throughout the last 30 years, including
an 18.5 percent increase from 1980 to 1990, a 7.4 percent increase from 1990 to 2000, and a 3.1
percent increase from 2000 to 2010. In total, in the 30-year period from 1980 to 2010, the City
has grown by approximately 1.6 percent while the County of Los Angeles has grown by
approximately 31.3 percent. Although the City is located within Los Angeles County, growth
patterns in the City tend to be independent from the County, as evidenced in Table 3.15-1.
Table 3.15-1

Total Population in 1980-2014

City of Santa
Monica

Total Population
Growth in previous
10 years
Total Population
Growth in previous
10-years

Los Angeles
County

1980
88,314

1990
86,905

2000
84,084

2010
89,736

2014
92,987

-

-1.6%

-3.2%

6.7%

3.6%

7,477,503

8,863,052

9,519,338

9,818,605

10,017,068

-

18.5%

7.4%

3.1%

2.0%

Source: U.S. Census and ACS 2010.

American Community Survey
The ACS is part of the census program; however, in contrast with the U.S. Census, the ACS is
conducted every year for a sample of the population to provide current information about various
detailed social and economic characteristics of communities, including housing, education, jobs,
and more. 1 The ACS includes statistics that are not included as part of the U.S. Census. Since the
ACS is conducted every year, rather than every 10 years, it provides more current data
throughout the decade.
According to the most recent ACS one-year estimates, the estimated 2014 population for the City
was approximately 92,987.

1

Data collected by ACS was previously collected by the long form decennial Census prior to 2010.
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Population Changes
1980-2010
City of Santa Monica

Los Angeles County

35.0%

31.3%

30.0%
25.0%
18.5%

20.0%
15.0%
10.0%

7.4%

5.0%
0.0%
-5.0%

-1.6%
1980-1990

-3.2%
1990-2000

6.7%
3.1%
2000-2010

1.6%
1980-2010

Southern California Association of Governments
The SCAG is the federally designated metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for the
Southern California region, which covers six counties: Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino, Imperial, and Ventura. Santa Monica is located in Los Angeles County within the
Westside Cities Subregion, which includes the cities of Beverly Hills, Culver City, Santa
Monica, West Hollywood, and a limited range of adjacent unincorporated areas.
As part of its long range planning, SCAG develops county, city, and MPO-level socioeconomic
estimates and growth projections including population, households, and employment for each
jurisdiction in in the SCAG region using enhanced forecasting methods and interactive public
outreach. These estimates and projections provide the analytical foundations for SCAG’s
transportation planning and other programs at the regional level. In April 2012, SCAG adopted
their 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS)
Towards a Sustainable Future, which includes SCAG’s most recent regional Integrated Growth
Forecast (Growth Forecast). The Growth Forecast represents the most likely future growth
scenario for the Southern California region with projections for 2020 and 2035, 2 taking into

2

While the time horizon of the City’s LUCE and the Downtown Specific Plan is 2030, SCAG does not have
projections for 2030, only 2035.
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account a combination of recent and past trends, reasonable key technical assumptions, and local
or regional growth policies utilizing 2008 as the baseline year for these projections. SCAG also
seeks input from local cities to prepare the RTP/SCS and Growth Forecast. Although SCAG’s
RTP/SCS was adopted in 2012, the growth forecasts in the 2012 RTP/SCS are not consistent
with the anticipated population and housing projections in the City’s LUCE, which was adopted
in 2010 and provided to SCAG by the City. 3
SCAG’s future population forecasts are projected using a model that takes into account factors
such as natural births, the number of deaths, and the number of persons moving into and out of
the region. The patterns of migration into and out of the region are adjusted to maintain the
reasonable difference between labor supply and labor demand. According to SCAG’s 2012
Growth Forecast, the population of Santa Monica is projected to increase to approximately
92,400 by 2020 and 94,700 by 2035. This represents an average increase of 6.3 percent from
2008 to 2035. In comparison, the population of Los Angeles County is projected to grow by 16.1
percent over the same period, from 9,778,000 in 2008 to a total 2035 population of
approximately 11,353,000 (see Table 3.15-2).
Table 3.15-2

SCAG Projected Population in 2020 and 2035

City of Santa Monica
Los Angeles County

2008
89,100
9,778,000

2020
92,400
10,404,000

2035
94,700
11,353,000

Change (2008-2035)
6.3%
16.1%

Source: SCAG 2012.

City of Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element
Land use changes in the City anticipated to occur under the City’s LUCE are expected to result
in a total citywide population of approximately 103,663 residents by 2030. 4
As previously stated, even though the LUCE was adopted two years prior to SCAG’s 2012-2035
RTP/SCS, SCAG’s forecast does not accurately reflect the population forecasts of the LUCE,
which was provided to SCAG by the City, or recent growth trends. As an example, SCAG
projected the City population would increase to 92,400 by 2020, but based on the ACS, the
City’s 2014 population of 92,987 has already exceeded this forecast. However, the next set of
demographic forecasts for the draft 2016-2040 SCAG RTP/SCS takes into account the City’s
anticipated land use changes under the LUCE and recent growth trends.

3

The LUCE EIR was certified in July 2010 while SCAG’s 2012-2035 RTP/SCS was adopted in April 2012.
The LUCE utilized a household size of 1.92 people per household as compared to the current U.S. Census number
of 1.87 people per household.

4
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Housing Units and Households
U.S. Census
According to the 2010 Census, the City had a housing stock of 50,912 units. This represents an
increase of 3,049 housing units or 6.4 percent from the 2000 housing stock of 47,863 units (see
Table 3.15-3). Construction of new housing units during the 2000s was a result of intensification
of land uses through infill projects and expansion of residential uses through the development of
residential and mixed-use buildings in commercial zones, particularly in the Downtown. The
City’s residential neighborhoods have been largely built out since the 1970s and strategic zoning
within the neighborhoods has resulted in limited change in residential zones.
Table 3.15-3
City of Santa
Monica

Los Angeles
County

Total Housing Stock in 1980-2015
Total Units
Percent change
in past 10
years
Total Units
Percent change
in past 10
years

1980
46,418

1990
47,753

2000
47,863

2010
50,912

2015
51,976

-

2.9%

0.2%

6.4%

2.1%*

2,855,506

3,163,343

3,270,909

3,445,076

N/A

-

10.8%

3.4%

5.3%

N/A

Note: *This percent change was calculated for the period between 2010 and 2015.
Source: U.S. Census and ACS 2010.

The increase in housing units in the City between 2000 and 2010 accounts for the comparable
amount of population growth (approximately 6.7 percent) that occurred in the City during this
time, while the limited number of housing units (i.e., 110 housing units) added to the City’s
housing stock between 1990 and 2000 is consistent with the decline in population growth
(approximately -3.2 percent) the City experienced during that same time period.
Since the 2010 Census, the City’s housing supply has increased. Based on a review of City
housing permits, approximately 1,064 units have been constructed in the City between 2010 and
January 1, 2015. 5,6 Therefore, when added to the 2010 Census estimate, there is an estimated
existing citywide housing inventory of 51,976 units. 7

5

The majority of these constructed units were entitled (approved) prior to the adoption of the 2010 LUCE.
City of Santa Monica, Building Permit Records.
7
This estimate of housing is based on a review of the City’s building permit database. In comparison, the ACS
provides estimates based on representative sampling. Therefore, the estimate of 51,976 units is a more accurate
reflection of the City’s housing supply rather than the ACS 2013 estimate of 53,011.
6
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Changes in Housing Stock
1980-2010
City of Santa Monica

Los Angeles County

25.0%
20.6%
20.0%
15.0%
10.8%

9.7%

10.0%
6.4%
5.0%

5.3%

3.4%

2.9%
0.2%

0.0%
1980-1990

1990-2000

2000-2010

1980-2010

The U.S. Census Bureau also tracks the number of households, which is different from the
number of housing units which counts both occupied and vacant units. A household is defined by
the U.S. Census as a group of people who occupy a housing unit. Table 3.15-4 shows housing
and household characteristics for the City for the years 1990, 2000, and 2010.
Table 3.15-4

City of Santa Monica Housing and Households

Year

Housing
Units

Households
(Occupied
Housing
Units)

1990

47,753

44,860

2000

47,863

44,497

2010

50,912

46,917

Owner
Occupied
Units

Renter
Occupied
Units

12,340
(25.8%)
13,277
(27.7%)
13,315
(26.2%)

32,520
(68.1%)
31,220
(65.2%)
33,602
(66%)

Vacancy
Rate

Average
Household
Size

6%

1.88

7.0%

1.83

7.8%

1.87

Source: U.S. Census and ACS 2010.

As shown in Table 3.15-4, the U.S. Census reported that Santa Monica had 46,917 total
households (occupied housing units) in 2010. This represents an increase of 2,420 households or
5.4 percent from 2000. The number of households in the City is directly related to the number of
vacant housing units. The City’s vacancy rate in 2010 was 7.8 percent for all housing units
(homeownership and rental), with homeownership vacancy rate at 1.1 percent and rental vacancy
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rate at 5.1 percent. 8 In 2000 the City’s vacancy rate was slightly lower at 7.0 percent and 6.0
percent in 1990. In 2010, the City had an average household size of approximately 1.87 people
per household (pph). The average household size in 2010 remained nearly unchanged compared
to the average household size of 1.83 pph in 2000 and 1.87 pph in 1990, and continues to be
substantially lower than the 2.98 pph average for Los Angeles County. Refer to Table 3.15-4 for
a breakdown of the number of housing units, households, and average household size in the City.
American Community Survey
The most recent 2013 ACS 3-Year estimates indicated that the number of total households in the
City has increased to 46,476 total households (occupied housing units). Additionally, the 2013
ACS reports the City’s vacancy rate for all housing units (homeownership and rental) was 8.0
percent, with homeownership vacancy rate at 0.8 percent and rental vacancy rate at 3.5 percent.
In 2013, the City had an estimated average household size of approximately 1.93 pph.
Southern California Association of Governments
SCAG’s Growth Forecast estimates household projections by applying household formation
factors (i.e., age, gender, etc.) to their population projections. Based on SCAG projections, the
number of households is projected to increase to 51,400 households in Santa Monica and
3,852,000 households in Los Angeles County by 2035 (see Table 3.15-5).
Table 3.15-5

SCAG Projected Households in 2020 and 2035

City of Santa Monica
Los Angeles County

2020
49,200
3,513,000

2035
51,400
3,852,000

Source: Forecast numbers from SCAG 2012. Integrated Growth Forecast from the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS.

Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element
Under the City’s LUCE, the number of housing units in the City is forecasted to grow to
approximately 53,911 units by 2030 (City of Santa Monica 2010). This total number of
residential units is based on an estimated 4,955 net new units anticipated to be constructed over
the life of the LUCE by 2030. The majority of these residential units will be constructed in areas
well-served by existing and future transit such as the Downtown and the Bergamot Plan area.
As previously discussed, even though the LUCE was adopted two years prior to SCAG’s 20122035 RTP/SCS, SCAG’s forecasts are not consistent with the population forecasts of the

8

The 7.8 percent vacancy rate includes 2.2 percent of housing units that are for seasonal, recreation, or occasional
use.
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LUCE – which was provided to SCAG by the City – nor does it reflect recent growth trends.
Therefore, SCAG’s forecasts for the City in 2020 and 2035 underestimate the total future
number of households as they do not accounted for the LUCE anticipated land use changes or
recent growth trends.
Daytime City Population
The City has a daytime population that exceeds the residential population due to its proximity to
the beachfront and its strong retail commercial and entertainment sectors that draw employees
and patrons from the surrounding region. Commercial visitor and tourist populations are difficult
to estimate, with numbers fluctuating greatly depending on the season, day of the week, weather,
community events, and variable economic conditions. On a busy summer weekend or event day,
the total daytime population over the course of the day can reach approximately 250,000 visitors
citywide which include residents, shoppers, tourists, employees, students, or business people.
Santa Monica’s tourism industry draws over
7.3 million people to the City each year
from outside Los Angeles County for
pleasure, vacation, or business; the City also
attracts millions of single-day visitors. The
tourism industry supports nearly 12,000
jobs within the City. The City's 36 hotels
have more than 3,500 rooms (including
1,290 hotel rooms in the Downtown).
Hotels in the City typically operate with an
occupancy
rate
of
ranging
from
approximately 70 to 80 percent annually, Downtown Santa Monica’s is served by number of hotels
with occupancy rates of 80 to 90 percent for that draw overnight visitors.
the 680 hotel rooms in the Downtown. Over
70 percent of hotel visitors do not use a car once they arrive in Santa Monica (Santa Monica
Visitors and Convention Bureau).
In 2012, the City supported approximately 89,578 jobs; however, many of these jobs are filled by
residents from outside the City (SCAG 2014). City residents generally commute outside of the
City to jobs in the surrounding areas, resulting in fluctuations in the daytime population. The
City’s Commercial Nexus Study and Linkage Fee Analysis prepared in July 2013 estimates the
employment densities for various uses in the City (see Table 3.15-6).
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Table 3.15-6

Employment Densities

Commercial Land Use Type
Office
Hospital
Hotel
Retail and Entertainment
Industrial/Light Manufacturing
Institutional
Creative/Post Production
Medical Office

Density Factor (sf per employee)
275
560
1,500
425
500
300
274
500

Source: City of Santa Monica 2013b.

Local and Regional Relative Age Distribution
Census Tract 7019.02

60%

54.9%

City of Santa Monica

50%

Los Angeles County
41.8%

40%

37.3%
31.8%
27.7%

30%

20%

10%

27.5%

26.3%

15.7%

12.8%

10.8%
7.6%

5.9%

0%
Under 20

20 to 44

45 to 69

70 and over

Per SCAG projections, employment is projected to increase to 104,200 by 2035 in Santa Monica
and to 4,827,000 by 2035 in Los Angeles County (see Table 3.15-7).
Table 3.15-7

SCAG Projected Employment in 2020 and 2035

City of Santa Monica
Los Angeles County

2020
101,600
4,558,000

2035
104,200
4,827,000

Source: SCAG 2012.
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Under the City’s LUCE, an estimated 3,109,412 sf of net new non-residential space is
anticipated to be developed in the City through 2030 (City of Santa Monica 2010). This new
commercial space is expected to result in approximately 7,724 new jobs across the City by 2030
resulting in a total of 107,800 employees, further increasing the City’s daytime population.
Downtown Population and Housing
Population
The U.S. Census Tract that best represents the Downtown is Census Tract 7019.02, which
includes most of the Downtown, as well as a portion of the Civic Center area, and is bound by
Wilshire Boulevard to the north, Lincoln Boulevard to the east, Pico Boulevard to the south, and
the Pacific Ocean to the west. Based on the 2010 Census, the Downtown (as represented by
Census Tract 7019.02) supports approximately 4,016 residents (approximately 4 percent of the
citywide population). Downtown is significantly different from the City and County of Los
Angeles, with a high percentage of adults ages 20-44 living in small households and
comparatively few teens and children under the age of 20 (see Table 3.15-8).
Table 3.15-8

2010 Local and Regional Population Characteristics
Population

Census Tract 7019.02

4,016

City of Santa Monica

89,736

Los Angeles County

9,818,605

Population
Under 18
191
(4.8%)
12,580
(14%)
2,402,2208
(24.5%)

Male
Population
2,176
(54.2%)
43,284
(48.2%)
4,839,654
(49.3%)

Female
Population
1,840
(45.8%)
45,452
(51.8%)
4,978,951
(50.7%)

Source: U.S. Census and ACS 2010.

Housing
In the past decade, residential population has increased within the Downtown with the
development of new mixed-use buildings, particularly along 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets. Based on the
2010 Census, the housing stock for Census Tract 7019.02 (representing the Downtown) totals
2,991 residential units, of which 97.5 percent are comprised of rental units. Due to a number of
development and market factors, there has been no new condominium development, resulting in
few opportunities for current or prospective Downtown residents to buy into their neighborhood.
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Since the 2010 Census, City building permit data indicate that of the 1,064 residential units
constructed in the City, 421 residential units were constructed in the Downtown (City of Santa
Monica 2015). Consequently, the existing housing stock in the Downtown consists of
approximately 3,450 total units as of January 2015. Additionally, of the 463 units under
construction in the City, approximately 356 units are located in the Downtown (see 3.15-9).
Although the number of residential units has grown in the Downtown in the past decade
(particularly, due to new residential uses on 5th, 6th, and 7th Streets), the Downtown housing
supply constitutes a relatively small portion of the City’s overall housing stock of 51,976
(approximately 6.6 percent).
Table 3.15-9

Existing and Under Construction Housing Units in Downtown Santa
Monica

Housing Units in
Downtown
1
2

Census 2010

Built
since 20101

Total Existing
2015

Under Construction2

2,991

421

3,450

356

Units having received their final building permits in the period between 2010 and January 1, 2015.
Under construction with building permits issued (as of January 2015).

Based on the 2010 Census, the Downtown (as represented by Census Tract 7019.02) supports
approximately 2,604 households and is characterized by an average household size of 1.38 pph
and an average family size of 2.35, 9 which are significantly smaller than that for the City as a
whole or that within Los Angeles County. This can be attributed to the smaller percentage of
family households (17.3 percent) relative to nonfamily households (82.7 percent) in this area (see
Table 3.15-10).
Table 3.15-10

Census Tract
7019.02
City of Santa
Monica
Los Angeles
County

2010 Households and Families
Average
Household
Size

Average
Family Size

Households

1.38

2.35

2,604

1.87

2.79

46,917

2.98

3.58

3,241,204

Family
Households

Nonfamily
Households

451
(17.3%)
17,929
(38.2%)
2,194,080
(67.7%)

2,153
(82.7%)
28,988
(61.8%)
1,047,124
(32.3%)

As represented by Census Tract 7019.02, renter-occupied households represent approximately
97.5 percent of the households in the Downtown, compared with much lower levels in the City

9

Average family size differs from average household size in that it measures the average number of people within a
family household, which consist of a householder and one or more other people related to the householder by birth,
marriage, or adoption.
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and Los Angeles County (see Table 3.15-11). Further, the percentage of single-occupancy
households is greater in the Downtown than in either the City or Los Angeles County.
Table 3.15-11 2010 Household Population and Tenure Characteristics
Type of Household
Total Households
Owner-occupied
Family Household
With own children under
18
Nonfamily Household
Living alone
Living with others
Renter-occupied
Family Household
With own children under
18
Nonfamily Household
Living alone
Living with others

Census Tract
7019.02
Number of
Households
2,604
64
36

% of
Total
100
2.5
1.4

City of
Santa Monica
Number of
Households
46,917
13,315
8,040

% of
Total
100
28.4
17.1

Number of
Households
3,241,204
1,544,749
1,187,572

% of
Total
100
47.7
36.6

12

-

3,259

-

478,675

-

28
24
4

1.1
<1
<1

5,275
4,371
904

11.2
9.3
1.9

357,177
281,042
76,135

11.0
8.7
2.3

2,540
415

97.5
15.9

33,602
9,889

71.6
21.1

1,696,455
1,006,508

52.3
31.1

24

-

4,371

-

281,042

-

2,125
1,805
320

81.6
69.3
12.3

23,713
18,345
5,368

50.5
39.1
11.4

698,947
503,886
186,061

21.6
15.5
5.7

Los Angeles County

Source: U.S. Census and ACS 2010.

Employee Population
The Downtown includes a retail district encompassing the Third Street Promenade and Santa
Monica Place, a variety of different types of office buildings and hotels, and a growing
residential market, all in a walkable setting in the immediate vicinity of the Pacific Ocean.
Although there is high demand for office space in the Downtown, particularly by the “Silicon
Beach” creative businesses, the Downtown has limited Class A office space. In recent years, the
Downtown has experienced a net loss of office space due to the conversion of existing office to
residential uses and the lack of new office construction. In 2011, there were approximately
19,000 workers employed in the Downtown District (U.S. Census 2014) reflecting the
composition of the larger City economy with a broad range of professional, creative, retail,
construction, government, hospitality and service industry jobs. Of the 19,000 workers employed
in the Downtown, approximately 40 percent reside within the Downtown or within 10 miles of
Downtown.
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Jobs-to-Housing Ratio
The jobs-to-housing ratio in a jurisdiction is an overall indicator of both availability of jobs
within an area, providing residents with an opportunity to work locally, and availability of
housing, providing employees with adequate housing opportunities.
The jobs-to-housing ratio is the measure of employment and a measure of housing in a given
area of analysis. As discussed above, the City supports approximately 89,578 jobs and a housing
inventory of 51,976 units, resulting in a jobs-to-housing ratio of 1.54. While the 1.54 jobs-tohousing ratio indicates that the City is a net importer of labor, it should be noted that the majority
of recently built projects and pending projects in the Downtown are comprised most of mixeduse residential. Further, additional housing supply also exists in nearby surrounding communities
(such as West Los Angeles). The anticipated arrival of the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo
LRT) in May 2016 will alsohas enabled employees working in Santa Monica to have access to
housing opportunities near the rail line.
Based on the Downtown employment of
19,000 workers and residential population
of 4,016, the Downtown has a jobs-tohousing ratio of 4.73. Though there are a
high number of jobs compared to residents
in the area, the Downtown was historically
a commercial district, which began
evolving into a mixed-use neighborhood
with the introduction of new housing over
the past 20 years. Many job opportunities
in the area are retail and service oriented Recent mixed-use development within Downtown
typically provides a range of residential units and
with little office development over the commercial square footage in a vertical mix.
same period. Currently, there is a high
demand for additional office space, particularly by the “Silicon Beach” creative businesses that
are attracted to the walkability, accessibility and services that Downtown offers. The introduction
of new well-paid jobs as part of this industry will allow more opportunities for people to work
and live in the Downtown.
3.15.2 Regulatory Setting
Federal Policies and Regulations
There are no federal planning regulations that apply to population, housing, and employment.
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State Policies and Regulations
State Housing Element Law
State law (Government Code Sections 65580-6589.8) recognizes the vital role local governments
play in the supply and affordability of housing. Local governments in California are required to
adopt a comprehensive, long-term general plan for the physical development of the jurisdiction,
including a Housing Element. Housing Element Law, enacted in 1969, mandates that local
governments adequately plan to meet the existing and projected housing needs of all economic
segments of the community. The law acknowledges that, in order for the private market to
adequately address housing needs and demand, local governments must adopt land use plans and
regulatory systems which provide opportunities for, and do not unduly constrain, housing
development. MPOs are required to determine the specific housing needs for municipalities
within its jurisdiction and prepare a Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA). Housing
Element Law also requires the Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) to
review local Housing Elements for compliance with State Law and to report its written findings
to the local government.
Regional Policies and Regulations
SCAG is a Joint Powers Agency and is the designated Council of Governments, Regional
Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA), and MPO for the six-county region of Orange, Los
Angeles, Ventura, San Bernardino, Riverside, and Imperial counties.
Southern California Association of Governments’ 2012-2035 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
In April 2012, SCAG adopted the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS, which includes goals to increase
mobility and enhance sustainability for the region’s residents and visitors. The RTP/SCS
encompasses three principles to improve the region’s future: mobility, economy, and
sustainability. As previously discussed, the RTP/SCS includes population, housing, and
employment growth projections for 2020 and 2035. These growth projections are utilized in
SCAG’s transportation modeling and shape SCAG’s regional planning efforts, as outlined in the
RTP/SCS. The RTP/SCS minimizes increases in regional traffic congestion by focusing growth,
density, and land use intensity within existing urbanized area as the general land use growth
pattern for the region while enhancing the existing transportation system and integrating land use
into transportation planning. The RTP/SCS recommends local jurisdictions accommodate future
growth within existing urbanized areas to reduce VMT, congestion, and GHG emissions.
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Southern California Association of Governments’ Regional Housing Needs Assessment
SCAG determines regional housing needs and the share of the regional needs to be addressed by
Los Angeles County and its constituent cities.
SCAG prepares the RHNA for the County of Los Angeles, of which the City is a part. The
RHNA does not necessarily encourage or promote growth, nor does it require the City to build
the number of housing units that it projects (although sufficient opportunity to do so must be
provided). Its purpose is to plan for population growth, so that the region and subregion will
collectively produce sufficient housing to meet population needs and address social equity, with
each jurisdiction providing its fair share housing needs. The RHNA is intended as a planning tool
and a guide to an equitable distribution of housing; the implementing jurisdiction typically
involves significant private-sector investment, planning, and construction to address State
housing requirements. The RHNA identifies the amount of very low income, low income,
moderate income, and above moderate income housing that should be produced for a particular
city over a specific time period to address regional housing need. The RHNA adopted by SCAG
for the planning period of 2014-2021 allocated 1,674 residential units to Santa Monica, of which
58.2 percent (974 residential units) are designated as residential units for households with
extremely low to moderate income levels. Since the housing element period began in 2014, Santa
Monica has approved 490 low- and moderate-income residences, resulting in a remaining need
of 484 residences.
Local Policies and Regulations
City of Santa Monica 2013-2021 Housing Element
California’s Housing Element Law requires that each city and county, when preparing its Statemandated Housing Element of a General Plan, develop local housing programs designed to meet
its “fair share” of existing and future housing needs for all income groups. The City’s Housing
Element reinforces the City’s strong commitment to providing a range of housing types as well
as affordable and workforce housing. The City’s Housing Element (certified by the state on
January 29, 2014) meets the requirement to provide suitable sites consistent with the RHNA;
however, for the 2014 to 2021 planning period, the City’s proposed quantified objective of 1,371
new residential units is lower than the RHNA (see Table 13.15-12). The City’s quantified
objective is based on an evaluation of available resources and represents a level that the City
believes is reasonable given the uncertainty of available resources from the State and other
sources following the termination of redevelopment funds for affordable housing.
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Table 3.15-12

2014-2021 Regional Housing Needs Assessment and the 2013-2021 Housing
Element Quantified Objective for New Housing Units

Type of Unit
(Percent of Area
Medium Income)
Extremely Low
Income (0-30%)
Very Low Income
(31-50%)
Low Income
(51-80%)
Moderate Income
(81-120%)
Market Rate
(120%+)
Total
Percent
Affordable3

RHNA-Identified
Need (20142021)

Quantified
Objective1

Approved
Units2

Units Needed
to Achieve
Quantified
Objective

Additional
Units Needed
to Achieve
RHNA

214

83

36

47

131

214

214

204

10

0

263

263

205

58

0

283

111

11

100

172

700

700

783

0

0

1674

1371

1239

215

303

58.2%

48.9%

36.8%

100%

100%

1

The quantified objective represents a level that the City believes is reasonable given the uncertainty of available resources.
Approved Units includes approved housing units currently anticipated to receive final occupancy permits after January 1,
2014.
3 The “Percent Affordable” includes housing for extremely low through moderate income households.
Source: City of Santa Monica 2013a.
2

The 2013-2021 Housing Element includes programs that prioritize efforts to generate new
funding sources from local, state, and federal opportunities for affordable and workforce
housing. The City’s policies and programs, including zoning regulations and the Affordable
Housing Production Program, already promote the development of extremely low income, very
low income, low income, and moderate income units. Given the number of applications to
develop market rate housing under development agreements, the City continues to negotiate on a
case-by-case basis the construction of additional affordable housing units as a community benefit
as part of these projects, which may also assist in meeting the City’s quantified objective in the
RHNA.
The 2013-2021 Housing Element adopts a range of housing goals, policies, programs, and
quantified objectives to further the development, improvement, and preservation of housing for
the City, including the following:
Goal 1.0: Construction of new housing that is high quality, sustainable, compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood and offers opportunities for active living.
Policy 1.1

3.15-18

Provide adequate sites for all types of housing, particularly multifamily housing in locations near transit and services that promote
walkability.
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Policy 1.2

Encourage and provide incentives for the development of housing in
mixed-use zoning districts near transit opportunities.

Policy 1.9

Focus housing development in the City’s major activity centers near
transit stations, in particular Downtown, the Bergamot Plan area and
the Memorial Park Plan area, and along corridors, consistent with the
goals of the 2010 LUCE.

City of Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use
and transportation decisions in the City through 2030. Consistent with State Law that mandates
integration of land use changes with transit areas (Assembly Bill [AB] 32 and Senate Bill [SB]
375), the LUCE guides future growth to limited areas of the City that are well served by transit
to reduce GHG emissions and minimize negative impacts on existing residential neighborhoods.
This approach of integrating land use and transportation with sustainably managed growth
preserves community resources for future generations.
The LUCE includes a number of goals and policies relating to population, housing, and
economy/employment, some of which are listed below. Additional LUCE housing policies are
also provided in Appendix C of the City’s 2013-2012 Housing Element:
Goal LU2: Integrate Land Use and Transportation for GHG Reduction. Integrate land use and
transportation, carefully focusing new development on transit-rich boulevards and in the
districts, to create sustainable active pedestrian-friendly centers that decrease reliance on the
automobile, increase walking, bicycling and transit use and improving community quality of life.
Policy LU2.1

Redirect Growth. Redirect growth away from residential
neighborhoods on to transit corridors, where new uses are served by
convenient transportation networks.

Policy LU2.2

Transit Villages. Capitalize on the Expo LRT stations to create vital
new complete sustainable neighborhoods with transit as a focal
element, green connections and pathways, a variety of housing types
and jobs, enhanced creative arts and institutions, and local-serving
retail and services.

Policy LU2.4

Affordable and Workforce Housing: Create diverse housing options
along the transit corridors and in the activity centers, replacing some
commercial potential with additional affordable and workforce
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housing, and encouraging affordable workforce housing near the
transit stations.
Goal LU3: Transition from Regional-Serving Commercial Uses to Local-Serving Uses in Areas
Served by Transit – Redirect regional serving commercial and office development potential into
new housing opportunities with access to neighborhood-serving uses in transit-accessible areas
as part of a citywide trip reduction strategy.
Policy LU3.2

Focus on Housing in Transit-Accessible Corridors and Districts: Focus
additional housing opportunities on the transit rich commercial
boulevards.

Policy LU4.3

Mixed use Associated with Transit: Encourage mixed use development
close to transit to provide housing opportunities for the community,
support local businesses, and reduce reliance on automobiles

Goal LU5: Expo LRT – Cluster housing, employment, local-serving retail and services around
the Expo Light Rail line to reduce vehicle trips, create complete neighborhoods and support
transit.
Policy LU5.1

Encourage Desired Uses at Stations: Encourage a range of housing
options, including affordable and workforce housing, around the Expo
LRT stations with a balanced mix of local serving retail, services and
employment.

Goal LU10: Community Benefits – Require new development to contribute directly to the
community’s core social, physical, and transportation goals through mechanisms such as
community benefits.
Policy LU10.2

Benefits Tied to Community Values. Require new development that
request height above the base to provide measurable benefits to foster
complete neighborhoods and support the goals of the LUCE, including
reducing vehicle trips and GHG emissions, maintaining diversity, and
promoting affordable and workforce housing.

Policy LU10.3

Affordable and Workforce Housing. Focus on additional affordable
and workforce housing with an emphasis on employment centers in
proximity to transit facilities.

Goal LU11: Create Additional Housing Opportunities – Provide additional opportunities for a
diversity of housing options for all income groups and advance the City’s sustainability goals
through housing production.
3.15-20
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Policy LU11.2

Expand Housing Opportunity Areas. Expand housing opportunities by
identifying and designating specific infill areas along transit-rich
boulevards and in the districts, including near Expo LRT stations and
at transit hubs. In these areas where new residential is desired to create
complete neighborhoods and support sustainability goals.

Policy LU11.3

Housing Incentives. Provide incentives to build and increase the ratio
of affordable and workforce housing and to conserve character
defining multifamily housing.

Policy LU11.4

Housing and Employment. Encourage programs for employer-assisted
housing, housing accessible to Santa Monica workers, and other
efforts to reduce vehicle miles traveled.

Policy LU11.5

Senior and Lifecycle Housing. Provide opportunities for housing and
care facilities that meet the needs of diverse age groups and abilities
including singles, families, seniors, disabled persons, and homeless
individuals.

Policy LU11.6

Affordable Housing Incentives. Encourage projects providing
exclusively very-low, low, and moderate-income housing through
incentives such as streamlined permit process, flexible development
and parking standards, density bonuses, and financial assistance.

Goal D7: Create a balanced mix of uses in the Downtown that reinforces its role as the greatest
concentration of activity in the City.
Policy D7.1

Encourage a broad mix of uses that creates dynamic activity in both
the daytime and evening hours including retail, hotels, office, highdensity residential, entertainment, and cultural uses in the Downtown.

Policy D7.7

Encourage residential units with a diversity of types, forms, sizes,
tenure, and affordability for all income levels.

Goal H1: Initiate new programs and maintain existing programs to provide more affordable
housing and affordable housing opportunities within the City.
Policy H1.1

Provide direct subsidies for the production of affordable housing.

Policy H1.2

Maintain programs to require and encourage the production of
affordable housing for very low-, low-, and moderate-income
households.
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o Require a percentage of affordable housing as a component of forsale and qualifying rental residential and mixed-use housing
projects.
o Incentivize affordable housing projects.
Policy H1.3

Incentivize the creation of new affordable housing opportunities:
o Encourage affordable housing in transit-accessible areas.
o Create more affordable housing by transitioning the potential
growth for regional-serving office and commercial into new
housing opportunities.

Goal H2: Identify additional opportunities to increase the amount of workforce housing in the
City.
Policy H2.1

Provide workforce housing to complement and augment Affordable
Housing Program initiatives and subsidies.

Policy H2.3

Encourage workforce housing as a component of activity centers at
locations accessible to transit.

Goal H4: Provide increased opportunities to stimulate a variety of housing choices.
Policy H4.1

Encourage the production of both rental and ownership housing.

Policy H4.4

Encourage a range of housing options Downtown, including the
addition of ownership housing to enhance the District as a stable
residential neighborhood and capitalize on the Expo LRT.

Goal H6: Incentive new housing to be located in areas and produced in ways that reduce GHG
emissions.
Policy H6.1

Encourage housing to be located along transit corridors and close to
transit stations.

Policy H6.2

Encourage complementary uses and local services in conjunction with
or adjacent to new housing, and locate housing in close proximity to
existing services.

City of Santa Monica Municipal Code, Chapter 9.64 Affordable Housing Production Program
The City’s affordable housing production program requires developers of market rate multifamily developments to contribute to affordable housing production and thereby help the City
meet its affordable housing need. All multi-family project applicants must comply with
affordable housing obligations identified in Section 9.64.040. Multi-family project applicants
3.15-22
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must provide affordable housing units on- or off-site, pay an affordable housing fee, or acquire
land for affordable housing. Within non-residential zones, if providing affordable housing on-site
the multi-family project applicant agrees to designate at least: 1) 5 percent of the total units of
the project for 30 percent income household; 2) 10 percent of the total units of the project for 50
percent income households; 3) 20 percent of the total units of the project for 80 percent income
households; or 4) 100 percent of the total units of a project for moderate-income households in
an Industrial/Commercial District. No building permit or occupancy permit shall be issued or any
development approval granted for a project that is not exempt and does not meet the requirement
of this chapter. All affordable housing units shall be rented or owned in accordance with the
chapter.
City of Santa Monica Rent Control Law
The City’s Rent Control Law (Article XVII of the City charter) was adopted in 1979 to alleviate
housing shortage by establishing a Rent Control Board empowered to regulate rentals in the City
so that rents will not be increased unreasonably.
The City’s Rent Control Law provides that any landlord who desires to remove a controlled
rental unit from the rental housing market by demolition, conversion or other means is required
to obtain a permit from the Rent Control Board prior to such removal from the rental housing
market in accordance with rules and regulations promulgated by the Board. In order to approve
such a permit pursuant to Charter Section 1803(t)(i), the Board is required to make a finding that
the landlord cannot make a fair return by retaining the controlled rental unit.
In addition, under Charter Section 1083(t)(ii), the Board may approve such a permit:
(i)

If the Board finds that the controlled rental unit is uninhabitable and is incapable
of being made habitable in an economically feasible manner, or

(ii)

If the permit is being sought so that the property may be developed with
multifamily dwelling units and the permit applicant agrees as a condition of
approval, that the units will not be exempt from the provisions of this Article
pursuant to Section 1801(c) and that at least 15 percent of the controlled rental
units to be built on the site will be at rents affordable by persons of low income.

City of Santa Monica Municipal Code, Chapter 4.36 Tenant Relocation Assistance
This section of the Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) requires the payment of a relocation
fee from a landlord who terminates or causes the termination of a tenancy for any of the
following reasons: the landlord seeks to withdraw all rental housing units from the rental housing
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market, seeks to recover possession of a rental housing unit, or seeks to recover possession to
demolish or otherwise withdraw a rental housing unit from residential rental housing use after
having obtained all proper permits from the City, if any such permits are required. In lieu of the
fee required, a landlord may prepare a Displacement Plan which must be approved by the
Housing and Economic Development Division prior to service of a notice to terminate tenancy.
The Displacement Plan shall identify the special needs of the displaced tenants, identify the types
of assistance that will be provided and include a commitment to pay for any such assistance.
Additionally, in lieu of the fee, the landlord may, at the landlord’s option, relocate the displaced
tenant into a comparable replacement housing unit satisfactory to the tenant, in which event the
landlord shall be liable only for the actual costs of relocating the tenant.
3.15.3 Impact Assessment Methodology
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA
Guidelines. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan may have a significant adverse impact on population and housing if it
would:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure);
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere; or
c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere.
Methodology
This analysis reviews potential land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and considers whether these changes would result in
substantial population, household, and employment growth, particularly in relation to existing
conditions and to anticipated citywide projections. The EIR also considers potential for changes
in population of displacement of existing housing or residents.
Data for this section was taken from the U.S. Census, the City of Santa Monica, and the SCAG.
Demographic and socioeconomic data from these sources are relatively reliable; however, since
each of these organizations uses different methods of data collection and analysis, data do not
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always have the same results and may not represent the same data year. Accordingly, the
population, housing, and employment numbers used in this analysis may vary somewhat,
depending upon the source cited. Despite the variances, the data used represent the best available
data sources and provide a meaningful description of the population and housing characteristics
of the Downtown and the City.
As previously noted, even though the LUCE was adopted two years prior to SCAG’s 2012-2035
RTP/SCS, SCAG’s forecasts are not consistent with the population and housing forecasts of the
LUCE, which was adopted in 2010, or recent growth trends. SCAG’s 2020 and 2035 forecasts
for the City underestimate the total forecasted citywide population and housing. As an example,
SCAG projected the City population would increase to 92,400 by 2020, but based on the ACS,
the City’s 2014 population of 92,987 has already exceeded this forecast. SCAG has updated their
forecasts in the draft 2016-2040 RTP/SCS to ensure that their numbers reflect the City’s adopted
LUCE and recent growth trends. Therefore, this EIR does not provide a comparative analysis of
the project’s growth to adopted SCAG projections.
As required by the CEQA Guidelines, an EIR must include a discussion of the ways in which the
proposed project could directly or indirectly foster economic development or population growth,
or the construction of additional housing and how that growth would, in turn, affect the
surrounding environment (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2[d]).
Growth can be induced in a number of ways, including the elimination of obstacles to growth. In
general, a project may foster substantial growth in a geographic area if it meets any one of the
criteria identified below:
•

The project removes an impediment to growth (e.g., the provision of new roads to an area
that would otherwise be unreachable)

•

The project results in the urbanization of land in a remote location (urban sprawl)

•

The project establishes a precedent-setting action that would significantly intensify
growth in an otherwise undeveloped area (e.g., a change in zoning or general plan
amendment approval for agricultural land)

•

Significant economic expansion or growth occurs in an area in response to the project
(e.g., establishment of employment centers, etc.)

If a project meets any one of these criteria, it may be considered growth inducing. Generally,
growth inducing projects are either located in isolated, undeveloped, or rural areas, necessitating
the extension of major infrastructure such as sewer and water facilities or roadways, or
encourage premature or unplanned growth.
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As stated above, population growth in and of itself does not constitute a physical impact on the
environment, which is of concern under CEQA. Rather, it is how that growth may generate
secondary environmental impacts, such as increased demands for public services, surpassing of
infrastructure capacities, or increased traffic congestion and resulting air pollutant emissions.
The environmental impacts of anticipated population, housing, and employment growth on other
issues such as public services, transportation, utilities, and other issues are addressed throughout
this EIR.
3.15.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by proposing new
homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)
Impact Description
POP-1

Population, housing, and employment in the Downtown are anticipated to
increase through 2030; however, such increases would not be significant
relative to existing citywide population and housing and therefore, this
impact would be less than significant.

The SCAG anticipates that population growth will occur in the region, including the City, as a
result of natural births, people moving into the region, and other factors. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan does not propose new land uses that would induce
growth, but rather guides and manages where anticipated land use changes may occur. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan provides a guiding framework for land use
changes in the Downtown to preserve the City’s existing residential neighborhoods and achieve
sustainability goals. This strategy is consistent with the LUCE, which emphasizes future land
uses near transit to reduce vehicle trips and VMT. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would implement the City’s LUCE strategy to direct growth away from the
City’s residential neighborhoods by creating substantial opportunities for housing and supporting
commercial uses in the Downtown. By guiding and supporting new housing opportunities in the
transit-rich Downtown area of the City, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would help meet housing demand and achieve sustainability goals while preserving the City’s
residential neighborhoods. Further, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
approach of guiding housing opportunities near the future recently completed Expo LRT is also
consistent with the sustainability policies and strategies set forth in SCAG’s RTP/SCS to
integrate land use changes with transit in order to reduce VMT and associated GHG emissions.
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Based on the methodology described in Section 2.1, Project DescriptionIntroduction and
Overview, it is projected that over the life of the Plan, Scenario A of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan could result in up to 1.71 million sf of net new non-residential
floor area and 3,024 net new housing units while Scenario B could result in up to 895,000 sf of
net new floor area and 2,326 net new units in the Downtown by 2030.
Housing
The City has a high demand for housing, due in large part to those working in the City’s “Silicon
Beach” creative industries. Additionally, with the operation of the Expo LRT, which began in
May beginning in 2016, the housing demand in the City is anticipated to grow further, and new
housing in the Downtown is essential for accommodating anticipated demand and expanding
housing choice. Consistent with the LUCE and Housing Element housing policies, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would continue the City’s commitment to providing a
range of housing types and affordability levels. To meet the needs of Downtown’s existing and
future diverse community, new residential units in a variety of sizes are needed to augment the
current supply of smaller studio and one-bedroom rental units. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan supports providing housing units of all sizes that are geared toward
permanent Downtown residents, particularly those working in the Downtown or Oceanfront
Districts.
As of January 2015, there are approximately 51,976 existing housing units in the City (City of
Santa Monica 2015). Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan could result in up to approximately 3,024 net new housing units
under Scenario A or 2,326 net new housing units under Scenario B by 2030 (see Table 3.15-13).
This housing growth would represent an increase of approximately 5.8 percent (Scenario A) or
4.5 percent (Scenario B) from the existing citywide housing inventory of 51,976 housing units.
This small percentage increase in housing would not be considerable relative to the existing
housing stock in the City.
Table 3.15-13 Anticipated Housing
PlanCommunity Plan

Production

Existing City1
Housing Units
Scenario A
Scenario B

51,976
51,976

Under

the

Net New Units from
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity
Plan by 2030
3,024
2,326

Downtown

Specific

Percent Increase from
Existing City Total
5.8%
4.5%

1

Includes 1,064 units that were constructed between 2010 and 2014. Does not include approximately 463 units currently
under construction in the City.
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Affordable housing is also top priority for the City and the community, and the addition of new
housing in the Downtown would help the City expand the inventory of deed-restricted affordable
housing, beyond the minimum required by the Affordable Housing Production Program. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan seeks to strike a balance between residents
and rental prices by encouraging housing that matches all affordability levels of the City’s
diverse workforce. Although dissolution of the City’s Redevelopment Agency removes an
important funding source for affordable housing production, based on City policies including the
Housing Element’s quantified objective, it is anticipated that the new units built in the
Downtown would include many deed-restricted affordable housing units. Future housing projects
within the Downtown play a key role in creating more housing opportunities for Downtown
residents/workers, meeting the City’s affordable housing production goals, decreasing citywide
GHG emissions, and minimizing impacts to existing neighborhoods. Therefore, based on all of
the above, housing impacts would be considered less than significant.
Population
Based on the most recent population estimates from the ACS, the City has an existing residential
population of 92,987 residents (U.S. Census and ACS 2013). As identified previously, land use
changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could
result in the construction of up to approximately 3,024 net new units under Scenario A or 2,326
net new units under Scenario B by 2030. This housing growth would increase the Downtown
population by approximately 4,173 residents under Scenario A or 3,210 residents under Scenario
B (see Table 3.15-14), 10 representing an increase of approximately 4.5 percent (Scenario A) or
3.5 percent (Scenario B) from the City’s existing population of 92,987 residents. This small
percentage increase in population would not be considerable relative to the existing population in
the City. Therefore, population impacts would be considered less than significant.
Table 3.15-14 Population in the Downtown with and without the Proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan
1

Existing City
Population
Scenario A
Scenario B
1 Based

92,987
92,987

Net New Population
from Downtown
Specific
PlanCommunity
Plan by 2030
4,173
3,210

Percent Increase
from Existing City
Total
4.5%
3.5%

on the ACS 2014 1-year estimates for the City of Santa Monica.

10

Estimated population growth assumes existing household size of 1.38 residents per household in the Downtown
(Census Tract 7019.2) per the Census.
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In terms of employment, the Downtown currently supports approximately 19,416 jobs. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan aims to continue to create a flexible “local
business friendly” environment in Downtown that can provide space for a broad mix of job
opportunities in new and expanding industries. However, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan recognizes that housing is a top priority for the community and the City,
and as such, encourages a healthy balance of housing with limited commercial growth near
transit-rich areas. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is anticipated to result
in the addition of approximately 1,712,000 sf of non-residential space under Scenario A or
895,000 sf under Scenario B by 2030, which would contribute to employment in the Downtown.
The number of employees at a business is typically a factor of the particular operations of a
business and as such, varies greatly. As an example, retail businesses and hotel businesses would
have different numbers of employees per square footage than creative office businesses. For the
purposes of this EIR and due to variability in employment factors, employment generation was
quantified based on applying the existing factor of 2.61 jobs per thousand square feet in the
Downtown. 11 When this factor is applied, it is anticipated that Scenario A could generate
approximately 4,468 jobs and Scenario B could generate approximately 2,336 jobs within the
Downtown, representing an increase of approximately 5.2 percent (Scenario A) or 2.8 percent
(Scenario B) from the City’s existing employment of 89,578 (see Table 3.15-15). The increase in
employment would not be considerable relative to the existing employment in the City.
Therefore, employment-related growth would be less than significant.
Table 3.15-15

Estimated Jobs Forecast for Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan

Scenario A
Scenario B
1 Includes

Existing
Jobs in City

Total NonResidential sf1

89,578
89,578

1,712,000
895,000

Net New Jobs
from Downtown
Specific
PlanCommunity
Plan by 20302
4,468
2,336

Percent Increase
from Existing
City Total
5.0%
2.6%

1,725 hotel rooms under Scenario A and 974 hotel rooms under Scenario B.

Jobs-to-Housing Ratio
Based on the estimated population and jobs growth anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, Scenario A would result in a jobs-to-housing ratio of
1.48 jobs per housing unit and Scenario B would result in a jobs-housing ratio to 1.00 jobs per
housing unit (see Table 3.15-16).

11

The Downtown has approximately 7,450.4 thousand square feet of non-residential space and 19,416 jobs,
resulting in a factor of 2.61 jobs per thousand square feet.
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Table 3.15-16

Estimated Jobs Housing
PlanCommunity Plan

Scenario A
Scenario B

Jobs
4,468
2,336

Ratio

2030
Housing
3,024
2,326

for

Downtown

Specific

Jobs/Housing
1.48
1.00

Visitor Population
Additional commercial land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the visitor population within the Downtown
through creation of new retail, hotel, entertainment, cultural, and employment generating uses.
Specific increases in single day visitors are difficult to quantify, with numbers fluctuating greatly
depending on the day, season, weather, events, and variable economic conditions. The
development of an estimated 1,725 hotel rooms under Scenario A and 974 hotel rooms under
Scenario B by 2030 would increase the overnight visitor populations in Downtown. While visitor
and tourist populations are difficult to estimate due to unpredictable occupancy rates season to
season, it is generally acknowledged that during peak season, rates of occupancy are high in
coastal locations like Downtown, ranging between 70 and 85 percent. Based on these rates and
assuming each hotel room is occupied by between one and two guests, future hotel uses
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could
contribute between 1,466 to 2,933 additional overnight visitors under Scenario A and between
827 to 1,656 overnight visitors under Scenario B by 2030 during the peak season. 12
This concentration of visitor-serving uses in Downtown in close proximity to transit,
employment, and service opportunities would limit development-related increases in VMT,
energy consumption, congestion and air pollutant or GHG emissions. The increase in daytime
populations is also consistent with LUCE policies to foster a vibrant Downtown with a strong
residential component that is the cultural and economic center of the City.

12

Based on average hotel occupancy of 85 in the Downtown
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Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere?
Impact Description
POP-2

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people. This
impact would be less than significant.

Based on a review of existing parcels in the Downtown and the fact that almost all of the existing
residential uses in the Downtown are of newer construction, land use changes through 2030 are
anticipated to occur almost entirely on sites developed with older commercial, retail, office, or
service uses. Much of the anticipated land use changes would be concentrated around the
Downtown Station for the Expo LRT at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue, some of which would
occur on developable land that has been set aside by the City for this purpose. No substantial
demolition of residential uses is anticipated under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, and the overall housing stock of the City would increase with
implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. In limited cases
where residential tenants may be displaced, they would receive relocation assistance per Chapter
4.36 of the SMMC. Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, there would
be limited land uses changes in residential areas or the conversion of residential neighborhoods
to non-residential uses. Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not displace substantial numbers of housing or people, and impacts would be less than
significant.
Cumulative Impacts
The analysis of potential cumulative impacts to population, housing, and employment includes
review of the anticipated Downtown population, housing, and employment projections for
Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan compared
to City projections through the year 2030.
It should also be noted that the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan does not
propose growth, but rather seeks to guide anticipated land use changes near transit to preserve
existing neighborhoods, consistent with adopted policies in the LUCE and Housing Element. As
stated above, the core principal of the LUCE is to integrate land use and transportation to
manage growth sustainably while minimizing the negative impacts of new development on
existing neighborhoods. The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements this LUCE
principle by creating opportunities for mixed-use residential development with incentives for
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housing near the Expo LRT, while redirecting intensive residential market pressure away from
existing neighborhoods. By guiding and supporting new housing opportunities in the transit-rich
Downtown area of the City, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would help
meet housing demand and achieve sustainability goals while preserving the City’s residential
neighborhoods. Further, providing housing opportunities in the Downtown near the Expo LRT is
also consistent with the sustainability policies and strategies set forth in SCAG’s RTP/SCS to
integrate land use changes with transit in order to reduce VMT and associated GHG emissions.
The LUCE EIR estimated that as a result of land use changes anticipated to occur by 2030
(primarily in transit adjacent areassubarea), there would be 53,991 total citywide housing units (a
net increase of 4,955 units) and a population of 103,663 residents by 2030 (a net increase of
9,514 people). These LUCE EIR forecasts had accounted for some level of growth in the
Downtown. Further, the recently updated Zoning Ordinance had downzoned selected locations in
the City, which would reduce the LUCE growth forecasts. However, to provide for conservative
(worst-case) estimates, the cumulative analyses below adds the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s population, housing, and employment estimates to the LUCE EIR
forecasts.
Land use changes anticipated to occur during the life of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan could result in up to approximately 3,024 net new housing units under Scenario A or 2,326
net new housing units under Scenario B by 2030 (see Table 3.15-17). Scenario A and Scenario B
would increase the LUCE citywide housing forecast by approximately 5.6 percent and 4.3
percent respectively, which would be considered less than significant.
Table 3.15-17

2030 Citywide Housing Forecasts with Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan

Citywide Total (LUCE Forecast)
Net Increase from Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Percent Net Increase from LUCE Forecast
Adjusted City Forecast
1

Scenario A
53,991

Scenario B
53,991

3,024

2,326

5.6%
57,015

4.3%
56,317

Based on a review of the City’s building permit database.

Similarly, the population in the Downtown is projected to increase by 4,173 residents under
Scenario A or 3,210 residents under Scenario B by 2030. Therefore, Scenario A and Scenario B
would increase the LUCE citywide 2030 population projection by approximately 4.0 percent and
3.1 percent respectively, which would be considered less than significant (see Table 3.15-18).
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Table 3.15-18

2030 Citywide Population
PlanCommunity Plan

Citywide Total (LUCE Forecast)
Net Increase from Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Percent Net Increase from LUCE Forecast
Adjusted City Forecast

Forecasts

with

Downtown

Scenario A
103,663

Scenario B
103,663

4,173

3,210

4.0%
107,836

3.1%
106,873

Specific

Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the
potential work force in the City through 2030 by 4,173 residents under Scenario A or 3,210
residents under Scenario B by 2030. Consequently, Scenario A and Scenario B would increase
the LUCE citywide 2030 employment forecast by approximately 4.1 percent and 2.1 percent,
respectively, and as such, would not be considered substantial (see Table 3.15-19).
Based on all of the above, while the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
increase citywide population, housing, and employment forecasts, such increases would not be
significant. Therefore, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Table 3.15-19

2030 Citywide Employment
PlanCommunity Plan

Citywide Total (LUCE Forecast)
Net Increase from Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Percent Net Increase from LUCE Forecast
Adjusted City Forecast

Forecasts

with

Downtown

Scenario A
108,673

Scenario B
108,673

4,468

2,336

4.1%
113,141

2.1%
111,009

Specific

Displacement of Existing Housing or People
Cumulative population and housing displacement impacts would occur if land use changes
within the City and Los Angeles County would result in the demolition of existing housing units,
displacing existing persons or dwelling units. In general, construction of housing and commercial
uses is anticipated to occur throughout the region to accommodate population growth. Regional
growth would be anticipated to occur on vacant land, underutilized sites or as redevelopment of
existing urban land, with potential for some displacement of existing housing and residents. Land
use changes in the City would largely entail redevelopment of existing non-residential uses in
mixed-use districts currently developed with non-residential uses, resulting in limited
displacement of existing housing units and residents. However, the majority (if not all) of the
land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would occur on commercial properties and would lead to the production of substantial new
housing opportunities, including a high percentage of affordable housing. Housing demolition
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and displacement would be very limited or may not occur. Therefore, implementation of the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not have a cumulatively considerable
contribution to the loss of housing or displacement of residents. Given that the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would produce new housing, including many that
would be deed-restricted affordable housing to serve the housing needs of the City, and would
not result in significant displacement of existing residential uses, the incremental effect of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan in light of anticipated cumulative conditions
is less than significant.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.16

PUBLIC SERVICES

Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, increases in resident and daytime
populations within the Downtown would also result in associated incremental increases in demand
for public services, including law enforcement, fire protection, libraries, and public schools.
Mitigation measures as well as existing and proposed programs would ensure the provision of
adequate public services to meet increased public services demand. With regard to parks and
recreational facilities, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would add
substantial new open space, recreational opportunities, and cultural uses to serve future
residential and daytime populations.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes existing City public services
provided within the Downtown and analyzes the potential impacts on public services that could
result from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The following agencies
provide public services for the Downtown:
Public Services Serving Downtown Santa Monica
Fire Protection
Law Enforcement
Public Schools
Library Services
Parks and Recreation

City of Santa Monica Fire Department
City of Santa Monica Police Department
Santa Monica – Malibu Union School District
Santa Monica Public Library
City of Santa Monica Community and Cultural Services
Department; Public Works Department

For information regarding public utilities such as water, wastewater, solid waste, and energy
utilities, please refer to Section 3.17, Utilities, and for public transportation and parking, please
refer to Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
Six comment letters addressing public services were received in response to the Notice of
Preparation (NOP) circulated for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. These
comments are addressed throughout this section.
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3.16.1 Fire Protection
3.16.1.1 Environmental Setting, Fire Protection
Fire Stations, Staffing, and Equipment
The Santa Monica Fire Department (SMFD) provides fire protection services as well as emergency
medical (i.e., paramedic) services for the City. The SMFD is headquartered from the Public Safety
Facility building at 333 Olympic Drive adjacent to City Hall, a few blocks southwest of the
Downtown. The SMFD maintains four fire stations in the City, including the 11,362 square foot
(sf) Fire Station No. 1 located at 1444 7th Street in the Downtown (see Table 3.16-1). Fire Station
No. 1 is currently the first-responding station for the Downtown, with backup and mutual
assistance provided by both other City fire stations and the City of Los Angeles Fire Department,
if necessary. Fire Station No. 1 was built in 1955 and has surpassed its expected useful life span;
construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 building is pending at 1337-45 7th Street.
Table 3.16-1 Existing Santa Monica Fire Stations and Equipment
Station
Fire Station No. 1

Location
1444 7th Street, between Santa
Monica Boulevard and
Broadway

Fire Station No. 2

222 Hollister Avenue

Fire Station No. 3

1302 19th Street

Fire Station No.5

2450 Ashland Avenue

Resources1
• One Paramedic Engine Company
(Engine 1) with a crew of four
• One Paramedic Engine
Company (Engine 6) with a crew of two
• One 100 foot ladder Truck (Truck 1)
with a crew of five
• One Air/Light/Rescue unit (RU 1) - part
of Truck 1
• One Command Vehicle with a Battalion
Chief (Battalion 1)
• One Paramedic Engine Company
(Engine 2) with a crew of four
• One Urban Search & Rescue Vehicle
• One Reserve Engine
• Two Paramedic Engine (Engine 3 and
4) Companies, each with a crew of four
• One Hazardous Materials Response
Vehicle
• One Reserve Engine
• One Paramedic Engine Company
(Engine 5) with a crew of four
• One Aircraft Rescue Fire Fighting
• One Reserve Engine
• One Reserve Ladder Truck

Notes: 1 In addition, the SMFD has recently accepted a bid in December 2013 to purchase on air/light/rescue utility truck
(City of Santa Monica 2013f).
Source: City of Santa Monica 2013a, 2013f.
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The relocation of Fire Station No.1
would provide a new fire station with
additional space for expanded staff and
equipment as well as improved
amenities for the SMFD and the
public. SMFD staffing at the new Fire
Station No. 1 is anticipated to increase
from 14 firefighters per 24-hour shift at
the existing fire station to up to 24 per
24-hour or 48-hour shift. The new fire
station building would comprise a total
of 25,000 sf of space and would SMFD Fire Station No. 1 was built in 1955 and served as the
SMFD headquarters. Due to the building’s age, seismic
include offices, a kitchen, and rooms retrofitting, facility upgrades and building improvements
for conferences, dorms, repair, shops, required to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act are
needed. The City has planned for the development of a new twoclothing storage and day use, a sew story Fire Station No. 1 building for the SMFD at1337-45 7th
shop and turn-out closets (where fire Street to replace the aging fire station.
fighter’s uniforms are stored for suit up
during a response), utility closet, storage space, exercise and locker rooms, restrooms, and a sports
court. A pre-design test fit of the new Fire Station No. 1 station on the 1337-45 7th Street site
indicates that the new structure could fit up to 50 subterranean parking spaces, seven apparatus
bays (with four being pull through and three back-in with the capacity for up to nine apparatus).
On December 17, 2013, Santa Monica City Council gave approval to issue a 30-year, $35 million
lease revenue bond that is estimated to add $2.7 million in debt service expenditures to the General
Fund budget to fund the construction of Fire Station No. 1. It is anticipated that new Fire Station
No. 1 will begin construction in Spring 2016 with completion targeted by Spring 2018 (City of
Santa Monica 2013b).
The SMFD employs approximately 122 total personnel, including 14 administrative and 108
firefighter positions, to protect lives and property in the City from the hazards of fire as well as
natural and human-caused disasters. SMFD also provides emergency response, paramedic
services, and an urban search and rescue team (City of Santa Monica 2013c).
The Downtown supports the greatest activity within the City, and includes a number of older and
taller structures. Due to their age, many of these older buildings currently do not meet current fire
and building safety standards required by the Santa Monica Building Code and Fire Code. The
current Fire Code standards are more protective of human life and property, and provide stricter
requirements for fire suppression systems (fire sprinklers), use of more fire resistant building
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materials, and visible address signage. Taller buildings are interspersed throughout the Downtown
rising from 6 to 23 stories in height; these taller buildings require special equipment and response
operations in case of fire. The SMFD has one ladder truck with a 100 foot ladder, which is capable
of servicing buildings up to 86 feet tall from a distance of 50 feet away. In the event that access to
a particular building is impeded such that the truck cannot get within 50 feet of the building, the
maximum height that could be serviced would be reduced (Clemo 2014).
Calls for Service
In 2014, the SMFD responded to 14,207 incidents (City of Santa Monica 2015). SMFD has
recently been experiencing increased call volumes (see Table 3.16-2). The total incidents
responded to by the SMFD in 2014 represent a 5.5 percent increase from 2013. Of the total
incidents in 2014, the majority (9,369 incidents or approximately 66 percent) were emergency
medical service incidents. Additionally, approximately 22 percent of the incidents (3,166
incidents) occurred within Fire Station No. 1’s service district.
Table 3.16-2 Santa Monica Fire Department Incidents
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Incidents
12,271
12,602
13,213
13,431
14,207

Percent Increase from Previous Year
2.6%
4.6%
1.6%
5.5%

Source: Steers 2014
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Staffing levels at the SMFD are consistent, although demand for fire and emergency services
fluctuates based on the time of day. Currently, there are more calls for emergency service during
the day and fewer at night; however, night calls have been increasing (Clemo 2014). SMFD has
begun to address additional demand for emergency services on select weekends and holidays
through the deployment of a new supplemental two-person medical cart; this cart is small enough
that it is able to travel on the bike path for additional mobility (Clemo 2014).
Response Times
Adequacy of fire protection services is often determined based on average response times to
incidents. In 2001, after 10 years of research and debate, the National Fire Protection Association
(NFPA) issued the standard NFPA 1710; the standards were updated in the 2010 NFPA 1710
standards. This standard defines the minimum criteria for the effectiveness and efficiency of
emergency operations to protect the safety of the public and SMFD employees. The NFPA requires
fire stations to establish an objective of 240 seconds (i.e., 4 minutes) or less of travel time for the
first arriving engine company at a fire suppression incident or the first responder with an automatic
defibrillator or higher level capacity at an emergency medical incident; these objectives should be
met for at least 90 percent of incidents (NFPA 2009).
The SMFD standard for response time is 5 minutes (including turnout time 1) for 90 percent of
emergency calls. The average response time for SMFD in 2014 was 4 minutes and 48 seconds for
emergency calls and 5 minutes for non-emergency calls. The response time from Fire Station No.
1 is consistently less than 4 minutes at 3 minutes and 44 seconds on average (Clemo 2015).
SMFD currently has access to Opticom signal control, which allows fire trucks to change signals
at intersections in order to navigate congested roadways during emergencies. The Opticom signal
control system is installed at all Downtown signalized intersections. The SMFD is currently testing
the most recent upgrade to this technology, which is intended to change lights automatically in
order to help clear roadways for emergency response vehicles. This technology has been helpful
in maintaining acceptable response times (Bejerke 2015).
Insurance Service Office (ISO) Rating
The Insurance Service Office (ISO) provides rating and statistical information for the insurance
industry in the U.S. In determining its community rating, the ISO evaluates a community’s fire
protection needs and services. It then assigns each community a Public Protection Classification
(PPC) rating. The rating is derived from a cumulative point scoring system, which grades the

1

Turnout time is the measured from the time the fire station is notified until the first unit is en route.
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community’s fire-suppression delivery system, including fire dispatch (operators, alarm dispatch
circuits, telephone lines available), fire department (equipment available, personnel, training,
distribution of companies, etc.), and water supply (adequacy, condition, number and installation
of fire hydrants). Some insurance rates are based upon this rating. The ratings range in descending
rank from Class 1 to Class 10. Santa Monica has the highest Class 1 ISO rating.
Fire Prevention
The City has a comprehensive and active Fire Prevention program including a Fire Prevention
division dedicated to this effort. This division regulates and enforces the City’s Fire Code for all
public facilities and private properties including convalescent homes, schools, churches, and multifamily dwellings. The SMFD is responsible for enforcement of the City’s Fire Code through
project review and structural inspections prior to occupancy. The SMFD is included in the group
of departments that provide project review and comments for new project proposals. As part of the
existing development review process, the SMFD reviews project plans to ensure that projects are
designed to provide adequate emergency access. As a next step, the SMFD reviews building plans
for all new structures in the Downtown prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy to ensure that
the required fire protection safety features are implemented in accordance with Fire Code and
SMFD requirements. The current Fire Code standards and SMFD requirements are intended to
provide for the maximum protection of life and property to the extent feasible, and include
stringent requirements addressing fire prevention and fire suppression for new buildings.
Requirements include but are not limited to the installation of fire alarms, fire sprinklers, and fire
communication systems; the use of more fire resistant building materials; and the provision of
adequate emergency access, fire hydrants, visible address signage, and minimum fire flow rates
for water mains. After construction, the regulation of fire and life safety is regularly enforced
through annual building inspections conducted by the Fire Prevention division.
The SMFD is also the City’s Certified Unified Protection Agency (CUPA) providing hazardous
materials response and remediation (refer to Section 3.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials).
The Fire Prevention Division of the SMFD regulates above-ground and underground storage tanks
and conducts other hazardous materials site inspections through the Assistant Fire Marshal and the
City‘s CUPA program.
As an additional fire prevention effort, the City’s Office of Emergency Management offers free
emergency preparedness and response training to residents over the age of 18 through their
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) program. CERT encourages community
volunteers to complete a federally recognized training course taught by local Public Safety
Personnel and First Responders. Students learn how to prepare for emergencies and be ready to
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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respond to assist the community immediately following incidents of all sizes. The CERT program
includes a range of emergency preparedness and response topics, including training on disaster
preparedness and fire safety. This program both trains local residents to aid in a disaster as well as
educates these community members in fire safety planning and helping to reduce the need for fire
services in the City.
Mutual Aid Agreements
The foundation of California's emergency planning and response is a statewide mutual aid system,
which is designed to ensure that adequate resources, facilities, and other support is provided to
jurisdictions whenever their own resources are inadequate to cope with a given situation. The
California Emergency Services Act mandates the use of the California Disaster and Civil Defense
Master Mutual Aid Agreement (MMAA) as the standard form of agreement between jurisdictions.
The MMAA creates a formal structure wherein each local jurisdiction retains control of its own
facilities, personnel, and resources but may also receive or render assistance to/from other
jurisdictions within the state. State government is obligated to provide available resources to assist
the local jurisdictions in emergencies. However, responsibility for the negotiation and preparation
of mutual aid agreements rests with the local jurisdictions.
There are six mutual aid regions in California. Santa Monica is located in Region I—the Office of
Emergency Services Southern Administrative Region, Area A. The SMFD has an Automatic Aid
agreement with the Los Angeles City Fire Department. This agreement authorizes the exchange of
resources on an as-needed basis.
The SMFD can also call on other agencies for support. These include local law enforcement, state,
and federal agencies involved in fire hazard mitigation, response, and recovery, including the
Office of Emergency Services; the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS); National Park
Service (NPS); U.S. Forest Service (USFS); Office of Aviation Services; National Weather
Service; National Association of State Foresters; the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA); the
Department of the Interior (DoI); and, in extreme cases, the Department of Defense (DoD).
3.16.1.2 Regulatory Setting, Fire Protection
Federal Policies and Regulations
Uniform Fire Code
The Uniform Fire Code includes specialized technical fire and life safety regulations which apply
to the construction and maintenance of buildings and land uses. Topics addressed in the Code
include fire department access, fire hydrants, automatic sprinkler systems, fire alarm systems, fire
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and explosion hazards safety, hazardous materials storage and use, provisions intended to protect
and assist fire responders, industrial processes, and many other general and specialized fire-safety
requirements for new and existing buildings.
State Policies and Regulations
California Fire Code (Title 24, Part 9, California Code of Regulations)
The California Fire Code is Part 9 of the California Code of Regulations, Title 24, and is also
referred to as the California Building Standards Code (CBSC). The California Fire Code combines
the Uniform Fire Code with amendments necessary to address California’s unique needs. The
CBSC includes regulations which are consistent with nationally recognized standards of good
practice, intended to facilitate protection of life and property. Among other things, its regulations
address the mitigation of the hazards of fire explosion, management and control of the storage,
handling and use of hazardous materials and devices, mitigation of conditions considered
hazardous to life or property in the use or occupancy of buildings and provisions to assist
emergency response personnel.
California Health and Safety Code
State fire regulations set forth in Sections 13000 et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code,
address building standards, fire protection and notification systems, provision of fire protection
devices such as extinguishers and smoke alarms, high-rise building and childcare facility
standards, and fire suppression training.
California Emergency Management Agency (Cal EMA)
The Cal EMA was established as part of the Governor‘s Office on January 1, 2009, and created by
Assembly Bill (AB) 38, which merged the duties, powers, purposes, and responsibilities of the
former Governor‘s Office of Emergency Services with those of the Governor‘s Office of
Homeland Security. Cal EMA is responsible for the coordination of overall state agency response
to major disasters in support of local government. The agency is responsible for assuring the state‘s
readiness to respond to and recover from all hazards—natural, manmade, war-caused emergencies
and disasters—and for assisting local governments in their emergency preparedness, response,
recovery, and hazard mitigation efforts.
California Code of Regulations, Title 19. California Code of Regulations Title 19, Chapters 1
through 6, establishes regulations related to emergency response and preparedness.
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Regional Policies and Regulations
Westside Council of Governments Emergency Preparedness/Mutual Aid Plan
A plan was developed and adopted by the Westside Council of Governments (WCOG) for the
purpose of protecting the cities of Santa Monica, Beverly Hills, Culver City, and West Hollywood
from disasters related to homeland security and terrorism. The key component of the plan
encourages and establishes inter-agency cooperation. It also sets forth coordinated disaster training
and preparedness activities.
Local Policies and Regulations
Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Chapter 8.40—Fire Code
Section 8.40.010 of the Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) adopts Title 24, Part 9 of the
California Code of Regualtions, known as the California Fire Code, 2013 Edition, as the Fire Code
of the City of Santa Monica. The City provides local amendments to the California Fire Code to
include additional requirements related to address numbers, fire watch, and seizure of fireworks.
The current Fire Code standards and SMFD requirements are intended to provide for the maximum
protection of life and property to the extent feasible, and include stringent requirements addressing
fire prevention and fire suppression for new buildings. Fire Code requirements play an important
role in minimizing the risk of fires and preventing property loss, injury, and death. Minimum
requirements as required by the Fire Code include, but are not limited to:
•

All exterior walls of the first floor of the building shall be within 150 feet of a fire apparatus
access road. The apparatus access road shall have a minimum unobstructed width of 20
feet and vertical clearance of 13 feet 6 inches.

•

A “knox” key storage box shall be provided for all new construction.

•

An approved automatic fire sprinkler system shall be installed in all new construction and
certain remodels or additions.

•

Buildings four or more stories in height shall be provided with not less than one standpipe
during construction.

•

An automatic fire extinguishing system shall be provided to protect commercial-type
cooking or heating equipment that produces grease-laden vapors.

•

Provide Multipurpose Dry Chemical type fire extinguishers. Extinguishers shall be located
on every floor or level. Maximum travel distance from any point in space or building not
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to exceed 75 feet. Extinguishers shall be mounted on wall or installed in cabinet no higher
than 4 feet above floor is plainly visible and readily accessible or signage shall be provided.
•

Every building and/or business suite is required to post address numbers that are visible
from the street and alley. Address numbers shall be a minimum of 6 inches in height and
contrast with their background. Suite or room numbers shall be a minimum of 4 inches in
height and contrast with their background.

•

When more than one exit is required they shall be arranged so that it is possible to go in
either direction to a separate exit, except dead ends not exceeding 20 feet.

•

Exit and directional signs shall be installed at every required exit doorway, intersection of
corridors, exit stairways and at other such locations and intervals as necessary to clearly
indicate the direction of egress.

•

This occupancy/use requires the installation of approved floor level exit pathway marking.

•

Exit doors shall be openable from the inside without the use of a key, special effort or
knowledge.

•

Show all door hardware intended for installation on doors.

•

In buildings two stories or more in height an approved floor plan providing emergency
procedure information shall be posted at the entrance to each stairway, in every elevator
lobby, and immediately inside all entrances to the building. The information shall be posted
so that it describes the represented floor and can be easily seen upon entering the floor level
or the building.

•

Alarm-initiating devices, alarm-notification devices and other fire alarm system
components shall be designed and installed in accordance with the appropriate standards
of Chapter 35 of the Building Code, and the National Fire Alarm Code NFPA 72. The fire
alarm system shall include visual notification appliances for warning the hearing impaired.
Approved visual appliances shall be installed in all rooms except private (i.e., individual)
offices, closets, etc.

City of Santa Monica General Plan Safety Element (1995). The Safety Element identifies specific
policies associated with fire protection services, including the following:
Goal 4: Reduce threats to public safety and minimize property damage from urban fire hazards
commensurate with the risk of post-earthquake fires and fires driven by Santa Ana winds.
Policy 4.1

The City shall develop and enforce construction and design standards
that ensure that proposed development incorporates fire prevention
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features by strengthening performance review and code enforcement
programs.
Policy 4.2

The City shall reduce existing developments to tolerable levels of risk
and strengthen the City fire fighting capability to respond to multiple
fire incidents caused by an earthquake, Santa Ana winds, or other
extraordinary circumstances.

Policy 4.3

Conduct and implement long-range fire safety planning to cope with
increasing urban density caused by new development, redevelopment,
and property infilling, including development of stringent Building or
Fire Municipal Code standards, improved infrastructure, and improved
mutual aid agreements with the private and public sector.

3.16.1.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Fire Protection
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following threshold of significance is based on Appendix G of the 2015 California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may have a significant adverse impact on fire
protection services if:
•

The project would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for fire protection services.

Methodology
This section (1) evaluates the availability and level of existing fire protection services in the
Downtown as provided by the SMFD; (2) reviews any planned improvements or changes to these
services; (3) analyzes the potential increases in demand for fire protection services as a result of
land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan; and (4) determines the adequacy of existing and planned fire facilities to meet future demand
and whether the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the demand
for fire protection services such that there would be a need for new or physically altered fire
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts. Information
used to prepare this section was obtained through coordination with the SMFD.
3.16-12
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Due to Downtown’s role as a residential, employment, and visitor-serving center, this EIR
analyzes potential increased demand on fire protection services from both residential populations
and non-residential/visitor (e.g., daytime, weekend, and summer) populations. This analysis
utilizes the anticipated increase in the Downtown resident population by 2030 as identified in
Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment to assess increased residential demand for
fire protection services. Increases in non-resident/visitor populations are more difficult to quantify,
and as such, are assessed more programmatically. For example, while the number of new
employees or hotel rooms can be projected, quantifying retail, restaurant, or theater patrons or
increases in tourism are more difficult as these numbers fluctuate greatly depending on season
(e.g., summer vs. winter), day of the week, weather, events, and variable economic conditions.
The potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on fire protection
services are considered in the context of existing fire protection facilities/resources and currently
pending or planned improvements to such facilities/resources, which includes the planned
relocation of Fire Station No. 1. The environmental impacts associated with the construction and
operation of Fire Station No. 1 have been previously analyzed in an adopted Mitigated Negative
Declaration (State Clearinghouse No. 2012081025). Factors that were considered in the analysis
of potential impacts on fire protection services include SMFD staffing levels and equipment
adequacy, response times, and fire safety features (such as compliance with the City’s Fire Code
and emergency preparedness plans).
3.16.1.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Fire Protection
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for fire
protection services?
Impact Description
PS-1

New land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would result in an increase in resident and daytime
population, which would incrementally increase the demand for fire
protection services; however, the plan would not generate the need for new or
physically altered fire protection facilities that could result in significant
environmental impacts. This impact would be less than significant.
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Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would consist of a mix of residential and commercial uses typical of a downtown area,
including residential, retail, visitor-serving, office, entertainment and other compatible uses. Under
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new buildings would be limited to
maximum heights of 50 to 84 feet.
Multiple state and City programs and policies are in place to reduce potential fire safety impacts
associated with new land uses. Santa Monica’s Safety Element of the General Plan includes
policies to reduce fire hazards and ensure provision of adequate fire services, including
implementation of construction and design municipal code measures for all new projects to
incorporate fire prevention features and the evaluation of site fire access and structural design
issues (Policy 4.1). In addition, current standards in the Santa Monica Fire Code are intended to
provide for the maximum protection of life and property to the extent feasible, and include
stringent requirements addressing fire prevention and fire suppression for new buildings.
Requirements include but are not limited to the installation of fire alarms, fire sprinklers, and fire
communication systems; the use of more fire resistant building materials; and the provision of
adequate emergency access, fire hydrants, visible address signage, and minimum fire flow rates
for water mains. Further, as part of the City’s development review process, the SMFD provides
initial project plan review and comments to ensure that individual projects are designed to meet
minimum site requirements relating to adequate emergency access. As another step in the fire
prevention review process, SMFD reviews detailed building plans for all new structures prior to
issuance of Certificate of Occupancy to ensure that the required fire protection safety features in
the Fire Code are implemented to reduce overall demand for fire protection services, including
building sprinklers and emergency access. The Downtown has a number of older buildings that
currently do not meet current Fire Code requirements, and may lack adequate fire prevention and
suppression systems including fire sprinklers. Land use changes anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would facilitate the construction of new
buildings that meet the most current and stringent Fire Code requirements, thus reducing the level
of potential fire risk on sites within the Downtown, as compared to existing conditions. Proper
engineering of buildings to meet Fire Code and SMFD requirements as well as the installation of
fire sprinkler system would substantially reduce the risk exposure for both building occupants and
firefighters.
In addition, SMFD has a comprehensive and active Fire Prevention program, including a Fire
Prevention Division dedicated to this effort. This division regulates and enforces the Fire Code for
all businesses, public facilities, and residential structures as it relates to fire and life safety through
inspections within the City. As an additional fire prevention effort, the City offers free emergency
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preparedness and response training to residents over the age of 18 through their CERT program.
CERT encourages community volunteers to complete a federally recognized training course taught
by local Public Safety Personnel and First Responders. The CERT program includes a range of
emergency preparedness and response topics, including training on disaster preparedness and fire
safety. This program both trains local residents to aid in a disaster as well as educates these
community members in fire safety planning, helping to reduce the need for fire services in the
City.
Notwithstanding these existing City regulations and programs that are intended to substantially
reduce fire risks and hazards, increases in the residential and non-residential/visitor populations in
the Downtown would incrementally increase the demand for SMFD services, particularly
potentially affecting calls for service, response times, and equipment needs as discussed below.
Calls for Service
As analyzed in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment, the Downtown residential
population is expected to increase by approximately 4,173 under Scenario A and approximately
3,210 new residents under Scenario B by 2030. Additionally, the development of an estimated
1,725 new hotel rooms under Scenario A and 974 new hotel rooms under Scenario B by 2030
would increase the overnight visitor populations in Downtown. While visitor and tourist
populations are difficult to estimate due to unpredictable occupancy rates season to season, it is
understood that during peak season, rates of occupancy are high in coastal locations like
Downtown, ranging between 70 and 85 percent. Based on these rates and assuming each hotel
room is occupied by between one and two guests, future hotel uses anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could contribute between 1,466 to 2,933
additional overnight visitors under Scenario A and between 827 to 1,656 overnight visitors under
Scenario B by 2030 during the peak season (refer to Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and
Employment). 2 Visitor-serving commercial uses including retail and entertainment would also
contribute to the non-residential/visitor populations, particularly on weekends and during the
summer, increasing calls to the SMFD. Because increases in the residential and nonresidential/visitor population would take place over the life of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan through the year 2030, potential increases in call volume for SMFD services
would occur incrementally over an extended period of time.
In 2014, firefighters and staff from Fire Station No. 1 responded to 3,166 incidents. It is anticipated
that the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would generate additional calls under

2

Based on average hotel occupancy of 85 in the Downtown
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Scenario A and Scenario B (though calls for service would incrementally less under Scenario B).
However, calls from new residential and commercial uses are difficult to estimate as the SMFD
does not delineate residential incidents from commercial incidents. Based on the SMFD, future
calls for service demands in upcoming years are anticipated to increase the facility demands at Fire
Station No. 1, requiring up to nine apparatus and 20 personnel (City of Santa Monica 2013b). As
previously described, the SMFD is planning for construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 at 133745 7th Street, which would consist of a new 25,000-sf fire station with additional space for
expanded staff and equipment as well as improved amenities for the SMFD and the public. SMFD
staffing at the new Fire Station No. 1 is anticipated to increase from 14 firefighters per 24-hour
shift at the existing fire station to up to 24 per 24-hour or 48-hour shift. This anticipated service
demand would be within the capacity of the proposed new Fire Station No. 1 of up to nine
apparatus as indicated in the pre-design test. It is anticipated that new Fire Station No. 1 will begin
construction in Spring 2016 with completion by Spring 2018. The new Fire Station No. 1 along
with its anticipated increase in firefighters per shift would help meet the demand for SMFD
services in the Downtown.
Response Times
All of the Downtown is located within 1 mile of the existing and proposed new Fire Station No. 1
and would generally fall within a 5 minute response time distance of the station. However, when
traffic volumes result in high levels of congestion, SMFD responders may encounter delays
traveling through the Downtown area. To address this potential issue, SMFD currently has access
to the Opticom signal control system for all Downtown signalized intersections, which allows fire
trucks to change signals at intersections in order to navigate congested roadways. The SMFD is
currently testing the most recent upgrade to this technology, which is intended to change lights
automatically in order to help clear roadways for emergency response vehicles (Clemo 2014). This
technology has been helpful in maintaining acceptable response times in almost all of Downtown.
Further, as previously discussed, the SMFD is currently assessing deployment models based on
the impact of the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) on access, new projects in the
Downtown area, and increasing call volumes. Therefore, with ongoing SMFD program
implementation and adjustments to response practices, new land uses within the Downtown would
continue to be within the accepted 5 minute response radius from Fire Station No. 1.
The addition of new buildings with a maximum height of up to 50 feet or 84 feet in height is also
a factor in response times under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. For taller
buildings, data has shown that emergency responders including firefighters may spend more time
on a particular call since additional time will be spent navigating inside the building to respond to
3.16-16
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a particular incident (National Institute of Standards and Technology [NIST] 2013). Upon
conclusion of the call, additional time will be required to exit the building and return to the vehicle
before the firefighter actually becomes available to perform other duties. To maintain response
times and response reliability in the existing service area for Fire Station No. 1 and Fire Station
No. 2 while providing adequate service to new and existing development, it is anticipated that
SMFD will reallocate staffing and other resources between fire stations (Clemo 2014).
Equipment Needs
In addition to response times and staffing considerations, the construction of new taller buildings
in the Downtown may necessitate new fire protection equipment. The SMFD currently has one
ladder truck with a 100 foot ladder, which is capable of servicing buildings up to 84 feet tall from
a distance of 50 feet away. With this equipment, Fire Station No. 1 is currently adequately
equipped to respond to calls for service to tall buildings in the Downtown. However, over the life
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (i.e., through the year 2030), the
addition of new buildings up to 84 feet in height in the Downtown may necessitate either
replacement of the existing ladder truck or purchase of an additional ladder truck or similar
equipment (e.g., telesquirt fire apparatus) to fight fires in these taller buildings. The SMFD is
funded through general fund revenues generated by property, sales, and transient occupancy taxes,
all of which are expected to increase in proportion to new development in the Downtown,
particularly retail commercial and hotel development. Such increased revenues would be available
for the SMFD to expand resources as needed to meet changing demands.
In summary, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is not anticipated to
necessitate the construction of a new or expanded fire protection facility that would result in
physical environmental impacts. As previously discussed, the SMFD has already begun planning
for construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 with additional space for expanded staff and equipment
as well as improved amenities for the SMFD and the public. The environmental impacts of this
new fire station have been fully analyzed in an adopted Mitigated Negative Declaration (State
Clearinghouse No. 2012081025). Therefore, this impact would be less than significant. However,
to further ensure that response times are not substantially affected, mitigation measure MM PS-1
is recommended.
Recommended Mitigation Measures (MM)
MM PS-1

The City shall require applicants of development projects with
buildings that are seven stories and higher in the Downtown to
prepare a high-rise pre-fire plan. At a minimum, the pre-fire plan
shall address the types and capabilities of fire protection systems,
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the layout of the building, locations of stairwells and elevators, and
how evacuation will be handled. A copy of the plan shall be kept in
the fire control room and a copy shall be filed with the SMFD fire
marshal. The plan shall be revised every 5 years.
Level of Significance after Mitigation
When combined with existing City policies, development standards, and the City’s Fire Code,
recommended MM PS-1 would ensure that potential impacts on fire protection services would be
less than significant.
3.16.2 Law Enforcement and Police Protection
3.16.2.1 Environmental Setting, Law Enforcement
Police Headquarters and Staffing
Police protection services are provided by the Santa Monica Police Department (SMPD)
headquartered adjacent to City Hall, a few blocks southwest of the Downtown area within the
Civic Center district. All of the SMPD operations (with the exception of the jail) operate from the
Public Safety Facility building at 333 Olympic Drive. There is also one SMPD substation located
on the Santa Monica Pier.
Table 3.16-3 2012-2013 SMPD Personnel
Police Chief
Deputy Chief
Police Captain
Police Lieutenant
Police Sergeant
Police Officer
Total Sworn Personnel
Civilian Staff
Temporary Staff
Total SMPD Personnel

1
1
3
13
31
167
216
197
34
447

Source: City of Santa Monica 2013c.
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The SMPD provides police protection
services to the City and maintains mutual
assistance programs with the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department and the City
of Los Angeles Police Department. The
SMPD contains six divisions of law
enforcement services: Administrative
Services,
Operations,
Special
Enforcement, Criminal Investigations,
the Animal Control Unit, and the Harbor
The SMPD has active bike patrol officers to provide for the
Unit. The SMPD is staffed with 216 safety of residents, visitors, and employees in the Downtown.
sworn law enforcement personnel and
231 non-sworn administrative and support personnel (refer to Table 3.16-3; City of Santa Monica
2013c). The SMPD divides the City into four beats and operates these beats on a 24-hour basis.
On any given day, there are 63 sworn police officers deployed across the City, answering calls in
the field. These police officers are supervised by a staff of 14 sergeants. In addition, there are 22
detectives not working in the field (Beautz 2014).
Downtown is located almost entirely within Beat 1 (formerly Beat 3 until 2014), which covers the
beachfront areas as well as the Downtown. Beat 1 is typically staffed with eight officers, with
increased patrols and police presence on weekends, holidays and during special events (Beautz
2014). Almost half the calls in the City come from the Downtown; therefore, officers from other
beats are deployed as needed to answer calls in this area. The SMPD also operates the Downtown
Services Unit, which includes six non-sworn officers provides special event law enforcement, foot
and bike patrol, and heightened presence during weekends and holidays. The Downtown Services
Unit work closely with designated ambassadors from Downtown Santa Monica Inc. (the
Downtown business district) as well as private security staff from Downtown businesses to ensure
the safety and security of residents, employees, and visitors.
The Downtown is a vibrant commercial district with a high percentage of restaurants, theaters,
bars and night clubs that receive heavy visitation by both residents and visitors. As a major regional
tourist destination, weekends and weekdays throughout the summer bring tens of thousands of
visitors to the City’s waterfront and into the Downtown, greatly increasing its weekend and
evening populations. This high level of visitation and large number of restaurants, bars and
nightclubs can require additional staffing for Beat 1 and the Downtown Services Unit, including
use of both bike patrols and the Third Street Promenade Foot Patrol within the Downtown. Special
events, such as the summer Twilight Dance Concert Series, can also require added police services
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within the Downtown and beachfront areas. Special event organizers are required to provide for
the cost of additional police staff during these events.
SMPD staffing in Beat 1 is variable based on the day of the week and the time of day, as SMPD
responds to variable crime rates during these different periods. For instance, the Downtown area
is generally more active during the weekend, so SMPD enhances their Downtown deployment on
Saturdays and Sundays. SMPD also adjusts staffing levels for special events with staffing levels
determined based on each specific event; special events often require the presence of an additional
20 to 30 officers in the Downtown area. An operation plan is prepared for each event, defining the
number of officers that will be needed at the event; these plans are based on SMPD experiences
during previous events (Moroso 2013). Additionally, for long-term staffing planning, the SMPD
5-year staffing plan approved by the City Council addresses departmental budget, staffing, and
equipment needs. This 5-year plan identifies any necessary increases in police personnel levels
and equipment enhancement programs, contingent on budgetary constraints.
Calls for Service and Response Times
The main indicator of SMPD effectiveness is its response time to emergency calls. The maximum
allowable response time to emergency calls is 5 minutes. For the highest priority emergency calls,
the SMPD’s average emergency response time was 4 minutes and 45 seconds for 2012 and 4
minutes and 22 seconds for the period between January 1, 2013 and November 25, 2013 (Moroso
2013). The SMPD determines staffing needs based on both the total number of calls and types of
service required, identification of district-specific law enforcement demands, such as traffic
control or special enforcement, and community input. Additional staff in the Downtown area
allows the SMPD to respond to incidents more quickly, thereby maintaining response times at
acceptable levels.
In 2013, the SMPD responded to 55,696 calls for service, equal to about 272 calls per officer
(Moroso 2013). Of these calls, 30,299 calls for service were placed in Beat 3 (which, prior to 2014,
included Downtown), equal to approximately 3,787 total calls per officer within Beat 3 during
2012/2013 (Beautz 2014). 3
In the last few years, SMPD has experienced an uptick in calls for service in the Downtown (see
Table 3.16-4). As such, the SMPD has started adjusting to increased need for police services in
the Downtown by assigning additional officers to the Downtown Services Unit, as described

3

Although there are only eight officers assigned to Downtown, there are 63 officers deployed across the City at all
times. Given the high volume of calls in Downtown, officers from other beats are regularly deployed to the Downtown
to answer calls.
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above. Having additional staff in the Downtown allows the SMPD to respond to incidents in this
area more quickly, thereby maintaining response times at acceptable levels. To navigate
Downtown with minimal delay, SMFD patrol cars may in the future utilize signal control
mechanisms to proactively clear routes through potentially congested intersections and roadways.
However, SMPD does not currently rely on using signal controls to increase response times
because they have found existing Code 3 equipment (i.e., emergency lights and siren) to be
sufficient for navigating congested areas in Downtown (Moroso 2013).
The SMPD is currently well equipped with vehicles and other tactical equipment, though new
products or upgrades are continually being reviewed and acquired as needed. For example, in 2014,
the purchase of a Mobile Command Center was approved. The Mobile Command Center would
provide the SMPD the capability to manage large-scale events or serious tactical incidents from
any location with vehicle access. From such a location, the Mobile Command Center would
provide key operational capabilities such as communications and technology at the same level as
if the command center were located at the Public Safety Facility.
Plans do not currently exist to expand or improve existing facilities. The SMPD maintains a 5-year
staffing plan to structure increases in staff, consistent with requirements and overall City budget
priorities. Equipment enhancement programs exist and are also considered in the context of the
City budget process, available grants, etc.
Table 3.16-4 Santa Monica Police Department Calls for Service in Beat 3
Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Calls For Service
19,821
21,473
22,532
20,561
26,846
30,299

Sworn Officers
4
4
5
6
8
8

Calls Per Officer
4,955
5,368
4,506
3,426
3,355
3,787

Note: Prior to 2014, the Downtown was located in Beat 3. Since then, the beat boundaries have changed and Downtown lies
almost entirely within Beat 1
Source: Beautz 2014.

Crime Statistics
Another indicator of police service levels is the number of “Part I” crimes, which are reported in
two categories: violent and property crimes. Aggravated assault, forcible rape, murder, and
robbery are classified as violent. Arson, burglary, larceny-theft, and motor vehicle theft are
classified as property crimes. In terms of the number of annual calls, the City experienced 3,505
Part I crimes in 2010, 3,340 crimes in 2011, and 3,793 crimes in 2012 for an average ratio of 31.9
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Part I calls per 1,000 residents from 2010 to 2012. 4 The SMPD attributes the higher crime rate in
2012 to the release of nearly 40,000 inmates from prisons across California under AB 109
combined with the economic recession. Total Part I crimes totaled 3,870 in 2013 and 3,363 in
2014. Based on the number of residents, the Part I crime rate decreased from 41.85 in 2013 to
36.02 in 2014. Part I crime rate in 2014 is the lowest in decades as a result of reorganization of the
department, which has resulted in new deployment strategies that have put more uniformed
officers on the streets (City of Santa Monica 2015b).
3.16.2.2 Regulatory Setting, Law Enforcement
Federal Policies and Regulations
There are no federal policies or regulations that directly apply to local law enforcement.
State Policies and Regulations
There are no state policies or regulations that directly apply to local law enforcement.
Local Policies and Regulations
Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Section 3.68 Crime Prevention Program
Section 3.68.020 adopts a Comprehensive Crime Prevention Program for the City, including teams
for crime impact, domestic violence, arson, and other units, to provide law enforcements services,
subject to annual review.
3.16.2.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Law Enforcement
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following threshold of significance is based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines.
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan may have a significant adverse impact on police protection services if:
•

The project would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant

4

This weighted average was calculated based on the population and crime rate of 89,861 residents and 3,505 crimes
in 2010, 90,373 residents and 3,340 crimes in 2011, and 91,814 residents and 3,793 crimes in 2012. Population
estimates are from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2010, 2011, and 2012 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates.
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environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or
other performance objectives for police protection services.
Methodology
This section (1) evaluates the availability and level of existing police services in the Downtown as
provided by the SMPD; (2) reviews any planned improvements or changes to these services; (3)
analyzes the potential increases in demand for police services as a result of land use changes
anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan; and (4) determines the
adequacy of existing and planned police facilities to meet future demand and whether the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the demand for police protection
services such that there would be a need for new or physically altered police facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts. Information used to prepare
this section was derived from through coordination with the SMPD.
Due to Downtown’s role as a residential, employment, and entertainment center, this EIR analyzes
increased demand on police protection services from both residential populations and nonresidential/visitor (daytime, weekend and summer) populations. This analysis utilizes the
anticipated growth in the Downtown resident population identified in Section 3.15, Population,
Housing, and Employment (refer to Table 3.15-2) to assess increased residential demand for police
protection services. Increases in non-resident/visitor populations are more difficult to quantify, and
as such are assessed more programmatically. For example, while the number of new employees or
hotel rooms can be estimated, quantifying retail, restaurant or theater patrons or increases in
tourism is more difficult due to fluctuations in day, season, event, weather, and economic
conditions.
The potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on police
protection services are considered in the context of existing police protection facilities/resources
and currently pending or planned improvements to such facilities/resources. Factors that were
considered in the analysis of potential impacts on police protection services include SMPD staffing
levels, response times, and police safety features. Within this context, impacts to police protection
services are considered potentially significant if the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would increase the demand for police services such that such that there would be a need for
new or physically altered police facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts.
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3.16.2.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Law Enforcement
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for police
protection services?
Impact Description
PS-2

New residential, commercial, and visitor-serving uses occurring under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in an
increase in resident and daytime population, which would incrementally
increase the demand for police protection services. Such population increases
would not result in the need for new or physically altered police facilities that
could result in significant environmental impacts. This impact would be less
than significant.

New land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would consist of a mix of residential and commercial space typical of a downtown area, including
residential, retail, hotel, office, entertainment and other compatible uses in new multi-story
buildings. New buildings in the Downtown would be required to comply with existing building
and site development standards, including improvements such as open space, building frontage,
and streetscape features. These features may include access control to buildings, secured parking
facilities, walls/fences with key systems, building entrances in high-foot traffic areas, provisions
of security guard patrol if needed and well-illuminated public and semi-public and private spaces
(e.g., courtyards, plazas) designed with a minimum of dead space to eliminate areas of
concealment. Applicants for individual projects would also be required to provide the local
Commanding Officer with access routes and other information that might facilitate police
response, as requested by the SMPD. The SMPD would review all development plans during the
permitting process to ensure inclusion of crime prevention features into final project designs prior
to issuance of Certificates of Occupancy. These measures would help reduce impacts on police
services by deterring criminal activity at sites that are developed or redeveloped under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Further, the Downtown Services Unit of the SMPD works closely with designated ambassadors
from Downtown Santa Monica Inc. (the Downtown Business District) as well as private security
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staff from Downtown businesses to ensure the safety and security of residents, employees, and
visitors.
Notwithstanding the existing City requirements and programs that are in place to reduce crimes
and safety risks, increased resident and non-residential/visitor populations associated with land use
changes occurring under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
incrementally increase the demand for police protection services, potentially affecting staffing
levels, calls for service, response times, and equipment needs as discussed below.
Calls for Service
As analyzed in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment land use changes under the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is expected to increase the Downtown residential
population by approximately 4,173 residents under Scenario A and approximately 3,210 new
residents under Scenario B by 2030. Additionally, the development of an estimated 1,725 hotel
rooms under Scenario A and 974 hotel rooms under Scenario B by 2030 would increase the
overnight visitor populations in Downtown. While visitor and tourist populations are difficult to
estimate due to unpredictable occupancy rates season to season, it is understood that during peak
season, rates of occupancy are high in coastal locations like Downtown, ranging between 70 and
85 percent. 5 Based on these rates and assuming each hotel room is occupied by between one and
two guests, future hotel uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could contribute between 1,466 to 2,933 additional overnight visitors under
Scenario A and between 827 to 1,656 overnight visitors under Scenario B by 2030 during the peak
season. Visitor-serving commercial development including retail/restaurant and entertainment
uses would also contribute to the non-residential/visitor populations, particularly on weekends and
during the summer, increasing demands on law enforcement. Because increases in the residential
and non-residential/visitor population would take place over an extended period of time (through
the year 2030), potential increase in call volumes for SMPD services would occur incrementally
over an extended period of time.
As previously indicated, in 2013, there were 30,299 calls in Beat 3 (Beat 1 beginning in 2014),
which includes calls to both residential and commercial uses. This amounts to a 52.9 percent
increase in the number of calls since 2008. 6 New land uses occurring under both Scenario A and
B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are anticipated to increase the number

6

The increase in call volume from 2008 to 2012 was addressed by an increase in sworn officers in the Downtown,
increasing from four officers in 2008 to eight officers in 2012.
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of calls for police protection services in this area. However, calls from new residential and
commercial uses are difficult to estimate as the SMFD does not delineate residential calls from
commercial calls.
Response Times
The main indicator of SMPD effectiveness is its response time to emergency calls. Due to the
overall increase in population, there may be a need for additional officers or police equipment to
maintain adequate response times. As previously stated, SMPD does not currently rely on using
signal controls to increase response times because they have found existing Code 3 equipment
(i.e., emergency lights and siren) to be sufficient for navigating congested areas in Downtown
(Moroso 2013). In the future, SMFD patrol cars may utilize signal control mechanisms to
proactively clear routes through potentially congested intersections and roadways.
Equipment Needs
The potential increase in demand for SMPD services from future land use changes in the
Downtown through the year 2030 is not anticipated to result in the need for new equipment or
expanded police station facilities, such as expansion of the existing Police Department
headquarters.
For long-term staffing planning, the SMPD prepares a 5-year Staffing Plan approved by the City
Council which addresses departmental budget, staffing, and equipment needs. This 5-year plan
allows for SMPD to determine any increases in police resources and equipment if needed. The
SMPD is funded through general fund revenues and pier fund revenues generated by property,
sales and transient occupancy taxes, all of which are expected to increase in proportion to the new
commercial and hotel uses within the Downtown. Such revenues would be used by the SMPD to
hire additional officers and purchase equipment to maintain or improve SMPD service levels over
time to meet changing demands. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant. However,
to further ensure that response times of the SMPD are not substantially affected, MM PS-2 is
recommended.
Recommended Mitigation Measures
MM PS-2
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The City shall require applicants of development projects over a
specified square footage (e.g., 60,000 square feet [sf]) in the
Downtown to prepare and implement a security plan for common or
public spaces, including parking structures/ lots, courtyards, other
open areas, public or common area walkways stairways and
elevators as a condition of their development agreement. The
security plan will identify the locations of 911-capable phones in
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parking garages and other public area, will establish rules and
regulations for public use of the courtyard areas, and establish
private security patrols for the property. Private security patrols
shall work in coordination with the Santa Monica Police
Department. The plan shall be subject to review and approval by the
SMPD.
Level of Significance after Mitigation
When combined with existing City police department staffing and equipment reviews which are
done on a 5-year basis, recommended MM PS-2 would ensure that impacts on police protection
services would be less than significant.
3.16.3 Public Schools
3.16.3.1 Environmental Setting, Public Schools
The Santa Monica-Malibu Union School District (SMMUSD) provides Kindergarten through 12th
Grade (K-12) public school services and afternoon adult education services for the City. The
SMMUSD traditional education program includes core curriculum, individual schools supplement
students’ education with a variety of elective courses in compliance with the standards created and
adopted by the State of California. The SMMUSD operates twelve public K–12 schools in Santa
Monica: seven K–5th Grade elementary schools, two 6th–8th Grade middle schools, one K–8th
Grade alternative school, and two 9th–12th Grade high schools. SMMUSD also operates an Adult
Education Center after 3:00 P.M. on the campus of Olympic High School. In addition, SMMUSD
operates four K–12 schools in the City of Malibu: three K–5 elementary schools and one 6th–12th
Grade middle/high school combined. The SMMUSD main offices are located at 1651 16th Street
and twelve K–12 school campuses operate within the City.
Past and present enrollment in the SMMUSD is tracked by the California Department of
Education, while future enrollment projections are published by SMMUSD. Base on the latest
available enrollment data, the total K–12 enrollment for public schools in SMMUSD is
approximately 11,341 as of the 2013-2014 school year, a decline of 1,501 students from a peak
enrollment of 12,842 students in the 2003-2004 school year (California Department of Education
2013). Total K–12 enrollment for public schools within the City is approximately 9,315. In order
to plan for the SMMUSD’s needs in terms of public schools, SMMUSD employs a demographer
to forecast future enrollment based on demographic data and future growth projections. The trend
toward lower total enrollment is forecasted to continue, as more students are anticipated to enter
local private schools or transfer to other public schools outside of the District; however, based on
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SMMUSD enrollment projections, this trend will reverse in the 2015-2016 school year. The
enrollment forecasts are based on projected growth under the 2010 LUCE.
Based on the 2010 Census, there were approximately 191 school-aged students and 2,604
households in the Downtown (approximately 0.08 school-aged students per household). There are
no public school campuses within the Downtown boundaries; however schools are located just
outside the Downtown. Public school students who reside in the Downtown generally attend
Roosevelt Elementary School (801 Montana Avenue – 0.25 mile), Lincoln Middle School (1501
California Avenue – 0.4 mile) and Santa Monica High School (601 Pico Boulevard – 0.1 mile)
(SMMUSD 2014). During the 2013-2014 academic year, Roosevelt Elementary had an average
class size of 26.6 students per class while Lincoln Middle School and Santa Monica High School
had average class size of 29.1 and 30.0 respectively (see Table 3.16-5).
Table 3.16-5 Enrollment and Average Class Size at Santa Monica Public Schools
School

Grades

Edison Elementary
Franklin Elementary
Grant Elementary
John Muir Elementary
Mckinley Elementary
Roosevelt Elementary
Will Rogers Elementary
Santa Monica Alternative (SMASH)
John Adams Middle
Lincoln Middle
Olympic High (Continuation)
Santa Monica High
Total

K-5
K-5
K-5
K-5
K-5
K-5
K-5
K-8
6-8
6-8
9-12
9-12

2013-2014
Enrollment
451
799
665
271
490
818
539
228
1,012
1,013
72
2,957
9,315

2012-2013
Average Class Size1
25.1
26.4
25.8
26.7
21.1
26.6
24.3
26.1
27.9
29.1
9.8
30
24.9

1

Average Class Size for 2013-2014 not available; data reflects 2012-2013 school year
Source: California Department of Education 2013.

School capacity is determined by the SMMUSD on a project-by-project basis with consideration
given to physical variables (e.g., building size, support facilities, amenities), operational variables
(e.g., utilization rates, staffing, space management, budgets), and programmatic variables (e.g.,
class sizes, schedules, partnerships, educational program offerings). Although overall SMMUSD
enrollment has been steadily declining over the last decade, some schools face enrollment and
capacity constraints. Additionally, the State of California recently passed legislation aimed at
reducing class sizes, restricting classroom size to 24 students per teacher at the K–12 level.
Although the district’s average class size is close to meeting this standard, some classes have up
to 30 students per teacher. Therefore, these new requirements are expected to reduce class sizes at
some of the district’s facilities, thereby creating demand for additional space at these facilities.
The district has not yet needed to resort to using portable classrooms to accommodate the increase,
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and hopes to avoid the need for portable units if possible. Portable units have been used at the
secondary schools in this district in the past when existing facilities were insufficient for meeting
demand (Maez 2014).
The three schools that serve the Downtown – Santa Monica High School, Lincoln Middle School,
Roosevelt Elementary – are currently facing capacity constraints. There is flexibility in the
secondary schools (i.e., Lincoln Middle School and Santa Monica High School) to adjust to
temporary and/or long-term increases in enrollment. On a temporary basis, these schools are able
to use techniques such as using traveling teachers (having them assigned to multiple spaces). These
schools also have additional space they could modify to use as classroom space if necessary to
meet needs, and have room to grow their facilities if long-term expansion is necessary. The school
district is currently building and/or modifying space at these two schools.
Roosevelt Elementary School, on the other hand, is constrained and does not have room to expand.
In the past, this facility has been able to accommodate all of the students within its boundary;
however, this school has been constrained in the last few years, which has resulted in the need to
overflow students into other local elementary schools. In the event that enrollment rates at this
school continue to grow, the school district would need to look into long-term solutions to
providing additional capacity. When this occurs, the students that have been accommodated by
neighboring schools have the right to return to Roosevelt Elementary School when there is once
again available capacity. In the event that enrollment rates at this school continue to grow, the
school district would need to look into long-term solutions to providing additional capacity
(Maez 2014).

Enrollment at Roosevelt Elementary
Source: California Department of Education 2013
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Consistent with applicable legislation, the SMMUSD currently requires all new residential and
commercial development to pay developer fees to offset potential impacts of increased enrollment
on City facilities through improvements to school facilities (Government Code Section 65996).
The SMMUSD currently collects developer fees as authorized by SB 50 to mitigate increased
demand for school facilities. These fees, which were last revised in 2006, are currently assessed at
$2.63 per sf of residential development and $0.42 per sf of commercial development.
The SMMUSD also uses money from bond measures to fund facility improvements. In 2006, Santa
Monica-Malibu voters passed Measure BB, a $268 million bond, to increase funding for public
schools; this bond has been fully issued. These funds were used for improvements, including safety
and technology upgrades, at five elementary schools, three middle schools, and two high schools
in the City of Santa Monica. As an example, Measure BB funds were used for improvements at
Lincoln Middle School ,which provides education for middle school students in the Downtown.
The Lincoln Middle School project included the installation of four relocatable classrooms,
modernization of the former library into four new classrooms, two science labs, and a shared prep
room. Measure BB funds were also used at Santa Monica High School, which provides education
for high school students in the Downtown, for the replacement of the Science and Technology
building with a more modernized building housing 15 science labs equipped with state-of-the-art
equipment. Measure ES, a $385 million bond, passed in 2012, will be used for technology upgrades
as well as other facility projects in the school district. The program under Measure ES includes the
development of a Long-Term Facilities Master Plan for Santa Monica High School, aimed at
planning for and meeting future demand at this school. Several school facilities have been recently
upgraded as a result of bond monies, but facilities have not necessarily been expanded by
SMMUSD to accommodate additional students. The school district has not added much additional
capacity under existing bonds or programs due to previously declining enrollment (Maez 2014).
3.16.3.2 Regulatory Setting, Public Schools
Federal Policies and Regulations
There are no federal policies or regulations that directly apply to local public schools.
State Policies and Regulations
Senate Bill 50 and Proposition 1A School Funding
SB 50, or the Leroy F. Greene School Facilities Act of 1998, provided comprehensive school
facilities financing and reform program by authorizing a $9.2 billion state bond measure and
imposing new limitations on the power of cities and counties to require mitigation of school
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facilities impacts as a condition of approving new development. SB 50 amends Section 17620 of
the Education Code to authorize school districts to levy statutory developer fees at levels that may
be significantly higher than those previously permitted, but also provides new and stricter
standards for school districts to follow when levying fees. School Districts would continue to be
authorized to charge development fees (also known as Level 1 fees) of $1.93 per sf on residential
buildings and $0.31 per sf on commercial or industrial buildings. However, pursuant to
Government Code Sections 65995.5 and 65995.7, SB 50 authorizes school districts to charge
additional Level 2 development fees to match 50 percent of school construction costs of state
funds, and Level 3 development fees to fund 100 percent of school construction costs if state funds
are not available.
Section 65996 of the Government Code, School Mitigation Fee
Section 65996 designates Section 17620 of the Education Code (the mitigation fees authorized by
SB 50) and Section 65970 of the Government Code to be the exclusive method for considering
and mitigating development impacts on school facilities.
Local Policies and Regulations
SMMUSD Developer Fees
In 1992, the SMMUSD prepared a School Facility Fee Report to evaluate the impact of
commercial/industrial and residential development on the facilities needs of the District. Since that
time, subsequent school facility fee studies have been prepared by SMMUSD to evaluate the need
to increase the level of school facility fees assessed on new development within the school district.
The developer fees are currently assessed by SMMUSD on new development at $2.63 per sf of
new residential space and $0.42 per sf of new commercial/industrial space as approved by the State
Allocation Board in 2006.
3.16.3.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Public Schools
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following threshold of significance is based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines.
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan may have a significant adverse impact on schools if:
•

The project would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
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environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service or other performance
objectives for schools.
Methodology
This section analyzed increased student generation due to increased residential units occurring
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Information used to prepare this
section was derived from the through coordination with the SMMUSD. The potential impacts of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on schools are considered in the context
of existing schools and currently pending or planned improvements to such facilities/resources.
Pursuant to SB 50, impacts on schools are considered to be less than significant with payment of
development fees to the SMMUSD, which was established to provide for school facilities
construction, improvements, and expansion.
3.16.3.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Public Schools
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service or other performance objectives for schools?
Impact Description
PS-3

New residential uses occurring under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan are anticipated to generate students, which would
incrementally increase demand for schools; however, pursuant to SB 50, the
payment of developer fees to the SMMUSD would fully mitigate impacts to
less than significant.

The Downtown area is served by the SMMUSD, with students of the Downtown attending
Roosevelt Elementary School, Lincoln Middle School, and Santa Monica High School. Up to
3,024 net new residential units and up to 2,326 net new units under Scenario B could occur by
2030 from land use changes anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. Based on the City’s generation factor of 0.08 school-aged students per household in the
Downtown, 7 the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in
approximately 242 new school aged residents under Scenario A and 186 under Scenario B by

7

This generation factor is based on 213 school-aged students and 2,604 households in the Downtown; these figures
are from the 2010 Census.
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2030. 8 Depending on enrollment trends, the generation of up to 242 new school-aged residents in
Downtown through 2030 may require increased classroom space, new teachers, and additional
equipment at the three schools serving Downtown. Based on the City’s calculations, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could gradually increase the Santa Monica student
population by 2.6 percent under Scenario A and 1.9 percent under Scenario B.
This projected long-term increase in school-aged children in Downtown may be tempered or
reduced by the types of new residential units anticipated to be constructed within the Downtown
and the resultant demographics of Downtown populations. Based on recent 2010 Census data,
approximately 70 percent of Downtown households are single occupant and 30 percent have two
or more occupants with only 5.2 percent having children (refer to Section 3.15, Population,
Housing, and Employment). This current data, which shows low numbers of school-aged children
in Downtown, may be related to an emphasis on the residential unit types that are less conducive
to accommodating families (e.g., studios and one- and two-bedroom multi-family units) than
traditional single-family homes. However, even considering the emphasis on the residential unit
type, development under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is expected to
incrementally increase the demand for classroom space in the SMMUSD, particularly at the three
Downtown-serving schools.
It is expected that new residential uses anticipated under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan has the potential to contribute additional students to Roosevelt Elementary,
Lincoln Middle, and Santa Monica High schools. However, Measure BB funds were recently used
specifically for improvements at Lincoln Middle School which provides education for middle
school students in the Downtown. The Lincoln Middle School Measure BB project included the
installation of four relocatable classrooms, modernization of the former library into four new
classrooms, two science labs, and a shared prep room. Measure BB funds were also used at Santa
Monica High School for the replacement of the Science and Technology building with a more
modernized building housing fifteen science labs equipped with state-of-the-art equipment.
Additionally, at Lincoln Middle School and Santa Monica High School, SMMUSD would
continue to adjust to increased enrollments through increased classroom size, conversion of other
space to classroom uses, increased staffing levels, and use of traveling teachers as needed within
existing campus properties. At Roosevelt Elementary School where the school is currently at
capacity and does not have room for expansion, the SUMMUSD would need to continue to adjust
enrollment through similar means as available, or continue to overflow student to other
neighboring schools. If there are no means for expanding Roosevelt Elementary school and the
8

This calculation conservatively assumes each new housing unit will be occupied (i.e., 1 new housing unit = 1 new
household).
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Downtown student population continues to increase, redrawing district enrollment boundaries may
become necessary.
Related infrastructure improvements would be funded through existing developer fees charged on
new development by the SMMUSD. Based on the current fees, it is expected that development
within Downtown would generate between $6.5 million and $8.7 million for school impact
mitigation under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. 9 Pursuant to
Government Code Section 65995.5, payment of developer fees constitutes full mitigation on
impacts to school. Additionally, developer fees for school improvements would be supplemented
by revenue from existing bond measures, such as Measures BB and ES.
Given the payment of developer fees for school facilities, the availability of bond funds for facility
improvement through Measure BB and ES, and the moderate increases in students within the
Downtown associated with the residential unit types, impacts on school facilities associated with
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
3.16.4 Library Services
3.16.4.1 Environmental Setting, Library Services
Five Santa Monica Public Library (SMPL) locations currently serve the City: the Main Library,
the Montana Avenue Branch, the Fairview Branch, the Ocean Park Branch, and the new 8,690 sf
Pico Branch Library that opened in Spring 2014.
The Downtown is served by the Main Library
located at 601 Santa Monica Boulevard within
the Downtown. This Main Branch Library is a
104,000-sf facility opened to the public in
January, 2006. In addition to an extensive book
catalog, the new Main Library features a large
array of public computer facilities, including 70
public access internet stations in the second floor
Computer Commons and free City Wi-Fi and
meeting facilities, including the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Auditorium. Together, the SMPL served
1,398,714 visitors in 2012, 984,990 (70 percent)

The Santa Monica Main Branch Library, a LEED
Gold facility located in the Downtown, offers a
variety of resources and services, including an
extensive book catalog, public computers, and
meeting facilities.

9

These figures are based on construction of 1,712,000 sf of non-residential commercial space and 3,024,000 sf of
residential space under Scenario A and 895,000 sf commercial space and 2,326,000 sf residential space under
Scenario B, with developer fees of $0.42 per sf for commercial development and $2.63 per sf for residential
development.
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of which were served at the Main Branch location (City of Santa Monica 2013d). The Main Branch
Library additionally provides an onsite café and two meeting room facilities. An underground
public parking structure is accessible from 7th Street between Santa Monica Boulevard and Arizona
Avenue. The structure has 525 parking spaces on three levels (see Section 3.18, Transportation
and Circulation). In 2012, the Main Branch location recorded 1,361,654 checked out items and
answered 304,704 reference and research questions for patrons (City of Santa Monica 2013d).
Possession of a SMPL card is necessary to check out materials, place a hold on items, use the
public Internet stations, check out study rooms, and access the SMPL’s subscription databases.
City residents may obtain a library card for free. In 2013, the City approved a $25 fee for nonresident borrowers to purchase a library card to access the same SMPL materials and services as
residents. This fee is anticipated to generate an annual revenue of $375,000 per year.
In 2009, SMPL staff and facilities were operating with activity at a record high (see chart below).
This spike in activity was likely a result of the economic downturn at that time, which caused an
increase in public use of the resources while having a negative impact on the budget (City of Santa
Monica 2010). As seen in the number of visits to the SMPL, this activity reduced in the following
years. Furthermore, the addition of the new Pico Branch library to the SMPL system is expected
to reduce existing demands for library services at the existing four locations.

Annual Visitors to SMPL (in thousands)
Source: City of Santa Monica 2013d
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3.16.4.2 Regulatory Setting, Library Services
Federal Policies and Regulations
There are no federal policies or regulations that directly apply to libraries.
State Policies and Regulations
There are no state policies or regulations that directly apply to libraries.
Local Policies and Regulations
City of Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element
The following policy in the LUCE relate to libraries:
Policy CE16.4

Continue to improve library facilities, including the planning and
development of a library in the Pico Neighborhood area.

3.16.4.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Library Services
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following threshold of significance is based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines.
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan may have a significant adverse impact on libraries if:
•

The project would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically
altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service or other performance
objectives for libraries.

Methodology
This section (1) evaluates the availability and level of existing library services in the Downtown;
(2) reviews any planned improvements or changes to these services; and (3) analyzes the potential
increases in demand for libraries associated with new residential uses in the Downtown; and (4)
determines the adequacy of existing and planned libraries to meet future demand and whether the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the demand for libraries such
that there would be a need for new or physically altered libraries, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts. Information used to prepare this section was derived from
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the City of Santa Monica Opportunities and Challenges Report (2005), the City Office of Finance
2012-2013 Fiscal Year Budget and Annual Report, and through coordination with the SMPL.
This analysis utilizes the anticipated growth in the Downtown resident population through 2030
as identified in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment (refer to Table 3.15-2) to
assess potential increased residential demand for library services. In general, commercial uses do
not typically generate a demand for library services given the transitory nature of employees,
tourists, and retail/restaurant patrons. Therefore, the analysis of impacts on library services
primarily addresses the demand generated by future residential growth in the Downtown.
The potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on libraries are
considered in the context of existing libraries and currently pending or planned improvements to
such facilities/resources. Within this context, impacts on libraries are considered potentially
significant if the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan has the potential to increase
demand for libraries such that there would be a need for new or physically altered libraries
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts.
3.16.4.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Library Services
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service or other performance objectives for libraries?
Impact Description
PS-4

New residential population anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would incrementally the increase
demand for libraries; however, due to the growing use of electronic resources
as well as the recent completion of the Pico Branch library, this impact would
be less than significant.

The Downtown area is largely served by the Main Library, located in the Downtown area at 601
Santa Monica Boulevard. This 104,000-sf library served 984,990 (70 percent) of the 1,398,714
visitors to the SMPL system in 2012. Based on the projected increase in residential population
associated with the proposed project, the Downtown Main Branch could expect an increased use
of up to 4,173 residential users under Scenario A and 3,210 residential users under Scenario B.
Additional visitors would also be served by SMPL’s three other locations: the Montana Avenue
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Branch, the Fairview Branch, and the Ocean Park Branch. Additionally, a new 8,690-sf Pico
Branch library at Virginia Avenue Park was recently completed.
Due to the growing use of electronic resources, library service standards (e.g., a certain number of
volumes per thousand residents) are no longer appropriate when assessing the needs of a municipal
library. Therefore, new residential uses in the Downtown area do not immediately equate to an
increase in total volumes or sf of library space and new residents are anticipated to only
incrementally increase demand for library services and facilities. Although library use would be
expected to incrementally increase under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
due to resident population growth, the recent expansion of the Downtown library and the recent
addition of a Pico neighborhood branch would help absorb the increased demand and prepare the
system for future demand under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As a
result, impacts to library services associated with implementation of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
3.16.5 Parks and Recreation
3.16.5.1 Environmental Setting, Parks and Recreation
The City of Santa Monica Community and Cultural
Services Department (CCSD) is responsible for
overseeing park planning and programming and
staffing the Recreational and Parks Commission. In
addition to the Santa Monica State Beach along the
entire western edge of Santa Monica, the City
provides numerous recreation and park facilities,
including those at public schools, at which access is
provided under a Master Facilities Agreement
between the City and the SMMUSD. The City of
Santa Monica Public Works Department (PWD) is
responsible for providing park maintenance for City’s
26 parks and approximately 141 acres of park space,
medians, City facilities, and the Civic Center
complex. Of this total amount, 125 acres of park
Palisades Park located on the western border
space is maintained as formal open space and of the Downtown provides improved walking
landscaping, other passive recreational
recreational facilities for the City’s population, which paths,
amenities, and scenic views.
means approximately 1.37 acres of parks for every
1,000 residents in the City (City of Santa Monica 2010); these figures do not include the new Civic
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Center Parks. The PWD also maintains the City’s urban forest, which has an inventory of over
32,000 street and park trees, including approximately 1,500 trees within the Downtown area (refer
to Section 3.5, Biological Resources).
Parks and Open Space
Three major City parks border the Downtown District. The historic and popular Palisades Park
provides approximately 26.4 acres of passive green space offering ocean views along the western
edge of Downtown. At the northeastern edge of Downtown is Reed Park with active recreational
facilities including tennis courts (see Table 3.16-6 and Figure 3.16-1). Immediately south of
Downtown, within the Civic Center, the recently completed Tongva and Ken Genser Square Parks
provide approximately 7.0 acres of green open space with walkways, seating areas, ocean lookout platforms, picnic tables, and a children’s play area. The Colorado Esplanade project planned
for completion in 2015-2016 will provide additional public open space and seating areas along
Colorado Avenue between the Expo LRT Downtown Station and Ocean Avenue. The Colorado
Esplanade project will also enhance connectivity between Downtown and the Santa Monica Pier,
Palisades Park, Civic Center Parks and the City’s beaches.
Downtown Plazas and Other Open Space
Within Downtown Santa Monica itself, open space is more characterized by plazas and other
hardscaped places, most notably including the Third Street Promenade/Santa Monica Place. A
smaller but highly utilized public space in the eastern section of Downtown is the Main Library
courtyard, which provides an inner courtyard with seating areas and a café. The corner of 4th Street
and Colorado Avenue in the Downtown also hosts a seasonal ice-skating rink. Additionally, the
Transit Plaza at the Downtown Station , which is currently under construction, will provides a new
open space area that will has become an important meeting place and waiting area for transit riders.
Regional Parks and Recreation Areas
The Downtown is a destination for many local and visitors due, in part, to nearby Santa Monica
Pier and Santa Monica State Beach. The Santa Monica Pier is an internationally recognizable
landmark which attracts over 4 million visitors annually. Santa Monica State Beach consists of
245 acres of coastline. The sandy beach includes volleyball courts, concession stands, restrooms
and showers, adjacent playgrounds, picnic and barbeque areas, the Annenberg Community Beach
House (a publicly accessible beach club), and parking.
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Table 3.16-6 Existing City of Santa Monica Parks and Open Space within 0.25 Mile of
Downtown
Name
Palisades Park

Acres
26.4 acres

Reed Park

5.3 acres

Chess Park

0.29 acres

Crescent Bay Park

2.27 acres

Civic Center Parks

7 acres

SUBTOTAL
Pending Colorado
Esplanade

41.26 acres
0.3 miles

SUBTOTAL
TOTAL

6.3 acres
41.56 acres

Facilities and Services
1450 Ocean Craft Center Beacon Overlook
Benches
Pergola
Pétanque Courts
Picnic areas
Restrooms
Rose garden
Totem Pole
Visitors Center Kiosk
A City of Santa Monica Landmark
Miles Memorial Playhouse
2 basketball courts
1 fenced children's playground
6 tennis courts with lights
public restrooms
Free wi-fi
Multipurpose Room (90 person capacity)
14 large tables with 4 chess boards per table
10 small tables with 1 chess board per table
Large chess board with large chess pieces
Two picnic lawns
Gazebo (upper level)
Grass lawn with benches and ocean view (upper level)
Pergola (lower level)
Grass area (lower level)
Beach parking lot (fee)
Two public park spaces:
Tongva Park, 6-acres, and Ken Genser Square, 1-acre,
completed in 2013.
Connection of the Downtown Santa Monica Light Rail Station
to Ocean Avenue, the Pier, and Civic Center Parks.
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities
Landscaping and Public art
Anticipated to be completed in 2016

School Facilities with Joint-Use Agreements
When not being used by SMMUSD, some recreation facilities at the public schools are open to the
public, under a Master Facilities Agreement between the City and the SMMUSD.
School facilities are operated and maintained by the SMMUSD. The City, local nonprofit groups,
and community members sponsor programs for Santa Monica residents at school sites after school,
on weekdays, and on weekends. The Community and Cultural Services Department provides the
general public access to recreational facilities at six elementary schools in the City on the weekends
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year-round and on weekdays during school breaks through the Playground Partnership Project.
Facilities accessed include play fields, play structures, exercise paths, handball courts, basketball
courts, general-purpose hardscape, restrooms, and parking lots. The City operates the Childcare,
Recreation, Enrichment, and Sports Together (CREST) afterschool program at seven elementary
schools offering childcare, recreation, enrichment, and sports to participants. The CREST program
at each site uses one classroom, access to school computers, libraries, and a secondary space for
homework activities, as well as the playground and grass areas. The Playground Access program
at these school sites provides unstructured recreational play afterschool on the school playgrounds
to youths who register.
Within 0.25 mile of the Downtown, Santa Monica High School is utilized for several City sports
programs. For example, the play field and track are used from late February to mid-June on
Saturdays from 10:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M. by Westside Special Olympics (WSO), and the
swimming pool and changing room are used from late February to mid-June on Saturdays from
8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. The tennis courts are used year-round on Saturdays, Sundays, and school
breaks from 8:00 A.M. until dusk for drop-in play by the general public, private, and semi-private
permitted lessons and for City tennis camps. The south gymnasium is used year-round on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M. for Santa Monica’s adult sports leagues. WSO Track
& Field equipment is stored in the Santa Monica High School track garage from late February
through mid-June, and visitors use the parking lots near the tennis courts and Barnum Hall as well
as the upper lot near the Technology Building.
3.16.5.2 Regulatory Setting, Parks and Recreation
Federal Policies and Regulations
There are no federal policies or regulations that directly apply to parks.
State Policies and Regulations
Quimby Act 1975 (California Government Code §66477)
The Quimby Act authorizes cities and counties to pass ordinances requiring that developers set
aside land, donate conservation easements, or pay fees for park improvements. The Quimby Act
specifies that parkland dedications may not exceed 3 acres of parkland per 1,000 persons residing
within a subdivision, unless the amount of existing neighborhood and community park area
exceeds that limit, in which case the City may adopt a higher standard not to exceed 5 acres per
1,000 residents. The Act also specifies acceptable uses and expenditures of such funds.
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Local Policies and Regulations
Santa Monica General Plan Open Space Element: The Open Space Element identifies specific
policies associated with recreation and parks. The policies applicable to the proposed project are
stated below:
Policy 1.1

Preserve existing public open space.

Policy 1.3

Acquire and develop new public open space throughout the City, giving
priority to accessible locations within the geographic heart of the
community.

Policy 1.4

Provide opportunities for the enjoyment of open space within every Santa
Monica neighborhood.

Policy 1.5

Expand public gathering places within the City.

Policy 2.4

Encourage open space and recreational use of alleys and street ends.

Policy 2.5

Transform surface parking lots.

Policy 4.2

Utilize streets to form open space linkages within the City.

Policy 9.1

Increase physical access to parks and open spaces, in particular for youth
and persons with disabilities.

Policy 9.2

Increase the visibility of the parks.

Policy 9.4

Protect solar access in public space.

Policy 10.3

Provide open space venues for small, informal cultural events.

Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use and
transportation decisions in the City through 2030. The LUCE identifies specific policies that
address recreation and parks, which are stated below:
Policy LU4.6 Open Space. Provide open space and green connections near residences that
are part of an expanding and comprehensive system of passive and active
open space and complete street design emphasizing interconnectivity,
recreation, and gathering spaces.
Policy LU17.1 New Facilities. Encourage new ground-level open space including, but not
limited to landscaped areas, gathering spaces and play areas in new
development.
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Policy LU17.2 Active Streets for Living. Utilize streets as the largest and most universally
accessible public spaces in the community by improving them with
landscaping (particularly shade trees) pedestrian facilities and other
enhancements that promote active recreation and creates a system of green
connections throughout the City.
Policy LU17.5 Access for All Residents. Encourage access to open space for all residents
through expansion of the larger open space system with the ultimate goal of
providing open and recreational spaces within a 0.25-mile radius of all
residences in the City.
Policy LU19.3 Streets as Open Space. As streets are the City’s most extensive open space
network, seek opportunities to expand the use of streets, alleys and other
public rights-of-way for open space, passive recreational use, and
landscaping.
Policy D20.3 Provide active recreation, gathering places and passive open space in the
form of new parks, plazas and ground-level landscaped open spaces.
Policy CE1.1 Incentivize or require new development above the base throughout the City
and particularly in activity centers along the boulevards and near the new
transit stations, to include outdoor gathering places such as plazas, paseos
and outdoor dining areas.
Policy CE1.2 Consider the use of City-owned lands and acquired additional properties to
create new parkland throughout the City, exploring possible code
modifications if necessary. Specific opportunities for additional parks, open
spaces, and green streets [in the Downtown District] include:


Decking over the I-10 Freeway and using a significant portion of the
reclaimed land as parks and open space, with a focus on segments
between 4th Street and Ocean Avenue in the Downtown and Civic
Center Districts, and between 14th Street and 17th Street in the Memorial
Park Activity Center Overlay.

Policy CE1.7 Strive for a geographic distribution of parks, open spaces and recreational
facilities throughout the City such that most resident are within walking
distance of a park or recreational area.
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Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC)
The City of Santa Monica does not impose a Quimby Act fee. Rather, the City has established a
Park and Recreation Facilities tax and imposes an in-lieu fee on office development, which is
deposited into a Parks Mitigation Fund (described below).
SMMC Chapter 4.55 is the Park Maintenance Code, and it authorizes the Department of
Community and Cultural Services to regulate parks within the City. In addition, Chapter 6.80
requires project developers to pay a Park and Recreation Facilities tax for each new dwelling unit
constructed in the City. All revenues collected from this tax are deposited into a Park and
Recreation Facilities Fund to be used solely for the acquisition, improvement and expansion of
public park, playground and/or recreation facilities.
Part 9.04.10.12 requires office development in excess of 15,000 sf of new construction or 10,000
sf of additions to existing development, to pay an in-lieu fee to the City. A minimum of 45 percent
of the in-lieu fee is deposited into a Parks Mitigation Fund to be used for the acquisition and
development of new parks or for significant capital improvements which increase the recreational
opportunities of existing parks. The fee requirement may also be satisfied by providing low and
moderate income housing or developing new park space, on or off of the Project site, if mutually
agreed upon by the developer and the City.
Currently, the City is preparing a proposed open space impact fee, which would provide significant
additional resources for park development throughout the City if adopted by the City Council.
The City Council adopted a new Parks and Recreation Development Impact Fee Program on
October 14, 2014, which has been codified as SMMC Chapter 9.67, which requires new projects
to pay a parks and recreations development impact fee. Projects that comply with Chapter 9.67 are
not required to pay the Parks and Recreation Facilities Tax required by SMMC Chapter 6.80 or
the Housing and Parks in-lieu fee (1988 Zoning Ordinance Part 9.04.10.12).
3.16.5.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Parks and Recreation
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following threshold of significance is based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines.
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan may have a significant adverse impact on parks and recreation services if:
•
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environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, or other performance
objectives for parks.
•

The project would increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur
or be accelerated.

•

The project would include recreational facilities, or require the construction or expansion
of recreational facilities, which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment.

Methodology
This section utilizes data from the City of Santa Monica Opportunities and Challenges Report
(2005), the City Office of Finance 2012-2013 Fiscal Year Budget and Annual Report, and through
coordination with the Community and Cultural Services Department. Based on these resources,
the methodology used in this assessment (1) evaluates the availability of parks and recreational
facilities in the Downtown; (2) reviews any planned improvements or changes to these services;
(3) analyzes increases in demand for parks that would generate the need for new and expanded
park facilities that could not be accommodated by the open space as required by the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s policies and standards; and (4) determines whether the
construction of such open space would cause significant environmental impacts.
Impacts to parks associated with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are
addressed programmatically for both Scenario A and Scenario B as identified in Section 2.0,
Project Description. Due to Downtown’s role as an employment, retail, and entertainment center,
this EIR analyzed increased demand on parks and recreational facilities from both residential
populations and non-residential/visitor (e.g., daytime, weekend and summer) populations. This
analysis utilizes the anticipated change in the Downtown resident population by 2030, as identified
in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment (refer to Table 3.15-2) to assess increased
park usage. Increases in non-resident/ visitor populations are more difficult to quantify, and as
such, are assessed more programmatically. For example, while the number of new employees or
overnight hotel visitors can be estimated, quantifying visitors and tourists are more difficult as
these numbers fluctuate greatly based on economic conditions, time of year (e.g., summer vs.
winter), day of the week, and time of day.
The potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on parks are
considered in the context of existing parks and recreational facilities and currently pending or
planned improvements to such facilities/resources as well as the standards and policies of the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that would expand open space.
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3.16.5.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures, Parks and Recreation
The project would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, or need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts,
in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, or other performance objectives for parks.
Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks or other
recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the facility would occur or be
accelerated?
Impact Description
PS-5

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is
anticipated to incrementally increase the use of existing neighborhood and
regional parks, but would not cause the acceleration of substantial physical
deterioration of these facilities. This impact is less than significant.

New residential, commercial and entertainment uses occurring under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan are anticipated to increase the Downtown residential population by
4,173 residents under Scenario A or 3,210 residents under Scenario B, along with increased
daytime populations and visitation on weekends and during summer months. This projected
increase in the residential and non-residential/visitor population in the Downtown area is
anticipated to result in increased demand for parks and open space. Residents of and visitors to
Downtown would be expected to increase visitation to the nearby and popular Palisades Park, and
newly constructed Tongva Park, Ken Genser Square and Reed Park. In particular, historic
Palisades Park which runs along the entire west edge of Downtown and provides scenic heavily
used ocean view walking paths and seating/ picnic areas along the bluffs above Santa Monica State
Beach Park is anticipated to experience increased visitation form residents and visitors. Reed Park
and its active recreational facilities may also receive increased visitation, particularly from young
adults and children.
The City is working towards the development of new parks, open spaces, and recreational facilities
including the recent completion of Tongva Park, the Buffer Park, the Colorado Esplanade, and
future expansion of Memorial Park. Longer range plans for open space near the Downtown include
the pending development of the Colorado Esplanade. LUCE policies and regular budgeting also
address maintenance of existing park and recreational facilities to ensure that the deterioration of
existing recreational opportunities does not occur.
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Consistent with the LUCE, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes
policies and strategies for expanding the Downtown’s network of open space, gathering areas, and
pocket parks, courtyard and parklet-style urban open spaces both within public right of way and
on private properties to accommodate the demand for parks and recreational facilities (refer to
Section 2.0, Project Description). These policies and strategies would require that new
development in the Downtown provide between 15 and 30 percent of onsite open space, depending
on the size of the subject parcel. Additionally, it is anticipated that redevelopment of the
Established Large Sites and Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites would result in the provision of
significant public open space as a community benefit. New open spaces would connect with the
existing network of open space. Key streets such as Wilshire Boulevard, 4th Street, Colorado
Avenue, and Ocean Avenue would be enhanced with streetscape improvements to connect
Downtown with the significant open spaces outside the Downtown boundaries. Considering open
space is a vital part of the residential and visitor experience, the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan sets a standard of providing outdoor open space within a 2.5 minute walk
from where residents live.
The Open Space strategy of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan works on
multiple levels to integrate new and existing open spaces for a cohesive and inclusive open space
network. Specifically, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would:
•

Introduce new publically accessible open spaces between 4th Street and Lincoln Boulevard,
where the largest proportion of residential uses are, ensuring that every Downtown location
is not further than 0.125 mile to a public open space;

•

Link the Pier to the Expo LRT Downtown Station, Civic Center and Downtown through
the Colorado Esplanade, Tongva Park, and increased building setbacks on the east side of
Ocean Avenue, between Colorado Avenue and Broadway;

•

Provide a mechanism to improve private open spaces through a Privately Owned Public
Spaces (POPS) Improvement Program which allows owners of underutilized plazas in the
downtown the ability to add limited ground floor retail space up to 1,500 sf that is not
included in Floor Area Ratio (FAR) calculations;

•

Connect Palisades Park to the northern end of the Third Street Promenade through an
increased building setbacks along the south side of Wilshire Boulevard;

•

Improve access from Colorado Avenue and the Pier along Ocean Avenue by increasing
building setbacks on the east side of the street between Broadway and Colorado Avenue;
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•

Provide guidelines for development of parklets which convert underutilized, curb-adjacent
space to publically accessible open spaces; and

•

Guide locations for improved landscaping.

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would provide a fully
connected, open space network that would ensure that all those who live, work, and visit
Downtown would be within a 2.5-minute walk or less to open space. Therefore, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not result in substantial deterioration of these
facilities or service levels and this impact would be less than significant.
Would the project include recreational facilities, or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities, which might have an adverse physical effect on the environment?
Impact Description
PS-6

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not result in the construction or expansion of recreational facilities that
might have an adverse physical effect on the environment. Therefore, impacts
would be less than significant.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan promotes a complete open space network
(see above and refer to Section 2.0, Project Description). The long-term impact of adding a new
park, paseo, courtyard, or other open space area would be to expand the City’s inventory of
recreational facilities and provide new recreational opportunities to meet existing and future needs.
These spaces are accounted for in the overall impact analysis where appropriate in this EIR. In
addition, individual projects with open space anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be subject to environmental review by the City and would
be required to mitigate environmental impacts as appropriate. Therefore, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not have an adverse physical effect on the environment and
impacts would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Public services within the City of Santa Monica are primarily provided by the City of Santa
Monica, supplemented by interagency mutual aid agreements for fire and police protection
services; ancillary services are provided by County of Los Angeles (e.g., beach life guards). For
schools, the SMMUSD provides shared school services within portions of the City of Malibu,
although limited residential growth in that community limits its contribution to increased
enrollment demand. As such, cumulative impacts to public services are largely related to citywide
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population growth. Please refer to Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment for a
detailed growth forecast.
In addition to resident population growth, new employment, commercial, hotel and entertainment
uses would increase daytime populations and visitation with associated demand for public services.
Planned and pending development in the City and in Downtown includes multiple mixed-use
commercial and residential projects, several approved and pending hotels, and the recently
construction ofconstructed the Expo LRT and Downtown Station. Much of this development is
within the Downtown area and are therefore included in the population estimates above; however,
projects outside of Downtown are also expected to expand residential space and contribute to
additional population increases in the City, thereby increasing demand for the City’s public
services.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, in conjunction with cumulative land use
changes in the City and associated population growth would incrementally increase overall
demand for public services including fire protection, police protection, schools, libraries, and parks
through the year 2030. As discussed below, this increased demand would not generate physical
impacts to the environment. Rather, the cumulative increased demand for public services is fully
attributable to the growth planned as part of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan and evaluated in this EIR. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
contribution to potential cumulative impacts to public services is described below.
Fire Protection
New land uses in the Downtown would contribute to cumulative citywide population growth
through the year 2030 and associated increases in demand for fire protection services provided by
the SMFD from the four existing fire stations. As future land use changes in the City would be
concentrated in the Downtown, the majority of the increased demand for SMFD services would
be for services from Fire Station No. 1, with support from Fire Station No. 2 as described above
and backup from other stations. Because much of the citywide growth is anticipated to occur in
the Downtown, increased demand for fire protection services from other areas of the City would
be incremental (e.g., more services calls), and would not result in the need for new or expanded
fire protection facilities. 10 The SMFD is funded through general fund revenues generated by
property, sales and transient occupancy taxes, all of which are expected to increase in proportion
to new development within the City, particularly within Downtown. Such increased revenues

10

Maintenance of the existing ratio of firefighters to residents for growth projected under Scenario A (i.e., up to
4,173 new permanent residents in Downtown) could require the hiring an up to an additional five SMFD firefighters
by 2030.
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would be available to hire additional fire fighters if needed and purchase equipment to maintain or
improve SMFD service levels over time to meet changing demands. When combined with existing
City fire department staffing and equipment reviews, the SMMC Fire Code and recommended
MM PS-1 would ensure that the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
cause a cumulatively contribute to cumulative impacts to fire protection services; cumulative
impacts would be less than significant.
Police Protection
New land uses in the Downtown would to contribute to cumulative citywide population growth
through 2030 and associated increases in demand for police protection provided by the SMPD.
Overall growth is anticipated to cause an increase in demand for police services, such as increases
in annual Part I calls. Because much of the citywide growth is anticipated to occur in the
Downtown, increased demand for police protection services from other areas of the City would be
incremental (e.g., more services calls), would not result in the need for new or expanded police
protection facilities, and should not affect basic response times. As analyzed above, because of its
roles as a residential, employment, and visitor-serving center, growth in the Downtown
disproportionately represents the majority of the SMPD calls received in the City. Future land use
changes in the Downtown and the other areas of the City would result in an increase in the demand
for police services, resulting in the need for additional staffing and other resources. The SMPD is
funded through general fund revenues and pier fund revenues generated by property, sales and
transient occupancy taxes, all of which are expected to increase with new development. When
combined with existing City review of police staffing and equipment requirements, the SMMC
Crime Prevention Code and recommended MM PS-2 would ensure that the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not cause a cumulatively contribute to cumulative impacts to police
protection services; cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Schools
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would potentially contribute up to approximately 242 new school aged residents under
Scenario A and 186 under Scenario B citywide by 2030. Enrollment is currently projected to
increase to 12,098 students in the SMMUSD in 2023 (Washington 2014). Thus, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and other projected growth in the City would contribute
incrementally to increased enrollment within the SMMUSD, especially at Roosevelt Elementary
School, Lincoln Middle School, and Santa Monica High School which serve the Downtown. To
meet increased enrollment at Lincoln Middle School and Santa Monica High School, SMMUSD
has many options, such as providing additional classroom space using portable facilities, adjusting
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classroom size, increasing staffing levels, and using traveling teachers within existing campus
properties to accommodate fluctuating student enrollment. Such improvements would be funded
in part through existing developer fees charged by SMMUSD on new development supplemented
by revenue from existing bond measures. Given the payment of developer fees for school facilities
(which constitutes full mitigation pursuant to SB 50) and the availability of bond funds through
Measure ES for facility improvement, cumulative impacts on secondary school facilities would be
less than significant. Projected future growth may require adjustment of enrollment boundaries for
Roosevelt Elementary School. Given these existing programs, the direction of SB 50 and the
ability to adjust enrollment boundaries, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Library Services
Land use changes under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would contribute
to cumulative citywide residential population growth through the year 2030 and associated
increases in demand for library services citywide, including those provided by the Downtown
Main Library as well as the Montana Avenue Branch, the Fairview Branch, the Ocean Park Branch,
and the Pico Branch libraries. The addition of the recently opened Pico Branch to the SMPL system
has reduced some demand for library services at the other four locations. Although library use
would be expected to incrementally increase under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, which would cumulatively increase citywide demand for library services,
the recent expansion of the Downtown Main Library and the addition of the Pico Branch library
would help absorb the increased demand from future proposed development in the City. As a
result, impacts to library services associated with implementation of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
Parks and Recreation
Land use changes occurring under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
contribute to cumulative citywide residential population growth through the year 2030 and
associated increases in demand for parks and recreational facilities citywide. As previously stated,
the City is working towards the development of new parks, open spaces, and recreational facilities
including the recent completion of Tongva Park, the Buffer Park, and the expansion of Memorial
Park. Longer range plans for open space near the Downtown include the pending development of
the Colorado Esplanade. LUCE policies and annual budgeting also address maintenance of
existing park and recreational facilities to ensure that the deterioration of existing recreational
opportunities does not occur.
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Consistent with the LUCE, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes
strategies and standards for expanding the Downtown’s network of open space, including
gathering areas, courtyards and parklet-style urban open spaces both within public right of way
and on private properties to accommodate the demand for parks and recreational facilities (refer
to Section 2.0, Project Description). Additionally, it is anticipated that redevelopment of the
Established Large Sites and GMP sites would result in the provision of significant public open
space as a community benefit. New open spaces would connect with the existing network of open
space. Key streets such as Wilshire Boulevard, Santa Monica Boulevard, Colorado Avenue, and
Ocean Avenue would be enhanced with streetscape improvements to connect Downtown with the
significant open spaces outside the Downtown boundaries. Considering open space is a vital part
of the residential and visitor experience, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
sets a standard of providing outdoor open space within a 2.5-minute walk from where residents
live.
City Park maintenance is funded through general fund revenues generated by property, sales and
transient occupancy taxes, all of which are expected to increase in proportion commercial and
hotel development within the Downtown. Such increased revenues would be available to maintain
and improve parks and service levels over time to meet changing demands.
Based on the above, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not contribute
to significant cumulative impacts related to parks and recreational facilities. Therefore the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not result in substantial deterioration
of these facilities or service levels and this impact is less than significant.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION
3.17

UTILITIES

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan calls for the proactive management of the
City’s utilities infrastructure system. The goals, policies, and actions of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan are designed to achieve the City’s overarching sustainability
objectives such as water self-sufficiency, zero waste, and net zero energy consumption while
identifying upgrades including capital improvement projects that are necessary to adequately meet
future demands and needs.
This section describes existing and planned utilities serving the Downtown, and analyzes the
potential impacts that could result from the adoption and implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The utilities that that are analyzed in this section
include water, wastewater (sewer), solid waste, and energy. The analysis was prepared, in part,
based on information obtained from utility service providers. The Downtown is currently served
by the following utilities listed in Table 3.17-1.
Table 3.17-1

Utilities Serving Downtown Santa Monica

Utility
Water Infrastructure/Supply
Wastewater (Sewer) Infrastructure
Solid Waste
Electric
Natural Gas

Service Provider
City of Santa Monica Public Works Department
City of Santa Monica Public Works Department
Los Angeles County Public Works
Southern California Edison (SoCal Edison)
Southern California Gas Company (SoCal Gas)

The City’s Public Works Department is anticipating developing a hydraulic model that will enable
the City to better assess the existing capacity of the water and wastewater systems and the ability
of these systems to accommodate future demand. However, the timeline for completion of this
ongoing modeling effort is unknown at this time. In the absence of this hydraulic model, an
assessment of the water and wastewater infrastructure system based on existing available planning
data, including a planning-level Civil Engineering Study prepared by KPFF (2014), a flow
monitoring study that included 25 key locations within the City’s collection system (V&A
Consulting Engineers, Inc. 2015; see Appendix D) and review and analysis by an Amec Foster
Wheeler public utilities engineer. This assessment provides a planning-level review of existing
infrastructure capacity serving the Downtown area, including conveyance systems (e.g., water and
sewer lines), supporting facilities (e.g., sewage pump stations or electric substation), and treatment
and disposal facilities (e.g., water wells and pumps, storage tanks, wastewater treatment plants,
etc.), and an estimation of future water demand and wastewater generation from the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. For specific information regarding water quality and
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storm drain infrastructure, please refer to Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality, and for
hazardous materials management, please refer to Section 3.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials.
3.17.1 Water Infrastructure and Supply
3.17.1.1 Environmental Setting, Water Infrastructure and Supply
Water Distribution System
The City of Santa Monica Water Resources Division is a retail water agency providing water
service throughout the City, including single- and multi-family residential, commercial, and
industrial customers, and landscape and fire protection supply. The City distributes water to
approximately 18,000 customer accounts through a 250-mile network of water lines ranging from
4 to 36 inches in diameter. These 18,000 customer accounts include approximately 92,987
residents and a widely fluctuating daytime population of employees, tourists, and visitors. 1
Increased daytime population is especially relevant to the Downtown given its mix of attractor
land uses, including Downtown commercial, residential, visitor-serving, and recreational land
uses.
According to the City’s GIS database for water lines and the planning-level Civil Engineering
Study performed for the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan by KPFF in 2014 (see
Appendix D), the Downtown is served by 153 active water line segments, totaling 66,399 linear
feet (12.6 miles) generally ranging from 6 to 16 inches in diameter (KPFF 2014). 2 Water lines
within the Downtown follow the grid-pattern within existing streets and alleys, with a pressure
regulator located at Wilshire Boulevard and 7th Street (KPFF 2014). The water distribution system
within Downtown consists of eight static pressure zones that generally provide sufficient water
pressure to customers at above 50 pounds per square inch (psi). However, fluctuating static water
pressure of 35 and 65 psi exists within the 12- to 16-inch water mains beneath Wilshire Boulevard.
Water pressure within the Wilshire Boulevard water mains is generally low compared to other
pressure zones in Downtown, which consistently provide approximately 65 psi, but the Wilshire
Boulevard line currently operates at sufficient pressure to serve existing uses (KPFF 2014).

1

According to the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2014 1-year estimates from the American Community Survey, the
population of Santa Monica is 92,987 residents (refer to Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment).

2

City GIS data also identifies a small section of 20 inch lines entering the Downtown and two 4-inch lines that flow
out to the middle of blocks rather than through the project area.
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The age of individual water lines in the Downtown vary because upgrades to portions of the water
distribution system occur incrementally. The City upgrades the water lines as the lines age or as a
part of new development. The water distribution lines serving the Third Street Promenade are
spaced closer together than the rest of the system, running down every half block rather than every
block. The City recently upgraded/relocated the 12-inch water mains that run along Colorado
Avenue during the construction for the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT), which was
completed in May 2016. These upgraded lines are intended to better serve this corridor and to
improve water flow in Downtown. The City also upgraded the 8-inch water main on 3rd Court
alley, between Wilshire Boulevard to Broadway (Arden 2014). These new lines are expected to
have a 50-year lifespan, and the City does not anticipate upgrading or replacing them any time
within the next 20 to 50 years (Arden 2014).
Existing Water Supply
The City water supply consists of local groundwater, imported water from Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California (MWD), and urban treated runoff water from the Santa Monica
Urban Runoff Recycling Facility (SMURRF). The City’s primary sources of water supply include
groundwater drawn from the Santa Monica Groundwater Basin (SMGB) and regional water
supplies provided by the MWD. The percentage allocation of water supplies from these two
sources has varied substantially from 1996 to 2011 due to past SMGB groundwater contamination
issues, which have periodically caused a decrease in production of groundwater and an increased
reliance on regional water supplies. During this time, cleanup of groundwater resources decreased
production of groundwater and increased reliance on regional water supplies, which supplied
approximately 85 percent of the City’s water prior to 2011. However, due to the completion of
Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether (MtBE) remediation efforts in February of 2011, the City has been
able to bring the five wells within the Charnock sub-basin of the SMGB back online (see
groundwater discussion below) and increase groundwater production (City of Santa Monica 2014).
During 2014, the City’s water supply totaled approximately 14,986 acre-feet (AF), which was
comprised of 59 percent groundwater (8,878 AF), 34 percent imported from the MWD (5,107 AF),
and 7 percent of treated urban runoff water (1,000 AF) (Cardenas 2015; O’Cain 2015). These
sources of water supply are further described below.
Groundwater
The Downtown overlies a portion of the 50.2-square mile SMGB, which covers western Los
Angeles County including the cities of Santa Monica, Culver City, Beverly Hills, and western Los
Angeles. The SMGB is bounded by impermeable rocks of the Santa Monica Mountains to the
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north, the Ballona Escarpment (Bluffs) to the south, the Newport-Inglewood fault to the East, and
the Pacific Ocean to the West. Extensive faulting within the SMGB separates it into five subbasins. Groundwater in the SMGB is replenished by percolation from rainfall and by surface runoff
from the Santa Monica Mountains. The SMGB has a maximum storage capacity of 1.1 million
AF, and an average yield based upon estimated inflows and outflows between 1971 and 2000 was
about 7,500 AFY (City of Santa Monica 2010a). Based on a recent study conducted by the
Department of Water Resources, the SMGB does not currently experience overdraft conditions
(California Department of Water Resources 2015).
The City currently operates 10 wells in
the three sub-basins (i.e., Charnock,
Arcadia, and Olympic) of the SMGB.
The City’s wells have a combined
pumping capacity of approximately
10,632 gallons per minute (gpm) (City of
Santa Monica 2014); however, due to the
close proximity of these wells within the
sub-basins, they cannot be pumped at
full capacity simultaneously. As such,
The Santa Monica Water Treatment Plant pumps and treats
the practical pumping maximum is groundwater drawn from the SMGB.
approximately 7,680 gpm, which
amounts to 9,000 acre feet per year (AFY) (City of Santa Monica 2014). See Section 3.11,
Hydrology and Water Quality, for more information on the City’s groundwater supply, including
available storage, well locations, depths, and flow rates.
The Santa Monica Water Treatment Plant located at 1228 S. Bundy Drive in the City of Los
Angeles is designed to treat water from all of the City’s three well fields to drinking water quality
standards prior to distributing it to residents. The Santa Monica Water Treatment Plant currently
treats approximately 65 percent of the water used by Santa Monica with the potential of treating
70 percent of the water supplied to the City (City of Santa Monica 2015a).
Imported Water
The MWD was formed in 1928 to supplement water supplies of its local governments (including
the City, as a founding member agency) with imported water and, beginning in 1972, from the
Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta (Delta) via the State Water Project (SWP)’s California
Aqueduct and from the Colorado River via the Colorado River Aqueduct.
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The SWP is a water storage and delivery system of reservoirs, aqueducts, power plants, and
pumping plants. The SWP is owned by the State of California and operated by the California
Department of Water Resources. SWP transports water from the Feather River stored in and
released from Orville Dam as well as unregulated flows diverted directly from the San Francisco
Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta (Delta) south via the California Aqueduct to four
delivery points near the northern and eastern boundaries of MWD’s service area. The total length
of the California Aqueduct is approximately 444 miles.
The Colorado River Aqueduct, which is owned and operated by MWD, transports water from the
Colorado River approximately 242 miles to its terminus at Lake Mathews in Riverside County.
From there, MWD pumps the water into its feeder pipeline distribution system for delivery to its
member agencies throughout Southern California.
As a wholesale agency, MWD pipelines and facilities treat and transport water from the SWP and
the Colorado River Aqueduct to contracted water purveyors. Today, the MWD serves more than
94 unincorporated communities and 145 cities, including Santa Monica. The City contracts with
MWD for a Tier 1 (base) allocation of 11,515 AFY, as necessary. Annual purchases above Tier 1
allocation are subject to Tier 2 pricing and there is less availability and reliability of Tier 2 water
in periods of drought.
Imported water from the MWD is treated
prior to delivery to the City. MWD
operates and maintains five water
treatment facilities, two of which serve
the City: the Robert B. Diemer (Diemer)
Treatment Plant in Yorba Linda and the
Joseph Jensen (Jensen) Treatment Plant
at the northwest end of San Fernando
Valley. MWD treats imported water at
these water treatment plants prior to
City of Santa Monica has an allocation of 11,515 AFY of
transmission and distribution to the City. The
water deliveries from MWD which consists of supply sources
These plants have a combined capacity from the SWP and the Colorado River.
of up to 1,270 million gallons per day
(mgd), while Santa Monica’s allocation of 11,515 AFY amounts to 10.3 mgd, less than one percent
of the treatment capacity of these plants.
The City’s imported water supply is delivered through two 24-inch connections to MWD: SM-1
and SM-2. SM-1 has a capacity to supply 30 cubic feet per second (cfs) and feeds the Arcadia
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Water Treatment Facility, and SM-2 has a 25 cfs capacity and feeds the Charnock Well Field and
Pump Station Site. Both of these connections have a total capacity of 39,820 AFY to serve the
City's current water needs with a hydraulic grade capable of direct service to all three pressure
zones within the City's service area (City of Santa Monica 2014).
Maintaining deliveries of key MWD supply sources from the SWP and the Colorado River
Aqueduct face challenges due to competition for water supplies between different purveyors,
environmental restrictions required to protect sensitive species in the Delta (e.g., federally
endangered Delta smelt [Hypomesus transpacificus]), and extended drought.
In the past, water supply allocations from the MWD were fairly reliable. Since 1991, MWD has
taken numerous actions to increase the reliability of the region’s water supply, including
investments in water storage as well as conservation and recycling efforts. Although supplies from
the SWP and Colorado River vary, MWD has a large storage capacity, including nine reservoirs,
and access to other supplies to help smooth out the variability. These resources enable MWD to
reliably meet the demand of their member agencies, including the City of Santa Monica. Since the
MWD was formed in 1928, there have only been 3 years that they had to reduce allocations to
their member agencies: 1977, 1991, and 2009. These actions have helped to reduce the impact of
the drought on water supplies. However, with the unprecedented drought conditions in the
California, MWD water storage supplies are dwindling.
In April 2015, California Governor Brown ordered a statewide 25 percent reduction in urban water
use, the first ever statewide mandatory water reduction. In response, the MWD announced a 15
percent cutback in water allowances to its member agencies beginning on July 1, 2015 to help
meet the Governor’s statewide restriction. Recognizing Santa Monica’s water conservation efforts,
the MWD modified the City’s allocation reduction to 14 percent. As a result, the City’s regular
allocation of 11,515 AFY of water from the MWD has been reduced to 9,902 AFY beginning in
July 2015 (O’Cain 2015; Cardenas 2015).
Urban Treated Runoff Water
The SMURRF generates the City’s supply of urban treated runoff water. The SMURRF is an urban
runoff water recycling plant that treats dry-weather urban runoff to remove pollutants, including
sediment, oil, grease, and pathogens prior to reuse or release to the Santa Monica Bay (see also,
Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality). The treated water is pumped through a citywide
distribution system that irrigates parks, medians, Woodlawn Cemetery, and dual-plumbed
buildings.
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The SMURRF treats and recycles up to
500,000 gallons of urban runoff per day
and has a maximum treatment capacity
of 750,000 gpd. Of this amount, the
SMURRF has an 840 AFY capacity for
the treated water system, but an average
production of 154 AFY, which is
approximately 20 percent system
efficiency. Urban treated runoff water
has accounted for 0.6 percent to 6.7
percent of the City’s overall water
supply including both potable and The SMURRF captures and treats approximately 500,000
gallons per day of urban runoff to contribute an average of 154
treated water sources. This treated water AFY of recycled water for non-potable use in the City.
supply provides for 19 percent of the
dedicated irrigation demands of customers connected to the treated water delivery system (City of
Santa Monica 2010a). Historically, SMURRF has had an average production of 154 AFY, with a
high of 354 AF and a low of 94 AF.
Existing Water Demand
As previously described, water customers in Santa Monica include multi-family residences, single
family residences, commercial uses, landscaping, and recycled water users. The demand for
potable water in the City has fluctuated over time, ranging from 13,000 to 15,000 AFY with an
average annual demand of approximately 13,930 AFY in the period from 2005 to 2013. The City
has experienced a general decline in water demand since the 1990s attributable to ongoing and
growing water conservation programs (City of Santa Monica 2014). According to the most recent
available numbers for water demand based on the City’s water billing data and excluding fire
service accounts, water consumption decreased by 311 AFY between the Fiscal Year (FY) 20122013 and FY 2013-2014 (Cardenas 2015; O’Cain 2015).
As of 2015, California has entered a fourth year of drought and the state has issued water reduction
mandates to save water and conserve the state’s dwindling water supplies, including a statewide
25 percent reduction in urban water use. Additionally, in January 2015, the City adopted the Water
Shortage Response Plan to reduce water usage citywide by 20 percent by December 31, 2016
through penalties for residents and businesses who fail to reduce their water usage by 20 percent
below their 2013 usage (City of Santa Monica 2015b).
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Future Water Demand
Average water demand within urban areas can fluctuate based on weather, drought, available
supply, growth and development, the economy, and effectiveness of conservation programs. While
the extent of these effects may vary based on local conditions, there is a general increase in
demands with increased economic activity and hotter, drier weather conditions.
Based on a recent study conducted by the City’s Department of Public Works, a comparison of
current water demands and the City’s Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) projected
demands suggests that the LUCE projection may be too high (City of Santa Monica 2010b, 2013).
The LUCE projected citywide water demands of approximately 15,300 AF in 2012; a detailed
billing data analysis shows actual demand in 2012 was approximately 13,872 AF – a difference of
1,800 AF.
To plan for future supply needs, a comprehensive demand analysis was performed in 2013-2014
by the City Water Resources Division in order to develop new demand projections that align more
closely with current demands and were adjusted for effects of weather and economic activity
applicable to Santa Monica. The analysis suggests the reduction in water use from 2008 to 2010
was due in large part to the recession and higher unemployment rate. Accordingly, the baseline
water demand was adjusted to project future water demands under good economic conditions. The
“good economy” demand projection indicates that water demand is expected to be approximately
14,100 AFY by 2020 and 14,800 AFY by 2030 (City of Santa Monica 2013a; City of Santa Monica
2014).
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Table 3.17-2

2015
2020
2025
2030

Projected Citywide Water Demand (AF)
LUCEa

2010 UWMPb

14,952
15,323
15,595
16,066

12,592
12,625
12,657
12,686

2013 City Updated Water
Demand c
13,800
14,100
14,350
14,800

Notes:
a LUCE projected demand did not account for water conservation measures
b Based on SBx7-7 requirement of 123 gallons per capita per day (gpcd)
c May 3, 2013 Water Resources Division Council Staff Report. Regression analyses were performed to evaluate the correlation
between water use for various customer categories (single-family, multi-family, commercial, institutional and landscape
irrigation) and weather and economic (unemployment rate) factors.

In October 2014, the City adopted the Sustainable Water Master Plan, which outlines the City’s
plan to achieve water self-sufficiency (i.e., no reliance on imported water) by 2020 (City of Santa
Monica 2014). The Sustainable Water Master Plan includes an evaluation of expanded demand
management measures and a variety of water supply alternatives including recycled water, storm
water collection and treatment, rainwater harvesting, gray-water applications, and other water
rights supply and exchange opportunities to align with the goal of water self-sufficiency. This plan
illustrates projected water supply and demand scenarios, and characterizes the approximate
magnitude of supply deficits or unpredictability that needs to be addressed to meet the City’s selfsufficiency objectives by 2020 (City of Santa Monica 2014). The suite of conservation programs
included in the Sustainable Water Master Plan is projected to save approximately 775 AFY of
water in the year 2020. An additional 418 AFY of savings is expected in 2020 as a result of state
plumbing and building code standards that require higher water saving fixtures. In addition, a
reduction in system-wide leaks and non-revenue water through capital investment in the system is
projected to save another 250 AFY of water for a total demand reduction of approximately 1,443
AFY in 2020 (City of Santa Monica 2014). With the water conservation programs included in the
Sustainable Water Master Plan, citywide demand would be reduced to 14,045 AF by 2020 (City
of Santa Monica 2014).
Future Water Supply
As discussed above, the City currently meets water demand through a combination of local
groundwater supplies and imported MWD water, which is supplemented by urban treated runoff
water for non-potable water demands (i.e., landscape irrigation, toilet flushing, etc.). The 2010
Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) estimated the total maximum projected water supply
capacity to be approximately 24,475 AFY, consisting of 11,515 of imported MWD water, 12,400
AFY of local groundwater from the SMGB, and 560 AFY of urban treated runoff water (see
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Table 3.17-3). 3 These numbers have changed with a 14 percent mandatory reduction in water
allocation from the MWD and the City’s adoption of the Sustainable Water Master Plan (City of
Santa Monica 2014).
Table 3.17-3

Projected 2030 Water Supply Availability

Water Supply/Source
Imported Water from Metropolitan Water
District (MWD)
Local Groundwater from Santa Monica
Groundwater Basin (SMGB)
Raindwater Harvesting and Stormwater
Capture
Urban Treated Runoff Water from Santa
Monica Urban Runoff Recycling Facility
(SMURRF)
Total Supply

UWMP Projected 2030
Supply
(AFY)
11,515

Water Self Sufficiency
Projected 2030 Supply
(AFY)
0

12,400

15,000

-

160

560

350

24,475

15,510

Source: City of Santa Monica 2013a, 2014.

As described below, the City anticipates that it will achieve water self-sufficiency by 2020 through
increased activity in existing water conservation programs, new water conservation programs,
maximize new groundwater supplies, new rainwater harvesting and stormwater capture programs
described above.
Groundwater Potential
The City is exploring strategies to increase its future water supply, primarily through expansion of
its local groundwater resources to meet the goal of water self-sufficiency (City of Santa Monica
2014). Specifically, the City may have additional opportunities to develop local groundwater
within the Olympic, Charnock, and Coastal sub-basins (City of Santa Monica 2014). The Coastal
sub-basin has not been utilized as a groundwater source to date due to salt water intrusion;
additional treatment would be required to utilize water from this basin. Additional efforts are
needed to assess potential sites and derive the potential quality and quantity of additional well
production for the City's supply portfolio, including:

3

In April 2015, California Governor Brown ordered a statewide 25 percent reduction in urban water use, the first ever
statewide mandatory water reduction. In response, the MWD announced a 15 percent cutback in water allowances to
its member agencies beginning on July 1, 2015 to help meet the Governor’s statewide restriction. Recognizing Santa
Monica’s water conservation efforts, the MWD modified the City’s allocation reduction to 14 percent. As a result, the
City’s regular allocation of 11,515 AFY of water from the MWD has been reduced to 9,902 AFY beginning in July
2015 (O’Cain 2015; Cardenas 2015).
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•

Expand the existing Arcadia Water Treatment Plant.

•

Design and construct new Olympic Water Treatment Facilities (Gillette/Boeing Settlement
Project) in the Bergamot Area. 4

•

Rehabilitate old wells and drill additional new wells in the Olympic, Charnock, and Coastal
Sub-basins.

•

Develop and implement improvements in treatment efficiency to reduce the amount of
water lost to brine disposal during treatment (reduction of brine water losses from 18 to 9
percent).

While additional engineering and hydrogeologic studies will be required to determine a realistic
production capacity for these wells, it is believed that the City could attain as much as an additional
6,000 AFY of local water if all of the above improvements were implemented. Therefore, when
added to the current capacity of 9,000 AFY, the total groundwater potential would be 15,000 AFY.
Rainwater Harvesting
A citywide stormwater capture program offers a seasonal, unreliable additional water supply
option for the City. A scenario was developed in which stormwater captured through the City’s
storm drain system would be routed to the SMURRF for distribution to landscape irrigation
customers. It is estimated that a citywide stormwater capture program may be able to generate an
additional 160 AF of supply per year.
Recycled Water
Currently, the City distributes approximately 85 AFY of recycled urban runoff to customers for
landscape irrigation and indoor commercial use through the SMURRF and associated distribution
system. The City does not operate a wastewater treatment plant and thus does not have a local
source for additional recycled water supplies.
However, the City could partner with adjacent agencies that currently produce recycled water in
order to bring additional recycled water supplies to its customers. The West Basin Municipal Water
District (WBMWD) operates a recycled water system that terminates near Marina Del Rey, which
may provide the City with a potentially feasible source for recycled water. The Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power (LADWP) also looked into utilizing this source and has prepared
a master plan that suggests a potential for connection at this same location.

4

Improvements directly related to the remediation of contaminants in the Olympic Sub-basin would be funded by
the Gillette/Boeing water contamination settlement agreement. Others would be funded by the City’s water fund.
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A recycled water market study was performed to estimate the potential for recycled water use
within the City. Results of this study indicate that 350 AF of recycled water could be used by the
City’s dedicated landscape irrigation customers that reside along some key corridors into the City.
3.17.1.2 Regulatory Setting, Water Infrastructure and Supply
A number of state and local regulations address water supply and water infrastructure. For
regulations pertaining to water quality, please refer to Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality.
State Policies and Regulations
California Governors Drought Declarations of 2014/2015. California Governor Brown on January
17, 2014 proclaimed a State of Emergency and directed state officials to take all necessary actions
to make water immediately available. On April 25, 2014, the Governor issued an executive order
to speed up actions necessary to reduce harmful effects of the drought, and he called on all
Californians to redouble their efforts to conserve water. On December 22, 2014 Governor Brown
issued Executive Order B-28-14 extending directives to the Department of Water Resources and
the Water Board to take actions necessary to make water immediately available through May 31,
2016 and to extend California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) suspensions for certain water
supply projects. On April 1, 2015, the governor issued Executive Order B-29-15. Key provisions
include ordering the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) to impose restrictions to
achieve a 25 percent reduction in potable urban water usage through February 28, 2016. The
Governor's drought declaration also calls upon local urban water suppliers and municipalities to
implement their local water shortage contingency plans immediately in order to avoid or forestall
outright restrictions that could become necessary later in the drought season.
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act 2014. California enacted landmark legislation in 2014
known as the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). The legislation provides a
framework for sustainable management of groundwater supplies by local authorities, with a limited
role for state intervention only if necessary to protect the resource. The Act requires the formation
of local groundwater sustainability agencies that must assess conditions in their local water basins
and adopt locally-based management plans. The act provides substantial time (i.e., 20 years) for
groundwater sustainability agencies to implement plans and achieve long-term groundwater
sustainability. It protects existing surface water and groundwater rights and does not impact current
drought response measures.
California Water Plan: Update 2013. The California Water Plan: Update 2013 provides a
framework for water managers, legislators, and the public to consider options and make decisions
regarding California’s water future. The plan outlines actions that together bring reliability,
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restoration, and resilience to California water resources, reinforcing the value of integrated water
management, and examining policies that allow water managers to combine flood management,
environmental stewardship, and surface water and groundwater supply.
Urban Water Management Planning Act. The Urban Water Management Planning Act (California
Water Code Division 6, Part 2.6, Sections 10610 et seq.) was developed due to concerns over
potential water supply shortages throughout California. It requires information on water supply
reliability and water use efficiency measures. Urban water suppliers are required, as part of the
Act, to develop and implement UWMPs to describe water supply, service area demand, population
trends and efforts to promote efficient use and management of water resources. An UWMP is
intended to serve as a water supply and demand planning document that is updated every 5 years
to reflect changes in the water supplier’s service area including water supply trends, and
conservation and water use efficiency policies. Specifically, municipal water suppliers that serve
more than 3,000 customers or provide more than 3,000 AFY must adopt an UWMP.
CalGreen Building Code. California Code of Regulations Title 24, Part 11 of the California Code
of Regulations, establishes the California Green Building Code or CALGreen. The CALGreen
Code was recently updated in 2013 and went into effect January 1, 2014. CALGreen sets forth
water efficiency standards (i.e., maximum flow rates) for all new federally-regulated plumbing
fittings and fixtures. The 2013 mandatory standards for water use are shown in Table 3.17-4. In
addition to these standards, the City’s water sufficiency study requires higher efficiency standards
for showerheads (1.35 gpm), water closets (0.8 gallons per flush [gpf]), and waterless urinals
(0 gpf) (City of Santa Monica 2013a).
Table 3.17-4

CALGreen Mandatory Maximum Flow Rates
Residential

Showerheads
Residential Lavatory Faucet
Lavatory Faucet in Common Areas
Kitchen Faucet
Water Closets
Urinals
Metering Faucets
Wash Fountains

Commercial
2.0 gpm at 80 psi
1.5 gpm at 60 psi
N/A
0.5 gpm at 60 psi
1.8 gpm at 60 psi
1.28 gallons per flush
0.5 gallons per flush
0.25 gallons per cycle
N/A
20 gpm at 60 psi

California Water Code Sections 10910 et seq. Senate Bill (SB) 610 was adopted in 2001 and
amended the statutes of the Urban Water Management Planning Act, as well as the California
Water Code (CWC) Sections 10910 et seq. SB 610 reflects the growing awareness of the need to
incorporate water supply and demand analysis at the earliest possible stage in the land use planning
process.
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CWC Section 10910 requires that for specified projects subject to CEQA, the urban water supplier
must prepare a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) that determines whether the projected water
demand associated with a proposed project is included as part of the most recently adopted UWMP.
Specifically, the WSA identify adequate available water supplies necessary to meet the demand,
as well as the cumulative demand for the general region over the next 20 years, under average,
single-dry, and multiple dry year water conditions. Under CWC Section 10910, a WSA need only
be prepared if a project exceeds the following specific thresholds of development:
•

A proposed residential development of more than 500 dwelling units

•

A proposed shopping center or business establishment employing more than 1,000 persons
or having more than 500,000 square feet (sf) of floor space

•

A commercial building employing more than 1,000 persons or having more than 250,000
sf of floor space

•

A hotel or motel with more than 500 rooms

•

A proposed industrial, manufacturing, or processing plant, or industrial park, planned to
house more than 1,000 persons, occupying more than 40 acres of land, or having more than
650,000 sf of floor area

•

A mixed-use project that includes one or more of these elements

•

A project creating the equivalent water demand of 500 residential units

The water supply assessment must be approved by the public water system at a regular or special
meeting and must be incorporated into the CEQA document. The lead agency must then make
certain findings related to water supply based on the water supply assessment. In addition, under
SB 610, an urban water supplier responsible for the preparation and periodic updating of an
UWMP must describe the water supply projects and programs that may be undertaken to meet the
total projected water use of the service area. A WSA was prepared for the LUCE in 2010. Since
the proposed DSP’s water demand falls within the future water demand projected in the LUCE
WSA, no WSA is needed for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
2009 Water Conservation Act (SBx7-7): SBx7-7 was enacted in November 2009, requiring all
water suppliers to increase water use efficiency. The legislation sets an overall goal of reducing
per capita urban water use by December 31, 2020 through water use targets for urban water
suppliers, water management plans, and best management practices. Urban retailers can achieve
the SBx7-7 goal using one of four specified methods:
•
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•

Option 2: Sum of specified performance standards.

•

Option 3: 95 percent of California Department of Water Resources Hydrologic Region
target from draft 20x2020 plan.

•

Option 4: A flexible alternative designed to adjust to local circumstances.

Urban retail water suppliers must monitor and report compliance on an individual or regional basis.
Individual urban retail water suppliers are not required to achieve a reduction in urban per capita
water use greater than 20 percent. Compliance with the water reduction target is required for
continued state water grants and loan eligibility. After 2021, failure of urban retail water suppliers
to meet their targets establishes a violation of law for administrative or judicial proceedings.
Regional Policies and Regulations
MWD Water Supply Allocation Plan
On February 12, 2008 the Board of Directors of the MWD approved a Water Supply Allocation
Plan. The Plan was prepared to address a balanced water allocation in the event that there is a water
shortage. The plan provides reduced allocations to all of Metropolitan’s service area;
encompassing all Southern California counties. The intent is to share the burden of reduced water
deliveries. The plan incorporates a number of elements including past conservation efforts, local
water supplies and penalty fees. The penalty fees, if collected, would be re-invested in that area
for further conservation efforts and extended development of local supplies.
The plan was most recently updated in December 2014. Under the plan, Metropolitan’s member
agencies and their retailers would be allocated supplies partly based on their dependency on the
district’s imported supplies, while taking into account other local supply sources. Among the
changes were an update to the base period to fiscal years ending 2013 and 2014, and revised credits
for per capita water use reductions for agencies that have already put in place mandatory
conservation ordinances and requirements. Other changes establish a separate allocation for
drought-impacted groundwater basins and replace current penalty rates with an allocation
surcharge based on Metropolitan’s current turf removal program cost. This plan is not in effect
now and would have to be brought to the Board for action before implementation. The plan was
last implemented in 2009.
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Local Regulations
Santa Monica Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP)
Santa Monica recently adopted its 2010 UWMP. The 2010 UWMP reflects the City’s current
supply and demand situation along with an updated presentation of future supplies, demand
forecasts and measures to monitor and control future demand. The UWMP, along with the city’s
Water Master Plan and other City planning documents, is used by Santa Monica staff to guide the
city’s water use and management efforts through the year 2015. The UWMP provides goals to be
100 percent sustainable (import-free) by 2020.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code: Section 7.16 – Water Conservation: requires water
conservation measures including limited watering hours, restriction on watering pavement or
washing surfaces, and development standards for water features to ensure resource efficiency and
reduced waste.
Sustainable Water Master Plan The purpose of the 2014 Sustainable Water Master Plan is to
provide an up-to-date, comprehensive look at the City’s water system using recent planning
information and the newly-developed distribution system hydraulic model to assess the City’s
water system infrastructure needs. The Sustainable Water Master Plan includes an evaluation of
expanded demand management measures and a variety of water supply alternatives including
recycled water, storm water collection and treatment, rainwater harvesting, gray-water
applications, and other water rights, supply and exchange opportunities to align with the City’s
goal of water self-sufficiency by 2020 (City of Santa Monica 2014).
Water Shortage Response Plan
Pursuant to SMMC Section 7.16.030 the Santa Monica City Council adopted a Water Shortage
Response Plan (WSRP). The WSRP is intended as an action plan and is designed to reduce water
demand during water shortages. The WSRP establishes five stages of water shortage severity based
on predicted or actual water supply reductions. Each stage establishes water use reductions through
voluntary or mandatory measures. Triggers for implementing the WSRP may include such events
as a state or local emergency; natural disaster; a localized event that critically impacts the water
supply; drought or Santa Monica’s wholesale water agency imposing water allocation restrictions.
As discussed above, due to extended drought conditions, the Council declared a Stage 2 Water
Supply Shortage that requires a 20 percent reduction in water use from 2013.
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Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation -Element
The City’s LUCE includes policies that promote water conservation and sustainability:
Policy S6.1

Ensure sufficient water supplies for new development.

Policy S6.2

Implement the recommendations of the 2005 Santa Monica UWMP,
including increasing water supply and conservation measures such as
the City’s no waste ordinance, landscape ordinance, wastewater control
ordinance, and low-flow ordinance, and complete an assessment of the
viability of additional urban run-off recycling.

Policy S6.3

Implement landscape water conservation requirements for new
construction projects.

Policy S6.4

Continue to remediate the City’s own contaminated groundwater
supply.

Policy S6.5

Continue the City’s water-using appliances retrofit upon resale
ordinance to encourage water conservation.

Policy S6.6

Continue to explore and expand additional potential water conservation
measures for the community, such as expanding reclaimed water access
and availability.

Policy S6.7

Increase the use of groundwater consistent with the safe yield of the
SMGB and reduce reliance on imported surface water supplies from the
MWD. As necessary, implement conservation measures as identified in
the City’s WSRP to insure that adequate water supplies are available to
the City.

Policy S6.8

Prepare a citywide Groundwater Management Plan, and as part of that
effort, conduct groundwater studies to confirm or adjust as necessary
the safe yields of the Arcadia and Olympic Sub-basins.

Draft Water Neutrality Ordinance
On October 28, 2014 during City Council’s discussion of the Water Shortage Response Plan and
the Sustainable Water Master Plan, Council directed City Staff to look into the feasibility of
developing requirements to offset or eliminate new water demand related to new development in
the City of Santa Monica and report back on what forms those requirements might take. On
November 24, 2015, the Office of Sustainability and the Environment (OSE) held a study session
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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on several options for creation of a water neutrality ordinance for new development, tenant
improvement projects and major remodels. After review of the options, Council directed OSE to
proceed with a water neutrality ordinance that would require developers of large projects to fund
for water improvements that would offset the amount of water demand anticipated as a result of
the project. As such, adoption of a water neutrality ordinance is expected sometime soon in 2016.
In response to this request, the pending Water Neutrality Ordinance (Chapter 7.16.050 of the
SMMC) will require all new development within the City, including Downtown, to offset all net
new water use. In lieu of offsets, new development applicants may pay an in-lieu fee to the City
to install retrofits off-site or undertake its own off-site retrofitting within the boundaries of the
City. This ordinance is anticipated to be in effect prior to June 2017.
3.17.1.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Water Infrastructure and Supply
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines.
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan may have a significant adverse impact on water supply and infrastructure if:
•

The project would require or result in the construction of new water facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects.

•

The project would not have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from
existing entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed.

Methodology
This section: (1) evaluates the availability and level of existing water facilities and water supply
in the Downtown; (2) reviews any planned improvements or changes to these facilities and supply;
(3) analyzes the potential increases in demand for water as a result of land use changes anticipated
to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan; and (4) determines the
adequacy of existing and planned water facilities and future water supply to meet future demand
and whether the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the water
demand such that there would be a need for new or physically altered facilities or whether new or
expansion of water supply resources would be needed.
This section utilizes data information from the various City council staff reports for the Sustainable
Water Master Plan (2011-2013) as well as the 2014 Sustainable Water Master Plan, City of Santa
Monica UWMP (2010), the planning-level Civil Engineering Study for Downtown prepared by
3.17-18
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KPFF (2014), and communications with the City of Santa Monica Department of Public Works,
including the Engineering and Water Resources Divisions. Based on these resources, this provides
a planning-level assessment of the adequacy of water infrastructure and water supplies to serve
projected increases in demand associated with future land uses in the Downtown.
The increase in water demand anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan has been estimated using water demand factors from the Santa Monica
LUCE EIR (City of Santa Monica 2010c). Impacts to water infrastructure or water supplies are
considered significant if future water demand in the Downtown would not be adequately met by
existing or planned future water infrastructure or water supplies.
Would the project require or result in the construction of new water facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Impact Description
U-1

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
may require or result in the construction of new water facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects. Impacts would be reduced to less than significant with
mitigation.

Residential, commercial, office, entertainment and visitor serving uses anticipated to occur under
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase water demand. Based on
the water demand factors from the LUCE EIR (City of Santa Monica 2010c), it is estimated that new
land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
potentially increase water demand by an estimated 724,326 gpd (811 AFY) under Scenario A and
484,344 gpd (543 AFY) under Scenario B by 2030. The increased demand for water would have the
potential to result in the need for new or expanded water infrastructure and/or water supplies.
However, future development under the proposed Downtown Community Plan would be required
to comply with the pending Water Neutrality Ordinance, which as of June 2017, will require all
new development within the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water use either onsite or off-site through an in-lieu fee.
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Table 3.17-5

Increased Water Demand under Scenario A and Scenario B

Scenario B

Scenario A

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected
Increase
3,024 units
1,725 rooms
420,000 sf
621,000 sf

Water Demand
Factor2
124 gal/unit/day
130 gal/room/day
0.15 gal/sf/day
0.10 gal/sf/day

2,326 units
974 rooms
186,000 sf
414,000 sf

124 gal/unit/day
130 gal/room/day
0.15 gal/sf/day
0.10 gal/sf/day

Demand Increase2
374,976 gals/day
224,250gals/day
63,000 gals/day
62,100 gals/day
724,326 gals/day
(811.3 AFY)
288,424 gals/day
126,620 gals/day
27,900 gals/day
41,400 gals/day
484,344 gals/day
(542.5 AFY)

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated increase in water demand was calculated using demand factors from the April 2010 Final EIR for the Santa
Monica LUCE. Does not take into account water conservation factors.
Source: City of Santa Monica 2010a (this source used for the water demand factors).

Downtown Water Distribution System
New land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would increase the demand on the City’s existing water distribution system, which consists of a
network of water lines of various sizes and ages. With the increase in water demand, new onsite
and offsite improvements (both public and private) would be required to provide adequate service.
Preliminary analysis based on the KPFF (2014) Civil Engineering Study as well as
communications with the City Public Works Department indicate that, at minimum, 17 water line
pipe segments within the Downtown appear to be undersized or operating at or near capacity, and
would likely need to be upgraded over the course of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan (see Table 3.17-6). These potential upgrades include 12 segments that are
currently likely undersized and may need to be increased to 12 or more inches, as noted in the
City’s planning-level Civil Engineering Study, and five segments that are currently at or near
capacity and would likely need to be expanded to accommodate land uses anticipated to occur the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. 5 As previously stated, the City is anticipating
completion of a hydraulic model that will provide engineering-level information regarding the

5

The KPFF study utilized an initial 12-inch general threshold for water lines that required improvements. The
analysis in this section refines that standards through additional review by the City Water Resources Engineer, use
of updated water line data and assessment by Amec Foster Wheeler’s Public Utilities Engineer.
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existing and future capacity of the water systems, and any additional improvements that may be
necessary.
Based on the size and capacities of the existing water mains in the Downtown, new land uses
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, including both
Scenario A and Scenario B, would potentially result in the need for construction of new water
facilities or expansion of existing facilities. With assurance of adequate funds to finance the capital
improvements necessary as provided for in MM U-1, impacts would be reduced to less than
significant with mitigation.
Replacement of several water mains in the Downtown could also create secondary short-term
periodic construction impacts. Construction of new water mains would require excavation,
removal of older mains, and installation of the new lines located within existing paved streets and
public right-of-ways. This would involve typical short-term construction impacts, such as air
emissions, noise, and disruption of traffic flows, as discussed in Section 3.4, Air Quality, Section
3.14, Noise and 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, respectively.
The water delivery system currently has zones of static water pressure that range from 35 psi to 65
psi along Wilshire Boulevard and in the lines running one block south of Wilshire Boulevard.
These areas may be identified as having a deficiency due to water pressure falling below 50 psi.
Although the City currently considers these areas to have sufficient pressure, they may be
considered deficient for providing fire flow to taller buildings that would be constructed under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, City and state regulations,
including the California Fire Code and California Plumbing Code, require that developers
demonstrate that there is adequate water flow and pressure for both domestic supply and fire
protection to serve the property. If pressure to the property is low, the developer would need to
provide pumps on the property of the new development or pay for the City to install a loop line to
ensure adequate pressure. Therefore, with existing regulations, water pressure is not a concern for
future development in the Downtown, and impacts to static water pressure associated with
development performed under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan under
Scenario A or Scenario B would be less than significant.
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Table 3.17-6

Projected Undersized Water Mains under Scenario A and Scenario B

Water Line
7th Street from Colorado
Avenue to Olympic
Boulevard

1st Court from Arizona
Avenue to Broadway

2nd Court from Wilshire
Boulevard to Broadway
3rd Street from Wilshire
Boulevard to Broadway
Ocean Avenue from
Broadway to Colorado
Avenue
4th Street from Colorado
Avenue to Olympic
Boulevard

Segments
7th & Colorado to between Colorado and
Olympic
Between Colorado and Olympic to
Olympic
TOTAL
Arizona to Santa Monica
Santa Monica to between Santa Monica
and Broadway
Between Santa Monica and Broadway to
Broadway
TOTAL
Wilshire to Arizona
Arizona to Santa Monica
Santa Monica to Broadway
TOTAL
Wilshire to Arizona
Arizona to Santa Monica
Santa Monica to Broadway
TOTAL
Broadway to Colorado

Size

Length

Undersized

6 in

188 ft

Undersized

6 in

556 ft

Undersized

8 in

744 ft
332 ft

Undersized

8 in

144 ft

Undersized

8 in

171 ft

Undersized
Undersized
Undersized

8 in
8 in
8 in

Undersized
Undersized
Undersized

8 in
8 in
8 in

Undersized

8 in

TOTAL
Colorado to Olympic

647 ft
588 ft
224 ft
506 ft
1,318 ft
635 ft
595 ft
636 ft
1,866 ft
678 ft
678 ft

At capacity

10 in

TOTAL

Wilshire to Arizona
Arizona to Santa Monica
Santa Monica to Broadway
Broadway to Colorado
TOTAL
TOTAL FOR ALL SEGMENTS

5th Court alley from
Wilshire Boulevard to
Colorado Avenue

Status

734 ft
734 ft

Near capacity
Near capacity
Near capacity
Near capacity

12 in
12 in
12 in
12 in

590 ft
379 ft
551 ft
609 ft
2,129 ft
8,116 ft

Notes: The City’s Public Works Department is currently developing a hydraulic model that will enable the City to better assess
the existing capacity of the water and wastewater system and the ability of the system to accommodate future demand. This
model anticipated to be available in March/April 2014 may identify additional improvements that are not listed in this table.
Source: KPFF 2014.
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Water Production and Treatment Capacity
As analyzed below in Impact U-2, the City has sufficient water supplies available from both the
SMGB and MWD imported water sources to meet City water demand. However, in 2011, the City
has adopted a policy to become self-sufficient on only local groundwater, using regional supplies
as a backup source only (City of Santa Monica 2014). As indicated in the impact discussion for
Impact U-2, the City plans on expanding the existing Arcadia Treatment Plant and is investigating
new Olympic Sub-basin Water Treatment Facilities to meet the City goal of water sufficiency by
2020. Anticipated land use changes under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
will increase the City’s total water demand by between 3 percent and 6 percent, which can be
accommodated through conservation and current plans to improve system-wide supply. No
additional water treatment facilities would be required as a result of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, impacts related to water production and treatment
capacity would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measures
MM U-1:

Downtown Public Infrastructure Financing Program: The City
shall ensure adequate financing for funding of infrastructure
improvements to serve the Downtown through the City’s Capital
Improvements Program or alternatively, implement a Downtown
Public Infrastructure Financing Program (DPIFP), including
preparation of an Assembly Bill (AB) 1600 fee justification study,
for the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan area. The DPIFP
shall be completed within 2 years of adoption of the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. All new development within the
Downtown shall be conditioned to be subject to payment of its fair
share of any impact fees identified under this program. The DPIFP
shall determine the costs of and establish a funding program for the
following capital improvements to upgrade water delivery as needed
to serve the demands of new land uses anticipated to occur under
the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
The DPIFP shall also:
a. Identify the cost of improvements to or replacement of undersized
water and wastewater lines within the Downtown needed to serve
the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
b. Clearly apportion existing and projected demand on these facilities
and costs between existing users, the City and proposed future
development.
c. Identify potential funding mechanisms for sewer and water line
construction, including the equitable sharing of costs between new
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development, the City and existing users, including development
impact fees, grants, assessments, etc.
d. Identify development impact fees for all residential and nonresidential development to ensure that development pays its fair
share of public infrastructure costs.
e. Include a regular fee update schedule, consistent with the City’s
Capital Improvement Program.
f. Require the first update of the DPIFP within 5 years following
adoption of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Level of Significance After Mitigation
Implementation of MM U-1 and compliance with existing local regulations would ensure the
funding of necessary improvements to the water distribution system to serve future land uses
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore,
potential impacts to water infrastructure would be reduced to less than significant with mitigation.
Would the project have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
Impact Description
U-2

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the
demand for water; however this demand would be adequately met by existing
and planned future water supplies. This impact would be less than significant.

As discussed in Section 3.17.1, Environmental Setting the City’s existing and future water supply
and demand projections have been revised since adoption of the City’s 2010 UWMP to reflect
current statewide drought conditions and recent changes to City water conservation efforts.
The most recent water supply projections account for a 14 percent reduction in the City’s allocation
from the MWD, current capacities in groundwater pumping, and increases in supply from treated
urban runoff. Current City estimates include a maximum supply of 9,000 AFY in groundwater
pumping from the SMGB, 9,903 AFY allocation from the MWD to the City, and 1,000 AFY of
treated water from the SMURRF for a total supply capacity of 19,903 AFY (Cardenas 2015;
O’Cain 2015). The most recent “good economy” water demand projection indicates that water
demand is expected to be approximately 14,100 AFY by 2020 and 14,800 AFY by 2030 (City of
Santa Monica 2013a; City of Santa Monica 2014). However, with the implementation of the
Sustainable Water Master Plan, the citywide demand would be reduced to 14,045 AF by 2020
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(City of Santa Monica 2014). 6 Adding the 2030 water demand of the Downtown for Scenario A
and Scenario B, there would be an available remaining water supply of 5,047 AFY and 5,316 AFY
for Scenario A and Scenario B, respectively (see Table 3.17-7). Therefore, there would be sufficient
water supply to serve the water demands of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
under either Scenario A or Scenario B and this impact would be less than significant.
Table 3.17-7

Projected Water Supply and Demand in 2030

Total Projected Water Supplya
Citywide Projected Demand in 2030 (without Project)b
Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Demand
in 2030
Available Remaining Supply

Scenario A
19,903 AFY
14,045 AFY
811 AFY

Scenario B
19,903 AFY
14,045 AFY
542 AFY

5,047 AFY

5,316 AFY

Notes:
a Projection for water supply availability includes 9,000AFY of groundwater from the SMGB, 9,903 AFY of imported water
from MWD, and 1,000 AFY of recycled water from the SMURRF (Cardenas 2015; O’Cain 2015)
b Projected water demand from the Sustainable Water Master Plan.

The above water supply analyses assume that imported MWD water supplies would be available
to meet water demand for the City, including the Downtown. However, the City has adopted the
goal of self-sufficiency with local groundwater sources by 2020. For the City to achieve 100
percent water self-sufficiency, the gap that currently exists between total citywide water demand
and total available local water production would need to be addressed. Availability of local water
sources in 2020 is expected to total 10,000 AFY (9,000 AFY of groundwater and 1,000 AFY of
recycled water from the SMURFF). Based on the projected demand of 14,045 AFY by 2020, the
short-fall to meet the City’s goal for self-sufficiency goal is approximately 4,045 AFY.
However, the City is pursuing additional local groundwater opportunities within the Olympic,
Charnock, and Coastal sub-basins and could attain as much as an additional 6,000 AFY.
Additionally, as estimated by the 2010 LUCE Final EIR, maximized groundwater pumping
projections of 12,400 AFY by 2030 would further help to address the water self-sufficiency shortfall. Similarly, in 2013, City staff conducted an analysis based on LUCE projections that
determined that the goal of water self-sufficiency by 2020 can be achieved through a combination
of efforts that include increased activity in existing water conservation programs, new water
conservation programs, new rainwater harvesting and storm water capture programs, and new
groundwater supply opportunities. Further, water demand is anticipated to be reduced with the

6

It should be noted that this future water demand is conservative as it does not account for the 20 percent water
usage cut currently required per the City’s Water Shortage Response in response to the drought. Further, the water
demand does not account for water reductions that would occur as a result of the City’s impending water neutrality
ordinance (anticipated to be adopted in 2016).
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adoption of the City’s impending water neutrality ordinance (anticipated to be adopted in 2016).
The combination of a diverse water portfolio of groundwater, and recycled water, and future
anticipated water resource development and conservation would help the City make progress
towards the goal of water self-sufficiency. Additionally, future development under the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would be required to comply with the pending Water Neutrality
Ordinance, which as of June 2017, would require all new development within the City, including
Downtown, to offset all net new water use either on-site or off-site through an in-lieu fee.
Table 3.17-8

Projected Water Supply Availability Based on Water Self Sufficiency Goal

Water Supply/Source
Forecasted Citywide Demand
Local Groundwater from Santa Monica
Groundwater Basin (SMGB)
Urban Treated Runoff Water from Santa
Monica Urban Runoff Recycling Facility
(SMURRF)
Total Supply

Projected 2020 Supply
Capacity (AFY)
14,045
9,000

Water Self Sufficiency
Projected 2030 Supply (AFY)
14,045
15,000

1,000

510

10,000

15,510

Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative water infrastructure impacts are considered on a citywide basis. As discussed in
Impact U-1 above, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would contribute to
impacts to the City’s water conveyance system, contributing to exceedance of water main
capacities. In addition, cumulative development citywide may also increase demand on existing
water lines. However, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s contributions to
cumulative impacts to wastewater conveyance would be less than significant with mitigation (refer
to MM U-1).
Cumulative water supply impacts are also considered on a citywide and regional basis through the
year 2030 (the life of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan) and are primarily
associated with the adequacy of the City’s two primary sources of water, the SMGB and deliveries
from MWD. As discussed under Impact U-2 above, the City’s water supply, including well fields,
treatment facilities and connections to regional water sources appears adequate to meet citywide
demands through 2030. However, as discussed in Impact U-2, additional improvements to the
City’s well fields and treatment facilities will be required to meet the City’s goal of water selfsufficiency (i.e., reliance on local groundwater only). To achieve water self-sufficiency, the City
intends on implementing well field improvements (e.g., drilling of additional wells) and
new/expanded water treatment plants to permit increased pumping to address current production
constraints and to increase output to meet demand.
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Based on a review of available studies, including the 2010 UWMP for the City and urban water
management plans for other cities overlying the groundwater basin, the City currently appears to
be the primary user of groundwater resources from the SMGB (City of Santa Monica 2010; Culver
City-Golden State Water Company 2010; Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 2010a).
However, both the Golden State Water Company and the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power are considering the potential for reactivation or development of wells within the SMGB,
although no formal proposals are pending (Culver City-Golden State Water Company 2010 and
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 2010). While the total long-term safe yield of the
SMGB has not been fixed or adjudicated, total storage is estimated at 1.1 million AF, with past
studies identifying an “average inflow” of 7,700 AFY (City of Santa Monica 2010c). 7
Over the long-term, climate change may affect yields both from the SMGB and deliveries from
regional sources. Climate change is exacerbating ongoing issues with groundwater in California,
including overdraft, seawater intrusion, land subsidence, and water quality degradation. In
particular, increased groundwater pumping to compensate for growing demand and reduced
regional surface supplies may increase demand on the SMGB. In addition, groundwater recharge
may decrease because of the effects of climate change, including greater evapotranspiration, use
of more efficient irrigation systems, and changes in rainfall patterns. Potential changes to
groundwater quality from climate change could also occur, including increased salt loading
because of greater evapotranspiration during irrigation, higher concentrations of inorganic
compounds and potential for seawater if pumping in the SMGB substantially increases. However,
changes in availability of groundwater supplies would be incremental through 2030 and the City
appears likely to remain the primary user of the SMGB for the foreseeable future.
While the City’s existing groundwater well system is able to produce 9,528 AFY of the 12,400
AFY storage capacity of the SMGB, future land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan in conjunction with citywide increases in development and complete reliance
on groundwater could exceed this average inflow; however, total basin storage combined with
replenishment by inflow and recharge appears sufficient to meet citywide demand for at least 50
to 100 years, absent substantially increased demand from other users. 8 Because there are no other
major existing users and no other cumulative proposals for increased use of groundwater are
currently pending, groundwater resources would be adequate to meet demand from the proposed

7

Safe yield is generally defined as the maximum amount of water that can be withdrawn from a groundwater basin
without causing adverse effects (e.g., subsidence, sea water intrusion).
8
Long-term citywide demand of 15,500 AFY would result in cumulative water demand of 775,000 AFY over 50
years, would utilize approximately 70 percent of total basin storage; however, this would be partially offset by
projected inflow of an estimated 385,000 AF (@7,000 AFY) over this 50 years.
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Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and citywide or regional growth through the year 2030.
Further, the potential impacts of climate change on the yields of the SMGB are anticipated to be
incremental and occur over the long-term. Given the SMGB’s large storage capacity and the
limited number of other users, climate change is not anticipated to impact City use of this resource
for the foreseeable future.
Regional water supplies delivered by the MWD have constituted an important component of the
City’s historic water supply and currently meet approximately 34 percent (5,107 AFY) of current
citywide water demand of 14,986 AFY. This is substantially lower than the City’s total allocation
from MWD of 11,515 AFY. Over the long-term, key MWD supply sources such as the SWP and
the Colorado River have the potential to be reduced due to environmental regulations, increased
demands from other water agencies and states, extended drought and changes in snowpack, rainfall
and runoff associated with climate change. The MWD is addressing these variables in supply
though increased reliance on conservation, increased system storage and flexibility, use of local
sources such as groundwater, conjunctive use, reclamation and possibly desalinization (MWD
2010). Given the City’s proposed reliance on and availability of local groundwater supplies, the
use of regional water supplies as a secondary or back up source and the City’s large allocation,
regional supplies appear adequate to meet both citywide growth and that under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
New land uses anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
incrementally contribute to increased demand for both local groundwater and potential for regional
water supplies. However, based on the analysis above, this increase in demand would be
sustainable from local and regional water sources, would not constitute a cumulatively
considerable impact to water resources and would be considered less than significant.
3.17.2 Wastewater
3.17.2.1 Environmental Setting, Wastewater
Wastewater Management System
Wastewater from the City is collected through the City of Santa Monica’s wastewater system and
is treated at the Hyperion Treatment Plant in the City of Los Angeles community of Playa del Rey
located approximately 7 miles southeast of Downtown. The Hyperion Treatment Plant receives
approximately 340 mgd of wastewater, and has a dry weather capacity of approximately 450 mgd
processed through full secondary treatment and an 850 mgd wet weather capacity. It is equipped
for biosolids handling, and biogas generation, where 635 tons of biosolids are reclaimed as
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fertilizer and soil amendments, and 7.5 million cubic feet of biogas converted to electricity per day
(City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works 2013).
The City of Santa Monica Water Resources Division manages its wastewater collection system
and its Coastal Interceptor Sewer System (CISS), which includes 2,875 sewer line segments of
152 miles of pipeline, two flow monitoring and sampling stations and one 26 mgd pumping station.
The capacity of the CISS is 80 cfs or 51.7 mgd, which is the maximum demand for the 2090 Sunset
Year of the CISS (City of Santa Monica 2009). Current City of Santa Monica net flows average
9.23 mgd with total flow including City of Los Angeles pass through to the Hyperion Treatment
Plant averaging 13.29 mgd. As such, the City’s 9.23 mgd of wastewater flows contributes
approximately 2.7 percent of the daily flows received by the Hyperion Treatment Plant.
The Downtown is served by 192 sewer pipe segments, totaling 49,338 linear feet (9.3 miles).
Sewer pipes in the Downtown range in size from 6 to 36 inches in diameter. In terms of linear feet,
approximately 80.4 percent of the sewer lines are composed of vitrified clay pipes, 19.0 percent
are comprised of various types of plastic pipes, and the remaining 0.5 percent is comprised of
reinforced concrete pipes. Vitrified clay pipes have a life expectancy of approximately 100 years,
but they can last well beyond their expected life (National Clay Pipe Institute 2013). As clay pipes
age, they are often subject to damage from root systems and to infiltration of groundwater or
rainwater through cracks, joints, and aging gaskets. Exact dates for the construction of the City’s
sewer system are not readily available; however, given that the City has never constructed its own
lift station, the sewer system was likely constructed shortly after the Hyperion Treatment Plant,
which was constructed in 1925. Therefore, it is estimated that the City’s vitrified clay pipes were
mostly installed sometime between 1925 and 1950; however, 55 of the 151 pipe segments
composed of vitrified clay were lined with plastic in 1999, following the Northridge earthquake.
The City’s plastic pipes were installed starting in 1995 (Arden 2014).
Sewer pipes across the Downtown that are east of Ocean Avenue and north of Broadway flow
south toward the sewer mains that run west along Broadway and Colorado Avenue. The sewer
pipes along Ocean Avenue run south and discharge into the system at Colorado Avenue between
1st Street and 2nd Street. The pipes that run west along Olympic Boulevard deposit into the pipes
along Colorado Avenue at 5th Street.
All wastewater in the Downtown is conveyed southerly to the Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer, an
approximately 500-foot section of sewer line consisting of two sewer segments that exit the
Downtown carrying wastewater south from two points along Colorado Boulevard between 1st
Street and 2nd Street. The Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer crosses under the Interstate (I-) 10 Freeway
near Colorado Avenue and 2nd Street. While most of the Downtown’s sewer system operates using
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gravity flow, the Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer is an inverted siphon sewer providing pressurized
conveyance of wastewater through this corridor. Because these segments carry effluent under the
freeway and back up on the other side, they are not able to operate based on gravity alone;
therefore, a pump is used to move the sewage through the pipe. The Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer
was constructed between 2008 and 2009 to relieve stress on the existing sewer line, which was
damaged in the 1994 Northridge earthquake. As part of the project, the original sewer was relined.
The two sewers are now functioning and provide system redundancy, as well as existing and future
capacity for the Downtown sewer system (Arden 2014).
Wastewater from the Downtown are further conveyed to the sewer mains along the Ocean/Main
Corridor, which carry wastewater to the Hyperion Treatment Plant. This corridor runs for 1.30
miles from the southern corner of the Downtown to the southern corner of the City
Sewer pipes have a flow capacity based on the diameter of the pipe and the slope of the pipeline.
To ensure that wastewater flows would be adequately accommodated, the City reviews sewer lines
based on the guidelines for sewer design and operations from the Los Angeles Bureau of
Engineering Manual – Part F. According to this guidance, sewers should be sized so the depth of
the Peak Dry Weather Flow (PDWF), projected for the design period, shall be no more than 50
percent of the pipe diameter (d/D = 0.5 where d = depth of flow and D = pipe diameter). The City
uses this design screening criteria of d/D = 0.5 for both PDWF and Peak Wet Weather Flow
(PWWF) for utilities planning purposes by the City to assess whether future upgrades are needed
to their sewer system. This 0.5 d/D factor applies to all the sewer segments that operate based on
gravity flow, but does not apply to the inverted siphon sewer that carries wastewater out of the
southwest corner of Downtown (i.e., the Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer). In order for this section
of sewer line to operate properly, it is designed to be maintained in a surcharged condition;
therefore, the surcharged condition does not indicate a deficiency in this particular section of the
sewer lines. Additionally, based on conversations with the City Public Works Department, the
Public Works Department uses an operational criteria of d/D = 0.75 to ensure that wastewater
flows would not result in public exposure of sewer gas emissions, including emissions of hydrogen
sulfide gas. 9
In order to assess the existing flows of the City’s sewer system, V&A Consulting Engineers (2015)
conducted flow monitoring of 25 manholes that receive wastewater flows from the Downtown (see
Table 3.17-9 and Figure 3.17-1). The results of the flow monitoring demonstrated that in 2015

9

When wastewater flows become septic due to low velocity flows (blockages) or stagnations, hydrogen sulfide
gases can be released from the wastewater into the air in a sewer pipe.
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Table 3.17-9

(2015) Existing Sewer Locations with d/D Greater Than 0.5

5-70

Measured Pipe
Diameter (inches)
54

7-149A

36

0.12

7-149B

28

0.16

7-165A

54

0.44

10-233
10-243
10-269
11-311
11-328 (W)
11-328 (N)
11-330 (N)
11-330 (S)
11-332
11-333
11-346
11-347
11-363A
12-370
12-372

12
8
8
24
15.5
8
27
10
24
30
18
27
36
35
10

0.38
0.26
0.36
0.45
0.30
0.41
0.52
0.54
0.18
0.13
0.25
0.41
0.59
0.12
0.22

12-433

28

0.14

12-434

32.5

0.15

16-647
17-707
17-710
17-111
N/A

8
12
23.5
29
8

0.34
0.54
0.24
0.39
0.33

Manhole ID

d/D Ratio

Locations

0.36

Ocean Avenue at Terrace
Main Street between Pier Avenue and Marine
Street
Main Street between Pier Avenue and Marine
Street
Main Street between Pier Avenue and Marine
Street
2nd Street, South of Wilshire Boulevard
Wilshire Boulevard at 2nd Court
Wilshire Boulevard at 5th Court
Broadway at 4th Court
Broadway at 2nd Street
Broadway at 2nd Street
2nd Street at Broadway
2nd Street at Broadway
Colorado Avenue, west of 4th Street
Colorado Avenue, west of 4th Street
Colorado Avenue at Ocean Avenue
Colorado Avenue, east of Ocean Avenue
Ocean Avenue at Moomat Ahiko Way1
Ocean Avenue at Pico Boulevard
Pico Boulevard at Main Street
Main Street between Hollister Avenue and
Norman Place
Main Street between Hollister Avenue and
Norman Place
Wilshire Boulevard at 7th Court
Broadway at Lincoln Court
Colorado Avenue at Lincoln Court, South Lane
Colorado Avenue at Lincoln Court, North Lane
5th Court

Notes: 1 This manhole location measures from the Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer. Consequently, this location is expected to
consistent operation at a d/D ≥ 0.5 and is not considered deficient.
Source: V&A Consulting Engineers 2015.

during dry weather, only four sewer monitoring locations had peak d/D ratios greater than 0.5
(including 11-363A at Ocean Avenue at Moomat Ahiko Way which captures flows into the
inverted siphon at the Colorado Ocean Relief), with no segments over 0.75 (see Table 3.17-9).
None of the other monitoring locations exhibited restricted or constrained flow capacities.
Additionally, wastewater flows were recently monitored as a part of the Draft Mitigated
Declaration for the proposed Santa Monica Post Office Productions (City of Santa Monica 2015).
Sewer flow from the Post Office project site is conveyed by an 8-inch sewer gravity line within 4th
Court. To determine existing flows, sewer flow monitoring was conducted at two manholes for
this 8-inch sewer line (one upstream of the project site and one downstream). Based on the
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monitoring, this line has existing flows of approximately 249 gallons per minute (gpm) (or 0.47
d/D) and 240 gpm (0.33 d/D) upstream and downstream, respectively. Therefore, no capacity
issues currently exist for 4th Court line (City of Santa Monica 2015). Regulatory Setting,
Wastewater
State
Operation of City of Los Angeles Hyperion Wastewater Treatment Plant is subject to regulations
set forth by the California Department of Public Health (CDPH) and the SWRCB.
Local
Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Section 7.16.050—Wastewater Collection and Treatment.
This section of the SMMC provides guidance regarding allowable discharges into the City’s
wastewater collection system. It addresses the need to preserve hydraulic capacity and to preserve
the health, safety, and general welfare of the public through the continued maintenance and
provision of an adequate wastewater collection system. This section of the SMMC also describes
permitting requirements, such as industrial wastewater permits, that would be required for various
uses within the City.
3.17.2.2 Impact Assessment Methodology, Wastewater
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines
and local City sustainability policies. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may have a significant adverse impact on wastewater
infrastructure if:
•

The project would exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional
Water Quality Control Board;

•

The project would require or result in the construction of new wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects; or

•

The project would result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider, which
serves or may serve the project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s
projected demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments.
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Methodology
The City is planning on developing a hydraulic model that will provide more refined information
regarding the existing and future capacity of the wastewater systems, and any additional
improvements that may be necessary. This future model will incorporate past studies and sewer
monitoring and will help refine project-related impacts for developments under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, the timeline for completion of this model is
unknown. As such, this section relies on the best available wastewater data included from the
planning-level Civil Engineering Study for Downtown prepared by KPFF (2014), V&A
Consulting Engineers (2015) flow monitoring study, and through communication with the City of
Santa Monica Department of Public Works, including the Civil Engineering and Water Resources
Divisions. Based on these resources, this section assesses the adequacy of wastewater
infrastructure to serve projected increases in demand associated with land use changes in the
Downtown though 2030.
Impacts to wastewater infrastructure as a result of land use changes anticipated to occur under the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are addressed programmatically for both Scenario A
and Scenario B. The increase in wastewater generation has been estimated using wastewater
generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (see Appendix D). Impacts to
wastewater infrastructure are considered significant if the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would result in sewer line or treatment plant system deficiencies.
Would the project exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board?
Impact Description
U-3

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would not exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the Los Angeles
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). This would be a less than
significant impact.

The RWQCB, in connection with the implementation of the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) program, has imposed requirements on the treatment of wastewater
and its discharge into local water bodies, including Santa Monica Bay. Wastewater produced by
new land uses in the Downtown would meet these requirements through treatment at the Hyperion
Treatment Plant. This treatment plant utilizes full secondary treatment and has recently been
upgraded to reduce by 95 percent the amount of wastewater solids going into Santa Monica Bay.
In addition, the implementation of wastewater Best Management Practices (BMPs) required by the
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SMMC would also help meet wastewater quality treatment standards. Therefore, RWQCB
wastewater treatment requirements would not be exceeded, and potential impacts related to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be less than significant.
Would the project require or result in the construction of new wastewater facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Impact Description
U-4

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may require or result
in the construction of new wastewater facilities or expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects. Impacts would be reduced to less than significant with mitigation.

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would generate
increased sewage flows within the existing sewer system. Land use changes anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the amount of
wastewater transported by the sewer system in the Downtown by approximately 878,550 gallons
per day (0.88 mgd) under Scenario A and approximately 596,400 gallons per day (0.60 mgd) under
Scenario B (see Table 3.17-10). Given that the City’s existing wastewater flows average 9.23 mgd,
this would increase total flows from the City to 10.11 mgd under Scenario A and 9.83 mgd under
Scenario B.
Table 3.17-10 Wastewater Generation under Scenario A and Scenario B

Scenario B

Scenario A

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected
Increase
3,024 units
1,725 rooms
420,000 sf
621,000 sf

Water Generation
Factor2
150 gal/unit/day
150 gal/room/day
0.10 gal/sf/day
0.20 gal/sf/day

2,326 units
974 rooms
186,000 sf
414,000 sf

150 gal/unit/day
150 gal/room/day
0.10 gal/sf/day
0.20 gal/sf/day

Estimated Flow2
453,600 gals/day
258,750 gals/day
42,000 gals/day
124,200 gals/day
878,550 gals/day
348,900 gals/day
146,100 gals/day
18,600 gals/day
82,800 gals/day
596,400 gals/day

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated flow was calculated using wastewater generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (see
Appendix D). These factors are based on the various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
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Increased wastewater flows under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is
projected to result in impacts to the four sewer pipe segments with a d/D greater than 0.5 as well
as to the 10 sewer pipe segments with a d/D nearing 0.5 (i.e., d/D ≥ 0.3). As discussed in Section
13.17.5, V&A Consulting Engineers (2015) identified four sewer main locations serving the
Downtown that currently have a d/D ratio at their design screening criteria of 0.5 or greater.
However, one of these locations (i.e., 11-363A at Ocean Avenue at Moomat Ahiko Way) captures
flows into the inverted siphon at the Colorado Ocean Relief. As described previously, this 0.5 d/D
factor does not apply to the Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer. In order for this section of sewer line
to operate properly, it is designed to be maintained in a surcharged condition; therefore, the
surcharged condition does not indicate a deficiency in this particular section of the sewer lines. 10
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would increase wastewater flows to these segments, further increasing the d/D ratio closer to
their operational criteria of 0.75 d/D. As a result, with the exception of the Colorado Ocean Relief,
these sewer lines could require expansion or replacement to increase capacity. Additionally, V&A
Consulting Engineers (2015) identified 10 sewer main locations in the Downtown that are nearing
the design screening criteria of 0.5 d/D (i.e., operating at ≥ 0.3 d/D). Additional flows anticipated
from land use changes under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are expected to raise
the d/D ratio such that these sewer segments may approach or exceed the operational criteria of
d/D of 0.5 or greater. Therefore, preliminary analysis indicates that at minimum, 13 total sewer
locations are expected to require expansion or replacement to accommodate future wastewater
generation from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (see Table 3.17-11 and
Figure 3.17-1).

10

V&A observed approximately 3 to 4 inches of grit within manhole 17-711 and 11-363A. It is possible that the
addition of flow at manhole 11-363A could result in beneficial flushing within the inverted siphon at the Colorado
Ocean Relief.
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Table 3.17-11 Existing Sewer Locations with d/D Greater Than or Approaching 0.5
Measured Pipe
Diameter (inches)
d/D Ratio Exceeding 0.5
11-330 (N)
27
11-330 (S)
10
11-363A
36
17-707
12
d/D Ratio Approaching 0.5
5-70
54
Manhole ID

d/D Ratio

Locations

0.52
0.54
0.59
0.54

2nd Street at Broadway
2nd Street at Broadway
Ocean Avenue at Moomat Ahiko Way1
Broadway at Lincoln Court

0.36

Ocean Avenue at Acadia Terrace
Main Street between Pier Avenue and
Marine Street
2nd Street, South of Wilshire Boulevard
Wilshire Boulevard at 5th Court
Broadway at 4th Court
Broadway at 2nd Street
Broadway at 2nd Street
Colorado Avenue, east of Ocean Avenue
Wilshire Boulevard at 7th Court
Colorado Avenue at Lincoln Court, North
Lane

7-165A

54

0.44

10-233
10-269
11-311
11-328 (West)
11-328 (North)
11-347
16-647

12
8
24
15.5
8
27
8

0.38
0.36
0.45
0.30
0.41
0.41
0.34

17-711

29

0.39

Notes: 1 This manhole location measures from the Colorado Ocean Relief Sewer. Consequently, this location is expected to
consistent operation at a d/D ≥ 0.5 and is not considered deficient.
Source: V&A Consulting Engineers 2015.

As a result, development of land uses
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity
Plan
would
incrementally trigger the need for
expansion or replacement of individual
sewer line segments. With assurance of
adequate funds to finance the capital
improvements necessary as provided for
in MM U-4, impacts would be reduced to
less than significant with mitigation.
Replacement of several sewer mains in
the Downtown could also create Sewer and water pipe replacement would require excavation
and removal of existing pipelines, replacement and/or repair
secondary
short-term
periodic of inadequate pipe segments, and replacement of pavement,
construction impacts. Construction of sidewalk, and landscaping disturbed during construction.
new sewer mains would require
excavation, removal of older mains, removal of existing manholes, and installation of the new
manholes and lines located within existing paved roads and public rights of way. This would
involve typical short-term construction impacts, such as air emissions, noise, and disruption of
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traffic flows, as discussed in Sections 3.4, Air Quality, 3.14, Noise and 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation respectively.
Mitigation Measures (MM)
MM U-4:

Downtown Public Infrastructure Financing Program: In addition
to the improvements to the water delivery system described in MM
U-1, the City shall ensure adequate financing for funding of
infrastructure improvements to the wastewater system. The DPIFP
described in MM U-1 shall determine the costs of and establish a
funding program for the following capital improvements to
wastewater conveyance as needed to serve the demands of new
projects occurring under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
Implementation of MM U-1 and MM U-4 as well as compliance with existing local regulations
related to development in the City would ensure the funding of necessary improvements to the
sewer system to serve land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, potential impacts to wastewater infrastructure would be
reduced to less than significant with mitigation.
Would the project result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider, which serves or
may serve the project that it has inadequate capacity to serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing commitments?
U-5

Implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would result in an increase in wastewater generate; but such increase would
not exceed the wastewater treatment provider’s capacity. Impacts would be
less than significant.

As discussed under Impact U-4 above, wastewater flows from the City are treated at the Hyperion
Treatment Plant, which has a dry weather capacity of approximately 450 mgd processed through
full secondary treatment and an 850 mgd wet weather capacity. Currently this facility receives and
treats 340 mgd of wastewater, 9.23 mgd (2.7 percent) of which is wastewater from the City. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would add up to 0.88 mgd (0.25 percent)
under Scenario A or 0.60 mgd (0.18 percent) under Scenario B. Given that the existing system has
approximately 110 mgd of additional full secondary treatment capacity and the increased
wastewater flow from implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
under Scenario A or Scenario B would be a de minimus incremental increase, the Hyperion
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Treatment Plant would have sufficient capacity to serve the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s projected demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments and this impact would
be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Hyperion Treatment Plant
The City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation manages the Hyperion Treatment Plant which serves
the City of Santa Monica and portions of the greater Los Angeles area. The Bureau of Sanitation’s
Integrated Resources Plan (IRP) addresses wastewater disposal in the service area, including
Downtown, through the year 2020 (City of Los Angeles 2012). The IRP and the long-range plans
for the Bureau of Sanitation have found that the Hyperion Treatment Plant has capacity to treat
wastewater generated by cumulative new development within its service area through 2030 (City
of Los Angeles 2012). The Hyperion Treatment Plant currently process 340 mgd of wastewater
per day, well below its design capacity of 450 mgd. Land use changes anticipated to occur by 2030
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase existing City flows
of 9.23 mgd by 0.88 mgd under Scenario A or 0.60 mgd under Scenario B to up to 10.11 mgd,
approximately 2.2 percent of the plant’s capacity.
Effluent from the Hyperion Treatment Plant receives both primary and secondary treatment to
remove biosolids and prevent potential environmental impacts to Santa Monica Bay. Additional
wastewater flows contributed by cumulative development, including new development allowed
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be treated in accordance with
existing requirements. As such, impacts would be less than significant and the cumulative effect
on treatment plant capacity is considered a less than significant impact. The Hyperion Treatment
Plant is projected to have sufficient capacity to treat cumulative wastewater flows through the year
2030 (City of Los Angeles 2012). Therefore, the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
contributions to cumulative wastewater treatment impacts would be less than significant.
Sewer System
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan could also contribute to impacts to the
City’s wastewater conveyance system, contributing to exceedance of sewer line segment
capacities. In addition, cumulative development citywide may also increase demand on existing
sewer lines. In particular, wastewater flows from Downtown would contribute to exceedance of
the capacity of approximately 1.3 miles of the Ocean Avenue sewer main. However, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s contributions to cumulative impacts to wastewater
conveyance would be less than significant with mitigation (refer to MM U-4).
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3.17.3 Solid Waste
3.17.3.1 Environmental Setting, Solid Waste
Solid Waste Management System
The Resource Recovery & Recycling Division of the City’s Public Works Department provides
solid waste management and collection services to all Santa Monica residents and approximately
50 percent of commercial and industrial establishments. The City collects, transfers, and disposes
of trash, processes green waste and food scraps for compost, recycles single-stream commingled
recyclables, and provides a state-authorized e-waste collection facility. The City sorts and sends
disposed items to reuse and recycling facilities instead of landfills whenever possible, which is a
solid waste management approach otherwise known as diversion.
Municipal solid waste generated in the City is hauls through the Southern California Disposal
Transfer Station (1908 Frank Street) within the City and then transferred for disposal at several
vicinity landfills or converted to energy resources at transformation (waste-to-energy) facilities.
Table 3.17-12 lists landfills and wastes to energy facilities that served the City in 2014 and their
remaining capacity. As shown below, the landfills serving the City have a remaining capacity of
2,244 million tons and a maximum daily capacity of 24.5 million tons.
In 2013, 25,248 tons of materials from the City were disposed in landfills and 8,996 tons of
materials were processed at waste-to-energy facilities (CalRecycle 2015). Commercial waste
comprised approximately 50 percent of the landfill-disposed waste, multi-family residential waste
comprised almost 25 percent of disposal, and single-family residential waste made up 8 percent.
The remaining disposal consisted of self-haul construction and demolition debris and additional
materials that were disposed by private companies or individuals (City of Santa Monica 2014).
Waste Reduction Programs
The City of Santa Monica offers educational as well as physical programs as one of various
methods to reduce waste.
The Sustainable Works Program is offered to residents and businesses of Santa Monica, and Santa
Monica College (SMC) Students. The program offers hands-on, interactive and educational
experiences on sustainability and how it can be incorporated into daily life. One chapter of the
Sustainable Works Workbook is devoted to ways for people to change their behavior by reducing
their consumption rate, reducing the amount of solid waste contributed to landfills, and increasing
the amount of consumables that can be reused. The City educates future generations by providing
K-12 students with opportunities to tour City solid waste facilities.
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Table 3.17-12 Solid Waste Facilities Serving the City in 2013
Solid Waste Facility

Remaining
Capacity
(Million Tons)

American Avenue Disposal Site 17
Antelope Valley Public Landfill I
12
and II
Azusa Land Reclamation Co.
62
Landfill
Chiquita Canyon Sanitary
3
Landfill
Commerce Refuse-To-Energy
400
Facility
El Sobrante Landfill
106
Frank Bowerman Sanitary
115
Landfill
Lancaster Landfill and
13
Recycling Center
Olinda Alpha Sanitary Landfill
26
Simi Valley Landfill & Recycling
54
Center
Southeast Resource Recovery
1,370
Facility
Sunshine Canyon City/County
66
Landfill
Total Tons Disposed per Year (Not Diverted)
Average Tons Disposed per Day
Total Tons Disposed in Landfill
Total Tons Converted to Energy

16

Maximum
Permitted Daily
Capacity
(tons per day)
2,200

Santa
Monica Total
in 2014
(tons)
9

22

1,800

1,946

36

6,500

1,302

3

6,000

5,947

N/A

1,000

5,064

55+

6,054

132

73

1,500

680

14

5,100

21

16

8,000

1,436

60+

6,000

3,019

N/A

2,240

3,932

19

2,100

10,756

24,490,128
33,219

34,244
110
25,248
8,996

Remaining
Life (Years)

Notes: CalRecycle Jurisdiction Disposal by Facility Report 2014.
Source: CalRecycle 2015.

The City also promotes and participates in recycling efforts to reduce the amount of waste disposed
of at local landfills. A curbside recycling program that started in 1982 currently serves
approximately 7,500 single-family and 5,000 low-density multi-family units. Items recycled
include newspapers, glass, all plastics, aluminum and tin cans, mixed waste paper/cardboard, and
waste motor oil. There are also privately contracted recycling programs that have been
implemented by the City, such as one that focuses primarily on cardboard/mixed-paper
commodities, which began in 1992.
The other various recycling and waste reduction activities that have been implemented by the City
include:
•

Drop-off recycling zones

•

A buy-back and drop-off recycling center operated on City property

•

Scrap metal recycling
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•

Collection and recycling of glass from several bars and by the City and private citizens

•

Christmas tree recycling

•

Green waste diversion

•

Mini recycling zones

•

Commercial mixed paper recycling

•

Concrete and asphalt recycling

•

Tire recycling

•

School Recycling Program

•

Yard Waste and Composting

3.17.3.2 Regulatory Setting, Solid Waste
Federal Policies and Regulations
There are no federal regulations that pertain to solid waste resources.
State Policies and Regulations
California Integrated Waste Management Act (AB 939)
The California Integrated Waste Management Act (IWMA) of 1989 stablished an integrated waste
management hierarchy to guide the California Integrated Waste Management Board and local
agencies in implementation, in order of priority: (1) source reduction; (2) recycling and
composting; and (3) environmentally safe transformation and land disposal. The Act required each
county to establish a task force to coordinate the development of city Source Reduction and
Recycling Elements (SRREs) and a countywide siting element. The Act also required each county
to prepare, adopt, and submit to the Board an Integrated Waste Management Plan (IWMP).
Additionally, waste diversion mandates were set in AB 939. The law required each city or county
plan to include an implementation schedule which shows: diversion of 25 percent of all solid waste
from landfill or transformation facilities by January 1, 1995 through source reduction, recycling,
and composting activities; and, diversion of 50 percent of all solid waste by January 1, 2000
through source reduction, recycling, and composting activities. A city or county may be deemed
exempt from these goals or to reduce the requirements if the city or county demonstrates that
attainment of the goals is not feasible due to the small geographic size of the jurisdiction and the
small quantity of waste generated. After January 1, 1995, the Act authorized the Board to establish
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an alternative goal to the 50 percent requirement, if the Board finds that the local agency is
effectively implementing all source reduction, recycling, and composting measures to the
maximum extent feasible.
Senate (SB) 1016
SB 1016 builds on AB 939 compliance requirements by implementing a simplified measure of
jurisdictions' performance. SB 1016 accomplishes this by changing the measurement of waste
reduction from a diversion rate to a disposal-based indicator – the per capita disposal rate. The
purpose of the per capita disposal measurement system is to make the process of goal measurement
as established by AB 939 simpler, more timely, and more accurate. Beginning with reporting year
2007 jurisdiction annual reports, diversion rates will no longer be measured. With the passage of
SB 1016, only per capita disposal rates are measured. For 2007 and subsequent years, CalRecycle
compares reported disposal tons to population to calculate per capita disposal expressed in
pounds/person/day.
Assembly Bill (AB) 341
AB 341 established a State policy goal that no less than 75 percent of solid waste generated be source
reduced, recycled, or composted by 2020, and requiring CalRecycle to provide a report to the
Legislature that recommends strategies to achieve the policy goal by January 1, 2014. AB 341
mandates local jurisdictions to implement commercial recycling by July 1, 2012. AB 341 requires
any business (including schools and government facilities) that generates 4 cubic yards or more of
waste per week, and multifamily buildings with five or more units to arrange for recycling services. 11
Local Plans and Regulations
Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan
On January 4, 2014, the Council adopted the Zero Waste Strategic Plan that will enable the City
to reach its Zero Waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030, or a per capita disposal rate of 1.1
pounds per person per day (City of Santa Monica 2013b). The Zero Waste Strategic Operations
Plan will help the City strengthen its existing diversion operations while addressing significant
fiscal challenges and emerging trends and technologies. The plan will serve as a broad
environmental and policy framework and will guide the future development of the City’s resource
recovery and recycling policies, programs, and infrastructure.

11

The City offers free consultation to businesses and property owners to assist in arranging recycling services:
http://www.smgov.net/Departments/PublicWorks/ContentRecycling.aspx?id=33875 – Accessed June 2013.
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Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Section 5.08.400—Solid Waste Diversion
SMMC Section 5.08.400 establishes direction for characterizing and reducing the solid waste
production within the City. The requirements in this section of the SMMC are a furtherance of
state-mandated diversion criteria, and are based, in large part, on the Waste Characterization Study
and SRRE that the City completed in 1992.
SMMC Section 8.108.010, Subpart C (Construction and Demolition Ordinance), requires that
demolition and/or construction projects costing $50,000 or more, projects 1,000 sf or more, or all
demolition only projects divert at least 70 percent of construction and demolition material from
landfills. Applicants for construction or demolition permits involving these covered projects shall
complete and submit a waste management plan (WMP), on a WMP form approved by the City for
this purpose, as part of the application packet for the construction or demolition permit. The
completed WMP shall indicate all of the following:
•

The estimated volume or weight of the project construction and demolition material, by
material type, to be generated

•

The maximum volume or weight of such materials that can feasibly be diverted via reuse
or recycling

•

The vendor or facility where the applicant proposes to use to collect or receive that material

•

The estimated volume or weight of construction and demolition materials that will be
landfilled in Class III landfills and inert disposal facilities

•

A commitment that only City-permitted waste haulers would be used

Santa Monica Sustainable City Plan
The Resource Conservation section of the Santa Monica Sustainable City Plan establishes a target
for diverting the amount of solid waste that is disposed of at landfills. By the year 2010, 70 percent
of solid waste is required to be diverted.
Land Use and Circulation Element
Below are the Santa Monica LUCE policies that relate to solid waste.
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Policy S8.1

Expand solid waste diversion strategies such as increased commercial
recycling collection and outreach, expanded food waste collection, and
waste to energy conversion programs.

Policy S8.2

Develop a Zero-Waste Strategic Plan with an aggressive target for waste
diversion by 2030.
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Policy S8.3

Continue to implement the ban on non-recyclable plastic food
containers and continue to pursue a ban on plastic bags.

3.17.3.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Solid Waste
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines
and local City sustainability policies. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may have a significant adverse impact on solid waste if:
•

The project would not be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to
accommodate the project’s solid waste disposal needs.

•

The project would not comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related
to solid waste.

Methodology
This section builds upon and updates the solid waste analysis provided in the LUCE EIR (2010).
Additional data is included from the Los Angeles County Integrated Waste Management Plan
(2015) and the California's Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle). Based
on these resources, this section assesses the existing capacity of landfills that serve the City, any
planned improvements to or changes to landfill capacity and projected increases in solid waste
generation associated with land use changes anticipated to occur by 2030 under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Impacts related to solid waste from land use changes anticipated to occur under the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan are addressed programmatically for both Scenario A and Scenario B.
Solid waste generation was estimated using factors from CalRecycle’s Estimated Solid Waste
Generation and Disposal Rates (2013). Impacts to solid waste disposal would be considered a
significant impact if solid waste generated by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan exceeds the capacity of landfills and other solid waste facilities where such waste would be
disposed or if the City fails to implement measures to reduce the amount of solid waste disposed
of at landfills in accordance with state standards.
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Would the project be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
Impact Description
U-6

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan has the potential to
result in the generation of additional solid waste that would require landfill
disposal. There is sufficient landfill capacity to accommodate the increased
solid waste generation, so this impact would be less than significant.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase solid waste generation in
the Downtown. The resulting increased demand for waste disposal has the potential to result in the
need for additional landfill capacity to meet solid waste disposal needs. To determine if there is
sufficient landfill capacity to accommodate waste generated under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, the projected waste generated by the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan was estimated based on the land use changes that may occur by 2030, including
residential units and commercial square footage. The estimated potential increased waste generation
in the Downtown is up to 3,977 tons per year under Scenario A and 2,709 tons per year under Scenario
B (see Table 3.17-13). Assuming the existing diversion rate of 77 percent, this would result in up to
914 tons per year under Scenario A and 623 tons per year) under Scenario B of waste that would need
to be disposed in a landfill.
Table 3.17-13 Solid Waste Generation under Scenario A and Scenario B

Scenario A

Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Scenario B

Land use

Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected
Increase
3,024 units
1,725 rooms
420,000 sf
621,000 sf

Waste Generation
Factor2
4 lbs/unit/day
2 lbs/room/day
0.006 gal/sf/day
0.006 gal/sf/day

2,326 units
974 rooms
186,000 sf
413,000 sf

4 lbs/unit/day
2 lbs/room/day
0.006 gal/sf/day
0.006 gal/sf/day

Estimated Waste2
12,096 lbs/day
3,450 lbs/day
2,520 lbs/day
3,726 lbs/day
21,792 lbs/day
(3,977.04 tons/yr)
9,304 lbs/day
1,948 lbs/day
1,116 lbs/day
2,478 lbs/day
14,846 lbs/day
(2,709.40 tons/yr)

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 Estimated solid waste generation was calculated using waste generation rates from CalRecycle. These rates are based on the
various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Source: CalRecycle 2013.
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A total of 12 solid waste disposal facilities currently serve the City, including 10 landfills and 2
refuse-to-energy facilities. The combined remaining capacity of the landfills is 2,244 million tons.
The available combined remaining capacity at the eight landfills that currently have a remaining
life over 15 years is 2,228 million tons.
The combined average solid waste accepted daily throughput of the 12 solid waste facilities is
78,464 tons of solid waste per day, while the average daily amount disposed is 32,219 tons per
day. The additional 7.4 to 10.9 tons of solid waste per day that is anticipated to be generated by
implementation of the Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, respectively would comprise approximately 0.033 percent of the total daily
permitted capacity of the 10 solid waste facilities expected to serve the City in 2030. Therefore,
this additional waste would have a negligible impact on landfill capacity.
In addition, the City has achieved significant waste reduction targets and continues to strive for
additional reductions in solid waste. The City met and exceeded its goals for waste diversion, as
defined in the City‘s Sustainable City Plan, and attained a diversion rate of 77 percent by 2013.
The City is also currently implementing the Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan to identify that
will enable the City to reach its zero waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030. These efforts will
further reduce per capita waste generation, thereby reducing existing waste generation in the City
and expected waste generation from the project. Given the existing sufficient capacity of solid
waste facilities combined with the City’s efforts to reduce waste generation, this impact would be
less than significant.
Would the project comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?
Impact Description
U-7

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not result in
generation of addition waste, with the potential to conflict with federal, state,
and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste. Due to existing City
programs, there is no impact.

State law requires a 50 percent diversion of solid waste from landfills. The City has achieved this
diversion through the City‘s Sustainable City Plan waste reduction goal of 70 percent of waste
diverted from landfills by the year 2010 and the use of refuse-to-energy facilities. The City attained
a waste diversion rate of 77 percent in 2011 and remains committed to continuing its existing waste
reduction programs and minimization efforts. Additionally, individual projects in the Downtown
would be required to comply with all applicable solid waste regulations in effect at the time of
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operation, including SMMC Section 5.08.400—Solid Waste Diversion. Therefore, the City is in
compliance with state law and implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would not conflict with federal, state, or local statues and regulations related
to solid waste disposal. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would incrementally contribute to cumulative solid waste generation impacts to regional
landfills and waste disposal facilities associated with future growth within the City and the region.
As discussed above, the combined maximum solid waste accepted daily throughput of the 12 solid
waste facilities is 24.4 million tons of solid waste per day, while the average daily amount disposed
is 78,494 tons per day. The majority of the City’s solid waste currently disposed of in landfills is
sent to the Sunshine Canyon City/County Landfill and Commerce Refuse-To Energy Facility,
which have 66 million tons and 400 million tons of remaining capacity, respectively.
The City currently generates an average of 110 tons per day, which is negligible relative to the
maximum daily capacity of the waste disposal facilities. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would generate an additional 10.9 tons per day under Scenario A or 7.4 tons
per day under Scenario B, contributing to regional landfill use. However, this contribution may be
further limited in that the City’s goal is to reach a 95 percent diversion rate by 2030, substantially
reducing projected waste generation across the City. Further, regional landfills would continue to
excess capacity of over 33,000 tons per day. Given this large remaining regional landfill capacity
and projected increases in diversions rates, future solid waste in the City, including the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, would not contribute considerably to regional solid
waste disposal, and this impact would be less than significant.
3.17.4 Energy and Power
3.17.4.1 Environmental Setting, Energy and Power
The City’s most recent analysis of energy usage and demand was recorded in 2006. 12 Overall
electricity and natural gas consumption is 6.1 Gigajoules (GJ), approximately one percent higher
than 2005, but still 11 percent lower than 1990, the highest year recorded for the City. An increase
in natural gas accounted for the change, rising to 3.1 GJ for 3.0 in 2005. Electricity usage has

12

City of Santa Monica, Office of Sustainability and the Environment, Sustainable City Progress Report:
http://www.smgov.net/Departments/OSE/Categories/Sustainability/Sustainable_City_Progress_Report/Resource_Co
nservation/Energy_Use.aspx - Accessed May 2013
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remained level, staying at 3.0 GJ after a gradual rise from 2000’s 2.6 GJ mark. The commercial
sector, comprised largely of downtown businesses, dominated energy consumption by sector in
2006 at 49 percent. The residential sector accounted for 43 percent and large industrial
consumption is responsible for the remaining 8 percent. Energy consumption in new buildings is
regulated by State Building Energy Standards (Title 24). Currently, energy services in the
Downtown are considered adequate, and no deficiencies in service capacities have been identified
(City of Santa Monica 2010a).
Electricity
Southern California Edison Company
(SoCal Edison) provides electricity
services to the City. Facilities and
infrastructure
providing
electrical
service
include
transmission,
distribution, and communication lines.
Facilities within the Downtown include
the Santa Monica Substation at Lincoln
Boulevard and Colorado Avenue, as
well as underground power lines
The City’s electricity demands are served by Southern
traversing the utilities grid of the California Edison, which maintains the Santa Monica
Downtown core area. Overhead power Substation at Lincoln Boulevard and Colorado Avenue.
Source: City of Santa Monica, Public Works Department.
lines are limited to the eastern edge of
the Downtown running north-south along the Lincoln Court alley between Lincoln Boulevard and
8th Street. All areas of the City are served by electrical infrastructure, with maintenance and
periodic upgrades provided as needed.
Natural Gas
Southern California Gas Company (SoCal Gas) provides natural gas service for the City. The City
is located in SoCal Gas’s Pacific Region, which includes all coastal areas between Long Beach
and Ventura. Natural gas is delivered by SoCal Gas from out-of-state suppliers and delivered to
the City through its integrated pipeline system. All areas of the City are served by gas
infrastructure, with maintenance and periodic upgrades provided as needed. SoCal Gas extends its
service to accommodate the new land uses and supply the necessary gas lines. If necessary, SoCal
Gas customizes pipelines and mains to serve newly constructed facilities and costs for
improvements are covered project to project (City of Santa Monica 2010b).
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Solar Energy Sources
Solar Santa Monica continues to deploy energy efficiency, solar power and clean distributed
generation in the community. To date, there are 377 grid connected solar projects in the City
representing 2.945 megawatts of solar capacity. Currently, 25 percent of the energy used within
the City comes from renewable sources. Nearly 4 percent comes from solar installations and 21
percent from the utility’s renewable portfolio. Investments in energy efficiency were offset by
growth and energy use increased by 1 percent (City of Santa Monica 2012).
3.17.4.2 Regulatory Setting, Energy and Power
State Policies and Regulations
California Code of Regulations Title 24: Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations is known
as the California Building Code. The 2013 California Building Code was updated in 2013 and
includes the following:
California Code of Regulations Title 24, Part 6 comprises the California Energy Code, which was
first established in 1978 in response to a legislative mandate to reduce California’s energy
consumption. The standards are updated periodically to increase the baseline energy efficiency
requirements. Although it was not originally intended to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions,
electricity production by fossil fuels results in GHG emissions and energy efficient buildings
require less electricity. Therefore, increased energy efficiency results in decreased GHG
emissions.
California Code of Regulations Title 24, Part 11 comprises the California’s Green Building
Standard Code (CALGreen), which establishes mandatory green building code requirements as
well as voluntary measures (Tier 1 and Tier 2) for new buildings in California. The mandatory
provisions in CALGreen will reduce the use of volatile organic compound (VOC)-emitting
materials, strengthen water efficiency conservation, increase construction waste recycling, and
increase energy efficiency. Tier 1 and Tier 2 are intended to further encourage building practices
that minimize the building’s impact on the environment and promote a more sustainable design.
Local Policies and Regulations
1975 Conservation Element: The following policies of the City‘s existing Conservation Element
apply to energy-related impacts:
Policy 25
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materials for street surfacing which will enhance energy conservation
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Policy 31

The City shall expand the current building codes to require the use of
new, as well as known, energy conserving technology and materials
when they become available and are deemed practical in economic
terms and functional application as well.

2010 Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE): The LUCE guides
land use and development within Downtown with design guidelines, policies, programs,
recommended improvements, including policies for resource management and use:
Policy LU16.1

Design Buildings with Consideration of Solar Patterns. In designing
new buildings, consider the pattern of the sun, the impact of the building
mass throughout the day and the year to create habitable outdoor spaces
and protect adjacent structures to minimize shadows on public spaces at
times of the day and year when warmth is desired and provide shade at
times when cooling is appropriate, and minimize solar disruption on
adjacent properties.

Policy LU16.2

Preserve Solar Access to Neighborhoods. The same development
standard that is adopted to require a step down building envelope to
transition commercial buildings to lower adjacent residential properties
also needs to assure solar access to the residential buildings.

Policy S3.1

Actively strive to implement the City’s “zero net” electricity
consumption goal by 2020 through a wide variety of programs and
measures, including the generation of renewable energy in the City and
energy efficiency measures.

Policy S3.2

Consider a requirement for all new residential buildings to use net zero
energy by 2020 and all new commercial buildings by 2030.

Policy S3.3

Continue to promote the retrofitting of existing buildings, including the
following programs and actions:

Policy S3.4

•

Weatherization programs

•

Commercial lighting retrofits and HVAC upgrades

•

Whole house retrofit programs

•

Retro commissioning

Explore creating an ordinance to require all buildings sold in Santa
Monica to meet minimum energy efficiency requirements with energy
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efficiency upgrades occurring at the time of resale and prior to the
transfer of title.

3.17-52

Policy S4.1

Explore creating an ordinance to require solar installations, both
photovoltaic and hot water, on new construction projects.

Policy S4.2

Explore citywide renewable energy procurement strategies such as a
Green Power Community Trust.

Policy S4.3

Pursuant to AB 811 (Municipal Clean Energy Program), create a
mechanism to finance and help amortize commercial and residential
solar installations under the Solar Santa Monica Program.

Policy S4.4

Continue to maintain the Solar Santa Monica Program to help finance
and provide technical know-how for residential and commercial solar
installations.

Policy S5.1

Continue to maintain a Building Code and prescriptive compliance
options that meet or exceed state requirements for energy, water and
other sustainability standards. Specifically, pursue California Energy
Commission goals to achieve net zero energy buildings by 2020 for lowrise residential buildings and 2030 for commercial buildings and
achieve a Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)equivalent building code by 2020.

Policy S5.2

Require all new municipal construction to achieve LEED Gold
certification and all existing municipal facilities to achieve LEED
certification wherever feasible.

Policy S5.3

Continue to engage in community education and outreach, including
providing information about programs, policies, and best practices on
the Office of Sustainability and the Environment website.

Policy S5.4

Consider a requirement that all new construction utilize solar water
heaters.

Policy S5.5

Encourage shade trees on south- and west-facing sides of all new
buildings to reduce building energy loads.

Policy S5.6

Encourage cool roofs or green roofs on new buildings.

Policy S5.7

Encourage cool paving on new plazas and parking lots.
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Policy S5.8

Encourage installation of electrical outlets in loading zones and on the
exterior of new buildings to reduce emissions from gas-powered
landscape maintenance and operating refrigeration for delivery trucks.

2014 Sustainable City Plan: The Sustainable City Plan integrates ten Guiding Principles that
provide the basis from which effective and sustainable decisions can be made for a range of issues
in the City, including Open Space and Land Use, Housing, Community Education and Civic
Participation, Human Dignity Resource Conservation, Environmental and Public Health,
Transportation, and Economic Development.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code: Section 8.108—Green Building, Landscape Design,
Resource Conservation and Construction and Demolition Waste Management Standards:
provides requirements for energy conservation, in addition to those imposed by City and California
building codes, where new buildings and buildings that are substantially remodeled must
demonstrate an annual energy use that is at least 10 percent lower than the energy use that is
allowable under California‘s Title 24 Building standards. This section also requires all some
construction and demolition projects, to meet a minimum 70 percent diversion rate and submit a
WMP for City approval.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code Section 8.106, Green Building Code Standards: All new
buildings shall be designed to use 15 percent less energy than the allowed energy budget
established by the California Energy Code.
Ordinance Amending the 2013 California Green Building Standards Code: On 27 October 2015,
the Santa Monica City Council adopted Resolution No. 10198 making climatic, geological, and
topographic findings necessary to support the adoption of an Ordinance amending the 2013
California Green Building Standards Code. During this City Council Meeting, the Council
introduced for first reading the Ordinance amending the 2013 California Green Building Standards
Code by upgrading the existing Solar Ready Requirement to become an onsite solar energy
generation requirement and codifying flashing installation requirements.
Solar Ordinance: On April 26, 2016 the City of Santa Monica adopted local amendments to the
California Energy Code. The ordinance requires rooftop solar systems for all new construction in
the City of Santa Monica, both residential and commercial.
•

New single family dwellings are required to install a solar electric photovoltaic (PV)
system, with a minimum total wattage of 1.5 times the square footage of the dwelling (1.5
watts per square foot). That means a 2,000 square foot home would need a 3 kilowatt
system, which is a typical size already seen on many homes.
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•

New multi-family dwellings and non-residential, hotels, motels are required to install a
solar electric PV system, with a minimum total wattage 2.0 times the square footage of the
building footprint (2.0 watts per square foot of building footprint). That means a 4-story
building, with a building footprint of 10,000 square feet, would need a 20 kilowatt system.

3.17.4.3 Impact Assessment Methodology, Energy and Power
Thresholds for Determining Significance
The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines
and local City sustainability policies. For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan may have a significant adverse impact related to energy
if:
•

The project would result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of energy
during project construction, operation, or maintenance.

Methodology
This section utilizes data from the California Energy Commission. Based on this information, this
section assesses the availability and level of energy services in the Downtown, any planned
improvements to or changes in these utilities and projected increases in energy demand associated
with future residential and commercial development from the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
Electricity and natural gas demand was estimated using statewide average energy consumption
factors by land use as documented in the California Energy Commission’s (CEC) California
Commercial End-use Survey (CEC 2006). The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would cause a significant impact on energy resources if energy consumption exceeds the
projected supply or delivery capacity of either the electric or natural gas systems of the City, or if
the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan does not take steps to reduce energy consumption
through the use of efficient electrical and mechanical systems.
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3.17.5 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Would the project result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of energy during
project construction, operation, or maintenance?
U-8

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase energy
demand, but would not result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption
of energy. Implementation standard regulations, as well as conformance with the
Sustainable City Plan, the City‘s Green Building Program, and the policies of the
City’s LUCE, would reduce impacts to less than significant.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would increase the demand for electricity
and natural gas within the Downtown. The estimated potential increased electricity demand in the
Downtown is 34.3 million kilowatt-hours (kWh) per year under Scenario A and 23.4 kWh per year
under Scenario B (see Table 3.17-14), while the estimated potential increased natural gas demand
in the Downtown is 1.62 million therms per year under Scenario A and 1.23 million therms per
year under Scenario B (see Table 3.17-15).
Table 3.17-14 Additional Energy Demand under Scenario A and Scenario B

Scenario B

Scenario A

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected
Increase
3,024 units
1,725 rooms
420,000 sf
621,000 sf

Consumption Factor2

Estimated Electricity2

6,081 kWh/unit/yr
12.13 kWh/sf/yr
14.06 kWh/sf/yr
16.08 kWh/sf/yr

2,326 units
974 rooms
186,000 sf
414,000 sf

6,081 kWh/unit/yr
12.13 kWh/sf/yr
14.06 kWh/sf/yr
16.08 kWh/sf/yr

18,388,944 kWh/yr
20,924.25 kWh/yr
5,905,200 kWh/yr
9,985,680 kWh/yr
34,300,748 kWh/yr
14,144,406 kWh/yr
11,814.62 kWh/yr
26,15160 kWh/yr
6,657,120 kWh/yr
23,428,501 kWh/yr

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 Estimated electricity demand for hotels, retain and office uses were calculated using statewide average energy consumption
factors by land use as documented in the California Energy Commission’s (CEC) California Commercial End-use Survey.
Source: California Energy Commission 2006. California Commercial End-use Survey (p. 150).
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Table 3.17-15 Additional Natural Gas Demand under Scenario A and Scenario B

Scenario B

Scenario A

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected
Increase
3,024 units
1,725 rooms
420,000 sf
621,000 sf

Consumption Factor2

Estimated Electricity2

492.6 therms/unit/yr
0.42 therms/sf/yr
0.05 therms/sf/yr
0.18 therms/sf/yr

1,489,622 therms/yr
724.5 therms/yr
21,000 therms/yr
111,780 therms/yr

2,326 units
974 rooms
186,000 sf
414,000 sf

492.6 therms/unit/yr
0.42 therms/sf/yr
0.05 therms/sf/yr
0.18 therms/sf/yr

1,623,127 therms/yr
1145788 therms/yr
409.08 therms/yr
9300 therms/yr
74520 therms/yr
1,230,017 therms/yr

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 Estimated natural gas demand for hotels, retain and office uses were calculated using statewide average energy consumption
factors by land use as documented in the California Energy Commission’s (CEC) California Commercial End-use Survey.
Source: California Energy Commission 2006. California Commercial End-use Survey (p. 150).

However it should be noted that the estimated energy demand is highly conservative as the demand
factors do not account for the most current energy efficiency standards of the Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations (CALGreen). Additionally, project conformance with the
Sustainable City Plan, the City‘s Green Building Ordinance, and the policies of the City’s LUCE,
would reduce impacts associated with increased demand for electricity by implementing energy
efficient standards for residential and non-residential buildings. These standards would help reduce
the amount of energy required for lighting, water heating, and heating and air conditioning in the
buildings. They would also reduce the energy impact of the building envelope through use of
efficient building materials, such as windows, doors, skylights, wall/floor/ceiling assemblies,
attics, and roofs. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would also implement
strategies to promote additional energy conservation.
Impact Description
SoCal Edison and SoCal Gas currently have enough capacity to satisfy the existing electricity and
natural gas demands of the City. SoCal Edison periodically prepares 10-year load forecasts to
ensure the reliability of its electricity supply and conveyance system. As implementation of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would occur gradually over the next 20 years,
the projected electrical demand under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would be factored into SoCal Edison’s 10-year load forecasts and associated supply planning.
Similarly, SCG would install new distribution facilities as needed to serve new land uses allowed
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, according to California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) rules. Electric and natural gas services are provided upon demand
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from consumers and expanded as needed to meet demand, consistent with applicable local, State,
and Federal regulations.
Because there is currently adequate electrical and natural gas supply, and any increased demand
for power utility services is anticipated to be available from SoCal Edison and SoCal Gas, the
potential impacts to energy facilities are considered to be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Potential future development under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
incrementally contribute to the need for regional energy production and distribution facilities. As
discussed above, these facilities are operated and maintained by private utility companies that plan
for anticipated growth. Electric and natural gas services are provided upon demand from
consumers and expanded as needed to meet demand, consistent with applicable local, state, and
federal regulations. Additionally, all new buildings must be designed to conform to the City’s
Green Building Ordinance. Furthermore, the City is pursuing energy conservation through policies
and standards that encourage the use of renewable energy technologies (solar, solid waste
conversion, etc.). Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
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3.0

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

3.18 TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
Traffic congestion is a key community concern and the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan recognizes that the Downtown is a hub of transportation that serves people
walking, driving, biking, and taking transit. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan addresses traffic congestion by promoting an integrated land use and transportation
strategy that seeks to make walking, biking and transit more attractive choices, thereby reducing
pressure on existing streets and parking facilities and allowing for the necessary capacity to
accommodate trips that are made by automobile.
This section of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) describes the existing transportation
setting of Downtown Santa Monica (Downtown) and provides a comprehensive analysis of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s coordinated circulation and mobility
strategy and its effects on the transportation system, taking into account all mode users.
In 2013, Senate Bill (SB) 743 was passed by the State Legislature, which adds Chapter 2.7,
Modernization of Transportation Analysis for Transit-Oriented Infill Projects, to Division 13
(Section 21099) of the Public Resources Code (Pub. Res. Code). Key provisions of SB 743
include reforming aesthetics and parking analysis for urban infill projects under California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and eliminating the measurement of automobile delay, or
Level of Service (LOS), as a metric that can be used for measuring traffic impacts in transit
priority areas. 1 Downtown Santa Monica qualifies as a Transit Priority Area (TPA), and
therefore key provisions of SB 743, including reforming aesthetics and parking CEQA analyses
for urban infill projects and eliminating the measurement of automobile delay, or LOS, as a
metric that can be used for measuring traffic impacts in TPAs would apply to the Downtown.
Under SB 743, the focus of transportation analysis will shift from driver delay to reduction of
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, creation of multimodal networks, and promotion of a mix of
land uses. Specifically, SB 743 requires the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR)
to amend the CEQA Guidelines (Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations sections and
following) to provide an alternative to LOS for evaluating transportation impacts. Pursuant to
SB743, OPR released a Draft of Updates to the CEQA Guidelines in August 2014. OPR’s Draft

1
A TPA is an area within one-half mile of a major transit stop that is existing or planned, if the planned stop is
scheduled to be completed within the planning horizon included in a Transportation Improvement Program.
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of Updates proposes vehicles miles traveled as the replacement metric for LOS in the context of
CEQA. Consistent with the intent of SB 743 and the City of Santa Monica’s (City’s) 2010 Land
Use and Circulation Element (LUCE), this section of the EIR evaluates the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s effects relative to citywide Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) per
capita and other performance measures that address broader sustainability goals and the
integration of land use and transportation planning, such as P.M. Peak Hour Trips (No Net New
P.M. Peak Hour Trips), citywide vehicle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and corridor travel
times.
However, the revised CEQA Guidelines that would establish the replacement metric(s) for LOS
have not yet been adopted and the LOS criteria remains applicable. Therefore, in accordance
with existing CEQA and City Thresholds of Significance requirements, the analysis in the EIR
continues to evaluate LOS at key intersections. As a result, this EIR may identify potential
impacts that may not be significant under future criteria.
3.18.1 Environmental Setting
Downtown Santa Monica presents a set of
unique
transportation
challenges.
The
Downtown’s popularity as a destination for
residents, employees, and visitors both locally
and internationally has resulted in community
concerns regarding the need to manage traffic
congestion, improve access/connections, and
ensure safety between all modes. Additionally,
with the anticipated commencement of service
by the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT)
in May 2016, there is a need to integrate the

The I-10 freeway provides regional access to the

Expo LRT with the Downtown and facilitate Downtown, creating a physical barrier between the
Downtown and the Civic Center area.
connections between all transportation modes to
increase the viability of transit. Further, unlike many downtowns, which have multi-directional
routes for vehicular access, Santa Monica’s opportunities for access are limited on the west by
the ocean frontage and on the south by the Interstate (I-) 10 freeway, which bisects the City and
is crossed by a limited number of bridges.
The Downtown is supported by a circulation system consisting of streets and sidewalks,
intermixing automobile drivers with bus traffic and those who arrive or circulate within
Downtown by walking or biking. This grid network of streets moves and disperses automobile
3.18-2
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traffic through the Downtown. The exception to this grid street pattern is the Third Street
Promenade, which is closed to automobile traffic, and the Santa Monica Place shopping center,
which is located at the termination of 3rd Street. Additionally, the I-10 freeway creates a physical
barrier between the Downtown and the Civic Center, reducing connectivity. Pedestrian activity is
high in the Downtown, and sidewalks are present on both sides of the street on all streets
throughout the Downtown. Additionally, the Downtown’s public parking facilities all support the
“park once” approach where drivers can park at a single parking structure and walk to multiple
destinations in the Downtown. As a popular destination for local residents as well as
international, national, and regional visitors, the major vehicle and pedestrian access points to the
Downtown can become congested during peak hours including weekends, holidays, and events
as drivers navigate the Downtown. Downtown’s key transportation and circulation resources are
described below.
Regional Highway and Local Street System
Regional access to Downtown Santa Monica is provided by the Santa Monica Freeway/I-10,
Pacific Coast Highway/Highway 1 (Hwy 1), and Lincoln Boulevard. The I-10 borders
Downtown to the south and provides access across the City of Santa Monica to the City of Los
Angeles to the east. Hwy 1 is located west of Downtown and provides access to the coast and
coastal communities to the north (e.g., City of Malibu). Lincoln Boulevard borders Downtown
along the east and provides north-south access across the City of Santa Monica and City of Los
Angeles and to the Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). The I-405 located 3 miles north of
Downtown provides north-south access throughout the west Los Angeles Basin.
The LUCE (City of Santa Monica 2010b) calls for streets to serve all transportation modes and
categorizes the street system according to its circulation, land use, and urban design
characteristics. Most streets in the Downtown serve a mix of all users and consist generally of
two or four lanes. The Third Street Promenade, which serves pedestrians, is considered a key
part of the Downtown’s open space network. In particular 4th Street is also the most highly
utilized transit street in the Downtown with a number of Big Blue Bus lines traversing and
passing through this street. The LUCE identifies 4th Street as an important Downtown transit
corridor for additional bus and shuttle service. A description of the LUCE designation of streets
in and around the Downtown is described in the Traffic Study (see Appendix B).
Access challenges within the Downtown are shown in Figure 3.18-1 and including both physical
and operations constructions. For example, Expo LRT facilities along Colorado Avenue prevent
left turns crossing this street. Additionally, access along the large Gateway Access Plan (GMP)
sites (e.g., Big Blue Bus Yards), is limited as these properties lack multiple access points
Downtown Community Plan – City of Santa Monica
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and bisecting streets. Additional operational constraints include Big Blue Bus operations and
Metro Rapid bus operations (see Public Transit Services discussion below) as well as events such
as farmers’ markets.
Public Transit Services in Downtown
Bus Service
Downtown serves as the focal point for public transportation in the City and provides frequent
high-capacity service to destinations to the north, south, and east. Public transit in the Downtown
is provided by the Santa Monica Big Blue Bus and Los Angeles County Metro, which provide
high frequency, easily accessible bus service within Downtown as well as between Downtown
and destinations in the vicinity, including Downtown Los Angeles, University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA)/West Los Angeles, Century City, LAX, Venice, and Expo Phase 1/Culver City.
Twelve Santa Monica Big Blue Bus lines and six Metro Rapid bus lines serve the Downtown
(see Figure 3.18-2). The majority of these lines have service frequency or headways of 30
minutes or less, with peak hour headways of 8 to 15 minutes. 2 The Rapid bus routes on Wilshire
Boulevard, Santa Monica Boulevard, Pico Boulevard, and Lincoln Boulevard all provide greater
connectivity between Santa Monica and the greater Los Angeles area, with improved bus speeds.
4th Street also serves as the primary transit corridor in the Downtown, with a number of Big Blue
Bus lines passing through this street. These bus services can be accessed at multiple stops within
and adjacent to the Downtown (see Figure 3.18-2), including at the updated Transit Mall. The
Transit Mall is located on Santa Monica Boulevard and on Broadway between 5th Street and
Ocean Avenue, and provides attractive bus shelters, bus information, and seating for passengers.
In 2014, the Big Blue Bus began a process for the Expo LRT Integration Plan, which sought to
capitalize on the opening of seven new rail stations in the Big Blue Bus service area. The Expo
Integration Plan process included extensive public outreach, a survey of existing conditions, a
City Council Study Session, and a resulting recommended plan of action. The primary objectives
of the plan are creating first-and-last mile connectivity, creating more north-south corridor
service to serve the stations, reducing redundancy with other transit providers, and eliminating
inefficient routing; improving speed and reliability; and maximizing resource, and
acknowledging that current Big Blue Bus service must continue to serve local passengers,
markets, and customers that do not interface with Expo LRT. After adoption of the plan by

2

Headways are generally defined as the time period between vehicles in a transit system.
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the City Council in 2015, the Big Blue Bus
implemented the first phase of changes to its
services, including rerouting of several lines and
increased fares to provide for additional service.
Additional service adjustments will be implemented
as part of the second phase of the Big Blue Bus
Expo LRT Integration Plan.
The various bus lines that serve the Downtown are
described below:

Bus riders can ride the Big Blue Bus by
boarding at the various transit stops located
throughout the Downtown.

Big Blue Bus Line 1 (Santa Monica Boulevard) –
Line 1 runs from Venice and the Ocean Park
neighborhood through Downtown Santa Monica to the UCLA. Service headways of about 10
minutes are provided during weekday peak periods and about 15 minutes during weekday offpeak periods and on weekends.
Big Blue Bus Line 2 (Wilshire Boulevard) – Line 2 runs from Ocean Park Boulevard and Main
Street through Downtown Santa Monica to UCLA. Off-peak headways are approximately 15
minutes.
Big Blue Bus Line 3 (Lincoln Boulevard/Montana Avenue) – Line 3 runs from the Metro
Green Line along Lincoln Boulevard through Downtown to UCLA via Lincoln Boulevard,
Montana Avenue, and Wilshire Boulevard. Headways are approximately 15 minutes during
weekday and weekend peak periods.
Big Blue Bus Line 4 (Carlyle Avenue) – Line 4 runs from Downtown to Brentwood via 4th
Street and San Vicente Boulevard via Sawtelle, Olympic, and Pico Boulevards. Line 4 provides
service on 4th Street with headways of 30 minutes during weekday peak hours and 60 minutes on
weekends.
Big Blue Bus Line 5 (Olympic Boulevard) – Line 5 runs from 4th Street and Arizona in
Downtown Santa Monica to Century City and the Expo LRT Culver City Station via Broadway,
Olympic Boulevard, Pic Boulevard, and Robertson Boulevard. In Downtown, Line 5 operates on
4th Street, Broadway, Wilshire, and 6th Street. Service headways of approximately 20 minutes are
provided during weekday peak periods and approximately 30 minutes during weekday off-peak
periods and on weekends.
Big Blue Bus Line 7 (Pico Boulevard) – Line 7 runs from 6th Street and Broadway in
Downtown to Rimpau Transit Center via Pico Boulevard. Within Downtown, Line 7 provides
Downtown Community Plan – City of Santa Monica
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service with 10 minute headways during weekday peak hours and 15 minute headways on
weekends.
Big Blue Bus Line 8 (Ocean Park Boulevard) – Line 8 runs from 7th Street and Olympic
Boulevard though Downtown to the UCLA via Main Street, Ocean Park Boulevard, National
Boulevard, and Westwood Boulevard. Within Downtown, Line 8 operates on Santa Monica
Boulevard and Broadway with headways of 15 to 30 minutes during the weekday peak hours and
30 minutes during the weekend peak hours.
Big Blue Bus Line 9 (Pacific Palisades/Olympic Boulevard) – Line 9 runs from Pacific
Palisades through Downtown Santa Monica. Headways are 30 minutes during the weekday and
weekend peak hours.
Metro Line 4 (Santa Monica Boulevard) – Line 4 runs from Downtown Santa Monica to
Downtown Los Angeles via Santa Monica and Sunset Boulevards. It provides off-peak local
service on Santa Monica Boulevard. Off-peak service headways are 15 to 30 minutes.
Metro Line 33 (Venice Boulevard) – Line 33 provides local service from Santa Monica via
Venice Boulevard to Downtown Los Angeles. It serves Downtown Santa Monica during the
early A.M. and late P.M. hours only (not during peak hours). Off-peak headways are 30 minutes.
The night-time service of this line travels on Ocean Avenue southbound, turning to Colorado
Avenue eastbound, then turning on to Main Street.
Big Blue Bus Rapid 3 (Lincoln Boulevard/Montana Avenue) – During weekdays, the Rapid 3
line offers limited-stop service between downtown Santa Monica and the Metro Green
Line/LAX. This line operates with headways of approximately 15 minutes during the peak hours.
No service is available on weekends.
Big Blue Bus Rapid 7 (Pico Boulevard) – During weekdays, the Rapid 7 line offers limitedstop service between downtown Santa Monica and the Purple Line Wilshire/Western Station.
This line operates with headways of approximately 10 minutes during the peak hours. No service
for this line is available on weekends.
Big Blue Bus Rapid 10 (Downtown LA Freeway Express) – Rapid 10 provides express service
via the I-10 from Santa Monica to Downtown Los Angles. This line operates with headways of
approximately 15 minutes during the peak hours. The line travels on 2nd Street and turns to
Colorado Avenue westbound, then turning to Ocean Avenue, Santa Monica Boulevard, Bundy
Drive, and the I-10.
Big Blue Bus Rapid 20 (Expo Culver City) – Line 20 provides express service via the Santa
Monica Freeway from Downtown Santa Monica to the Expo LRT Culver City Station. This line
3.18-8
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operates with headways of approximately 20 to 30 minutes during peak hours on weekdays, and
three times daily on Saturdays.
Metro Rapid Line 534 (Malibu Express) – Line 534 runs from Malibu through Downtown to
the West Los Angeles Transit Center via Palisades Beach Road and the Santa Monica Freeway.
Within Downtown, this line operates primarily on Ocean Avenue, Santa Monica Boulevard, 2nd
Street, 4th Street, and Colorado Avenue. This line operates with headways of approximately 20
minutes during the A.M. peak hour and 15 minutes during the P.M. peak hour. This bus line
turns from 2nd Street to Colorado Avenue eastbound, and proceeds to 4th Street southbound to
access the I-10 Freeway ramps for Culver City.
Metro Line 704 (Santa Monica Boulevard) – Line 704 offers limited service on Santa Monica
Boulevard between Santa Monica and Downtown Los Angeles. Buses run at 10 to 15 minute
headways during peak weekday hours.
Metro Line 720 (Wilshire Boulevard) – Line 720 offers limited service on Wilshire Boulevard
and continues to an eastern terminus in the City of Commerce. Buses run at up to 8 minute
headways during peak weekday hours. Line 720 travels in both directions along Colorado
Avenue between Ocean Avenue and 7th Street.
Metro Line 733 (Venice Boulevard) – Line 733 offers limited service on Venice Boulevard
between Santa Monica and Downtown Los Angeles. Within Downtown, Line 733 runs on Ocean
Avenue. This line operates with headways of 10 to 15 minutes on weekday and weekend peak
periods.
Expo LRT
The Expo LRT from Santa Monica through West Los Angeles to Downtown Los Angeles is a
major planned transit enhancement, with three stations under construction in Santa Monica (i.e.,
26th Street and Bergamot Station, 17th Street and Santa Monica College Station, and Downtown
Station). The Expo LRT is anticipated to begin operation in mid-began operation in May 2016
and will connects Santa Monica to the greater Los Angeles region. The future Downtown Station
for the Expo LRT at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue will beis the final destination of the 15.2
mile Expo LRT from Downtown Los Angeles. The Downtown Station will be is a key
component for transit operations, significantly increasing pedestrian activity in the area with a
large number of transit users arriving and departing from the station. The most recent available
actual ridership data from Metro for the Expo LRT shows that ridership has been increasingly
steadily since it opened, and averaged 55,388 daily riders in February 2017. This exceeds the
Expo LRT Phase II estimate of 50,000 daily riders. Approximately 50,000 daily riders from all
Downtown Community Plan – City of Santa Monica
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across the region are expected to utilize the Expo LRT. Construction of the Expo LRT and its
Downtown Station are nearing completion. Once operational, tThe Expo LRT will be is
transformative – greatly enhancing accessibility and mobility in the Downtown and the City as a
whole.
Pedestrian Facilities
Walking provides the foundation of the transportation system in Downtown. Pedestrian counts in
the Downtown are among the highest in the City. At a number of locations in the Downtown,
pedestrians often exceed the number of vehicles. For example, on a summer weekend day, over
16,000 pedestrians cross the intersection of Ocean Avenue and Colorado Boulevard during the
peak hours (1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.). 3 Downtown streets with the highest pedestrian activity
during the peak hour include Third Street Promenade, Santa Monica Boulevard, and Broadway.

Total 2013 Weekend Peak Hour Pedestrian
Counts for Downtown Santa Monica
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Unlike typical automobile-oriented communities, Santa Monica’s Downtown, beachfront, and
neighborhood commercial districts are highly dependent upon the quality of pedestrian

3

Data based on exist City pedestrian counts captured in July 27, 2013 between the hours of 12:30 P.M. and 5:15 P.M.
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circulation. The success of public transit and shared parking in the Downtown is dependent on
the pedestrian routes within the Downtown, as people walk from transit stops and parking
structures and between destinations in the Downtown.
Sidewalks are present on both sides of all streets throughout Downtown Santa Monica. Sidewalk
widths within Downtown generally range from the 8-foot sidewalks along Lincoln Boulevard to
as wide as 18 feet along Ocean Avenue. The Third Street Promenade is a popular Downtown
pedestrian-only space lined with retail, entertainment, and restaurant uses. Additional pedestrian
improvements within Downtown are currently under construction have recently been completed
as a part of the Expo LRT and the Colorado Esplanade Project (see additional discussion
regarding
Recently
Completed
Transportation
Improvements Currently Underway). The Colorado
Esplanade, which will be completed in early 2016was
completed in June 2016, will is strengthening pedestrian
and bicycle connectivity between the Downtown Expo
LRT station and the Downtown commercial areas as
well as the Santa Monica Pier.
Some sidewalks in the Downtown provide relatively free
pedestrian passage with existing street improvements
including trees, seating, bike racks, lighting, and signs.
These include the sidewalks on the Transit Mall along
Santa Monica Boulevard and Broadway. Other
sidewalks are narrower, congested with pedestrian traffic
at peak periods, and lack pedestrian amenities (e.g., The Main Street Bridge that connects the
Downtown and Civic Center has a
lighting, landscaping, seating, etc.). These include the narrow pedestrian space that would
benefit from widening.
bridges at 4th Street and Main Street that cross over the I10 freeway, connecting the Downtown to the Civic Center. These bridges have narrow sidewalks
and low lighting, resulting in an uncomfortable pedestrian environment due to the relatively low
railing and the proximity to high volumes of vehicles on the bridge and beneath the freeway.
While the Downtown is generally considered pedestrian-oriented, challenges persist regarding
the pedestrian and vehicle interface at busy intersections and driveways which can result in
conflicts. In addition to pedestrian safety, the need exists to prioritize physical improvements
where high levels of pedestrian activity are expected, such as near the Expo LRT, which will
continue to draw large numbers of pedestrians to the Downtown and create additional demand
for pedestrian space closer to the Downtown Station. As such, investments to the sidewalks and
connections are critical to improve the pedestrian experience. The City is also currently
Downtown Community Plan – City of Santa Monica
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preparing ahas also recently prepared
a Pedestrian Action Plan, which was
adopted in February 2016, to identify
pedestrian improvements that are
needed to meet existing and future
needs of pedestrians.
Signalized intersections throughout
Downtown have marked or textured
crosswalks and pedestrian signals.
Mid-block
overhead
pedestrian
crossing signals exist along 4th Street
near the public parking structures, on The Downtown has crosswalks and pedestrian signals that
facilitate circulation on-foot.
Colorado Avenue connecting Sears
and the Santa Monica Place shopping center, as well as two at Ocean Avenue between Moomat
Ahiko Way and Pico Boulevard. Further, the City is currently implementing a series of
pedestrian scrambles along 2nd and 4th Streets in the Downtown. These pedestrian scrambles,
anticipated to be installed in 2016, would facilitate pedestrian movement around the Downtown.
Bicycle Facilities
Downtown is also a key link in the City’s bicycle network (refer to Figure 3.18-1). Within
Downtown, bicycle usage is high and continue to grow. The City’s most recent 2013 counts at
intersections indicate there are increasing numbers of people commuting to work by bike during
the peak hour. Within the Downtown, bicycle counts are the highest on facilities streets with
dedicated bicycle facilities such as Broadway. 4
As part of the City’s implementation efforts for the Bike Action Plan, new bicycle lanes were
installed on 6th Street from Colorado Avenue to Wilshire Boulevard since 2013. Broadway also
provides green buffered bike lanes that serve as an important citywide bicycle corridor linking
the center of Downtown to the east. More recently, the bicycle network has expanded to include
the striping of visible green bike lanes on 2nd Street from Colorado Avenue to Wilshire
Boulevard. The network works well in many locations, but is incomplete, with a number of gaps.

4

Data based on exist City pedestrian counts captured in July 27, 2013 between the hours of 12:30 P.M. and 5:15 P.M.
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Total 2013 Weekend Peak Hour Bike Counts for
Downtown Santa Monica
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Dedicated lanes are less prominent in the Downtown, and riders often share the road with
vehicles, navigating complex circulation and parking movements. Efforts to close the gaps that
are underway include the future recently completed Colorado Esplanade’s two-way cycle track
(see additional discussion below) that would provides an important bicycle connection between
the future Downtown Station and Ocean Avenue and the Santa Monica Pier. However, additional
improvements to the bicycle network are necessary, including a new connection via Broadway to
the Downtown Station. Bicyclists often share the road with fast-moving heavy volumes of
vehicles that are often turning into parking garages and on-street spaces, particularly along 4th
Street. In addition, with the operation of the Expo LRT, better links to the Downtown Station as
well as additional bicycle parking facilities will be needed.
Streets in the Downtown that have designated, marked bicycle lanes (also referred to as Class II
bicycle facilities), are:
•

Ocean Avenue between Pico and San Vicente Boulevard.

•

2nd Street between Colorado Avenue and Broadway, serving the City’s bike rental station.

•

Main Street between Colorado Avenue and the Santa Monica southern City limits.

•

6th Street between Montana Avenue and Olympic BoulevardColorado Avenue.
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•

7th Street between Wilshire Boulevard and Olympic Boulevard.

•

Arizona Avenue between Ocean Avenue and 26th Street.

•

Broadway between 5th Street and Centinela Avenue.

Moreover, the City has designated various
streets in the Downtown area as sharedvehicle/bicycle lanes and included bicycle
detection zones at signalized intersections.
These lanes have been painted with “sharrow”
markings. Streets with these marking include
4th Street, Broadway between 4th Street and
Ocean Avenue, and Colorado Avenue. In
addition to these bicycle facilities on the edge
of Downtown, California Avenue has
designated bicycle lanes that intersect and
connect with multiple north/south bicycle
routes that street across the Downtown.

A number of bicycle lanes in the Downtown are
equipped with bicycle detection zones. These videobased systems detect bicyclists and trigger a signal
so the cyclist doesn’t have to use the pedestrian
button.

Public bicycle parking is available throughout Downtown, including in many parking structures,
at on-street racks, and within private facilities. For example, covered bicycle parking is provided
in Parking Structures #1 and #7 in Downtown (City of Santa Monica 2012a). The City continues
to install racks throughout the
Downtown to meet demand, which
is growing with increased bike
ridership.
In addition, the City of Santa
Monica operates a Bike Center in its
Downtown area with facilities in
Parking Structure #7 at 320
Broadway and Parking Structure #8
at 215 Colorado (refer to Figure
3.18-2). The Bike Center provides
secure bike parking, bike valet, and a
variety of mobility services,
including retail, bike repair, bike
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rental, attended bike parking, public information on mobility options (also referred to as
alternative transportation), and a variety of additional related services.
Further, in November 2015, the City launched its citywide public bikeshare program, Breeze,
which includes 500 eight-speed "smart" bicycles that are parked at 1,000 docks configured into
65 to 75 stations citywide. The Downtown has the largest concentration of bikeshare stations,
improving the mobility of pedestrians in the district. A small number of additional hubs are also
planned in neighboring Venice. These public bikes will allow residents, visitors, and employees
to ride a bicycle for their travel needs within the City. Bikeshare is a key strategy to implement
the LUCE goal of reducing vehicle trips and diversifying vehicle modes utilized by the
community. Bikeshare linked with transit, including nearby Big Blue Bus routes and the highly
anticipatedrecently completed Expo LRT, will provide a high-quality alternative to driving and
serve as an important first mile/last mile transit connector.
Public Parking in the Downtown
Shared parking plays an important role in
supporting the Downtown, allowing drivers to
“park once” and walk to multiple destinations.
Public shared parking includes nine City-owned
parking structures and the Library parking
facility in the Downtown, providing
approximately 5,6466,023 parking spaces. The
vast majority of these existing parking facilities
are located on 2nd Street and 4th Street, with the
Santa Monica Main Library structure at 6th Public parking is primarily provided by off-street
Street being the only public parking facility on structures, with the total number of spaces in the
Downtown, including on-street spaces, providing
the eastern edge of Downtown. The off-street parking for just approximately 7,100 vehicles.
spaces are available to the public on an hourly,
daily, or monthly basis. All of the Downtown’s parking structures have smart parking
technologies that provide real-time information on parking space availability. As shown in Table
3.18-1, parking occupancy in the structures are typically greatest during the weekends
(corresponding to the increased traffic during weekend peak hours).
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Table 3.18-1 Parking Occupancy in Downtown Parking Structures
Structure

Spaces

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Library

338
647
337
652
665
747
811
1002
292
532

Thursday Occupancy – August
2015
1:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
80%
75%
67%
57%
100%
94%
75%
70%
80%
75%
42%
41%
72%
73%
57%
57%
68%
64%
71%
72%

Saturday Occupancy – August
2015
1:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
95%
96%
54%
78%
99%
96%
62%
88%
63%
77%
49%
73%
78%
89%
71%
83%
53%
80%
53%
78%

Sources: City of Santa Monica 2015.

In addition to off-street parking, the Downtown streets also provide approximately 827 parking
spaces. On-street parking consists of a total of 582 primarily time limited metered spaces (see
Table 1-1 of the Transportation Study in Appendix B). Off-street parking is limited and it is
generally recognized that motorists do not park their vehicles directly in front of their
destination(s). Rather, as stated above, most drivers will park in public parking structures and
walk to their destination(s).
Supplementing the supply of public parking is a substantial supply of off-street parking spaces
owned and operated by private entities. These facilities may include residential, retail, or
commercial establishments. It is estimated that there are approximately 3,300 private off-street
parking spaces within the Downtown. The City is coordinating with the owners of these private
parking spaces to explore ways to better utilize unused parking as a part of the Downtown shared
parking network.
Intersection Operation and Level of Service
Because traffic flow on urban arterials is most constrained at intersections, detailed traffic flow
analyses focus on operating conditions of critical intersections during peak travel periods. The
following sections describe the existing peak hour traffic volumes and the intersection operation
as well as the resultant LOS for the selected study intersections.
Intersection operation and congestion can be described by measuring the LOS of an intersection.
LOS is a qualitative method for characterizing the operational conditions at an intersection
generally accounting for measures such as speed, delays, travel time, freedom to maneuver,
traffic interruptions, and comfort and convenience. In rating intersection operations, LOS A
through F are used, with LOS A indicating free-flow operations and LOS F indicating congested
operations. For signalized intersections, the control delay values used to determine intersection
3.18-16
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LOS are summarized in Table 3.18-2. The City of Santa Monica considers LOS D as the
minimum desirable LOS at arterial intersections and LOS C as the minimum desirable LOS at
collector street intersections.
Table 3.18-2 Level of Service Criteria for Signalized Intersections
LOS
A
B
C

D

E

F

Interpretation
Excellent; No vehicle waits longer than one red light and
no approach phase is fully used.
Very Good; An occasional approach phase is fully utilized
and many drivers begin to feel somewhat restricted within
groups of vehicles.
Good; Occasionally drivers may have to wait through
more than one red light and backups may develop behind
turning vehicles.
Fair; Delays may be substantial during portions of the
rush hours, but enough lower volume periods occur to
permit clearing of developing lines, preventing excessive
backups.
Poor; Represents the most vehicles intersection
approaches can accommodate resulting in long lines of
waiting vehicles through several signal cycles
Failure; Backups from nearby locations or on cross
streets may restrict or prevent movement of vehicles out
of the intersection approaches, result in delays with
continuously increasing queue lengths

Signalized
Average Stopped
Delay per Vehicle
(seconds)

Stop Controlled
Average Control
Delay
(seconds/vehicle)

≤ 10

≤ 10

> 10 – 20

>10 and ≤ 15

> 20 – 35

>15 and ≤ 25

> 35 – 55

>25 and ≤ 35

> 55 – 80

>35 and ≤ 50

> 80

>50

Sources: Transportation Research Board 2000; Fehr & Peers 2016; see Appendix B.

The Transportation Study examined 45 intersections within and near Downtown. Traffic volume
data for both the weekday morning (between 7:30 A.M. and 9:30 A.M.) and afternoon (5:00
P.M. and 7:00 P.M.) peak periods as well as weekend midday periods (1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.)
was collected from counts collected by the City and by Fehr & Peers in 2013.
Intersection operations in urban communities generally experience the highest level of
congestion during the late afternoon or early evening P.M. peak hour commute. This generally
holds true for the intersections in Downtown as well. However, certain intersections, such as
busy freeway on-ramps or those near larger schools can experience congestion during the A.M.
peak hour commute. For example, the intersections of Lincoln Boulevard with California
Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard experience higher levels of A.M. rather than P.M. peak hour
congestion. Further, in communities that are regional attractions such as Downtown Santa
Monica, intersections can experience a weekend peak hour as well. In Santa Monica,
intersections such as Colorado Avenue and Ocean Avenue as well as 4th Street and Broadway
experience higher levels of weekend peak hour congestion relative to that experienced during the
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weekday commute. The Transportation Study therefore reviews all three potential peak hours for
each of the 45 study intersections. The Transportation Study addressed 41 signalized and four
stop sign controlled intersections all of which are located within the Downtown (refer to Table
3.18-2).
In accordance with the City’s adopted impact analysis, the “Operational Analysis” method from
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) was employed to perform signalized intersection LOS
analysis at all signalized study intersections. The HCM operational method determines two key
operating characteristics of signalized intersections. The first characteristic is the average
stopped delay, experienced per vehicle. The second is the volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio at
intersections based on the amount of traffic traveling through the intersection, the lane
geometries, and other factors affecting capacity such as on-street parking, bus operations near the
intersection, and pedestrian volumes at the street crosswalks. These characterizations are used to
evaluate the operation of each signalized intersection, which is described generally in terms of
LOS.
The well-spaced grid system of streets within the Downtown area tends to disperse traffic flows,
minimizing intersection congestion with most intersections within Downtown operating at
acceptable LOS. However, gateways to the Downtown, such as those along Lincoln Boulevard,
interchanges with I-10 and the California Incline can experience congestion. In addition, heavy
pedestrian volumes affect operations at some intersections such those at Colorado Avenue and
Ocean Avenue as well as 4th Street and Broadway near the Third Street Promenade. Of the 45
intersections studied, 37 operate at an acceptable LOS D or better during all three analyzed peak
hours under existing conditions (2013), while eight intersections have LOS that are currently
ranked as “poor” or “failure” during at least one of the peak hours examined in the study during
existing conditions (2013) (refer to Figure 3.18-3). Intersections within the study area that
operate at particularly poor LOS include:
•

Palisades Beach Road and California Incline (LOS E during the P.M. peak hour)

•

Ocean Avenue and Colorado Avenue (LOS E during the P.M. peak hour and LOS F
during the weekend peak hour)

•

2nd Street and Colorado Avenue (LOS E during the weekend peak hour)

•

4th Street and Wilshire Boulevard (LOS E during the A.M. and weekend peak hours; LOS
F during the P.M. peak hour)

•

4th Street and Broadway (LOS E during the weekend peak hour)
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•

4th Street and Olympic Drive/I-10 Freeway Eastbound On-Ramp (LOS E during the P.M.
peak hour)

•

Lincoln Boulevard and I-10 Freeway Westbound Off-Ramp (LOS E during the P.M. peak
hour, LOS F during the weekend peak hour)

•

Lincoln Boulevard and I-10 Freeway Eastbound On-Ramp (LOS E during the A.M.,
P.M., and weekend peak hours)

Recently Completed Transportation Improvements Recently Completed and Currently
Underway
The City has completed the extension of Olympic Drive from its original terminus at Main Street
to Ocean Avenue (between Tongva Park and the Village mixed-use development). The 40-foot
wide street serves as a new east-west connection for the Civic Center, Beachfront, and
Downtown, providing one travel lane in each direction to accommodate vehicles, bicycles, and
curbside parking as well as widened pedestrian sidewalks along both sides of the street. The
extension provides an additional access route for vehicles exiting the I-10 freeway at 4th Street to
travel west towards the Santa Monica Pier and the Downtown. In addition, the 2nd Street bike
lanes between Wilshire Boulevard and Colorado Avenue were completed since publication of the
NOP.
Several major transportation improvements have been recently completed are currently under
construction and close to completion within the Downtown, including the Expo LRT and
Downtown Santa Monica Station, Colorado Esplanade Project, and the pedestrian-only
“scramble” phases at 12 of the Downtown intersections (see Appendix B). Each of these projects,
which will bewere completed in 2016, will have enhanced the transportation network and
increase connectivity and mobility.
Expo LRT and Downtown Station
As previously described, the Expo LRT is currently under construction and will become operational
in became operational in May 2016. With construction almost complete, tThe Expo LRT has resulted
in changes to the City’s street network that are already in place. As a result of the Expo LRT, there is
one lane of traffic in each direction (westbound/eastbound) on Colorado Avenue from 17th Street to
5th Street (see Figure 3.18-4). No left turns are permitted from Colorado Avenue onto 6th Street or
onto 5th Street. Further, between 4th Street and 5th Street to Ocean Avenue, Colorado Avenue (when it
reopens with the train) will be westbound-only with one through-lane and a dedicated left-turn lane at
4th Street (City of Santa Monica 2012b) (see Figure 3.18-4).
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The Expo LRT will is delivering approximately
100 trains per day to the Downtown Station,
substantially increasing pedestrian and bicycle
activity near the station (City of Santa Monica
2012b). Projected ridership for the entire Expo
Line is was estimated at nearly 50,000 daily
boardings (see Figure 3.18-3). The most recent
available actual ridership data from Metro for
the Expo LRT shows that ridership has been The Colorado Esplanade will has created wider
increasingly steadily since it opened, and sidewalks, a two-way cycle track, and vehicle flow
improvements necessary to accommodate the
averaged 55,388 daily riders in February 2017. anticipated influx of Expo LRT riders, and to
This exceeds the Expo Phase II estimate of connect the Downtown, Civic Center, and the Santa
Monica Pier.
50,000 daily riders. Wider sidewalks as well as
special paving and landscaping between 4th Street and 5th Street to accommodate pedestrian
traffic (City of Santa Monica 2012b) are have been coordinated with those of the Colorado
Esplanade Project, which was completed in June 2016.
Colorado Esplanade Project
The recently completed Colorado Esplanade Projectis, scheduled to be completed in early 2016,
will link the Downtown Expo LRT station with the Downtown commercial area, the Civic
Center, and the Santa Monica Pier, through improvements to Colorado Avenue between 4th
Street and Ocean Avenue. This improvement project will included:
•

Widened pedestrian promenade averaging 40 feet across on the south side of Colorado
Avenue (including landscaping and pedestrian design features) to accommodate
pedestrians (see Figure 3.18-4);

•

Dedicated 12-foot wide buffered two-way “cycle track” on the south side that connects to
the Santa Monica Pier, which is anticipated to be improved with bicycle facilities, and
ultimately the regional bike path;

•

Two lanes of one-way vehicle traffic between 4th Street and Ocean Avenue in the
westbound direction that continues the one-way westbound flow between 4th and 5th
Streets created by the final Expo LRT alignment (see Figure 3.18-4); and

•

Realignment of 2nd Street and Main Street to create a single intersection to improve
vehicular flow into the Downtown (City of Santa Monica 2012b).
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The Expo LRT Downtown Station located at the southeast corner of 4th Street and Colorado Avenue (left). Three
rail boarding lines within the Downtown Station will has merge to two rail lines running through a 26-foot wide
rail corridor on Colorado Avenue. The station will is integrated with the Colorado Esplanade which will
provides additional improvements for pedestrians in the Downtown, including wider sidewalks, bicycle facilities,
and street furniture (right).

Transportation Demand Management
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) refers to the application of strategies and policies
to reduce single occupant automobile travel demand and minimize vehicle trips. TDM strategies
may be implemented as requirements for developers and employers, as incentives for employees,
as encouragement programs, and could include information about carpooling, carsharing, and
vanpooling, requirements for bicycle facilities, and transit passes for employees that do not drive
a car to work.
The City actively works with employers to implement the TDM requirements codified in
Chapter 9.53 of the Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC). The ordinance applies to employers
with 10 employees or more and developers of projects with 7,500 square feet (sf) of floor area,
or mixed-use projects with 16 units or more. Under the City’s TDM Ordinance, employers and
developers shall strive to achieve an Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR) of 1.5 prior to January 1,
2016. After January 1, 2016, employers and developers shall strive to achieve the AVR for their
respective land use designation. Within the Downtown, the target AVR is 2.2 after January 1,
2016. Detailed requirements of the City’s TDM Ordinance are discussed below in 3.18.2,
Regulatory Framework.
TDM requirements are also currently implemented through the City’s development agreement
process. The LUCE requires that applicants of Tier 2 and Tier 3 projects provide community
benefits, which include TDM requirements such as bicycle facilities, bike and car-sharing space,
transit passes, parking “cash-out,” shared parking, and pricing parking separately from housing
units. The measures are in addition to other requirements applicable to the project such as traffic
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mitigation fees, trip reduction measures imposed by the City’s TDM ordinance, and any
transportation-related measures imposed to mitigate potentially significant environmental
impacts identified through the CEQA review process.
3.18.2 Regulatory Framework
The state and the City have enacted a number of transportation regulations, recognizing that
transportation and traffic impacts result in direct and indirect environmental impacts related to
climate change, air quality, noise, and urban sprawl. In the past, the regulations were largely
directed at the transportation sector to regulate emissions at the source-level (e.g., vehicle
regulations for tailpipe emissions). However, more recently, the focus of transportation
regulations have shifted to the local planning level, and have evolved to require the coordinated
integration of land use and transportation planning as a means to reduce vehicle trips. The
following provides a brief summary of the regulations that currently address transportation.
State Policies and Regulations
Parking Cash Out
Parking Cash Out, Assembly Bill (AB) 2109 requires employers of 50 or more employees who
lease their parking and subsidize any part of their employee parking to offer their employees the
opportunity to give up their parking space and rideshare to work instead. In return for giving up
their parking space, the employer pays the employee the cost of the parking space. The City is
the first city in the nation to implement a mandatory Parking Cash-Out Program.
Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
With the passage of the Global Warming Solutions Act (AB 32), the State of California
committed itself to reducing statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.
The California Air Resources Board (CARB) is coordinating the response to comply with AB
32. The City LUCE proactively incorporates strategies for integrated land use and transportation
planning that achieve per capita GHG reduction, vehicle miles traveled (VMT) reduction, and
single occupancy trip reduction that would further the City’s efforts to meet the state-wide policy
intent of this legislation.
Senate Bill (SB) 375
The adoption of SB 375 on September 30, 2008 recognizes the connection between poor city
planning and reliance on automobiles as the primary mode of transportation, with the result
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being emissions from vehicles accounting for 30 percent of GHG emissions in California.
SB 375 aligns the goals of regional transportation planning efforts, regional GHG reduction
targets, and land use and housing allocations, and requires Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPOs) such as Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) to adopt a Sustainable
Communities Strategy (SCS) or Alternative Planning Strategy (APS) within their regional
transportation plan to demonstrate the achievement of greenhouse gas reduction targets (see also
Section 3.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change). As discussed below, in
compliance with SB375, SCAG has adopted the 20122016-2035 2040 Regional
Transportation/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS), which addresses land use and
transportation for the region inclusive of Santa Monica.
Senate Bill (SB) 743
To further the state’s commitment to the goals of SB 375, AB 32, and AB 1358, Governor
Brown signed SB 743 on September 27, 2013. SB 743 adds Chapter 2.7, Modernization of
Transportation Analysis for Transit-Oriented Infill Projects, to Division 13 (Section 21099) of
the Pub. Res. Code. Key provisions of SB 743 include reforming aesthetics and parking CEQA
analysis for urban infill projects and eliminating the measurement of automobile delay, or LOS,
as a metric that can be used for measuring traffic impacts in transit priority areas. Under SB 743,
the focus of transportation analysis will shift from driver delay to reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, creation of multimodal networks, and promotion of a mix of land uses. Specifically,
SB 743 requires the OPR to amend the CEQA Guidelines (Title 14 of the California Code of
Regulations sections and following) to provide an alternative to LOS for evaluating
transportation impacts. Particularly for areas served by transit (transit priority areas) such as the
City of Santa Monica, those alternative criteria must “promote the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, the development of multimodal transportation networks, and a diversity of land uses”
(New Pub. Res. Code Section 21099[b][1]). Measurements of transportation impacts may
include “vehicle miles traveled, vehicle miles traveled per capita, automobile trip generation
rates, or automobile trips generated.” OPR also has discretion to develop alternative criteria for
areas that are not served by transit, if appropriate.
Pursuant to SB 743, OPR released a Draft of Updates to the CEQA Guidelines in August 2014.
OPR’s Draft of Updates proposes VMT as the replacement metric for LOS in the context of
CEQA. While OPR emphasizes that a Lead Agency has the discretionary authority to establish
thresholds of significance, the Draft of Updates suggest criteria which indicate when a project
may have a significant, or less than significant, transportation impact on the environment. For
instance, a project that results in VMT per capita greater than the regional/local average for the
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land use type (e.g., residential, employment, commercial) may indicate a significant impact.
Alternatively, a project may have a less than significant impact if it is located within a TPA, or
results in a net decrease in VMTs compared to existing conditions.
Additionally, the Draft of Updates also suggests that “transportation projects” which increase
roadway capacity in congested areas or add a new roadway should undergo additional analysis to
determine if the project will induce additional vehicle travel compared to existing conditions.
The proposed amendments also provide that transportation projects designed to improve safety
or operations, or pedestrian, bicycle and transit projects, including those that require reallocation
or removal of motor vehicle lanes, would not be expected to generate additional VMTs and
“generally” would not result in a significant transportation impact. In addition to a project’s
effect on VMT, a Lead Agency may also consider whether a project will cause unsafe conditions
for various roadway users.
The public comment period on OPR’s Draft of Updates ended in November 2014, and OPR
released the revised proposal to the Draft of Updates in January 2016 for further comment. The
OPR subsequently conducted two public meeting on February 18 and 26, 2016, to discuss and to
receive input on the revised proposal updating methodologies for transportation analysis in the
CEQA Guidelines. However, official VMT assessment guidelines have not been finalized or
adopted by either the OPR or the City.
Consistent with the LUCE EIR and with the preliminary direction provided in OPR’s Draft of
Updates, this EIR evaluates the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s effects
relative to vehicle miles traveled as well as other performance metrics. Additionally though, this
section continues to evaluate the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan in the
context of existing adopted CEQA criteria using LOS.
Regional Policies and Regulations
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 20122016-2035 2040 Regional
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
SCAG is the MPO for the six-county region that includes Los Angeles County. To prepare for
future growth, SCAG has developed the Compass Blueprint regional planning process, which
outlines four key principles guiding regional growth, including mobility, livability, prosperity,
and sustainability. In general, SCAG has established policies that focus on promoting growth in
existing and emerging centers and along major transportation corridors; creating significant areas
of mixed-use development and walkable communities; targeting growth around existing and
planned transit stations; and preserving existing open space and stable residential areas.
Downtown Community Plan – City of Santa Monica
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Additionally, in April 2012, SCAG recently adopted the 20122016-2040 2035 RTP/SCS. The
RTP/SCS encompasses three principles to improve the region’s future: mobility, economy, and
sustainability. The RTP/ SCS strives to provide a regional investment framework to address the
region’s transportation and related challenges, while preserving and enhancing the existing
transportation system and integrating land use into transportation planning. The RTP/SCS
employs a regional approach to accommodate future growth within existing high quality transit
areas (HQTA) to reduce VMT, congestion, and related GHG emissions. This approach to
sustainably manage growth and transportation demand reduces the distance and barriers between
new housing, jobs, and services – helping to reduce the demand for single occupancy vehicle
travel and to reduce GHG emissions through integrated transportation, land use, housing, and
environmental planning. The RTP/SCS outlines SCAG’s plan for integrating the transportation
network and related strategies with an overall land use pattern that responds to projected growth
to attain and exceed the GHG emission-reduction targets set forth by CARB. The RTP/SCS
focuses the majority of new housing and job growth in HQTA and other opportunity areas in
existing main streets, downtowns, and commercial corridors, to reduce vehicles mile traveled. In
addition, the RTP/SCS promotes creation of a multi-modal transportation network with first-mile
and last mile connections to transit. The RTP/SCS designates the majority of the City, which
includes all of the Downtown area, as a HQTA due to the number of transit routes that serve the
City and the opportunity to locate new land uses near the future Expo LRT.
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority Long Range Transportation Plan
The Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) for Los Angeles County, prepared by the Los
Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro; Metro 2009), notes that there is
very limited ability to add capacity to regional highways and freeways over the next 25 years.
Instead key efforts would focus on increasing the efficiency of the existing network and
encouraging greater reliance on carpooling and transit use. Metro also invests heavily in the
regional rail system, as the Expo LRT is a funded component of Metro’s LRTP. Additionally,
efforts would be undertaken to increase the efficiency of major City streets through technical
enhancements, providing bus priorities, and improving interchanges between freeways, and
arterial streets.
Los Angeles County Congestion Management Program
Metro’s Congestion Management Program (CMP; Metro 2010) is a state-mandated program that
was enacted by the State Legislature with the passage of Proposition 111 in 1990. Generally it is
intended to address the impact of local growth on the regional transportation system. The CMP
designates certain freeway segments and arterial roadways as CMP facilities. The LOS at each
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CMP monitoring station is supervised by local jurisdictions in order to implement the statutory
requirements of the CMP. If LOS standards deteriorate, then local jurisdictions must prepare a
deficiency plan to meet conformance standards outlined by the countywide plan. The CMP for
Los Angeles County is intended to address vehicular congestion relief by linking land use,
transportation, and air quality decisions. The CMP also seeks to develop a partnership among
transportation decision‐makers to devise appropriate transportation solutions that include all
modes of travel, and to propose transportation projects which are eligible to compete for state gas
tax funds. Within Los Angeles, the Metro is the designated congestion management agency
responsible for coordinating the CMP. A countywide approach has been established by Metro for
designating a highway network that includes all state highways and principal arterials within the
County. The CMP designates four intersections in the City of Santa Monica as CMP arterial
intersections (Lincoln Boulevard and Pico Boulevard; Santa Monica Boulevard and Cloverfield
Boulevard; Santa Monica Boulevard and Lincoln Boulevard; Wilshire Boulevard and 26th
Street).
Los Angeles County Active Transportation Plan
Metro is also actively working on the Active Transportation Strategic Plan (ATSP), a countywide plan to identify strategies to increase walking, bicycling and transit use in Los Angeles
County. The ATSP’s policy and infrastructure recommendations will require collaboration
between Metro, local and regional agencies, and other stakeholders to ensure implementation.
The ATSP will focus on improving first and last mile access to transit and propose a regional
network of active transportation facilities, including shared-use paths and on-street bikeways,
and develop a funding strategy to get them built.
The ATSP involves local and subregional planning efforts. It also serves to update Metro’s 2006
Bicycle Transportation Strategic Plan and to support implementation of Metro’s Complete
Streets Policy and Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy. This effort expands on the transit
access framework of the First Last Mile Strategic Plan, and includes rail stations, bus rapid
transit stops, and other major bus stops throughout the County.
Local Policies and Regulations
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Article 9, Chapter 9.53 Transportation Demand
Management
The purpose of the City’s TDM Ordinance is to proactively manage traffic congestion, reduce
dependence on the single occupant automobile, and enhance transportation choices by requiring
trip reduction plans. The ordinance applies to employers with 10 employees or more and
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developers of projects with 7,500 sf of floor area, or mixed-use projects with 16 units or more.
Under the City’s TDM Ordinance, employers and developers shall strive to achieve an AVR of
1.5 prior to January 1, 2016. After January 1, 2016, employers and developers shall strive to
achieve the AVR for their respective land use designation and district. Within the Downtown, the
target AVR is 2.2 after January 1, 2016.
Under the City’s TDM Ordinance, employers with 10 to 49 employees are required to provide
each of their employees with information about carpooling/vanpooling, transit, air pollution,
bicycle routes and facilities, walking and pedestrian safety, and alternatives to driving alone to
work every day. Employers of 50 or more employees are required to prepare and submit an
Emission Reduction Plan, which shall include the option of 1) purchase of mobile source
emission reduction credits; or 2) preparation and implementation of Employee Trip Reduction
Plan to achieve the applicable AVR target. Additionally, developers of projects are required to
prepare and implement a TDM plan that would include physical and programmatic elements to
reduce single occupancy vehicle trips and achieve the targeted AVR. Annual monitoring is a
requirement of the developer TDM plan.
City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC), Chapter 9.66 Transportation Impact Fee
Program
This chapter of the SMMC establishes the City’s Transportation Impact Fee (TIF) program is
imposed on new development to fund a portion of the costs necessary to construct the required
capital improvements that will help the City achieve the LUCE goal of No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour vehicle trips by 2030. Improvements identified include projects such as creating a path for
bicycles on the beach, widening the Marvin Baude Bike Trail, enhancing crosswalks along major
boulevards, and travel information for travelers. The fees are based on residential units or
commercial square footage. The fee is charged prior to issuance of building permits, unless state
law requires the City to accept later fee payments. The TIF does not apply to places of worship,
city projects, daycare centers, schools, affordable housing projects developed by a nonprofit, reoccupancy of existing buildings (with no change of use), outdoor dining, and affordable housing
units deed restricted to very-low income and low income households.
Santa Monica General Plan Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE)
The LUCE, adopted in 2010, provides a set of goals, policies, and standards to guide land use
and transportation decisions in the City through 2030. One of the core principles of the LUCE is
to proactively manage the transportation system in sustainable ways to serve community goals
and effectively limit increases in single occupancy automobile traffic. The LUCE links land use
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to transportation enabling the City Council to reduce vehicular greenhouse gas emissions,
address circulation and mobility with a goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, measure and
monitor the transportation system on an ongoing basis, and fund and implement the necessary
improvements to the system. Using these strategies, the LUCE aims to achieve the following
goals, objectives, and policies related to transportation:
Goal LU2: Integrate Land Use and Transportation for GHG Reduction
Policy LU2.5

Achieve vehicle trip reduction through comprehensive strategies that
designate land uses, establish development and street design standards,
implement sidewalk, bicycle, and roadway improvements, expand
transit service, manage parking, and strengthen TDM programs that
support accessibility by transit, bicycle, and foot, and discourage
vehicle trips at a district-wide level. Monitor progress using tools that
integrate land use and transportation factors. Increase bicycle and
pedestrian connectivity in transit districts and adjust bus and shuttle
services to ensure success of the transit system.

Policy LU3.1

Reduce Regional-Serving Commercial Uses. Reduce regional office
and commercial uses and encourage smaller floor plate office uses,
housing and local-serving retail and services.

Policy LU3.2

Focus on Housing in Transit-Accessible Corridors and Districts. Focus
additional housing opportunities on the transit rich commercial
boulevards.

Policy LU3.3

Focus on Local-Serving Uses. Emphasize uses which address localserving needs and daily resources necessary to reduce vehicle trips and
vehicle miles traveled.

Goal LU4: Complete Sustainable Neighborhoods.
Policy LU4.2

Uses to Meet Daily Needs. Encourage uses that meet daily needs such
as grocery stores, local-serving restaurants and other businesses and
activities within walking distance of residences to reduce the
frequency and length of vehicle trips.

Policy LU4.3

Mixed-Use Associated with Transit. Encourage mixed-use
development close to transit to provide housing opportunities for the
community, support local businesses, and reduce reliance on
automobiles.
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Policy LU4.4

Pedestrian-Oriented Design. Engage pedestrians with ground floor
uses, building design, site planning, massing, and signage that promote
vibrant street life and emphasize transit and bicycle access.

Policy LU4.7

Emphasize pedestrian and bicycle access throughout the City, with a
special focus on neighborhood gathering areas. Provide direct and
convenient bicycle and pedestrian connections between destinations.
Prioritize land use patterns that generate high transit ridership at major
transit stops.

Policy LU4.8

Utilize parking and TDM Districts to facilitate efficient use of parking
resources, shared and reduced parking opportunities, and trip reduction
goals.

Goal LU8: Reduction of Vehicle Trips/Management of Congestion.
Policy LU8.1

Require participation in TDM programs for projects above the base to
encourage walking, biking, and transit, and to reduce vehicle trips.
Engage existing development in TDM Districts and programs to
encourage reduction of existing vehicle trips.

Policy LU8.2

Comprehensive Parking Management. Comprehensively manage
parking and parking policies to address housing affordability,
congestion management, and air quality goals. Facilitate the creation
of shared parking, particularly within activity centers, transit districts,
and near Expo light-rail stations. Use pricing and other innovative
strategies to manage parking availability.

Goal LU15: Enhance Santa Monica’s Urban Form
Policy LU15.5

Pedestrian and Bicycle Connectivity. Encourage the design of sites and
buildings to facilitate easy pedestrian- and bicycle-oriented
connections and to minimize the separation created by parking lots and
driveways.

Policy LU15.5

Encourage the design of sites and buildings to facilitate easy
pedestrian- and bicycle-oriented connections and to minimize the
separation created by parking lots and driveways.

Goal B10: Create an Enhanced Mixed-use, Pedestrian Boulevard that Provides Residents,
Employees, and Visitors with an Inviting Landscaped Pedestrian Environment.
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Policy B10.1

Ensure that buildings fronting Colorado Avenue have their primary
facades facing the street and are located on the property line or back
side of the sidewalk. However, to encourage a lively streetscape with
places for people to socialize, small landscaped gathering spaces and
plazas are encouraged.

Policy B10.2

Scale buildings to the pedestrian to create an intimate sidewalk
walking/shopping experience. Ground floor facades should include
enhanced materials and detailing where they will be perceived by
passing pedestrians.

Policy B10.11

Encourage sidewalk dining where it meets established criteria.

Policy B10.13

Enhance the streetscape to create an inviting pedestrian environment.

Policy B10.14

Improve pedestrian crosswalks along the length of Colorado Avenue.

Goal D.12: Ensure circulation for the Downtown, Civic Center, and Beach and Oceanfront
Districts is interconnected.
Goal D.2: Maximize place-making opportunities associated with the Expo LRT Downtown
Station to create a vibrant Downtown gateway.
Goal D.4: Prioritize transit connections associated with the Expo LRT Downtown Station.
Goal D.5: Create convenient and comfortable bicycle linkages to the Expo LRT Downtown
Station.
Goal D.11: Address parking needs comprehensively, identifying shared parking opportunities.
Policy S2.1

Implement the VMT reduction policies of the LUCE of the General
Plan including, but not limited to: focusing new growth in mixed-use,
transit-oriented districts; focusing new growth along existing corridors
and nodes; supporting the creation of complete, walkable
neighborhoods with goods and services within walking distance of
most homes; and, promoting and supporting a wide range of
pedestrian, bicycle and transit improvements in the City.

Policy S2.3

Advance the No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal in the LUCE
with TDM projects such as expanded rideshare programs, parking
management strategies, as well as development impact fees for public
transit infrastructure.

Goal T3: Ensure that Santa Monica’s Streets are Pleasant for all Users.
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Policy T3.1

Include elements that contribute to quality from the user’s perspective,
not just throughput for each mode.

Goal T5: Establish Performance Measures and Design Guidelines for the City’s Transportation
System that Reflect the LUCE Priorities.
Policy T5.1

Develop project evaluation methodology and transportation impact
significance criteria that assess how well individual projects contribute
to the overall LUCE goals, as well as how they may negatively impact
the transportation network.

Policy T5.2

Include performance criteria for each type of street that consider the
street’s full range of functions.

Policy T5.3

Include performance criteria that consider the City’s transportation
system as a whole.

Policy T5.4

Develop design guidelines and management tools for all City streets,
so that each street supports the land uses along it and provides an
optimal accommodation for all modes of transportation.

Policy T5.5

Prioritize property access from transit, walking and bicycling over auto
access.

Goal T6: Enable Everyone to Walk Comfortably Everywhere in Santa Monica
Policy T6.1

Create appropriate enhancements to pedestrian crossings at key
locations across all major boulevards.

Policy T6.4

Use a combination of physical improvements and programs to promote
walking.

Goal T9: Create a Complete Network of High-quality Bicycle Facilities
Policy T9.9

Require large property development (defined as greater than one
typical city block) to provide through access for bicyclists and
pedestrians.

Goal T19: Create an Integrated Transportation and Land Use Program that Seeks to Limit Total
Peak Period Vehicle Trips with a Santa Monica Origin or Destination.
Policy T19.2

Impose appropriate TDM requirements for new development.

Goal T21: Use All Available Tools to Make the Most Effective Possible Use of the
Transportation System.
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Policy T21.3

TDM program requirements shall be triggered for new development
consistent with the LUCE performance standards.

Goal T23: Encourage New Projects to Improve Residents’ Opportunities to Find Parking.
Policy T23.1

In new multi-family and commercial buildings, encourage building
owners to lease parking spaces separately from residential units and
commercial space, and allow residents of nearby buildings to lease
these spaces at comparable rates as building tenants.

Policy T23.2

In new multi-family and commercial buildings, encourage owners to
make parking spaces available to qualified car-share operators, and
allow public access to the car-share vehicles.

Policy T23.3

In new multi-family buildings, the City should encourage developers
to enroll residents in a qualified car-share program.

Santa Monica Bike Action Plan
The Bike Action Plan, adopted in November 2011, guides the City’s efforts to promote an
increase in safe bicycling consistent with the LUCE. The Bike Action Plan includes a 5-year
implementation plan that will improve 75 percent of the City’s bicycle network as well as a 20year vision plan. The implementation priorities include both bikeway and programmatic
investments. Recommended programs include efforts in all program areas: events, awareness,
information, education, encouragement, enforcement and supporting facilities such as
development of a bicycle wayfinding system and bicycle parking improvements. Recommended
bikeway investments include both facility improvements that are relatively easy and low cost, so
they can be applied on many streets, as well as protected bikeway facility improvements that
require more outreach, design and environmental review, but are critical to the development of a
high-quality continuous bikeway “backbone” and showcase leading bicycle treatments.
The Bike Action Plan’s 5-year implementation plan identifies a number of streets within the
Downtown for implementation of priority bikeway projects. These projects include the
following:
•

4th Street from Broadway to Olympic Boulevard: Install shared lane markings

•

5th Street from Montana to Colorado Avenue: Install shared lane markings

•

4th Court between Broadway and Colorado Avenue: Install wayfinding signs and shared
lane markings
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•

6th Street from Montana Avenue to Colorado Avenue: Restripe to create buffered bike
lanes by narrowing travel and parking lanes and eliminating the two-way center turn lane

•

7th Street from Wilshire to Olympic Boulevard: Restripe to create buffered bike lanes that
are continuous to intersections by reducing travel and parking lane widths as well as
eliminating left turn lanes at intersections

•

Broadway from Ocean Avenue to 6th Street and Santa Monica Boulevard from Ocean
Avenue to 75th Street: Install share lane markings with consideration for “super-sharrow”
design with green pavement in the bus only lane

•

Ocean Avenue from California Avenue to Pico Boulevard: Restripe existing bike lanes to
create green buffered bike lanes by narrowing travel lanes and parking lanes

Santa Monica Pedestrian Action Plan
The City of Santa Monica has also recently released a draftadopted a Pedestrian Action Plan,
which is set to be adopted in 2016. The plan provides a comprehensive approach to pedestrian
policy in Santa Monica using a multi-disciplined approach to making physical, operational and
educational improvements that prioritize pedestrians. The goals, policies and actions in the
Pedestrian Action plan address the input gathered from the community, stake holders and key
professionals such as public safety personnel, transportation planners and engineers, while
aligning a vision with data analysis to develop strategies that prioritize actions for the short- and
long-terms. The Plan introduces a Vision Zero program which envisions zero fatalities from
pedestrian crashes. Components of the program include prioritizing and organizing community
safety goals, and facilitating the systematic implementation of current and future actions that
support safer walkability for people of all ages and abilities. The Pplan also includes a tool box
that provides guidance to best address existing and future street conditions to help all City
departments recognize and respond to pedestrian priorities.
3.18.3 Impact Assessment and Methodology
Thresholds for Determining Significance
Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines provides a set of screening questions that address
impacts with regard to transportation/traffic. Specifically, the Guidelines state that a proposed
project may have a significant adverse impact on traffic if:
a) The project would conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing
measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into
account all modes of transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and
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relevant components of the circulation system, including but not limited to intersections,
streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit;
b) The project would conflict with an applicable congestion management program,
including, but not limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or
other standards established by the county congestion management agency for designated
roads or highways;
c) The project would result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in
traffic levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks;
d) The project would substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp
curves or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment);
e) The project would result in inadequate emergency access; and/or
f) The project would conflict with adopted polices, plans or programs regarding public
transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety
of such facilities.
Non-Applicable Threshold(s):
•

Threshold (c) (air traffic patterns): This threshold regarding changes in air traffic patterns
would not be applicable since the Downtown does not include an airport facility nor
would implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan have
any substantial impacts to surrounding airports. The proposed plan does not include or
allow design features or land uses which would affect air traffic patterns at Santa Monica
Airport (located approximately 2 miles to the southeast) or at LAX (located
approximately 5 miles to the southeast). Furthermore, the plan does not propose any
changes to land uses near the Santa Monica Airport.

This section of the EIR provides a comprehensive analysis of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s coordinated circulation and mobility strategy and its potential effects on
the transportation system, taking into account all mode users. Consistent with the LUCE, the
analysis evaluates the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s effects relative to
other performance measures that address broader sustainability goals and the integration of land
use and transportation planning, such as P.M. Peak Hour Trips (i.e., No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trips), per capita VMT citywide vehicle GHG emissions, and corridor travel times.
Additionally, as currently required under CEQA, the analysis in the EIR continues to evaluate
automobile delay at key intersections as one measure of transportation effects. As such, the City
utilizes the following significance criteria to determine potential impacts related to
transportation/traffic:
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Construction Traffic Analysis
Traffic impacts associated with construction activities are considered potentially significant if
project construction would materially interfere with the area traffic flow, causing unsafe
conditions, or introducing substantial truck traffic through a residential area.
Operational Traffic Analysis - Local Transportation Network
LUCE Performance Measures

This EIR analyzes the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s circulation strategy
and its potential effects on the transportation system with consideration to all mode users.
Consistent with the LUCE EIR, this EIR analyzes the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s effects on the local transportation network with performance measures
that address broader sustainability goals and the integration of land use and transportation
planning. The performance measures include citywide per capita VMT, P.M. Peak Hour Trips,
citywide vehicle GHG emissions, and corridor travel times.
Level of Service (LOS)

The City has adopted significance criteria for assessing whether project-related vehicle traffic
increases would result in significant impacts on intersections. The significance criteria utilizes
intersection LOS as the measure for assessing impacts. LOS measures vehicle delay at
intersections and on roadways. As described previously LOS is a qualitative method for
characterizing the operational conditions at an intersection generally accounting for measures
such as speed, delays, travel time, freedom to
maneuver, traffic interruptions, and comfort
and convenience. In rating intersection
operations, LOS A through F are used, with
LOS A indicating free-flow operations and
LOS F indicating congested operations (refer
to Table 3.18-2). The City considers LOS D as
the minimum desirable LOS at arterial
intersections and LOS C as the minimum
desirable LOS at collector street intersections.
As previously described, in accordance with
the City’s adopted impact analysis guidelines,
the “Operational Analysis” method from
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At Ocean Avenue and Colorado Avenue high volumes
of pedestrians during the P.M. and weekend peak
hours can result in automobile delay (i.e., poor LOS)
during these times.
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HCM was employed to perform signalized intersection LOS analysis at all signalized study
intersections. The HCM operational method determines two key operating characteristics of
signalized intersections including the average stopped delay experienced per vehicle and V/C
ratio. These characteristics are used to evaluate the operation of each signalized intersection for
the purposes of CEQA analysis, which is described generally in terms of LOS. For additional
information regarding existing vehicle movement see Appendix B.
The City’s existing significance criteria were adopted in 1991, and are summarized in Table
3.18-3 below. The significance criteria depend on the previous LUCE classification of the streets
at the intersection (i.e., arterial or collector street) and the operating conditions of the intersection
as measured by automobile delay in seconds under the Approval Year (2016) and Future Year
(2030) Plus Project Traffic Conditions. The significance criteria set low thresholds for
identifying significant impacts, potentially at intersections that already experience some vehicle
delay (i.e., congestion).
Table 3.18-3 City of Santa Monica Significant Impact Criteria for Arterial and Collector
Intersections
Approval Year (2016) Operating
Conditions
If LOS = A, B, or C
Collector street intersection
Arterial intersection
If LOS = D
Collector street intersection
Arterial intersection
If LOS = E
Collector street intersection
Arterial intersection
If LOS = F
Collector street intersection
Arterial intersection

Future Year (2030) Project Traffic Impact Assessment
Significant Impact If:
Average vehicle delay increase is ≥ 15 seconds
or
LOS becomes D, E, or F
Average vehicle delay increase is ≥ 15 seconds
or
LOS becomes E or F
Significant Impact If:
Any net increase in average seconds of delay per vehicle
Average vehicle delay increase is ≥ 15 seconds
or
LOS becomes E or F
Significant Impact If:
Any net increase in average seconds of delay per vehicle
Significant Impact If:
HCM V/C ratio net increase is ≥ 0.005

Notes:
Delay – Average stopped delay per vehicle, in seconds.
HCM – Highway Capacity Manual.
V/C – Volume-to-Capacity Ratio – This ratio is based on the amount of traffic traveling through the intersection, the lane
geometries, and other factors affecting capacity such as one-street parking, bus operations near the intersections, and
pedestrian volumes at the street crosswalks.
LOS – Refer to Table 3.18-2 for LOS definitions.
Note: Function street classification in this table is from the City’s previous Circulation Element. The 2010 LUCE has adopted a
different typology for streets within the City but the significance criteria have not yet been revised.
Source: Fehr & Peers 2016.
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As previously described in Section 3.18.2, Regulatory Framework, a key provision of SB 743,
passed in September 2013, is the elimination of vehicle delay and LOS as a CEQA significance
criterion in urban areas. The basic reason for this change at the state level is the recognition of
unintended consequences of LOS, which understate impacts in greenfield areas and discourage
more sustainable infill projects and alternative transportation projects. SB 743 directed that OPR
provide a replacement metric that relate more closely to climate change factors and more
sustainable land use and transportation planning to reduce GHG emissions that fuel climate
change. The law also recognizes that mitigation for increased vehicle delay and associated LOS
often involves measures which may increase automobile use and discourage more diverse
options and sustainable forms of transportation. When employed in isolation, LOS can lead to ad
hoc roadway expansions that deteriorate conditions on the network as a whole (e.g., widening as
mitigation to improve LOS that reduces safety and comfort for other modes), or discourage
transportation improvements that improve street function overall, by providing better LOS for
vehicles, but decreasing service for transit, pedestrians, or bicycles. Among the issues with
vehicle LOS identified by the OPR are the following:
•

LOS measures motorist convenience - As a measurement of delay, LOS measures
motorist convenience, but not a physical impact to the environment (which is the purpose
of CEQA).

•

LOS is biased against “last in” development - Typical traffic analyses under CEQA
compare future traffic volumes against LOS thresholds. A project that pushes LOS across
the threshold triggers a significant impact. Already developed areas have existing traffic
volumes, resulting in lowered LOS thresholds. Because the LOS rating used to determine
significance of the project’s impact is determined by total traffic (i.e., existing traffic plus
traffic added by the project), infill projects disproportionally trigger LOS thresholds
compared to projects in less developed areas, even though they may reduce the need for
vehicle trips, reduce trip lengths and emissions than projects in greenfield areas.

•

LOS scale of analysis is too small - LOS is calculated for individual intersections and
roadway segments. As traffic generated by a project fans out from the project, it
substantially affects a few nearby intersections and roadway segments, then affects more
distant intersections and roadway segments by a smaller amount. LOS impacts are
typically triggered only at the nearby intersections and roadway segments where the
change is greatest. Projects in newly developed areas typically generate substantially
more vehicle travel than infill projects, but that traffic is more dispersed by the time it
reaches congested areas with intersections and roadway segments operating closer to
thresholds. As a result, while outlying development may contribute a greater amount of
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total vehicle travel and cause widespread but small increases in congestion across the
roadway network, it may not trigger LOS thresholds. Further, piecemeal efforts to
optimize LOS at individual intersections and roadway segments may not optimize the
roadway network as a whole. Focusing on increasing vehicle flow intersection-byintersection or segment-by-segment frequently results in congested downstream
bottlenecks, in some cases even worsening overall network congestion.
•

LOS mitigation is problematic - Mitigation for LOS impacts typically involves reducing
project size or adding motor vehicle capacity. Without affecting project demand,
reducing the size of a project simply transfers development, and its associated traffic,
elsewhere. When infill projects are reduced in size, development may be pushed to less
transportation-efficient locations, which results in greater total travel and GHG
emissions. Meanwhile, adding motor vehicle capacity may induce additional vehicle
travel, which negatively impacts the environment and human health. It also negatively
impacts other modes of transportation, lengthening pedestrian crossing distances, adding
delay and risk to pedestrian travel, displacing bicycle and dedicated transit facilities, and
adding delay and risk to those modes of travel.

•

LOS mischaracterizes transit, bicycle and pedestrian improvements as detrimental to
transportation – On existing roadways, expanding vehicle capacity often reduces safe
and efficient facilities for users of transit and active modes. Since LOS only measures the
delay of motor vehicles, any improvement for other modes that might inconvenience
motorists is characterized as an impediment to transportation even though these spaceefficient modes increase person throughout capacity; and

•

Use of LOS thresholds implies false precision - Calculating LOS involves a sequence of
estimates, with each step using the output of the previous step. Imprecision in an early
step can be amplified throughout the sequence. While it is difficult to estimate the
distribution of future trips across the network with a high level of precision, the
calculation of congestion levels is highly sensitive to that estimate. Further, LOS is
typically reported in environmental analyses without acknowledging potential uncertainty
or error.

According to the legislative intent contained in SB 743, changes to the current practice of using
LOS are necessary to, “more appropriately balance the needs of congestion management with
statewide goals related to infill development, promotion of public health through active
transportation, and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.” Pursuant to SB 743, OPR released a
Preliminary Discussion Draft of Updates to the CEQA Guidelines Implementing Senate Bill 743
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in August 2014. OPR’s Draft of Updates proposes projects to utilize VMT as the replacement
metric for LOS in the context of CEQA. Although this new direction from the State is not yet in
effect, the City has been reviewing projects with consideration to multi-modal and sustainable
land use/transportation goals since the adoption of the LUCE. As an example, the LUCE EIR
included analysis of broader sustainability metrics including per capita VMT, vehicular GHG
emissions, corridor travel time, etc. (City of Santa Monica 2010a). Consistent with the LUCE
EIR and with the preliminary direction provided in OPR’s Draft of Updates, this EIR evaluates
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s effects relative to per capita VMT as
well as the other previously listed performance metrics. Additionally though, since OPR has not
yet adopted new CEQA Guidelines for the alternative criteria to LOS, this section continues to
evaluate the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan using the City’s adopted
significance criteria of automobile delay (i.e., LOS), and therefore may identify potential impacts
that may not be significant under future criteria.
Operational Traffic Analysis - Regional Transportation Network
The 2010 CMP for Los Angeles County (Metro 2010) requires that traffic and transit impact
analyses be conducted for select regional facilities based on the quantity of project vehicle traffic
expected to use these facilities. The CMP traffic impact analysis guidelines indicate that a
significant project impact occurs when the following threshold is exceeded:
•

The increase in vehicle traffic demand generated by a proposed project at a monitoring
intersection exceeds 2 percent (i.e., the increase in the V/C ratio is equal or greater than
0.02 with the addition of project traffic), causing or worsening LOS F conditions (i.e., the
V/C ratio is greater than 1.00 with the addition of project traffic).

Further, the CMP guidelines require that the geographic scope of the study area to be analyzed is
the first issue to be addressed. The criteria for determining the study area for CMP arterial
monitoring intersections and for freeway monitoring locations are:
•

All CMP arterial monitoring intersections where the proposed project will add 50 or more
trips during either the A.M. or P.M. weekday or weekend peak hours of adjacent street
traffic.

•

All CMP mainline freeway monitoring locations where the proposed project will add 150
or more trips, in either direction, during either the A.M. or P.M. weekday or weekend
peak hours.
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Operational Traffic Analysis – Alternative Transportation Facilities
Operational impacts to alternative transportation facilities would be considered potentially
significant if the project would conflict with or hinder the goals of existing plans, programs, or
policies supporting alternative transportation. These plans, programs, and policies include the
LUCE, the Bike Action Plan, the City’s draft Pedestrian Action Plan, Breeze bikeshare program,
Big Blue Bus services, and Safe Routes to School Program.
Impact Assessment Methodology
Construction Traffic Analysis
The analysis of construction impacts considers heavy truck traffic generated from excavation,
construction vehicles, and material and equipment delivery over the duration of project
construction. Additionally, the analysis evaluates the potential for construction related impacts to
result in heavy traffic flows, reduction in lane capacities, parking availability, delays or
alterations of transit service, and impacts to pedestrian and bicycle circulation.
Operational Traffic Analysis – Local Transportation Network
LUCE Performance Measures

The City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model (TDFM) was used to forecast potential traffic
conditions that may occur as a result of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
The TDFM was developed during preparation of the City’s LUCE in 2010, in order to estimate
the effectiveness of the LUCE in achieving the goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour trips, to
allow for accountability and monitoring of progress, and to project future transportation
conditions in the City. The TDFM has a base year of 2008 and future year of 2030, and it
forecasts weekday daily, A.M., and P.M. peak hour volumes for the City. The model contains the
major roadways within the City of Santa Monica and surrounding portions of the City of Los
Angeles and in addition to automobile traffic, considers walking, bicycling, parking, and transit.
Although there are seasonal variations in traffic in the City of Santa Monica due to tourists and
resident vacations, the model was calibrated and validated to average mid-week traffic, the
predominant traffic condition. The resulting model represents travel during a period when people
in the City are participating in their normal day-to-day activities. A weekend version of the
model was also developed which forecasts weekend midday peak hour volumes for areas with
high weekend activity (e.g., Downtown and Main Street).
The City’s TDFM contains a number of enhancements that allow it to capture the effects of land
use and policy initiatives on transportation and traffic congestion. These include the effects of
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potential development patterns, urban design factors, multi-modal transportation networks,
parking management, and TDM programs. Also included is a more detailed analysis of how
development patterns affect trip making and travel. This is assessed using a modeling strategy
that includes an analysis of land use density, diversity of uses within walking distance, design of
walkable, bikeable streets, destinations that are more reachable by transit, distance of 0.25 mile
that is considered walkable to a destination, and demand management measures that address trip
reduction (known collectively as the 6Ds). These factors have been found to affect trip making
characteristics of both existing and new development. Finally, the addition of the Expo LRT is
anticipated to to continue to influence mode split when it is introduced. Phase II of the Expo
LRT is currently scheduled to be operational in 2016. Changes in vehicle trip making
accompanying the implementation of the Expo LRT line were incorporated into the TDFM for
all Future Year (2030) scenarios. The TDFM development and validation is discussed in greater
detail in Appendix B.
Among the outputs of the TDFM are the LUCE performance measures of P.M. Peak Hour Trips
(to achieve the citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour trips), citywide VMT per capita,
vehicular GHG emissions, and corridor travel time.
Level of Service (LOS)
To evaluate the potential transportation effects of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, the Transportation Study examined 45 intersections within and near
Downtown; of these intersections, 41 are signalized and four are stop sign controlled
intersections, all of which are located within the City (see Section 3.18.1, Environmental
Setting). Peak hour traffic impacts for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
were evaluated for the 45 intersections during weekday morning (7:30 A.M. to 9:30 A.M.) and
afternoon (5:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.) peak periods and during the weekend midday peak period
(1:00 to 5:00 P.M.). As described in Section 2.0, Project Description, this EIR analyzes two
potential land use scenarios of the proposed Downtown Specific. The two scenarios for the
traffic analysis include:
•
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Scenario A – Land use changes anticipated under Scenario A of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would potentially result in approximately 4.73 million sf
of net development in the Downtown. Up to 800 new parking spaces were assumed to be
split amongst sites along the Downtown periphery and sites along 5th Street. In addition
the Plan assumes up to 339 replacement parking spaces at the 4th/5th and Arizona
Established Large Site with additional parking to serve the new land uses onsite.
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•

Scenario B – Land use changes anticipated under Scenario B of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would potentially result in approximately 3.22 million sf
of net development in the Downtown. Up to 700 new parking spaces were assumed to be
split amongst sites along the Downtown periphery and sites along 5th CourtStreet. In
addition the Plan assumes up to 339 replacement parking spaces at the 4th/5th and Arizona
Established Large Site with additional parking to serve the new land uses onsite.

During the development of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan between
2012 and 2015 (described in Section 2.1.2, Background and Process), development has been
ongoing in the City of Santa Monica. During this time, following the initiation of the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan planning process and the release of the City issued Notice of
Preparation (NOP) for the Program EIR in September 2013, the City Council has approved a
number of residential units and non-residential development in the Downtown consistent with
existing plans, policies, and zoning. Consequently, this Program EIR conservatively evaluates
the forecasted 2030 land uses for Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, and also accounts for the residential and non-residential developments
approved since the issuance of the NOP in 2013.
In order to evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan on the surrounding street system for both of the scenarios described above, estimates of
Approval Year (2016) and Future Year (2030) traffic forecasts in the area were developed. The
City of Santa Monica’s TDFM was used to forecast traffic conditions for the Approval Year
(2016) and Future Year (2030).
•

Estimates of Approval Year (2016) traffic growth were developed for the Downtown to
forecast Approval Year conditions without the plan. These projected traffic volumes
represent the conditions during the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
approval year and provide the baseline for the evaluation of potential traffic impacts for
the plan. The approval year forecast includes approved development projects and public
infrastructure improvements that were recently completed and anticipated to be
completed prior to 2016.

•

Estimates of Future Year (2030) traffic growth were developed for the Downtown to
forecast future projections with both Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan land use
scenarios. The Future Year (2030) projections include all currently pending and recently
completed transportation improvements such as the Expo LRT service to the Downtown
Santa Monica Station, completion of Colorado Esplanade, implementation of pedestrian
scrambles, implementation of the LUCE TDM program and its expansion under the
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Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and all physical improvements (e.g., Sears I-10
Overcrossing; new east-west 4th to 6th Street roadway extension) and other actions (refer
to Table 3.18-3see Appendix B).
Operational Traffic Analysis – Regional Transportation Network
The analysis of the project’s impacts on regional facilities is based on the CMP guidelines
established in the 2010 CMP for Los Angeles County which analyze impacts to Arterial
Intersections, and Mainline Freeway Locations, and the CMP Highway and Roadway system.
Operational Traffic Analysis – Alternative Transportation Facilities
The analysis of the project’s impacts on alternative transportation facilities reviews to what
extent the proposed project would disrupt, interfere, or conflict with existing alternative
transportation facilities and program, plans, and policies supporting alternative transportation.
Plans, programs, and policies that were evaluated and reviewed include the LUCE, the Bike
Action Plan, the City’s draft Pedestrian Action Plan, Breeze bikeshare program, Big Blue Bus
services, and Safe Routes to School Program.
Additionally, Section B.8.4 of the CMP provides a methodology for estimating the number of
transit trips expected to result from a proposed project based on the projected number of vehicle
trips. This methodology assumes an AVR factor of 1.4 in order to estimate the number of person
trips to and from the project and then provides guidance regarding the percent of person trips
assigned to public transit depending on the type of use (commercial/other; residential) and its
proximity to transit services. In addition, as part of the City’s TDM Ordinance, a target AVR of
2.2 is also analyzed for the proposed project.
3.18.4 Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Construction Traffic
Would project construction activities materially interfere with the area traffic flow, cause unsafe
conditions, or introduce substantial truck traffic through a residential area?
Impact Description
T-1
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Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would potentially create short-term traffic
impacts from congestion due to construction vehicles (e.g., construction
trucks, construction worker vehicles, equipment, etc.), traffic lane and
sidewalk closures, and loss of on-street parking. With implementation of the
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mitigation measure for construction traffic, construction-traffic impacts
would be reduced to less than significant.

Construction activities may result in the temporary closure of traffic lanes, on-street parking, and sidewalks
along the frontages of development sites. This may result in temporary congestion or rerouting of pedestrian
traffic.

Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would vary annually, occurring incrementally over time for short periods
through 2030. Construction activities would generally include demolition of existing buildings
and/or parking lots, excavation/grading, transport of materials, and construction of buildings.
During construction, construction truck trips would be generated from export/import of soil,
hauling of materials, and transport of heavy construction equipment. Additionally, construction
activities would result in temporary trips from construction workers driving to and from the work
site. Due to the long-term planning horizon the corresponding number of construction-related
trips at any given time cannot be precisely calculated. Additionally, the location and duration of
projects would vary with construction traffic impacting different blocks or intersections for
short-term periods through 2030 or beyond. While the specific number of construction trips and
where they would occur cannot be forecasted at this time, potential overlap of construction
activities over the planning horizon could potentially result in a significant increase in daily
construction vehicle trips (depending on the project) within Downtown. Construction-related
increases in traffic for individual projects (including the network improvement projects such as
Olympic Cross-over and new streets) would be short-term in nature and would incrementally
contribute to roadway or intersection congestion. Increased construction traffic on Downtown
streets, particularly large haul trucks and other heavy equipment (e.g., cement trucks and cranes),
may disrupt traffic flows, limit turn lane capacities, and generally slow traffic movement.
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Construction may also require the temporary or extended closure of traffic lanes and sidewalks
on surrounding streets to accommodate excavation for utility installation, parked
vehicles/equipment, operation of construction equipment, installation of project improvements,
etc. Depending on final construction plan details, such lane and sidewalk closures could extend
from a single day to several weeks and therefore could potentially interfere with vehicle,
pedestrian, and bicycle flows.
Further, construction activities would require parking for construction workers for each of the
proposed developments under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan during
peak periods. Construction parking demand combined with temporary removal of on-street
parking would also potentially affect the parking supply in Downtown.
In general, project construction activities could create potentially significant short-term impacts
along major access routes in the Downtown. However, implementation of Mitigation Measure
(MM) T-1 would require individual projects to prepare a Construction Impact Mitigation Plan,
which would address construction traffic routing and control, vehicular and pedestrian safety,
pedestrian/bicycle access and parking, street closures, construction parking on a project-byproject basis. The Construction Impact Mitigation Plan would address individual phases of
development including demolition, site preparation, and on-going construction activities.
Implementation of MM T-1 would reduce potential construction-related traffic impacts to less
than significant.
Mitigation Measures
MM T-1

Prior to issuance of a grading or building permit, individual discretionary
projects anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
shall prepare a Construction Impact Mitigation Plan for review and approval to
address and manage traffic during construction and shall be designed to:
•
•
•
•

Prevent traffic impacts on the surrounding roadway network.
Minimize parking impacts both to public parking and access to private
parking to the greatest extent practicable.
Ensure safety for both those constructing the project and the surrounding
community.
Prevent substantial truck traffic through residential neighborhoods.

The Construction Impact Mitigation Plan shall be subject to review and approval
by the following City departments: Public Works, Fire, Planning and Community
Development, and Police to ensure that the Plan has been designed in accordance
with this mitigation measure. Additionally, the plan shall be prepared and
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implemented in coordination with any affected agencies such as Big Blue Bus,
Metro, and Caltrans. The plan shall, at a minimum, include the following:
Ongoing Requirements throughout the Duration of Construction
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

A detailed Construction Impact Mitigation Plan for work zones shall be
maintained. At a minimum, this shall include parking and travel lane
configurations; warning, regulatory, guide, and directional signage; and area
sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and parking lanes. The plan shall include specific
information regarding the project’s construction activities that may disrupt
normal pedestrian and traffic flow and the measures to address these
disruptions. Such plans shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning and
Community Development Department prior to commencement of construction
and implemented in accordance with this approval.
Work within the public right-of-way shall be performed between 9:00 A.M.
and 4:00 P.M. This work includes dirt and demolition material hauling and
construction material delivery. Work within the public right-of-way outside of
these hours shall only be allowed after the issuance of an after-hours
construction permit.
Streets and equipment shall be cleaned in accordance with established Public
Works requirements.
Trucks shall only travel on a City-approved construction truck route. Truck
queuing/staging shall not be allowed on City streets. Limited queuing may
occur on the construction site itself.
Materials and equipment shall be minimally visible to the public; the
preferred location for materials is to be onsite, with a minimum amount of
materials within a work area in the public right-of-way, subject to a current
Use of Public Property Permit.
Any requests for work before or after normal construction hours within the
public right-of-way shall be subject to review and approval through the After
Hours Permit process administered by the Public Works Department.
Provision of off-street parking for construction workers, which may include
the use of a remote location with shuttle transport to the site, if determined
necessary by the City of Santa Monica.
Sidewalk closure shall be prohibited to the extent feasible; if sidewalk closure
is determined to be necessary, a detour pedestrian pathway shall be provided.

•

Provisions to maintain or relocate Metro stops consistent with Metro Bus
Operations.

Project Coordination Elements That Shall Be Implemented Prior to
Commencement of Construction
•

The traveling public shall be advised of impending construction activities
(e.g., information signs, portable message signs, media listing/notification,
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•

•

•
•

and implementation of an approved Construction Impact Mitigation Plan) in a
manner appropriate to the scale and type of projects.
A Use of Public Property Permit, Excavation Permit, Sewer Permit, or
Oversize Load Permit, as well as any Caltrans permits required for any
construction work requiring encroachment into public rights-of-way, detours,
or any other work within the public right-of-way shall be obtained.
Timely notification of construction shall be provided to all affected agencies
(e.g., Big Blue Bus, Police Department, Fire Department, Public Works
Department, and Planning and Community Development Department) and
shall be posted on site.
Construction work shall be coordinated with affected agencies in advance of
start of work. Approvals may take up to two weeks per each submittal.
Planning and Community Development Department approval of any haul
routes for earth, concrete, or construction materials and equipment hauling
shall be obtained.

Local Transportation Network Operations
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the
circulation system, including but not limited to intersections streets, highways and freeways?
T-2

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan minimizes future
trip generation associated with new land uses and creates an effective multimodal transportation system within the Downtown. The Plan proposes
improved transportation connections as well as aggressive TDM to improve
mobility and circulation for all transportation users within the Downtown.
Under Scenario B, impacts to the overall multimodal transportation system
in terms of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, VMT per capita, and other
sustainability metrics would be beneficial, while under Scenario A they
would be less than significant.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would establish the regulatory
framework for coordinated future land use changes and transportation improvements to help the
City achieve the goals of sustainability, economic and housing vitality, transportation
management, and GHG reductions. These goals are identified in adopted City plans and
programs, including the LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, Housing Element, and Climate Action, as
well as adopted Metro and SCAG regional policy documents. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan provides policies and standards that support the integration of new land
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uses with a balanced, coordinated transportation network that will provide mobility for all
transportation users. Recognizing that traffic congestion is a key concern to the community, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan aims to shift automobile trips to other
modes, thereby reducing pressure on existing roadways and parking facilities in the Downtown
and allowing for the necessary capacity to accommodate trips that must be made by automobile.
Moreover, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s circulation strategy expands
upon the existing transportation network with new programs and projects designed to close
transportation facility gaps, increase efficiencies, and integrate the Expo LRT into the Downtown
through new connections and network improvements. In combination with pending
transportation investments such as the Expo LRT and Downtown Station and the Colorado
Esplanade, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would expand transportation
options and facilitate connectivity and circulation within the Downtown (refer to Section 2.0,
Project Description).
Public parking is addressed in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan with
actions that aim to manage existing resources efficiently in the Downtown core, including new
wayfinding and technology that enables drivers to quickly locate off-street parking, while adding
new facilities at the periphery that will accommodate future parking demand and minimize
vehicle trips into the Downtown core. The plan builds on the “park-once” philosophy to
encourage drivers to park in once in a Downtown location and walk to multiple destinations.
The following metrics are provided in this analysis to assess how well the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan achieves the broader sustainability and transportation goals of the
LUCE: 5
•

P.M. peak hour vehicle trips citywide (No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips) – Would the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan hinder or support the achievement of
the City’s No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal by 2030?

•

Corridor Travel Time – Would the travel time increase or decrease on the boulevards that
carry many local and regional auto trips and also serve as routes for the bus transit lines?

•

Citywide VMT – Would the citywide per capita VMT increase or decrease?

•

Citywide Vehicle GHG Emissions (see Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and
Climate Change) – Would the level of vehicular greenhouse gas emissions generated in
Santa Monica increase or decrease?

5

The original 2030 LUCE identified the Bergamot Area as a potential growth area, but did not fully envision the
Bergamot Area Plan and all of the proposed transportation improvements.
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No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Vehicle Trips
One of the stated goals of the LUCE is the citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour vehicle
trips generated by land uses in the City by 2030. The LUCE EIR established 60,100 as the total
number of weekday P.M. peak hour vehicle trips generated within the City for the base year of
2008 (City of Santa Monica 2010a). A key component of the LUCE is the goal of achieving No
Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips in the City by 2030, with the P.M. peak hour vehicle trips
generated defined as vehicle trips having one or both ends (origin or destination) located within
the City. 6
As stated in the LUCE EIR, this goal will be achieved by changing travel behavior associated
with both existing and future development in the City. The City’s trip reduction goals are
citywide, understanding that individual new development will inevitably generate some vehicle
trips but at lower rates due to increased TDM regulations. To achieve the goal of No Net New
P.M. Peak Hour Trips, the LUCE provides a framework for integrating land use and
transportation to reduce vehicle trips; encouraging walking, bicycling, and transit use and
creating active, pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods. The LUCE proposes the creation of a
complete multi-modal transportation system, which builds upon the City‘s investment in transit
and the opportunity offered by the coming of the recently completed Expo LRT. The LUCE
focuses future land uses into transit-oriented mixed-use areas like the Downtown and along
transit corridors to substantially reduce vehicle trips generated by new development. The LUCE
also includes strategies to offset new vehicle trips with reductions elsewhere in the circulation
system. The LUCE goal of generating No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips is not a requirement to
be applied on a project-by-project basis. Rather, the intent of this goal is to reduce vehicle trips
for existing and future uses on a citywide basis through implementation of land use and
transportation policies, programs, and projects that support and invest in the transportation
system. As a result of the above measures combined, the traffic analysis in the LUCE EIR
determined that by 2030, the City would be able to achieve the goal of No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trips (i.e., no more than 60,100 P.M. Peak Hour Trips) (City of Santa Monica 2010a).
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan supports the LUCE goal of No Net New
P.M. Peak Hour Trips by focusing future land use changes in the Downtown’s rich transit and
transportation environment and near the Expo LRT Downtown Station to minimize single
occupancy automobile trips. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan also

6

P.M. peak hour was chosen because this time period typically represents the highest daily level of traffic
congestion in the City.
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includes a variety of goals, policies, and actions that would further address vehicle trip
generation in the City, including an enhanced TDM Program that will be more effective at
reducing peak period trips and reaching a greater number of stakeholders. Aggressive trip
reduction requirements will continue to be negotiated as part of the development agreements for
Tier 3 projects. When combined with other citywide LUCE actions, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s enhanced TDM program would help limit vehicle trip
generation in the City.
To analyze the effectiveness of Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan in achieving the citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, the
City’s TDFM was utilized. The TDFM accounts for the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s enhanced TDM measures that would affect trip making behavior for
those trips leaving the Downtown as well as the circulation strategies described in Table 3.18-4
that would provide enhanced connectivity for all transportation modes. Based on the TDFM
results, Scenario A of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would exceed the
LUCE’s No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips citywide target of 60,100 by 400 trips as shown in
Table 3.18-4. Therefore, Scenario A would incrementally exceed maximum trips projected under
the LUCE and would be inconsistent with the citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour
Trips by 2030. In comparison, the TDFM indicates that Scenario B of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would achieve the LUCE Citywide goal of No Net New P.M.
Peak Hour Trips by 2030.
Table 3.18-4 P.M. Peak Hour Trip Generation Citywide in 2030
LUCE EIR Baseline (2008)
LUCE 2030b
Scenario A
Scenario B

City P.M. Peak Hour Tripsa
60,100
59,500
60,500
60,100

Notes:
a LUCE EIR
b Trips are defined as any trip with one or both ends of trip generated within the City
Source: Fehr & Peers 2016.

Citywide Vehicle Miles Traveled per Capita
In general, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be consistent with the
draft direction provided in OPR’s Draft of Updates for analyzing transportation impacts relative
to VMT. Citywide daily VMT per capita (i.e., population plus employment within the City of
Santa Monica) was analyzed for Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Table 3.18-5 provides a comparison of the VMT per capita calculations
for the LUCE EIR year 2008 baseline, LUCE 2030 (as forecasted in the LUCE EIR), and 2030
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with the two proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan scenarios. As shown in Table
3.18-5, under Scenario A, the citywide daily total VMT per capita generated by uses within the
City would decrease from what was estimated in the original LUCE EIR by approximately 6.7
percent. Similarly, Scenario B would generate fewer daily VMT per capita than the approved
2030 LUCE by approximately 6.7 percent. Scenario A is projected to generate a higher total
daily VMT than Scenario B, but Scenario A is estimated to generate comparable VMT per capita
compared to Scenario B. Both Scenario A and Scenario B generate less VMT per capita than
what is estimated for 2030 No Project conditions.
Table 3.18-5 Santa Monica Citywide Daily VMT per Capita

LUCE EIR Base
LUCE 2030
Scenario A
Scenario B

Daily
VMT

Residential
Population

Employment

Population +
Employment

2,037,700
2,161,500
2,116,200
2,108,600

95,247
105,429
110,670
109,430

94,206
103,349
108,340
106,980

189,453
208,778
219,010
216,410

VMT
Per
Capita
10.8
10.4
9.7
9.7

% Change
in VMT per
Capita
-6.7%
-6.7%

Source: Fehr & Peers 2016.

Corridor Travel Times
The LUCE EIR provided 2030 projections of travel time (in seconds per mile) for 15 corridors in
the City. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s effects on corridor travels
times were reviewed against these original LUCE 2030 travel times. As shown in Table 3.18-6,
the differences between the LUCE 2030 and each of the two proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan scenarios vary by corridor but, overall are negligible (with travel time
differences typically less than 5 percent with some ranging to less than 10 percent). With either
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan scenarios, corridor travel times would
be generally less or comparable to the LUCE EIR 2030 forecast for all analyzed corridors during
the A.M. and P.M. peak hours. The travel time differences between Scenario A and Scenario B
are negligible. 7

7

Forecast travel times are for all vehicles, including private automobiles and transit vehicles, and do not account for
potential transit signal prioritization or transit-only lanes called for in the LUCE. The implementation of either or
both of these measures could reduce year 2030 transit travel times beyond what is shown.
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Table 3.18-6 Estimated Change in Travel Time Per Mile (seconds) Compared to LUCE
EIR 2030 Conditions
Travel Corridor
San Vicente
Montana
Wilshire
Santa Monica
Olympic
I-10 Hwy 1
Pico
Ocean Park
Ocean/Neilsen
Main Street
4th
Lincoln/7th
20th
Cloverfield/23rd
26th

% Change from LUCE 2030 to
Scenario A
A.M.
P.M.
NB/EB
SB/WB NB/EB
SB/WB
2%
2%
2%
2%
-2%
-4%
-3%
-2%
-3%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-2%
-2%
-3%
-3%
-5%
0%
2%
-7%
3%
-1%
-1%
4%
-1%
0%
-1%
0%
-1%
-2%
-4%
-2%
-5%
-4%
-5%
-3%
-3%
-8%
-8%
-6%
-3%
-4%
-4%
-2%
-5%
-4%
-5%
-2%
1%
0%
1%
-1%
-8%
-8%
-9%
-8%
-1%
-3%
-3%
-1%

% Change from LUCE 2030 to
Scenario B
A.M.
P.M.
NB/EB
SB/WB NB/EB
SB/WB
2%
2%
2%
2%
-3%
-4%
-3%
-2%
-3%
-2%
-4%
-4%
-2%
-2%
-3%
-4%
-6%
0%
2%
-7%
3%
-1%
-1%
4%
-1%
0%
-2%
0%
-1%
-2%
-4%
-2%
-5%
-4%
-5%
-4%
-4%
-8%
-8%
-6%
-3%
-4%
-5%
-3%
-5%
-4%
-5%
-3%
1%
0%
0%
-1%
-8%
-7%
-9%
-8%
-1%
-3%
-4%
-1%

Source: Fehr & Peers 2016.
Notes: Consistent with the discussion included in this EIR, the cardinal directions have been used to simplify discussion of
direction in the City. As such the ocean is described as “West” and so forth

Citywide Vehicular Greenhouse Gas Emissions
As discussed in Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change, transportation is
the source of approximately 37.6 percent of statewide GHG emissions. The LUCE specifically
addresses transportation-related GHG emissions through strategies that integrate land use and
transportation. As a result, the LUCE EIR determined that the strategies and policies in the
LUCE would reduce vehicular greenhouse gas emissions as compared to 2008 conditions. The
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be consistent with the GHG reduction
goals and strategies of the LUCE. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would provide an integrated land use and transportation strategy that aims to balance all modes
of travel and reduce vehicular GHG emissions. The City’s TDFM was used to estimate the
vehicular GHG emissions that would potentially occur as a result of the new land uses in the
Downtown that would occur by 2030. As shown in Table 3.18-7, both Scenario A and Scenario
B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in fewer 2030
vehicular GHG emissions than what was estimated in the LUCE EIR.
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Table 3.18-7 Citywide Vehicular GHG Emissions in 2030
GHG Emissions Estimates with Future Vehicle Fleet (in tons per day)
Organic Gas
CO
NOx
Emissions
Emissions
Emissions
LUCE Baseline 2008 2.31
16.93
3.03
LUCE 2030
0.78
4.52
0.96
Scenario A
0.76
4.40
0.93
Scenario B
0.76
4.38
0.93

CO2
Emissions
1,490
1,700
1,610
1,610

P.M.10
0.13
0.10
0.10
0.10

Source: Fehr & Peers 2016.

Would the proposed project result in a decrease in LOS of affected intersections according to
thresholds summarized in Table 3.18-3?
Impact Description
T-3

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would integrate land
uses with a balanced, coordinated multi-modal transportation system,
consistent with proposed changes to CEQA under SB 743. However, based
on existing significance criteria that assess traffic impacts by measuring
automobile delay, future traffic anticipated to occur by 2030 would result in
significant and unavoidable impact on intersections.

Under CEQA, the City of Santa Monica and most local jurisdictions have typically assessed a
project’s impacts on the transportation system using LOS (measure of automobile delay) at key
intersections and sometimes along roadways. However, as discussed in Section 3.18.3, Impact
Assessment and Methodologies, SB 743 requires the OPR to amend the CEQA Guidelines (Title
14 of the California Code of Regulations sections and following) to provide an alternative to
LOS for evaluating transportation impacts. Once the CEQA Guidelines are amended to include
those alternative criteria, automobile delay will no longer be considered a significant impact
under CEQA. Particularly for transit priority areas such as the Downtown, those alternative
criteria must “promote the reduction of GHG emissions, the development of multimodal
transportation networks, and a diversity of land uses” (New Pub. Res. Code Section
21099[b][1]). Measurements of transportation impacts may include “VMT, VMT per capita,
automobile trip generation rates, or automobile trips generated.” OPR also has discretion to
develop alternative criteria for areas that are not served by transit, if appropriate. Under SB 743,
the focus of transportation analysis will shift from driver delay to reduction of GHG emissions,
creation of multimodal networks, and promotion of a mix of land uses.
Pursuant to SB 743, OPR released a Draft of Updates to the CEQA Guidelines in August 2014
and a revised proposal to the Draft of Updates in January 2016. OPR’s Draft of Updates
proposes VMT as the replacement metric for LOS in the context of CEQA. The Downtown
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qualifies as a TPA, and therefore key provisions of SB 743, which call for eliminating LOS as a
metric, would apply to the Downtown. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would be consistent with the overall intent of SB 743 to promote the reduction of GHG
emissions, the development of multimodal transportation networks, and a diversity of land uses.
As analyzed above, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s integrated land use
and transportation strategies would result in a reduction in citywide VMT per capita.
However, because OPR’s Draft of Updates for SB 743 implementation are not yet adopted, the
City continues to analyze transportation impacts based on the existing LOS methodology and
associated significance criteria. To assess how traffic from future land uses anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would affect intersection LOS
operations in 2030, Approval Year (2016) forecasts were compared to the Future Year (2030)
forecasts, taking into account the proposed physical improvements, operational actions, and
TDM strategies.

The analysis indicates that based on the City’s existing significance criteria, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in potentially significant and unavoidable
traffic impacts on 16 intersections for Scenario A and 13 intersections for Scenario B (see Table
3.18-8). This conclusion is based on significance criteria (LOS) that focus solely on automobile
travel. As described below, the majority of the significant impacts occur at intersections due to
existing poor LOS on weekends, particularly at “gateway” intersections – thus, even modest
amounts of increased traffic would trigger a significant impact.
Weekend Impacts
Due to the Downtown’s adjacency to the Beach and role as a popular resident and visitor
destination, intersections in the Downtown typically experience higher levels of vehicle traffic
(LOS E or LOS F) during the weekend midday peak hours than in the weekday A.M. and P.M.
peak hours. Of the 16 intersections projected to have significant impacts under Scenario A and
the 13 intersections under Scenario B, 6 intersections under Scenario A and 6 intersections under
Scenario B are projected to be impacted during the weekend midday peak period only,
respectively (i.e., not impacted during the weekday A.M. or P.M. peak hours). In addition to
existing Downtown weekend traffic conditions, the nature of the projected change in land use
mix also relates to trip making. Under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
residential land uses comprises the majority of the total land use change in Downtown (as
compared to office/retail mix). While residential uses generate fewer vehicle trips during the
weekday peak periods, residential uses generate more trips than office uses on weekends. In
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addition, many of the TDM/trip reduction measures established in the LUCE and proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are more easily applied on weekdays than on
weekends and have more clearly defined quantitative effect on reducing vehicle trips based on
currently available research.
“Gateway” (Entry) Intersection Impacts
In general, freeway on-ramps (such as Lincoln/I-10 off- and on-ramps) and those intersections
near major gateway points experience the highest level of congestion. Additionally, LOS for
intersections such as Colorado Avenue and Ocean Avenue as well as 4th Street and Broadway are
negatively affected by high pedestrian volumes which create left and right turn conflicts – thus,
reducing vehicle LOS. Based on Santa Monica’s adopted HCM methodology, the Approval Year
(2016) conditions analysis found that 13 study intersections operate at LOS E or LOS F during
one or more analyzed peak hours. Specifically, as shown in Table 3.18-8, LOS E or LOS F (i.e.,
“poor” or “failure”) occur at four intersections during the A.M. peak hour, nine intersections
during the P.M. peak hour, and nine intersections during the weekend peak hour (refer to Figure
3.18-2). As a result of these poor LOS conditions, the threshold for significant impacts at these
intersections are low (i.e., the addition of even a few trips would trigger a significant impact).
Table 3.18-8 indicates that because of poor LOS, the following six gateway intersections that
provide entry to the Downtown from the regional transportation system would be impacted under
both Scenario A and Scenario B:
•

Palisades Beach Road and California Incline

•

Ocean Avenue and California Avenue

•

Main Street and Olympic Drive

•

4th Street and I-10 Eastbound On-ramp/Olympic Boulevard

•

5th Street and Colorado Avenue

•

Lincoln Boulevard and Colorado Avenue

•

Lincoln Boulevard and I-10 Westbound Off-ramp

•

Lincoln Boulevard and I-10 Eastbound On-ramp

Olympic Cross-over
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes the Olympic Cross-over, a
roadway network project which would relocate the existing I-10 westbound off-ramp to 4th Street
to a new bridge across the freeway, intersecting 4th Street at Olympic Drive. This project is
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intended to encourage more traffic to utilize Olympic Drive to Main Street and Ocean Avenue to
access Downtown, as relief to the 4th Street and 5th Street corridors (with the coming of the Expo
LRT, substantially increased levels of pedestrians are expected to cross the 4th Street and
Colorado Avenue intersection, and there would also be increased levels of bus transit service on
4th and 5th Streets connecting with the Expo LRT Downtown Station). The Olympic Cross-over
would also allow the area utilized by the existing off-ramp to be repurposed and for
reconfiguration of circulation around the site, potentially helping with bus, kiss-n-ride, and taxi
access to the Downtown Station.
As this project moves through planning and design stages, alternative configurations and
signalization strategies will be investigated in an effort to improve the projected poor levels of
service at the 4th Street/Olympic Drive and Main Street/Olympic Drive intersections. The
Olympic Cross-over is expected to address congestion along the 4th Street corridor between
Colorado Avenue and the I-10 by eliminating the existing double set of closely-spaced ramp
intersections. Until the completion of the Olympic Cross-over, additional traffic would be
projected using the 5th Street off-ramp (synchronized with trains at the 5th Street Expo LRT atgrade crossing) and using 4th Street (synchronized with the anticipated heavy pedestrian
movements to and from the Downtown Station). Without the Olympic Cross-over, traffic
impacts along the 4th Street and 5th Street corridors would be incrementally more severe than
shown in Table 3.18-8 and improved levels of service would be expected along the Main
Street/2nd Street corridor, which is consistent with the findings from the 2030 No Project
Alternative (see Section 5.0, Alternatives).
Sears Access and I-10 Crossing
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes an option to create a new
access driveway to the Sears site from 4th Street that is coordinated with the future east/west
street through the Downtown Station large GMP site. This new access could include bridging
over the I-10 freeway that would break down the superblock (refer to Figure 3.18-51), provide
additional walking paths between the Downtown Station and Civic Center/Tongva Park, and
provide direct access to future development on the Sears large GMP site.
The intersection of the Downtown station roadway/Sears Bridge roadway and 4th Street would be
signalized and would enable all traffic turns at 4th Street. With the anticipated pedestrian and
bicycle activity on the Colorado Esplanade, vehicular access to future development at the Sears
large GMP site would be enhanced by the additional access driveway.
Without the Sears access, additional conflicts between autos, bicycles and pedestrians could be
anticipated at the current driveway serving the Sears GMP site on the Colorado Esplanade. The
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demand for the northbound left-turn movement at the congested 4th Street and Colorado Avenue
intersection is likely to increase if the Sears access were not implemented. Without the Sears
large GMP site access, additional traffic would be expected on parallel east/west corridors such
as Colorado Avenue and Olympic Drive.
Summary of Intersection Impacts
Future land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would generate automobile trips on the existing street system. A key strategy of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan in addressing vehicle congestion in the
Downtown is to shift some automobile trips to other modes of transportation. Increases in people
carpooling, walking, biking and taking transit will occur with the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s land use and circulation strategies. Even with the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s circulation strategy to minimize vehicle trip generation, driving
to and parking in Downtown would continue to be attractive for some people and as such, trips
will would inevitably occur on the existing street system and could potentially result in
congestion. Further, regional pass-through traffic growth and/or the redirection of traffic due to
concentration of new land uses near transit would result in increased traffic at some intersections.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s transportation network improvements,
which include new connections (such as the Olympic Cross-over and wayfinding), would expand
circulation options to help distribute traffic across the Downtown and limit potential increases in
congestion at many intersections.
No significant impacts are projected at most of the intersections within the Downtown as a result
of the anticipated achievement of the City’s No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal through a
combination of vehicle trip reduction policies, increased use of alternate modes (including the
Expo LRT) to travel to and from Downtown, location of new public parking on the periphery of
Downtown, and increased walking and bicycling to serve trips between the increased diversity of
uses in the Downtown area.
Under Scenario A, vehicle volumes would be greater than those under Scenario B due to the
greater amount of forecasted land uses. Consequently, under Scenario A, 16 of the 44 future
study intersections would be potentially significantly impacted (i.e., an increase in V/C ratio or
delay greater than the thresholds described in Table 3.18-3) during at least one of peak hours
under Scenario A. Under Scenario A, approximately 54 percent of the potentially significant
impacts would occur during the weekend peak hour.
Under Scenario B, 13 of the 44 future study intersections would be potentially significantly
impacted. Similar to Scenario A, approximately 58 percent of the potentially significant impacts
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would occur during the weekend peak hour. This additional level of impact on weekends may be
related to the nature of the projected change in land use mix. While the higher percentage of
residential land use in Downtown (as compared to the more traditional office/retail mix) would
reduce trips during the weekday peak periods, residential uses generate more trips than office
uses on weekends. In addition, many of the TDM and trip reduction measures contained in the
LUCE, City policy, and the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan are more easily
applied on weekdays than on weekends and have more clearly defined quantitative effects in
reducing vehicle trips based on currently available research.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would implement and expand upon
LUCE goals to integrate land use and transportation and to improve mobility for all modes of
transportation. The Downtown has a rich transportation environment with multiple mobility
options including numerous Metro and Big Blue Bus routes, the terminus of the Expo LRT, the
highest density of bike share stations and bike lanes as well as a very active pedestrian
environment. Encouraging the development of new housing, jobs, and local serving retail and
services near transit would help limit generation of net new vehicle trips in the City. Expansion
of the City’s TDM program and transportation improvements to encourage walking, bicycling,
and transit use would also limit increases in congestion and improve mobility for other elements
of the transportation system. Accordingly, when considering all modes of transportation (not just
automobiles), the adoption and implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan in combination with the LUCE would be considered beneficial.
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Table 3.18-8 Intersections Significantly Impacted in the Future (2030) during Peak Hour Levels of Service

Intersection

1

Palisades Beach
Road & California
Incline

2

Ocean Avenue &
California Avenue

5

Ocean Avenue &
Santa Monica
Boulevard

7

Ocean Avenue &
Colorado Avenue

15

2nd Street &
Broadway

2nd Street/Main
16/ Street & Colorado
17 Avenue
(realigned)

Peak
Hour

Main Street &
Olympic Drive*

3.18-64

Future (2030) with Scenario A

V/C

Delay LOS V/C

Delay LOS

0.984
0.835
0.917
0.507
0.583
0.654
0.425
0.503
0.605
0.851
0.952
1.131
0.762
0.682
0.959
0.827
0.854

42.3
51.3
32.7
19.8
36.5
22.7
9.0
14.2
11.9
48.4
64.6
**
35.3
36.0
59.7
64.4
71.8

D
D
C
B
D
C
A
B
B
D
E
F
D
D
E
E
E

0.982
0.815
0.929
0.519
0.606
0.703
0.430
0.630
0.537
0.798
0.789
1.289
0.494
0.831
0.984
0.743
0.740

47.0
59.5
79.4
21.6
38.8
42.8
11.8
16.5
49.3
46.0
**
**
31.0
47.3
59.9
62.4
46.6

D
E
E
C
D
D
B
B
D
D
F
F
C
D
E
E
D

V/C or
Delay
Increase
5
8
47
2
2
20
3
2
37
-2
≥1
0.158
-4
11
0
-2
-25

WKND 0.593

40.1

D

0.829 56.3

E

18.1
20.7
17.7
51.3
59.2
**
77.8
69.4
**

B
C
B
D
E
F
E
E
F

1.111
0.803
1.206
0.702
0.775
1.024
0.951
0.931
0.936

F
C
E
D
D
F
E
E
E

A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
P.M.

A.M.
P.M.
WKND
A.M.
4th Street &
22
P.M.
Wilshire Boulevard
WKND
A.M.
4th Street &
25
P.M.
Broadway
WKND
18

Approval Year
(2016)

0.512
0.560
0.512
0.686
0.794
0.856
1.009
0.966
1.127

**
27.0
77.4
50.4
51.9
**
57.0
72.5
74.3

Future (2030) with Scenario B

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No

0.987
0.814
0.929
0.520
0.558
0.703
0.366
0.642
0.819
0.796
0.763
1.289
0.494
0.831
0.984
0.743
0.726

V/C or
Delay LOS Delay
Increase
49.0
D
7
57.2
E
6
79.0
E
46
21.5
C
2
37.9
D
1
42.8
D
20
10.7
B
2
16.8
B
3
16.9
B
5
45.9
D
-3
79.4
E
15
**
F
0.158
31.0
C
-4
47.1
D
11
59.5
E
0
62.4
E
-2
45.9
D
-26

16

Yes

0.825

55.3

E

15

Yes

≥1
6
60
-1
-7
0.168
-21
3
-0.191

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

1.104
0.788
1.199
0.702
0.763
1.003
0.931
0.922
0.924

**
27.1
74.9
50.4
51.3
**
55.1
69.8
71.2

F
C
E
D
D
F
E
E
E

≥1
6
57
-1
-8
0.147
-23
0
-0.203

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Significant
V/C
Impact

Significant
Impact
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
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Table 3.18-8 Intersections Significantly Impacted in the Future (2030) during Peak Hour Levels of Service (Continued)

Intersection

26
29
36
41
42
43
44

Peak
Hour

A.M.
P.M.
WKND
th
A.M.
4 Street &
P.M.
Olympic/I-10 EB
On-Ramp
WKND
A.M.
5th Street &
P.M.
Colorado Avenue
WKND
A.M.
Lincoln Boulevard
P.M.
& Broadway
WKND
Lincoln Boulevard A.M.
& Colorado
P.M.
Avenue
WKND
Lincoln Boulevard A.M.
& I-10 Westbound P.M.
Ramps
WKND
Lincoln Boulevard A.M.
& I-10 Eastbound P.M.
Ramps
WKND
4th Street &
Colorado Avenue

Approval Year
(2016)

Future (2030) with Scenario A

V/C

Delay LOS V/C

Delay LOS

0.874
0.892
0.901
0.597
0.616
0.638
0.749
1.120
0.864
0.670
0.767
0.773
0.844
0.961
1.338
1.050
0.929
1.189
0.907
0.862
0.730

42.4
54.9
57.7
19.3
58.5
25.9
21.2
**
29.1
36.1
31.8
29.1
17.9
33.6
**
57.4
56.1
**
**
**
62.5

40.1
41.1
**
74.3
52.9
72.4
17.5
37.1
57.7
52.8
57.7
41.0
15.8
34.2
**
**
73.1
**
**
**
**

D
D
E
B
E
C
C
F
C
D
C
C
B
C
F
E
E
F
F
F
E

0.836
0.763
1.034
1.039
0.888
1.037
0.595
0.949
1.022
0.745
0.774
0.742
0.813
0.900
1.395
0.948
0.910
1.320
0.886
0.867
0.757

D
D
F
E
D
E
B
D
E
D
E
D
B
C
F
F
E
F
F
F
F

V/C or
Delay
Increase
-2
-14
≥1
55
-6
47
-4
-0.171
29
17
26
12
-2
1
0.057
≥1
17
0.131
-0.021
0.005
≥1

Future (2030) with Scenario B
Significant
V/C
Impact
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

0.826
0.763
1.009
1.031
0.874
1.042
0.613
0.919
0.993
0.745
0.849
0.741
0.802
0.887
1.298
0.939
0.908
1.275
0.887
0.839
0.738

V/C or
Delay LOS Delay
Increase
39.0
D
-3
41.0
D
-14
**
F
≥1
73.1
E
54
51.6
D
-7
73.7
E
48
18.4
B
-.3
32.9
C
-0.201
52.0
D
23
50.1
D
14
49.9
D
18
39.6
D
11
14.8
B
-3
31.6
C
-2
**
F
-0.04
77.3
E
20
72.9
E
17
**
F
0.086
**
F
-0.02
**
F
-0.023
**
F
≥1

Significant
Impact
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Source: Fehr & Peers 2016.
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Comparison of the Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to 2030 No Project
Conditions
As further discussed and analyzed in Section 5.0, Alternatives, under the No Project Alternative
(i.e., if the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan was not adopted and
implemented), significant traffic impacts would occur at 16 intersections. Therefore, Scenario A
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in the same number of
significantly impacted intersections as the No Project Alternative, and Scenario B of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in fewer significantly impacted
intersections.
Further, it should be noted that the implementation of the No Project Alternative would not result
in the achievement of the City’s No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal. Under this alternative,
transportation and land use improvements that encourage multi-modal choices would not occur.
Overall, citywide P.M. peak hour trips under the No Project Alternative would be greater than
both Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Table 3.18-9 Comparison of Impacts at Intersections
Net new SF
P.M. Trips
# of Significantly
Impacted Intersections

No Project Alternative
4.4 million sf
61,400
16

Scenario A
4.73 million sf
60,500
16

Scenario B
3.22 million sf
60,100
13

Notes: Refer to Table 2-7. Since the publication of the NOP in September 2013, the City Council has approved a number of
residential units and non-residential development in the Downtown consistent with existing plans, policies, and zoning. The
transportation analysis in this EIR includes forecasted 2030 traffic conditions which includes net new development shown in
this table as well as those that have already been constructed or approved by the City Council since the NOP.

Mitigation Measures
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan addresses traffic congestion through a
coordinated multi-modal strategy that includes self-mitigating physical land use and circulation
improvements, operational actions, and TDM strategies that would address mobility for all
modes of travel (see Impact T-5). Implementation of MM T-3 would ensure that the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan partially self-mitigating improvements are funded and
implemented.
MM T-3

3.18-66

Downtown Transportation Improvement Plan (DTIP): The City shall prepare a
DTIP, including an Assembly Bill (AB) 1600 fee justification study, for the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan area which would include
improvements to transportation facilities needed to facilitate efficient and
environmentally sustainable mobility within the Downtown. The DTIP shall
Downtown Community Plan - City of Santa Monica
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identify improvements to facilitate all modes of travel within the planning area.
The DTIP shall be an integrated multi-modal transportation plan for capital
improvements required to mitigate transportation impacts of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, including improvements to roads,
intersections and transit, bike and pedestrian facilities and TDM. The DTIP shall
contain a list of transportation projects to be undertaken and include projected
costs for each funded and unfunded improvement.
1. The DTIP shall provide funding for transportation improvements to
sufficiently serve the demands of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan including new roadway connections/upgrades, transit
facility upgrades, pedestrian/bicycle improvements, and TDM.
2. The DTIP shall:
•

Identify the cost of improvements to all identified transportation
improvements within the Downtown needed to serve the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

•

Clearly apportion existing and projected demand on these facilities and
costs between existing users, the City and proposed future development
projects.

•

Identify potential funding mechanisms for transportation infrastructure
construction, including the equitable sharing of costs between new
development, the City and existing users, including development impact
fees, grants, assessments, etc.

•

Identify development impact fees for all residential and non-residential
projects to ensure that each project pays its fair share of public
infrastructure costs.

•

Include a regular fee update schedule, consistent with the City’s Capital
Improvement Program.

•

Require the first update of the DTIP within five years following adoption
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

Additional mitigation measures to reduce impacts to intersections under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan are not available or feasible. The streets in the Downtown are
already constructed at their maximum potential width, and as such, there is no additional space
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9TH STREET

Downtown Community Plan Area
##

LINCOLN BOULEVARD

10

1

Existing Improvements
Pedestrian Priority Zone

COLORADO AVENUE

BROADWAY

6TH STREET

SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

Private Lots Proposed to Participate
in Shared Parking

ARIZONA AVENUE

Sidewalk Improvements

Z

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

Proposed Improvements

7TH STREET

CALIFORNIA AVENUE

Mid-Block Passageway

Santa Monica
Big Blue Bus
Yards

Santa Monica
High School

5TH STREET

Sites Proposed for Potential
Public Parking Structures

PICO BOULEVARD

4TH STREET

#9
Z

Z

Z

Z

#1

#3

Z #5
Z

#10

#7

THIRD STREET PROMENADE

IDAHO AVENUE

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Z

#2

Z

#4

Civic Center

1

3RD STREET

Z

County
Courthouse

City Hall

Z

Ken Genser
Square

#8

BAY STREET

Z

Existing Parking Structure
and Number

OLYMPI
BOULEVAR C
D (S)

OLYMPIC BO
ULEVARD
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within the existing right-of-ways to create additional vehicular roadway capacity. Additional
capacity to move people within the existing rights-of-way is achieved by encouraging more
space efficient mobility such as bus and rail transit, carpooling, shuttles, walking and biking.
These modes enable more people to move within the existing street space in Downtown. These
measures would not provide technical mitigation under CEQA, but are included in the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to provide mobility options and better efficiency to
serve actual demand. Reconfiguring the streets to provide additional capacity for vehicles could
have negative secondary impacts (e.g., loss of on-street parking or loss or constriction of bicycle
lanes or sidewalks) and would conflict with the LUCE and the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan objectives as well as City policies promoting alternative modes of
transportation. Therefore, the impacts described above on intersections would remain significant
and unavoidable.
Would the proposed project exceed either individually or cumulatively, a level of service
standard established by the county Congestion Management Agency for designated roads or
highways?
Impact Description
T-4

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not cause an
exceedance of thresholds at CMP-designated freeways or intersections.
Therefore, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
have a less than significant impact on CMP freeways and roadways.

As previously described in Section 3.18.3, Impact Assessment Methodology, the 2010 CMP for
Los Angeles County requires that traffic and transit impact analyses be conducted for select
regional facilities based on the quantity of project traffic expected to use these facilities (Metro
2010). The criteria for analyzing CMP arterial monitoring intersections and for freeway
monitoring locations are:
•

All CMP mainline freeway monitoring locations where the proposed project will add 150
or more trips, in either direction, during either the A.M. or P.M. weekday peak hours.

•

All CMP arterial monitoring intersections where the proposed project will add 50 or more
trips during either the A.M. or P.M. weekday of adjacent street traffic.

Congestion Management Plan Freeways
The only CMP mainline freeway monitoring location within Downtown Santa Monica is the I-10
Freeway at Lincoln Boulevard (CMP Station #1010). While the CMP designates only the I-10 at
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Lincoln Boulevard as a monitoring location, all freeway segments in the City of Santa Monica
and west of the I-405 were analyzed for regional impacts and are listed below:
•

I-10 Freeway at Lincoln Boulevard

•

I-10 Freeway at 14th Street (between Lincoln Boulevard and 20th Street)

•

I-10 Freeway at 20th Street

•

I-10 Freeway at 30th Street (between Cloverfield Boulevard and Centinela Avenue)

•

I-10 Freeway at Barrington Avenue

According to CMP traffic data, eastbound traffic on the I-10 Freeway operated at nearly free
flow conditions in the A.M. peak hours in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan area.
However, in the P.M. peak hours, the downstream bottlenecks on the I-10 Freeway eastbound
often resulted in queues spilling back to the Lincoln Interchange and affected the travel speed in
the eastbound travel lanes (see Appendix B). The vehicle speed data indicates a consistent
oversaturated weekday P.M. condition (i.e., LOS E or F), and average travel speeds of less than
25 miles per hour (mph) throughout the I-10 eastbound corridor between 9th Street and the I-405
Freeway and approximately 40 mph near the Lincoln Interchange. Therefore, the LOS for the I10 Freeway eastbound direction in the weekday P.M. peak hour were conservatively reported as
LOS E/F for bottleneck locations east of the Lincoln Interchange and LOS C/D for the Lincoln
Interchange based on the travel speed data, instead of the actual count-to-capacity ratio or
demand-to-capacity ratio.
The traffic data suggests that westbound traffic on the I-10 Freeway operates at free flow
conditions during the weekday A.M. and P.M. peak hours in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan area. Therefore, the LOS for the I-10 Freeway westbound was estimated
based on the actual count-to-capacity ratio or demand-to-capacity ratio.
With the application of the CMP traffic analysis methodology, neither Scenario A nor Scenario
B would result in significant freeway CMP impacts under CMP criteria for all analyzed I-10
freeway segments in the City of Santa Monica and west of the I-405. All analyzed freeway
segments are expected to operate at comparable LOS when compared to Approval Year (2016)
conditions. This results from the anticipated achievement of the City’s No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trips objective through a combination of vehicle trip reduction policies, increased use of
alternate modes (including the Expo LRT) to travel to and from Downtown, location of new
public parking structures on the periphery of Downtown, and increased walking and bicycling to
serve trips between the increased diversity of uses in the Downtown.
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Congestion Management Plan Arterial Intersection Analysis
There are six CMP arterial monitoring intersections in or in the vicinity of the City of Santa
Monica, including:
•

Lincoln Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard (CMP #140 in Downtown Santa
Monica)

•

Lincoln Boulevard and Pico Boulevard (CMP #138 in Downtown Santa Monica)

•

Cloverfield Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard (CMP #139 in the City of Santa
Monica)

•

26th Street and Wilshire Boulevard (CMP #141 in the City of Santa Monica)

•

Hwy 1 and Chautauqua Boulevard (CMP #55 in the City of Los Angeles)

•

Bundy Drive and Santa Monica Boulevard (CMP #59 in City of Los Angeles)

Based on a review of estimated trip generations and trip assignments for Scenario A and
Scenario B from the City’s TDFM, both of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan scenarios could add more than 50 peak hour vehicle trips at two of the CMP monitoring
locations: at Lincoln Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard and at Lincoln Boulevard and Pico
Boulevard. No further CMP arterial analyses were required at the remaining four CMP arterial
monitoring stations because the incremental Downtown-related traffic traveling through these
locations is considered to be less than significant (less than 50 trips) based on a review of the
City TDFM under both Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan scenarios.
Additionally, none of the analyzed CMP arterial monitoring intersections were found to be
significantly impacted by Scenario A or Scenario B (see Appendix B).
Alternative Transportation
Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?
Impact Description
T-5

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would create a
balanced and coordinated transportation network that would improve all
modes of transportation, including public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian
facilities, resulting in a beneficial impact. The proposed Downtown Specific
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PlanCommunity Plan supports these alternative modes of transportation,
and would not conflict with adopted policies, plan, or programs.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would integrate future land uses and
multi-modal transportation in the Downtown and expand transportation options for all residents,
employees and visitors. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is designed to
implement the goals and policies of LUCE and SCAG to locate land use changes near transit for
the purpose of minimizing VMT and associated GHG emissions. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan under either Scenario A or Scenario B would not conflict with
adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, and
would not decrease the performance or safety of such facilities. Rather, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be fully consistent with the City’s goals and policies
addressing multi-modal transportation, including the LUCE, Bike Action Plan, and is anticipated
to be consistent with the forthcoming Pedestrian Action Plan that was adopted in February 2016.
Pedestrian
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes enhancements to pedestrian
facilities to support walkability in the Downtown including: sidewalk improvements along
Wilshire Boulevard, Ocean Avenue, 4th Street, and Lincoln Boulevard (refer to Figure 3.18-8).
Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards
and design guidelines that call for pedestrian-oriented design of buildings and improvements to
the public realm would support walking, and are anticipated to reduce vehicle trips and the
potential for vehicle/pedestrian intersection conflicts.
Bicycles
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan supports the implementation of the
City’s Bike Action Plan to close network gaps, including new bike lanes on the Colorado
Esplanade and on 2nd Street, improvement to existing bike lanes such as continuation of
Broadway bike access to Ocean Avenue, incorporating Ocean Avenue bike facility
improvements into streetscape planning, and bicycle wayfinding program. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan also supports the City’s Breeze bike share program
and expansion of the system. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan requires that both short-term and long-term bicycle storage/parking standards are provided
by new land uses to ensure that bike parking will be available to serve the growing population of
bicycle riders.
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Public Transit
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes a number of transit connection
improvements to ensure the viability of the transit system, including the recently completed Expo
LRT. The Plan supports the creation of first/last mile facilities near the Downtown Station such
as interim drop off/pick up space to reduce completion for bus stop curb space and new bus stops
connecting to the Expo LRT. The plan supports creation of transit, walking, biking, shared use
connections as well as new services such as a new Downtown circulator shuttle service.
Construction of a new east-west connector street through the Downtown Station site would also
provide additional ingress and egress options for buses along with transit amenities including
taxi and kiss-and-ride drop off zones, bus stops, and layover space. These improvements, along
with the proposed bus stops on 4th Street and 5th Street would increase the efficiency and utility
of the Big Blue Bus.
In summary, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s circulation strategies,
including the proposed transportation improvements as well as the operational actions and TDM
strategies, would support pedestrian, bicycle, and transit use. These improvements would be
consistent with the goals of the LUCE and would result in beneficial impacts relative to
alternative transportation.
Cumulative Impacts
Construction
Construction activities associated with individual projects in the Downtown and nearby areas of
the City could potentially overlap during the planning horizon of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Further, construction activities for individual projects may
overlap. These projects could substantially increase short-term congestion at key gateways to the
Downtown. These cumulative projects could result in potential significant short-term disruptions
to traffic and circulation in the Downtown and on the surrounding arterial road network. In
addition to direct road closures and detours, these projects could cumulatively increase
construction-related traffic from heavy haul trips and construction worker vehicles.
Implementation of MM T-1 would require coordination between the various agencies overseeing
the development of the aforementioned projects. With implementation of this mitigation
measure, cumulative construction impacts would be reduced to less than significant levels under
either Scenario A or Scenario B.
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Operation
The analysis of Future Year (2030) projections above are provided by the City’s TDFM, which
accounts for traffic that could potentially occur under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan as well as citywide traffic that could potentially occur in the rest of the City and the region.
Therefore, the intersection impacts identified in Impact T-3 above would also be considered
cumulatively significant and unavoidable. Because traffic generated under Scenario A and
Scenario B would significantly impact 16 and 13 intersections respectively, the adoption and
implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would substantially
contribute to cumulatively considerable impacts on automobile delay in the Downtown.
Impacts related to potential conflict with the 2010 CMP would be less than significant with the
programs and actions included in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan under
Future Year (2030) estimates, which considers citywide traffic anticipated to occur through the
year 2030 as well as traffic from regional growth. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would therefore not result in a cumulatively considerable contribution to
the area and the cumulative impact would be less than significant.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would implement and expand upon
LUCE goals to integrate land use and transportation and to improve mobility for all modes of
transportation. The Downtown has a rich transportation environment with multiple mobility
options including numerous Metro and Big Blue Bus routes, the terminus of the Expo LRT, the
highest density of bike share stations and bike lanes as well as a very active pedestrian
environment. Encouraging the development of new housing, jobs, and local serving retail and
services near transit would help limit generation of net new vehicle trips in the City. Expansion
of the City’s TDM program and transportation improvements to encourage walking, bicycling,
and transit use would also limit increases in congestion and improve mobility. As such, the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would support the creation of a multi-modal
transportation system and would implement both local and regional plans that address
transportation such as the LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, and SCAG’s RTP/SCS. Accordingly,
the adoption and implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan in
combination with the LUCE would be considered beneficial.
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4.0 OTHER CEQA CONSIDERATIONS
This chapter presents the evaluation of additional environmental impacts analyses required by
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) that are not covered within the other chapters of
this Environmental Impact Report (EIR), including significant and unavoidable effects of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, significant irreversible effects growth
inducing impacts, removal of obstacles to growth, and resources areas that are found not to be
significant. In particular, Section 15126 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that all aspects of a
project must be considered when evaluating its impact on the environment, including planning,
acquisition, development, and operation. Accordingly, in addition to the analysis provided in
Section 3.0, Environmental Impact Analysis, this EIR must identify growth inducing impacts and
significant irreversible environmental changes that would potentially result from the proposed
implementation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
4.1

SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2(b) requires that an EIR describe any significant impacts that
cannot be avoided, even with implementation of feasible mitigation measures. As analyzed in
this EIR, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in potentially
significant and unavoidable adverse impacts to air quality, construction effects, cultural
resources, and transportation and circulation (refer to Section 3.4, Air Quality; Section 3.6,
Construction Effects, Section 3.7 Cultural Resources, and Section 3.18 Transportation and
Circulation).
The reasons why the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is being considered,
notwithstanding the potential significant unavoidable adverse impacts, are related to the Project
objectives described in Section 2.4.1, Project Objectives. As indicated, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan is being proposed to implement the Land Use and Circulation
Element (LUCE) goals and policies for the Downtown.
4.2

SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.2(c) requires a discussion of “significant irreversible
environmental changes which would be caused by the proposed project should it be
implemented. Uses of nonrenewable resources during the initial and continued phases of the
project may be irreversible since a large commitment of such resources makes removal or
nonuse thereafter unlikely. Primary impacts and, particularly, secondary impacts (such as
highway improvement which provides access to a previously inaccessible area) generally
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commit future generations to similar uses. Also irreversible damage can result from
environmental accidents associated with the project. Irretrievable commitments of resources
should be evaluated to assure that such current consumption is justified.”
Analysis of environmental impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
considers effects on the environment from future land use changes anticipated under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan through the year 2030. Construction and
operation of new land uses in the Downtown would entail the commitment of (1) non-renewable
energy resources; (2) human resources; and (3) natural resources, such as lumber and other forest
products, sand and gravel, asphalt, steel, copper, lead, other metals, and water resources, most of
which are non-renewable or locally limited natural resources. Resources that would be
permanently and continually consumed during the life of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan include water, electricity, natural gas, and fossil fuels, as well as landfill
space; however, the amount and rate of consumption of these resources would not result in the
inefficient or wasteful use of resources. Compliance with all applicable building codes, as well as
General Plan and proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan policies, standard
conservation features, and current City programs would ensure that natural resources are
conserved to the maximum extent feasible. Additionally, it is possible that new technologies or
systems will emerge in the future, or will become more cost-effective or user-friendly, to further
reduce the reliance on nonrenewable natural resources. While future construction activities and
operational activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would result in the irretrievable commitment of nonrenewable energy
resources (primarily in the form of fossil fuels, including fuel oil, natural gas, and gasoline for
automobiles and construction equipment, as well as commitment of limited landfill space),
consumption of such resources is associated with any development in the region, and are not
unique or unusual to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not be expected to result in
environmental accidents that have the potential to cause irreversible damage to the natural or
human environment. While land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan would result in the limited use, transport, storage, and disposal of
hazardous materials, all activities would comply with applicable state and federal laws related to
hazardous materials transport, use, and storage, which would significantly reduce the likelihood
and severity of accidents that could result in irreversible environmental damage (refer to Section
3.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials).
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4.3

GROWTH INDUCING IMPACTS

As required by the CEQA Guidelines (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2[d]), this EIR must
include a discussion of the ways in which the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan could cause growth inducing impacts. A project may be growth inducing if it directly
proposes the construction of additional housing or if it indirectly fosters economic or population
growth by removing obstacles to population growth. Increases in population growth may
increase the demand for community service facilities, requiring the construction of new facilities
that could cause significant environmental effects. Additionally, a project may encourage or
facilitate other activities that could cause significant environmental effects. Under CEQA, this
growth is not to be considered necessarily detrimental, beneficial, or of significant consequence.
In general, a project may foster physical, economic, or population growth in a geographic area if
it meets any one of the criteria identified below:
•

The project proposes the construction of new housing

•

The project results in the urbanization of land in a remote location (leapfrog
development)

•

The project removes an impediment to growth (e.g., the provision of new roads to a
remote area that would otherwise be unreachable)

•

The project establishes a precedent-setting action that could encourage and facilitate
other activities that could significantly affect the environment (e.g., a change in zoning or
general plan amendment approval for conversion of undeveloped land)

•

Significant economic expansion or growth occurs in an area in response to the project
(e.g., establishment of employment centers, etc.)

If a project meets any one of these criteria, it may be considered growth inducing. Generally,
growth-inducing projects are either located in isolated, undeveloped, or underdeveloped areas,
necessitating the extension of major infrastructure, such as sewer and water facilities or
roadways, or encourage premature or unplanned growth.
4.4

POPULATION AND HOUSING GROWTH

Growth in the Los Angeles region is projected based on long-term trends in natural births,
immigration, and changes in demographic patterns. Planning documents such as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, LUCE, and the regional Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) 2012-2035 Regional Transportation Plan
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(RTP)/Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) provide the regulatory framework for guiding
how this growth is to occur.
Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment, of this EIR provides a discussion of the
estimated population and housing growth projected to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan through 2030. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan does not propose new growth but rather, manages and guides where anticipated growth may
occur. The core principal of the LUCE is to integrate land use and transportation to manage
growth sustainably in limited areas of the City well-served by transit, while avoiding the
negative impacts of new development on existing neighborhoods. The proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements this LUCE principle by creating opportunities for
mixed-use residential development with incentives for housing near the Expo Light Rail Transit
line (Expo LRT), while redirecting intensive residential market pressure away from existing
neighborhoods. Further, providing housing opportunities in the Downtown near the Expo LRT,
is also consistent with the sustainability policies and strategies set forth in SCAG’s RTP/SCS to
integrate land use changes with transit and reduce vehicle miles traveled as well as associated
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. As the most transit-rich area of the City served by the Big
Blue Bus and the Expo LRT in the future, the Downtown is important for the creation of new
housing opportunities and residential population, achieving sustainability goals, and meeting
housing demand.
Potential impacts associated with population, housing, and economic growth anticipated to occur
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan have been fully addressed and
analyzed in Section 3.0, Environmental Impact Analysis and Mitigation of this EIR.
4.5

REMOVAL OF OBSTACLES TO POPULATION GROWTH

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be implemented within the 236acre Downtown, which is an urbanized area with an existing infrastructure system (e.g., roads,
water distribution, wastewater and drainage collection, and energy distribution). The Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s proposed upgrades and improvements to the transportation and
utilities infrastructure are intended to serve anticipated land use changes in the Downtown, and
would not induce substantial new growth.
The Downtown has an established transportation network that offers local and regional access in
and around the area. The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes network
improvements to create a complete and coordinated multi-modal transportation system, including
enhanced sidewalk connections and new transportation network connections, such as the
Olympic Cross-over and new east-west roadways through the Big Blue Bus Yards, Downtown
4.0-4
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Station, and Sears large Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites as well as the Big Blue Bus Yards site
(refer to Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation). These network improvements are
intended to fill gaps in the existing network and would not extend beyond the Downtown into
undeveloped and remote areas (e.g., greenfield sites). Therefore, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s transportation improvements would not remove any major
barriers to growth.
Modification and/or replacement of existing utilities infrastructure (e.g., water and sewer mains)
would be required to support the associated land use changes associated with the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (refer to Section 3.17, Utilities). These infrastructure
upgrades would primarily serve the new land uses projected to occur under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and are not anticipated to spur development in remote
areas. It is anticipated that any necessary upgrading/upsizing of existing energy utilities would be
sized to support anticipated growth in the Downtown and would not remove a major physical
limitation obstacle to growth. As a result, infrastructure improvements would occur in a manner
that adequately meets the needs of future residents and employees and would not induce
population/housing growth in undeveloped and remote areas.
4.6

PRECEDENT-SETTING POLICIES

The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan proposes amendments to the City’s LUCE and the
Zoning Ordinance, which are necessary to implement the LUCE vision, goals and policies for the
Downtown. These amendments are not considered precedent-setting actions that would induce
growth in an undeveloped area. Rather, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
is fully aligned with state and local goals, policies, and actions that state that growth should
occur in a sustainable manner, including Senate Bill (SB) 375, SB 743, SCAG’s RTP/SCS, and
LUCE. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan emphasizes land use changes in
proximity to transit to reduce vehicle miles traveled and associated GHG emissions, air
pollution, and traffic congestion. This approach of integrating land use and transportation would
also reduce pressure for more growth in portions of the region that are located further from the
regional core, including Southern California‘s developing fringe and rural areas (i.e., traditional
green-field development). Additionally, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
would preserve existing surrounding residential neighborhoods by tying growth to the transitrich Downtown. Given the conformance of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s policies to LUCE and SCAG’s vision and policies to sustainably emphasize growth near
transit, the plan would not result in precedent-setting actions that would induce growth in an
undeveloped area.
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4.7

RESOURCE AREAS FOUND NOT TO BE SIGNIFICANT

CEQA Guidelines state that an EIR shall contain a statement briefly indicating the reasons that
various possible significant effects of a project were determined not to be significant and,
therefore, are not discussed in detail in the EIR (Section 15128).
Mining, Forestry, and Agricultural Resources
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not have the potential for
significant impacts associated with important mining, forestry, or agricultural resources. The
Downtown is entirely urbanized and does not currently contain any developed mining, forestry,
or agricultural resources. The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan does not propose any
policies and actions that would substantially affect such resources. Therefore, implementation of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not result in impacts to these
resource areas.
Parking
In September 2013, Governor Brown signed SB 743, which made several changes to CEQA for
projects located in areas served by transit (Public Resources Code Section 21099). Although the
most drastic change that SB 743 makes is the elimination of automobile delay for analyzing the
transportation impacts under CEQA (refer to Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation for
further discussion), SB 743 also eliminates the need to evaluate aesthetic and parking impacts if:
•

The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project, and

•

The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area.

The Downtown is classified as a transit priority area; therefore, analyses of parking impacts for
projects within the Downtown are not required pursuant to CEQA.
While parking in the Downtown is an important urban planning issue that is of interest to the
public and the decision makers, parking availability (in and of itself) is not treated as a direct
impact to the physical environment requiring evaluation under CEQA. In 2010, the state revised
the CEQA Guidelines and determined that parking adequacy should be deleted from CEQA
analysis in part as a result of the decision in San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v.
City and County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656. In that case, the court
distinguished the social impact of inadequate parking from actual adverse environmental
impacts. In particular, that court explained:
[T]here is no statutory or case authority requiring an EIR to identify specific measures to
provide additional parking spaces in order to meet an anticipated shortfall in parking
4.0-6
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availability. The social inconvenience of having to hunt for scarce parking spaces is not
an environmental impact; the secondary effect of scarce parking on traffic and air quality
is.
Under CEQA, a project's social impacts need not be treated as significant impacts on the
environment. An EIR need only address the secondary physical impacts that could be triggered
by a social impact.
Secondary physical impacts that can occur as a result of parking inadequacy are attributed to
vehicles driving around (or “cruising”) to look for parking, thus contributing additional vehicle
trips to intersections and increasing air pollution. 1 The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s approach to managing parking is based on a “right-size” concept,
providing the right amount of parking for those whose only choice is to drive but not providing
an overabundance of parking that can invite more cars to the Downtown. The proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes the following strategies to manage public
parking:
•

Maximize the use of existing private parking.

•

Extend the in-lieu parking district to the full Downtown district to establish funding for
future public parking.

•

Expand public and shared parking opportunities, particularly on the periphery of
Downtown (e.g., Lincoln Boulevard) to reduce vehicle trips in the core of Downtown.

•

Continue to use pricing to manage parking so that peripheral parking is incentivized for
long-term parkers, reducing trip trips in the Downtown core.

•

Monitor use of parking and communicate availability with real time signage and mobile
phone apps.

•

Improve all types of wayfinding so that finding parking is quick and efficient

•

Diversify the locations of public parking so that parking is not overly concentrated in one
area to avoid traffic backups, conflicts with pedestrians/bicycle, and maintain
functionality of parking garages.

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan supports the “Park Once” parking
concept, which would encourage drivers to park once and walk to multiple shopping and dining

1

The precise effect of such “cruising” behavior on intersection Level of Service (LOS) is difficult to forecast and
would be speculative given the unpredictability of human behavior and their preferred choice in parking.
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destinations in the Downtown. This concept would maximize the efficiency of shared parking
opportunities in the Downtown. With implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s robust and comprehensive parking strategies, the optimum amount of
parking in the right locations can be achieved in the Downtown. Creating a supply of parking to
the periphery of Downtown and along 8th Street near the Downtown Station and using parking
pricing to encourage drivers to park at these peripheral locations would minimize traffic
congestion at intersections in the core of the Downtown. Further, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan encourages wayfinding to reduce the number of vehicles that
drive around and look for parking. Therefore, secondary physical impacts from parking
availability in the Downtown are anticipated to be less than significant.
It should be noted that as required under CEQA, this EIR analyzes the physical environmental
impacts associated with the construction of parking under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan including its effects on traffic, geology/soils, and air quality. Parking, by
itself, is not a trip generator, rather it is the specific land use that generates the vehicle trip and
the associated need for parking. However, the location of parking can have an effect on where
vehicle trips occur, particularly in an area such as Downtown where public parking facilities
serve multiple land uses. This secondary effect of parking was analyzed in the City’s Travel
Demand Forecast Model (TDFM), which was utilized to forecast the future transportation
conditions in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation. The TDFM assigned trip volumes in
Downtown, taking into account the potential for periphery public parking on Lincoln Boulevard
and along 5th Street (up to 700-800 spaces) to reduce vehicle trips into the Downtown core.
Potential traffic impacts are addressed in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation of this
EIR based upon a detailed traffic study for the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (see
Appendix B). Additionally, the geological and air quality impacts that could result from the
construction of subterranean parking facilities for new land uses have been assessed in this EIR
(refer to Section 3.4, Air Quality and Section, 3.9, Geology and Soils).
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5.0 ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act, this section of the Environmental
Impact Report analyzes the environmental impacts of a reasonable range of alternatives to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Five alternatives are considered in detail:
the No Project/Existing Adopted Plans, Reduced Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects), 4th/5th
Streets One-Way Circulation, Expanded One-Way Streets Plan, and Hotel/Tourism-focused
Land Use Mix Alternatives. The purpose of this analysis is to identify the alternatives that can
feasibly accomplish all or most of the project objectives and are capable of avoiding or
substantially reducing any potential significant impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. This alternatives analysis is intended to assist decision-makers and the
public in understanding the comparative environmental effects of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan and its alternatives.
5.1

INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of the environmental review process under the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) is the identification and assessment of a range of reasonable alternatives
that could feasibly accomplish all or most of the project objectives and are capable of avoiding
or substantially reducing the significant impacts of a proposed project. CEQA Guidelines,
codified as Title 14 California Code of Regulations section 15000 et seq. provide the following
guidance for evaluating alternatives in Environmental Impact Reports (EIRs).
•

An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather, the range
of alternatives required in an EIR is governed by a “rule of reason” … it must consider
a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decisionmaking and public participation. An EIR is not required to consider alternatives which
are infeasible or alternatives whose effects cannot be reasonably ascertained and whose
implementation is remote and speculative. (§15126.6, subd. [a]). Notably, alternatives
analyzed in an EIR need not be “actually feasible,” but rather need only be “potentially
feasible.” Whether alternatives are “actually feasible” is a determination ultimately made
by a Lead Agency’s decision-making body at the time of action on a project based on a
variety of factors, including how well alternatives meet stated project objectives. A
decision-making body can reject alternatives on policy grounds provided that its adopted
findings addressing feasibility embody a reasonable balancing of competing economic,
social, environmental, and other considerations supported by substantial evidence (refer
to California Native Plant Society v. City of Santa Cruz (2009) 177 Ca. App. 4th 957,
998).
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•

The discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to the project or its location
which are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects of the
project, even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the
project objectives, or would be more costly (§15126.6, subd. [b]).

•

In selecting a range of potential reasonable alternatives to the proposed project, the Lead
Agency shall include those that could feasibly accomplish most of the basic objectives
of the project and could avoid or substantially lessen one or more of the significant
effects. Among the factors that a Lead Agency may use to eliminate alternatives from
detailed consideration are: (i) failure to meet most of the basic project objectives, (ii)
infeasibility, or (iii) inability to avoid significant environmental impacts (§15126.6,
subd. [c]).

•

The EIR shall include sufficient information about each alternative to allow meaningful
evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed project. If an alternative would
cause one or more significant effects in addition to those that would be caused by the
project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative shall be discussed, but in
less detail than the significant effects of the project as proposed (§15126.6, subd. [d]).

•

CEQA Guidelines also require an EIR to evaluate a “no project” alternative. The purpose
of describing and analyzing a no project alternative is to allow decision-makers to
compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving
the project. The analysis of the “no project” alternative must discuss the existing
conditions at the time the Notice of Preparation (NOP) is published, as well as what
would be reasonably expected to occur in the foreseeable future if the project were not
approved based on current plans and consistent with available infrastructure and
community services. As stated in the CEQA Guidelines, when the project is the revision
of an existing land use or regulatory plan, policy or ongoing operation, the “no project”
alternative will be the continuation of the existing plan, policy or operation into the
future. Typically this is a situation where other projects initiated under the existing plan
will continue while the new plan is developed. Thus, the projected impacts of the
proposed plan or alternative plans would be compared to the impacts that would occur
under the existing plan (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.6, subds. [e][2]-[3][A]).

•

The state CEQA Guidelines require that the EIR identify an “environmentally superior”
alternative among the alternatives analyzed. Pursuant to state CEQA Guidelines section
15126.6, subdivision (e), “if the environmentally superior alternative is the ‘no project’
alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative among the
other alternatives.”
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5.2

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan guides the future of the Downtown
drawing from the Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) vision and community outreach,
as fully described in Section 2.0, Project Description. As stated above, CEQA alternatives must
be feasible, avoid or substantially lessen significant effect(s), and attain most of the project
objectives. The project objectives of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
include the following:
•

Pedestrian-Friendly District. Ensure that Downtown is a walkable, mixed-use district
with pedestrian enhancements that create successful gathering places, an attractive and
safe public realm, and access to multiple travel choices and destinations for people of all
ages and abilities;

•

Housing. Ensure that the Downtown includes incentives to provide an array of housing
opportunities that can accommodate a diverse range of housing needs including
affordable, senior, family, workforce, middle income, and market rate housing;

•

Public Realm. Create successful gathering places that respect and enhance the
Downtown’s unique character, preserve access to light and air, and support a public
environment where enjoyment of natural beauty is part of the Downtown experience;

•

Sustainability. Require that new projects in the Downtown be designed to achieve the
highest level of sustainability feasible, by incorporating green building standards as
adopted in the City’s Green Building ordinance and transportation/circulation measures
that would help the City achieve the greenhouse gas reduction targets as well as the
City’s water self-sufficiency and zero waste goals;

•

Historic Preservation and District Character. Preserve the historic resources of
Downtown and support and celebrate the Downtown’s rich history and character;

•

Multi-Modal Transportation Network. Provide for improvements to the multi-modal
circulation network that successfully integrates the Expo LRT and enhances circulation,
mobility, and connectivity for all modes of transportation to maximize person capacity,
address vehicle congestion, minimize conflict between modes, and minimize vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) while achieving the citywide goals of No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trips and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction;

•

Open Space. Promote a well-connected open space network in the Downtown through
a strategy that includes the addition of new parks and plazas as well as enhanced
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pedestrian sidewalks, pathways, and esplanades, and revitalization of existing private
owned public space;

5.3

•

Economic Sustainability and Diversity. Promote a diverse and sustainable Downtown
economy, with a balance of uses that provide jobs and housing, support the continuity of
local businesses, support visitor-serving uses, and offers opportunities for new
investment to meet the needs of the emerging industries;

•

Community Benefits. Provide opportunity for community benefits that emphasize
Downtown’s priorities, such as significant circulation and network improvements that
improve mobility, increased cultural opportunities, privately-owned public open space,
affordable and workforce housing, and historic preservation;

•

Arts and Entertainment. Retain and enhance existing creative assets, increase the
diversity of arts-related uses and programs, and facilitate the creation of new creative
spaces, cultural institutions, cinemas, and public art pieces in the Downtown; and

•

Capital Improvements. Identify and provide for implementation of capital
improvement projects and investments that are needed to ensure that future demands on
the Downtown’s infrastructure will be successfully accommodated.
SUMMARY OF POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED
DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLANCOMMUNITY PLAN

Based on the analysis provided in this EIR, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would result in potentially significant and unavoidable impacts related to air quality (refer
to Section 3.4, Air Quality); construction effects (refer to Section 3.6, Construction Effects);
cultural resources (refer to Section 3.7, Cultural Resources); construction-related groundborne
vibration (refer to Section 3.14 Noise), and transportation and circulation (refer to Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation).
Air Quality
Impact AQ-2: Construction of future projects would result in construction emissions that could
potentially result in an exceedance of recommended air quality thresholds. While
emissions would be reduced through mitigation measures, it is unknown if an
individual project’s emissions could be reduced to below significance thresholds
since construction details are unknown. Therefore, this impact is conservatively
concluded to be significant and unavoidable.
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Impact AQ-3: The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would promote a
sustainable and multi-modal Downtown intended to minimize vehicle trips and
reduce emissions. However, total combined operational emissions from vehicles
and energy usage due to land use changes in the Downtown through the year 2030
would exceed SCAQMD’s project-specific air quality standards, resulting in a
potentially significant and unavoidable impact.
Construction Effects
Impact CE-1: Although construction activities are temporary and are common in urban
environments such as the Downtown, nearby sensitive uses around a construction
site may be adversely affected by construction-related air quality, noise, and
traffic during the period of construction. Compliance with existing regulations
and/or implementation of mitigation would reduce construction-related noise and
traffic impacts from future projects to a less than significant level. However,
without detailed construction information for individual projects, it is not possible
to conclude that air pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities
would be reduced to below SCAQMD significance thresholds. For these reasons,
construction air quality impacts are conservatively concluded to be significant and
unavoidable.
Cultural Resources (Historic Resources)
Impact CR-1: The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would support the
preservation of historical resources, limiting or potentially avoiding potential
impacts through preservation policies and development standards. However,
individual projects anticipated to occur under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan could involve the demolition or alteration of historically
significant resources. This would constitute a significant and unavoidable impact.
Noise
Impact N-2:

Construction of future projects in the Downtown would potentially expose
adjacent persons or structures to temporary groundborne vibration levels that
would exceed thresholds. Impacts on sensitive receptors from construction
vibration would be potentially significant and unavoidable.
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Transportation and Traffic
Impact T-3:

5.4

The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would integrate land
uses with a balanced, coordinated multi-modal transportation system, consistent
with proposed changes to CEQA under SB 743. However, based on the existing
significance criteria that assess traffic impacts by measuring automobile delay,
future traffic anticipated to occur by 2030 would result in significant and
unavoidable impacts on intersections.

ALTERNATIVES SELECTION METHODOLOGY

Alternatives to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, including both Scenario
A and Scenario B as described in Section 2.0, Project Description, were identified, screened, and
either retained for further analysis or eliminated, as described below. Alternatives were
developed to represent a reasonable range of alternatives for the public and the City of Santa
Monica (City) decision-makers to consider. The Alternatives selection process consisted of the
following steps:
Step 1: Review the significant effects that could occur with implementation of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and identify possible alternatives to avoid or
lessen such impacts.
Step 2: Evaluate each alternative in the context of the following criteria:
•

The extent to which the alternative would avoid or lessen one or more of the identified
significant environmental effects of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan;

•

The extent to which the alternative would accomplish most of the basic goals and
objectives of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan; and

•

The potential feasibility of the alternative, taking into account factors such as site
suitability, economic viability, availability of infrastructure, consistency with the City’s
LUCE, and consistency with other applicable plans and regulatory limitations.

Step 3: Determine the suitability of the proposed alternative for full analysis in the EIR based
on Steps 1 and 2 above. In the final phase of the screening analysis, the environmental
advantages and disadvantages of the remaining alternatives are carefully weighed with
respect to their potential for overall environmental advantage, technical feasibility, and
consistency with project and public objectives. Alternatives that did not clearly offer
the potential to reduce significant environmental impacts, would not achieve project
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objectives, and/or were determined to be infeasible were rejected from further
consideration and analysis. For the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
characteristics used to eliminate alternatives from further consideration included:
•

Inability to avoid or substantially lessen the project’s significant environmental impacts;

•

Inconsistency with adopted LUCE and other plans and policies; and

•

Inability to meet all or most of the proposed project objectives.

5.4.1

Summary of Screening Results

Information gathered during the community outreach process on the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan led to further refinement of alternatives. Table 5-1 summarizes the evaluation
of alternatives addressed in the EIR. Those listed in the first row have been eliminated from further
consideration (see rationale in Section 5.4.2, Alternatives Considered and Rejected), and those in the
second row are evaluated in detail in Section 5.5, Alternatives Analysis.
Table 5-1

Summary of Alternatives Screening Results

Alternatives Considered and
Rejected
Alternatives Evaluated in this
EIR

5.4.2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced Project Area
Housing-Only
No Project/ Existing Adopted Plans
Reduced Project Alternative (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects)
4th/5th One-Way Street Circulation Plan
Expanded One-Way Streets Circulation Plan
Hotel/Tourism-Focused Land Use Mix

Alternatives Considered and Rejected

As discussed above, CEQA Section 15126.6(c) requires that an EIR disclose alternatives that
were considered and rejected, and provide a brief explanation as to why such alternatives were
not fully considered in the EIR. Alternatives to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan were considered but were rejected for a number of reasons, including
inability to achieve most of the Project objectives, inconsistency with the LUCE, and/or would
not avoid or substantially reduce significant project impacts.
The following alternatives were either discussed or considered but eliminated from further
analysis by the City:
Reduced Project Area Alternative
The Reduced Project Area Alternative would reduce the boundaries of the 236-acre Downtown
district to be contiguous with what was delineated in the 1984 LUCE, encompassing a total of
160 acres. The 2010 LUCE expanded the boundaries of Downtown as delineated in the 1984
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LUCE to include the area generally bound by the north side of Wilshire Boulevard on the north;
the east side of Lincoln Boulevard on the east; Santa Monica Freeway/Interstate (I-) 10 on the
south; and Ocean Avenue/Palisades Park on the west. The LUCE expanded the boundaries of the
Downtown district proposed in order to meet specific LUCE policy objectives. Therefore, any
reduction in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan area would be inconsistent
with the LUCE. Specifically, Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards provide an opportunity to
establish mixed-use neighborhoods on the edge of the Downtown District and transition from the
Downtown to the adjacent residential neighborhoods to the north and the east. The southern edge
of the Downtown was extended to ensure that the Downtown is integrally linked to the Expo
LRT terminus station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue and the neighboring Civic Center, the
City’s civic and institutional core.
Under the Reduced Project Area Alternative, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan area would not include the approximately 76 acres along Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards
as well as the sites along I-10. These properties would not be governed by the proposed goals,
policies, and development standards of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The
establishment of Lincoln Boulevard as a revitalized mixed-use transition corridor, inclusion of
updated development standards for Ocean Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard, and other LUCE
directives would not be included in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. In addition,
the proposed properties within the Transit Adjacent Zone subarea (including the Big Blue Bus
Yards large site and the Downtown Station large GMP site and Big Blue Bus Yards site) and
related transit improvements would not be effectively integrated with the Downtown Station for
the Expo LRT.
This alternative would conflict with the LUCE’s intent and vision for the properties along the I10, Lincoln Boulevard, and Wilshire Boulevard. This alternative would not comply with LUCE
Goal D14 and Policies D14.1 and D14.2, which provide principles and objectives for the
preparation of a Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As such, this approach would appear
to be potentially inconsistent with a range of LUCE policies.
In addition, many of the community benefits that would help improve circulation and mobility
in the Downtown would not be realized, including the new east-west transportation connections
through the Big Blue Bus Yards large site, I-10 overcrossings, and public parking on the
periphery of the Downtown. Loss of these transportation improvements would incrementally
increase impacts to traffic, air quality, and associated GHG emissions. Further, future land uses
occurring in these excluded areas would not be subject to the development standards and design
guidelines within the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, potentially resulting
in new or greater impacts to historic resources, aesthetics and shade and shadow effects.
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Overall, the Reduced Project Area Alternative would not satisfactorily achieve the project
objectives and would not substantially reduce impacts. Therefore, this alternative was discarded
from further analysis, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(c).
Housing-Only Alternative
The Housing-Only Alternative would establish development standards for the Downtown that
would allow only new residential uses in the Downtown. This alternative assumes that new
commercial uses would not be permitted under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan – thus, no new commercial floor area would occur within the Downtown
under this alternative.
Under this alternative, the forecasted amount of net new floor area through 2030 would not be
expected to substantially change from the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan –
rather, 100 percent of the new floor area would be residential land uses. This alternative would
create different economic, transportation, and general operational effects, as increased housing
would generate increased residential populations beyond those anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. For example, increased residential uses
would increase the demand for public services, such as fire and police services. Additionally,
without a supporting balance of commercial uses, the emphasis on residential uses may
incrementally increase trip generation, VMT, and associated impacts due to decreased local
serving retail and employment opportunities within a walkable distance in the Downtown.
Further, an alternative that allows only housing would not be entirely consistent with the
objectives of the LUCE, particularly the objectives related to the vision of the Downtown as the
economic, cultural, and mixed-use core of the City through a balance of uses to “promote a
diverse and sustainable Downtown economy” (refer to Section 5.2, Project Objectives).
Additionally, it is anticipated that there would be fewer opportunities for community benefits due
to the increased focus on residential projects. With residential uses and no new commercial uses
in the Downtown, this alternative would reduce the ability of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan to achieve the LUCE goals of providing expanded art, entertainment, and
cultural amenities, a broad mix of dynamic uses, and enhanced public open space within the
Downtown. Additionally, the housing-only alternative would not provide for ground floor
commercial uses. This change would detract from the LUCE goals for activated and pedestrian
friendly streetscapes along Downtown streets. As such, this alternative was discarded from
further analysis consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(c).
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It should also be noted that the currently proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
establishes development standards that would allow for a wide variety of housing opportunities
within multi-story mixed-use projects. For example, under Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, residential uses are anticipated to comprise over 70
percent of the total forecasted growth in the Downtown. Additionally, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes policies to incentivize future projects to provide
residential units (e.g., Floor Area Ratio [FAR] increases for housing projects) in conjunction with
a healthy balance of commercial uses.
5.5

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

This section summarizes the key assumptions and policy-related aspects of the five proposed
alternatives to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan that have been carried
forward for analysis in this EIR. Pursuant to CEQA, the alternatives were selected based on their
ability to reduce potential significant environmental impacts while still meeting basic project
objectives (see Section 5.2, Project Objectives).
The alternatives analysis for this EIR is presented in four parts. The first section contains a
summary table of the assumptions for each alternative, and a summary table of the environmental
effects of each alternative compared to those under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. The second section provides an analysis of the potential impacts of each
alternative and compares these impacts against the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. The third section discusses each alternative’s ability to meet the project
goals and objectives. The fourth section discusses the Environmentally Superior Alternative (i.e.,
the alternative with the fewest significant and/or least severe impacts that also meets the greatest
number of Project objectives). As discussed in this section, reducing overall environmental
impacts while meeting key project objectives is a difficult challenge and central issue for concern
for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
The alternatives that have been selected for detailed study and analysis in this EIR include:
•

Alternative #1 – No Project (Existing Adopted Plans) Alternative;

•

Alternative #2 – Reduced Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects) Alternative;

•

Alternative #3 – 4th/5th Streets One-Way Circulation Alternative;

•

Alternative #4 – Expanded One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative; and

•

Alternative #5 – Hotel/Tourism-Focused Land Use Mix Alternative.
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5.5.1

Alternative #1 – No Project (Existing Adopted Plans) Alternative

In accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act, the Environmental Impact Report
includes a No Project Alternative. It is important to note that in the context of a project involving
the adoption of a long range plan such as the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the No
Project Alternative does not mean "no future growth or land uses," but rather that permitted
development under existing adopted plans and policies would occur. The No Project Alternative
considers environmental impacts if the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan is not
adopted and the goals, standards, policies, and actions of the plan are not implemented. Existing
policies and development standards would continue to apply to properties in the Downtown,
including those contained within the 1984 Land Use and Circulation Element (for the Downtown
Core), the 1994 Bayside District Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and the Zoning Ordinance, and
the 2010 Land Use and Circulation Element (where applicable). Under the No Project
Alternative, potential future land use changes would represent a decrease of approximately 7
percent compared to Scenario A and an increase of approximately 37 percent compared to
Scenario B.
Total Net New Floor Area: 4.4 million square feet.
Anticipated Land Uses: 2,982 residential units; 1,427,000 sf commercial
Overview of Significant Impacts under the No Project/Existing Adopted Plans
Compared to Proposed
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenario A
Scenario B
Air Quality
Construction
Similar
Similar
Construction activities for individual projects would
result in construction emissions that could potentially
contribute to air pollution and exceed significance
thresholds.
Operation
Greater
Greater
Total operational emissions from vehicles and energy
usage through the year 2030 would exceed Southern
California Air Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) ambient air quality thresholds. This
alternative would not implement the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s strategies
and standards to promote a sustainable and multimodal Downtown to minimize VMT and reduce
pollutant emissions.
Construction
Construction activities for individual projects would
Similar
Similar
Effects
result in construction emissions that could potentially
exceed significance thresholds. Additionally,
construction of future projects in the Downtown
would generate temporary groundborne vibration
levels that could potentially exceed thresholds.
Cultural
Individual projects occurring in the Downtown could
Greater
Greater
Resources
potentially involve the demolition or alteration of the
character-defining features of historically significant
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Overview of Significant Impacts under the No Project/Existing Adopted Plans
Compared to Proposed
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenario A
Scenario B
resources. The proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s standards to support the
preservation of Downtown’s historic resources would
not be implemented.
Noise
Construction
Similar
Similar
Construction of future projects in the Downtown
would generate temporary groundborne vibration
levels that could potentially exceed thresholds.
Impacts on sensitive receptors from construction
vibration would be potentially significant and
unavoidable.
Transportation
This alternative would not implement the proposed
Greater
Greater
and Traffic
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s strategies
and standards to promote a sustainable and multimodal Downtown to minimize vehicle trips and
improve circulation/mobility. Therefore, future peak
hour traffic conditions would be worse than what
would occur under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. The No Project Alternative
would also generate greater citywide daily VMT per
capita than the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
Overview of Less than Significant Impacts with Mitigation
(to be applied on a project-by-project basis under the No Project/Existing Adopted Plans)
• Air Quality - construction emissions and potential exposure of future residents to Toxic Air
Contaminants; mitigated through MM AQ-2 as well as MM AQ-5a and -5b.
• Biological Resource - potential impacts to nesting and roosting birds due to tree removal;
mitigated through MM BIO-1.
• Hazards and Hazardous Materials - accidental release during construction/excavation;
mitigated through MM HAZ-2a, -2b, -2c, -2d, and -2e.
• Public Services - increased demand for fire/ police protection services; mitigated through MM
PS-1 and -2.
• Utilities - water and wastewater line capacity issues/ needed upgrades; mitigated through MM
U-1 and U-2.
Less Than Significant Impacts Without Mitigation: Greenhouse Gas Emissions/Climate Change;
Geology and Soils; Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use Planning and Policies; Noise; Population,
Housing, and Employment.

Attainment of Project Objectives: The No Project Alternative would not implement key goals
and policies of the LUCE and would not meet Project objectives for creating a pedestrianfriendly Downtown district, enhancing the public realm, achieving sustainability goals,
preserving historic resources, supporting a multi-modal transportation network, expanding open
space, promoting economic sustainability and diversity, providing community benefits, retaining
and enhancing creative arts and cultural uses, and identifying and implementing capital
improvements.
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Description of Alternative #1
Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not be adopted. The properties in the Downtown would continue to be subject to the applicable
policies and standards contained within the 1984 LUCE (for properties with the Downtown Core
designation), Bayside District Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and LUCE (for the Mixed-Use
Boulevard designation areas). This alternative assumes that, consistent with the Interim Zoning
Ordinance adopted for the Downtown area (IZO 2487), the standards in the prior Zoning Ordinance
would continue to apply to properties in the Downtown core (e.g., C3, C3C, BSC-1, etc.).
Existing zoning regulations for the Downtown are described in Section 2.0, Project Description.
Existing height limits range from 45 feet to 84 feet and maximum allowable FARs range from
2.75 to 4.5 within eight different subareas (see Table 5-2).
Table 5-2

Existing Maximum Allowable Heights and FARs by Zoning District

1988 Zoning District
C-3 Downtown Commercial
District
Parcels in the area bounded by
5th Court, 6th Court, Colorado
Avenue, and Wilshire Boulevard
Parcels in the area bounded by
6th Court, 7th Court, Colorado
Avenue, and Wilshire Boulevard
and the north side of Wilshire
between 2nd Street and 7th Street
C3-C Downtown Overlay District
Parcels in the area bounded by
4th Court, 5th Court, Colorado
Avenue, and Wilshire
RVC Residential Visitor
Commercial District (east side of
Ocean Avenue to First Court from
Colorado Avenue to California
Avenue)
BSC1 – BSC4 (Passage Overlay
Zone)
BSC1
BSC2
BSC3
BSC4
M1

Maximum Heighta
3 stories, 45 feet except for the
below:
5 stories, 60 feet (provided no
retail above first floor and only
residential uses above)
4 stories, 50 feet (provided no
retail above first floor and only
residential uses above)

Maximum FARb
2.0

4 stories, 45 feet
6 stories, 75 feet

2.5
2.5

3 stories, 45 feet (no limitation on
the number of stories of any hotel,
parking structure, or affordable
housing project so long as height
does not exceed the maximum
number of feet permitted)
84 feet (provided that the top two
floor floors are used exclusively for
residential purposes)
4 stories, 56 feet
4 stories, 56 feet
4 stories, 56 feet
3 stories, 45 feet
2 stories, 30 feet or for affordable
artist studios, 3 stories and 45 feet

2.0 (residential floor area is
reduced by 50 percent when
calculating whether a
development review permit is
required)

1.5

1.5

3.5

3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0
1.0 or 1.5 for affordable artist
studios

Notes:
a No limitation on the number of stories of any hotel, parking structure, or structure containing at least one floor of residential use
containing so long as the height does not exceed the maximum number of feet permitted.
b Residential floor area is discounted by 50 percent for the purposes of floor area ratio calculation unless otherwise indicated.
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Existing Zoning Districts within
Downtown
C3
C3C
BSC1, BSC2, BSC31
RVC Ocean Avenue
R3

Existing Maximum
Allowable Height
45 feet
56 feet
84 feet
45 feet
23 to 40 feet for
affordable housing

C3 (Industrial)2

50 feet

Existing Maximum Allowable
FAR
2.0 – 3.5
2.5 – 4.5
3.5 – 6.5
2.0 – 3.5
No FAR – Maximum parcel
coverage of 50 percent for the
first story, 85 percent of the first
story at the second floor and 60
percent of the first story at the
third floor
1.5

Notes: 1Maximum allowable FAR is 6.5; however, the maximum achievable FAR is calculated to be approximately 4.5, given
maximum building heights; 2Range provided includes FAR and Effective FAR Including 50 percent FAR Discounts for housing
and Bonuses. 2C3 Zoning for Industrial area providing for the Big Blue Bus Yards large site is not eligible for FAR discounts and
other density bonuses granted under existing regulations.

The No Project Alternative would not implement the goals, standards, policies, and actions of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Under this alternative, land use changes
in the Downtown would be guided by much older policies and standards. As such, the evolution
of the Downtown would not be guided by a plan that addresses the desires and needs of the
community. Future land uses would not be subject to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards and design guidelines that require active building
frontages, building modulation, landscaping, pedestrian-friendly facades, and high quality
architectural design. Additionally, the No Project Alternative would not promote historic
preservation as it would not implement the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
development standards to ensure that new development and alterations on or near historic
resources are done in a compatible manner that meets the Secretary of Interior Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties. This alternative would not promote sustainable building design
for new projects in the Downtown. Further, under the No Project Alternative, the open space
standards and requirements of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not
apply and as such, opportunities for new open space would be limited.
The No Project Alternative would not establish a framework for coordinated transportation
improvements, including integration of the Expo LRT and its Downtown Station. Sidewalk
improvements and network connections such as increased building setbacks, sidewalk projects,
intersection improvements, enhanced parking strategies, and expanded Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) would not occur. Further, since the No Project Alternative would not
implement the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s tiered community benefit
system for the Downtown (which requires that any project over Tier 1 contribute community
benefits specifically tailored to the Downtown), there would be fewer affordable housing units
and decreased opportunities for community benefits. For example, many of the proposed
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Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s Circulation Improvements, such as the Olympic
Cross-over, new east-west connections through the Sears and the Downtown Station large GMP
sites, would not be implemented.
Future land use changes would occur in the Downtown as allowed by the 1984 LUCE (for the
Downtown core designation), Bayside District Specific Plan, Zoning Ordinance, and 2010 LUCE
(where applicable for the Mixed-Use Boulevard areas). Using the methodology described in
Section 2.6, Anticipated Land Uses in the Downtown and applying the FAR and height permitted
under existing regulatory conditions, the No Project Alternative is projected to result in
development of a net new of approximately 4.4 million sf comprised of approximately 2,982 net
new residential units and 1.4 million sf of net new commercial floor area. Forecasted land use
changes under the No Project Alternative would constitute an approximate 7 percent decrease
from that projected under Scenario A and an approximate 37 percent increase from Scenario B
(see Table 5-3).
Table 5-3

Land Use
Residential1
(units)
Commercial
(KSF)2
Hotels
(Rooms)
TOTAL
(KSF)

Comparison of Projected Land Use Changes through 2030 under the No Project
Alternative and the Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
Projected
Net New

Net New with
Scenario A

Net New
with
Scenario B

2,982

3,024

2,326

1,427

1,712

895

1,184

1,725

974

4,410

4,736

3,221

Change
from
Scenario A
-42
(-1.4%)
-285
(-16.6%)
-541
(-31.4%)
-326
(-6.9%)

Change from
Scenario B
+656
(+28.2%)
+532
(+59.4%)
+210
(+21.6%)
+1,189
(+36.9%)

Notes:
1All residential growth would be multi-family units; Assumes 1,000 sf per dwelling unit
2 Commercial sf includes hotel rooms.
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LEGEND
Downtown Community Plan Area
#’/#

10

Maximum Height/Floor Area Ratio (FAR)
Areas

LINCOLN BOULEVARD

60’/2.75 FAR

Zoning Designations
Low Density Multiple Family
Residential

76’/4.5 FAR

Bayside Commercial
Industrial Conservation

60’/2.75 FAR

Overlay Districts

BOULEVA

RD (S)

IC BOU
LEVARD

5TH STREET

Boulevard Commercial

OLYMPIC

Highway Commercial

45’/NA FAR

OLYMP

60’/3.5 FAR

COLORADO AVENUE

Downtown Commercial

6TH STREET

BROADWAY

Downtown Overlay

ARIZONA AVENUE

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD

Residential-Visitor Commercial

50’/3.5 FAR

SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD

7TH STREET

Medium Density Multiple Family
Residential

45’/3.5 FAR

4TH STREET

Neighborhood Commercial

IDAHO AVENUE

CALIFORNIA AVENUE

WASHINGTON AVENUE

84’/6.5 FAR

3RD STREET

56’/4.5 FAR

1

THIRD STREET PROMENADE

60’/3.5 FAR

MAIN STREET

2ND STREET

45’/3.5 FAR
OCEAN AVENUE

1

PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY

SCALE IN FEET

OCEAN FRONT WALK

No Project Alternative – Existing Zoning and Development Standards

0
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N
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Potential Impacts for Resource Areas
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and Solar Access
Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the No Project Alternative
would not obstruct public scenic vistas, including scenic views of the Pacific Ocean or Santa
Monica Mountains since existing buildings in the Downtown currently limit or frame such views
(refer to Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Visual Resources). Based on the City’s
1975 Scenic Corridors Element, locally designated scenic corridors include Ocean Avenue,
Wilshire Boulevard, and Third Street Promenade in the Downtown. Similar to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future land uses under this alternative would not
impact these locally designated scenic corridors within Downtown since new projects would not
encroach upon or modify these channelized views along existing roadway corridors. However,
under this alternative, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development
standards that would provide for increased building setbacks, building modulation, open space,
and pedestrian scale frontages would not apply to new projects. Further, FARs would be
increased in some of the Downtown subareas. As a result, building envelopes/massing would be
increased as compared to the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and there would be a
greater potential for view blockage. Therefore, the effects on scenic vistas would be greater than
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees,
rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a State Scenic Highway or a locally-designated
scenic corridor?
Because no designated state scenic highways exist within or adjacent to the Downtown, and no
major changes to views would occur to Pacific Coast Highway/Highway 1 (Hwy 1), the No
Project Alternative would not have an adverse effect on scenic highways. In addition, the local
scenic corridors identified Downtown by the City’s Scenic Corridors Element would continue to
have existing channelized views of scenic resources, such as the Pacific Ocean, Santa Monica
Pier, and the Santa Monica Mountains. However, the No Project Alternative would not
implement the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards
requiring increased building setbacks and building modulation. Therefore, effects on local scenic
corridors would be greater than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
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Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and
its surroundings?
Under the No Project Alternative, existing applicable development standards of the LUCE, 1984
LUCE, Bayside Specific Plan, and Zoning Ordinance would continue to apply to new projects in
the Downtown. In contrast to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the No
Project Alternative would not implement the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s development standards or design guidelines. Without the application of these development
standards or design guidelines, new buildings in the Downtown would not be required to provide
equivalent active building frontages, landscaping, pedestrian-friendly facades, high quality
architectural design, increased open space, and access to light and air. Along Wilshire Boulevard
and Lincoln Boulevard, new buildings would not be subject to standards that ensure a respectful
transition to neighborhoods. No public realm improvements or community benefits in open space
would occur. Therefore, overall effects to the visual character of the Downtown would be greater
than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Would the project would create a new source of substantial light or glare, which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new land uses anticipated to
occur under the No Project Alternative would generate new sources of light such as outdoor
lighting fixtures on buildings, signage and architectural lighting, and pedestrian lighting. New
lighting effects would be more pronounced in the southern and eastern portion of the Downtown,
where the lighting levels are predominantly lower. With compliance with the Santa Monica
Municipal Code (SMMC) regulations addressing light and glare, new light and glare sources
would not substantially affect day or nighttime views in the Downtown or affect offsite lightsensitive receptors. As such, light and glare effects would be similar to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Would shadow-sensitive uses be shaded by project-related structures?
In contrast to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the No Project Alternative
would not implement the Plan’s development standards or design guidelines. These standards
and guidelines address building form and modulation, stepbacks, and pedestrian-oriented
frontages. Without these development standards that reduce mass and increase access to light and
air, new buildings in the Downtown would have greater potential shade, shadows, and solar
access impacts. Further, as compared to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
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this alternative would result in taller buildings of a maximum permitted height of 60 feet along
Wilshire Boulevard (as compared to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
proposed maximum height of 50 feet) and as such, would cast longer shadows that could
potentially impact the residential uses to the north. Therefore, shade, shadows, and solar access
effects resulting from the implementation of the No Project Alternative would be greater than
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
In general, potential aesthetic and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts under the No Project
Alternative would be greater than those described for the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. However, per CEQA, the Downtown is a transit priority area with infill
residential, mixed-use residential, and employment center development, and therefore aesthetics
and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts would be less than significant.
Air Quality
Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the No Project Alternative
would not conflict with implementation of the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP). However,
the No Project Alternative would not substantially advance regional goals for sustainability and
pollutant/GHG emissions reduction as established in the AQMP and the Southern California
Association of Government’s (SCAG’s) 20122016-2035 2040 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS). Without the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan in place to guide land use and transportation changes in the Downtown, it
is uncertain as to whether the Downtown would evolve into a multi-modal district that would
facilitate a reduction in future air pollutant and GHG emissions. Additionally, the No Project
Alternative would not uniformly implement the transportation control measures that are utilized
and assumed in AQMP’s air quality forecasts. 1 These measures includes locating jobs and
housing near transit, providing sustainable development, integrating the Expo LRT, improving
the pedestrian network, and implementing additional TDM measures (e.g., carpools, vanpool,
etc.) to reduce vehicle daily trips and regional peak-hour traffic congestion. However, individual
projects in the Downtown would be required to adhere to all applicable SCAQMD rules for

1

Appendix IV-C of the 2012 AQMP; online
February2013/AppIVc.pdf - Accessed November 2015.
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reducing and controlling air pollutant emissions. Further, LUCE policies and City review of
discretionary projects on a project-by-project basis would ensure that future land uses in the
Downtown would not conflict with air quality and sustainability goals. Therefore, impacts would
remain less than significant.
Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
Construction - Under the No Project Alternative, construction activities for new projects
occurring in the Downtown would result in construction-related air pollutant emissions. Similar
to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the potential emissions resulting from
future projects cannot be accurately quantified because information on construction scheduling
and project size for all individual projects likely to occur in the Downtown are not available.
Without such information, it is not possible to conclude that air pollutant emissions resulting
from construction activities could be reduced to below SCAQMD significance thresholds with
mitigation. Therefore, air pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities in the
Downtown could potentially exceed SCAQMD Local Significance Thresholds (LSTs) on a peak
daily basis. Consequently, similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
construction-related impacts to air quality are conservatively concluded to be significant and
unavoidable.
Operation - Land use changes anticipated to occur under the No Project Alternative would
generate greater operational emissions from both stationary and mobile sources. Under the No
Project Alternative, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s sustainability and
additional TDM policies and standards would not apply to future land uses. Consequently, this
alternative would result in increased traffic volumes and daily VMT than the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, associated operational air pollutant
emissions would be greater and impacts to air quality would be greater than the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s and would also be significant and unavoidable.
Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Carbon Monoxide (CO) Hotspots
As described in Section 3.4, Air Quality, anticipated future traffic volumes in either Scenario A
or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not create CO
hot spots that may affect adjacent sensitive receptors. While traffic volumes for the No Project
Alternative would be greater than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the
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traffic volumes are not anticipated to be significant enough to create CO hotspots. Therefore, this
impact would be less than significant.
Toxic Air Contaminants
Although no specific project details (e.g., proposed land uses, site plans, etc.) are available, future
projects anticipated to occur under the No Project Alternative may locate sensitive uses, such as
residential uses, outdoor open spaces, and recreational facilities (e.g., tennis courts, swimming
pools, etc.) within 500 feet of the I-10 freeway corridor, which receives from 76,000 to 151,000
average daily vehicle trips. The siting of future residential uses in this area could expose sensitive
receptors to elevated levels of toxic air contaminants from the freeway. Consistent with
California Air Resources Board (CARB) recommendations, this potential effect could be
addressed through health risk assessments and through ventilation systems with advanced
filtration prior to occupancy of sensitive land uses. With mitigation that would be applied on a
project-by-project basis, this potential impact to sensitive receptors would be reduced to less than
significant.
Would the project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future projects in the
Downtown would generate operational emissions from mobile, energy, water, waste, and land
use sources. Under the No Project Alternative, the sustainability and additional TDM strategies
included in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not be implemented.
Therefore, cumulative impacts to air quality would be greater than Scenario A and Scenario B of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and would be significant and
unavoidable.
Would the project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, standard construction
requirements would be imposed upon future projects to minimize odors from construction.
Therefore, impacts associated with construction-generated odors would be less than significant.
Further, the land uses allowed under existing plans and regulations include a range of typical
urban uses that would not generate offensive odors. Additionally, it is expected that any projectgenerated refuse would be stored in covered containers and removed at regular intervals in
compliance with the City’s solid waste regulations. As such, the No Project Alternative would
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not facilitate uses that are significant sources of objectionable odors. Impacts related to odors
would be less than significant.
Biological Resources
Would the project result in a significant impact related to biological resources if it would
interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?
Due to the urbanized character of the Downtown, the analysis of biological resources is focused
on potential impacts to the Downtown’s ornamental vegetation and urban forest that could
potentially serve as nesting and roosting sites for common urban species, such as migratory or
local birds, rodents, and raccoons. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, individual projects anticipated to occur under the No Project Alternative could potentially
require the removal and/or the relocation of existing vegetation and trees onsite and subsequently
directly impact a nesting bird and/or an occupied nest that may be present. Impacts to nesting
birds and bats would be addressed on a project-by-project basis as new projects are proposed. It
is expected that mitigation measures would be applied as necessary on a project-by-project basis
to comply with the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) and California Fish and Game Code.
However, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s beneficial effects of
expanding the urban forest canopy (and providing additional nesting opportunities for bird
species) would not occur under the No Project Alternative. Notwithstanding, impacts would be
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan since compliance with
regulations and mitigation on a project-by-project basis would ensure that impacts would be less
than significant.
Would the project conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Trees within public right-of-ways would be protected in place in accordance with the City’s Tree
Code and Urban Forest Master Plan (UFMP). Removal of public trees would generally only be
permitted for public improvement projects and would require a tree removal permit in accordance
with the City’s Tree Code and UFMP. Therefore, impacts would be similar to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would also be less than significant.
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Construction Effects
Would construction of the proposed project result in considerable construction-period impacts
due to the scope or location of construction activities?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities would
occur under the No Project Alternative. Based on approximately 4.4 million sf of anticipated net
new floor area, it is anticipated that the construction activities under this alternative would be
somewhat less than Scenario A but substantially greater than Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Although construction activities are temporary and are common in urban environments such as
the Downtown, nearby sensitive uses around a construction site may be adversely affected by
construction-related air quality, noise, and traffic during the period of construction. It is
anticipated that compliance with existing regulations and/or the implementation of mitigation
measures on a project-by-project basis would reduce construction-related noise and traffic
impacts. Specifically, project-specific mitigation measures would be required to ensure that noise
levels would not exceed the standards established in the City’s Noise Ordinance. However,
without detailed construction information for individual projects, it is not possible to conclude
that air pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities would be reduced to levels
below SCAQMD significance thresholds. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, construction-related emissions would have the potential to exceed adopted
SCAQMD thresholds and construction-related air quality impacts would be significant and
unavoidable. Additionally, construction projects that occur within 25 feet or immediately
adjacent to sensitive receptors could potentially result in groundborne vibration levels that exceed
the threshold of 0.1 inch per second (in/sec). Further, the use of pile driving would have the
potential to generate significant vibration levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive
receptors. Therefore, construction-related groundborne vibration impacts are conservatively
concluded to be potentially significant and unavoidable.
Cultural Resources
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource
as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?
Under the No Project Alternative, the City’s existing regulatory framework for the protection of
cultural and historic resources, including the City‘s Landmark and Historic District Ordinance
(Chapter 9.36 of the SMMC), and its regulations governing demolition would continue to apply.
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However, even with the City’s stringent regulatory framework that provides for protection of
historical resources, individual projects occurring in the Downtown could involve the demolition
of historic buildings or alteration of the character-defining features of historically significant
resources. The Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan includes proposed historic preservation
standards and strategies that establish a higher level of review for alterations to landmarks and
potential historic resources in the Downtown as well as potential establishment of the Promenade
Conservation DistrictNeighborhood Conservation Overlay District (NCOD). The No Project
Alternative would not implement these historic preservation standards and strategies, and as
such, would provide a lesser degree of protection for historic resources as compared to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, impacts to historic resources
under the No Project Alternative would be substantially greater than under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would also be significant and unavoidable.
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines?
Would the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or
unique geological feature?
Potential impacts of this alternative to archaeological and paleontological resources would be
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan since excavation for
construction of projects would occur in a similar manner. Mitigation measures would be expected
to be implemented on a project-by-project basis as new projects are proposed. Impacts would be
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and reduced to less than
significant.
Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change
Would the project generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?
The construction of new land uses anticipated to occur under the No Project Alternative would
result in temporary construction-related GHG emissions. Such emissions are difficult to quantify
since the details of construction, design/size, and timing of each future project that may occur are
unknown. Construction-related GHG emissions would vary on an annual basis. Based on the
projected amount of net new floor area by 2030, construction-related GHG emissions under the
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No Project Alternative would be less than Scenario A of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan and greater when compared to Scenario B.
With regard to long-term GHG emissions, the LUCE envisions the Downtown as a vibrant,
mixed-use district with a balanced multi-modal circulation system to reduce VMT and GHG
emissions. Under the No Project Alternative, the vision, goals, and policies for GHG reduction
in the Downtown as proposed in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (for both Scenario
A and Scenario B) would not be implemented. There would be no long-term coordinated
transportation/circulation plan for the Downtown. As a result, multi-modal relationships would
not be enhanced, the pedestrian public realm would not be improved, the Expo LRT would not
be integrated with the Downtown, and additional strategies to reduce VMT and vehicle trips
would not be implemented. Without the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, it
would be more difficult to accelerate the shift in vehicle trips to other alternative modes and as
such, per capita GHG emissions would not be reduced. However, GHG emissions would not be
expected to exceed the threshold of 6.6 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year (MT
CO2e/year) per service population. Therefore, GHG impacts would be greater than the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan but would also be less than significant.
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?
The No Project Alternative would not implement the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s vision of supporting and enhancing the Downtown as a multi-modal
district that is fully integrated with the Expo LRT Downtown Station. New buildings in the
Downtown would not be required to adhere to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards for pedestrian-orientation and sustainability. Additionally, there would be no
coordinated transportation/circulation plan for the Downtown, including sidewalk connections
that will enhance multi-modal relationships. Overall, the No Project Alternative would rely on
older regulations that do not promote new policies to further the sustainability and greenhouse
gas reduction goals in the LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, Climate Action Plan, Assembly Bill
(AB) 32 and Senate Bill (SB) 375; SCAG’s RTP/SCS, and the State Attorney General, Office of
Planning and Research and Climate Action Team. While impacts would be greater than the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than significant since
existing LUCE policies would ensure that future land uses in the Downtown would not conflict
with GHG goals.
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Geology and Soils
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from rupture of a known earthquake fault as delineated on the
most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the state Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death, from strong seismic ground shaking?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from landslides?
Would the project result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
Would the projects be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onsite or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Would the project be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform
Building Code (1994), thereby creating substantial risks to life or property?
Geological impacts are generally site-specific; therefore, potential impacts related to geology and
soils under the No Project Alternative would be similar to those for the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. All new buildings would be required to adhere to the most current
and stringent building standards of the SMMC and Santa Monica Building Code (SMBC), which
adopts California Building Code (CBC) standards by reference with local amendments.
Adherence to the SMMC and SMBC requirements would ensure the maximum practicable
protection available for all structures constructed in the Downtown. Additionally, individual
projects would prepare site-specific geotechnical investigations in accordance with City
requirements and would be required to incorporate recommendations from the site-specific
geotechnical investigations (regarding site preparation, grading, backfill, and foundations) into
the project design. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
impacts related to geology and soils would be less than significant.
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Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future land uses anticipated
to occur under the No Project Alternative would be consistent with the types of uses that currently
occur in the Downtown, which include a broad range of commercial (e.g., restaurant, retail,
office, entertainment/cinema, hotel, etc.), residential, and civic uses. These land uses could utilize
limited quantities of potentially hazardous materials consisting of typical household maintenance
products (e.g., paints, fuels/lubricants, cleaning solvents, adhesives, sealers,
pesticides/herbicides). These potentially hazardous materials are common in urban areas and
already occur in the Downtown. The limited transport, storage, and disposal of hazardous
materials is subject to applicable federal, state, and local regulations to reduce the risk of
accidental spills, leaks, fire, or other hazardous conditions. Therefore, impacts under the No
Project Alternative would be similar to those described under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and would be less than significant.
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment from activities at
a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5?
Future projects in the Downtown would involve demolition as well as grading and excavation
activities that could potentially result in the accidental release of hazardous materials.
Construction workers and the public could be exposed to lead and asbestos that are present within
older structures to be demolished. Asbestos, lead, or other hazardous material would be removed
and disposed of prior to demolition, in compliance with all pertinent regulations for the handling
of such waste including SCAQMD Rule 1403 (asbestos) and Title 8, Industrial Relations, of the
California Code of Regulations. Exposure to unanticipated hazardous substances could also
occur from soil or groundwater contamination that may be present at a few properties in the
Downtown. Risks of accidental release of hazardous materials in groundwater or soil on
contaminated sites would be addressed on a project-by-project basis as new projects are
proposed. It is expected that mitigation measures would be applied as necessary on an individual
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project basis to mitigate the risks of hazards to the public or the environment. Therefore, impacts
under the No Project Alternative would be similar to those described under the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would be reduced to less than significant.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Would the project violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?
Would the project otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Would the project create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing
or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted
runoff?
Existing regulations such as the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) and
the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance require that new projects implement Low Impact
Development (LID) best management practices (BMPs) and prepare Urban Runoff Mitigation
Plans to reduce urban polluted runoff. Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards that would provide for new open space
and greater stormwater pollution mitigation would not apply to new projects, and as such, the
beneficial effects of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan on improving water
quality and reducing runoff would not occur. Therefore, impacts to water quality standards and
waste discharge would be somewhat greater, but would be less than significant.
Would the project substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of
the local groundwater table level?
Although future growth under the No Project Alternative would potentially require groundwater
dewatering and increase the use of groundwater supplies, it would not substantially deplete
groundwater supplies. While the City’s long-term Water Self Sufficiency Plan emphasizes a shift
to groundwater resources, the Santa Monica Groundwater Basin (SMGB) is not in a state of
overdraft. Further, the City is projected to have sufficient supplies to meet projected water
demand, particularly given the City’s water conservation measures and policies. It should be
noted also, that due to the potential adverse effects of groundwater on bluff stability, the City’s
Public Works Department prohibits the infiltration of stormwater runoff for properties west of
4th Street. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, compliance with
existing regulations and plans would ensure potential impacts would be less than significant.
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Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation onsite or offsite?
Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
flooding onsite or offsite?
The Downtown is already urbanized and as such, anticipated land use changes under the No
Project Alternative would not increase runoff or substantially alter drainage patterns. Similar to
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, runoff would be routed to the same
treatment facilities and storm drains as under existing conditions. Additionally, Chapter 7.10.050
of the SMMC (Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance) would further reduce runoff by requiring new
projects to infiltrate, store and reuse for non-potable purposes, or evapotranspire runoff water or
alternatively pay an urban runoff reduction fee. Projects east of 4th Street would be prohibited
from infiltrating runoff water due to proximity to the Palisades Bluffs and instead, would be
required to pay the urban runoff reduction fee. Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards that would provide for
increased open space (i.e., permeable surfaces) and sustainable features (e.g., filtration) would
not apply to future projects, and as such, the beneficial effects of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan on reducing urban runoff would not occur. Therefore, impacts
would be incrementally greater than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan but
would also be less than significant.
Land Use and Planning Policies
Would the project physically divide an established community?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the proposed No Project
Alternative would not physically divide an established community as it would not introduce land
uses that would physically or functionally conflict with existing land uses. However, this
alternative would not implement the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
strategies to create a more balanced, cohesive Downtown that would be integrated with the Expo
LRT. Specifically, this alternative would not provide for an expanded open space network, new
pedestrian linkages, and enhanced transportation connections. Therefore, while impacts related
to the division of an established community would be less than significant, the proposed
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Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s beneficial effects of creating a complete Downtown
district with multi-modal connections would not be realized.
Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating
an environmental effect?
Without implementation of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the existing
overlapping mix of land use designations, policies and standards set forth in the LUCE, 1994
Bayside Specific Plan and 1984 LUCE, and Zoning Ordinance standards would continue to apply
in the Downtown. In general, maximum FAR would continue to range from 2.0 to 4.5 (including
residential floor area discounts and bonuses) with maximum building heights of 45 feet to 84 feet
depending on area.
The No Project Alternative would not entirely support SCAG’s RTP/SCS to tie land use changes
to transit, maximize the productivity of the transportation system, encourage better placemaking,
improve access and mobility, and create walkable communities to reduce VMT and GHG
emissions. This alternative would not provide the regulatory framework that would ensure that
the Downtown evolves as a multi-modal Downtown that is fully integrated with multiple transit
systems, including the Big Blue Bus and Metro bus systems and the Expo LRT. The No Project
Alternative would not include policies and standards to create new linkages between the various
modes of transportation, including enhanced pedestrian streetscapes, addition of new streets with
transit amenities. Overall, this alternative would not achieve SCAG goals and policies to the
same extent as the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
The No Project Alternative would also not be consistent with the LUCE. The LUCE calls for the
creation of a new Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to provide standards, strategies,
guidelines, and policies for the Downtown District, and to coordinate numerous public and
private improvements. The No Project Alternative would not implement the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and therefore, future land use changes in the Downtown would
not be guided by a cohesive set of updated policies and standards. Further, the City would not
have a plan in place to ensure that Downtown evolves into a more multi-modal, pedestrianfriendly district that reflects the desires and serves the needs of the community.
Without the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, there would not be a regulatory
framework to ensure coordinated future transportation improvements. The Downtown would not
be fully integrated with the Expo LRT and its Downtown Station. Sidewalk improvements and
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network connections in the Downtown would not occur. Further, circulation improvements for
the transportation network (e.g., Olympic Cross-over and new east-west connectors through the
Sears and the Downtown Station large GMP sites) would not be implemented. Implementation
of additional TDM programs and enhanced parking strategies would not occur, making it more
difficult to reduce the number of vehicle trips in and around Downtown, as well as vehicle trips
to and from Downtown. Additionally, multi-modal transportation relationships would not be
enhanced.
A number of Downtown community issues would not be addressed such as affordable housing,
historic preservation, architecture, human scale building design, sustainability, cultural arts,
public open spaces, and office space to meet the needs of the “Silicon Beach” creative businesses.
Overall, the LUCE vision, goals, and policies for the Downtown would not be achieved,
including the citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips. Therefore, impacts associated
with land use policy inconsistencies would be substantially greater than the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and considered potentially significant and unavoidable.
Neighborhood Effects
Would the project have considerable effects on the neighborhood?
An important principle of the City’s LUCE is to preserve existing residential neighborhoods by
focusing land use changes near the Expo LRT and away from the City’s residential
neighborhoods. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements this LUCE
principle by creating opportunities for mixed-use residential development with incentives for
housing near the Expo LRT, while redirecting intensive residential market pressure away from
existing neighborhoods. In contrast with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
the No Project Alternative would not provide development standards and design guidelines that
would provide for greater protection of existing residential neighborhoods in accordance with
the LUCE. For example, this alternative would not include Scenario B’s design guidelines that
address building form/modulation and stepbacks to ensure that new land uses on Wilshire
Boulevard and Lincoln Boulevard are sensitively designed and smoothly transition to the
adjacent residential neighborhoods. Additionally, under the No Project Alternative, land use
changes in the Downtown would not be guided by the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan which focuses new housing opportunities near the Expo LRT and away
from existing neighborhoods. Therefore, impacts to neighborhoods would be greater under the
No Project Alternative but would be less than significant since existing LUCE policies would
continue to provide for the protection of the residential neighborhoods.
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Noise
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities
anticipated to occur under the proposed No Project Alternative would have the potential to
generate temporary noise and groundborne vibration that could affect nearby sensitive receptors.
However, construction activities would be temporary and would only occur for the duration of
construction. Additionally, adherence to the City’s Noise Ordinance standards would ensure that
noise levels would cause significant impacts to sensitive receptors or damage to buildings.
Therefore, construction noise impacts would be less than significant under this alternative.
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
For typical construction activities occurring within 25 feet of sensitive receptors, caisson drilling
could generate vibration levels reaching 0.089 in/sec at the receptors. If construction occurs
closer within 25 feet or immediately adjacent to sensitive receptors, vibration levels could
potentially exceed the threshold of 0.1 in/sec. Further, the use of pile driving would have the
potential to generate significant vibration levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive
receptors. Therefore, construction groundborne vibration impacts are conservatively concluded
to be potentially significant and unavoidable.
Daily operation of land uses anticipated to occur in the Downtown is not anticipated to generate
excessive levels of groundborne vibration. Under the No Project Alternative, existing regulations
do not permit industrial or commercial uses (e.g., airports, waste facilities, etc.) in the Downtown
that would generate significant ongoing groundborne vibration. Operational groundborne
vibration impacts would be less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
As described in Section 3.14, Noise, a noise level increase of 3 A-weighted decibels (dBA) is
barely perceptible to most people. Anticipated future traffic volumes in either Scenario A or
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not increase
roadway noise levels by 3 dBA or more. Therefore, since traffic volumes for the No Project
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Alternative would be less than Scenario A, increased noise levels under the No Project
Alternative would also not be perceptible to adjacent neighborhoods. Further, noise from
operational sources, such as large ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems and
commercial delivery operations, would be reduced through compliance with the noise standards
in the SMMC and LUCE. Therefore, operational noise impacts would be less than significant
under this alternative.
Would the proposed project result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, special events or other
temporary activities under the No Project Alternative would cause an increase in ambient noise
levels in the Downtown. Prior to any special event conducted within Downtown, applicants
would be required to obtain a permit from the City‘s Special Events Office, whose permitting
process takes into account the hours of operation of the potential event in order to minimize the
potential impact to nearby sensitive receptors. In addition, these types of events already occur
periodically under existing conditions within the Downtown and would continue to occur under
the No Project Alternative. Therefore, impacts relating to temporary or periodic noise increases
to onsite or offsite sensitive would be less than significant.
Population, Housing, and Employment
Would the proposed project induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)?
The No Project Alternative would result in a net new of approximately 4.4 million sf by 2030,
which includes 2,982 residential units and 1.4 million sf of commercial development. This
forecasted amount of growth would be slightly less than Scenario A of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan and substantially greater than Scenario B of the Plan.
Housing
As described in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment as of January 2015, there
were approximately 51,976 existing residential units in the City. Land use changes anticipated to
occur under the No Project Alternative could result in an increase of up to approximately 2,982
net new residential units, an increase of approximately 5.7 percent from existing citywide
housing inventory. The No Project Alternative would result in slightly less housing growth than
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Scenario A of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and more housing growth
than Scenario B. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, housing
growth impacts under this alternative would be less than significant.
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan identifies affordable housing as an
important community benefit to be provided in the Downtown; without the Plan, it is anticipated
that a smaller proportion of the new residential units would be deed-restricted as affordable
housing or workforce housing. Therefore, the No Project Alternative would provide less housing
diversity and would be less likely to accommodate various affordability levels of the City’s
workforce.
Population
As described in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment, based on the most recent
population estimates, the City has an existing residential population of 92,987 residents. The
construction of 2,982 net new residential units under the No Project Alternative would increase
the Downtown population by approximately 4,115 new residents by 2030, compared to 4,173
new residents under Scenario A or 3,210 under Scenario B. 2 Therefore, population growth
impacts would be similar to Scenario A and greater than Scenario B. Similar to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts to population growth under this alternative
would be less than significant.
Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere?
Land use changes in the Downtown through 2030 are anticipated to occur almost entirely on sites
developed with older commercial, retail, office, or service uses. In limited cases where residential
tenants may be displaced, they would receive relocation assistance per Chapter 4.36 of the
SMMC. Therefore, the No Project Alternative would not displace substantial numbers of housing
or people, and impacts would be less than significant.

2 Estimated population growth assumes existing household size of 1.38 residents per household in the Downtown
(Census Tract 7019.2) per the Census.
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Public Services
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts,
in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives
for fire protection services?
Future land use changes anticipated to occur under the No Project Alternative would increase the
population in Downtown by approximately 4,115 new residents. In addition, development of an
estimated 1,184 hotel rooms along with retail and entertainment uses would increase the visitor
population in Downtown. The increase in residential and visitor population would result in an
increased demand for public services.
Fire Protection
Under the No Project Alternative, the forecasted amount of growth in the Downtown would be
slightly less than Scenario A of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and
greater than Scenario B of the Plan. The increase in future demand for fire protection services
would be similar when compared to Scenario A, but greater than Scenario B. Increases in the
residential and commercial/visitor populations in the Downtown would incrementally increase
the demand for Santa Monica Fire Department (SMFD) services, potentially affecting calls for
service, response times, and equipment. As discussed in Section 3.16, Public Services, the SMFD
has already begun planning for construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 with additional space for
expanded staff and equipment as well as improved amenities for the SMFD and the public. The
environmental impacts of this new fire station have been fully analyzed in an adopted Mitigated
Negative Declaration (State Clearinghouse No. 2012081025). The construction of this new fire
station would ensure that future needs of the Downtown would be met. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
Police Protection
Under the No Project Alternative, the anticipated amount of growth in the Downtown would be
slightly less than Scenario A of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and
greater than Scenario B of the Plan. The increase in future demand for police protection services
would be similar when compared to Scenario A, but greater than Scenario B. Increases in the
residential and commercial/visitor populations in the Downtown would incrementally increase
the demand for Santa Monica Police Department (SMPD) services. As discussed in Section 3.16,
Public Services, the SMPD prepares a 5-year Staffing Plan approved by the City Council which
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addresses departmental budget, staffing, and equipment needs. This 5-year Staffing Plan allows
for SMPD to determine any increases in police resources and equipment if needed. The SMPD
is funded through general fund revenues and pier fund revenues generated by property, sales, and
transient occupancy taxes, all of which are expected to increase in proportion to the new
commercial and hotel uses within the Downtown. Such revenues would be used by the SMPD to
hire additional officers and purchase equipment to maintain or improve SMPD service levels
over time to meet changing demands. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Public Schools
Based on the anticipated amount of growth, increases in student enrollment at Santa MonicaMalibu Unified School District (SMMUSD) under the No Project Alternative would be similar
to Scenario A but greater than Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. As with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new projects would be
subject to payment of developer fees to the SMMUSD. Pursuant to Government Code Section
65995.5, payment of developer fees constitutes full mitigation on impacts to school. Therefore,
impacts would be less than significant.
Libraries
Due to the growing use of electronic resources, new residential uses in the Downtown area do
not immediately equate to an increase in total volumes or square feet of library space and new
residents are anticipated to only incrementally increase demand for library services and facilities.
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, library use would be expected
to incrementally increase under the No Project Alternative due to resident population growth.
The demand for library services and resources would be similar to Scenario A and greater than
Scenario B. However, the Downtown library and the recent addition of a Pico neighborhood
branch would help absorb the increased demand and prepare the system for future demand.
Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Parks and Recreation
The No Project Alternative would not apply the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s open space standards to new projects and would not create the opportunity for community
benefits that would potentially provide new public open space and parks. As a result, there would
be less public open space to meet the recreational needs of residents. Impacts of the No Project
Alternative on parks and recreational facilities would be greater than those anticipated under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan since there would be less public open space
in the future. However, impacts would be less than significant.
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Utilities
Would the project require or result in the construction of new water facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Water
Residential, commercial, office, entertainment and visitor serving uses anticipated to occur under
this alternative would increase water demand. Increased water demand would be less than the
709,881 gallons per day (gals/day) (811.3 acre-feet per year [AFY]) of net new water demand
projected under Scenario A and substantially more than the 484,344 gals/day (542.5 AFY) of net
new water demand projected under Scenario B. The increased demand for water would result in
the need for new or expanded water infrastructure. Installation of new water lines as required on
a project-by-project basis as projects are proposed would reduce impacts to water infrastructure
to less than significant.
Would the project have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
The City currently meets water demand through a combination of local groundwater supplies and
imported Metropolitan Water District (MWD) water, which is supplemented by recycled water
for non-potable water demands (i.e., landscape irrigation, toilet flushing, etc.). As previously
stated, water demand for the No Project Alternative would be less than Scenario A and greater
than Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, water
supply impacts would also be less than significant as the projected increases in water demand
would be within the City’s average annual or drought year supplies.

No Project

Table 5-4

Increased Water Demand under Alternative #1

Land Use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
2,982 units
1,184 rooms
427,000 sf
602,000 sf

Water Demand Factor2
124 gal/unit/day
130 gal/room/day
0.15 gal/sf/day
0.10 gal/sf/day

Demand Increase2
369,768 gals/day
153,920 gals/day
64,050 gals/day
60,200 gals/day
647,938 gals/day
(725.8 AFY)

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated increase in water demand was calculated using demand factors from the April 2010 Final Environmental
Impact Report for the Santa Monica LUCE. Estimates do not take into account water conservation factors.
Source: City of Santa Monica 2010a (this source used for the water demand factors).
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Wastewater
Would the project exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board?
Wastewater produced by new land uses anticipated to occur under the No Project Alternative
would meet Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) requirements through treatment
at the Hyperion Treatment Plant. This treatment plant utilizes full secondary treatment and has
recently been upgraded to reduce by 95 percent the amount of wastewater solids going into Santa
Monica Bay. In addition, the implementation of wastewater BMPs required by the SMMC would
also help meet wastewater quality treatment standards. Therefore, impacts would be less than
significant.
Would the project require or result in the construction of new wastewater facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the No Project Alternative would increase the
amount of wastewater transported by the sewer system in the Downtown by approximately
788,000 gals/day. This amount is less that the 878,550 gals/day or 0.88 million gallons per day
(mgd) of wastewater generated under Scenario A growth and substantially more than the
approximately 596,400 gals/day (0.60 mgd) of wastewater generated under Scenario B growth.
Impacts to sewage treatment facilities would be less than significant as projected increases in
sewage flows would be within the treatment and collection system capacities of the Hyperion
Wastewater Treatment Plant.
As discussed in detail in Section 3.17, Utilities, a number of sewer lines within and adjacent to
the Downtown are operating at or near design and operational capacity (i.e., 0.50 d/D and 0.75
d/D). Wastewater flow generated by future land uses under the No Project Alternative would
contribute to the need for upgrade of the existing sewer lines. Installation of new sewer lines
would be completed on a project-by-project basis as projects are proposed. However, projects
would potentially result in the need for construction of new or expanded wastewater facilities.
Under the No Project Alternative, assurance of adequate funds to finance the capital
improvements would be lacking, and therefore impacts would be potentially significant and
unavoidable.
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No Project

Table 5-5

Wastewater Generation under Alternative #1

Land Use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
2,982 units
1,184 rooms
427,000 sf
602,000 sf

Water Generation Factor2
150 gal/unit/day
150 gal/room/day
0.10 gal/sf/day
0.20 gal/sf/day

Estimated Flow2
447,300 gals/day
177,600 gals/day
42,700 gals/day
120,400 gals/day
788,000 gals/day

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated flow was calculated using wastewater generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (Appendix
D). These factors are based on the various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

Solid Waste
Would the project be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
The City is currently implementing its new Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan, intended to
identify the new policies, programs, and infrastructure that will enable the City to reach its Zero
Waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030. These efforts will further reduce per capita waste
generation, thereby reducing expected waste generation anticipated to occur under the proposed
No Project Alternative. The forecasted amount of solid waste generation under the No Project
Alternative would be 3,735 tons per year, which is less than Scenario A but greater than Scenario
B. Given the existing sufficient capacity of solid waste facilities as well as City plans and policies
to reduce solid waste (e.g., Zero Waste Plan), impacts related to solid waste generation would be
less than significant.

No Project

Table 5-6

Solid Waste Generation under Alternative #1

Land Use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
2,982 units
1,184 rooms
427,000 sf
602,000 sf

Water Generation Factor2
4 lbs/unit/day
2 lbs/room/day
0.006 gal/sf/day
0.006 gal/sf/day

Estimated Waste2
11,928 lbs/day
2,368 lbs/day
2,562 lbs/day
3,612 lbs/day
20,470 lbs/day
(3,735.8 tons/yr)

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated flow was calculated using wastewater generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (Appendix
D). These factors are based on the various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
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Would the project comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?
The City has met and exceeded its goals for waste diversion, as defined in the City‘s Sustainable
City Plan, - achieving a diversion rate of 77 percent (or disposal rate of 4.9 pounds/per
person/day). The City is currently implementing its new Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan,
intended to identify the new policies, programs, and infrastructure that will enable the City to
reach its Zero Waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030 (or a diversion rate of 1.1 pounds/per
person/day). These efforts will further reduce per capita waste generation. Individual projects in
the Downtown would be required to comply with all applicable solid waste regulations in effect
at the time of operation, including SMMC Section 5.08.400 – Solid Waste Diversion. Therefore,
no impacts would occur under this alternative.
Energy
Would the project result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of energy during
project construction, operation, or maintenance?
Future land use changes under the No Project Alternative would incrementally increase the
demand for energy. Energy demand would be reduced through compliance with the standards in
the City’s Green Building Ordinance. Further, regional energy production facilities are operated
and maintained by private utility companies that plan for anticipated growth and expand as
needed to meet demand, consistent with applicable local, state, and federal regulations. The
forecast amount of land use changes (i.e., net new floor) under the No Project Alternative would
be less than Scenario A but greater than Scenario B. As such, the anticipated energy demand for
the No Project Alternative would fall between Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, impacts to natural gas and electric services would be less than significant.
Transportation and Circulation
Would project construction activities materially interfere with the area traffic flow, cause unsafe
conditions, or introduce substantial truck traffic through a residential area?
Under the No Project Alternative, construction-related traffic associated with potential future
projects would incrementally contribute to increased congestion and disruption of travel routes
within Downtown. While each future project’s contribution would be temporary and vary
depending on the scale/size of the project, construction activities would periodically affect
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circulation in the Downtown. However, mitigation measures would be applied on a project-byproject basis to ensure that circulation on the local street network would not be adversely affected.
Therefore, construction-related traffic impacts would be less than significant.
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the
circulation system, including but not limited to intersections streets, highways and freeways?
In comparison with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the No Project
Alternative would not establish a regulatory framework for coordinated transportation
improvements in the Downtown. As a result, it would be difficult to achieve the LUCE vision of
a multi-modal Downtown district that is fully integrated with the Expo LRT. The No Project
Alternative would not implement the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s range
of transportation investments/strategies that are aimed at improving circulation and mobility. For
example, the Olympic Cross-over would not be constructed, and the benefits of dispersing traffic
to/from the I-10 freeway would not be realized. Further, the new east-west connectors with transit
amenities (e.g., kiss-n-ride zone, bus access, etc.) through the Expo LRT Downtown Station
GMP site and Big Blue Bus Yards large sites would likely not be constructed, thus hampering
the full integration of the Expo LRT into the Downtown. Additionally, without the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, coordinated improvements to reduce single
occupancy vehicle trips in the Downtown would not be realized. Public realm improvements
(e.g., sidewalk enhancements) would not occur systematically in the Downtown. Further,
additional TDM measures (e.g., mandatory transit pass subsidies) would not be effectively
implemented in the Downtown without the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Without the additional TDM program, mode shifts to pedestrian, bicycle, carpool, shared-ride,
and transit would not be improved as rapidly, and streets could potentially become increasingly
congested. Additional parking management strategies to manage parking comprehensively and
effectively would also not occur. This includes strategies such as extending the in-lieu parking
district to the Downtown boundaries and locating parking on the district periphery to reduce trips
into the Downtown core.
Without the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s transportation strategies and
trip reduction policies/programs, the forecasted number of citywide P.M. Peak Hour Trips for
the No Project Alternative is anticipated to be greater than Scenario A and Scenario B of the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (see Table 5-7). Total Citywide P.M. Peak Hour
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Vehicle Trips would total 61,400 under this alternative, approximately, 900 more than Scenario
A and 1,300 more than Scenario B (see Appendix B).
Table 5-7

Land Use
Measures/
Scenarios
City P.M.
Peak Hour
Vehicle Trips

Comparison of Citywide P.M. Peak Hour Vehicle Trips in 2030 for the No
Project Alternative and the Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan
No Project
Alternative

Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenarios

Alternative Comparison to
Scenario A & B

2030
Alternative #1

2030
Scenario A

2030
Scenario B

Change from
Scenario A

Change from
Scenario B

61,400 PM PHT

60,500
PM PHT

60,100
PM PHT

+900 PM PHT
(+1.5 %)

+1,300 PM PHT
(+2.2%)

Source: Fehr & Peers 2015. Refer to Appendix B.

Accordingly, daily VMT and VMT per capita would be greater on a citywide basis than under
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (see Table 5-8). Additionally, corridor
travel times in major corridors of the City would likely be greater due to increased VMT.
Table 5-8

Comparison of VMT per capita for the No Project Alternative and the
Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan

Scenario A
Scenario B
Alternative #1: No Project
Alternative

Daily VMT
2,116,200
2,108,600

VMT per capita
9.7
9.7

2,146,800

9.8

Source: Fehr & Peers 2015. Refer to Appendix B.

Would the proposed project result in a decrease in LOS of affected intersections according to
thresholds summarized in Table 3.18-4?
Traffic volumes generated by this alternative would be greater than under Scenario A and
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Based on an analysis of
the No Project Alternative, future land uses occurring under this alternative would generate traffic
volumes that would cause an exceedance of the City’s Level of Service (LOS) thresholds at 16
of the 44 study intersections (refer to Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation and Table 78 in Appendix B). 3 Therefore, impacts to intersections would be significant and unavoidable. In

3

The Traffic Study for the proposed Downtown Specific Plan examined 45 intersections in the Downtown, of which
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comparison to Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, the number of significantly impacted intersections would be the same as Scenario A and
greater than Scenario B (refer to Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation and Table 7-8 in
Appendix B).
Would the proposed project exceed either individually or cumulatively, a level of service
standard established by the county Congestion Management Agency for designated roads or
highways?
As analyzed in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, none of the analyzed Congestion
Management Program (CMP) arterial monitoring intersections were found to be significantly
impacted during the peak hours by Scenario A or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Under the No Project Alternative, peak hour vehicle trip generation would
be greater than Scenario A and Scenario B (refer to Table 7-9 and 7-12 in Appendix B). Even so,
this alternative would similarly be anticipated to result in less than significant impacts on CMP
arterials monitoring intersections.
Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?
Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
strategies to expand transportation options for all mode users and integrate future land uses with
multi-modal transportation improvements would not be implemented. Therefore, impacts to
pedestrian mobility, bicycle mobility, and alternative transportation would be greater than under
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Although the No Project Alternative
would fail to implement these plans, policies, and programs as extensively as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than significant since some
implementation of the Pedestrian Action Plan and Bike Action Plan would continue to occur.

43 existed in the 2013 Notice of Preparation (NOP) year, 43 will exist in the Approval Year 2016, and 44 would
exist in year 2030 with the proposed Downtown Specific Plan circulation improvements.
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Attainment of Project Objectives
Under the No Project Alternative, none of the project objectives would be accomplished as
discussed in the table below.
Project Objective
Pedestrian-Friendly District. Ensure that the
Downtown is a walkable, mixed-use district with
pedestrian enhancements that create successful
gathering places, an attractive and safe public
realm, and access to multiple travel choices and
destinations for people of all ages and abilities.

Ability for Alternative to Achieve Objective
The No Project Alternative would not provide the
necessary framework to promote the Downtown as a
pedestrian-friendly, walkable district. Improvements
to the public realm would not occur systematically in
the Downtown, which would compromise walkability.
Without the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, the project objective of
sustaining a pedestrian-friendly Downtown would not
be achieved.
Housing. Ensure that the Downtown includes
This alternative would continue to allow new housing
incentives to provide an array of housing
per the applicable existing standards. However,
opportunities that can accommodate a diverse
under the No Project alternative, there would be
range of housing needs including affordable,
fewer opportunities for community benefits that
senior, family, workforce, middle income and
would include substantial affordable and workforce
market rate housing.
housing. Overall, the No Project Alternative would
not achieve the project objective for diversity of
housing options to the same extent as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Public Realm. Create successful gathering
Without the proposed Downtown Specific
places that respect and enhance the Downtown’s PlanCommunity Plan, existing applicable design
unique character and preserve access to light and policies of the LUCE, Bayside Specific Plan, and
air and support a public environment where
Zoning Ordinance standards would continue to apply
to new projects in the Downtown. In contrast to the
enjoyment of natural beauty is part of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
Downtown experience.
the No Project Alternative would lack the integrated
goals, policies, actions, and standards for the public
realm. This alternative would not implement the
Plan’s development standards or design guidelines
that would result in active building frontages,
landscaping, pedestrian-friendly facades, high
quality architectural design, increased open space,
and access to light and air. Overall, the No Project
Alternative would not achieve the project objective
for successful public realm to the same extent as the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Sustainability. Require that new projects in the
Under the No Project Alternative, future land uses in
Downtown be designed to achieve the highest
the Downtown would not be guided by the proposed
level of sustainability feasible, by incorporating
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s policies
and standards that call for integrating land use and
green building standards and
transportation planning. Without the proposed
transportation/circulation measures that would
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, policies
help the City achieve greenhouse gas reduction
targets as well as water self-sufficiency and zero and strategies to reduce per capita VMT and GHG
emissions would not be implemented. The
waste goals.
Downtown would not transform into a multi-modal
district that is fully integrated with the Downtown
Station of the Expo LRT. In addition, the Plan’s
green building requirements to reduce energy use
and water consumption of new projects would not be
implemented. The project objective to achieve high
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Project Objective

Ability for Alternative to Achieve Objective
levels of sustainability and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions would not be achieved.
Historic Preservation. Preserve the historic
Although the City has existing policies and
resources of Downtown and support and
processes that provide for protection of designated
celebrate the Downtown’s rich history and
landmarks, the No Project Alternative would not
character.
include the Historic Preservation Strategies and
Development Standards of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. These standards
provide a greater level of protection for historic
resources. Overall, this alternative would not support
the project objective for historic preservation.
Multi-Modal Transportation Network. Provide
The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
for improvements to the multi-modal circulation
Plan implements the LUCE goals and policies to
create a multi-modal transportation network in the
network that successfully integrates the Expo
Downtown. Absent the guidance contained in the
LRT and enhance circulation, mobility, and
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
connectivity for all modes of transportation to
land use changes and transportation improvements
maximize person capacity, address vehicle
in the Downtown would not be coordinated. For
congestion, minimize conflict between modes,
and minimize VMT while achieving citywide goals example, the pedestrian experience may not be
improved within the Downtown, particularly at
of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips and GHG
targeted areas, such as the Lincoln and Wilshire
emissions reduction.
corridors. In addition, the new east-west connection
through the Big Blue Bus Yards large site and I-10
overcrossings would likely not be constructed.
Therefore, this alternative would not support full
integration of the Downtown with the Expo LRT.
Further, while policies and action in the LUCE
strongly address congestion, the multi-modal
improvements and additional TDM strategies
proposed in the Plan to address Downtown
congestion would not occur. Under the No Project
Alternative, the goals of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour
Trips and GHG reduction would not be achieved.
Open Space. Promote a well-connected open
Absent the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
space network in the Downtown through a
Plan’s proposed open space standards as well as
the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
strategy that includes the addition of new parks
community benefits strategy, the creation of an
and plazas as well as enhanced pedestrian
interconnected network of public open space in the
sidewalks, pathways and esplanades; and
Downtown would be difficult to achieve. For
revitalization of existing private owned public
example, without the Plan, there would be no
space.
assurance that the Established Large Sites and
GMP sites in the Downtown would provide
community benefits in the form of public open space.
The No Project Alternative would not achieve the
project objective to expand open space in the
Downtown.
Under the No Project Alternative, the proposed
Economic Sustainability and Diversity.
Promote a diverse and sustainable Downtown
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s policies
economy, with a balance of uses that provide jobs and standards to ensure the long-term wellbeing of
the local Downtown economy would not be
and housing, support the continuity of local
implemented. For example, future projects would not
businesses, support visitor-serving uses, and
be subject to the proposed Downtown Specific
offers opportunities for new investment to meet
PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards and
the needs of emerging industries.
design guidelines that create pedestrian oriented
uses on the ground floor to ensure that good and
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Project Objective

Ability for Alternative to Achieve Objective
services by businesses are easily accessible to the
surrounding neighborhood. Additionally, the No
Project Alternative would not foster a healthy
balance of commercial uses and residential uses in
the Downtown. Therefore, the project objective for
economic sustainability would not be achieved.
Community Benefits. Provide opportunity for
The LUCE addresses the Downtown area from a
community benefits that emphasize Downtown’s broad policy perspective, outlining goals and
objectives, but defers the specific land use standards
priorities, such as significant circulation and
to the completion of the proposed Downtown
network improvements that improve mobility,
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The Plan identifies a
cultural arts offerings, privately owned public
number of community benefits to achieve the
open space, affordable and workforce housing,
community’s vision for the Downtown, including
and historic preservation.
specific circulation and infrastructure projects,
cultural amenities and programmatic activities that
implement the goals identified throughout the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
The No Project Alternative would not achieve the
same level of community benefits or may take
substantially longer to acquire community benefits.
Further, without the guidance of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, community
benefits would not be coordinated and may not be
tailored to the community needs. The project
objective to achieve community benefits that
emphasize Downtown priorities would not be
attained without the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
Arts and Entertainment. Retain and enhance
Without the proposed Downtown Specific
existing creative assets, increase the diversity of PlanCommunity Plan, there would be no policies and
arts-related uses and programs, and facilitate the actions that specifically promote expansion of
Downtown arts and entertainment. The No Project
creation of new creative spaces, cultural
institutions, cinemas, and public art pieces in the Alternative would not expand existing creative
assets, increasing the diversity of arts-related uses
Downtown.
and programs, and facilitating the creation of new
creative spaces, cultural institutions and public art
pieces. Therefore, the project objective for arts and
entertainment would not be achieved.
Capital Improvements. Identify and provide for
Under the No Project Alternative, future land use
implementation of capital improvement projects
changes would continue to occur, but without the
and investments that are needed to ensure that
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
future demands on the Downtown’s infrastructure overarching strategy to ensure that capital
improvement projects and investments would be
will be successfully accommodated.
coordinated and planned for. Additionally, without
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, significant transportation improvements such
as the Olympic Cross-over and new east-west
connectors through the Big Blue Bus Yards large site
and Sears large GMP site would not occur.
Therefore, the project objective for capital
improvements would not be achieved to the same
extent as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
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5.5.2

Alternative #2 – Reduced Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects) Alternative

Under the Reduced Project Alternative, there would be no Tier 3 development standards for the
Downtown. New land uses in the Downtown would be limited to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s Tier 1 and Tier 2 standards, which provide maximum allowable building
heights of 50 to 60 feet and FARs of generally 2.25 to 3.5 depending on the subarea. All other
elements of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (e.g., policies, development
standards, programs, and design guidelines) would remain the same under this alternative.
Total Net New Floor area: 2.6 million sf
Mix of Uses (Net New): 1,822 residential units; 800,000 sf commercial
Overview of Potential Impacts under Reduce Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects)
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area

Air Quality

Construction
Effects

Cultural
Resources

Noise

Transportation
and Traffic

Compared to Proposed
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenario A
Scenario B
Similar
Similar

Construction
Construction activities for individual projects would
result in construction emissions that could potentially
contribute to air pollution and exceed significance
thresholds.
Operation
Total operational emissions from vehicles and energy
usage through the year 2030 would exceed SCAQMD
thresholds.
Construction activities for individual projects would
result in construction emissions that could substantially
contribute to air pollution and exceed significance
thresholds. Construction of future projects in the
Downtown would generate temporary groundborne
vibration levels that could potentially exceed
thresholds.
Individual projects could involve the demolition or
alteration of the character-defining features of
historically significant resources. Negotiated community
benefits as well as incentives for historic preservation
(e.g., funding for historic preservation) would be less
under this alternative.
Construction of future projects in the Downtown would
generate temporary groundborne vibration levels that
could potentially exceed thresholds. Impacts on
sensitive receptors from construction vibration would
be potentially significant and unavoidable.
This alternative would result in a lower amount of
growth in the Downtown than proposed under the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore,
this alternative’s impacts on intersection LOS in the
Downtown would be less than the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, impacts would
also be significant and unavoidable.
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Greater

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Less

Less
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Overview of Less than Significant Impacts with Mitigation
•

Air Quality - construction emissions and potential exposure of future residents to Toxic Air
Contaminants; mitigated through MM AQ-2 as well as MM AQ-5a and -5b.
• Biological Resource - potential impacts to nesting and roosting birds due to tree removal;
mitigated through MM BIO-1.
• Hazards and Hazardous Materials - accidental release during construction/excavation; mitigated
through MM HAZ-2a, -2b, -2c, -2d, and -2e.
• Public Services - increased demand for fire/ police protection services; mitigated through MM
PS-1 and -2.
• Utilities - water and wastewater line capacity issues/ needed upgrades; mitigated through MM U1 and U-2.
Less Than Significant Impacts Mitigated by Existing Policies/ Regulations or Not Requiring
Mitigation: Greenhouse Gas Emissions/ Climate Change; Geology and Soils; Hydrology and Water
Quality; Land Use Planning and Policies; Noise; Population, Housing, and Employment.

Attainment of Project Objectives: The Reduced Project Alternative would not fully meet a
number of project objectives. Without Tier 3 development standards and with associated reduced
floor areas, there would be significantly fewer opportunities to expand the Downtown housing
supply and meet the creative office space needs of the “Silicon Beach” community. Additionally,
there would be fewer opportunities for negotiated community benefits that are specifically
tailored to the Downtown. Under this alternative, there would be significantly fewer affordable
housing units and open space. In addition, it is unlike that many of the major transportation
investments identified in the proposed Downtown Specific would come to fruition. These include
the Olympic Cross-over as well as the new east-west connectors through the Sears and the
Downtown Station large GMP sites.
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Description of Alternative #2: Reduced Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects) Alternative
The Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the Tier 3 development standards that are
proposed under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, resulting in the potential for only
Tier 1 or Tier 2 projects to occur in the Downtown. Thus, buildings would be limited to maximum
heights of 50 to 60 feet depending on subarea, effectively reducing the amount of future land
uses in the Downtown (see Table 5-9). All other proposed goals, policies, development standards,
and programs of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would be carried
forward under the Reduced Project Alternative.
The Reduced Project Alternative is projected to result in a net new of approximately 2.6 million
sf comprised of approximately 1,822 net new residential units and 800,000 sf of net new
commercial floor area. Forecasted land use changes under the Reduced Project Alternative would
constitute an approximate 45 percent decrease from that projected under Scenario A and an
approximate 19 percent decrease from Scenario B (see Table 5-10). Due to current economic
development pressures in the City and projected amount of City growth, it is anticipated that
eliminating Tier 3 development potential in the Downtown would push future new land uses out
to more parcels, particularly in other areas of the City (e.g., boulevards). Within the Downtown,
there would be inadequate land to accommodate the forecasted development potential and as a
result, future land use changes in the Downtown would be somewhat lower than the under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Since existing LUCE policies will continue
to preserve residential neighborhoods, it is expected that the same limited level of residential
growth would occur within these neighborhoods as currently projected.
Land uses that were specifically envisioned in the Downtown, such as mixed-use residential,
hotels, and retail/restaurant, would be constrained without the Tier 3 height and development
potential allowed in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Under the Reduced
Project Alternative, it is anticipated that a greater proportion of commercial uses would be built,
since there would be less upper floors to accommodate residential uses, and the ground floor
would be occupied by retail/restaurant uses. Table 5-9 below compares the anticipated
development of the Reduced Project Alternative and the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
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Table 5-9

Development Standards – Reduced Project Alternative

Tier 1
Tier 2

Mixed-Use
Boulevard
1.5
1.75-2.25

Neighborhood
Village
1.75
3.25

Tier 1
Tier 2

32 feet
50 feet

32 feet
60 feet

Bayside
Transit
Conservation
Adjacent
1.75
1.75
3.5
3.5
Maximum Height
32 feet
32 feet
60 feet
60 feet

Ocean
Transition
1.75
2.75

Wilshire
Transition
1.5
2.25

32 feet
50 feet

32 feet
50 feet

Wilshire Transition

Promenade
Conservation
District

Alternative #2: Reduced Project Alternative – Maximum Building Height/FAR
Height
50’
60’
60’
60’
60’
Stories
3 to 4
4 to 5
4 to 5
4 to 5 4 to 5
FAR
2.25
2.75
3.00
3.00
3.00
FAR + Housing
2.25
3.25
3.25
3.50
3.50
Downtown Specific Plan: Scenario A – Maximum Building Height/FAR
Height
60’
60’
76’
84’
84’
Stories
5 to 6
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7 6 to 7
FAR
2.75
3.00
3.5
4.0
4.0
FAR + Housing
2.75
3.50
3.75
4.0
4.5
Downtown Specific Plan: Scenario B – Maximum Building Height/FAR
Height
60’
60’
76’
84’
84’
Stories
4 to 5
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7 6 to 7
FAR
2.75
2.75
3.5
4.0
3.5
FAR + Housing
2.75
3.25
4.75
4.0
4.0

Ocean Transition

Transit Adjacent
Zone

Downtown Core

Core
Neighborhood
Transition

Mixed-Use
Neighborhood

Mixed-Use
Boulevard (Lincoln
Boulevard)

vs. Downtown Specific Plan

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.25

60’
4 to 5
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.5
3.0

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.75

60’
4 to 5
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.25

60’
4 to 5
2.25
2.75

Note: The proposed Downtown Specific Plan offers Tier 3 standards and community benefits only to Mixed-Use Boulevard (Lincoln
Boulevard), Core Neighborhood Transition, Downtown Core, and Transit Adjacent Zone subarea designations
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Table 5-10

Potential Land Use Changes through 2030 for Reduced Project Alternative
and the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
Alternative #2

Land Use1
Residential (net
new units)
Commercial (net
new KSF)
Hotels
(Rooms)
TOTAL (KSF)2

Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenarios
Scenario A

Scenario B

1,822

3,024

2,326

800

1,712

895

925

1,725

974

2,623

4,736

1

3,221

Comparison of Alternative #2 to
Scenario A and B
Change from
Scenario A
-1,202
(-39.7%)
-912
(-53.3%)
-800
(-46.4%)
-2,113
(-44.6%)

Change from
Scenario B
-504
(-21.7%)
-95
(-10.6%)
-49
(-5.0%)
-598
(-18.6%)

2

Notes: All residential growth would be multi-family units; Assumes 1,000 sf/dwelling unit and 500 sf/hotel room.

Without the Tier 3 height and land use potential, it is anticipated that there would be less
opportunity for significant community benefits. For example, many of the community benefits
identified in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would likely not come to
fruition, including substantial affordable and workforce housing, public open space, cultural arts
programs/installations, historic preservation contributions, and major transportation investments
such as the new east-west connectors and I-10 Olympic Cross-over.
Potential Impacts for Key Resource Areas
Aesthetics and Visual Resources
Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the Reduced Project
Alternative would not obstruct public scenic vistas including scenic views of the Pacific Ocean
or Santa Monica Mountains since existing buildings in the Downtown currently limit or frame
such views (see Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Visual Resources). Based on
the City’s 1975 Scenic Corridors Element, locally designated scenic corridors include Ocean
Avenue, Wilshire Boulevard, and Third Street Promenade. Similar to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future land uses under this alternative would not impact these
locally designated scenic corridors within Downtown since new projects would not encroach
upon or modify these channelized views along existing roadway corridors. While building
heights under this alternative would be reduced as compared to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, the number of new buildings constructed would likely be greater since
development pressure may push future land uses out to more parcels. As a result under this
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alternative, view corridors may experience more lateral view obstruction rather than vertical
obstruction when compared to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Overall,
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than
significant.
Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees,
rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a State Scenic Highway or a locally-designated
scenic corridor?
Because no designated state scenic highways exist within or adjacent to the Downtown, and no
major changes to views would occur to Hwy 1, the Reduced Project Alternative would not have
an adverse effect on scenic highways. In addition, the local scenic corridors identified Downtown
by the City’s Scenic Corridors Element would continue to have existing channelized views of
scenic resources, such as the Pacific Ocean, Santa Monica Pier, and the Santa Monica Mountains.
The Reduced Project Alternative would implement the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards requiring building modulation as well as
requirements for building setbacks. Therefore, effects on local scenic corridors would be similar
to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, similar to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than significant.
Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and
its surroundings?
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the height and massing of new buildings in the
Downtown would be incrementally reduced as compared to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
development standards and design guidelines would ensure that new buildings in the Downtown
would have active building frontages, landscaping, pedestrian-friendly facades, increased open
space, and high quality architectural design. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than significant. However, with the
reduced development potential on Downtown sites, development pressure would push new land
uses out to more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards).
As such, visual character changes would occur over a larger geographic area.
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Would the project would create a new source of substantial light or glare, which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new land uses anticipated to
occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would generate new sources of light such as outdoor
lighting fixtures on buildings, signage and architectural lighting, and pedestrian lighting for
safety. New lighting effects would be more pronounced in the southern and eastern portion of
the Downtown, where the lighting levels are predominantly lower. With compliance with the
SMMC which regulate light and glare, new light and glare sources would not substantially affect
offsite light-sensitive receptors. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than significant.
Would shadow-sensitive uses be shaded by project-related structures?
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, maximum allowable building heights and building mass
would be reduced. These reductions could reduce potential shade and shadow impacts on nearby
shadow-sensitive uses. Therefore, shade and shadow effects resulting from the implementation
of Reduced Project Alternative would be less than under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, and would be less than significant.
Overall, visual changes under the Reduced Project Alternative would be similar and shadow
effects would be incrementally less than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Per CEQA, since the Downtown is a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use
residential, and employment center development, impacts related to aesthetics and shade,
shadows, and solar access would be less than significant.
Air Quality
Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
The Reduced Project Alternative would not conflict with implementation of the AQMP. The
Reduced Project Alternative would be consistent with the regional sustainability goals and
pollutant emissions reduction targets of the AQMP and SCAG’s 2012 2016 RTP/SCS. Similar
to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, this alternative would establish
standards and policies that would ensure the Downtown evolves into a multi-modal district that
would facilitate a reduction in future air pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally,
the Reduced Project Alternative would implement the transportation control measures that are
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utilized and assumed in AQMP’s air quality forecasts. 4 These measures includes locating jobs
and housing near transit, sustainable development, transit pass subsidy, expansion of the bicycle
network, and other TDM measures (e.g., carpools, vanpool, etc.) to reduce vehicle daily trips and
regional peak-hour traffic congestion. Further, individual projects in the Downtown would be
required to adhere to all applicable SCAQMD rules for reducing and controlling air pollutant
emissions. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant. However, as a result of reduced
development potential in Downtown, development pressure would push new land uses out to
more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With
future land uses being potentially pushed out to other areas of the City that are less accessible to
transit, VMT and associated air pollutant emissions would be potentially greater on a citywide
and regional basis.
Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
Construction - Under the Reduced Project Alternative, construction activities for new projects
occurring in the Downtown would result in construction-related air pollutant emissions. Similar
to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the potential reductions that would
result from compliance with existing City requirements and SCAQMD rules cannot be quantified
because information on construction scheduling and project size for all individual projects likely
to occur in the Downtown are not available. Without such information, it is not possible to
conclude that air pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities could be reduced to
below SCAQMD significance thresholds with mitigation. Therefore, air pollutant emissions
resulting from construction activities in the Downtown could potentially exceed SCAQMD
significance thresholds on a peak daily basis. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, construction-related impacts to air quality are conservatively concluded to
be significant and unavoidable. As compared to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in less construction and
associated air pollutant emissions in the Downtown. However, with the elimination of Tier 3
standards and reduced development potential, development pressure would push new land uses
out to more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). As

4

Appendix IV-C of the 2012 AQMP; online
February2013/AppIVc.pdf - Accessed November 2015.
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a result, construction activities and associated air pollutants could affect a larger geographic area
and impact a greater number of sensitive receptors on a citywide basis.
Operation - Land use changes anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would
generate operational emissions from both stationary and mobile sources. Under the Reduced
Project Alternative, the same sustainability and trip-reduction policies and standards included in
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would reduce operational emissions. Due
to the decrease in anticipated land use changes occurring in the Downtown, impacts to air quality
would be less than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would also be
significant and unavoidable. It should be noted that as a result of reduced development potential
in Downtown, development pressure would push new land uses out to more parcels in the
Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With future land uses being
potentially pushed out to other areas of the City that are less accessible to transit, VMT and
associated air pollutant emissions would be potentially greater on a citywide basis.
Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
CO Hotspots
As described in Section 3.4, Air Quality, anticipated future traffic volumes in either Scenario A
or Scenario B would not result in creation of CO hot spots that may affect adjacent sensitive
receptors. As traffic volumes under the Reduced Project Alternative would be less than Scenario
A of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future traffic volumes under this
alternative would also not result in CO hotspots. Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant.
Toxic Air Contaminants
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, it is anticipated that land use changes would occur on
properties within 500 feet of the I-10 freeway in the Transit Adjacent Zonesubarea. Although no
specific project details (e.g., proposed land uses, site plans) are available, future projects in this
zone may locate sensitive uses, such as residential uses, outdoor open spaces, and recreational
facilities (tennis courts, swimming pools, etc.) within 500 feet of the I-10 freeway corridor, which
receives from 76,000 to 151,000 average daily vehicle trips. The siting of future residential uses
in this area could result expose sensitive receptors to elevated levels of toxic air contaminants
from the freeway. Consistent with CARB recommendations, this potential effect could be
addressed through health risk assessments and installation of ventilation systems with advanced
filtration prior to occupancy of sensitive land uses. With MM AQ-2a and AQ-2b, this potential
impact to sensitive receptors would be reduced to less than significant.
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Would the project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future projects in Downtown
under the Reduced Project Alternative would generate operational emissions from mobile,
energy, water, waste, and land use sources. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the same
sustainability and trip-reduction policies/standards included in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would reduce operational emissions. Due to the decrease in anticipated
land use changes occurring in the Downtown, impacts to air quality would be less than the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but would also be significant and
unavoidable. It should be noted that as a result of reduced development potential in Downtown,
development pressure would push new land uses out to more parcels in the Downtown and other
areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With future land uses being potentially pushed out
to other areas of the City that are less accessible to transit, VMT and associated air pollutant
emissions would be potentially greater on a citywide basis.
Would the project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, standard construction
requirements would be imposed upon project applicants to minimize odors from construction.
Therefore, impacts associated with construction-generated odors would be less than significant.
Further, the land uses allowed under the Reduced Project Alternative would be similar to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would include a range of typical urban
uses that would not generate offensive odors. Additionally, it is expected that any projectgenerated refuse would be stored in covered containers and removed at regular intervals in
compliance with the City’s solid waste regulations. As such, the Reduced Project Alternative
would not facilitate uses that are significant sources of objectionable odors. Impacts related to
odors would be less than significant.
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Biological Resources
Would the project result in a significant impact related to biological resources if it would
interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?
Due to the urbanized character of the Downtown, the analysis of biological resources is focused
on potential impacts to the Downtown’s ornamental vegetation and urban forest that could
potentially serve as nesting and roosting sites for common urban species, such as migratory or
local birds, rodents, and raccoons. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, individual projects anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative could
potentially require the removal and/or the relocation of existing vegetation and trees and
subsequently result in a direct impact to a nesting bird and/or an occupied nest if present.
Avoidance of any potential nesting birds in accordance with the MBTA and the California Fish
and Game Code would be assured through implementation of Mitigation Measure (MM) BIO-1,
which requires avoidance of nesting birds. Under this alternative, it is anticipated that the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s standards for new open space would be
applied to increase the urban forest canopy (providing additional nesting opportunities for bird
species). Therefore, impacts would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and less than significant.
Would the project conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Trees within public right-of-ways would be protected in place in accordance with the City’s Tree
Code and UFMP. Removal of public trees would generally only be permitted for public
improvement projects and would require a tree removal permit in accordance with the City’s
Tree Code and UFMP. Therefore, impacts would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and less than significant.
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Construction Effects
Would construction of the proposed project result in considerable construction-period impacts
due to the scope or location of construction activities?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities would
occur under the Reduced Project Alternative. Although construction activities are temporary and
are common in urban environments such as the Downtown, nearby sensitive uses around a
construction site may be adversely affected by construction-related air quality, noise, and traffic
effects during the period of construction. Construction activities in the Downtown would be
reduced when compared to either Scenario A or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. However, with the elimination of Tier 3 standards and reduced
development potential in Downtown, development pressure would push new land uses out to
more parcels in the Downtown in other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). As a result,
a larger number of smaller projects and associated construction activities could affect a larger
geographic area and impact a greater number of sensitive receptors on a citywide basis.
Compliance with existing regulations and/or implementation of mitigation measures would
reduce construction-related noise and traffic impacts to a less than significant level. Without
detailed construction information for individual projects, it is not possible to conclude that air
pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities would be reduced to below SCAQMD
significance thresholds. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
construction-related emissions would still have the potential to exceed adopted SCAQMD LSTs
and construction-related air quality impacts would be anticipated to remain significant and
unavoidable. Additionally, construction projects that occur within 25 feet of, or immediately
adjacent to sensitive receptors could potentially result in vibration levels that exceed the threshold
of 0.1 in/sec. Further, the use of pile driving would have the potential to generate significant
vibration levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive receptors. Therefore, construction
groundborne vibration impacts are conservatively concluded to be potentially significant and
unavoidable.
Cultural Resources
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource
as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?
The City’s existing regulatory framework including the City‘s Landmark and Historic District
Ordinance (Chapter 9.36 of the SMMC), and its regulations governing demolition would
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continue to address the protection of the City’s cultural and historic resources. Under the Reduced
Project Alternative, implementation of the same historic preservation development standards and
strategies as the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, such as the potential
establishment of the Promenade Conservation Districtan NCOD, would provide for greater
protection of historic structures in the Downtown (e.g., HP Action 1). Even with the City’s
stringent regulatory framework that provide for protection of historical resources and proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s historic preservation standards, individual projects
could inevitably involve the demolition or alteration of the character-defining features of
historically significant resources. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, future land use changes occurring under the Reduced Project Alternative
could directly and/or indirectly impact historic resources. It should be noted that while
eliminating the Tier 3 development standards may reduce the potential for indirect impacts on
nearby historic structures (e.g., height/massing compatibility issues), it is anticipated that there
would be fewer community benefits including funds for historic preservation. Impacts on historic
resources would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and also
significant and unavoidable.
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines?
Would the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or
unique geological feature?
Potential impacts of this alternative on archaeological and paleontological resources would be
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan since excavation during
construction would occur in a similar manner. With incorporation of MM CR-1 as well as MM
CR-3a and -3b and MM CR-4a and -4b, impacts to archaeological and paleontological resources
would be reduced to less than significant.
Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change
Would the project generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the construction of new land
uses under the Reduced Project Alternative would result in temporary construction-related GHG
emissions. Such emissions are difficult to quantify as the details of construction, design/size, and
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timing of each future project to occur in the Downtown is unknown. Construction-related
emissions anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would vary on an annual
basis. Based on the projected amount of net new floor area by 2030, total construction-related
greenhouse gas emissions in the Downtown under the Reduced Project Alternative would be less
than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Due to the decrease in anticipated land use changes occurring in the Downtown, long-term GHG
emissions associated with operation of future land uses in the Downtown would be reduced as
compared to those forecasted for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
However, as a result of the elimination of Tier 3 standards and reduced development potential in
Downtown, development pressure would push new land uses out to more parcels in the
Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With future land uses being
potentially pushed out to other areas of the City that are less accessible to transit, VMT and
associated GHG emissions would be potentially greater on a citywide basis. Similar to the
proposed Downtown Specific, operational GHG emissions for the Reduced Project Alternative
would not exceed the threshold of 6.6 MT CO2e/year per service population. Therefore, impacts
would be less than significant.
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?
The Reduced Project Alternative would implement the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s vision of supporting and enhancing the Downtown as a multi-modal
district that is fully integrated with the Downtown Station of the Expo LRT. New buildings in
the Downtown would be required to adhere to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards for pedestrian-orientation and sustainability. Additionally, this alternative
would include a coordinated circulation plan, including sidewalk connections that would enhance
multi-modal relationships. However, as a result of the elimination of Tier 3 standards and reduced
development potential in Downtown, development pressure would push new land uses out to
more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With
future land uses being potentially pushed out to other areas of the City that are less accessible to
transit, VMT and associated GHG emissions would be potentially greater on a citywide basis.
Overall, the Reduced Project Alternative would not further sustainability and GHG reduction
goals to the same extent as the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Specifically,
by reducing housing potential in the transit-rich Downtown, this alternative would be less aligned
with the GHG goals and policies established in the LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, Climate Action
Plan, AB 32 and SB 375; SCAG’s RTP/SCS, and the State Attorney General, Office of Planning
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and Research and Climate Action Team. While impacts would be greater than the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than significant since existing
LUCE policies would ensure that future land uses in the Downtown would not conflict with GHG
goals.
Geology and Soils
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from rupture of a known earthquake fault as delineated on the
most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the state Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death, from strong seismic ground shaking?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from landslides?
Would the project result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
Would the projects be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onsite or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Would the project be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform
Building Code (1994), thereby creating substantial risks to life or property?
Geological impacts are generally site-specific; therefore, potential impacts related to geology and
soils under the Reduced Project Alternative would be similar to those for the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. All new buildings would be required to adhere to the most current
and stringent building standards of the SMMC and SMBC, which adopts CBC standards by
reference with local amendments. Adherence to the SMMC and SMBC requirements would
ensure the maximum practicable protection available for all structures constructed within
Downtown. Additionally, individual projects would be required to prepare a site-specific
geotechnical investigation in accordance with City requirements and incorporate
recommendations from the site-specific geotechnical investigation for site preparation, grading,
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backfill, and foundations design into the project design. Therefore, similar to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts related to geology and soils would be less
than significant.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future land uses anticipated
to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would be consistent with the types of uses that
currently occur in the Downtown, which include a broad range of commercial (e.g., restaurant,
retail, office, entertainment/cinema, hotel, etc.), residential, and civic uses. These land uses could
utilize limited quantities of potentially hazardous materials consisting of typical household
maintenance products (e.g., paints, fuels/lubricants, cleaning solvents, adhesives, sealers,
pesticides/herbicides). These potentially hazardous materials are common in urban areas and
already occur in the Downtown. The limited transport, storage, and disposal of hazardous
materials is subject to applicable federal, state, and local regulations to reduce the risk of
accidental spills, leaks, fire, or other hazardous conditions. Therefore, impacts with regard to
hazards and hazardous materials under the Reduced Project Alternative would be similar to those
described under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would be reduced
to less than significant.
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment from activities at
a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5?
Future projects in the Downtown would involve demolition as well as grading and excavation
activities that could potentially result in the accidental release of hazardous materials.
Construction workers and the public could be exposed to lead and asbestos that are present within
older structures to be demolished. Asbestos, lead, or other hazardous material would be removed
and disposed of prior to demolition, in compliance with all pertinent regulations for the handling
of such waste including SCAQMD Rule 1403 (asbestos) and Title 8, Industrial Relations, of the
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California Code of Regulation. Risks of accidental release of hazardous materials in groundwater
or soil on contaminated sites would be mitigated on an individual project basis through
implementation of MM HAZ-2a through -2e. Therefore, impacts with regard to hazards and
hazardous materials under the Reduced Project Alternative would be similar to those described
under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would be reduced to less than
significant.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Would the project violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?
Would the project otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Would the project create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing
or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted
runoff?
Existing regulations such as the NPDES and the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance require
that new projects implement LID BMPs and prepare Urban Runoff Mitigation Plans to reduce
urban polluted runoff. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, new projects would be required to
comply with existing stormwater runoff regulations and development standards similar to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan for new open space and greater stormwater
pollution mitigation, resulting in beneficial effects on water quality. Therefore, impacts to water
quality standards and waste discharge would be similar under the Reduced Project Alternative,
and would be less than significant.
Would the project substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of
the local groundwater table level?
Although future projects anticipated to occur under this alternative would potentially require
groundwater dewatering and potentially increase the use of groundwater supplies, it would not
substantially deplete groundwater supplies. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, compliance with existing regulations and plans regarding dewatering
would ensure groundwater dewatering impacts would be less than significant.
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Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation onsite or offsite?
Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
flooding onsite or offsite?
The Downtown is already highly urbanized and as such, anticipated land use changes occurring
as a result of the Reduced Project Alternative would not increase runoff or substantially alter
drainage patterns. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, runoff
would be routed to the same treatment facilities and storm drains as under existing conditions.
Additionally, Chapter 7.10.050 of the SMMC would further reduce runoff by requiring new
projects to infiltrate, store and reuse for non-potable purposes, or evapotranspire runoff water or
alternatively pay an urban runoff reduction fee. Projects east of 4th Street would be prohibited
from infiltrating runoff water due to proximity to the Palisades Bluffs and instead, would be
required to pay the urban runoff reduction fee. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, it is
anticipated that the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards
that would provide for increased open space (i.e., permeable surfaces) would apply to future
projects, increasing the amount of pervious surfaces and reducing urban runoff. Therefore,
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts to drainage patterns
and runoff would be similar and less than significant.
Land Use and Planning Policies
Would the project physically divide an established community?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the Reduced Project
Alternative would not physically divide an established community as it would not introduce land
uses that would physically or functionally conflict with existing land uses. Therefore, impacts
related to the division of an established community would be less than significant.
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Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating
an environmental effect?
The Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate the Tier 3 development standards that are
proposed under the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, resulting in the potential for only
Tier 1 or Tier 2 projects to occur in the Downtown. Therefore, future development on individual
sites would be limited to maximum permitted building heights of between and 50 to 60 feet
depending on subarea, with associated reductions in overall development (refer to Table 5-9).
This alternative would be less effective at achieving the sustainability policies and strategies set
forth in SCAG’s RTP/SCS to tie land use changes to transit, maximize the productivity of the
transportation system, encourage better placemaking, improve access and mobility, and create
walkable communities to reduce VMT and associated GHG emissions. As the most transit-rich
area of the City served by the Big Blue Bus and the Expo LRT in the future, supporting a mix of
land uses in the Downtown is important for preserving neighborhoods, achieving sustainability
goals, and meeting housing demand. The Reduced Project Alternative would limit new land uses
in proximity to transit and therefore, would not support the SCAG RTP/SCS to the same extent
as the project.
Further, this alternative would not fully implement LUCE goals and policies to the same extent
as the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Without the Tier 3 height and land
use potential, it is anticipated that there would be a substantial reduction in opportunities to
acquire community benefits from new projects. Reductions in such benefits may include lower
levels of affordable housing, reduced peripheral parking, limited public art and historic
preservation opportunities, and less open space. Further, it is likely that the major community
benefits identified in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would not come to
fruition, including larger public open spaces and transportation network investments such as the
new east-west roads and I-10 Olympic Cross-over. With fewer community benefits, this
alternative would be less effective at achieving LUCE policies and goals.
Further, the core principal of the LUCE is to integrate land use and transportation to manage
growth sustainably while minimizing the negative impacts of new land uses on existing
neighborhoods. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the development potential for focusing
new land uses (particularly housing) near transit in the Downtown would be substantially
reduced. As a result, development pressure would likely be pushed out to other areas of the City
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(particularly areas that are less accessible to transit), which would hinder implementation of the
LUCE principle to preserve existing neighborhoods.
Additionally, without Tier 3 standards, there would be fewer opportunities to provide affordable
housing to meet the City’s housing needs. Consequently, loss of Tier 3 development opportunity
may increase the difficulty of implementing the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan Policy
HED Action 1 to prioritize affordable housing as a community benefit. Overall, the elimination
of Tier 3 standards would result in lower levels of affordable housing production and would make
it more difficult to achieve LUCE goals for community benefits and tying land use changes to
transit in the Downtown to preserve neighborhoods.
Therefore, land use consistency impacts would be incrementally greater than those described for
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but would still be considered less than
significant.
Neighborhood Effects
Would the project have considerable effects on the neighborhood?
As described above, an important principle of the City’s LUCE is to preserve existing residential
neighborhoods by focusing land use changes near the Expo LRT and away from the
neighborhoods. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements this LUCE
principle by creating opportunities for mixed-use residential development with incentives for
housing near the Downtown Station for the Expo LRT, thus redirecting residential market
pressure away from existing neighborhoods. The Reduced Project Alternative would eliminate
Tier 3 standards and reduce the development potential for new land uses (particularly housing)
near transit in the Downtown. As a result, development pressure would likely be pushed out to
other areas of the City that are less accessible to transit, which would hinder implementation of
the LUCE principle to preserve existing neighborhoods. Therefore, neighborhood impacts could
be potentially greater under the Reduced Project Alternative and would be potentially significant
and unavoidable.
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Noise
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities
anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would have the potential to generate
temporary construction-related noise impacts that could affect nearby sensitive receptors.
Construction noise levels on a peak daily basis would be similar to those estimated and described
for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, with the reduced
development potential in Downtown, development pressure could push new land uses out to
more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). As such,
construction activities could spread out to a greater geographic area and affect a larger number
of sensitive receptors on a citywide basis. However, construction activities would be temporary
and would only occur for the duration of construction, and are not anticipated to occur at a level
that would cause significant impacts to sensitive receptors or damage to buildings. Additionally,
adherence to the City’s Noise Ordinance standards would reduce construction-related noise
impacts to less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
For typical construction activities occurring within 25 feet of sensitive receptors, caisson drilling
could generate vibration levels reaching 0.089 in/sec at the receptors. If construction occurs
closer within 25 feet or immediately adjacent to sensitive receptors, vibration levels could
potentially exceed the threshold of 0.1 in/sec. Further, the use of pile driving would have the
potential to generate significant vibration levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive
receptors. Therefore, construction groundborne vibration impacts are conservatively concluded
to be potentially significant and unavoidable.
Daily operation of land uses anticipated to occur in the Downtown would not generate excessive
levels of groundborne vibration. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, industrial or commercial
uses (e.g., airports, waste facilities, etc.) in the Downtown which would generate ongoing
groundborne vibration would not be permitted. Operational groundborne vibration impacts
would be less than significant.
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Would the proposed project result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
As described in Section 3.14, Noise, a doubling of traffic volumes is necessary to result in a noise
level increase of 3 dBA, which is barely perceptible to most people. Anticipated future traffic
volumes in either Scenario A or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific planCommunity
Plan would not increase roadway noise levels by 3 dBA or more. Therefore, since Downtown
traffic volumes in for the Reduced Project Alternative would be less than those described for the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, increased roadway noise levels under this
alternative would also not be perceptible. Similarly, noise from operational sources, such as large
HVAC systems and commercial delivery operations, would be reduced through compliance with
the noise standards in the SMMC and LUCE. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, operational noise and vibration of this alternative would be less
than significant.
Would the proposed project result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, special events or other
temporary activities under the Reduced Project Alternative would cause an increase in ambient
noise levels in the Downtown. Prior to any special event conducted within Downtown, applicants
would be required to obtain a permit from the City‘s Special Events Office, whose permitting
process takes into account the hours of operation of the potential event in order to minimize the
potential impact to nearby sensitive receptors. In addition, these types of events already occur
periodically under existing conditions within the Downtown and would continue to occur under
the Reduced Project Alternative. Therefore, impacts relating to temporary or periodic noise
increases to onsite or offsite sensitive would be less than significant.
Population, Housing, and Employment
Would the proposed project induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)?
Land use changes anticipated to occur the Reduced Project Alternative would result in an
estimated 1,822 net new units and 0.8 million sf of commercial space by 2030 in the Downtown.
This level of growth could result in a projected population increase of 2,514 new residents and
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creation of approximately 2,088 new jobs by 2030. 5 This growth would be approximately 22
percent and 17 percent less than under the Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, respectively, and approximately 40 percent and 55 percent less than
Scenario A of the Plan, respectively.
Housing
As of January 2015, there were approximately 51,976 existing residential units in the City. Land
use changes anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative could result in up to
approximately 1,822 net new residential units. This housing growth would represent an increase
of approximately 3.5 percent from the existing citywide housing inventory of 51,976 residential
units. The Reduced Project Alternative would result in less housing than Scenario A and Scenario
B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
As stated in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment, the City has a high demand for
housing, due in large part to those working in the City’s “Silicon Beach” creative industries.
Additionally, with the operation of the Expo LRT beginning in 2016, housing demand in the City
is anticipated to grow further, and new housing in the Downtown is essential for accommodating
anticipated demand and expanding housing choice. The Reduced Project Alternative would result
in fewer residential units in the Downtown and a likely reduction in the diversity of housing types
and as such, would not fully meet the City’s goal to address citywide housing demand and
housing shortage.
Further, the community has identified affordable housing as an important community benefit to
be provided in the Downtown. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, there would be less
housing and consequently, less deed-restricted affordable housing. Therefore, the Reduced
Project Alternative would provide less housing diversity and would be less likely to
accommodate various affordability levels of the City’s workforce. Even so, housing growth
impacts under this alternative would be less than significant.
Population
As described in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment based on the most recent
population estimates, the City has an existing residential population of 92,987 residents. The

5

Estimated population growth assumes existing household size of 1.38 residents per household in the Downtown
(Census Tract 7019.2) per the Census. Employment generation was quantified based on applying the existing factor
of 2.61 jobs per thousand square feet in the Downtown.
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construction of 1,822 net new residential units under the Reduced Project Alternative would
increase the Downtown population by approximately 2,514 new residents by 2030, compared to
4,173 new residents under Scenario A or 3,210 under Scenario B. 6 Therefore, population growth
impacts would be less than Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
impacts to population growth under this alternative would be less than significant.
Table 5-11

Alternative #2: Reduced Project Alternative Housing and Population

Alternative/Scenario

New Housing by 2030

Population Growth

Alternative #2
Scenario A
Scenario B

1,822
3,024
2,326

2,514
4,173
3,210

Note: The jobs-to-housing ratio in the City of Santa Monica is based on the addition of jobs and housing associated with
each scenario and the existing 2010 housing stock of 50,912 units and 2012 employment figure of 79,444 jobs.

Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, this alternative would not be
anticipated to displace substantial amounts of housing or existing residents. Based on a review
of existing parcels in the Downtown and the fact that almost all of the existing residential uses in
the Downtown are of newer construction, land use changes would be anticipated to occur almost
entirely on sites developed with older commercial, retail, office, or service uses. Much of the
anticipated land use changes would be concentrated around the Downtown Station for the Expo
LRT at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue, some of which would occur on developable land that
has been set aside by the City for this purpose.
It should be noted however that under the Reduced Project Alternative, the potential for providing
new land uses (particularly housing) near transit in the Downtown would be substantially
reduced. As a result, development pressure would likely be pushed out to more parcels and other
areas of the City, which would increase the potential for housing and population displacement.
However, it is not anticipated that the displacement of housing or population would not be
substantial given the City’s existing neighborhood protection policies and standards. In limited

6 Estimated population growth assumes existing household size of 1.38 residents per household in the Downtown
(Census Tract 7019.2) per the Census.
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cases where residential tenants may be displaced, they would receive relocation assistance per
Chapter 4.36 of the SMMC. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Public Services
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts,
in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives
for fire protection services?
Future land use changes anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would
increase the resident population in the Downtown by 2,514 new residents. In addition,
development of an estimated 925 hotel rooms would increase the visitor populations in
Downtown, with retail and entertainment patrons adding to this visitor increase in population.
The increase in residential and visitor population would result in an increased demand for public
services.
Fire Protection
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the forecasted amount of growth in the Downtown would
be less than that under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As such, the
increase in future demand for fire protection services would be less than the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As discussed in Section 3.16, Public Services, the SMFD has
already begun planning for construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 with additional space for
expanded staff and equipment as well as improved amenities for the SMFD and the public. The
environmental impacts of this new fire station have been fully analyzed in an adopted Mitigated
Negative Declaration (State Clearinghouse No. 2012081025). The construction of this new fire
station would ensure that future needs of the Downtown would be met. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
Police Protection
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the anticipated amount of growth in the Downtown
would be less than that under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The
increase in future demand for police protection services would be less when compared with the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Increases in the residential and
commercial/visitor populations in the Downtown would incrementally increase the demand for
SMPD services. As discussed in Section 3.16, Public Services, the SMPD prepares a 5-year
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Staffing Plan approved by the City Council which addresses departmental budget, staffing, and
equipment needs. This 5-year Staffing Plan allows for SMPD to determine any increases in police
resources and equipment if needed. The SMPD is funded through general fund revenues and pier
fund revenues generated by property, sales and transient occupancy taxes, all of which are
expected to increase in proportion to the new commercial and hotel uses within the Downtown.
Such revenues would be used by the SMPD to hire additional officers and purchase equipment
to maintain or improve SMPD service levels over time to meet changing demands. Therefore,
this impact would be less than significant.
Public Schools
Based on the anticipated amount of growth, increases in student enrollment at Santa MonicaMalibu Unified School District under the Reduced Project Alternative would be less than the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As with the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, new projects would be subject to payment of developer fees to the
SMMUSD. Pursuant to Government Code Section 65995.5, payment of developer fees
constitutes full mitigation on impacts to school. Therefore, impacts would be less than
significant.
Libraries
Due to the growing use of electronic resources, new residential uses in the Downtown area do
not immediately equate to an increase in total volumes or square feet of library space and new
residents are anticipated to only incrementally increase demand for library services and facilities.
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, library use would be expected
to incrementally increase under the Reduced Project Alternative due to resident population
growth. The demand for library services and resources would be less than the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan due to the reduction in anticipated growth. As
analyzed in Section 3.16, Public Services, the Downtown library and the recent addition of a Pico
neighborhood branch would help absorb the increased demand and prepare the system for future
demand. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Parks and Recreation
The Reduced Project Alternative would increase the demand for parks and recreational facilities
in the Downtown; however, such demand would be less than the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan due to the reduction in anticipated growth. As such, impacts of this
alternative on parks and recreational facilities would be less than those anticipated under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, this alternative would eliminate
the Tier 3 standards in the Downtown, resulting in fewer community benefit opportunities. As a
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result, it is anticipated that there would be significantly fewer opportunities to acquire major
community benefits such as significant public open space including plazas and parklets. 7
Therefore, while the Reduced Project Alternative would result in a reduction in recreational
demand, it would also limit opportunities for creating new public open space. Overall, impacts
would be similar and also less than significant.
Utilities
Water
Would the project require or result in the construction of new water facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
New land uses anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would increase water
demand. Based on water demand factors, it is estimated that new land uses anticipated to occur
under the Reduced Project Alternative would potentially increase water demand by an estimated
452,633 gals/day (507.0 AFY) by 2030. This amount is substantially less that the 724,326 gals/day
(811.3 AFY) of water demand projected under Scenario A and incrementally less than the 484,344
gals/day (542.5 AFY) of water demand projected under Scenario B. Payment of fair-share
mitigation fee for the installation of new water lines as required by MM U-1 would reduce
impacts to water infrastructure to less than significant.

Reduced
Project

Table 5-12

Increased Water Demand under Alternative #2

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
1,822 units
925 rooms
231,000 sf
29,900 sf

Water Demand Factor2
124 gal/unit/day
130 gal/room/day
0.15 gal/sf/day
0.10 gal/sf/day

Demand Increase2
225,928 gals/day
120,250 gals/day
3,465 gals/day
2,990 gals/day
452,633 gals/day
(507.0 AFY)

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated increase in water demand was calculated using demand factors from the April 2010 Final Environmental
Impact Report for the Santa Monica LUCE. Estimates do not take into account water conservation factors.
Source: City of Santa Monica 2010a (this source used for the water demand factors).

7 A parklet is an expansion of the sidewalk into one or more on-street parking spaces to create people-oriented
places. Parklets introduce new streetscape features such as seating, planting, bicycle parking, or elements of play.
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Would the project have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
As previously stated, water demand for the Reduced Project Alternative would be less than the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Increases in water demand would be within
the City’s average annual or drought year supplies, including both local groundwater supplies
and imported water. Planned expansion of the City’s well fields in the Santa Monica
Groundwater Basin and expansion of treatment facilities would enhance the City’s groundwater
supplies. Further, water conservation programs as well as the City’s application of sustainable
building practices would continue to limit increases in water demand. Therefore, impacts on
water supplies would be less than significant.
Wastewater
Would the project exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, wastewater produced by new
land uses anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would meet RWQCB
requirements through treatment at the Hyperion Treatment Plant. This treatment plant utilizes
full secondary treatment and has recently been upgraded to reduce by 95 percent the amount of
wastewater solids going into Santa Monica Bay. In addition, the implementation of wastewater
BMPs required by the SMMC would also help meet wastewater quality treatment standards.
Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Would the project require or result in the construction of new wastewater facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, land changes anticipated to
occur under this alternative would increase the amount of wastewater transported by the sewer
system in the Downtown by approximately 441,130 gals/day. This amount is substantially less that
the 878,550 gallons per day (0.88 mgd) of wastewater generated under Scenario A and the
approximately 596,400 gallons per day (0.60 mgd) of wastewater generated under Scenario B.
Impacts to sewage treatment facilities would be less than significant as projected increases in
sewage flows would be within treatment and collection system capacities of the Hyperion
Treatment Plant.
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Reduced
Project

Table 5-13

Wastewater Generation under Alternative #2

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
1,822 units
925 rooms
231,000 sf
29,900 sf

Water Generation Factor2
150 gal/unit/day
150 gal/room/day
0.10 gal/sf/day
0.20 gal/sf/day

Estimated Flow2
273,300 gals/day
138,750 gals/day
23,100 gals/day
5,980 gals/day
441,130 gals/day

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated flow was calculated using wastewater generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (Appendix
D). These factors are based on the various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

As discussed in detail in Section 3.17, Utilities, a number of sewer lines within and adjacent to
the Downtown are operating at or near design and operational capacity. Future land uses under
this alternative would generate less wastewater than the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, but would also contribute to the need for replacement and upgrade of the
sewer lines. Application of MM U-4 would reduce impacts to less than significant.
Solid Waste
Would the project be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
The City is currently developing its new Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan, intended to
identify the new policies, programs, and infrastructure that will enable the City to reach its Zero
Waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030. These efforts will further reduce per capita waste
generation, thereby reducing both existing waste generation in the City and expected waste
generation from the proposed Reduced Project Alternative. The forecast amount of land use
changes (i.e., net new floor) under the Reduced Project Alternative would be less than the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As such, the anticipated waste generation
for the Reduced Project Alternative would be approximately 1,953 tons per year, less than
Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Given the
existing sufficient capacity of solid waste facilities combined with the City’s plans and policies
to reduce waste generation (e.g., Zero Waste Plan), this impact would be less than significant.
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Reduced
Project

Table 5-14

Solid Waste Generation under Alternative #2

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Retail1
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
1,822 units
925 rooms
231,000 sf
29,900 sf

Water Generation Factor2
4 lbs/unit/day
2 lbs/room/day
0.006 gal/sf/day
0.006 gal/sf/day

Estimated Waste2
7,288 lbs/day
1,850 lbs/day
1,386 lbs/day
179 lbs/day
10,703 lbs/day
(1,953.3 tons/yr)

Notes:
1 The “Retail” category includes retail, grocery retail, and theater, while the “Office” category includes office and creative
office.
2 The estimated flow was calculated using wastewater generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (Appendix
D). These factors are based on the various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

Would the project comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?
The City has met and exceeded its goals for waste diversion, as defined in the City‘s Sustainable
City Plan, achieving a diversion rate of 77 percent (or disposal rate of 4.9 pounds/per person/day).
The City is currently implementing its new Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan, intended to
identify the new policies, programs, and infrastructure that will enable the City to reach its Zero
Waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030 (or a diversion rate of 1.1 pounds/per person/day).
These efforts will further reduce per capita waste generation. Individual projects in the
Downtown would be required to comply with all applicable solid waste regulations in effect at
the time of operation, including SMMC Section 5.08.400—Solid Waste Diversion. Therefore,
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, no impacts would occur.
Energy
Would the project result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of energy during
project construction, operation, or maintenance?
New land uses anticipated to occur under the Reduced Project Alternative would incrementally
increase demand for regional electric and natural gas production and distribution facilities. These
facilities are operated and maintained by private utility companies that plan for anticipated
growth and expand as needed to meet demand, consistent with applicable local, state, and federal
regulations. The forecasted amount of land use changes (i.e., net new floor) under the Reduced
Project Alternative would be less than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
As such, the anticipated energy demand for the Reduced Project Alternative would be less than
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Impacts to natural gas and electric
services would be less than significant.
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Transportation and Circulation
Would project construction activities materially interfere with the area traffic flow, cause unsafe
conditions, or introduce substantial truck traffic through a residential area?
Under this alternative, construction-related traffic associated with future projects would
incrementally contribute to congestion and disruption of travel routes within Downtown. While
each future project’s contribution would be temporary and vary depending on scale/size of the
project, construction activities would periodically affect circulation in the Downtown.
Application of MM T-1 would reduce this impact to less than significant.
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the
circulation system, including but not limited to intersections streets, highways and freeways?
Future development under this alternative would be subject to the transportation and circulation
standards, policies, and programs proposed under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan (e.g., expanded TDM Program). However, the Reduced Project Alternative
would eliminate the Tier 3 development standards in the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, reducing the total forecasted amount of new land uses in the Downtown
compared to either Scenario A or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. As a result of reduced development potential in Downtown, development
pressure would push new land uses out to more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the
City (e.g., along the boulevards). With future land uses being potentially pushed out to other
areas of the City that are less accessible to transit, the number of P.M. peak hour trips, daily VMT
and VMT per capita could be potentially greater on a citywide basis relative to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Further, with elimination of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s Tier 3
development standards, the Reduced Project Alternative would result in fewer community
benefits. As such, it is unlikely that the major transportation investments identified in the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (e.g., the east-west connectors through the
Big Blue Bus Yards large site and the Olympic Cross-over) would come to fruition. In addition,
the program to expand public parking around the periphery of Downtown to reduce trips into the
core may also become infeasible or be only partially implemented, due to the loss of Tier 3
projects. Such transportation investments would be costly and involves substantial amounts of
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private property acquisition; it is unclear if these could be achieved absent the level of community
benefits that could be provided under the proposed Downtown Specific Plan’s Tier 3 incentives.
Therefore, under the Reduced Project Alternative, circulation and mobility may not be as
substantially improved within the Downtown as compared to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. However, as with the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts
would be less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in a decrease in LOS of affected intersections according to
thresholds summarized in Table 3.18-4?
Even though the number of citywide P.M. peak hour trips could be higher under the Reduced
Project Alternative, it is projected that there would be fewer intersection impacts in the
Downtown based on the LOS criteria since there would be less land uses in the Downtown.
Although the anticipated LOS at study area intersections would be slightly improved relative to
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future traffic anticipated to occur by
2030 would also result in a significant and unavoidable impact on intersections. This is partially
due to the fact that a number of intersections in the Downtown, particularly those at gateway
entry locations, already have poor LOS conditions on weekends – thus, even modest amounts of
increased traffic would trigger a significant impact.
As previously discussed, this alternative would reduce development potential in Downtown,
pushing new land uses out to more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g.,
along the boulevards). With future land uses being potentially pushed out to other areas of the
City that are less accessible to transit, the number of P.M. peak hour trips, daily VMT and VMT
per capita could be potentially greater on a citywide basis relative to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Additionally as discussed, with elimination of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s Tier 3 development standards, the major transportation investments identified in the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (e.g., the east-west connectors through the
Big Blue Bus Yards large site and the Olympic Cross-over) as well as the program to expand
public parking around the periphery of Downtown would not occur. Therefore, under the
Reduced Project Alternative, circulation and mobility may not be as substantially improved
within the Downtown as compared to the plan. As a result, even with the reduction in traffic
volumes in the Downtown, intersection LOS could be potentially the same (or even greater) in
certain areas of the Downtown.
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Would the proposed project exceed either individually or cumulatively, a level of service
standard established by the county Congestion Management Agency for designated roads or
highways?
As analyzed in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, none of the analyzed CMP arterial
monitoring intersections were found to be significantly impacted during the peak hours by Scenario
A or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Under the Reduced
Project Alternative, impacts on CMP arterials monitoring intersections would similarly be less than
significant.
Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?
The Reduced Project Alternative would support adopted policies, plans, and programs supporting
alternative transportation, but to a lesser extent than the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. This alternative would carry the forward the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s standards and policies that promote the enhancement and expansion of
Downtown’s pedestrian, bicycle, and public transit facilities. Further, this alternative would
require that new land uses provide building setbacks and bicycle storage/parking. However,
without the Tier 3 height and land use potential, it is anticipated that there would be less
opportunity for community benefits, including those for public transit. It is likely that the major
transportation improvements identified in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would not come to fruition, such as the proposed east-west connectors through the Big Blue
Bus Yards and Downtown Station large GMP sites and Big Blue Bus Yards site. Even so, this
alternative would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative
transportation and therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Attainment of Project Objectives
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, the attainment of key project objectives may be
hampered. This alternative would eliminate the Tier 3 standards in the Downtown, resulting in
fewer opportunities to acquire community benefits. As discussed below, the loss of major
community benefits such as transportation investments, public open space, public parking,
substantial affordable housing, and funds for historic preservations may limit attainment of a key
project objectives.
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Project Objective
Pedestrian-Friendly District. Ensure that
Downtown is a walkable, mixed-use district with
pedestrian enhancements that create successful
gathering places, a more attractive and safe
public realm, and access to multiple travel
choices and destinations for people of all ages
and abilities.

Housing. Ensure that the Downtown includes
incentives to provide an array of housing
opportunities that can accommodate a diverse
range of housing needs including affordable,
senior, family, workforce, middle income, and
market rate housing.

Public Realm. Create successful gathering
places that respect and enhance the Downtown’s
unique character and preserve access to light
and air.

Sustainability. Require that new projects in the
Downtown be designed to achieve the highest
level of sustainability feasible, by incorporating
green building standards as adopted in the City’s
Green Building Ordinance and
transportation/circulation measures that would
help the City achieve greenhouse gas reduction
targets as well as water self-sufficiency and zero
waste goals.

Historic Preservation and District Character.
Preserve the historic resources of Downtown and
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Ability for Alternative to Achieve Objective
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that call for a
pedestrian friendly district. New buildings would
be required to provide the building setbacks and
open space specified. Further, this alternative
would continue to promote an active, balanced
mix of uses in the Downtown District with
pedestrian-friendly frontage. The Reduced
Project Alternative would achieve the project
objective to ensure a pedestrian-friendly
Downtown.
Under this alternative, the housing potential in
the Downtown would be reduced. In effect, there
would be less affordable housing and diversity of
housing options. Overall, the Reduced Project
Alternative would not achieve the project
objective for housing to the same extent as the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that call for
improvements to the public realm. New land uses
would be required to provide the building
setbacks and open space specified. However,
while the Reduced Project Alternative would
achieve the primary goals of the public realm
objective, there would likely be reductions in the
creation of parklets, plazas, and public major
open spaces under this alternative.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
sustainability, including green building standards.
Additionally, this alternative would include a
coordinated circulation plan, including sidewalk
connections that will enhance multi-modal
relationships. However, as a result of the
elimination of Tier 3 standards and reduced
development potential in Downtown,
development pressure would push new land
uses out to more parcels in the Downtown and
other areas of the City (e.g., along the
boulevards). With future land uses being
potentially pushed out to other areas of the City
that are less accessible to transit, VMT and
associated GHG emissions would be potentially
greater on a citywide basis. Overall, the Reduced
Project Alternative would not achieve the
sustainability objective to the same extent as the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
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Project Objective
support and celebrate the Downtown’s rich
history and character.

Multi-Modal Transportation Network. Provide
for improvements to the multi-modal circulation
network that successfully integrates the Expo
Light Rail and enhance circulation, mobility, and
connectivity for all modes of transportation to
maximize person capacity, address vehicle
congestion, minimize conflict between modes,
and minimize VMT while achieving citywide goals
of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips and GHG
emissions reduction.

Open Space. Promote a well-connected open
space network in the Downtown through a
strategy that includes the addition of new parks
and plazas as well as enhanced pedestrian
sidewalks, pathways and esplanades; and
revitalization of existing private owned public
space.

Economic Sustainability and Diversity.
Promote a diverse and sustainable Downtown
economy, with a balance of uses that provide
jobs and housing, support visitor-serving uses,
support the continuity of local businesses, and
offers opportunities for new investment to meet
the needs of the emerging industries.
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Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
historic preservation, such as the potential
establishment of the Promenade Conservation
District a NCOD and standards for heightened
review of historic resources. However, by
eliminating the Tier 3 development standards, it
is anticipated that there would be fewer
community benefits including funds for historic
preservation. Overall, the Reduced Project
Alternative would not achieve the historic
preservation objective to the same extent as the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.
This alternative would carry the forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that promote the
enhancement and expansion of Downtown’s
pedestrian, bicycle, and public transit facilities.
Further, this alternative would require that new
land uses provide pedestrian-friendly building
frontages and bicycle storage/parking. However,
without the Tier 3 height and land use potential, it
is anticipated that there would be less
opportunity to acquire community benefits,
including circulation and public transit
improvements. It is likely that the major
community benefits identified in the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
not come to fruition, such as the proposed eastwest connector through the Big Blue Bus Yards
and Downtown Station large GMP sites and Big
Blue Bus Yards site. Overall, the Reduced
Project Alternative would not achieve the multimodal transportation network objective to the
same extent as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would provide
for open space. However, without the Tier 3
height and land use potential, it is anticipated
that there would be less opportunity to acquire
community benefits, including significant public
open space. Therefore, the Reduced Project
Alternative would not achieve the open space
objective to the same extent as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
economic sustainability and diversity. However,
without the Tier 3 height and land use potential,
there would be less jobs and housing
opportunities to support the Downtown economy.
Therefore, the Reduced Project Alternative would
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Project Objective

Community Benefits. Provide opportunity for
community benefits that emphasize Downtown’s
priorities, such as significant circulation and
network improvements that improve mobility,
increased cultural opportunities, privately owned
public open space, affordable and workforce
housing, and historic preservation.

Arts and Entertainment. Retain and enhance
existing creative assets, increase the diversity of
arts-related uses and programs, and facilitate the
creation of new creative spaces, cultural
institutions, cinemas, and public art pieces in the
Downtown.

Capital Improvements. Identify and provide for
implementation of capital improvement projects
and investments that are needed to ensure that
future demands on the Downtown’s infrastructure
will be successfully accommodated.
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not achieve the economic objective to the same
extent as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that support
community benefits, including transportation
improvements, cultural arts, open space,
affordable housing, and historic preservation.
However, without the Tier 3 height and land use
potential, it is anticipated that there would be less
opportunity to acquire community benefits
including significant transportation improvements
such as the Olympic Cross-over and new eastwest connectors through the Big Blue Bus Yards
large site and Sears large GMP site and the Big
Blue Bus Yards site. Therefore, the Reduced
Project Alternative would not achieve the
community benefits objective to the same extent
as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
creative arts and cultural uses. However, without
the Tier 3 height and land use potential, it is
anticipated that there would be less opportunity
to acquire community benefits, including public
art pieces and cultural institutions. Therefore, the
Reduced Project Alternative would not achieve
the arts and entertainment objective to the same
extent as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, future
land use changes would not occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s overarching strategy to ensure that capital
improvement projects and investments would be
coordinated and planned for. Additionally, without
the Tier 3 height and land use potential, it is
anticipated that there would be less opportunity
to acquire community benefits including
significant transportation improvements such as
the Olympic Cross-over and new east-west
connectors through the Big Blue Bus Yards large
site and Sears large GMP site and the Big Blue
Bus Yards GMP site. Therefore, the Reduced
Project Alternative would not achieve the capital
improvements objective to the same extent as
the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
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5.5.3

Alternative #3 – 4th/5th Streets One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative

The 4th/5th Streets One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would carry forward the same
policies, development standards, programs, and design guidelines as the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but would propose different circulation improvements for the
Downtown. Specifically, this alternative proposes contra-flow bus lanes and turnouts and new
one-way streets along segments of 4th and 5th Streets between Wilshire Boulevard and Colorado
Avenue.
Total Net New Land Use: 4.73 million sf (Scenario A) or 3.22 million sf (Scenario B)
Mix of Uses: 3,024 residential units and 1,712,000 sf commercial (Scenario A) or 2,326
residential units and 895,000 sf commercial (Scenario B)
Overview of Potential Impacts under Alternative #3
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area

Construction
Construction activities for individual projects would result
in construction emissions that could potentially contribute
to air pollution and exceed significance thresholds.
Operation
Total operational emissions from vehicles and energy
usage through the year 2030 would exceed SCAQMD
ambient air quality standards.
Construction Construction activities for individual projects would result
in construction emissions that could substantially
Effects
contribute to air pollution and exceed significance
thresholds. Additionally, construction of future projects in
the Downtown would generate temporary groundborne
vibration levels that could potentially exceed thresholds.
Impacts on sensitive receptors from construction vibration
would be potentially significant and unavoidable.
Individual projects could involve the demolition or
Cultural
alteration of the character-defining features of historically
Resources
significant resources.
Construction of future projects in the Downtown would
Noise
generate temporary groundborne vibration levels that
could potentially exceed thresholds. Impacts on sensitive
receptors from construction vibration would be potentially
significant and unavoidable.
Transportation The one-way streets segments would result in motorist
confusion and increase automobile speeds on the
and Traffic
streets, resulting in negative effects on pedestrian,
bicyclist, and transit users. Further, this alternative would
increase VMT and may draw more traffic to the 5th Street
corridor at the future 5th Street/Expo LRT at-grade
crossing as well as at the terminus intersections of the
one-way streets.
Air Quality
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Overview of Potential Impacts under Alternative #3
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area

Compared to Proposed
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenario A
Scenario A

Overview of Less than Significant Impacts with Mitigation
• Air Quality - construction emissions and potential exposure of future residents to Toxic Air
Contaminants; mitigated through MM AQ-2 as well as MM AQ-5a and -5b.
• Biological Resource - potential impacts to nesting and roosting birds due to tree removal;
mitigated through MM BIO-1.
• Hazards and Hazardous Materials - accidental release during construction/excavation;
mitigated through MM HAZ-2a, -2b, -2c, -2d, and -2e.
• Public Services - increased demand for fire/ police protection services; mitigated through MM
PS-1 and -2.
• Utilities - water and wastewater line capacity issues/ needed upgrades; mitigated through MM U1 and U-2.
Less Than Significant Impacts Mitigated by Existing Policies/ Regulations or Not Requiring
Mitigation: Greenhouse Gas Emissions/ Climate Change; Geology and Soils; Hydrology and Water
Quality; Land Use Planning and Policies; Noise; Population, Housing, and Employment.

Attainment of Project Objectives: Implementation of the 4th/5th Street One-Way Streets
Circulation Plan would include similar land uses, policies and development standards to the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan with changes to the Downtown transportation network.
Therefore, this alternative would meet some of the objectives of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. However, the objective to improve the multi-modal circulation network
and enhance circulation, mobility, and connectivity for all modes of transportation would not be
achieved to the same extent as the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Reconfiguration of
4th Street and 5th Street to one-way streets would not effectively balance all transportation modes
nor would it minimize conflicts between modes or reduce VMT. Further, this alternative would
not meet the objective of creating a pedestrian friendly Downtown District, as the increased
automobile speeds on the one-way streets could create safety concerns and a more uninviting
pedestrian environment.
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Description of Alternative #3
The 4th/5th Streets One-Way Streets
Circulation Plan Alternative would
carry forward the same policies,
development standards, programs, and
design guidelines as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. Both Scenario A and Scenario B
of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would remain
unchanged under this alternative. This
alternative would include all proposed
Under the 4th/5th Streets One-Way Circulation Plan
multi-modal and trip reduction Alternative, segments of both 4th and 5th Streets would be
converted to one-way streets and contra-flow bus lanes (i.e.,
strategies proposed under the proposed opposite
of traffic direction) would be installed to improve
transit
operations;
bike path improvements could also be
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
included.
Plan, which are comprised of a series of
physical and operational improvements to the existing transportation network in Downtown. This
alternative would convert two existing streets in the Downtown (i.e., 4th Street and 5th Street) to
new one-way streets with dedicated bus transit facilities (see Figure 5-3). The 4th/5th Streets OneWay Circulation Plan Alternative would provide:
•

4th Street one-way southbound between Wilshire Boulevard and Colorado Avenue with
two-way traffic from Colorado to I-10 Freeway

•

5th Street one-way northbound between Wilshire Boulevard and Colorado Avenue
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•

Contra-flow bus lanes separated by curbs or bollards on 4th Street and 5th Street
(eliminates potential for right-turn/pedestrian conflicts to impact bus lane) 8
o Northbound contra-flow bus lane on 4th Street from Wilshire Boulevard to
Colorado Avenue
o Southbound contra-flow bus lane on 5th Street from Wilshire Boulevard to
Broadway

•

On-street parking removal along one side of the street to provide contra-flow bus lanes
on 4th Street and 5th Street

•

Southbound off-street bus loading zone on Sears property along 4th Street

•

Bus layover and kiss-n-ride on Big Blue Bus Yards large site

•

Southbound curb bus loading zone on 5th Street and northbound curb bus zone loading
on 4th Street at Downtown Station large GMP site

•

Redirect some bus routes to the new Downtown Station large GMP site

The proposed contra-flow bus lanes would provide exclusive bus access on northbound 4th Street
and southbound on 5th Street, and would be combined with conversion of 4th Street and 5th Street
to a one-way couplet with one-way northbound vehicular (i.e., automobiles and trucks) and
bicycle travel on 5th Street and one-way southbound vehicular (i.e., automobiles and trucks) and
bicycle travel on 4th Street.
Conversion of the 4th Street and 5th Street corridors to one-way operations and contra-flow bus
operations would not alter the potential future land use changes in the Downtown forecasted for
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Only limited improvements within
existing paved road rights-of-way such as construction of limited new roadway infrastructure
(e.g., curbs and bollards), restriping, signage and wayfinding mechanisms, signalization, and
other traffic control installations would be required. Therefore, most environmental impacts (with
the exception of impacts to noise, air quality and particularly transportation and circulation), are
anticipated to be similar to those described for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan in Section 3.0, Environmental Impact Analysis and Mitigation. Impacts associated with

8

In contra-flow bus lanes, buses would move in the opposite direction of vehicular, truck and bicycle traffic flow.
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noise and air quality are briefly described below followed by a more detailed discussion of
impacts related to transportation and circulation.
Air Quality
Under this alternative, land use development scenarios and associated overall trip generation
and construction levels would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. As such, effects related to overall Downtown construction emissions, generation of odors,
and exposure of new residents to toxic particulates would be similar to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, impacts relative to pollutant concentrations along 4th
Street and 5th Street would incrementally change as discussed below. Would the project expose
sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Construction - Under this alternative, construction activities would remain similar to the
proposed Project, with the exception that short-term road improvement related construction
would increase temporarily along 4th Street and 5th Street. Such construction would be localized
and would not involve heavy excavation or extensive use of haul trucks; impacts would be less
than significantsignificant and unavoidable.
Operation - Changes in vehicular and bus traffic patterns would incrementally alter projected air
pollutant emissions along 4th Street and 5th Street and possibly adjacent streets. One-way streets
do not provide the most direct routes to destinations, often requiring drivers to navigate around
the block to get to their destination. Thus, the use of one-way streets would increase the average
driving distance between origin and destination (i.e., VMT). This could result in greater pollutant
emissions. Impacts would be greater than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
and would be potentially significant.
Noise
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities
anticipated to occur under the 4th/5th Streets One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would
have the potential to generate temporary construction-related noise impacts that could affect
nearby sensitive receptors. Construction noise levels on a peak daily basis would be similar to
those estimated and described for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, with
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the exception of additional construction noise along 4th Street and 5th Street for the proposed
roadway improvements. However, construction activities would be temporary and would only
occur for the duration of construction, and are not anticipated to occur at a level that would cause
significant impacts to sensitive receptors or damage to buildings. Additionally, adherence to the
City’s Noise Ordinance standards would reduce construction-related noise impacts to less than
significant.
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
Proposed minor roadway improvements to reconfigure 4th Street and 5th Street are not anticipated
to require deep excavation. Further, construction of major foundations and use of pile drivers and
other equipment with high vibration levels would not be required. Similarly, daily operation of
buses and vehicular traffic along these streets would result in only an incremental increase
operational vibration when compared to the mix of buses, cars, and trucks that would operate
along 4th and 5th Street under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore,
construction and operational groundborne vibration impacts associated with this alternative
would be less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
As described in Section 3.14, Noise, a doubling of traffic volumes is necessary to result in a noise
level increase of 3 dBA, which is barely perceptible to most people. One-way streets do not
provide the most direct routes to destinations, often requiring drivers to navigate around the block
to get to their destination. Thus, the implementation of one-way streets under this alternative
would increase the average driving distance between origin and destination (i.e., VMT) and
associated roadway noise levels. However, the increase in travel would not be significant enough
to cause a doubling of traffic volumes on the streets. Consequently, roadway noise levels would
not increase by 3 dBA or more. Therefore, noise impacts, while incrementally greater than the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, would be less than significant.
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Transportation and Circulation
Would project construction activities materially interfere with the area traffic flow, cause unsafe
conditions, or introduce substantial truck traffic through a residential area?
Under this alternative, construction-related traffic associated with future projects would
incrementally contribute to increased congestion and disruption of travel routes within
Downtown. While each future project’s contribution would be temporary and vary depending on
the scale/size of the project, construction activities would periodically affect circulation in the
Downtown. In addition, roadway improvements would be required for this alternative on 4th and
5th Street, and would involve construction of limited new roadway infrastructure, restriping,
signage and wayfinding mechanisms, signalization, and other traffic control installations; these
additional construction activities would slightly increase construction-related traffic impacts.
With implementation of MM T-1, which would require individual projects to prepare a
Construction Impact Mitigation Plan that would address construction traffic routing and control,
vehicular and pedestrian safety, pedestrian/bicycle access and parking, street closures,
construction parking on a development-by-development basis, construction-traffic impacts
would be reduced to less than significant.
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the
circulation system, including but not limited to intersections streets, highways and freeways?
Future projects under the 4th/5th Streets One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would be
subject to the same development standards (e.g., FAR, maximum height, etc.) and land use
policies proposed under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, this
alternative would not change the anticipated land use forecasts of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan and as such, the number of P.M. Peak Hour Trips forecasted in
the City by 2030 would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
However, street operations would be affected by the one-way configuration.
The one-way street operation for 4th Street and 5th Street would require a greater level of
intervention on the Downtown’s street system. The introduction of one-way streets in the
Downtown would result in greater motorist confusion as drivers try to navigate to their
destination(s). Consequently, there would be a higher potential for conflicts with pedestrians or
other vehicles. This is particularly problematic for Downtown, which is a popular destination for
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out-of-town visitors who are not familiar with the transportation network. Drivers are more likely
to be distracted as a result of one-way streets and there may be a greater potential for conflicts
with pedestrians since vehicles are not approaching an intersection in a standard fashion.
Converting 4th Street and 5th Street to one-way would require effective wayfinding and a high
level of driver alertness to detect and understand signage. Additionally, the one-way streets may
prevent drivers from approaching their destination from the most efficient direction.
Additionally, one-way streets do not provide the most direct routes to destinations, often
requiring drivers to navigate around the block to get to their destination. Thus, the use of oneway streets would increase the average driving distance between origin and destination.
Consequently, corridor travel time, VMT, and associated citywide vehicle GHG would increase
relative to Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Further, one-way streets are designed to move vehicles through the transportation network faster
– which can result in increased automobile speeds that create potential safety concerns and an
uninviting environment for pedestrians and bicyclists. Pedestrians also prefer crossing two-way
streets since drivers tend to travel more slowly on them and vehicular conditions and movements
are more predictable since autos are approaching intersection in a more standard fashion.
In terms of effects on transit, one-way street networks can also cause confusion for transit riders.
On two-way streets, transit riders can easily locate the transit stop for a return trip – in almost all
cases, the bus stop is located across the street. On one-way networks, however, the stop for the
return trip is usually on another street, which may confuse visitors and cause them to get lost.
One-way streets are also undesirable for transit users as it increases the distance of routes.
Would the proposed project result in a decrease in LOS of affected intersections according to
thresholds summarized in Table 3.18-4?
The 4th/5th Streets One-Way Circulation Plan Alternative would reconfigure 4th Street as oneway southbound and 5th Street as one-way northbound with dedicated transit lanes in the
Downtown.
With respect to circulation and LOS in the Downtown grid, this alternative would potentially
result in increased congestion at intersections on 4th Street and 5th Street where one-way streets
meet with the east-west boulevards and avenues. For example, the one-way streets and contraflow lane intersections with Colorado Avenue could draw more traffic (including intensified bus
transit operations) to the 5th Street corridor and result in increased congestion at the 5th
Street/Expo LRT at-grade crossing and near the Big Blue Bus Yard large site. The one-way
streets would increase VMT by creating indirect routes (i.e., driving around the block to get to
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your destination). Overall, the 4th/5th Streets One-Way Circulation Plan Alternative would change
travel patterns around the Downtown, shifting traffic impacts from some intersections to other
intersections. In general, peak hour congestion is anticipated to increase under this alternative at
the terminus intersections of the one-way streets at Wilshire Boulevard and Colorado Avenue.
Additionally, the one-way street operation would require a heightened level of complex and
targeted transportation engineering and design, signal timing strategies, and coordination of
multi-modal improvements on the City’s street system. The improvements would involve
construction of new roadway infrastructure, restriping, signage and wayfinding mechanisms,
signalization, and other traffic control installations to ensure the contra-flow system integrates
with multi-modal infrastructure within the existing public right-of-way. 9 These changes to the
existing street network in Downtown could result in increased motorist confusion and wayfinding
inefficiencies.
In summary, overall impacts to intersection levels of service would be greater than the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Impacts of future traffic volumes at impacted
intersections under this alternative would remain significant and unavoidable.
Would the proposed project exceed either individually or cumulatively, a level of service
standard established by the county Congestion Management Agency for designated roads or
highways?
Under this alternative, the number of peak hour trips would not differ from the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As analyzed in Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation, none of the analyzed CMP arterial monitoring intersections were found to be
significantly impacted by Scenario A or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, impacts on CMP designated facilities would be less than
significant.

9

This alternative would not involve property or easement acquisition to expand the public right-of-way.
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Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?
With the one-way operations on the 4th Street and 5th Street corridors, there is also a potential for
wider sidewalks through increased building setbacks and/or bike lane enhancements, as well as
potentially more on-street parking in some places along the corridor under this alternative. Under
this alternative, improvements to signal timing, improved crossing facilities, and clear traffic
controls related to the one-way street routing would be installed for pedestrian and bicycle safety
and the increased separation from vehicles. However, one-way streets are designed to move
vehicles through the transportation network faster – which can result in increased automobile
speeds that could create safety concerns and an uninviting environment for pedestrians and
bicyclists. Pedestrians also prefer crossing two-way streets since drivers tend to travel more
slowly on them and vehicular conflicts are more predictable with less driver distraction.
In terms of effects on transit, the dedicated contra-flow bus lanes under the 4th/5th Streets OneWay Circulation Plan Alternative would provide increased transit person-carrying capacity and
would improve transit travel times. The potential efficiencies gained by the one-way traffic flow
are intended to offset increased vehicular congestion that would otherwise occur if the bus lanes
were implemented by simply reducing the number of traffic lanes. However, one-way street
networks can also cause confusion for transit riders. On two-way streets, transit riders can easily
locate the transit stop for a return trip – in almost all cases, the bus stop is located across the
street. On one-way networks, however, the stop for the return trip is usually on another street,
which may confuse visitors and cause them to get lost. One-way streets are also undesirable for
transit users as it increases the distance of routes.
Consequently, impacts on pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit under this alternative would be greater
than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan but would be less than significant.
Attainment of Project Objectives
The 4th/5th Streets One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would carry forward the same
policies, development standards, programs, and design guidelines as the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, this alternative would meet some of the objectives of
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, the objective to improve the
multi-modal circulation network and enhance circulation, mobility, and connectivity for all
modes of transportation would not be achieved to the same extent as the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As analyzed above, the 4th/5th Streets One-Way Streets
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Circulation Plan Alternative would increase the potential for intersection congestion, driver
confusion, and inefficiencies in wayfinding within the Downtown. Further, reconfiguration of 4th
Street and 5th Street to one-way streets would result in negative effects on pedestrians, bicyclists,
and transit users and as such, would not effectively balance all transportation modes and would
not minimize conflicts between these modes. In addition, one-way streets would increase VMT
and associated GHG by creating indirect routes and creating an environment that is more difficult
to navigate. Further, this alternative would not contribute to the objective of a pedestrian friendly
Downtown District. This alternative would distract from pedestrian enhancements with increased
automobile speeds that could create safety concerns and an uninviting pedestrian environment.
Overall, this alternative would not meet the project objectives to the same extent as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
5.5.4

Alternative #4 – Expanded One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative

The Expanded One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would include the same
development standards and design guidelines as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, but would provide a different package of circulation improvements
including a more comprehensive one-way streets configuration (including the reconfigurations
described for Alternative #3 as well as number of others) as well as contra-flow bus lanes and
cycle tracks on certain streets.
Total Net New Land Use: 4.73 million sf (Scenario A) or 3.22 million sf (Scenario B)
Mix of Uses: 3,024 residential units and 1,712,000 sf commercial (Scenario A) or 2,326
residential units and 895,000 sf commercial (Scenario B)
Overview of Impacts of Expanded One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative
Compared to Proposed
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenario A
Scenario B
Construction
Similar
Similar
Air Quality
Construction activities for individual projects
would result in construction emissions that could
potentially contribute to air pollution and exceed
significance thresholds.
Operation
Similar
Greater
Total operational emissions from vehicles and
energy usage through the year 2030 would
exceed SCAQMD ambient air quality standards.
Construction activities for individual projects
Similar
Similar
Construction
would result in construction emissions that could
Effects
potentially contribute to air pollution and exceed
significance thresholds. Additionally, construction
of future projects in the Downtown would
generate temporary groundborne vibration levels
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Overview of Impacts of Expanded One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative
Compared to Proposed
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenario A
Scenario B
that could potentially exceed thresholds. Impacts
on sensitive receptors from construction vibration
would be potentially significant and unavoidable.
Individual projects could involve the demolition or Similar
Similar
Cultural
alteration of the character-defining features of
Resources
historically significant resources.
Construction of future projects in the Downtown
Similar
Similar
Noise
would generate temporary groundborne vibration
levels that could potentially exceed thresholds.
Impacts on sensitive receptors from construction
vibration would be potentially significant and
unavoidable.
The one-way streets segments would increase
Greater
Greater
Transportation
automobile speeds on the streets, resulting in
and Traffic
negative effects on pedestrian, bicyclist, and
transit users. Further, the one-way streets
segments would result in additional intersection
congestion and citywide VMT.
Overview of Less than Significant Impacts with Mitigation
• Air Quality - construction emissions and potential exposure of future residents to Toxic Air
Contaminants; mitigated through MM AQ-2 as well as MM AQ-5a and -5b.
• Biological Resource - potential impacts to nesting and roosting birds due to tree removal;
mitigated through MM BIO-1.
• Hazards and Hazardous Materials - accidental release during construction/excavation;
mitigated through MM HAZ-2a, -2b, -2c, -2d, and -2e.
• Public Services - increased demand for fire/ police protection services; mitigated through MM
PS-1 and -2.
• Utilities - water and wastewater line capacity issues/ needed upgrades; mitigated through MM U1 and U-2.
Less Than Significant Impacts Mitigated by Existing Policies/ Regulations or Not Requiring
Mitigation: Greenhouse Gas Emissions/ Climate Change; Geology and Soils; Hydrology and Water
Quality; Land Use Planning and Policies; Noise; Population, Housing, and Employment.

Attainment of Project Objectives: Implementation of the Expanded One-way Streets Circulation
Plan Alternative would include similar land uses, policies and development standards to the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan with changes to the Downtown transportation network.
Therefore, this alternative would meet some of the proposed project objectives through
implementation of the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan land uses, policies and actions.
However, the objective to improve the multi-modal circulation network and enhance circulation,
mobility, and connectivity for all modes of transportation would not be achieved to the same
extent as the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Reconfiguration of the network
to one-way streets would not effectively balance all transportation modes nor would it minimize
conflicts between modes or reduce VMT. Further, this alternative would not meet the objective
of creating a pedestrian friendly Downtown district, as the increased automobile speeds on the
one-way streets could create safety concerns and a more uninviting pedestrian environment.
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Description of Alternative #4
Under the Expanded One-way Streets
Circulation Plan Alternative, the policies,
standards, and program/actions proposed
under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan would continue to
be implemented as currently proposed.
Both Scenario A and Scenario B would
remain unchanged under this alternative.
One-way Street Circulation Plan
This alternative would also include all trip Under the Expanded
Alternative, 4th Street would be converted to a one-way
reduction strategies included in the southbound with a northbound contra-flow bus lane
installed to improve transit operations; bike path
proposed
Downtown
Specific improvements would also be included in the form of cycle
PlanCommunity Plan, which are tracks on Santa Monica Boulevard, Arizona Avenue, and
2nd Street.
comprised of a series of physical and
operational improvements to the existing transportation network in Downtown. This Expanded
One-Way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would convert six existing streets in the
Downtown to new one-way streets with additional bus transit enhancements, and bicycle lanes
(see Figure 5-4). This alternative would include additional transit and circulation facilities that
increase person capacity. The Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would
provide the following:
East/west streets would be configured as follows:
•

Broadway eastbound only between Ocean Avenue and Lincoln Boulevard with a twoway cycle track for bicycles located on the northern part of the street and a dedicated bus
lane on the southernmost lane.

•

Santa Monica Boulevard westbound only between Lincoln Boulevard and Ocean Avenue
with a dedicated bus lane in the northernmost lane.

•

Arizona Avenue eastbound only between Ocean Avenue and 7th Street with a two-way
cycle track for bicycles in the southern most lane. (Between 7th Street and Lincoln
Boulevard where the street transitions back to bidirectional, bicycle lanes would be
included on both sides of the street running with traffic.)

North/south streets would be configured as follows:
•

2nd Street would be northbound only between Colorado Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard
and would include a two-cycle track for bicycles in the westernmost lane.
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•

4th Street would be southbound only between Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway and
would include a contra-flow bus lane in the easternmost lane. 10

•

5th Street would be northbound only between Broadway and Wilshire Boulevard. Unlike
the 4th/5th Streets One-Way Circulation Plan Alternative, 5th Street would not have a
dedicated contra-flow bus lane under this alternative.

•

6th Street and 7th Street would remain bidirectional as would 4th Street and 5th Street for
the segment between Colorado Avenue and Broadway to accommodate transit
circulation.

The proposed contra-flow bus lane would provide exclusive bus access on northbound 4th Street
and would be combined with conversion of 4th Street to a one-way southbound configuration.
The Expanded One-way Circulation Plan Alternative would include all proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan policies and actions and continue the City’s existing LUCE
circulation and land use policy framework. However, it should be noted that LUCE Policy D9.1
called for the conservation of a two-way roadway configuration in the Downtown. Conversion
of 2nd, 4th and 5th Streets and Broadway, Santa Monica Boulevard, and Arizona Avenue corridors
to one-way operations with contra-flow bus as well as implementation of wider sidewalks and/or
bike lane enhancements as part of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, would
not substantially alter potential future development within these corridors or the surrounding
vicinity as compared to the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, all non-traffic
related impacts (with the exception of air quality, land use and planning policies, neighborhood
effects, noise and transportation and circulation) are anticipated to be similar to those described
for the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan as described in Section 3.0, Environmental
Impact Analysis and Mitigation. A brief summary of the transportation/circulation effects of the
Expanded One-way Circulation Plan Alternative is provided below.
Air Quality
Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Construction - Under this alternative, construction activities would be similar to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, with the exception that short-term road improvement-

10

Contraflow bus lanes include buses moving in the opposite direction of other vehicular traffic in dedicated lanes.
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related construction would increase temporarily, particularly along 4th Street. Such construction
would be localized and would not involve heavy excavation or extensive use of haul trucks;
impacts would be less than significant.
Operation - Changes in vehicular and bus traffic would incrementally alter emissions patterns on
the converted streets and possibly adjacent streets. One-way streets do not provide the most direct
routes to destinations, often requiring drivers to navigate around the block to get to their
destination. Thus, the use of one-way streets would increase the average driving distance between
origin and destination (i.e., VMT). This could result in greater pollutant emissions. Therefore,
impacts would be greater than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and would
be potentially significant.
Land Use and Planning Policies
Would the project physically divide an established community?
Land use and planning policy impacts under this alternative would remain similar relative to
either Scenario A or Scenario B under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Potential levels of 2030 future land uses would remain the same as under either Scenario A or
Scenario B along with proposed policies and actions governing land use and urban design. The
Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would utilize an existing network within
an established community; therefore, this alternative would not physically divide an established
community.
However, this alternative would not enhance community connections, particularly with respect
to the multi-modal network for Downtown. As described below, the conversion of streets to oneway would not result in a balanced transportation network and would potentially result in
additional crashes among modes. Although this alternative would provide more bicycle and
transit linkages within the Downtown District with the inclusion of additional bus lanes on 4th
Street, Broadway, and Santa Monica Boulevard and bicycle lanes on 2nd Street and Arizona
Avenue, implementation of this alternative would result in vehicle displacement. Further, this
alternative would result in potential wayfinding issues and motorist confusion including
increased vehicle trip lengths as vehicles have to travel indirectly on the one-way streets to reach
their destination. Additionally, the one-way streets under this alternative would likely be treated
more as through-ways, which would potentially change the character and nature of access to
neighborhoods in proximity to Broadway, Santa Monica Boulevard, Arizona Avenue, and 2nd,
4th, and 5th Streets. This conflicts with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
goals for placemaking in the public realm, to encourage walking, social gathering, and a vibrant
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community destination. This alternative also conflicts with LUCE policy D9.1 which identified
Downtown streets as part of the open space network with two-way operations. Therefore, impacts
would be greater - nevertheless, this alternative would not physically divide a community and
impacts would remain less than significant.
Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating
an environmental effect?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, this alternative would not
conflict with the provisions, goals and policies within the California Coastal Act and SCAG’s
20122016-2035 2040 RTP/SCS and Compass Growth Visioning Principles. This alternative
would provide dedicated bus transit and bike facilities that move people and provide access in
the Coastal Zone. This alternative would provide new street improvements, transit facilities, and
the same package of connections as well as TDM measures that foster trip reduction goals.
However, the proposed Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would not be
entirely consistent with the sustainability, multi-modal, and transportation goals and policies of
the LUCE. Due to increased motorist confusion and restricted access routes to destinations in the
Downtown (i.e., following the one-way streets, rather than taking the route with the shortest
distance), implementation of the Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would
increase trip length, causing autos to pass through more Downtown intersections. As a result, this
alternative would incrementally increase citywide VMTs (see Appendix B) and associated GHG
emissions relative to Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. This alternative would also conflict with LUCE Policy D9.1 that calls for
streets in the Downtown to be an integral part of the open space through multiple strategies
including maintaining two way street circulation. Therefore, land use impacts would be
incrementally greater than those described for Scenario A and Scenario B of the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan but would remain less than significant.
Neighborhood Effects
Would the project have considerable effects on the neighborhood?
Conversion of six street corridors to one-way operations, the inclusion of bus lanes and bicycle
lanes, are the core proposal of this Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative, as
well as implementation of wider sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and other street enhancements. This
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alternative would not be anticipated to substantially change the potential for future land uses
within these corridors or within the surrounding vicinity. The greatest difference in neighborhood
effects is the character change of the streets to a vehicle thoroughfare.
The one-way street operations would require a greater level of intervention (e.g., signage) on the
City’s street system and could potentially result in more wayfinding issues and motorist
confusion. However, these corridors would be treated more as thorough-fares, which would
potentially change the character and nature of access to neighborhoods in proximity to Broadway,
Santa Monica Boulevard, Arizona Avenue, and 2nd, 4th, and 5th Streets. The character change
would conflict with the LUCE Policy D9.1 regarding street character. Further, the increased
automobile speeds on the one-way streets would affect the pedestrian environment and livability
of the Downtown district.
Overall, implementation of the Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would
cause neighborhood effects that would be incrementally greater to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Even so, neighborhood effects would be less than significant.
Noise
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities
anticipated to occur under the Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would
have the potential to generate temporary construction-related noise impacts that could affect
nearby sensitive receptors. Construction noise levels on a peak daily basis would be similar to
those estimated and described for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, with
the exception of short-term road improvement-related construction noise, particularly along 4th
Street. However, construction activities would be temporary and would only occur for the
duration of construction, and are not anticipated to occur at a level that would cause significant
impacts to sensitive receptors or damage to buildings. Additionally, adherence to the City’s Noise
Ordinance standards would reduce construction-related noise impacts to less than significant.
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Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
Proposed minor roadway improvements to reconfigure the streets under this alternative are not
anticipated to require deep excavation. Further, construction of major foundations and use of pile
drivers and other equipment with high vibration levels would not be required. Similarly, daily
operation of buses and vehicular traffic along these roads would result in only an incremental
increase operational vibration when compared to the mix of buses, cars, and trucks that would
operate along these streets under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Therefore, construction groundborne vibration impacts associated with such roadway
construction would be less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
As described in Section 3.14, Noise, a doubling of traffic volumes is necessary to result in a noise
level increase of 3 dBA, which is barely perceptible to most people. One-way streets do not
provide the most direct routes to destinations, often requiring drivers to navigate around the block
to get to their destination. Thus, the implementation of one-way streets under this alternative
would increase the average driving distance between origin and destination (i.e., VMT) and
associated roadway noise levels. The increase in travel would not be significant enough to cause
a doubling of traffic volumes on the streets. Consequently, roadway noise levels would not
increase by 3 dBA or more. Therefore, operational noise impacts (while incrementally greater
than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan) would be less than significant.
Transportation and Circulation
Would project construction activities materially interfere with the area traffic flow, cause unsafe
conditions, or introduce substantial truck traffic through a residential area?
Construction
Under this alternative, construction-related traffic associated with future projects would
incrementally contribute to increased congestion and disruption of travel routes within
Downtown. While each future project’s contribution would be temporary and vary depending on
the scale/size of the project, construction activities would periodically affect circulation in the
Downtown. In addition, roadway improvements would be required for this alternative, and would
involve construction of new roadway infrastructure, restriping, signage and wayfinding
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mechanisms, signalization, and other traffic control installations; these additional construction
activities would slightly increase construction-related traffic impacts. With implementation of
MM T-1, which would require individual projects to prepare a Construction Impact Mitigation
Plan that would address construction traffic routing and control, vehicular and pedestrian safety,
pedestrian/bicycle access and parking, street closures, construction parking on a developmentby-development basis, construction-traffic impacts would be reduced to less than significant.
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the
circulation system, including but not limited to intersections streets, highways and freeways?
Future projects under this alternative would be subject to the same development standards (e.g.,
FAR, maximum height, etc.) and land use policies proposed under the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore, this alternative would not change the anticipated land use
forecasts of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and as such, the number of
citywide P.M. peak hour trips forecasted in the City by 2030 would be the same as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
However, the expanded one-way street operation for Downtown would require a greater level of
intervention on the City’s street system. The introduction of one-way streets in the Downtown
would result in greater motorist confusion as drivers try to navigate to their destination(s). This
is particularly problematic for Downtown, which is a popular destination for out-of-town visitors
who are not familiar with the transportation network. Consequently, there would be a higher
potential for conflicts with pedestrians or other motorists. Converting the existing two-way
streets to one-way would require effective wayfinding and a high level of driver alertness to
detect and understand signage. Additionally, one-way network may prevent drivers from
approaching their destination from the most efficient direction.
Further, one-way streets are designed to move vehicles through the transportation network
faster – which can result in increased automobile speeds that create a more dangerous and
uninviting environment for pedestrians and bicyclists. Pedestrians also prefer crossing two-way
streets since drivers tend to travel more slowly on them and vehicular conditions and movements
are more predictable with less driver distraction.
In terms of effects on transit, one-way street networks can also cause confusion for transit riders.
On two-way streets, transit riders can easily locate the transit stop for a return trip – in almost all
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cases, the bus stop is located across the street. On one-way networks, however, the stop for the
return trip is usually on another street, which may confuse visitors and cause them to get lost.
Additionally, one-way streets do not provide the most direct routes to destinations, often
requiring drivers to navigate around the block to get to their destination. Thus, the use of oneway streets would increase the average driving distance between origin and destination. Although
a similar number of citywide trips would be generated by the 2030 forecasted land uses, estimated
daily VMT would increase incrementally due to increased round-the block travel to access
destinations along the one-way corridors. On a citywide basis, there would be an incremental
increase in daily VMT with a greater increase on VMT within the focused downtown area.
Effects on travel times in the 15 LUCE corridors would be similar to those for Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan Scenario A.
Table 5-15

Comparison of VMT per capita for the Expanded One-Way Streets
Alternative and the Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan

DSP Scenario A
DSP Scenario B
Alternative #4: Expanded One-Way Streets
(Scenario A)
Alternative #4: Expanded One-Way Streets
(Scenario B)

Daily VMT
2,116,200
2,108,600

VMT per capita
9.7
9.7

2,122,000

9.7

2,114,500

9.8

Source: Fehr & Peers 2015. Refer to Appendix B.

Would the proposed project result in a decrease in LOS of affected intersections according to
thresholds summarized in Table 3.18-4?
With respect to circulation and LOS in the Downtown grid, this alternative features modification
to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan to convert a number of Downtown
streets into one-way streets and provide new two-way cycle tracks and dedicated bus transit lanes.
As shown in Table 7-8 in Appendix B, this alternative is projected to result in significant traffic
impacts at 16 and 15 intersections for Scenario A and B, respectively. This compares to 16 and
13 intersections expected to be impacted by the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan for Scenario A and Scenario B.
The one-way street operation would also require a greater level of intervention on the City’s
street system and could result in more wayfinding issues, round-the-block travel, and motorist
confusion. The increased trip distance resulting from out of direction travel on one-way streets
would increase VMT and the number of intersections that a motorist must use to reach their
destination. The potential roadway speed advantages of one-way streets is offset by increased
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intersection demand and distance resulting in similar LOS impacts with Scenario A and increased
LOS impacts from Scenario B.
There would be increased turning movements at the termini of the one-way street segments, such
as northbound motorists on 4th Street turning right onto Broadway and then left onto 5th Street to
continue traveling north, increased left- and right-turns from northbound 5th Street onto Wilshire
Boulevard, increased left-turns from westbound Wilshire Boulevard to southbound 4th Street,
increased turns from eastbound Broadway onto Lincoln Boulevard, and increased turns from
Lincoln Boulevard to westbound Santa Monica Boulevard.
The dedicated contraflow bus lane on northbound 4th Street between Broadway and Wilshire
Boulevard would provide increased transit person-carrying capacity along the 4th Street corridor
and would improve transit travel times. The cycle tracks on Arizona Avenue, Broadway, and 2nd
Street would substantially improve safety and comfort for bicyclists and there is the potential for
wide sidewalks along the one-way corridors. However, one-way streets are designed to move
vehicles through the network faster – which can result in increased vehicle speeds that create
potential safety concerns and uninviting conditions for people walking and biking. Pedestrians
also prefer crossing two-way streets since drivers tend to approach more slowly, vehicle conflicts
are more predictable and automobiles are approaching intersections in a more standard fashion.
Would the proposed project exceed either individually or cumulatively, a level of service
standard established by the county Congestion Management Agency for designated roads or
highways?
As analyzed in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, none of the analyzed CMP
mainline freeway segments or arterial monitoring intersections were found to be significantly
impacted by Scenario A or Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Similarly, impacts on CMP designated facilities under this alternative would be less than
significant (see to Tables 7-10, 7-11, and 7-12 in Appendix B).
Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?
This alternative would provide dedicated bus transit and bike facilities within a primarily oneway street network. The City has an adopted Bike Action Plan that does identify these bike
facilities for the Downtown, but rather a network of striped lanes on tow-way streets. Therefore,
this alternative is not wholly consistent with the Bike Action Plan. This alternative is also not
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entirely consistent with the LUCE, including policies D9.1 and others that related to
neighborhood livability, pedestrian friendly streets, and sustainability (specifically VMT),
although it would support the LUCE policies for multimodal transportation facilities.
The added two-way cycle tracks on Arizona Avenue, Broadway, and 2nd Street would improve
bicyclist safety. However, one-way streets are designed to move vehicles through the
transportation network faster – which can result in increased automobile speeds that create a
more dangerous and uninviting environment for pedestrians and bicyclists. Pedestrians also
prefer crossing two-way streets since drivers tend to travel more slowly on them and vehicular
conflicts are more predictable.
In terms of effects on transit, the Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan Alternative would
introduce dedicated transit lanes to Downtown with a contra-flow bus lane on 4th Street and a bus
lane on Broadway and Santa Monica Boulevard. These improvements would increase efficiency
of bus transit services within Downtown. The dedicated bus lanes would provide additional bus
transit carrying capacity along the 4th Street, Broadway, and Santa Monica Boulevard corridors
and would improve transit travel times and headways. However, one-way street networks can
also cause confusion for transit riders. On two-way streets, transit riders can easily locate the
transit stop for a return trip – in almost all cases, the bus stop is located across the street. On oneway street networks, however, the stop for the return trip is usually on another street, which may
confuse visitors and cause them to get lost.
Attainment of Project Objectives
The development standards of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan scenarios
would remain the same with implementation of the Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan
Alternative. Therefore, this alternative would meet almost all the objectives of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, the objective to improve the multi-modal
circulation network and enhance circulation, mobility, and connectivity for all modes of
transportation would not be achieved to the same extent as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. As analyzed above, the Expanded One-way Streets Circulation Plan would
increase the potential for intersection congestion, driver confusion, and inefficiencies in
wayfinding within the Downtown. Further, reconfiguration of the existing two-way to one-way
streets would result in negative effects on pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit users and as such,
would not effectively balance all transportation modes and would not minimize conflicts between
these modes. In addition, one-way streets would increase VMT and associated GHG emissions
by creating indirect routes. Overall, this alternative would not meet the project objective to create
a balanced, multi-modal transportation network to the same extent as the project.
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5.5.5

Alternative #5 – Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative

The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not include the Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s policies and standards that promote housing (e.g., additional FAR for
housing projects) in the Downtown. As a result, future land use changes would shift toward
housing and visitor-serving, with some increased office, rather than mixed-use housing as
emphasized in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. For the purposes of this
Environmental Impact Report, the total amount of potential new land use changes proposed
under this alternative is assumed to be equivalent to Scenario B of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Total Net New Floor Area: 3.2 million sf
Mix of Uses: 1,969 residential units; 1,252,000 million sf commercial
Overview of Significant Impacts under the Hotel/Tourism Focused Land Use Mix Alternative
Compared to
Proposed
Significant and Unavoidable Impacts by Resource Area
Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenario B
Construction
Similar
Air Quality
Construction activities for individual projects would result in
construction emissions that could potentially contribute to air
pollution and exceed significance thresholds.
Operation
Greater
Total operational emissions from vehicles and energy usage
through the year 2030 would exceed SCAQMD thresholds. This
alternative would not implement the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s strategies and standards to
promote a sustainable and multi-modal Downtown through a
balanced mix of land uses.
Similar
Construction Construction activities for individual projects would result in
construction emissions that could potentially contribute to air
Effects
pollution and exceed significance thresholds. Additionally,
construction of future projects in the Downtown would generate
temporary groundborne vibration levels that could potentially
exceed thresholds.
Individual projects occurring in the Downtown could potentially Similar
Cultural
involve the demolition or alteration of the character-defining
Resources
features of historically significant resources.
Construction
Similar
Noise
Construction of future projects in the Downtown would generate
temporary groundborne vibration levels that could potentially
exceed thresholds. Impacts on sensitive receptors from
construction vibration would be potentially significant and
unavoidable.
Transportation Due to the fact that hotel uses are relatively low trip generators, Similar
this alternative would likely generate fewer P.M. Peak Hour
and Traffic
Trips and slightly improved levels of service at intersections
would be expected. Citywide VMT may also be lower than the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
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Overview of Less than Significant Impacts with Mitigation
• Air Quality - construction emissions and potential exposure of future residents to Toxic Air
Contaminants; mitigated through MM AQ-2 as well as MM AQ-5a and -5b.
• Biological Resource - potential impacts to nesting and roosting birds due to tree removal;
mitigated through MM BIO-1.
• Hazards and Hazardous Materials - accidental release during construction/excavation; mitigated
through MM HAZ-2a, -2b, -2c, -2d, and -2e.
• Public Services - increased demand for fire/ police protection services; mitigated through MM PS1 and -2.
• Utilities - water and wastewater line capacity issues/ needed upgrades; mitigated through MM U-1
and U-2.
Less Than Significant Impacts Without Mitigation: Greenhouse Gas Emissions/ Climate Change;
Geology and Soils; Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use Planning and Policies; Noise; Population,
Housing, and Employment.

Attainment of Project Objectives: The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would
not fulfill project objectives to the same extent as the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan;
specifically, objectives related to the “balance of uses that provide jobs and housing, support the
continuity of local businesses” may not be fully achieved. Further, without policies that support
residential in the Downtown, this alternative may not fully achieve objectives to incentivize
housing near jobs and transit or achieve significant community benefits associated with
provision of increased affordable housing within Downtown.
Description of Alternative #5
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not include the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s policies and standards that promote housing (e.g.,
housing density bonus) in the Downtown. As a result, future land use changes would shift toward
commercial uses, rather than mixed-use housing as emphasized in the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. For the purposes of this EIR, it is assumed that the majority of
commercial uses would be comprised of hotel uses 11 and that potential land use changes in the
Downtown are assumed to be a net new of 3.37 million sf, equivalent to that under the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan Scenario B. This alternative is intended to cap total net new floor
area in the Downtown similar to Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan. All other elements of the proposed Plan (e.g., policies, development standards, programs,
and design guidelines) would remain the same under this alternative.

11

It should be noted that the proposed Downtown Specific Plan does not set maximums or minimums on types of
land uses in the Downtown. The assumption that future commercial uses would be comprised of hotel uses is for
EIR purposes only – the City does not control the ultimate mix of land uses that could be proposed in the Downtown.
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It is forecasted that land uses changes anticipated to occur in the Downtown under the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would result in a net increase of up to an
estimated 1,969 net new units and 1.2 million sf of commercial space by 2030. This mix of uses
would result in a decrease in residential development than that under Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Additionally, this alternative would result in a 40
percent increase in commercial floor area relative to Scenario B, including a 19.8 percent increase
in hotel rooms (see Table 5-16).
Table 5-16

Land Use
Residential1
(units)
Commercial
(KSF)
Hotels
(Rooms)
TOTAL2
(KSF)

Comparison of Land Use Assumptions for the Hotel/Tourism-Focused Land
Use Mix Alternative and the Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan
Hotel/ TourismFocused Land
Use Mix
Alternative
2030 Alternative
Growth

Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan
Scenarios
2030
Scenario A

2030
Scenario B

1,969

3,024

2,326

1,252

1,712

895

1,167

1,725

974

3,221

4,736

1

Notes: All residential growth would be multi-family units;

3,221
2 Assumes

Alternative Comparison to
Scenario A and B
Change from
Scenario A
-1,055
(-34.9%)
-460
(-26.9%)
-558
(-32.3%)
-1,515
(-32.0%)

Change from
Scenario B
-357
(-15.3%)
+357
(+39.8%)
+193
(+19.8%)
0
(0%)

1,000 sf/dwelling unit and 500 sf/hotel room.

Potential Impacts for Key Resource Areas
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and Solar Access
Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the Hotel/Tourism-focused
Land Use Mix Alternative would not obstruct public scenic vistas, including scenic views of the
Pacific Ocean or Santa Monica Mountains since existing buildings in the Downtown currently
limit or frame such views (see Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Visual
Resources). Based on the City’s 1975 Scenic Corridors Element, locally designated scenic
corridors include Ocean Avenue, Wilshire Boulevard, and Third Street Promenade in the
Downtown. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future land uses
under this alternative would not impact these locally designated scenic corridors within
Downtown since new projects would not encroach upon or modify these channelized views along
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existing roadway corridors. Further, this alternative would apply the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards that would provide for access to light
and air, building setbacks, building modulation, and pedestrian scale frontages. Therefore,
impacts to scenic vistas would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.
Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees,
rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a State Scenic Highway or a locally-designated
scenic corridor?
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would also implement the same
development standards and design guidelines as the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
New buildings in the Downtown would be required to provide active building frontages,
landscaping, pedestrian-friendly facades, high quality architectural design, increased open space,
and access to light and air. Along Wilshire Boulevard and Lincoln Boulevard, new buildings
would be subject to standards that ensure a respectful transition to neighborhoods. Therefore,
overall visual character impacts under this alternative would be similar to the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Would the project would create a new source of substantial light or glare, which would adversely
affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new land uses anticipated to
occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would generate new sources
of light such as outdoor lighting fixtures on buildings, signage and architectural lighting, and
pedestrian lighting. New lighting effects would be more pronounced in the southern and eastern
portion of the Downtown, where the lighting levels are predominantly lower. With compliance
with the SMMC regulations addressing light and glare, new light and glare sources would not
substantially affect daytime or nighttime views in the Downtown or affect offsite light-sensitive
receptors. As such, impacts related to light and glare would be similar to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Would shadow-sensitive uses be shaded by project-related structures?
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would also implement the same
development standards and design guidelines as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. These standards and guidelines address building heights, building form
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and modulation, stepbacks, and pedestrian-oriented frontages. Therefore, shade, shadow, and
solar access effects resulting from the implementation of the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use
Mix Alternative would be similar to those under proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.
Overall, based on the above, aesthetic and shade, shadow, and solar access impacts for the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be similar. Therefore, per CEQA, since
the Downtown is a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use residential, and
employment center development, aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts would
be less than significant.
Air Quality
Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not conflict with implementation
of the AQMP. However, this alternative would be less effective at achieving regional goals for
sustainability and pollutant emissions reduction targets of the AQMP and SCAG’s 2012 2016
RTP/SCS. With the shift to increased commercial uses rather than residential, this alternative
would reduce the opportunities for transit-oriented housing in the City and would not reduce
citywide VMT and associated air pollutant emissions to the same extent as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, individual projects in the Downtown would
be required to adhere to all applicable SCAQMD rules for controlling air pollutant emissions.
Further, LUCE policies and City review of discretionary projects on a project-by-project basis
would ensure that future land uses in the Downtown would not conflict with sustainability goals.
Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Would the project violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
Construction - Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, construction
activities for new projects occurring in the Downtown would result in construction-related air
pollutant emissions. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the
potential emissions resulting from future projects cannot be quantified because information on
construction scheduling and project size for all individual projects likely to occur in the
Downtown are not available. Without such information, it is not possible to conclude that air
pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities could be reduced to below SCAQMD
significance thresholds with mitigation. Therefore, air pollutant emissions resulting from
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construction activities in the Downtown could potentially exceed SCAQMD LSTs on a peak
daily basis. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, constructionrelated impacts to air quality are conservatively concluded to be significant and unavoidable.
Operation - Land use changes anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use
Mix Alternative would generate operational emissions from both stationary and mobile sources.
Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, the same sustainability policies and
trip-reduction policies/standards included in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan would reduce operational emissions. However, this alternative would not include the Plan’s
policies and standards that promote housing (e.g., housing density bonus) in the Downtown. As
a result, future land use changes would shift toward commercial and visitor-serving land uses.
Due to the shift toward more commercial uses in the Downtown and the associated reduction in
VMT, impacts to air quality would be slightly less than the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan but would remain significant and unavoidable (see Appendix F). It should
be noted that as a result of reduced housing potential in Downtown, development pressure for
new housing would push new residential uses out to more parcels in the Downtown and other
areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With future residential uses being potentially
pushed out to other areas of the City that are less accessible to transit, VMT, and associated air
pollutant emissions would potentially be greater on a citywide basis.
Would the project expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
CO Hotspots
As described in Section 3.4, Air Quality, anticipated future traffic volumes in Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan Scenario B would not create CO hot spots that may affect adjacent sensitive
receptors. As discussed below, the number of P.M. Peak Hour Trips in the Downtown for the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be equal to Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (though on a citywide basis, the number of P.M. Peak
Hour Trips would be greater). Therefore, this alternative would also not create CO hotspots and
this impact would be less than significant.
Toxic Air Contaminants
Although no specific project details (e.g., proposed land uses, site plans) are available, future
projects anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative may
locate sensitive uses, such as residential uses, outdoor open spaces, and recreational facilities
(e.g., tennis courts, swimming pools, etc.) within 500 feet of the I-10 freeway corridor, which
receives from 76,000 to 151,000 average daily vehicle trips. Although overall levels of residential
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growth would be reduced, the siting of future residential uses in this area could result expose
sensitive receptors to elevated levels of toxic air contaminants from the freeway. Consistent with
CARB recommendations, this potential effect could be addressed through health risk assessments
prior to occupancy of sensitive land uses and through ventilation systems with advanced
filtration. With MM AQ-2, this potential impact to sensitive receptors would be reduced to less
than significant.
Would the project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future projects in the
Downtown would generate operational emissions from stationary and mobile sources. Under the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, the same sustainability and trip-reduction
policies/standards included in the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would reduce
operational emissions. Due to the shift toward more commercial uses in the Downtown, impacts
to air quality would be greater than the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and
would also be significant and unavoidable. It should be noted that as a result of reduced housing
potential in Downtown, development pressure for new housing would push new residential uses
out to more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards).
With future residential uses being potentially pushed out to other areas of the City that are less
accessible to transit, VMT, and associated air pollutant emissions would potentially be greater
on a citywide basis.
Would the project create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, standard construction
requirements would be imposed upon project applicants to minimize odors from construction.
Therefore, impacts associated with construction-generated odors would be less than significant.
Further, the land uses that would be allowed under this alternative include a range of typical
urban uses that would not generate offensive odors. Additionally, it is expected that any projectgenerated refuse would be stored in covered containers and removed at regular intervals in
compliance with the City’s solid waste regulations. As such, the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land
Use Mix Alternative would not facilitate uses that are significant sources of objectionable odors.
Impacts related to odors would be less than significant.
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Biological Resources
Would the project result in a significant impact related to biological resources if it would
interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?
Due to the urbanized character of the Downtown, the analysis of biological resources is focused
on potential impacts to the Downtown’s ornamental vegetation and urban forest that could
potentially serve as nesting and roosting sites for common urban species, such as migratory or
local birds, rodents, and raccoons. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, individual projects anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative could potentially require the removal and/or the relocation of existing vegetation and
trees and subsequently result in a direct impact to a nesting bird and/or an occupied nest if present.
Avoidance of any potential nesting birds in accordance with the MBTA and California Fish and
Game Code would be assured through implementation of MM BIO-1, which requires avoidance
of nesting birds. Under this alternative, it is anticipated that the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s standards for new open space would be applied to increase the urban
forest canopy (providing additional nesting opportunities for biological species). Therefore,
impacts would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and less than
significant.
Would the project conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources,
such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Trees within public right-of-ways would be protected in place in accordance with the City’s Tree
Code and UFMP. Removal of public trees would generally only be permitted for public
improvement projects and would require a tree removal permit in accordance with the City’s
Tree Code and UFMP. Therefore, impacts would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and less than significant.
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Construction Effects
Would construction of the proposed project result in considerable construction-period impacts
due to the scope or location of construction activities?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities would
occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative. Although construction
activities are temporary and are common in urban environments such as the Downtown, nearby
sensitive uses around a construction site may be adversely affected by construction-related air
quality, noise, and traffic effects during the period of construction. Construction activities in the
Downtown would be reduced when compared to either scenario of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, with the reduced housing potential on Downtown sites,
development pressure for housing would push new residential uses out to more parcels in the
Downtown in other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). As a result, construction
activities could affect a larger geographic area and impact a greater number of sensitive receptors.
Compliance with existing regulations and/or implementation of mitigation measures would
reduce construction-related noise and traffic impacts to a less than significant level. Without
detailed construction information for individual projects, it is not possible to conclude that air
pollutant emissions resulting from construction activities would be reduced to below SCAQMD
significance thresholds. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
construction-related emissions would still have the potential to exceed adopted SCAQMD LSTs
and construction-related air quality impacts would be anticipated to remain significant and
unavoidable. Additionally, construction projects that occur within 25 feet or immediately
adjacent to sensitive receptors could potentially result in vibration levels that exceed the threshold
of 0.1 in/sec. Further, the use of pile driving would have the potential to generate significant
vibration levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive receptors. Therefore, construction
groundborne vibration impacts are conservatively concluded to be potentially significant and
unavoidable.
Cultural Resources
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource
as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?
The City’s existing regulatory framework including the City‘s Landmark and Historic District
Ordinance (Chapter 9.36 of the SMMC), and its regulations governing demolition would
continue to address the protection of the City’s cultural and historic resources. Under the
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Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, implementation of the same historic
preservation development standards and strategies as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, such as the potential establishment of the Promenade Conservation
Districtan NCOD, would provide for greater protection of historic structures in the Downtown
(e.g., HP Action 1). Even with the City’s stringent regulatory framework that provide for
protection of historical resources and proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s
historic preservation standards, individual projects could inevitably involve the demolition or
alteration of the character-defining features of historically significant resources. Therefore,
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future land use changes
occurring under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative could directly and/or
indirectly impact historic buildings. Impacts on historic resources would be similar to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and also significant and unavoidable.
Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines?
Would the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or
unique geological feature?
Potential impacts of this alternative on archaeological and paleontological resources would be
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan since excavation during
construction would occur in a similar manner. With incorporation of MM CR-1, MM CR-3a and
-3b, and MM CR-4a through -4c impacts to archaeological and paleontological resources would
be reduced to less than significant.
Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change
Would the project generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have
a significant impact on the environment?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the construction of new land
uses under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would result in temporary
construction-related GHG emissions. Such emissions are difficult to quantify as the details of
construction, design/size, and timing of each future project to occur in the Downtown is
unknown. Construction-related emissions anticipated to occur under this alternative would vary
on an annual basis. Based on the projected amount of net new floor area by 2030, total
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construction-related GHG emissions in the Downtown under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land
Use Mix Alternative would be similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would include the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s measures to create
a sustainable, multi-modal Downtown district that would reduce per capita GHG emissions. Even
with such measures, new land uses occurring under this alternative would inevitably generate
GHG emissions from both mobile and stationary sources during operation. However, with total
development and operational mobile and stationary sources similar to the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, these emissions would not exceed the threshold of 6.6 MT
CO2e/year per service population. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would implement the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s vision of supporting and enhancing the Downtown
as a multi-modal district that is fully integrated with the Downtown Station of the Expo LRT.
New buildings in the Downtown would be required to adhere to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan’s standards for pedestrian-orientation and sustainability. Additionally, this
alternative would include a coordinated circulation plan, including sidewalk connections that will
enhance multi-modal relationships. However, as a result of reduced housing potential in the
Downtown, development pressure for housing would push new residential uses out to more
parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With future
residential uses being potentially pushed out to other areas of the City that are less accessible to
transit, VMT and associated GHG emissions would be potentially greater on a citywide basis.
Overall, the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not further sustainability
and greenhouse gas reduction goals to the same extent as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. While impacts would be greater than the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, impacts would be less than significant since existing LUCE policies would
ensure that future land uses in the Downtown would not conflict with GHG goals.
Geology and Soils
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from rupture of a known earthquake fault as delineated on the
most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the state Geologist for the
area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault?
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Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death, from strong seismic ground shaking?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
Would the project expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including
the risk of loss, injury or death from landslides?
Would the project result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?
Would the projects be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in onsite or offsite landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Would the project be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform
Building Code (1994), thereby creating substantial risks to life or property?
Geological impacts are generally site-specific; therefore, potential impacts related to geology and
soils under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be similar to those for
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The shift toward commercial land uses
under this alternative would not alter the risks associated with geologic or soils hazards. All new
buildings would be required to adhere to the most current and stringent building standards of the
SMMC and SMBC, which adopts CBC standards by reference with local amendments.
Adherence to the SMMC and SMBC requirements would ensure the maximum practicable
protection available for all structures constructed within Downtown. Additionally, individual
projects would be required to prepare a site-specific geotechnical investigation in accordance
with City requirements and incorporate recommendations from the site-specific geotechnical
investigation for site preparation, grading, backfill, and foundations design into the project
design. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts
related to geology and soils would be less than significant.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, future land uses anticipated
to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be consistent with
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the types of uses that currently occur in the Downtown, which include a broad range of
commercial (e.g., restaurant, retail, office, entertainment, hotel, etc.), residential, and civic uses.
These land uses could utilize limited quantities of potentially hazardous materials consisting of
typical household maintenance products (e.g., paints, fuels/lubricants, cleaning solvents,
adhesives, sealers, pesticides/herbicides). These potentially hazardous materials are common in
urban areas and already occur in the Downtown. The limited transport, storage, and disposal of
hazardous materials is subject to applicable federal, state, and local regulations to reduce the risk
of accidental spills, leaks, fire, or other hazardous conditions. Asbestos, lead, or other hazardous
material would be removed and disposed of prior to demolition, in compliance with all pertinent
regulations for the handling of such waste including SCAQMD Rule 1403 (asbestos) and Title
8, Industrial Relations, of the California Code of Regulation. Risks of accidental release of
hazardous materials in groundwater or soil on contaminated sites would be mitigated on an
individual project basis through implementation of MM HAZ-2a through -2e. Therefore, impacts
with regard to hazards and hazardous materials under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative would be similar to those described under the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan and would be reduced to less than significant.
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through
reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?
Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the environment from activities at
a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant to Government
Code Section 65962.5?
Future land use changes in the Downtown would involve demolition as well as grading and
excavation activities that could potentially result in the accidental release of hazardous materials.
Construction workers and the public could be exposed to lead and asbestos that are present within
structures to be demolished. Asbestos, lead, or other hazardous material would be removed and
disposed of prior to demolition, in compliance with all pertinent regulations for the handling of
such waste including SCAQMD Rule 1403 (asbestos) and Title 8, Industrial Relations, of the
California Code of Regulation. Risks of accidental release of hazardous materials in groundwater
or soil on contaminated sites would be mitigated on an individual project basis through
implementation of MM HAZ-2a through -2e. Therefore, impacts with regard to hazards and
hazardous materials under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be
similar to those described under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan and
would be reduced to less than significant.
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Hydrology and Water Quality
Would the project violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?
Would the project otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Would the project create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing
or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted
runoff?
Existing regulations such as the NPDES and the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance require
that new projects implement LID BMPs and prepare Urban Runoff Mitigation Plans to reduce
urban polluted runoff. Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, new projects
would be required to comply with existing stormwater runoff regulations and development
standards similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan for increased open
space and greater stormwater pollution mitigation, resulting in beneficial effects on water quality.
Therefore, impacts to water quality standards and waste discharge would be similar, and would
be less than significant.
Would the project substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a lowering of
the local groundwater table level?
Although future projects anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative would potentially require groundwater dewatering and potentially increase the use of
groundwater supplies, it would not substantially deplete groundwater supplies. Similar to the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, compliance with existing regulations and
plans regarding dewatering would ensure groundwater dewatering impacts would be less than
significant.
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Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
erosion or siltation onsite or offsite?
Would the project substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the area, including through
the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would result in substantial
flooding onsite or offsite?
The Downtown is already highly urbanized and as such, anticipated land use changes occurring
from the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not increase runoff or
substantially alter drainage patterns. Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan, runoff would be routed to the same treatment facilities and storm drains
as under existing conditions. Additionally, Chapter 7.10.050 of the SMMC would further reduce
runoff by requiring new projects to infiltrate, store and reuse for non-potable purposes, or
evapotranspire runoff water or alternatively pay an urban runoff reduction fee. Projects east of
4th Street would be prohibited from infiltrating runoff water due to proximity to the Palisades
Bluffs and instead, would be required to pay the urban runoff reduction fee. Under the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, it is anticipated that the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s development standards that would provide for increased open
space (i.e., permeable surfaces) would apply to future projects, increasing pervious areas and
reducing urban runoff. Therefore, similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan, impacts to drainage patterns and runoff would be similar and less than significant.
Land Use and Planning Policies
Would the project physically divide an established community?
Similar to the proposed, the proposed Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would
not physically divide an established community as it would not introduce land uses that would
physically or functionally conflict with existing land uses. Therefore, impacts related to the
division of an established community would be less than significant.
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Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency
with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific plan,
local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating
an environmental effect?
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not include the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s policies and standards that promote housing (e.g.,
housing density bonus) in the Downtown. As a result, future land use changes would shift toward
commercial and visitor-serving, rather than mixed-use housing as emphasized in the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. All other elements of the proposed Plan (e.g., policies,
development standards, programs, and design guidelines) would remain the same under this
alternative.
In shifting future land uses towards more commercial, this alternative could hinder the City’s
ability to meet LUCE goals for meeting citywide housing needs and increasing the supply of
affordable housing, while also incrementally increasing the demand for such housing. This
alternative may increase the difficulty of implementing Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan Policy HED Action 1 to prioritize affordable housing as a community benefit. While this
alternative would include implementation of existing City policies, including the LUCE
programs to provide more affordable housing, as well as most of the policies, actions and
development standards in the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, decreased
residential opportunities in the Downtown would result in lower levels of affordable housing
production. Further, this alternative would also not be as consistent with SCAG’s RTP/SCS and
Regional Housing Need Allocation (RHNA), which calls for providing housing near transit.
Therefore, the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be less effective at
achieving a number of local and regional housing goals. Land use consistency impacts would be
incrementally more severe than those for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan,
but would be considered less than significant.
Neighborhood Effects
Would the project have considerable effects on the neighborhood?
As stated above, an important principle of the City’s LUCE is to preserve existing residential
neighborhoods by focusing land use changes near the Expo LRT and away from the
neighborhoods. The proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan implements this LUCE
principle by creating opportunities for mixed-use residential development with incentives for
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housing near the Downtown Station for the Expo LRT, thus redirecting residential market
pressure away from existing neighborhoods. Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative, future land use changes would shift toward more commercial rather than residential
in the Downtown. With the reduced housing potential in the Downtown, the development
pressure for housing would likely be pushed out to more parcels in the Downtown and potentially
to other neighborhoods, which would hinder implementation of the LUCE principle to preserve
existing residential neighborhoods. Therefore, neighborhood impacts could be potentially greater
under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative and would be potentially significant
and unavoidable.
Noise
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in
excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, construction activities
anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would have the
potential to generate temporary that could affect nearby sensitive receptors. Construction noise
levels on a peak daily basis would be similar to those estimated for the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, with the reduced housing potential in Downtown,
development pressure for housing would push new residential uses out to more parcels in the
Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). As such, construction
activities could spread out to a greater geographic area and affect a larger number of sensitive
receptors. Construction activities would be temporary and would only occur for the duration of
construction, and are not anticipated to occur at a level that would cause significant impacts to
sensitive receptors or damage to buildings. Additionally, adherence to the City’s Noise
Ordinance standards would reduce construction-related noise impacts to less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in exposure of persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels?
For typical construction activities occurring within 25 feet of sensitive receptors, caisson drilling
could generate vibration levels reaching 0.089 in/sec at the receptors. If construction occurs
closer within 25 feet or immediately adjacent to sensitive receptors, vibration levels could
potentially exceed the threshold of 0.1 in/sec. Further, the use of pile driving would have the
potential to generate significant vibration levels exceeding 0.1 in/sec at nearby sensitive
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receptors. Therefore, construction groundborne vibration impacts are conservatively concluded
to be potentially significant and unavoidable.
Daily operation of land uses anticipated to occur in the Downtown is not anticipated to generate
excessive levels of groundborne vibration. Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative, industrial or commercial uses (e.g., airports, waste facilities) in the Downtown that
would generate ongoing groundborne vibration would not be permitted. Operational groundborne
vibration impacts would be less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
As described in Section 3.14, Noise, a doubling of traffic volumes is necessary to result in a noise
level increase of 3 dBA, which is barely perceptible to most people. The Hotel/Tourism-focused
Land Use Mix Alternative would not double traffic volumes in the Downtown, and as such,
increased noise levels under this alternative would also be perceptible. Additionally, noise from
operational sources, such as large HVAC systems and commercial delivery operations, would be
reduced through compliance with the noise standards in the SMMC and LUCE. Therefore,
similar to the Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, operational noise and vibration of this
alternative would be less than significant.
Would the proposed project result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, special events or other
temporary activities under Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would cause an
increase in ambient noise levels in the Downtown. Prior to any special event conducted within
Downtown, applicants would be required to obtain a permit from the City‘s Special Events
Office, whose permitting process takes into account the hours of operation of the potential event
in order to minimize the potential impact to nearby sensitive receptors. In addition, these types
of events already occur periodically under existing conditions within the Downtown and would
continue to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative. Therefore,
impacts relating to temporary or periodic noise increases to on- or offsite sensitive would be less
than significant.
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Population, Housing, and Employment
Would the proposed project induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through extension
of roads or other infrastructure)?
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative is projected to result in a gradual addition of up to an estimated 1,969 new units and
1.8 million sf of commercial space by 2030. This level of growth could result in a projected
population increase of 2,717 new residents and creation of approximately 3,268 new jobs by
2030. 12
Housing
As of January 2015, there were approximately 51,976 existing residential units in the City. Land
use changes anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative
could result in up to approximately 1,969 net new residential units. This housing growth would
represent an increase of approximately 3.6 percent from the existing citywide housing inventory
of 51,976 residential units. The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would result
in less housing than Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
As stated in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment, the City has a high demand for
housing, due in large part to those working in the City’s “Silicon Beach” creative industries.
Additionally, with the operation of the Expo LRT beginning in 2016, the housing demand in the
City is anticipated to grow further, and new housing in the Downtown is essential for
accommodating anticipated demand and expanding housing choice. The Hotel/Tourism-focused
Land Use Mix Alternative would result in fewer residential units in the Downtown and as such,
would not be fully meet the City’s goal to address citywide housing demand and housing
shortage. The reduced number of overall residential units would not help the citywide
jobs/housing balance when compared to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
Further, the community has identified affordable housing as an important community benefit to
be provided in the Downtown. Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative,

12

Estimated population growth assumes existing household size of 1.38 residents per household in the Downtown
(Census Tract 7019.2) per the Census. Employment generation was quantified based on applying the existing factor
of 2.61 jobs per thousand square feet in the Downtown.
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there would be less housing and consequently, less deed-restricted affordable housing. Future
growth under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative could therefore result in an
adverse effect on the ability of the workforce to find affordable housing within the City.
Therefore, the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would provide less housing
diversity and would be less likely to accommodate various affordability levels of the City’s
workforce. Even so, housing growth impacts under this alternative would be less than significant.
Population
As described in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment, the City has an existing
residential population of 92,987 residents. The construction of 1,969 net new residential units
under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would increase the Downtown
population by approximately 2,718 new residents by 2030, compared to 3,210 under Scenario
B. 13 Therefore, population growth impacts would be less than Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Similar to the Plan, impacts to population growth
under this alternative would be less than significant.
Table 5-17

Alternative #5: Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative Housing
and Population

Alternative/Scenario

New Housing by 2030

Population Growth

Alternative #5
Scenario B

1,482
2,326

2,514
3,210

Notes: The jobs-to-housing ratio in the City of Santa Monica is based on the addition of jobs and housing associated with
each scenario and the existing 2010 housing stock of 50,912 units and 2012 employment figure of 79,444 jobs.

Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing or people, necessitating the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere?
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, this alternative would not be
anticipated to result in displacement of substantial amounts of housing or existing residents.
Based on a review of existing parcels in the Downtown and the fact that almost all of the existing
residential uses in the Downtown are of newer construction, land use changes are anticipated to
occur almost entirely on sites developed with older commercial, retail, office, or service uses.
Much of the anticipated land use changes would be concentrated around the Downtown Station

13 Estimated population growth assumes existing household size of 1.38 residents per household in the Downtown
(Census Tract 7019.2) per the Census.
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for the Expo LRT at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue, some of which would occur on developable
land that has been set aside by the City for this purpose.
It should be noted however that under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, the
potential for housing near transit in the Downtown would be substantially reduced. As a result,
residential development pressure would likely be pushed out to more parcels in the Downtown
and potentially other areas of the City, which would increase the potential for housing and
population displacement. Further, the incremental decrease in new Downtown housing
opportunity combined with slightly increased employment would increase the demand for
housing outside of the Downtown. However, it is not anticipated that substantial displacement of
housing or population would occur given existing the City’s neighborhood protection policies
and standards; therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Public Services
Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts,
in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives
for fire protection services?
Future land use changes anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative would increase the resident population in the Downtown by 2,718 new residents.
Further, the addition of an estimated 1,167 hotel rooms assumed under this alternative would
increase the visitor populations in Downtown, with retail and entertainment patrons adding to
this visitor increase in population. The increase in residential and visitor population would result
in an increased demand for public services within Downtown, including fire, police, school,
parks, and library services and facilities.
Fire Protection
Increases in the residential and commercial/visitor populations in the Downtown would
incrementally increase the demand for SMFD services, particularly potentially affecting calls for
service, response times, and equipment. As discussed in Section 3.16, Public Services, the SMFD
has already begun planning for construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 with additional space for
expanded staff and equipment as well as improved amenities for the SMFD and the public. The
environmental impacts of this new fire station have been fully analyzed in an adopted Mitigated
Negative Declaration (State Clearinghouse No. 2012081025). The construction of this new fire
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station would ensure that future needs of the Downtown would be met. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
Police Protection
Increases in the residential and commercial/visitor populations in the Downtown would
incrementally increase the demand for SMPD services. As discussed in Section 3.16, Public
Services, the SMPD prepares a 5-year Staffing Plan approved by the City Council which
addresses departmental budget, staffing, and equipment needs. This 5-year Staffing Plan allows
for SMPD to determine any increases in police resources and equipment if needed. The SMPD
is funded through general fund revenues and pier fund revenues generated by property, sales and
transient occupancy taxes, all of which are expected to increase in proportion to the new
commercial and hotel uses within the Downtown. Such revenues would be used by the SMPD to
hire additional officers and purchase equipment to maintain or improve SMPD service levels
over time to meet changing demands. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Public Schools
Based on the anticipated amount of growth, increases in student enrollment at Santa MonicaMalibu Unified School District under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative
would be similar to Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. As
with the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, new projects would be subject to
payment of developer fees to the SMMUSD. Pursuant to Government Code Section 65995.5,
payment of developer fees constitutes full mitigation on impacts to school. Therefore, impacts
would be less than significant.
Libraries
Due to the growing use of electronic resources, new residential uses in the Downtown area do
not immediately equate to an increase in total volumes or square feet of library space and new
residents are anticipated to only incrementally increase demand for library services and facilities.
Similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, library use would be expected
to incrementally increase under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative due to
resident population growth. The demand for library services and resources would be similar to
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. However, the Downtown
library and the recent addition of a Pico neighborhood branch would help absorb the increased
demand and prepare the system for future demand. Therefore, impacts would be less than
significant.
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Parks and Recreation
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not apply the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s open space standards to new projects and would not create the
opportunity for community benefits that would potentially provide new public open space and
parks. As a result, there would be less public open space to meet the recreational needs of
residents. Impacts of the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative on parks and
recreational facilities would be similar to Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. Impacts would be less than significant.
Utilities
Water
Would the project require or result in the construction of new water facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Residential, commercial, office, entertainment and visitor serving uses anticipated to occur under
the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would increase water demand. Based on
water demand factors, it is estimated that news land uses anticipated to occur under this
alternative would potentially increase water demand by an estimated 506,616 gals/day (567.5
AFY). This amount is incrementally more than the 484,344 gals/day (542.5 AFY) of water demand
projected under Scenario B by 2030. However, payment of fair-share mitigation fee for the
installation of new water lines as required by MM U-1 would reduce impacts to water
infrastructure to less than significant.

Hotel/ Tourismfocused Land
Use Mix

Table 5-18

Increased Water Demand under Alternative #5

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
1,969 units
1,252 rooms
997,000 sf

Water Generation Factor2
124 gal/unit/day
130 gal/room/day
0.10 gal/sf/day

Estimated Waste2
244,156 gals/day
162,760 gals/day
99,700 gals/day
506,616 gals/day
(567.5 AFY)

Notes:
1 The “Office” category includes office and creative office.
2 The estimated increase in water demand was calculated using demand factors from the April 2010 Final Environmental
Impact Report for the Santa Monica LUCE. Estimates do not take into account water conservation factors.
Source: City of Santa Monica 2010a (this source used for the water demand factors).
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Would the project have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
As previously stated, water demand for the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative
would be largely similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Therefore,
increases in water demand would be within the City’s average annual or drought year supplies,
including both local groundwater supplies and imported water. Planned expansion of the City’s
well fields in the Santa Monica Groundwater Basin and expansion of treatment facilities would
enhance the City’s ability to use local groundwater. Water conservation programs would continue
to limit increases in demand. Therefore, impacts on water supplies would be less than significant.
Wastewater
Would the project exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board?
Wastewater produced by new land uses anticipated to occur under the Hotel/Tourism-focused
Land Use Mix Alternative would meet RWQCB requirements through treatment at the Hyperion
Treatment Plant. This treatment plant utilizes full secondary treatment and has recently been
upgraded to reduce by 95 percent the amount of wastewater solids going into Santa Monica Bay.
In addition, the implementation of wastewater BMPs required by the SMMC would also help
meet wastewater quality treatment standards. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Would the project require or result in the construction of new wastewater facilities or expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects?
Land use changes anticipated to occur under this alternative would increase the amount of
wastewater transported by the sewer system in the Downtown by approximately 682,550
gals/day. This amount is incrementally less than the approximately 596,400 gallons per day (0.60
mgd) of wastewater generated under Scenario B. The increase in wastewater flows would result
in the need to upgrade the sewer lines. Payment of fair-share mitigation fee for the installation of
new sewer lines as required by MM U-1 would reduce impacts to sewer infrastructure to less
than significant.
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Hotel/ Tourismfocused Land
Use Mix

Table 5-19

Wastewater Generation under Alternative #5

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
1,969 units
1,252 rooms
997,000 sf

Water Generation Factor2
150 gal/unit/day
150 gal/room/day
0.20 gal/sf/day

Estimated Waste2
295,350 gals/day
187,800 gals/day
199,400 gals/day
682,550 gals/day

Notes:
1 The “Office” category includes office and creative office.
2 The estimated flow was calculated using wastewater generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (Appendix
D). These factors are based on the various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

Solid Waste
Would the project be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
The City is currently developing its new Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan, intended to
identify the new policies, programs, and infrastructure that will enable the City to reach its Zero
Waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030. These efforts will further reduce per capita waste
generation, thereby reducing expected waste generation anticipated to occur under the proposed
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative. The forecast amount of solid waste
generation under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be 2,986.0 tons
per year, which would be greater than Scenario B. Given the existing sufficient capacity of solid
waste facilities as well as City plans and policies to reduce solid waste, impacts related to solid
waste generation would be less than significant.

Hotel/ Tourismfocused Land
Use Mix

Table 5-20

Solid Waste Generation under Alternative #5

Land use
Residential
Hotels
Office1
Total

Projected Increase
1,969 units
1,252 rooms
997,000 sf

Water Generation Factor2
4 lbs/unit/day
2 lbs/room/day
0.006 gal/sf/day

Estimated Waste2
7,876 lbs/day
2,504 lbs/day
5,982 lbs/day
16,362 lbs/day
(2,986.0 tons/yr)

Notes:
1 The “Office” category includes office and creative office.
2 The estimated flow was calculated using wastewater generation factors from the City’s Civil Engineering Report (Appendix
D). These factors are based on the various land uses of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.

Would the project comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?
The City has met and exceeded its goals for waste diversion, as defined in the City‘s Sustainable
City Plan, achieving a diversion rate of 77 percent (or disposal rate of 4.9 pounds/per person/day).
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The City is currently developing its new Zero Waste Strategic Operations Plan, intended to
identify the new policies, programs, and infrastructure that will enable the City to reach its Zero
Waste goal of 95 percent diversion by 2030 (or a diversion rate of 1.1 pounds/per person/day).
These efforts will further reduce per capita waste generation. Individual projects in the
Downtown would be required to comply with all applicable solid waste regulations in effect at
the time of operation, including SMMC Section 5.08.400 – Solid Waste Diversion. Therefore,
similar to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, no impacts would occur.
Energy
Would the project result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of energy during
project construction, operation, or maintenance?
Future land use changes under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would
incrementally increase the demand for regional electric and natural gas production and
distribution facilities. These facilities are operated and maintained by private utility companies
that plan for anticipated growth and expand as needed to meet demand, consistent with applicable
local, state, and federal regulations. The forecast energy demand under this alternative would be
43,192,009 kilowatt hours per year (kWh/yr), which would be greater than Scenario B. Similar
to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, impacts to natural gas and electric
services would be less than significant.
Transportation and Circulation
Would project construction activities materially interfere with the area traffic flow, cause unsafe
conditions, or introduce substantial truck traffic through a residential area?
Construction
Under this alternative, construction-related traffic associated with future projects would
incrementally contribute to increased congestion and disruption of travel routes within
Downtown. While each future project’s contribution would be temporary and vary depending on
scale/size of the project, construction activities would periodically affect circulation in the
Downtown. Application of MM T-1 would reduce this impact to less than significant.
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Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of the
circulation system, including but not limited to intersections streets, highways and freeways?
Operation
Future projects under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would be subject to
similar transportation and circulation standards, policies, and programs proposed under the
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (e.g., expanded TDM Program). However, the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would not include the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s policies and standards that promote housing (e.g., housing
density bonus) in the Downtown. As a result, future land use changes would shift toward hotel
and visitor-serving uses, rather than mixed-use housing as emphasized in the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix
Alternative would involve the same total growth as proposed under the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but with a higher mix of hotel uses along with incremental
increases in retail, restaurant, and creative office.
Hotel uses typically generate fewer peak hour trips than other land use types. Therefore, the hotel
uses under this alternative would generate fewer P.M. peak hour vehicle trips than the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, reducing VMT. However, this would be balanced by
the fact that fewer housing opportunities would be located in the vicinity of the job locations
which could result in potential incremental increases in citywide P.M. Peak Hour vehicle trips
and VMT from commuting workforces. The increased office but reduced residential mix of uses
could draw additional commute trips into the Downtown area. Some of this increase would be
offset by TDM measures and requirements which are most stringent and effective on office land
uses.
Overall, effects on travel times along the 15 LUCE corridors and at the LUCE intersections would
likely be similar to those for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative’s contribution to regional cumulative impacts associated with increased traffic
and congestion would be slightly less than Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
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Would the proposed project result in a decrease in LOS of affected intersections according to
thresholds summarized in Table 3.18-4?
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would involve the same total growth as
proposed under the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, but with a higher mix
of hotel uses along with incremental increases in retail, restaurant, and creative office. Hotel uses
typically generate fewer peak hour trips than other land use types. Therefore, the hotel uses under
this alternative would generate fewer P.M. peak hour vehicle trips than the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and LOS impacts on intersections may be less. However, similar
to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, several intersections would degrade
to LOS E or F, exceeding City vehicular LOS thresholds for these locations. These decreases in
LOS could not be fully mitigated without secondary impacts to surrounding sidewalks and
buildings and would therefore be considered infeasible. Slightly improved LOS would be
expected relative to the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan; however, these
impacts would be anticipated to remain significant and unavoidable.
Would the proposed project exceed either individually or cumulatively, a level of service
standard established by the county Congestion Management Agency for designated roads or
highways?
As analyzed in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, none of the analyzed CMP arterial
monitoring intersections were found to be significantly impacted during the peak hours by
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan. Under the Hotel/Tourismfocused Land Use Mix Alternative, peak hour vehicle trip generation in the Downtown would be
slightly less than Scenario B. Therefore, impacts on CMP arterials monitoring intersections
would similarly be less than significant.
Would the project conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such
facilities?
The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative would support adopted policies, plans,
and programs supporting alternative transportation. This alternative would carry the forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan’s standards and policies that promote the
enhancement and expansion of Downtown’s pedestrian, bicycle, and public transit facilities.
Further, this alternative would include standards to ensure that new land uses provide pedestrianfriendly building frontages and bicycle storage/parking. Further, this alternative would provide
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opportunities for community benefits, such as transportation network improvements (e.g.,
proposed east-west connector through the Big Blue Bus Yards and Downtown Station large GMP
sites and the Big Blue Bus Yards site). Therefore, this alternative would not conflict with adopted
policies, plans, or programs supporting alternative transportation. Impacts would be similar to
the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, and would be less than significant.
Attainment of Project Objectives
Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative, the attainment of key project
objectives may be hampered. This alternative would result in shifting the future anticipated land
uses in the Downtown to more hotel uses, resulting in fewer housing opportunities. As discussed
below, this alternative would limit achievement of some of the key project objectives, including
the ones that address housing.
Project Objective
Pedestrian-Friendly District. Ensure that
Downtown is a walkable, mixed-use district with
pedestrian enhancements that create successful
gathering places, an attractive and safe public
realm, and access to multiple travel choices and
designations for people of all ages and abilities.

Housing. Ensure that the Downtown includes
incentives to provide an array of housing
opportunities that can accommodate a diverse
range of housing needs including affordable,
senior, family, workforce middle income and
market rate housing.

Public Realm. Create successful gathering
places that respect and enhance the Downtown’s
unique character and preserve access to light
and air.

Sustainability. Require that new projects in the
Downtown be designed to achieve the highest
level of sustainability feasible, by incorporating
green building standards as adopted in the City’s
Green Building Ordinance and
transportation/circulation measures that would
help the City achieve greenhouse gas reduction
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Ability for Alternative to Achieve Objective
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that call for a
pedestrian friendly district. New land uses would
be required to provide the building setbacks and
open space specified. Further, this alternative
would continue to promote an active, balanced
mix of uses in the District with pedestrian-friendly
frontage. The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use
Mix would achieve the project objective to ensure
a pedestrian-friendly Downtown.
Under this alternative, the housing potential in
the Downtown would be reduced. In effect, there
would be less affordable housing and diversity of
housing options. Overall, the Hotel/Tourismfocused Land Use Mix Alternative would not
achieve the project objective for housing to the
same extent as the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that call for
improvements to the public realm. New land uses
would be required to provide the building
setbacks and open space specified. The
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix would
achieve the project objective for successful
public realm.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
sustainability, including green building standards.
Additionally, this alternative would include a
coordinated circulation plan, including sidewalk
connections that will enhance multi-modal
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Project Objective
targets as well as water self-sufficiency and zero
waste goals.

Historic Preservation and District Character.
Preserve the historic resources of Downtown and
support and celebrate the Downtown’s rich
history and character.

Multi-Modal Transportation Network. Provide
for improvements to the multi-modal circulation
network that successfully integrates the Expo
LRT and enhance circulation, mobility, and
connectivity for all modes of transportation to
maximize person capacity, address vehicle
congestion, minimize conflict between modes,
and minimize VMT while achieving the citywide
goals of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips and
GHG emissions reduction.

Open Space. Promote a well-connected open
space network in the Downtown through a
strategy that includes the addition of new parks
and plazas as well as enhanced pedestrian
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Ability for Alternative to Achieve Objective
relationships. However, under this alternative,
the housing potential in the Downtown would be
reduced. As a result, development pressure for
housing would push new residential uses out to
more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of
the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With future
residential uses being potentially pushed out to
other areas of the City that are less accessible to
transit, VMT and associated air pollutant
emissions would be potentially greater on a
citywide basis. Overall, the Hotel/Tourismfocused Land Use Mix Alternative would not
achieve the project objective for sustainability to
the same extent as the proposed Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
historic preservation, such as the potential
establishment of the Promenade Conservation
District an NCOD and standards for heightened
review of historic resources. Overall, the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix would
achieve the project objective for historic
preservation.
This alternative would carry the forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that promote the
enhancement and expansion of Downtown’s
pedestrian, bicycle, and public transit facilities.
Further, this alternative would require that new
land uses provide pedestrian-friendly buildings
and bicycle storage/parking. Additionally, the
large mix of hotel uses under this alternative
would result in lower volumes of traffic since
hotel uses are typically low trip generators.
However, under this alternative, the housing
potential in the Downtown would be reduced. As
a result, development pressure for housing would
push new residential uses out to more parcels in
the Downtown and other areas of the City (for
example, along the boulevards). With future
residential uses being potentially pushed out to
other areas of the City that are less accessible to
transit, VMT and associated air pollutant
emissions would be potentially greater on a
citywide basis. Overall, the Hotel/Tourismfocused Land Use Mix would not achieve the
project objective for a multimodal transportation
network to the same extent as the proposed
Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would expand
the open space network. However, without the
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Project Objective
sidewalks, pathways and esplanades; and
revitalization of existing private owned public
space.

Economic Sustainability and Diversity.
Promote a diverse and sustainable Downtown
economy, with a balance of uses that provide
jobs and housing, the continuity of local
businesses, support visitor-serving uses, and
offers opportunities for new investment to meet
the needs of emerging industries.

Community Benefits. Provide opportunity for
community benefits that emphasize Downtown’s
priorities, such as significant circulation and
network improvements that improve mobility,
increased cultural opportunities, privately owned
public open space, affordable and workforce
housing, and historic preservation.

Arts and Entertainment. Retain and enhance
existing creative assets, increase the diversity of
arts-related uses and programs, and facilitate the
creation of new creative spaces, cultural
institutions, cinemas, and public art pieces in the
Downtown.
Capital Improvements. Identify and provide for
implementation of capital improvement projects
and investments that are needed to ensure that
future demands on the Downtown’s infrastructure
will be successfully accommodated.

5.6

Ability for Alternative to Achieve Objective
Tier 3 height and land use potential, it is
anticipated that there would be less opportunity
to acquire community benefits, including
significant public open space. Therefore, the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative
would achieve the project objective for open
space.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
economic sustainability. Hotel uses would be
increased, which would support the City’s
tourism industry and generate revenues.
However, under this alternative, the housing
potential in the Downtown would be reduced.
There would be less housing opportunities to
meet citywide housing need, and even fewer
opportunities for affordable housing. Overall, the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix would not
achieve the project objective for economic
sustainability to a similar extent as the Downtown
Specific PlanCommunity Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would provide
for community benefits. However, this alternative
would result in fewer affordable housing units to
be constructed in the Downtown. Therefore, the
Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative
would not achieve the project objective for
community benefits to the same extent as the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan.
This alternative would carry forward the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s standards and policies that would promote
creative arts. Therefore, the Hotel/Tourismfocused Land Use Mix would achieve the project
objective for arts and entertainment.
Under the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix,
future land use changes would occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity
Plan’s overarching strategy to ensure that capital
improvement projects and investments would be
coordinated and planned for.

IDENTIFICATION OF ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 requires that an EIR identify the Environmentally Superior
Alternative to the proposed project from among the alternatives analyzed. If the No Project
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Alternative is found to be environmentally superior alternative, the EIR also identifies an
Environmentally Superior Alternative from among the other alternatives.
For a broad policy document such as the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, the
potential exists that there may not be a clear Environmentally Superior Alternative. An alternative
may have some reduced impact levels and other impacts that are greater than the project, while
another alternative reduces different impacts. Although CEQA does not provide specific
guidance in this matter, where a project has lower impacts in a majority of resource areas and/or
substantially lower impacts in especially critical resource areas, this can support a finding that
that alternative is environmentally superior. In such instances, the EIR may disclose the
differences between the alternatives and identify how each alternative may be superior. The Lead
Agency retains the authority to identify the Environmentally Superior Alternative based on the
evidence in the EIR, agency and public input, Lead Agency standards and policies, and the Lead
Agency’s independent decision-making.
CEQA Section 15126.6 requires that an EIR identify a range of alternatives to the proposed
project capable of meeting all or most of a project’s key objectives. The major project objectives
of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan strive to balance interrelated issues
such as land use and planning policies, housing, sustainability, and transportation and circulation
(refer to Section 2.0, Project Description).
5.6.1

Analysis of Environmentally Superior Alternative

Table 5-21 summarizes the environmental advantages and disadvantages associated with the
analyzed alternatives relative to Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan. In evaluating alternatives under CEQA, different weights may be assigned
to the relative importance of specific environmental impacts. For example, in comparing
alternatives for the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan, “more weight” was
given to significant air quality, land use, noise, and transportation effects than to other resource
area impacts, primarily considering the importance of these issue areas to have the most
significant and irreversible impacts (e.g., change in community character, increased traffic
congestion). However, in addition to these resource areas, additional importance must be placed
on how and to what extent each of alternatives accomplish the goals and objectives of the
proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan (as described in Section 5.2, Project
Objectives). Alternative 2 (Elimination of Tier 3 Project) would reduce construction and
operational air quality impacts as well as transportation-related impacts on intersections based
on LOS; however, elimination of Tier 3 developments would substantially reduce community
benefits and large scale housing and multi-modal transportation investment opportunities within
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the Downtown. Therefore, in comparing an incremental reduction in the severity of significant
impacts with the achievement of Project goals and objectives, it has been determined that the
implementation of Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan would
be the environmentally superior alternative. Implementation of Scenario B would incrementally
reduce potential environmental impacts relative to Scenario A, but implementation of Scenario
B would also still achieve all of the goals and objectives of the proposed Downtown Specific
PlanCommunity Plan.
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Table 5-21

Comparison of Significant Impacts by Alternative

Comparison of Significant Impacts by Alternative to the Proposed Downtown Specific PlanCommunity Plan
Significant
and
Unavoidable
Impacts by
Resource Area

Alt 1
No Project
(Existing Adopted
Plans)
Scenario
Scenario
A
B

Alt 2
Reduced Project
(Elimination of Tier 3
Projects)
Scenario
Scenario
A
B

Air Quality

Greater

Greater

Greater

Similar

Similar

Greater

Construction
Effects
Cultural
Resources
Noise
Transportation
and Traffic
Project
Objectives
Met?

Scenario
A

Scenario
B

Alt 4
Expanded One-Way
Streets Circulation
Plan
Scenario
Scenario
A
B

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Greater

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Similar

Greater

Greater

Less

Less

Greater

Greater

Greater

Greater

Similar

None

Some
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Alt 3
4th/5th Streets One-Way
Circulation Plan

Most

Most

Alt 5
Hotel/
Tourism-Focused
Land Use Mix
Scenario B

Some
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8.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE FINAL EIR
8.1

PUBLIC REVIEW PROCESS

The Draft EIR was available for a 90-day public review period between September 28, 2015 and
November 12, 2015. During this period, a total of 45 individual comment letters as well as 15
signed form letters were received.
Additionally, the Recirculated Draft EIR, which included revisions in Section 2.0, Project
Description and Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning in response to comments provided on the
Draft EIR, was available for a 45-day public review period between February 1, 2017 and March
20, 2017.
8.2

CEQA REQUIREMENTS

Before approving a project that may cause a significant environmental impact, CEQA requires the
Lead Agency to prepare a Final EIR. CEQA Guidelines Section 15132 specifies that the Final EIR
shall consist of:
(a) The Draft EIR or a revision of the draft;
(b) Comments and recommendations received on the Draft EIR either verbatim or in
summary;
(c) A list of persons, organizations, and public agencies commenting on the Draft EIR;
(d) The responses of the Lead Agency to significant environmental points raised in the
review and consultation process; and
(e) Any other information added by the Lead Agency.
8.3

USE OF THE FINAL EIR

The Final EIR allows the public and the City of Santa Monica an opportunity to review the
response to comments, revisions to the Draft EIR, and other components of the EIR, such as the
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP), prior to the City’s decision on the project.
The Final EIR serves as the environmental document to support approval of the proposed project,
either in whole or in part.
After completing the Final EIR, and before approving the project, the Lead Agency must first
“certify” the Final EIR. As required by Section 15090 of the CEQA Guidelines, certification
consists of three distinct but complementary findings:
•

That the Final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA;
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•

•

That the Final EIR was presented to the decisionmaking body of the Lead Agency, and
that the decisionmaking body reviewed and considered the information in the Final EIR
prior to approving the project; and
That the Final EIR reflects the Lead Agency’s independent judgment and analysis.

The Final EIR and the findings will be submitted to City decisionmakers for consideration in
connection with the proposed project.
CEQA “Findings of Fact” are adopted pursuant to Section 15091(a) of the CEQA Guidelines,
which provides that if an EIR that has been certified for a project identifies one or more significant
environmental effects, the Lead Agency decisionmaking body must make one or more of the
following findings with respect to each significant effect identified in the Final EIR:
•
•

•

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effect as identified in the EIR.
Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public
agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such
other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency.
Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including
provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the
mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.

Each finding must be accompanied by a brief explanation of the rationale for the finding, though
references to supporting text in the EIR documentation is commonly used to satisfy that
requirement. In addition, pursuant to Section 15091(d) of the CEQA Guidelines, the agency must
adopt, in conjunction with the findings, a program for reporting on or monitoring the changes that
it has either required in the project or made a condition of approval to avoid or substantially lessen
environmental effects. These measures must be fully enforceable through permit conditions,
agreements, or other measures. This program is referred to as the MMRP.
Additionally, pursuant to Sections 15091(b) and 15093(b) of the CEQA Guidelines, when a Lead
Agency approves a project that would result in significant, unavoidable impacts that are disclosed
in the Final EIR, the agency must state in writing its reasons for supporting the approved action.
This written statement, known as a Statement of Overriding Considerations, must be supported by
substantial information in the record, which includes this Final EIR.
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9.0 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIR
The Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) provides responses to all written comments
received on the Draft EIR. Comments on the Draft EIR include issues raised by the public that
warrant clarification or correction of certain statements in the Draft EIR. None of the corrections
and additions constitutes significant new information or substantial project changes as defined by
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5.
Each comment letter has been assigned an abbreviation (e.g., “Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority” has been abbreviated as “LACMTA”). The body of each comment letter
has been separated into individual comments, which have been numbered. This results in a
numbering system whereby the first comment in the letter from the Applicant is depicted as
Comment LACMTA-1, and so on. These numbered comments are included in their entirety,
followed by the corresponding responses. Copies of the comment letters are included in Appendix
I of this Final EIR. The following presents a list of all persons or organizations who submitted
written comments on the Draft EIR (see Section 9.1, Comments on the Draft EIR) and the
Recirculated Draft EIR (see Section 9.2, Comments on the Recirculated Draft EIR).

9.1

COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT EIR

The Draft EIR was available for a 90-day public review period between September 28, 2015 and
November 12, 2015. During this period, a total of 45 individual comment letters as well as 15
signed form letters were received. Each of the commenters are listed in Table 9-1. This table is
immediately followed by the responses to each of the individual comments that were included in
the each of the individual comment letters. (For a list of commenters, comments, and responses to
comments provided on the Recirculated Draft EIR, please refer to Section 9.2, Comments on the
Recirculated Draft EIR).
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Table 9-1

Commenters on the Draft EIR

Name
Governmental Agencies
California Department of Transportation
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Native American Heritage Commission
Groups/Organizations
Soboba Band of Luiseño Indians
Wilshire Montana Neighborhood Coalition
Public
Alvin and Suzann Rabuchin
Amy Thanowalla
Brian Burke
Carol and Rick Glenn
Ganesa Pandian
Glen Tisaert
Group A Form Letter
• Alvin Rabuchin
• Carmen Culver
• Carol Epstein
• Caroline Gerstley
• Debra Winchester
• Jacqueline Cosby
• Michael Epstein
• Suzanne Rabuchin
Group B Form Letter
• Ellen Hannan
• Carol Epstein
• Nicolos Diaco
• Michael Epstein
• Lynette Kozelron
• Kirsten Laage
• Fred Brandfon
• Gail Syphers
• Anthony Hudaverdi
• Robert Richards
• Steve Linnet
• Whitney Scott Bain
• Jim Gerstley
• Suzanne Rabuchin
• Simone Blais
• Shirley Loeb
Group C Form Letter
• Arthur Alper
• Jane Martin
Huntley Hotel
James Gerstley a
James Gerstley b
James Gerstley c
James Gerstley d
James Gerstley e
Jim Pickrell
9.0-2

Comment ID No.

Page Number

Caltrans (a) 1-11
LACMTA 1-9
NAHC 1-3

9.0-4
9.0-8
9.0-12

SBLI 1-2
WILMONT 1-6

9.0-17
9.0-18

ASR 1
AT 1-5
BB 1-5
CRG 1
GP 1
GT 1
GA 1-7

9.0-27
9.0-28
9.0-33
9.0-36
9.0-37
9.0-38
9.0-40

GB 1-3

9.0-46

GC 1-5

9.0-49

HH 1-15
JGa 1-7
JGb 1-5
JGc 1-3
JGd 1-9
JGe 1
JP 1

9.0-53
9.0-90
9.0-96
9.0-104
9.0-109
9.0-113
9.0-115
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Table 9-1

Commenters on the Draft EIR (Continued)

Name
Jordan Rahimian
Justin Jones
Kay Ward
Liz Sanchez
Marschinda Felix
Mary Marlow et al.
Nicolas von Speyr
Nikki Kohloff
Roberto Gomez
Steve Linett
Taffy Patton
Ted Myers
Todd Papazian
William Schoane a
William Schoane b
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Comment ID No.
JR 1-6
JJ 1-2
KW 1-2
LS 1-8
MF 1-4
MM 1-134
NVS 1
NK 1-5
RG 1
SL 1
TAP 1-29
TM-1
TOP-1
WSa 1-3
WSb 1-5

Page Number
9.0-117
9.0-121
9.0-123
9.0-124
9.0-130
9.0-198
9.0-298
9.0-299
9.0-301
9.0-302
9.0-303
9.0-337
9.0-338
9.0-339
9.0-341
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Letter Caltrans (a)
May 3, 2016
California Department of Transportation
District 7 - Office of Transportation Planning
100 S. Main Street, MS 16
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Comment Caltrans (a)-1
•

The Plan proposes future land use changes that will result in a net increase of approximately
3.22 - 4.74 million square feet of new residential and commercial floor area in addition to
all currently approved projects in the study area.

Response
Comment noted. The commenter has identified the proposed development under Scenario A and
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Please refer to Table 2-5 in Section 2.0,
Project Description of the Recirculated Draft EIR.
Comment Caltrans (a)-2
•

Please note: the western terminus of the I-10 freeway is at Lincoln Blvd (SR-1). SR-1
continues from Lincoln Blvd in the north/south direction. Therefore, the freeway exit and
entrance at 4th Street and at Olympic Drive should be labeled under SR-1 instead of the I10 freeway.

Response
This comment does not identify any deficiencies in the analysis included in the Draft EIR and the
associated Traffic Study; however, the figures in the Final EIR have been revised accordingly.
Comment Caltrans (a)-3
•

The I-10 Freeway Corridor (Segment I), which extends from SR-1 in Santa Monica to the
I-5/US-101 Interchange in East Los Angeles, is currently congested (LOS E/F) throughout
the day. Caltrans agrees that the downstream bottlenecks on the eastbound I-10 freeway
result in queuing that extends onto the Lincoln Blvd/SR-1 interchange and that the PeMS
data indicates a consistent oversaturated condition (LOS E/F) during the weekday PM peak
period.
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Response
Comment noted. This comment confirms the analysis provided in Section 3.18, Transportation
and Circulation of the Draft EIR as well as the corresponding Traffic Study.
Comment Caltrans (a)-4
•

Caltrans concurs that the Plan will significantly impact the intersections at 4th Street and
the southbound SR-1 freeway on-ramp, Cloverfield Boulevard and the westbound I-10
freeway off-ramp, Lincoln Blvd/SR-1 and the westbound I-10 freeway off-ramp, and
Lincoln Blvd/SR-1 and the eastbound I-10 freeway on-ramp.

Response
Comment noted. This comment confirms the analysis provided in Section 3.18, Transportation
and Circulation of the Draft EIR as well as the corresponding Traffic Study.
Comment Caltrans (a)-5
•

Caltrans proposes to deploy ATDM strategies in the future, which will utilize real-time
adjustments to the highway system to manage traffic demand. The cost of these
improvements is estimated at $20.3 Million. The Plan should also consider ITS
improvements to improve traffic flow, including interconnecting the existing ramp meters
with the existing traffic signals at or nearby State facilities.

Response
This comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan does not address the adequacy of the
analyses presented in the Draft EIR. Nevertheless, this comment on the proposed Plan has been
noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan for adoption.
Comment Caltrans (a)-6
•

It is anticipated that the plan to reconfigure the SR-1 interchange at 4th Street and Olympic
Drive as part of the “Olympic Crossover” project, will have a significant impact on traffic
operations along this freeway corridor. Although the “Olympic Crossover” project is
expected to relieve congestion along the 4th Street corridor, between Colorado Avenue and
the State highway by eliminating the existing double set of closely-spaced ramp
intersections, the feasibility of the vertical design solution may need to be verified.
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Response
The Olympic Crossover, including future access and reuse of the area currently occupied by the
4th street ramp, will be studied further in the Gateway Master Plan (see Section 2.0, Project
Description of the Recirculated Draft EIR).
Comment Caltrans (a)-7
•

Caltrans acknowledges that the Plan will consider pedestrian and bicycle facilities, as well
as improve overall operational efficiency and flow by reducing single occupancy vehicle
trips affecting all modes of transportation.

Response
Comment noted. This comment confirms the analysis provided in Section 3.18, Transportation
and Circulation of the Draft EIR as well as the corresponding Traffic Study.
Comment Caltrans (a)-8
In an effort to improve the traffic flow on the State facilities, Caltrans recommends that the City
consider including the following policy language in the Downtown Specific Plan:
•

The City will work with Caltrans in the revision and update of the existing Transportation
Impact Fee program to include State facilities.

•

The City will work with Caltrans to identify cumulative traffic impact locations on State
facilities and improvements to alleviate traffic congestion within the Specific Plan area.

•

The City will work with neighboring Cities to address cumulative significant traffic
impacts on SR-1, I-405, and I-10.

•

The City will work with Caltrans to evaluate access management needs and strategies to
better manage traffic operations on arterial streets that are in close proximity to the freeway
on/off-ramps, in an effort to reduce traffic backing up at the intersections and/or onto the
mainline freeway.

Response
This comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan does not address the adequacy of the
analyses presented in the Draft EIR. Nevertheless, this comment on the proposed Plan has been
noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan for adoption.
9.0-6
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Comment Caltrans (a)-9
Please be reminded that any work performed within the State Right-of-way will require an
Encroachment Permit from Caltrans. Any modifications to State facilities must meet all mandatory
design standard and specifications.
Response
Comment noted. The City would continue its close coordination with Caltrans regarding the need
for Encroachment Permits, as necessary, under the proposed Downtown Community Plan
Comment Caltrans (a)-10
Storm water run-off is a sensitive issue for Los Angeles and Ventura counties. Please be mindful
that projects should be designed to discharge clean run-off water. Additionally, discharge of storm
water run-off is not permitted onto State highway facilities without a storm water management
plan.
Response
Comment noted. The City is sensitive to the issues directly and indirectly related to storm water
runoff. This topic is discussed thoroughly within Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality of
the Draft EIR. The City would continue its close coordination with Caltrans regarding the need for
storm water management plans, as necessary, under the proposed Downtown Community Plan
Comment Caltrans (a)-11
Transportation of heavy construction equipment and/or materials, which requires the use of
oversized-transport vehicles on State highways, will require a transportation permit from Caltrans.
It is recommended that large size truck trips be limited to off-peak commute periods.
Response
Comment noted. The City will coordinate with Caltrans regarding any projects within the
Downtown that would require the use of oversized-transport vehicles on State highways.
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Letter LACMTA
March 21, 2016
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Elizabeth Carvajal, Transportation Planning Manager
One Gateway Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90012-2952
Comment LACMTA-1
Metro bus lines 4, 33, 534, 704, 720 and 733 are operating within Santa Monica downtown area.
Several Metro bus stops are located within the project area. The following comments relate to bus
operations and the bus stop:
1. Although the project is not expected to result in any long-term impacts on transit, the
developer should be aware of the bus facilities and services that are present. The existing
Metro bus stop must be maintained as part of the final project.
Response
A discussion of the existing transit facilities and bus routes within or serving the Project area is
provided in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation under Public Transit Services in
Downtown and are depicted in Figure 3.18-2. At this time, the City does not propose the removal
or relocation of Metro bus stops. However, any future removal or relocation of bus stops would be
coordinated with Metro to ensure transit services are not adversely affected.
Comment LACMTA-2
2. During construction, the stop must be maintained or relocated consistent with the needs of
Metro Bus Operations. Please contact Metro Bus Operations Control Special Events
Coordinator at 213-922-4632 regarding construction activities that may impact Metro bus
lines at least 30 days in advance of initiating construction activities. For closures that last
more than six months, Metro’s Stops and Zones Department will also need to be notified
at 213-922-5188, 30 days in advance of initiating construction activities. Other municipal
bus may also be impacted and should be included in construction outreach efforts.
Response
As provided in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, MM T-1 requires future project
applicants to prepare an individual Construction Impact Mitigation Plan, which shall be prepared
and implemented in coordination with any affected agencies such as Big Blue Bus, Metro, and
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Caltrans. This mitigation measure has been revised to include specific reference to maintaining or
relocating Metro stops consistent with Metro Bus Operations.
Comment LACMTA-3
3. LACMTA encourages the installation of bus shelters, benches and other amenities that
improve the transit rider experience. The City should consider requesting the installation
of such amenities as part of the development of the site.
Response
As discussed in Section 2.0, Project Description, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
(“DCP” or Plan) would incorporate improvements to the existing transit network. These
improvements would include, but not be limited to: additional bus ingress and egress options, new
public bus services, bus stops, and transit layover zones. For detailed information of transit
improvements proposed as part of the Downtown Community Plan, refer to Section 2.5.4, A New
Mobility Model.
Comment LACMTA-4
4. Final design of the bus stop and surrounding sidewalk area must be Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant and allow passengers with disabilities a clear path of
travel to the bus stop from the proposed development.
Response
As described in Section 2.5.4, A New Mobility Model enhancing the network of streets and
sidewalk to create pedestrian friendly connections between all modes of transportation is a priority
for the City. The proposed Downtown Community Plan requires new projects in the Downtown to
improve circulation options through pedestrian-friendly building design. Consistent with Goal
AM1, all streetscape improvements under the proposed Downtown Community Plan would
include compliance with ADA standards, as applicable.
Comment LACMTA-5
Metro also has bus layover zones in the specific plan area that need to be preserved, they are listed
as follows:
Line 33 – northbound on 2nd St, midblock between Santa Monica and Arizona;
Line 534 – westbound on Olympic at 7th St;
Line 704 and 4 owl – southbound on 2nd St at Santa Monica Bl;
Line 720 – northbound on 5th St at Colorado Av;
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Line 733 – northbound on Ocean Avenue at Arizona Av.
Response
Please refer to Response to Comment LACMTA-1.
Comment LACMTA-6
It is noted that the Metro Expo Light Rail Transit Right-of-Way (ROW) is passing through the
project area. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Santa Monica Station is within the project
area. The following concerns related to the project’s proximity to the ROW should be addressed:
1. The project sponsor is advised that the Metro Expo Line light rail will operate weekday
peak service as often as every five minutes in both directions and that trains may operate,
in and out of revenue service, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, in the ROW proximate
to the proposed project.
Response
Operating hours of the Metro Expo Line light rail have been noted and operation of the Expo LRT
is described under Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
Comment LACMTA-7
2. Considering the proximity of the proposed project to the railroad ROW, Expo Line light
rail will produce noise, vibration and visual impacts. A recorded Noise Easement Deed in
favor of LACMTA is required, a form of which is attached. In addition, any noise
mitigation required for the project must be borne by the developers of the project and not
LACMTA. The easement recorded in the Deed will extend to successors and tenants as
well.
Response
The operation of the Expo LRT, and associated operational noise levels, would be an existing
condition for any future development under the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Such
requirements would be reviewed during the City’s permit process for future projects and any
required Noise Easement Deeds would be prepared as necessary by project applicants.
Comment LACMTA-8
3. The project sponsor should notify LACMTA of any changes to the construction/building
plans that may impact the use of the ROW.
9.0-10
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Response
Please refer to Response to Comment LACMTA-2.
Comment LACMTA-9
4. There shall be no encroachment onto the railroad ROW. If access is necessary for the
applicant or its contractor to enter the ROW during construction, a temporary right-of entry
agreement must be obtained from LACMTA. Contact Velma Marshall, Deputy Executive
Officer of Real Estate, at 213-922-2415 for right-of-entry permits.
Response
As discussed in Response to Comment LACMTA-2, MM T-1 requires future project applicants to
prepare a Construction Impact Mitigation Plan, which shall be implemented in coordination with
any affected agencies such as Big Blue Bus, Metro, and Caltrans. Should an applicant or its
contractor(s) propose to enter the ROW during construction, LACMTA shall be notified and
necessary approvals shall be obtained well in advance of any construction-related activities.
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Letter NAHC
February 16, 2016
Native American Heritage Commission
1550 Harbor Blvd, Suite 100
West Sacramento, CA 95691
Comment NAHC-1
Documentation of Contact/Consultation with Tribes
There is no information in the document of any contact for consultation with California Native
American tribes for this project.
•

The SB 18 applies to local governments and requires them to contact, provide notice to,
refer plans to, and consult with tribes prior to the adoption or amendment of a general plan
or a specific plan, or the designation of open space. Local governments should consult the
Governor's Office of Planning and Research’s “Tribal Consultation Guidelines,” which can
be found online at: https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/09_14_05_Updated_Guidellnes_922.pdf

•

Tribal Consultation: If a local government considers a proposal to adopt or amend a general
plan or a specific plan, or to designate open space it is required to contact the appropriate
tribes identified by the NAHC by requesting a “Tribal Consultation List.” If a tribe, once
contacted, requests consultation the local government must consult with the tribe on the
plan proposal. A tribe has 90 days from the date of receipt of notification to request
consultation unless a shorter timeframe has been agreed to by the tribe.

•

There is no Statutory Time Limit on Tribal Consultation under the law.

•

Confidentiality: Consistent with the guidelines developed and adopted by the Office of
Planning and Research, the city or county shall protect the confidentiality of the
information concerning the specific identity, location, character, and use of places, features
and objects described in Public Resources Code sections 5097.9 and 5097.993 that are
within the city’s or county’s jurisdiction.

•

Conclusion Tribal Consultation: Consultation should be concluded at the point in which:
o

The parties to the consultation come to a mutual agreement concerning the
appropriate measures for preservation or mitigation; or

o Either the local government or the tribe, acting in good faith and after reasonable
effort, concludes that mutual agreement cannot be reached concerning the
appropriate measures of preservation or mitigation.
Response
A summary of contact and consultation with the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC)
and local Native American tribal groups under the Project is provided in Section 3.7.5 of Section
9.0-12
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3.7, Cultural Resources. As a part of the Archaeological and Historic Built Environment
Assessment the NAHC was contacted on February 19, 2013 for a review of the Sacred Lands File
to determine if any known Native American cultural property were present within the Downtown.
The NAHC responded on February 20, 2013, stating that the Sacred Lands File indicates the
presence of Native American cultural resources within the Downtown; however, the NAHC would
not provide details of the nature of the resource and recommended that Native American
individuals and organizations be contacted to elicit information and/or concerns regarding cultural
resource issues related to the proposed Downtown Community Plan. A letter describing the
proposed Downtown Community Plan and asking these individuals and organizations for their
input was sent via electronic mail on April 18, 2013. A second attempt at correspondence was
made to those persons who had not yet responded via telephone on June 14, 2013. Of the 10 groups
and/or individuals contacted, four responded with comments. A copy of the letters sent, the list of
contacts provided by NAHC, and responses received are included in Appendix C of the EIR.
Comment NAHC-2
Documentation of Cultural Resources Assessment
This document cites Archaeological and Historical assessments only. Cultural Resources
assessments are not documented.
•

Contact the NAHC for:
o A Sacred Lands File search. Remember that tribes do not always record their sacred
sites in the Sacred Lands File, nor are they required to do so. A Sacred Lands File
search is not a substitute for consultation with tribes that are traditionally and
culturally affiliated with the geographic area of the project’s APE.
o A Native American Tribal Contact List of appropriate tribes for consultation
concerning the project site and to assist in planning for avoidance, preservation in
place, or, failing both, mitigation measures.


•

The request form can be found at http://nahc.ca.gov/resources/forms/.

Contact the appropriate regional California Historical Research Information System
(CHRIS) Center (http://ohp.parks.ca.gov/?page_id= 1068) for an archaeological records
search. The records search will determine:
o If part or the entire APE has been previously surveyed for cultural resources.
o If any known cultural resources have been already been recorded on or adjacent to
the APE.
o If the probability is low, moderate, or high that cultural resources are located in the
APE.
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o If a survey is required to determine whether previously unrecorded cultural
resources are present.
•

If an archaeological inventory survey is required, the final stage is the preparation of a
professional report detailing the findings and recommendations of the records search and
field survey.
o The final report containing site forms, site significance, and mitigation measures
should be submitted immediately to the planning department. All information
regarding site locations, Native American human remains, and associated funerary
objects should be in a separate confidential addendum and not be made available
for public disclosure.
o The final written report should be submitted within 3 months after work has been
completed to the appropriate regional CHRIS center.

Response
Discussion of impacts to Historical, Archaeological, and Paleontological resources is provided in
Section 3.7.7 of Section 3.7, Cultural Resources, which includes analysis of cultural resources as
they relate to historical, archaeological, and paleontological resources. This analysis is based on
the findings of the Archaeological and Historic Built Environment Assessment, which has been
included as Appendix C of the EIR. The assessment summarizes the findings based on contact
with the NAHC, contact with relevant Native American tribes, a cultural resources literature and
records search conducted at the South Central Coastal Information Center of the California
Historical Resource Information System (CHRIS), and a review of recent historic resource
inventories prepared for the City.
Comment NAHC-3
Mitigation for the Protection of Tribal Cultural Resources/Native American Human Remains
1. It is not apparent in the document that mitigation measures were developed in consultation
with traditionally and culturally affiliated Native American tribes.
2. Mitigation for archaeological resources (ES-16, CR-3a) – “Archaeological Data Recovery”
is not always appropriate for or similar to measures specifically for cultural resources.
3. While the inadvertent discovery of human remains may be of low potential, the impact as
assessed at “Less than significant” (ES-21, CR-5) occurs with the inclusion of specific
mitigation for those discoveries. No mitigation is included.
Government Code § 65352.3 (a) (1) requires consultation with Native Americans on general plan
proposals for the purposes of “preserving or mitigating impacts to places, features, and objects
described § 5097.9 and§ 5091.993 of the Public Resources Code that are located within the city or
county’s jurisdiction. Government Code§ 65560 (a), (b), and (c) provides for consultation with
9.0-14
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Native American tribes on the open-space element of a county or city general plan for the purposes
of protecting places, features, and objects described in Sections 5097.9 and 5097.993 of the Public
Resources Code.
•

Examples of Mitigation Measures That May Be Considered to Avoid or Minimize
Significant Adverse Impacts to Tribal Cultural Resources:
o Avoidance and preservation of the resources in place, including, but not limited to:



Planning and construction to avoid the resources and protect the cultural
and natural context.
Planning greenspace, parks, or other open space, to incorporate the
resources with culturally appropriate protection and management criteria.

o Treating the resource with culturally appropriate dignity, taking into account the
tribal cultural values and meaning of the resource, including, but not limited to, the
following:




Protecting the cultural character and integrity of the resource.
Protecting the traditional use of the resource.
Protecting the confidentiality of the resource.

o Permanent conservation easements or other interests in real property, with
culturally appropriate management criteria for the purposes of preserving or
utilizing the resources or places.
o Please note that a federally recognized California Native American tribe or a nonfederally recognized California Native American tribe that is on the contact list
maintained by the NAHC to protect a California prehistoric, archaeological,
cultural, spiritual, or ceremonial place may acquire and hold conservation
easements if the conservation easement is voluntarily conveyed.
o Please note that it is the policy of the state that Native American remains and
associated grave artifacts shall be repatriated.
•

The lack of surface evidence of archaeological resources (including tribal cultural
resources) does not preclude their subsurface existence.
o Lead agencies should include in their mitigation and monitoring reporting program
plan provisions for the identification and evaluation of inadvertently discovered
archaeological resources. In areas of identified archaeological sensitivity, a
certified archaeologist and a culturally affiliated Native American with knowledge
of cultural resources should monitor all ground-disturbing activities.
o Lead agencies should include in their mitigation and monitoring reporting program
plans provisions for the disposition of recovered cultural items that are not burial
associated in consultation with culturally affiliated Native Americans.
o Lead agencies should include in their mitigation and monitoring reporting program
plans provisions for the treatment and disposition of inadvertently discovered
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Native American human remains. Health and Safety Code section 7050.5, Public
Resources Code section 5097.98, and Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14, section 15064.5,
subdivisions (d) and (e) (CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5, subds. (d) and (e))
address the processes to be followed in the event of an inadvertent discovery of any
Native American human remains and associated grave goods in a location other
than a dedicated cemetery.
Response
As described in Section 3.7.4, Archaeological Resources at least 40 previous cultural resources
surveys have occurred within a 0.25-mile radius of the Downtown. These and other studies have
identified one archaeological site within Downtown at 1422 6th Street. However, in the City’s
highly developed urban setting, the original ground surface is not readily available for inspection,
and prehistoric and historic archaeological deposits may be preserved beneath more recent soils.
Section 3.7.5, Native American Outreach describes communication and coordination with relevant
Native American tribes regarding early coordination that was implemented to identify potential
impacts and associated mitigation measures. Impact CR-3 describes that construction activities
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan could potentially uncover
significant prehistoric or historic archaeological deposits during earthwork activities. The EIR
identifies a range of mitigation measures to ensure protection of archaeological resources. MM
CR-3a and MM CR-3b would be implemented to protect such resources. For projects with the
potential to uncover previously unknown archaeological resources, a Treatment Plan would be
prepared by a Registered Professional Archaeologist (RPA) that would provide clear criteria for
evaluating the significance of any archaeological resources discovered during construction and
identified appropriate data recovery methods and procedures to mitigate project effects on
significant resources. In the event of any inadvertent discoveries, all work within 50 feet of the
discovery would cease until a RPA determine if the find is significant and requires avoidance or
data recovery pursuant to MM CR-3a. Additionally, consistent with the federal and state law as
well as the recommendations of Robert Dorame, of the Gabrieleno-Tongva Tribe, if human
remains are inadvertently discovered within a project site in the Downtown, disturbance would be
halted and applicable notifications would occur as prescribed in California Health and Safety Code
Section 7050.5, CEQA Section 15064.5, and Pub. Res. Code §5097.98.
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Letter SBLI
March 29, 2016
Soboba Band of Luiseño Indians
P.O. Box 487
San Jacinto, CA 92581
Comment SBLI-1
Also, working in and around traditional use areas intensifies the possibility of encountering
cultural resources during any future construction/excavation phases that may take place. For this
reason the Soboba Band of Luiseño Indians requests that approved Native American Monitor(s)
be present during any future ground disturbing proceedings, including surveys and archaeological
testing, associated with this project.
Response
Mitigation measure MM CR-3a and MM CR-3b would be implemented to protect archaeological
resources during the construction and excavation phases of future developments under the
proposed Downtown Community Play. For projects with the potential to uncover previously
unknown archaeological resources, a Treatment Plan would be prepared by a RPA that would
provide clear criteria for evaluating the significance of any archaeological resources discovered
during construction and identified appropriate data recovery methods and procedures to mitigate
project effects on significant resources. MM CR-3b has been amended to require that the
Treatment Plan describe if an RPA or Native American monitor would be required during
construction or excavation. In the event of any inadvertent discoveries, all work within 50 feet of
the discovery would cease until a RPA determines if the find is significant and requires avoidance
or data recovery pursuant to MM CR-3a.
Comment SBLI-2
The Soboba Band recommends that you contact Gabrieleño Tribal Consultants, who are closer to
the project area.
Response
As discussed in the EIR in Section 3.4.5, Native American Outreach, the Gabrieliño-Tongva Tribe
was contacted during the preparation of the Archaeological and Historic Built Environment
Assessment, which has been included as Appendix C of the EIR. A copy of the letters sent, the list
of contacts provided by NAHC, and responses received are included in Appendix C of the EIR.
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Letter WILMONT
May 3, 2016
Wilshire Montana Neighborhood Coalition
Manju Raman, Vice Chair Wilshire Montana Neighborhood Coalition
manju.rama@icloud.com
Comment WILMONT-1
As Vice Chair of the Wilshire Montana Neighborhood Coalition, I write to comment on the Draft
EIR for the Downtown Community Plan. Wilshire Montana Neighborhood Coalition (Wilmont
for short) is one of seven neighborhood groups in Santa Monica created to promote the interests
of the residents of our neighborhood and our City. The Wilmont boundaries are Pacific Coast
Highway to the west, 21st Street to the east, Wilshire Boulevard to the south, and Montana Avenue
to the north. Wilmont is immediately adjacent to the northern boundary of the Downtown
Community Plan area and, in fact, a segment of the northern portion of the Downtown Community
Plan is within Wilmont.
The development in Downtown deeply affects Wilmont, and we have substantial concerns that the
Downtown Community Plan will have significant environmental impacts on Wilmont and these
significant environmental impacts have not been disclosed in the Draft EIR. This letter is directed
at failures in the Draft EIR to address impacts to Wilmont; it does not address Wilmont’s general
position on the existing Downtown Community Plan proposal.
The Draft EIR fails to correctly analyze the significant neighborhood effects to the Wilmont
neighborhood associated with aesthetics, land use, traffic, and parking. The Downtown
Community Plan would permit a significant increase in heights and densities that would impact
the neighborhood character of Wilmont. The Draft EIR incorrectly claims that the proposed
development standards “would ensure that new land uses occurring on these boulevards provide a
smooth transition to the residential neighborhoods to the east and north.” (Draft EIR 3.13-12 and
3.13-13.) The facts clearly dispute this statement, as the Community Plan would increase height
and FAR above the permitted and existing conditions in the area north of Wilshire Boulevard,
including the development of the Miramar as a “large site”. These increases in development
standards would eviscerate any transition between the Downtown and Wilmont’s residential
neighborhood. Because the Draft EIR fails to acknowledge this change, the Draft EIR failed to
disclose a potentially significant impact to neighborhood effects related to aesthetics and land use.
Response
Thank you for your comments. The EIR analyzes potential effects to the Wilmont neighborhood
throughout the document, including issues associated with aesthetics, land use, traffic, and
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construction-related effects on parking (However, as discussed in the response to Comment
WILMONT-5, in 2010, the state revised the CEQA Guidelines to remove analysis of parking
adequacy from CEQA, in part as a result of the decision in San Franciscans Upholding the
Downtown Plan v. City and County of San Francisco [2002] 102 Cal.App.4th 656.) Discussion of
Downtown and the location of the Wilmont neighborhood is provided in multiple locations
throughout the EIR, including in Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR. Further, the Wilmont
neighborhood is depicted in Figure 3.13-1 of the EIR. Overall potential effects on Wilmont and
other neighborhoods are summarized in Section 3.13.1 of Section 3.13, Neighborhood Effects.
Potential impacts to the Wilmont neighborhood, and other adjacent Downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods, with respect to aesthetics, land use, and transportation and circulation, are
summarized under the discussion of Impact NHE-1 in Section 3.13, Neighborhood Effects. This
discussion is drawn from relevant resource area analyses included in the EIR.
With regard to aesthetics and community character, as described in 2.0, Project Description of the
EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan provides development standards related to
building stepbacks, setbacks, building modulation, building height and floor-area-ratios (FARs)
for the Wilshire Transition district. These standards would be applied to future development in the
Wilshire Transition district to ensure a smooth transition between the Downtown and Wilmont
neighborhood to the north. As discussed in the EIR, the Downtown Community Plan’s proposed
maximum height of 50 feet in the Wilshire Transition district would not be out of character or
context with existing surrounding buildings including the residential neighborhood to the north of
Downtown. As described in Section 3.12 Land Use and Planning of the EIR, the Wilmont
neighborhood includes a varied mix of one to four story residential buildings, some of which are
50 feet or higher. The proposed Downtown Community Plan also prescribes minimum stepback
standards for new buildings abutting any residentially zoned parcel, which would reduce the
building envelope and would ensure that new buildings in the Wilshire Transition district
respectfully transition to existing buildings in the north.
With regard to the comment that the proposed Downtown Community Plan would increase
permitted conditions in the Wilmont neighborhood, it should be noted that the CEQA guidelines
states that an EIR should describe a project’s “impacts on the physical environment”. The Supreme
Court in Communities for a Better Environment v. South Coast Air Quality Management District
held that the baseline for CEQA analysis must be the “existing physical conditions in the affected
area,” that is, the “real conditions on the ground,” rather than the level of development that could
or should have been present according to a plan or regulation. (14 Cal. Code Regs., § 15125(a)).
Therefore, the EIR appropriately and adequately analyzes the proposed Downtown Community
Plan’s impacts on existing land uses, and not on permitted regulations (either existing or past).
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Nonetheless, it should be noted that with the exception of the Miramar Established Large Site, the
proposed Downtown Community Plan would not increase height standards for properties located
on Wilshire Boulevard as compared to the existing Zoning Ordinance regulations that currently
apply. As indicated in Table 3.12-3 of Land Use and Planning of the EIR, Wilshire Boulevard and
the north side of Wilshire between 2nd Street and 7th Street has a maximum height of 50 feet. The
proposed Downtown Community Plan’s maximum height of 50 feet would not represent an
increase from existing regulatory standards.
With regard to the comparative impacts of different alternatives, Section 5.0, Alternatives Analysis
analyzed alternatives to the proposed Downtown Community Plan, including the No Project
Alternative, which would not implement the goals, standards, policies, and actions of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan. Under the No Project Alternative, land use changes in the
Downtown, including those adjacent to the Wilmont neighborhood, would be guided by existing
policies and standards that do not require the types of building design modifications (e.g., height
restrictions, building stepbacks) as proposed by the Downtown Community Plan. Future land uses
would not be subject to the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s development standards and
design guidelines that require active building frontages, building modulation, landscaping,
pedestrian-friendly facades, and high quality architectural design. This alternative would not
promote sustainable building design for new projects in the Downtown. An important principle of
the City’s LUCE is to preserve existing residential neighborhoods by focusing land use changes
near the Expo LRT and away from the City’s residential neighborhoods. The proposed Downtown
Community Plan implements this LUCE principle by creating opportunities for mixed-use
residential development with incentives for housing near the Expo LRT.
With regard to development of the Miramar Established Large Site, it should be noted that the
pending Miramar development proposal is a privately proposed project and is not being proposed
as a part of the Downtown Community Plan. The Downtown Community Plan considers the
implementation of two separate scenarios for consideration for approval. Under Scenario A,
development of the Miramar Established Large Site would be allowed a FAR of 4.25, while
Scenario B would restrict the maximum FAR for this site to 2.75-3.0 to be more consistent with
the underlying Ocean Transition district FAR (see Table 2-4 in the EIR). The allowable
development intensities on the Miramar site are evaluated in detail throughout the EIR. If an
applicant on this site or any of the Established Large Sites request consideration of building heights
greater than 84 feet, such a request would require a public approval process and additional
environmental review, pursuant to CEQA.
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Comment WILMONT-2
The Draft EIR’s disregard for the LUCE is of additional concern. The LUCE represents a 6-year
planning process with the community regarding the vision for the City, and the Community Plan
must be entirely consistent with the LUCE. As currently drafted, we have significant concerns
regarding the Community Plan’s inconsistencies with the LUCE. The first core value of the LUCE
is to “Preserve the scale and character of all residential neighborhoods.” (LUCE p. 7.) The LUCE
at page 2.1-48 specifically requires that the area north of Wilshire be maintained as a transition
area between Downtown and Wilmont. Nevertheless, the heights and densities the Community
Plan proposed in this “transition area” completely violate the principles in the LUCE to create
transitions to ensure that the scale and character of our residential neighborhoods are maintained.
Further, the Community Plan may not maintain consistency with the LUCE goal of no-net-new
trips. This is an essential component of the LUCE that allowed the community to support additional
growth—this simply cannot be forgotten a few years later. These departures from the LUCE are
not properly analyzed in the Draft EIR. Conflicts with a general plan are significant environmental
impacts. The Draft EIR fails to disclose these significant environmental impacts on our
community. Moreover, the City would violate basic land use principles if it were to adopt a
Community Plan that directly violates policies in the LUCE, which is a part of the City’s General
Plan.
Response
The EIR analyzes consistency with LUCE goals, objectives, and policies throughout the document.
This includes a thorough discussion of LUCE core values such as preserving the scale and
character of all residential neighborhoods and addressing potential neighborhood impacts in the
transition area between Downtown and Wilmont north of Wilshire. In particular, Section 3.12
Land Use and Planning of the EIR, assesses the Downtown Community Plan’s proposed heights
and densities for the Wilshire Transition District and describes the scale and character of adjacent
residential neighborhoods. Please see the response to Comment WILMONT-1 regarding the
Wilshire Transition district.
With regard to No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, as discussed throughout Section 2.0, Project
Description of the EIR, the purpose of the proposed Downtown Community Plan is to implement
the vision and goals of the City’s LUCE for the Downtown. As an important LUCE
implementation effort, the proposed Downtown Community Plan builds on the LUCE and
provides a proactive strategy for the Downtown to evolve into a more accessible, multi-modal,
sustainable district that serves the needs of residents and a diverse community with new
opportunities for jobs, housing, and entertainment and an integrated Expo LRT Downtown Station.
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Consistency of the proposed Downtown Community Plan with the LUCE was assessed in Section
3.12, Land Use and Planning of the EIR which determined that the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would be substantially compatible with the goals and policies of the LUCE (refer
to Impact LU-4). Additionally, the proposed Downtown Community Plan would establish the
regulatory framework for coordinated future land use changes and transportation improvements to
help the City achieve the goals of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, sustainability, economic
and housing vitality, transportation management, and GHG reductions.
As described in Table 3.12-6 in the EIR, Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Community Plan
is consistent with the LUCE goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour trips (Policies S2.1 and S2.3).
More specifically, the proposed Downtown Community Plan would focus future land use changes
in the Downtown’s rich transit and transportation environment and near the Downtown Station to
minimize single occupancy automobile trips (refer to Impact T-2). This analysis and conclusion is
supported by exhaustive transportation modeling efforts to ensure that the goal of No Net New
P.M. Peak Hour Trips is adhered to (refer to Appendix B of the EIR). Additionally, the proposed
Downtown Community Plan includes a variety of goals, policies, and actions that would further
address mobility and minimize vehicle trip generation in the City, including an enhanced TDM
Program that will be more effective at reducing peak period trips and reaching a greater number
of stakeholders. Aggressive trip reduction requirements will continue to be negotiated as part of
development agreements. When combined with other citywide LUCE actions, the proposed
Downtown Community Plan’s enhanced TDM program would help limit vehicle trip generation
associated with new development in the Downtown and would not conflict with the LUCE goal of
No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips.
Comment WILMONT-3
In addition, the Draft EIR’s shade and shadow analysis fails to provide any specificity with regard
to where the shade and shadow impacts will occur on the sensitive residential uses in our
neighborhood. The analysis must be updated with shade and shadow diagrams, which clearly
indicate where shade/shadows will occur and how it will impact the sensitive residential uses in
Wilmont. To maintain consistency with the LUCE it is critical that the Community Plan preserve
solar access for the Wilmont neighborhood. As currently drafted, it is impossible for us to evaluate
how shade and shadow will impact Wilmont.
Response
The EIR provides appropriately detailed analysis of shade and shadow issues associated with
potential future growth permitted under the proposed Downtown Community Plan, including
potential effects in neighborhood transition areas. However, as described in Section 3.3., Aesthetics
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and Shade, Shadow, and Solar Access Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743) states that
if a project is an infill residential, mixed-use, or employment center project located within a transit
priority area with infill residential, mixed-use residential, and employment center development,
aesthetic impacts shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment. As described in
Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
contemplates programmatic infill residential, mixed-use residential, and employment center
development in the Downtown, which is considered a transit priority area. Therefore, potential
aesthetic impacts as well as potential shade, shadows, and solar access impacts of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan are considered less than significant. Nevertheless, an analysis of
aesthetics impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts has been included in the EIR in
response to community concerns raised during the NOP and scoping process and to provide
decision-makers and the public a comprehensive programmatic review of the aesthetic changes
that could occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Section 3.3., Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and Solar Access of the EIR describes the amount of
shade and shadow that would be cast, and the movement of shade and shadows throughout the
day, particularly with regard to potential taller buildings on Established Large Sites as well as in
transition area adjacent to neighborhoods. Areas of the Downtown that would have building
heights up to 84 feet – particularly the Downtown Core and Transit Adjacent districts – would
experience greater effects to adjacent sensitive receptors due to the larger/longer shadows that
would be cast from these buildings, with effects being greatest to the north and east due to the
orientation of buildings in relation to the position of the sun. For the Wilshire and Ocean Transition
districts where building heights would be limited to 50 feet, as described in Section 3.3.2, Shade,
Shadows, and Solar Access of the EIR, effects from shade and shadows are expected to be less
severe.
Because the precise locations and design of individual projects anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Community Plan are not known at this time, the assessment of potential
shade, shadows, and solar access effects is programmatic in nature. As such, the analysis relies
upon a more general assessment of potential shade, shadows, and solar access effects at various
sites in the Downtown. Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Community Plan includes
development standards and guidelines to control the overall building design, site coverage, heights,
setbacks, and stepbacks to maximize access to light and air, consistent with the LUCE Policy
LU16.1, Design Buildings with Consideration of Solar Patterns.
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Comment WILMONT-4
Further, with regard to traffic, the Draft EIR failed to analyze intersections that may be
significantly impacted by the Downtown Community Plan within the Wilmont neighborhood.
Wilmont’s residential streets are regularly used as cut through routes to Downtown. The Draft EIR
did not include any residential streets north of California Avenue in its analysis. This is a
substantial failure because residential streets north of California Avenue may be significantly
impacted by new traffic generated by the development that the Community Plan will allow in
Downtown. There is no justification for omitting these streets from the Draft EIR’s analysis. The
analysis must be updated to include residential streets and residential street segments within
Wilmont and disclose whether these streets will be significantly impacted from the traffic
generated by the taller and denser development in Downtown that the Community Plan will permit.
Response
The EIR transportation analysis provided in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, as well
as the Traffic Study (see Appendix B), provides detailed discussion and analysis of impacts to
local roadways and intersections within the Project area. Potential impacts to neighborhood streets
were considered upfront in crafting the study area and scope of analysis. Neighborhood traffic
concerns and the need to ensure a conservative analysis to capture any potential impacts were
taken into consideration. However, as discussed below, detailed transportation modeling and
analysis provided in Appendix B of the EIR does not support the contention that future
development anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan would lead to
substantial increases in traffic on Wilmont neighborhood streets north of California Avenue. The
study area for the traffic analysis was based on the intersections and road segments most likely to
experience effects from increased or decreased traffic as part of the Project.
The EIR analyzes the effects of traffic on the Wilmont neighborhood for both Scenario A or
Scenario B and did not identify any impacts to those intersections along California Avenue, which
is most likely to receive major project related traffic increases. As demonstrated in Figure 3.18-6
and 3.18-7, all four intersections entering the Wilmont neighborhood would continue to operate
an acceptable LOS and experience no measurable impact from traffic generated under both
Scenarios A and B. This includes Intersection #11 (2nd Street and California Avenue), which would
operate at LOS A during both the A.M. and P.M. peak hour periods during the Future (2030) Year
Scenario, and at LOS B during the weekend peak hour period. As demonstrated in Table 5.1 of the
Traffic Study (see Appendix B), the intersection would experience no increase in delay during any
of the peak periods. Because vehicle trips generated by a project disperse over the Downtown
street grid with volumes reduced the further an intersection is away from a Project site, there is no
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need to conduct analysis further into the Wilmont neighborhood beyond California Avenue
because traffic volumes and associated potential for impacts would less than they are at California
Avenue. Further, this is reinforced by the fact that there are not major destinations for trips within
or north the Wilmont neighborhood that would attract large amounts of Project traffic. Rather,
such destinations are located within the Downtown, along and east of Lincoln Boulevard and
toward the Santa Monica Freeway or PCH as regional travel corridors. LOS within the Wilmont
neighborhood is also generally reflective of low volume residential streets with no known
congestion related issues (see Appendix F in the 2010 LUCE EIR).
Comment WILMONT-5
Further, there is absolutely no analysis in the Draft EIR of the parking impacts to Wilmont
associated with development of the Community Plan. This analysis must be included in the EIR
as Wilmont is already severely burdened by parking from Downtown businesses.
Response
The proposed Downtown Community Plan provides substantial measures to ensure adequate
parking is available within Downtown and the EIR does include analysis and discussion of parking
issues. Please see the parking discussion in Section 4.7, Resource Areas Found Not to be
Significant. However, in 2010, the state revised the CEQA Guidelines to remove analysis of
parking adequacy from CEQA, in part as a result of the decision in San Franciscans Upholding
the Downtown Plan v. City and County of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656. In that case,
the court distinguished the social impact of inadequate parking from actual adverse environmental
impacts. Further, SB 743 eliminates the need to evaluate aesthetic and parking impacts if the
project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project, and the project is
located on an infill site within a transit priority area. As described in Section 2.0, Project
Description, the Downtown is classified as a transit priority area; therefore, analyses of parking
impacts for projects within the Downtown are not required pursuant to CEQA.
Nevertheless, in order to provide the public and decision-makers with information, the EIR
analyzes parking availability within the Downtown in Section 2.2.2 of the EIR and Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation (see also Table 3.18-1). Additionally, the EIR discusses the
proposed Downtown Community Plan’s actions that aim to manage existing resources efficiently
in the Downtown Core, including new wayfinding and technology that enables drivers to quickly
locate off-street parking, while adding new facilities at the periphery that will accommodate future
parking demand and minimize vehicle trips into the Downtown Core. The proposed Downtown
Community Plan aims to shift automobile trips to other modes, thereby reducing pressure on
existing roadways and parking facilities in the Downtown and allowing for the necessary capacity
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to accommodate trips that must be made by automobile. Public parking is addressed in the
proposed Downtown Community Plan with actions that aim to manage existing resources
efficiently in the Downtown Core, including new wayfinding and technology that enables drivers
to quickly locate off-street parking, while adding new facilities at the periphery that will
accommodate future parking demand and minimize vehicle trips into the Downtown Core (see
Section 4.7, Resource Areas Found not to be Significant). As, discussed in Section 3.18.3 of
Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, Scenario A of the Downtown Community Plan
would include up to 800 new parking spaces within the Downtown to serve new land uses on-site,
and Scenario B would include up to 700 new parking spaces within the Downtown to serve new
land uses on-site. Additionally, the plan builds on the “park-once” philosophy to encourage drivers
to park in once in a Downtown location and walk to multiple destinations.
Comment WILMONT -6
Finally, Wilmont remains concerned regarding the construction traffic, noise, and air quality
impacts that would occur as a result of buildout of the Downtown Community Plan. It is critical
that all construction impacts be mitigated to ensure they will not impact the sensitive residential
uses in Wilmont. Based on the comments outlined herein, I request that the EIR be revised to
address these significant lapses in analysis.
Response
The EIR addresses potential construction impacts in Section 3.6, Construction Effects. For
reference, Impact CE-1 discusses potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan
associated with construction-related air quality, noise, and traffic.
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Letter ASR
March 8, 2016
Alvin and Suzanne Rabuchin
1118 3rd Street
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment ASR-1
We are residents of Santa Monica. We strongly oppose the Downtown Community Plan.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment has
been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter AT
May 3, 2016
Amy Thanowalla
Resident
Comment AT-1
Santa Monica is already overrun with construction projects and they seem to take forever to
complete. It seems like it took that new mixed-use residential building at 6th and Broadway over
three years to be completed—and that was a 5 story building—nowhere near the 130 feet being
proposed by the Downtown Community Plan. The construction impacts that we experience in
Downtown aren’t temporary—they are permanent. Ongoing construction is endless and the
community never gets a break. Instead we are inundated with traffic, noise, and air quality impacts
from on-going construction activities, all of which the City classifies as “temporary.”
Response
Thank you for your comment. The EIR discusses potential construction impacts, including those
from combined cumulative projects, in Section 3.6, Construction Effects. For reference, Impact
CE-1 discusses potential impacts of the proposed Plan associated with construction-related air
quality, noise, and traffic. This EIR is a Program EIR that analyzes the effect of potential land use
changes that could occur in the Downtown through 2030 as a result of the implementation of the
Downtown Community Plan. Construction effects for individual projects would occur in phases
throughout the life of the Plan as individual projects are approved. Detailed construction
information (e.g., project size, type, and location) and timeline/scheduling of future individual
projects are unknown and would vary annually. Further, consistent with the LUCE, construction
effects are anticipated to occur primarily in areas adjacent to transit, including the Downtown and
the Bergamot Plan area. The proposed Downtown Community Plan does not plan for construction
activity in established residential neighborhoods outside of the Downtown.
Comment AT-2
The Downtown Community Plan is only going to make this worse, and yet the Draft EIR does not
sufficiently inform the community regarding how bad it will be to live through the construction of
the development proposed as part of the Downtown Community Plan. For starters, the Draft EIR
should acknowledge that the traffic, noise, and air quality construction impacts associated with the
Downtown Community Plan are not temporary. It would lead to construction for at least 20 years
straight—this is not a temporary impact.
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Response
The EIR thoroughly addresses construction-related impacts to traffic, noise, and air quality in the
relevant sections of the EIR (Section 3.18 Transportation/Circulation, Section 3.14 Noise, and
Section 3.4 Air Quality, respectively). These sections include a discussion of cumulative
construction impacts. Please also see response to comment AT-1.
Comment AT-3
Further, because construction is not a temporary impact it would occur contemporaneously with
the operations of the Downtown Community Plan. The traffic analysis fails to take this into account
and analyzes the construction impacts of the Downtown Community Plan separately from the
operational traffic impacts. The Draft EIR should assume that both are happening simultaneously
or the operational traffic impacts disclosed in the Draft EIR will never reflect reality since there
will always be construction traffic trips on the roads at the same time. By analyzing the
construction traffic separate from the operational traffic, the community has no idea what the actual
traffic would look like during the life of the Downtown Community Plan. The constant
construction that would occur as part of the buildout would clog the streets and cause constant
traffic. On top of this, the operational traffic increases would occur. The community needs to know
how bad the traffic really would be. Separating these two analyses hides the real situation. The
analysis needs to be rerun to include the reality that construction and operation occurs at the same
time in the Downtown Community Plan, unlike a traditional project where construction would
occur first and then operation. In the Downtown, everything is going to happen at once for years
and years.
Response
Section 3.18 Transportation and Circulation of the EIR provides a reasonable worst case analysis
of Future Year (2030) traffic conditions that could occur under the proposed Downtown
Community Plan. Such traffic volumes conservatively assumes completed construction and
occupation of all forecasted development estimated to occur under the Plan. Although some
construction may be ongoing at this forecasted 20-year horizon mark with potential to combine
with operational traffic impacts at full buildout of the proposed Downtown Community Plan, it is
not possible to know how many or which projects could potentially overlap. This would be wholly
dependent on when and where projects are approved and constructed. As described in CEQA
Guidelines 15145 does not require an EIR to engage in speculative analysis and the nature and
extent of such construction projects in the future and their combined effects with traffic generated
by full buildout cannot be accurately forecast. Further, it is also important to note that this 2030
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forecast for traffic volumes also assumes full development and occupation of all other pending
projects in the City and vicinity, with associated potential for increases in traffic.
Impact T-1 adequately describes potential construction traffic impacts that could be expected as a
result of individual projects approved under the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Additionally, implementation of MM T-1 would require coordination between the various
agencies overseeing the construction of individual projects under the Plan. Further, it is important
to note that the proposed Downtown Community Plan focuses development adjacent to transit in
the Downtown, which is intended to meet the LUCE goal of No Net New PM Peak Hour Trips.
Additionally, when considering potential overlapping operational traffic impacts of projects under
the proposed Downtown Community Plan, it should that the creation of a more integrated multimodal transportation system with increased mobility options would implement both local and
regional transportation plans, such as the LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, and SCAG’s RTP/SCS, is
considered beneficial.
Comment AT-4
There are also issues with the noise analysis for construction. The construction noise analysis only
evaluates the on-site noise associated with construction equipment. It must be updated to also
evaluate the noise associated with construction trucks along the City’s roadways. Regardless of
where construction may be occurring, the noisy construction trucks affect all of us in Santa Monica
and the Draft EIR must conduct this analysis.
Response
Section 3.14, Noise of the EIR analyzes construction noise impacts, including those from
construction trucks. Trucks are considered as a type of construction equipment in the EIR noise
analysis; however, as described in the response to Comment AT-3, it is not possible to accurately
estimate construction noise levels or provide the construction schedule of individual projects at
this programmatic level. Detailed construction information (e.g., project size, type, location) and
timeline/scheduling of future individual projects are unknown and would vary annually. As such,
the analysis of construction-related noise impacts described under Impact N-1 is qualitative in
nature and discusses the potential range of construction-related impacts that could potentially
occur from individual development projects (see Table 3.14-10; Trucks 82-95 dB). However,
additional discussion has been added to the Final EIR to expand upon truck-related construction
noise impacts. Nevertheless, this clarifying text does not change in the level of intensity of the
noise impacts identified in the EIR or identify any new impacts. It should also be noted that the
primary existing source of noise within the Downtown is vehicular traffic, generated by
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automobiles, buses, motorcycles, and trucks on streets. Since noise is not strictly additive, a
doubling of noise sources during construction would not cause a doubling of noise levels, but
rather could result in a perceptible noise increase over a single source. Further, projects approved
under the proposed Downtown Community Plan would be required to comply with the noise
standards and requirements established by the City’s Noise Ordinance, which would reduce
construction-related noise impacts.
Comment AT-5
Another thing that does not make sense to me is that the Downtown Community Plan proposes
buildings of up to 130 feet in height—but the Draft EIR only analyzes heights of up to 84 feet.
Why is there this discrepancy? The Draft EIR needs to analyze the Community Plan that is being
proposed—it should not hide impacts by claiming that buildings will be shorter. That’s clearly not
the case—since the Community Plan clearly says that buildings might be 130 feet tall! This
discrepancy must be fixed and the Draft EIR must be updated to disclose and analyze the true
building heights that are proposed. Taller buildings mean more shading and sky blockage that
needs to be analyzed. Taller buildings also mean longer construction periods and more
construction impacts. None of this has been analyzed.
Response
Section 2.0, Project Description and Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning of the EIR were revised
and recirculated in February 2017 to better align with the most current version of the Downtown
Community Plan. The changes to the Plan included:
•

A consolidation of proposed subareas;

•

Decrease in floor area ratio (FAR) and height standards for the proposed subareas;

•

Inclusion of the Gateway Master Plan; and

•

Contemplation of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District.

Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(c), the Project Description and Land Use
chapters of the Draft EIR were recirculated on February 1, 2017 and were available for public
review, with the close of public comment on March 20, 2017. During final public hearings for the
Plan, City decision-makers will consider the Draft EIR (February 2014), the Recirculated EIR
(February 2016), and the Final EIR with responses to comments.
The Project Description was revised to match the most current version of the Downtown
Community Plan. Specifically, the Project Description includes consolidated subareas and
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decreased FARs and height standards that align with the Downtown Community Plan.
Additionally, the revised Project Description includes three Established Large Sites (see Figure 23), with the remaining sites included in the Gateway Master Plan (GMP) as GMP sites, consistent
with the Downtown Community Plan. The Draft EIR released in February 2016 had adequately
analyzed building heights of up to 84 feet on the Established Large Sites. Per the most current
version of the Downtown Community Plan, projects on Established Large Sites that request
building heights exceeding 84 feet would require a public approval process and additional detailed
environmental review, pursuant to CEQA. Please also see the response to Comment HH-2.
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Letter BB
April 24, 2016
Brian Burke
1011 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Comment BB-1
Looks like a lot of work has gone into this plan. Thank you. I especially appreciate the focus on
pedestrians and alternative transportation such as bike lanes and bike shares. The city is to
commended for all of its smart growth ideas.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment has
been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment BB-2
I have three concerns, first among them being the plan’s failure to address the tremendous pressure
on our urban parks that will result of the new developments, particularly the increase of foot traffic
from new residents and the expo line and the of course the continuing growth in tourism.
Response
The EIR addresses potential impacts on parks in Section 3.16, Public Services. For reference,
Impact PS-5 discusses potential impacts of the proposed Plan on existing neighborhood and
regional parks and concludes that impacts would be less than significant.
Comment BB-3
The surge of new foot traffic will particularly impact Palisades Park, a great irreplaceable urban
park, which already is popular with residents and tourists alike, and is, at this moment, showing
signs of deterioration from excessive wear and tear, despite the heroic efforts of the Landscape
Department. The EIR must anticipate more wear and tear, address the potential deterioration, and
develop strategic mitigations. Development agreements must include offsets from developers who
are benefiting from the park, and driving the increased pressure. The EIR must also address the
potential for serious erosion and cliff collapse which have historically plagued the park. The EIR
does not address the potential for cliff collapse due to a significant El Nino event, increasingly
likely with climate change.
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Response
See response to Comment BB-3. Impact PS-5 in Section 3.16, Public Services, of the EIR analyzes
potential impacts associated with physical deterioration of park facilities, including Palisades Park
and the newly constructed Tongva Park, and includes discussion on policies and strategies for
recreational facilities maintenance. As analyzed therein, impacts on public parks would be less
than significant. With regard to slope stability for Palisades Park, this issue is addressed thoroughly
in Section 3.9 Geology and Soils of the EIR. As discussed therein, the susceptibility of the
Downtown to catastrophic landslide or large-scale bluff instability is very low.
Comment BB-4
Secondly, I am disappointed how little concerns is expressed for making Santa Monica a world
class sustainable city. Sustainability should be the cornerstone of the plan. For example, all new
buildings should be LEED certified with no less than 50% of their energy coming from renewable
sources. A world class city such as Santa Monica must be a leader in this field.
Response
The proposed Downtown Community Plan promotes a sustainable Downtown with new policies
and standards that promotes sustainable building design, as well as an integrated land use and
transportation environment that would increase the number of trips made by alternative modes of
transportation. Sections 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change, 3.12, Land Use and
Planning, and 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, of the EIR analyze the proposed Downtown
Community Plan’s consistency with applicable plans and regulations, including side-by-side
comparisons with the LUCE, Sustainable City Plan, Climate Action Plan, and the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG) 2012-2035 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy policies. In addition, all new projects in the Downtown
would be required to meet, at minimum, the standards within the City’s Green Building Ordinance
as well as applicable solar mandates and net zero energy requirements, which apply to all new
development. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during
the consideration of the Plan.
Comment BB-5
My third concern is about development agreements and green spaces: there is very little
specification on development agreements, that is, few details on what will be expected of
developers in regards to new public green spaces. Yes, you do mention the need for public green
spaces and show examples from around the world, but without specification on how the need for
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green spaces may actually materialize the idea will no doubt falter and become an unrealized
dream.
Response
Impact PS-5 in Section 3.16, Public Services, of the EIR includes a thorough discussion on policies
and strategies addressing parks and open space. The proposed Downtown Community Plan
identifies public green spaces as an important community benefit that could be included within
development agreement projects. However, specific details regarding green spaces within
development agreement projects are not known as this time since development agreements would
be negotiated on a project by project basis.
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Letter CRG
April 11, 2016
Carol and Rick Glenn
101 California Avenue, #1103
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment CRG-1
As a background, I will tell you that my grandmother, Carolyn Mooser, was born in Santa Monica
in 1892, the youngest of 7 children. She lived in the heart of the city; and her father, Abraham
Mooser, was very active in civic duties. At the time she described Santa Monica as a beautiful,
quiet resort town and get-away for the people in the motion picture business. My how things have
changed!
My mother was raised in Mid-City LA, I was raised in West LA, and my husband, Rick was raised
in the San Fernando Valley. And, yes, we have all seen massive growth and development over
these many years. However, Santa Monica, being a smaller community, has seen more than its
share of growth, traffic and congestion.
I know growth is inevitable. But many well-conceived ideas have unintended consequences. The
question is how, when and where do we expand, build and develop without compromising the
beauty, character and integrity of our beloved city? There is always money to be made, projects to
develop, people to accommodate. But when does the inherent draw to the area cease because the
changes have ruined it? Many important decisions for the future need to be a team effort between
the residents, the merchants, and the businesses in Santa Monica. I hope as a group we can work
together to make wise choices that will consider current trends, individual needs, and still preserve
what is unique and beautiful about our historic city.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment has
been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter GP
April 27, 2016
Ganesa Pandian
1118 3rd Street, #408
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment GP-1
I am a Santa Monica resident and I am concerned about overdevelopment of our beautiful city.
Miramor Hotel project is very negative for Clean air, water supply, health of citizens and quality
of life. To us especially the ones living close to the hotel building a housing project near our
building will carry the same consequences.
I hope you will consider our quality of life and not approve these projects.
Response
As described in Section 2.5, Downtown Community Plan Components, the proposed Downtown
Community Plan is a specific plan for the Downtown, and establishes the regulatory framework
by which future projects may proceed. The Plan does not specifically entitle/approve any particular
project. The Program EIR is intended to provide an area-wide assessment of the impacts of the
proposed Downtown Community. Future individual projects in the Downtown would need to seek
separate entitlements and would need to be reviewed in the context of this Program EIR to
determine if additional environmental documentation is required.
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Letter GT
February 17, 2016
Glen Tisaert
gtistaert@gmail.com
Comment GT-1
I guess my feelings regarding developing a graduated increase in building height from Ocean Ave
(43 feet) to Lincoln Blvd (230 feet), much like the seats in some auditoriums and movie theaters
are done, so as to afforded everyone a view, are well known.
The 710 Wilshire Building was constructed circa 1927 and consisted of 6 stories plus a 7th
Penthouse suite. When finished, there was an entire panoramic view of Santa Monica Bay from
Palos Verdes to Malibu. The view was beautiful from the 5th, 6th and 7th floors! The Bay Cities
building and Miramar Hotel were amongst the few interruptions of the view, in my recollection.
Slowly more and more tall buildings were allowed to interrupt the view.
You have to credit the physicians that built the 710 Wilshire building for not going down to Ocean
Avenue and building a 7 story building there.
I know life is not fair and some people are pushy as demonstrated tonite by an SUV that made a
left turn, from the Centinela center turn lane into Olympic and then proceeded in the second lane
out headed eastward on Olympic and proceeded to pass two blocks of cars, in the right turn lane,
before they made an illegal right turn in front of all those cars from the second lane out and into
Centinela south of Olympic. Whether it is driving or building buildings, etc. there are certain
people that are going to do stuff to the rest of us.
But from a fairness standpoint and practical standpoint, the ideal thing would be to have the
buildings ramped up from Ocean to Lincoln and allow each property owner to have some view
floors in their buildings.
Plus people do not come to Santa Monica to see streets walled in with 5 story apartment buildings.
They come here to see and enjoy the beach and Ocean air and view.
Putting 84 foot buildings in the core and squat buildings (maximum of 60 feet) that get no view,
ocean air, or sun inland of the core buildings does not seem like good City planning. Plus, I would
guess it devaluates all land east of the core buildings which in turn equates to less overall value of
the City and less tax to the City.
If the City were themselves to apply for a loan, a City with view ramped up buildings from Ocean
Ave to Lincoln Blvd, I would, as a non official person estimate that Santa Monica would receive
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a much greater worth set than a City with a freckled, blotchy land use plan as proposed now for
Downtown Santa Monica.
This is my two cents worth or with inflation perhaps ten dollars worth!
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community. This comment regarding
the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not directly pertain to the adequacy
of the analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter GA
April 28, 2016
Alvin Rabuchin
1118 3rd Street, #606
Santa Monica, CA 90403

May 6, 2016
Debra Winchester
1118 3rd Street
Santa Monica, 90403

May 2, 2016
Carmen Culver
1118 3rd Street, #101
Santa Monica, 90403

May 1, 2016
Jacqueline Cosby
1118 3rd Street, #407
Santa Monica, CA 90403

April 27, 2016
Carol Epstein
1118 3rd Street, #308
Santa Monica, CA 90403

May 2, 2016
Michael Epstein
1118 3rd Street, #308
Santa Monica, CA 90403

April 28, 2016
Caroline Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, #405
Santa Monica, CA 90403

April 28, 2016
Suzanne Rabuchin
1118 3rd Street, #606
Santa Monica, CA 90403

Comment GA-1
As a resident, I have concerns about the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
The LUCE is meant to protect neighborhood values. But I am concerned about the height and mass
of the proposed replacement Miramar Hotel and its impact on the values of at least 20 of the condos
in our 6 story building due to loss of ocean view, impact to air circulation and sunlight, and the
resulting impact on health and heating bills due to shade cast by a tall building to our west. This
will also reduce property tax payments received by the city.
Response
Thank you for your comments. The Miramar Hotel Revitalization Plan Development Agreement
is not a being proposed as part of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. If approved, the
Downtown Community Plan would provide a public process for consideration of future
development on the Miramar site. Any proposed future redevelopment occurring on the Miramar
Established Large Site would have to occur in accordance with the requirements established by
the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
As discussed in Table 2-4 of the EIR, the development standards proposed for the Miramar
Established Large Site are a FAR of 4.25 under Scenario A and 2.75–3.0 under Scenario B, with
a maximum height of 84 feet under both scenarios. In addition, as discussed throughout the EIR,
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the proposed Downtown Community Plan provides multiple policies and development and design
standards as well as building frontage requirements to reduce the appearance of building mass and
height and maximize access to light and air from the public street. These standards would limit the
height of new structures to 84 feet of roughly six stories, a reduction in height from the existing
105-foot Ocean Tower Building that currently exists at the site. The allowable development
intensities on the Miramar site are evaluated in detail throughout the EIR. If an applicant on any
of the Established Large Sites requests consideration of building heights greater than 84 feet, the
Downtown Community establishes a process for consideration of such a request, which may
include voter approval for projects up to 130 feet with additional environmental review, pursuant
to CEQA as well as a potentially public approval process.
As described in detail in Table 3.12-5, the proposed Downtown Community Plan is consistent with
the goals and policies of the LUCE as it includes standards to allow for access to light and air at
the street level and in conditions where new buildings abut existing residential neighborhoods.
Additionally, the proposed Downtown Community Plan includes building stepback requirements
along the transitional corridors along Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevard where new land uses would
be adjacent to residential districts. An analysis of aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar access
has been included in Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access of the EIR in
response to community concerns and to provide decision-makers and the public a comprehensive
review of the potential changes to the aesthetic character of Downtown that could occur under the
proposed Downtown Community Plan. However, the analysis focuses on changes to public views
as impacts to private views are typically not considered under CEQA (Pub. Res. Code §21082.2).
Nevertheless, this comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during
the consideration of the Plan.
Comment GA-2
In addition, one of the proposed sites for the affordable income housing building associated with
the Miramar Hotel development is a 50-60 foot high structure located in the parking lot on 2nd St
across the alley from our building. If built, it would have an even greater environmental impact on
our condos than the hotel itself. There may also be noise pollution from the neighbors in the
building. Another major concern would be construction noise and dust which could have a health
impact during construction and as a minimum, be a major nuisance to those living in our condos.
Response
Please see the response to Comment GA-1. As noted there, the Miramar Hotel Revitalization Plan
Development Agreement is not being proposed as part of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan. If the proposed Downtown Community Plan is approved, future development occurring on
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the Miramar Established Large Site and the proposed affordable housing site would have to
comply with the requirements established by the Downtown Community Plan. Additionally,
impacts associated with short-term construction-related fugitive dust and noise are discussed under
Impact AQ-2 in Section 3.4, Air Quality and under Impact N-1 in Section 3.14, Noise. This
comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration of
the Plan.
Comment GA-3
I am very concerned about traffic congestion. I find it difficult to believe that all the planned
development will have no impact on peak traffic. What will the peak traffic be and what kind of
traffic congestion can be expected between now and 2030? How much air pollution and transit
times will that cause? How will this be impacted by Miramar construction? I don’t approve of
narrowing Wilshire to provide bike lanes and wider sidewalks; this will increase traffic on side
streets, which the LUCE intended to avoid.
Response
The EIR addresses impacts on peak hour traffic congestion in detail based upon a sophisticated
transportation model included as Appendix B and summarized in Section 3.18, Transportation and

Circulation. With regard to congestion, Table 3.18-8 provides a summary of LOS impacts and
increases in delay for both Scenario A and Scenario B in the Future Year (2030). Under Scenario A,
16 of the 44 future 8 study intersections would be potentially significantly impacted. Under Scenario
B, 13 of the 44 future study intersections would be potentially significantly 13 impacted. Under either
scenario, the majority of potentially significant impacts would occur during the weekend peak hour.
Please be aware that this analysis reflects both the mobility objectives of the Downtown Community
Plan and the LUCE which sets forth a citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour vehicle trips
generated by land uses in the City by 2030. To achieve this goal, the LUCE provides a framework for
integrating land use and transportation to reduce vehicle trips; encouraging walking, bicycling, and
transit use and creating active, pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods. The LUCE proposes the creation of
a complete multi-modal transportation system, which builds upon the City‘s investment in transit and
the opportunity offered by the coming of the Expo LRT. The LUCE focuses future land uses into
transit-oriented mixed-use areas like the Downtown and along transit corridors to substantially reduce
vehicle trips generated by new development. The proposed Downtown Community Plan supports the
LUCE goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips by focusing future land use changes in the
Downtown’s rich transit and transportation environment and near the Expo LRT Downtown Station to
minimize single occupancy automobile trips. The proposed Downtown Community Plan also includes
a variety of goals, policies, and actions that would further address vehicle trip generation in the City,
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including an enhanced TDM Program that will be more effective at reducing peak period trips and
reaching a greater number of stakeholders. Aggressive trip reduction requirements will continue to be
negotiated as part of the development agreements for Tier 3 projects. When combined with other
citywide LUCE actions, the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s enhanced TDM program would
help limit vehicle trip generation in the City. Additional description of potential transportation and
traffic impacts are included in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation.

With regard to air quality impacts, operational vehicle-related air quality emissions are discussed
under Impact AQ-3. Additionally, Table 3.18-6 describes the estimated change in travel times
along key travel corridors relative to the LUCE, which could have minor potential impacts on
transit times. However, with the proposed Downtown Community Plan scenarios, corridor travel
times would be generally less or comparable to the LUCE EIR 2030 forecast for all analyzed corridors
during the A.M. and P.M. peak hours. Additional information regarding the performance of public

transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities is provided under Impact T-5 in Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation.
Comment GA-4
I don’t agree that developments up to 60,000 sq ft and more, and building heights of 85 feet or
more should be approved with minimal or no input from residents. I don’t want developments in
excess of 25,000 sq. ft and 35 ft building height to proceed without a Tier 3 development
agreement; giving developers free rein to build anything larger would have major impact on the
environment and neighborhood values which the LUCE was meant to protect.
Response
This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the
consideration of the Plan. Please see also response to comment GA-1 above with regards to
Downtown Community Plan design standards such as stepbacks from existing uses.
Comment GA-5
I’m concerned about pedestrian safety as traffic becomes more congested with more residents and
visitors. And it already takes too long to get in and out of the city due to traffic.
Response
The Downtown Community Plan proposes substantial improvements to pedestrian facilities,
including enhanced pedestrian mobility, safer street crossings, and increased building setbacks to
create wider sidewalks. Impacts related to the performance of public transit, bicycle, and
pedestrian facilities are discussed under Impact T-5 in Section 3.18, Transportation and
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Circulation. Table 3.18-6 describes the estimated change in travel times along key travel corridors
relative to the LUCE. However, with the proposed Downtown Community Plan scenarios, corridor
travel times would be generally less or comparable to the LUCE EIR 2030 forecast for all analyzed
corridors during the A.M. and P.M. peak hours. Operational intersection impacts are discussed at

length in Impact T-3.
Comment GA-6
Tall buildings will shade the streets, creating a colder environment while reducing the view of sun
and sky, making for a less pleasant walking experience.
Response
Please see response to comment GA-1 with regard to the proposed Downtown Community Plan
design standards such as stepbacks which would minimize shading of existing structures. Impacts
related to shade, shadows, and solar access resulting from implementation of the Project are
addressed in Section 3.3.2 of Section 3.2, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access.
Comment GA-7
I’m very concerned about our ability to supply water and power to a larger population, since we
already have water rationing and periodic power brownouts.
Response
Recent “water rationing” requirements are in response to a directive from the Governor and
reflected statewide drought rather than local water supply conditions. As discussed in Section
3.17, Utilities, over the last decade, the City has initiated and largely completed a major shift in
water supply sources away from reliance on imported water to the local Santa Monica
Groundwater Basin. Impacts related to the supply of water and demand for energy and other utility
services are discussed in Impact U-2 and Impact U-8 within Section 3.17, Utilities. As discussed
therein, the proposed Downtown Community Plan would increase the demand for water; however, this
demand would be adequately met by existing and planned future water supplies. these improvements.
Further, as described in Section 3.17, Utilities of the EIR, increased demand on the water distribution
system would be further reduced with the City’s pending adoption of a water neutrality ordinance
(Chapter 7.16.050 of the SMMC). The water neutrality ordinance will require all new development
within the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water use. In lieu of offsets, new
development applicants may pay an in-lieu fee to all the City to install retrofits off-site or undertake
its own off-site retrofitting within the boundaries of the City. This ordinance is anticipated to be in
effect prior to June 2017.
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Further, the proposed Downtown Community Plan would increase energy demand, but would not
result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of energy.
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Letter GB
March 29, 2016
Ellen Hannan
1218 9th Street, #6
Santa Monica, 90401
Carol Epstein
1118 3rd Street, #308
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 30, 2016
Nicolos Diaco
1118 3rd Street, #503
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Michael Epstein
1118 3rd Street, #308
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Lynette Kozelron
1013 10th Street, #3
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 28, 2016
Kirsten Laage
950 Euclid Street, #C
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Fred Brandfon
1118 3rd Street, #506
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 28, 2016
Gail Syphers
1124 5th Street, #202
Santa Monica, CA 90403

Anthony Hudaverdi
101 California Ave., #1407
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 28, 2016
Robert Richards
953 17th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Steve Linnet
101 California Ave., #1106
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Whitney Scott Bain
2225 Ocean Park Blvd., #2
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Jim Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, #405
Santa Monica, CA 90403
April 4, 2016
Suzanne Rabuchin
1118 3rd Street, #606
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 28, 2016
Simone Blais
101 California Ave., #1405
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Shirley Loeb
1118 3rd Street, #506
Santa Monica, CA 90403

Comment GB-1
One of my main concerns is with the impact that this plan will have on the character of the
community. The charm and character of Santa Monica is one of the intangible characteristics that
make living here, visiting here, being here so special. With changes in the plan such as increased
building heights and increased density, my fear is this will work to erode the unique and special
character of the city. Couple this with the impacts new developments will have on traffic and the
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increased ease in which development projects can gain approval and it is easy to see how things
can quickly get out of control. My hope is that you and the City will take the time to listen to the
people of Santa Monica and carefully consider all of the impacts this Downtown Community Plan
will have. There may be a compromise somewhere, but I believe the plan as it stands now goes
too far, and does so too quickly. Thank you for your work and please help to ensure that Santa
Monica stays as beautiful and unique a place as it is meant to be.
Response
Thank you for your comment. The proposed Downtown Community Plan provides multiple
policies and development standards designed to protect community character starting with an
urban design strategy that lowers building height within the historic core and on the edges adjacent
to residential neighborhoods while focusing density near the Downtown Station. Other provisions
that protect community character include augmented review of potential historic resources,
incentives for adaptive reuse, future establishment of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay
District within the historic core, and stepbacks adjacent to residential uses. The EIR addresses
potential changes in community character in detail, including increases in heights and densities,
changes in views and potential impacts to historic structures. For reference, Impact VIS-3
discusses potential impacts of the proposed Plan on the existing visual character of the Downtown.
Additionally, Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, provides a detailed assessment of
potential future increases in traffic and effects on congestion, as well as transit, bikes, and
pedestrians. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during
the consideration of the Plan. Please also see response to Comment GA-1.
Comment GB-2
Please study the noise levels by identifying and appraise the following:
1) emergency sirens on Wilshire and Santa Monica Blvd
2) ground levels of transit systems for bus, Expo line, delivery trucks, tour bus and taxis which
will be increase by larger hotels and restaurants
3) noise of increase freeway traffic
4) increase on noise along Lincoln, Wilshire, Santa Monica to the main transit line for auto
Response
Section 3.14, Noise, evaluates potential noise impacts, including peak roadway noise levels, that
could result from future development facilitated by the proposed Downtown Community Plan. The
noise section evaluates existing noise conditions along various transportation corridors in the
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Downtown (refer to Table 3.14-4), including that generated by public transit, delivery trucks, etc.
Note that noise impacts associated with operation of the Expo LRT are part of existing conditions
and are not the result of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Noise impacts associated with
the operation of the Expo LRT are discussed at length in the Exposition Corridor Transit Project
Phase 2 EIR (Exposition Metro Line Construction Authority 2009). Additionally, the EIR analyzes
the changes in transportation noise that could occur as a result of potential future development
permitted under the Plan (refer to Table 3.14-13). The noise analysis accounts for total project
traffic volumes as well as the mix of vehicle types (e.g., trucks, buses, and cars). With regards to
noise from emergency sirens, such emergency vehicle operations are part of the existing
environmental baseline and would only change incrementally due to potential new development.
The noise analysis found that substantial net increases in ambient noise levels would not result due
to aggressive trip reduction programs and multi-modal transportation investments that would
minimize future traffic generation and associated vehicular noise. While new land uses would
generate new traffic, these increases would generally be offset by reductions in existing traffic
volumes limiting (or even reducing on some streets) existing noise levels. As such, operational
noise impacts would be less than significant.
Comment GB-3
Study the effects on the mobility for the elderly and children.
Response
Discussion of Project impacts relating to the general operation and safety of transit systems,
bicycle, and pedestrian facilities is included in Impact T-5 of Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation. Effects related to the mobility of the youth and elderly populations are considered in
the general discussion of the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s impacts on the overall
pedestrian environment. As analyzed in the EIR, the Downtown Community Plan proposes
completion of substantial improvements to pedestrian facilities, including enhanced pedestrian
mobility, safer street crossing and wider sidewalks, which would also help improve mobility and
safety for the youth and elderly.
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Letter GC
May 4, 2016
Arthur Alper
701 Ocean Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90402
May 6, 2016
Jane Martin
Comment GC-1
I write you today to comment on the Draft EIR that analyzed the environmental impacts of the
Downtown Community Plan. I am deeply concerned about the future of development in Santa
Monica. As a resident of Santa Monica, I have watched the City transform over the past few years
both for the good and for the bad. Any future development needs to be carefully planned and
considered to ensure that it will not further impact the Santa Monica community. We need to work
to protect and maintain the beauty and character of Santa Monica. In its current form, I am opposed
to the Downtown Community Plan because of the impacts it would have on Downtown and the
larger City of Santa Monica.
Response
Thank you for your comments. Please see response to Comment GA-1. The EIR addresses the
proposed Downtown Community Plan’s potential impacts on aesthetic and character of the
Downtown. As analyzed in Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access, impacts
would be less than significant. This comment regarding the Project’s merits does not primarily
pertain the adequacy of the analysis in the EIR; however, this comment has been noted and will
be reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment GC-2
One of my main concerns is the impact this Plan will have on the character of the community,
particularly with regard to the proposed increases in heights and densities. The charm and character
of Santa Monica is one of the intangible characteristics that makes living here, visiting here, and
being here so special. With the Plan’s proposed increase in building heights and densities, my fear
is the Plan will work to erode the unique and special character of our City. Couple this with the
impacts new developments will have on traffic and the increased ease in which projects can gain
approval, and I am concerned that new development will overrun our beautiful city.
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Response
Please see response to comment GA-1. Additional information related to potential impacts to the
visual character of the Downtown are discussed in Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows,
and Solar Access.
Comment GC-3
I therefore request that an alternative Downtown Community Plan be analyzed that reduces the
proposed building heights and densities to be consistent with the existing Zoning Code while still
implementing the Downtown Community Plan’s strategies and standards to promote a sustainable
and multi-modal Downtown. While Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 analyze a Plan with reduced
heights and densities, the analysis is disingenuous as it conveniently fails to include the sustainable
and multi-modal strategies and standards. Accordingly, the EIR concludes that the reduced height
and density alternatives in some areas could actually have more impacts than the proposed Plan.
Response
Section 5.5, Alternatives Analysis of the EIR analyzes Alternative #1 (No Project Alternative) and
Alternative #2 (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects), both of which include reduced building heights
relative to Scenario A and Scenario. As described in Section 5.5.1, Alternative #1 – No Project
(Existing Adopted Plans), CEQA Guidelines require an EIR to evaluate a “no project” alternative.
The purpose of describing and analyzing a no project alternative is to allow decision-makers to
compare the impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving. As
stated in the CEQA Guidelines, when the project is the revision of an existing land use or
regulatory plan, policy or ongoing operation, the “no project” alternative will be the continuation
of the existing plan, policy or operation into the future. Typically, this is a situation where other
projects initiated under the existing plan will continue while the new plan is developed. As such,
implementation of the No Project Alternative would result in greater impacts to air quality and
transportation and traffic as this alternative would not implement the proposed Downtown
Community Plan’s strategies and standards to promote a sustainable and multi-modal Downtown
to minimize vehicle trips and improve circulation/mobility. Further, this alternative could result in
greater impacts to cultural resources as individual projects occurring in the Downtown could
potentially involve the demolition or alteration of the character-defining features of historically
significant resources.
Alternative #2 would not permit Tier 3 development projects. As such, permitted densities and
heights would be reduced in the Downtown. As described in the Section 5.6, Identification of
Environmentally Superior Alternative, selection of Alternative #2 would reduce construction and
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operational air quality impacts as well as transportation-related impacts on intersection delay;
however, elimination of Tier 3 developments would substantially reduce community benefits and
large scale housing and multi-modal transportation investment opportunities within the
Downtown. Therefore, in comparing an incremental reduction in the severity of significant impacts
with the achievement of Project goals and objectives, it has been determined that the
implementation of Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Community Plan would be the
environmentally superior alternative.
Comment GC-4
This does not satisfy CEQA’s requirements that the Draft EIR analyze a reasonable range of
alternatives that would avoid or substantially lessen the significant effects of the project. Santa
Monicans deserve a real alternatives analysis. A Plan that has more reasonable height and density
limits with the sustainable and multi-modal strategies would reduce many of the significant
impacts disclosed in the Draft EIR, in particular the traffic impacts, and would allow the City to
address the problems facing our community while maintaining the character of Santa Monica. It
is certainly feasible to reduce the Plan’s height and density limits while still achieving the City’s
broader goals for Downtown. Santa Monicans will live with the environmental impacts of this
Plan—these impacts cannot simply be washed away with a statement of overriding considerations.
There is a feasible alternative to the Plan that will reduce significant impacts and Santa Monicans
deserve this reasonable alternative.
Response
The alternatives selection methodology used in this EIR is described in Section 5.4, Alternative
Selection Methodology. An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project.
Rather, the range of alternatives required in an EIR is governed by a “rule of reason” … it must
consider a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decisionmaking and public participation. As discussed in Section 5.4.1, Summary of Screening Results
seven alternatives were considered in the EIR. Two of these alternatives, including the Reduced
Project Area and Housing-Only alternatives, were eliminated for further consideration for a
number of reasons, including inability to achieve most of the Project objectives, inconsistency with
the LUCE, and/or would not avoid or substantially reduce significant project impacts. Five
alternatives were carried forward for full analysis, including Alternative #2, which would eliminate
Tier 3 Projects, in effect reducing height limits and density. As provided in this section, the EIR is
consistent with CEQA and provides discussion and consideration of a reasonable range of
alternatives.
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Comment GC-5
Based on mine and others’ comments on the Draft EIR, I request that the analysis be recirculated
for further public review to address this alternative. In doing so, my hope is that the City will take
the time to listen to the people of Santa Monica, carefully consider all of the impacts of the Plan,
and design a Plan that will eliminate the significant impacts. I believe that a compromise can be
achieved, but the current Plan goes too far, does so too quickly, and with too many impacts.
Response
In February 2017, the City recirculated a revised Section 2.0, Project Description, as well as
Section 3.12, Land Use. No other sections required recirculation based on CEQA requirements.
This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the
consideration of the Plan.
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Letter Huntley Hotel (a)
May 3, 2016
Huntley Hotel
Submitted Via Latham &Watkins LLP
355 South Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90071-1560
Comment HHa-1
On behalf of Second Street Corporation, owner of The Huntley Hotel (the "Huntley"), we submit
the following comments on the Program Draft Environmental Impact Report ("Draft EIR") for the
Downtown Specific Plan ("Specific Plan") 1. The Specific Plan's boundaries include the site of the
existing Fairmont Miramar at the edge of the Downtown area, where it transitions to adjacent
residential neighborhoods, as well as parking lot parcels on Second Street that the Miramar
operates in connection with its existing uses. As you know, the owners of the Fairmont Miramar
have proposed a massive expansion project that is completely out of scale with the surrounding
neighborhood that will be regulated by the Specific Plan if, and when, it is adopted. The Huntley
is committed to ensuring that any future development at the Miramar site and the Miramar's Second
Street parking lot parcels is consistent with the existing character of the surrounding neighborhood
and contributes to rather than imposes significant environmental impacts on the community.
Based on our review of the draft Specific Plan and the Draft EIR, the Huntley is concerned that
the Specific Plan currently fails to provide the safeguards and development limitations necessary
to ensure that the community is protected from the impacts of an oversized development project
at the Miramar site. Furthermore, in reviewing the Draft EIR, the Huntley is concerned that the
impacts associated with such development have not been properly disclosed, analyzed, or
mitigated. Accordingly, the Huntley has a number of comments and concerns regarding the
adequacy of the Draft EIR's analysis.
As outlined in this letter, the Draft EIR is deficient in a number of meaningful areas and therefore
does not satisfy the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA") (Public Resources Code
Section 21000, et seq.) and the "CEQA Guidelines" (California Code of Regulations, Title 14,
Section 15000, et seq.) Fundamentally, the Draft EIR fails to satisfy the mandatory CEQA
requirement of informing decision makers and the public of the environmental impacts of the
Specific Plan. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15003(c).) For example, the Draft EIR fails to

1

On February 12, 2016, after the Draft EIR was released, the City of Santa Monica released a revised draft of the Downtown Specific Plan and
renamed the document the "Downtown Community Plan." While the Downtown Specific Plan name is outdated, this comment letter uses the
name Downtown Specific Plan to maintain consistency with the Draft EIR.
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identify potentially significant impacts related to aesthetics, land use, neighborhood effects, noise,
transportation and circulation, and parking. Further, the Draft EIR does not support its failure to
adopt feasible mitigation measures that would mitigate many of the Specific Plan's significant
environmental impacts, and a statement of overriding considerations cannot be justified based on
the record. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15093.1 and 15126.4.).
The Draft EIR also violates CEQA by, among other deficiencies: (1) failing to provide a stable
and finite project description; (2) providing an inadequate analysis of the Specific Plan's
environmental impacts, including a failure to disclose potentially significant impacts; (3)
improperly deferring mitigation; and (4) failing to adequately analyze feasible alternatives to the
Specific Plan that would substantially reduce or eliminate the Specific Plan's significant
environmental effects. Further, the Draft EIR results in an improper piecemealing of the Miramar
project. A Draft EIR with such numerous and serious flaws prevents reasonable and informed
decision-making and cannot satisfy CEQA. These deficiencies must be addressed, and the Draft
EIR must be recirculated before further consideration of the Specific Plan. (See CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5 (failure to disclose significant impacts, or the addition of significant new
information requires recirculation of a draft EIR).)
As explained in more detail below, the Specific Plan's Draft EIR needs to consider and further
analyze a number of substantive issues and will require significant revisions before it can be
certified. These revisions: (1) will require the addition of significant new information; (2) are
expected to reveal new significant environmental impacts and substantial increases in the severity
of identified environmental impacts; and (3) are expected to reveal that feasible project alternatives
considerably different from those previously analyzed would clearly lessen the Specific Plan's
environmental impacts. Pursuant to CEQA, each of these issue areas alone requires the Draft EIR
to be revised to address the flaws and gaps in its analysis and to be recirculated to give the public
an opportunity to review and comment on the revised document. (CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5(a)(l)-(3) (requiring recirculation for significant new information, including: new
significant environmental impacts; a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental
impact; and feasible project alternatives considerably different from others previously analyzed
that would lessen the project's environmental impacts).)
Response
We appreciate your comments on the adequacy of the Draft EIR which are responded to in detail
below. This comment is an introductory statement that summarizes the Huntley Hotel’s concerns
on the adequacy of the Draft EIR. These concerns are addressed individually in Responses HHa2 through HHa-15 below.
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Comment HHa-2
I. THE DRAFT EIR PROJECT DESCRIPTION IS INADEQUATE UNDER CEQA
The Draft EIR for the Specific Plan fails to satisfy the essential requirement of CEQA, a stable
and finite project description. "[A]n accurate stable and finite project description is the sine qua
non of an informative and legally sufficient EIR." (San Joaquin Raptor Rescue Center v. County
of Merced (2007) 149 Cal. App. 4th 645, 655.) Although a project description need not provide
exhaustive detail, it must describe the project with sufficient accuracy and completeness to permit
informed decision-making. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15124.)
On February 12, 2016, 9 days after the Draft EIR was released, the City released the "Downtown
Community Plan," which is an updated draft of the Specific Plan that presents a significant
departure from the Specific Plan that was circulated in February 2014. The Specific Plan from
February 2014 much more closely matches the Specific Plan that is described in the Draft EIR
than the newly released "Downtown Community Plan." Besides creating confusion among the
public with a name change, the Downtown Community Plan, most significantly, proposes different
heights and FARs than those included in the Draft EIR's analysis of the Specific Plan, including
the possibility of maximum building heights of 130 feet in lieu of the maximum 84 feet analyzed
in the Draft EIR. In addition, the Draft EIR and the Downtown Community Plan identify different
and inconsistent "large sites," which are those sites on which the City intends to allow increased
development potential. Moreover, the Draft EIR identifies a threshold of 60,000 square feet for
projects requiring a Development Agreement, but the Downtown Community Plan raises that
threshold to 100,000 square feet. As a result, all projects between 60,000 and 100,000 square feet
will not be required to provide additional negotiated community benefits in accordance with a
Development Agreement process and would be subject to reduced public participation.
The Draft EIR therefore cannot serve as the CEQA document for the proposed Downtown
Community Plan without substantial revisions because it wholly fails to analyze a host of
environmental impacts associated with: (1) a brand new 46 foot height increase that would be
allowed under the Downtown Community Plan (allowing buildings up to 130 feet in height);
(2) revisions to the number and location of "large sites"; and (3) changes to the Development
Agreement threshold. These changes affect the Specific Plan's environmental impacts-including
but not limited to impacts to views, aesthetics, shade/shadow, and land use. (See generally CEQA
Section 21100 (EIR must include "[a]11 significant effects" of a proposed project); see e.g.
Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Committee v. Bd. of Port Commissioners (2001) 91 Cal. App.
4th 1344 (EIR failed to adequately address entirety of proposed project).) Each of these changes
alone is significant new information and therefore, to account for these changes the Draft EIR must
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(1) be revised so that it actually analyzes the full scope of the draft Downtown Community Plan
that was released after the Draft EIR was circulated; and (2) be recirculated for public review and
comment once the revisions necessary to address the full scope of the Downtown Community Plan
have been made. (CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.S(a)(l)-(3) (requiring recirculation for
significant new information).) Further, by circulating two different visions of the Specific Plan
project at the same time, one in the Draft EIR and one in the Downtown Community Plan, the
Draft EIR fails to accurately describe the Specific Plan that the City is actually proposing to adopt.
As the court explained in the County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal. App. 3d 185,
192 - 93:
"A curtailed or distorted project description may stultify the objectives of the
reporting process. Only through an accurate view of the project may affected
outsiders and public decision-makers balance the proposal's benefits against its
environmental cost, consider mitigation measures, asses the advantage of
terminating the proposal ... and weigh other alternatives in the balance."
While County of Inyo addressed the failure to create an internally consistent project throughout an
EIR-this same harm to public participation applies to the circulation of two different Specific Plan
visions at the same time. Fundamentally, circulating competing visions of the Specific Plan at the
same time is wholly unorthodox, extremely confusing, and thwarts public participation by
preventing both decision makers and the community from understanding both the scope and the
resulting impacts of the proposed project. Accordingly, the Specific Plan described in the Draft
EIR and the proposed Downtown Community Plan must be reconciled and made consistent.
Further, the Draft EIR's analysis must be updated with a revised, stable, and finite project
description and recirculated to decision makers and the community to permit informed decisionmaking. (CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a).)
By failing to describe the Downtown Community Plan as currently proposed, the Draft EIR: (1)
fails to provide an adequate project description as required by CEQA (CEQA Guidelines Section
15124; see also County of Inyo, 71 Cal. App. 3d at 193 ("An accurate, stable and finite project
description is the sine qua non of an informative and legally sufficient EIR") (italics in original));
(2) fails to analyze the environmental impacts of the Downtown Community Plan because the
Draft EIR instead analyzes the impacts of a substantially different project; and (3) misleads
decision makers and the public about the actual environmental impacts associated with the
Downtown Community Plan. The failure to adequately inform decision makers and the public of
the environmental impacts of a project and comply with the basic disclosure requirements of
CEQA is a fatal flaw in an EIR that requires revision and recirculation. (See Bakersfield Citizens
for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal. App. 4th 1184, 1198 ("Failure to comply
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with the information disclosure requirements constitutes a prejudicial abuse of discretion when the
omission of relevant information has precluded informed decision making and informed public
participation"); see also Save Our Peninsula Comm. v. Board of Supervisors (2001) 87 Cal. App.
4th 99, 131 (EIR changed to allow transfer of water credits as mitigation late in process, depriving
public of the meaningful opportunity to comment).
Response
In response to comments received on the Draft EIR and in accordance with Section 15088.5(a) of
State CEQA Guidelines, the City recirculated portions of the Draft EIR, which was originally
published for public and agency review for a 90-day period between February 3, 2016 and May 3,
2016. The Draft EIR released in February 2016 included a Project Description and environmental
analysis that was based on the Draft Downtown Specific Plan, which was originally published for
public review on February 20, 2014. However, after the release of the Draft EIR, the City published
a new iteration of the Plan, which was renamed as the Downtown Community Plan (DCP).
Additionally, following the close of the public comment period for the Draft EIR on May 3, 2016,
the City hosted a series of public workshops to receive input and further refine the Downtown
Community Plan. Further, the Planning Commission provided guidance on the Downtown
Community Plan during meetings in March, November, and December 2016. Beyond the change
in the name of the Plan, the City revised the following elements of the Downtown Community
following the initial release of the Draft EIR in February 2016:
•

A consolidation of proposed subareas;

•

Decrease in floor area ratio (FAR) and height standards for the proposed subareas;

•

Inclusion of a policy in the Downtown Community Plan to require preparation of the
Gateway Master Plan in a separate planning effort to be undertaken subsequent to the
adoption of the Downtown Community Plan; and

•

A Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District that may be initiated by the Planning or
Landmark’s Commission, which would provide a more restrictive overlay to the zoning
standards proposed by the Bayside Conservation district.

To address concerns raised during the Draft EIR public review process, the City of Santa Monica
prepared a Recirculated Draft EIR in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, which
states in part that “A Lead Agency is required to recirculate an EIR when significant new
information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the availability of the draft EIR for
public review.” Per Section 15088.5(c) of the State CEQA Guidelines, only the chapters affected
by the significant new information were recirculated for public review. The sections included in
the Recirculated EIR include Section 2.0, Project Description, and Section 3.12, Land Use &
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Planning. These sections replaced in their entirety the corresponding sections of the original Draft
EIR.
The Project Description in the Recirculated Draft EIR was revised to match the most current
version of the Downtown Community Plan. Section 2.0, Project Description included consolidated
subareas, decreased FARs, and height standards that align with the Downtown Community Plan.
Additionally, the Project Description includes three Established Large Sites (see Figure 2-3), with
the remaining large sites were included in the Gateway Master Plan (GMP) as GMP sites,
consistent with the Downtown Community Plan. The maximum allowable building height is 84
feet as originally analyzed in the Draft EIR. Consequently, the EIR adequately analyzes building
heights of up to 84 feet on the Established Large Sites. The potential consideration of building
heights up to 130 feet for Established Large Sites was included in the most current version of the
Downtown Community Plan for public discussion.
The provision regarding building height for Established Large Sites has since been clarified in the
most current version of the Downtown Community Plan to state that applicants requesting height
above 84 feet for Established Large Sites would be subject to a public approval process with
additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQA. This provision is reflected in the
Final EIR in Section 2.5.1, Downtown Districts and Development Standards. Lastly, with regard
to Development Agreements, the Rcirculated Draft EIR Project Description was revised to state:
“The proposed DCP may also specify that projects over a specified square footage must be
processed through a DA and provide additional negotiated community benefits (i.e., development
agreement threshold). However, the establishment of development agreement thresholds
constitutes a planning procedure and would not affect the EIR analysis of potential environmental
impacts.”
Under CEQA, new information added to an EIR is not significant unless the EIR is changed in a
way that deprives the public of meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse
environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect that the
project’s proponent has declined to implement. The changes to the Downtown Community Plan
would not result in new significant environmental impacts, substantial increases in the severity of
an environmental impact, or a feasible project alternatives or mitigation measures that would
clearly reduce the significant environmental impacts identified in the Draft EIR. Rather, the
changes in the Downtown Community Plan, such as the decreased FAR and height standards,
would result in less severe impacts. Further, the changes would not result in revisions to the
selection of the environmentally superior alternative. Therefore, in accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5(d), the Recirculated Draft EIR included only the revised portions of
the Draft EIR necessary to make the EIR consistent with the Downtown Community Plan in order
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to ensure that the Project Description is finite and stable consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15124.
Comment HHa-3
II. THE DRAFT EIR ANALYSIS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS IS
INADEQUATE UNDER CEQA
Putting aside the fact that the Draft EIR does not analyze the impacts of the Downtown Community
Plan that it appears the City intends to adopt - and therefore is fatally flawed – even the analysis
of the outdated Specific Plan that is analyzed fails to meet CEQA's basic requirements.
Response
Please refer to Response HHa-1 above.
Comment HHa-4
A. The Draft EIR Incorrectly Applies SB 743 Thereby Failing to Disclose
Potentially Significant Aesthetic
In 2013, the State of California enacted Senate Bill 743 (SB 743), 2 which provides that "aesthetic
and parking impacts of a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project on an
infill site within a transit priority area shall not be considered significant impacts on the
environment." (CEQA Section 21099(d)(l).) The Draft EIR uses SB 743 to support its less than
significant conclusion for aesthetics and parking impacts within the Specific Plan area. However,
the Draft EIR analysis incorrectly applies SB 743, and therefore fails to analyze and disclose
potentially significant aesthetic and parking impacts.
SB 743 only applies to residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center projects 3. While
certain projects proposed for the Specific Plan area would include residential, mixed-use
residential, or employment centers, the Specific Plan is much broader in scope than those types of
projects and provides for development and uses that are beyond residential, mixed-use residential,
or employment center projects. As described in the Draft EIR the Specific Plan would:
"implement the LUCE [the City's Land Use and Circulation Element ("LUCE")]
goals and policies for the Downtown, integrating land use and circulation to address
community concerns related to traffic congestion, pedestrian safety and mobility
options by including physical circulation upgrades as well as TDM to foster trip

2
3

SB 743 is codified as CEQA Section 21099
“Employment center project” is defined as a “a project located on property zoned
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reduction goals and address traffic circulation/mobility. The proposed Downtown
Specific Plan provides for enhanced pedestrian connections and public realm
improvements, standards and programs that would activate underperforming
streetscapes. . . The Plan addresses important issues in the Downtown including
historic preservation, high quality architecture, sensitive urban design, diverse
housing opportunities, sustainable features, expansion of cultural arts offerings,
additional open spaces that support quality of life, walkability, additional office
space to meet the needs of creative businesses, and integration with the Expo LRT."
(Draft EIR 2.0-22.)
As explained in the Draft EIR, the Specific Plan is not narrowly focused on the construction of a
residential, mixed-use residential, or employment centers - it regulates the broader vision for
Downtown Santa Monica through 2030 including elements such as circulation improvements,
historic preservation, expansion of cultural arts offerings, etc. Each of these elements is critical to
the Specific Plan and falls well outside the scope of SB 743. Therefore, because the Specific Plan
would allow the implementation of development beyond the narrow three categories identified in
SB 743, SB 743 cannot be used to justify the Draft EIR's less than significant impact conclusion
for aesthetics and parking impacts.
In addition to the fact that SB 743 does not apply because the scope of the Specific Plan is broader
than SB 743's aesthetic and parking impacts exemption, SB 743 only applies to projects located in
a "transit priority area." Despite this fact, the Draft EIR wrongly applies SB 743 to the entire
Specific Plan area - even though only a portion of the Specific Plan area is within a transit priority
area. Those portions of the City impacted by the Specific Plan that are not within a transit priority
area cannot be exempted from aesthetic and parking impact analyses otherwise required under
CEQA. Under CEQA, a transit priority area is defined as:
"an area within one-half mile of a major transit stop that is existing or planned, if
the planned stop is scheduled to be completed within the planning horizon included
in a Transportation Improvement Program adopted pursuant to Section 450.216 or
450.322 of Title 23 of the Code of Federal Regulations." (CEQA Section 21099(7).)
Further, a "Major Transit Stop" is defined as "a site containing an existing rail transit station, a
ferry terminal served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or more major
bus routes with a frequency of service interval of 15 minutes or less during the morning and
afternoon peak commute periods." (CEQA Section 21064.3.) In explaining the applicability of SB
743 to the Specific Plan, the Draft EIR states:
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'"Transit priority area' means an area within 0.5-mile of a major transit stop that is
existing or planned. The Downtown will be served by the future Expo LRT with a
station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue. Operation of the Expo Light Rail Transit
line (Expo LRT) is anticipated to begin in 2016." (Draft EIR 3.3-1.).
While the Expo LRT is a "Major Transit Stop" and is located within 0.5 mile of much of the
Specific Plan area, the entirety of the Specific Plan area is not within 0.5 mile of the Expo LRT.
Attached at Exhibit A is a map of the 0.5-mile circle from the Expo LRT, which shows that portions
of the Specific Plan area, including the Miramar site, are located outside of the 0.5-mile Expo LRT
circle. Therefore, because portions of the Specific Plan area are not located in a transit priority
area, the Draft EIR's reliance on SB 743 for the aesthetic and parking impact conclusions in the
areas outside of the 0.5-mile Expo LRT circle is unfounded.
Based on the flaws in application of SB 743, the Draft EIR's aesthetics and parking analysis must
be revised and recirculated to the public to address the potentially significant impacts associated
with the Specific Plan's impact on aesthetics and parking. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections
15126(a), 15126.2(a) (requiring analysis of the significant environmental impacts of a project);
see also Protect the Historic Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal. App.
4th 1099, 1109 ("in preparing an EIR, the agency must consider and resolve every fair argument
that can be made about the possible significant environmental effects of a project").)
Response
The EIR appropriately applies the parameters of SB 743 to analyze potential aesthetic and parking
impacts. The Downtown Community Plan is a “project” as defined under CEQA Section 15378
which refers to the whole of an action that has the potential, directly or ultimately, to result in a
physical change to the environment. This includes all phases of a project that are reasonably
foreseeable, and all related projects that are directly linked to the project. For the Downtown
Community Plan, this includes the anticipated construction of major residential, mixed-use
residential, and employment center projects as envisioned under SB 743, as well as related
elements that are directly linked to the projects such as circulation improvements, historic
preservation, expansion of cultural arts offerings, etc. These elements fall well within the
parameters of a major mixed-use infill development as identified under SB 743 and indeed
represent typical elements of almost any individual major mixed-use development project in
Downtown Santa Monica or other urban area which are a primary target of SB 743. All such
individual development projects typically include circulation improvements (e.g., streetscape,
transit, parking, etc.), address historic resources if present (e.g., adaptive reuse of buildings) or
provision of cultural benefits (e.g., displays of public art, meeting facilities, etc.) and public green
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space such as pocket parks or plazas. To attempt to define a major residential, mixed-use
residential, and employment center project such as the Downtown Community Plan as envisioned
under SB 743 so narrowly as to exclude essential related infrastructure and public improvements
would be contrary to CEQA requirements to assess the whole of a project and SB 743 goals to
promote high quality infill development. Further, there is no substantial evidence to show that such
elements of the Plan would result in significant aesthetic or parking impacts – rather, circulation
improvements such as streetscape improvements, historic adaptive reuse, cultural amenities, and
public space would all serve to have beneficial aesthetics impacts.
The commenter correctly defines a “major transit stop” as a “site containing an existing rail station,
a ferry terminal served by either a bus or rail transit service, or the intersection of two or more
major bus routes with a frequency of service interval of 15 minutes or less during the morning and
afternoon peak commute periods.” The Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) Downtown Santa
Monica Station was identified in the Draft EIR as a major transit stop in the Downtown Community
Plan area; however, there are also multiple bus routes with many stops on Wilshire Boulevard,
Santa Monica Boulevard, and 4th Street that qualify as major transit stops per Section 21064.3 of
CEQA because they serve two or more major bus routes with frequency of service intervals of 15
minutes or less during the A.M. and P.M. peak commute periods (refer to Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation and Figure 3.18-2 in the Draft EIR for a listing of such transit
lines). With the high number of bus routes operating along and intersecting 4th Street and Wilshire
Boulevard as well as the Downtown Station at 4th/Colorado, all of the Downtown is considered a
Transit Priority Area (TPA) pursuant to CEQA. Accordingly, the Southern California Association
of Governments (SCAG) also identifies the entirety of the Downtown Community Plan area as a
TPA. Section 2.0, Project Description, of the EIR has been revised to reflect the fact that the entire
Downtown is considered a Transit Priority Area. Please refer to Section 2.2.2, Existing Setting as
well as Figure 2-2.
As described in Section 3.3.1.3, Impact Assessment Methodology and later in Section 4.7, Resource
Areas Found Not to be Significant, Section 21099 of CEQA (SB 743) states that aesthetic and
parking impacts shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment if:
•

The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project, and

•

The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area.

The Downtown is classified as a TPA, with all of Downtown meeting the parameters of SB 743
as a TPA.
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The Downtown Community Plan contemplates programmatic infill residential, mixed-use, and
employment center development projects across the Downtown through the 2030 planning
horizon. The assertion that because the Downtown Community Plan is a long-range plan and
somehow not a project as envisioned in SB 743 and defined under CEQA Section 15378 is not
consistent with the legislative intent of SB 743, which created a new exemption from CEQA for
infill residential, mixed-use, and employment center development projects that are consistent with
a Specific Plan. (See Public Resources Code Section 21155.4.) Therefore, potential aesthetics
impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts would be considered less than significant
and analyses of aesthetic impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts of projects within
the Downtown are not required pursuant to CEQA. Further, to the extent that future development
is proposed within the Downtown that does not constitute a residential, mixed-use residential, or
employment center project, CEQA Guideline section 15168(d) authorizes a focused EIR to solely
analyze new environmental effects which had not been considered before, to the extent that this
analysis is not exempted under SB 743 or other exemption under CEQA. Therefore, potential
aesthetics impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts are less than significant and
analyses of parking impacts, aesthetic impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts of
the residential, mixed-use, and employment center projects contemplated for build-out under the
Downtown Community Plan are not required pursuant to CEQA. Nevertheless, an analysis of
aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar access is included herein in response to community
concerns raised during the Notice of Preparation (NOP) process and to provide decision-makers
and the general public a comprehensive review of the aesthetic changes that occur under the
proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment HHa-5
B. The Draft EIR Fails to Analyze Impacts to Sensitive Uses and Receptors
The Draft EIR makes a number of errors regarding the identification of sensitive uses and receptors
within its individual impact area analyses. The Draft EIR must be revised to provide an adequate
analysis of the potentially significant impacts to these sensitive uses and receptors, and the updated
analysis must be recirculated for public review and comment.
1. The Draft EIR Fails to Address a Residential Use Immediately Adjacent to the
Specific Plan Area as a Sensitive Use/Receptor
Adjacent to the northern boundary of the Specific Plan area are two residentially zoned parcels
that were not identified as sensitive uses/receptors in the Draft EIR's analysis. These two residential
parcels (the "Excluded Residential Parcels") are existing apartment buildings in the R3 zone at 1109
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2nd Street (AIN 4292021014) and [210] California Avenue No. 1 (AIN 4292021020). The Excluded
Residential Parcels must be treated as sensitive uses/receptors in the Draft EIR, consistent with the
Draft EIR's analysis of other R3-zoned parcels containing residential development. Specifically, the
Draft EIR treats R3 residential uses located across California Avenue to the north of the Excluded
Residential Parcels as residential uses and analyzes them as sensitive uses/receptors. However, the
Excluded Residential Parcels are located immediately adjacent to the Specific Plan area and therefore
would face greater impacts than the residential uses across California Avenue, yet the Excluded
Residential Parcels are not analyzed as sensitive uses/receptors. The Draft EIR analysis should
therefore be revised to evaluate impacts to the sensitive uses/receptors on the Excluded Residential
Parcels. The Draft EIR's failure to treat the Excluded Residential Parcels as sensitive uses/receptors
affects the Draft EIR's aesthetics shade/shadow analysis, air quality analysis, neighborhood effects
analysis, and noise analysis, as described below.

•

Aesthetics: Figure 3.3.-3, Location of Shade/Shadow-Sensitive Uses, identifies
shade/shadow-sensitive receptors including residential uses and parks/open
space/recreation uses but fails to include the Excluded Residential Parcels immediately
adjacent to the Specific Plan area. Moreover, by failing to include basic shade/shadow
diagrams, the Draft EIR misleads the public about the potentially significant shading
impacts that could occur on the Excluded Residential Parcels. Because the Specific Plan
area that could impact the Excluded Residential Parcels is outside the "transit priority area"
radius shown in Exhibit A, the City cannot ignore potentially significant impacts on the
Excluded Residential Parcels and a shade/shadow analysis of impacts to the Excluded
Residential Parcels must be provided and recirculated for public review and comment. (See
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 (failure to disclose significant impacts, or the addition
of significant new information requires recirculation of a draft EIR).)

•

Air Quality: Figure 3.4-1, Sensitive Receptors, identifies residential and parks/open
space/recreation sensitive receptors and fails to identify the Excluded Residential Parcels.
These residential uses are not identified as sensitive receptors despite the Draft EIR
explaining that "[l]and uses identified by the City of Santa Monica Municipal Code
(SMMC) and the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) as sensitive
to noise and/or air pollution include residences, schools, hospitals, and institutional uses,
such as churches, museums, and libraries." (Draft EIR 3.6-2, emphasis added.) Because the
Draft EIR identifies potentially significant construction and operation related air quality
impacts, air quality impacts to the Excluded Residential Parcels are new impacts that the
Draft EIR failed to disclose. These new significant impacts require recirculation of the
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Draft EIR. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 (failure to disclose significant impacts,
or the addition of significant new information requires recirculation of a draft EIR).)
•

Neighborhood Effects: Figure 3.13-1, Neighborhoods and Sensitive Receptors within and
adjacent to Downtown, identifies residential uses and fails to identify the Excluded
Residential Parcels. The Draft EIR must be updated to address the neighborhood effects to
the Excluded Residential Parcels, which because of their location immediately adjacent to
the Specific Plan area would be significantly impacted by the development allowed under
the Specific Plan. Because of this error, and those errors further discussed in Section II.D
below regarding neighborhood effects, the neighborhood effects analysis must be revised
and recirculated for public review and comment. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5
(failure to disclose significant impacts, or the addition of significant new information
requires recirculation of a draft EIR).)

•

Noise: The Noise analysis refers to the Air Quality Figure 3.4-1, Sensitive Receptors,
which identifies the residential and parks/open space/recreation sensitive receptors but fails
to include the Excluded Residential Parcels. (Draft EIR 3.13-9.) These residential uses are
not identified despite the Draft EIR explaining that "[n]oise sensitive receptors are
populations that are more susceptible to the effects of noise than the population at large.
Land uses identified by the City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) as noise
sensitive receptors include schools, hospitals, and institutional uses, such as churches,
museums, and libraries. The City also considers residential uses to be noise sensitive
receptors." (Draft EIR 3 .14-8, emphasis added.) Based on the Excluded Residential
Parcels' location immediately adjacent to the Specific Plan area, the Specific Plan could
result in a substantial permanent increase in the ambient noise levels for the Excluded
Residential Parcels related to operational noise impacts that has not been disclosed in the
Draft EIR. Therefore, the failure to identify the Excluded Residential Parcels results in a
new potentially significant impact not previously disclosed and recirculation of the Draft
EIR is required. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 (failure to disclose significant
impacts, or the addition of significant new information requires recirculation of a draft
EIR).)

The Draft EIR analysis must be updated to include an analysis of impacts to the Excluded
Residential Parcels. CEQA case-law makes clear that impacts on sensitive receptors must be
analyzed and disclosed. (See Laurel Heights Improvement Assoc. v. Regents of Univ. of Calif.
(1993) 6 Cal. 4th 1112, 1148 (final EIR analyzed noise impacts to sensitive receptors); Sunnyvale
West Neighborhood Assoc. v. City o/Sunnyvale (2010) 190 Cal. App. 4th 1351, overruled on other
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grounds (noise impacts analyzed based off of proximity to sensitive receptors).) When the analysis
is rerun to address the Excluded Residential Parcels, the analysis must address the unique
significant impacts that would occur to these residential uses. Specifically, unlike the residential
uses across California A venue, there is no street to provide a buffer between the sensitive
uses/receptors on the Excluded Residential Parcels and the development that would be permitted
by the Specific Plan.
Response
The EIR fully discloses and discusses potential impacts to sensitive residential uses within and
adjacent to the Downtown, including aesthetic, shade and shadow, air quality, noise, etc. The
omission of the two cited residential properties from Figure 3.3-3 among the multiple
neighborhoods analyzed in the EIR does not prejudice the commenter. Although these residential
properties were not identified in Figure 3.3-3, the northern boundary of the Downtown Community
Plan area is clearly identified on Figure 3.3-3 so that decision-makers and the public may identify
the Downtown Community Plan boundary and adjacent properties. Further, appropriate sections
of the EIR provide discussion of potential impacts to air quality, aesthetics, noise, and other issues
to neighborhoods north of the Downtown. Nevertheless, to address this comment, Figure 3.3-3
has been revised in the Final EIR to identify these properties as sensitive receptors. However, the
revision to this figure does not result in a substantial change in the impacts described for aesthetics,
air quality, neighborhood effects and noise as such impacts on sensitive uses are already disclosed
and discussed within the EIR.
With respect to the comments on aesthetic impacts on sensitive receptor uses, including the two
residential properties identified by the commentator, please refer to Response HHa-4.
With respect to the comment regarding air quality impacts on sensitive receptor uses, including
the two residential properties identified by the commentator, although these residential properties
were not identified in Figure 3.4-1, the EIR states on Page 3.4-12 that multi-family residential uses
are located within and immediately adjacent to the Downtown Community Plan area. Further, the
northern boundary of the Downtown Community Plan area is clearly identified on Figure 3.4-1 so
that decision-makers and the public may identify the Project boundary and any adjacent properties
of interest. Further, Section 3.4, Air Quality, of the EIR provides a discussion of potential
programmatic air quality impacts to existing nearby sensitive receptors, which also include the
neighborhoods north of the Downtown. As with Figure 3.3-1, Figure 3.4-1 has been revised to
identify the cited residential properties as sensitive receptors. However, even without the
properties being identified on the figure, the EIR disclosed within Impact AQ-2 that nearby
sensitive receptors (including neighborhoods north of the Downtown) would be temporarily
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impacted by construction emissions, particularly from the emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOC), particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), and nitrogen oxides (NOx) during the
construction of larger projects. The EIR further discloses within Impact AQ-3 that construction
emissions from certain individual development projects could potentially exceed the South Coast
Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) construction thresholds and impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable even with the implementation of identified mitigation measures. As
noted on page 3.4-27 of the Draft EIR, the SCAQMD’s Localized Significance Threshold (LST)
Methodology utilizes 25 meters as the minimum distance at which emissions concentrations can
be calculated, therefore, construction emissions at the two residential properties are captured in the
Project’s emissions calculations. With regard to Project operations, the EIR has concluded within
Impact AQ-3 that operational emissions would conservatively exceed SCAQMD thresholds for
particulate matter and is considered to be significant and unavoidable. Lastly, as concluded within
Impact AQ-4, implementation of the Downtown Community Plan would not result in a carbon
monoxide (CO) hotspot at any of the analyzed intersections, including the intersection of 2nd Street
and California Avenue. Because these impacts were appropriately disclosed, revising Figure 3.41 to identify the two residential properties as sensitive air quality receptors does not represent
significant new information that requires recirculation of the EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5 of
the State CEQA Guidelines.
With respect to the comment regarding neighborhood effects on sensitive receptor uses, including
the two residential properties identified by the commentator, we first note that the category of
"neighborhood effects" is not an environmental use category identified in CEQA. Second, the EIR
evaluated individual land use impacts to the Wilshire Montana (Wilmont) residential
neighborhood on page 3.13-13 of the Draft EIR, and concluded that impacts would be less than
significant because the Wilshire Transition District would have maximum building heights of 50
feet, which would not be out of character or context with existing surrounding buildings including
the residential neighborhood to the north. The residential neighborhood to the north includes a
varied mix of one to four story residential buildings, some of which are 50 feet or higher. The
Downtown Community Plan prescribes minimum stepback standards for new buildings abutting
any residentially zoned parcel, which would transition down the building envelop and would
ensure that new buildings in the Wilshire Transition district would respectfully transition to
buildings in the north. Additionally, the Downtown Community Plan’s proposed maximum height
of 84 feet at the Miramar Established Large Site at the corner of Ocean and Wilshire would be less
than the existing buildings in the immediate vicinity including the adjacent 13-story, 150-foot
Santa Monica Bay Tower, which is located in the immediate vicinity at the intersection of
California and Ocean Avenue as well as other high rise buildings located near Wilshire, including
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the 160 foot First Federal Bank Building at 401 Wilshire, the 160 foot Huntley Hotel, and the 120foot 233 Wilshire Office Building. Therefore, land-use related neighborhood effects would be less
than significant. As a result of these disclosures, revising Figure 3.13-1 to identify the two
residential properties as sensitive receptors does not represent significant new information that
requires recirculation of the EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
With respect to the comment regarding noise impacts on sensitive receptor uses, the omission of
the two residential properties on Figure 3.4-1 does not prejudice the commenter for the reasons
discussed above. Figure 3.4-1 has been revised to identify these properties as sensitive receptors.
Although these properties were not identified in Figure 3.4-1, on page 3.14-8 and 3.14-22 the Draft
EIR discloses that noise sensitive receptors are located within and immediately adjacent to the
Downtown Community Plan area. Within Impact N-1, the EIR acknowledges that “construction
activities along the north side of Wilshire Boulevard could generate noise that would adversely
affect the adjacent Wilmont residential neighborhood to the north”. Further, this impact
acknowledges that “it can be expected that construction activities would occur immediately
adjacent to sensitive receptors, with setbacks of as little as 20 to 50 feet between construction and
the sensitive use.” Since all construction within 500 feet of a residential use would be required to
adhere to Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Section 4.12.110(c), the EIR concludes that
construction-related noise impacts are anticipated to be less than significant. With regard to
groundborne vibration, Impact N-2 recognizes that groundborne vibration would be greatest at
properties adjacent to construction activities, and would dissipate to less than significant levels at
a distance greater than 25 feet. With regard to operational impacts, the EIR recognizes within
Impact N-3 that the greatest increase in traffic-related noise levels would occur on 2nd Street, with
an anticipated increase of 0.96 dBA Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL). This is notably
below the significance threshold of 3.0 dBA CNEL. As indicated within Impact N-3, all heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, and new commercial and hotel uses, would be
required to comply with SMMC and City review processes, resulting in a less than significant
operational noise impact. As a result of these disclosures, revising Figure 3.4-1 to identify the two
residential properties as noise sensitive receptors does not represent new significant information
that requires recirculation of the EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Comment HHa-6
2. The Draft EIR Fails to Address Hotels as Sensitive Receptors for the Noise
Analysis
In addition to the failure to analyze the Excluded Residential Parcels as sensitive uses/receptors,
the Draft EIR should be updated to analyze hotel uses as sensitive receptors in the noise impacts
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analysis. Santa Monica Municipal Code ("SMMC") Section 4.12.025 provides that "[t]he factors
to be considered in determining whether a violation of this Section has occurred shall include, but
are not limited to, the following: ... (5) The proximity of the noise to noise sensitive land uses,
such as hospitals, schools, recovery facilities, or any facility that regularly accommodates a
person or persons who may be sleeping." (Emphasis added.) Like a residence, hotels
accommodate person or persons who may be sleeping and therefore should be considered sensitive
uses in the Draft EIR's noise analysis. Giving heightened scrutiny to noise impacting hotels is
consistent with the SMMC, the Noise Element of the City of Santa Monica General Plan, the
General Plan Guidelines prepared by the Governor's Office of Planning and Research, and the
California Building Standards Code (Title 24). Besides consistency with these planning
documents, given the ongoing construction and increased construction that would occur in the City
as a result of the Specific Plan's implementation, it is critically important to understand how the
noise associated with the Specific Plan could impact hotel uses within the City. There are at least
ten hotels within the Downtown area that could be adversely impacted by the construction
associated with the implementation of the Specific Plan. Understanding the Specific Plan's impacts
on the Santa Monica tourism industry is an important component of evaluating the Specific Plan's
impacts. Accordingly, the Draft EIR noise analysis should be rerun to address noise impacts to
hotel uses and recirculated to the public. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.S(a) (requiring
recirculation for significant new information).).
Response
While SMMC Section 14.12.025 identifies criteria to determine when a noise violation has
occurred, it does not expressly establish hotel uses as "noise-sensitive land uses" like hospitals,
schools, and recovery facilities. More importantly, SMMC Sections 4.12.050 (Designated Noise
Zones) and 4.12.060 (Exterior Noise Standards) establish allowable exterior noise standards based
on a parcel’s zoning designation, with three distinct noise zones. As shown in Table 3.14-8, a
maximum allowable noise use is established for all noise zones, including all properties in a
residential district (Noise Zone I), properties in a commercial district (Noise Zone II), and
properties in an industrial district (Noise Zone III). Nevertheless, for the purposes of disclosure,
the Project’s noise impacts on hotels are addressed within the EIR under Impact N-3, which states
that “land use changes would incrementally increase hotel uses within or adjacent to commercial
uses. The resulting land use pattern was identified as potentially exposing future hotel patrons to
periodic, intermittent, and sleep-disturbing noise in the early morning and late at night.” All
construction proposed projects under the Downtown Community Plan would be required to
comply with SMMC 4.12.110. Furthermore, the EIR concludes that adherence to SMMC Sections
4.12.140 and 4.12.170, which include requirements for nighttime noise reduction and a
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development review process would ensure that operational noise impacts to hotels would be less
than significant. Therefore, the comment does not result in significant new information that
requires recirculation of the EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Comment HHa-7
C. If the Specific Plan's Maximum Height is Increased as Proposed Under the
Downtown Community Plan, the Existing Analysis is Insufficient to Support
the Impact Conclusions.
As noted above, while the Draft EIR analyzes a maximum building height of 84 feet, the
concurrently released Downtown Community Plan includes a proposal to increase the maximum
height for development to 130 feet. If the City moves forward with increasing the maximum height
permitted, significant portions of the Draft EIR analysis will need to be reanalyzed because the
additional height cannot be supported based on the Draft EIR's current analysis. The significant
new information that would result from this process will require recirculation of the Draft EIR.
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a) (information prompting recirculation is considered
significant if the EIR "is changed in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to
comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project").)
The 84 feet height assumption runs throughout the Draft EIR's analysis, and infects conclusions
throughout the document in numerous impact areas including aesthetics, geology and soils, land
use and public services. For instance, the Draft EIR relied on the 84 feet in making conclusions
related to the aesthetics impacts - and in particular the loss of viewable sky. (See Draft EIR 3.3-42.)
Even the fire analysis required a maximum height of 84 feet, noting that the height of buildings is
a relevant factor in response times and that taller buildings may require new fire protection
equipment. (See Draft EIR 3 .16-16, 3 .16-17.) The additional equipment and facilities that may
be required to service buildings in excess of 84 feet must be analyzed, including the cumulative
impact of such new fire facilities. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(l)(D) (requiring that
the effects of mitigation measures must be discussed in the EIR).) Therefore, if the City moves
forward with a permitted height in excess of 84 feet, the effect of this change must be addressed
for each impact area in the Draft EIR so that the community will be able to evaluate the impacts
of such a change and have the opportunity to review and provide public comment.
Response
As stated in Response HHa-2 above, in February 2017, portions of the EIR were recirculated in
accordance with Section 15088.5(a) to reflect the changes that were made to the most current
version of the Downtown Community Plan. The allowable height limits are presented in Table 4.2
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on page 105 of the Downtown Community and Tables 2-3 and 2-4 in the EIR. As described therein,
the Downtown Community Plan would permit a maximum Tier 3 building height of up to 84 feet
in the Transit Adjacent and Bayside Conservation Districts. All other districts would have a height
limit lower than 84 feet. If applicants for any of three Established Large Sites (4th/5th and Arizona,
1133 Ocean Avenue, and 101 Santa Monica Boulevard) request a height of up to 130 feet, those
projects would be subject to a public approval process with additional environmental review
required pursuant to CEQA.
Comment HHa-8
D. The Neighborhood Effects Conclusions are not Supported by Substantial
Evidence
The Draft EIR's neighborhood effects analysis is fundamentally flawed. As explained in the Draft
EIR, neighborhood effects "refers to the potential impacts of land uses that may occur under the
proposed Downtown Specific Plan that could affect the quality of life of existing residents in
residential neighborhoods." (Draft EIR 3.13-1.) The Draft EIR's analysis, however, fails to take
into account the significant ways in which increased development potential is proposed within and
immediately adjacent to the Wilmont neighborhood and how increased development would
significantly impact this residential neighborhood with regards to aesthetics, land use,
transportation and circulation, and parking. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(a), l 5 l 26.2(a)
(requiring analysis of the significant environmental impacts of a project).) Accordingly, the
analysis must be rerun and recirculated for public review and comment. (See CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5(a) (requiring recirculation for significant new information).)
Response
The proposed Downtown Community Plan’s potential impacts to nearby land uses, including the
Wilmont neighborhood, are evaluated throughout the EIR. Please refer Responses HHa-9 and
HHa-10 immediately below.
Comment HHa-9
1. Aesthetics and Land Use
With regard to the neighborhood effects associated with aesthetics and land use, instead of
acknowledging the increased development potential within and immediately adjacent to the
Wilmont neighborhood above what is currently existing and permitted, the Draft EIR simply states
"development standards as well as design guidelines addressing building modulation and stepback
would ensure that new land uses occurring on these boulevards provide a smooth transition to the
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residential neighborhoods to the east and north." (Draft EIR 3.13-12 and 3.13-13.) This conclusory
statement fails to address that the Specific Plan would substantially increase the development
standards from the existing conditions and permitted regulations within and immediately adjacent
to the Wilmont neighborhood. While the Specific Plan may result in some reductions in other parts
of the Downtown, the Specific Plan would result in an increase in height and FAR above the
permitted and existing conditions in the transitional area north of Wilshire Boulevard that would
effectively destroy any transition between the Downtown and residential neighborhoods.
Accordingly, the Draft EIR fails to disclose a potentially significant impact to neighborhood
effects related to aesthetics and land use. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(a), 15126.2(a)
(requiring analysis of the significant environmental impacts of a project).)
For instance, the Draft EIR must include an analysis of how the Specific Plan's treatment of the
Miramar site as a "large site" would impact the transition to the residential neighborhood to the
north. As explained in the Draft EIR, under Scenario A the Miramar site would be permitted a
height of 84 feet and FAR of 4.25 and under Scenario B the Miramar site would be permitted a
height of 84 feet and FAR of 3.0. (Draft EIR 2.0-47.) The existing height and density maximums
for the Miramar site are 45 feet and 2.0 FAR. (Previous SMMC Section 9.04.08.12.060(a).) For
either Scenario A or Scenario B, the substantial increases in height and FAR cannot possibly
provide a "smooth transition to the residential neighborhoods" to the north. To the contrary, the
Specific Plan would substantially increase the development potential in what is supposed to be a
transitional area. Therefore, the Draft EIR must provide an analysis of the substantial increase
proposed and how it would impact the sensitive residential uses in the Wilmont neighborhood.
Further, even if the Miramar site is not treated as a "large site," the Draft EIR demonstrates that
the Specific Plan would allow an increase in development potential. Under Scenario A the Specific
Plan would permit the Miramar site to be developed as~ Tier 1 project with a height of 39 feet
with up to 2.25 FAR with housing and as a Tier 2 project with a height of 50 feet with up to
3.0 FAR with housing. (Draft EIR Table 2-2.) Under Scenario B the Specific Plan would permit
the Miramar site to be developed as a Tier 1 project with a height of 39 feet with up to 2.25 FAR
with housing and as a Tier 2 project with a height of 50 feet with up to 2.75 FAR with housing.
(Draft EIR Table 2-3.) These increased heights and densities have not been adequately analyzed
in the Draft EIR.
Finally, the increase in development potential for the Miramar's two lots located at 1127 and
1129 Second Street (the "Second Street parcels"), which are currently developed as surface parking
lots, needs to be analyzed in the Draft EIR. The Specific Plan locates the Second Street parcels in
the Wilshire Transition Zone, which under Scenario A provides for a Tier 1 height of up to 39 feet
with 2.25 FAR with housing and a Tier 2 height of 50 feet with 2.75 FAR with housing (Draft EIR
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Table 2-2) and under Scenario B provides for a Tier 1 height of up to 39 feet with 1.5 FAR and a
Tier 2 height of 50 feet with 2.25 FAR (Draft EIR Table 2-3). Before the update to the Zoning
Code, the zoning regulations for the Second Street parcels provided for a maximum height of
40 feet, which could only be achieved with a 100 percent affordable housing project with other
uses having a maximum height of 23 feet or 35 feet. (Previous SMMC Section 9.04.08.06.060.)
With respect to density, the previous Zoning Code used building height, maximum unit density,
and maximum parcel coverage to regulate density instead of FAR. (Previous SMMC Section
9.04.08.06.060.)
Despite the increases proposed in this transitional area, within the Land Use analysis the Draft EIR
incorrectly claims that the Specific Plan is "reduc[ing] development intensities and height at the
edge of Downtown along Wilshire Boulevard as a transition to the residential neighborhoods to
the north." (Draft EIR 3.12-39.) As a result of this claim, the Draft EIR analysis provides that
Specific Plan Scenario B is consistent with LUCE policies LU 1.3 and LU 1.5, which require a
transition to adjacent residential neighborhoods. (Draft EIR 3.12-39.) Specifically the LUCE
provides:
"Policy LU1.3 Quality of Life. Preserve neighborhood quality of life and protect
neighborhoods against potential impacts related to development, traffic, noise, air
quality, and encroachment of commercial activities and establish standards that
transition down building envelope of commercial buildings adjacent to residential
properties."
"Policy LUl.5 Design Compatibility. Require that new infill development be
compatible with the existing scale, mass and character of the residential
neighborhood. New buildings should transition in size, height, and scale toward
adjacent residential structures." (LUCE 2.1-11.)
While the Specific Plan acknowledges that Scenario A is partially inconsistent with these policies,
the increases in this transition area associated with either Scenario A or Scenario B are entirely
inconsistent with LUCE policies LUl.3 and LUl.5. As a result, either Scenario A or Scenario B
would result in a significant land use impact, and the Draft EIR does not have substantial evidence
to support its opposite conclusion. Moreover, because the Specific Plan violates the LUCE—which
is an element of the City's General Plan—the Specific Plan as proposed cannot be approved by the
City. (See Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 Cal. App. 4th 807, 815 and
Citizen of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors of Santa Barbara County, 52 Cal. 3d 553, 570
(explaining that any decision by a city affecting land use and development must be consistent with
the general plan).)
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The Draft EIR's mischaracterization of the Specific Plan's development within and adjacent to the
Wilmont neighborhood results in a failure to disclose potentially significant impacts of the Specific
Plan. The neighborhood effects analysis with regards to aesthetics and land use should therefore
be rerun to address the increased heights and densities that would be permitted in an area identified
by the LUCE as a transitional area, and disclose the associated significant impacts on the Wilmont
neighborhood related to neighborhood effects. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(a),
15126.2(a) (requiring analysis of the significant environmental impacts of a project); see also
Protect the Historic Amador Waterways, 116 Cal. App. 4th at 1109 ("in preparing an EIR, the
agency must consider and resolve every fair argument that can be made about the possible
significant environmental effects of a project").) This information should be recirculated to provide
the community an opportunity to review and comment. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)
(requiring recirculation for significant new information).)
Response
Although not an issue under CEQA due to the provisions of SB 743, the EIR thoroughly discloses
the aesthetics effects impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on the Wilmont
neighborhood. Please refer to Response HHa-4.
The proposed Downtown Community Plan provides development standards and height restrictions
along Wilshire Boulevard to preserve the surrounding neighborhood quality and ensure a
respectful transition to the residential neighborhoods to the north. However, in an effort to reduce
redundant description or analyses, the EIR does not repeat every development standard, design
guideline, and stepback requirement within Impact NHE-1. For a detailed description of these
requirements, please refer to Chapters 4 and 5 of the current version of the Downtown Community
Plan, and discussion of Policy LU15.11 on page 3.3-23 of the Draft EIR. These policies clearly
include multiple measures that address aesthetic and land use compatibility concerns, including
maintaining a clear transition between the Downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods.
The Downtown Community Plan’s proposed maximum height of 50 feet would not be out of
character or context with existing surrounding buildings including the residential neighborhood to
the north of Downtown. As described in Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning of the EIR, the
residential neighborhood to the north includes a varied mix of one- to four-story residential
buildings, some of which are 50 feet or higher. The proposed Downtown Community Plan
prescribes minimum stepback standards for new buildings abutting any residentially zoned parcel,
which would transition down the building envelop and would ensure that new buildings in the
Wilshire Transition district would respectfully transition to existing buildings in the north.
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As for the comment stating that the proposed Downtown Community Plan would increase
development potential above what is currently permitted in the Wilmont neighborhood, it should
be noted that the CEQA guidelines states that an EIR should describe a project’s “impacts on the
physical environment”. The Supreme Court in Communities for a Better Environment v. South
Coast Air Quality Management District held that the baseline for CEQA analysis must be the
“existing physical conditions in the affected area,” that is, the “real conditions on the ground,”
rather than the level of development that could or should have been present according to a plan or
regulation. (14 Cal. Code Regs., § 15125(a)). Therefore, the EIR appropriately and adequately
analyzes the Downtown Community Plan’s impacts on existing land uses, and not on permitted
regulations (either existing or past). Nevertheless, it should be noted that with the exception of the
Miramar Established Large Site, the Downtown Community Plan would not increase height
standards in the Wilshire Transition district as compared to the existing Zoning Ordinance
regulations that currently apply. As indicated in Table 3.12-3 of Section 3.12, Land Use and
Planning in the EIR, Wilshire Boulevard and the north side of Wilshire between 2nd Street and 7th
Street has a maximum height of 50 feet. The proposed Downtown Community Plan’s maximum
height of 50 feet would not represent an increase from existing regulatory standards. Further, the
Downtown Community Plan build out analysis estimated very limited development potential in
the Wilshire Transition District due to the limited nature of permitted uses that would be allowed
in this subarea, existing historic resources, existing buildings that exceed proposed FAR and height
limits, valuable commercial property, as well as the lower proposed heights maximum heights.
With regard to the Miramar Established Large Site, the Downtown Community Plan’s proposed
maximum height of 84 feet at this site would be less than the existing buildings in the immediate
vicinity including the adjacent 13-story, 150-foot Santa Monica Bay Tower, which is located in
the immediate vicinity at the intersection of California and Ocean Avenue as well as other high
rise buildings located near Wilshire, including the 160-foot First Federal Bank Building at 401
Wilshire, the 160-foot Huntley Hotel, and the 120-foot 233 Wilshire Office Building. Additionally,
the proposed maximum height of 84 feet at the Miramar Established Large Site would represent
an improvement from the existing 105-foot Ocean Tower Building that currently exists at the site.
As a result, the 84-foot maximum height limit evaluated in the EIR provides a sufficient
environmental analysis of the Project, and the reduced FARs and height standards permitted under
the Downtown Community Plan would not represent significant new information that requires
recirculation of the Draft EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
The discussion of the Project’s consistency with Policy LU1.3 (Quality of Life) in Table 3.12-6 in
Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning of the EIR has been revised to better explain how the design
features would ensure a respectful transition to the Wilmont neighborhood to the north. The minor
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revisions to Table 3.12-6 that further clarify the maximum building height at the Miramar
Established Large Site do not constitute significant new information pursuant to Section 15088.5
of the State CEQA Guidelines. Consistent with the requirements of CEQA Section 15125(d)
which requires EIRs to discuss any potential inconsistencies between the proposed project and
applicable general plans and regional plans, the EIR acknowledges that Scenario A could
potentially be partially inconsistent with LUCE Policy LU1.3. However, a final determination of
such policy consistency lies within the authority of City decision-makers. In this context, decisionmakers will consider if Scenario A would further the objectives and policies of the LUCE and if
recommended Downtown Community Plan policies, development standards and/or mitigation
measures could address potential policy inconsistencies. As discussed in the EIR, a project need
not be consistent with each and every policy and objective in a planning document. Rather, a
project is considered consistent with the provisions of the identified regional and local plans if it
is compatible with and will further the objectives and policies of the plans. As concluded within
Impact LU-4, the proposed Downtown Community Plan is consistent overall with the guiding
principles and policies of the LUCE.
The impacts of potential future development that would be allowed on the lots located at 1127 and
1129 Second Street are considered throughout the EIR’s analyses of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan’s programmatic impacts. Because the precise design of any buildings that would
occur as part of future development on these parcels cannot be known at this time, it is not
appropriate for a Program-level EIR to provide additional detailed analysis for these lots.
Comment HHa-10
2. Transportation, Circulation, and Parking
The neighborhood effects analysis touts that the traffic analysis (see Section 3.18, Transportation
and Circulation) determined that neither Scenario A nor Scenario B resulted in any impacted
intersections located within the existing adjacent neighborhoods. Therefore, the Draft EIR claims
that "neighborhood traffic impacts of the proposed Downtown Specific Plan would be less than
significant." (Draft EIR 3.13-14). The critical fact that is left out of this discussion is that the Draft
EIR's analysis into the Wilmont neighborhood stopped at California Avenue. By not including
streets north of California Avenue the Draft EIR fails to analyze the Specific Plan's impact on
numerous residential streets already severely burdened by traffic. Therefore, the traffic analysis
needs to be updated to include additional intersections further into Wilmont to determine whether
there are impacted intersections within the Wilmont neighborhood. The analysis should also be
updated to include a discussion of parking impacts on the Wilmont neighborhood. As discussed
further in Section II.A, SB 743 does not apply to parking impacts from the Specific Plan in the
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Wilmont neighborhood because this area is not within a "transit priority area" as defined by CEQA.
Therefore, an analysis of parking impacts must be provided. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections
15126(a), 15126.2(a) (requiring analysis of the significant environmental impacts of a project);
see also Protect the Historic Amador Waterways, 116 Cal. App. 4th at 1109 ("in preparing an EIR,
the agency must consider and resolve every fair argument that can be made about the possible
significant environmental effects of a project").) Once the analysis is updated to include these
elements, it should be recirculated for public review and comment. (See CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5(a) (requiring recirculation for significant new information).)
Response
The EIR analyzes the neighborhood effects of traffic on the Wilmont neighborhood for both
Scenario A or Scenario B and did not identify any impacts to those intersections along California
Avenue that are most likely to receive major project related traffic increases. As demonstrated in
Figure 3.18-6 and 3.18-7, all four intersections entering the Wilmont neighborhood would continue
to operate an acceptable LOS and experience no measurable impact from traffic generated under
both Scenarios A and B. This includes Intersection #11 (2nd Street and California Avenue), which
would operate at LOS A during both the A.M. and P.M. peak hour periods during the Future (2030)
Year Scenario, and at LOS B during the weekend peak hour period. As demonstrated in Table 5.1
of the Traffic Study (see Appendix B), the intersection would experience no increase in delay
during any of the peak periods. Because vehicle trips generated by a project disperse over the
Downtown street grid with volumes being reduced the further an intersection is away from a
Project site, there is no need to conduct analysis further into the Wilmont neighborhood beyond
California Avenue because traffic volumes and associated potential for impacts would less than
they are at California Avenue. Further, this is reinforced by the fact that there are no major
destinations for trips within or north the Wilmont neighborhood that would attract large amounts
of Project traffic. Rather, such destinations are located within the Downtown, along and east of
Lincoln Boulevard and toward the Santa Monica Freeway or Pacific Coast Highway (PCH) as
regional travel corridors. Levels of service within the Wilmont neighborhood are also generally
reflective of low volume residential streets with no known congestion related issues (see Appendix
F in the 2010 LUCE EIR). Finally, as discussed in Response HHa-4, the entire Downtown
Community Plan area is considered a transit priority area pursuant to SB 743. As a result, the
comment does not present significant new information requiring recirculation of the EIR pursuant
to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Comment HHa-11
E. The Draft EIR Traffic Analysis is Inadequate Under CEQA
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The Draft EIR's traffic and circulation analysis must be updated to address the comments included
in our October 21, 2013 letter, submitted in response to the Notice of Preparation. Failure to
address our comments is a violation of CEQA Guidelines Section 15084(c) ("[t]he lead agency
must consider all information and comments received"). As we noted in our October 21, 2013
letter, because of the seasonal nature of traffic in Santa Monica, particularly in the Downtown and
along the coast, the Draft EIR should include an analysis of two different time-periods for traffic
impacts. One should be during the holiday shopping season and one should be during the summer.
Instead of analyzing these seasonal peaks the Draft EIR notes that "[a]lthough there are seasonal
variations in traffic in the City of Santa Monica due to tourists and resident vacations, the model
was calibrated and validated to average mid-week traffic, the predominant traffic condition. The
resulting model represents travel during a period when people in the City are participating in their
normal day-to-day activities." (Draft EIR 3.18-43.) Failure to analyze the significant changes that
occur in Santa Monica as a result of seasonal variations and instead selecting "average mid-week
traffic" results in a failure to disclose significant impacts that would occur as a result of the Specific
Plan.
Further, as discussed in our October 21, 2013 letter, the peak traffic times should be extended to
include a morning period from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m.; a midday period from 11 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.; an
afternoon/evening period from 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.; and a weekend period on Saturday from
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Santa Monica experiences congested conditions in the Downtown outside of the
traditional peak traffic hours. Therefore, the Draft EIR analysis of weekday morning between 7:30
A.M. and 9:30 A.M. and afternoon between 5:00 P.M. and 7:00 P.M. and the weekend between
1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. is inadequate to disclose the Specific Plan's traffic impacts.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15084(c) requires that the lead agency consider all information and
comments received during the NOP and scoping process. The Draft EIR's response to our October
21, 2013 letter is inadequate and violates the requirements of CEQA Guidelines Section 15084(c).
Further, inclusion of the seasonal peak traffic and extended peak hours must be addressed because
additional significant environmental impacts may be disclosed as part of this analysis and,
accordingly, the Draft EIR traffic analysis should be recirculated to the public. (See CEQA
Guidelines Sections 15126(a), 15126.2(a) (requiring analysis of the significant environmental
impacts of a project); see also CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(l)-(3) (requiring recirculation
for significant new information, including: new significant environmental impacts; a substantial
increase in the severity of an environmental impact; and feasible project alternatives considerably
different from others previously analyzed that would lessen the project's environmental impacts).)
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Response
The EIR's traffic and circulation analysis provides sufficient analysis of the commenter’s letter of
October 21, 2013 regarding the Notice of Preparation, including detailed analysis of two peak
periods that years of study demonstrate are the reasonable worst case for peak congestion in Santa
Monica. Section 15084(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires the Lead Agency to consider all
information and comments received, but does not require the Lead Agency to complete additional
analysis per every comment and request received. The letter received October 21, 2016, was
reviewed by the City and is considered as part of the overall record provided to the decisionmakers. After review of the letter, it was determined that the analyses requested by the commenter
were not warranted for a number of reasons.
With regard to analysis for the holiday shopping periods, it is not standard practice in the traffic
engineering field to evaluate peak periods during the identified holiday shopping periods because
it is extremely difficult to attain reliable and verifiable modeling data for such unique scenarios
and are not representative of normal baseline conditions, which is a requirement of CEQA. Based
on substantial data available for traffic patterns in Downtown Santa Monica gathered over more
than decade of study, the EIR evaluates both average weekday peak hours and weekend peak hours
to capture average worst cased resident commuter patterns and tourism and visitor based peaks of
traffic. The Draft EIR recognizes on page 3.18-17 that in “communities that are regional attractions
such as Downtown Santa Monica, intersections can experience a weekend peak hour as well” and
evaluates weekend peak hour traffic at all 45 intersections. Such weekend peak hour trips reflect
visitor influxes into Santa Monica during weekend periods and are thus representative of roadway
conditions during peak visitor periods.
With regard to the peak traffic times selected for analyses, the City’s existing traffic counts reveal
that extending the morning period from 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M., the afternoon period from 3:00
P.M. to 8:00 P.M., weekend period from 10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. Creating a weekday midday
peak period is unwarranted because the greatest traffic volumes occur during the existing peak
periods included in the traffic counts gathered for the Project. Therefore, the extended study
periods requested by the commenter would experience lower traffic volumes and reduced potential
traffic impacts when compared to the peak periods evaluated in the Traffic Study (see Appendix
B). The request for additional periods of evaluation would not produce meaningful new data in
regards to intersection and roadway congestion. Because traffic volumes would be lower and
impacts less severe than under the project, any results from such studies would not constitute
significant new information that require recirculation of the Draft EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5
of the State CEQA Guidelines.
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Comment HHa-12
III. THE DRAFT EIR IMPROPERLY INCLUDES DEFERRED MITIGATION
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4 explains that "[a]n EIR shall describe feasible measures which
could minimize the significant adverse impacts" and provides that "[f]ormulation of mitigation
measures should not be deferred until some future time." The Draft EIR improperly includes
numerous deferred mitigation measures.
For instance, the Draft EIR explains that "[b]ased on the size and capacities of the existing water
mains in the Downtown, new land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Specific Plan ... would potentially result in the need for construction of new water facilities or
expansion of existing facilities." (Draft EIR 3.17-20.) The Draft EIR finds that the increased
demand on the water distribution system would be reduced to a less than significant impact with
mitigation with the implementation of MM U-1, which provides for the creation of a Downtown
Public Infrastructure Financing Program to pay for the new water distribution infrastructure that
would be required. (Draft EIR, 3.17-20.) MM U-1 does not indicate what water distribution
infrastructure improvements would be required and does not provide any timeline for completion
of required improvements; instead, it merely requires that a fund be set up to pay for improvements.
In addition, instead of developing meaningful, enforceable mitigation for potentially significant
impacts on hydrology and water quality, the Draft EIR claims that compliance with certain
regulations and Best Management Practices ("BMPs") will reduce impacts to less than significant
levels. However, the BMPs proposed by the Draft EIR are deferred mitigation. The BMPs are not
specific and do not contain enforceable performance standards. As an example, BMP 1 calls for
the "containment and proper disposal of polluted runoff' but does not specify the conditions under
which "proper disposal" is accomplished. (Draft EIR 3.11-30.) BMP 6, which merely provides for
the "implementation of erosion drainage controls" is also under developed. (Draft EIR 3.11-30.)
Postponing the development of necessary water distribution infrastructure and development of the
BMPs until a later date violates CEQA's requirement that "[f]ormulation of mitigation measures
should not be deferred until some future time." (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(l)(B).) In
Citizens for Responsible Equitable Environmental Development v. City of Chula Vista (2011) 197
Cal. App. 4th 327, 331-32, the Court held that an environmental document violated CEQA where
the project anticipated impacts from contaminated soils, and the "corrective action plan [was] not
part of the record" because the corrective action plan was to be determined down the line "at the
building permit stage." Thus, the Court rejected the very type mitigation being proposed here: the
development of corrective action, in the form of water distribution infrastructure and BMPs, to
address environmental impacts at some point after the Specific Plan's approval. If the specific
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requirements of these "mitigation measures" are not included in the Draft EIR, the public is denied
the ability to evaluate the effectiveness of the mitigation measures. (See Cf. Defend the Bay v. City
of Irvine (2004) 119 Cal. App. 4th 1261, 1275 (deferred mitigation is impermissible when the
agency "simply requires a project applicant to obtain a biological report and then comply with any
recommendations that may be made in the report"); see also Riverwatch v. County of San Diego
(1999) 76 Cal. App. 4th 1428, 1445 (EIR "was defective because it deferred preparation of some
environmental analyses until Caltrans ha[d] [conducted a study as part of the required] permit to
encroach on the San Luis Rey River floodplain").)
Further, by improperly deferring mitigation measures the Draft EIR violates CEQA by failing to
analyze the environmental effects of the mitigation as required by CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.4(a)(l)(D). This failure is particularly noteworthy for the failure to include an analysis of
the construction impacts associated with the improvements necessary for future water distribution
infrastructure.
Response
The EIR is a Program-level document that identifies mitigation measures to address impacts of
future development over the life of the Plan. The EIR describes available feasible mitigation
measures which could minimize the significant adverse impacts, and sets forth appropriate levels
of detail for a Program EIR and does not defer mitigation until some future time. Mitigation MM
U-1 does not represent deferred mitigation as it would require establishment of a funding
mechanism for clearly identified improvements within the Downtown. Further, MM U-1 identifies
a succinct action to be completed and the specific performance standards for the Downtown Public
Infrastructure Financing Program (DPIFP). Because a capital improvement plan of this nature
requires certainty in anticipated growth patterns to result in meaningful planning, the EIR requires
that the DPFIP shall be completed within 2 years of adoption of the Downtown Community Plan
and adopted within 5 years following adoption of the Downtown Community Plan. The EIR
clearly identifies the infrastructure improvements under Impact U-1 that would likely be required
and the resulting physical environmental effects that would result. The EIR concludes that the
physical impacts would be less than significant and goes a step further to identify a funding
mechanism for these improvements. Further, increased demand on the water distribution system
would be further reduced with the City’s pending adoption of a water neutrality ordinance (Chapter
7.16.050 of the SMMC). The water neutrality ordinance will require all new development within
the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water use. In lieu of off-sets, new
development applicants may pay an in-lieu fee to all the City to install retrofits off-site or undertake
its own off-site retrofitting within the boundaries of the City. This ordinance is anticipated to be
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in effect prior to June 2017. Discussion of the pending water neutrality ordinance has been added
to the discussion in Section 3.17 Utilities of this EIR.
With regard to Best Management Practices (BMPs), it should be noted that BMPs would be
required for compliance with the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance and the State’s National
Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). BMPs are routinely relied upon in
environmental analyses pursuant to CEQA and are not considered deferred mitigation. The EIR is
characterized as a Program EIR prepared pursuant to Section 15168 of the State CEQA Guidelines
and intended to be an analytical superstructure for subsequent analysis associated with individual
projects. In accordance with Section 15168, subsequent activities that involve individual projects
proposed in the Downtown Community Plan area will be analyzed in accordance with this Program
EIR. This is relevant because BMPs are Project-specific features required of individual
development projects to reduce pollution contained in, and the volume of, runoff. Specifically, the
goal of BMPs is to ensure that project parcels maximize onsite storage and use, percolation, or
evapotranspiration of runoff through a hierarchy of post-construction requirements. At this time,
is not feasible to anticipate the design of each individual development project under the Downtown
Community Plan and the BMPs that would most appropriately achieve the performance standards
for each parcel. As described in Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality of the EIR, the City’s
Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance (SMMC Chapter 7.10) currently establishes the performance
standards for individual development project. Specifically, SMMC Chapter 7.10 requires that a
project applicant store and use (for non-potable purposes), infiltrate, or evapotranspire projectgenerated runoff during a 0.75-inch storm event, or alternatively, pay an urban runoff reduction
fee. As a result, the requirement of BMPs does not constitute deferred mitigation and no
recirculation of the Draft EIR is required pursuant to Section 15088.5 as a result of this comment.
Further, the City is in the process of updating Chapter 7.10 in order to comply with its NPDES
Permit. The update will include specific prohibitions on all non-stormwater discharges to the
City's storm drain infrastructure and more stringent good housekeeping requirements for BMP
implementation and trash containment, specific runoff requirements for all new development and
new construction, and post construction BMPs. This update is anticipated to be in effect prior to
June 2017. Discussion of the pending stormwater ordinance has been added to the discussion in
Section 3.17 Utilities of this EIR.
Comment HHa-13
IV. THE DRAFT EIR DOES NOT ADEQUATELY ANALYZE ALTERNATIVES TO
THE PROPOSED SPECIFIC PLAN
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Pursuant to CEQA, a draft EIR must include a discussion and evaluation of "a reasonable range of
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly obtain most of
the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives." (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(a).) The alternatives that are capable of avoiding or lessening a project's impacts
must be thoroughly analyzed, "even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the
attainment of the project objectives, or would be more costly." (CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.6(b).) Further, CEQA Section 21002 provides that the City cannot approve the Specific
Plan "if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen the significant environmental effects."
While Alternative #1 the No Project (Existing Adopted Plans) Alternative and Alternative #2 the
Reduced Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects) Alternative analyzed a Specific Plan with reduced
heights and densities, the Draft EIR fails to include an analysis of a Specific Plan with reduced
heights and densities that also includes the multimodal and sustainable benefits of the proposed
Specific Plan. Failure to do so skews the alternatives analysis and results in a determination that a
Specific Plan with reduced heights and densities has more environmental impacts than the
proposed Specific Plan. This defies logic and demonstrates misleading gamesmanship in the
alternatives analysis. To provide decision makers and the community with a reasonable range of
alternatives as required by CEQA, a new alternative must be analyzed with reduced heights and
densities that also implements the sustainable and multimodal proposals for the Downtown. These
beneficial features can be implemented with a reduced height and density alternative; they are not
mutually exclusive and there is no evidence whatsoever that providing these benefits under a
reduced height and density alternative would be infeasible. Based on the analysis already provided
in the Draft EIR, it is evident that such an alternative could reduce the Specific Plan's significant
and unavoidable impacts. Even if implementation of the multimodal and sustainable benefits
would be more costly under a reduced heights and densities alternative, CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.6(b) requires the analysis of the alternative. Therefore, the alternatives must be updated to
include an analysis of a reduced height and density alternative and recirculated to the public for
comment. (See e.g. Laurel Heights, 6 Cal. 4th at 1120 (recirculation is required "when the
information added to the EIR changes the EIR in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful
opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible
project alternative or mitigation measure that would clearly reduce such an effect and that the
project's proponents have declined to implement"); Preservation Action Council v. City of San
Jose (2006) 141 Cal. App. 4th 1336, 1355-1358 (analysis of reduced size alternative inadequate
because record contains no evidence supporting conclusion that reduced size alternative is not
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feasible); see also CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(3) (requiring recirculation for a feasible
project alternatives considerably different from others previously analyzed that would lessen the
project's environmental impacts).)
For the City to comply with CEQA's requirements for an alternatives analysis, we request an
analysis of an alternative that: (1) reduces the Specific Plan's proposed heights and densities to be
consistent with the existing zoning throughout the Downtown; and (2) implements the multimodal
and sustainable benefits proposed in the Specific Plan.
Response
As required under CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a), the EIR includes a discussion and
evaluation of "a reasonable range of alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly obtain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative
merits of the alternatives." The EIR provides robust alternatives analysis that includes coequal
analysis of two primary alternatives as well as four additional alternatives, including the No Project
Alternative. Additionally, two alternatives were considered but rejected for further analysis but
not carried forward in the analysis due to their failure to meet most of the basic project objectives,
the alternative’s infeasibility, or the alternative’s inability to avoid significant environmental
impact. The alternatives analysis provides City decision-makers with a reasonable range of
alternative to consider to reduce or avoid impacts.
Alternative #1 the No Project Alternative (Existing Adopted Plans) represents an alternative
whereby the proposed Downtown Community Plan would not be adopted and existing regulations
would continue to remain in place. Alternative #2 the Reduced Project Alternative (Elimination of
Tier 3 Projects) represents an alternative with substantial reductions in development potential
associated with reduced heights and densities. The EIR does not include the full suite of
multimodal and sustainable benefits in such alternatives and they would not be considered feasible
components of such alternatives. For example, as described in Section 5.5.2, Alternative #2 –
Reduced Project (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects) Alternative, this alternative removes the Tier 3
development standards, but retains “all other elements of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan (e.g., policies, development standards, programs, and design guidelines).” Tier 3 development
agreement projects provide a mechanism for the City to acquire substantial community benefits
from project applicants because they are not subject to the Mitigation Fee Act, which imposes
restrictions on the community benefits that can be required for any new development. Because
development costs are high in Santa Monica, assuming such concessions could be exacted from
developers without the density permitted under Tier 3 would not represent a reasonable worst case
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analysis. As described on page 5.0-50 of the Draft EIR, with the loss of this mechanism, “many of
the community benefits identified in the proposed Downtown Community Plan would likely not
come to fruition, including substantial affordable and workforce housing, public open space,
cultural arts programs/installations, historic preservation contributions, and major transportation
investments such as the new east-west connectors and I-10 Olympic Cross-over.” That said, the
EIR does not make a determination that Alternative #2 would result in more environmental
impacts. Rather, as detailed on page 5.0-46 of the Draft EIR, Alternative #2 would result in some
impacts that are greater (e.g., air quality), some that are similar (e.g., Construction Effects, Noise),
and some that are less (e.g., transportation and traffic), when compared to the significant and
unavoidable impacts resulting from the Downtown Community Plan. Further, the core principal
of the LUCE is to integrate land use and transportation to manage growth sustainably while
minimizing the negative impacts of new land uses on existing neighborhoods. Under Alternative
#2, the development potential for focusing new land uses – particularly housing – near transit in
the Downtown would be substantially reduced.
When developing a range of alternatives, Section 15000 et seq. of the State CEQA Guidelines state
that an EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather, the range of
alternatives required in an EIR is governed by a “rule of reason” … it must consider a reasonable
range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision-making and public
participation. A decision-making body can reject alternatives on policy grounds provided that its
adopted findings addressing feasibility embody a reasonable balancing of competing economic,
social, environmental, and other considerations supported by substantial evidence. As described
on Page 5.0-64, Alternative #2 would not fully implement LUCE goals and policies to the same
extent as the proposed Downtown Community Plan, including achieving sustainability policies
and strategies, acquire community benefits. Therefore, the range of alternatives evaluated in the
Draft EIR is adequate and this comment does not introduce significant new information that
requires recirculation of the Draft EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
Comment HHa-14
V. RECIRCULATION OF THE DRAFT EIR IS REQUIRED
The significant concerns outlined in this letter will require significant revisions to the Draft EIR
and new analysis, which will require recirculation pursuant to CEQA Section 21092.1 and CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5. CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a) provides that: "[a] lead agency
is required to recirculate an EIR when significant new information is added to the EIR after public
notice is given of the availability of the draft EIR for public review ... but before certification."
Under CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a), information is "significant" if the "EIR is changed
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in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial
adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect
(including a feasible project alternative) that the project's proponents have declined to implement."
CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(l)-(4) provides examples of "significant new information"
requiring recirculation, which includes:
"l) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from a new
mitigation measure proposed to be implemented.
(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result unless
mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of insignificance.
(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different from others
previously analyzed would clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the project, but the
project's proponents decline to adopt it.
(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory in nature
that meaningful public review and comment were precluded."
(See also Laurel Heights, 6 Cal. 4th 1112).
Based on the comments provided herein, we expect that the updated analysis would show new
significant environmental impacts, substantial increases in the severity of environmental impacts,
and that feasible project alternatives considerably different from others previously analyzed would
clearly lessen the environmental impacts of the Specific Plan. Accordingly, recirculation is
required before the Final EIR may be certified.
Response
The concerns outlined in this letter do not raise issues that will require significant revisions to the
Draft EIR which will require recirculation under CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, beyond the
recirculation of limited portions of the EIR already undertaken by the City (refer to Response HHa2). As discussed in Response HHa-2 above, in February 2017, the City recirculated portions of the
Draft Program EIR to reflect the changes to the Downtown Community Plan – namely, the
consolidation of the proposed subareas, a decrease in FAR and height standards, inclusion of a
GMP, and contemplation of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District. Per Section
15088.5(c) of the State CEQA Guidelines, only the chapters affected by the changes in the
Downtown Community Plan were recirculated for public review. The changes reflected in the
current version of the Downtown Community Plan would not result in new significant
environmental impacts, substantial increases in the severity of an environmental impacts, or
feasible project alternatives or mitigation measures that would clearly reduce the significant
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environmental impacts. Rather, the changes in the Downtown Community Plan, such as the
decreased FAR and height standards, would result in less severe impacts. Further, the changes
would not result revisions to the selection of the environmentally superior alternative. Therefore,
in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(d), the Recirculated EIR only includes the
revised portions of the Draft EIR necessary to make the EIR consistent with the Downtown
Community Plan.
Comment HHa-15
VI. THE DRAFT EIR IMPROPERLY FAILED TO INCLUDE AN ANALYSIS OF THE
MIRAMAR PROJECT IN ITS ENTIRETY
The Specific Plan EIR is fundamentally flawed because it should include an analysis of the
Miramar project in its entirety. CEQA provides that the City "may not divide a single project into
smaller individual projects to avoid its responsibility to consider the environmental impacts of the
project as a whole." (See Sierra Club v. West Side Irrigation Dist. (2005) 128 Cal. App. 4th 690,
698.) CEQA provides that related activities constitute a single project where "the second activity
is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the first activity; the second activity is a future
expansion of the first activity ... or both activities are integral parts of the same project." (Id.) The
future development of the Miramar project is a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the approval
of the Specific Plan because it will increase the allowable heights and densities for the Miramar
site - which removes a significant impediment to development of the Miramar project. Since the
Specific Plan substantially expands the available development rights on the Miramar site, the Draft
EIR's failure to analyze the related impacts of the Miramar project is a quintessential example of
an agency dividing a large project into multiple smaller projects - thereby understating the impacts
of the whole project. Accordingly, proceeding with the Specific Plan Draft EIR without an analysis
of the entirety of the Miramar project would directly violate CEQA's mandate that an agency
"consider the environmental impacts of a project as a whole."
More specifically, by delineating the Miramar site as a "large site" and providing for increased
height and density on that site, the Specific Plan would permit an increased development potential
for the Miramar site without analyzing all of the other reasonably foreseeable impacts that would
result from the full Miramar project. Because the entire Miramar project is a reasonably
foreseeable consequence of the Specific Plan, the City cannot chop up the approval of the Miramar
project to approve the Miramar's requested density and much of the Miramar's requested height at
this time.
The only appropriate way for the City to remedy this deficiency in the Draft EIR is for the City to
remove any height or density increase on the Miramar site from the Specific Plan until the entire
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Miramar project is analyzed in compliance with CEQA. The failure to remove height and density
increases for the Miramar site from the Specific Plan will result in improper piecemealing of the
Miramar project in violation of CEQA. The separate EIR being prepared for the Miramar project,
for which a Notice of Preparation was issued May 1, 2013, should instead address the complete
analysis of the Miramar project to avoid improperly chopping up the impacts of the Miramar
project between the Specific Plan Draft EIR and the Miramar EIR.
Response
As described in Section 1.4, EIR Purpose and Legal Authority, this Program EIR was prepared in
accordance with Section 15138 of the State CEQA Guidelines to evaluate a series of actions that
constitute one large project and are geographically related. This document is intended to act as an
analytical superstructure for subsequent analysis associated with individual project applications
consistent with the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Contrary to the commenter’s statements, the EIR does not “piecemeal” (i.e., divide a single project
into smaller individual projects to avoid its responsibility to consider the environmental impacts
of the project as a whole). The Miramar Hotel Revitalization Plan Development Agreement is not
a being proposed as part of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. As a Program EIR, the EIR
programmatically analyzes anticipated future land uses in the Downtown through the Plan horizon
year of 2030. As described in Section 2.0 Project Description, of the EIR, future land use changes
was assessed based on a methodology that reflects the reasonable foreseeable development (i.e.,
“build-out”) that may occur under the regulations/restrictions (i.e., FAR) of the Downtown
Community Plan. This may include future redevelopment occurring on the Miramar Established
Large Site in accordance with the development standards established by the proposed Downtown
Community Plan.
As discussed in Table 2-4 of the EIR, the development standards proposed for the Miramar
Established Large Site are an FAR of 4.25 under Scenario A and 2.75–3.0 under Scenario B, with
a maximum height of 84 feet under both scenarios. The allowable development intensities on the
Miramar site are evaluated in detail throughout the EIR. If an applicant on any of the Established
Large Sites request consideration of building heights greater than 84 feet, such a request would be
required to follow a public approval process with additional environmental review, pursuant to
CEQA.
As discussed in Response HHa-7 above, the Downtown Community Plan’s proposed maximum
height of 84 feet at the Miramar Established Large Site would be less than the surrounding
buildings in the immediate vicinity, including the Huntley Hotel, which has a height of 160 feet
and an FAR of 8.25, which would be significantly less than the development potential proposed
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for the Miramar site under the current draft of the Downtown Community Plan. Additionally, the
proposed maximum height of 84 feet at the Miramar Established Large Site would represent an
improvement from the existing 105-foot Ocean Tower Building that currently exists at the site.
The City acknowledges that the Miramar Hotel submitted a Development Agreement Application
(No. 11DEV003) on April 27, 2011 and revised design plans on May 1, 2013. The Development
Agreement proposed a mixed-use project that would exceed the development standards of the
proposed Downtown Community Plan. Specifically, the Development Agreement identified a
project with an FAR of 2.8 and a maximum building height of 320 feet. The Miramar Hotel
Revitalization Plan Development Agreement has been included as a cumulative project in the EIR
(refer to Appendix H, Cumulative Projects). Additionally, the relevant analyses in the Final EIR
have been revised to include a brief discussion regarding the extent to which pending cumulative
projects exceeding the development standards in the proposed Downtown Community Plan could
contribute to the gradual, incremental change in the Downtown. However, the Miramar Hotel
Revitalization Plan Development Agreement is not being proposed as a part of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan. Project-specific related development on the Miramar Established
Large Site that site was appropriately evaluated in accordance with the development standards
proposed by the Downtown Community Plan. As a result, this comment does not represent
significant new information that requires recirculation of the Draft EIR pursuant to Section
15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines.
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Letter JGa
May 2, 2016
James Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, #405
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment JGa-1
Downtown Community Plan Environmental: Maximum Development size without community
input
I am very concerned about a provision in the Santa Monica Downtown Community Plan and which
could have escalating major long term environmental repercussions.
It is my understanding that an expert independent law firm said that the Downtown Community
Plan is written in such a way that, once approved, that residents will have little or no input to future
large development projects; I understand the current limits are around 60,000 sq ft and 85 foot
height in the western part of downtown before a full scale Tier 3 review is required.
I strongly believe anything over 30,000 sq ft and 32 ft high needs full review and discussion by
residents. Giving [essentially] rubber stamp approval to larger developments could have a major
long term impact on the environment: character of neighborhoods, traffic, air pollution, sewage,
noise pollution. Tall buildings shade streets and hide the sun and sky, while creating wind tunnels
that detract from the walking experience. None of this meets the LUCE guidelines.
Projects of this size are way out of scale for Santa Monica to be approved in such a manner. They
can have serious impact on peak traffic; on views, sun and wind circulation due to shadow effects
from large structures and otherwise impact neighborhood character that the LUCE was meant to
protect. Large structures do not typically make for attractive walkable streets. More development
requires more water and energy and produce more sewage, and we already have water and energy
shortages. These will only be made worse by more people and severe droughts.
Businesses that depend on tourism may not find it beneficial to have a crowded downtown Santa
Monica that is difficult for the tourists to get to and no longer has the feeling of a beach community.
The developers aren’t concerned about these issues. Cutting residents out of the review loop will
give the developers free reign to destroy the values that are presumably protected by the LUCE:
walkable city, maintaining the character of neighborhoods, clean air, excessive demands on limited
water and power, no new peak traffic by a given date. We’ll just become a city of high rises that
cut out the sun and sky from the streets, create wind tunnels along our streets [which we already
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have], reduce the property value of current residents that have a view or have good sun exposure
and air circulation, more traffic in the streets.
Response
Thank you for your comment. The establishment of development agreement thresholds is a
planning procedure issue that will be determined by City decision-makers during consideration of
the final Downtown Community Plan. Development agreement thresholds would not affect the
analysis of potential environmental impacts in the EIR. Please also see response to Comment HH2. With regard to Development Agreements, Section 2.0, Project Description of EIR was revised
to state: “The proposed DCP may also specify that projects over a specified square footage must
be processed through a DA and provide additional negotiated community benefits (i.e.,
development agreement threshold).”
With regard to potential neighborhood character impacts, the proposed Downtown Community
Plan provides development standards related to land use setbacks, building modulation, building
height and FARs for the transition areas of Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevard, where new land use
would be adjacent to residential districts. These standards would be applied to future development
within these areas of the Downtown and would serve to ensure a smooth transition between the
Downtown and adjacent neighborhoods by restricting building height and form.
An analysis of aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar access has been included in Section 3.3,
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access of the EIR in response to community concerns
and to provide decision-makers and the public a comprehensive review of the potential changes to
the aesthetic character of Downtown that could occur under the proposed Downtown Community
Plan. Additional impacts to character of neighborhoods, traffic, noise, air quality, and utilities are
provided throughout the EIR.
Comment JGa-2
Maybe we would have more realistic and more environmentally friendly development if
developers had to operate their own developments for a period of at least 5 years from the time
that they were at 80% full and maintained so for the 5 year duration before they were allowed to
sell. As it is, they can take their money and run, leaving Santa Monica with the negative living
environment they created for the residents.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment
regarding the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not directly pertain to the
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adequacy of the analysis in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment JGa-3
As the population of downtown grows, there is a greater probability of accidents involving cars,
trains, buses, bicycles, and pedestrians so safety becomes a concern.
Response
Impacts related to the performance and safety of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities are
discussed under Impact T-5 in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation. The proposed
Downtown Community Plan would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs
regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, and would not decrease the performance
or safety of such facilities. The proposed Downtown Community Plan proposes enhancements, to
pedestrian facilities such as increased building setbacks, to support walkability and promote
pedestrian safety in the Downtown. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
supports the implementation of the City’s Bike Action Plan to close network gaps. The Plan also
proposes a number of transit connection improvements to ensure the viability of the City’s public
transit network, including the Expo LRT. These mobility improvements under the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would be consistent with the goals of the LUCE and would result in
beneficial impacts relative to alternative transportation.
Comment JGa-4
As a visitor I would expect ocean vistas to open up as I approach the west end of the streets, rather
than walls of buildings that hide the ocean until arriving at Ocean Ave.
Response
The proposed Downtown Community Plan provides multiple policies and development standards
designed to protect the character of the Downtown and the EIR addresses potential aesthetic issues,
including changes in heights and densities. For reference, Impact VIS-3 discusses potential
impacts of the proposed Plan on the existing visual character of the Downtown. Nevertheless, this
comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration of
the Plan.
Comment JGa-5
Many people would like to live in Santa Monica, but there isn’t space nor resources for all of them.
Who are we building these giant developments for? I see several retail stores empty for many
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months, so clearly some businesses cannot afford the rent. How many rental units are empty and
off the market?
Response
Resource demands and impacts associated with new development are addressed throughout the
EIR. This comment regarding the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not
directly pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will
be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment JGa-6
A crucial question that needs to be answered is: How many residents plus daytime and overnight
visitors can our water and power resources support in normal and a series of dry years, taking into
account the planned and anticipated developments? If all the development plans were approved,
would we be over-building our resources? How does this change as the mix between visitors and
residents changes?
Response
Please see response to comment MF-1. Sections 3.16, Public Services, and 3.17, Utilities, of the
EIR analyze potential impacts to public services and utilities, including long-term water supply
and power demand. The EIR provides detailed analysis of the adequacy of the City’s long-term
water supply, including the effects of the recent drought and the City’s shift away from reliance
on imported water to local more sustainable groundwater resources. The EIR also addresses longterm power demand. The analyses consider the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s proactive
management of the City’s utilities infrastructure system, in which goals and policies are designed
to achieve the City’s overarching sustainability objectives (e.g., water self-sufficiency, zero waste,
and net zero energy consumption) while identifying upgrades including capital improvement
projects that are necessary to adequately meet future demands and needs. Existing and proposed
public service programs, along with mitigation measures, are considered when analyzing potential
impacts to the provision of adequate public services to meet increased public services demand
from both visitor-serving and resident uses. Further, increased demand on the water distribution
system would be further reduced with the City’s pending adoption of a water neutrality ordinance
(Chapter 7.16.050 of the SMMC). The water neutrality ordinance will require all new development
within the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water demand. In lieu of off-sets, new
development applicants may also pay an in-lieu fee to all the City to install retrofits off-site or
undertake its own off-site retrofitting within the boundaries of the City. This ordinance is
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anticipated to be in effect prior to June 2017. Discussion of the pending water neutrality ordinance
has been added to the discussion in Section 3.17, Utilities of this EIR.
Comment JGa-7
I’m not against building affordable housing. From an environmental standpoint, is it more
environmentally friendly to bring day workers in by public transit from their current homes, or by
building affordable housing for these workers [including the dust and noise of construction and all
the aforementioned environmental issues]. If the latter is better, then why? And if the former is
environmentally better, why are we considering building affordable housing for workers? That
doesn’t mean we shouldn’t build affordable housing, but why build it for workers who already
have homes? If it is to reduce traffic congestion, then that is a sign of a failure of the light rail
system planning. And if that is the case, how can it be fixed, how much would it cost, when could
it be fixed by, and who would pay for it?
If affordable housing is being built for students, what percentage of students meet the affordable
housing criteria?; how is this verified? I understand only a very small number of Santa Monica
College students are residents of Santa Monica, and a lot are foreign students. And if foreign
students, why should they qualify for affordable housing on top of an excellent education at
excellent facilities paid for by Santa Monica taxpayers? Any student housing should be near the
college, not the beach, to minimize environmental impact. College dorms are much cheaper than
affordable apartment housing.
And why consider affordable housing on prime real estate near the ocean and downtown instead
of on lower land value areas of the city? Is that better for the environment, and if so, why?
Affordable housing is being lost to condo conversions and other methods as rent control weakens.
How can building owners be encouraged to maintain affordable rates? It is very expensive and less
environmentally friendly to build new affordable housing than to maintain current affordable
housing units.
How many apartments and affordable housing units could be built along major blvds without
exceeding 3 stories? How does this compare to the proposed large size developments [height and
sq ft] being proposed in various sections of the city?
Response
This comment regarding housing policy issues has been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision-makers during the consideration of the Plan. The EIR thoroughly evaluates the Project’s
impacts on housing in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment. Further,
environmental impacts associated with new affordable housing and commuting are addressed
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throughout the EIR in relevant sections such as Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation and
Section 3.4, Air Quality. As described throughout the EIR, the proposed Downtown Community
Plan would guide and manage anticipated growth, including affordable housing. The proposed
Downtown Community Plan provides a guiding framework for land use changes in the Downtown
to preserve the City’s existing residential neighborhoods and achieve sustainability goals. This
strategy is consistent with the LUCE, which emphasizes future land uses near transit to reduce
vehicle trips and VMT. The City has a high demand for housing, due in large part to those working
in the City’s “Silicon Beach” creative industries. Additionally, with the recent opening of the Expo
LRT in 2016, the housing demand in the City is anticipated to grow further, and new housing in
the Downtown is essential for accommodating anticipated demand and expanding housing choice.
Consistent with the LUCE and Housing Element housing policies, the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would continue the City’s commitment to providing a range of housing types
and affordability levels. Future housing projects within the Downtown play a key role in creating
more housing opportunities for Downtown residents/workers, meeting the City’s affordable
housing production goals, decreasing citywide GHG emissions, and minimizing impacts to
existing neighborhoods.
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Letter JGb
April 29, 2016
James Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, #405
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment JGb-1
Santa Monica Downtown Community Plan Environment issues - TRAFFIC
The city of Santa Monica is trying to encourage residents to take more public transportation, walk
or bicycle rather than drive their own cars. This is admirable, but it has its limitations.
How many are physically challenged to the point they can only get around by car or taxi
equivalent? Use of a taxi reduces parking requirements, but does it really decrease traffic?
How many people commute to jobs out of town and are not located convenient to public
transportation at one or both ends of their journey? It would have taken me a minimum of 3 buses
and 2 hours each way to get to work in Canoga Park.
How many need cars to travel, visit friends, or just spend a day or evening out of town that isn’t
convenient to public transportation?
How many do not feel safe bicycling on a green stripe? [I don’t, and clearly those who illegally
ride on sidewalks don’t either]
How will people choose to travel during inclement weather or after dark? Walking and use of
bicycles is more dangerous after dark, which means almost any time after 5 pm in winter.
How many would use public transportation if it were available late enough in the evening? [Most
Santa Monica bus lines except for Routes 1 & 3 shut down before 10pm—too early for theater
goers. And Santa Monica doesn’t want one the closest parking lots to the 4th St terminus: Olympic
Way and 4th St – to be used by commuters.
Tourists arriving by plane at LAX are most likely to take single family vehicles—car rental or taxi,
and since hotel rooms are generally not available before 3pm, the will arrive during peak traffic
hours. The same is true of overnight tourists driving their own cars.
How many people who will move into housing near a light rail station will work near the light rail
[whether in Santa Monica or elsewhere]? Or will that be a requirement of rental? Many may still
need cars to get to work.
How many employees who come daily to Santa Monica live where there is convenient [close,
frequent, cost effective] public transportation or where they can park a car for the day to come by
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light rail or bus? Those from the San Fernando Valley are almost forced to drive; that is true from
many other parts of Los Angeles as well.
Response
Thank you for your comment. These comments relate to the general adequacy of the existing
transportation system, rather than the EIR and its analysis of the Plan’s environmental impacts.
The EIR thoroughly evaluates transportation issues in Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation, as well as the Traffic Study for the City of Santa Monica Community Plan (January
2016), which is included in the EIR as Appendix B. Specifically, Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation provides a detailed description of the multi-model transit options and usage within the
City, including pedestrian and bicycle counts. While it is impossible to quantify the exact number
of people who cannot or choose not to use these multi-modal transportation options, these data
show that a large number of visitors and residents choose alternative modes of transportation. In
addition, the analysis of transportation-related impacts, accounts for existing and projected modes
splits, including the percentage of commuters that cannot realistically be expected to rely on
transit. Further, as described in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation as well as Section
3.12, Land Use and Planning the proposed Downtown Community Plan would be consistent with
the goals of the LUCE associated with pedestrian, bicycle, and transit facility. This comment
regarding the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not directly pertain to the
adequacy of the analysis in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment JGb-2
What studies have been done and what are the results as to where employees coming into Santa
Monica in the morning come from and what challenges they face [walking distance, transit time,
number of transfers, cost] in taking public transportation? Have studies been done for Santa
Monica residents employed elsewhere as to their challenges using public transportation to get to
work? How do you design a public transportation system without this information?
Because of the lack of parking along the light rail system [with the exception of Culver City
station] the light rail will carry many less than it is capable of. In Santa Monica the large parking
lot at Olympic Way and 4th St would be a good lot but the city wants to up the fees to discourage
its use by commuters.
How many more people would use the light rail if they could drive to peripheral parking lots where
frequent bus travel connected them to a light rail station? This not only includes Santa Monica
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residents but those living in Mar Vista, Venice, Pacific Palisades, Malibu, Brentwood, and parts
of Santa Monica.
How many more would use light rail if they could park at or very close to a light rail station: those
that are either too far from a bus route, physically unable to use alternate forms of transit, and those
traveling after Big Blue Bus routes have ceased for the day?
How much parking for the light rail would be freed up if Santa Monica city employees had to leave
their cars at peripheral lots outside or near the boundary of the city and take the light rail or buses
into work? Where else could they park?
How many more people would use public transportation in general with more frequent service? A
number of bus routes run every 20-30 minutes—not great considering people can often drive to
their destinations in half the time or less [when including wait time for a bus]. By comparison San
Francisco has many bus routes on 5-10 minute intervals.
How many more would use public transit if free transfers were available? Or if they paid for a
transfer that could be used multiple times over the next 1-2 hours including the return trip home?
How many transfers are people willing to make to get to their destination? How much extra time,
over and above their driving time, are people willing to take to get to their destination?
What percentage reduction in morning peak traffic into Santa Monica is anticipated with the advent
of light rail service? What are these numbers based on, and what is the uncertainty? What
percentage reduction in traffic leaving Santa Monica in the morning is expected? What is this
based on? The reverse will probably happen in the evening during rush hour. What percentage
reduction in driving time would this result in between starting and destination points for drivers?
Bus stops have little protection against wind, cold, rain, and even sun. This discourages people
who must wait for a bus.
Light rail safety: Some of the light rail cars currently running are almost the same color as
pavement, making them difficult to see. Brighter colors would be much safer for street running
[red, yellow, orange]. Also quiet running is not safe: people waiting to cross the tracks need to be
able to both see and hear a train coming.
Response
Thank you for your comments. These comments are generally directed at operation of the transit
system, rather than the EIR and its analysis of the Downtown Community Plan’s environmental
impacts. The EIR’s traffic analysis is based on the City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model, which
accounts for mode splits between automobiles, transit, bicycles, and pedestrians; walking distances
to transit; and design issues such as parking availability . This analysis accounts for the existing
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commute patterns based upon the best available data and the existing operational characteristics
of transit systems, including the Expo LRT. As described in the EIR, the arrival of the Expo LRT
has been transformative for the Downtown. In November 2016, daily ridership on this light rail
line averaged approximately 47,000 passengers per day. Ridership has so far exceeded initial
expectations and estimates. However, the EIR is not intended to analyze the Expo LRT, but rather
integrates Expo LRT operations into overall travel demand analysis. The construction and
operation impacts of the Expo LRT in Downtown Santa Monica is discussed at length in
Exposition Corridor Transit Project Phase 2 EIR (Exposition Metro Line Construction Authority
2009). Please see also the response to comment JGb-1.
Comment JGb-3
BIKES:
How do we make bicycling safer in Santa Monica? I don’t consider a green stripe on the street
adequate protection to encourage me to use a bicycle. I’d like a physical barrier. I’m not alone:
others illegally use the sidewalk as they do not feel safe on the street. This is a hazard to both
themselves crossing an intersection or driveway, and to pedestrians.
Bicycling on the right side of the road is hazardous to bicyclists in slow moving traffic when
bicyclists are moving faster than cars. It is difficult for a driver waiting to make a right turn to see
a bicyclist coming up from his/her right rear, with all the other distractions in front of him.
Are there safer routes for bicycles, such as encouraging use of secondary streets with less traffic,
or alleys?
Response
These comments are generally directed at bicycle safety, rather than the EIR and its analysis of the
Downtown Community Plan’s environmental impacts. The most current version of the Plan
supports actions, programs, and plans to address bicycle safety and encourage bike ridership. The
proposed Downtown Community Plan would work in concert with the City’s Bike Action Plan to
improve the safety of bicyclists. Consistent with the LUCE, the Plan encourages projects to take
access off of alleys rather than the major boulevards. Impacts related to the performance and safety
of public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities are discussed under Impact T-5 in Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation. The proposed Downtown Community Plan supports the
implementation of the City’s Bike Action Plan to close network gaps, including new bike lanes on
the Colorado Esplanade and on 2nd Street, improvement to existing bike lanes such as continuation
of Broadway bike access to Ocean Avenue, incorporating Ocean Avenue bike facility
improvements into streetscape planning, and bicycle wayfinding program. The proposed
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Downtown Community Plan also supports the City’s Breeze bike share program and expansion of
the system. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Community Plan requires that both short-term
and long-term bicycle storage/parking standards are provided by new land uses to ensure that bike
parking will be available to serve the growing population of bicycle riders. As described in Impact
T-5, implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan would not conflict with adopted
policies, plans, or programs regarding bicycle facilities, and would not decrease the performance
or safety of such facilities.
Comment JGb-4
Pedestrians:
For consistency and the well being of pedestrians, all pedestrian signals should change
automatically at every intersection. This makes for a pedestrian friendly experience; otherwise
pedestrians ignore the WALK light and cross the street anyway. This not only slows down traffic
but is actually hazardous to pedestrians where left turn signals are in operation [such as
4th/Wilshire]. Why does the city still require pedestrians to push a button to cross major streets
such as Wilshire? Many pedestrians don’t know they have to push a button; they don’t know when
to push it, they don’t know crosswalks are independently signaled, they aren’t going to wait if they
just miss pushing a button. And without the WALK signal, pedestrians don’t know how much time
remains before the signal changes.
Scramble signals can improve pedestrian safety by separating them from cars and bicycles using
the intersection at the same time. They can also result in much smoother traffic flow when no
interference from pedestrians is encountered in right and left turns.
Better street lighting at intersections improves pedestrian safety. Drivers must be able to see the
pedestrians at night while looking into oncoming headlights.
Third St promenade is a good example of a pedestrian friendly street. 1] No car exhausts; 2] No
bicycles, and 3] the low buildings on each side give an expansive view of the sky, more sunlight,
and a feeling of openness. This is how a beach city should feel.
New wavy sidewalk design on the north side of Colorado at Santa Monica Place: the color and
pattern are such as to give a very powerful optical illusion that the sidewalk is not flat but undulates
from side-to-side, with troughs and peaks running the length of the sidewalk. This could result in
people falling and suing the city for injuries.
Response
These comments are generally about suggestions for pedestrian safety improvements, rather than
the EIR and its analysis of the Downtown Community Plan’s environmental impacts. Please see
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response to comment JGa-3. The proposed DCP proposes improvements to pedestrian facilities to
increase safety and support walkability in the Downtown. Improvements under the Plan would
include streetscape projects along Wilshire Boulevard, Ocean Avenue, 4th Street, and Lincoln
Boulevard (refer to Figure 3.18-8). Street signal crossing controls often include pedestrian
countdown and pedestrian activated signals are accepted industry standards. The City has also
recently implemented pedestrian scrambles at a number of Downtown intersections. Impacts
related to the performance and safety of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities are discussed
under Impact T-5 in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation. As described in Section 2.0,
Project Description, a primary objective of the proposed DCP is to ensure that the Downtown is a
walkable, mixed-use district with pedestrian enhancements that create successful gathering places,
an attractive and safe public realm, and access to multiple travel choices and destinations for people
of all ages and abilities. The proposed DCP would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, and would not decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities. Additionally, the proposed DCP’s development standards
and design guidelines require pedestrian-oriented design of buildings and improvements to the
public realm would support walking, particularly wider sidewalks, which are anticipated to reduce
vehicle trips and the potential for vehicle/pedestrian intersection conflicts.
Comment JGb-5
AUTOS:
Synchronized signals would reduce congestion and resulting pollution. Yet most streets I travel on
have poor synchronization, or synchronization only at certain times of day. The inability to turn
left from westbound Colorado across the light rail tracks means more traffic congestion as cars
make 3 right turns. This plus no eastbound traffic on Colorado means more congestion on
Broadway eastbound.
Wilshire should not have lanes taken away west of 4th St, as traffic continues north to PCH and
Pacific Palisades, and south to the pier, Venice and points south while providing a bypass for the
more congested center of the business district.
Lincoln is a major north-south artery connecting Santa Monica with LAX and points south and
provides an alternate to the busy I-405. Reducing traffic lanes for wider sidewalks will only make
traffic worse and discourage visitors to Santa Monica. Taking away parking will hurt businesses
on Lincoln. Visitors coming from LAX will arrive by bus or taxi, either by freeway or Lincoln.
Bus routes 3 and Rapid 3 provide great service to LAX, but how many visitors use them? [we
always use them].How about alternate streets for bikes?
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As more hotel rooms are added, more visitors will supposedly come. How many more cars will
they bring [private, rental, or taxis] including tourists landing at LAX? How will that impact traffic
on each of the streets leading to hotels in the downtown district? It must be assumed most of these
cars will come during the evening rush hour since hotel rooms are usually available after 3PM.
The plan is to reduce traffic by the year 2030. What year will the traffic peak, and what is the peak
traffic expected to be? What traffic delays can be expected at that time? What can be done to
ameliorate that?
How is the claim “no new peak traffic by 2030” justified? What are all the assumptions that go
into it? How uncertain are the assumptions? Frankly it is unbelievable that the population of
residents and visitors can appreciably increase with no increase in peak traffic. How will this be
accomplished?
How many cars and what peak traffic reduction can be expected from the promotion to use
alternate means of transportation? How much has occurred since the program started?
Considering all of the above, how much reduction in peak traffic congestion can we reasonably
expect over the next 15 years by promoting alternative transportation within Santa Monica?
Response
Please see response to comment JGb-1. Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation of the EIR
provides detailed analysis of the Future Year (2030) traffic volumes that would occur under the
DCP. Potential impacts to intersection operations are discussed in detail in Impact T-2 within
Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation. Issues such as traffic signal synchronization, the
effect of the operation of the Expo LRT on traffic flows, changes to Wilshire Boulevard add
Lincoln Boulevard, hotel visitor traffic, the goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour trips, and
alternative transportation modes have been addressed in the EIR’s traffic analysis (see Appendix
B).
With regard to the comment about the removal of lanes on Wilshire Boulevard, a review of the
City’s traffic count data show that traffic volumes on Wilshire Boulevard west of 4th Street
substantially drops. Therefore, the proposed DCP proposes a signature sidewalk project on the
west end of Wilshire Boulevard from 3rd Street to Ocean Avenue. This streetscape project would
include landscape/pedestrian improvements and increased building setbacks that would connect
Palisades Park and Ocean Avenue to the northern end of the Promenade.
With regard to parking on Lincoln Boulevard, the draft DCP proposes to expand public and shared
parking opportunities, particularly on the periphery of the Downtown (e.g., Lincoln Boulevard) to
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reduce vehicle trips in the core of the Downtown. Removal of travel lanes on Lincoln Boulevard
is not being proposed as part of the DCP
The proposed DCP provides policies and standards that support the integration of new land uses
with a balanced, coordinated transportation network that will provide mobility for all
transportation users. Recognizing that traffic congestion is a key concern to the community, the
proposed DCP aims to shift automobile trips to other modes, thereby reducing pressure on existing
roadways and parking facilities in the Downtown and allowing for the necessary capacity to
accommodate trips that must be made by automobile. The proposed DCP proposes improved
transportation connections as well as aggressive TDM to improve mobility and circulation for all
transportation users within the Downtown. Based on the traffic analysis performed using the City’s
Travel Demand Forecast Model, Scenario B of the DCP would substantially minimize vehicle trips
generated by new development and would help reduce existing trips elsewhere in the circulation
system, such that the goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips would be met (in contrast with
Scenario A). For a detailed description of assumptions that were incorporated, please see Appendix
B.
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Letter JGc
April 28, 2016
James Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, #405
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment JGc-1
Santa Monica Downtown Community Plan Environment Issues: GEOLOGY
Some of the geological issues facing downtown Santa Monica include: earthquakes; stability of
the palisades; and impact on ground water supply and quality.
Periodic earthquakes are a part of life in California. Some concerns include: High rise –[200-300
ft and higher] proposed hotels:
What magnitude earthquake are they designed for?
What type of earth motion are they designed for [varies with the type of fault]. Does it depend on
which fault the earthquake occurs, and if so, what would be the impact? Are all the local earthquake
faults known? If not, what could be their impact in terms of magnitude and earth motion and
resulting damage? Some parts of Santa Monica received severe damage during the last major
earthquake.
What is the worst case earthquake scenario that could be expected [including historical events]
and how would the proposed and existing high rise buildings sustain such a quake?
How would this type and magnitude earthquake impact the local stability of the palisades, and the
resulting foundation that these high rise structures would be built on? Does this depend on the
water content of the soil [ground water level, heavy rainfall, amount of watering of plants etc.],
and if so, what is the impact?
How would a leaking or broken water main or sewage line that connects to structures along Ocean
Ave impact the stability of the palisades and the high rise buildings?
Some hotels propose a rooftop pool. What magnitude earthquake would cause the pool lining to
break and cause the water in the pool to fall to the ground? How many people might be injured,
and to what extent, if this happened? What is the probability of a rooftop pool breaking in the worst
expected earthquake, and where would the water go?
Hotels and other high rise buildings have a lot of glass windows. What magnitude earthquake and
type of motion would cause these windows to fall to the ground? What would be the resulting
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damage / injury to human life? Are there better design solutions for holding windows in place or
to prevent windows from breaking up in a major earthquake?
Another issue with high rise buildings is evacuating people in the event of an earthquake or fire.
Physically challenged people will be unable to use stairs. How long would it take to evacuate such
people from upper floors, including any response time by emergency personnel? How many people
could suffer major injury or death while waiting for help? What would this number be as a function
of the building height?
Response
Thank you for your comment. The EIR evaluates potential impacts related to geologic resources,
including earthquake hazards and stability of Palisades Bluffs in Section 3.9, Geology and Soils.
As described in this section, the Downtown is located within the seismically active region of
Southern California. As with all land uses in the region, new land uses anticipated to occur under
the DCP would potentially be exposed to moderate to strong seismic ground shaking in the event
of an earthquake on a nearby fault (e.g., Santa Monica Fault, Newport-Inglewood Fault, San
Andreas Fault, or the Northridge Fault).
North of the Downtown, the Santa Monica Fault Zone can be traced continuously from the eastern
end of the fault zone in Century City to Pacific Palisades, where the fault zone extends offshore.
The analysis of potential seismic impacts accounts for the reasonable worst case forecasted seismic
event and potential for damage to buildings and infrastructure. As described in Impact GEO-2,
because the precise locations and designs of individual projects anticipated to occur under the
proposed Downtown Community Plan are not planned at this time, the assessment of potential
geologic effects is programmatic in nature. However, all new structures constructed in the
Downtown would be required to adhere to the most current building standards of the Santa Monica
Municipal Code (SMMC) and Santa Monica Building Code (SMBC), which adopts California
Building Code (CBC) standards by reference with local amendments. Adherence to the SMMC
and SMBC requirements would ensure the maximum practicable protection available for all
structures, including taller buildings. These standards also address issues such as the safety of
rooftop pools and urban infrastructure such as water lines. In addition, project applicants would be
required to prepare and submit a site-specific geotechnical report for review and approval by the
City’s Building and Safety Division prior to the issuance of a grading or a building permit.
Geotechnical reports would be prepared in accordance with the requirements of the City’s
Guidelines for Geotechnical Reports, which requires projects to evaluate site-specific geologic
hazards. As described in MM PS-1, buildings that are seven stories and higher would be required
to prepare a high-rise pre-fire plan to respond to fire and other emergency events and set forth clear
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evacuation procedures. Such plans would be subject to review and approval by the Santa Monica
Fire Department (SMFD). Further, the Downtown currently includes older buildings that do not
meet current SMBC and CBC building standards. Many of these buildings may present a hazard
to public safety during an earthquake. Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would facilitate the construction of new buildings that meet the most
current and stringent seismic requirements, thus reducing the level of risk on a particular site and
within the Downtown as a whole, compared to existing conditions.
Potential impacts related to the geotechnical stability of the Palisades are discussed at length in
Impact GEO-4. While there is potential for localized sloughing of near-vertical bluff cliff face as
well as toppling of peninsular soil columns shaping the bluff faces, a large-scale, deep-seated
landslide event is unlikely to occur based on recent geotechnical investigations (City of Santa
Monica 2004). On-going bluff stabilization efforts, such as the installation of rodent controls to
prevent animal burrows from weakening the bluffs, soil nails and micro piles for further support,
various methods of subsurface drainage control, and grouting applications, are effectively reducing
bluff instability and the potential for landslide. Additionally, the City’s Public Works Department
prohibits infiltration of runoff for properties located west of 4th Street.
With regard to emergency response times and high-rise buildings, this issue is analyzed in Section
3.16 Public Services. As analyzed therein, to further ensure that response times by the SMFD are
not substantially affected, mitigation measure MM PS-1 is recommended. This mitigation measure
would require applicants of development projects with buildings that are seven stories and higher
in the Downtown to prepare a high-rise pre-fire plan.
Comment JGc-2
How is the stability of the palisades impacted by the concentrated weight of a high rise structure
on the east side of Ocean Ave, and how does this change depending on the distance between high
rise structures? How does the size [height, width, length] of underground parking impact the
stability of the palisades cliffs?
To what extent would foreseeable tsunamis impact structures along the beach? How much erosion
would that cause to the palisades and could that impact structures along Ocean Ave? If so, what
level of damage might be anticipated?
Response
As discussed in response to Comment JGc-1, the assessment of potential geologic effects is
programmatic in nature. All new structures constructed in the Downtown would be required to
adhere to the most current building standards of the SMMC and SMBC, which adopts CBC
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standards by reference with local amendments. Adherence to the SMMC and SMBC requirements
would ensure the maximum practicable protection available for all structures. Properties fronting
Ocean Avenue within the Downtown lie within the City’s delineated High Risk Landslide
Susceptibility Area (refer to Figure 3.9-1). The steep near vertical bluff face below Palisades Park
lies approximately 200 feet west of the properties fronting Ocean Avenue along the southwestern
edge of the Downtown. Given this setback from this bluff, new development in the Downtown
would not cause instability of Palisades Park and the risk of new development to be exposed to
landslide or bluff failure is low. As discussed above, the most recent 2004 detailed geotechnical
analysis of Palisades bluff stability found that the bluffs are not at risk for large-scale, catastrophic
failure (City of Santa Monica 2004). This information is more specific in detail than the earlier
analyses that formed the basis for the delineation of the High Risk Landslide Susceptibility Zone
in the City’s Safety Element
With regard to tsunamis, as stated in Section 3.9 Geology and Soils, the Downtown is not mapped
as a tsunami inundation area per the State’s Tsunami Inundation Map and is located outside of the
City’s identified tsunami inundation zone. Therefore, the Downtown is highly unlikely to be
affected by a tsunami (see also, Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality).
Comment JGc-3
Earth movement can change the course of water flow above and below ground level. It can also
contaminate ground water supply. In addition heavy rains in the past have contaminated our ground
water supply from runoff. To what extent is a change in the water flow path likely due to an
earthquake, and where would the water go? How would this impact our ground water reserve?
If ground water becomes contaminated due to earthquake, chemical leaks, heavy rains etc., what
would be done to clean it up? How long before we had potable ground water?
Where would we get water from in the meantime?
If we have insufficient ground water during a severe drought, how much water could we get from
other sources? Is that guaranteed by contract? In that event, water would be in very high demand
throughout the southwest, not just Los Angeles County.
How will the cleanliness of Santa Monica Bay be affected by 1] new construction, 2] more people,
more sewage generation? Parts of the Bay currently earn an ‘F’ rating during wet weather. How
can this be improved upon? When would this happen?
If a major earthquake caused freeway bridges to collapse and close the major roads into Santa
Monica, how would emergency services, food and water come into the city?
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This could be of significance if the city closes Santa Monica airport.
Response
Many of these comments relate to the potential for contamination to occur as a result of earthquake,
chemical leaks, and heavy rains. These comments do not pertain to the EIR or its analysis of the
DCP’s environmental impacts. In accordance with CEQA, the EIR analyzes the DCP’s potential
to cause a reasonably foreseeable change to the environment. Please see responses to Comments
JGc-1 and JGc-2 regarding the potential for impacts related to earthquakes and seismic ground
shaking. Additionally, the EIR provides a detailed analysis of the adequacy of the City’s long term
water supply in Section 3.17 Utilities. Further, increased demand on the water distribution system
would be further reduced with the City’s pending adoption of a water neutrality ordinance (Chapter
7.16.050 of the SMMC). The water neutrality ordinance will require all new development within
the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water use. In lieu of off-sets, new development
applicants may pay an in-lieu fee to all the City to install retrofits off-site or undertake its own offsite retrofitting within the boundaries of the City. This ordinance is anticipated to be in effect prior
to June 2017. Discussion of the pending water neutrality ordinance has been added to the
discussion in Section 3.17, Utilities of this EIR. Impacts related to groundwater supply and water
quality are analyzed in Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality and impacts to emergency
services in Section 3.16, Public Services.
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Letter JGd
April 28, 2016
James Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, #405
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment JGd-1
Santa Monica Downtown Community Plan - Water environmental considerations
Fresh potable water is required for life. The number of people a community can support depends
on the amount of water that is consistently available, as well as the mix of residents, employee
commuters: both daytime and overnight visitors, and its businesses and industries.
We already have a water shortage that requires rationing due at least in part to a long term drought.
What is the worst drought in recorded history for the area and how many people would our planned
ground water system [by year 2020] support? How much water would be available per resident?
Per tourist? What is the minimum amount of water a person can get by with to sustain life, and for
hygiene and sanitary conditions?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Section 3.17, Utilities provide detailed assessment of long-term
water supply issues. Development permitted under the proposed Downtown Community Plan
would incrementally increase water demand which would remain well within available supplies.
Furthermore, increased demand on the water distribution system would be further reduced with
the City’s pending adoption of a water neutrality ordinance (Chapter 7.16.050 of the SMMC). The
water neutrality ordinance will require all new development within the City, including Downtown,
to offset all net new water use. In lieu of off-sets, new development applicants may pay an in-lieu
fee to all the City to install retrofits off-site or undertake its own off-site retrofitting within the
boundaries of the City. This ordinance is anticipated to be in effect prior to June 2017. Discussion
of the pending water neutrality ordinance has been added to the discussion in Section 3.17, Utilities
of this EIR. Please see response to comment MF-1.
Comment JGd-2
We’ve had problems with ground water contamination in the past due to water runoff from the
hills during heavy rain. How will this be handled? How long would the contamination last? What
would be the impact on potable water available per person? How much water could we dependably
get from other sources?
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Response
Please see response to comment JGc-3 and JGd-1.
Comment JGd-3
During severe droughts, there could be expected to be a major demand for water throughout the
southwest. What guarantees do we have that we would get any water from outside sources, and
how much could we get? How many people could that support and at what daily rationing per
person and per visitor? Would hotels have to restrict rooms or close?
Response
Please see response to comment MF-1. As previously discussed, the assessment of potential
impacts on utilities is programmatic in nature. The EIR provides a detailed assessment of the
adequacy of the City’s long-term water supply, including the shift away from reliance on imported
water to groundwater resources. As discussed in Section 3.17, Utilities, over the last decade, the
City has initiated and largely completed a major shift in water supply sources away from reliance
on imported water to the local Santa Monica Groundwater Basin, which the EIR finds has ample
capacity to meet City needs.
Comment JGd-4
How do we protect groundwater from surface chemical contamination? From broken sewage
pipes? Storm drains?
Response
The EIR evaluates impacts related to groundwater supply and water quality in Section 3.11,
Hydrology and Water Quality and impacts related to hazardous materials contamination in Section
3.10, Hazards and Hazardous Materials. As described in Impact HAZ-2 land use changes
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan could involve construction
activities that would potentially result in the accidental release of hazardous materials. However,
with the implementation of MM HAZ-2a through -2e, the EIR found that these impacts would be
less than significant.
Comment JGd-5
What would be the impact of major earthquakes on the groundwater supply? How could
earthquakes shift/block water flow paths that would change our ground water supply?
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Response
This comment does not pertain directly the analysis of the potential impacts of proposed
Downtown Community Plan or the overall adequacy of the EIR. In accordance with CEQA, the
EIR analyzes the DCP’s potential to cause a reasonably foreseeable change to the environment.
The general discussion of earthquakes and its effects on the ground water supply is beyond the
scope of this EIR and not required under CEQA. The EIR does evaluate the proposed Downtown
Community Plan’s potential to exacerbate existing geologic and soil conditions, in Section 3.9,
Geology and Soils. Additionally, the EIR evaluates the DCP’s potential impacts related to
groundwater supply and water quality in Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality. Please also
see response to comment JGc-1.
Comment JGd-6
Will the additional required water supply be ready as each development is completed? If not, how
will that impact water to residents and visitors?
Response
As discussed in Section 3.17, Utilities the City has ample supply to meet future demand under the
proposed Downtown Community Plan. Please see response to comment MF-1.
Comment JGd-7
How many more water mains and sewers must be built to support new development? What is the
environmental impact during construction? How does this impact traffic? Air quality?
Response
Water main and sewer line upgrades required to support new development are disclosed in the
EIR. Potential utilities issues are evaluated in Section 3.17, Utilities, and potential construction
impacts are evaluated in Section 3.6, Construction Effects.
Comment JGd-8
How does additional sewage get handled? Is there sufficient processing capability available during
wet and dry periods?
Response
Potential wastewater impacts are evaluated in Section 3.17, Utilities.
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Comment JGd-9
How does the ground water level impact sink holes? Stability of the Palisades bluffs? How would
these be impacted by major leaks [water mains, sewer lines, fire hydrants etc.]?
Response
This comment does not pertain directly the analysis of the potential impacts of proposed
Downtown Community Plan or the overall adequacy of the EIR. In accordance with CEQA, the
EIR analyzes the DCP’s potential to cause a reasonably foreseeable change to the environment.
The general discussion of groundwater levels and their effects on sink holes and bluff stability is
beyond the scope of this EIR and not required under CEQA. The EIR does evaluate impacts related
to groundwater supply and water quality in Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality. Future
development would incrementally increase demand for water; however, sinkholes in response to
groundwater extraction are not a typical occurrence within this region. Ruptured water pipelines
or sewer lines would be subject to rapid shutdown before large quantities of water would be
released, limiting any potential effects on Palisades bluffs.
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Letter JGe
May 2, 2016
James Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, #405
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment JGe-1
Santa Monica Downtown Community Plan- environmental impact of population concentration vs
spread throughout the city
Those who favor development have argued in the Santa Monica Daily Press that high rise-high
density [FAR] will provide more housing at reduced prices, including more affordable housing,
and reduce traffic. But from an environmental point of view, is this really the best approach,
assuming the arguments are even correct? Is it environmentally beneficial to have a high
concentration of people in downtown Santa Monica? It is understandable that the developers and
business community would think so. But it assumes people need/want to work and/or live in
downtown Santa Monica. But if housing were spread out throughout the city, with all or most
stores within easy walking or biking distance, is there still a reason to concentrate residents
downtown? If so, why?
Spreading residences [apartments, condos] throughout the city means building heights can remain
in the 32 ft level range, vs the talk of monster development downtown in terms of sq. ft and building
height and the impact on local neighborhoods in terms of neighborhood character, view blocks,
building shadows, wind tunnels, traffic congestion, and air pollution. Wouldn’t spreading traffic
and pollution over a greater area reduce congestion and local pollution?
It seems incredible that concentrating more and more people decreases traffic. It assumes that
people are going to stay in the immediate downtown area. What percentage of people living
downtown commute out of Santa Monica every day? What percentage are retired? What
percentage are students going to Santa Monica schools? What percentage are tourists staying in
downtown hotels? What percentage of residents either work at home or live close enough to
downtown and walk or bike to work? Traffic congestion is a combination of vehicles, number of
lanes, synchronized signals, number of bicyclists and pedestrians. And safety is a function of the
distractions for drivers created by ever more crowded streets.
Don’t most tourists arrive by individual vehicle: their car, a rental, taxi etc.? A few will arrive by
airport shuttle or airport van from LAX. These cars arrive during rush hour since hotel rooms
typically become available after 3pm. Building more hotel rooms downtown means more traffic.
At some point the visitors will decide the traffic and parking are so bad they’ll go elsewhere. Newer
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hotel rooms are presumably being built to attract higher paying customers; will this increase or
decrease the number of tourists? This would have a noticeable impact on all the downtown
businesses who cater to the tourists. So building all those new high rise hotels would have been
for naught, while having a major negative impact on the downtown environment. When we lived
at Centinela and Ocean Park 10 years ago, we very rarely came to downtown Santa Monica for
these reasons. The situation is much worse now.
There is good, frequent public transportation using Big Blue Bus (BBB) and Metro along Wilshire
Blvd, Santa Monica Blvd, Pico Blvd, and Lincoln Blvd as well as the new light rail. If the public
transportation system is properly designed, it will transport people living along the major routes
and/or provide a means for everyone else to reach these major routes via a combination of cars
driving to peripheral lots and frequent connecting bus routes. So this should not be a basis for
concentrating people downtown. How many people commuting to Santa Monica in their cars will
take light rail when it starts up? How can we encourage more people to ride public transportation
into Santa Monica? Why isn’t this happening?
Housing costs: Higher demand for housing increases prices asked for rentals and condos. However
property value also impacts these prices. And developers will pay a lot more for a piece of land
that they can build high rises on than for property zoned for 3 stories. This alone can attract
property owners to sell their land to developers, pushing property values ever higher. So housing
demand is not the only factor in the cost equation. More and more people will want to move to
Santa Monica until either we no longer have a livable city or until the market price stabilizes
between buyers and sellers. Nor do we have sufficient water and power resources to supply
everyone who wants to move here. So considering the above and other factors, is it friendlier to
the environment to scatter the population throughout the city, or concentrate everything
downtown? Or is there a better mix of the two? Whatever the answer why is it better?
Response
Thank you for your comments. These comments which largely relate to the merits of the draft
Downtown Community Plan do not directly pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the EIR.
This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the
consideration of the Plan.
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Letter JP
March 8, 2016
Jim Pickrell
927 6th Street, #4
Santa Monica, CA 90402
Comment JP-1
I’ve read the plan, and the EIR, and it is a disaster.
As a resident I’m more concerned about quality of life than I am about increasing the profits for
developers. Parking and traffic are nightmares. Unfortunately, it's clear that the people who
drafted this don’t care about residents at all.
I’m a board member of Wilmont, the neighborhood that represents roughly 20,000 of this city's
residents. This plan, and the LUCE, are topics of discussion at all of our meetings. And everyone
hates both of them.
You can’t imagine the kind of anger and frustration this plan creates among local residents.
Most residents feel that things have gone too far for any further negotiation or discussion with city
staff to be possible.
The result is Residocracy, which is an attempt to pull the rug out from under the people who created
this plan. If the Residocracy initiative passes, the entire Luce and the Downtown plan go down
the garbage disposal.
If staff wanted to come up with a plan that would be acceptable to residents, it would involve
reasonable height limits downtown, lower height limits elsewhere, increased parking, and an end
to projects like 4th and Arizona and the ECEC. All the “opportunity site” projects must be
cancelled. What you folks are proposing is not at all in line with what residents want.
We hear how those who want height limits and parking requirements are “NIMBYS” complainers.
Not true. We have polled the residents in our area and roughly 80% are against all the new projects.
There are very few who support these projects. The ones we hear at meetings are generally
lobbyists. The number of legitimate residents who support the LUCE is very few.
I’ve participated in some of the City sponsored workshops and discussions related to the various
project around town, and it seems to me that they are generally rigged. Discussion is typically
limited to “Would you like your 24 condo tower with a fountain, or with a goldfish pond?”
Meaningful input, or opinions like “I would not build any of this, I would put in a Park” are
effectively blocked.
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If the downtown plan has had any effect, it is to energize the opposition to this plan and to the
LUCE. A lot of residents didn’t really realize how bad the LUCE was when it was first proposed
but awareness and opposition is growing.
This plan is terrible. I think developers have overplayed their hand. I’ve volunteered to collect
signatures for Residocracy, and so have most of my friends.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment
regarding the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not primarily pertain to
the adequacy of the analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be
reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter JR
May 3, 2016
Jordan Rahimian
jrahimian9@gmail.com
Comment JR-1
Since I first heard about the City’s vision for the Downtown I’ve been worried and now, with this
Draft EIR, I’m even more worried. Traffic is already a constant nightmare and with the numerous
failures in the Draft EIR’s traffic analysis, it is clear that this Downtown Community Plan is only
going to make things worse for residents.
To begin, the Draft EIR fails to analyze all intersections that may be significantly impacted by the
Downtown Community Plan. The Draft EIR analyzed the potential traffic impacts caused by the
construction and operation of the Downtown Community Plan at 45 intersections. Only 12 of these
intersections are outside of the Downtown Community Plan area and all 12 of those are within
close proximity to the Downtown. Notably, no intersection east of Lincoln is analyzed. Under
Scenario A, 4 of the Lincoln intersections have a significant impact and 3 of the Lincoln
intersections have a significant impact under Scenario B. These intersections are all at the eastern
boundary of the area studied in the Draft EIR. In order to ensure that the Downtown Community
Plan will not have significant impacts to intersections beyond those points, intersections beyond
those locations must also be fully analyzed.
Response
Thank you for your comment. Potential impacts to neighborhood streets surrounding the
Downtown were considered in detail during formulation of the study area and scope of analysis.
Neighborhood traffic concerns and possible spillover effects were taken into consideration.
However, detailed modeling and analysis did not reveal substantial increases in traffic east of
Lincoln Boulevard from future land uses. Future changes in traffic volumes would not be
substantial enough to trigger intersection impacts in this area. Please also see response to comment
WILMONT-4.
Comment JR-2
The intersection analysis must also be broadened to include other areas of Santa Monica as well
as part of Los Angeles. The Downtown Community Plan proposes 4.73 million net new square
feet of floor area under Scenario A and 3.22 million net new square feet of floor area under
Scenario B. For such a massive proposal, intersections beyond the immediate vicinity of the
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Downtown must be analyzed so that the impacts to all of Santa Monica as well as the region are
understood. Failure to do so results in the failure to disclose potentially significant impacts.
Response
Please see response to comment JR-1 and WILMONT-4. The EIR used a conservative approach
to addressing the area of potential traffic impacts; intersections and roads outside of the study areas
would not receive substantial increases in traffic or noticeable increases in congestion.
Comment JR-3
Further, the traffic analysis used the wrong baseline to analyze the traffic impacts. Instead of using
the baseline of the 2013 NOP year the traffic analysis used the “2016 Approval Year” as a baseline
to evaluate traffic impacts. The 2016 Approval Year includes the land use projects that were
completed or anticipated to be completed by 2016. By artificially inflating the 2013 NOP year, the
Traffic Analysis hides the real impact of the Downtown Community Plan. The Traffic Analysis
should be rerun to correctly use the 2013 NOP year as the baseline.
Response
The EIR employs a conservative approach to analyzing traffic impacts and the City’s adopted
Thresholds of Significance are also extremely conservative. Further, based on recent California
Supreme Court decision (Neighbors for Smart Rail v. Exposition Metro Line Construction
Authority, et al. (8/5/13) 57 Cal.App.4th 439), a lead agency has discretion to depart from the
“norm” of the “existing conditions” baseline, and to rely solely on a “future conditions” baseline
(i.e., “conditions projected to exist absent the project at a date in the distant future”), if substantial
evidence shows “departing from [the] norm [is] necessary to prevent misinforming or misleading
the public and decision-makers. As discussed in under Impact Assessment Methodology in Section
3.18, Transportation and Circulation, of the EIR, Approval (2016) and Future (2013) Year
baseline conditions, which include approved and recently completed projects, would provide the
most realistic and accurate baseline for evaluation of the Project’s potential traffic impacts at the
time of Plan approval. Analysis of the 2013 NOP year would not be informative for decisionmakers since this scenario would not provide the most realistic/current traffic volumes.
Comment JR-4
Finally, and potentially most notably, Scenario A doesn’t achieve the LUCE goal of no net new
trips, and as a result it shouldn’t even be considered as a possibility. Scenario B only barely
achieves the no net new trips goal. If any of the unrealistically optimistic assumptions don’t
work—Scenario B would not achieve the no net new trip goal.
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Response
Thank you for your comment regarding Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers
during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment JR-5
The assumptions necessary to achieve this goal should be clearly laid out so the community can
evaluate whether it is possible to achieve. Even the Draft EIR calls the TDM strategies
“aggressive.” A clear description of what is assumed as part of these TDM strategies should be
included. For instance, what percentage of people are assumed to take transit under Scenario B?
How many single occupancy vehicles are assumed?
How many bikers? How many people are assumed to carpool to work? What infrastructure
changes will be required? How much will they cost? This information needs to be clearly presented
to the community so we understand whether the no net new trip goal will be achieved.
Response
As described in Section 2.0, Project Description of the Final EIR, achieving the LUCE’s goal of
“No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips” requires the implementation of effective TDM measures to
minimize single occupancy automobile trips, and achieve Downtown Average Vehicle Ridership
(AVR) targets of 2.2 as required by the City’s TDM Ordinance. In addition to the TDM measures
required by SMMC Chapter 9.53, the package of TDM strategies for the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would include:
•

Requiring all new Tier 2 and non-negotiated Tier 3 Projects to provide a transportation
allowance of at least 75 and 100 percent, respectively, of the cost of a regional transit pass
(increase to a 100 percent subsidy program on large sites).

•

Requiring residential components of project to provide on-site shared bicycles intended for
resident and guest use or creation of an on-site bikeshare station (this shall be optional if
Citywide bikeshare is already located on the same block as the project site).

•

Partnering with other organizations for transportation outreach and marketing.

The EIR and supporting transportation model are based on detailed assumptions regarding mode
split and effectiveness of these TDM strategies (see Appendix B). These assumptions are based
upon substantial background research and analysis of both existing TDM programs and the
probable effectiveness success of planned trip reduction programs. Travel demand forecast
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modeling methodology and details are provided in Chapter 3 of the Traffic Study found in
Appendix B of the EIR. As analyzed in Section 3.18 Transportation and Circulation, Scenario B
of the Downtown Community Plan would achieve the City’s goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour
Trips by 2030.
Comment JR-6
It is critical that the final Downtown Community Plan realistically achieve the LUCE goal of no
net new trips. In addition to State Law prohibiting the Downtown Community Plan from
conflicting with the LUCE, the maintenance of the no net new trip goal is the cornerstone of the
LUCE and simply cannot be discarded. If it is, Santa Monicans really will have lost all faith in
their elected officials.
Response
Section 3.18 Transportation and Circulation, of the EIR provides an extensive analysis of potential
future increases in traffic and the Plan’s consistency with the goals of the LUCE including the No
Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal. As analyzed in Section 3.18 Transportation and Circulation,
Scenario B of the Downtown Community Plan would achieve the City’s goal of No Net New P.M.
Peak Hour Trips by 2030. In addition, this comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision-makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter JJ
May 3, 2016
Justin Jones
justinjones23232@gmail.com
Comment JJ-1
As a longtime resident of Santa Monica, I feel it is important to be part of the greater conversation
surrounding the future and development of our beautiful city. I am deeply concerned regarding the
proposed Downtown Specific Plan and the impacts it would have on the Downtown and the larger
City of Santa Monica.
One of my main concerns is the impact this Plan will have on the character of the community,
particularly with regard to the proposed increase in development potential. The charm and
character of Santa Monica is one of the intangible characteristics that makes living here, visiting
here, and being here so special. With the Plan’s proposed increase in development, my fear is the
Plan will work to erode the unique and special character of our City. Couple this with the impacts
new developments will have on traffic and the increased ease in which projects can gain approval,
and I am concerned that new development will overrun our beautiful city.
Response
Thank you for your comment. The proposed Downtown Community Plan provides multiple
policies and development standards designed to protect community character starting with an
urban design strategy that lowers building height within the historic core and on the edges adjacent
to residential neighborhoods while focusing density near the Downtown Station. Other provisions
that protect community character include augmented review of potential historic resources,
incentives for adaptive reuse, future establishment of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay
District within the historic core, and stepbacks adjacent to residential uses. The EIR addresses
potential changes in community character in detail, including increases in heights and densities,
changes in views and potential impacts to historic structures. For reference, Impact VIS-3
discusses potential impacts of the proposed Plan on the existing visual character of the Downtown.
Additionally, Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, provides a detailed assessment of
potential future increases in traffic and effects on congestion, as well as transit, bikes, and
pedestrians. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the
consideration of the Plan. Please also see response to Comment GA-1.
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Comment JJ-2
In addition, the Draft EIR disclosed significant and unavoidable air quality impacts for operation
of the Downtown Specific Plan. This is entirely unacceptable. The Downtown Specific Plan should
have no significant operational air quality impacts. The Los Angeles area was just identified by
the American Lung Association as having the worst air quality in the United States! How can we
even consider a proposal that will make our air quality even worse when it is already the worst in
the nation? That’s simply unconscionable – our citizens deserve better.
Reducing the development potential while promoting sustainable design would reduce the
significant air quality impacts, and this alternative needs to be analyzed in the EIR. The EIR must
analyze all feasible mitigation measures, and it is feasible to reduce the development potential in
the Downtown. This is what the community has consistently asked for—and the EIR should
include this analysis. I therefore request that an alternative Downtown Specific Plan be analyzed
that reduces the development potential to be consistent with the existing Zoning Code while still
implementing the Downtown Specific Plan’s strategies and standards to promote a sustainable and
multi-modal Downtown. This would reduce the significant operational air quality impact. This air
quality impact should not be permitted with a statement of overriding considerations when there
is a feasible alternative that would reduce the impact.
The EIR should be recirculated for further public review to address this alternative.
Response
Thank you for your comment. The EIR includes alternatives that would reduce overall
development potential and which would incrementally reduce air quality impacts. Please see
responses to Comments GC-3 and GC-5. Your comments and these alternatives will be considered
by City decision-makers during final review of this project.
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Letter KW
March 8, 2016
Kay Ward
kartichoke@aol.com
Comment KW-1
I strongly object to the Downtown Specific Plan and believe it allows too much overbuilding and
overcrowding.
Response
Thank you for your comment. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision
makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment KW-2
I also strongly object to having the Miramar Hotel have an entrance or driveway which opens onto
California Avenue.
Response
Please note that the proposed Miramar Hotel Revitalization Plan Development Agreement is not a
being proposed as part of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. As described in Section 2.5,
Downtown Community Plan Components, the proposed Downtown Community Plan establishes
the regulatory framework by which future projects may be entitled and approved in the Downtown.
However, the Plan does not specifically entitle or approve any individual project. The Program
EIR is intended to provide an area-wide assessment of the impacts of the proposed Project. Future
individual projects in Downtown Community Plan area would need to be reviewed in the context
of this Program EIR to determine if additional environmental documentation is required.
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Letter LS
May 3, 2016
Liz Sanchez
liz_sanchez80@yahoo.com
Comment LS-1
I write as a concerned resident of the City of Santa Monica to comment on the Downtown Specific
Plan Draft EIR. I love Santa Monica. Part of what I love is the feel and look of this City—I’m very
concerned that with all the development proposed as part of the Downtown Specific Plan that the
City will take on a different character and that the Downtown will transform into a place I no
longer want to be. I already see it happening. The light, air, and sea breeze that I used to experience
in the Downtown has been replaced with sidewalks shaded by buildings. The joy of walking in
Downtown Santa Monica and enjoying the nearby ocean is rapidly disappearing. Let’s not lose
what makes Santa Monica great.
In my review of the Draft EIR I found that the analysis of how the Downtown Specific Plan would
change the look and feel of Santa Monica is flawed in a number of areas and accordingly fails to
disclose the significant impacts that would occur with regards to aesthetics and cultural resources.
For instance, the Draft EIR’s aesthetics analysis should have included the beach and pier as
viewing locations of the Downtown. The view of Downtown from the beach and pier is an
important part of Santa Monica’s views and we need to understand how the Downtown Specific
Plan would impact those views.
Response
Thank you for your comments. The EIR provides a substantial discussion of potential aesthetic
issues and changes in the character of Downtown, including discussion of changes to key views
that have potential to be altered by development permitted under the Downtown Community Plan.
However, as described in Section 3.3., Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and Solar Access Section
21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743) states that if a project is an infill residential, mixed-use, or
employment center project located within a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use
residential, and employment center development, aesthetic impacts shall not be considered
significant impacts on the environment. As described in Section 2.0, Project Description of the
EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan contemplates programmatic infill residential,
mixed-use residential, and employment center development projects in the Downtown, which is
considered a transit priority area. Therefore, potential aesthetic impacts of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan are considered less than significant. Nevertheless, an analysis of aesthetics
impacts has been included in the EIR in response to community concerns raised during the NOP
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and scoping process and to provide decision-makers and the public a comprehensive review of the
aesthetic changes that could occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
As described throughout the EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan provides multiple
policies and development standards designed to protect the character of the Downtown. The EIR
addresses potential aesthetic issues, including effects of the Downtown Community Plan’s
proposed height and FAR maximums on the character of the Downtown. Key Viewing Locations
(KVLs) were selected to represent the most severe (i.e., worst-case) potential changes to visual
character and views (i.e., change in building heights, setbacks, and distances) in the Downtown.
Although new buildings could potentially alter the urban skyline, creating a perceptible vertical
expansion to viewers from the beach and pier, view changes of the vertical urban setting and
skyline would not be more severe than from the KVLs analyzed in the EIR. Views of open sky
may incrementally decrease but would largely continue to be available from this location. As
discussed at length in Impact VIS-1, east-west streets in the Downtown such as Santa Monica
Boulevard or Wilshire Boulevard and Colorado Avenue provide channelized westward-looking
views of Palisades Park, Pacific Ocean, and the Santa Monica Pier, particularly from locations
west of 2nd or 3rd Streets. Ocean Avenue affords the most valued scenic views of the Pacific Ocean,
Santa Monica Pier, and the beach areas. However, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
would not substantially obstruct views of these scenic resources. Between 2nd Street and Ocean
Avenue, the maximum permitted building height of 50 feet would not affect scenic vistas of the
Pacific Ocean and beach from along Ocean Avenue due to the width of Ocean Avenue and the
presence of Palisades Park on the west (which will continue to offer expansive views of the ocean
and pier). Additionally, given that many of the existing buildings on Ocean Avenue already exceed
the maximum permitted height of 84 feet, it is unlikely that the many of these properties would be
redeveloped, with the exception of the sites within the Established Large Site Overlay. Finally,
these comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the
consideration of the Plan.
Comment LS-2
Further, the aesthetics analysis failed to analyze how the proposed increase in FARs will impact
the aesthetics of Downtown. The analysis only addresses the increases in heights proposed. The
increase in FARs will increase the bulk and mass of buildings and change the look and feel of
Downtown—the community needs to understand this change.
Response
Section 3.3., Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and Solar Access of the EIR provides a thorough
analysis of the Downtown Community Plan’s potential effects on the aesthetics of Downtown. The
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EIR addresses potential aesthetic issues, including the effects of the Plan’s maximum heights and
FARs on the character of the Downtown. For reference, Impact VIS-3 discusses potential impacts
of the proposed Plan on the existing visual character of the Downtown. Specifically, stepbacks and
building frontage requirements would reduce the appearance of building mass and height and
maximize access to light and air from the public street. Please also see response to Comment LS1.
Comment LS-3
We have already started to experience the results of shade and shadow in the Downtown. As I
noted in my review, the Draft EIR explained that the development in Downtown would shade
nearby sensitive uses but doesn’t identify this as a significant impact. The Draft EIR doesn’t even
include shade/shadow diagrams for where shading would occur. This is simply unacceptable—the
community deserves to review shade/shadow diagrams to see where additional shade and shadows
would occur. Further, whether the City considers the shading of sensitive uses as a significant
impact or not—the City cannot accept a plan that adds additional shade and shadows. To do so
would conflict with the LUCE, which requires that development “preserve solar access to
neighborhoods” and that buildings be designed to “minimize shadows on public spaces at times of
the day and year when warmth is desired, to provide shade at times when the cooling is appropriate,
and to minimize solar disruption on adjacent properties.”
Response
The EIR provides an extensive discussion of potential shade and shadow effects as a result of
future development anticipated to occur under the Downtown Community Plan. As discussed in
Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access because the precise locations and
design of individual projects anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan
are not known at this time, the assessment of potential shade, shadows, and solar access effects is
programmatic in nature. Areas of the Downtown which would have building heights of up to 84
feet – particularly the Downtown Core and Transit Adjacent districts – would experience greater
effects onto adjacent sensitive receptors due to the larger/longer shadows that would be cast from
these buildings, with effects being greatest to the north and east due to the orientation of buildings
in relation to the position of the sun. For the Wilshire and Ocean Transition districts where building
heights would be limited to 50 feet, as described in Section 3.3.2, Shade, Shadows, and Solar
Access of the EIR, effects from shade and shadows are expected to be less severe. Additionally,
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Community Plan includes development standards and
guidelines to control the overall building design, site coverage, heights, setbacks, and stepbacks to
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maximize access to light and air, consistent with the LUCE Policy LU16.1, Design Buildings with
Consideration of Solar Patterns. Please also see Comment Response WILMONT-3.
Comment LS-4
Instead of permitting additional shade on sensitive uses, the City should analyze an alternative to
the Downtown Specific Plan with reduced height and FARs that would not shade sensitive uses.
There is no reason why this alternative isn’t feasible.
Response
Section 5.5, Alternatives Analysis of the EIR analyzes Alternative #2 (Elimination of Tier 3
Projects), with reduced building heights in the Downtown. However, as discussed in the Draft EIR,
elimination of Tier 3 heights and FARs would limit development agreement projects and
substantially reduce community benefits including affordable housing and multi-modal
transportation investment opportunities within the Downtown, inconsistent with Project goals and
objectives. Nevertheless, City decision makers will have the full range of alternatives before them
for final consideration.
Comment LS-5
Further, given that the Downtown Specific Plan proposes open space on private property as a way
to enhance open space uses in the Downtown and as a justification for increased height and
density—the locations of these proposed open spaces should be analyzed as shade/shadowsensitive uses. To do so would be consistent with the City of Santa Monica Bergamot Transit
Village Center Draft EIR, which explained that “facilities and operations sensitive to the effects
of shading include, but are not necessarily limited to, residential, recreational, institutional (e.g.,
schools, nursing homes, etc.), some public outdoor spaces or restaurants with outdoor eating areas,
plant nurseries, and existing solar collectors. These uses are considered sensitive because sunlight
is important to function, physical comfort, or commerce.” (Bergamot Transit Village Center Draft
EIR, 4.15-1.) If the community is going to support increased height and density in exchange for
open space from developers, we deserve to understand what the quality of this open space is going
to be. If these spaces will be cold shaded dungeons—it’s not worth it. I’d rather see the sky
throughout the Downtown than have a worthless open space.
Response
As required by CEQA, the EIR focuses on the physical impacts of the project on the existing
environment. As discussed in Section 3.3 Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access of
the EIR, existing open space was treated as a shadow-sensitive use in the shade and shadow
analysis. Please see also response to comment KW-2. Further, the precise locations and design of
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future open space are not known at this time; therefore, analysis of shade shadow impacts on future
open space would be speculative and beyond CEQA requirements.
Comment LS-6
I’m also concerned that the Downtown Specific Plan will have an impact on Cultural Resources.
The Draft EIR concludes that “Individual projects in the Downtown could be potentially
incompatible with the massing, size, and scale of an adjacent significant historic building, which
would be considered an adverse impact to a historic resource.” (3.7-40) Clearly all feasible
mitigation has not been incorporated into the Draft EIR because it is feasible to design a Downtown
Specific Plan that would ensure that development that occurs will be compatible with the massing,
size, and scale of an adjacent significant historic building. The community will simply not accept
a Downtown Specific Plan that continues to erode the fabric of Santa Monica.
Response
Section 3.7 Cultural Resources of the EIR provides substantial analysis of potential impacts to
cultural resources and historic buildings. As indicated therein, the potential for impacts to historic
resources would vary depending on the individual project, relative to the historic sensitivity of the
particular building, its location and surroundings, and the size, massing/scale, and design of future
development. As previously discussed, the proposed Downtown Community Plan is a specific plan
for the Downtown, and establishes the regulatory framework by which future projects may be
entitled/approved. The proposed Downtown Community Plan does not specifically entitle/approve
any particular project. The Program EIR is intended to provide an area-wide assessment of the
impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Future individual projects in Downtown
would need to seek separate entitlements and would need to be reviewed in the context of this
Program EIR to determine if additional environmental documentation is required.
Comment LS-7
If the Downtown Community Plan provided for less height and FARs the massing, size, and scale
of future projects would be compatible with historic buildings. Such an alternative is feasible and
must be analyzed.
Response
Section 5.0 Alternatives of the EIR assesses a full range of alternatives, including reductions in
allowable building height. Please see also response to comment LS-4.
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Comment LS-8
I request that the Draft EIR analysis be updated to address my comments and that it be recirculated
for further comment. It is critical that the community and City understand how the Downtown
Specific Plan will impact this City we love.
Response
Please see response to comment GC-5.
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Letter MF
May 3, 2016
Marschinda Felix
marschinda@gmail.com
Comment MF-1
Our City infrastructure and services are already maxed out. How can the Draft EIR for the
Downtown Community Plan conclude that it won’t have a significant impact on public services
and utilities? This simply makes no sense.
Response
Thank you for your comment. Sections 3.16, Public Services, and 3.17, Utilities, of the EIR
analyze potential impacts to public services and utilities. The analyses consider the proposed
Downtown Community Plan’s proactive management of the City’s utilities infrastructure system,
in which goals and policies are designed to achieve the City’s overarching sustainability objectives
(e.g., water self-sufficiency, water neutrality, zero waste, and net zero energy consumption) while
identifying upgrades including capital improvement projects that are necessary to adequately meet
future demands and needs. Existing and proposed public service programs, along with mitigation
measures, are considered when analyzing potential impacts to the provision of adequate public
services to meet increased public services demand. Nevertheless, this comment has been noted and
will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment MF-2
With regards to schools, the Draft EIR states that Roosevelt Elementary School, which serves
Downtown, is currently at capacity and does not have room for expansion. How can we possibly
then be suggesting the addition of so many residences to Downtown? The Draft EIR’s solution to
this is simply to redraw district enrollment boundaries to push children around the City. This isn’t
a real solution to an increase in enrollment for our already overburdened schools.
Response
As discussed in Section 3.16.3.3, Impact Assessment Methodology, Public Schools, of the EIR, the
potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on schools are considered in the
context of existing schools and currently pending or planned improvements to such
facilities/resources. Pursuant to SB 50, impacts on schools are considered to be less than significant
with payment of development fees to the SMMUSD, which was established to provide for school
facilities construction, improvements, and expansion. As described in Impact PS-3, the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would result in approximately 242 new school aged residents under
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Scenario A and 186 under Scenario B by 2030. Depending on enrollment trends, the generation of
up to 242 new school-aged residents in Downtown through 2030 may require increased classroom
space, new teachers, and additional equipment at the three schools serving Downtown. At
Roosevelt, Elementary School where the school is currently at capacity and does not have room
for expansion, the SUMMUSD would need to continue to adjust enrollment, as available, or
continue to overflow students to other neighboring schools. If there are no means for expanding
Roosevelt Elementary school and the Downtown student population continues to increase,
redrawing district enrollment boundaries may become necessary. Nevertheless, given the payment
of developer fees for school facilities, the availability of bond funds for facility improvement
through Measure BB and ES, and the moderate increases in students within the Downtown
associated with the residential unit types, impacts on school facilities associated with the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would be less than significant.
Comment MF-3
Further, wouldn’t moving students around create additional traffic impacts? The traffic associated
with such a shift in enrollment should be analyzed as people will now need to drive even further
to get their children to school. The school morning rush hour is already miserable, this would only
make it worse.
Response
While overflowing students to other neighboring schools and/or redrawing district boundaries
could occur, this is purely speculative at this time. Nevertheless, Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation, of the EIR accounts for future traffic increases from reasonable foreseeable growth
and adequately assesses potential operational transportation-related impacts. Due to the relatively
small number of students (i.e., approximately 242 new school aged residents under Scenario A and
186 under Scenario B by 2030), overall impacts to transportation as a result of overflowing
students to neighboring schools would not differ substantially from those described in Section
3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
Comment MF-4
Also, as a result of the ongoing drought conditions I’m very worried about the increase in water
usage that would come from the Downtown Community Plan. I note that the Draft EIR relied on
a Water Supply Assessment prepared as part of the LUCE several years ago. That assessment
occurred before California’s historic drought and must be updated. Given the ongoing drought
conditions, the City should prepare an updated Water Supply Assessment so we can confirm there
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will be enough water based on the current projections. Too much has happened since the last Water
Supply Assessment to rely on that outdated data.
Response
The EIR provides a detailed assessment of the adequacy of the City’s long-term water supply,
including the shift away from reliance on imported water to groundwater resources. The EIR
adequately incorporates and references existing documents, such as the 2014 Sustainable Water
Master Plan, updated with information from the most recently available water usage data sources
(e.g., 2015 data provided by City’s Water Resources Division and Office of Sustainability and the
Environment) to support the water supply analysis. Recent “water rationing” as in response to a
directive from the Governor and reflected statewide drought rather than local water supply
conditions. As discussed in Section 3.17, Utilities, over the last decade, the City has initiated and
largely completed a major shift in water supply sources away from reliance on imported water to
the local Santa Monica Groundwater Basin, which the EIR finds has ample capacity to meet City
needs. Further, water demand associated with new development anticipated to occur under the
Downtown Community Plan would be reduced with the City’s pending adoption of a water
neutrality ordinance (Chapter 7.16.050 of the SMMC). The water neutrality ordinance will require
all new development within the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water use. In
lieu of off-sets, new development applicants may pay an in-lieu fee to all the City to install retrofits
off-site or undertake its own off-site retrofitting within the boundaries of the City. This ordinance
is anticipated to be in effect prior to June 2017. Discussion of the pending water neutrality
ordinance has been added to the discussion in Section 3.17 Utilities of this EIR.
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  Kwok	
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  90401	
  
	
  
Re:	
  	
  Draft	
  Environmental	
  Impact	
  Report	
  for	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  (DSP)	
  	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Ms.	
  Kwok,	
  
	
  
Overview:	
  	
  
	
  
Regrettably,	
  upon	
  review	
  of	
  the	
  Draft	
  EIR	
  (DEIR)	
  it	
  is	
  insufficient	
  in	
  arguably	
  the	
  most	
  important	
  of	
  the	
  downtown	
  
Specific	
  Plan	
  areas	
  (DSP).	
  	
  Some	
  sections	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR	
  seem	
  to	
  be	
  written	
  as	
  an	
  attempt	
  to	
  approximate	
  “pro	
  forma”	
  
compliance	
  with	
  CEQA.	
  	
  Yet,	
  the	
  DEIR	
  does	
  not	
  comply	
  with	
  CEQA	
  in	
  several	
  ways.	
  	
  As	
  such,	
  it	
  must	
  be	
  revised	
  and	
  
recirculated	
  to	
  conform	
  to	
  CEQA’s	
  requirements.	
  
	
  
	
  As	
  will	
  be	
  discussed	
  in	
  detail	
  below,	
  critical	
  information,	
  impact	
  analysis	
  and	
  mitigation	
  measures	
  are	
  either	
  
unduly	
  buried	
  in	
  an	
  Appendix	
  or	
  deferred	
  to	
  other	
  non	
  CEQA	
  documents	
  not	
  attached	
  to	
  the	
  DEIR	
  for	
  public	
  
MM-1 review,	
  such	
  as	
  development	
  agreements,	
  current	
  traffic	
  studies,	
  and	
  water	
  infrastructure.	
  	
  
	
  
Many	
  parts	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR	
  contain	
  nothing	
  more	
  than	
  bare	
  conclusions	
  with	
  no	
  data	
  or	
  clear	
  reasoning	
  for	
  these	
  
conclusions.	
  	
  When	
  a	
  draft	
  EIR	
  is	
  so	
  fundamentally	
  flawed	
  recirculation	
  is	
  required	
  pursuant	
  to	
  CEQA	
  Guidelines	
  
15088.5	
  (a)(4).	
  
	
  
There	
  are	
  several	
  places	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  that	
  refer	
  to	
  and	
  rely	
  on	
  outside	
  documents	
  not	
  included	
  with	
  the	
  DEIR	
  nor	
  
provided	
  to	
  the	
  public,	
  but	
  which	
  supply	
  critical	
  pieces	
  of	
  information	
  on	
  the	
  proposed	
  project’s	
  impacts	
  and	
  
mitigation	
  measures.	
  	
  The	
  DEIR’s	
  reliance	
  on	
  the	
  “eight	
  large	
  sites”	
  potential	
  new	
  projects	
  to	
  provide	
  new	
  streets	
  
and	
  parking	
  is	
  one	
  example.	
  	
  No	
  specific	
  project	
  size,	
  mass	
  or	
  description	
  is	
  provided,	
  only	
  a	
  description	
  of	
  the	
  
possible	
  community	
  benefits	
  desired	
  for	
  the	
  project.	
  
	
  
One	
  of	
  the	
  most	
  glaring	
  defects	
  warranting	
  recirculation	
  is	
  the	
  DEIR’s	
  wholly	
  inadequate	
  selection	
  and	
  discussion	
  
of	
  alternatives.	
  	
  CEQA	
  section	
  15126.6	
  mandates	
  that	
  “the	
  (DEIR’s)	
  discussion	
  of	
  alternatives	
  focus	
  on	
  alternatives	
  
to	
  the	
  project	
  or	
  its	
  location	
  which	
  are	
  capable	
  of	
  avoiding	
  or	
  substantially	
  lessening	
  any	
  significant	
  effects	
  of	
  the	
  
project,	
  even	
  if	
  these	
  alternatives	
  would	
  impede	
  to	
  some	
  degree	
  the	
  attainment	
  of	
  the	
  project’s	
  objectives,	
  
or	
  would	
  be	
  more	
  costly.”	
  	
  Here	
  besides	
  the	
  legally	
  required	
  no	
  project	
  alternative,	
  the	
  DEIR	
  analyzes	
  4	
  projects	
  
that	
  differ	
  only	
  minimally	
  in	
  impacts	
  and	
  rejects	
  actual	
  alternatives	
  based	
  on	
  extremely	
  narrow	
  criteria.	
  	
  An	
  
MM-2 example	
  of	
  this	
  narrow	
  focus	
  is	
  rejection	
  of	
  the	
  “housing	
  only	
  alternative”	
  which	
  could	
  have	
  been	
  analyzed	
  as	
  
“housing	
  focused	
  land	
  use	
  mix”	
  similar	
  to	
  the	
  “hotel	
  focused”	
  alternative	
  which	
  allows	
  many	
  uses.	
  	
  Other	
  examples	
  
are	
  alternatives	
  3	
  &	
  4	
  (two	
  one-‐way	
  streets	
  and	
  more	
  one-‐way	
  streets).	
  	
  Neither	
  of	
  these	
  alternatives	
  meets	
  the	
  
criteria	
  for	
  inclusion.	
  	
  In	
  fact	
  alternative	
  3	
  was	
  studied	
  on	
  lower	
  standards	
  than	
  alternative	
  4	
  as	
  was	
  alternative	
  2	
  
(Tier	
  2	
  only),	
  which	
  may	
  be	
  the	
  preferred	
  alternative.	
  	
  However,	
  the	
  DEIR’s	
  use	
  of	
  lesser	
  standards	
  deprives	
  a	
  
reader	
  of	
  an	
  informed	
  comparison.	
  
	
  
The	
  five	
  alternatives	
  were	
  selected	
  in	
  2013	
  and	
  never	
  updated	
  even	
  though	
  a	
  2014	
  Resident	
  Survey	
  was	
  
conducted	
  and	
  City	
  Council,	
  due	
  to	
  public	
  rejection	
  via	
  referendum,	
  rescinded	
  the	
  largest	
  proposed	
  project	
  at	
  the	
  
time.	
  	
  That	
  it	
  seems	
  apparent	
  that	
  the	
  alternatives	
  do	
  not	
  meet	
  the	
  CEQA	
  criteria	
  for	
  lessening	
  impacts	
  and	
  
reducing	
  mitigation	
  measures,	
  this	
  makes	
  the	
  alternatives	
  inadequate	
  in	
  scope	
  in	
  differentiation.	
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An	
  additional	
  significant	
  problem	
  is	
  the	
  inclusion	
  of	
  scenario	
  A,	
  which	
  serves	
  as	
  an	
  exaggerated	
  version	
  of	
  the	
  
Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  and	
  was	
  designed	
  NOT	
  to	
  meet	
  the	
  LUCE	
  mandated	
  “No	
  net	
  new	
  trips”	
  criteria.	
  	
  	
  Scenario	
  
A	
  was	
  put	
  forth	
  with	
  no	
  public	
  input	
  and	
  flies	
  in	
  the	
  face	
  of	
  community	
  sentiment,	
  the	
  20114	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  
Plan,	
  the	
  2014	
  Resident	
  Survey	
  and	
  the	
  2014	
  Godbe	
  Resident	
  Survey.	
  
	
  
The	
  second	
  major	
  flaw	
  is	
  the	
  exclusion	
  of	
  the	
  Gateway	
  Access	
  Master	
  Plan	
  (GAMP)	
  projects.	
  	
  These	
  projects	
  are	
  
expected	
  to	
  add	
  new	
  streets	
  and	
  parking	
  to	
  the	
  area	
  of	
  downtown	
  adjacent	
  to	
  the	
  freeway,	
  which	
  may	
  alleviate	
  
some	
  traffic	
  congestion	
  by	
  directing	
  freeway	
  exiting	
  vehicles	
  to	
  less	
  congested	
  streets	
  and	
  available	
  parking	
  on	
  the	
  
periphery.	
  	
  The	
  Sears,	
  Big	
  Blue	
  Bus	
  yards	
  and	
  the	
  Expo	
  station	
  properties	
  size,	
  height	
  and	
  massing	
  are	
  omitted;	
  yet	
  
the	
  anticipated	
  traffic	
  benefits	
  of	
  a	
  redesigned	
  freeway	
  on/off	
  ramp	
  and	
  new	
  streets	
  are	
  included.	
  	
  This	
  
exclusion/inclusion	
  serves	
  to	
  skew	
  the	
  results	
  of	
  the	
  transportation	
  impacts	
  toward	
  a	
  more	
  favorable	
  outcome	
  for	
  
all	
  alternatives.	
  
	
  
Third,	
  infrastructure	
  issues	
  critical	
  to	
  understanding	
  and	
  mitigating	
  impacts	
  are	
  insufficiently	
  documented.	
  	
  For	
  
example,	
  no	
  hydrology	
  study	
  has	
  been	
  completed	
  to	
  set	
  a	
  limit	
  on	
  water	
  supply.	
  	
  After	
  five	
  years	
  of	
  drought	
  in	
  a	
  
semi-‐arid	
  climate	
  zone,	
  cities	
  are	
  acutely	
  aware	
  of	
  the	
  limits	
  of	
  available	
  water.	
  	
  The	
  recent	
  state	
  mandated	
  20%	
  
reduction	
  in	
  water	
  use	
  by	
  commercial	
  and	
  residential	
  users	
  is	
  an	
  indication	
  of	
  the	
  severity	
  and	
  fluctuation	
  of	
  
water	
  supplies.	
  	
  Yet,	
  the	
  DEIR	
  posits	
  that	
  water	
  will	
  be	
  available	
  for	
  at	
  least	
  4.7	
  million	
  square	
  feet	
  of	
  new	
  
construction	
  including	
  hotels,	
  high	
  water	
  consuming	
  users.	
  	
  Incredibly,	
  conservation	
  by	
  current	
  users	
  is	
  cited	
  as	
  a	
  
means	
  of	
  sufficient	
  supply.	
  
	
  
A	
  similar	
  problem	
  exists	
  with	
  schools,	
  police	
  and	
  fire	
  resources.	
  	
  Population	
  increases	
  are	
  expected	
  with	
  the	
  
projections	
  for	
  new	
  housing,	
  yet	
  no	
  school,	
  or	
  park	
  is	
  considered	
  needed	
  in	
  the	
  downtown.	
  	
  Increased	
  police	
  and	
  
fire	
  staffing	
  and	
  equipment	
  needs	
  are	
  similarly	
  dismissed	
  as	
  less	
  than	
  significant	
  with	
  an	
  influx	
  of	
  new	
  residents	
  
and	
  daytime	
  visitors.	
  
	
  
Last,	
  community	
  benefits	
  are	
  inappropriately	
  used	
  as	
  criteria	
  for	
  choosing	
  a	
  preferred	
  alternative.	
  	
  Community	
  
benefits	
  as	
  described	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  are	
  an	
  inadequate	
  basis	
  for	
  long	
  range	
  planning	
  because	
  of	
  their	
  unknown	
  
quantity,	
  quality,	
  individual	
  negotiation	
  and	
  lack	
  of	
  enforcement.	
  	
  For	
  example,	
  Transportation	
  Demand	
  
Management	
  (TDM)	
  plans	
  have	
  been	
  in	
  effect	
  for	
  about	
  20	
  years,	
  yet	
  traffic	
  congestion	
  has	
  increased	
  on	
  freeway	
  
exits/entrances	
  and	
  city	
  streets.	
  	
  Community	
  benefits	
  of	
  privately	
  controlled	
  open	
  space	
  have	
  decreased	
  in	
  
downtown	
  due	
  to	
  ambiguous	
  contracts	
  and	
  lack	
  of	
  enforcement.	
  	
  CEQA	
  demands	
  measurable	
  criteria	
  for	
  
determining	
  impacts	
  and	
  choosing	
  among	
  alternatives,	
  using	
  community	
  benefits	
  is	
  not	
  just	
  questionable,	
  but	
  
wrong.	
  
	
  
	
  
PROJECT	
  DESCRIPTION	
  2.0:	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Some	
  “large	
  site”	
  projects,	
  which	
  are	
  a	
  significant	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan,	
  are	
  omitted	
  from	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  	
  
The	
  size,	
  mass,	
  and	
  impacts	
  of	
  three	
  of	
  the	
  largest	
  sites,	
  Sears,	
  the	
  new	
  Expo	
  Downtown	
  Station	
  adjacent	
  property	
  
and	
  the	
  Big	
  Blue	
  Bus	
  Yards	
  are	
  not	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR,	
  yet	
  the	
  traffic	
  mitigation	
  anticipated	
  by	
  adding	
  new	
  
through	
  streets	
  and	
  parking	
  is	
  included.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  cumulative	
  project	
  list	
  in	
  Appendix	
  H	
  is	
  flawed	
  as	
  it	
  lists	
  only	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  units	
  for	
  housing,	
  preventing	
  an	
  
objective	
  reader	
  from	
  determining	
  if	
  the	
  total	
  square	
  footage	
  studied	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  matches	
  the	
  Appendix	
  H	
  list.	
  	
  
Likewise,	
  no	
  project	
  list	
  for	
  the	
  additional	
  1.5	
  million	
  square	
  feet	
  difference	
  between	
  scenario	
  A	
  and	
  scenario	
  B	
  is	
  
included.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
AESTHETICS	
  AND	
  SHADE,	
  SHADOWS,	
  AND	
  SOLAR	
  ACCESS	
  3.3:	
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DEIR	
  states	
  that	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Downtown	
  is	
  a	
  “Transit	
  Area”	
  and	
  hence	
  limited	
  in	
  the	
  negative	
  impacts	
  that	
  can	
  be	
  
considered	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  (P.33-‐1).	
  	
  	
  Sun,	
  shade,	
  solar	
  access	
  and	
  aesthetics	
  are	
  thereby	
  considered	
  less	
  than	
  significant.	
  	
  
IN	
  FACT,	
  the	
  transit	
  area	
  is	
  limited	
  to	
  the	
  distance	
  of	
  ½	
  mile	
  from	
  transit.	
  	
  Since	
  the	
  Transit	
  station	
  is	
  located	
  on	
  the	
  
SE	
  edge	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  area,	
  around	
  20%	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  area	
  would	
  not	
  be	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  definition	
  of	
  the	
  
“Transit	
  Area”.	
  	
  A	
  map	
  showing	
  the	
  ½	
  mile	
  radius	
  specified	
  in	
  the	
  California	
  State	
  Definitions	
  of	
  “Transit	
  Area”	
  
should	
  appear	
  and	
  be	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  
	
  
	
  Specifically	
  this	
  would	
  include	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  area	
  on	
  either	
  side	
  of	
  Wilshire	
  Blvd.	
  	
  On	
  Lincoln	
  Blvd.,	
  the	
  first	
  block	
  NW	
  of	
  
Arizona	
  would	
  be	
  excluded	
  as	
  would	
  the	
  first	
  2	
  blocks	
  NW	
  of	
  Arizona	
  on	
  Ocean	
  Blvd.	
  	
  The	
  elimination	
  of	
  this	
  area	
  from	
  
the	
  DEIR	
  is	
  a	
  significant	
  omission	
  as	
  the	
  shading,	
  solar	
  access,	
  traffic	
  and	
  other	
  negative	
  impacts	
  by	
  California	
  Statue	
  
should	
  be	
  considered	
  in	
  these	
  areas.	
  	
  Additionally,	
  the	
  Wilshire	
  Corridor	
  with	
  close	
  proximity	
  to	
  the	
  residential	
  
neighborhoods	
  to	
  the	
  NW	
  has	
  be	
  designated	
  a	
  “Shade/shadow	
  sensitive	
  area	
  (Figure	
  3.3-‐3)	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  	
  The	
  negative	
  
impacts	
  on	
  these	
  areas	
  therefore	
  must	
  be	
  considered	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  mitigation	
  measures	
  necessary	
  to	
  
diminish	
  such	
  impacts.	
  	
  Currently	
  these	
  impacts	
  are	
  labeled	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  as	
  “not	
  required	
  and	
  less	
  than	
  significant”.	
  
(Section	
  3.3-‐1).	
  
	
  
In	
  Regional	
  Aesthetic	
  Setting	
  (Section	
  3.3-‐3)	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  is	
  located	
  in	
  a	
  fully	
  urbanized	
  area	
  and	
  is	
  
“surrounded	
  by	
  medium	
  and	
  higher	
  density	
  urban	
  development	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  to	
  the	
  north,	
  east	
  and	
  
south.”	
  	
  In	
  fact,	
  Downtown	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  is	
  bounded	
  on	
  the	
  north	
  by	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Canyon	
  with	
  low	
  density	
  
development	
  and	
  on	
  the	
  South	
  by	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  High	
  School,	
  the	
  Civic	
  Center	
  and	
  the	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Freeway,	
  none	
  of	
  
which	
  could	
  be	
  considered	
  “high	
  or	
  medium	
  density”.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  only	
  on	
  the	
  eastern	
  edge	
  where	
  the	
  City	
  boundaries	
  join	
  
Los	
  Angeles	
  that	
  the	
  City	
  could	
  be	
  considered	
  bounded	
  by	
  “dense	
  urban	
  development.	
  	
  Since	
  parks	
  and	
  beaches	
  bound	
  
it	
  to	
  the	
  West,	
  the	
  City	
  is	
  mostly	
  surrounded	
  by	
  low-‐density	
  development	
  or	
  parkland	
  on	
  three	
  sides,	
  hardly	
  in	
  the	
  
midst	
  of	
  a	
  “fully	
  urbanized	
  setting”.	
  
	
  
“The	
  key	
  to	
  the	
  success	
  of	
  downtown	
  is	
  its	
  aesthetic	
  character,	
  which	
  is	
  defined	
  by	
  a	
  rich	
  mix	
  of	
  modern	
  and	
  historic	
  
buildings…	
  ”	
  (page	
  3.3-‐13).	
  	
  	
  Since	
  Wilshire	
  Blvd.	
  is	
  outside	
  the	
  Transit	
  Zone,	
  the	
  preservation	
  of	
  the	
  aesthetics	
  and	
  
historic	
  character	
  of	
  these	
  buildings	
  cannot	
  be	
  ignored	
  in	
  the	
  recommendations	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  	
  In	
  the	
  same	
  
manner,	
  the	
  two	
  northwest	
  blocks	
  of	
  Ocean	
  Avenue	
  and	
  the	
  first	
  block	
  of	
  Lincoln	
  to	
  the	
  east	
  must	
  also	
  be	
  considered	
  
and	
  any	
  negative	
  aesthetic	
  impacts	
  mitigated	
  as	
  they	
  are	
  also	
  beyond	
  the	
  “Transit	
  Zone”.	
  	
  Lower	
  building	
  heights	
  in	
  
these	
  areas	
  should	
  be	
  required	
  to	
  protect	
  the	
  views,	
  sunlight	
  and	
  ocean	
  breezes	
  that	
  originate	
  from	
  the	
  west.	
  	
  Some	
  of	
  
these	
  factors	
  are	
  mentioned	
  but	
  no	
  remedial	
  action	
  has	
  been	
  recommended.	
  
	
  
It	
  is	
  stated	
  on	
  page	
  3.3.20	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  that:	
  “The	
  Downtown	
  is	
  classified	
  as	
  a	
  transit	
  priority	
  area	
  with	
  infill	
  residential,	
  
mixed	
  use,	
  residential	
  and	
  employment	
  center	
  development;	
  therefore	
  aesthetic	
  impacts	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  
Specific	
  Plan	
  are	
  considered	
  less	
  than	
  significant	
  and	
  analysis	
  of	
  such	
  impacts	
  is	
  not	
  required	
  by	
  CEQA.”	
  	
  For	
  the	
  
reasons	
  stated	
  above,	
  this	
  statement	
  is	
  only	
  partially	
  true	
  and	
  not	
  applicable	
  to	
  approximately	
  20%	
  of	
  the	
  downtown	
  
area.	
  	
  This	
  over	
  sight	
  needs	
  to	
  be	
  remedied.	
  
	
  
The	
  DEIR	
  states	
  the	
  specific	
  goals	
  of	
  the	
  LUCE	
  on	
  page	
  3.3-‐21	
  but	
  fails	
  to	
  support	
  such	
  recommendations	
  in	
  the	
  body	
  
of	
  the	
  text	
  where	
  they	
  conflict	
  with	
  the	
  necessities	
  of	
  a	
  Transit	
  Zone.	
  
	
  
Pending	
  the	
  adoption	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan,	
  an	
  interim	
  ordinance	
  was	
  created	
  that	
  stated	
  that	
  projects	
  over	
  
7,500	
  SF	
  in	
  the	
  downtown	
  would	
  continue	
  to	
  be	
  administratively	
  approved…	
  and	
  projects	
  over	
  32	
  feet	
  in	
  height	
  in	
  the	
  
Downtown	
  would	
  be	
  subject	
  to	
  a	
  Development	
  Agreement	
  (page	
  3.3-‐26).	
  	
  The	
  findings	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  are	
  based	
  on	
  these	
  
limitations.	
  	
  The	
  revised	
  Downtown	
  Community	
  Plan	
  (DCP)	
  has	
  changed	
  the	
  requirement	
  from	
  7,500	
  to	
  100,000	
  SF.	
  	
  
This	
  is	
  an	
  increase	
  of	
  over	
  13	
  times.	
  	
  The	
  allowable	
  heights	
  before	
  a	
  special	
  approval	
  is	
  required	
  are	
  being	
  increased	
  
from	
  32	
  feet	
  to	
  84’,	
  a	
  change	
  of	
  260%.	
  	
  These	
  changes	
  to	
  allowable	
  heights	
  will	
  have	
  a	
  significant	
  impact	
  on	
  the	
  
downtown	
  area	
  and	
  have	
  not	
  been	
  discussed	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  that	
  was	
  created	
  for	
  a	
  different	
  area	
  plan.	
  	
  As	
  discussed	
  
above,	
  a	
  significant	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  downtown	
  is	
  outside	
  the	
  “Transit	
  Area”	
  designation	
  and	
  must	
  consider	
  mitigating	
  
measures	
  for	
  loss	
  of	
  light,	
  aesthetics	
  etc.	
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NOTE:	
  	
  The	
  text	
  goes	
  on	
  to	
  cite	
  many	
  other	
  mitigating	
  measures	
  in	
  Chapter	
  9	
  of	
  the	
  Zoning	
  Ordinance	
  that	
  are	
  later	
  
referenced	
  as	
  reasons	
  that	
  the	
  negative	
  impacts	
  of	
  increased	
  development	
  will	
  be	
  minimized	
  (page	
  3.3-‐27).	
  	
  If	
  there	
  have	
  
been	
  any	
  changes	
  to	
  Chapter	
  9	
  of	
  the	
  new	
  Zoning	
  Ordinance,	
  these	
  should	
  be	
  noted	
  as	
  this	
  would	
  in	
  many	
  cases	
  invalidate	
  
the	
  argument	
  that	
  mitigating	
  measures	
  would	
  be	
  required.	
  	
  If	
  such	
  measures	
  have	
  been	
  omitted	
  from	
  the	
  new	
  DCP,	
  the	
  
EIR	
  should	
  reevaluate	
  its	
  statement	
  that	
  mitigating	
  measures	
  are	
  in	
  place.	
  
	
  
It	
  is	
  again	
  stated	
  on	
  page	
  3.3-‐28	
  that	
  the	
  entire	
  downtown	
  is	
  a	
  Transit	
  area	
  and	
  hence	
  exempt	
  from	
  mitigating	
  certain	
  
negative	
  impacts.	
  	
  	
  Despite	
  this,	
  several	
  negative	
  impacts	
  such	
  as	
  “protection	
  of	
  daylight	
  and	
  public	
  views	
  of	
  the	
  sky”	
  
are	
  identified	
  but	
  fail	
  to	
  be	
  addressed	
  since	
  they	
  are	
  not	
  typically	
  considered	
  under	
  CEQA.	
  	
  Another	
  issue	
  that	
  is	
  not	
  
addressed	
  are	
  the	
  potential	
  effects	
  on	
  air	
  circulation	
  between	
  the	
  Pacific	
  Ocean	
  and	
  adjacent	
  areas	
  of	
  Downtown	
  as	
  
well	
  as	
  the	
  potential	
  to	
  obstruct	
  large	
  areas	
  of	
  views	
  of	
  open	
  sky	
  (page	
  3.3-‐31).	
  	
  Since	
  a	
  portion	
  of	
  the	
  downtown	
  along	
  
Ocean	
  Avenue	
  to	
  the	
  NW	
  of	
  Arizona	
  outside	
  the	
  transit	
  zone,	
  this	
  omission	
  should	
  be	
  corrected.	
  
	
  
It	
  is	
  stated	
  on	
  page	
  3.3-‐31	
  that	
  “Public	
  Views	
  of	
  scenic	
  resources	
  from	
  public	
  viewing	
  areas	
  would	
  not	
  be	
  substantially	
  
affected	
  by	
  the	
  proposed	
  downtown	
  specific	
  plan.	
  “	
  Since	
  the	
  views	
  being	
  considered	
  under	
  the	
  DSP	
  would	
  be	
  
substantially	
  lower	
  than	
  those	
  in	
  the	
  revised	
  DCP,	
  this	
  statement	
  is	
  no	
  longer	
  valid.	
  	
  A	
  new	
  EIR	
  should	
  be	
  undertaken	
  
to	
  evaluate	
  the	
  increased	
  mass	
  and	
  building	
  heights	
  in	
  the	
  revised	
  DCP.	
  
	
  
NOTE:	
  	
  The	
  heights	
  mentioned	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  go	
  to	
  a	
  maximum	
  of	
  84’.	
  	
  They	
  do	
  not,	
  however,	
  account	
  for	
  the	
  allowed	
  
mass	
  allowed	
  under	
  the	
  DCP	
  without	
  review	
  -‐	
  up	
  to	
  100,000	
  SF.	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3.34	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  “proposed	
  DSP	
  includes	
  Development	
  Standards	
  requiring	
  access	
  to	
  light	
  and	
  air	
  as	
  
well	
  as	
  requirements	
  for	
  increased	
  building	
  setbacks.”	
  	
  	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3.36	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  DSP	
  “includes	
  design	
  guidelines	
  that	
  specifically	
  address	
  the	
  following	
  elements:	
  
building	
  orientation,	
  pedestrian	
  access,	
  encroachments	
  and	
  projections,	
  building	
  composition,	
  façade	
  articulation,	
  
architectural	
  lighting,	
  ground	
  floor	
  permeability,	
  private	
  open	
  space,	
  service	
  and	
  auxiliary	
  elements,	
  building	
  
frontages	
  access	
  to	
  light	
  and	
  air,	
  sidewalk	
  widths	
  and	
  design	
  of	
  special	
  building	
  types	
  including	
  theaters	
  and	
  parking	
  
structures”.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
It	
  is	
  not	
  discussed	
  that	
  changes	
  in	
  height	
  and	
  volume	
  of	
  new	
  buildings	
  allowed	
  under	
  the	
  new	
  DCP	
  will	
  have	
  an	
  
increase	
  in	
  square	
  footage	
  over	
  and	
  above	
  that	
  that	
  would	
  have	
  been	
  allowed	
  by	
  the	
  previous	
  DSP.	
  	
  That	
  being	
  the	
  
case,	
  the	
  occupancy	
  of	
  the	
  buildings	
  will	
  be	
  greater	
  and	
  hence	
  the	
  parking	
  requirements,	
  traffic	
  generation	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  
use	
  of	
  the	
  City’s	
  resources-‐	
  water,	
  electricity,	
  emergency	
  services,	
  schools	
  etc.	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3-‐37	
  it	
  states	
  the	
  maximum	
  building	
  height	
  under	
  the	
  proposed	
  DSP	
  would	
  be	
  60’	
  along	
  Lincoln,	
  6th	
  Street	
  
and	
  7th	
  Street.	
  	
  The	
  allowable	
  heights	
  along	
  5th	
  Street	
  would	
  be	
  76’.	
  	
  It	
  also	
  claims	
  that	
  sidewalks	
  would	
  be	
  widened	
  to	
  
from	
  15’	
  to	
  18’.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐38-‐39.	
  	
  The	
  DSP	
  claims	
  that	
  the	
  new	
  building	
  at	
  4th	
  and	
  Arizona	
  would	
  be	
  redeveloped	
  up	
  to	
  84’.	
  	
  It	
  also	
  
claims	
  that	
  the	
  new	
  building	
  will	
  provide	
  significant	
  open	
  space.	
  	
  The	
  most	
  recent	
  proposed	
  height	
  is	
  much	
  higher	
  and	
  
the	
  potential	
  impacts	
  of	
  a	
  higher	
  and	
  larger	
  building	
  were	
  not	
  evaluated.	
  	
  The	
  proposed	
  open	
  space	
  is	
  much	
  smaller	
  
than	
  suggested	
  and	
  occurs	
  on	
  multiple	
  levels	
  above	
  grade	
  where	
  it	
  will	
  be	
  more	
  difficult	
  for	
  the	
  public	
  to	
  access.	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐39	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  3rd	
  Street	
  Promenade	
  would	
  have	
  a	
  height	
  limit	
  of	
  60’.	
  	
  This	
  claim	
  should	
  be	
  verified	
  
as	
  it	
  applies	
  to	
  the	
  new	
  DCP.	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐40	
  the	
  DEIR	
  claims	
  that	
  the	
  buildings	
  along	
  Wilshire	
  Blvd.	
  would	
  have	
  a	
  maximum	
  height	
  of	
  50’.	
  	
  These	
  
building	
  would	
  be	
  designed	
  to	
  minimize	
  the	
  impact	
  to	
  the	
  residential	
  buildings	
  to	
  the	
  NW.	
  	
  It	
  also	
  discusses	
  a	
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widening	
  of	
  the	
  sidewalks	
  to	
  25’	
  from	
  3rd	
  Street	
  to	
  Ocean	
  Ave.	
  with	
  increased	
  landscaping.	
  	
  This	
  claim	
  should	
  be	
  
verified	
  as	
  it	
  applies	
  to	
  the	
  new	
  DCP.	
  
	
  
On	
  the	
  same	
  page	
  (3.3-‐39)	
  it	
  mentions	
  two	
  large	
  project	
  sites	
  along	
  Ocean	
  Avenue	
  that	
  would	
  have	
  a	
  maximum	
  
permitted	
  building	
  height	
  of	
  84’	
  if	
  significant	
  community	
  benefits	
  are	
  provided.	
  	
  If	
  this	
  is	
  in	
  reference	
  to	
  the	
  Gehry	
  
Project,	
  the	
  current	
  proposed	
  heights	
  would	
  be	
  much	
  more.	
  	
  The	
  impact	
  of	
  these	
  increased	
  heights	
  is	
  not	
  mentioned	
  
or	
  addressed	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  mentioned	
  again	
  on	
  page	
  3.3-‐46	
  and	
  3.3-‐47.	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3-‐41	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  relative	
  composition	
  of	
  the	
  buildings	
  in	
  the	
  downtown	
  area	
  is	
  likely	
  to	
  change	
  
substantially	
  by	
  the	
  plan’s	
  sunset	
  date	
  of	
  2030.	
  	
  It	
  does	
  not	
  address	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  the	
  increased	
  allowable	
  mass	
  and	
  
height,	
  as	
  allowed	
  under	
  the	
  new	
  DCP,	
  will	
  raise	
  the	
  value	
  of	
  all	
  building	
  sites	
  in	
  the	
  plan	
  area.	
  	
  The	
  effect	
  will	
  be	
  an	
  
increased	
  likelihood	
  that	
  many	
  existing	
  buildings	
  will	
  be	
  demolished	
  and	
  replaced	
  without	
  special	
  review	
  as	
  proposed	
  
in	
  the	
  new	
  DCP	
  for	
  projects	
  under	
  100,000	
  -‐	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  available	
  building	
  sites	
  in	
  the	
  downtown	
  area.	
  	
  It	
  claims	
  that	
  
these	
  changes	
  will	
  not	
  degrade	
  the	
  visual	
  character	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown…..	
  under	
  DCP	
  this	
  is	
  increasing	
  likely	
  to	
  occur.	
  	
  	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3-‐41	
  The	
  DEIR	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  ARB	
  would	
  insure	
  that	
  new	
  buildings	
  would	
  maintain	
  and	
  enhance	
  existing	
  
character	
  as	
  outlined	
  in	
  the	
  DSP.	
  	
  NOTE:	
  	
  It	
  is	
  my	
  understanding	
  that	
  the	
  current	
  ARB	
  has	
  more	
  limited	
  jurisdiction	
  
over	
  new	
  projects	
  being	
  limited	
  to	
  only	
  discuss	
  material	
  and	
  colors.	
  This	
  DEIR	
  assumes	
  that	
  the	
  ARB	
  is	
  a	
  “backstop”	
  
for	
  the	
  loss	
  of	
  character	
  in	
  the	
  downtown	
  area	
  along	
  with	
  the	
  84’	
  height	
  limit.	
  	
  I	
  believe	
  that	
  this	
  is	
  no	
  longer	
  the	
  case.	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3-‐42	
  the	
  potential	
  loss	
  of	
  character	
  in	
  the	
  downtown	
  area	
  is	
  discussed.	
  	
  It	
  states	
  that	
  while	
  there	
  would	
  be	
  a	
  
reduction	
  of	
  public	
  open	
  sky	
  views	
  resulting	
  in	
  a	
  loss	
  of	
  light	
  and	
  air.	
  	
  Perhaps	
  these	
  ramifications	
  were	
  not	
  addressed	
  
in	
  more	
  detail	
  under	
  the	
  assumption	
  that	
  the	
  downtown	
  area	
  is	
  a	
  Transit	
  Zone	
  and	
  such	
  changes	
  are	
  not	
  considered	
  in	
  
such	
  circumstances.	
  	
  As	
  discussed	
  earlier,	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  always	
  the	
  case	
  at	
  the	
  downtown	
  areas’	
  boundaries.	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3-‐3-‐47	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  since	
  the	
  new	
  buildings	
  proposed	
  along	
  Ocean	
  Avenue	
  would	
  be	
  limited	
  to	
  50	
  feet	
  
this	
  would	
  be	
  a	
  	
  “modest”	
  changes	
  from	
  what	
  is	
  there	
  now.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  no	
  longer	
  the	
  case.	
  	
  On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐49	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  
site	
  at	
  4th	
  and	
  Arizona	
  would	
  be	
  developed	
  to	
  only	
  84’	
  with	
  a	
  large	
  public	
  square.	
  	
  Both	
  of	
  these	
  assumptions	
  are	
  no	
  
longer	
  valid.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐50	
  new	
  building	
  heights	
  are	
  set	
  at	
  a	
  maximum	
  of	
  50’	
  with	
  the	
  exception	
  of	
  the	
  Miramar	
  site	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  
allowed	
  to	
  build	
  over	
  84’	
  with	
  a	
  separate	
  EIR.	
  	
  Using	
  these	
  assumptions,	
  it	
  assumed	
  that	
  the	
  additional	
  heights	
  would	
  
not	
  be	
  out	
  of	
  place	
  with	
  the	
  existing	
  urban	
  fabric.	
  	
  In	
  fact,	
  the	
  proposed	
  heights	
  are	
  much	
  greater	
  AND	
  since	
  some	
  of	
  
this	
  area	
  is	
  outside	
  the	
  “Transit	
  District”	
  along	
  Ocean	
  Ave.,	
  the	
  issues	
  of	
  light,	
  air,	
  view,	
  traffic	
  etc.	
  would	
  have	
  to	
  be	
  
taken	
  into	
  account.	
  	
  The	
  DEIR	
  fails	
  to	
  do	
  this.	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3-‐54	
  it	
  is	
  stated	
  again	
  that	
  the	
  changes	
  under	
  the	
  DSP	
  would	
  change	
  the	
  character	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  but	
  these	
  
changes	
  are	
  judged	
  to	
  be	
  insignificant	
  and	
  irrelevant	
  since	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  Transit	
  Priority	
  Area	
  and	
  potential	
  aesthetic	
  impacts	
  
including	
  shade,	
  shadows,	
  and	
  solar	
  access	
  are	
  not	
  considered	
  significant	
  impacts	
  to	
  the	
  environment.	
  
	
  
On	
  pages	
  3.3-‐55	
  and	
  3.3-‐57	
  Environmental	
  Setting,	
  Shade	
  and	
  Shadows	
  and	
  Solar	
  Access	
  are	
  discussed.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  
interesting	
  to	
  note	
  that	
  all	
  references	
  to	
  compass	
  points	
  are	
  either	
  N,S,E,	
  or	
  W	
  rather	
  than	
  NW,	
  SE,	
  	
  NW	
  and	
  SW	
  that	
  
are	
  the	
  actual	
  orientations	
  of	
  our	
  City	
  whose	
  grid	
  is	
  on	
  a	
  =/-‐45	
  degree	
  bias.	
  	
  In	
  the	
  DDEIR,	
  it	
  is	
  stated	
  that	
  the	
  streets	
  
run	
  in	
  an	
  east-‐west	
  direction	
  (page	
  3.3-‐57)	
  rather	
  than	
  SW	
  and	
  NE.	
  	
  Although	
  this	
  discrepancy	
  may	
  seem	
  insignificant,	
  
it	
  could	
  make	
  a	
  big	
  difference-‐	
  possibly	
  up	
  to	
  90	
  degrees	
  if	
  South	
  were	
  to	
  refer	
  to	
  both	
  SW	
  and	
  SE,	
  for	
  example.	
  
	
  
In	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  the	
  Pacific	
  Ocean	
  and	
  the	
  afternoon	
  sun	
  will	
  come	
  from	
  the	
  SW.	
  	
  	
  Since	
  it	
  is	
  at	
  a	
  lower	
  angle	
  at	
  this	
  
time	
  of	
  day,	
  the	
  effect	
  of	
  the	
  shading	
  on	
  the	
  promenade	
  and	
  other	
  parallel	
  streets	
  will	
  be	
  greater	
  than	
  if	
  the	
  streets	
  
were	
  oriented	
  North-‐South.	
  	
  This	
  fact	
  is	
  not	
  discussed	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  has	
  solar	
  access	
  issues	
  that	
  are	
  
perhaps	
  unique	
  along	
  the	
  southern	
  California	
  coast	
  that	
  mostly	
  orients	
  to	
  the	
  west	
  where	
  and	
  the	
  streets	
  parallel	
  to	
  
the	
  coast	
  run	
  in	
  a	
  north/south	
  direction	
  resulting	
  in	
  sunlight	
  on	
  both	
  sides	
  of	
  the	
  street	
  sometime	
  during	
  the	
  day.	
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This	
  is	
  not	
  always	
  the	
  case	
  in	
  Santa	
  Monica.	
  	
  The	
  Promenade,	
  for	
  example,	
  will	
  receive	
  sun	
  primarily	
  on	
  the	
  NE	
  side	
  of	
  
the	
  street	
  during	
  winter.	
  
	
  
In	
  the	
  case	
  of	
  Wilshire	
  Blvd.,	
  that	
  is	
  adjacent	
  to	
  multi-‐residential	
  housing	
  on	
  its	
  NW	
  side,	
  much	
  of	
  the	
  morning	
  light	
  
from	
  the	
  southeast	
  will	
  be	
  blocked.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  particularly	
  the	
  case	
  during	
  the	
  winter	
  months	
  during	
  the	
  morning	
  hours	
  
when	
  the	
  sun	
  is	
  at	
  its	
  lowest	
  and	
  sunlight	
  most	
  important.	
  	
  Since	
  Wilshire	
  Blvd	
  is	
  outside	
  the	
  Transit	
  District,	
  the	
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  shading	
  effects	
  from	
  60’	
  or	
  higher	
  must	
  be	
  taken	
  into	
  account	
  and	
  properly	
  addressed	
  in	
  the	
  EIR.	
  	
  Mitigation	
  
measures	
  are	
  not	
  addressed	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  	
  It	
  should	
  have	
  been	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  it	
  has	
  been	
  designated	
  as	
  a	
  
“sensitive	
  area“.	
  
	
  
Another	
  area	
  that	
  will	
  be	
  negatively	
  impacted	
  by	
  shading	
  is	
  along	
  NE	
  side	
  of	
  Lincoln	
  Blvd.	
  that,	
  at	
  its	
  NW	
  end,	
  is	
  also	
  
outside	
  the	
  Transit	
  District.	
  	
  This	
  area	
  has	
  also	
  been	
  designated	
  as	
  a	
  “sensitive	
  area”	
  due	
  to	
  the	
  high	
  buildings	
  (60’)	
  
along	
  the	
  SW	
  side	
  of	
  the	
  street.	
  	
  These	
  structures	
  will	
  block	
  afternoon	
  light	
  during	
  the	
  winter	
  months	
  to	
  the	
  lower	
  
stories	
  on	
  Lincoln’s	
  SE	
  side.	
  	
  No	
  mitigation	
  measures	
  have	
  been	
  proposed.	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐57	
  the	
  DEIR	
  states:	
  “Reduced	
  setbacks,	
  “step	
  backs”	
  and	
  other	
  design	
  features	
  can	
  be	
  successful	
  in	
  
MM-21 limiting	
  shadows	
  cast	
  by	
  taller	
  buildings.”	
  	
  In	
  fact,	
  “reduced	
  setbacks	
  usually	
  result	
  in	
  an	
  INCREASE	
  in	
  shading	
  
between	
  taller	
  structures	
  rather	
  than	
  a	
  decrease	
  as	
  stated.	
  	
  Was	
  this	
  a	
  “typo”	
  or	
  a	
  misinterpretation	
  of	
  the	
  facts?	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐60	
  several	
  policies	
  in	
  the	
  LUCE	
  that	
  address	
  solar	
  access	
  are	
  listed.	
  	
  Are	
  these	
  measures	
  enforceable	
  in	
  the	
  
MM-22 Downtown	
  area,	
  particularly	
  those	
  areas	
  that	
  lie	
  outside	
  the	
  Transit	
  Zones?	
  
	
  
Page	
  3.3-‐61	
  has	
  a	
  section	
  entitled	
  “Thresholds	
  for	
  Determining	
  Significance”	
  that	
  again	
  states	
  that	
  solar	
  access	
  issues	
  
are	
  not	
  being	
  address	
  because	
  the	
  entire	
  downtown	
  area	
  is	
  a	
  “transit	
  priority	
  area”.	
  	
  As	
  has	
  already	
  been	
  addressed	
  
numerous	
  times,	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  always	
  the	
  case.	
  
	
  
MM-23
Page	
  3.3-‐62	
  states	
  that:	
  “Application	
  of	
  the	
  DSP’s	
  development	
  and	
  design	
  standards	
  would	
  minimize	
  shadow	
  effects	
  
of	
  new	
  buildings	
  and	
  maximize	
  access	
  to	
  light	
  and	
  air.	
  	
  Existing	
  nearby	
  shadow	
  sensitive	
  uses	
  could	
  experience	
  some	
  
shading	
  due	
  to	
  the	
  Downtown’s	
  compact,	
  urban	
  environment	
  and	
  prevalence	
  of	
  shadow	
  sensitive	
  areas.”	
  	
  	
  Having	
  said	
  
that,	
  no	
  explanation	
  of	
  mitigating	
  measures	
  is	
  discussed,	
  particularly	
  in	
  those	
  areas	
  outside	
  the	
  Transit	
  Zone.	
  
	
  
On	
  page	
  3.3-‐63	
  it	
  states	
  that	
  “The	
  size,	
  massing	
  and	
  scale	
  of	
  buildings	
  would	
  be	
  increased	
  under	
  Scenario	
  A	
  than	
  
under	
  Scenario	
  B	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  DSP.	
  	
  Scenario	
  B	
  includes	
  the	
  incorporation	
  of	
  specific	
  design	
  standards,	
  such	
  as	
  
MM-24 building	
  frontage	
  standards,	
  which	
  would	
  reduce	
  shadow	
  effects	
  and	
  maximize	
  access	
  to	
  light	
  and	
  air.”	
  	
  WHAT	
  ARE	
  
THESE	
  TWO	
  SCENARIOS	
  AND	
  WHICH	
  WILL	
  TAKE	
  PRECEDENT?	
  ARE	
  THEIR	
  MITIGATION	
  MEASURES	
  THAT	
  HAVE	
  
BEEN	
  CODIFIED	
  AND	
  ARE	
  ENFORCEABLE	
  IN	
  EITHER	
  SCENARIO?	
  
	
  
On	
  the	
  same	
  page,	
  it	
  claims	
  that	
  the	
  detrimental	
  effects	
  of	
  shading	
  cannot	
  be	
  known	
  at	
  this	
  time	
  because	
  the	
  exact	
  
MM-25 location	
  of	
  the	
  new,	
  higher	
  structures	
  is	
  not	
  known.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  no	
  longer	
  the	
  case	
  and,	
  as	
  such,	
  this	
  issue	
  can	
  and	
  should	
  
be	
  addressed.	
  
	
  
On	
  Page	
  3.3-‐64	
  in	
  the	
  concluding	
  remarks,	
  it	
  states:	
  “As	
  a	
  result	
  of	
  focusing	
  land	
  use	
  changes	
  within	
  the	
  Downtown	
  
and	
  the	
  transit	
  locations	
  and	
  away	
  from	
  neighborhood	
  areas,	
  the	
  proposed	
  DSP	
  plan	
  would	
  limit	
  or	
  avoid	
  shadow	
  
effects	
  on	
  the	
  City’s	
  established	
  neighborhoods.”	
  	
  This	
  would	
  not	
  be	
  the	
  case	
  for	
  either	
  the	
  neighborhoods	
  to	
  the	
  NW	
  
of	
  Wilshire	
  or	
  NE	
  of	
  Lincoln.	
  	
  Their	
  conclusion	
  is:	
  “While	
  new	
  shade	
  and	
  shadow	
  effects	
  would	
  occur	
  within	
  the	
  
MM-26 Downtown…..	
  Overall	
  shade	
  and	
  shadow	
  effects	
  would	
  remain	
  largely	
  unchanged	
  throughout	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  City.”	
  	
  	
  It	
  
goes	
  on	
  to	
  say	
  that	
  since	
  the	
  entire	
  downtown	
  is	
  a	
  Transit	
  District,	
  “aesthetic	
  impacts	
  including	
  shade,	
  shadows,	
  and	
  
solar	
  access	
  effects	
  are	
  not	
  considered	
  significant	
  impacts	
  on	
  the	
  environment.”	
  	
  There	
  are	
  several	
  assumptions	
  
required	
  to	
  support	
  this	
  statement	
  many	
  of	
  which	
  are	
  questionable	
  as	
  explained	
  earlier	
  in	
  the	
  text.	
  
The	
  next	
  section,	
  entitled	
  “3.13.3	
  Impact	
  Assessment	
  Methodology,”	
  addresses	
  the	
  issue	
  areas	
  of	
  Aesthetics	
  and	
  
Shade,	
  Shadows,	
  and	
  Solar	
  Access;	
  Land	
  Use	
  and	
  Planning;	
  and	
  Transportation	
  and	
  Circulation	
  which	
  are	
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discussed	
  further	
  in	
  Section	
  3.3,	
  3.12,	
  and	
  3.18,	
  respectively.	
  It	
  addresses	
  some	
  concerns	
  related	
  to	
  these	
  three	
  
categories,	
  for	
  example:	
  
● Building	
  height	
  restrictions	
  as	
  related	
  to	
  shade	
  and	
  shadows	
  (3.13-‐12,	
  lines	
  4-‐6;	
  15-‐17)	
  
● Aesthetics:	
  landscaping,	
  ground	
  floor	
  visuals,	
  open	
  space	
  (3.13,	
  lines	
  10-‐12)	
  
	
  

Conclusions	
  

The	
  categories	
  of	
  “Quality	
  of	
  Life”	
  used	
  to	
  assess	
  the	
  impact	
  on	
  surrounding	
  neighborhoods	
  may	
  be	
  too	
  narrow	
  
to	
  sufficiently	
  consider	
  all	
  impacts.	
  For	
  example,	
  the	
  impact	
  assessment	
  methodology	
  does	
  not	
  address	
  impacts	
  
related	
  to	
  increased	
  crime/decreased	
  safety;	
  air	
  quality;	
  loss	
  of	
  small	
  businesses	
  due	
  to	
  the	
  support	
  of	
  3rd	
  St.	
  
Promenade	
  businesses.	
  
Bike	
  traffic,	
  specifically	
  along	
  the	
  Broadway	
  bike	
  path,	
  is	
  not	
  considered.	
  	
  Vehicular	
  traffic	
  is	
  said	
  to	
  potentially	
  
increase,	
  however	
  effects	
  would	
  still	
  be	
  “less	
  than	
  significant.”	
  This	
  seems	
  to	
  be	
  an	
  oversimplification,	
  as	
  it	
  is	
  
likely	
  that	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  traffic	
  will,	
  in	
  fact,	
  be	
  redirected	
  into	
  surrounding	
  neighborhoods.	
  
An	
  insufficient	
  definition	
  of	
  “less	
  than	
  significant	
  impact”	
  makes	
  it	
  difficult	
  to	
  evaluate	
  the	
  true	
  effects	
  of	
  the	
  
DSP	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  impact	
  assessments	
  that	
  have	
  been	
  done.	
  

Questions	
  

-‐What	
  exactly	
  does	
  “less	
  than	
  significant”	
  mean?	
  

-‐Where	
  do	
  "potential	
  increases	
  in	
  traffic"	
  go	
  if	
  not	
  into	
  surrounding	
  areas,	
  which	
  in	
  many	
  cases	
  are	
  
residential?	
  (3.13.-‐13)	
  

-‐"Intersections	
  located	
  within	
  the	
  existing	
  adjacent	
  neighborhoods"..."would	
  be	
  less	
  than	
  significant".	
  	
  Again,	
  
what	
  is	
  "less	
  than	
  significant"	
  and	
  how	
  can	
  this	
  be?	
  If	
  traffic	
  from	
  DT	
  is	
  redirected,	
  how	
  can	
  this	
  not	
  impact	
  
traffic	
  in	
  the	
  immediately	
  adjacent	
  neighborhoods	
  and	
  therefore	
  the	
  intersections	
  therein?	
  (3.13-‐14)	
  

	
  
CULTURAL	
  RESOURCES	
  3.7:	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  Downtown	
  has	
  a	
  rich	
  history,	
  as	
  evidenced	
  by	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  historical	
  or	
  architecturally	
  significant	
  buildings	
  
within	
  its	
  boundaries.	
  Recognizing	
  the	
  important	
  role	
  that	
  historic	
  resources	
  will	
  continue	
  to	
  play	
  in	
  Downtown’s	
  
evolution,	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  establishes	
  policies	
  and	
  standards	
  to	
  preserve	
  and	
  enhance	
  the	
  
Downtown’s	
  historical	
  resources.	
  The	
  standards	
  would	
  provide	
  greater	
  protection	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown’s	
  historic	
  
resources	
  by	
  ensuring	
  that	
  new	
  development	
  and	
  alterations	
  on	
  properties	
  are	
  done	
  in	
  a	
  compatible	
  manner	
  that	
  
meets	
  the	
  Secretary	
  of	
  the	
  Interior’s	
  Standards	
  for	
  the	
  Treatment	
  of	
  Historic	
  Properties	
  (36	
  Code	
  of	
  Federal	
  
Regulations	
  and/or	
  the	
  Secretary	
  of	
  the	
  Interior’s	
  Standards	
  for	
  the	
  Rehabilitation	
  of	
  Historic	
  Properties).	
  
MM-29 	
  	
  
1.	
  Observation:	
  	
  The	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  encourages	
  the	
  creation	
  of	
  a	
  dedicated	
  Historic	
  
Preservation	
  funding	
  source	
  through	
  negotiated	
  DAs	
  that	
  can	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  maintain	
  and	
  enhance	
  its	
  historic	
  
resources.	
  The	
  fund	
  may	
  be	
  used	
  for:	
  1)	
  purchasing	
  plaques	
  for	
  historic	
  landmarks;	
  2)	
  installations	
  in	
  the	
  public	
  
right	
  of	
  way	
  that	
  promote	
  education	
  and	
  awareness	
  of	
  Downtown’s	
  history;	
  3)	
  the	
  identification	
  and	
  protection	
  of	
  
historic	
  resources,	
  including	
  preparation	
  of	
  historic	
  assessments	
  and	
  surveys;	
  4)	
  for	
  public	
  education	
  on	
  cultural	
  
resources;	
  5)	
  purchase	
  and	
  installation	
  of	
  street	
  furniture	
  and	
  other	
  fixtures	
  in	
  the	
  public	
  realm	
  that	
  match	
  
historic	
  elements	
  and	
  would	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  character	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  area;	
  or	
  6)	
  other-‐related	
  Historic	
  
Preservation	
  related	
  	
  purpose.	
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Question/Clarification:	
  As	
  the	
  Planning	
  Commission	
  reviews	
  the	
  DCP,	
  there	
  is	
  an	
  effort	
  to	
  do	
  away	
  with	
  
Development	
  Agreements	
  on	
  all	
  properties	
  except	
  Opportunity	
  Sites	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  area.	
  If	
  the	
  City	
  does	
  away	
  
with	
  Development	
  Agreements,	
  under	
  the	
  DCP	
  the	
  funding	
  source	
  goes	
  away.	
  
	
  	
  
Conclusion:	
  As	
  far	
  as	
  the	
  general	
  public	
  is	
  concerned,	
  Historic	
  Preservation	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  top	
  community	
  benefit.	
  The	
  
City	
  should	
  look	
  into	
  other	
  sources	
  of	
  funding	
  for	
  Historic	
  Preservation.	
  
	
  	
  
2.	
  Observation:	
  	
  The	
  2014	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  and	
  Environmental	
  Impact	
  Report	
  designate	
  the	
  Third	
  Street	
  
Promenade	
  as	
  a	
  Conservation	
  Zone	
  to	
  preserve	
  its	
  character	
  as	
  a	
  valued	
  community	
  and	
  historic	
  center	
  of	
  
Downtown	
  activity.	
  
	
  	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  The	
  revised	
  2016	
  Downtown	
  Community	
  Plan	
  makes	
  no	
  mention	
  of	
  the	
  Third	
  Street	
  
Promenade	
  as	
  a	
  Conservation	
  Zone.	
  
	
  	
  
Conclusion:	
  The	
  Third	
  Street	
  Promenade	
  is	
  world-‐renowned	
  for	
  its	
  architectural	
  style.	
  	
  As	
  stated	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  and	
  
DEIR,	
  the	
  Third	
  Street	
  Promenade	
  should	
  be	
  designated	
  as	
  a	
  Conservation	
  Zone.	
  This	
  needs	
  to	
  be	
  added	
  to	
  the	
  
DCP.	
  (Due	
  to	
  a	
  loss	
  of	
  historic	
  integrity	
  since	
  it	
  was	
  delineated	
  in	
  1985,	
  the	
  Third	
  Street	
  Promenade/Santa	
  Monica	
  
Mall	
  District	
  was	
  found	
  no	
  longer	
  eligible	
  in	
  1996	
  for	
  the	
  National	
  Register,	
  California	
  Register,	
  or	
  local	
  
designation	
  and	
  was	
  dissolved.	
  	
  Remaining	
  significant	
  properties	
  within	
  the	
  original	
  Third	
  Street	
  Promenade	
  
District	
  boundaries	
  are	
  now	
  considered	
  contributors	
  to	
  a	
  potential	
  historic	
  district,	
  the	
  potential	
  Central	
  Business	
  
District.)	
  
	
  	
  
3.	
  Observation:	
  	
  The	
  2014	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  and	
  Environmental	
  Impact	
  Report	
  notes	
  that	
  demolition	
  
permits	
  for	
  structures	
  over	
  40	
  years	
  of	
  age	
  cannot	
  be	
  approved	
  until	
  the	
  Landmark	
  Commission	
  has	
  reviewed	
  the	
  
proposed	
  demolition.	
  The	
  purpose	
  of	
  the	
  Landmarks	
  Commission‘s	
  review	
  of	
  these	
  demolition	
  permits	
  is	
  to	
  allow	
  
for	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  determine	
  whether	
  these	
  properties	
  qualify	
  as	
  a	
  historic	
  resource	
  under	
  the	
  City’s	
  
Landmarks	
  Ordinance.	
  The	
  ordinance	
  provides	
  a	
  period	
  of	
  75	
  days	
  during	
  which	
  an	
  application	
  for	
  the	
  
designation	
  of	
  the	
  structure	
  as	
  a	
  Landmark,	
  historic	
  district,	
  or	
  structure	
  of	
  merit	
  may	
  be	
  filed.	
  Any	
  person,	
  
including	
  the	
  Landmarks	
  Commission,	
  can	
  file	
  an	
  application	
  initiating	
  review	
  under	
  the	
  Landmarks	
  Ordinance.	
  If	
  
no	
  application	
  for	
  designation	
  is	
  filed,	
  the	
  demolition	
  may	
  proceed	
  subject	
  to	
  all	
  other	
  legal	
  requirements.	
  
However,	
  if	
  an	
  application	
  for	
  designation	
  is	
  filed,	
  the	
  structure	
  is	
  then	
  subject	
  to	
  the	
  designation	
  procedures	
  of	
  
the	
  City’s	
  Landmarks	
  and	
  Historic	
  Districts	
  Ordinance.	
  
	
  	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  The	
  2016	
  Downtown	
  Community	
  Plan	
  does	
  not	
  mention	
  that	
  demolition	
  permits	
  for	
  
structures	
  over	
  40	
  years	
  of	
  age	
  cannot	
  be	
  approved	
  until	
  the	
  Landmark	
  Commission	
  has	
  reviewed	
  the	
  proposed	
  
demolition.	
  
	
  	
  
Conclusion:	
  It	
  should	
  be	
  added	
  to	
  the	
  DCP	
  that	
  demolition	
  permits	
  for	
  structures	
  over	
  40	
  years	
  of	
  age	
  cannot	
  be	
  
approved	
  until	
  the	
  Landmark	
  Commission	
  has	
  reviewed	
  the	
  proposed	
  demolition.	
  
	
  
GEOLOGY	
  AND	
  SOILS	
  3.9:	
  

In	
  the	
  section	
  Soils	
  and	
  Geology,	
  the	
  DTSP	
  DEIR	
  analyzed	
  whether	
  the	
  project	
  expose	
  people	
  or	
  structures	
  to	
  
potential	
  substantial	
  adverse	
  effects,	
  including	
  the	
  risk	
  of	
  loss,	
  injury	
  or	
  death	
  from	
  rupture	
  of	
  a	
  known	
  
earthquake	
  fault	
  as	
  shown	
  in	
  the	
  most	
  recent	
  Alquist-‐Priolo	
  Earthquake	
  Fault	
  Zoning	
  Map.	
  Downtown	
  Santa	
  
MM-32
Monica	
  is	
  located	
  within	
  the	
  seismically	
  active	
  region	
  of	
  Southern	
  California	
  (e.g.,	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Fault,	
  Newport-‐
Inglewood	
  Fault,	
  San	
  Andreas	
  31	
  Fault,	
  or	
  the	
  Northridge	
  Fault).	
  
The	
  DEIR	
  analyzed	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  development	
  projects	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  area	
  in	
  the	
  following	
  areas:	
  expose	
  
people	
  or	
  structures	
  to	
  potential	
  substantial	
  adverse	
  effects,	
  including	
  the	
  risk	
  of	
  loss,	
  injury	
  or	
  death	
  from	
  
seismic-‐related	
  ground	
  failure,	
  including	
  liquefaction,	
  strong	
  seismic	
  ground	
  shaking,	
  rupture	
  of	
  a	
  known	
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earthquake	
  fault	
  as	
  delineated	
  on	
  the	
  most	
  recent	
  Alquist-‐Priolo	
  Earthquake	
  Fault	
  Zoning	
  Map	
  issued	
  by	
  the	
  state	
  
Geologist	
  for	
  the	
  area	
  or	
  based	
  on	
  other	
  substantial	
  evidence	
  of	
  a	
  known	
  fault;	
  Would	
  the	
  projects	
  be	
  located	
  on	
  a	
  
geologic	
  unit	
  or	
  soil	
  that	
  is	
  unstable,	
  or	
  that	
  would	
  become	
  unstable	
  as	
  a	
  result	
  of	
  the	
  project,	
  and	
  potentially	
  
result	
  in	
  onsite	
  or	
  offsite	
  landslide,	
  lateral	
  spreading,	
  subsidence,	
  liquefaction	
  or	
  collapse.	
  	
  

According	
  to	
  the	
  DEIR,	
  projects	
  that	
  are	
  in	
  compliance	
  with	
  the	
  SMBC,	
  CBC,	
  and	
  adherence	
  to	
  the	
  design	
  
recommendations	
  detailed	
  in	
  site-‐specific	
  geotechnical	
  studies	
  would	
  reduce	
  potential	
  impacts	
  related	
  to	
  unstable	
  
soils	
  to	
  less	
  than	
  significant.	
  Also	
  project	
  must	
  be	
  in	
  adherence	
  to	
  existing	
  State	
  and	
  local	
  regulations	
  that	
  address	
  
soil	
  erosion,	
  impacts	
  potentially	
  resulting	
  from	
  erosion	
  or	
  loss	
  of	
  topsoil	
  would	
  be	
  less	
  than	
  significant.	
  	
  
Liquefaction	
  

Land	
  use	
  changes	
  anticipated	
  to	
  occur	
  under	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  involve	
  the	
  
construction	
  of	
  new	
  multi-‐story	
  buildings,	
  many	
  with	
  subterranean	
  parking	
  structures.	
  Downtown	
  properties	
  
located	
  approximately	
  between	
  4Street	
  and	
  Ocean	
  Avenue,	
  are	
  identified	
  in	
  the	
  City’s	
  Safety	
  Element	
  as	
  having	
  
low	
  liquefaction	
  risk.	
  The	
  immediate	
  vicinity	
  of	
  Ocean	
  Avenue	
  and	
  Colorado	
  Boulevard,	
  including	
  the	
  Wyndham	
  
MM-32 large	
  site,	
  is	
  identified	
  as	
  having	
  medium	
  liquefaction	
  risk	
  (refer	
  to	
  Figure	
  3.9-‐1).	
  The	
  geologic	
  hazards,	
  including	
  
Contd.
liquefaction	
  hazards,	
  posed	
  at	
  any	
  given	
  development	
  site	
  within	
  the	
  Downtown	
  are	
  dependent	
  upon	
  the	
  type	
  of	
  
foundation,	
  the	
  structural	
  design	
  of	
  the	
  building,	
  and	
  the	
  as-‐graded	
  compaction	
  and	
  stability	
  of	
  the	
  soil	
  on	
  which	
  a	
  
particular	
  structure	
  was	
  built.	
  Seismic	
  settlement	
  would	
  develop	
  if	
  liquefaction	
  or	
  subsidence	
  of	
  the	
  underlying	
  
saturated	
  subsurface	
  soils	
  were	
  to	
  occur	
  during	
  a	
  seismic	
  event.	
  As	
  previously	
  discussed,	
  while	
  the	
  risk	
  for	
  
differential	
  settlement	
  is	
  low	
  to	
  moderate	
  throughout	
  the	
  Downtown,	
  individual	
  projects	
  may	
  encounter	
  
increased	
  expansion	
  potential	
  related	
  to	
  soil	
  compaction	
  levels	
  based	
  on	
  site-‐specific	
  soil	
  conditions	
  and	
  testing	
  
results.	
  	
  
Questions:	
  

	
  

1. The	
  City	
  is	
  located	
  within	
  an	
  area	
  of	
  potential	
  subsidence	
  associated	
  with	
  past	
  withdrawal	
  of	
  groundwater,	
  
oil	
  production,	
  or	
  former	
  clay	
  mining	
  activities.	
  How	
  will	
  subsidence	
  be	
  addressed	
  in	
  the	
  construction	
  
phase	
  of	
  a	
  project?	
  
2. With	
  fracking	
  actively	
  taking	
  place	
  in	
  Culver	
  City	
  and	
  Inglewood,	
  there	
  may	
  be	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  earthquakes.	
  
How	
  does	
  the	
  frequency	
  of	
  earthquakes	
  in	
  combination	
  with	
  unstable	
  of	
  soil	
  due	
  to	
  construction	
  affect	
  
liquefaction?	
  	
  

Landslides	
  
Under	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan,	
  new	
  land	
  uses	
  would	
  be	
  developed	
  on	
  sites	
  within	
  and	
  adjacent	
  to	
  
the	
  City’s	
  High	
  Risk	
  Landslide	
  Susceptibility	
  Zone.	
  Such	
  projects	
  would	
  potentially	
  involve	
  excavation	
  for	
  parking	
  
garages	
  and	
  building	
  construction	
  techniques	
  that	
  would	
  produce	
  vibrations	
  (such	
  as	
  jackhammering,	
  drilling,	
  
and	
  pile	
  installation).	
  Future	
  land	
  uses	
  anticipated	
  to	
  occur	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  would	
  potentially	
  involve	
  excavation	
  
activities	
  that	
  could	
  cause	
  unstable	
  soils.	
  Although	
  new	
  land	
  uses	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  would	
  be	
  potentially	
  
MM-33 constructed	
  near	
  the	
  bluffs,	
  compliance	
  with	
  applicable	
  state	
  and	
  City	
  regulations	
  would	
  reduce	
  the	
  potential	
  
impacts	
  related	
  to	
  landslides	
  to	
  less	
  than	
  significant.	
  	
  
Questions:	
  

1. Construction	
  of	
  projects	
  built	
  on	
  Ocean	
  Ave.	
  will	
  put	
  strain	
  on	
  the	
  bluffs.	
  How	
  does	
  the	
  combination	
  of	
  height	
  
and	
  density	
  impact	
  the	
  stability	
  of	
  the	
  bluff	
  during	
  an	
  earthquake?	
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2. How	
  does	
  liquefaction	
  impact	
  the	
  stability	
  of	
  the	
  bluff	
  and	
  Ocean	
  Ave.?	
  	
  
	
  

Groundwater	
  
The	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  has	
  groundwater	
  throughout	
  parts	
  of	
  the	
  City.	
  Based	
  on	
  geotechnical	
  investigations	
  and	
  
the	
  2005	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Opportunities	
  and	
  Challenges	
  Report,	
  historical	
  depth	
  to	
  groundwater	
  ranged	
  from	
  
26	
  to	
  63.5	
  feet	
  below	
  grade	
  within	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  Fluctuations	
  in	
  the	
  level	
  of	
  groundwater	
  are	
  expected	
  to	
  occur	
  
over	
  time	
  due	
  to	
  variations	
  in	
  rainfall,	
  temperature,	
  and	
  other	
  factors.	
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Questions:	
  

1. California	
  is	
  currently	
  experiencing	
  a	
  drought	
  with	
  no	
  end	
  in	
  sight.	
  If	
  the	
  State	
  of	
  CA.	
  needs	
  to	
  tap	
  into	
  
Santa	
  Monica’s	
  groundwater,	
  how	
  will	
  it	
  impact	
  the	
  stability	
  and	
  integrity	
  of	
  the	
  projects?	
  	
  
2. What	
  kind	
  of	
  pollutants	
  can	
  seep	
  into	
  the	
  groundwater	
  as	
  a	
  result	
  of	
  construction?	
  	
  
3. Will	
  this	
  construction	
  and	
  potential	
  pollutants	
  result	
  in	
  a	
  permanent	
  reduction	
  in	
  the	
  total	
  storage	
  capacity	
  
of	
  the	
  aquifer	
  system	
  in	
  addition	
  to	
  the	
  subsidence	
  evident	
  in	
  the	
  ground	
  surface?	
  	
  
4. How	
  wills	
  construction	
  of	
  subterranean	
  parking	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  impact	
  groundwater	
  dewatering	
  in	
  
areas	
  with	
  high	
  groundwater?	
  

	
  
	
  
HAZARDS	
  AND	
  HAZARDOUS	
  MATERIALS	
  3.10:	
  
	
  
For	
  the	
  following	
  comments	
  below	
  please	
  use	
  the	
  following	
  keys	
  to	
  read	
  this	
  section:	
  
	
  
• ….	
  ACMs	
  may	
  be	
  present	
  –	
  Italicized	
  type	
  is	
  the	
  existing	
  language	
  of	
  the	
  text	
  
	
  
• older	
  buildings	
  constructed	
  	
  -‐	
  Red	
  and	
  strikethrough	
  text	
  should	
  be	
  deleted	
  
	
  
• Sampling	
  of	
  all	
  building	
  materials	
  –	
  Highlighted	
  text	
  should	
  be	
  added	
  
	
  
	
  
In	
  Section	
  3.10	
  HAZARDS	
  AND	
  HAZARDOUS	
  MATERIALS	
  
MM-35 	
  
On	
  page	
  3.10-‐2	
  under	
  the	
  heading	
  Hazardous	
  Materials	
  in	
  Existing	
  Buildings	
  	
  
	
  
Under	
  the	
  sub-‐heading	
  Asbestos	
  the	
  following	
  wording	
  should	
  be	
  added:	
  
	
  
…ACMs	
  may	
  be	
  present	
  in	
  older	
  buildings	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  including	
  within	
  materials	
  such	
  as	
  roof	
  mastic,	
  sheet	
  
flooring	
  and	
  mastic,	
  and	
  sprayed-‐on	
  fireproofing,	
  stucco,	
  all	
  roofing	
  materials,	
  floor	
  tiles	
  and	
  mastic,	
  tile	
  grout,	
  
cementitious	
  pipes,	
  acoustic	
  ceiling	
  texture,	
  ceiling	
  panels,	
  joint	
  compound,	
  furnace	
  bricks,	
  pipe	
  insulation,	
  
gaskets,	
  gypsum	
  board.	
  	
  In	
  fact,	
  all	
  building	
  materials	
  that	
  are	
  not	
  made	
  out	
  of	
  wood,	
  glass,	
  or	
  metal	
  have	
  the	
  
potential	
  to	
  contain	
  asbestos	
  and	
  must	
  be	
  analyzed	
  prior	
  to	
  their	
  disturbance.	
  
	
  
Sampling	
  of	
  all	
  building	
  materials	
  for	
  the	
  presence	
  of	
  asbestos	
  is	
  required	
  by	
  SCAQMD’s	
  Rule	
  1403	
  prior	
  to	
  all	
  
renovation	
  or	
  demolition	
  activities.	
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On	
  page	
  3.10-‐3	
  under	
  the	
  heading	
  Hazardous	
  Materials	
  in	
  Existing	
  Buildings	
  	
  
	
  
Under	
  the	
  sub-‐heading	
  Lead	
  the	
  following	
  wording	
  should	
  be	
  added:	
  
	
  
…it	
  was	
  widely	
  used	
  in	
  paint,	
  gasoline,	
  water	
  pipes,	
  ceramic	
  tiles,	
  and	
  many	
  other	
  products.	
  In	
  1977,	
  the	
  U.S.	
  
MM-35 Consumer	
  Product	
  Safety	
  Commission	
  banned	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  lead-‐	
  based	
  paint	
  (LBP)	
  in	
  residential	
  properties	
  only.	
  
Contd. However	
  lead-‐based	
  paint	
  was	
  and	
  still	
  is	
  widely	
  available	
  for	
  use	
  in	
  commercial	
  and	
  industrial	
  applications.	
  
Therefore,	
  older	
  buildings	
  constructed	
  prior	
  to	
  1977	
  any	
  building	
  could	
  contain	
  LBP	
  or	
  lead-‐containing	
  materials	
  
(LCM).	
  If	
  LBP	
  or	
  LCM	
  are	
  is	
  improperly	
  removed	
  from	
  surfaces	
  by	
  dry	
  scraping	
  or	
  sanding,	
  LBP	
  lead	
  could	
  can	
  be	
  
absorbed	
  into	
  the	
  body	
  and	
  could	
  pose	
  a	
  potential	
  public	
  health	
  risk.	
  Review	
  of	
  available	
  information,	
  including	
  Phase	
  
I	
  ESAs,	
  indicates	
  that	
  older	
  buildings	
  any	
  building	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  may	
  contain	
  LBP	
  or	
  LCM.	
  It	
  should	
  also	
  be	
  noted	
  
that	
  lead	
  is	
  present	
  in	
  non-‐PCB	
  light	
  ballasts	
  and	
  they	
  must	
  be	
  separated	
  from	
  the	
  general	
  waste	
  stream	
  for	
  proper	
  
disposal.	
  
	
  
	
  
HYDROLOGY	
  AND	
  WATER	
  QUALITY	
  3.11:	
  	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
1. As	
  additional	
  engineering	
  and	
  hydro	
  geologic	
  studies	
  must	
  be	
  undertaken	
  before	
  the	
  Groundwater	
  
Management	
  Survey	
  Study	
  can	
  be	
  completed	
  to	
  determine	
  the	
  formal	
  safe	
  yield,	
  how	
  can	
  this	
  EIR	
  be	
  
deemed	
  efficacious	
  when	
  the	
  hydrology	
  data	
  upon	
  which	
  it	
  relies	
  is	
  based	
  on	
  an	
  unfinished	
  evaluation?	
  
	
  
2. Since	
  the	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Groundwater	
  Basin	
  is	
  unadjudicated,	
  what	
  would	
  be	
  the	
  deleterious	
  effect	
  of	
  
several	
  municipalities	
  (e.g.	
  Culver	
  City,	
  Beverly	
  Hills,	
  western	
  Los	
  Angeles)	
  deciding	
  to	
  access	
  the	
  aquifer	
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that	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  now	
  primarily	
  uses?	
  
	
  
3. Notwithstanding	
  #2	
  above,	
  since	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  estimates	
  a	
  14,000-‐15,000	
  AFY	
  demand	
  by	
  2020	
  
against	
  a	
  7,700	
  replenishment	
  rate,	
  how	
  can	
  the	
  city	
  claim	
  sustainability	
  when	
  demand	
  is	
  twice	
  the	
  
replenishment	
  rate?	
  	
  
	
  
4. If	
  future	
  climate	
  conditions	
  deleteriously	
  affect	
  the	
  aquifer	
  replenishment	
  rate,	
  what	
  sustainability	
  
scenarios	
  will	
  be	
  required	
  of	
  the	
  City?	
  	
  
	
  	
  
	
  
LAND	
  USE	
  and	
  PLANNING	
  	
  3.12:	
  
	
  
“Addressing	
   potential	
   land	
   use	
   and	
   planning	
   impacts	
   involves	
   assessing	
   a	
   proposed	
   project’s	
   consistency	
   with	
   the	
  
local	
   and	
   regional	
   policy	
   framework.	
   	
   For	
   this	
   EIR,	
   a	
   key	
   element	
   of	
   this	
   assessment	
   is	
   the	
   degree	
   to	
   which	
   the	
  
proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  successfully	
  implements	
  the	
  LUCE.”	
  	
  The	
  LUCE	
  goals	
  that	
  are	
  relevant	
  to	
  the	
  
future	
  of	
  Downtown	
  include:	
  
	
  
• ensuring	
  that	
  the	
  Downtown	
  evolves	
  in	
  a	
  sustainable	
  manner	
  that	
  would	
  foster	
  a	
  balanced	
  mix	
  of	
  uses	
  
• promote	
  neighborhood	
  conservation	
  and	
  historic	
  preservation	
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• expand	
  public	
  open	
  space	
  
• reduce	
  per	
  capita	
  vehicle	
  miles	
  traveled	
  (VMT)	
  and	
  
• (reduce)	
  associated	
  air	
  and	
  greenhouse	
  gases	
  (GHG)	
  pollutant	
  emissions	
  
• enhance	
  walkability	
  and	
  circulation	
  
• help	
  achieve	
  the	
  citywide	
  LUCE	
  goal	
  of	
  No	
  Net	
  New	
  P.M.	
  Peak	
  Hour	
  Trips	
  by	
  20301	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

1	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  –City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  Draft	
  EIR,	
  pgs.	
  3.12-‐1&2	
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MM-39

MM-40

MM-41

1. Observation:	
   	
   “The	
  Transit	
  Adjacent	
  Zone	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  covers	
  the	
  properties	
  within	
  an	
  approximate	
  
2.5	
  block	
  radius	
  from	
  the	
  future	
  Expo	
  LRT	
  Downtown	
  Station	
  at	
  the	
  intersection	
  of	
  4th	
  Street	
  and	
  Colorado	
  
Avenue.”2	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  Unsure	
  where	
  the	
  standard	
  of	
  2.5	
  block	
  radius	
  from	
  Expo	
  LRT	
  Downtown	
  Station	
  came	
  from.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
   	
   What	
   is	
   the	
   source	
   of	
   the	
   2.5	
   block	
   radius	
   from	
   Expo	
   that	
   identifies	
   a	
   Transit	
  
Adjacent	
  Zone?	
  	
  What	
  are	
  the	
  “exact”	
  addresses	
  that	
  are	
  impacted	
  by	
  this	
  zone?	
  

2. Observation:	
  	
  “A	
  number	
  of	
  the	
  buildings	
  on	
  Ocean	
  Avenue	
  have	
  been	
  designated	
  as	
  City	
  Landmarks	
  (e.g.,	
  
Shangri-‐La	
  Hotel,	
  Georgian	
  Hotel,	
  Gussie	
  Moran	
  House,	
  Palisades	
  Wing	
  of	
  Miramar	
  property.”3	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  Analysis	
  of	
  how	
  to	
  best	
  protect	
  these	
  on	
  Ocean	
  Ave.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
   	
   How	
   is	
   the	
   DSP	
   going	
   to	
   protect	
   and	
   enable	
   all	
   the	
   City	
   landmarks	
   on	
   Ocean	
  
Boulevard	
  and	
  in	
  the	
  rest	
  of	
  Downtown?	
  
	
  
3. Observation:	
  	
  “The	
  Downtown	
  currently	
  provides	
  5,646	
  off-‐street	
  public	
  parking	
  spaces	
  primarily	
  located	
  
in	
  10	
  parking	
  garages	
  and	
  827	
  on-‐street	
  metered	
  parking	
  spaces.”4	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  Is	
  it	
  enough?	
  	
  How	
  does	
  it	
  meet	
  the	
  needs	
  for	
  Expo	
  commuters	
  and	
  impact	
  on	
  circulation	
  and	
  
parking?	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
   	
   How	
   do	
   we	
   know	
   if	
   this	
   is	
   enough	
   parking	
   for	
   Expo	
   commuters,	
   downtown	
  
residents,	
  visitors	
  (local,	
  regional,	
  national	
  and	
  international)	
  and	
  employees?	
  
	
  
4. Observation:	
   	
   “The	
   Downtown	
   has	
   the	
   greatest	
   concentration	
   of	
   historical	
   or	
   architectural	
   significant	
  
buildings	
   in	
   the	
   City	
   with	
   27	
   historic	
   landmarks	
   and	
   two	
   potential	
   historic	
   districts	
   (refer	
   to	
   Section	
   3.7	
  
Cultural	
  Resources).	
  	
  These	
  buildings	
  include	
  historic	
  resources	
   that	
  have	
  been	
  identified	
  as	
  designated	
  or	
  
eligible	
  for	
  the	
  National	
  Register,	
  California	
  Register,	
  or	
  local	
  listing	
  (as	
  a	
  Landmark	
  by	
  the	
  City).”5	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  These	
  buildings	
  are	
  critical	
  to	
  Downtown’s	
  vibe	
  and	
  feel.	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  	
  How	
  do	
  we	
  best	
  protect	
  these	
  buildings	
  and	
  pay	
  for	
  their	
  preservations?	
  
	
  
5. Observation:	
   	
   “The	
   portion	
   of	
   the	
   Downtown	
   Specific	
   Plan	
   area	
   west	
   of	
   the	
   4th	
   Street	
   right-‐of-‐way	
   is	
  
located	
  within	
  the	
  California	
  Coastal	
  Zone	
  (see	
  Figure	
  3.12-‐1).	
  	
  The	
  California	
  Coastal	
  Act	
  recognizes	
  the	
  
value	
  of	
  the	
  California	
  Coastal	
  Zone	
  and	
  is	
  intended	
  to	
  protect	
  the	
  coast	
  as	
  a	
  resource.”	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
   	
   The	
   California	
   Coastal	
   Zone	
   is	
   looking	
   to	
   sync	
   up	
   with	
   the	
   Downtown	
   Plan	
   in	
   2016.	
   	
   If	
   the	
  
Downtown	
   Plan	
   is	
   not	
   completed	
   until	
   2017	
   how	
   will	
   this	
   be	
   handled	
   and	
   what	
   standards	
   and	
  
development	
  framework	
  will	
  be	
  utilized	
  in	
  the	
  California	
  Coastal	
  Zone.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  	
  How	
  is	
  the	
  California	
  Coastal	
  Zone	
  going	
  to	
  sync	
  up	
  with	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Plan	
  in	
  
2016?	
  	
  If	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Plan	
  is	
  not	
  completed	
  until	
  2017	
  how	
  will	
  this	
  be	
  handled	
  and	
  what	
  standards	
  and	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2	
  Ibid.,	
  pg.	
  3.12-‐5	
  
3	
  Ibid.	
  pg.	
  3.12-‐7	
  
4	
  Ibid.	
  pg.	
  3.12-‐7	
  
5	
  Ibid,	
  pg.	
  3.12-‐8	
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development	
  framework	
  will	
  be	
  utilized	
  in	
  the	
  California	
  Coastal	
  Zone?	
  
	
  
6. Observation:	
  	
  In	
  Figure	
  3.12-‐1	
  there	
  are	
  three	
  split	
  designation	
  parcels	
  on	
  Wilshire	
  and	
  one	
  on	
  Lincoln.	
  	
  
The	
  split	
  designation	
  has	
  been	
  stated	
  that	
  it	
  will	
  go	
  to	
  the	
  DSP	
  standards	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
   	
   Given	
   the	
   focus	
   of	
   the	
   LUCE	
   on	
   neighborhood	
   preservation;	
   why	
   is	
   the	
   designation	
   not	
   going	
  
to	
  ZOU	
  vs.	
  DSP	
  zoning?	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
   Given	
   the	
   focus	
   of	
   the	
   LUCE	
   on	
   neighborhood	
   preservation	
   what	
   is	
   the	
   reason	
  
that	
  split	
  designation	
  will	
  go	
  to	
  the	
  DSP	
  and	
  not	
  to	
  the	
  ZOU?	
  
	
  
7. Observation:	
   	
   “In	
   April	
   2012,	
   SCAG	
   adopted	
   the	
   2012-‐2035	
   RTP/SCS	
   (Regional	
   Transportation	
  
Plan/Sustainable	
   Communities	
   Strategy)	
   that	
   demonstrates	
   how	
   the	
   region	
   will	
   meet	
   the	
   GHG	
   emission	
  
targets.	
  …	
  The	
  RTP/SCS	
  specifically	
  encourages	
  future	
  growth	
  to	
  occur	
  within	
  existing	
  High	
  Quality	
  Transit	
  
Areas	
  (HQTA),	
  which	
  are	
  described	
  as	
  generally	
  walkable	
  transit	
  districts	
  or	
  corridors	
  that	
  are	
  within	
  0.5	
  
mile	
   of	
   a	
   major	
   transit	
   stop	
   or	
   a	
   transit	
   corridor	
   with	
   15-‐minute	
   or	
   less	
   service	
   frequency	
   during	
   peak	
  
commute	
   hours.	
   	
   The	
   RTP/SCS	
   designates	
   Downtown	
   Santa	
   Monica	
   as	
   a	
   HQTA	
   and	
   as	
   such,	
   support	
   the	
  
development	
  of	
  new	
  housing	
  and	
  neighborhood-‐serving	
  uses	
  to	
  occur	
  in	
  this	
  area.”6	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  is	
  all	
  of	
  Downtown	
  really	
  a	
  HQTA	
  or	
  just	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  it??	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  	
  What	
   are	
   the	
   exact	
   addresses	
   of	
   the	
   High	
   Quality	
   Transit	
   Area	
   (HQTA)	
   and	
   what	
  
is	
  the	
  reference	
  (link,	
  specific	
  document/ordinance/law)	
  for	
  the	
  .5-‐mile	
  of	
  a	
  major	
  transit	
  stop	
  definition?	
  

	
  
	
  
NEIGHBORHOOD	
  EFFECTS	
  –	
  Mid-‐City	
  3.13	
  
	
  
“Neighborhood	
  effects”	
  refers	
  to	
  the	
  potential	
  impacts	
  of	
  land	
  uses	
  that	
  may	
  occur	
  under	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  
Specific	
  Plan	
  that	
  could	
  affect	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  life	
  of	
  existing	
  residents	
  in	
  residential	
  neighborhoods.	
  	
  Quality	
  of	
  life	
  
represents	
  a	
  composite	
  impression,	
  and	
  is	
  usually	
  expressed	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  overall	
  environment,	
  combining	
  aesthetic	
  
character	
  of	
  a	
  given	
  area,	
  land	
  use,	
  and	
  transportation	
  circulation/mobility.	
  	
  Although	
  “neighborhood	
  effects”	
  is	
  
not	
  an	
  environmental	
  issue	
  category	
  identified	
  in	
  California	
  Environmental	
  Quality	
  Act	
  (CEQA),	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  
Monica	
  requires	
  analysis	
  of	
  neighborhood	
  effects	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  environmental	
  review	
  of	
  projects.”	
  
	
  
Adjacent	
  Neighborhood	
  Impact:	
  
MM-44
	
  
	
  Section	
  3.13	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR	
  addresses	
  the	
  DSP/DCP’s	
  potential	
  impacts	
  on	
  surrounding	
  neighborhoods	
  that	
  could	
  
affect	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  life	
  of	
  existing	
  residents.	
  The	
  DEIR	
  states	
  that	
  even	
  though	
  the	
  category	
  of	
  “neighborhood	
  
effects”	
  is	
  not	
  identified	
  as	
  a	
  component	
  of	
  quality	
  of	
  life	
  in	
  the	
  California	
  Environmental	
  Quality	
  Act	
  (CEQA),	
  the	
  
City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  requires	
  that	
  it	
  be	
  analyzed	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  environmental	
  review	
  of	
  this	
  project	
  (3.13-‐1).	
  
	
  
The	
  DEIR’s	
  overview	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  district	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  emphasizes	
  its	
  reputation	
  as	
  the	
  heart	
  of	
  the	
  
city,	
  pedestrian-‐oriented,	
  limited	
  Class	
  A	
  office	
  space,	
  residential	
  population	
  of	
  4,016,	
  and	
  having	
  a	
  diversity	
  
of	
  use.	
  
	
  
The	
  DEIR	
  incorrectly	
  describes	
  the	
  Mid	
  City	
  neighborhood	
  as	
  occupying	
  “the	
  area	
  to	
  the	
  east	
  of	
  Downtown	
  
between	
  Wilshire	
  and	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Boulevards”	
  (3.13-‐4).	
  Mid	
  City	
  actually	
  runs	
  from	
  Wilshire	
  Boulevard	
  to	
  
Colorado	
  Avenue.	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
6	
  Ibid.,	
  pg.	
  3.12-‐11	
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The	
  DEIR’s	
  section	
  on	
  Transportation	
  (3.13-‐4	
  -‐	
  3.13-‐6)	
  addresses	
  the	
  I-‐10,	
  Hwy	
  1,	
  buses,	
  future	
  Expo	
  line,	
  and	
  
sidewalk	
  
measurements.	
  However,	
  it	
  fails	
  to	
  mention	
  that	
  Broadway	
  represents	
  the	
  City's	
  only	
  crosstown	
  bike	
  
MM-45
path,	
  running	
  from	
  Ocean	
  at	
  the	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Pier	
  to	
  the	
  City's	
  eastern	
  border	
  at	
  Centinela	
  Ave.	
  As	
  such	
  the	
  bike	
  
path	
  was	
  completed	
  and	
  remarked	
  in	
  2015.	
  The	
  bike	
  path	
  is	
  undoubtedly	
  a	
  significant	
  “transportation	
  corridor”	
  
that	
  provides	
  access	
  to	
  and	
  from	
  the	
  Downtown	
  district	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica.	
  
	
  
Section	
  3.13.2	
  outlines	
  the	
  LUCE	
  goals	
  relevant	
  to	
  Neighborhood	
  Effects.	
  Key	
  terms	
  and	
  takeaways	
  include	
  the	
  
following:	
  
	
  
Goal	
  LU1:	
  Neighborhood	
  Conservation	
  
● Policy	
  LU1.1	
  Neighborhood	
  Protection	
  
● Policy	
  LU1.2	
  Neighborhood	
  Conservation	
  
○ Neighborhood	
  Conservation	
  Overlay	
  Districts;	
  measures	
  for	
  retention	
  of	
  
courtyard	
  housing;	
  coordinated	
  parking	
  management	
  programs	
  
● Policy	
  LU1.3	
  Quality	
  of	
  Life	
  
○ Traffic,	
  noise,	
  air	
  quality	
  and	
  encroachment	
  
● Policy	
  LU1.4	
  Retention	
  of	
  Existing	
  Structures	
  
○ Transfer	
  of	
  Development	
  Rights	
  (TDR)	
  and	
  conservation	
  of	
  easements	
  
● Policy	
  LU1.5	
  Design	
  Compatibility	
  
○ Transition	
  in	
  size,	
  height	
  and	
  scale	
  toward	
  adjacent	
  residential	
  structures	
  
	
  
Goal	
  LU4:	
  Complete	
  Sustainable	
  Neighborhoods	
  
● Policy	
  LU4.3	
  Mixed-‐Use	
  Associated	
  with	
  Transit	
  
○ Encourage	
  mixed-‐use	
  development	
  close	
  to	
  transit	
  
	
  
Goal	
  N1:	
  Protect,	
  preserve,	
  and	
  enhance	
  the	
  residential	
  neighborhoods	
  
MM-46
● Policy	
  N1.7	
  
○ New	
  projects	
  of	
  compatible	
  scale	
  and	
  character	
  with	
  the	
  existing	
  neighborhood	
  
○ Ground-‐level	
  open	
  spaces	
  
○ Building	
  setbacks	
  and	
  upper-‐floor	
  step	
  backs	
  
	
  
	
  
Goal	
  N2:	
  Promote	
  and	
  maintain	
  distinctive	
  existing	
  neighborhoods	
  that	
  are	
  defined	
  by	
  their	
  
character,	
  design,	
  and	
  pattern	
  of	
  development	
  and	
  the	
  high	
  quality	
  living	
  environment	
  they	
  
provide…	
  
● Policy	
  N2.1	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
○ Protecting	
  character-‐defining	
  buildings	
  and	
  older	
  smaller	
  scale	
  multi-‐family	
  and	
  
single-‐	
  family	
  structures	
  
	
  
Goal	
  N9:	
  Protect,	
  preserve	
  and	
  enhance	
  the	
  Wilshire-‐Montana	
  residential	
  neighborhood,	
  and	
  
ensure	
  available	
  parking	
  and	
  compatible	
  design.	
  
	
  
Goal	
  LU13:	
  Preserve	
  Community	
  Identity:	
  Preserve	
  and	
  enhance	
  the	
  City’s	
  unique	
  character	
  and	
  identity,	
  
and	
  support	
  the	
  diversity	
  of	
  neighborhoods,	
  boulevards,	
  and	
  districts	
  within	
  the	
  City.	
  
● Policy	
  LU13.1	
  Maintain	
  Character:	
  
○ Reinforce	
  the	
  City’s	
  distinctive	
  natural,	
  social,	
  and	
  environmental	
  characteristics	
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including	
  its	
  beachfront	
  and	
  connections	
  to	
  the	
  water,	
  its	
  civic	
  and	
  cultural	
  institutions,	
  
terrain	
  and	
  climate,	
  and	
  the	
  geographic	
  fabric	
  of	
  neighborhoods	
  and	
  boulevards.	
  

	
  

Goal	
  D1:	
  Maintain	
  Downtown’s	
  competitive	
  advantage	
  as	
  a	
  premier	
  local	
  and	
  regional	
  shopping,	
  dining,	
  
and	
  entertainment	
  destination,	
  and	
  support	
  its	
  evolution	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  respond	
  to	
  changing	
  market	
  
conditions.	
  

	
  

Goal	
  D3:	
  Ensure	
  high-‐quality	
  implementation	
  of	
  transit-‐oriented	
  development	
  adjacent	
  to	
  the	
  
station.	
  

	
  

Goal	
  D7:	
  Create	
  a	
  balanced	
  mix	
  of	
  uses	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  that	
  reinforces	
  its	
  role	
  as	
  the	
  
greatest	
  concentration	
  of	
  activity	
  in	
  the	
  City.	
  
● Policy	
  D7.1	
  
○ Encourage	
  a	
  broad	
  mix	
  of	
  uses	
  that	
  creates	
  dynamic	
  activity	
  in	
  both	
  the	
  daytime	
  and	
  
evening	
  hours	
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Goal	
  D8:	
  Ensure	
  that	
  new	
  and	
  remodeled	
  buildings	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  District	
  contribute	
  to	
  the	
  
pedestrian	
  character	
  of	
  Downtown	
  and	
  are	
  compatible	
  in	
  scale	
  with	
  existing	
  buildings	
  and	
  the	
  
surrounding	
  residential	
  neighborhoods.	
  
● Policy	
  D8.9	
  
○ Encourage	
  sidewalk	
  dining	
  where	
  it	
  meets	
  established	
  criteria	
  

A	
  current	
  resident	
  at	
  9th	
  south	
  of	
  Wilshire	
  (Mid	
  City)	
  shared	
  some	
  of	
  the	
  ways	
  her	
  residence	
  is	
  currently	
  
impacted	
  by	
  activity	
  downtown	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  further	
  effects	
  she	
  anticipates	
  will	
  come	
  of	
  the	
  DSP.	
  These	
  come	
  in	
  
direct	
  conflict	
  with	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  the	
  aforementioned	
  LUCE	
  goals	
  (cited	
  in	
  bold):	
  
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
	
  

•

Noise	
  related	
  to	
  new	
  types	
  of	
  businesses	
  being	
  planned,	
  restaurants	
  with	
  bars	
  and	
  open	
  seating	
  
(Policy	
  D8.9)	
  
Lack	
  of	
  planning	
  for	
  delivery	
  trucks	
  to	
  all	
  types	
  of	
  business	
  especially	
  food,	
  retail,	
  restaurant	
  and	
  
auto	
  dealership	
  (Goal	
  D3)	
  
Truck	
  fumes	
  from	
  idling	
  trucks	
  (Goal	
  LU1,	
  Policy	
  LU1.3)	
  
Night	
  and	
  early	
  morning	
  deliveries	
  (Goal	
  D3)	
  
Loss	
  of	
  neighborhood	
  business	
  causing	
  residents	
  to	
  travel	
  further	
  for	
  daily	
  needs	
  (Goal	
  D1)	
  
Loss	
  of	
  the	
  Boys	
  and	
  Girls	
  Club	
  causing	
  a	
  severe	
  shortage	
  of	
  daycare	
  for	
  low	
  income	
  families	
  north	
  of	
  
the	
  freeway	
  (Goal	
  LU13,	
  Policy	
  LU13.1)	
  
Loss	
  of	
  recreational	
  space	
  for	
  basketball	
  affecting	
  elementary	
  students	
  from	
  all	
  areas	
  of	
  town	
  (Goal	
  
LU13,	
  
Policy	
  LU13.1)	
  
Loss	
  of	
  open	
  space	
  on	
  Lincoln	
  (Goal	
  LU13,	
  Policy	
  LU13.1)	
  
Shadows	
  and	
  loss	
  of	
  light	
  to	
  buildings	
  on	
  9th	
  Street	
  
Increased	
  traffic	
  from	
  drivers	
  circling	
  the	
  block	
  looking	
  for	
  parking	
  (Goal	
  N9)	
  
Cars	
  parking	
  in	
  our	
  carports	
  and	
  blocking	
  our	
  driveways	
  (Goal	
  N9)	
  
Large	
  power	
  poles	
  and	
  added	
  need	
  to	
  service	
  these	
  in	
  the	
  alley	
  (Goal	
  LU1)	
  
Extra	
  trash	
  pickup	
  for	
  the	
  larger	
  buildings	
  and	
  daily	
  food	
  serving	
  outlets	
  mean	
  more	
  noise	
  and	
  diesel	
  
fumes	
  from	
  trucks	
  (Goal	
  LU1,	
  Policy	
  LU1.3)	
  
Increased	
  crime	
  in	
  the	
  alley	
  and	
  surrounding	
  neighborhoods	
  (Goal	
  LU1,	
  Policy	
  LU1.1)	
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NEIGHBORHOOD	
  EFFECTS	
  	
  –	
  (Wilmont	
  (Wilshire	
  Montana	
  Neighborhood	
  Coalition)	
  3.13:	
  	
  
	
  
“Neighborhood	
  effects”	
  refers	
  to	
  the	
  potential	
  impacts	
  of	
  land	
  uses	
  that	
  may	
  occur	
  under	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  
Specific	
  Plan	
  that	
  could	
  affect	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  life	
  of	
  existing	
  residents	
  in	
  residential	
  neighborhoods.	
  	
  Quality	
  of	
  
life	
  represents	
  a	
  composite	
  impression,	
  and	
  is	
  usually	
  expressed	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  overall	
  environment,	
  combining	
  
aesthetic	
  character	
  of	
  a	
  given	
  area,	
  land	
  use,	
  and	
  transportation	
  circulation/mobility.	
  	
  Although	
  “neighborhood	
  
effects”	
  is	
  not	
  an	
  environmental	
  issue	
  category	
  identified	
  in	
  California	
  Environmental	
  Quality	
  Act	
  (CEQA),	
  the	
  
City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  requires	
  analysis	
  of	
  neighborhood	
  effects	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  environmental	
  review	
  of	
  
projects.”	
  
	
  
Wilmont	
  is	
  the	
  City’s	
  largest	
  multi-‐family	
  neighborhood	
  and	
  consists	
  of	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  residential	
  types	
  and	
  densities.	
  	
  
The	
  area	
  east	
  of	
  4th	
  Court	
  includes	
  a	
  mix	
  of	
  bungalows,	
  duplexes,	
  and	
  courtyard-‐style	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  multi-‐story	
  
apartments	
  with	
  some	
  single	
  family	
  homes.	
  	
  The	
  area	
  between	
  Wilshire	
  Boulevard	
  and	
  California	
  Avenue	
  consists	
  
of	
  a	
  mix	
  of	
  commercial	
  or	
  office	
  uses	
  on	
  Wilshire	
  Boulevard,	
  luxury	
  hotels	
  and	
  a	
  medium	
  priced	
  hotel,	
  
condominiums	
  and	
  garden	
  apartments.	
  	
  Within	
  the	
  residential	
  area	
  are	
  many	
  religious	
  institutions	
  including	
  St.	
  
Monica	
  church	
  and	
  schools,	
  other	
  private	
  schools,	
  Lincoln	
  Middle	
  School,	
  convalescent	
  homes	
  and	
  child	
  care	
  
services	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  Reed	
  Park	
  at	
  the	
  northwest	
  corner	
  of	
  Downtown.	
  
	
  
1. Observation:	
   	
   Number	
   one	
   goal	
   of	
   the	
   LUCE	
   is	
   Neighborhood	
   Conservation:	
   Protect,	
   conserve	
   and	
  
enhance	
  the	
  City’s	
  diverse	
  residential	
  neighborhoods	
  to	
  promote	
  and	
  maintain	
  a	
  high	
  quality	
  of	
  life	
  for	
  
all	
  residents.	
  	
  Policies	
  include:	
  1)	
  Neighborhood	
  Protection	
  2)	
  Neighborhood	
  Conservation	
  3)	
  Quality	
  
of	
  Life	
  4)	
  Retention	
  of	
  Existing	
  Structures	
  	
  5)	
  Retention	
  of	
  Existing	
  Structures	
  6)	
  Design	
  Compatibility	
  
Goal	
   N1:	
   Protect,	
   preserve	
   and	
   enhance	
   the	
   residential	
   neighborhoods.	
   	
   Policy	
   N1.4	
   –	
   Preserve	
   and	
  
protect	
   existing	
   neighborhoods	
   against	
   potential	
   impacts	
   related	
   to	
   development,	
   traffic,	
   noise,	
   air	
  
quality	
  and	
  encroachment	
  of	
  commercial	
  activities.	
  	
  Policy	
  N1.7	
  –	
  Make	
  a	
  new	
  development	
  projects	
  of	
  
compatible	
   scale	
   and	
   character	
   with	
   the	
   existing	
   neighborhoods,	
   providing	
   respectful	
   transition	
   to	
  
existing	
  homes,	
  including	
  ground-‐level	
  open	
  space	
  and	
  appropriate	
  building	
  setbacks	
  and	
  upper-‐floor	
  
step	
  backs	
  along	
  neighborhood	
  streets.	
  
Conclusion:	
   	
   The	
   height	
   and	
   density	
   of	
   the	
   Wilshire	
   Transition	
   Zone	
   is	
   not	
   compatible	
   with	
   the	
  
MM-46
Contd.
Wilmont	
  neighborhood.	
  	
  As	
  well,	
  the	
  encroachment	
  of	
  commercial	
  activities	
  on	
  2nd	
  Street	
  including	
  the	
  
spot	
  zoning	
  of	
  various	
  parcels	
  is	
  not	
  in	
  line	
  with	
  the	
  LUCE	
  goal.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
   	
   How	
   can	
   the	
   EIR	
   support	
   the	
   height	
   and	
   density	
   allowed	
   in	
   the	
   Wilshire	
  
Transition	
  zone	
  and	
  Lincoln	
  Transition	
  zone	
  (MUB)	
  given	
  LUCE	
  Policy	
  N1.7	
  (Make	
  new	
  development	
  
projects	
   of	
   compatible	
   scale	
   and	
   character	
   with	
   the	
   existing	
   neighborhood,	
   providing	
   respectful	
  
transitions	
   to	
   existing	
   homes,	
   including	
   ground-‐level	
   open	
   spaces	
   and	
   appropriate	
   building	
   setbacks	
  
and	
   upper-‐floor	
   step	
   backs	
   along	
   neighborhood	
   streets.)	
   and	
   the	
   focus	
   on	
   protecting	
   the	
  
neighborhoods	
   against	
   potential	
   impacts	
   related	
   to	
   development,	
   traffic,	
   noise,	
   air	
   quality	
   and	
  
encroachment	
   of	
   commercial	
   activities?	
   	
   The	
   neighborhood	
   transition	
   zones	
   should	
   all	
   be	
   no	
   more	
  
than	
   three	
   stories	
   to	
   protect	
   buildings	
   from	
   keeping	
   air,	
   light	
   and	
   sun	
   away	
   from	
   the	
   neighborhood	
  
and	
  allowing	
  shadows	
  and	
  looming	
  buildings	
  over	
  a	
  significant	
  residential	
  area.	
  	
  Wilshire	
  and	
  Lincoln	
  
are	
   considered	
   neighborhood	
   shopping/eating	
   streets	
   and	
   should	
   represent	
   that	
   zoning	
   in	
   the	
  
Downtown	
   Plan.	
   	
   Mid-‐City	
   Neighbors	
   and	
   Wilmont	
   continue	
   to	
   ask	
   for	
   protection	
   of	
   our	
  
neighborhoods	
   from	
   commercial	
   encroachment	
   (Policy	
   LU1.3),	
   appropriate	
   transitions	
   of	
   building	
  
envelopes	
  of	
  commercial	
  buildings	
  adjacent	
  to	
  residential	
  properties	
  (not	
  six	
  stories	
  to	
  one-‐two	
  stories	
  
residential)	
   (Policy	
   LU1.3),	
   new	
   buildings	
   that	
   transition	
   in	
   size,	
   height	
   and	
   scale	
   toward	
   adjacent	
  
residential	
   structures	
   (Policy	
   LU1.5),	
   preserve	
   and	
   protect	
   existing	
   neighborhoods	
   against	
   potential	
  
impacts	
   related	
   to	
   development,	
   traffic,	
   noise,	
   air	
   quality	
   and	
   encroachment	
   of	
   commercial	
   activities	
  
(Policy	
  N1.4)	
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2. Observation:	
  	
  Goal	
  N9:	
  Protect,	
  preserve	
  and	
  enhance	
  the	
  Wilshire-‐Montana	
  residential	
  neighborhood	
  
and	
   ensure	
   available	
   parking	
   and	
   compatible	
   design.	
   	
   Policy	
   N9.4	
   –	
   Investigate	
   ways	
   to	
   reduce	
   the	
  
volume	
   of	
   cut-‐through	
   traffic	
   on	
   the	
   residential	
   streets	
   in	
   the	
   Wilshire-‐Montana	
   neighborhood.	
  	
  
Options	
   that	
   could	
   be	
   explored	
   include:	
   1)	
   considering	
   traffic	
   calming	
   measures	
   on	
   some	
   local	
  
residential	
   streets	
   2)	
   routing	
   construction	
   vehicles	
   to	
   major	
   avenues	
   and	
   boulevards	
   3)	
   limiting	
  
commercial	
  employee	
  and	
  customer	
  on-‐street	
  parking	
  in	
  the	
  residential	
  neighborhood	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  The	
  extension	
  of	
  the	
  high-‐transit	
  district	
  to	
  include	
  the	
  Fairmont	
  Miramar	
  Hotel	
  enables	
  
it	
  to	
  not	
  have	
  to	
  address	
  parking	
  and	
  aesthetic	
  impacts	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  allowing	
  the	
  Fairmont	
  Miramar	
  to	
  
reduce	
   its	
   parking	
   requirements	
   based	
   on	
   its	
   location	
   within	
   the	
   DCP.	
   	
   If	
   it	
   was	
   under	
   the	
   ZOU	
   parking	
  
rules,	
  the	
  Fairmont	
  Miramar	
  would	
  have	
  to	
  double	
  its	
  parking	
  requirements.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
   	
   LUCE	
   Policy	
   LUCE	
   Policy	
   N9.4	
   Is	
   the	
   Fairmont	
   Miramar	
   in	
   the	
   high-‐transit	
  
district?	
  	
  If	
  not,	
  then	
  why	
  does	
  it	
  have	
  parking	
  requirements	
  that	
  are	
  half	
  of	
  the	
  ZOU?	
   	
   The	
  Fairmont	
  
Miramar	
   is	
   part	
   of	
   the	
   Wilmont	
   Neighborhood	
   and	
   historically	
   has	
   not	
   provided	
   parking	
   for	
   its	
  
employees	
  encouraging	
  them	
  to	
  park	
  in	
  the	
  neighborhood.	
   	
   In	
   addition,	
   beach	
  parking	
  and	
  overflow	
  of	
  
Downtown	
  Parking	
  into	
  our	
  southwest	
  corner	
  impacts	
  this	
  part	
  of	
  Wilmont.	
  	
  How	
  will	
  the	
  Downtown	
  
Plan	
  address	
  these	
  parking	
  issues	
  of	
  employees,	
  beach	
  visitors	
  and	
  Downtown	
  visitors	
  parking	
  in	
  the	
  
southwest	
   corner	
   of	
   Wilmont	
   and	
   further	
   into	
   Wilmont	
   as	
   well?	
   	
   We	
   are	
   a	
   neighborhood	
   with	
   visitors,	
  
vendors,	
   delivery	
   vehicles,	
   Uber/Lyft	
   growth	
   and	
   service	
   people	
   who	
   need	
   to	
   park	
   throughout	
   our	
  
neighborhood	
   to	
   continue	
   to	
   make	
   it	
   a	
   livable	
   and	
   enjoyable	
   space.	
   	
   Please	
   explain	
   how	
   any	
   of	
   the	
  
parking	
   outlined	
   in	
   the	
   DSP	
   –	
   EIR	
   protects	
   the	
   neighborhood,	
   ensures	
   available	
   parking	
   for	
   the	
  
neighborhood	
   and	
   limits	
   commercial	
   employee	
   and	
   customer	
   on-‐street	
   parking	
   in	
   the	
   residential	
  
neighborhood.	
  
	
  
3. Observation:	
  	
  All	
  of	
  Wilshire	
  to	
  Lincoln	
  Court	
  and	
  Lincoln	
  from	
  Wilshire	
  to	
  I-‐10	
  is	
  included	
  into	
  the	
  
DSP.	
  	
  We	
  see	
  different	
  definitions	
  of	
  what	
  is	
  in	
  Downtown.	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  Significant	
  expansion	
  of	
  Downtown	
  with	
  this	
  	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
   	
   Please	
   provide	
   the	
   references,	
   document	
   titles	
   and	
   how	
   to	
   access	
   these	
  
documents	
   to	
   determine	
   how	
   the	
   Downtown	
   boundaries	
   were	
   set	
   for	
   the	
   EIR	
   and	
   where	
   did	
   the	
  
governance	
   and	
   rationale	
   come	
   from	
   to	
   expand	
   boundaries	
   into	
   the	
   defined	
   neighborhoods	
   without	
  
discussion	
  or	
  notification?	
  
	
  
4. Observation:	
  	
  “Additionally	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  address	
  the	
  transition	
  of	
  the	
  
Wilshire	
   and	
   Lincoln	
   Boulevards	
   to	
   adjacent	
   residential	
   neighborhoods	
   through	
   development	
  
standards	
  related	
  to	
  building	
  height	
  and	
  Floor	
  Area	
  Ratios	
  (FARs).	
  	
  Specifically,	
  along	
  the	
  Mixed-‐Use	
  
Boulevard,	
  building	
  height	
  would	
  be	
  limited	
  to	
  a	
  maximum	
  of	
  60	
  feet	
  and	
  along	
  the	
  Wilshire	
  Boulevard	
  
Transition	
  Area;	
  building	
  height	
  would	
  be	
  limited	
  to	
  a	
  maximum	
  height	
  of	
  50	
  feet.	
  	
  These	
  development	
  
standards	
   as	
   well	
   as	
   design	
   guidelines	
   addressing	
   building	
   modulation	
   and	
   step	
   back	
   would	
   ensure	
  
that	
   new	
   land	
   uses	
   occurring	
   on	
   these	
   boulevards	
   provide	
   a	
   smooth	
   transition	
   to	
   the	
   residential	
  
neighborhoods	
   to	
   the	
   east	
   and	
   north.	
   	
   Therefore,	
   the	
   proposed	
   Downtown	
   Specific	
   Plan	
   would	
   not	
  
substantially	
   degrade	
   the	
   existing	
   visual	
   character	
   or	
   quality	
   of	
   the	
   surrounding	
   residential	
  
neighborhoods.	
   	
   Additionally,	
   in	
   accordance	
   to	
   CEQA,	
   Section	
   21099,	
   all	
   aesthetic	
   impacts	
   of	
   infill	
  
mixed-‐use	
  projects	
  located	
  within	
  transit	
  priority	
  areas	
  shall	
  not	
  be	
  considered	
  significant	
  therefore,	
  
the	
  aesthetic	
  effects	
  of	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  be	
  less	
  than	
  significant.”7	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
   	
   The	
   LUCE	
   states	
   throughout	
   the	
   policies	
   that	
   residents	
   and	
   neighborhoods	
   will	
   be	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

7	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  –	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  Draft	
  EIR,	
  pg.	
  3.3-‐12	
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protected	
  but	
  then	
  seems	
  to	
  throw	
  it	
  all	
  away	
  with	
  the	
  CEQA	
  statement	
  

Question/Clarification:	
   	
   1)	
   What	
  is	
  the	
  benchmark	
  or	
  reference	
  that	
  supports	
  the	
  conclusion	
  about	
  
that	
   “these	
   development	
   standards	
   would	
   ensure	
   that	
   new	
   land	
   uses	
   occurring	
   on	
   these	
   boulevards	
  
provide	
   a	
   smooth	
   transition	
   to	
   the	
   residential	
   neighborhoods	
   to	
   the	
   east	
   and	
   north”?	
   	
   2)	
   What	
   parts	
   of	
  
the	
  Wilshire	
  and	
  Lincoln	
  Boulevards	
  (transitions	
  to	
  Wilmont	
  and	
  Mid-‐City	
  Neighborhoods)	
  are	
  within	
  
transit	
   priority	
   areas	
   and	
   what	
   references/supporting	
   documentation	
   does	
   you	
   provide	
   to	
   support	
  
that	
  conclusion?	
  

5. Observation:	
   	
   “Further,	
   the	
   traffic	
   analysis	
   (see	
   Section	
   3.18,	
   Transportation,	
   and	
   Circulation)	
  
determined	
   that	
   neither	
   Scenario	
   A	
   nor	
   B	
   resulted	
   in	
   any	
   impacted	
   intersections	
   located	
   within	
   the	
  
existing	
  adjacent	
  neighborhoods.”	
  	
  8	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  How	
  is	
  it	
  possible	
  that	
  with	
  the	
  Fairmont	
  Miramar	
  and	
  the	
  additional	
  multi-‐use	
  proposed	
  
on	
  Lincoln	
  that	
  the	
  Neighborhoods	
  are	
  not	
  impacted?	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  	
  How	
   was	
   the	
   Fairmont	
   Miramar	
   entry	
   on	
   2nd	
   Street	
   taken	
   into	
   evaluation	
   on	
  
the	
   traffic	
   study	
   and	
   how	
   did	
   it	
   not	
   result	
   in	
   additional	
   traffic	
   in	
   the	
   Wilmont	
   neighborhood?	
   	
   How	
  
were	
  the	
  additional	
  mixed-‐use	
  buildings	
  on	
  Lincoln	
  north	
  of	
  I-‐10	
  taken	
  into	
  evaluation	
  on	
  the	
  traffic	
  
study	
  and	
  how	
  did	
  it	
  not	
  result	
  in	
  additional	
  traffic	
  in	
  the	
  Mid-‐City	
  Neighborhood?	
  

POPULATION,	
  HOUSING	
  AND	
  EMPLOYMENT	
  3.15:	
  
	
  
Santa	
  Monica's	
  LUCE	
  (July	
  2010)	
  projects	
  4,955	
  new	
  residential	
  units,	
  citywide,	
  by	
  2030.	
  	
  Total	
  residential	
  
units	
  citywide	
  by	
  2030	
  is	
  projected	
  to	
  be	
  53,991	
  
	
  
MM-50 In	
  every	
  instance,	
  Downtown	
  carries	
  the	
  major	
  burden	
  of	
  new	
  residential	
  units,	
  notwithstanding	
  other	
  mixed	
  use	
  
areas	
  around	
  the	
  City	
  and	
  areas	
  zoned	
  only	
  residential.	
  	
  Housing	
  Element	
  Table	
  5-‐1	
  shows	
  downtown	
  with	
  1,583	
  
estimated	
  unit	
  potential	
  (42.76%	
  of	
  the	
  3,702	
  estimated	
  unit	
  potential	
  of	
  all	
  mixed-‐use	
  districts).	
  
	
  
Both	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR	
  show	
  much	
  larger	
  percentages	
  of	
  new	
  residential	
  in	
  Downtown	
  than	
  
does	
  the	
  Housing	
  Element:	
  
	
  
Scenario	
  A-‐Downtown	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
3,024	
   	
  
61.02%	
  of	
  citywide	
  LUCE	
  projected	
  to	
  2030	
  
	
  
Scenario	
  B-‐Downtown	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
2,326	
   	
  
46.94%	
  of	
  citywide	
  LUCE	
  projected	
  to	
  203	
  
There	
  is	
  a	
  distinct	
  lack	
  of	
  consistency	
  in	
  both	
  actual	
  and	
  projected	
  figures	
  for	
  new	
  residential	
  units,	
  in	
  various	
  
documents.	
  
	
  
SCAG	
  2013-‐2021	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Housing	
  Element	
  2013	
  (2013-‐2021)	
  
Regional	
  Housing	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Downtown	
  Estimated	
  
Needs	
  Assessment	
  (RHNA)	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
Potential	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
1,674	
  #	
  units	
  t/b	
  added	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
1,583	
   94.56%	
  of	
  RHNA	
  
Citywide	
  
	
  
Downtown,	
  per	
  the	
  City's	
  current	
  Housing	
  Element,	
  would	
  provide	
  almost	
  95%	
  of	
  the	
  units	
  SCAG's	
  assessment	
  
assigns	
  to	
  the	
  entire	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica.	
  
	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8	
  Ibid.,	
  pg.	
  3.13-‐13-‐14	
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Question/Concern:	
  Given	
  these	
  projections	
  by	
  SCAG	
  in	
  the	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Housing	
  Element,	
  why	
  is	
  there	
  the	
  
conclusion	
  that	
  no	
  Tier	
  3	
  would	
  negatively	
  affect	
  housing	
  in	
  DEIR?	
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PUBLIC	
  SERVICES	
  3.16:	
  
MM-51 	
  
POLICE	
  AND	
  FIRE	
  3.16.1&2:	
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According	
  to	
  the	
  U.S.	
  Census,	
  the	
  population	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  as	
  of	
  April	
  1,	
  2010	
  was	
  89,736.	
  The	
  population	
  
estimate	
  (census)	
  as	
  of	
  July	
  1,	
  2014	
  was	
  92,097.	
  	
  The	
  number	
  of	
  persons	
  per	
  household,	
  2010-‐2014,	
  per	
  the	
  
census	
  was	
  1.93.	
  http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/HSD310214/0670000,00	
  	
  
The	
  proposed	
  LUCE	
  net	
  change	
  in	
  residential	
  units	
  was	
  +4,955,	
  for	
  a	
  citywide	
  total	
  of	
  53,991.	
  
	
  
4,955	
  x	
  1.93	
  =	
  additional	
  residents	
  by	
  2030:	
  9,563	
  	
  
53,991	
  x	
  1.93	
  =	
  total	
  citywide	
  population	
  by	
  2030:	
  104,203	
  	
  
	
  
According	
  to	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  Program	
  Draft	
  EIR,	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  no	
  matter	
  which	
  alternative	
  you	
  look	
  at,	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  no	
  matter	
  how	
  many	
  residential	
  units	
  are	
  added,	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  no	
  matter	
  the	
  DSP’s	
  “potentially	
  significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  impacts	
  related	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  to…transportation	
  and	
  
circulation	
  (Section	
  3.18,	
  Transportation	
  and	
  26	
  Circulation),	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  no	
  matter	
  that	
  “future	
  traffic	
  anticipated	
  to	
  occur	
  by	
  2030	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  
impacts	
  on	
  	
  intersections”	
  (Section	
  5-‐0.6	
  -‐-‐	
  Transportation	
  and	
  Traffic	
  -‐-‐	
  Impact	
  T-‐3:	
  The	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  
Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  integrate	
  land	
  uses	
  with	
  a	
  balanced,	
  coordinated	
  multi-‐modal	
  transportation	
  system,	
  
consistent	
  with	
  proposed	
  changes	
  	
  to	
  CEQA	
  under	
  SB	
  743.	
  However,	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  existing	
  significance	
  criteria	
  that	
  	
  
assess	
  traffic	
  impacts	
  by	
  measuring	
  automobile	
  delay,	
  future	
  traffic	
  anticipated	
  to	
  occur	
  by	
  2030	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  
significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  impacts	
  on	
  	
  intersections.)	
  
	
  
-‐-‐	
  no	
  matter	
  how	
  great	
  the	
  increase	
  in	
  demand	
  for	
  Fire	
  protection	
  and	
  Police	
  protection	
  services,	
  	
  
the	
  impact	
  on	
  the	
  Fire	
  and	
  Police	
  Departments	
  is	
  described	
  as	
  “Less	
  Than	
  Significant.”	
  	
  
How	
  is	
  this	
  possible?	
  	
  
According	
  to	
  the	
  DEIR,	
  “As	
  discussed	
  in	
  Section	
  3.16,	
  Public	
  Services,	
  the	
  SMPD	
  prepares	
  a	
  	
  
5-‐year	
  Staffing	
  Plan	
  approved	
  by	
  the	
  City	
  Council	
  which	
  addresses	
  departmental	
  budget,	
  staffing,	
  and	
  equipment	
  
needs.	
  This	
  5-‐year	
  Staffing	
  Plan	
  allows	
  for	
  SMPD	
  to	
  determine	
  any	
  increases	
  in	
  police	
  resources	
  and	
  equipment	
  if	
  
needed.”	
  
	
  
If	
  these	
  5-‐year	
  Staffing	
  Plans	
  allow	
  the	
  SMPD	
  to	
  determine	
  and	
  address	
  any	
  increased	
  needs,	
  why	
  has	
  the	
  
number	
  of	
  SMPD	
  Neighborhood	
  Resource	
  Officers	
  been	
  reduced	
  from	
  8	
  to	
  4	
  during	
  the	
  current	
  Police	
  
chief’s	
  tenure,	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  re-‐assign	
  officers	
  to	
  the	
  Crime	
  Impact	
  Team?	
  Residents	
  would	
  probably	
  not	
  
agree	
  that	
  this	
  particular	
  change	
  has	
  been	
  “Less	
  Than	
  Significant.”	
  
	
  
Regarding	
  the	
  Fire	
  Department:	
  	
  
	
  
1.	
  Seemingly	
  inadequate	
  Fire	
  Department	
  staff	
  and	
  equipment	
  –	
  Fire	
  Department	
  expenditures	
  are	
  about	
  
10%	
  of	
  general	
  fund	
  expenditures	
  in	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  compared	
  to	
  18%	
  for	
  Berkeley	
  and	
  20%	
  for	
  Santa	
  Barbara.	
  
Does	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  have	
  adequate	
  fire	
  suppression	
  personnel	
  and	
  equipment	
  to	
  protect	
  our	
  city?	
  If	
  so,	
  why	
  does	
  
SMFD	
  have	
  to	
  request	
  “mutual	
  aid”	
  so	
  often	
  from	
  Los	
  Angeles	
  and	
  Culver	
  City?	
  How	
  often	
  has	
  that	
  happened,	
  per	
  
year,	
  in	
  the	
  last	
  five	
  years?	
  When	
  the	
  Expo	
  Light	
  Rail	
  arrives,	
  how	
  will	
  only	
  two	
  engine	
  companies	
  serve	
  
the	
  neighborhoods	
  south	
  of	
  the	
  rail	
  line	
  (Pico,	
  Sunset	
  Park,	
  and	
  Ocean	
  Park)?	
  Just	
  rebuilding	
  the	
  
downtown	
  Fire	
  Station,	
  which	
  is	
  offered	
  as	
  mitigation	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  DEIR,	
  will	
  not	
  solve	
  that	
  problem.	
  	
  
	
  
2.	
  The	
  recommendation	
  to	
  switch	
  to	
  “tiered	
  dispatch”	
  –	
  Why	
  were	
  city	
  officials	
  considering	
  going	
  “back	
  to	
  the	
  
80’s”	
  a	
  few	
  years	
  ago	
  with	
  a	
  tiered	
  dispatch	
  system	
  that	
  involved	
  adding	
  a	
  2-‐person	
  rescue	
  ambulance	
  stationed	
  at	
  
Montana	
  Library,	
  rather	
  than	
  staffing	
  an	
  existing	
  	
  
4-‐person	
  fire	
  engine	
  with	
  two	
  paramedics	
  and	
  two	
  EMTs?	
  When	
  department	
  data	
  seems	
  to	
  show	
  that	
  survival	
  
rates	
  are	
  greater	
  when	
  a	
  4-‐person	
  engine	
  company	
  responds,	
  why	
  would	
  the	
  former	
  Fire	
  Chief	
  have	
  considered	
  
reducing	
  the	
  level	
  of	
  service	
  in	
  this	
  way?	
  According	
  to	
  the	
  city’s	
  own	
  data,	
  one	
  third	
  of	
  the	
  city’s	
  population	
  is	
  over	
  
50	
  years	
  in	
  age,	
  and	
  the	
  percentage	
  of	
  adults	
  65	
  and	
  older	
  will	
  increase	
  dramatically	
  over	
  the	
  next	
  10	
  to	
  15	
  years.	
  
Is	
  there	
  a	
  fiscal	
  crisis	
  that	
  would	
  seemingly	
  require	
  putting	
  their	
  lives	
  at	
  risk	
  in	
  this	
  way?	
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“Public	
  Services	
  -‐-‐	
  PS-‐1	
  -‐-‐	
  New	
  land	
  uses	
  anticipated	
  to	
  occur	
  under	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  
result	
  in	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  resident	
  and	
  daytime	
  population,	
  which	
  would	
  incrementally	
  increase	
  the	
  demand	
  for	
  
fire	
  protection	
  services;	
  however,	
  the	
  plan	
  would	
  not	
  generate	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  new	
  or	
  physically	
  altered	
  fire	
  
protection	
  facilities	
  that	
  could	
  result	
  in	
  significant	
  environmental	
  impacts.	
  This	
  impact	
  would	
  be	
  less	
  than	
  
significant.”	
  	
  
	
  
“MM	
  PS-‐1	
  -‐-‐	
  The	
  City	
  shall	
  require	
  applicants	
  of	
  development	
  projects	
  with	
  buildings	
  that	
  are	
  seven	
  stories	
  and	
  
higher	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  to	
  prepare	
  a	
  high-‐rise	
  pre-‐fire	
  plan.	
  At	
  a	
  minimum,	
  the	
  pre-‐fire	
  plan	
  shall	
  address	
  the	
  
types	
  and	
  capabilities	
  of	
  fire	
  protection	
  systems,	
  the	
  layout	
  of	
  the	
  building,	
  locations	
  of	
  stairwells	
  and	
  elevators,	
  
and	
  how	
  evacuation	
  will	
  be	
  handled.	
  A	
  copy	
  of	
  the	
  plan	
  shall	
  be	
  kept	
  in	
  the	
  fire	
  control	
  room	
  and	
  a	
  copy	
  shall	
  be	
  
filed	
  with	
  the	
  SMFD	
  fire	
  marshal.	
  The	
  plan	
  shall	
  be	
  revised	
  every	
  5	
  years.”	
  	
  
	
  
“Less	
  Than	
  Significant”	
  
“PS-‐2	
  -‐-‐	
  New	
  residential,	
  commercial,	
  and	
  visitor-‐serving	
  uses	
  occurring	
  under	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  
Plan	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  resident	
  and	
  daytime	
  population,	
  which	
  would	
  incrementally	
  increase	
  the	
  
demand	
  for	
  police	
  protection	
  services.	
  Such	
  population	
  increases	
  would	
  not	
  result	
  in	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  new	
  or	
  
physically	
  altered	
  police	
  facilities	
  that	
  could	
  result	
  in	
  significant	
  environmental	
  impacts.	
  This	
  impact	
  would	
  be	
  
less	
  than	
  significant.”	
  	
  
“MM	
  PS-‐2	
  -‐-‐	
  The	
  City	
  shall	
  require	
  applicants	
  of	
  development	
  projects	
  over	
  a	
  specified	
  square	
  footage	
  (e.g.,	
  60,000	
  
square	
  feet	
  [SF])	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  to	
  prepare	
  and	
  implement	
  a	
  security	
  plan	
  for	
  common	
  or	
  public	
  spaces,	
  
including	
  parking	
  structures/	
  lots,	
  courtyards,	
  other	
  open	
  areas,	
  public	
  or	
  common	
  area	
  walkways	
  stairways	
  and	
  
elevators	
  as	
  a	
  condition	
  of	
  their	
  development	
  agreement.	
  The	
  security	
  plan	
  will	
  identify	
  the	
  locations	
  of	
  911-‐
capable	
  phones	
  in	
  parking	
  garages	
  and	
  other	
  public	
  area,	
  will	
  establish	
  rules	
  and	
  regulations	
  for	
  public	
  use	
  of	
  the	
  
courtyard	
  areas,	
  and	
  establish	
  private	
  security	
  patrols	
  for	
  the	
  property.	
  Private	
  security	
  patrols	
  shall	
  work	
  in	
  
coordination	
  with	
  the	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Police	
  Department.	
  The	
  plan	
  shall	
  be	
  subject	
  to	
  review	
  and	
  approval	
  by	
  the	
  
SMPD.”	
  	
  
	
  
PUBLIC	
  SCHOOLS	
  3.16.3:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
A.	
  DEVELOPER	
  FEES	
  ARE	
  NOT	
  ADEQUATE	
  MITIGATION	
  
	
  
1. Since	
  developer	
  fees	
  are	
  not	
  being	
  matched	
  by	
  the	
  state	
  under	
  the	
  bond	
  program,	
  the	
  developer	
  fee	
  
program	
  is	
  not	
  mitigation.	
  
a. Inadequate	
  funding	
  is	
  a	
  significant	
  impact	
  that	
  is	
  not	
  mitigated	
  by	
  developer	
  fees.	
  The	
  DEIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  
how	
  much	
  the	
  school	
  district	
  needs	
  to	
  pay	
  for	
  the	
  increased	
  capacity	
  to	
  house	
  students	
  generated	
  by	
  the	
  
DSP	
  beyond	
  the	
  developer	
  fees.	
  	
  The	
  developer	
  fees	
  are	
  only	
  full	
  mitigation	
  of	
  a	
  project	
  if	
  the	
  state	
  funds	
  
are	
  available	
  for	
  construction	
  and	
  the	
  Tier	
  2	
  and	
  Tier	
  3	
  funds	
  under	
  Senate	
  Bill	
  50	
  are	
  analyzed	
  and	
  
obtained.	
  	
  After	
  funds	
  from	
  Senate	
  Bill	
  50	
  and	
  state	
  funding,	
  if	
  there	
  is	
  still	
  a	
  shortfall,	
  that	
  is	
  a	
  significant	
  
adverse	
  impact.	
  	
  Any	
  assumption	
  that	
  future	
  bonds	
  can	
  cover	
  this	
  amount	
  renders	
  the	
  EIR	
  inadequate.	
  See	
  
Western	
  Placer	
  County	
  Unified	
  School	
  District	
  v.	
  City	
  of	
  Lincoln	
  and	
  Lakeside	
  Development.	
  
2. State	
  law	
  does	
  not	
  require	
  that	
  a	
  City	
  move	
  forward	
  with	
  general	
  plans	
  based	
  on	
  developer	
  fees.	
  	
  The	
  
general	
  plan	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  “Project”	
  under	
  AB50.	
  
a. The	
  DEIR	
  concludes	
  that	
  the	
  fees	
  currently	
  being	
  charged	
  fully	
  mitigate	
  the	
  impacts	
  to	
  less	
  than	
  significant.	
  
However,	
  all	
  the	
  items	
  listed	
  below	
  would	
  cost	
  more	
  than	
  $6.5	
  million	
  -‐	
  $8.7	
  million	
  to	
  fix,	
  so	
  how	
  can	
  this	
  
be?	
  	
  	
  
b. Even	
  if	
  legally	
  the	
  fees	
  are	
  considered	
  mitigation,	
  don’t	
  we	
  have	
  a	
  responsibility	
  to	
  acknowledge	
  the	
  reality	
  
that	
  we	
  cannot	
  afford	
  to	
  maintain	
  the	
  education	
  for	
  our	
  children	
  if	
  additional	
  growth	
  is	
  approved	
  in	
  the	
  
DSP?	
  	
  
c. Case	
  law	
  suggests	
  that	
  the	
  deemed	
  mitigation	
  applies	
  to	
  a	
  particular	
  applicant	
  that	
  agrees	
  to	
  pay	
  the	
  
statutory	
  developer	
  fee,	
  but	
  does	
  not	
  necessarily	
  prohibit	
  a	
  City	
  from	
  considering	
  school	
  facilities	
  when	
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making	
  a	
  general	
  decision	
  to	
  increase	
  development	
  in	
  the	
  City.	
  	
  If	
  you	
  are	
  concluding	
  that	
  the	
  developer	
  
fees	
  constitute	
  mitigation	
  for	
  a	
  general	
  or	
  specific	
  plan	
  of	
  a	
  City	
  of	
  general	
  applicability	
  and	
  not	
  pertaining	
  
to	
  a	
  specific	
  applicant,	
  please	
  provide	
  the	
  case	
  law	
  supporting	
  this	
  position.	
  
3. The	
  fees	
  collected	
  are	
  not	
  mitigation	
  because	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  evidence	
  presented	
  that	
  the	
  fees	
  currently	
  
charged	
  constitute	
  the	
  maximum	
  that	
  SMMUSD	
  is	
  entitled	
  to	
  charge	
  on	
  new	
  development.	
  
a. When	
  was	
  the	
  last	
  calculation	
  of	
  fees	
  made	
  and	
  where	
  is	
  the	
  report	
  justifying	
  the	
  fee	
  calculations?	
  	
  The	
  EIR	
  
says	
  that	
  a	
  fee	
  report	
  was	
  prepared	
  in	
  1992	
  and	
  several	
  more	
  since	
  then.	
  	
  	
  
b. Please	
  provide	
  an	
  analysis	
  of	
  each	
  Development	
  Fee	
  Justification	
  Study	
  and	
  its	
  adequacy.	
  
c. The	
  development	
  fees	
  were	
  last	
  revised	
  in	
  2006.	
  	
  Was	
  this	
  a	
  scheduled	
  increase	
  based	
  on	
  cost-‐of-‐living	
  or	
  
a	
  reassessment	
  based	
  on	
  proposed	
  development?	
  	
  	
  
d. Was	
  a	
  fee	
  study	
  conducted	
  for	
  the	
  LUCE	
  or	
  the	
  DSP?	
  	
  If	
  so,	
  please	
  provide	
  the	
  methodology	
  and	
  results	
  of	
  
the	
  study.	
  	
  If	
  not,	
  please	
  conduct	
  the	
  study	
  before	
  the	
  EIR	
  can	
  conclude	
  that	
  the	
  current	
  fees	
  are	
  adequate	
  
mitigation.	
  
e. There	
  are	
  three	
  tiers	
  of	
  fees	
  that	
  may	
  be	
  charged	
  under	
  the	
  law.	
  	
  Is	
  SMMUSD	
  availing	
  itself	
  of	
  all	
  possible	
  
tiers	
  of	
  fees?	
  	
  	
  
f. Has	
  SMMUSD	
  applied	
  for	
  and/or	
  obtained	
  any	
  state	
  funds	
  that	
  could	
  result	
  in	
  eligibility	
  for	
  additional	
  
developer	
  fees?	
  	
  Who	
  at	
  the	
  district	
  is	
  responsible	
  for	
  this,	
  what	
  is	
  their	
  plan,	
  and	
  what	
  have	
  they	
  done	
  so	
  
far	
  to	
  maximize	
  developer	
  fees	
  it	
  can	
  charge?	
  
g. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  that	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  is	
  charging	
  $2.63/SF	
  ft.	
  for	
  residential	
  development	
  and	
  $0.42/sq.	
  ft.	
  for	
  
commercial	
  development.	
  	
  Is	
  this	
  the	
  most	
  SMMUSD	
  can	
  charge?	
  	
  A	
  Santa	
  Barbara	
  study	
  from	
  2012	
  
showed	
  Santa	
  Barbara	
  was	
  charging	
  $3.20	
  and	
  $0.51,	
  respectively.	
  
MM-56 4. Developer	
  fees	
  are	
  not	
  mitigation	
  for	
  outside	
  impacts	
  cause	
  by	
  inadequate	
  school	
  facilities	
  and	
  
Contd.
capacity.	
  
a. Courts	
  have	
  held	
  that	
  physical	
  activities	
  caused	
  by	
  school	
  growth	
  are	
  not	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  definition	
  of	
  “school	
  
facilities”	
  governed	
  by	
  SB	
  50	
  and	
  those	
  impacts	
  are	
  subject	
  to	
  review	
  and	
  mitigation	
  under	
  CEQA.	
  	
  Please	
  
provide	
  an	
  analysis	
  of	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  school	
  growth	
  beyond	
  the	
  schools	
  themselves.	
  
b. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  construction	
  (dust,	
  noise,	
  air	
  quality)	
  of	
  new	
  schools	
  or	
  facilities	
  
resulting	
  from	
  DSP	
  growth.	
  
c. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  traffic	
  caused	
  by	
  requiring	
  overflow	
  students	
  to	
  drive	
  to	
  a	
  school	
  that	
  
is	
  farther	
  away	
  and	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  public	
  transportation	
  by	
  those	
  students	
  and	
  their	
  families.	
  
d. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  on	
  open	
  space	
  via	
  shared	
  use	
  agreements.	
  	
  The	
  City	
  counts	
  schoolyards	
  
that	
  are	
  part	
  of	
  shared	
  use	
  agreements	
  as	
  open	
  space.	
  	
  To	
  the	
  extent	
  schools	
  are	
  required	
  to	
  cover	
  such	
  
open	
  space	
  with	
  portables	
  or	
  buildings	
  to	
  accommodate	
  growth	
  that	
  will	
  result	
  in	
  a	
  decrease	
  of	
  open	
  space	
  
available	
  to	
  the	
  community	
  via	
  shared	
  use	
  agreements.	
  
e. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  additional	
  noise	
  generated	
  by	
  additional	
  staggered	
  recesses	
  and	
  
lunches.	
  
f. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  additional	
  use	
  of	
  open	
  space	
  outside	
  the	
  school	
  sites	
  required	
  by	
  
additional	
  students	
  on	
  sports	
  teams	
  that	
  already	
  use	
  city	
  facilities	
  because	
  school	
  sports	
  facilities	
  are	
  
inadequate.	
  
g. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  increased	
  use	
  of	
  water,	
  sewage	
  and	
  other	
  utilities	
  due	
  to	
  increased	
  
enrollment.	
  
h. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  parking	
  in	
  vicinity	
  of	
  school	
  due	
  to	
  increased	
  commuters	
  to	
  overflow	
  
schools.	
  
i. The	
  EIR	
  must	
  analyze	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  intrusion	
  on	
  the	
  surrounding	
  neighborhood	
  of	
  each	
  school	
  that	
  will	
  
receive	
  overflow.	
  	
  
	
  
B.	
  	
  INNACURATE	
  ENROLLMENT	
  AND	
  CAPACITY	
  BASELINE	
  
	
  
MM-57
1. Current	
  (baseline)	
  enrollment	
  is	
  underestimated,	
  which	
  results	
  in	
  an	
  underestimation	
  of	
  the	
  total	
  
impact	
  of	
  enrollment	
  after	
  giving	
  effect	
  to	
  the	
  DSP.	
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a. The	
  EIR	
  claims	
  to	
  be	
  using	
  the	
  “latest	
  available	
  enrollment	
  data”	
  and	
  then	
  says	
  it	
  is	
  for	
  the	
  2013-‐14	
  school	
  
year.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  two	
  years	
  later	
  now,	
  and	
  accurate	
  current	
  enrollment	
  should	
  be	
  obtained	
  from	
  SMMUSD.	
  	
  
Furthermore,	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  reason	
  to	
  be	
  using	
  old	
  information	
  from	
  the	
  State	
  when	
  current	
  information	
  is	
  
available	
  from	
  the	
  District.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  available	
  for	
  the	
  2015-‐16	
  school	
  year.	
  	
  Please	
  ask	
  the	
  District	
  for	
  this	
  
information.	
  
b. Parents,	
  teachers	
  and	
  school	
  site	
  administrators	
  say	
  the	
  schools	
  are	
  overcrowded	
  now.	
  	
  Was	
  any	
  
information	
  gathered	
  from	
  parents,	
  teachers	
  or	
  site	
  administrators	
  for	
  the	
  EIR?	
  
c. The	
  focus	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  on	
  student	
  decline	
  since	
  2003-‐04	
  is	
  not	
  relevant	
  to	
  current	
  enrollment	
  or	
  the	
  
predicted	
  increase	
  and	
  is	
  an	
  attempt	
  to	
  mischaracterize	
  enrollment.	
  	
  	
  
d. Also,	
  the	
  EIR	
  doesn’t	
  say	
  where	
  the	
  decline	
  occurred	
  –	
  in	
  the	
  City	
  or	
  in	
  Malibu.	
  	
  If	
  the	
  decline	
  occurred	
  in	
  
Malibu,	
  then	
  the	
  enrollment	
  in	
  the	
  City	
  hardly	
  declined	
  at	
  all.	
  	
  If	
  the	
  decline	
  is	
  not	
  expected	
  to	
  continue,	
  
then	
  all	
  references	
  to	
  a	
  decline	
  should	
  be	
  deleted	
  as	
  they	
  are	
  misleading.	
  
e. The	
  district	
  demographer	
  predicted	
  an	
  enrollment	
  increase	
  by	
  2015-‐16.	
  	
  That	
  is	
  the	
  current	
  school	
  year,	
  
so	
  the	
  EIR	
  should	
  verify	
  whether	
  the	
  demographer	
  was	
  correct	
  and	
  use	
  2015-‐16	
  enrollment	
  data.	
  	
  	
  
f. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  that	
  the	
  projections	
  are	
  from	
  projected	
  growth	
  under	
  the	
  LUCE,	
  which	
  goes	
  until	
  2030,	
  so	
  the	
  
enrollment	
  projections	
  should	
  be	
  extended	
  through	
  2030.	
  	
  	
  
g. The	
  EIR	
  should	
  also	
  include	
  District	
  demographer	
  predictions	
  going	
  forward	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  comparisons	
  of	
  
predictions	
  to	
  actual	
  enrollment	
  for	
  the	
  last	
  10	
  years	
  so	
  the	
  accuracy	
  of	
  the	
  district	
  demographer	
  can	
  be	
  
verified.	
  	
  We	
  have	
  heard	
  that	
  they	
  consistently	
  estimated	
  lower	
  than	
  actual	
  enrollment,	
  so	
  this	
  is	
  
important	
  to	
  verify.	
  
h. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  students	
  are	
  predicted	
  to	
  enter	
  private	
  school	
  or	
  transfer	
  to	
  another	
  district.	
  	
  What	
  data	
  is	
  
this	
  conclusion	
  based	
  on?	
  	
  	
  
i. What	
  are	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  resident	
  students	
  who	
  enroll	
  in	
  private	
  school	
  and	
  other	
  districts	
  each	
  year	
  for	
  the	
  
last	
  10	
  years	
  by	
  grade	
  and	
  school	
  boundary	
  and	
  what	
  are	
  the	
  future	
  predictions	
  for	
  private	
  school	
  
transfers	
  by	
  the	
  District	
  demographer?	
  
MM-57 2. Baseline	
  School	
  capacity	
  was	
  not	
  adequately	
  ascertained	
  in	
  the	
  EIR.	
  	
  
Cont'd.
a. The	
  LUCE	
  EIR	
  listed	
  capacities	
  of	
  each	
  school	
  in	
  the	
  district.	
  Please	
  insert	
  that	
  same	
  chart	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR	
  
with	
  updated	
  capacity	
  information	
  based	
  on	
  2015-‐16	
  enrollment	
  information	
  obtained	
  from	
  SMMUSD.	
  
b. Why	
  wasn’t	
  school	
  capacity	
  data	
  included	
  in	
  this	
  EIR	
  since	
  the	
  EIR	
  assumes	
  that	
  the	
  elementary	
  school	
  for	
  
downtown	
  students	
  is	
  full	
  and	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  capacity	
  to	
  absorb	
  those	
  students	
  at	
  other	
  elementary	
  schools?	
  	
  	
  
c. The	
  EIR	
  also	
  assumes	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  middle	
  and	
  high	
  school	
  capacity	
  for	
  additional	
  students.	
  	
  Please	
  provide	
  
current	
  middle	
  and	
  high	
  school	
  capacities	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  methodology	
  for	
  determining	
  such	
  capacity.	
  	
  
d. The	
  EIR	
  said	
  there	
  are	
  “currently”	
  capacity	
  constraints	
  but	
  that	
  was	
  based	
  on	
  old	
  information	
  from	
  2013-‐
14	
  with	
  enrollment	
  predicted	
  to	
  increase	
  by	
  the	
  2015-‐16	
  school	
  year,	
  which	
  is	
  now	
  and	
  can	
  be	
  
ascertained.	
  	
  What	
  are	
  the	
  current	
  capacity	
  constraints	
  at	
  the	
  three	
  schools	
  fed	
  by	
  downtown	
  and	
  any	
  
school	
  expected	
  to	
  handle	
  overflow?	
  	
  	
  
e. At	
  the	
  time	
  the	
  EIR	
  was	
  initially	
  drafted,	
  it	
  already	
  said	
  Roosevelt	
  was	
  full	
  and	
  students	
  in	
  the	
  Roosevelt	
  
boundary	
  were	
  being	
  enrolled	
  in	
  other	
  elementary	
  schools.	
  	
  With	
  two	
  years	
  of	
  increased	
  enrollment,	
  how	
  
much	
  overflow	
  is	
  there	
  now	
  and	
  how	
  much	
  space	
  is	
  left	
  at	
  other	
  elementary	
  schools?	
  	
  	
  
f. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  the	
  district	
  determines	
  capacity	
  on	
  a	
  project	
  basis,	
  but	
  doesn’t	
  say	
  what	
  the	
  district	
  has	
  
determined	
  for	
  the	
  DSP	
  “project.”	
  	
  What	
  does	
  the	
  district	
  say?	
  
g. Who	
  in	
  the	
  district	
  was	
  contacted	
  for	
  capacity	
  information	
  and	
  when?	
  
h. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  the	
  district	
  would	
  typically	
  consider	
  physical	
  variables	
  including	
  building	
  size,	
  support	
  
facilities	
  and	
  amenities,	
  but	
  doesn’t	
  provide	
  any	
  analysis	
  of	
  these	
  under	
  the	
  DSP.	
  	
  The	
  analysis	
  should	
  
include	
  current	
  and	
  increased	
  need	
  for	
  space	
  to	
  accommodate	
  art	
  rooms,	
  science	
  rooms,	
  music	
  rooms,	
  
meeting	
  rooms	
  for	
  PTAs,	
  IEPS,	
  testing,	
  etc.,	
  playground	
  space,	
  fields	
  and	
  athletic	
  facilities	
  
i. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  the	
  district	
  would	
  also	
  consider	
  operational	
  variables	
  such	
  as	
  utilization	
  rates,	
  staffing,	
  space	
  
management	
  and	
  budget,	
  but	
  doesn’t	
  provide	
  any	
  analysis	
  of	
  these	
  under	
  the	
  DSP.	
  The	
  analysis	
  should	
  
include	
  current	
  and	
  increased	
  need	
  for	
  additional	
  counselors,	
  teachers,	
  aids,	
  nurses,	
  yard	
  staff.	
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j.

The	
  EIR	
  says	
  the	
  district	
  would	
  also	
  consider	
  programmatic	
  variables	
  such	
  as	
  class	
  size,	
  schedules,	
  
partnerships	
  and	
  educational	
  program	
  offerings,	
  but	
  doesn’t	
  provide	
  any	
  analysis	
  of	
  these	
  under	
  the	
  DSP.	
  
The	
  analysis	
  should	
  include	
  current	
  and	
  increased	
  need	
  for	
  these	
  variables.	
  
k. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  that	
  portable	
  classrooms	
  are	
  not	
  used	
  but	
  have	
  been	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  past,	
  implying	
  that	
  there	
  
aren’t	
  any	
  currently	
  in	
  use.	
  	
  However,	
  there	
  are	
  definitely	
  bungalows	
  being	
  used	
  on	
  many	
  campuses,	
  which	
  
most	
  people	
  would	
  consider	
  portable	
  structures.	
  	
  The	
  bungalows	
  are	
  in	
  use	
  because	
  enrollment	
  already	
  
far	
  exceeds	
  the	
  capacity	
  the	
  schools	
  were	
  built	
  for.	
  	
  Please	
  provide	
  an	
  updated	
  list	
  of	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  
bungalows	
  in	
  use	
  at	
  each	
  school	
  site.	
  
3. Current	
  class	
  size	
  was	
  not	
  indicated,	
  nor	
  was	
  current	
  compliance	
  with	
  the	
  recent	
  California	
  class	
  size	
  
law	
  indicated.	
  
a. The	
  average	
  class	
  sizes	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  were	
  from	
  the	
  2012-‐13	
  school	
  year,	
  which	
  is	
  now	
  three	
  years	
  old.	
  	
  What	
  
is	
  the	
  current	
  average	
  class	
  size	
  for	
  2014-‐15	
  and	
  2015-‐16?	
  	
  This	
  information	
  is	
  available	
  from	
  the	
  district	
  
and	
  the	
  EIR	
  should	
  include	
  it.	
  	
  	
  
b. A	
  new	
  state	
  law	
  went	
  into	
  effect	
  that	
  requires	
  lower	
  class	
  size	
  and	
  the	
  EIR	
  does	
  not	
  include	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  
the	
  new	
  law	
  on	
  capacity.	
  	
  The	
  law	
  has	
  been	
  in	
  effect	
  for	
  several	
  years	
  now	
  and	
  has	
  resulted	
  in	
  more	
  classes	
  
in	
  certain	
  grades,	
  and	
  an	
  increased	
  demand	
  for	
  space.	
  	
  The	
  EIR	
  needs	
  to	
  include	
  updated	
  class	
  size	
  limits	
  in	
  
its	
  space	
  analysis.	
  
4. To	
  the	
  extent	
  that	
  the	
  DCP	
  boundaries	
  differ	
  from	
  the	
  DSP	
  boundaries,	
  all	
  population,	
  student	
  
generation,	
  and	
  enrollment	
  assumptions	
  must	
  be	
  recalculated	
  using	
  the	
  new	
  boundary.	
  
	
  
C.	
  	
  INACCURATE	
  GROWTH	
  ASSUMPTIONS	
  AND	
  PROJECTIONS	
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Cont'd. 1. Projected	
  growth	
  as	
  a	
  result	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  and	
  related	
  projects	
  is	
  underestimated.	
  	
  The	
  student	
  generator	
  
value	
  does	
  not	
  reflect	
  current	
  population	
  or	
  the	
  anticipated	
  population	
  based	
  on	
  unit	
  mix.	
  
a. The	
  EIR	
  uses	
  2010	
  census	
  information	
  instead	
  of	
  current	
  population	
  information	
  to	
  determine	
  the	
  number	
  
of	
  students	
  per	
  household.	
  	
  Downtown	
  was	
  a	
  very	
  different	
  area	
  in	
  2010	
  and	
  there	
  has	
  been	
  lots	
  of	
  growth	
  
since	
  plus	
  a	
  change	
  in	
  unit	
  mix.	
  	
  Please	
  get	
  current	
  enrollment	
  information	
  from	
  SMMUSD	
  to	
  see	
  how	
  
many	
  children	
  are	
  enrolled	
  from	
  downtown	
  for	
  the	
  2015-‐16	
  school	
  year.	
  
b. How	
  can	
  the	
  0.08	
  students	
  per	
  household	
  from	
  2010	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  predict	
  future	
  enrollment?	
  It	
  is	
  misleading	
  
for	
  the	
  EIR	
  to	
  say	
  that,	
  even	
  while	
  using	
  this	
  already	
  low	
  generator,	
  student	
  increase	
  “may	
  be	
  tempered	
  or	
  
reduced	
  by	
  the	
  types	
  of	
  new	
  residential	
  units	
  anticipated	
  to	
  be	
  constructed	
  downtown	
  and	
  the	
  resulting	
  
demographics	
  of	
  downtown	
  populations.”	
  	
  It	
  then	
  goes	
  on	
  to	
  refer	
  to	
  the	
  2010	
  data	
  as	
  “current”	
  data	
  
relating	
  to	
  unit	
  types	
  that	
  are	
  less	
  conducive	
  to	
  families.	
  	
  What	
  was	
  the	
  unit	
  mix	
  in	
  2010,	
  what	
  is	
  it	
  now,	
  
and	
  what	
  is	
  it	
  supposed	
  to	
  be	
  under	
  the	
  DSP?	
  	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  analysis	
  of	
  how	
  the	
  unit	
  mix	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  
compares	
  to	
  2010.	
  	
  Furthermore,	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  analysis	
  of	
  the	
  goals	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  to	
  create	
  a	
  complete	
  
neighborhood	
  and	
  how	
  that	
  impacts	
  the	
  desirability	
  of	
  downtown	
  for	
  families,	
  which	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  an	
  
increased	
  generator	
  number.	
  	
  
c. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  increased	
  student	
  generation	
  under	
  the	
  DSP	
  “was	
  derived	
  from	
  the	
  through	
  coordination	
  
with	
  the	
  SMMUSD.”	
  	
  What	
  does	
  this	
  mean?	
  	
  Please	
  provide	
  the	
  source	
  of	
  any	
  information	
  obtained	
  from	
  
the	
  district	
  regarding	
  increased	
  enrollment	
  under	
  the	
  DSP.	
  	
  All	
  enrollment	
  information	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  
should	
  be	
  from	
  the	
  current	
  school	
  year,	
  which	
  in	
  this	
  case	
  is	
  available	
  from	
  SMMUSD	
  for	
  2015-‐16.	
  
2. The	
  EIR	
  does	
  not	
  study	
  how	
  the	
  students	
  generated	
  by	
  the	
  DSP	
  fit	
  into	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  students	
  already	
  
generated	
  under	
  the	
  LUCE.	
  
a. The	
  LUCE	
  EIR	
  provided	
  for	
  4,955	
  units	
  and	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR	
  is	
  studying	
  up	
  to	
  3,024	
  in	
  downtown	
  alone.	
  	
  What	
  
are	
  the	
  aggregate	
  impacts	
  of	
  this	
  growth	
  against	
  the	
  LUCE	
  EIR	
  and	
  growth	
  that	
  has	
  already	
  taken	
  place	
  
under	
  the	
  LUCE?	
  
b. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  the	
  DSP	
  is	
  adding	
  242	
  students.	
  	
  The	
  LUCE	
  EIR	
  projected	
  a	
  total	
  of	
  921	
  students	
  would	
  be	
  
added	
  to	
  the	
  City	
  schools	
  through	
  2030.	
  	
  How	
  many	
  have	
  in	
  fact	
  been	
  added	
  since	
  the	
  LUCE	
  and	
  what	
  does	
  
that	
  extrapolate	
  to	
  in	
  2030?	
  
c. It	
  is	
  misleading	
  for	
  the	
  EIR	
  to	
  state	
  that	
  it	
  “conservatively”	
  assumes	
  units	
  will	
  be	
  occupied	
  when	
  the	
  
number	
  of	
  units	
  being	
  studied	
  is	
  fewer	
  than	
  could	
  be	
  built	
  under	
  zoning	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  and	
  the	
  LUCE.	
  	
  Under	
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the	
  LUCE	
  alone,	
  there	
  is	
  “space”	
  (based	
  on	
  actual	
  permitted	
  heights	
  and	
  densities)	
  in	
  the	
  code	
  for	
  an	
  
additional	
  4,955	
  units,	
  which	
  would	
  be	
  396	
  students,	
  even	
  using	
  the	
  very	
  low	
  0.08	
  generator.	
  	
  	
  
d. Furthermore,	
  the	
  pace	
  of	
  construction	
  downtown	
  and	
  in	
  the	
  rest	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  is	
  moving	
  so	
  quickly	
  that	
  the	
  
units	
  are	
  likely	
  to	
  be	
  built	
  before	
  2030.	
  	
  Has	
  the	
  pace	
  of	
  construction	
  been	
  studied	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  when	
  the	
  
bounds	
  of	
  the	
  EIRs	
  will	
  be	
  exceeded?	
  
3. The	
  EIR	
  attempts	
  to	
  minimize	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  additional	
  students.	
  
a. Even	
  if	
  only	
  242	
  students	
  were	
  added,	
  that	
  is	
  an	
  average	
  of	
  20	
  per	
  grade.	
  	
  Since	
  all	
  of	
  these	
  students	
  should	
  
be	
  considered	
  downtown	
  neighborhood	
  students	
  and	
  feed	
  into	
  the	
  same	
  schools,	
  that	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  the	
  
need	
  for	
  an	
  additional	
  classroom	
  per	
  grade,	
  which	
  is	
  a	
  very	
  significant	
  impact.	
  	
  Yet	
  the	
  EIR	
  attempts	
  to	
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minimize	
  the	
  impact	
  by	
  stating	
  that	
  such	
  an	
  increase	
  “has	
  the	
  potential	
  to	
  contribute	
  additional	
  students”	
  
Cont'd.
to	
  Roosevelt,	
  Lincoln	
  and	
  Samohi,	
  and	
  “may	
  require	
  increased	
  classroom	
  space,	
  new	
  teachers	
  and	
  
additional	
  equipment.”	
  (emphasis	
  added)	
  	
  If	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  EIR	
  scenarios	
  results	
  in	
  a	
  certain	
  number	
  of	
  
students,	
  then	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  that	
  number	
  of	
  students	
  must	
  be	
  fully	
  studied	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  and	
  not	
  dismissed	
  as	
  
unlikely.	
  
b. What	
  impact	
  has	
  the	
  LUCE	
  growth	
  had	
  and	
  what	
  impact	
  is	
  LUCE	
  growth	
  predicted	
  to	
  have	
  on	
  capacity	
  at	
  
the	
  schools	
  that	
  are	
  supposed	
  to	
  accommodate	
  Roosevelt’s,	
  Lincoln’s	
  and	
  Samohi’s	
  overflow?	
  
c. Where	
  is	
  the	
  analysis	
  of	
  capacity	
  at	
  each	
  school	
  and	
  how	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  impacted	
  to	
  absorb	
  additional	
  
students	
  from	
  the	
  DSP?	
  
d. Absent	
  mitigation,	
  DSP	
  growth	
  results	
  in	
  increased	
  class	
  size	
  and	
  increased	
  need	
  for	
  more	
  classrooms,	
  
which	
  are	
  substantial	
  adverse	
  physical	
  impacts	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  or	
  physically	
  altered	
  facilities	
  
in	
  order	
  to	
  maintain	
  acceptable	
  service	
  and	
  performance	
  objectives.	
  
	
  
D.	
  	
  INADEQUATE	
  MITIGATION	
  PROPOSALS	
  
	
  
1. Potential	
  temporary	
  solutions	
  for	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  additional	
  students	
  arising	
  from	
  the	
  DSP	
  are	
  
inadequate	
  and	
  do	
  not	
  mitigate	
  the	
  harm	
  to	
  create	
  acceptable	
  performance	
  standards.	
  
a. Several	
  temporary	
  “solutions”	
  are	
  suggested	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  such	
  as	
  traveling	
  teachers.	
  	
  First,	
  the	
  EIR	
  does	
  not	
  
explain	
  how	
  these	
  would	
  work	
  and	
  resolve	
  the	
  particular	
  problems	
  created	
  by	
  the	
  DSP.	
  	
  	
  
b. Second,	
  since	
  the	
  increases	
  are	
  not	
  expected	
  to	
  go	
  away,	
  temporary	
  solutions	
  are	
  unacceptable	
  for	
  
mitigating	
  impacts.	
  	
  Despite	
  this,	
  traveling	
  teachers	
  are	
  again	
  stated	
  as	
  a	
  way	
  the	
  district	
  may	
  continue	
  to	
  
“adjust”	
  to	
  increased	
  enrollment.	
  
2. Potential	
  permanent	
  physical	
  solutions	
  for	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  additional	
  students	
  arising	
  from	
  the	
  DSP	
  are	
  
inadequate	
  and	
  do	
  not	
  mitigate	
  the	
  harm	
  to	
  create	
  acceptable	
  performance	
  standards.	
  
a. Permanent	
  solutions	
  are	
  not	
  fleshed	
  out	
  in	
  any	
  meaningful	
  way.	
  	
  The	
  EIR	
  simply	
  states	
  that	
  if	
  enrollment	
  
rates	
  continue	
  to	
  grow,	
  long-‐term	
  solutions	
  would	
  need	
  to	
  be	
  identified.	
  	
  It	
  appears	
  to	
  cite	
  Maez	
  as	
  the	
  
source	
  of	
  this	
  statement	
  in	
  2014,	
  but	
  with	
  no	
  detail	
  as	
  to	
  what	
  those	
  solutions	
  would	
  be,	
  and	
  if	
  any	
  
solutions	
  are	
  possible.	
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b. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  in	
  several	
  places	
  that	
  Lincoln	
  and	
  Samohi	
  have	
  “additional	
  space	
  that	
  could	
  be	
  modified	
  to	
  
use	
  as	
  classroom	
  space	
  if	
  necessary.”	
  (emphasis	
  added)	
  	
  If	
  there	
  is	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  students,	
  how	
  would	
  
increased	
  classroom	
  space	
  not	
  be	
  necessary?	
  	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  impact	
  on	
  the	
  current	
  use	
  of	
  these	
  spaces	
  if	
  they	
  
are	
  converted	
  to	
  classrooms	
  and	
  why	
  is	
  that	
  acceptable?	
  	
  	
  
c. The	
  EIR	
  also	
  says	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  “room	
  to	
  grow	
  their	
  facilities	
  if	
  long-‐term	
  expansion	
  is	
  necessary.”	
  	
  Again,	
  if	
  
the	
  DSP	
  will	
  result	
  in	
  permanent	
  construction	
  then	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  permanent	
  need	
  that	
  must	
  be	
  thoroughly	
  
analyzed.	
  	
  Where	
  is	
  this	
  extra	
  space	
  and	
  how	
  much	
  is	
  there?	
  	
  Why	
  is	
  it	
  considered	
  extra	
  and	
  what	
  is	
  the	
  
impact	
  on	
  the	
  current	
  use	
  of	
  these	
  spaces	
  if	
  they	
  are	
  converted	
  to	
  classrooms	
  and	
  why	
  is	
  that	
  acceptable?	
  	
  
d. There	
  is	
  no	
  analysis	
  of	
  any	
  conversion	
  or	
  growth	
  using	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  variables	
  that	
  are	
  allegedly	
  used	
  by	
  the	
  
district	
  to	
  determine	
  capacity	
  above.	
  	
  Based	
  on	
  the	
  conversion	
  and	
  growth,	
  however,	
  the	
  DSP	
  growth	
  
results	
  in	
  substantial	
  adverse	
  physical	
  impacts	
  associated	
  with	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  or	
  physically	
  altered	
  facilities	
  
in	
  order	
  to	
  maintain	
  acceptable	
  service	
  and	
  performance	
  objectives.	
  	
  	
  
e. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  potential	
  impacts	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  DSP	
  are	
  considered	
  in	
  the	
  context	
  of	
  existing	
  schools	
  and	
  
currently	
  or	
  pending	
  or	
  planned	
  improvements	
  to	
  such	
  facilities/resources.	
  Please	
  provide	
  a	
  list	
  of	
  what	
  is	
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meant	
  by	
  “existing	
  schools”	
  and	
  also	
  a	
  list	
  of	
  	
  “pending	
  or	
  planned	
  improvements	
  to	
  such	
  
facilities/resources”	
  that	
  were	
  considered.	
  
f. The	
  EIR	
  also	
  needs	
  to	
  be	
  updated	
  to	
  reflect	
  the	
  completion	
  of	
  construction	
  projects	
  on	
  the	
  campuses.	
  
g. The	
  EIR	
  also	
  says	
  that	
  the	
  district	
  can	
  still	
  respond	
  with	
  increased	
  class	
  size?	
  	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  limit	
  of	
  
increasing	
  class	
  size	
  given	
  the	
  new	
  law	
  limiting	
  class	
  size?	
  	
  Is	
  this	
  really	
  a	
  viable	
  solution?	
  
h. Another	
  suggestion	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  is	
  to	
  modify	
  the	
  boundary	
  for	
  Roosevelt.	
  	
  However,	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  discussion	
  of	
  
where	
  the	
  boundary	
  would	
  be	
  redrawn	
  or	
  whether	
  the	
  schools	
  receiving	
  more	
  students	
  from	
  the	
  
boundary	
  change	
  have	
  capacity.	
  	
  
i. A	
  draft	
  of	
  the	
  high	
  school	
  facilities	
  master	
  plan	
  was	
  recently	
  released.	
  	
  The	
  EIR	
  should	
  include	
  a	
  review	
  of	
  
such	
  plan	
  and	
  whether	
  it	
  will	
  result	
  in	
  accommodation	
  for	
  additional	
  DSP	
  students.	
  
j. The	
  EIR	
  should	
  also	
  address	
  how	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  students	
  from	
  the	
  DSP	
  in	
  conjunction	
  with	
  the	
  LUCE	
  
overall.	
  	
  No	
  such	
  analysis	
  was	
  provided	
  in	
  the	
  EIR.	
  
k. SMMUSD	
  leases	
  its	
  old	
  Madison	
  Elementary	
  School	
  campus	
  to	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  College.	
  	
  Please	
  analyze	
  the	
  
space	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  available	
  at	
  that	
  campus	
  and	
  the	
  feasibility	
  of	
  returning	
  it	
  to	
  elementary	
  school	
  use.	
  
3. Potential	
  permanent	
  staffing	
  and	
  programming	
  solutions	
  for	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  additional	
  students	
  arising	
  
from	
  the	
  DSP	
  are	
  inadequate	
  and	
  do	
  not	
  mitigate	
  the	
  harm	
  to	
  create	
  acceptable	
  performance	
  
standards.	
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a. The	
  EIR	
  says	
  the	
  district	
  can	
  increase	
  staffing	
  to	
  adjust	
  to	
  increased	
  enrollment.	
  	
  What	
  type	
  of	
  staff	
  is	
  being	
  
Contd.
referred	
  to	
  and	
  how	
  many	
  of	
  each	
  kind	
  is	
  needed?	
  	
  Where	
  will	
  they	
  work?	
  
4. Potential	
  funding	
  solutions	
  for	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  additional	
  students	
  arising	
  from	
  the	
  DSP	
  are	
  inadequate	
  
and	
  do	
  not	
  mitigate	
  the	
  harm	
  to	
  create	
  acceptable	
  performance	
  standards.	
  
a. Bonds	
  are	
  not	
  an	
  acceptable	
  solution	
  for	
  handling	
  the	
  increased	
  enrollment	
  and	
  the	
  EIR’s	
  discussion	
  of	
  
bonds	
  is	
  inadequate.	
  	
  It	
  states	
  $268	
  million	
  from	
  BB	
  is	
  fully	
  issued	
  and	
  was	
  already	
  used.	
  	
  It	
  states	
  that	
  
$385	
  million	
  ES	
  will	
  be	
  used	
  for	
  technology	
  and	
  facilities,	
  including	
  a	
  high	
  school	
  facilities	
  master	
  plan.	
  	
  
While	
  the	
  EIR	
  states	
  that	
  facility	
  upgrades	
  thus	
  far	
  have	
  not	
  resulted	
  in	
  expansion	
  for	
  additional	
  students,	
  
it	
  goes	
  on	
  to	
  imply	
  those	
  same	
  BB	
  funds	
  that	
  were	
  already	
  spent	
  on	
  Lincoln	
  and	
  Samohi	
  improvements	
  
unrelated	
  to	
  capacity	
  could	
  somehow	
  mitigate	
  the	
  increase	
  in	
  students.	
  Please	
  provide	
  support	
  for	
  this	
  
conclusion.	
  
b. Santa	
  Monica	
  residents	
  have	
  bond	
  fatigue,	
  so	
  reliance	
  on	
  future	
  bonds	
  is	
  extremely	
  uncertain	
  and	
  the	
  EIR	
  
should	
  affirmatively	
  state	
  such	
  future	
  bonds	
  are	
  not	
  adequate	
  mitigation	
  due	
  to	
  their	
  uncertainty.	
  
c. The	
  EIR	
  also	
  states	
  that	
  bond	
  revenue	
  from	
  both	
  BB	
  and	
  ES	
  would	
  supplement	
  developer	
  fees	
  for	
  school	
  
improvements,	
  resulting	
  in	
  less	
  than	
  significant	
  impact.	
  	
  How	
  is	
  this	
  possible	
  if	
  the	
  funds	
  from	
  BB	
  have	
  
already	
  been	
  spent?	
  	
  	
  
d. Was	
  there	
  any	
  verification	
  from	
  the	
  district	
  that	
  ES	
  would	
  be	
  used	
  for	
  expansion	
  to	
  accommodate	
  students	
  
from	
  the	
  DSP?	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
PARKS	
  AND	
  RECREATION	
  3.16.5:	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  overall	
  goal	
  for	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  is	
  to	
  have	
  parks	
  and	
  green	
  space	
  within	
  a	
  ten-‐minute	
  walk	
  in	
  every	
  
neighborhood	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  or	
  open	
  space	
  within	
  a	
  2.5-‐minute	
  walk.	
  (Discussion	
  with	
  Phil	
  Brock,	
  Chair	
  Recreation	
  
and	
  Parks	
  Commission	
  and	
  DEIR	
  (p	
  2.0-‐35).	
  	
  The	
  DSP	
  and	
  the	
  DEIR	
  state	
  the	
  goal,	
  "to	
  add	
  additional,	
  strategically-‐
MM-59 located	
  small	
  parks	
  and	
  plazas	
  conveniently	
  accessible	
  to	
  residents,	
  to	
  link	
  existing	
  and	
  new	
  spaces	
  together	
  while	
  
creating	
  a	
  connected	
  open	
  space	
  network	
  with	
  enhanced	
  pedestrian	
  sidewalks,	
  pathways,	
  and	
  esplanades."	
  	
  
Further	
  the	
  documents	
  state	
  "the	
  proposed	
  DSP	
  targets	
  locating	
  new	
  open	
  space	
  such	
  that	
  all	
  points	
  in	
  the	
  
Downtown	
  are	
  easily	
  accessible	
  to	
  residents	
  who	
  depend	
  on	
  public	
  open	
  space	
  for	
  outdoor	
  experience.	
  "	
  (DEIR	
  p.	
  
2.0-‐35).	
  
The	
  DEIR	
  calls	
  for	
  three	
  ways	
  to	
  create	
  "open	
  space"	
  that	
  are	
  dependent	
  on	
  "development	
  agreements	
  (DA)	
  and	
  
development	
  standards"	
  for	
  new	
  construction	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  	
  (DEIR	
  2.0-‐35).	
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1.	
  	
  New	
  Publicly	
  Accessible	
  Open	
  Space:	
  	
  Through	
  community	
  benefit	
  contributions	
  from	
  negotiated	
  DAs,	
  
provide	
  ground	
  level	
  publicly	
  accessible	
  open	
  spaces	
  that	
  function	
  as	
  neighborhood	
  parks	
  and	
  gathering	
  places,	
  
with	
  a	
  focus	
  on	
  accommodating	
  new	
  residential	
  neighborhoods	
  east	
  of	
  4th	
  St.	
  
	
  
2.	
  	
  Public	
  Right	
  of	
  Way	
  Improvements:	
  	
  Through	
  the	
  City's	
  capital	
  improvement	
  program,	
  with	
  funds	
  from	
  
project	
  fees,	
  grants,	
  or	
  City	
  special	
  or	
  general	
  funding,	
  develop	
  new	
  open	
  spaces	
  including	
  sidewalk	
  enhancements	
  
either	
  on	
  City	
  owned	
  parcels	
  or	
  within	
  the	
  public	
  right	
  of	
  way	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  development	
  of	
  sidewalk	
  projects	
  in	
  
strategic	
  areas	
  in	
  the	
  downtown.	
  
	
  
3.	
  	
  Privately	
  owned	
  Public	
  Space:	
  	
  The	
  Plan	
  encourages,	
  not	
  requires,	
  (sic)	
  better	
  use	
  of	
  existing	
  spaces	
  
throughout	
  Downtown	
  by	
  offering	
  incentives	
  to	
  property	
  owners	
  to	
  activate	
  underutilized	
  publicly	
  accessible	
  
open	
  spaces	
  on	
  their	
  properties.	
  	
  Privately	
  owned	
  space	
  may	
  be	
  allowed	
  for	
  public	
  use	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  negotiated	
  DAs.	
  
	
  
4.	
  	
  Private	
  Open	
  Space:	
  	
  The	
  Plan	
  establishes	
  minimum	
  open	
  space	
  requirements	
  for	
  new	
  development.	
  	
  
The	
  requirements	
  would	
  be	
  determined	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  lot	
  area.	
  	
  (DEIR	
  2.0-‐35).	
  	
  
	
  
There	
  are	
  no	
  parks,	
  pocket	
  parks,	
  green	
  or	
  open	
  space	
  set-‐aside	
  in	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  maps	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  or	
  DCP.	
  	
  	
  
Where	
  are	
  these	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  sited?	
  	
  Who	
  is	
  going	
  to	
  pay	
  to	
  have	
  parks	
  and	
  green	
  space	
  developed?	
  	
  The	
  
number	
  of	
  developments	
  is	
  uncertain	
  and	
  the	
  amount	
  that	
  might	
  be	
  available	
  for	
  these	
  purposes	
  and	
  how	
  
the	
  funds	
  will	
  be	
  accounted	
  for	
  remain	
  tentative.	
  
Where	
  is	
  the	
  study	
  that	
  establishes	
  this	
  impact	
  given	
  the	
  facts	
  that	
  of	
  the	
  probable	
  large	
  increase	
  in	
  the	
  
number	
  of	
  new	
  residents	
  in	
  the	
  downtown	
  and	
  the	
  lack	
  of	
  plans	
  for	
  any	
  large	
  green	
  spaces	
  for	
  Parks?	
  
	
  
Thus	
  although,	
  Design	
  Guidelines	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Community	
  Plan	
  (Chapter	
  5	
  pp.	
  191-‐215)	
  include	
  
requirements	
  for	
  the	
  size	
  of	
  available	
  open	
  space,	
  they	
  are	
  dependent	
  on	
  new	
  development.	
  	
  Photos	
  of	
  solutions	
  
found	
  in	
  other	
  cities	
  in	
  the	
  DCP,	
  DSP,	
  DEIR	
  offered	
  as	
  proof	
  of	
  the	
  design	
  guidelines	
  ability	
  to	
  create	
  open	
  space	
  
MM-59 are	
  misleading	
  because	
  the	
  scale	
  of	
  potential	
  open	
  space	
  in	
  Downtown	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  is	
  not	
  sufficient.	
  
Contd.
	
  	
  
Moreover,	
  these	
  open	
  space	
  requirements	
  rely	
  on	
  building	
  standards,	
  while	
  Development	
  Agreements	
  (DAs)	
  rely	
  
on	
  the	
  generosity	
  of	
  developers.	
  The	
  dependence	
  on	
  DAs	
  and	
  building	
  to	
  create	
  such	
  open	
  space	
  is	
  dependent	
  on	
  a	
  
process	
  that	
  happens	
  incrementally	
  based	
  on	
  individual	
  projects.	
  	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  overall	
  view	
  that	
  green	
  space	
  will	
  
appear	
  other	
  than	
  landscape	
  small	
  private/public	
  areas.	
  	
  The	
  City	
  has	
  not	
  identified	
  a	
  systematic	
  plan	
  to	
  in	
  the	
  
Downtown	
  so	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  more	
  than	
  a	
  2.5-‐minute	
  walk	
  to	
  open	
  space.	
  	
  (DEIR	
  3.16.46).	
  	
  How	
  are	
  the	
  Design	
  
Guidelines	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  implemented	
  so	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  connectivity	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  if	
  we	
  rely	
  on	
  
incremental	
  not	
  system	
  development?	
  	
  How	
  can	
  we	
  be	
  assured	
  that	
  private	
  developers	
  will	
  offer	
  sufficient	
  
private	
  land	
  to	
  provide	
  a	
  public	
  esplanade	
  or	
  open	
  space	
  throughout	
  the	
  downtown?	
  	
  	
  
	
  
There	
  are	
  no	
  specific	
  standards	
  that	
  would	
  allow	
  the	
  residents	
  to	
  measure	
  how	
  quickly	
  or	
  if	
  at	
  all	
  we	
  are	
  moving	
  
toward	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  "goals"	
  set	
  out	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  or	
  the	
  DSP	
  for	
  achieving	
  the	
  goal	
  of	
  green	
  open	
  space	
  for	
  the	
  
residents	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica.	
  	
  Where	
  is	
  the	
  research	
  to	
  say	
  that	
  incremental	
  project-‐by-‐project	
  development	
  
provides	
  the	
  kind	
  of	
  open	
  and	
  green	
  space	
  needed	
  by	
  the	
  residents	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  without	
  identifying	
  
specific	
  parcels	
  for	
  parks	
  or	
  open	
  space?	
  
	
  
Parks:	
  
There	
  are	
  no	
  parks	
  within	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific/Community	
  Plan	
  area	
  and	
  nothing	
  in	
  the	
  plans	
  that	
  would	
  
create	
  large	
  open	
  green	
  spaces	
  for	
  residents	
  to	
  exercise.	
  	
  With	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  Alternatives	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  there	
  
will	
  be	
  an	
  additional	
  3210	
  to	
  4173	
  new	
  residents.	
  While	
  the	
  downtown	
  open	
  space	
  provides	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  
walk	
  and	
  perhaps	
  have	
  exercise	
  classes,	
  there	
  will	
  be	
  children	
  with	
  no	
  playgrounds,	
  basketball	
  courts,	
  tennis	
  
courts,	
  or	
  places	
  to	
  run,	
  jump,	
  or	
  play	
  ball	
  safely	
  from	
  traffic.	
  	
  All	
  of	
  the	
  current	
  parks	
  such	
  as	
  Reed	
  Park	
  and	
  
Tongva	
  are	
  beyond	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  	
  Palisades	
  Park	
  that	
  runs	
  outside	
  the	
  Downtown	
  is	
  green	
  but	
  does	
  not	
  offer	
  
activities	
  for	
  families.	
  	
  While	
  the	
  DEIR	
  Table	
  3.16-‐6	
  lists	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  parks	
  and	
  open	
  space	
  within	
  0.25	
  
Mile	
  of	
  Downtown,	
  the	
  parks	
  are	
  beyond	
  the	
  0.25	
  mile	
  radius	
  of	
  most	
  of	
  Downtown	
  and	
  would	
  be	
  available	
  to	
  
those	
  only	
  at	
  the	
  periphery.	
  
Connectivity:	
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The	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Open	
  Space	
  Element	
  (March	
  1997)	
  has	
  three	
  policies	
  that	
  are	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  to	
  establish	
  	
  
parks;	
  Policy	
  1.1	
  refers	
  to	
  maintaining	
  any	
  current	
  public	
  owned	
  open	
  space	
  as	
  essential.	
  	
  (Open	
  Space	
  Element	
  p	
  
23	
  and	
  DEIR	
  3.16-‐41)	
  	
  However	
  the	
  current	
  plans	
  for	
  the	
  4th/5th	
  and	
  Arizona	
  are	
  not	
  discussed	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  
except	
  for	
  photos	
  of	
  the	
  winter	
  skating	
  rink.	
  	
  Other	
  than	
  the	
  several	
  opportunity	
  sites	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  additional	
  open	
  
space	
  to	
  facilitate	
  a	
  park.	
  What	
  about	
  float	
  ups	
  for	
  buildings	
  complete	
  with	
  plans	
  so	
  that	
  residents	
  can	
  
understand	
  what	
  is	
  being	
  proposed	
  and	
  how	
  it	
  is	
  to	
  be	
  measured	
  for	
  green	
  space,	
  open	
  space,	
  and	
  parks?	
  	
  
The	
  LUCE	
  at	
  Policy	
  CE	
  1.1	
  page	
  3.5-‐6	
  and	
  DEIR	
  3.16-‐43	
  calls	
  for	
  acquisition	
  of	
  property	
  for	
  public	
  use	
  by	
  the	
  city	
  
not	
  owned	
  or	
  administered	
  by	
  private	
  developers.	
  	
  The	
  second	
  policy	
  1.4	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  
provides	
  opportunities	
  for	
  enjoyment	
  of	
  open	
  space	
  within	
  every	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  neighborhood.	
  	
  (Open	
  Space	
  
Element	
  p	
  24	
  and	
  DEIR	
  3.16-‐41).	
  	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  specificity	
  as	
  to	
  how	
  this	
  goal	
  will	
  be	
  achieved	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  The	
  third	
  
policy	
  2.4	
  encourages	
  open	
  space	
  and	
  recreational	
  use	
  of	
  alleys	
  and	
  street	
  ends	
  (Open	
  Space	
  Element	
  p	
  27	
  and	
  
DEIR	
  3.16-‐41)	
  is	
  not	
  reasonable	
  for	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  	
  There	
  are	
  no	
  dead	
  end	
  streets	
  and	
  the	
  alleys	
  are	
  used	
  for	
  
deliveries,	
  trash	
  collection,	
  entrances	
  and	
  exits	
  to	
  parking	
  lots,	
  and	
  perhaps	
  walkways	
  or	
  bikeways.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  not	
  
feasible	
  to	
  consider	
  alleys	
  as	
  a	
  park	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  	
  	
  	
  The	
  LUCE	
  LU	
  19.3	
  and	
  LU	
  17.2	
  define	
  streets	
  as	
  open	
  
space	
  and	
  active	
  streets	
  for	
  living	
  similar	
  to	
  the	
  policies	
  in	
  the	
  Open	
  Space	
  Element.	
  	
  If	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  streets	
  and	
  
publicly	
  owned	
  property	
  is	
  to	
  be	
  used	
  as	
  open	
  space	
  and	
  parks	
  how	
  would	
  that	
  be	
  achieved	
  in	
  the	
  
DSP/DCP	
  and	
  the	
  DEIR?	
  
	
  
There	
  are	
  several	
  references	
  about	
  a	
  Parks	
  Mitigation	
  Fund	
  (DEIR	
  3.16-‐43).	
  	
  The	
  discussion	
  refers	
  to	
  Part	
  
9.04.10.12	
  of	
  the	
  Municipal	
  Code.	
  	
  However,	
  it	
  is	
  not	
  explained	
  in	
  this	
  section	
  of	
  the	
  new	
  zoning	
  ordinance.	
  	
  
Please	
  update	
  the	
  codes	
  and	
  references.	
  
	
  
There	
  are	
  no	
  planned	
  parks	
  or	
  green	
  space	
  for	
  Downtown	
  Santa	
  Monica.	
  	
  The	
  City	
  owns	
  the	
  property	
  on	
  
Arizona	
  between	
  4th	
  and	
  5th.	
  	
  The	
  City	
  should	
  have	
  the	
  possibility	
  of	
  a	
  Public	
  Park	
  in	
  this	
  location	
  studied	
  
in	
  the	
  next	
  iteration	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  	
  This	
  property	
  should	
  be	
  used	
  for	
  a	
  public	
  park	
  that	
  the	
  City	
  retains	
  
sovereignty	
  and	
  can	
  control.	
  	
  If	
  the	
  City	
  decides	
  to	
  give	
  up	
  control	
  to	
  a	
  developer	
  the	
  public	
  park	
  will	
  not	
  
remain	
  property	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  but	
  rather	
  be	
  subject	
  to	
  the	
  whims	
  of	
  later	
  public	
  officials	
  or	
  developers	
  and	
  
used	
  for	
  private	
  "open	
  space"	
  with	
  limits	
  on	
  accessibility	
  and	
  use	
  similar	
  to	
  other	
  developments	
  in	
  Santa	
  
Monica.	
  
	
  
The	
  goal	
  as	
  outlined	
  in	
  the	
  2010	
  LUCE	
  and	
  the	
  DEIR	
  is	
  to	
  "create	
  new	
  publicly	
  accessible	
  greens	
  or	
  plazas	
  that	
  
function	
  as	
  neighborhood	
  parks	
  at	
  strategically	
  located	
  sites	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown".	
  	
  (LUCE	
  Policy	
  17.1	
  and	
  DEIR	
  3.16-‐
42).	
  
	
  
The	
  DEIR	
  (February	
  2016)	
  for	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  does	
  not	
  provide	
  for	
  additional	
  recreation	
  areas	
  or	
  
parks.	
  	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  public	
  land	
  allocated	
  for	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  any	
  new	
  parks.	
  	
  There	
  are	
  no	
  parks	
  currently	
  
within	
  the	
  defined	
  area	
  of	
  the	
  DSP.	
  	
  The	
  DEIR	
  acknowledges	
  (DEIR	
  2.0-‐25)	
  that	
  with	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  new	
  construction	
  of	
  
residences	
  in	
  the	
  DSP,	
  even	
  those	
  that	
  have	
  already	
  been	
  completed,	
  access	
  within	
  a	
  2	
  to	
  5	
  minute	
  walk	
  is	
  not	
  
currently	
  (March	
  2016)	
  available	
  and	
  neither	
  the	
  DEIR	
  nor	
  DSP	
  have	
  any	
  provisions	
  for	
  such.	
  
	
  
In	
  fact,	
  the	
  DEIR	
  drops	
  the	
  notion	
  of	
  parks	
  and	
  green	
  space	
  for	
  that	
  of	
  open	
  space.	
  	
  Within	
  Downtown	
  Santa	
  
Monica	
  itself,	
  open	
  space	
  is	
  more	
  characterized	
  by	
  plazas	
  and	
  other	
  places	
  for	
  those	
  with	
  disabilities,	
  most	
  notably	
  
including	
  the	
  Third	
  Street	
  Promenade/Santa	
  Monica	
  Place.	
  	
  Additionally	
  the	
  DEIR	
  includes	
  the	
  plaza	
  at	
  the	
  Main	
  
Library	
  and	
  the	
  ice	
  skating	
  area	
  at	
  4th	
  and	
  Arizona.	
  (DEIR	
  3.16-‐39-‐40).	
  	
  Where	
  is	
  the	
  definition	
  for	
  the	
  size	
  of	
  
open	
  space	
  or	
  how	
  the	
  DEIR,	
  the	
  DSP	
  or	
  the	
  DCP	
  are	
  to	
  accomplish	
  the	
  necessary	
  parks	
  or	
  green	
  space	
  that	
  
can	
  be	
  used	
  for	
  recreation?	
  
	
  
Green	
  space	
  is	
  not	
  the	
  same	
  as	
  parks	
  that	
  provide	
  areas	
  for	
  children	
  to	
  play	
  and	
  others	
  to	
  exercise.	
  	
  The	
  
Downtown	
  is	
  currently	
  served	
  by	
  Reed	
  Park	
  on	
  the	
  northeastern	
  end	
  of	
  the	
  district,	
  Palisades	
  Park	
  to	
  the	
  west	
  and	
  
Tongva	
  Park	
  to	
  the	
  south,	
  all	
  of	
  which	
  lie	
  outside	
  the	
  boundaries	
  of	
  downtown	
  studied	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR..	
  	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  
specific	
  proposal	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  to	
  make	
  sure	
  that	
  additional	
  resources	
  will	
  be	
  made	
  available	
  to	
  maintain	
  these	
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parks	
  given	
  the	
  increase	
  in	
  the	
  population	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  that	
  will	
  most	
  likely	
  use	
  these	
  parks	
  because	
  of	
  their	
  
proximity.	
  	
  Yet	
  curiously,	
  the	
  discussion	
  says	
  that	
  the	
  DSP	
  would	
  not	
  contribute	
  to	
  cumulative	
  impacts	
  related	
  to	
  
parks	
  and	
  recreational	
  facilities.	
  	
  "Therefore	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  not	
  result	
  in	
  substantial	
  
deterioration	
  of	
  these	
  facilities	
  or	
  service	
  levels	
  and	
  this	
  impact	
  is	
  less	
  than	
  significant."	
  	
  (DEIR	
  3.16-‐51)	
  
	
  
The	
  Methodology	
  (DEIR	
  3.16-‐44)	
  and	
  the	
  Impact	
  (DEIR	
  3.16-‐47-‐48)	
  states	
  that	
  because	
  there	
  are	
  no	
  large	
  parks	
  in	
  
the	
  Downtown	
  there	
  will	
  be	
  a	
  greater	
  impact	
  on	
  Reed,	
  Tongva,	
  and	
  Palisades	
  parks	
  in	
  either	
  Scenario	
  A	
  with	
  4173	
  
new	
  residents	
  or	
  Scenario	
  B	
  3210	
  with	
  new	
  residents	
  by	
  the	
  date	
  2030.	
  	
  The	
  authors	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR,	
  without	
  
evidence,	
  state	
  that	
  there	
  will	
  be	
  no	
  substantial	
  physical	
  deterioration	
  of	
  these	
  facilities	
  or	
  service	
  levels	
  and	
  they	
  
concluded	
  that	
  there	
  would	
  have	
  no	
  significant	
  impact.	
  	
  (DEIR	
  3.16-‐45)	
  	
  The	
  authors	
  also	
  stated	
  that	
  they	
  could	
  
not	
  measure	
  the	
  increase	
  in	
  usage	
  of	
  by	
  non-‐resident/visitor	
  populations	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  area	
  and	
  admit	
  that	
  it	
  
is	
  anticipated	
  to	
  result	
  in	
  increased	
  demand	
  for	
  parks	
  and	
  open	
  space.	
  (DEIR	
  3.16-‐45)	
  	
  With	
  no	
  evidence	
  how	
  
could	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  existing	
  neighborhood	
  and	
  regional	
  parks	
  or	
  other	
  recreational	
  facilities	
  be	
  assumed	
  not	
  
to	
  impact	
  the	
  physical	
  condition	
  of	
  these	
  parks?	
  	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  LUCE	
  policy	
  17.1	
  as	
  described	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  3.16-‐42	
  encourages	
  new	
  ground	
  level	
  open	
  space,	
  as	
  opposed	
  to	
  
decks	
  on	
  the	
  second	
  or	
  top	
  floors	
  of	
  buildings.	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  overarching	
  policy	
  that	
  would	
  establish	
  a	
  system	
  of	
  
green	
  connections	
  throughout	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  	
  A	
  system	
  of	
  green	
  connections	
  is	
  dependent	
  on	
  new	
  construction	
  
and	
  a	
  systematic	
  enforcement	
  of	
  Development	
  Agreements	
  and	
  Development	
  Reviews	
  that	
  adhere	
  collectively	
  to	
  
this	
  goal.	
  	
  How	
  is	
  the	
  City	
  going	
  to	
  create	
  and	
  enforce	
  such	
  connections?	
  	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  study	
  or	
  evidence	
  to	
  
support	
  this	
  conclusion	
  
	
  
UTILITIES	
  	
  3.17:	
  
	
  
“The	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  calls	
  for	
  the	
  proactive	
  management	
  of	
  the	
  City’s	
  utilities	
  infrastructure	
  
system.	
  	
  The	
  goals,	
  policies,	
  and	
  actions	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  are	
  designed	
  to	
  achieve	
  the	
  City’s	
  
overarching	
  sustainability	
  objectives	
  such	
  as	
  water	
  self-‐sufficiency,	
  zero	
  waste,	
  and	
  net	
  zero	
  energy	
  consumptions	
  
while	
  identifying	
  upgrades	
  including	
  capital	
  improvement	
  projects	
  that	
  are	
  necessary	
  to	
  adequately	
  meet	
  future	
  
demands	
  and	
  needs.”9	
  	
  Below	
  we	
  identify	
  what	
  government	
  agency	
  supplies	
  each	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica’s	
  
utility	
  services:	
  water,	
  wastewater,	
  solid	
  waste,	
  electricity	
  and	
  natural	
  gas.	
  
Utility	
  Service	
  
Provider	
  
Water	
  Infrastructure/	
  Supply	
  
City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Public	
  Works	
  Dept.	
  
Wastewater	
  (Sewer)	
  Infrastructure	
  
City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Public	
  Works	
  Dept.	
  
Solid	
  Waste	
  
Los	
  Angeles	
  County	
  Public	
  Works	
  
Electric	
  
Southern	
  California	
  Edison	
  (SoCal	
  Edison)	
  
Natural	
  Gas	
  
Southern	
  California	
  Gas	
  Company	
  (SoCal	
  Gas)	
  
	
  
3.17.1	
   	
  
Water	
  Infrastructure	
  and	
  Supply	
  
	
  
3.17.1	
   	
  
Analysis	
  -‐-‐	
  Water	
  Infrastructure	
  and	
  Supply	
  
1. Observation:	
  	
  Both	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR	
  (p.	
  3.17-‐1)	
  and	
  DSP	
  (p.	
  118)	
  stated	
  that	
  a	
  hydraulic	
  model	
  will	
  be	
  
developed	
  or	
  was	
  being	
  developed	
  (DSP	
  indicated	
  it	
  would	
  be	
  available	
  in	
  spring	
  of	
  2014).	
  	
  A	
  Water	
  
Master	
  Plan	
  that	
  was	
  indicated	
  as	
  underway	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  was	
  expected	
  to	
  determine	
  potential	
  
deficiencies	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  final	
  publication	
  of	
  the	
  DSP.	
  	
  The	
  methodology	
  section	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR	
  indicates	
  
that	
  the	
  2014	
  Sustainable	
  Water	
  Master	
  Plan	
  was	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  data	
  information	
  to	
  determine	
  the	
  
following:	
  1)	
  evaluates	
  the	
  availability	
  and	
  level	
  of	
  existing	
  water	
  facilities	
  and	
  water	
  supply	
  in	
  the	
  
Downtown	
  2)	
  reviews	
  any	
  planned	
  improvements	
  or	
  changes	
  to	
  these	
  facilities	
  and	
  supply	
  3)	
  analyzes	
  
the	
  potential	
  increases	
  in	
  demand	
  for	
  water	
  as	
  a	
  result	
  of	
  land	
  use	
  changes	
  anticipated	
  to	
  occur	
  under	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

9	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  –	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  Draft	
  EIR,	
  pg.	
  3.17-‐1	
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the	
  proposed	
  DSP	
  and	
  4)	
  determines	
  the	
  adequacy	
  of	
  existing	
  and	
  planned	
  water	
  facilities	
  and	
  future	
  
water	
  supply	
  to	
  meet	
  future	
  demand	
  and	
  whether	
  the	
  proposed	
  DSP	
  would	
  increase	
  the	
  water	
  demand	
  
such	
  that	
  there	
  would	
  be	
  a	
  need	
  for	
  new	
  or	
  physically	
  altered	
  facilities	
  or	
  whether	
  new	
  or	
  expansion	
  of	
  
water	
  supply	
  resources	
  would	
  be	
  needed.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  Lack	
  of	
  completed	
  Hydraulic	
  Demand	
  Model	
  and	
  Water	
  Master	
  Plan	
  for	
  final	
  assessment	
  of	
  
existing	
  capacity	
  of	
  the	
  water	
  systems	
  and	
  the	
  ability	
  of	
  these	
  systems	
  to	
  accommodate	
  future	
  demand	
  
means	
  that	
  detailed	
  analysis	
  for	
  the	
  final	
  DSP	
  and	
  associated	
  deficiencies	
  and	
  capital	
  costs	
  needed	
  to	
  
resolve	
  these	
  water	
  deficiencies	
  are	
  not	
  comprehensive	
  nor	
  complete.	
  	
  The	
  lack	
  of	
  the	
  hydraulic	
  demand	
  
model	
  (which	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  completed	
  and	
  completion	
  date	
  is	
  unknown	
  as	
  of	
  the	
  start	
  of	
  the	
  Utilities	
  
section	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR)	
  as	
  a	
  key	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  2014	
  Sustainable	
  Water	
  Master	
  Plan	
  puts	
  the	
  entire	
  use	
  of	
  this	
  
plan	
  in	
  question	
  based	
  on	
  current	
  assessment,	
  depth	
  of	
  assessment	
  and	
  actual	
  analysis	
  vs.	
  planning	
  
information.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  When	
  will	
  the	
  City’s	
  Hydraulic	
  Demand	
  Model	
  (available	
  for	
  refined	
  analysis	
  in	
  
spring	
  of	
  2014	
  (per	
  DSP)	
  and	
  Water	
  Master	
  Plan	
  (underway	
  per	
  the	
  DSP	
  )	
  be	
  completed	
  and	
  used	
  to	
  
determine	
  potential	
  water	
  deficiencies	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  final	
  publication	
  of	
  the	
  DSP,	
  especially	
  including	
  an	
  
update	
  of	
  the	
  2014	
  Sustainable	
  Water	
  Master	
  Plan?	
  
	
  
2.	
   Observation:	
  	
  The	
  DSP	
  will	
  increase	
  the	
  City’s	
  total	
  water	
  demand	
  by	
  3%	
  to	
  6%.	
  	
  	
   The	
  DSP	
  EIR	
  reports	
  
that	
  this	
  can	
  be	
  accommodated	
  through	
  conservation	
  and	
  current	
  plans	
  to	
  increase	
  system-‐wide	
  supply.	
  	
  
No	
  specific	
  plans	
  were	
  footnoted	
  or	
  	
   detailed	
  regarding	
  how	
  this	
  additional	
  supply	
  would	
  be	
  reaped.	
  
	
  
	
   Conclusion:	
  	
  There	
  are	
  no	
  specific	
  plans,	
  only	
  broad	
  concepts	
  and	
  theories	
  on	
  how	
  	
  supply	
  could	
  be	
  
expanded	
  locally	
  to	
  support	
  the	
  additional	
  water	
  needs	
  of	
  the	
  City	
  created	
  by	
  the	
  DSP.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
   Question/Clarification:	
  Where	
  is	
  the	
  plan	
  with	
  objective	
  analysis	
  that	
  outlines	
  	
   how	
  this	
  3	
  –	
  6%	
  
increase	
  in	
  the	
  City’s	
  total	
  water	
  demand	
  will	
  be	
  supported	
  given	
  	
   the	
  City’s	
  goal	
  of	
  water	
  self-‐
sufficiency	
  by	
  2020	
  (City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  2014).	
  
	
  
3.	
   Observation:	
  Table	
  3.17-‐7	
  provides	
  a	
  snapshot	
  of	
  Projected	
  Water	
  Supply	
  and	
  Demand	
  in	
  2030	
  for	
  
Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B.	
  	
  See	
  below	
  table:	
  
	
  
Table	
  3.17-‐7	
  (pg.	
  3.17-‐24)	
  
	
  Projection	
  W
for	
  
water	
  
supply	
  
availability	
  
of	
  groundwater	
  
from	
  the	
  Scenario	
  
SMGB,	
  	
   B	
   	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  9,
	
   a	
  Projected	
  
ater	
  
Supply	
  
and	
  
Demand	
  iincludes	
  
n	
  2030	
   9,000	
  AFY	
  
Scenario	
  
A	
  
a	
  
	
  
	
   b	
  Projected	
  
w
ater	
  
d
emand	
  
f
rom	
  
t
he	
  
S
ustainable	
  
W
ater	
  
M
aster	
  
P
lan	
  
Total	
  Projected	
  Water	
  Supply	
   (Annual)	
  
19,903	
  AFY	
  	
  
19,903	
  AFY	
  	
  
	
   	
  
(acre	
  feet	
  per	
  year)	
  
(acre	
  feet	
  per	
  year)	
  
Y Citywide	
  Projected	
  Demand	
  in	
  2030	
  
14,045	
  AFY	
  
14,045	
  AFY	
  
e
	
  (without	
  
Project	
  b	
  (Downtown	
  Plan))	
  –	
  (Annual)	
  
t
Proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  
811	
  AFY	
  
542	
  AFY	
  
,
Demand	
  in	
  2030	
  (Annual)	
  
	
   Available	
  Remaining	
  Supply	
  (Annual)	
  
5,047	
  AFY	
  
5,316	
  AFY	
  
t
he	
  City	
  has	
  a	
  goal	
  to	
  be	
  self-‐sustainable	
  by	
  2020	
  so,	
  eliminated	
  the	
  MWD	
  	
   source	
  of	
  water,	
  the	
  City	
  has	
  
a	
  short-‐fall	
  of	
  4,045	
  AFY.	
  	
  “However,	
  the	
  City	
  is	
  pursuing	
  additional	
  local	
  groundwater	
  opportunities	
  
within	
  the	
  Olympic,	
  Charnock	
  and	
  Coastal	
  sub-‐basins	
  and	
  could	
  attain	
  as	
  much	
  as	
  an	
  additional	
  6,000	
  
AFY.	
  	
  Additionally,	
  as	
  estimated	
  by	
  the	
  2010	
  LUCE	
  Final	
  EIR,	
  maximized	
  groundwater	
  pumping	
  
projections	
  of	
  12,400	
  AFY	
  by	
  2030	
  would	
  further	
  help	
  to	
  address	
  the	
  water	
  self-‐sufficiency	
  shortfall.	
  	
  
Similarly,	
  in	
  2013m	
  City	
  Staff	
  conducted	
  an	
  analysis	
  based	
  on	
  LUCE	
  projects	
  that	
  determined	
  that	
  the	
  goal	
  
of	
  water	
  self-‐sufficiency	
  by	
  2020	
  can	
  be	
  achieved	
  through	
  a	
  combination	
  of	
  efforts	
  that	
  include	
  increased	
  
activity	
  in	
  existing	
  water	
  conservation	
  programs,	
  new	
  water	
  conservation	
  programs,	
  new	
  rainwater	
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harvesting	
  and	
  storm	
  water	
  capture	
  programs,	
  and	
  new	
  groundwater	
  supply	
  opportunities.	
  	
  Further,	
  
water	
  demand	
  is	
  anticipated	
  to	
  be	
  reduced	
  with	
  the	
  adoption	
  of	
  the	
  City’s	
  impending	
  water	
  neutrality	
  
ordinance	
  (anticipated	
  to	
  be	
  adopted	
  in	
  2016).	
  	
  The	
  combination	
  of	
  a	
  diverse	
  water	
  portfolio	
  of	
  
groundwater,	
  and	
  recycled	
  water,	
  and	
  future	
  anticipated	
  water	
  resource	
  development	
  and	
  conservation	
  
would	
  help	
  the	
  City	
  make	
  progress	
  towards	
  the	
  goals	
  of	
  water	
  self-‐sufficiency.”10	
  

Conclusion:	
  	
  A	
  key	
  words	
  are:	
  pursuing	
  additional	
  local	
  ground	
  water	
  opportunities	
  to	
  attain	
  the	
  
additional	
  6,000	
  AFY	
  to	
  enable	
  the	
  City	
  to	
  be	
  self-‐sustainable	
  by	
  2020,	
  maximized	
  pumping,	
  combination	
  
of	
  …	
  increased	
  activity	
  in	
  existing	
  water	
  conservation	
  programs,	
  new	
  water	
  conservation	
  programs,	
  new	
  
rainwater	
  harvesting	
  and	
  storm	
  water	
  capture	
  programs	
  and	
  new	
  groundwater	
  supply	
  opportunities	
  and	
  
planned	
  implementation	
  of	
  a	
  water	
  neutrality	
  ordinance.	
  	
  These	
  are	
  all	
  hopes	
  and	
  anticipated	
  but	
  have	
  no	
  
plans	
  in	
  place	
  or	
  metrics	
  to	
  achieve	
  this	
  shortfall	
  of	
  5,000	
  AFY	
  to	
  achieve	
  water	
  sustainability	
  in	
  2020	
  and	
  
we	
  are	
  in	
  April,	
  2016.	
  

Questions/Issues:	
  
• We	
  are	
  4	
  years	
  away	
  from	
  Water	
  Sustainability	
  for	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  in	
  2020.	
  	
  What	
  and	
  where	
  can	
  
we	
  review	
  the	
  specific	
  plans	
  and	
  metrics	
  to	
  achieve	
  the	
  acquisition	
  of	
  the	
  additional	
  5,000	
  –	
  6,000	
  
AFY	
  as	
  suggested	
  on	
  pg.	
  3.17-‐25?	
  	
  There	
  are	
  no	
  specifics	
  about	
  how	
  this	
  will	
  be	
  accomplished.	
  
• Why	
  in	
  Table	
  3.17-‐8	
  Projected	
  Water	
  Supply	
  Availability	
  Based	
  on	
  Water	
  Self	
  Sufficiency	
  Goal	
  is	
  
the	
  SMURRF	
  capacity	
  decreased	
  from	
  1,000	
  AFY	
  (Projected	
  2020	
  Supply	
  Capacity)	
  to	
  510	
  AFY	
  
(Water	
  Self	
  Sufficiency	
  Projected	
  2030	
  Supply)?	
  
• I	
  believe	
  there	
  is	
  an	
  error	
  on	
  the	
  first	
  sentence	
  of	
  page	
  3.17-‐25:	
  	
  “Based	
  on	
  the	
  project	
  demand	
  of	
  
14,045	
  AFY	
  by	
  2020,	
  the	
  short-‐fall	
  to	
  meet	
  the	
  City’s	
  goal	
  for	
  self-‐sufficiency	
  goal	
  is	
  approximately	
  
4,045.”	
  	
  Table	
  3.17-‐7	
  –	
  Project	
  Water	
  Supply	
  and	
  Demand	
  in	
  2030	
  specifically	
  indicates	
  that	
  the	
  
Citywide	
  Project	
  Demand	
  in	
  2030	
  is	
  “without	
  Project”	
  so	
  the	
  projected	
  demand	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  
(including	
  the	
  Project	
  (DSP)	
  for	
  the	
  City	
  is	
  14,856	
  (14,045	
  +	
  811	
  =	
  14,856)	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  
(including	
  the	
  Project	
  (DSP)	
  is	
  14,587	
  (14,045	
  +	
  542	
  =	
  14,587).	
  	
  These	
  should	
  be	
  the	
  numbers	
  
reported	
  as	
  the	
  projected	
  demand	
  and	
  the	
  shortfall	
  reported	
  as	
  4,856	
  AFY	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  
4,587	
  AFY	
  for	
  Scenario	
  B.	
  	
  And	
  if	
  the	
  SMURFF	
  is	
  really	
  being	
  reduced	
  to	
  510	
  AFY	
  (as	
  identified	
  in	
  
Table	
  3.17-‐8)	
  then	
  the	
  supply	
  number	
  is	
  no	
  longer	
  9,000	
  AFY	
  from	
  groundwater	
  and	
  1,000	
  AFY	
  
from	
  SMURRF	
  and	
  the	
  short-‐fall	
  climbs	
  to	
  5,346	
  AFY	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  5,077.	
  	
  These	
  numbers	
  
should	
  be	
  corrected	
  and	
  updated.	
  
• What	
  was	
  the	
  City’s	
  water	
  supply	
  by	
  AFY	
  in	
  2015	
  from	
  1)	
  SMGB	
  2)	
  MWD	
  3)	
  SMURRF	
  and	
  4)	
  Other	
  
(specify	
  as	
  necessary)?	
  	
  What	
  was	
  the	
  City’s	
  water	
  usage	
  in	
  2015	
  by	
  AFY?	
  
	
  
4.	
   Observation:	
  	
  The	
  California	
  Water	
  Code	
  Sections	
  10910	
  et	
  seq.	
  Senate	
  Bill	
  (SB)	
  610	
  was	
  adopted	
  
in	
  2001	
  and	
  amended	
  the	
  statutes	
  of	
  the	
  Urban	
  Water	
  Management	
  Planning	
  Act,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  
California	
  Water	
  Code	
  (CWC)	
  Sections	
  10910	
  et	
  seq.	
  SB	
  610.	
  	
  CWC	
  Section	
  10910	
  requires	
  that	
  for	
  
specified	
  project	
  subject	
  to	
  CEQA,	
  the	
  urban	
  water	
  supplier	
  must	
  prepare	
  a	
  Water	
  Supply	
  Assessment	
  
(WSA)	
  that	
  determines	
  whether	
  the	
  project	
  water	
  demand	
  associated	
  with	
  a	
  proposed	
  project	
  is	
  
included	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  most	
  recently	
  adopted	
  UWMP.	
  	
  Specifically,	
  the	
  WSA	
  identify	
  adequate	
  available	
  
water	
  supplies	
  necessary	
  to	
  meet	
  the	
  demand,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  cumulative	
  demand	
  for	
  the	
  general	
  region	
  
over	
  the	
  next	
  20	
  years,	
  under	
  average,	
  single-‐dry,	
  and	
  multiple	
  dry	
  year	
  water	
  conditions.	
  	
  Under	
  CDC	
  
Section	
  10910,	
  a	
  WSA	
  need	
  only	
  be	
  prepared	
  if	
  a	
  project	
  exceed	
  the	
  following	
  specific	
  thresholds	
  of	
  
development:	
  	
  	
  
• A	
  proposed	
  resident	
  development	
  of	
  more	
  than	
  500	
  dwelling	
  units.	
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The	
  DRAFT	
  DSP	
  –	
  EIR	
  indicates	
  a	
  WSA	
  was	
  prepared	
  for	
  the	
  LUCE	
  in	
  2010.	
  	
  Since	
  the	
  proposed	
  DSP’s	
  
water	
  demand	
  falls	
  within	
  the	
  future	
  water	
  demand	
  projected	
  in	
  the	
  LUCE	
  WSA,	
  not	
  WSA	
  is	
  needed	
  for	
  the	
  
proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan.	
  	
  Table	
  3.17-‐5	
  indicates	
  that	
  Scenario	
  A	
  has	
  projected	
  increase	
  of	
  3,024	
  
unit	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  has	
  projected	
  increase	
  of	
  2,326	
  units.	
  	
  Since	
  the	
  DSP	
  is	
  an	
  overlay	
  plan,	
  the	
  specific	
  
number	
  of	
  residential	
  units	
  	
   could	
  not	
  have	
  been	
  determined	
  in	
  the	
  LUCE	
  plan.	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  A	
  WSA	
  needs	
  to	
  be	
  completed	
  to	
  assess	
  the	
  water	
  impact	
  of	
  the	
  over	
  500	
  residential	
  units	
  
being	
  built	
  in	
  the	
  DSP,	
  or	
  the	
  “project”	
  as	
  detailed	
  in	
  Table	
  3.17-‐7.	
  
	
  
Question/Issue:	
  	
  Given	
  that	
  the	
  DSP	
  is	
  an	
  overlay	
  plan	
  to	
  the	
  LUCE	
  and	
  the	
  LUCE	
  wouldn’t	
  have	
  projected	
  
the	
  number	
  of	
  residential	
  units	
  in	
  this	
  plan	
  (Scenario	
  A	
  –	
  3,024	
  and	
  	
   Scenario	
  B	
  –	
  2,326)	
  when	
  is	
  the	
  WSA	
  
for	
  the	
  DSP	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  started	
  and	
  when	
  will	
  it	
  be	
  completed?	
  
	
  
5.	
  	
  Observations:	
  	
  The	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Groundwater	
  Basin	
  (SMGB)	
  is	
  50.2	
  square	
  miles	
  and	
  covers	
  western	
  
Los	
  Angeles	
  County	
  including	
  the	
  cities	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  Culver	
  City,	
  	
   Beverly	
  Hills	
  and	
  western	
  Los	
  
Angeles.	
  	
  The	
  SMGB	
  is	
  replenished	
  by	
  percolation	
  from	
  rainfall	
  and	
  by	
  surface	
  runoff	
  from	
  the	
  Santa	
  
Monica	
  Mountains.	
  	
  The	
  SMGB	
  has	
  a	
  maximum	
  storage	
  capacity	
  of	
  1.1	
  million	
  AF	
  and	
  an	
  average	
  yield	
  
based	
  on	
  estimated	
  inflows	
  and	
  outflows	
  between	
  1971	
  and	
  2000	
  was	
  about	
  7,500	
  AFY	
  (City	
  of	
  Santa	
  
Monica	
  2010a).	
  	
  Based	
  on	
  a	
  recent	
  study	
  conducted	
  by	
  the	
  Department	
  of	
  Water	
  Resources,	
  the	
  SMGB	
  does	
  
not	
  currently	
  experience	
  overdraft	
  conditions	
  (California	
  Department	
  of	
  Water	
  Resources	
  2015).	
  	
  Yet,	
  the	
  
City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  extracting	
  more	
  than	
  8,878	
  AFY	
  (2014)	
  because	
  of	
  the	
  contamination	
  of	
  
several	
  wells.	
  	
  Regional	
  water	
  supplies,	
  which	
  supplied	
  approximately	
  85	
  percent	
  of	
  the	
  City’s	
  water	
  prior	
  
to	
  2011	
  (MWD).	
  	
  Current	
  maximum	
  pumping	
  is	
  9,000	
  acre-‐feet	
  per	
  year.	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  Unclear	
  on	
  what	
  plans	
  are	
  truly	
  in	
  place	
  to	
  achieve	
  water	
  sustainability	
  for	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  
how	
  do	
  other	
  cities	
  play	
  in	
  this	
  future	
  and	
  how	
  do	
  we	
  get	
  up	
  to	
  maximum	
  pumping	
  requirement	
  of	
  up	
  to	
  
15,000	
  AFY.	
  
Questions/Issues:	
  
• What	
  are	
  the	
  plans	
  and	
  costs	
  to	
  increase	
  the	
  pumping	
  capability	
  for	
  extraction	
  of	
  15,000	
  –	
  16,000	
  
AFY	
  from	
  the	
  SMGB	
  by	
  2020	
  (City	
  water	
  sustainability)	
  if	
  the	
  current	
  pumping	
  capacity	
  is	
  only	
  
9,000	
  AFY?	
  
• Please	
  provide	
  complete	
  reference	
  for	
  what	
  “City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  2010a”	
  on	
  page	
  3.17-‐4,	
  line	
  5	
  is	
  
and	
  provide	
  link	
  or	
  how	
  to	
  access	
  document.	
  
• If	
  the	
  annual	
  yield	
  is	
  7,500	
  AFY	
  into	
  the	
  SMGB	
  and	
  the	
  annual	
  pumping	
  by	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  is	
  9,000	
  
AFY	
  (current),	
  12,400	
  AFY	
  (2010	
  Final	
  EIR	
  maximized	
  groundwater	
  pumping	
  projections	
  –	
  pg.	
  
3.17-‐25)	
  or	
  15,000	
  AFY	
  (maximum	
  groundwater	
  potential	
  -‐	
  	
  3.17-‐11)	
  	
  
• What	
  are	
  the	
  legal	
  issues	
  and	
  considerations	
  for	
  future	
  draw	
  of	
  water	
  by	
  other	
  Cities	
  in	
  the	
  region	
  
i.e.,	
  Beverly	
  Hills,	
  Culver	
  City	
  and	
  Los	
  Angeles?	
  	
  What	
  are	
  the	
  legal	
  ramifications	
  if	
  all	
  these	
  cities,	
  
including	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  start	
  drawing	
  out	
  water	
  from	
  SMGB?	
  	
  If	
  the	
  allocation	
  of	
  annual	
  AFY	
  were	
  
necessary	
  by	
  City,	
  how	
  would	
  that	
  be	
  determined,	
  calculated	
  and	
  monitored?	
  	
  If	
  each	
  City	
  
(Beverly	
  Hills,	
  Los	
  Angeles,	
  Culver	
  and	
  Santa	
  Monica)	
  pulled	
  out	
  15	
  AFY,	
  when	
  would	
  the	
  SMGB	
  
be	
  completely	
  utilized	
  i.e.,	
  all	
  water	
  removed?	
  	
  

	
  
3.17.2	
   	
  
Wastewater	
  	
  
3.17.2	
   	
  
Analysis	
  –	
  Wastewater	
  
1. Observation:	
  	
  Both	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR	
  (p.	
  3.17-‐1)	
  and	
  DSP	
  (p.	
  118)	
  stated	
  that	
  a	
  hydraulic	
  model	
  will	
  be	
  
developed	
  or	
  was	
  being	
  developed	
  (DSP	
  indicated	
  it	
  would	
  be	
  available	
  in	
  spring	
  of	
  2014).	
  	
  As	
  well	
  a	
  
MM-69
Water	
  Master	
  Plan	
  that	
  was	
  indicated	
  as	
  underway	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  was	
  expected	
  to	
  determine	
  potential	
  
deficiencies	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  final	
  publication	
  of	
  the	
  DSP.	
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Conclusion:	
  Lack	
  of	
  completed	
  Hydraulic	
  Demand	
  Model	
  and	
  Water	
  Master	
  Plan	
  for	
  final	
  assessment	
  
of	
  existing	
  capacity	
  of	
  the	
  wastewater	
  systems	
  and	
  the	
  ability	
  of	
  these	
  systems	
  to	
  accommodate	
  future	
  
demand	
  means	
  that	
  detailed	
  analysis	
  for	
  the	
  final	
  DSP	
  and	
  associated	
  deficiencies,	
  capital	
  costs	
  needed	
  
MM-69
to	
  resolve	
  these	
  water	
  deficiencies,	
  how	
  these	
  water	
  deficiencies	
  will	
  be	
  paid	
  for	
  is	
  missing	
  from	
  the	
  
Cont'd.
DSP	
  analyses.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  When	
  will	
  the	
  City’s	
  Hydraulic	
  Demand	
  Model	
  (available	
  for	
  refined	
  analysis	
  
in	
  spring	
  of	
  2014	
  (per	
  DSP)	
  and	
  Water	
  Master	
  Plan	
  (underway	
  per	
  the	
  DSP)	
  be	
  completed	
  and	
  used	
  to	
  
determine	
  potential	
  wastewater	
  deficiencies	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  final	
  publication	
  of	
  the	
  DSP?	
  
	
  
3.17.3	
   	
  
Solid	
  Waste	
  
3.17.3	
   	
  
Analysis	
  –	
  Solid	
  Waste	
  
No	
  issues	
  identified	
  as	
  of	
  this	
  analysis	
  cycle.	
  
	
  
3.17.4	
   	
  
Energy	
  and	
  Power	
  
3.17.4	
   	
  
Analysis	
  –	
  Energy	
  and	
  Power	
  
1. Observation:	
  	
  The	
  2010	
  LUCE	
  guides	
  land	
  use	
  and	
  development	
  within	
  Downtown	
  with	
  design	
  
guidelines,	
  policies,	
  programs,	
  recommended	
  improvement,	
  including	
  policies	
  for	
  resource	
  
management	
  and	
  use.	
  	
  Various	
  policies	
  identified	
  in	
  the	
  LUCE	
  focus	
  on	
  the	
  importance	
  of	
  solar	
  
availability,	
  “zero	
  net”	
  electricity	
  consumption	
  goal	
  by	
  2020	
  …	
  including	
  renewable	
  energy,	
  solar	
  
access,	
  explore	
  ordinance	
  to	
  require	
  solar	
  installations,	
  both	
  photovoltaic	
  and	
  hot	
  water,	
  on	
  new	
  
construction	
  project,	
  and	
  provide	
  solar	
  financing	
  and	
  technical	
  know-‐how.	
  	
  Below	
  are	
  some,	
  but	
  not	
  all	
  
of	
  the	
  LUCE	
  policies	
  that	
  relate	
  to	
  solar	
  issues:	
  
• Policy	
  LU16.1	
  –	
  Design	
  Buildings	
  with	
  Consideration	
  of	
  Solar	
  Patterns.	
  	
  In	
  designing	
  
new	
  buildings,	
  consider	
  the	
  pattern	
  of	
  the	
  sun,	
  the	
  impact	
  of	
  the	
  building	
  mass	
  
throughout	
  the	
  day	
  and	
  the	
  year	
  to	
  create	
  habitable	
  outdoor	
  spaces	
  …..	
  And	
  
minimize	
  solar	
  disruption	
  on	
  adjacent	
  properties.	
  
• Policy	
  LU16.2	
  –	
  Preserve	
  Solar	
  Access	
  to	
  Neighborhoods.	
  	
  The	
  same	
  development	
  
standard	
  that	
  is	
  adopted	
  to	
  require	
  a	
  step	
  down	
  building	
  envelope	
  to	
  transition	
  
commercial	
  buildings	
  to	
  lower	
  adjacent	
  residential	
  properties	
  also	
  needs	
  to	
  assure	
  
solar	
  access	
  to	
  the	
  residential	
  buildings.	
  
• Policy	
  S3.1	
  –	
  Actively	
  strive	
  to	
  implement	
  the	
  City’s	
  “zero	
  net”	
  electricity	
  
consumption	
  goal	
  by	
  2020	
  through	
  a	
  wide	
  variety	
  of	
  programs	
  and	
  measures,	
  
including	
  the	
  generation	
  of	
  renewable	
  energy	
  in	
  the	
  City	
  and	
  energy	
  efficiency	
  
MM-70
measures.	
  
• Policy	
  S3.2	
  –	
  Consider	
  a	
  requirement	
  for	
  all	
  new	
  residential	
  buildings	
  to	
  use	
  net	
  
zero	
  energy	
  by	
  2020	
  and	
  all	
  new	
  commercial	
  buildings	
  by	
  2030.	
  
• Policy	
  S4.1	
  –	
  Explore	
  creating	
  an	
  ordinance	
  to	
  require	
  solar	
  installations,	
  both	
  
photovoltaic	
  and	
  hot	
  water,	
  on	
  new	
  construction	
  projects	
  
• Policy	
  S4.2	
  –	
  Explore	
  citywide	
  renewable	
  energy	
  procurement	
  strategies	
  such	
  as	
  a	
  
Green	
  Power	
  Community	
  Trust.	
  
• Policy	
  S4.2	
  –	
  Continue	
  to	
  maintain	
  the	
  Solar	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Program	
  to	
  help	
  finance	
  
and	
  provide	
  technical	
  know-‐how	
  for	
  residential	
  and	
  commercial	
  solar	
  installation	
  
With	
  the	
  implementation	
  of	
  solar	
  on	
  residential	
  and	
  commercial	
  buildings	
  customers	
  can	
  then	
  use	
  net	
  
metering	
  to	
  sell	
  electricity	
  back	
  to	
  SoCal	
  Edison.	
  	
  This	
  	
  reverse	
  direction	
  of	
  electrons	
  goes	
  against	
  the	
  
standard	
  model	
  of	
  electricity	
  and	
  puts	
  additional	
  strain	
  on	
  transformers	
  and	
  electrical	
  infrastructure	
  that	
  
needs	
  to	
  ensure	
  that	
  appropriate	
  equipment	
  is	
  upgraded	
  and	
  maintained.	
  
	
  
Conclusion:	
  	
  The	
  EIR	
  highlights	
  these	
  policies	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  Local	
  Policies	
  and	
  Regulations	
  but	
  it	
  does	
  no	
  
analysis	
  of	
  how	
  the	
  DSP	
  will	
  allow	
  for	
  solar	
  access	
  in	
  downtown	
  given	
  the	
  residential	
  and	
  commercial	
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elements	
  to	
  it.	
  	
  In	
  addition,	
  it	
  does	
  not	
  provide	
  any	
  analysis	
  of	
  how	
  net	
  metering	
  will	
  be	
  handled	
  by	
  SoCal	
  
Edison	
  including	
  impact	
  on	
  their	
  existing	
  infrastructure.	
  
	
  
Question/Clarification:	
  1)	
  How	
  will	
  Downtown	
  enable	
  the	
  solar	
  access	
  components	
  of	
  the	
  LUCE	
  
including	
  strong	
  consideration	
  for	
  new	
  construction	
  to	
  require	
  solar	
  installations	
  for	
  photovoltaic	
  and	
  hot	
  
water	
  on	
  new	
  construction	
  projects?	
  2)	
  How	
  will	
  the	
  existing	
  electrical	
  infrastructure	
  support	
  the	
  net	
  
metering	
  element	
  available	
  to	
  solar	
  customers	
  via	
  SoCal	
  Edison	
  net	
  metering	
  program?	
  
	
  
2. Observation:	
   	
   The	
   identification	
   of	
   additional	
   electricity	
   uses	
   due	
   to	
   expanded	
   use	
   of	
   electricity	
   by	
  
vehicles	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  addressed	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR.	
  	
  The	
  expanded	
  purchase	
  and	
  use	
  of	
  electric	
  vehicles	
  
i.e.,	
   Tesla’s	
   sales	
   office	
   on	
   3rd	
   St.	
   Promenade	
   with	
   needed	
   charging	
   stations	
   at	
   residential	
   and	
  
commercial	
   buildings	
   creates	
   an	
   expanded	
   need	
   for	
   electricity	
   and	
   high-‐voltage	
   electrical	
  
infrastructure	
   that	
   is	
   not	
   in	
   place	
   today	
   in	
   Downtown.	
   	
   The	
   demographics	
   of	
   the	
   Downtown	
   would	
  
imply	
   that	
   electric	
   vehicles	
   would	
   be	
   significantly	
   expanding	
   in	
   this	
   area	
   and	
   needs	
   to	
   be	
   supported	
  
with	
   appropriate	
   electrical	
   infrastructure.	
   	
   That	
   means	
   that	
   transformers	
   that	
   would	
   normally	
   “rest	
   at	
  
night”	
  now	
  will	
  be	
  working	
  24	
  hours	
  and	
  high-‐voltage	
  chargers	
  i.e.,	
  240	
  will	
  require	
  more	
  draw	
  from	
  
transformers	
   that	
   usually	
   only	
   pull	
   at	
   a	
   120	
   level.	
   	
   As	
   well,	
   LUCE	
   Policy	
   S5.8	
   states:	
   “Encourage	
  
installation	
   of	
   electrical	
   outlets	
   in	
   loading	
   zones	
   and	
   on	
   the	
   exterior	
   of	
   new	
   buildings	
   to	
   reduce	
  
emissions	
  from	
  gas-‐powered	
  landscape	
  maintenance	
  and	
  operating	
  refrigeration	
  for	
  delivery	
  trucks.”	
  	
  
This	
   means	
   additional	
   demand	
   for	
   electricity	
   for	
   landscape	
   maintenance	
   machines	
   and	
   refrigerated	
  
delivery	
  trucks	
  

Conclusion:	
  	
  Additional	
  electricity	
  will	
  be	
  required	
  in	
  Downtown,	
  especially	
  with	
  Santa	
  Monica’s	
  focus	
  on	
  
sustainability	
  and	
  as	
  identified	
  as	
  a	
  strong	
  market	
  for	
  electric	
  vehicles	
  given	
  the	
  Tesla	
  sales	
  office	
  on	
  the	
  
Promenade.	
  	
  The	
  additional	
  electricity	
  draw	
  and	
  at	
  high	
  voltage	
  must	
  be	
  taken	
  into	
  consideration	
  as	
  well	
  
as	
  the	
  ability	
  to	
  provide	
  individual	
  charging	
  to	
  residential	
  customers	
  and	
  commercial	
  buildings	
  in	
  
Downtown	
  Santa	
  Monica.	
  	
  This	
  additional	
  electricity	
  demand	
  and	
  impact	
  on	
  the	
  Downtown	
  electrical	
  
infrastructure	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  taken	
  into	
  consideration	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  EIR.	
  

Question/Clarification:	
  	
  1)	
  How	
  many	
  electrical	
  outages	
  have	
  occurred	
  in	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  area	
  
that	
  have	
  lasted	
  longer	
  than	
  1	
  minute	
  in	
  the	
  last	
  three	
  years	
  and	
  in	
  2016	
  so	
  far	
  (2013,	
  2014,	
  and	
  2015)?	
  2)	
  	
  
What	
  are	
  the	
  estimates	
  regarding	
  additional	
  electricity	
  draw	
  at	
  high	
  voltage	
  for	
  electric	
  vehicles	
  including	
  
refrigerated	
  trucks	
  and	
  landscape	
  machines	
  over	
  the	
  next	
  15	
  years?	
  	
  3)	
  How	
  will	
  the	
  additional	
  strain	
  on	
  
transformers	
  and	
  the	
  distribution	
  system	
  be	
  addressed	
  with	
  respect	
  to	
  replacements	
  and	
  on-‐going	
  
maintenance?	
  	
  4)	
  How	
  many	
  vehicle	
  chargers	
  are	
  there	
  in	
  Downtown	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  and	
  where	
  are	
  they	
  
located?	
  	
  5)	
  How	
  many	
  residential	
  buildings	
  today	
  are	
  able	
  to	
  have	
  240	
  voltage	
  chargers	
  installed	
  for	
  an	
  
individual	
  parking	
  spot	
  without	
  additional	
  SoCal	
  Edison	
  work	
  on	
  electrical	
  infrastructure?	
  

3. Observation:	
  	
  “…	
  estimated	
  potential	
  increased	
  natural	
  gas	
  demand	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  is	
  1.62	
  million	
  
therms	
  per	
  year	
  under	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  1.23	
  million	
  therms	
  per	
  year	
  under	
  Scenario	
  B	
  (see	
  Table	
  3.17-‐
15)”11.	
  	
  These	
  estimates	
  are	
  made	
  up	
  of	
  increases	
  in	
  the	
  following	
  categories	
  and	
  their	
  associated	
  
metric	
  of	
  “net”	
  increase:	
  residential	
  (units),	
  hotels	
  (rooms),	
  retail	
  (SF)	
  and	
  office	
  (SF).	
  	
  Unlike	
  in	
  the	
  
water	
  and	
  wastewater	
  sections	
  no	
  discussion	
  was	
  made	
  of	
  age	
  and	
  capacity	
  of	
  the	
  natural	
  gas	
  
infrastructure	
  to	
  handle	
  this	
  increase	
  in	
  gas	
  usage.	
  	
  We	
  have	
  seen	
  in	
  the	
  last	
  decade	
  several	
  natural	
  gas	
  
disasters	
  including	
  San	
  Bruno	
  with	
  resulting	
  loss	
  of	
  lives	
  from	
  an	
  explosion	
  which	
  resulted	
  partially	
  
from	
  the	
  age	
  of	
  the	
  natural	
  gas	
  infrastructure	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  the	
  lack	
  of	
  appropriate	
  maintenance	
  of	
  this	
  
infrastructure.	
  

Conclusion:	
  	
  No	
  evaluation	
  or	
  assessment	
  has	
  been	
  done	
  of	
  the	
  age	
  and	
  capacity	
  of	
  the	
  natural	
  gas	
  

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

11	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  –	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica,	
  Draft	
  EIR,	
  pg.	
  3.17-‐53	
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infrastructure	
  in	
  Downtown	
  to	
  safely	
  carry	
  the	
  increased	
  estimated	
  therms	
  to	
  the	
  various	
  parcels	
  throughout	
  
Downtown.	
  	
  To	
  ensure	
  the	
  safety	
  of	
  Downtown,	
  the	
  EIR	
  needs	
  to	
  verify	
  the	
  age	
  and	
  capacity	
  of	
  the	
  natural	
  gas	
  
infrastructure	
  to	
  at	
  a	
  minimum,	
  safely	
  support	
  the	
  existing	
  natural	
  gas	
  usage	
  since	
  significant	
  construction	
  and	
  
changes	
  will	
  be	
  being	
  made	
  to	
  Downtown	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  evaluation	
  of	
  the	
  increased	
  therms	
  usage	
  and	
  
determination	
  of	
  the	
  existing	
  infrastructure	
  to	
  support	
  the	
  increased	
  gas	
  usage	
  e.g.,	
  cooking,	
  space	
  heating,	
  
water	
  heating	
  and	
  provide	
  this	
  increased	
  usage	
  in	
  a	
  safe	
  manner	
  to	
  the	
  Downtown	
  community.	
  

Question/Clarification:	
  1)	
  	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  capacity	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  natural	
  gas	
  infrastructure	
  to	
  support	
  the	
  
increase	
  in	
  usage	
  with	
  enough	
  detail	
  to	
  understand,	
  similar	
  to	
  the	
  water	
  and	
  waste	
  water	
  analysis,	
  what	
  
pipes/infrastructure	
  might	
  be	
  an	
  issue	
  and	
  when	
  and	
  how	
  they	
  will	
  be	
  replaced	
  2)	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  age	
  of	
  the	
  
various	
  Downtown	
  natural	
  gas	
  infrastructure	
  and	
  a	
  plan	
  to	
  physically	
  inspect	
  and	
  update	
  as	
  necessary	
  all	
  
elements	
  that	
  are	
  past	
  the	
  useful	
  life	
  in	
  addition	
  to	
  outlining	
  the	
  normal	
  maintenance	
  schedule/process	
  to	
  
ensuring	
  that	
  all	
  natural	
  gas	
  infrastructure	
  in	
  Downtown	
  is	
  safe	
  and	
  up-‐to-‐code	
  and	
  industry	
  standards.	
  
	
  
TRANSPORTATION	
  AND	
  CIRCULATION	
  3.18:	
  	
  
	
  
TRANSPORTATION	
  and	
  CIRCULATION	
  SUMMARY	
  
	
  
PROJECT	
  SCENARIOS.	
  In	
  many	
  metrics	
  of	
  traffic	
  impact,	
  there	
  are	
  fewer	
  differences	
  in	
  the	
  two	
  project	
  Scenarios	
  
(A	
  &	
  B)	
  than	
  expected,	
  given	
  that	
  the	
  net	
  new	
  development	
  projections	
  are	
  1.5	
  MSF	
  apart.	
  However,	
  it	
  is	
  clear	
  that	
  
Scenario	
   A	
   exceeds	
   the	
   basic	
   criteria	
   for	
   traffic	
   impact.	
   So	
   the	
   question	
   remains	
   as	
   to	
   why	
   this	
   Scenario	
   A	
   was	
  
MM-73 created,	
   given	
   that	
   the	
   2014	
   DSP	
   is	
   the	
   model	
   for	
   Scenario	
   B.	
   Also,	
   given	
   the	
   concrete	
   actions	
   taken	
   by	
   the	
   City	
  
leading	
  up	
  to	
  this	
  2016	
  EIR	
  process	
  that	
  would	
  not	
  warrant	
  the	
  creation	
  of	
  Scenario	
  A,	
  most	
  notably	
  1)	
  the	
  City	
  
survey	
  and	
  results	
  showing	
  clear	
  reluctance	
  to	
  key	
  elements	
  of	
  Scenario	
  A	
  (most	
  notably	
  excessive	
  heights)	
  and	
  2)	
  
the	
  Hines	
  project	
  rescission,	
  after	
  clear	
  community	
  opposition	
  to	
  this	
  excessively	
  large	
  and	
  impactful	
  project.	
  
	
  
Scenario	
   A	
   does	
   not	
   seem	
   to	
   have	
   any	
   basis	
   for	
   inclusion	
   based	
   on	
   impacts	
   (not	
   limited	
   to	
  
transportation/circulation),	
   and	
   only	
   appears	
   to	
   make	
   Scenario	
   B	
   seem	
   “reasonably	
   appropriate”	
   (without	
   any	
  
measurable	
  changes	
  from	
  2014	
  DSP).	
  
	
  
ALTERNATIVE	
   DEFICIENCIES.	
  This	
  concern	
  carries	
  forward	
  to	
  the	
  creation	
  of	
  the	
  6	
  Alternatives	
  (1,	
  2,	
  3,	
  4A,	
  4B	
  
and	
   5).	
   Each	
   does	
   not	
   seem	
   to	
   meet	
   the	
   CEQA	
   standards	
   for	
   Alternatives,	
   especially	
   in	
   measurably	
   reducing	
  
significant	
   impacts	
   and	
   lessening	
   of	
   required	
   mitigation.	
   Also,	
   differentiation	
   from	
   project	
   is	
   questionable,	
  
especially	
  for	
  impacts	
  of	
  4A	
  &	
  4B	
  that	
  essentially	
  have	
  traffic	
  flow	
  changes	
  that	
  do	
  little	
  to	
  change	
  impacts	
  (and	
  
little	
  in	
  other	
  non-‐traffic	
  impacts).	
  Traffic	
  impacts	
  are	
  surprisingly	
  similar	
  between	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B,	
  and	
  then	
  as	
  
evaluated	
  in	
  3.18	
  and	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  there	
  are	
  few	
  measurable	
  differences	
  from	
  Alternatives	
  when	
  weighed	
  against	
  
Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B.	
  
	
  
This	
  EIR	
  also	
  seems	
  to	
  create	
  straw	
  men	
  –	
  false	
  or	
  incomplete	
  conclusions	
  –	
  that	
  exclude	
  or	
  diminish	
  Alternatives.	
  
The	
  
conclusion	
   that	
   Alternative	
   2	
   hypothetically	
   “could”	
   change	
   land	
   uses	
   within	
   the	
   DSP	
   and	
   outside	
   the	
   DSP	
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therefore	
   would	
   negatively	
   impact	
   traffic	
   fails	
   to	
   provide	
   proof	
   and	
   a	
   balanced	
   analysis	
   that	
   acknowledges	
   that	
  
Alternative	
   2	
   uses	
   also	
   might	
   NOT	
   lead	
   to	
   hypothetically	
   negative	
   impacts.	
   In	
   fact,	
   Alternative	
   2	
   review	
   and	
  
analysis	
  is	
  biased	
  against	
  its	
  appropriateness	
  in	
  that	
  it	
  is	
  not	
  equivalently	
  (and	
  not	
  equally	
  as	
  well)	
  reviewed	
  and	
  
analyzed,	
   therefore	
   the	
   public	
   cannot	
   make	
   an	
   informed	
   comparison	
   of	
   Transportation	
   and	
   Circulation	
   impacts.	
   It	
  
is	
   also	
   hard	
   to	
   understand	
   how	
   the	
   Traffic	
   Study	
   can	
   make	
   an	
   informed	
   analysis,	
   as	
   the	
   analysis	
   seems	
   biased	
   and	
  
hypothetical	
  at	
  times	
  against	
  its	
  consideration.	
  
	
  
Actually,	
  the	
  EIR	
  fails	
  to	
  study	
  Alternatives	
  3	
  and	
  5	
  equally	
  as	
  it	
  fails	
  to	
  study	
  Alternative	
  2	
  (compared	
  to	
  the	
  study	
  
and	
   analysis	
   received	
   of	
   Alternates	
   1,	
   4A	
   and	
   4B	
   against	
   Scenarios	
   A	
   and/or	
   B).	
   Alternatives	
   2	
   and	
   5	
   are	
   the	
   most	
  
appropriate	
  Alternatives	
  per	
  CEQA	
  requirements,	
  yet	
  both	
  are	
  not	
  equivalently	
  studied	
  compared	
  to	
  1,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B	
  
that	
  are	
  quickly	
  ruled	
  out	
  as	
  problematic	
  at	
  best.	
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Alternative	
   3	
   is	
   merely	
   the	
   street	
   circulation	
   pattern	
   changes	
   of	
   two	
   streets	
   only	
   within	
   the	
   DSP	
   area	
   to	
   1-‐way	
  
traffic.	
  This	
  tiny	
  change	
  hardly	
  merits	
  full	
  Alternative	
  status,	
  as	
  the	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  only	
  hypothesizes	
  on	
  potential	
  
positive	
  impacts	
  to	
  alternative	
  transit	
  modes,	
  and	
  possibly	
  higher	
  vehicle	
  speeds	
  as	
  a	
  negative	
  impact.	
  All	
  other	
  
metrics	
  seem	
  equivalent	
  to	
  Scenario	
  B,	
  and	
  Alternative	
  3	
  is	
  not	
  equivalently	
  studied	
  compared	
  to	
  1,	
  4A	
  and	
  4B.	
  
	
  
Alternatives	
   4A	
   and	
   4B	
   take	
   a	
   network	
   of	
   1-‐way	
   streets	
   applied	
   to	
   Scenarios	
   A	
   and	
   B,	
   respectively.	
   Traffic	
   metrics	
  
are	
  not	
  measurably	
  different,	
  except	
  that	
  PM	
  Peak	
  impacts	
  are	
  less	
  significant	
  in	
  each	
  than	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B.	
  
	
  
PEAK	
   INTERSECTION	
   IMPACTS.	
   In	
   reviewing	
   PM	
   Peak	
   impacts,	
   3.18	
   and	
   Appendix	
   B	
   are	
   clear	
   that	
   Weekend	
  
(WE)	
  Peak	
  intersection	
  impacts	
  are	
  not	
  a	
  LUCE	
  metric	
  therefore	
  not	
  a	
  DSP	
  metric	
  of	
  consideration.	
  However,	
  both	
  
make	
  it	
  clear	
  that	
  WE	
  intersections	
  will	
  be	
  significantly	
  WORSE	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A,	
  B	
  and	
  Alternatives.	
  Both	
  also	
  draw	
  
the	
  conclusion	
  that	
  housing	
  intensive	
  uses	
  generate	
  more	
  WE	
  trips	
  and	
  that	
  TDM	
  measures	
  don’t	
  “easily	
  apply”	
  to	
  
weekends	
   and	
   that	
   there	
   may	
   not	
   be	
   enough	
   “currently	
   available	
   research	
   on	
   weekends.	
   However,	
   both	
   fail	
   to	
  
recommend	
   any	
   mitigation	
   or	
   increased	
   TDM	
   or	
   community	
   benefit	
   consideration	
   to	
   counter	
   this	
   known	
   increase	
  
in	
  significant	
  impacts	
  on	
  weekends.	
  This	
  is	
  troubling.	
  	
  
	
  
SB	
   743.	
  There	
  is	
  quite	
  a	
  bit	
  of	
  text	
  devoted	
  to	
  SB	
  743	
  and	
  its	
  (perceived	
  and	
  real)	
  virtues,	
  and	
  the	
  elimination	
  it	
  
will	
   afford	
   of	
   LOS.	
   There	
   is	
   also	
   much	
   discussion	
   the	
   OPR’s	
   two	
   Drafts	
   of	
   Updates	
   of	
   2014	
   &	
   2016.	
   	
   Yet	
   there	
   is	
   no	
  
provided	
  content	
  to	
  evaluate.	
  These	
  items	
  should	
  be	
  in	
  the	
  Appendix	
  B,	
  or	
  at	
  least	
  an	
  ‘executive	
  summary’	
  of	
  some	
  
type	
  to	
  allow	
  review	
  by	
  the	
  public,	
  given	
  its	
  elevated	
  importance	
  in	
  3.18	
  and	
  Appendix	
  B.	
  
	
  
However,	
  the	
  conclusion	
  is	
  always	
  made	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  adoption	
   –	
  the	
  required	
  process	
  to	
  make	
  SB	
  743	
  rule	
  –	
  of	
  
any	
  measures	
  to	
  date	
  that	
  apply	
  to	
  this	
  EIR.	
  This	
  reads	
  as	
  a	
  confusing	
  analysis	
  at	
  best	
  of	
  SB	
  743	
  and	
  changes	
  that	
  
have	
  not	
  yet	
  been	
  allowed	
  to	
  apply	
  to	
  this	
  EIR.	
  In	
  that	
  SB	
  743	
  applies	
  to	
  traffic	
  and	
  parking,	
  there	
  seems	
  to	
  be	
  little	
  
mention	
  of	
  parking	
  ‘changes’	
  anticipated	
  by	
  SB	
  743.	
  
	
  
PARKING.	
   In	
   fact,	
   in	
   regards	
   to	
   parking,	
   Tables	
   and	
   Figures	
   for	
   AY2016	
   and	
   2030	
   all	
   indicate	
   that	
   Parking	
  
Structure	
  #3	
  remains	
  in	
  place.	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  mention	
  of	
  consideration	
  or	
  impact	
  of	
  the	
  removal	
  of	
  this	
  structure,	
  as	
  
discussed	
   in	
   recent	
   years	
   by	
   the	
   Lead	
   Agency.	
   	
   Perhaps	
   this	
   topic	
   is	
   covered	
   in	
   other	
   DEIR	
   sections,	
   but	
   it	
   remains	
  
a	
  deficiency	
  that	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  addressed	
  in	
  3.18	
  or	
  Appendix	
  B.	
  This	
  further	
  leads	
  to	
  concerns	
  that	
  if	
  this	
  structure	
  
#3	
   is	
   eliminated,	
   that	
   the	
   replacement	
   parking	
   considered	
   for	
   4th/Arizona	
   Large	
   Project	
   (and	
   the	
   proportion	
   of	
  
800	
   spaces	
   to	
   divide	
   between	
   perimeter	
   and	
   5th	
   Street)	
   will	
   negate	
   any	
   benefits	
   of	
   removal	
   of	
   structure	
   #3	
   for	
  
traffic/circulation,	
  or	
  likely	
  make	
  worse	
  impacts	
  than	
  AY2016	
  or	
  2030	
  project.	
  Also,	
  it	
  begs	
  the	
  question	
  of	
  why	
  
replacement	
   (and	
   possibly	
   unknown	
   quantity	
   of	
   additional	
   parking	
   in	
   large	
   numbers)	
   will	
   be	
   placed	
   at	
  
4th/Arizona,	
   contrary	
   to	
   the	
   perimeter	
   parking	
   goal	
   and	
   increasing	
   or	
   maintaining	
   significant	
   impacts	
   along	
   5th	
  
Street.	
  
	
  
These	
  and	
  other	
  transportation	
  and	
  circulation	
  concerns	
  are	
  raised	
  in	
  the	
  comments	
  below.	
  
	
  
TRANSPORTATION	
  and	
  CIRCULATION	
  3.18	
  COMMENTS	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Page	
  *	
   Line*	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
3.18-‐1	
   	
  
Does	
  the	
  lack	
  of	
  providing	
  any	
  roadway	
  changes	
  in	
  and	
  of	
  itself	
  make	
  driving	
  less	
  efficient,	
  
if	
  only	
  seeking	
  to	
  make	
  "walking,	
  biking	
  and	
  transit	
  more	
  attractive	
  choices."	
  
3.18-‐1	
   	
  
Why	
  are	
  there	
  no	
  programs	
  for	
  street	
  traffic	
  improvement,	
  only	
  for	
  traffic	
  'management'	
  
without	
  any	
  comprehensive	
  street	
  improvements	
  -‐	
  improvements	
  that	
  will	
  make	
  streets	
  
better,	
  that	
  also	
  might	
  happen	
  to	
  make	
  traffic	
  less	
  onerous	
  (without	
  'increasing'	
  roadway	
  
capacity)?	
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Is	
  there	
  no	
  underlying	
  "goal"	
  (and	
  resultant	
  actions)	
  to	
  make	
  vehicle	
  operations	
  more	
  
efficient?	
  Or	
  are	
  we	
  precluded	
  from	
  this	
  in	
  some	
  way?	
  Not	
  every	
  roadway	
  change	
  results	
  in	
  
more	
  traffic	
  volume	
  -‐	
  that's	
  a	
  matter	
  of	
  how	
  a	
  change	
  is	
  implemented.	
  
L18	
  
SB743	
  'key	
  provisions'	
  reform	
  aesthetics	
  and	
  parking,	
  and	
  eliminate	
  LOS	
  metric.	
  However,	
  
we	
  know	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  action	
  implementing	
  the	
  elimination	
  of	
  LOS.	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  action	
  or	
  
OPR	
  order	
  that	
  reforms	
  aesthetics	
  and	
  parking?	
  
L20	
  
It	
  is	
  not	
  apparent	
  that	
  the	
  DEIR	
  differentiates	
  between	
  the	
  TPA	
  area	
  1/2	
  mile	
  diameter	
  and	
  
the	
  10-‐15%	
  (est.)	
  of	
  DSP	
  area	
  that	
  is	
  NOT	
  within	
  the	
  TPA	
  and	
  therefore	
  outside	
  of	
  SB743's	
  
scope.	
  As	
  for	
  LOS,	
  it	
  is	
  included	
  as	
  a	
  metric,	
  but	
  is	
  there	
  any	
  difference	
  in	
  traffic	
  
measurements	
  within	
  the	
  1/2-‐mile	
  TPA	
  from	
  those	
  outside	
  the	
  TPA	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR?	
  Are	
  
different	
  metrics	
  permitted	
  at	
  present?	
  Figures	
  such	
  as	
  3.3-‐3	
  omit	
  the	
  TPA	
  boundary.	
  
	
  
	
  Where	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR,	
  related	
  to	
  aesthetics	
  and	
  parking	
  are	
  the	
  differences	
  noted	
  (and	
  
measured	
  differently)?	
  	
  
	
  
FEIR	
  must	
  provide	
  a	
  Figure	
  with	
  TPA	
  Boundary,	
  differentiated	
  by	
  parcel,	
  such	
  as	
  
Figure	
  5-‐1	
  (pg.	
  5.0-‐15).	
  Discussion	
  must	
  be	
  included	
  as	
  to	
  how	
  parcels	
  both	
  within	
  
and	
  outside	
  the	
  TPA	
  are	
  governed,	
  and	
  if	
  there	
  are	
  any	
  'adjacency	
  guidelines'	
  for	
  
parcels	
  outside	
  the	
  TPA	
  and	
  for	
  parcels	
  within	
  the	
  TPA	
  that	
  affect	
  those	
  outside	
  of	
  the	
  
TPA	
  in	
  FEIR.	
  
	
  
Does	
  SB743	
  if	
  adopted	
  as	
  written	
  disallow	
  roadway	
  segments	
  of	
  any	
  type	
  to	
  be	
  used	
  as	
  
metric	
  for	
  traffic	
  evaluation	
  in	
  EIRs?	
  DEIR	
  does	
  not	
  speak	
  to	
  this	
  issue,	
  and	
  if	
  included	
  in	
  
SB743	
  must	
  be	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  EIR	
  discussion.	
  
	
  
CMP	
  and	
  other	
  metrics	
  by	
  agencies	
  outside	
  the	
  City	
  provides	
  for	
  intersection	
  
measurements	
  -‐	
  some	
  of	
  which	
  are	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  Will	
  these	
  metrics	
  be	
  eliminated	
  with	
  
LOS	
  under	
  SB743	
  when	
  adopted?	
  
	
  
	
  
L	
  1	
  
FEIR	
  must	
  include	
  clear	
  language	
  on	
  adoption	
  of	
  OPR	
  Draft	
  of	
  Updates	
  (or	
  any	
  other	
  
adopted	
  documents)	
  as	
  they	
  directly	
  pertain	
  to	
  TPA	
  and	
  this	
  EIR	
  process.	
  
L	
  4-‐13	
   Does	
  LOS	
  receive	
  the	
  same	
  weight	
  as	
  metric	
  before	
  the	
  passage	
  of	
  SB743?	
  	
  
L	
  28	
  
Access	
  limitations	
  of	
  DSP	
  area	
  as	
  noted:	
  "...limited	
  on	
  the	
  west	
  by	
  the	
  ocean	
  frontage."	
  While	
  
there	
  is	
  no	
  direct	
  'western	
  approach'	
  due	
  to	
  the	
  palisades/cliff,	
  does	
  the	
  level	
  of	
  traffic	
  on	
  
Ocean	
  in	
  any	
  way	
  counter	
  this?	
  
	
  
	
  
L	
  7	
  
Does	
  'Park	
  Once"	
  approach	
  apply	
  at	
  all	
  parking	
  structures	
  within	
  DSP?	
  
L	
  22	
  
LUCE	
  calls	
  for	
  streets	
  to	
  serve	
  all	
  transportation	
  modes	
  -‐	
  does	
  this	
  mean	
  that	
  roadway	
  
improvements	
  may	
  be	
  made	
  (not	
  including	
  the	
  one	
  proposed,	
  but	
  on	
  DSP	
  roads)	
  that	
  may	
  
improve	
  vehicular	
  traffic?	
  As	
  long	
  as	
  they	
  don't	
  'increase'	
  vehicular	
  traffic?	
  
L	
  30	
  
Reference	
  to	
  LUCE	
  designation	
  of	
  streets	
  is	
  inadequate	
  without	
  a	
  page	
  reference	
  in	
  
the	
  1,663	
  pages	
  of	
  Appendix	
  B.	
  It	
  is	
  assumed	
  that	
  Apx.	
  B	
  TOC	
  shows	
  Chapter	
  4,	
  page	
  36	
  as	
  
LUCE	
  streets,	
  but	
  that	
  page	
  is	
  actually	
  B-‐42	
  with	
  Table	
  4-‐4	
  being	
  the	
  'list'	
  of	
  streets.	
  This	
  
makes	
  this	
  info	
  hard	
  to	
  find.	
  
	
  
FIG.	
  3.18-‐1:	
  Map	
  indicates	
  8	
  Large	
  Sites.	
  4	
  in	
  GAMP	
  and	
  3	
  new	
  in	
  rest	
  of	
  DT,	
  1	
  existing.	
  
Suggestion:	
  Retitle	
  as	
  Access	
  Challenges	
  Within	
  Downtown.	
  
	
  
Does	
  this	
  Fig.	
  3-‐18-‐1	
  (or	
  elsewhere	
  in	
  3.18)	
  note	
  which	
  parking	
  structure	
  is	
  slated	
  to	
  be	
  
demolished	
  in	
  DT?	
  
L	
  5-‐30	
   Provide	
  Diagram	
  of	
  BBB's	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  Integration	
  Plan	
  either	
  in	
  DEIR	
  or	
  Appendix.	
  
	
  
FIG.	
  3.18-‐2.	
  Does	
  "Existing"	
  in	
  title	
  refer	
  to	
  Year	
  2013?	
  If	
  appropriate,	
  indicate	
  existing	
  
lanes	
  like	
  "sharrow	
  roads"	
  as	
  noted	
  on	
  page	
  3.18-‐14	
  (Line	
  10-‐11),	
  Broadway	
  Bike	
  Lane	
  
eastward	
  to	
  outside	
  of	
  DT.	
  [See	
  comments	
  for	
  3.18-‐14]	
  
	
  
Does	
  DEIR	
  count	
  bus	
  routes	
  in	
  2013,	
  2016	
  or	
  2030?	
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The	
  50,000	
  riders	
  of	
  EXPO	
  represent	
  what	
  timeframe?	
  Are	
  there	
  ridership	
  projections	
  
utilized	
  that	
  vary	
  from	
  this	
  up	
  through	
  2030?	
  
Table	
  of	
  2013	
  Weekend	
  PH	
  Peds	
  has	
  no	
  identifying	
  Table	
  #,	
  and	
  is	
  therefore	
  not	
  easily	
  
found,	
  or	
  known	
  to	
  exist.	
  Do	
  AY	
  2016	
  &	
  2030	
  tables	
  of	
  this	
  information	
  exist	
  elsewhere	
  in	
  
DEIR?	
  
16,000	
  pedestrians	
  cross	
  Ocean	
  &	
  Colorado	
  in	
  2013	
  Weekend	
  Peak.	
  Why	
  aren't	
  Weekend	
  
traffic	
  impacts	
  studied	
  and	
  provided	
  for	
  all	
  Alternatives	
  and	
  all	
  conditions,	
  given	
  its	
  impact	
  
now	
  and	
  in	
  the	
  term	
  on	
  this	
  and	
  other	
  intersections?	
  
Success	
  of	
  public	
  transit	
  and	
  shared	
  parking	
  dependent	
  on	
  pedestrian	
  routes	
  -‐	
  between	
  
destinations.	
  Why	
  are	
  there	
  no	
  north-‐south	
  physical	
  measures	
  to	
  connect	
  pedestrians	
  to	
  
most	
  of	
  DT,	
  outside	
  of	
  proposed	
  Main/2nd	
  realignment?	
  Is	
  this	
  'realignment'	
  proposed	
  for	
  
Alternatives	
  1-‐5?	
  
"…challenges	
  persist	
  regarding	
  the	
  pedestrian	
  and	
  vehicle	
  interface…"	
  Line	
  32	
  notes	
  that	
  in	
  
process	
  is	
  the	
  Pedestrian	
  Action	
  Plan.	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  projected	
  timeline	
  and	
  will	
  it	
  be	
  done	
  
within	
  a	
  timeframe	
  to	
  be	
  part	
  of	
  DCP?	
  Part	
  of	
  GAMP?	
  Does	
  DEIR	
  depend	
  only	
  on	
  Pedestrian	
  
Action	
  Plan	
  to	
  deal	
  with	
  these	
  challenges?	
  What	
  is	
  missing	
  from	
  DEIR	
  because	
  PAP	
  is	
  not	
  
done,	
  and	
  what	
  overlaps?	
  What	
  other	
  measures	
  dealing	
  with	
  Vehicular	
  traffic	
  deal	
  with	
  
these	
  challenges?	
  
How	
  will	
  pedestrian/vehicular	
  challenges	
  be	
  address	
  in	
  Community	
  Benefits?	
  

Have	
  there	
  been	
  any	
  subsequent	
  Ped	
  'counts'	
  since	
  2013	
  PAP?	
  If	
  so	
  how	
  does	
  that	
  integrate	
  
into	
  DEIR?	
  If	
  not,	
  why	
  not,	
  when	
  there	
  are	
  Approval	
  Year	
  2016	
  Traffic	
  counts?	
  
3.18-‐11	
   	
  
It	
  would	
  be	
  helpful	
  for	
  FEIR	
  to	
  include	
  at	
  least	
  a	
  2013	
  PAP	
  Plan.	
  This	
  assumes	
  that	
  the	
  
MM-100
major	
  improvements	
  taking	
  place	
  right	
  now,	
  including	
  Esplanade	
  and	
  Ped	
  Scrambles	
  would	
  
be	
  indicating	
  giving	
  the	
  public	
  readers	
  an	
  important	
  visual	
  baseline	
  of	
  information.	
  
3.18-‐12	
   	
  
Table	
  without	
  number	
  or	
  reference:	
  2013	
  Weekend	
  Peak	
  Hour	
  Bike	
  Counts.	
  Where	
  can	
  the	
  
weekday	
  info	
  similar	
  to	
  this	
  be	
  found,	
  and	
  DEIR	
  should	
  reference	
  this	
  
MM-101
3.18-‐13	
   L	
  3	
  
Why	
  are	
  there	
  no	
  Approval	
  Year	
  2016	
  Bike	
  Counts	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  necessary	
  for	
  this	
  DEIR?	
  
Have	
  there	
  been	
  any	
  bike	
  counts	
  done	
  by	
  or	
  for	
  the	
  City	
  since	
  the	
  2013	
  Weekend	
  Peak	
  Hour	
  
Counts	
  table	
  on	
  3.18-‐12?	
  
3.18-‐13	
  
L	
  
5
	
  
Are	
  "facilities"	
  defined	
  somewhere	
  in	
  DEIR?	
  It	
  is	
  assumed	
  that	
  they	
  refer	
  to	
  roadways	
  only	
  -‐	
  
MM-102
please	
  confirm.	
  
3.18-‐13	
   L	
  6-‐10	
   What	
  is	
  the	
  date	
  of	
  the	
  Bike	
  Action	
  Plan	
  referenced?	
  Have	
  there	
  been	
  any	
  new	
  Bike	
  counts	
  
since	
  this	
  Plan	
  (assumed	
  as	
  2013)?	
  Are	
  there	
  bike	
  counts	
  for	
  Approval	
  Year	
  2016?	
  
MM-103 3.18-‐13	
   L	
  16	
  
If	
  no	
  counts	
  since	
  2013,	
  how	
  does	
  that	
  apply	
  to	
  'expansions'	
  noted	
  on	
  2nd	
  Street	
  -‐	
  is	
  this	
  
part	
  of	
  2013	
  BAP	
  or	
  added	
  since?	
  
3.18-‐13	
   	
  
Has	
  there	
  been	
  any	
  subsequent	
  bike	
  'counts'	
  at	
  intersections?	
  If	
  so	
  how	
  does	
  that	
  integrate	
  
into	
  DEIR?	
  If	
  not,	
  why	
  not	
  since	
  there	
  are	
  Approval	
  year	
  2016	
  Traffic	
  counts?	
  
3.18-‐14	
  
L	
  
1
-‐9	
  
Perhaps	
  an	
  earlier	
  reference	
  to	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐2	
  (Line	
  29-‐30	
  at	
  bottom	
  of	
  page)	
  would	
  be	
  
MM-104
important	
  as	
  well,	
  especially	
  with	
  the	
  7	
  'bullet	
  point'	
  items,	
  that	
  could	
  be	
  crossed	
  
referenced	
  with	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐2	
  Legend.	
  
MM-105 3.18-‐14	
   	
  
As	
  for	
  these	
  7	
  'bullet	
  points,'	
  2nd	
  Street	
  bike	
  land	
  runs	
  north	
  beyond	
  DT,	
  while	
  still	
  serving	
  
bike	
  stations.	
  And	
  6th	
  Street	
  runs	
  from	
  Colorado,	
  not	
  Olympic,	
  to	
  Montana.	
  
3.18-‐14	
   	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐2	
  really	
  needs	
  a	
  date.	
  Only	
  date	
  referenced	
  is	
  Line	
  19-‐20.	
  But	
  later	
  on	
  3.18-‐
15	
  (Line	
  4)	
  references	
  2015,	
  so	
  the	
  assumption	
  now	
  is	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐2	
  is	
  more	
  of	
  an	
  
MM-106
"Approval	
  Year"	
  date?	
  Please	
  clarify.	
  
3.18-‐14	
   L	
  10-‐
Figure	
  3.18-‐2	
  also	
  does	
  not	
  show	
  full	
  extent	
  of	
  Broadway	
  bike	
  lane	
  east	
  out	
  of	
  DT.	
  
MM-107
11	
  
This	
  Figure	
  should	
  also	
  include	
  'sharrowed'	
  roads.	
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3.18-‐17	
  

MM-119

Is	
  there	
  a	
  'park	
  once'	
  program	
  and	
  implementation	
  date?	
  This	
  would	
  be	
  good	
  to	
  note.	
  
Otherwise,	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  explanation	
  of	
  the	
  'park	
  once'	
  program	
  other	
  than	
  saying	
  that	
  people	
  
just	
  park	
  and	
  walk.	
  
L	
  21	
  
Downtown	
  provides	
  5,646	
  parking	
  spaces.	
  	
  
L	
  30	
  
Refers	
  to	
  Table	
  3.18-‐1	
  on	
  page	
  3.18-‐16.	
  This	
  Table	
  totals	
  to	
  6,037	
  spaces,	
  391	
  more	
  than	
  
the	
  5,646	
  spaces	
  noted	
  above.	
  
L	
  2	
  
Downtown	
  streets	
  provide	
  about	
  827	
  parking	
  spaces.	
  
L	
  3	
  
On-‐street	
  parking	
  is	
  a	
  total	
  of	
  582	
  spaces,	
  and	
  refers	
  to	
  Table	
  1-‐1	
  of	
  Appendix	
  B.	
  Table	
  1-‐1	
  
show	
  'existing	
  street	
  characteristics,'	
  and	
  does	
  not	
  provide	
  counts,	
  and	
  is	
  only	
  valid	
  as	
  2013	
  
conditions.	
  
L	
  6	
  
DEIR	
  states	
  "most	
  drivers	
  will	
  park	
  in	
  public	
  structures."	
  What	
  is	
  this	
  due	
  to?	
  What	
  is	
  
proposed	
  to	
  direct	
  drivers	
  to	
  the	
  other	
  parking	
  locations,	
  especially	
  to	
  the	
  3,300	
  private	
  off-‐
street	
  parking	
  spaces	
  within	
  DT?	
  
L	
  10-‐
The	
  'substantial	
  supply'	
  of	
  off-‐street	
  parking	
  spaces	
  privately	
  owned/operated	
  stands	
  at	
  
12	
  
about	
  3,300.	
  What	
  %	
  of	
  these	
  are	
  unused	
  (Line	
  12)?	
  
	
  
Given	
  the	
  above	
  comments	
  regarding	
  parking,	
  where	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  can	
  the	
  reader	
  find	
  
a	
  clear	
  tally	
  of	
  parking	
  spaces	
  with	
  one	
  assigned	
  year	
  (2013,	
  2015,	
  2016	
  AY)	
  as	
  
necessary	
  to	
  evaluate	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  In	
  totaling	
  the	
  above	
  counts,	
  it	
  appears	
  there	
  are	
  
about	
  10,355	
  parking	
  spaces	
  currently	
  in	
  DT.	
  Conflicts	
  exist	
  within	
  DEIR,	
  as	
  DEIR	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐1	
  states	
  'parking	
  structure	
  totals'	
  are	
  as	
  of	
  2015,	
  when	
  the	
  referred	
  to	
  
Appendix	
  B	
  Table	
  1-‐1	
  says	
  it	
  is	
  unclear	
  but	
  seems	
  to	
  indicate	
  2013.	
  Is	
  there	
  no	
  
comprehensive	
  parking	
  tally	
  with	
  all	
  parking	
  conditions?	
  Is	
  there	
  a	
  parking	
  
projection	
  for	
  AY	
  2016	
  and	
  for	
  FY	
  2030?	
  
	
  
How	
  does	
  the	
  proposed	
  elimination	
  of	
  one	
  Downtown	
  parking	
  structure	
  for	
  cinemas	
  fit	
  into	
  
the	
  necessary	
  DEIR's	
  scope?	
  Is	
  this	
  proposed	
  elimination	
  of	
  the	
  structure	
  calculated	
  within	
  
the	
  DEIR?	
  
L	
  1	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐1.	
  Why	
  are	
  "Thursday"	
  afternoon	
  counts	
  at	
  1PM	
  &	
  4PM	
  made,	
  as	
  opposed	
  to	
  
other	
  weekdays	
  and	
  as	
  opposed	
  to	
  just	
  after	
  AM	
  Peak	
  and	
  just	
  before	
  PM	
  Peak?	
  What	
  
determined	
  that	
  1PM	
  counts	
  time?	
  
	
  
For	
  Table	
  3.18-‐1,	
  does	
  Saturday	
  occupancy	
  correspond	
  with	
  Weekend	
  Peak	
  traffic	
  times?	
  
Same	
  for	
  1pm	
  &	
  4PM	
  Thursday	
  counts?	
  
	
  
Curious	
  as	
  to	
  why	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  later	
  PM	
  Weekend	
  parking	
  impact	
  time.	
  Seems	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  
traffic	
  influx	
  in	
  evening	
  to	
  SM	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  important	
  to	
  note	
  in	
  parking	
  matters	
  (as	
  well	
  
as	
  perhaps	
  with	
  vehicular	
  traffic).	
  
	
  
What	
  is	
  the	
  correlation	
  of	
  parking	
  peaks	
  to	
  pedestrian	
  peaks	
  (page	
  3.18-‐10,	
  Line	
  6)	
  for	
  1PM	
  
&	
  5PM	
  peaks?	
  
	
  
How	
  can	
  cars	
  more	
  efficiently	
  get	
  to	
  four(4)	
  2nd	
  Street	
  parking	
  structures	
  (with	
  the	
  narrow	
  
road	
  and	
  full	
  bike	
  amenities)	
  to	
  utilize	
  parking	
  structures?	
  Are	
  there	
  any	
  measures	
  
addressing	
  this?	
  This	
  seems	
  to	
  conflict	
  with	
  inability	
  to	
  make	
  roadway	
  improvements	
  
that	
  ease	
  vehicular	
  traffic	
  (and	
  possibly	
  impact	
  other	
  modes).	
  
	
  
What	
  %	
  of	
  DT	
  parking	
  spaces	
  (about	
  10,355)	
  are	
  covered	
  under	
  TDM	
  programs	
  as	
  of	
  AY	
  
2016	
  or	
  most	
  current	
  year	
  available,	
  given	
  that	
  on-‐street	
  parking	
  is	
  automatically	
  excluded.	
  
	
  
Where	
  is	
  differentiation	
  of	
  intersections	
  noted?	
  Are	
  all	
  arterial	
  in	
  DT?	
  Why	
  aren't	
  others	
  
studied?	
  
	
  
Where	
  are	
  collector	
  streets	
  noted	
  and	
  differentiated	
  from	
  other	
  streets?	
  
L	
  8	
  
Reference	
  to	
  2013	
  Fehr	
  &	
  Peers,	
  yet	
  the	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  also	
  refers	
  to	
  AMEC	
  2011.	
  
L	
  9-‐18	
   DT	
  'generally	
  experiences	
  the	
  highest	
  level	
  of	
  congestion	
  during	
  the	
  PM	
  'peak.'	
  Some	
  DT	
  
intersections	
  experience	
  highest	
  'peak'	
  levels	
  of	
  congestion	
  in	
  AM.	
  But	
  many	
  intersections	
  
experience	
  highest	
  'peak'	
  on	
  weekends.	
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This	
  states	
  that	
  the	
  Transportation	
  Study	
  there	
  reviews	
  al	
  three	
  potential	
  peak	
  hours	
  
for	
  each	
  of	
  the	
  45	
  intersections.	
  However,	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  correct,	
  as	
  the	
  Transportation	
  
Study	
  fails	
  to	
  study	
  all	
  three	
  peak	
  conditions	
  for	
  Alternatives	
  2,	
  3	
  and	
  5,	
  contrary	
  to	
  
stated	
  worse	
  impacts	
  on	
  page	
  3.18-‐17.	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐2	
  is	
  referenced	
  regarding	
  locations	
  and	
  signalization,	
  yet	
  Table	
  3.18-‐2	
  only	
  
addresses	
  LOS	
  Criteria,	
  not	
  locations.	
  While	
  this	
  does	
  show	
  criteria,	
  and	
  additional	
  
reference	
  should	
  be	
  made	
  in	
  FEIR	
  to	
  show	
  location	
  as	
  well	
  of	
  41	
  signalized	
  intersections,	
  as	
  
this	
  differentiation	
  is	
  left	
  to	
  the	
  reader’s	
  knowledge	
  (or	
  lack	
  of).	
  
Since	
  the	
  HCM	
  "Operational	
  Analysis"	
  method	
  utilized	
  V/C	
  ratio,	
  taking	
  pedestrian	
  
volumes	
  and	
  bike	
  volumes	
  (and	
  other	
  criteria)	
  into	
  account,	
  this	
  makes	
  having	
  
current	
  or	
  AY	
  2016	
  bike	
  and	
  ped	
  counts	
  important.	
  
This	
  begins	
  to	
  talk	
  about	
  aggregate	
  impacts	
  on	
  intersections	
  (37	
  of	
  45	
  at	
  LOS	
  or	
  better),	
  yet	
  
it	
  does	
  not	
  state	
  year	
  this	
  is	
  talking	
  about	
  or	
  if	
  they	
  are	
  'cumulative'	
  -‐	
  reader	
  has	
  to	
  go	
  to	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐3	
  to	
  understand	
  it	
  is	
  Existing	
  Year	
  2013	
  that	
  this	
  section	
  discusses.	
  That	
  is	
  
confusing.	
  
Please	
  include	
  a	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐3B	
  with	
  Approval	
  Year	
  2016	
  intersection	
  conditions.	
  As	
  
DEIR	
  reads	
  now,	
  a	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐3	
  (2013)	
  and	
  Figures	
  3.18-‐6	
  &	
  &	
  (2030	
  A&B)	
  are	
  
provided	
  in	
  a	
  combined	
  AM/PM/WE	
  'worst-‐case'	
  map.	
  Appendix	
  B	
  provides	
  
individualized	
  AM,	
  PM	
  and	
  WE	
  for	
  2013,	
  2016	
  &	
  2030	
  A&B	
  (8	
  Figures),	
  so	
  there	
  is	
  not	
  
a	
  similar	
  AY2016	
  figure	
  (to	
  3.18-‐3)	
  for	
  reader	
  to	
  review	
  that	
  would	
  make	
  sense	
  of	
  
2016	
  DEIR	
  Figures.	
  This	
  is	
  also	
  necessary	
  to	
  show	
  important	
  changes	
  like	
  the	
  
extension	
  of	
  Olympic	
  Drive,	
  the	
  new	
  Esplanade	
  and	
  Main/2nd	
  alignment.	
  
It	
  is	
  assumed	
  that	
  at	
  least	
  one	
  street	
  at	
  the	
  45	
  intersections	
  are	
  "arterial"	
  streets.	
  
However,	
  it	
  is	
  impossible	
  to	
  find	
  the	
  differentiation	
  of	
  which	
  streets	
  are	
  "collector"	
  or	
  
other	
  'level'	
  of	
  rank.	
  Are	
  all	
  N-‐S	
  streets	
  except	
  Lincoln	
  and	
  Ocean	
  'collector'	
  streets,	
  
especially	
  since	
  LOS	
  criteria	
  is	
  different	
  for	
  other	
  than	
  "arterial"	
  streets.	
  	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐3:	
  is	
  there	
  a	
  way	
  to	
  note	
  non-‐signalized	
  intersections	
  (perhaps	
  with	
  a	
  
"hexagonal"	
  symbol	
  instead	
  of	
  a	
  circle?	
  Same	
  for	
  3.18-‐6	
  &	
  7.	
  
Appendix	
  B	
  reference	
  to	
  "scramble	
  intersections"	
  inadequate	
  -‐	
  needs	
  detail.	
  

Refers	
  to	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐4	
  about	
  5th	
  &	
  6th	
  Streets,	
  yet	
  6th	
  Street	
  not	
  shown.	
  
What	
  does	
  "(City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  2012b)"	
  refer	
  to?	
  Appears	
  several	
  times.	
  
EXPO	
  LRT	
  says	
  about	
  100	
  daily	
  trains,	
  and	
  50,000	
  daily	
  boarding's.	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  source	
  of	
  
both	
  projections,	
  and	
  are	
  they	
  still	
  correct,	
  assuming	
  they	
  are	
  intended	
  to	
  apply	
  for	
  
AY2016?	
  Where	
  is	
  the	
  2030	
  A/B	
  projections	
  in	
  DEIR?	
  
What	
  does	
  "(City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  2012b)"	
  refer	
  to?	
  Appears	
  several	
  times.	
  
Refers	
  to	
  3.18-‐4	
  for	
  40'	
  Promenade.	
  Why	
  is	
  this	
  not	
  called	
  the	
  Esplanade?	
  Why	
  does	
  Figure	
  
have	
  no	
  indicators	
  of	
  this	
  'promenade?	
  Wouldn't	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐5	
  be	
  a	
  better	
  place	
  to	
  clarify	
  
this	
  with	
  illustration	
  of	
  the	
  'promenade'	
  and	
  12-‐foot	
  bike	
  lanes?	
  
Is	
  it	
  correct	
  to	
  conclude	
  that	
  TDM	
  policies	
  do	
  not	
  or	
  are	
  not	
  intended	
  to	
  alter	
  LOS	
  ratings?	
  
By	
  use	
  of	
  word	
  "may,"	
  is	
  language	
  on	
  application	
  of	
  TDM	
  indicating	
  that	
  these	
  strategies	
  
may	
  not	
  all	
  be	
  considered	
  or	
  may	
  not	
  all	
  be	
  mandatory?	
  Is	
  it	
  true	
  that	
  TDM	
  policies	
  will	
  be	
  
applied	
  at	
  each	
  project	
  (per	
  3.18-‐22,	
  Lines	
  1-‐4),	
  and	
  the	
  specifics	
  depend	
  on	
  the	
  particular	
  
impacts	
  and	
  which	
  measures	
  are	
  applicable?	
  Or	
  will	
  some	
  (or	
  many)	
  project	
  NOT	
  have	
  TDM	
  
requirements?	
  
Clarify	
  "shall	
  strive	
  to	
  achieve"	
  a	
  particular	
  AVR?	
  Does	
  this	
  mean	
  employers	
  "must"	
  achieve	
  
the	
  particular	
  AVR,	
  or	
  that	
  they	
  must	
  go	
  all	
  out	
  to	
  get	
  to	
  it	
  or	
  close	
  to	
  it?	
  
Does	
  "target"	
  AVR	
  mean	
  it	
  is	
  the	
  requirement	
  or	
  that	
  all	
  efforts	
  must	
  be	
  made	
  to	
  get	
  to	
  or	
  
get	
  close	
  to	
  2.2AVR	
  as	
  noted?	
  
Is	
  it	
  possible	
  to	
  map	
  the	
  AVRs	
  of	
  projects	
  within	
  the	
  DSP	
  in	
  FEIR?	
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Figure	
  3.18-‐4.	
  This	
  Figure	
  should	
  be	
  horizontally	
  (landscape)	
  oriented	
  to	
  show	
  missing	
  6th	
  
Street	
  (referenced	
  on	
  page	
  3.18-‐21),	
  show	
  40'	
  promenade	
  referenced	
  (3.18-‐21).	
  It	
  is	
  hard	
  
to	
  understand	
  the	
  traffic	
  and	
  bike	
  lanes	
  as	
  described.	
  	
  
	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐5.	
  If	
  this	
  Figure	
  is	
  to	
  show	
  "future"	
  improvements,	
  it	
  seems	
  like	
  the	
  Esplanade,	
  
Olympic	
  thru	
  street,	
  and	
  Main/2nd	
  connection	
  should	
  also	
  be	
  indicated,	
  or	
  at	
  least	
  'dashed'	
  
to	
  show	
  "Improvements."	
  Also,	
  adjust	
  scale	
  or	
  shift	
  map	
  east	
  to	
  include	
  known	
  
improvements	
  coming	
  in	
  the	
  next	
  few	
  months	
  that	
  will	
  make	
  this	
  map	
  make	
  sense.	
  Seems	
  
like	
  the	
  name	
  should	
  also	
  indicate	
  'future	
  year"	
  or	
  2030A/B	
  Future	
  year...	
  
What	
  about	
  for	
  4th	
  Street	
  -‐	
  is	
  nothing	
  being	
  considered	
  to	
  move	
  pedestrians	
  south.	
  What	
  
about	
  the	
  4th	
  Street	
  bridge	
  improvements?	
  
Are	
  there	
  no	
  direct	
  environmental	
  impacts	
  from	
  transportation	
  or	
  traffic?	
  
Is	
  it	
  appropriate	
  not	
  to	
  mention	
  LOS	
  at	
  intersections,	
  as	
  that	
  is	
  still	
  the	
  requirement,	
  not	
  just	
  
reduction	
  of	
  vehicle	
  trips?	
  
Are	
  mandatory	
  Parking	
  Cash-‐Out	
  programs	
  required	
  of	
  each	
  TDM	
  (50+	
  employees)?	
  Can	
  
they	
  be	
  required	
  of	
  other	
  TDM	
  projects	
  (10+	
  employees)	
  or	
  of	
  projects	
  without	
  TDM	
  
programs?	
  
Vehicle	
  emissions	
  are	
  30%	
  of	
  GHG	
  emissions	
  in	
  California,	
  which	
  are	
  'direct'	
  
environmental	
  impacts,	
  contradicting	
  with	
  Line	
  3	
  above.	
  
SB	
  743.	
  	
  Reforms	
  aesthetics	
  and	
  parking	
  for	
  urban	
  infill	
  [TPA]	
  projects,	
  and	
  eliminates	
  the	
  
measurement	
  of	
  auto	
  delay	
  (LOS)	
  in	
  TPAs.	
  However,	
  it	
  is	
  unclear	
  what	
  has	
  been	
  adopted	
  
and	
  what	
  has	
  not.	
  This	
  EIR	
  is	
  using	
  LOS,	
  as	
  it	
  is	
  clear	
  that	
  it	
  is	
  still	
  required.	
  Have	
  no	
  
requirements	
  been	
  codified	
  for	
  elimination	
  of	
  LOS?	
  
OPR	
  has	
  ability	
  "to	
  develop	
  alternative	
  criteria	
  for	
  acres	
  not	
  served	
  by	
  transit,	
  if	
  
appropriate."	
  How	
  are	
  the	
  areas	
  NOT	
  within	
  the	
  TPA	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  area	
  being	
  handled	
  with	
  
respect	
  to	
  SB743	
  intentions	
  as	
  to	
  aesthetics,	
  parking?	
  
	
  If	
  in	
  the	
  future	
  an	
  EIR	
  includes	
  both	
  TPA	
  &	
  non-‐TPA	
  areas,	
  and	
  the	
  OPR	
  has	
  not	
  developed	
  
alternative	
  criteria	
  for	
  non-‐TPA	
  areas,	
  would	
  the	
  City	
  then	
  be	
  required	
  to	
  use	
  LOS	
  outside	
  
the	
  TPA	
  and	
  not	
  within	
  the	
  TPA?	
  
Does	
  the	
  VMT	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  and	
  all	
  (6)	
  Alternatives	
  indicate	
  a	
  significant	
  impact	
  
compared	
  to	
  existing	
  conditions?	
  Does	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  and	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  (6)	
  Alternative	
  result	
  
in	
  a	
  net	
  decrease	
  in	
  VMT	
  compared	
  to	
  existing	
  conditions?	
  	
  
Is	
  it	
  required	
  under	
  SB743	
  to	
  NOT	
  allow	
  consideration	
  of	
  LOS	
  as	
  one	
  a	
  traffic	
  impact	
  
measurement?	
  
Does	
  SB743	
  require	
  VMT	
  to	
  determine	
  traffic	
  impacts?	
  Or	
  is	
  it	
  the	
  OPR	
  that	
  has	
  required	
  
VMT?	
  This	
  is	
  unclear.	
  
SCAG	
  is	
  mentioned	
  as	
  the	
  MPO,	
  yet	
  the	
  Appendix	
  B	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  seems	
  to	
  make	
  no	
  
mention	
  of	
  SCAG,	
  nor	
  of	
  the	
  SCAG	
  2012-‐2035	
  Regional	
  Transportation	
  
Plan/Sustainable	
  Communities	
  Strategy.	
  The	
  Compass	
  Blueprint's	
  four	
  key	
  principles	
  
are	
  defined	
  nowhere.	
  Nor	
  are	
  HQTA	
  identified	
  or	
  defined	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B	
  (other	
  than	
  
spelling	
  out	
  what	
  the	
  letters	
  stand	
  for).	
  These	
  omissions	
  from	
  the	
  DEIR	
  are	
  
problematic,	
  as	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  information	
  within	
  the	
  EIR	
  to	
  allow	
  an	
  informed	
  
understanding.	
  Is	
  it	
  'adequate'	
  to	
  merely	
  mention	
  these	
  requirements	
  without	
  
indicating	
  how	
  they	
  are	
  applied	
  (if	
  applied)	
  to	
  DEIR?	
  
What	
  are	
  the	
  SCAG	
  definitions	
  of	
  "open	
  space"	
  and	
  "stable	
  residential	
  areas"	
  and	
  "emerging	
  
centers?"	
  Would	
  the	
  DSP	
  area	
  be	
  currently	
  considered	
  a	
  'stable	
  residential	
  area'?	
  Are	
  
hardscape	
  plazas	
  or	
  alleys	
  or	
  streets	
  considered	
  as	
  'open	
  space'	
  by	
  SCAG?	
  
What	
  is	
  the	
  "regional	
  investment	
  framework"	
  that	
  the	
  RTP/SCS	
  "strives	
  to	
  provide,"	
  and	
  
how	
  is	
  that	
  applied	
  to	
  the	
  DSP?	
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What	
  is	
  the	
  "regional	
  approach	
  to	
  accommodate	
  future	
  growth"	
  of	
  SCAG's	
  HQTA?	
  Should	
  
the	
  DSP	
  be	
  noted	
  as	
  an	
  HQTA	
  area	
  and	
  be	
  mapped	
  with	
  the	
  missing	
  TPA	
  area	
  map?	
  Is	
  it	
  
applied	
  to	
  reduce	
  VMT	
  and	
  GHG	
  emissions	
  in	
  DEIR?	
  
Are	
  there	
  tangible	
  measures	
  used	
  to	
  reduce	
  the	
  distance	
  and	
  barriers	
  between	
  new	
  
housing,	
  jobs	
  and	
  services,	
  or	
  is	
  it	
  application	
  (how?)	
  of	
  the	
  concept	
  of	
  integrating	
  planning	
  
disciplines	
  as	
  noted	
  on	
  page	
  3.18-‐28	
  -‐	
  Line	
  2-‐3?	
  These	
  all	
  sound	
  like	
  good	
  ideas,	
  but	
  how	
  is	
  
the	
  reader	
  to	
  evaluate	
  these	
  criteria?	
  
As	
  noted,	
  does	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  all	
  6	
  Alternative	
  attain	
  and	
  exceed	
  the	
  GHG	
  
emissions	
  reduction	
  targets	
  set	
  forth	
  by	
  CARB	
  (as	
  part	
  of	
  SCAG's	
  RTP/SCS	
  plan)?	
  	
  
CARB	
  targets	
  or	
  mention	
  is	
  not	
  found	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B.	
  
Are	
  there	
  defined	
  "new	
  land	
  uses"	
  to	
  be	
  located	
  near	
  the	
  EXPO	
  LRT?	
  

As	
  noted,	
  does	
  "Additionally"	
  refer	
  to	
  efforts	
  by	
  the	
  lead	
  Agency	
  or	
  by	
  Metro	
  to	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  
the	
  LRTP	
  to	
  be	
  undertaken	
  to	
  increase	
  efficiencies	
  as	
  noted?	
  LRTP	
  is	
  mentioned	
  with	
  
identical	
  language	
  in	
  one	
  paragraph	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B	
  (B-‐80).	
  Are	
  there	
  any	
  considered	
  efforts	
  
as	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  project	
  or	
  any	
  alternatives?.	
  
L	
  22+	
   No	
  CMP	
  map	
  in	
  DEIR	
  that	
  identified	
  freeway	
  segments	
  and	
  arterial	
  roadways	
  as	
  CMP	
  
facilities.	
  Non	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B.	
  
L	
  27	
  
Is	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  the	
  local	
  jurisdiction	
  indicated?	
  
L	
  28	
  
Would	
  LOS	
  metric	
  be	
  eliminated	
  in	
  CMP	
  per	
  SB743?	
  
L	
  29	
  
Does	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  has	
  a	
  deficiency	
  Plan	
  as	
  outlined,	
  or	
  will	
  that	
  evolve	
  with	
  DSP	
  process?	
  
	
  
Does	
  City	
  or	
  Metro	
  determine	
  location	
  of	
  monitoring	
  stations?	
  Who	
  determines	
  which	
  
stations	
  are	
  to	
  be	
  studied	
  -‐	
  geography	
  or	
  selection?	
  
L	
  2	
  
Does	
  CMP	
  "arterial"	
  definition	
  match	
  City	
  definition	
  as	
  noted	
  in	
  intersection	
  selection	
  for	
  
arterial	
  roadways?	
  
L	
  7	
  
It	
  reads	
  as	
  though	
  the	
  Active	
  Transportation	
  Strategic	
  Plan	
  is	
  still	
  in	
  the	
  works?	
  Is	
  this	
  
correct,	
  and	
  what	
  is	
  timeline?	
  If	
  not,	
  how	
  does	
  it	
  apply	
  to	
  EIR?	
  
L	
  7-‐19	
   The	
  ATSP	
  and	
  "Complete	
  Streets	
  Policy	
  and	
  Countywide	
  Sustainability	
  Planning	
  Policy	
  are	
  
not	
  mentioned	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B.	
  
L	
  24-‐
Does	
  Article	
  9,	
  Chapter	
  9.53	
  TDM	
  require	
  performance?	
  
25	
  
	
  
	
  
L	
  31+	
   Says	
  of	
  City's	
  TDM	
  ordinance:	
  employers	
  of	
  10-‐49	
  required	
  to	
  provide	
  information	
  to	
  
employees.	
  Are	
  there	
  automatic	
  or	
  mandatory	
  requirements,	
  or	
  just	
  what	
  is	
  agreed	
  to	
  (or	
  
required	
  of	
  by	
  City	
  negotiations)	
  of	
  employer?	
  
	
  
What	
  percentage	
  of	
  drivers	
  under	
  current	
  TDMs	
  are	
  covered	
  by	
  the	
  "purchase	
  of	
  mobile	
  
source	
  emission	
  reduction	
  credits?"	
  
L	
  8	
  
Are	
  there	
  projections	
  base	
  on	
  Scenarios	
  and	
  Alternatives	
  that	
  estimate	
  the	
  TIF	
  funds?	
  Is	
  
there	
  a	
  priority	
  list	
  of	
  improvements?	
  
	
  
	
  
L	
  6+	
  
Since	
  BAP	
  was	
  adopted	
  in	
  2011,	
  is	
  this	
  last	
  year	
  of	
  5-‐year	
  implementation	
  plan?	
  Will	
  DSP	
  
achieve	
  full	
  implementation	
  of	
  the	
  5-‐year	
  and	
  20-‐year	
  BAP?	
  
L	
  30	
  
Missing	
  complete	
  definition	
  of	
  street	
  coverage:	
  "…and	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  to	
  5th	
  Street	
  appears	
  
incomplete.	
  
L	
  4	
  
Does	
  the	
  newly	
  adopted	
  Pedestrian	
  Action	
  Plan	
  recommend	
  any	
  roadway	
  improvements	
  to	
  
increase	
  pedestrian	
  safety	
  within	
  or	
  adjacent	
  to	
  the	
  DSP?	
  
L	
  19	
  
Please	
  make	
  Appendix	
  G	
  of	
  the	
  2015	
  CEQA	
  available	
  on	
  the	
  DSP	
  website	
  for	
  review.	
  Are	
  the	
  
'bullet	
  points'	
  in	
  Lines	
  22-‐32,	
  and	
  page	
  3.18-‐37	
  lines	
  1-‐6	
  the	
  City	
  summary	
  of	
  Appendix	
  G	
  
for	
  the	
  DEIR?	
  
L	
  6	
  
Is	
  this	
  last	
  'bullet	
  point'	
  being	
  removed	
  in	
  next	
  CEQA	
  update?	
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Should	
  LOS	
  be	
  mentioned	
  here,	
  since	
  it	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  DSP	
  evaluation?	
  
LOS	
  should	
  be	
  mentioned	
  on	
  Line	
  8	
  as	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  required	
  metric	
  for	
  DSP.	
  
This	
  discusses	
  using	
  HCM	
  "Operational	
  Analysis"	
  to	
  determine	
  characteristics	
  of	
  signalized	
  
intersections.	
  Where	
  is	
  the	
  criteria	
  discussed	
  for	
  non-‐signalized	
  intersections?	
  
What	
  is	
  used	
  for	
  non-‐signalized	
  intersections?	
  
What	
  is	
  used	
  for	
  roadway	
  segments	
  
Does	
  "previous	
  LUCE	
  classification	
  mean	
  1984	
  LUCE	
  (previous	
  to	
  1991	
  criteria	
  adoption)?	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐3.	
  Where	
  are	
  arterial	
  and	
  Collector	
  streets	
  identified?	
  
There	
  is	
  no	
  Significant	
  Impact	
  criteria	
  under	
  2030	
  LOS=F	
  for	
  either	
  arterial	
  or	
  collector	
  
streets.	
  
In	
  "NOTE"	
  at	
  bottom	
  of	
  Table	
  3.18-‐3,	
  it	
  states	
  "street	
  classification	
  in	
  this	
  table	
  is	
  
from	
  the	
  City's	
  previous	
  Circulation	
  Element".	
  The	
  specific	
  year	
  of	
  the	
  "previous	
  
Circulation	
  Element"	
  must	
  be	
  called	
  out	
  to	
  clearly	
  identify	
  the	
  source	
  of	
  this	
  
information.	
  	
  And	
  why	
  isn't	
  this	
  'street	
  classification'	
  somewhere	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  or	
  
Appendix	
  B?	
  
Why	
  does	
  this	
  DEIR	
  spend	
  so	
  much	
  text	
  (pages	
  3.18-‐40	
  &	
  41)	
  on	
  the	
  problems	
  with	
  LOS	
  
when	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  required	
  metric	
  for	
  intersections	
  and	
  roadway	
  segments,	
  because	
  the	
  OPR	
  has	
  
yet	
  to	
  issue	
  adopted	
  SB743	
  criteria?	
  This	
  seems	
  like	
  an	
  inappropriately	
  editorialization	
  that	
  
the	
  City	
  hates	
  LOS.	
  Perhaps	
  this	
  info	
  is	
  best	
  suited	
  to	
  an	
  Appendix	
  B	
  section	
  on	
  SB743?	
  
Mention	
  of	
  the	
  OPR's	
  Draft	
  of	
  Updates	
  issued	
  in	
  August	
  2014	
  provides	
  intent	
  to	
  replace	
  LOS	
  
with	
  VMT,	
  then	
  admits	
  it	
  is	
  not	
  yet	
  in	
  effect.	
  
What	
  is	
  the	
  "preliminary	
  direction	
  provided	
  in	
  OPR's	
  Draft	
  of	
  Updates"	
  that	
  this	
  EIR	
  uses	
  to	
  
evaluate	
  the	
  DSP	
  effects?	
  Is	
  this	
  specific	
  OPR	
  direction	
  provided	
  in	
  the	
  text	
  or	
  Appendix	
  B	
  
for	
  evaluation?	
  
States	
  the	
  OPR	
  has	
  not	
  yet	
  adopted	
  new	
  CEQA	
  guidelines,"	
  so	
  LOS	
  is	
  "the	
  City's	
  adopted	
  
significance	
  criteria	
  of	
  automobile	
  delay."	
  So	
  is	
  LOS	
  given	
  appropriate	
  weight	
  in	
  
determining	
  effects	
  of	
  DSP,?	
  
Has	
  the	
  OPR	
  issued	
  any	
  DRAFT	
  of	
  Update(s)	
  that	
  apply	
  to	
  parking	
  that	
  are	
  in	
  effect?	
  
Does	
  this	
  mean	
  that	
  the	
  2010	
  CMP	
  uses	
  "quantitative	
  evaluations	
  for	
  selected	
  regional	
  
facilities	
  (intersections	
  and	
  roadway	
  segments)?	
  
	
  
Please	
  explain	
  why	
  the	
  TDFM	
  has	
  a	
  base	
  year	
  of	
  2008,	
  given	
  its	
  future	
  year	
  of	
  2030	
  that	
  
corresponds	
  to	
  the	
  DSP.	
  Why	
  not	
  a	
  2013	
  or	
  2016	
  base	
  year?	
  
Notes	
  that	
  "weekday	
  daily,	
  AM	
  &	
  PM"	
  peak	
  hour	
  volumes	
  are	
  calculated.	
  Yet	
  Line	
  22	
  
mentions	
  "average	
  mid-‐week	
  traffic"	
  is	
  the	
  "predominant	
  traffic	
  condition,	
  the	
  result	
  of	
  
calibration.	
  So	
  is	
  it	
  correct	
  that	
  the	
  worst	
  traffic	
  impacts	
  of	
  high	
  seasons	
  are	
  'averaged'	
  by	
  
lesser	
  traffic	
  seasons?	
  If	
  this	
  is	
  an	
  accurate	
  statement,	
  then	
  it	
  is	
  possible	
  that	
  the	
  DSP	
  
mitigation	
  measures	
  may	
  not	
  be	
  as	
  effective	
  against	
  the	
  high	
  season	
  traffic	
  volumes	
  because	
  
traffic	
  is	
  actually	
  heavier	
  than	
  the	
  "average	
  mid-‐week	
  traffic"	
  calibration?	
  This	
  would	
  also	
  
mean	
  that	
  significant	
  impacts	
  might	
  be	
  higher	
  than	
  anticipated	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  year.	
  

Is	
  the	
  calibrated	
  "average	
  mid-‐week	
  traffic"	
  that	
  which	
  is	
  reflected	
  in	
  all	
  AM	
  Peak	
  and	
  PM	
  
Peak	
  weekday	
  traffic	
  counts?	
  Given	
  that	
  this	
  section	
  states	
  the	
  "average	
  mid-‐week	
  traffic"	
  
(calibrated	
  as	
  noted)	
  is	
  the	
  "predominant	
  traffic	
  condition,	
  how	
  is	
  'predominant'	
  
determined?	
  Is	
  there	
  a	
  Table	
  or	
  Figure	
  to	
  refer	
  to	
  for	
  this	
  conclusion,	
  or	
  is	
  it	
  several?	
  
It	
  is	
  noted	
  that	
  a	
  "weekend	
  version"	
  of	
  the	
  model	
  was	
  created	
  "for	
  areas	
  with	
  high	
  weekend	
  
activity…"	
  Is	
  there	
  a	
  Figure	
  or	
  text	
  that	
  indicates	
  the	
  high	
  weekend	
  activity	
  area?	
  	
  
So	
  why	
  not	
  in	
  DEIR	
  Appendix	
  B	
  is	
  there	
  LUCE	
  consistency	
  for	
  Future	
  Year	
  2030	
  (pg	
  B-‐1433	
  
thru	
  B-‐1677)?	
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Since	
  CMP	
  intersections	
  only	
  deals	
  with	
  causing	
  or	
  worsening	
  an	
  LOS	
  F	
  intersection,	
  if	
  LOS	
  
E	
  gets	
  worse,	
  that	
  does	
  not	
  cause	
  a	
  significant	
  impact,	
  correct?	
  Is	
  that	
  only	
  if	
  V/C	
  stays	
  at	
  
+2%	
  or	
  less	
  of	
  doesn't	
  matter	
  provided	
  it	
  stays	
  at	
  LOS	
  E?	
  
And	
  along	
  those	
  lines,	
  if	
  LOS	
  D	
  goes	
  to	
  E,	
  that	
  isn't	
  a	
  trigger	
  of	
  impacts?	
  
Is	
  it	
  possible	
  to	
  get	
  a	
  complete	
  list	
  of	
  "Alternative	
  Transportation	
  Facilities"	
  with	
  adoption	
  
dates	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  Appendix?	
  
Where	
  are	
  the	
  "Changes	
  in	
  vehicle	
  trip	
  making"	
  due	
  to	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  that	
  were	
  incorporated	
  
into	
  TDFM	
  (in	
  Appendix	
  B)	
  noted?	
  Is	
  this	
  referring	
  to	
  Phase	
  I	
  of	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  or	
  the	
  Phase	
  II	
  
into	
  Santa	
  Monica?	
  
Were	
  traffic	
  impacts	
  increased	
  or	
  decreased	
  for	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  Phase	
  I	
  from	
  projected	
  impacts?	
  
Are	
  AM	
  Peak	
  and	
  WE	
  Peak	
  Hour	
  Trips	
  "among	
  the	
  outputs"	
  of	
  the	
  TDFM?	
  
Please	
  clarify	
  why	
  Scenario	
  A	
  says	
  5th	
  Street	
  (Line	
  26)	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  says	
  5th	
  Court	
  (Line	
  
32).	
  
	
  
The	
  NOP	
  in	
  2013	
  is	
  mentioned	
  here,	
  but	
  there	
  appears	
  to	
  be	
  no	
  other	
  information	
  about	
  
this	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR.	
  In	
  2.1.2	
  Background	
  and	
  Process,	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  list	
  (Page	
  2.0-‐6	
  &	
  7)	
  of	
  
'processes'	
  but	
  the	
  NOP	
  in	
  2013	
  does	
  not	
  appear	
  on	
  this	
  list.	
  Where	
  is	
  the	
  NOP	
  in	
  2013	
  
explained	
  in	
  the	
  EIR?	
  
Approval	
  Year	
  2016	
  traffic	
  figures	
  were	
  taken	
  from	
  2015	
  modeling,	
  so	
  it	
  is	
  correct	
  that	
  the	
  
Esplanade,	
  Main/2nd	
  alignment,	
  scramble	
  intersections	
  and	
  Olympic	
  through	
  to	
  Ocean	
  are	
  
NOT	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  AY2016	
  traffic	
  calculations?	
  
With	
  the	
  extension	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR/DSP	
  process	
  into	
  2017,	
  would	
  it	
  not	
  be	
  prudent	
  (and	
  more	
  
accurate)	
  to	
  take	
  actual	
  2016	
  traffic	
  readings	
  as	
  a	
  more	
  accurate	
  baseline,	
  given	
  the	
  time	
  to	
  
do	
  so?	
  
Reference	
  for	
  Future	
  Year	
  2030	
  traffic	
  growth	
  is	
  made	
  and	
  reference	
  to	
  "other	
  actions"	
  says	
  
look	
  at	
  Table	
  3.18-‐3.	
  However,	
  is	
  this	
  Table	
  1)	
  the	
  correct	
  reference,	
  2)	
  all-‐inclusive	
  of	
  
"other	
  actions.?	
  It	
  is	
  not	
  clear	
  what	
  are	
  the	
  "other	
  actions"?	
  
Is	
  alternative	
  transportation	
  facilities	
  assumed	
  to	
  be	
  all	
  these	
  'facilities'	
  within	
  the	
  DSP?	
  
Is	
  there	
  a	
  complete	
  list	
  of	
  "Plans,	
  programs	
  and	
  policies	
  that	
  were	
  evaluated	
  in	
  EIR?	
  
Refers	
  to	
  Section	
  B.8.4	
  of	
  the	
  CMP,	
  but	
  is	
  this	
  information	
  contained	
  in	
  the	
  EIR?	
  Where	
  is	
  
this	
  referring?	
  This	
  does	
  not	
  appear	
  to	
  relate	
  to	
  the	
  Appendix	
  not	
  DEIR.	
  
Given	
  that	
  this	
  states	
  construction-‐related	
  trips	
  cannot	
  be	
  precisely	
  calculated,	
  	
  is	
  the	
  
conclusion	
  of	
  "less	
  than	
  significant"	
  impacts	
  most	
  likely	
  because	
  these	
  are	
  short-‐lived	
  
impacts	
  or	
  that	
  these	
  are	
  assumed	
  by	
  EIR	
  to	
  be	
  effectively	
  mitigated?	
  
Is	
  there	
  no	
  way	
  to	
  calculate	
  (as	
  was	
  AY2016	
  traffic)	
  the	
  construction	
  traffic	
  based	
  on	
  each	
  
Scenario	
  &	
  Alternative?	
  Given	
  that	
  most	
  development	
  seems	
  slated	
  for	
  Lincoln	
  Blvd.	
  and	
  
around	
  the	
  EXPO	
  LRT,	
  doesn’t	
  that	
  provide	
  some	
  idea	
  of	
  where	
  impacts	
  may	
  be	
  
congregated,	
  thus	
  perhaps	
  providing	
  a	
  bit	
  more	
  than	
  'less	
  than	
  significant	
  impacts?	
  
Scenario	
  A	
  has	
  "less	
  than	
  significant"	
  traffic	
  generation	
  impacts,	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  has	
  
"beneficial"	
  or	
  less-‐than	
  less	
  than	
  significant	
  impacts	
  in	
  this	
  impact	
  description.	
  For	
  
purposes	
  of	
  evaluating	
  Alternatives,	
  how	
  does	
  CEQA	
  address	
  two	
  "Plan"	
  Scenarios?	
  
Can	
  this	
  information	
  be	
  provided	
  in	
  the	
  Alternatives	
  DEIR	
  Section	
  -‐	
  readers	
  have	
  no	
  
way	
  of	
  determining	
  appropriate	
  CEQA	
  rules	
  for	
  Alternative	
  evaluation	
  in	
  this	
  
unusual	
  two-‐plan-‐scenario	
  approach.	
  
Since	
  PM	
  Peak	
  hour	
  trips	
  are	
  the	
  LUCE	
  metric	
  to	
  be	
  used	
  in	
  this	
  DEIR,	
  has	
  this	
  T2	
  been	
  
evaluated	
  for	
  AM	
  &	
  WE	
  Peak	
  trip	
  impacts?	
  
TYPO	
  in	
  Line	
  7	
  -‐	
  remove	
  "in"	
  at	
  end	
  of	
  Line.	
  
Footnote	
  6	
  -‐	
  this	
  in	
  reference	
  to	
  LUCE,	
  correct.	
  
9.0-177

Mentions	
  trips	
  leaving	
  downtown	
  and	
  circulation	
  strategies	
  descried	
  in	
  Table	
  3.18-‐4.	
  
While	
  Table	
  gives	
  results	
  of	
  PM	
  Peak	
  count,	
  it	
  provides	
  no	
  strategies.	
  Is	
  there	
  another	
  
Table	
  this	
  should	
  reference?	
  
MM-187 3.18-‐52	
   L	
  25	
  
Says	
  TDM	
  Program	
  more	
  effective	
  at	
  reducing	
  peak	
  period	
  trips.	
  Does	
  this	
  apply	
  only	
  to	
  PM	
  
Peak	
  or	
  to	
  all	
  peak	
  periods	
  (AM,	
  PM,	
  WE)?	
  
3.18-‐53	
   	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐4,	
  Footnote	
  b	
  says	
  PM	
  Peak	
  Trips	
  defined	
  as	
  any	
  trip	
  with	
  one	
  or	
  both	
  ends	
  of	
  
trip	
  generated	
  within	
  the	
  City,	
  but	
  page	
  3.18-‐53,	
  Line	
  33	
  says	
  TDM	
  measure	
  only	
  affect	
  trips	
  
MM-188
leaving	
  Downtown.	
  How	
  does	
  that	
  work	
  -‐	
  does	
  TDM	
  not	
  apply	
  to	
  "both	
  ends	
  of	
  trip	
  
generated	
  within	
  the	
  City"	
  per	
  Footnote	
  b?	
  
3.18-‐53	
  
	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐4.	
  Why	
  are	
  there	
  no	
  AY2016	
  stats	
  for	
  PM	
  trips	
  in	
  this	
  table	
  for	
  necessary	
  
MM-189
comparison?	
  Same	
  question	
  for	
  Table	
  4-‐1	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B	
  (B-‐40).	
  
3.18-‐53	
   L	
  9-‐10	
   Notes	
  that	
  the	
  DSP	
  "would	
  be	
  consistent	
  with	
  the	
  draft	
  direction	
  provided	
  in	
  OPR's	
  Draft	
  of	
  
Updates.	
  What	
  specific	
  Draft	
  document	
  (s)	
  and	
  direction	
  is	
  being	
  referred	
  to,	
  and	
  will	
  it	
  be	
  
provided	
  within	
  the	
  FEIR	
  for	
  necessary	
  review?	
  
Does	
  Table	
  3.18-‐5	
  Citywide	
  Daily	
  VMT	
  per	
  Capita	
  only	
  pertain	
  to	
  OPR's	
  Drafts	
  methods	
  (L	
  
MM-190 3.18-‐53	
   	
  
9-‐22).?	
  Are	
  there	
  calculations/Tables	
  showing	
  without	
  OPR	
  Updates	
  
3.18-‐53	
   	
  
Per	
  the	
  above	
  comment/question,	
  is	
  it	
  permitted	
  by	
  CEQA	
  to	
  use	
  Draft	
  of	
  Updates	
  if	
  
they	
  are	
  not	
  adopted?	
  This	
  is	
  really	
  meant	
  as	
  a	
  clarification	
  question,	
  because	
  some	
  
references	
  seem	
  to	
  say	
  the	
  Draft	
  of	
  Updates	
  are	
  valid	
  criteria	
  and	
  other	
  statements	
  
say	
  they	
  have	
  NOT	
  been	
  adopted.	
  
3.18-‐53	
   	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐5.	
  Why	
  are	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  at	
  identical	
  %	
  Change	
  in	
  VMT	
  Per	
  
Capita	
  (2nd	
  to	
  last	
  column)	
  and	
  VMT	
  per	
  Capita	
  (last	
  column,)	
  and	
  what	
  role	
  does	
  
population	
  and	
  employee	
  numbers	
  play	
  in	
  this?	
  I	
  understand	
  the	
  concept	
  that	
  
increases	
  in	
  development	
  will	
  be	
  better	
  performing/more	
  efficient	
  under	
  
MM-191
TDFM/TDM	
  programs	
  (please	
  confirm),	
  but	
  given	
  the	
  vast	
  square	
  footage	
  build-‐out	
  
differences	
  between	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B,	
  this	
  just	
  seems	
  like	
  the	
  reduction	
  in	
  square	
  
footage	
  from	
  Scenario	
  A	
  to	
  B	
  is	
  essentially	
  meaningless	
  (from	
  a	
  VMT	
  standpoint).	
  Yes,	
  
Scenario	
  B	
  is	
  claimed	
  to	
  meets	
  NNNPMPHT	
  requirement,	
  but	
  is	
  that	
  the	
  only	
  
important	
  difference?	
  
	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐5.	
  Please	
  clarify:	
  Is	
  the	
  VMT	
  per	
  capita	
  numbers	
  'aggregate'	
  numbers	
  of	
  an	
  
MM-192 	
  
average	
  of	
  AM,	
  PM	
  &	
  WE,	
  or	
  just	
  the	
  LUCE	
  requirement	
  of	
  PM	
  Peak	
  total	
  daily	
  VMT?	
  
3.18-‐54	
   L	
  2	
  
Is	
  it	
  correct	
  that	
  LUCE	
  dictates	
  that	
  only	
  15	
  corridors	
  may	
  be	
  studied?	
  Is	
  it	
  possible	
  that	
  
additional	
  corridors	
  may	
  be	
  deemed	
  necessary	
  to	
  study	
  in	
  EIR?	
  If	
  possible,	
  not	
  sure	
  how	
  
that	
  gets	
  evaluated	
  if	
  not	
  part	
  of	
  LUCE	
  2030.	
  
MM-193 3.18-‐54	
   L	
  5-‐8	
  
Notes	
  that	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  B	
  travel	
  time	
  per	
  mile	
  differences	
  "are	
  negligible."	
  Line	
  10	
  sets	
  up	
  
&	
  10	
  
'negligible'	
  results	
  in	
  Table	
  3.18-‐6.	
  
3.18-‐54	
   L	
  11	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐6.	
  It	
  is	
  assumed	
  that	
  the	
  blue	
  shading	
  within	
  the	
  Table	
  indicates	
  %	
  change	
  in	
  
travel	
  time	
  impact	
  threshold	
  of	
  2%	
  or	
  more.	
  This	
  should	
  be	
  noted	
  in	
  'bottom'	
  NOTES	
  area	
  
for	
  ease	
  of	
  understanding	
  
3.18-‐54	
  
	
  
Why	
  does	
  this	
  Table	
  reference	
  two	
  directions	
  (i.e.,	
  NB/EB),	
  as	
  does	
  Table	
  4-‐4	
  &	
  7-‐5	
  in	
  
MM-194
Appendix	
  B?	
  Is	
  this	
  in	
  reference	
  to	
  street	
  grid	
  essentially	
  being	
  on	
  the	
  45-‐degree	
  of	
  true	
  
north?	
  This	
  should	
  be	
  identified	
  in	
  'notes'	
  area	
  at	
  bottom	
  of	
  all	
  three	
  tables.	
  Is	
  this	
  because	
  
'corridors'	
  require	
  the	
  'actual'	
  orientation?	
  
MM-195 3.18-‐54	
   	
  
Shouldn't	
  "I-‐10	
  Hwy"	
  under	
  SB/WB	
  in	
  both	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  be	
  shaded	
  blue?	
  	
  Both	
  Table	
  4-‐4	
  
and	
  7-‐5	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B	
  shade	
  these	
  two	
  boxes.	
  
3.18-‐54	
   	
  
Neither	
  Appendix	
  B	
  Table	
  4-‐4	
  nor	
  Table	
  3.18-‐6	
  explains	
  how	
  to	
  interpret	
  this	
  data.	
  
Line	
  6-‐7	
  note	
  that	
  travel	
  time	
  differences	
  are	
  less	
  than	
  5%	
  with	
  some	
  ranging	
  to	
  less	
  
MM-196
than	
  10%.	
  How	
  is	
  this	
  calculated	
  from	
  these	
  tables,	
  and	
  why	
  isn't	
  this	
  in	
  the	
  EIR?	
  
3.18-‐54	
   	
  
Is	
  it	
  true	
  that	
  for	
  "Cloverfield/23rd	
  that	
  Scenario	
  B	
  worsens	
  the	
  SB/WB	
  corridor	
  compared	
  
MM-197
to	
  both	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  LUCE	
  2030?	
  Should	
  this	
  be	
  noted	
  with	
  a	
  footnote?	
  
MM-186

3.18-‐52	
   L	
  33-‐
34	
  

9.0-178

Footnote	
  7	
  notes	
  that	
  Table	
  3.18-‐6	
  does	
  not	
  account	
  for	
  1)	
  potential	
  transit	
  signal	
  
prioritization	
  or	
  2)	
  transit-‐only	
  lanes	
  -‐	
  both	
  called	
  for	
  in	
  LUCE.	
  Do	
  any	
  other	
  metrics	
  
utilized	
  for	
  traffic	
  in	
  EIR	
  account	
  for	
  these	
  two	
  LUCE	
  measures	
  in	
  comparing	
  plan	
  scenarios	
  
and	
  alternatives?	
  
3.18-‐55	
   L	
  6-‐14	
   LUCE	
  EIR	
  says	
  LUCE	
  "would	
  reduce	
  vehicular	
  greenhouse	
  gas	
  emissions	
  as	
  compared	
  to	
  
2008	
  conditions"	
  (LUCE	
  2008).	
  While	
  Line	
  13	
  says	
  both	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  result	
  in	
  fewer	
  2030	
  GHG	
  
MM-199
emissions	
  than	
  estimated	
  in	
  LUCE	
  EIR,	
  does	
  it	
  matter	
  that	
  in	
  Table	
  3.18-‐7,	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  
emissions	
  (CO2)	
  appears	
  to	
  be	
  worse	
  than	
  2008	
  LUCE,	
  albeit	
  the	
  other	
  4	
  emissions	
  are	
  far	
  
better?	
  
3.18-‐55	
  
L	
  
1
9+	
  
This	
  Impact	
  Description	
  notes	
  on	
  Line	
  20-‐21	
  that	
  it	
  is	
  consistent	
  with	
  proposed	
  changes	
  to	
  
MM-200
CEQA	
  under	
  SB743.	
  	
  
3.18-‐55	
   	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐7.	
  What	
  are	
  the	
  main	
  reasons	
  that	
  GHG	
  emissions	
  reductions	
  Citywide	
  are	
  
MM-201
virtually	
  identical	
  in	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B?	
  Are	
  the	
  vast	
  square	
  footage	
  (with	
  resultant	
  traffic)	
  
differences	
  negligible	
  factors	
  in	
  emissions?	
  
3.18-‐55	
   L	
  20-‐
1)	
  How	
  is	
  the	
  above	
  deemed	
  'consistent'	
  if	
  LOS	
  -‐	
  inconsistent	
  with	
  SB743	
  -‐	
  is	
  allowed	
  
21	
  
to	
  show	
  automobile	
  delay	
  results	
  in	
  significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  impact	
  on	
  
intersections.	
  2)	
  Under	
  "proposed	
  changes	
  to	
  CEQA	
  under	
  SB743,"	
  is	
  the	
  result	
  the	
  
MM-202
same	
  significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  impact	
  on	
  intersections?	
  Does	
  automobile	
  delay	
  
still	
  happen	
  at	
  the	
  same	
  rates	
  that	
  LOS	
  determines,	
  even	
  though	
  no	
  longer	
  
considered	
  IF	
  and	
  WHEN	
  SB743	
  traffic	
  guidelines	
  are	
  adopted?	
  Isn't	
  T3	
  an	
  inaccurate	
  
statement,	
  or	
  at	
  best	
  confusing	
  and	
  conflicted?	
  
3.18-‐56	
   L	
  13,	
  
Why	
  is	
  the	
  OPR	
  Draft	
  of	
  Updates	
  to	
  the	
  CEQA	
  Guidelines	
  released	
  in	
  August	
  2014	
  and	
  
the	
  January	
  2016	
  revised	
  proposal	
  provided	
  within	
  the	
  EIR?	
  A	
  clear	
  statement	
  must	
  
14	
  
be	
  made	
  in	
  the	
  FEIR	
  or	
  sooner	
  just	
  what	
  these	
  documents	
  state	
  and	
  what	
  they	
  govern.	
  
We	
  are	
  told	
  aesthetics,	
  parking	
  and	
  traffic	
  are	
  covered,	
  yet	
  there	
  is	
  nothing	
  provided	
  
MM-203
to	
  go	
  by,	
  and	
  little	
  if	
  anything	
  available	
  to	
  the	
  general	
  public	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  fully	
  evaluate	
  
these	
  Updates	
  and	
  the	
  EIR.	
  
3.18-‐56	
   L	
  13-‐
This	
  paragraph	
  determines	
  that	
  a	
  reduction	
  in	
  Citywide	
  VMT	
  per	
  capita	
  would	
  be	
  achieved	
  
21	
  
if	
  SB743	
  (and	
  no	
  LOS)	
  measures	
  'proposed'	
  were	
  used.	
  1)	
  Does	
  this	
  refer	
  to	
  Table	
  3.18-‐5	
  
data	
  (and	
  Table	
  4-‐2	
  &	
  7-‐3	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B)?	
  2)	
  What	
  is	
  the	
  determination	
  using	
  SB743	
  on	
  
significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  traffic	
  impacts,	
  since	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  clear	
  in	
  EIR?	
  
3.18-‐56	
   L	
  16	
  
States	
  that	
  "The	
  Downtown"	
  qualifies	
  as	
  a	
  TPA.	
  Not	
  all	
  of	
  Downtown	
  is	
  within	
  the	
  stated	
  
MM-204
1/2-‐mile	
  transit	
  radius.	
  Has	
  there	
  been	
  a	
  determination	
  that	
  declares	
  all	
  of	
  Downtown	
  as	
  a	
  
TPA?	
  1)	
  If	
  so,	
  what	
  is	
  the	
  adopted	
  law	
  and	
  dates	
  that	
  permits	
  this	
  determination?	
  Please	
  
provide	
  a	
  map/Figure	
  in	
  FEIR	
  or	
  sooner	
  to	
  the	
  community	
  outlining	
  the	
  TPA	
  boundary,	
  if	
  
other	
  than	
  all	
  of	
  Downtown.	
  
MM-205 3.18-‐56	
   L	
  13-‐
Does	
  Table	
  3.18-‐5	
  show	
  Citywide	
  VMT	
  per	
  Lines	
  13-‐21	
  utilizing	
  OPR	
  Drafts	
  as	
  noted	
  in	
  this	
  
21	
  
paragraph?	
  Is	
  there	
  a	
  corresponding	
  table	
  showing	
  existing	
  significance	
  criteria	
  as	
  noted	
  in	
  
T3	
  	
  (Line	
  22,	
  page	
  3.18-‐55)	
  and	
  in	
  3.18-‐56	
  Lines	
  22-‐27)?	
  
3.18-‐56	
  
	
  
Are	
  any	
  calculations	
  to	
  make	
  judgments	
  on	
  impacts	
  based	
  on	
  SB743	
  proposals	
  that	
  
MM-206
are	
  not	
  yet	
  adopted	
  valid	
  to	
  review	
  EIR	
  impacts?	
  
3.18-‐56	
   L	
  28-‐
Refers	
  to	
  Table	
  3.18-‐8	
  for	
  intersection	
  Significant	
  Impacts:	
  16	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  13	
  for	
  
34	
  
Scenario	
  B.	
  However,	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐6	
  shows	
  17	
  intersections	
  with	
  Significant	
  impacts	
  (one	
  
MM-207
more	
  than	
  Line	
  30),	
  and	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐7	
  shows	
  14	
  intersections	
  with	
  Significant	
  impact	
  (one	
  
more	
  than	
  Line	
  30.	
  Please	
  clarify	
  how	
  these	
  two	
  Figures	
  relate	
  to	
  results	
  in	
  this	
  paragraph?	
  
3.18-‐56	
   L	
  28-‐
Is	
  it	
  correct	
  to	
  conclude	
  that	
  as	
  this	
  states	
  "the	
  majority	
  of	
  significant	
  impacts	
  occur	
  at	
  
34	
  
intersections	
  on	
  the	
  weekends	
  but	
  weekend	
  trips	
  are	
  not	
  a	
  LUCE	
  2030	
  criteria	
  and	
  thus	
  is	
  
MM-208
not	
  part	
  of	
  what	
  determines	
  (impacts	
  levels	
  at	
  intersections	
  in	
  the	
  EIR?	
  
MM-198

3.18-‐54	
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3.18-‐57	
   L	
  2-‐16	
   Again	
  it	
  is	
  stated	
  that	
  weekend	
  midday	
  peak	
  hours	
  experience	
  higher	
  LOS	
  E	
  &	
  F	
  (significant	
  
and	
  unavoidable	
  impacts),	
  and	
  it	
  is	
  noted	
  that	
  both	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  have	
  identical	
  #	
  of	
  
impacted	
  intersections.	
  Why	
  is	
  there	
  no	
  difference	
  when	
  among	
  other	
  things	
  Scenario	
  B	
  is	
  
2/3	
  of	
  the	
  square	
  footage	
  projected	
  build-‐out	
  of	
  Scenario	
  A?	
  
3.18-‐57	
   	
  
Since	
  residential	
  uses	
  in	
  Downtown	
  generate	
  more	
  weekend	
  trips,	
  and	
  are	
  the	
  
primary	
  land	
  use	
  on	
  the	
  EIR,	
  and	
  it	
  is	
  acknowledged	
  that	
  many	
  of	
  the	
  TDM/trip	
  
reduction	
  measures	
  in	
  LUCE	
  and	
  the	
  DSP	
  'more	
  easily	
  apply	
  to	
  weekdays,	
  does	
  this	
  
mean	
  the	
  DSP	
  is	
  deficient	
  in	
  TDM	
  management	
  of	
  weekends,	
  therefore	
  causing	
  a	
  
significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  impacts?	
  Why	
  are	
  there	
  not	
  additional	
  or	
  stronger	
  
weekend	
  TDM	
  measures	
  for	
  residential	
  uses,	
  when	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  known	
  problem.	
  This	
  seems	
  
to	
  indicate	
  an	
  inadequacy	
  of	
  the	
  EIR	
  and	
  Alternatives.	
  
3.18-‐57	
   L	
  17	
  
Gateway	
  intersections	
  provide	
  highest	
  level	
  of	
  congestion.	
  Yet	
  only	
  PM	
  Peak	
  intersections	
  
lead	
  to	
  impact	
  determinations?	
  
3.18-‐57	
   	
  
.Wouldn't	
  it	
  be	
  wise	
  to	
  study	
  GAMP	
  in	
  this	
  interim	
  time,	
  instead	
  of	
  just	
  the	
  4th	
  Street	
  
realignment	
  as	
  proposed?	
  
3.18-‐57	
   L	
  24-‐
Do	
  intersection	
  numbers	
  on	
  these	
  lines	
  correspond	
  to	
  Table	
  3.18-‐8?	
  
31	
  
3.18-‐57	
   L	
  
The	
  referral	
  to	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐2	
  does	
  not	
  correlate.	
  
26/27	
  
3.18-‐
L	
  29-‐
Says	
  the	
  following	
  six	
  intersections,	
  but	
  there	
  are	
  8	
  'bullet	
  pointed'	
  intersections.	
  
57,	
  
34	
  L	
  
Please	
  clarify	
  correct	
  number.	
  When	
  compared	
  to	
  Figures	
  3.18-‐6	
  &	
  7,	
  it	
  appears	
  that	
  
"Lincoln	
  and	
  Colorado	
  Blvd	
  on	
  Scen.	
  B	
  (#.18-‐7)	
  is	
  not	
  marked	
  with	
  any	
  impacts.	
  
3.18-‐58	
   1-‐5.	
  
3.18-‐58	
   L	
  14	
  
Olympic	
  Crossover	
  noted	
  to	
  provide	
  repurposed	
  and	
  reconfigured	
  areas.	
  Are	
  these	
  areas	
  
going	
  to	
  be	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  and	
  the	
  GAMP?	
  How	
  will	
  the	
  possible	
  expansion	
  of	
  area	
  be	
  
handled	
  once	
  the	
  crossover	
  happens?	
  
3.18-‐58	
   L	
  18-‐
Will	
  the	
  "alternative	
  configurations	
  and	
  signalization	
  strategies	
  be	
  investigated	
  as	
  part	
  of	
  
20	
  
the	
  GAMP?	
  
	
  
	
  
Is	
  the	
  Olympic	
  Crossover	
  proposed	
  in	
  every	
  Alternative?	
  
	
  
	
  
There	
  is	
  no	
  reference	
  in	
  this	
  section	
  to	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐5	
  
3.18-‐59	
   L	
  5	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐5	
  should	
  be	
  referenced	
  as	
  well,	
  or	
  instead.	
  
3.18-‐59	
   	
  
Is	
  the	
  Sears	
  Access	
  and	
  I-‐10	
  Crossing	
  proposed	
  in	
  every	
  Alternative?	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
3.18-‐60	
   L	
  11	
  
This	
  indicates	
  that	
  under	
  Scenario	
  A,	
  54%	
  of	
  the	
  potentially	
  significant	
  impacts	
  would	
  occur	
  
during	
  the	
  weekend	
  peak	
  hour.	
  Where	
  is	
  this	
  'percentage'	
  taken	
  from?	
  Is	
  it	
  possible	
  to	
  have	
  
this	
  type	
  of	
  %	
  breakdown	
  for	
  AM,	
  PM	
  and	
  WE	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  B,	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  for	
  all	
  
Alternatives?	
  
3.18-‐60	
   L	
  14	
  
Under	
  Scenario	
  B	
  58%	
  of	
  the	
  potentially	
  significant	
  impacts	
  would	
  occur	
  during	
  the	
  
weekend	
  peak	
  hour.	
  While	
  58%	
  for	
  B	
  means	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  worse	
  %	
  than	
  Scenario	
  A,	
  how	
  are	
  these	
  
two	
  to	
  be	
  compared?	
  Is	
  the	
  conclusion	
  that	
  B	
  is	
  actually	
  worse	
  than	
  A	
  in	
  this	
  metric?	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
3.18-‐61	
   	
  
Not	
  sure	
  why	
  these	
  Figures	
  are	
  in	
  this	
  page	
  position.	
  
3.18-‐62	
  
3.18-‐62	
   	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐6	
  indicates	
  17	
  intersections	
  have	
  significant	
  impacts,	
  while	
  text	
  seems	
  to	
  
indicate	
  16	
  intersections.	
  Is	
  this	
  Figure	
  a	
  type	
  of	
  aggregate	
  map	
  showing	
  AM,	
  PM	
  and	
  WE	
  
combined?	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  explanation	
  of	
  this,	
  and	
  is	
  unclear.	
  
3.18-‐62	
   	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐7	
  indicates	
  14	
  	
  intersections	
  have	
  significant	
  impacts,	
  while	
  text	
  seems	
  to	
  
indicate	
  13	
  intersections.	
  Is	
  this	
  Figure	
  a	
  type	
  of	
  aggregate	
  map	
  showing	
  AM,	
  PM	
  and	
  WE	
  
combined?	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  explanation	
  of	
  this,	
  and	
  is	
  unclear.	
  
3.18-‐
	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐8.	
  It	
  would	
  be	
  very	
  helpful	
  to	
  highlight	
  or	
  shade	
  box	
  of	
  'increased'	
  V/C,	
  Delay	
  
63+	
  
and	
  LOS	
  on	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  over	
  AY	
  2016.	
  
9.0-180

3.18-‐
MM-221 63+	
  
MM-222
MM-223

	
  

3.18-‐65	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
3.18-‐65	
   	
  
3.18-‐65	
   L	
  14	
  

MM-224

3.18-‐65	
   	
  

3.18-‐65	
   L	
  20+	
  

MM-225

3.18-‐66	
   L	
  27	
  

MM-226

3.18-‐66	
   L	
  31+	
  

MM-227

MM-228

MM-229

	
  
	
  
3.18-‐67	
   	
  
3.18-‐67	
   	
  

3.18-‐68	
   L	
  4+	
  

3.18-‐69	
   L	
  6+	
  
MM-230

3.18-‐69	
   L	
  16+	
  

It	
  would	
  also	
  be	
  necessary	
  to	
  evaluate	
  the	
  V/C,	
  Delay	
  and	
  LOS	
  if	
  there	
  were	
  footnotes	
  
explaining	
  the	
  range	
  of	
  increases	
  that	
  would	
  trigger	
  changes	
  in	
  ranking.	
  Example:	
  
Intersection	
  1,	
  AM	
  Delay	
  increases	
  7	
  for	
  Scen.	
  B,	
  yet	
  this	
  ranks	
  NO	
  for	
  impact.	
  Intersection	
  
1,	
  PM	
  Delay	
  increases	
  by	
  6	
  for	
  Scen.	
  B,	
  and	
  this	
  ranks	
  YES	
  for	
  impact.	
  Please	
  provide	
  metrics	
  
to	
  interpret	
  this	
  in	
  Table	
  in	
  FEIR.	
  
Table	
  3.18-‐9	
  says	
  4.4	
  MSF	
  net	
  new	
  sf	
  for	
  Alt.	
  1,	
  yet	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  lists	
  different	
  figure.	
  
	
  
For	
  Table	
  3-‐18-‐9,	
  please	
  confirm	
  project	
  list	
  referenced	
  in	
  notes.	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  references	
  
full	
  list,	
  and	
  then	
  makes	
  exclusions	
  for	
  6	
  projects	
  on	
  page	
  B-‐26,	
  and	
  "all	
  currently	
  approved	
  
projects	
  in	
  Downtown."	
  
Are	
  Mitigation	
  Measures	
  T-‐3	
  only	
  for	
  Tier	
  3	
  projects,	
  or	
  are	
  these	
  applicable	
  for	
  Tier	
  2	
  as	
  
well.	
  If	
  only	
  for	
  Tier	
  3,	
  what	
  prevents	
  them	
  from	
  being	
  applied	
  for	
  Tier	
  2?	
  
Has	
  DTIP,	
  including	
  the	
  AB1600	
  fee	
  justification	
  study	
  been	
  completed	
  for	
  the	
  DSP	
  area.	
  If	
  
not	
  what	
  is	
  the	
  timeline?	
  If	
  not	
  before	
  the	
  DSP	
  is	
  finished,	
  how	
  is	
  it	
  able	
  to	
  be	
  used	
  for	
  
mitigation	
  in	
  EIR?	
  
How	
  does	
  the	
  DTIP	
  put	
  forth	
  improvements	
  that	
  facilitate	
  vehicular	
  traffic	
  (line	
  25)	
  without	
  
impacting	
  other	
  modes	
  of	
  transportation,	
  as	
  roadway	
  improvements	
  have	
  been	
  dismissed	
  
due	
  to	
  the	
  conclusion	
  that	
  they	
  always	
  impact	
  other	
  modes	
  of	
  transportation	
  negatively?	
  
What	
  additional	
  mitigation	
  measures	
  "are	
  not	
  available	
  or	
  feasible?"	
  Are	
  these	
  evaluated	
  in	
  
the	
  EIR	
  to	
  make	
  the	
  determination	
  of	
  availability	
  or	
  feasibility?	
  Why	
  is	
  the	
  assumption	
  here	
  
(and	
  elsewhere	
  in	
  EIR)	
  that	
  since	
  streets	
  are	
  at	
  "maximum	
  potential	
  width"	
  that	
  there	
  are	
  
NO	
  additional	
  space	
  to	
  create	
  roadway	
  capacity?	
  Is	
  roadway	
  capacity	
  increased	
  ONLY	
  by	
  
widening	
  existing	
  street	
  widths?	
  Are	
  there	
  no	
  other	
  methods	
  to	
  mitigate	
  capacity?	
  
"More	
  space	
  efficient	
  mobility,"	
  as	
  discussed	
  at	
  bottom	
  of	
  page	
  3.18-‐65	
  and	
  on	
  to	
  
page	
  3.18-‐66	
  is	
  said	
  to	
  "not	
  provide	
  technical	
  mitigation	
  under	
  CEQA."	
  Clarify:	
  does	
  
this	
  mean	
  they	
  cannot	
  be	
  considered	
  as	
  mitigation	
  measures	
  in	
  the	
  EIR?	
  This	
  is	
  
confusing,	
  for	
  if	
  'more	
  space	
  efficient	
  mobility'	
  (the	
  alternative	
  modes	
  for	
  
transportation)	
  are	
  not	
  mitigation,	
  how	
  can	
  they	
  be	
  used	
  to	
  lessen	
  significant	
  
impacts?	
  Please	
  clarify.	
  
	
  
Figure	
  3.18-‐8.	
  This	
  shows	
  "Proposed	
  Pedestrian	
  and	
  Parking	
  Improvements,"	
  yet	
  it	
  has	
  no	
  
indication	
  of	
  Scenario	
  or	
  year.	
  (Assuming	
  this	
  is	
  for	
  2030).	
  
In	
  this	
  Figure,	
  parking	
  structure	
  #3	
  remains.	
  Are	
  there	
  plans	
  in	
  place	
  or	
  being	
  considered	
  to	
  
eliminate	
  this	
  parking	
  structure	
  before	
  2030?	
  
As	
  noted	
  above	
  in	
  3.18-‐66,	
  Line	
  31+,	
  this	
  states	
  reconfiguring	
  streets	
  to	
  provide	
  	
  additional	
  
capacity	
  could	
  [bold	
  for	
  emphasis]	
  have	
  negative	
  secondary	
  impacts	
  and	
  that	
  would	
  
conflict	
  with	
  LUCE	
  and	
  DSP	
  objectives.	
  There	
  is	
  NO	
  consideration	
  of	
  the	
  possibility	
  that	
  a	
  
street	
  reconfiguration	
  may	
  NOT	
  have	
  negative	
  secondary	
  impacts	
  here	
  and	
  in	
  other	
  EIR	
  
sections	
  and	
  Traffic	
  Study.	
  Isn't	
  it	
  possible	
  that	
  a	
  reconfiguration	
  could	
  improve	
  and/or	
  be	
  
neutral	
  to	
  all	
  modes	
  while	
  improving	
  capacity	
  issues?	
  
AS	
  noted	
  about	
  CMP	
  freeway	
  monitoring	
  results	
  in	
  Appendix	
  B	
  comments,	
  the	
  fact	
  that	
  the	
  
eastbound	
  I-‐10	
  "often	
  resulted	
  in	
  queues	
  spilling	
  back	
  to	
  the	
  Lincoln	
  Interchange"	
  seems	
  to	
  
indicate	
  more	
  of	
  a	
  traffic	
  impact	
  that	
  reported.	
  If	
  flow	
  at	
  Lincoln	
  is	
  put	
  at	
  "approx.	
  40	
  mph"	
  
and	
  "less	
  than	
  25	
  mph"	
  between	
  9th	
  and	
  the	
  I-‐405	
  interchange,	
  that	
  seems	
  to	
  indicate	
  
impacts	
  at	
  Lincoln.	
  Given	
  observations	
  at	
  PM	
  Peak	
  times,	
  Lincoln	
  intersections	
  at	
  the	
  I-‐10	
  
appear	
  to	
  be	
  impacted	
  from	
  freeway	
  PM	
  eastbound	
  traffic.	
  The	
  LOS	
  conclusions	
  seem	
  
inadequate	
  and	
  do	
  not	
  reflect	
  real-‐world	
  conditions.	
  
Westbound	
  traffic	
  conditions	
  also	
  do	
  not	
  seem	
  to	
  be	
  adequately	
  reported,	
  as	
  the	
  westbound	
  
late-‐AM	
  often	
  gets	
  congested,	
  and	
  the	
  PM	
  eastbound	
  does	
  as	
  well.	
  This	
  EIR	
  reports	
  "free	
  
flow	
  conditions"	
  at	
  both	
  peaks,	
  which	
  do	
  not	
  seem	
  to	
  reflect	
  real	
  world	
  conditions.	
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APPENDIX	
  B	
  NOTES,	
  QUESTIONS,	
  COMMENTS	
  
	
  
Street	
  types	
  outlined	
  do	
  not	
  correlate	
  with	
  street	
  type	
  names	
  in	
  DEIR:	
  4th	
  from	
  Wilshire	
  to	
  
Pico	
  (BLVD);	
  Main	
  St.	
  from	
  Colorado	
  to	
  Pico	
  (BLVD).	
  
Street	
  types	
  helpful,	
  but	
  where	
  is	
  arterial	
  and	
  connector	
  streets	
  definition	
  as	
  used	
  
throughout	
  DEIR?	
  
Pedestrian	
  circulation	
  barriers	
  exist	
  to	
  south,	
  within	
  DT	
  of	
  narrow	
  sidewalks	
  bad	
  crossings,	
  
and	
  at	
  perimeter	
  (not	
  just	
  the	
  4th	
  Street	
  bridge).	
  Where	
  are	
  these	
  addressed?	
  
Figure	
  1-‐2.	
  Would	
  be	
  better	
  to	
  show	
  the	
  Downtown	
  area	
  in	
  a	
  second	
  Figure	
  that	
  enlarges	
  DT	
  
so	
  that	
  is	
  it	
  better	
  understood.	
  Print	
  version	
  poor	
  quality	
  -‐	
  only	
  works	
  if	
  you	
  blow-‐up	
  PDF	
  
version	
  to	
  300%.	
  
4th	
  Street	
  sharrows	
  -‐	
  how	
  will	
  bus	
  traffic	
  be	
  managed,	
  with	
  added	
  lines	
  for	
  EXPO	
  
coordination?	
  
EXPO	
  LRT	
  will	
  meat	
  6-‐minute	
  peak	
  headways.	
  Is	
  this	
  consistent	
  with	
  DEIR	
  peak	
  times?	
  
While	
  the	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  does	
  have	
  a	
  January	
  2016	
  cover	
  date,	
  it	
  appears	
  that	
  paragraph	
  
2	
  (Downtown	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  Circulation	
  Goals)	
  states,	
  	
  "the	
  draft	
  February	
  
2014	
  DSP	
  provides	
  the	
  basis	
  for	
  implementing	
  specific	
  actions	
  to	
  achieve	
  the	
  adopted	
  
goals."	
  With	
  revisions	
  to	
  create	
  the	
  2016	
  DCP,	
  is	
  this	
  Study	
  updated	
  for	
  2016?	
  
Goal	
  CM4	
  may	
  need	
  some	
  updating.	
  Not	
  sure	
  how	
  this	
  is	
  holding	
  up.	
  
There	
  seems	
  to	
  be	
  no	
  discussion	
  of	
  planning	
  for	
  tourist	
  buses	
  in	
  Downtown.	
  While	
  
there	
  is	
  general	
  push	
  for	
  parking	
  on	
  the	
  edges	
  of	
  downtown,	
  as	
  the	
  buses	
  park	
  now	
  -‐	
  
crowding	
  the	
  west	
  side	
  of	
  Ocean	
  Avenue,	
  eliminating	
  any	
  views	
  of	
  the	
  coast	
  from	
  
Downtown	
  and	
  causing	
  congestion	
  to	
  vehicular	
  traffic	
  and	
  unsafe	
  condition	
  for	
  bicycles	
  
-‐	
  must	
  be	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  early-‐term	
  parking	
  issues	
  to	
  investigate	
  and	
  resolve.	
  
Are	
  the	
  "expanded	
  sidewalks"	
  the	
  proposed	
  setback	
  rules,	
  and	
  are	
  they	
  the	
  only	
  in-‐block	
  
efforts	
  at	
  enlarging	
  sidewalks	
  on	
  N-‐S	
  roads	
  north	
  of	
  Colorado	
  in	
  DSP?	
  
Network	
  &	
  Systems.	
  This	
  first	
  paragraph	
  mentions	
  three	
  (3)	
  large	
  site	
  not	
  the	
  three	
  
that	
  are	
  shown	
  on	
  maps	
  -‐	
  this	
  would	
  bring	
  the	
  total	
  to	
  6	
  large	
  sites	
  (albeit	
  three	
  are	
  in	
  
the	
  GAMP	
  sub-‐area	
  of	
  downtown).	
  Please	
  clarify	
  if	
  any	
  of	
  the	
  three	
  listed	
  are	
  going	
  to	
  
remain	
  as	
  large	
  sites?	
  

B-‐22	
  

IN	
  discussing	
  the	
  Olympic	
  Crossover,	
  what	
  is	
  the	
  process	
  for	
  reclaiming	
  the	
  current	
  4th	
  Street	
  
ramp	
  once	
  the	
  Crossover	
  is	
  completed?	
  Part	
  of	
  GAMP?	
  
Planned	
  East-‐West	
  Local	
  Street	
  between	
  4th	
  and	
  5th	
  Street	
  -‐	
  where	
  does	
  this	
  fit	
  within	
  the	
  
Street	
  System	
  categories	
  described	
  on	
  page	
  B-‐8?	
  

B-‐23	
  

For	
  the	
  Additional	
  Capacity	
  bullet	
  point,	
  is	
  there	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  on-‐street	
  parking	
  spaces	
  that	
  are	
  
within	
  the	
  scope	
  of	
  this	
  point?	
  What	
  %	
  of	
  remaining	
  on-‐street	
  spaces	
  do	
  they	
  represent?	
  
Transit	
  Network	
  points:	
  mention	
  new	
  east-‐west	
  connector	
  streets	
  (assuming	
  these	
  are	
  from	
  
B-‐22	
  bullet	
  points).	
  Again,	
  connector	
  street	
  definition	
  does	
  not	
  appear	
  in	
  B-‐8	
  nor	
  in	
  DEIR.	
  

B-‐22	
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B-‐26	
  
B-‐27	
  
B-‐27	
  
B-‐29	
  
	
  

B-‐29	
  
B-‐29	
  
B-‐30	
  

B-‐31	
  

2nd	
  bullet	
  point:	
  Reference	
  to	
  Broadway	
  (east	
  of	
  6th	
  Street)	
  perhaps	
  why	
  DEIR	
  bike	
  map	
  
Figure	
  does	
  not	
  show	
  bike	
  lane	
  on	
  Broadway	
  east	
  of	
  6th?	
  
3rd	
  bullet	
  point:	
  If	
  the	
  proposed	
  4th/Arizona	
  project	
  goes	
  through,	
  it	
  will	
  cut	
  off	
  the	
  4th	
  Court	
  
bike	
  connection	
  option.	
  Is	
  this	
  mentioned	
  in	
  the	
  DSP?	
  
Parking.	
  1st	
  bullet	
  point	
  mentions	
  continued	
  use	
  of	
  "pricing"	
  to	
  manage	
  parking,	
  yet	
  seems	
  to	
  
not	
  be	
  discussed	
  further.	
  Will	
  this	
  include	
  raising	
  prices	
  due	
  to	
  DSP,	
  and	
  how	
  is	
  that	
  weighed	
  
or	
  to	
  be	
  managed?	
  
2nd	
  bullet	
  point:	
  To	
  what	
  extent	
  may	
  in-‐lieu	
  parking	
  spaces	
  be	
  omitted	
  from	
  DSP	
  projects?	
  Is	
  
that	
  stated	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  anywhere?	
  
3rd	
  bullet	
  point:	
  If	
  339	
  expanded	
  parking	
  spaces	
  are	
  allotted	
  in	
  DEIR	
  at	
  4th/Arizonat,	
  how	
  
does	
  this	
  compare	
  in	
  numbers	
  to	
  possible	
  'perimeter	
  parking	
  opportunities;	
  2)	
  is	
  this	
  
consistent	
  with	
  parking	
  goals	
  given	
  that	
  4th/Arizona	
  is	
  central	
  to	
  Downtown?	
  
Under	
  the	
  TDM	
  section,	
  there	
  are	
  4	
  measures	
  noted	
  to	
  reduce	
  trips.	
  The	
  third	
  (3rd)	
  bullet	
  
point	
  mentions	
  requiring	
  a	
  2.2	
  AVR	
  for	
  all	
  employers	
  with	
  30	
  or	
  more	
  employees	
  to	
  achieve	
  
2.2	
  AVR.	
  Where	
  is	
  this	
  specific	
  requirement	
  (30	
  employees)	
  mentioned	
  in	
  DEIR?	
  
Clarify	
  Footnote	
  1	
  in	
  that	
  if	
  'for	
  each	
  vehicle	
  driven	
  to	
  work'	
  is	
  assumed	
  to	
  reference	
  an	
  
automobile,	
  then	
  why	
  does	
  'automobile'	
  show	
  up	
  as	
  an	
  arrival	
  method	
  of	
  2.2	
  employees?	
  	
  

Please	
  clarify	
  footnote	
  2	
  -‐	
  what	
  AMEC	
  2013	
  is,	
  and	
  why	
  it	
  did	
  not	
  require	
  updating	
  for	
  2016	
  
DCP	
  &	
  DEIR.	
  Is	
  this	
  within	
  the	
  DEIR?	
  How	
  can	
  readers	
  access	
  this	
  information	
  while	
  
reviewing	
  the	
  DEIR?	
  
Notes	
  DSP	
  increments	
  of	
  4.74	
  MSF	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A,	
  yet	
  DEIR	
  says	
  4.73	
  MSF.	
  

6	
  projects	
  bulleted	
  note	
  that	
  they	
  are	
  only	
  in	
  calculations	
  for	
  traffic,	
  but	
  not	
  in	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  
B.	
  Why	
  are	
  they	
  not	
  in	
  the	
  'project'	
  scenarios,	
  if	
  they	
  are	
  in	
  the	
  traffic	
  counts?	
  Are	
  they	
  in	
  any	
  
of	
  the	
  Alternatives?	
  
Table	
  2-‐1.	
  Would	
  it	
  not	
  be	
  helpful	
  to	
  have	
  the	
  "project"	
  increments	
  (as	
  noted	
  on	
  previous	
  
page)	
  also	
  in	
  this	
  Table	
  to	
  eliminate	
  any	
  confusion	
  as	
  to	
  what	
  is	
  being	
  proposed?	
  
Why	
  is	
  there	
  no	
  change	
  in	
  the	
  "Elementary+	
  Middle	
  Students	
  count:	
  1)	
  between	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  
B,	
  given	
  vast	
  differences	
  in	
  residential	
  build	
  out;	
  2)	
  from	
  AY2016	
  to	
  2030	
  (A	
  &	
  B)	
  despite	
  
population	
  increases?	
  
Highway	
  and	
  Roadway	
  Network	
  Database.	
  How	
  does	
  the	
  network	
  work	
  in	
  affect	
  residential	
  
streets	
  if	
  an	
  area	
  such	
  as	
  Downtown	
  has	
  residential	
  areas	
  on	
  three	
  sides?	
  
	
  
Based	
  on	
  recently	
  noted	
  changes	
  from	
  projected	
  to	
  actual	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  Phase	
  1	
  ridership,	
  has	
  
there	
  been	
  any	
  adjustment	
  of	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  Phase	
  2	
  (to	
  Santa	
  Monica)	
  projections?	
  
As	
  noted	
  in	
  Footnote	
  4	
  about	
  use	
  of	
  the	
  Direct	
  Ridership	
  Model	
  by	
  looking	
  at	
  land	
  use	
  
characteristics,	
  are	
  there	
  calculations	
  for	
  Future	
  Year	
  2030	
  that	
  take	
  into	
  account	
  project	
  
changes?	
  
Footnote	
  5	
  cites	
  a	
  Dec.	
  2013	
  "Before-‐and-‐After"	
  study	
  of	
  impact	
  of	
  Phase	
  1	
  EXPO	
  LRT.	
  Based	
  
on	
  recent	
  research,	
  it	
  notes	
  that	
  residents	
  within	
  the	
  TPA	
  1/2	
  mile	
  traveled	
  less	
  by	
  car.	
  But	
  
there	
  is	
  more	
  recent	
  research	
  (USC?)	
  that	
  discusses	
  downwardly	
  adjusting	
  projected	
  to	
  actual	
  
EXPO	
  LRT	
  Phase	
  1	
  ridership?	
  In	
  light	
  of	
  these	
  research	
  papers,	
  has	
  there	
  been	
  any	
  adjustment	
  
of	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  Phase	
  2	
  (to	
  Santa	
  Monica)	
  projections?	
  
List	
  of	
  13	
  TDM	
  programs	
  from	
  LUCE	
  and	
  only	
  include	
  1	
  of	
  4	
  strategies	
  from	
  page	
  B-‐25	
  list	
  of	
  4	
  
LUCE	
  TDM	
  strategies	
  (excluding	
  TMO,	
  2.2	
  AVR	
  &	
  Partnering	
  for	
  outreach	
  and	
  marketing).	
  
Please	
  clarify.	
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What	
  are	
  the	
  "safe	
  routes	
  for	
  school?"	
  Were	
  these	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  DEIR?	
  

	
  

In	
  the	
  last	
  paragraph,	
  the	
  five	
  strategies	
  (of	
  13	
  in	
  the	
  list)	
  identified	
  were	
  quantitatively	
  
evaluated	
  as	
  yielding	
  24.9%	
  reduction	
  of	
  PM	
  Peak	
  trips	
  for	
  new	
  commutes	
  and	
  16.4%	
  for	
  
existing	
  commutes,	
  with	
  an	
  average	
  of	
  17.4%	
  for	
  all	
  reductions	
  and	
  5%	
  for	
  'non-‐commute	
  
trips.'	
  Please	
  explain	
  how	
  the	
  'average'	
  17.4%	
  remains	
  so	
  much	
  closer	
  to	
  the	
  'existing	
  trip'	
  
reduction	
  (16.4%).	
  As	
  residential	
  population	
  is	
  expected	
  to	
  double	
  by	
  2030,	
  is	
  this	
  due	
  mostly	
  
to	
  'modest'	
  rises	
  in	
  daytime	
  work	
  population	
  in	
  2030?	
  
Last	
  paragraph	
  on	
  this	
  page	
  states	
  EXPO	
  LRT	
  is	
  expected	
  to	
  provide	
  train	
  service	
  every	
  
five	
  (5)	
  minutes	
  during	
  weekday	
  peak.	
  Previously	
  the	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  said	
  a	
  guaranteed	
  
6-‐minute	
  headways	
  (page	
  B-‐18)	
  to	
  the	
  entire	
  Metro	
  network.	
  Is	
  this	
  at	
  all	
  a	
  conflict,	
  or	
  
is	
  this	
  not	
  a	
  proper	
  comparison,	
  in	
  that	
  5-‐minute	
  peak	
  trips	
  bests	
  the	
  6-‐minute	
  
headway?	
  
Does	
  the	
  EXPO	
  DRM	
  use	
  5	
  minute	
  or	
  6	
  minute	
  interval	
  at	
  peak	
  times?	
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B-‐36	
  
B-‐36	
  

B-‐36	
  

B-‐36	
  

Estimated	
  EXPO	
  ridership	
  is	
  50,000	
  daily	
  boardings,	
  per	
  Footnote	
  7	
  -‐	
  a	
  2009	
  study.	
  Is	
  this	
  the	
  
most	
  accurate	
  (and	
  recent)	
  estimate	
  for	
  boardings?	
  How	
  would	
  a	
  change	
  in	
  ridership	
  
numbers	
  affect	
  the	
  DSP?	
  
Future	
  Year	
  2030.	
  Last	
  paragraph.	
  This	
  states	
  that	
  5	
  of	
  the	
  8	
  former	
  non-‐quantifiable	
  
were	
  deemed	
  working,	
  leaving	
  three	
  that	
  just	
  don’t	
  do	
  anything,	
  based	
  on	
  "TDM+	
  tool	
  
and	
  City's	
  most	
  recent	
  ridership	
  forecasts	
  for	
  the	
  City’s	
  planned	
  bike	
  share	
  program	
  
expansion.”	
  The	
  three	
  remaining	
  -‐	
  Bike	
  System	
  Improvements,	
  Ped	
  System	
  
Improvements	
  and	
  Parking	
  Cash-‐out	
  -‐	
  are	
  all	
  things	
  the	
  City	
  is	
  doing	
  and	
  proposing	
  to	
  
continue,	
  yet	
  they	
  are	
  the	
  least	
  effective	
  of	
  Trip	
  Reduction	
  Strategies.	
  
First	
  sentence	
  notes	
  that	
  a	
  LUCE	
  10%	
  reduction	
  in	
  PM	
  peak	
  hour	
  trips	
  in	
  downtown,	
  "similar	
  
to	
  the	
  estimate	
  from	
  before	
  (see	
  Table	
  3-‐1)."	
  In	
  Table	
  3-‐1	
  is	
  the	
  "about	
  10%"	
  referring	
  to	
  
Total	
  All	
  Trips	
  of	
  9.9%	
  (A)	
  and	
  11.2%	
  (B)?	
  	
  
First	
  paragraph	
  mentions	
  that	
  some	
  measures	
  are	
  only	
  effective	
  with	
  new	
  developments.	
  	
  
Page	
  B-‐31	
  (last	
  paragraph)	
  notes	
  the	
  initial	
  5	
  "quantifiable"	
  methods	
  work	
  for	
  both	
  new	
  &	
  
existing	
  commutes.	
  Which	
  measures	
  only	
  work	
  for	
  new	
  development,	
  and	
  where	
  is	
  this	
  
noted/determined	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR?	
  
Second	
  paragraph.	
  Total	
  trip	
  reductions	
  increases	
  in	
  Scenario	
  A	
  to	
  10-‐15%	
  and	
  increases	
  in	
  
Scenario	
  B	
  to	
  14%	
  over	
  LUCE	
  2030.	
  How	
  can	
  the	
  reader	
  figure	
  out	
  how	
  to	
  compare	
  10-‐15%	
  
compare	
  to	
  14%	
  to	
  necessarily	
  determine	
  if	
  Scenario	
  B	
  has	
  less	
  reductions	
  or	
  more	
  overall	
  
than	
  Scenario	
  A?	
  Is	
  there	
  a	
  single	
  or	
  major	
  factor	
  in	
  Scenario	
  A	
  that	
  makes	
  it	
  perform	
  as	
  well	
  
or	
  better	
  than	
  Scenario	
  B,	
  despite	
  1.5	
  million	
  more	
  square	
  feet?	
  
What	
  does	
  it	
  mean	
  that	
  the	
  overall	
  net	
  effectiveness	
  of	
  the	
  TDM	
  program	
  increases	
  
with	
  development?	
  Is	
  this	
  to	
  say	
  that	
  the	
  more	
  square	
  footage	
  built,	
  the	
  more	
  that	
  
impacts	
  become	
  negative,	
  or	
  just	
  a	
  higher	
  percentage	
  of	
  trip	
  reductions?	
  Doesn't	
  the	
  
overall	
  total	
  number	
  of	
  trips	
  always	
  rise	
  with	
  more	
  square	
  footage,	
  creating	
  higher	
  
Impacts	
  even	
  though	
  there	
  might	
  be	
  higher	
  trip	
  reduction	
  percentage?	
  
9.0-184
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Is	
  there	
  a	
  "magic	
  ratio"	
  of	
  new	
  development	
  or	
  types	
  of	
  new	
  development	
  to	
  greatly	
  
reduce	
  trip	
  generation	
  for	
  the	
  DSP?	
  Shouldn't	
  this	
  have	
  been	
  considered	
  for	
  an	
  
Alternative?	
  

B-‐36	
  

What	
  is	
  the	
  TDM	
  effectiveness	
  of	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  if	
  we	
  also	
  considered	
  AM	
  &	
  Weekend	
  trips?	
  
	
  
	
  

B-‐36	
  

Third	
  paragraph.	
  DSP	
  incorporates	
  enhancements	
  to	
  6	
  measures/strategies	
  and	
  noted	
  
previously	
  in	
  B-‐25	
  and	
  B-‐31.	
  While	
  the	
  2.2	
  AVR	
  and	
  TMO	
  were	
  not	
  in	
  list	
  on	
  B-‐31,	
  is	
  it	
  correct	
  
that	
  these	
  are	
  both	
  "quantifiable"?	
  
Given	
  the	
  Parking	
  Cash-‐outs	
  were	
  one	
  of	
  only	
  3	
  non-‐quantifiable	
  TDM	
  measures,	
  how	
  does	
  
the	
  "enhancement"	
  improve	
  this	
  measure?	
  Since	
  this	
  enhancement	
  now	
  brings	
  Parking	
  Cash-‐
outs	
  in	
  line	
  with	
  the	
  City's	
  current	
  TDM	
  update,	
  is	
  it	
  still	
  a	
  non-‐quantifiable	
  measure?	
  
Last	
  paragraph:	
  Please	
  outline	
  how	
  16.5%	
  and	
  15%	
  overall	
  reductions	
  (Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B,	
  
respectively)	
  were	
  gleaned	
  from	
  Table	
  3-‐1,	
  3-‐2.	
  What	
  do	
  these	
  percentages	
  mean	
  in	
  actual	
  
trip	
  reduction	
  numbers?	
  Is	
  Scenario	
  B	
  less	
  only	
  because	
  there	
  is	
  less	
  development?	
  
Table	
  3-‐1	
  says	
  that	
  enhanced	
  Parking	
  Cash-‐outs	
  have	
  no	
  effect	
  on	
  trip	
  reduction,	
  and	
  
are	
  already	
  part	
  of	
  existing	
  conditions.	
  So	
  why	
  does	
  B-‐36	
  discuss	
  DSP	
  TDM	
  
enhancements	
  as	
  if	
  they	
  are	
  new	
  and	
  add	
  extra	
  trip	
  reduction?	
  This	
  Table	
  contradicts	
  
B-‐36.	
  
How	
  is	
  it	
  that	
  both	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  have	
  identical	
  new	
  trips	
  increase	
  of	
  22%?	
  

B-‐36	
  

MM-231
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B-‐37	
  
B-‐37	
  
B-‐37	
  
B-‐37	
  

Given	
  Tables	
  3-‐1	
  &	
  3-‐2	
  "N/A"	
  for	
  Bike	
  System	
  Improvements,	
  are	
  there	
  no	
  measures	
  as	
  part	
  
of	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B,	
  and	
  only	
  measures	
  in	
  the	
  City's	
  Bike	
  Plan	
  will	
  be	
  implemented?	
  

B-‐37	
  

Why	
  are	
  1)	
  2.2AVR	
  and	
  2)	
  Partnering	
  for	
  Outreach	
  and	
  Marketing	
  not	
  listed	
  in	
  Tables	
  
3-‐1	
  &	
  3-‐2,	
  as	
  they	
  are	
  noted	
  on	
  B-‐25	
  as	
  LUCE	
  TDM	
  strategies	
  and	
  on	
  B-‐36	
  as	
  being	
  	
  
"enhanced"	
  to	
  increase	
  trip	
  reductions?	
  
Why	
  does	
  1)	
  Car	
  Sharing	
  and	
  2)	
  Bike	
  Sharing	
  both	
  receive	
  a	
  1%	
  reduction	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  
when	
  B-‐31	
  and	
  B-‐36	
  fail	
  to	
  list	
  these	
  two	
  strategies	
  as	
  quantifiable?	
  
As	
  earlier	
  noted	
  about	
  Safe	
  Routes	
  to	
  School,	
  how	
  does	
  this	
  qualify	
  for	
  a	
  quantified	
  reduction	
  
credit	
  on	
  Scenario	
  A?	
  If	
  number	
  of	
  school-‐aged	
  population	
  is	
  the	
  same	
  for	
  LUCE	
  and	
  Scenarios	
  
A	
  &	
  B,	
  why	
  is	
  there	
  different	
  result	
  1)	
  in	
  A	
  and	
  2)	
  from	
  A	
  to	
  B?	
  
Table	
  4-‐1.	
  Why	
  is	
  there	
  no	
  AY2016	
  for	
  comparison	
  for	
  PM	
  Peak	
  trips?	
  

B-‐37	
  
B-‐40	
  
B-‐40	
  
B-‐40	
  
B-‐40	
  

Are	
  increments	
  of	
  100	
  the	
  lowest	
  level	
  of	
  breaking	
  down	
  trips?	
  How	
  do	
  we	
  compare	
  Scenario	
  
B	
  to	
  LUCE	
  baseline?	
  Are	
  they	
  "identical"	
  or	
  just	
  statistically	
  equal?	
  

The	
  DSP	
  lists	
  four	
  primary	
  reasons	
  the	
  NNNPMPHT	
  could	
  be	
  met	
  by	
  Scenario	
  B.	
  Can	
  these	
  
four	
  somehow	
  be	
  quantified	
  as	
  to	
  proportion	
  of	
  importance?	
  IN	
  other	
  words,	
  is	
  it	
  all	
  about	
  the	
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B-‐41	
  
B-‐41	
  
B-‐41	
  
B-‐41	
  
B-‐43	
  
B-‐43	
  
B-‐44	
  
B-‐45	
  
B-‐46	
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B-‐52	
  
B-‐55	
  

90%	
  residential/hotel	
  mix?	
  How	
  does	
  each	
  of	
  the	
  four	
  perform	
  in	
  achieving	
  NNNPMPHT?	
  
How	
  is	
  the	
  "increased	
  density	
  and	
  diversity	
  of	
  uses"	
  created?	
  Is	
  this	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  use	
  
types/areas	
  as	
  noted	
  in	
  Table	
  7-‐1?	
  Is	
  there	
  any	
  intermediate	
  monitoring,	
  say	
  every	
  5	
  years,	
  to	
  
be	
  sure	
  DSP	
  is	
  staying	
  on	
  track?	
  
Is	
  there	
  a	
  current	
  projection	
  for	
  the	
  percentage	
  of	
  employee-‐based	
  uses	
  that	
  would	
  trigger	
  the	
  
30	
  or	
  more	
  2.2	
  AVR	
  requirement?	
  What	
  happens	
  29	
  or	
  less	
  is	
  the	
  new	
  standard	
  for	
  these	
  
uses?	
  Will	
  this	
  be	
  monitored	
  with	
  annual	
  TDM	
  monitoring?	
  
Of	
  the	
  'new	
  trips	
  generated,'	
  how	
  many	
  residents	
  will	
  this	
  accommodate?	
  
Explain	
  how	
  the	
  500	
  remaining	
  trips	
  will	
  be	
  captured	
  by	
  other	
  land	
  uses	
  outside	
  of	
  
Downtown.	
  How	
  is	
  this	
  to	
  be	
  monitored?	
  How	
  does	
  this	
  500	
  relate	
  to	
  land	
  uses	
  and	
  trip	
  
generation	
  outside	
  of	
  DT?	
  
Third	
  paragraph.	
  States	
  Scenario	
  A	
  has	
  16.4	
  MSF	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  has	
  14.9	
  MSF.	
  How	
  does	
  this	
  
compare	
  with	
  Table	
  7-‐1?	
  Are	
  these	
  figures	
  a	
  bit	
  off?	
  
Also	
  states	
  that	
  Scenario	
  A	
  has	
  10%	
  more	
  development	
  than	
  Scenario	
  B.	
  Technically	
  it	
  is	
  11%	
  
more.	
  Taking	
  the	
  Program	
  EIR	
  (A	
  &	
  B)	
  numbers	
  of	
  4.73	
  MSF	
  vs.	
  3.22	
  MSF,	
  how	
  does	
  trip	
  
spread	
  breakdown,	
  given	
  A	
  is	
  50%	
  more	
  than	
  B?	
  	
  
Table	
  4-‐2.	
  What	
  are	
  the	
  reasons	
  that	
  VMT	
  per	
  Capita	
  and	
  %	
  Change	
  in	
  VMT	
  compared	
  to	
  
LUCE	
  2030	
  are	
  identical	
  for	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B?	
  
Population	
  and	
  Employment	
  numbers	
  from	
  2010	
  LUCE	
  figures	
  for	
  2008	
  LUCE	
  and	
  2030	
  
LUCE,	
  but	
  others	
  are	
  from	
  other	
  source.	
  How	
  does	
  this	
  work	
  for	
  consistency	
  and	
  comparison?	
  
How	
  do	
  the	
  two	
  sources	
  differ?	
  
Table	
  4-‐3.	
  Seems	
  there	
  is	
  very	
  little	
  difference	
  in	
  emissions	
  between	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  -‐	
  only	
  CO	
  
emissions	
  are	
  slightly	
  less	
  in	
  B.	
  
Table	
  4-‐4.	
  It	
  seems	
  there	
  is	
  not	
  great	
  difference	
  in	
  %	
  Change	
  in	
  Travel	
  Time	
  between	
  
Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B.	
  

Fourth	
  paragraph	
  mentions	
  arterial	
  and	
  collector	
  streets,	
  but	
  as	
  mentioned	
  before	
  (B-‐8)	
  there	
  
are	
  no	
  criteria	
  or	
  definitions	
  for	
  what	
  streets	
  classify	
  as	
  such.	
  DEIR	
  uses	
  different	
  terms.	
  
Where	
  is	
  this	
  simple	
  and	
  very	
  helpful	
  information	
  contained	
  in	
  the	
  EIR?	
  
	
  

B-‐57	
  

Last	
  paragraph	
  states	
  the	
  City	
  has	
  not	
  modified	
  its	
  own	
  CEQA	
  procedures	
  in	
  response	
  
to	
  SB	
  743.	
  Is	
  this	
  true	
  for	
  aesthetics	
  &	
  parking,	
  or	
  just	
  for	
  traffic?	
  

B-‐58	
  

Figure	
  5-‐1	
  fails	
  to	
  indicate	
  intersection	
  numbers	
  or	
  to	
  identify	
  intersections.	
  Also,	
  the	
  
boundary	
  of	
  DSP	
  is	
  off	
  at	
  Lincoln	
  south	
  of	
  Colorado,	
  perhaps	
  a	
  change	
  since	
  2014.	
  
Figure	
  5-‐2	
  differentiates	
  between	
  signal	
  and	
  stop	
  sign	
  control.	
  This	
  should	
  be	
  duplicated	
  in	
  
Figure	
  in	
  DEIR.	
  
Figure	
  5-‐2	
  -‐	
  Printed	
  versions	
  from	
  the	
  City	
  fail	
  to	
  indicate	
  traffic	
  signal	
  &	
  stop	
  sign	
  icons,	
  for	
  
some	
  odd	
  reason.	
  
Fourth	
  paragraph	
  notes	
  the	
  majority	
  of	
  significant	
  intersection	
  impacts	
  occur	
  at	
  entry	
  point	
  
intersections.	
  Are	
  perimeter	
  intersections	
  all	
  considered	
  "entry	
  points"	
  or	
  are	
  "entry	
  points"	
  
specifically	
  defined	
  or	
  based	
  on	
  roadway	
  circumstances	
  (major	
  road,	
  freeway,	
  etc.)?	
  
Fourth	
  paragraph.	
  States	
  that	
  existing	
  poor	
  levels	
  of	
  service	
  on	
  weekends	
  will	
  get	
  
worse	
  with	
  modest	
  amounts	
  of	
  increased	
  traffic,	
  triggering	
  significant	
  impact.	
  Given	
  
the	
  beforehand	
  knowledge,	
  why	
  has	
  the	
  EIR	
  not	
  fully	
  analyzed	
  weekend	
  trips	
  in	
  order	
  
to	
  accurately	
  evaluate	
  Scenarios	
  and	
  Alternatives,	
  or	
  to	
  come	
  up	
  with	
  'enhanced'	
  
measures	
  or	
  new	
  measures	
  to	
  handle	
  this	
  known	
  impact?	
  

B-‐58	
  
B-‐62	
  
B-‐62	
  
B-‐62	
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B-‐66	
  -‐	
  
73	
  
B-‐66	
  -‐	
  
73	
  
	
  

B-‐66	
  -‐	
  
73	
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Although	
  not	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  EIR	
  process,	
  Community	
  Benefits	
  programs	
  should	
  be	
  created	
  and	
  
targeted	
  to	
  lessen	
  the	
  known	
  increase	
  in	
  weekend	
  trip	
  generation,	
  especially	
  in	
  light	
  of	
  90%	
  
of	
  the	
  development	
  intensifying	
  weekend	
  trip	
  generation.	
  This	
  should	
  apply	
  to	
  Tier2	
  as	
  well	
  
as	
  Tier	
  3,	
  as	
  the	
  smaller	
  the	
  project	
  the	
  least	
  likely	
  the	
  TDM	
  'enhanced'	
  program	
  of	
  30+	
  
employees	
  will	
  prove	
  beneficial.	
  
Figures	
  5-‐3A	
  through	
  5-‐6B	
  (8	
  Figures).	
  This	
  information	
  in	
  this	
  format	
  should	
  also	
  be	
  in	
  the	
  
body	
  of	
  the	
  FEIR,	
  as	
  it	
  differentiates	
  information	
  significantly	
  better	
  than	
  current	
  
consolidated	
  DEIR	
  Figures.	
  Since	
  43	
  intersections	
  noted	
  -‐	
  should	
  note	
  difference	
  in	
  counts	
  
(see	
  Figure	
  3.18-‐3	
  for	
  NOTE	
  excluding	
  intersections)	
  as	
  appropriate.	
  

Why	
  were	
  these	
  important	
  8	
  Figures	
  then	
  'consolidated'	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR,	
  and	
  why	
  was	
  AY	
  2016	
  
omitted	
  from	
  the	
  DEIR	
  Figures?	
  	
  This	
  omission	
  requires	
  the	
  average	
  reader	
  to	
  attempt	
  to	
  find	
  
this	
  information	
  in	
  the	
  Appendix	
  in	
  maps	
  of	
  a	
  different	
  (not	
  consolidated)	
  format,	
  adding	
  
unnecessary	
  difficulty.	
  A	
  simple	
  reference	
  (page	
  B-‐61,	
  1st	
  paragraph)	
  to	
  "Appendix	
  B"	
  is	
  not	
  
adequate	
  -‐	
  should	
  be	
  direct	
  to	
  8	
  Figures.	
  
	
  

B-‐66	
  -‐	
  
73	
  

These	
  same	
  8	
  Figures	
  were	
  difficult	
  to	
  read	
  in	
  versions	
  printed	
  by	
  the	
  City,	
  as	
  the	
  "A"	
  color	
  
and	
  "E"	
  color	
  because	
  hard	
  to	
  distinguish	
  in	
  black	
  and	
  white.	
  

B-‐74	
  

In	
  Figures	
  5-‐6A	
  &	
  5-‐6B,	
  intersection	
  25	
  is	
  shown	
  at	
  LOS	
  E.	
  Is	
  this	
  consistent	
  for	
  this	
  Scenario	
  
throughout	
  the	
  EIR?	
  
Figure	
  5-‐7A.	
  This	
  graph	
  format	
  is	
  needed	
  to	
  show	
  comparisons	
  of	
  AM,	
  PM	
  &	
  WE	
  for	
  all	
  
Scenarios	
  and	
  all	
  Alternatives	
  in	
  three	
  individual	
  Figures	
  (AM,	
  PM,	
  WE).	
  
Note:	
  Original	
  sheet	
  size	
  of	
  Figure	
  5-‐7a,	
  7B,	
  and	
  7C	
  graph	
  is	
  larger	
  than	
  8	
  1/2	
  x	
  11,	
  so	
  when	
  it	
  
printed	
  in	
  City-‐issued	
  copies	
  (and	
  direct	
  from	
  download	
  PDF),	
  it	
  cuts	
  off	
  most	
  of	
  5-‐7A	
  and	
  5-‐
7C.	
  Should	
  notify	
  Study	
  authors	
  that	
  this	
  original	
  sheet	
  should	
  be	
  resized	
  to	
  fit	
  letter-‐sized	
  
format	
  in	
  FEIR.	
  Just	
  a	
  housekeeping	
  note.	
  The	
  same	
  is	
  true	
  for	
  Figures	
  7-‐1A,	
  1B,	
  and	
  1C.	
  
Is	
  it	
  by	
  choice	
  or	
  direction	
  that	
  Table	
  5-‐2	
  only	
  shows	
  Alternative	
  1	
  (no	
  project)	
  
compared	
  to	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B?	
  To	
  best	
  evaluate	
  all	
  conditions,	
  the	
  FEIR	
  must	
  provide	
  
this	
  chart	
  for	
  Scenarios	
  (A&B)	
  compared	
  to	
  all	
  Alternatives	
  to	
  best	
  evaluate	
  significant	
  
impacts	
  at	
  intersections.	
  
Table	
  5-‐2	
  needs	
  to	
  express	
  how	
  it	
  arrives	
  at	
  the	
  "Overall	
  number	
  of	
  impacted	
  
intersections"	
  from	
  the	
  data	
  shown	
  in	
  the	
  table.	
  Perhaps	
  an	
  *	
  or	
  Footnote	
  to	
  explain	
  
that	
  adding	
  the	
  X	
  &	
  O	
  arrives	
  at	
  Total	
  Impacted	
  intersections?	
  Some	
  form	
  of	
  
explanation	
  is	
  warranted.	
  
Table	
  5-‐2	
  Notes	
  acknowledge	
  that	
  LOS	
  C	
  or	
  D	
  intersections	
  are	
  capable	
  of	
  (and	
  actual	
  
do	
  create)	
  significant	
  impacts	
  at	
  intersections.	
  Is	
  this	
  information	
  expressed	
  in	
  the	
  
DEIR	
  text?	
  

B-‐74	
  
B-‐75	
  
B-‐75	
  
B-‐75	
  
B-‐76	
  
B-‐76	
  

The	
  importance	
  of	
  locating	
  new	
  parking	
  structures	
  on	
  the	
  periphery	
  of	
  Downtown	
  is	
  noted.	
  
Why	
  then	
  are	
  339	
  (at	
  minimum)	
  spaces	
  to	
  be	
  added	
  to	
  any	
  4th/Arizona	
  development,	
  when	
  it	
  
would	
  be	
  better	
  (parking	
  spaces)	
  located	
  at	
  the	
  perimeter?	
  Furthermore,	
  by	
  considering	
  
eliminate	
  of	
  Parking	
  Structure	
  3	
  (not	
  found	
  anywhere	
  in	
  this	
  EIR),	
  isn't	
  this	
  just	
  transferring	
  
interior	
  parking	
  challenges	
  from	
  the	
  structure	
  to	
  4th/Arizona?	
  
9.0-187

Weekend	
  Impacts.	
  This	
  section	
  seems	
  to	
  identify	
  the	
  worse	
  traffic	
  impact	
  time	
  -‐	
  
weekend	
  peak	
  -‐	
  for	
  intersections	
  as	
  the	
  vast	
  majority	
  of	
  significant	
  impacts	
  on	
  
intersections	
  clearly	
  are	
  on	
  weekends.	
  This	
  is	
  acknowledged	
  in	
  the	
  DEIR	
  text	
  as	
  well.	
  It	
  
is	
  also	
  noted	
  that	
  weekends	
  are	
  the	
  hardest	
  to	
  mitigate,	
  especially	
  with	
  the	
  90%	
  
housing/hotel	
  mix	
  of	
  Scenarios	
  A	
  &	
  B.	
  Doesn't	
  this	
  clearly	
  require	
  an	
  Alternative	
  that	
  
addresses	
  this	
  problem	
  -‐	
  one	
  not	
  in	
  this	
  DEIR.	
  
Also	
  noted	
  is	
  "trip	
  reductions	
  due	
  to	
  increased	
  TDM	
  were	
  not	
  assumed	
  in	
  the	
  weekend	
  
analysis."	
  Please	
  explain.	
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Olympic	
  Crossover.	
  Is	
  seems	
  that	
  this	
  is	
  to	
  be	
  studied	
  in	
  the	
  first	
  phase	
  of	
  the	
  GAMP.	
  In	
  noting	
  
a	
  greater	
  number	
  of	
  vehicles	
  exiting	
  the	
  freeway	
  will	
  be	
  using	
  the	
  5th	
  Street	
  off	
  ramp,	
  the	
  
Crossing	
  is	
  part	
  of	
  2030	
  projects.	
  Is	
  it	
  part	
  of	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  Alternatives,	
  and	
  if	
  not	
  why?	
  

B-‐78	
  

When	
  will	
  Sears	
  Access	
  be	
  studied?	
  Will	
  it	
  be	
  part	
  of	
  all	
  Alternatives,	
  and	
  if	
  not,	
  why	
  not?	
  

B-‐78	
  

Are	
  there	
  no	
  roadway	
  capacity	
  improvements	
  to	
  be	
  considered	
  because	
  the	
  conclusion	
  is	
  that	
  
all	
  roadway	
  capacity	
  expansion	
  always	
  results	
  in	
  negative	
  alternative	
  mode	
  impacts?	
  Would	
  it	
  
not	
  be	
  possible	
  to	
  consider	
  certain	
  improvements	
  for	
  capacity	
  if	
  they	
  don't	
  impact	
  other	
  
modes	
  and	
  improve	
  safety?	
  
DSP	
  calls	
  for	
  study	
  of	
  Lincoln	
  Blvd.	
  at	
  I-‐10	
  interchange.	
  Is	
  it	
  forbidden	
  to	
  add	
  any	
  capacity	
  
relief	
  measures,	
  or	
  measure	
  to	
  handle	
  existing	
  capacity	
  (given	
  that	
  current	
  configurations	
  
don't	
  handle	
  existing	
  capacity)?	
  
Threshold	
  of	
  Significance	
  for	
  CMP	
  allow	
  application	
  of	
  more	
  stringent	
  criteria	
  by	
  lead	
  agency	
  
(City).	
  Given	
  the	
  already	
  significant	
  impact	
  levels	
  of	
  traffic	
  on	
  Lincoln	
  at	
  the	
  freeway	
  and	
  on	
  
the	
  I-‐10	
  freeway	
  at	
  Lincoln,	
  why	
  aren't	
  more	
  stringent	
  criteria	
  applied	
  by	
  City	
  in	
  studying	
  
traffic	
  impacts	
  in	
  these	
  locations?	
  
As	
  mentioned	
  before,	
  no	
  definition	
  of	
  arterial	
  roadway	
  is	
  given,	
  and	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  in	
  other	
  EIR	
  
materials.	
  

B-‐80	
  
B-‐81	
  
B-‐81	
  
B-‐81	
  

Anecdotal	
  observations	
  show	
  heavy	
  traffic	
  on	
  I-‐10	
  at	
  the	
  4th/5th	
  westbound	
  off	
  ramp	
  in	
  late	
  
morning/early	
  afternoon	
  on	
  weekdays.	
  Is	
  there	
  no	
  study	
  of	
  this	
  freeway	
  interchange	
  as	
  for	
  
the	
  Lincoln	
  Interchange?	
  

B-‐81	
  
B-‐81	
  

B-‐81,	
  82	
  
	
  

Is	
  it	
  correct	
  that	
  only	
  the	
  I-‐10	
  Fwy	
  at	
  Lincoln,	
  of	
  the	
  5	
  bullet	
  points,	
  is	
  a	
  CMP	
  monitoring	
  
location?	
  Why	
  are	
  there	
  no	
  other	
  monitoring	
  stations	
  listed?	
  
If	
  the	
  Linconl/I-‐10	
  segment	
  is	
  studied,	
  and	
  at	
  Lincoln	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  congestion,	
  yet	
  400'	
  
away	
  there	
  is,	
  does	
  that	
  not	
  affect	
  the	
  study	
  segment?	
  If	
  speeds	
  at	
  Lincoln	
  are	
  approx.	
  
40	
  mph,	
  but	
  just	
  400	
  feet	
  away	
  at	
  9th	
  Street	
  speeds	
  are	
  noted	
  as	
  less-‐than	
  25	
  mph	
  (LOS	
  
E	
  &	
  F),	
  isn't	
  there	
  more	
  of	
  an	
  impact	
  on	
  Lincoln	
  than	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  indicates	
  as	
  LOS	
  C/D?	
  
Doesn't	
  the	
  freeway	
  traffic	
  at	
  4th/5th	
  impact	
  the	
  ramp-‐connected	
  intersections?	
  
Table	
  6-‐1.	
  Footnote	
  4	
  notes	
  'field	
  observations'	
  &	
  PeMS	
  data	
  used.	
  What	
  exactly	
  are	
  the	
  'field	
  
observations,'	
  and	
  what	
  weight	
  are	
  they	
  given	
  compared	
  to	
  PeMS?	
  
Same	
  Footnote	
  4	
  also	
  mentions	
  vehicle	
  spillback	
  from	
  11th	
  street	
  to	
  Lincoln	
  
Interchange.	
  Does	
  this	
  contradict	
  B-‐81	
  discussion	
  of	
  the	
  impacted	
  9th	
  street	
  to	
  I-‐405	
  
segment	
  that	
  slows	
  to	
  less-‐than	
  25	
  mph,	
  (saying	
  it	
  is	
  11th	
  to	
  I-‐405	
  segment?	
  (Same	
  
applies	
  to	
  Table	
  6-‐2).	
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B-‐84	
  
B-‐84	
  
B-‐84	
  

B-‐85	
  

PeMS	
  data	
  suggests	
  "free	
  flow	
  conditions	
  (65	
  to	
  70	
  mph)	
  during	
  AM	
  and	
  PM	
  peak	
  hours	
  in	
  the	
  
Plan	
  area."	
  How	
  does	
  the	
  PeMS	
  come	
  up	
  with	
  this	
  conclusion,	
  and	
  how	
  significantly	
  different	
  
is	
  it	
  from	
  the	
  "actual	
  count-‐to-‐capacity	
  ratio	
  or	
  demand-‐to-‐capacity	
  ratio"	
  data?	
  It	
  just	
  seems	
  
illogical	
  that	
  PeMS	
  says	
  it's	
  "free	
  flow."	
  Is	
  there	
  a	
  similar	
  discussion	
  on	
  weekend	
  conditions?	
  
Second	
  paragraph.	
  The	
  conclusion	
  in	
  this	
  paragraph	
  is	
  that	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  B	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  
significant	
  freeway	
  CMP	
  impacts.	
  But	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  statement	
  or	
  conclusion	
  as	
  to	
  what	
  Table	
  6-‐1	
  
and	
  6-‐2	
  indicate,	
  or	
  how	
  they	
  lead	
  to	
  this	
  conclusion.	
  Does	
  this	
  mean	
  that	
  both	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  
perform	
  better	
  than	
  AY	
  2016,	
  or	
  just	
  that	
  they	
  don't	
  make	
  things	
  materially	
  worse?	
  Please	
  
clarify.	
  
Are	
  there	
  no	
  roadway	
  segments	
  per	
  CMP	
  analysis?	
  

B-‐85	
  

Table	
  6-‐3.	
  Why	
  does	
  this	
  table	
  use	
  Approval	
  Year	
  2014?	
  Is	
  this	
  a	
  typo,	
  or	
  is	
  data	
  not	
  
consistent	
  with	
  Approval	
  Year	
  2016	
  used	
  in	
  the	
  Traffic	
  Study?	
  

	
  

In	
  the	
  Table	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  note	
  *,	
  but	
  no	
  *	
  appears	
  in	
  the	
  Table	
  body.	
  And	
  how	
  is	
  this	
  
analysis	
  different	
  to	
  warrant	
  this	
  *	
  notation?	
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Footnote	
  11	
  refers	
  to	
  AMEC,	
  December	
  2013.	
  What	
  exactly	
  is	
  this?	
  Is	
  this	
  the	
  2014	
  DSP	
  or	
  
study	
  leading	
  to	
  it?	
  Why	
  was	
  this	
  not	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  or	
  Appendix	
  B?	
  
Were	
  these	
  "five	
  alternatives"	
  selected	
  back	
  in	
  2013,	
  as	
  Footnote	
  11	
  states?	
  If	
  so	
  why	
  
were	
  no	
  updated	
  or	
  more	
  valid	
  alternatives	
  selected	
  taking	
  into	
  account	
  community	
  
sentiment	
  and	
  significant	
  development	
  matters	
  and	
  the	
  2014	
  City	
  Survey?	
  
Alt.	
  1.	
  For	
  Alternative	
  1,	
  does	
  it	
  include	
  the	
  6	
  projects	
  listed	
  on	
  page	
  B-‐26?	
  

Listed	
  as	
  4.3	
  MSF	
  of	
  net	
  new	
  development,	
  what	
  is	
  the	
  Alt.	
  1	
  SF	
  including	
  "all	
  currently	
  
approved	
  projects	
  in	
  Downtown"	
  as	
  referenced?	
  
Traffic	
  Study	
  should	
  provide	
  clarity	
  with	
  the	
  specific	
  year	
  reference	
  to	
  "more	
  recent	
  
forecasts	
  for	
  the	
  bergamot	
  Area	
  Plan"	
  used.	
  
"...do	
  not	
  include	
  any	
  enhanced	
  measures	
  proposed	
  by	
  the	
  DSP."	
  Does	
  this	
  reference	
  
specifically	
  the	
  6	
  enhanced	
  TDM	
  measures	
  on	
  page	
  B-‐36?	
  Any	
  other	
  enhanced	
  measures	
  not	
  
part	
  of	
  Alt.	
  1?	
  
Since	
  no	
  new	
  public	
  parking	
  will	
  go	
  to	
  downtown's	
  periphery,	
  would	
  there	
  be	
  no	
  more	
  
additional	
  parking	
  planned	
  (except	
  for	
  possibly	
  in	
  GAMP	
  area)?	
  Does	
  this	
  preclude	
  any	
  
parking	
  in	
  GAMP	
  in	
  Alt.	
  1?	
  
Alt.	
  2.	
  States	
  there	
  are	
  8	
  large	
  community	
  benefit	
  sites.	
  

States	
  that	
  3	
  MSF	
  is	
  the	
  new	
  net	
  addition	
  for	
  Alt.	
  2.	
  Does	
  this	
  exclude	
  "all	
  currently	
  approved	
  
projects	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  (as	
  in	
  Alt.	
  1)	
  and	
  does	
  it	
  include	
  the	
  6	
  projects	
  listed	
  on	
  page	
  B-‐26?	
  
With	
  only	
  a	
  .2	
  MSF	
  reduction	
  from	
  Scenario	
  B,	
  is	
  this	
  the	
  amount	
  that	
  Tier	
  3	
  is	
  
projected	
  to	
  contribute	
  to	
  Scenario	
  B?	
  This	
  seems	
  like	
  a	
  minimal	
  SF	
  loss	
  to	
  get	
  
significant	
  light	
  and	
  air	
  and	
  height	
  reductions	
  desired	
  by	
  the	
  community.	
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Why	
  wasn’t	
  this	
  Alternative	
  2	
  reviewed	
  for	
  traffic	
  impacts	
  as	
  was	
  Alt.	
  1,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B?	
  Why	
  was	
  
this	
  chosen	
  NOT	
  to	
  be	
  equivalently	
  studied,	
  when	
  it	
  seems	
  to	
  a	
  valid	
  alternative	
  by	
  CEQA	
  
methods?	
  
Does	
  Alt.	
  2	
  exclude	
  enhanced	
  TMD	
  measures	
  as	
  noted	
  above	
  in	
  Alt.	
  1?	
  
Why	
  is	
  the	
  traffic	
  study	
  concluding	
  that	
  this	
  alternative	
  foregoes	
  "the	
  opportunity	
  for	
  the	
  
added	
  community	
  benefits	
  envisioned	
  in	
  Tier	
  3?"	
  Are	
  not	
  community	
  benefits	
  to	
  be	
  
negotiated	
  per	
  project?	
  Why	
  is	
  it	
  concluded	
  that	
  community	
  benefits,	
  not	
  part	
  of	
  CEQA	
  
criteria	
  in	
  evaluating	
  projects,	
  could	
  not	
  be	
  enhanced	
  to	
  Tier	
  3	
  levels,	
  especially	
  if	
  Tier	
  2	
  is	
  the	
  
top	
  level	
  of	
  development?	
  This	
  seems	
  to	
  express	
  a	
  built-‐in	
  bias	
  against	
  Alt.	
  2.	
  
Given	
  Alt.	
  2	
  has	
  similar	
  MSF	
  as	
  Scenario	
  B,	
  why	
  is	
  it's	
  evaluation	
  in	
  many	
  traffic	
  measures	
  
omitted	
  or	
  not	
  undertaken	
  in	
  this	
  EIR,	
  making	
  the	
  evaluation	
  of	
  Alt.	
  2	
  very	
  deficient?	
  	
  
Additional	
  traffic	
  measures	
  are	
  (like	
  Alt.	
  1)	
  needed	
  to	
  be	
  studied	
  and	
  reported	
  to	
  accurately	
  
understand	
  and	
  conclude	
  impacts	
  of	
  Alt.	
  2.	
  
Explain	
  how	
  Alt.	
  2	
  meets	
  CEQA	
  criteria	
  for	
  Alternatives,	
  and	
  a	
  necessary	
  reduction	
  of	
  
impacts?	
  
Alt.	
  3.	
  Since	
  the	
  land	
  use	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B	
  remain	
  unchanged,	
  please	
  
explain	
  how	
  does	
  altering	
  two	
  street	
  circulation	
  patterns	
  and	
  nothing	
  else	
  meet	
  CEQA	
  
standards	
  for	
  Alternatives,	
  given	
  that	
  alternatives	
  must	
  measurably	
  lessen	
  Scenario	
  A	
  
and/or	
  Scenario	
  B	
  impacts?	
  
As	
  with	
  alternative	
  2	
  above,	
  additional	
  traffic	
  measures	
  are	
  (like	
  Alt.	
  1)	
  needed	
  to	
  be	
  studied	
  
and	
  reported	
  to	
  accurately	
  understand	
  and	
  conclude	
  impacts	
  of	
  Alt.	
  3.	
  
In	
  the	
  selection	
  of	
  these	
  two	
  specific	
  circulation	
  changes	
  only,	
  are	
  these	
  "circulation	
  
measures"	
  considered	
  'roadway	
  changes'	
  that	
  enhance	
  traffic	
  flow?	
  If	
  so,	
  if	
  this	
  impacts	
  
other	
  transportation	
  modes,	
  isn't	
  it	
  not	
  allowed	
  under	
  SB	
  743?	
  Would	
  not	
  one-‐way	
  
streets	
  induce	
  more	
  traffic	
  volumes,	
  and	
  thus	
  negatively	
  impact	
  other	
  modes	
  of	
  
transportation?	
  This	
  is	
  unclear	
  at	
  best	
  in	
  EIR.	
  
Alt.	
  4.	
  This	
  section	
  text	
  is	
  inadequate,	
  in	
  that	
  traffic	
  measures	
  look	
  at	
  Scenario	
  4A	
  and	
  
Scenario	
  4B	
  separately	
  to	
  draw	
  comparisons	
  and	
  conclusions.	
  Surely	
  this	
  discussion	
  
should	
  echo	
  that	
  necessary	
  bifurcation,	
  instead	
  of	
  waiting	
  till	
  the	
  last	
  sentence	
  to	
  state	
  
that	
  two	
  scenarios	
  were	
  evaluated.	
  
While	
  Alt.	
  4	
  greatly	
  expands	
  circulation	
  measures	
  beyond	
  Alt.	
  3,	
  again	
  it	
  is	
  questioned	
  how	
  
this	
  singular	
  change	
  would	
  meet	
  CEQA	
  standards	
  for	
  Alternatives,	
  given	
  that	
  alternatives	
  
must	
  measurably	
  lessen	
  impacts.	
  
In	
  a	
  more	
  clear	
  fashion,	
  Alt.	
  4	
  seems	
  to	
  enhance	
  bus	
  and	
  bike	
  circulation.	
  Do	
  one-‐way	
  street	
  
networks	
  enhance	
  pedestrian	
  circulation?	
  And	
  as	
  in	
  Alt.	
  3,	
  does	
  this	
  expanded	
  one-‐way	
  street	
  
4A	
  &	
  4B	
  enhance	
  vehicular	
  flow,	
  and	
  if	
  so	
  at	
  the	
  expense	
  of	
  any	
  other	
  transportation	
  mode?	
  
Alt.5.	
  Confusingly	
  states	
  it	
  results	
  in	
  the	
  "same	
  total	
  net	
  new	
  development	
  of	
  
approximately	
  4.38	
  MSF	
  over	
  year	
  2016	
  conditions	
  as	
  Scenario	
  A."	
  Scenario	
  A	
  
represents	
  4.73	
  MSF	
  of	
  net	
  new	
  development.	
  Does	
  this	
  require	
  AY	
  2016	
  data	
  to	
  
evaluate	
  Alt.	
  5?	
  Why	
  is	
  AY	
  2016	
  omitted	
  from	
  Table	
  7-‐1?	
  
Is	
  it	
  correct	
  that	
  Alt.	
  5	
  includes	
  "any	
  enhanced	
  measures	
  proposed	
  by	
  the	
  DSP?"	
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As	
  with	
  Alt.	
  2,	
  why	
  wasn't	
  Alt.	
  5	
  reviewed	
  for	
  traffic	
  impacts	
  as	
  was	
  Alt.	
  1,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B.	
  Why	
  was	
  
this	
  chosen	
  NOT	
  to	
  be	
  equivalently	
  studied,	
  when	
  it	
  seems	
  a	
  valid	
  alternative	
  by	
  CEQA	
  
methods?	
  
While	
  Alt.	
  5	
  was	
  only	
  considered	
  for	
  Scenario	
  A,	
  wouldn't	
  Scenario	
  B	
  have	
  been	
  a	
  more	
  
appropriate	
  and	
  qualifying	
  CEQA	
  alternative,	
  or	
  both	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  studied	
  like	
  Alternative	
  4?	
  
	
  

As	
  for	
  alternates	
  3	
  &	
  4,	
  it	
  would	
  be	
  very	
  helpful	
  to	
  refer	
  to	
  DEIR	
  instead	
  of	
  the	
  hard-‐to-‐
decipher	
  technical	
  roadway	
  orientation	
  diagrams	
  within	
  Appendix	
  E.	
  
Please	
  clarify	
  for	
  every	
  alternative	
  the	
  following	
  as	
  included	
  or	
  excluded:	
  1)	
  parking	
  on	
  the	
  
periphery;	
  2)	
  the	
  6	
  projects	
  listed	
  on	
  page	
  B-‐26;	
  3)	
  	
  "all	
  currently	
  approved	
  projects	
  in	
  
Downtown"	
  and	
  4)	
  "any	
  enhanced	
  measures	
  proposed	
  by	
  the	
  DSP."	
  
	
  

Alternative	
  Concern:	
  While	
  CEQA	
  permits	
  evaluation	
  of	
  project	
  alternatives	
  to	
  be	
  conducted	
  
"at	
  a	
  lesser	
  level	
  of	
  detail	
  than	
  Scenario	
  A	
  and	
  Scenario	
  B",	
  not	
  studying	
  Alternatives	
  at	
  an	
  
equivalent	
  level	
  prevents	
  the	
  public	
  from	
  the	
  ability	
  to	
  objectively	
  judge	
  their	
  merits.	
  It	
  also	
  
gives	
  the	
  perception	
  that	
  the	
  Lead	
  Agency	
  has	
  a	
  bias	
  for	
  or	
  against	
  (or	
  for)	
  certain	
  
alternatives.	
  
How	
  can	
  the	
  reader	
  define	
  "quantitatively"	
  and	
  "qualitatively"	
  in	
  terms	
  of	
  evaluating	
  
alternatives?	
  It	
  seems	
  that	
  "quantitatively"	
  means	
  less	
  study	
  in	
  regards	
  to	
  traffic.	
  And	
  
'qualitative'	
  means	
  more	
  quality	
  data,	
  something	
  expected	
  by	
  the	
  public	
  for	
  all	
  scenarios	
  and	
  
alternatives.	
  
Why	
  weren't	
  Alternatives	
  2	
  &	
  5	
  studied	
  "qualitatively,"	
  as	
  they	
  both	
  seem	
  to	
  be	
  valid	
  
alternatives	
  with	
  a	
  chance	
  to	
  less	
  impacts?	
  The	
  decision	
  to	
  include	
  them	
  should	
  require	
  
apples	
  to	
  apples	
  review	
  -‐	
  that	
  is	
  the	
  community	
  standard	
  that	
  this	
  EIR	
  fails	
  to	
  meet.	
  While	
  the	
  
same	
  argument	
  should	
  be	
  made	
  for	
  Alternative	
  3,	
  as	
  noted	
  above	
  it	
  does	
  NOT	
  seem	
  on	
  its	
  face	
  
to	
  meet	
  CEQA	
  standards	
  for	
  alternatives.	
  
Table	
  7-‐1.	
  Please	
  explain	
  why	
  no	
  comparison	
  of	
  Alternatives	
  is	
  made	
  against	
  Scenario	
  A.	
  

B-‐89	
  

If	
  7-‐1	
  had	
  net	
  new	
  development	
  MSF,	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  helpful.	
  

B-‐89	
  

Note	
  [a]	
  "Assumes	
  1,000	
  sf/dwelling.	
  Is	
  this	
  an	
  accurate	
  assumption	
  based	
  on	
  known	
  
downtown	
  housing	
  construction,	
  or	
  is	
  it	
  required	
  to	
  be	
  1,000	
  because	
  LUCE	
  states	
  that	
  
number?	
  Why	
  is	
  there	
  no	
  AY	
  2016	
  for	
  comparison?	
  
Note	
  [b]	
  "Assumes	
  500	
  sf/hotel	
  room."	
  Is	
  this	
  an	
  accurate	
  assumption	
  based	
  on	
  known	
  
downtown	
  hotel	
  construction,	
  or	
  is	
  it	
  required	
  to	
  be	
  500	
  because	
  LUCE	
  states	
  that	
  number?	
  	
  
7-‐1	
  is	
  discussed	
  in	
  comparison	
  to	
  Alternatives	
  (B-‐102+),	
  in	
  comparison	
  to	
  AY	
  2016,	
  so	
  why	
  is	
  
there	
  no	
  AY2016	
  to	
  make	
  the	
  comparison?	
  	
  

B-‐89	
  
B-‐90	
  
B-‐91	
  
	
  

Table	
  7-‐2.	
  Missing	
  Alternatives	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  does	
  not	
  afford	
  expected	
  &	
  necessary	
  
comparisons	
  of	
  alternatives.	
  No	
  AM	
  or	
  WE	
  trips	
  comparison.	
  
Table	
  7-‐3.	
  Please	
  explain	
  why	
  no	
  data	
  required	
  for	
  AY	
  2016.	
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B-‐92	
  

Omitting	
  Alternatives	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  does	
  not	
  afford	
  expected	
  &	
  necessary	
  comparison	
  of	
  
alternatives.	
  
Table	
  7-‐4.	
  Missing	
  Alternatives	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  does	
  not	
  afford	
  expected	
  &	
  necessary	
  comparisons	
  of	
  
alternatives.	
  
Is	
  it	
  correct	
  that	
  Alt.1,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B	
  are	
  slightly	
  worse	
  than	
  Scenario	
  B?	
  
Table	
  7-‐5.	
  Missing	
  Alternatives	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  does	
  not	
  afford	
  expected	
  &	
  necessary	
  comparisons	
  of	
  
alternatives.	
  
Explain	
  why	
  WE	
  Peak	
  %	
  change	
  is	
  not	
  revealed	
  in	
  7-‐5,	
  when	
  it's	
  known	
  to	
  be	
  a	
  big	
  trip	
  
impact.	
  
Use	
  of	
  NB/EB	
  references	
  (as	
  opposed	
  to	
  traditional	
  'east'	
  is	
  due	
  to	
  street	
  grid	
  on	
  43-‐degree	
  
axis?	
  
Table	
  7-‐6.	
  Missing	
  Alternatives	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  does	
  not	
  afford	
  expected	
  &	
  necessary	
  comparisons	
  of	
  
alternatives.	
  
This	
  table	
  states	
  a	
  comparison	
  to	
  LUCE	
  2008.	
  Does	
  that	
  mean	
  'Sig.	
  Impacts?'	
  are	
  above	
  
(in	
  addition	
  to)	
  LUCE	
  2008,	
  or	
  to	
  be	
  compared	
  to	
  LUCE	
  2008.	
  Does	
  the	
  proper	
  review	
  of	
  
this	
  Table	
  require	
  2008	
  LUCE	
  data?	
  Why	
  was	
  this	
  not	
  included	
  in	
  Table,	
  or	
  at	
  least	
  in	
  
Appendix	
  for	
  expected	
  review?	
  
It	
  is	
  also	
  unfortunate	
  that	
  7-‐6	
  uses	
  City	
  Traffix	
  intersection	
  ID	
  numbers,	
  yet	
  Table	
  7-‐7	
  uses	
  
EIR	
  numbers.	
  That	
  they	
  do	
  not	
  correlate	
  makes	
  comparisons	
  difficult	
  at	
  best.	
  	
  
Table	
  7-‐7.	
  Missing	
  Alternatives	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  does	
  not	
  afford	
  expected	
  &	
  necessary	
  comparisons	
  of	
  
alternatives.	
  And	
  why	
  are	
  not	
  2030	
  A	
  &	
  2030B	
  on	
  this	
  table	
  for	
  the	
  necessary	
  comparison?	
  

B-‐92	
  
B-‐93	
  
B-‐93	
  
B-‐93	
  
B-‐94	
  
B-‐94	
  
B-‐94	
  
B-‐97	
  
B-‐97	
  
MM-231
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B-‐98	
  
B-‐99-‐
102	
  
B-‐103B	
  
105	
  
B-‐103B	
  
105	
  
B-‐103B	
  
105	
  
B-‐103B	
  
105	
  
B-‐103B	
  
105	
  
B-‐106	
  
B-‐106	
  
B-‐107	
  
B-‐107	
  

AM,	
  PM	
  and	
  WE	
  Peak	
  intersection	
  impacts	
  revealed	
  in	
  7-‐7,	
  but	
  not	
  for	
  Alt.	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  is	
  a	
  
disadvantage	
  to	
  public.4A	
  &	
  4B	
  improve	
  PM	
  peak	
  impacts,	
  but	
  it	
  appears	
  that	
  Alt.	
  1,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B	
  
will	
  make	
  WE	
  intersection	
  impacts	
  significantly	
  worse	
  than	
  AY	
  2016	
  and	
  LUCE	
  2008.	
  
Figures	
  7-‐1A,	
  1B	
  &	
  1C	
  would	
  have	
  been	
  extremely	
  meaningful	
  and	
  easy	
  to	
  show	
  ALL	
  
alternatives	
  and	
  their	
  impacts	
  for	
  fair	
  and	
  expected	
  comparison.	
  
Figures	
  7-‐2A,	
  2B,	
  2C,	
  2d.	
  Is	
  there	
  a	
  reason	
  that	
  these	
  Figure	
  intersection	
  maps	
  only	
  
show	
  Alternatives	
  4A	
  &	
  4B,	
  and	
  exclude	
  Alternative	
  1?	
  
Table	
  7-‐8,	
  7-‐9,	
  and	
  7-‐10.	
  It	
  appears	
  E/F	
  is	
  the	
  worst	
  possible	
  condition.	
  Is	
  this	
  correct?	
  If	
  
not,	
  why	
  is	
  I-‐10	
  at	
  Barrington	
  in	
  PM	
  Peak	
  equal	
  to	
  I-‐10	
  between	
  Lincoln	
  &	
  20th?	
  
Why	
  was	
  not	
  the	
  I-‐10	
  at	
  4th/5th	
  shown	
  for	
  comparison,	
  per	
  Footnote	
  2?	
  
Footnote	
  4	
  seems	
  to	
  contradict	
  earlier	
  section	
  (B-‐81)	
  referring	
  to	
  9th	
  street	
  congestion	
  
impacting	
  Lincoln	
  at	
  I-‐10.	
  
Footnote	
  5	
  is	
  not	
  on	
  the	
  tables.	
  What	
  does	
  this	
  refer	
  to?	
  

Tables	
  7-‐8,	
  7-‐9,	
  and	
  7-‐10.	
  1)	
  Why	
  is	
  there	
  not	
  the	
  same	
  comparable	
  data	
  in	
  these	
  tables	
  for	
  
Alternatives	
  2,	
  3	
  &	
  5	
  that	
  would	
  allow	
  equivalent	
  comparisons	
  of	
  all	
  alternatives	
  to	
  the	
  
project	
  scenarios,	
  to	
  Existing	
  2013	
  &	
  to	
  AY	
  2016?	
  This	
  is	
  significant	
  data	
  that	
  is	
  missing	
  from	
  
this	
  EIR.	
  
Table	
  7-‐11.	
  DSP	
  Title	
  says	
  EIR	
  ALTERNATIVES,	
  but	
  missing	
  Alternatives	
  2,3	
  &	
  5	
  does	
  not	
  
afford	
  expected	
  &	
  necessary	
  comparisons	
  of	
  alternatives.	
  
Since	
  both	
  4A	
  &	
  4B	
  have	
  worse	
  LOS	
  PM	
  Peak,	
  is	
  it	
  quantified	
  in	
  EIR	
  that	
  they	
  are	
  slightly	
  less	
  
OK	
  -‐	
  albeit	
  still	
  "NO"	
  significant	
  impact?	
  
Table	
  7-‐12.	
  Includes	
  all	
  scenarios	
  and	
  alternatives,	
  yet	
  creates	
  barriers	
  to	
  making	
  expected	
  
and	
  necessary	
  comparisons:	
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B-‐107	
  
B-‐107	
  
B-‐107	
  
B-‐108	
  
B-‐108	
  
B-‐108	
  
B-‐109	
  
B-‐109	
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B-‐109	
  
B-‐109	
  

B-‐109	
  
B-‐109	
  
	
  
B-‐109,	
  
110	
  

	
  1)	
  While	
  quantity	
  of	
  intersections	
  with	
  Significant	
  Impact	
  are	
  given	
  for	
  Scen.	
  A	
  &	
  B,	
  and	
  Alt.	
  1,	
  
this	
  data	
  is	
  missing	
  for	
  Alt.	
  2,	
  3,	
  4A,	
  4B	
  &	
  5,	
  preventing	
  proper	
  comparisons.	
  
	
  2)	
  Language	
  used	
  in	
  Alt.	
  2	
  Bike/Ped	
  description	
  "to	
  lesser	
  extent"	
  is	
  not	
  clear	
  whether	
  it	
  is	
  
(or	
  isn't)	
  a	
  higher	
  level	
  of	
  impact,	
  albeit	
  still	
  "Less	
  than	
  Significant."	
  
	
  3)	
  Language	
  to	
  describe	
  Alt.	
  3,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B	
  under	
  Circulation	
  System	
  is	
  unclear	
  whether	
  higher	
  
vehicle	
  speeds	
  are	
  a	
  higher	
  level	
  (and	
  to	
  what	
  degree)	
  of	
  impacts,	
  while	
  retaining	
  the	
  "Less	
  
than	
  Significant"	
  rank.	
  How	
  is	
  a	
  comparison	
  to	
  be	
  determined	
  from	
  this	
  language?	
  
Is	
  it	
  correct	
  to	
  conclude	
  from	
  Table	
  7-‐12	
  that	
  there	
  are	
  less	
  impacts	
  (compared	
  to	
  Scenario	
  A	
  
&	
  B)	
  in	
  the	
  three	
  categories	
  with	
  Alt.	
  2	
  and	
  Alt.	
  5,	
  and	
  that	
  Alt.	
  2	
  &	
  5	
  have	
  similar	
  impact	
  
levels?	
  
It	
  appears	
  that	
  the	
  Analysis	
  pages	
  B-‐102	
  through	
  B-‐113	
  inconsistently	
  discuss	
  alternatives	
  in	
  
terms	
  of	
  Total	
  SF	
  (Table	
  7-‐1),	
  and	
  fail	
  to	
  make	
  comparisons	
  in	
  net	
  new	
  development	
  numbers.	
  	
  
Do	
  MSF	
  numbers	
  for	
  Alt.	
  1	
  conflict	
  with	
  other	
  descriptions?	
  4.38	
  MSF	
  or	
  4.3	
  MSF	
  (page	
  B-‐86)?	
  
Is	
  "result	
  in	
  growth	
  of	
  approximately	
  4.7	
  MSF	
  over	
  Year	
  2016"	
  the	
  equivalent	
  to	
  net	
  new	
  
development	
  of	
  4.7	
  MSF?	
  Does	
  this	
  conflict	
  with	
  B-‐86?	
  
Both	
  Alt.	
  1	
  &	
  Alt.	
  2	
  discussions	
  mentions	
  Total	
  SF	
  (Table	
  7-‐1)	
  for	
  comparison,	
  while	
  entire	
  
text	
  of	
  EIR	
  uses	
  net	
  new	
  development	
  figures.	
  But	
  Alt.	
  3,	
  4A,	
  4B	
  &	
  5	
  do	
  not	
  discuss	
  any	
  square	
  
footage	
  figures	
  making	
  for	
  an	
  inconsistent	
  analysis	
  of	
  alternatives	
  in	
  Traffic	
  Study.	
  
Alt.	
  2	
  analysis	
  ventures	
  into	
  speculation	
  on	
  development	
  pressure,	
  theororizing	
  that	
  Alt.	
  2	
  	
  
"could	
  pushing	
  new	
  land	
  uses	
  out	
  to	
  more	
  parcels	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown."	
  What	
  exactly	
  does	
  this	
  
mean?	
  Since	
  only	
  Tier	
  2	
  is	
  permitted,	
  because	
  of	
  this	
  more	
  parcels	
  than	
  projected	
  in	
  Alt.	
  2	
  net	
  
new	
  development	
  of	
  3	
  MSF	
  would	
  increase	
  because	
  a	
  larger	
  quantity	
  of	
  parcels	
  will	
  get	
  
developed	
  than	
  the	
  3	
  MSF	
  projection?	
  That	
  somehow	
  "new	
  land	
  uses"	
  (land	
  uses	
  changing	
  to	
  
higher	
  density/impact	
  uses)	
  will	
  multiply	
  in	
  (and	
  around)	
  Downtown	
  is	
  much	
  more	
  difficult	
  
(and	
  less	
  likely	
  in	
  this	
  town)	
  than	
  more	
  buildings	
  getting	
  built.	
  
This	
  above	
  analysis	
  then	
  should	
  apply	
  to	
  any	
  alternative	
  that	
  allows	
  less	
  development	
  overall,	
  
and	
  should	
  be	
  repeated	
  for	
  alternative	
  5	
  -‐	
  even	
  more	
  so	
  because	
  of	
  it's	
  narrow	
  land	
  use	
  focus.	
  
But	
  it's	
  not,	
  because	
  it	
  is	
  a	
  bit	
  far	
  fetched	
  and	
  sounds	
  bias.	
  
Are	
  community	
  benefit	
  reductions	
  hypothesized	
  in	
  this	
  Alt.	
  2	
  analysis	
  germane	
  to	
  DEIR	
  scope	
  
and	
  to	
  impacts?	
  Aren't	
  reductions	
  in	
  community	
  benefits	
  just	
  that:	
  a	
  reduction	
  in	
  benefits	
  and	
  
not	
  an	
  increase	
  in	
  impacts?	
  

All	
  this	
  negative	
  Traffic	
  Study	
  speculation	
  when	
  the	
  decrease	
  in	
  net	
  new	
  development	
  from	
  
Scenario	
  B	
  to	
  Alt.	
  2	
  is	
  only	
  200,000	
  SF.	
  This	
  analysis	
  seems	
  clearly	
  biased	
  against	
  this	
  
Alternative	
  2.	
  
Yet	
  Alternative	
  2	
  is	
  not	
  studied	
  at	
  the	
  same	
  detailed	
  level	
  as	
  Alternate	
  1,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B.	
  
Where	
  is	
  the	
  detailed	
  and	
  necessary	
  study	
  to	
  make	
  such	
  a	
  biased	
  analysis	
  against	
  
Alternative	
  2?	
  Tables	
  7-‐2	
  through	
  7-‐7	
  directly	
  exclude	
  Alt.2	
  information	
  that	
  is	
  needed	
  
for	
  correct	
  analysis.	
  
Are	
  the	
  Olympic	
  Crossover	
  and	
  Sears	
  Access	
  connection	
  dependent	
  on	
  community	
  benefits?	
  
Nowhere	
  does	
  this	
  report	
  state	
  this,	
  not	
  on	
  B-‐76	
  thru	
  78.	
  So	
  why	
  exactly	
  would	
  Alternative	
  2	
  
make	
  it	
  "more	
  difficult"	
  to	
  achieve	
  these	
  important	
  improvements?	
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B-‐113	
  
	
  
	
  

Analysis	
  of	
  Alternative	
  3	
  seems	
  to	
  confirm	
  that	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  good	
  alternative,	
  and	
  does	
  little	
  if	
  
anything	
  to	
  better	
  meet	
  goals	
  and	
  to	
  reduce	
  impacts.	
  

Analysis	
  of	
  Alternative	
  4A	
  seems	
  to	
  confirm	
  that	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  good	
  alternative,	
  and	
  does	
  little	
  
if	
  anything	
  to	
  better	
  meet	
  goals	
  and	
  to	
  reduce	
  impacts.	
  
Analysis	
  of	
  Alternative	
  4B	
  seems	
  to	
  confirm	
  that	
  this	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  good	
  alternative,	
  and	
  does	
  little	
  
if	
  anything	
  to	
  better	
  meet	
  goals	
  and	
  to	
  reduce	
  impacts.	
  
Alternative	
  5	
  analyses	
  unfortunately	
  suffer	
  from	
  lack	
  of	
  a	
  detailed	
  and	
  necessary	
  study	
  (as	
  
with	
  Alt.	
  2).	
  Clearly	
  this	
  analysis	
  is	
  not	
  complete,	
  and	
  relies	
  on	
  speculation	
  without	
  the	
  backup	
  
calculations.	
  
It	
  would	
  be	
  important	
  to	
  analyze	
  this	
  and	
  compare	
  it	
  to	
  Alt.	
  2.	
  Hotels	
  are	
  lower	
  trip	
  
generators,	
  and	
  Alt.	
  5	
  has	
  157	
  more	
  residential	
  units.	
  But	
  more	
  office	
  offset	
  any	
  PM	
  Peak	
  
reductions	
  from	
  hotel	
  and	
  residential.	
  Lack	
  of	
  full	
  data	
  on	
  this	
  and	
  a	
  comparison	
  to	
  Alt.	
  2	
  are	
  
key	
  inadequacies.	
  
	
  

	
  

NOTE:	
  *Page	
  number	
  refers	
  to	
  specific	
  location,	
  but	
  topic	
  may	
  appear	
  and	
  apply	
  
elsewhere	
  in	
  EIR.	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
SUMMARY	
  OF	
  POTENTIALLY	
  SIGNIFICANT	
  UNAVOIDABLE	
  IMPACTS	
  OF	
  THE	
  PROPOSED	
  DOWNTOWN	
  
SPECIFIC	
  PLAN	
  5.3:	
  	
  	
  
	
  
-‐-‐	
  Based	
  on	
  the	
  analysis	
  provided	
  in	
  this	
  EIR,	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  potentially	
  
significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  impacts	
  related	
  to	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  air	
  quality	
  (refer	
  to	
  Section	
  3.4,	
  Air	
  Quality);	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  construction	
  effects	
  (refer	
  to	
  Section	
  3.6,	
  Construction	
  Effects);	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  cultural	
  resources	
  (refer	
  24	
  to	
  Section	
  3.7,	
  Cultural	
  Resources);	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  construction-‐related	
  ground	
  borne	
  vibration	
  (refer	
  to	
  Section	
  25	
  3.14	
  Noise),	
  and	
  	
  
-‐-‐	
  transportation	
  and	
  circulation	
  (refer	
  to	
  Section	
  3.18,	
  Transportation	
  and	
  26	
  Circulation).	
  
	
  
5-‐0.6	
  -‐-‐	
  Transportation	
  and	
  Traffic	
  -‐-‐	
  Impact	
  T-‐3:	
  The	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  would	
  integrate	
  land	
  
MM-232 uses	
  with	
  a	
  balanced,	
  coordinated	
  multi-‐modal	
  transportation	
  system,	
  consistent	
  with	
  proposed	
  changes	
  to	
  CEQA	
  
under	
  SB	
  743.	
  However,	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  existing	
  significance	
  criteria	
  that	
  assess	
  traffic	
  impacts	
  by	
  measuring	
  
automobile	
  delay,	
  future	
  traffic	
  anticipated	
  to	
  occur	
  by	
  2030	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  significant	
  and	
  unavoidable	
  
impacts	
  on	
  intersections.”	
  
	
  
“As	
  discussed	
  in	
  Section	
  3.16,	
  Public	
  Services,	
  the	
  SMFD	
  has	
  already	
  begun	
  planning	
  for	
  construction	
  of	
  a	
  new	
  Fire	
  
Station	
  No.	
  1	
  with	
  additional	
  space	
  for	
  expanded	
  staff	
  and	
  equipment	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  improved	
  amenities	
  for	
  the	
  SMFD	
  
and	
  the	
  public.	
  The	
  environmental	
  impacts	
  of	
  this	
  new	
  fire	
  station	
  have	
  been	
  fully	
  analyzed	
  in	
  an	
  adopted	
  
Mitigated	
  Negative	
  Declaration	
  (State	
  Clearinghouse	
  No.	
  2012081025).	
  The	
  construction	
  of	
  this	
  new	
  fire	
  
station	
  would	
  ensure	
  that	
  future	
  needs	
  of	
  the	
  Downtown	
  would	
  be	
  met.	
  Therefore,	
  this	
  impact	
  would	
  be	
  
less	
  than	
  significant.	
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Police	
  Protection	
  -‐-‐	
  Under	
  the	
  No	
  Project	
  Alternative,	
  the	
  anticipated	
  amount	
  of	
  growth	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  would	
  
be	
  slightly	
  less	
  than	
  Scenario	
  A	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan	
  and	
  greater	
  than	
  Scenario	
  B	
  of	
  the	
  Plan.	
  
The	
  increase	
  in	
  future	
  demand	
  for	
  police	
  protection	
  services	
  would	
  be	
  similar	
  when	
  compared	
  to	
  Scenario	
  A,	
  but	
  
greater	
  than	
  Scenario	
  B.	
  Increases	
  in	
  the	
  residential	
  and	
  	
  commercial/visitor	
  populations	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  
would	
  incrementally	
  increase	
  the	
  demand	
  for	
  Santa	
  Monica	
  Police	
  Department	
  (SMPD)	
  services.	
  
	
  	
  
As	
  discussed	
  in	
  Section	
  3.16,	
  Public	
  Services,	
  the	
  SMPD	
  prepares	
  a	
  5-‐year	
  Staffing	
  Plan	
  approved	
  by	
  the	
  City	
  
Council	
  which	
  addresses	
  departmental	
  budget,	
  staffing,	
  and	
  equipment	
  needs.	
  This	
  5-‐year	
  Staffing	
  Plan	
  allows	
  for	
  
SMPD	
  to	
  determine	
  any	
  increases	
  in	
  police	
  resources	
  and	
  equipment	
  if	
  needed.	
  The	
  SMPD	
  is	
  funded	
  through	
  
General	
  Fund	
  revenues	
  and	
  Pier	
  Fund	
  revenues	
  generated	
  by	
  property,	
  sales,	
  and	
  transient	
  occupancy	
  taxes,	
  all	
  of	
  
which	
  are	
  expected	
  to	
  increase	
  in	
  proportion	
  to	
  the	
  new	
  commercial	
  and	
  hotel	
  uses	
  within	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  Such	
  
revenues	
  would	
  be	
  used	
  by	
  the	
  SMPD	
  to	
  hire	
  additional	
  officers	
  and	
  purchase	
  equipment	
  to	
  maintain	
  or	
  improve	
  
SMPD	
  service	
  levels	
  over	
  time	
  to	
  meet	
  changing	
  demands.	
  Therefore,	
  this	
  impact	
  would	
  be	
  less	
  than	
  
significant.	
  
MM-232 	
  
Cont.
	
  
5.5.2	
  -‐-‐	
  Alternative	
  #2	
  –	
  Reduced	
  Project	
  (Elimination	
  of	
  Tier	
  3	
  Projects)	
  Alternative	
  -‐-‐	
  Under	
  the	
  Reduced	
  
Project	
  Alternative,	
  there	
  would	
  be	
  no	
  Tier	
  3	
  development	
  standards	
  for	
  the	
  Downtown.	
  New	
  land	
  uses	
  in	
  the	
  
Downtown	
  would	
  be	
  limited	
  to	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan’s	
  Tier	
  1	
  and	
  Tier	
  2	
  standards,	
  which	
  provide	
  
maximum	
  allowable	
  building	
  heights	
  of	
  50	
  to	
  60	
  feet	
  and	
  FARs	
  of	
  generally	
  2.25	
  to	
  3.5	
  depending	
  on	
  the	
  
subarea….	
  	
  
Total	
  Net	
  New	
  Floor	
  area:	
  2.6	
  million	
  SF	
  	
  
Mix	
  of	
  Uses	
  (Net	
  New):	
  1,822	
  residential	
  units;	
  800,000	
  SF	
  commercial	
  
	
  
5.0-‐46	
  -‐-‐	
  Transportation	
  and	
  Traffic	
  -‐-‐	
  This	
  alternative	
  would	
  result	
  in	
  a	
  lower	
  amount	
  of	
  growth	
  in	
  the	
  
Downtown	
  than	
  proposed	
  under	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan.	
  Therefore,	
  this	
  alternative’s	
  impacts	
  on	
  intersection	
  
LOS	
  in	
  the	
  Downtown	
  would	
  be	
  less	
  than	
  the	
  proposed	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan.	
  However,	
  impacts	
  would	
  also	
  
be	
  significant	
  and	
  unavoidable.	
  
Public	
  Services	
  -‐	
  increased	
  demand	
  for	
  fire/	
  police	
  protection	
  services;	
  mitigated	
  through	
  MM	
  PS-‐1	
  and	
  -‐2.	
  
(See	
  above:	
  the	
  new	
  downtown	
  Fire	
  Station	
  and	
  the	
  SMPD	
  5-‐year	
  Staffing	
  Plans)	
  

ALTERNATIVES	
  ANALYSIS	
  5.0	
  and	
  IDENTIFICATION	
  OF	
  ENVIRONMENTALLY	
  SUPERIOR	
  ALTERNATIVE	
  5.6:	
  	
  	
  	
  

MM-81

Alternative	
  Selection	
  Methodology	
  is	
  flawed	
  by	
  two	
  problems;	
  an	
  extremely	
  narrow	
  scope	
  for	
  one	
  project	
  and	
  a	
  
narrow	
  range	
  of	
  projects	
  studied	
  that	
  deprive	
  decision	
  makers	
  and	
  the	
  public	
  of	
  any	
  meaningful	
  consideration	
  of	
  
environmentally	
  superior	
  alternatives.	
  	
  An	
  example	
  of	
  this	
  narrow	
  scope	
  is	
  the	
  rejection	
  of	
  the	
  “Housing-‐Only”	
  
alternative,	
  which	
  limits	
  new	
  construction	
  to	
  only	
  housing	
  projects.	
  	
  Contrast	
  this	
  narrow	
  focus	
  with	
  one	
  of	
  the	
  
selected	
  alternatives,	
  “Hotel/Tourism	
  Focused	
  Land	
  Use	
  Mix”,	
  which	
  allows	
  housing,	
  commercial	
  and	
  hotel	
  uses.	
  	
  	
  	
  

There	
  are	
  problems	
  with	
  the	
  narrow	
  range	
  of	
  projects,	
  which	
  include	
  two	
  alternatives	
  that	
  consider	
  traffic	
  
patterns	
  rather	
  than	
  the	
  required	
  different	
  project	
  alternatives.	
  	
  These	
  alternatives	
  are	
  compared	
  only	
  against	
  
scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B.	
  	
  In	
  the	
  case	
  of	
  the	
  “4th/5th	
  One-‐Way	
  Circulation	
  Plan”	
  the	
  street	
  segments	
  are	
  so	
  short	
  (between	
  
Wilshire	
  and	
  Colorado)	
  that	
  their	
  impact	
  is	
  constrained	
  by	
  length	
  rather	
  than	
  effectiveness.	
  	
  Even	
  the	
  “Expanded	
  
One-‐Way	
  Streets	
  Circulation	
  Plan”	
  fails	
  to	
  include	
  these	
  critical	
  street	
  segments	
  where	
  traffic	
  backs	
  up	
  
frequently.	
  	
  	
  	
  
Further,	
  the	
  alternatives	
  chosen	
  are	
  compared	
  against	
  scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  instead	
  of	
  each	
  of	
  the	
  other	
  
alternatives.	
  	
  Scenario	
  A	
  seems	
  to	
  be	
  inserted	
  as	
  a	
  worst	
  case	
  to	
  compare	
  unfavorably	
  against	
  the	
  other	
  
alternatives.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  true	
  alternative,	
  but	
  a	
  red	
  herring	
  that	
  cannot	
  achieve	
  the	
  LUCE	
  goal	
  of	
  NO	
  NET	
  NEW	
  PM	
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TRIPS	
  under	
  the	
  City’s	
  traffic	
  modeling	
  program	
  or	
  CEQA.	
  	
  If	
  the	
  alternatives	
  are	
  compared	
  against	
  the	
  DSP	
  
(scenario	
  B)	
  the	
  results	
  show	
  little	
  differentiation	
  indicating	
  chosen	
  alternatives	
  that	
  do	
  not	
  differ	
  in	
  
significantly.	
  	
  This	
  is	
  a	
  fatal	
  flaw	
  and	
  the	
  Draft	
  EIR	
  fails	
  to	
  meet	
  the	
  criteria	
  established	
  in	
  CEQA	
  of	
  selecting	
  “a	
  
reasonable	
  range	
  of	
  alternatives”.	
  

	
  Questions/Clarifications:	
  

MM-232
Cont.

	
  Scope	
  and	
  differentiation	
  of	
  alternatives	
  is	
  inadequate.	
  Must	
  provide	
  clear	
  justification	
  for	
  all	
  6	
  and	
  how	
  they	
  
meet	
  CEQA	
  letter	
  and	
  spirit	
  of	
  a	
  reduction	
  of	
  impacts	
  and	
  less	
  required	
  mitigation.	
  [and	
  as	
  noted]	
  Must	
  evaluate	
  
every	
  Alternative	
  with	
  equal	
  standards,	
  especially	
  those	
  not	
  replicating	
  Scenario	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  as	
  their	
  bases.	
  
	
  
Work	
  with	
  the	
  community	
  to	
  provide	
  in	
  place	
  of	
  Alternatives	
  3,	
  4A	
  &	
  4B	
  at	
  least	
  one	
  but	
  hopefully	
  two	
  alternatives	
  
that	
  address	
  measurably	
  less	
  significant	
  impacts	
  and	
  less	
  mitigation	
  required.	
  Raise	
  Tier	
  2	
  "Community	
  Benefit"	
  
standards	
  to	
  at	
  or	
  closer	
  to	
  Tier	
  3	
  (although	
  CB	
  aren't	
  a	
  metric	
  in	
  which	
  a	
  DEIR	
  can	
  be	
  evaluated	
  against).	
  
Public	
  park	
  needs	
  are	
  woefully	
  understated,	
  if	
  at	
  all.	
  Public	
  park	
  requirements	
  are	
  not	
  met,	
  and	
  outline	
  a	
  clear	
  
deficiency	
  not	
  only	
  in	
  Project	
  Scenarios	
  but	
  in	
  every	
  Alternative.	
  
The	
  range	
  of	
  projects	
  must	
  be	
  expanded	
  to	
  include	
  analysis	
  by	
  the	
  same	
  standards	
  for	
  all;	
  

	
  The	
  “Alternatives	
  Selection	
  Methodology,	
  Step	
  2”	
  needs	
  to	
  be	
  changed	
  to	
  study	
  the	
  extent	
  to	
  which	
  the	
  alternative	
  
would	
  accomplish	
  most	
  of	
  the	
  basic	
  goals	
  and	
  objectives	
  of	
  the	
  LUCE	
  rather	
  than	
  the	
  Downtown	
  Specific	
  Plan.	
  	
  The	
  
problem	
  with	
  using	
  the	
  basic	
  goals	
  and	
  objectives	
  of	
  the	
  DSP	
  is	
  that	
  it	
  is	
  like	
  looking	
  in	
  the	
  mirror;	
  an	
  alternative	
  is	
  
compared	
  against	
  itself.	
  

Potential	
  Community	
  Benefits	
  are	
  not	
  a	
  CEQA	
  criteria	
  and	
  cannot	
  be	
  used	
  justify	
  the	
  selection	
  of	
  an	
  alternative	
  
against	
  an	
  alternative	
  that	
  actually	
  has	
  measurably	
  less	
  construction	
  and	
  air	
  quality	
  impacts	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  
transportation	
  impacts	
  on	
  intersections	
  based	
  on	
  LOS.	
  	
  Community	
  benefits	
  are	
  an	
  unknown	
  quantity;	
  CEQA	
  
demands	
  a	
  comparison	
  of	
  measurable	
  impacts,	
  which	
  renders	
  community	
  benefits	
  an	
  unfit	
  criteria.	
  	
  
CONCLUSION:	
  

The	
  DEIR	
  does	
  not	
  evaluate	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  alternatives	
  that	
  would	
  permit	
  a	
  reasoned	
  choice,	
  because	
  the	
  only	
  project	
  
alternatives	
  presented	
  with	
  discussion	
  are	
  permutations	
  of	
  the	
  same	
  proposed	
  project.	
  	
  We	
  respectfully	
  request	
  
the	
  City	
  to	
  revise	
  the	
  DEIR	
  to	
  cure	
  the	
  defects	
  addressed	
  above	
  and	
  recirculate	
  for	
  another	
  60-‐day	
  review	
  period	
  
before	
  issuing	
  a	
  Final	
  Environmental	
  Impact	
  Report.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Danilo	
  Bach	
  
Andrew	
  Hoyer	
  
Thane	
  Roberts	
  
Nancy	
  Coleman	
  
Zina	
  Josephs	
  
Mike	
  Salazar	
  
Stacy	
  Dagleish	
  
Jane	
  Koehler	
  
Jodi	
  Summers	
  
Julie	
  Lopez-‐Dad	
  
Nikki	
  Kolhoff	
  
Elizabeth	
  Van	
  Denburgh	
  
Laurence	
  Eubank	
  
Maria	
  Loya	
  
	
  
Richard	
  Hilton	
  
Mary	
  Marlow	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Cc:	
  David	
  Martin,	
  Planning	
  Director	
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  Rick	
  Cole,	
  City	
  Manager	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Planning	
  Commission	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  City	
  Council	
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Letter MM
May 3, 2016
Mary Marlow et al.
Response MM-1
This comment is an introductory statement that summarizes the commenter’s concerns on the
adequacy of the EIR. These concerns are addressed individually in Responses MM-2 through MM232 below.
The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was prepared in accordance with CEQA requirements
and provides a detailed analysis of potential project impacts, contains exhaustive information
regarding for each issue area, and provides feasible mitigation measures where required to address
significant impacts. Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15147, the body of the EIR includes
summarized technical data, maps, plot plans, diagrams, and similar relevant information sufficient
to permit full assessment of significant environmental impacts. The analysis in the EIR is
supported by substantial evidence. Technical reports (which includes the Traffic Study) and
modeling results are provided in the appendices of the EIR. CEQA encourages placement of
technical supporting analyses and information in “appendices” to an EIR for ease of reading.
CEQA also permits an EIR to include a citation to technical information when an EIR is dependent
upon information from many sources, including engineering project reports and many scientific
documents relating to the environmental features. CEQA Guidelines Section 15148 specifies
“These documents should be cited but not included in the EIR”.
Response to MM-2
The EIR evaluates an appropriate range of alternatives. As required under CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(a), the EIR includes a discussion and evaluation of "a reasonable range of
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly obtain most of
the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives." The EIR provides
robust alternatives analysis that includes coequal analysis of two primary alternatives as well as
four additional alternatives, including the No Project Alternative. Additionally, two alternatives
were considered but rejected for further analysis but not carried forward in the analysis due to their
failure to meet most of the basic project objectives, the alternative’s infeasibility, or the
alternative’s inability to avoid significant environmental impact.
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When developing a range of alternatives, Section 15000 et seq. of the State CEQA Guidelines state
that an EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather, the range of
alternatives required in an EIR is governed by a “rule of reason” … it must consider a reasonable
range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision-making and public
participation. Ultimately, a decision-making body can reject alternatives on policy grounds
provided that its adopted findings addressing feasibility embody a reasonable balancing of
competing economic, social, environmental, and other considerations supported by substantial
evidence. Therefore, the range of alternatives evaluated in the EIR is adequate.
Response to MM-3
The commenter’s opposition to Scenario A is noted and will be reviewed by decision-makers
during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment does not
directly pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to Section 15088(c)
of the State CEQA Guidelines, further response is not required.
Response MM-4
The EIR does not omit analysis of the Gateway Master Plan (GMP) sites. The EIR evaluates the
potential environmental impacts of reasonable foreseeable future development through 2030 in the
Downtown, inclusive of the GMP sites. As discussed in Section 2.0, Project Description, the
methodology for forecasting the potential buildout is detailed in a Build-Out Analysis Memo
published by the City on August 11, 2016 and is available online at:
http://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/PCD/DowntownBuildout/Buildout%20and%20FAR%20Strategies%20Summary%20FINAL.pdf/ The build-out
analysis incorporates the potential development that could occur on the Gateway Master Plan sites
in the Downtown, consistent with the proposed development standards (i.e., allowable heights,
building envelopes, and densities) shown in Table 2-4 of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan.
Response MM-5
Available water supply, including the use of groundwater, is adequately evaluated in Section
3.17.1.3 of the EIR. As discussed therein, the City has sufficient water supplies available from
both the Santa Monica Groundwater Basin (SMGB) and Metropolitan Water District (MWD)
imported water sources to meet City water demand. This conclusion is supported by the City’s
Urban Water Management Plan which analyzes City water demand and supplies during wet, dry,
and multiple dry years. Additionally, the City’s goal of water self-sufficiency by 2020 can be
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achieved through a combination of efforts that include increased activity in existing water
conservation programs, new water conservation programs, new rainwater harvesting and storm
water capture programs, and new groundwater supply opportunities. Further, water demand is
anticipated to be reduced with the adoption of the City’s impending water neutrality ordinance,
which requires all new development to offset net new water use (anticipated to be adopted in June
2017, Section 3.17, Utilities).
Response MM-6
Section 3.16, Public Services of the EIR adequately evaluates the proposed Downtown
Community Plan’s impacts to public services, including fire, police, schools, and parks. When
considering potential impacts to public services, CEQA requires that an EIR evaluate the physical
impacts of the Project on the environment. In this regard, a significant impact would occur if the
proposed Downtown Community Plan would “increase the demand for these services such that
there would be a need for new or physically altered fire facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts”.
As discussed in Subsection 3.16.1.4, the EIR acknowledges that implementation of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would increase the demand for fire protection services. As discussed
therein, the Santa Monica Fire Department (SMFD) would be capable of meeting the increased
calls for service with the construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 at 1337-45 7th Street. This new
fire station would provide additional space for expanded staff and equipment as well as improved
amenities for the SMFD and the public. Therefore, as concluded on page 3.16-17, the proposed
Downtown Community Plan is not anticipated to necessitate the construction of a new or expanded
fire protection facility that would result in physical environmental impacts. The environmental
impacts of this new fire station have been fully analyzed in an adopted Mitigated Negative
Declaration (State Clearinghouse No. 2012081025). Therefore, this impact would be less than
significant. Please also see response to Comment TAP-3.
Similarly, the EIR also acknowledges in Subsection 3.16.2.4 that new land uses occurring under
both Scenario A and B are anticipated to increase the number of calls for police protection services
from the Santa Monica Police Department (SMPD), and that there may be a need for additional
officers or police equipment to maintain adequate response times. However, as concluded on page
3.16-25, the potential increase in demand for SMPD services from future land use changes in the
Downtown through the year 2030 is not anticipated to result in the need for new equipment or
expanded police station facilities, such as expansion of the existing Police Department
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headquarters, and a less than significant impact would result. Please also see response to Comment
TAP-3.
Subsection 3.16.3.4, acknowledges that both Scenarios A and B would generate new school-aged
residents that may require increased classroom space, new teachers, and additional equipment at
the three Santa Monica Malibu Unified School District (SMMUSD) schools serving Downtown.
However, as discussed in Subsection 3.16.3.3, pursuant to Senate Bill (SB) 50, impacts on schools
are considered to be less than significant with payment of development fees to the SMMUSD. SB
50 developer fee was established to provide for school facilities construction, improvements, and
expansion. School facilities improvements to accommodate additional students generated by the
proposed Downtown Community Plan or other cumulative growth in the City would be subject to
separate environmental review completed by the SMMUSD.
Lastly, the EIR appropriately evaluates the Project’s potential impacts on parks and recreation
facilities. As discussed in Subsection 3.16.5.4, residents of and visitors to Downtown would be
expected to increase visitation to nearby parks and recreation facilities. However, as discussed in
Subsection 2.5.1, each project regardless of tier would be required to provide onsite open space,
depending on the size of the subject parcel. Additionally, development agreement projects would
have negotiated community benefits and would be expected to provide substantial new publicly
accessible open space, privately owned public space, or private open spaces. Table 3.16-6
identifies 41.56 acres of parks and open space within 0.25 mile of the Downtown, in addition to
the plazas and other hardscaped places located in the Downtown, most notably the Third Street
Promenade/Santa Monica Place. As concluded in Subsection 3.16.5.4, the projected increase in
the residential and non-residential/visitor population in the Downtown area is anticipated to result
in increased demand for parks and open space. When combined with the network of open spaces
anticipated by the proposed Downtown Community Plan, implementation of the Plan would not
result in substantial deterioration of existing facilities or service levels.
Response MM-7
Please refer to Response MM-3 above. The EIR does not choose a preferred alternative based on
community benefits criteria. Rather, CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 also requires that an EIR
evaluate the environmental effects of the alternatives, compare these effects to those of the
proposed project, and identify the environmentally superior alternative.
The ultimate decision of adopting the proposed Project or a “preferred” alternative is the
responsibility of the decision-makers during consideration of the proposed Project and the EIR. A
decision-making body can reject alternatives on policy grounds provided that its adopted findings
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addressing feasibility embody a reasonable balancing of competing economic, social,
environmental, and other considerations supported by substantial evidence. (Refer to City of Del
Mar v. City of San Diego (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 401, 417;
To the extent that they would result in physical environmental impacts, community benefits are
taken into consideration as part of the EIR’s analysis of the proposed Project and alternatives. For
example, negotiated community benefits such as the circulation improvements in the GMP area
would affect the analysis of traffic impacts.
Please also see the response to Comment MM-231, specifically B-109,110 “Are the Olympic
Crossover and Sears Access …”, for a discussion of why substantial community benefits are not
assumed in Alternative 2.
Response MM-8
Please see response to Comment MM-4. The EIR does not omit analysis of the sites listed by the
commenter. These sites are part of the GMP area. It should be noted that the Recirculated EIR
released in February 2017 clarifies that these sites are within the GMP area and should not be
confused with the three sites within the Established Large Site Overlay located in Downtown as
described in Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR (see Figure 2-3). Specifically, the
properties within the GMP area include 302 Colorado Avenue – “Sears Site”; 402 Colorado
Avenue – “4CO Site”; and 120 Ocean Avenue – “Wyndham Hotel Site”. The proposed Downtown
Community Plan also anticipates circulation improvements around these three sites as well as a
portion of the Big Blue Bus Yards.
The EIR evaluates the potential environmental impacts of reasonable foreseeable future
development through 2030 in the Downtown, inclusive of the potential development of the
Gateway Master Plan sites in accordance with the development standards established in Table 24. A public process to explore infrastructure improvements and connections between Downtown
and Civic Center including funding strategies and participation by the properties within the GMP
area will be addressed in the future GMP.
Response MM-9
As described in Section 3.2, Cumulative Impacts Analyses, while a list of pending and approved
projects was used to inform the projections, the EIR did not rely solely on the use of this list for
the analyses of the total square footage studied in the EIR (i.e., 2030 buildout). Rather, Section 2.0
Project Description (see subsection 2.6) describes that the 2030 build-out analysis for the proposed
DCP. As described, projections of future land use changes in the already urbanized District must
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account for factors such as existing levels of development as most parcels are developed; natural
and built environmental constraints (e.g., Landmark Buildings and Trees), which may limit
development potential; economic growth forecasts; market demand for new land uses; and the
effect of City policies and standards on the location, type and amount of allowable growth. The
methodology for forecasting the potential buildout of the proposed DCP is detailed in a Build-Out
Analysis Memo published by the City on August 11, 2016 and is available online at:
http://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/PCD/DowntownBuildout/Buildout%20and%20FAR%20Strategies%20Summary%20FINAL.pdf
As described, it is estimated that land use changes occurring under Scenario A through the life of
the proposed DCP would potentially result in a maximum of approximately 4.73 million sf of net
new residential and commercial floor area. For Scenario B, the total net new floor area for the life
of the proposed DCP would be a maximum of 3.22 million sf, which represents the maximum
development that could occur in the Downtown. The revised total anticipated development that
would occur under both Scenarios A and B can be found in Table 2-5, Anticipated Land Use
Changes through 2030 in the Downtown, of the EIR.
The EIR is prepared as a Program-level EIR in accordance with Section 15138 of the State CEQA
Guidelines, intended to act as an analytical superstructure for subsequent analysis associated with
individual project applications consistent with the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Because
Project-specific development details are unavailable, it is not feasible to provide an all-inclusive
list of projects that would be developed under implementation of the Downtown Community Plan.
Rather, the proposed Downtown Community Plan provides a regulatory framework , including
development standards, under which individual development projects could occur. It is these
development standards that are used to estimate the total floor area that is anticipated from
implementation of the Downtown Community Plan.
Response MM-10
The EIR appropriately considers the entire Downtown as a Transit Priority Area (TPA) pursuant
to Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743). The Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT)
Downtown Station was identified in the EIR as a major transit stop in the Downtown Community
Plan area; however, there are also a number of bus stops on Wilshire Boulevard, Pico Boulevard,
and 4th Street that qualify as major transit stops because they serve two or more major bus routes
with frequency of service intervals of 15 minutes or less during the A.M. and P.M. peak commute
periods. With the high number of bus routes operating along and intersecting 4th Street and
Wilshire Boulevard as well as the Downtown Station at 4th and Colorado, all of the Downtown is
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considered a TPA pursuant to CEQA. Accordingly, the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) also identifies the entirety of the Downtown Community Plan area as a
TPA. Section 2.0, Project Description, of the EIR has been revised to reflect the fact that the entire
Downtown is considered a Transit Priority Area. Please refer to Subsection 2.2.2, Existing Setting
as well as Figure 2-2 in the EIR. Please also see response to Comment HH-4.
Response MM-11
As described in Subsection 2.2.1 of the EIR, the City is surrounded on three sides by the City of
Los Angeles, including the westside communities of Brentwood, Mar Vista, Pacific Palisades,
Venice and West Los Angeles. Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access
correctly describes that the “City is located within a fully urbanized area, and is surrounded by
medium and higher density urban development of the City of Los Angeles to the north, east, and
south.”
This comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the adequacy of the EIR. Therefore,
pursuant to Section 15088(c) of the State CEQA Guidelines, further response is not required.
Nevertheless, the commenter’s opinion that development north and west of the City is low-density
development is noted and forwarded to decision-makers for their consideration on a decision
action.
Response MM-12
This comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan does not directly pertain to the
adequacy of the analyses presented in the EIR. Nevertheless, this comment on the proposed Plan
has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the
proposed Downtown Community Plan.
As shown in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 in Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR, the FAR
ratios for the Wilshire Transition Area have been reduced to 1.75/2.75 under Scenario A and
1.5/2.25 under Scenario B since publication of the February 2016 DCP Draft EIR. Please also see
response to comments WILMONT-1 through WILMONT-3 for additional discussion regarding
potential aesthetic and community character impacts for areas along Wilshire Boulevard.
Response MM-13
Please refer to Response MM-10 above.
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Response MM-14
The Project’s consistency with the goals and policies of the LUCE are described in detail in
Table 3.12-6 of the EIR.
Response MM-15
As stated in Section 2.0, Project Description, specifically Subsection 2.5, the establishment of
Development Agreement thresholds constitute a planning procedure and would not affect the EIR
analysis of potential environmental impacts.
As for the comment stating that the DCP would increase allowable height limits, it should be noted
that the CEQA guidelines states that an EIR should describe a project’s “impacts on the physical
environment”. The Supreme Court in Communities for a Better Environment v. South Coast Air
Quality Management District held that the baseline for CEQA analysis must be the “existing
physical conditions in the affected area,” that is, the “real conditions on the ground,” rather than
the level of development that could or should have been present according to a plan or regulation.
(14 Cal. Code Regs., § 15125(a)). Therefore, the EIR appropriately and adequately analyzes the
DCP’s impacts on existing land uses, and not on permitted regulations (either existing or past).
Nonetheless, it should be noted that the proposed DCP would not result in significant increases in
allowable heights in the Downtown. Table 3.12-3 of the EIR shows that under existing 1988
Zoning District designations, the maximum allowable heights in the Downtown range from 45 feet
to 84 feet.
With regard to the transit area designation, please refer to Response MM-10 above.
Response MM-16
Please refer to Response MM-10 above. Although not a significant impact under CEQA due to the
provisions of Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743), the EIR thoroughly discloses the
potential aesthetic effects of the DCP. Please see Section 3.3 Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and
Solar Access.
Response MM-17
Please refer to Response MM-10 above. Contrary to this comment, the draft DCP does not propose
“increased height and massing”. Rather, the draft DCP decreases height and FAR standards for
the vast majority of Downtown. Revisions reflecting the decreased standards have been
incorporated in the Final EIR. These changes do not affect the environmental analysis in the EIR.
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Furthermore, contrary to the comment, the proposed DCP does not allow for 100,000 sf of mass
“without review.” Rather, consistent with the LUCE tiering system, Tier 2 and qualified Tier 3
projects would be subject to discretionary review. The establishment of development agreement
thresholds constitute a planning procedure that would not affect the EIR analysis of potential
environmental impacts.
With regard to the 84-foot height limit, it should be noted that the EIR conservatively studies a
maximum height of 84 feet for the Bayside Conservation, Transit Adjacent district, and
Established Large Sites. The maximum allowable height for each Downtown District will be
determined by the City Council upon adoption of the Plan. If applicants for any of three Established
Large Sites (4th/5th and Arizona, 1133 Ocean Avenue, and 101 Santa Monica Boulevard) request
height above 84 feet, a public approval process and additional environmental review pursuant to
CEQA would be required.
Response MM-18
Please refer to Response MM-4 and HH-9. Although not a significant impact under CEQA due to
the provisions of Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743), the EIR thoroughly discloses the
aesthetics effects impacts of the DCP. Please see Section 3.3 Aesthetics and Shade, Shadow, and
Solar Access.
The proposed DCP provides development standards and height restrictions along Wilshire
Boulevard to preserve the surrounding neighborhood quality and ensure a respectful transition to
the residential neighborhoods to the north. However, in an effort to reduce redundant description
or analyses, the EIR does not repeat every development standard, design guideline, and stepback
requirement within Impact NHE-1. For a detailed description of these requirements, please refer
to Chapters 4 and 5 of the current version of the DCP, and discussion of Policy LU15.11 on Page
3.3 23 of the Draft EIR. These policies clearly include multiple measures that address aesthetic
and land use compatibility concerns, including maintaining a clear transition between the
Downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods.
The DCP’s proposed maximum height of 50 feet would not be out of character or context with
existing surrounding buildings including the residential neighborhood to the north of Downtown.
As described in Section 3.12 Land Use and Planning of the Recirculated EIR, the residential
neighborhood to the north includes a varied mix of one to four story residential buildings, some of
which are 50 feet or higher. The DCP prescribes minimum stepback standards for new buildings
abutting any residentially zoned parcel, which would that new buildings in the Wilshire Transition
district respectfully transition down to adjacent residential buildings.
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Response MM-18
Please refer to Response MM-10 and Response HHa-9.
The proposed DCP provides development standards and height restrictions along Wilshire
Boulevard to preserve the surrounding neighborhood quality and ensure a respectful transition to
the residential neighborhoods to the north. For a detailed description of these requirements, please
refer to Chapters 4 and 5 of the current version of the DCP. These policies include multiple
measures that address aesthetic and land use compatibility concerns, including maintaining a clear
transition between the Downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods.
The DCP’s proposed maximum height of 50 feet on Wilshire Boulevard would not be out of
character or context with existing surrounding buildings including the residential neighborhood to
the north of Downtown. As described in Section 3.12 Land Use and Planning of the EIR, the
residential neighborhood to the north includes a varied mix of one to four story residential
buildings, some of which are 50 feet or higher. The DCP prescribes minimum stepback standards
for new buildings abutting any residentially zoned parcel, which would transition down the
building envelop and would ensure that new buildings in the Wilshire Transition district would
respectfully transition to existing buildings in the north.
Along the west side of 2nd Street and east side of Ocean Avenue new development would be limited
to a maximum height of 50 feet. Given the varied scale of building heights on Ocean Avenue, new
development on Ocean Avenue would not significantly change the visual character of this location.
Additionally, the development of new, smaller maximum 50-foot 19 buildings would be generally
consistent with the existing scale of 2nd Street.
Response MM-20
The use of “plan north” instead of cardinal direction is a standard industry practice in the
preparation of EIRs in order to efficiently communicate complex information, and does not
prejudice the commenter. This directional usage in the EIR does not make the EIR inadequate.
The north arrow is accurately provided in figures throughout the EIR, including on Figure 3.3-3.
All impacts are appropriately evaluated based on cardinal direction.
Pursuant to CEQA Section 21099 (as amended by SB743), the Downtown is classified as a TPA
with infill residential, mixed-use, residential, and employment center development; therefore,
potential aesthetics impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts would be considered
less than significant and analyses of aesthetic impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access
impacts of projects within the Downtown are not required pursuant to CEQA. No mitigation
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measures are required. However, an evaluation of potential aesthetic impacts is provided for
disclosure in Section 3.3 Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access of the EIR.
Response MM-21
The commenter does not substantiate with evidence how the resulting decrease in building heights
or envelope caused by the introduction of reduced setbacks, stepbacks, and other design features
would increase shading impacts. Rather, a smaller building envelope would decrease the amount
of shading caused by a particular structure. Further, as discussed above, potential aesthetics
impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access impacts of the proposed Project would be considered
less than significant pursuant to Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB 743).
Response MM-22
The Project’s consistency with the policies of the LUCE are correctly evaluated in Table 3.12-5.
As concluded therein, the proposed Downtown Community Plan is generally consistent with the
policies of the LUCE, including those to ensure solar access, such as Policy LU15.8 (Building
Articulation), Policy LU15.11 (Building Façades and Step Backs), and Policy 15.15 (Preserve
Light, Air and Privacy between Commercial and Residential Properties. As also discussed in
Table 3.12, Scenario B is consistent with Policy LU16.2 (Design Buildings with Consideration of
Solar Patterns) and Policy LU16.2 (Preserve Access to Neighborhoods) because it includes
development standards and guidelines to control the overall building design, site coverage, heights,
setbacks, and other elements that reduce height and shade/shadow effects at the edge of Downtown
along Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards.
Response MM-23
Please see Response to Comment MM-10 regarding aesthetic impacts in Transit Priority areas.
As stated therein, per Section 21099 of CEQA, potential aesthetics and shade, shadows, and solar
access impacts would be considered less than significant. No mitigation measures are required as
such.
Response MM-24
Scenarios A and B of the DCP are discussed in Section 2.0 Project Description and the proposed
maximum FARs and heights proposed for both Scenarios A and B can be found in Tables 2-2 and
Table 2-3, of the EIR. The information presented in the analysis of impacts for Scenario A and B
will inform decision-makers during consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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As part of consideration of the proposed DCP and EIR, CEQA Guidelines §15097 require that a
public agency adopt a Mitigation Monitoring or Reporting Program (MMRP) for those adopted
mitigation measures and project revisions. With respect to approval of a program-level document,
CEQA provides that “[w]here the project at issue is the adoption of a …specific plan…the
monitoring plan shall apply to policies and any other portion of the plan that is a mitigation
measure or adopted alternative”. That is, the monitoring plan may consist of policies included in
plan-level documents (CEQA Guidelines §15097[b]). The MMRP outlines not only the mitigation
measures identified in the EIR, but also the monitoring, compliance, and reporting activities of the
implementing agency and any monitors it may designate.
The Zoning Ordinance would be amended following adoption of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan to codify (through reference) the development standards.
Response MM-25
The EIR is a Program level document prepared pursuant to Section 15168 of the State CEQA
Guidelines and intended to be an analytical superstructure for subsequent analysis associated with
individual projects of future development over a 20 or more year horizon. Because it is not
possible to know the details of future individual development projects that would occur under
implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan, the EIR analysis relies upon
proposed Downtown Community Plan development standards to forecast reasonable worst case
levels of allowable future development. In accordance with Section 15168, subsequent activities
that involve individual projects proposed in the Downtown Community Plan area will be analyzed
in accordance with this Program EIR by the appropriate document required by CEQA.
Response MM-26
Please refer to Response MM-10 above.
Response MM-27
The proposed Downtown Community Plan’s potential impact on police services is adequately
evaluated in Chapter 3.16.2, Law Enforcement and Police Protection. Please refer to Response
MM-6 above.
The Downtown Community Plan’s impacts to the City’s bicycle networks are discussed in Chapter
3.18, Transportation and Circulation. As concluded on page 3.18-71 of the Draft EIR, the
proposed Downtown Community Plan supports the implementation of the City’s Bike Action Plan
to close network gaps. The proposed Downtown Community Plan also supports the City’s Breeze
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bike share program and expansion of the system. Additionally, the proposed Downtown
Community Plan requires that both short-term and long-term bicycle storage/parking standards are
provided by new land uses to ensure that bike parking will be available to serve the growing
population of bicycle riders.
The determination/definitions of “less than significant” varies according to the environmental issue
area analyzed. Each section of the EIR includes a subsection of “Impact Assessment
Methodology”, which includes thresholds for determining significance. Please refer to the
respective sections of the EIR.
Response MM-28
Please see Response to Comment MM-27. Contrary to the commenter’s assertion, the City of Santa
Monica’s significant impact criteria for arterial and collector intersections is found in Table 3.183 of the EIR. The distribution of traffic generated by the Project is disclosed in Appendix B,
Traffic Study, of the EIR.
Furthermore, the EIR uses a broader set of transportation metrics to assess how well the proposed
Downtown Community Plan achieves the broader sustainability and transportation goals of the
LUCE on page 3.18-51 of the EIR. These metrics are consistent with those used in the LUCE EIR.
Response MM-29
This comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan does not address the adequacy of the
analyses presented in the EIR. Nevertheless, this comment on the proposed Plan has been noted
and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan.
It should be noted the proposed Downtown Community Plan would implement a modified version
of the tiered community benefit system identified in the LUCE for the Downtown. This tiered
land use and zoning system requires that Tier 2 and qualified Tier 3 projects contribute community
benefits through project requirements specifically tailored to the Downtown; projects over a
specified square footage, regardless of tier, must provide additional negotiated community benefits
in accordance with a Development Agreement (DA). Therefore, the DA process is retained by the
proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Response MM-30
Subsequent to publication of the Draft EIR, the City revised the following elements of the DCP:
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•

A consolidation of proposed subareas;

•

Decrease in floor area ratio (FAR) and height standards for the proposed subareas;

•

Inclusion of a policy in the DCP to require preparation of the Gateway Master Plan in
a separate planning effort to be undertaken subsequent to the adoption of the DCP; and

•

A Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District that may be initiated by the Planning
or Landmark’s Commission, which would provide a more restrictive overlay to the
zoning standards proposed by the Bayside Conservation district..

The City published recirculated sections of the Draft EIR to reflect these changes, which includes
the potential Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District. Further, an updated Historic Resources
Inventory (HRI) for Downtown was completed in April 2017. Importantly, the Downtown HRI
Update
(https://www.smgov.net/Departments/PCD/Programs/Historic-Preservation/HistoricResources-Inventory-Update-(2017)/) concluded that the previously identified Central Business
Historic District no longer retains sufficient integrity to be eligible as a historic district. The area
no longer contains a cohesive concentration of historic or architecturally significant properties that
are unified aesthetically by plan, physical development or architectural quality. Properties that
were previously identified as contributors to this district were evaluated for individual eligibility
against local, state, and federal criteria. Four of these properties appeared to no longer satisfy
registration requirements for federal, state, and/or local eligibility, and are included in the Property
Database as having been previously identified but no longer meeting eligibility criteria (these are
given the status code 6L). Due to increased development of the Central Business District and the
larger downtown area, 17 previously identified resources in the DCP no longer retain sufficient
integrity for listing or have been demolished altogether. As a result, properties included in the
inventory have been identified as individually eligible instead of potential District contributors.
The HRI now lists 75 resources within the Downtown Community Plan boundaries with 27 already
locally designated resources and 48 individually eligible resources.
This information regarding the Downtown HRI update has been added to Section 3.7, Cultural
Resources of the EIR. This information does not reflect and does not represent significant new
information that requires recirculation of the EIR pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA
Guidelines since there are no new significant impacts identified.
Response MM-31
The comment states that the proposed DCP does not mention the required permits for the
demolition of structures over 40 years. This comment on the proposed Downtown Community
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Plan does not address the adequacy of the analyses presented in the EIR. Nevertheless, this
comment on the proposed Plan has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during
the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
For the EIR, subsection 3.7.6 of Section 3.7, Cultural Resources includes a discussion of “City of
Santa Monica Municipal Code Requirements for Demolition”. The EIR specifically states that
“demolition permits for structures over 40 years of age cannot be approved until the Landmark
Commission has reviewed the proposed demolition.”
Response MM-32
As discussed in Subsection 3.9.4 of Section 3.9 Geology and Soils, adherence to the seismic design
and construction parameters of the SMBC would ensure the maximum protection feasible of the
Downtown occupants and visitors. Compliance with the CBC includes procedures to ensure the
protection of structures and occupants from seismic hazards during an earthquake, including
subsidence.
The commenters concern that fracking in nearby localities would affect the Downtown
Community Plan area is noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers for consideration
during consideration of the proposed Plan. The comment does not raise a question or concern
regarding the adequacy of the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c),
further response is not required.
It should be noted that in September 2015, the California Supreme Court ruled in California
Building Industry Association v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District (2015) 62 Cal.4th 369
that CEQA generally does not require an EIR to analyze the impact of existing environmental
conditions on a project’s future users or residents. However, when a proposed project risks
exacerbating those environmental hazards or conditions that already exist, an agency must analyze
the potential impact of such hazards on future residents or users. In those specific instances, it is
the project’s impact on the environment – and not the environment’s impact on the project – that
compels an evaluation of how future residents or users could be affected by exacerbated
conditions. Nevertheless, for informational purposes, this EIR analyzes existing geological
conditions and the extent to which these conditions could result in impacts to Downtown residents
(e.g., risks of fault hazards on future land uses).
Response MM-33
As discussed in Subsection 3.9.4 of Section 3.9, Geology and Soils the steep near vertical bluff
face below Palisades Park lies approximately 200 feet west of the properties fronting Ocean
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Avenue along the southwestern edge of the Downtown. Given this setback from this bluff, the
risk of new development in Downtown to be exposed to landslide or bluff failure is extremely low.
As discussed above, the most recent 2004 detailed geotechnical analysis of Palisades bluff stability
found that the bluffs are not at risk for large-scale, catastrophic failure. The comment does not
raise a question or concern regarding the adequacy of the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response is not required.
Response MM-34
The EIR appropriately evaluates groundwater supply and potential sources of pollution affecting
the groundwater supply. Please refer to Response MM-5 above for a discussion of groundwater
supply. Regarding potential pollutants in the groundwater supply, as discussed in Subsection
3.11.1 of the EIR and demonstrated in Figure 3.11-2, the City already operates five groundwater
wells within the Charnock Groundwater Subbasin. In 1996, production from all five wells ceased
due to methyl tertiary-butyl ether 4 (MtBE) contamination. In December 2010, a new treatment
facility was completed and commenced operation, and the Charnock well field was reactivated.
The City also operates two active wells in the Arcadia Groundwater Subbasin and three active
wells in the Olympic Subbasin, which contains trichloroethylene (TCE), a degreasing agent. The
water is pumped to the Arcadia Water Treatment Plant where TCE is removed. Subsection
3.17.1.3 of the EIR concludes that available water supplies would be adequate to support
implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. As discussed in Subsection 3.11.4
of the EIR, construction activities would be completed in accordance with the SWRCB’s
Construction General Permit and the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance, which implements
the requirements of the MS4 NPDES and requires the implementation of best-management
practices (BMPs) to contain and properly dispose of construction pollutants that would enter water
flows. As discussed in Sections 3.9.4 and 3.11.4 of the EIR, if the dewatering of groundwater is
necessary during construction, a dewatering permit from the RWQCB would be obtained.
Response MM-35
The commenter request changes to Section 3.10 Hazards and Hazardous Materials. The Final EIR
has been revised as follows:
“Review of available information, including existing Phase I Environmental Site Assessments
(ESAs; City of Santa Monica 2011 and MACTEC 2006) indicates that ACMs may be present in
older buildings in the Downtown including within materials such as roof mastic, sheet flooring
and mastic, sprayed-on fireproofing, stucco, all roofing materials, floor tiles and mastic, tile grout,
cementitious pipes, acoustic ceiling texture, ceiling panels, joint compound, furnace bricks, pipe
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insulation, gaskets, and gypsum board. Sampling of all building materials for the presence of
asbestos is required by SCAQMD’s Rule 1403 prior to all renovation or demolition activities.”
“Lead is a recognized harmful environmental pollutant exposed through air, drinking water, food,
contaminated soil, deteriorating paint, and dust. Before the dangers of lead were documented, it
was widely used in paint, gasoline, water pipes, ceramic tiles, and many other products. In 1977,
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission banned the use of lead-based paint (LBP) in
residential properties. However, lead-based paint is still available for use in commercial and
industrial applications. Therefore, older residential buildings and any commercial and industrial
buildings could contain LBP or other lead-containing materials. If LBP or lead-containing
materials are improperly removed from surfaces by dry scraping or sanding, LBP can be absorbed
into the body and could pose a potential public health risk.”
Building renovation or demolition activities are already subject to a standard regulatory process
designed to account for the potential presence of hazardous materials. The commenter’s request
that all buildings tested for lead-based paints and asbestos-containing materials prior to all
renovation or demolition activities is forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration on
a decision action. The comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the adequacy of
the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response is not
required.
Response MM-36
The EIR properly evaluates the availability of groundwater supply. Please refer to Response MM5 above. In addition, the commenter does not substantiate with evidence the claim that other
municipalities/cities plan to increase withdrawals from the Santa Monica Groundwater Basin. As
stated in Subsection 3.17.1.3 of the EIR, based on a review of available studies, including the 2010
UWMP for the City and urban water management plans for other cities overlying the groundwater
basin, the City currently appears to be the primary user of groundwater resources from the SMGB.
However, both the Golden State Water Company and the Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power are considering the potential for reactivation or development of wells within the SMGB,
although no formal proposals are pending. While the total long-term safe yield of the SMGB has
not been fixed or adjudicated, total storage is estimated at 1.1 million AF, with past studies
identifying an “average inflow” of 7,700 AFY. However, changes in availability of groundwater
supplies would be incremental through 2030 and the City appears likely to remain the primary user
of the SMGB for the foreseeable future. Total basin storage combined with replenishment by
inflow and recharge appears sufficient to meet citywide demand for at least 50 to 100 years, absent
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substantially increased demand from other users. Given the SMGB’s large storage capacity and
the limited number of other users, climate change is not anticipated to impact City use of this
resource for the foreseeable future.
Further, the City is in the process of establishing a Groundwater Sustainability Agency for the
Santa Monica Groundwater Basin in accordance with the Sustainable Groundwater Management
Act (2014). The SGMA is intended to enable local management of the State’s groundwater
resources, with oversight from the California Department of Water Resources and State Water
Resources Control Board. SMGA requires creation of a GSA for the Santa Monica Groundwater
Basin by June 30, 2017. Once formed, the GSA will begin developing a Groundwater
Sustainability Plan (GS) for the Santa Monica Basin. The GSP would describe basin conditions
and identify projects and programs to ensure the stability of the groundwater basin.
Response MM-37
The Transit Adjacent subarea was not established arbitrarily. Rather, the Transit Adjacent subarea
was established in the proposed Downtown Community Plan to encompass the area within an
approximate 2.5-block radius of the Downtown Station for the Expo LRT. This 2.5-block area
was initially included based on direction from City Council on August 13, 2013 where parameters
were established as the basis for the project description required to commence the CEQA analysis
for the Plan. Based on Council direction, the boundaries of the Transit Adjacent zone were
included in the Downtown Specific Plan Framework (September 2013). The properties within the
Transit Adjacent subarea are depicted in Figure 3-3. As discussed throughout the EIR, the purpose
of the Transit Adjacent subarea is to further the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s objective
to concentrate higher intensity development around the Expo LRT Downtown Station in order to
help minimize new automobile trips.
Response MM-38
As discussed in Subsection 3.7.6 of the EIR, the City’s Landmarks Ordinance requires a Certificate
of Appropriateness from the Landmarks Commission for any proposed alterations, restorations,
construction, removal, relocation, or demolition, in whole or in part, of or to a Structure of Merit,
Landmark or Landmark Parcel, or to a building or structure located within a Historic District. The
proposed DCP does not alter these existing review procedures. However, the proposed DCP
includes additional protections and incentives for both HRI-listed properties and City-designated
resources.
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Response MM-39
As shown on Table 3.18-1 of the EIR, parking occupancy in the structures are typically greatest
during the weekends (corresponding to the increased traffic during weekend peak hours). As stated
throughout the EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan supports the “park once” approach
and the effective management of parking resources with the following strategies:
•

Continue to use pricing to manage parking so that peripheral parking is incentivized
for long term parkers

•

Extend in-lieu parking district to the full Downtown district

•

Expand public and shared parking opportunities, particularly on the periphery of
Downtown (e.g., Lincoln Boulevard) to reduce vehicle trips in the core of Downtown

•

Monitor use of parking and communicate availability

•

Improving all types of wayfinding so that finding parking is quick and efficient

As concluded in Section 4.7 Other CEQA Consideration of the EIR, the Downtown is classified
as a TPA; therefore, analyses of parking impacts for projects within the Downtown are not required
pursuant to CEQA.
Response MM-40
Please refer to Response MM-38 above.
Response MM-41
The EIR appropriately identifies the Project’s regulatory requirements and potential impacts as a
result of being located partially within the Coastal Zone. As indicated in Section 2.8 of the EIR,
because portions of the Downtown District are within the Coastal Zone, the Downtown
Community Plan requires a Coastal Land Use Plan Amendment to ensure consistency between the
Coastal Land Use Plan and the proposed Downtown Community Plan. The Local Coastal Program
consists of two components: the Land Use Plan (LUP) and the Implementation Plan (i.e. the
Coastal Zoning Ordinance). Section 3.12.2 of the EIR further states the City has a partially
certified Local Coastal Program (LCP), and as such, any development occurring in the Coastal
Zone must obtain a Coastal Development Permit from the California Coastal Commission until
the City’s has a fully certified Local Coastal Program. The Coastal Act’s primary mandate is to
ensure public access to the coast and to foster an environment that serves visitors so that all may
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enjoy the coast. The City is currently in the process of updating the LUP in concurrence with the
DCP. It is anticipated that the LUP will be released for public review in Summer 2017. Until such
time as the updated LUP is approved by the California Coastal Commission (CCC), the existing
LUP will continue to be the basis for the CCC’s review of individual Coastal Development
Permits. As shown in Table 3.12-3 of the EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan would
not conflict with the provisions of the California Coastal Act. Specifically, the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would not obstruct coastal access, interfere with the use of coastal
resources, negatively impact the quality of coastal waters, degrade habitat, or have an adverse
effect on coastal views.
Response MM-42
Based on the Plan’s stated objective to provide sensitive transitions to existing residential
neighborhoods at the periphery of Downtown, the rear portions of the split-designation parcels
identified in Figure 3.12-1 along Wilshire Boulevard are retaining their existing zoning
classifications. Only the portions of property facing Wilshire Boulevard are included in the DCP
boundaries. Similarly, the split-designation parcel identified on Lincoln Boulevard is not being
changed.
Response MM-43
Definition of HQTA can be found within in 2016 RTP/SCS EJ Appendix (page 14):
“High Quality Transit Areas (HQTAs) represent the half mile zone surrounding all rail transit
stations, ferry terminals served by bus or rail transit service, the intersection of two or more major
bus routes with a frequency interval of 15 minutes or less during morning and afternoon peak
commute periods, and corridors with fixed route bus service with headways of no longer than 15
minutes during peak commute hours.”
This should be differentiated from Transit Priority Area, which is defined in SB 743,
“Transit priority area means an area within one-half mile of a major transit stop that is existing or
planned, if the planned stop is scheduled to be completed within the planning horizon included in
a Transportation Improvement Program adopted pursuant to Section 450.216 or 450.322 of Title
23 of the Code of Federal Regulations.”
Based on these definitions, all of the Downtown is considered a HQTA and a TPA. Please refer to
Response MM-10 above.
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Response MM-44
Identifying Santa Monica Boulevard as the southern boundary of the Mid City Neighborhood is
an unintentional administrative oversight that does not prejudice the commenter. As shown in
Figure 3.13-1 of the EIR, the Mid City Neighborhood extends south of Santa Monica Boulevard.
In numerous places throughout the EIR, land uses south of Santa Monica Boulevard as being
within the Mid City Neighborhood. The EIR text at this location has been revised to correctly
identify Mid City Neighborhood.
Response MM-45
The EIR properly identifies the existing bicycle facilities located along Broadway and their
importance to the City’s transportation network. Figure 3.18-2 of the EIR depicts the City’s
existing bus, bike routes, and bike facilities. As shown therein, Broadway is a designated bicycle
route from Ocean Avenue to 7th Street. East of 7th Street, Broadway is classified as a bike lane (see
Figure 1-1 in Appendix B). On page 3.18-3, the EIR acknowledges that Broadway is one of the
roadways with the highest bicycle counts due to its dedicated bicycle facilities. The EIR goes on
to acknowledge that “Broadway also provides green buffered bike lanes that serve as an important
citywide bicycle corridor linking the center of Downtown to the east.”
Response MM-46
The commenter’s concerns regarding impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on the
Mid City and Wilshire neighborhoods are noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers
during consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
The discussion of the Project’s consistency with Policy LU1.3 (Quality of Life) in Table 3.12-6 of
the EIR has been revised to better explain how the design features would ensure a respectful
transition to the Wilmont Neighborhood to the north and the Mid City Neighborhood to the east.
As described in Impact VIS-5, the EIR acknowledges that the proposed Downtown Community
Plan could entail the construction of new buildings with maximum permitted heights of 50 to 84
feet, depending on the location of potential future development projects. As such, nearby sensitive
uses, including adjacent residences, could experience increased shading resulting from the
implementation of the Downtown Community Plan dependent on the timing and location of future
development under the Plan. Nevertheless, this impact was found to be less than significant
pursuant to CEQA Section 21099 (amended by SB 743) because the entire Downtown is located
within a TPA.
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The EIR evaluated land use impacts to the Wilmont and Mid City Neighborhoods on page 3.1313, and concluded that impacts would be less than significant because the Wilshire Transition
District and Mixed-Use Boulevard District include reduced building heights that remain
unchanged in the recirculated Project Description. Please refer to the February 2016 Downtown
Community Plan for a description of design guidelines (e.g., setbacks, stepbacks, etc.) and
stepback requirements within Impact NHE-1 and discussion of Policy LU15.11 on page 3.3-23 of
the EIR. These address aesthetic and land use issues, including maintaining a clear transition
between the Downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods. The Miramar Established Large
Site was evaluated based on the maximum development standards proposed under the Downtown
Community Plan and determined to be less than significant, however, any proposed development
exceeding 84 feet in height would require a public approval process and additional environmental
review, pursuant to CEQA. Therefore, land-use related neighborhood effects would be less than
significant. As concluded on page 3.13-14 of the EIR, neither Scenario A or B resulted in any
impacted intersections located within the existing adjacent neighborhoods.
Response MM-47
The commenter is correct in that the both the LUCE and proposed Downtown Community Plan
expand the boundaries of the former Bayside District Specific Plan. As discussed in Section 2.1,
the proposed Downtown Community Plan area is contiguous with the mixed-use LUCE’s
Downtown District, the boundaries of which are established on page 2.6-5 of the LUCE. As
discussed on page 2.0-7 of the EIR and page 2.0-6 of the EIR, the LUCE expanded the official
boundaries of the Downtown District from that originally identified in the 1996 Bayside District
Specific Plan. The expanded area includes the properties on both sides of Lincoln Boulevard and
Wilshire Boulevard, Ocean Avenue to the west, and the southern edge of the I-10 Freeway to the
south. Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards provide an opportunity to establish mixed-use
neighborhoods on the edge of the District and transition from the commercial core of Downtown
to the adjacent residential neighborhoods to the north and the east. The southern edge of the
Downtown was extended to ensure that the Downtown is integrally linked to the Expo LRT and
the Downtown Terminus Station, the neighboring Civic Center (the City’s civic and institutional
core), and the Oceanfront area (the City’s most well-known and actively used recreational
destination).
Response MM-48
Although not required under CEQA Section 21099, the EIR thoroughly discloses potential
aesthetics effects to the Wilmont and Mid City neighborhoods from future development
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anticipated under the proposed Downtown Community Plan. However, in an effort to reduce
redundant description or analyses, the EIR does not repeat every development standard, design
guideline, and stepback requirement within Impact NHE-1. For a detailed description of these
requirements, please refer to Chapter 4, Standards and Regulations, in the draft of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan online at www.downtownsmplan.org. These measures address
aesthetic and land use issues, including maintaining a clear transition between the Downtown and
adjacent residential neighborhoods.
Although the entire Downtown area is classified as a TPA, the EIR evaluated aesthetics impacts
to the Wilmont and Mid-City Neighborhoods, and concluded that impacts would be less than
significant because both the Wilshire Transition and Mixed-Use Boulevard Districts include
development standards and design guidelines addressing building modulation and stepback that
would ensure that new land uses occurring on these boulevards provide a smooth transition to the
residential neighborhoods to the east and north. The discussion of the Project’s consistency with
Policy LU1.3 (Quality of Life) in Table 3.12-6 of the EIR has been revised to better explain how
the design features would ensure a respectful transition to the Wilmont Neighborhood to the north
and the Mid City Neighborhood to the east.
Response MM-49
The EIR appropriately analyzes potential neighborhood effects of traffic on the Wilmont and MidCity Neighborhoods for both Scenario A or Scenario B and did not identify any impacts to those
intersections along California Avenue, which is most likely to receive major project related traffic
increases. As demonstrated in Figure 3.18-6 and 3.18-7 of the EIR, all four intersections entering
the Wilmont Neighborhood would continue to operate at an acceptable LOS and would experience
no measurable impact from traffic generated under both Scenarios A and B. Similarly, all but two
intersections along Lincoln Boulevard would operate at an acceptable LOS. As demonstrated in
Table 3.18-8, no intersection in the Wilmont Neighborhood would experience a significant
increase in delay during any of the peak periods. However, two intersections leading to the Mid
City Neighborhood (i.e., Lincoln Boulevard & Broadway, Lincoln Boulevard & Colorado Avenue)
would experience a significant increase in traffic. The significant impacts at the two intersections
along Lincoln Boulevard are primarily the result of north-south traffic entering and leaving the
City, rather than from Downtown traffic traveling eastward from the Downtown area.
Nevertheless, the EIR concluded on page 3.18-68 that these impacts would remain significant and
unavoidable despite the implementation of identified mitigation measures. Because vehicle trips
generated by a project disperse over the Downtown street grid with volumes reduced the further
an intersection is away from a Project site, there is no need to conduct analysis further into the
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Wilmont Neighborhood beyond California Avenue or into the Mid City Neighborhood beyond
Lincoln Boulevard because traffic volumes and associated potential for impacts would be less than
they are at intersections along these roadways. Please refer to the Traffic Study (Appendix B) for
additional information regarding trip distribution across the Downtown.
Response MM-50
Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment of the EIR appropriately addresses the
Project’s potential impacts on population and housing. As stated on page 3.15-17, SCAG’s
Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) “does not necessarily encourage or promote
growth, nor does it require the City to build the number of housing units that it projects (although
sufficient opportunity to do so must be provided). Its purpose is to plan for population growth, so
that the region and subregion will collectively produce sufficient housing to meet population needs
and address social equity, with each jurisdiction providing its fair share housing needs.” In this
manner, the 1,674 units allocated in the City’s 2013-2021 certified Housing Element RHNA is a
planning tool and guide to an equitable distribution of housing and a statement of how many units
should be produced for particular city over a specific time period to address regional housing
need. Exceedance of this quantity would be considered a benefit for housing when compared
against the RHNA allocation. Because the proposed Downtown Community Plan would guide
land use development through 2030, it is important to consider that the DCP’s planning horizon
extends beyond the planning horizon of the currently certified Housing Element.
The comment correctly reiterates the primary objective of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan, which emphasizes future land uses, including residential, near transit to reduce vehicle trips
and vehicle miles traveled (VMT). The Plan proposes the highest densities closest to the Expo
LRT Downtown Station to encourage transit ridership and promote sustainable development. The
Transit Adjacent district is the only zone where Tier 3 is recommended in the proposed DCP and,
based on the buildout analysis, the area where the most land use change is anticipated to occur.
The proposed Downtown Community Plan would implement the City’s LUCE strategy to direct
growth away from the City’s residential neighborhoods by creating incentives for housing and
supporting commercial uses in the Downtown. By guiding and supporting new housing
opportunities in the transit-rich Downtown area of the City, the proposed Downtown Community
Plan would help meet housing demand and achieve sustainability goals while preserving the City’s
residential neighborhoods.
Please see Response to Comment WSb-3 for further discussion with regard to population and
housing projections.
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Response MM-51
The comment summarizes the transportation and circulation impact findings of the EIR.
Specifically, the EIR concludes on page 3.18-68 that the proposed DCP and the alternatives would
all result in significant and unavoidable impacts to intersections based on the existing significance
criteria. The comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the adequacy of the EIR.
Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response is not required.
Response MM-52
Please refer to Response MM-6 with regard to potential impacts on police and fire services.
Response MM-53
The commenter’s concern regarding the allocation and assignment of Santa Monica police officers
is noted and will be reviewed by to the decision-makers for their consideration on the proposed
Downtown Community Plan. The comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the
adequacy of the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response
is not required.
Response MM-54
The commenter’s concern regarding Santa Monica Fire Department staffing decisions noted and
will be reviewed by the decision-makers for their consideration on the proposed Downtown
Community Plan a. As concluded on page 3.16-17, the proposed Downtown Community Plan is
not anticipated to necessitate the construction of a new or expanded fire protection facility that
would result in physical environmental impacts. The comment does not raise a question or concern
regarding the adequacy of the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c),
further response is not required.
Response MM-55
This comment is a re-statement of Impact PS-2 and MM PS-2. The comment does not raise a
question or concern regarding the adequacy of the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088(c), further response is not required.
Response MM-56
Please refer to Response MM-6 above with regard to payment of SB50 developer fees and impacts
on schools.
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Response MM-57
The EIR establishes the proper baseline existing conditions pursuant to CEQA, including the
baseline student enrollment of SMMUSD schools potentially affected by implementation of the
proposed Downtown Community Plan. Under CEQA, the environmental baseline is generally
defined as the existing physical conditions that are in place at the time of issuance of the Notice of
Preparation (NOP), which formally initiates the development of a CEQA-compliant document.
The Lead Agency is generally granted broad discretion in determining the appropriate
environmental baseline, which has been addressed by the Courts in a number of cases. As allowed
under Section 15125(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines, and reaffirmed in Communities for a Better
Environment v. South Coast Air Quality Management District (2010), the Lead Agency “enjoys
the discretion to decide,” in the first instance, exactly how the “existing physical conditions
without the project can most realistically be measured” (Communities for a Better Environment v.
South Coast Air Quality Management Dist. (2010) 48 Cal.4th 310, 328.). As described in Section
1.7 of the EIR, the City issued an NOP on September 13, 2013, which is considered the baseline
existing conditions. At the time of preparation of the EIR, school enrollment data was only
available for 2013-2014. Use of 2015-2016 enrollment data and 2016-2017 enrollment data would
not fundamentally change the analysis or conclusion of school impacts in the EIR. Regardless, the
projected student enrollment was considered through at least 2023, the furthest year on which
projections are available from the SMMUSD (see page 3.16-50 of the EIR). Furthermore, pursuant
to State law, payment of SB 50 developer fees constitutes full mitigation of impacts on schools.
Response MM-58
Please refer to Response MM-6 above. As stated, pursuant to State law, payment of SB50
developer fees constitutes full mitigation of impacts on schools. However, this comment is noted
and will be reviewed by decisions makers during consideration of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan.
Response MM-59
Please refer to Response MM-6 above.
Response MM-60
Please refer to Response MM-6 above. Section 3.16, Public Services of the EIR adequately
evaluates the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s impacts to parks. The proposed DCP calls
for locating new open space such that all residents in the Downtown are within walking proximity
to a park and/or publicly accessible open space that functions like a public park. As discussed in
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Section 2.5.1 of the EIR, each project regardless of tier would be required to provide onsite open
space. Furthermore, development agreement projects would be expected to provide substantial
negotiated community benefits, which may include new publicly accessible open space, privately
owned public space, or private open spaces. The proposed DCP also includes policies and
standards to incentivize the activation of underutilized, existing privately-owned public spaces
(“POPS”). In terms of streetscape enhancements, the proposed DCP includes concepts for
“signature sidewalks” along Wilshire Boulevard, Ocean Avenue, 4th Street, and Lincoln Boulevard
to strengthen connections between Downtown and significant open spaces outside the DCP
boundaries. These strategies of the proposed Downtown Community Plan would contribute to the
creation of a more connected open space network. Therefore, the proposed DCP would help
achieve the open space goals and policies of the LUCE and Open Space Element.
Additionally, while parks such as Reed Park and Tongva Park are outside of the Downtown area,
these parks are commonly used by Downtown residents. Therefore, these existing parks were taken
into consideration in the EIR analysis of impacts.
The commenter’s concern that alleys in the Downtown are not suitable for park and recreation
space is noted and will be forwarded to the decision-makers for their review during consideration
of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Response MM-61
The references to the SMMC are correct. The reference to Part 9.04.10 (Development Standards)
exists within the 1988 zoning ordinance, which is still the applicable zoning ordinance for
Downtown, pending the adoption of the Downtown Community Plan. However, the reference to
a “proposed open space impact fee” on page 3.16-44 is incorrect and has been corrected in the
EIR. The City Council adopted a new Parks and Recreation Development Impact Fee Program on
October 14, 2014, which has been codified as SMMC Chapter 9.67, which requires new projects
to pay a parks and recreations development impact fee. Within the updated zoning ordinance,
Chapter 9.23.030(c) (Open Space) requires augmented fees or additional publicly accessible open
space fee for Tier 2 projects. Projects that comply with Chapter 9.67 are not required to pay the
Parks and Recreation Facilities Tax required by SMMC Chapter 6.80 or the Housing and Parks inlieu fee (1988 Zoning Ordinance Part 9.04.10.12). The reference to the SMMC has been updated
in the Final EIR. This correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
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Response MM-62
The commenter’s request that the 4th/5th and Arizona Established Large Site be considered for the
development of a public park is forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration. With
regard to the pending 4th/5th and Arizona project, this is a separate project that is not being proposed
as part of the Downtown Community Plan. As described in Section 2.0 Project Description, the
proposed DCP is a specific plan for the Downtown, and establishes the regulatory framework by
which future projects may proceed. The Plan does not specifically entitle/approve any particular
project. Regardless, any future proposed project will be required to be consistent with the
Downtown Community Plan. The comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the
adequacy of the EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response
is not required.
Response MM-63
Please refer to Response MM-60 above.
Response MM-64
Consistent with LUCE Policy 17.1, the proposed DCP proposes to expand ground level open space
through project requirements for private development and incentives to activate existing,
underutilized open spaces. This network of open spaces would be connected by a series of
proposed streetscape enhancements. As described in Section 2.0, Project Description, the
proposed DCP requires increased ground floor building setbacks as a way to maximize the width
of existing public sidewalks to accommodate additional pedestrian demand while ensuring that
outdoor dining can be accommodated on private property without impacting the clear walking
width for a safe, comfortable, and high quality pedestrian experience. Required building setbacks
(as measured from the face of curb to the ground floor building face), range from 14 to 20 feet
depending on the street, and are needed to improve walkability throughout the Downtown. Further,
development agreements projects would be expected to provide substantial negotiated community
benefits, which should include publicly accessible, ground floor open space. The DCP also
includes policies and incentives to activate existing, underutilized private open spaces (“POPS”).
The DCP calls for many sidewalk design improvements to occur in conjunction with increased
building setbacks and public open spaces. Sidewalk improvements include installation of street
trees, pedestrian lighting, street furniture, and wayfinding to create a high quality pedestrian
experience. Additionally, the DCP proposes a concept for “signature sidewalks” along Wilshire
Boulevard, Lincoln Boulevard, 4th Street, and Ocean Avenue to help define the pedestrian-friendly
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character of Downtown and connect the Downtown to the Pier, Beach, and Civic Center. As
described on Page 3.16-41 of the DCP Draft EIR, the DCP’s strategy for a network of open spaces
draws from the adopted Open Space Element of the General Plan (March 1997).
The commenter’s request that an overarching policy be created to establish a system of green
connections throughout the Downtown is forwarded to the decision-makers for their consideration
on the Plan. The comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the adequacy of the EIR.
Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response is not required.
Response MM-65
The EIR adequately evaluates the potential impacts on the City’s water distribution infrastructure.
As required by CEQA, the EIR uses the best available information. As noted by the commenter,
the hydraulic demand model has not been completed and its completion date is unknown –
therefore, use of this model and its data is not possible. The EIR is a Program-level EIR that
analyzes potential impacts and recommends mitigation measures to address impacts of
development anticipated to occur under the proposed DCP. The EIR identifies the required
infrastructure improvements that would be required to accommodate future uses under Impact U1, and in Table 3.17-6 and Figure 3.17-1, and the resulting physical environmental effects that
would result. Based on a Civil Engineering Study completed by KPFF in 2014, the EIR concludes
under Impact U-1 that at minimum, 17 water line pipe segments within the Downtown appear to
be undersized or operating at or near capacity, and would likely need to be upgraded over the
course of the proposed Downtown Specific Plan. On page 3.17-20, the EIR evaluates physical
impacts of these improvements (e.g. short-term construction impacts) and concludes that impacts
would be less than significant.
Response MM-66
Please refer to Response MM-5 above. In addition, the water demand, supply, and remaining
supply presented in Table 3.17-7 are accurate. As demonstrated therein, there is no shortfall in
available water supplies, but rather a surplus of 5,047 AFY and 5,316 AFY under Scenarios A and
B, respectively.
Response MM-67
The EIR correctly states that a Water Supply Assessment is not required. A WSA was prepared
for the LUCE in 2010. As evaluated in the EIR, the proposed DSP’s water demand falls within the
future water demand projected in the LUCE WSA. Furthermore, anticipated growth in the
Downtown was taken into account as part of the most recently adopted 2015 UWMP. Therefore,
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no WSA is needed for the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Additionally, the City is in the
process of adopting the impending water neutrality ordinance (anticipated to be adopted in June
2017, Section 3.17, Utilities). The water neutrality ordinance will require all new development
within the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water use. In lieu of off-sets, new
development applicants may pay an in-lieu fee to all the City to install retrofits off-site or undertake
its own off-site retrofitting within the boundaries of the City. Therefore, since water demand
increases are projected to be offset, water demand is not projected to increase beyond that analyzed
in the LUCE WSA and 2015 UWMP.
Response MM-68
Please refer to Response MM-36 above.
Response MM-69
Please refer to Response MM-6 and Response MM-65 above.
Response MM-70
The comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response is not required.
However, as described in Subsection 3.17.5 of the EIR, development projects are required to be
designed and constructed in accordance with the most current energy efficiency standards of the
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations (CALGreen). Furthermore, new projects would be
required to comply with the City’s Reach Code (SMMC Chapter 8.36), which requires the
installation of photovoltaic panels and other energy efficiency requirements and goes into full
effect on May 1, 2017. Lastly, the commenter does not substantiate with evidence the claim that
providing excess electricity back into the grid (net metering) harms the existing infrastructure.
Response MM-71
As discussed in Section 3.17, Utilities, SoCal Edison currently have enough capacity to satisfy the
existing electricity demands of the City. SoCal Edison periodically prepares 10-year load forecasts
to ensure the reliability of its electricity supply and conveyance system. As implementation of the
proposed Downtown Community Plan would occur gradually over the next 20 years, the projected
electrical demand anticipated as projects are constructed would be factored into SoCal Edison’s
10-year load forecasts and associated supply planning. Further, it is anticipated that electrical
demand on the system would be reduced with the State’s Net Zero Energy mandate, which would
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require all residential buildings to be Zero Net Energy (ZNE) by 2020, and all commercial
buildings by 2030.
The commenter’s assertion that electric vehicles would place a significant burden on the electrical
is speculative. While it is noted that electric vehicles are available and are being used, there is no
data available to know precisely how many electric vehicles there will be, how many and where
charging stations will be located, and resulting estimates of electricity draw and therefore, impacts
are too speculative for evaluation. Per CEQA Section 15145, the EIR need not address such
speculation. Questions regarding electrical outages in the past, electricity vehicles including
refrigerated trucks, location of vehicle chargers, and residential voltage chargers do not pertain to
the adequacy of the EIR and its analysis of the proposed Plan’s impacts on the environment.
Nevertheless, the comment will be forwarded to decision-makers for their consideration on the
Project. The comment does not raise a question or concern regarding the adequacy of the Draft
EIR. Therefore, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088(c), further response is not required.
Response MM-72
As discussed in Section 3.17, Utilities, SoCal Gas currently has enough capacity to satisfy the
existing natural gas demands of the City. SCG would install new distribution facilities as needed
to serve new land uses allowed under the proposed Downtown Community Plan, according to
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) rules. Natural gas services are provided upon
demand from consumers and expanded as needed to meet demand, consistent with applicable local,
State, and Federal regulations. With regard to the age and useful life of natural gas infrastructure,
SoCal Gas would have primary responsibility of maintaining the natural gas lines to serve demand
adequately. Therefore, impacts to the natural gas infrastructure would be less than significant.
Response MM-73
As described on page ES-4 in the EIR, Scenario A is evaluated in EIR in response to direction
given at the August 13, 2013, City Council Meeting to evaluate a scenario with the "outside”
(maximum) parameters for development in the Downtown. These outside parameters, include
floor-to-area ratios (FARs) of up to 5.0 for Established Large Sites, and provides for a worst-case
analysis of environmental impacts. Evaluation of both Scenario A and Scenario B in the EIR
promotes informed decision-making during consideration of the proposed DCP.
Response MM-74
As required under CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a), the EIR includes a discussion and
evaluation of "a reasonable range of alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
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which would feasibly obtain most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative
merits of the alternatives." The EIR provides a robust alternatives analysis that includes the No
Project Alternative as well as analysis of Alternatives 2, 3, 4A, 4B, and 5. In accordance with
CEQA, the alternatives analysis provides City decision-makers with a reasonable range of
alternative to consider to reduce or avoid impacts.
Please refer to response to Comment 231, specifically Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this
Alternative 2 reviewed …”, for an explanation of the level of analysis required for alternatives
under CEQA. As discussed, in accordance with CEQA Section 15126.6, project alternatives can
be evaluated at a lesser level of detail than a proposed project.
Response MM-75
Please refer to Comment 231, specifically Response B-76 “Also noted is …”, with regard to TDM
and weekend impacts. As stated therein, many of the TDM/trip reduction measures contained in
the LUCE and the proposed DCP are more effective on weekdays than on weekends, when more
trips are related to work and repeat shopping travel. The DCP includes a policy for the City to
further investigate potential trip reduction measures that could be directed at weekend and visitor
travel. To be conservative, however, trip reductions due to increased TDM were not assumed in
the weekend analysis.
Please refer to response to Comment MM-231, specifically Response B-87 “Alt. 3. Since the land
use …”, with regard to selection of Alternative 3. As stated, this was included as an alternative to
address vehicle flow (i.e., intersection congestion) while also increasing person-carrying capacity
in the system by converting 4th and 5th Streets to one way with bus lanes
Please refer to response to Comment MM-231, specifically Response B-87 “In a more clear
fashion …”, with regard to Alternative 4. As stated, Alternative 4 was developed as a concept to
address vehicle flow while increasing person-carrying capacity (e.g., bus and bike circulation) by
providing bus lanes on 4th Street, 5th Street, Santa Monica Boulevard, and Broadway and by
providing cycle tracks on Arizona Avenue and 2nd Street.
Response MM-76
Please see Response MM-162 with regard to SB 743 and updates to OPR’s draft of updates.
Pursuant to SB 743, OPR released revised in January 2016 a revised proposal on updates to the
CEQA Guidelines. OPR’s proposed changes to the CEQA Guidelines can be found online at
https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised_VMT_CEQA_Guidelines_Proposal_January_20_2016.pdf
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. Please note that these proposed changes to CEQA Guidelines have not been adopted as of the
time of this writing. As such, the EIR includes an analysis of LOS impacts.
With regard to parking, SB 743 modified Section 21099 of the California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) (amended by SB 743), which states that if a project is an infill residential, mixed-use,
or employment center project located within a transit priority area with infill residential, mixeduse residential, and employment center development, aesthetic and parking impacts shall not be
considered significant impacts on the environment. This change to CEQA regarding aesthetics and
parking is already in effect.
Response MM-77
The EIR is prepared as a Program-level EIR in accordance with Section 15138 of the State CEQA
Guidelines, intended to act as an analytical superstructure for subsequent analysis associated with
individual project applications consistent with the proposed Downtown Community Plan. . The
pending Arclight Cinemas Project is a separate project that is not being proposed as part of the
proposed Downtown Community Plan. Specific effects due to parking removal from this pending
project will be addressed as part of that individual project’s environmental review process. Further,
as discussed in Response MM-10 above, all of the Downtown is considered a TPA pursuant to
CEQA. As discussed, in September 2013, Governor Brown signed SB 743, which made several
changes to CEQA for projects located in areas served by transit (Public Resources Code Section
21099). Therefore, analyses of parking impacts for projects within the Downtown are not required
pursuant to CEQA. Although not required under Section 21099 of CEQA (amended by SB743),
the EIR appropriately evaluates parking programmatically in Section 4.0, Other CEQA
Considerations.
Response MM-78
Downtown Santa Monica is an urban area where installing traditional suburban style street
improvements such as new travel or turn lanes would involve tradeoffs between pedestrian safety
and walkable streets, bike lanes, on-street parking, and property acquisition. As such, addressing
traffic congestion focuses on transportation management, with targeted road improvements where
such measures are warranted and feasible. The proposed Downtown Community Plan is intended
to guide future land uses in the Downtown in a sustainable manner. As described in Section 2.5.4,
A New Model of Mobility of the EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan proposes
implementing a fully integrated circulation network that addresses all modes of transportation. In
doing so, this approach in the proposed Downtown Community Plan would promote a Downtown
that would help the City achieve the goals of sustainability, economic vitality, and No Net New
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P.M. Peak Hour vehicle trips consistent with City and state (e.g., Senate Bill 375 [SB 375])
policies. As described further in Section 2.5.4, the Plan guides and recommends improvements to
intersections, traffic flow, transit network, access zones, pedestrian facilities, bicycle facilities, and
parking supply/management.
Response MM-79
SB 743 is adopted State law that the City is required to implement. Governor Brown signed SB
743 in September 2013, which made several changes to the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) for projects located in areas served by transit (i.e., transit-oriented development or TOD).
Those changes direct the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to develop a new
approach for analyzing transportation impacts under CEQA. On January 20, 2016, OPR released
for public review a revised draft of changes to the CEQA Guidelines that will eliminate automobile
delay as the basis for significant traffic impacts under CEQA. OPR is considering and
incorporating comments on the revised proposal and finalizing the thresholds that use Vehicle
Miles Traveled (VMT) as the primary metric of transportation impact across the state.
Additionally, SB 743 changed how aesthetic and parking impacts are analyzed. Under SB 743, a
project’s aesthetic and parking impacts will no longer be considered significant impacts on the
environment if:
1. The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project, and
2. The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area.
Notably, the exemption for aesthetic impacts does not include impacts to historic or cultural
resources. Local governments retain their ability to regulate a project’s transportation, aesthetics,
and parking impacts outside of the CEQA process.
New Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code states that certain infill projects that meet these
requirements do not evaluate aesthetics or parking impacts. Those rules went into effect on January
1, 2014. The Office of Planning and Research posted information about the new rules on its website
shortly after SB 743 was signed. No further action is needed in the Guidelines in order for those
rules regarding aesthetics and parking to go into effect.
Response MM-80
All of the Downtown is within a recognized Transit Priority Area (TPA) under SB 743. Please
refer to Figure 2-2 in Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR. As depicted in this figure the
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entire downtown is located within a TPA. As such, potential impacts to aesthetics and parking are
treated consistently as appropriate under SB 743.
With regard to transportation metrics, SB 743 requires the OPR to amend the CEQA Guidelines
(Title 14 of the California Code of 16 Regulations sections and following) to provide an alternative
to LOS for evaluating transportation impacts. OPR has issued several drafts of the revised CEQA
Guidelines; however, revised CEQA Guidelines reflecting SB743’s elimination of LOS has not
yet been adopted. As such, in accordance with current CEQA requirements, this EIR includes an
analysis of the proposed DCP’s impacts using LOS.
Response MM-81
SB 743 does not explicitly disallow roadway metrics. Rather, as stated in the EIR, SB 743 states
that “automobile delay as measured by the level of service and other similar measures shall no
longer be considered as impacts on the environment”. Based on OPR’s draft CEQA Guidelines,
the new metric for determining impacts on the environment will likely be vehicles miles traveled
(VMT).
As correctly noted by the commenter, Metro’s current CMP methodology for determining impacts
include the use of LOS at intersections. It is anticipated that the CMP methodology for determining
impacts will be revised to be consistent with OPR’s revised CEQA Guidelines and the intent of
SB743.
Response MM-82
The Final EIR addresses the most up to date information on SB 743 implementation. SB 743 is
discussed in detail on page 3.18-26 of the Final EIR. As of the writing of this Final EIR, revised
CEQA Guidelines that would replace the use of LOS in CEQA have not yet been adopted.
Response MM-83
As OPR’s final revised CEQA guidelines for traffic impact analysis have not been released or
adopted, LOS continues to be used as the metric for determining transportation impacts under
CEQA. However, for informational purposes, the EIR also includes an analysis of VMT within
Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation (see Impact T-2 and Impact T-3).
Response MM-84
Traffic volumes and operations along Ocean Avenue are addressed in the EIR. Unlike many
downtowns, which have multi-directional routes for vehicular access, Santa Monica’s
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opportunities for access are limited on the west by the ocean frontage and on the south by the
Interstate (I-) 10 freeway, which bisects the City and is crossed by a limited number of bridges.
The Travel Demand Forecast Demand Model employed by Fehr & Peers (see Appendix B),
incorporates and accounts for this unique configuration.
Response MM-85
Shared parking plays an important role in supporting the Downtown, allowing drivers to “park
once” and walk to multiple destinations. Downtown’s public parking facilities all support the “park
once” approach where drivers can currently park at a single parking structure and walk to multiple
destinations in the Downtown.
Response MM-86
The City recognizes that traffic congestion is a key community concern. The proposed Downtown
Community Plan and EIR consider vehicular flow along with other issues such as transit,
pedestrian and bike safety and mobility to provide a balanced approach to managing the streets.
As described in Section 2.5.4, A New Model of Mobility in the EIR, the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would promote a fully integrated circulation network that addresses all modes of
transportation. The Plan addresses traffic congestion by promoting an integrated land use and
transportation strategy that seeks to improve mobility options and make walking, biking, and
transit more attractive choices. Additionally, the proposed Downtown Community Plan includes
strategies to encourage effective use of the vehicle transportation system. For example, the
proposed Downtown Community Plan calls for signal timing and Active Transportation
Management Systems to manage vehicle flow as well as improvements to way finding.
Downtown’s roadway network is built-out and as such, there are virtually no options to expand
roadway capacity without the acquisition of private right of way or adverse secondary impacts on
bicycle or pedestrian facilities. The Plan does envision roadway improvements such as new
connector roads through the Sears Established Large Site and the Olympic Crossover in order to
improve circulation. A public process to further study these circulation improvements will be part
of the Gateway Master Plan.
Response MM-87
A reference to Table 4-4 of Appendix B has been added within the Final EIR, as requested.
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Response MM-88
Please see Figure 2-3 in Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR, which depicts the proposed
Established Large Sites included in the proposed Downtown Community Plan. The proposed DCP
considers the development of these three Established Large Sites as a way to provide significant
community benefits and as part of an overall strategy for the DCP to address key issues such as
open space, circulation, and activity/uses.
Response MM-89
No parking structures are specifically proposed for demolition under the proposed Downtown
Community Plan. The pending Arclight Cinemas project, which proposes the demolition of
Parking Structure #3, is a separate project and is identified on the cumulative projects list in
Appendix H-1 of the EIR. This pending project would be required to seek entitlements/approval
independent of the proposed DCP.
Response MM-90
This comment pertains to the existing conditions in the Downtown and does not address potential
impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the adequacy of the EIR. The Big Blue Bus service
changes from the Expo LRT Integration Plan have already occurred – these service changes do not
affect the traffic analysis in the EIR. Additional information regarding the Expo LRT Integration
Plan can be found at https://www.bigbluebus.com/Newsroom/News/Expo-Integration-PlanUpdate.aspx
Response MM-91
Figure 3.18-2 refers to existing baseline conditions in 2013. The figure shows all bike lanes and
all bike routes and paths within the Downtown at the time in 2013. It should be noted that since
then, the Colorado Esplanade cycle track was completed. The installation of the Esplanade cycle
tracks does not affect the analysis in the EIR as the EIR had anticipated this bicycle improvement
project.
Response MM-92
The description of the bus routes provided in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation are
based on the Big Blue Bus and Metro schedules during the baseline in 2013.
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Response MM-93
For a thorough discussion of Expo LRT ridership, please refer to the Exposition Corridor Transit
Project Phase 2 EIR (Metro 2009). Changes in vehicle trip making accompanying the
implementation of the Expo LRT line were incorporated into the City’s Travel Demand Forecast
Model (TDFM) for all Future Year (2030) scenarios. The TDFM development and validation is
discussed in greater detail in the Traffic Study (see Appendix B).
Response MM-94
This comment does not pertain to the adequacy of the EIR. As this graphic is not a table, it has not
been noted as such in the Table of Contents. This graphic is provided in the existing conditions
subsection within Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation to illustrate pedestrian volume
data in 2013. The EIR does not include 2016 or 2030 pedestrian data because such data are not
available – the lack of such data does not make the EIR’s traffic analysis inadequate.
Response MM-95
The City understands that pedestrian circulation is a key issue within the Downtown, particularly
at the intersection of Ocean Avenue & Colorado Avenue. Pedestrian movements within the
Downtown have been quantified and analyzed in detail within Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation as well as with Section 5.0, Alternatives. As discussed on page 3.18-18 of the EIR,
heavy pedestrian volumes affect operations at some intersections such those at Colorado Avenue
and Ocean Avenue as well as 4th Street and Broadway near the Third Street Promenade. These
pedestrian volumes have been taken into consideration in the transportation analyses. Potential
impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on intersections for the weekday and the
weekend peak periods are described in detail under Impact T-3.
Response MM-96
The proposed Downtown Community Plan supports improvements to pedestrian facilities through
a number of policies and actions. Specifically, the proposed Plan establishes minimum ground
floor building setbacks that would create additional areas on private property to accommodate uses
such as outdoor dining thereby leaving existing public sidewalk width for pedestrians.
Additionally, the Plan promotes active ground floor outdoor space and an enhanced pedestrian
environment with new street trees, pedestrian lighting, street furniture, and wayfinding to create a
high quality pedestrian experience. Additionally, as described in Section 2.0 Project Description,
the DCP identifies concepts for “signature sidewalks” to help define the pedestrian-friendly
character of Downtown and connect the Downtown to the Pier, Beach, and Civic Center. These
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streetscape improvement concepts are identified for Lincoln Boulevard, Ocean Avenue, 4th Street,
and Wilshire Boulevard. The Main/2nd Street realignment has already been implemented as part
of the Colorado Esplanade.
Response MM-97
The Pedestrian Action Plan was adopted by City Council on February 23, 2016 (subsequent to
publication of the DCP Draft EIR). The Plan is a comprehensive policy document that expresses
a community vision for overall pedestrian well-being, creates policy to enhance the walking
environment, and identifies a coordinated set of practices, programs, and projects that will improve
conditions for walking over the next 15 years. The Pedestrian Action Plan complements the 2010
LUCE Open Space Element and Parks and Recreation Master Plan. For additional information,
please refer to: https://www.smgov.net/Departments/PCD/Plans/Pedestrian-Action-Plan/. The
Pedestrian Action Plan is a separate plan from the proposed Downtown Community Plan. The
Downtown Community Plan proposes a variety of pedestrian enhancements including ground floor
building setbacks and concepts such as “signature sidewalks” – all these improvements would be
consistent with and complement the actions of the Pedestrian Action Plan.
Response MM-98
Community benefits that are negotiated as part of development agreement projects could include
pedestrian improvements such as new public pathways. The EIR addresses impacts on pedestrian
circulation in detail within Section 3.18 Transportation and Circulation under Impact T-4. Please
see response to comment MM-97.
Response MM-99
Pedestrian counts for 2013 were used to describe baseline pedestrian conditions in the Downtown.
The State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125 provides the following guidance for establishing the
baseline:
An EIR must include a description of the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the
project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published, or if no notice of
preparation is published, at the time environmental analysis is commenced, from both a local and
regional perspective. This environmental setting will normally constitute the baseline physical
conditions by which a lead agency determines whether an impact is significant.
As the Guidelines section makes clear, ordinarily the appropriate baseline will be the actual
environmental conditions existing at the time of CEQA analysis (typically when the Notice of
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Preparation [NOP] is published). The NOP for the DCP was published in 2013; and as such, the
pedestrian data reflects 2013 baseline conditions. The EIR does not include 2016 or 2030
pedestrian data because such data are not available – the lack of such data does not make the EIR’s
traffic analysis inadequate. Traffic volume data are relevant to the EIR’s LOS analysis of
intersection impacts; and therefore, approval year 2016 traffic counts were projected/estimated
based on 2013 counts to provide a more accurate representation of “existing” baseline conditions.
Response MM-100
See response to comment MM-97.
Response MM-101
The EIR provides detailed information on bicycle activity. Bicycle counts were taken in 2013 to
describe baseline pedestrian conditions in the Downtown. These 2013 bicycle counts are
representative of the bicycle usage during the baseline NOP year. The EIR does not include 2016
or 2030 bicycle data because such data are not available – the lack of such data does not make the
EIR’s traffic analysis inadequate.
Response MM-102
In the case of this specific reference on page 3.18-13 Line 5, the sentence has been revised and
clarified to state “Within the Downtown, bicycle counts are the highest on streets facilities with
dedicated bicycle facilities such as Broadway”.
Response MM-103
The Bike Action Plan was adopted in November 2011. Please refer to page 3.18-35 in the EIR.
For
more
information.
Please
also
refer
to
https://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/PCD/Plans/Bike-Action-Plan/BicycleAction-Plan.pdf. With regard to bicycle counts, please refer to comment MM-101.
The Travel Demand Forecast Model that was used to assess transportation impacts of the proposed
DCP took into account existing and planned bicycle improvements including the buffered green
bicycle lanes on 2nd Street.
Response MM-104
This comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the
adequacy of the EIR.
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Response MM-105
The description of the 2nd Street and 6th Street bicycle lanes in Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation has been revised accordingly in this Final EIR.
Response MM-106
This figure is referenced in the Existing Setting description of Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation, and accordingly describes the existing transportation and circulation setting within
the Downtown at the baseline year.
Response MM-107
Please see response to comment MM-105.
Response MM-108
Please see response to comment MM-85.
Response MM-109
The Final EIR has been revised to state that there are approximately 6,023 parking spaces within
the structures consistent with Table 3.18-1.
Response MM-110
The subject reference to the number of parking spaces in the Downtown has been revised to be
consistent with the draft Downtown Community Plan language, “Currently, there are almost 800
on-street spaces and an estimated 3,500 private parking spaces.” The cross reference to Appendix
B has been removed in the Final EIR.
Response MM-111
The Final EIR has been updated to reflect the availability of all parking in Downtown. Most
visitors and residents – who are frequenting multiple destinations in the Downtown – park in public
structures out of convenience. There are approximately 6,023 parking spaces that are available to
the public within relatively centrally located parking structures. There are only 800 on-street
parking spaces. Consequently, rather than driving to find a metered (i.e., time limited) parking
space, drivers will most often parking in one of the structures. Private parking spaces are also
highly utilized within the Downtown particularly during the weekends. The City does not maintain
an inventory or estimated turn overrate for privately owned or operated parking spaces.
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It should be noted that SB 743, which made several changes to CEQA for projects located in areas
served by transit (Public Resources Code Section 21099). SB 743 eliminates the need to evaluate
aesthetic and parking impacts if:
•

The project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project, and

•

The project is located on an infill site within a transit priority area.

The Downtown is classified as a transit priority area; therefore, analyses of parking impacts for 16
projects within the Downtown are not required pursuant to CEQA.
While parking in the Downtown is an important urban planning issue that is of interest to the public
and the decision makers, parking availability (in and of itself) is not treated as a direct impact to
the physical environment requiring evaluation under CEQA. In 2010, the state revised the CEQA
Guidelines and determined that parking adequacy should be deleted from CEQA analysis in part
as a result of the decision in San Franciscans Upholding the Downtown Plan v. City and County
of San Francisco (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 656.
Response MM-112
The pending Arclight Cinemas Project and associated elimination of parking structure is not an
element of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. With regard to the pending Arclight
Cinemas Project, this project is a separate project that is not being proposed as part of the
Downtown Community Plan. As described in Section 2.0, Project Description, the proposed DCP
is a specific plan for the Downtown, and establishes the regulatory framework by which future
projects may be entitled/approved. The Plan does not specifically entitle/approve any particular
project. Regardless, any future proposed project will be required to be consistent with the
Downtown Community Plan. Please also see response to comment MM-89.
Response MM-113
Thursday (August) was selected to capture a representative summer weekday as well as the busy
parking period associated with the City’s outdoor concerts (Twilight Dance Series), which draws
a large number of residents and visitors to the Downtown. These are the City’s best available data
on peak parking periods in the Downtown. However, the counts do not align, and are not required
to align, with the peak hour traffic periods. This parking data is used to describe existing parking
conditions and are not utilized in the EIR’s analysis of LOS impacts, which rely on vehicle flow
count at intersections.
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Response MM-114
Conclusions cannot be drawn from the two data sets as the pedestrian counts also include
pedestrian who live in the Downtown or who arrived to the Downtown by alternative
transportation (e.g., bicycle, transit, etc.).
Response MM-115
This comment pertains to existing conditions and does not address the adequacy of the EIR or its
analysis of the proposed DCP’s impacts on the environment. However, it should be noted that
adequate automobile access is available to 2nd Street parking structures. Parking Structures #2, #4,
#6, and #8 are located on 2nd Street and include more than 2,000 public parking spaces. As shown
on Figure 3.18-7, under the Scenario B of the EIR, four of the six intersections along 2nd Street, in
close proximity to these parking structures, would operate in fair or excellent/good conditions.
While the proposed Downtown Community Plan does not include improvements to widen 2nd
Street, the Plan would improve all types of wayfinding so that finding parking is quick and efficient
(see discussion regarding Programs and Management within Section 2.0, Project Description of
the Final EIR). Additionally, the Plan would manage existing resources in the core of Downtown
while adding new parking facilities at the periphery that will accommodate the need of future
parking demand and expand economic activity all the way to Lincoln Boulevard.
Response MM-116
There is no specific percentage of Downtown parking spaces that are “covered under TDM
programs”. TDM seeks to maximize travel opportunities within the transportation system through
strategic programs, policies, and services. The proposed Downtown Community Plan encourages
effective management of the transportation system through travel mode shift because studies have
shown additional vehicles using the network are not linearly related to additional congestion. Thus,
a reduction of 10% of auto trips, relatively achievable, can improve the overall flow of the whole
circulation system. The Plan seeks to strengthen the role of TDM programs while simultaneously
increasing mobility options for non-motorized modes. As such, TDM would be expected to reduce
the occupancy burden on public parking facilities in the Downtown.
Response MM-117
Please refer to Table 5-1 of the Traffic Study (Appendix B) of the EIR. Of the 45 study
intersections, 35 intersections are classified as Arterial intersections, nine are classified as
Collector intersections, and one is classified as a Feeder intersection.
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Response MM-118
The Traffic Study references Amec Foster Wheeler’s description of the Project Description and
the Alternatives that were used in the direct technical analysis.
Response MM-119
The subject text in the EIR notes that “[i]ntersection operations in urban communities generally
experience the highest level of congestion during the late afternoon or early evening P.M. peak
hour commute.” However, the discussion goes on to describe that certain intersections in
Downtown Santa Monica experience higher levels of congestion during the A.M. or Weekend
peak hours rather than the P.M. peak hour.
Response MM-120
Please see response to Comment MM-119. The study includes an analysis of weekend intersection
level of service. As shown in Table 7-7, most of these impacts will also occur under a 2030 No
Project alternative, without the DCP. With regard to the analysis of alternatives, please see
response to comment B-75 “Is it by choice or direction …”
Response MM-121
The reference to the intersection locations was incorrectly stated. The correct reference should be
to Figure 5-2 in the Traffic Study (Appendix B) of the EIR. This cross reference has been corrected
in the Final EIR. This correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-122
An EIR is not required to continually update data throughout the preparation process. Rather,
CEQA requires an EIR to analyze a projects impacts on the environment from the environmental
baseline. CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) state that the baseline is generally set at the time of
release of the NOP, in this case 2013. Please see response to comment MM-99. The transportation
analysis in the EIR utilizes LOS for determining intersection impacts, which is based on
automobile delay and volume to capacity ratio. As described in the Traffic Study (see Appendix
B), these metrics are primarily based on the amount of traffic traveling through the intersection,
lane geometries, and signal phasing. Other secondary factors affecting operating capacity include
on-street parking, presence of bus operations near the intersection, and existing pedestrian volumes
at the street crosswalks. These factors – including the 2013 pedestrian counts – were incorporated
into the Existing (2013) LOS calculations for each study intersection.
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Response MM-123
In response to this comment, minor clarifying language has been added to the Final EIR, as
follows.
“Of the 45 intersections studied, 37 operate at an acceptable LOS D or better during all three
analyzed peak hours under existing conditions (2013), while eight intersections have LOS that are
currently ranked as “poor” or “failure” during at least one of the peak hours examined in the
study during existing conditions (2013) (refer to Figure 3.18-3). This correction does not affect
the analysis in the EIR.”
This change does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-124
The EIR provides multiple figures to depict transportation issues – these figures are intended to
summarize worst-case LOS for the intersections. Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15147, the body
of the EIR includes summarized technical data, maps, plot plans, diagrams, and similar relevant
information sufficient to permit full assessment of significant environmental impacts.
For ease of reading, the detailed figures of Existing 2013, Approval Year 2016, and Future Year
2030 forecasts are provided in the Traffic Study (Appendix B) of the EIR. Please refer to Figures
5-3A through 5-6B.
Response MM-125
Please see Table 5-1 in the Traffic Study (Appendix B) and response to Comment MM-117.
Response MM-126
Please refer to Figure 5-2 in the Traffic Study (see Appendix B).
Response MM-127
The scramble intersections were completed subsequent to release of the February 2016 DCP Draft
EIR. These scramble intersections are equipped with “scramble” signal phasing which allows
pedestrians to cross the intersection in all directions, including diagonally, at the same time. The
Traffic Study (page B-34) describes each of the 12 intersections in the Downtown that currently
include scramble phases (see Appendix B). These scramble intersections were accounted for as
part of Approval year 2016 and Future Year 2030 conditions.
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Response MM-128
The subject text in the EIR as referenced by the commenter reads, “[a]s a result of the Expo LRT,
there is one lane of traffic in each direction (westbound/eastbound) on Colorado Avenue from 17th
Street to 5th Street (see Figure 3.18-4).” The text properly refers to Figure 3.18-4 - there is no
reference to 6th Street.
Response MM-129
Please refer to Section 7, References. This cross reference refers to “City of Santa Monica. 2012b.
Planning Commission Meeting: 6 June 2012 Agenda Item: 8A Colorado Esplanade Review and
Comment on Final Design.”
Response MM-130
The Draft EIR was published prior to the opening of Expo Phase II in May 2016. The estimate of
50,000 daily riders quoted in the EIR Traffic Study is from the Expo Phase II EIR. For a thorough
discussion of Expo LRT ridership, please refer to the Exposition Corridor Transit Project Phase 2
EIR (Metro 2009). Please also see response to Comment B-33 “Estimated Expo ridership.”
Changes in vehicle trip making due to operation of the Expo LRT line were incorporated into the
City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model (TDFM) for all Future Year (2030) scenarios. The TDFM
development and validation is discussed in greater detail in the Traffic Study (see Appendix B).
Response MM-131
Please see response to Comment MM-129.
Response MM-132
The Colorado Esplanade includes a pedestrian promenade as a project element. An illustration of
the Colorado Esplanade is shown on page 3.18-21 of Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
Figure 3.18-3 shows the landscaped promenade (although not labeled as such) as well as cycle
tracks of the Colorado Esplanade. It should be noted that since publication of the DCP Draft EIR
in February 2016, the Colorado Esplanade with a pedestrian promenade and cycle tracks have been
completed.
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Response MM-133
As described on page 3.18-21 “TDM refers to the application of strategies and policies to reduce
single occupant automobile travel demand and minimize vehicle trips.” As such, it is anticipated
that TDM are indirectly intended to improve intersection LOS.
Response MM-134
The EIR addresses the impacts of the Downtown Community Plan as proposed. Achieving the
LUCE’s goal of “No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips” requires the implementation of effective
TDM measures to minimize single occupancy automobile trips, and achieve Downtown average
vehicle ridership targets of 2.2 as required by the City’s TDM Ordinance. The ordinance applies
to employers with 10 employees or more and 25 developers of projects with 7,500 sf of floor area,
or mixed-use projects with 16 units or more. Negotiated development agreement projects on the
Established Large Sites would be required to provide a greater level of TDM, including
transportation allowance of 100 percent. Please refer to Section 2.5.4, A New Model of Mobility in
the EIR for a full description of description of TDM requirements.
Response MM-135
Please refer to the discussion of the City of Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Article 9,
Chapter 9.53 Transportation Demand Management under Section 3.18.2, Regulatory Framework.
The ordinance applies to employers with 10 employees or more and 25 developers of projects with
7,500 sf of floor area, or mixed-use projects with 16 units or more. Developers of projects are
required to prepare and implement a TDM plan that would include physical and programmatic
elements to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips and achieve the targeted AVR. Annual
monitoring is a requirement of the developer TDM plan. Failure to achieve the applicable AVR
target will result in fines and mandatory modifications to the TDM plan. It is not possible at this
time to “map” the AVRs of projects within the Downtown Community Plan area in the Final EIR
as projects under the Plan have not been proposed or approved. The absence of this map does not
make the transportation analysis or the EIR inadequate.
Response MM-136
This figure has been prepared to depict circulation improvements on Colorado Avenue as clearly
as possible. The comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan
or the adequacy of the EIR. The Colorado Esplanade and Expo LRT Downtown Station are clearly
depicted in this graphic. It should be noted that since publication of the Draft EIR in February
2016, the Colorado Esplanade and Expo LRT have been completed and are fully operational.
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Response MM-137
This comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the
adequacy of the EIR. Figure 3.18-4 is intended to show the circulation improvements on Colorado
Avenue. Please refer to Figure 3.18-4 for a depiction of the other projects referred to in the
comment. It should be noted that since publication of the Draft EIR in February 2016, the Colorado
Esplanade and Expo LRT have been completed and are fully operational.
With regard to 4th Street, there are no pending pedestrian improvements at this time. However, as
described in Section 2.0 Project Description, the proposed Downtown Community Plan does
propose a signature sidewalk project on 4th Street to enhance the pedestrian connection between
the Downtown and the Civic Center.
Response MM-138
Please refer to Section 3.18.4, Project Impacts and Mitigation Measures for a thorough analysis
of the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s potential impacts to transportation and circulation.
Response MM-139
Consistent with current City significance thresholds, LOS is discussed at length within Impact T3 in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation.
Response MM-140
The City’s Transportation Demand Management Ordinance (Chapter 9.53 of the SMMC), requires
employers with 50 or more employees 1) who lease their parking 2) provide employees with a
parking subsidy and 3) can reduce the number of parking spaces they lease without incurring a
financial penalty and do not have their parking costs bundled into their leases to implement parking
cash out at their sites. Additionally, developers of non-residential projects and mixed use projects
are required to include Parking Cash Out as part of the Developer TDM plan.
Response MM-141
In response to this comment, the text under Subsection 3.18.2 Regulatory Framework has been
revised as follows:
“The state and the City have enacted a number of transportation regulations, recognizing that
transportation and traffic impacts result in direct and indirect environmental impacts related to
climate change, air quality, noise, and urban sprawl”
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This change does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-142
SB 743 is adopted State law and is described in the Regulatory Framework section of Section 3.18
Transportation and Circulation of the EIR. Please see response to Comment MM-79 and MM-80.
Response MM-143
With the high number of bus routes operating along and intersecting 4th Street and Wilshire
Boulevard as well as the Downtown Station at 4th/Colorado, all of the Downtown is considered a
Transit Priority Area (TPA) pursuant to CEQA. Please refer to Figure 2-2 of the Project
Description. With regard to SB743 and OPR’s pending CEQA Guidelines, the most recent draft
of the revised CEQA Guidelines proposes the use of vehicles miles traveled (VMT) for both TPA
& non-TPA areas . Please see response to Comment MM-80.
Response MM-144
Impact T-2 provides a thorough description of DCP Scenario A and Scenario B’s effects related
to VMT. As stated therein, under Scenario A, the citywide daily total VMT per capita generated
by uses within the City would decrease from what was estimated in the original LUCE EIR by
approximately 6.7 percent. Similarly, Scenario B would generate fewer daily VMT per capita than
the approved 2030 LUCE by approximately 6.7 percent. Scenario A is projected to generate a
higher total daily VMT than Scenario B, but Scenario A is estimated to generate comparable VMT
per capita compared to Scenario B. Both Scenario A and Scenario B generate less VMT per capita
than what is estimated for 2030 No Project conditions. Additionally, VMT is also discussed in
Section 5.0, Alternatives.
Response MM-145
SB 743 states that “automobile delay as measured by the level of service and other similar
measures shall no longer be considered as impacts on the environment”. SB 743 further directs the
Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to draft amended CEQA Guidelines that would establish
a new metric for measuring CEQA-related transportation impacts. The new metric must “promote
a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, the development of multimodal transportation networks,
and a diversity of land uses”. Based on OPR’s draft CEQA Guidelines, the new metric for
determining impacts on the environment will likely be vehicles miles traveled (VMT). Since
OPR’s revised CEQA Guidelines for using VMT has not been adopted, the EIR provides an
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analysis of LOS impacts in Impact 5-3 accordance with current CEQA requirements. Please see
response to Comment MM-81.
Response MM-146
The Traffic Study included as Appendix B provides the technical analysis of impacts on the
transportation system, specifically with regard to LOS impacts and LUCE consistency metrics
(e.g., VMT, travel corridor times, P.M. Peak Hour Trips, etc.). The Traffic Study does not
reference the RTP/SCS or High Quality Transit Areas (HQTA) as it is not relevant to the technical
analysis provided therein. Instead, Section 3.18 Transportation and Circulation of the EIR
provides a summary of relevant transportation plans and policies to provide context, including a
discussion of SCAG’s RTP/SCS and HQTA. As indicated in the discussion of Cumulative
Impacts, the proposed DCP is consistent with the RTP/SCS.
Please also see the analysis of consistency with SCAG’s RTP/SCS in Table 3.12-4 of Section 3.12
Land use and Planning. This table provides in greater detail a discussion of SCAG’s regional
policies and their applicability to the proposed DCP.
With regard to the Downtown’s designation as a TPA, please also see response to Comment MM80 and MM-146.
Response MM-147
The proposed Downtown Community Plan includes a number of measures to reduce the distance
and barriers between housing, jobs, and service within the Downtown. Please refer to Section
2.5.4, A New Mobility Model within Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR.
As described on page 3.12-39, land use changes under the DCP would be “consistent with LUCE
and SCAG goals of focusing land use changes in limited areas of the City near transit and along
transportation corridors to preserve the City’s existing residential neighborhoods. This approach
is expected to increase the use of public transit and reduce the distance between new housing, jobs,
and thus reducing net increases in citywide traffic, overall VMT, peak-hour congestion, and GHG
emissions.”
Response MM-148
California Air Resources Board (CARB)’s greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets do not
apply on a project-by-project basis. Rather, under SB375, CARB establishes greenhouse gas
emissions reduction targets for each region covered by one of the State's metropolitan planning
organizations (MPO). Each of California’s MPOs must prepare a "sustainable communities
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strategy" (SCS) as an integral part of its regional transportation plan (RTP). The SCS contains
land use, housing, and transportation strategies that, if implemented, would allow the region to
meet its GHG emission reduction targets. Once adopted by the MPO, the RTP/SCS guides the
transportation policies and investments for the region. CARB has reviewed SCAG’s most recent
RTP/SCS and determined that it would meet the greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets.
Please refer to Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change for a thorough
discussion of this issue and potential impacts related to greenhouse gas emissions. Please also see
the analysis of consistency with SCAG’s RTP/SCS in Table 3.12-4 of Section 3.12 Land use and
Planning. As analyzed in therein, the proposed DCP would result in less than significant impacts
relative to GHG and would be consistent with SCAG’s RTP/SCS.
Response MM-149
In the context of this discussion, the term “new land uses” refers to new development anticipated
to occur near the Expo LRT stations. Land uses that would be allowed under the proposed DCP
include but are not limited to residential, retail/restaurant/entertainment, and office uses. The full
list of allowed land uses are provided in the most recent version of the proposed DCP, please refer
to www.downtownsmplan.org.
Response MM-150
The discussion refers to efforts to be undertaken under Metro’s Long Range Transportation Plan
(LRT). As stated in the EIR, “Metro also invests heavily in the regional rail system, as the Expo
LRT is a funded component of Metro’s LRTP. Additionally, efforts would be undertaken to
increase the efficiency of major City streets through technical enhancements, providing bus
priorities, and improving interchanges between freeways, and arterial streets.”
The transportation and circulation elements included in the proposed Downtown Community Plan
would complement and support the LRTP.
Response MM-151
As stated in Section 3.18 Transportation and Circulation, the CMP designates only four
intersections in the City of Santa Monica as CMP arterial intersections (Lincoln Boulevard and
Pico Boulevard; Santa Monica Boulevard and Cloverfield Boulevard; Santa Monica Boulevard
and Lincoln Boulevard; Wilshire Boulevard and 26th Street). Additionally, the only CMP mainline
freeway monitoring location within Downtown Santa Monica is the I-10 Freeway at Lincoln
Boulevard (CMP Station #1010). Because of the limited number of CMP-designated arterial
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intersections and mainline freeway location, a map showing these facilities is not warranted. The
absence of such a map does not make the transportation analysis in the EIR inadequate. Potential
impacts to CMP-designated freeways and intersections are described at length in Impact T-4.
Response MM-152
The City of Sana Monica is the local jurisdiction responsible for monitoring CMP-designated
facilities within City boundaries.
Response MM-153
Metro has a Countywide Deficiency Plan that was adopted as part of the 2010 Congestion
Management Program. Please refer to http://media.metro.net/docs/cmp_final_2010.pdf. The City
is in conformance with the requirements of the CMP. As required by the CMP, the City is meeting
its responsibilities under the Countywide Deficiency Plan. Please refer to
https://www.metro.net/projects/congestion_mgmt_pgm/ for additional information regarding the
location of monitoring stations and the definition and designation of CMP roadways. Please also
refer to the Please see responses to Comments MM-79 and MM-81 for further information
regarding SB 743 and metrics for traffic analysis.
Response MM-154
The Active Transportation Strategic Plan was adopted by the Metro Board of Directors on May
26, 2016. The transportation and circulation elements included in the proposed Downtown
Community Plan are consistent with the Active Transportation Strategic Plan for Los Angeles
County. The Traffic Study (Appendix B) does not reference the Active Transportation Strategic
Plan as it is not relevant to the technical analysis provided within the study.
Response MM-155
As described in on page 3.18-30 of Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation under the City’s
TDM Ordinance developers of projects are required to prepare and implement a TDM plan that
would include required physical and programmatic elements to reduce single occupancy vehicle
trips and achieve the targeted AVR. The elements required for TDM plans are enumerated in
Chapter 9.53 of the Santa Monica Municipal Code. Annual monitoring is a requirement of the
developer TDM plan. For development agreement projects, additional TDM elements would be
negotiated on a project-by-project basis.
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Response MM-156
This comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the
adequacy of the EIR.
However, for informational purposes, currently 7% of the City’s employers of 30 or more
employees purchase mobile source emission reduction credits in lieu of submitting a trip reduction
plan. These employers are required to purchase credits to meet a 2.2 AVR Target regardless of
the AVR Target for their area. Also, the City is required by State law to provide an option to a
trip reduction plan. Purchasing credits is the option the AQMD allows the City to implement.
Response MM-157
This comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the
adequacy of the EIR. Projections of estimated TIF funds have no bearing on the traffic analyses
within the EIR.
Response MM-158
This comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the
adequacy of the EIR. The City continues its implementation efforts for the Bike Action Plan. The
proposed Downtown Community Plan is consistent with the Bike Action Plan’s 5-year
implementation plan and 20-year vision plan.
Response MM-159
The bullet point has been revised as follows:
“Broadway from Ocean Avenue to 6th Street and Santa Monica Boulevard from Ocean Avenue to
5th 7th Street.”
This correction does not change the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-160
The Pedestrian Action Plan includes pedestrian improvements in the Downtown that are consistent
with those under the draft Downtown Community Plan. The specific improvements are contained
within Tables 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 of the Pedestrian Action Plan. Please refer to
https://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/PCD/Plans/Pedestrian-ActionPlan/PAP%20Final%208-10-16%20optimized.pdf.
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Please also refer to response to Comment MM-97.
Response MM-161
The CEQA Appendix G guidelines related to transportation and circulation are provided under
Section 3.18.3, Impact Assessment and Methodology. The full CEQA Appendix G guidelines are
readily available online at: https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Inital_Study_Checklist_Form.pdf.
Response MM-162
Pursuant to SB743, OPR released revised in January 2016 a revised proposal on updates to the
CEQA Guidelines. OPR’s proposed changes to Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines for
transportation can be found on page II-8 and II-9 of the proposal. Please refer to
https://www.opr.ca.gov/docs/Revised_VMT_CEQA_Guidelines_Proposal_January_20_2016.pdf
. Please note that these proposed changes to CEQA Guidelines have not been adopted as of the
time of this writing. As such, the EIR includes an analysis of LOS impacts. Please see page 3.1838 in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation for a thorough description of LOS significance
criteria.
Response MM-163
Please see Impact T-4 for a discussion of CMP-designated freeways and roadways. Additionally,
corridor travel times were analyzed under Impact T-2 using estimated change in travel time per
mile. The previous LUCE classification refers to the 1984 LUCE. Please refer to the Traffic Study
(see Appendix B) for additional definitions and details.
Response MM-164
The EIR meets the requirements of CEQA, as it includes an analysis of LOS as well as a discussion
of the upcoming changes to transportation analysis under CEQA as a result of SB 743. Because
the Downtown is a transit priority area, and future development within the Downtown would be
subject to revised CEQA regulations and guidelines, these issues regarding LOS and SB743 are
particularly relevant. To foster informed decision-making, Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation uses both LOS as well as a number of alternative metrics (including VMT) to assess
impacts to transportation and circulation within the Downtown. Nonetheless, this comment is
noted and will be forwarded to decision-makers during consideration of the Plan.
Response MM-165
Please see response to MM-79 and MM-80.
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Response MM-166
Quantitative evaluations have been used for the analysis of CMP regional facilities. Please see
Impact T-4 in the EIR as well as the Traffic Study (see Appendix B).
Response MM-167
The EIR as well as the Traffic Study (see Appendix B) address peak hour traffic congestion in
detail. As described on page 3.18-43 of Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation the City’s
Travel Demand Forecast Model was developed during preparation of the City’s LUCE in 2010,
in order to estimate the effectiveness of the LUCE in achieving the goal of No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour trips. The model was calibrated and validated to average mid-week traffic in order to account
for variations in seasonal day-to-day activities. It is anticipated that delays at intersections could
be higher than reported on certain days and lower than reported on other days. This does not affect
the overall severity of impacts or the effectiveness of mitigation measures.
Response MM-168
All 45 study intersections were analyzed in the City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model during the
weekend peak hour. Weekend LOS conditions are shown in Figures 5-3B, 5-4B, 5-5B, 5-6B of
the Traffic Study (Appendix B).
Response MM-169
Please see response to Comment B-93 “Explain why WE peak …”.
Response MM-170
The analysis of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on regional facilities is based on the
CMP guidelines established in the 2010 CMP for Los Angeles County. No significant impacts
were identified for any of the CMP-designated freeways or intersections. Please refer to Impact T4 for a thorough discussion of impacts. Please also see Response B-84 “Second paragraph …”
Response MM-171
It is unclear as to what “Alternative Transportation Facilities” the commenter is referring to. As
described in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, the analysis of the project’s
transportation impacts was conducted using the City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model, which
accounts for the trip reduction benefits of Phase II of the Expo LRT.
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Response MM-172
Please see the Traffic Study (Appendix B) for additional discussion on the development and
validation of the City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model. As discussed therein, the analysis of
transportation impacts was conducted using the City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model, which
accounts for the trip reduction benefits of Phase II of the Expo LRT. Please also see response to
Comment MM-93 and MM-130 for a description of how Expo LRT ridership was accounted for
in the analyses.
Response MM-173
The TDFM also includes A.M. and Weekend Peak Hour Trip outputs.
Response MM-174
This typo has been corrected and 5th Court has been changed to 5th Street in the Final EIR. This
correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-175
The NOP and scoping process are described in detail in various locations throughout the EIR, more
specifically in Section 1.1, Environmental Impact Report Background.
Response MM-176
The improvements identified by the commenter have since been completed since publication of
the February 2016 DCP Draft EIR. The Traffic Study and EIR had anticipated completion of these
improvements. As described on page B-33 of the Traffic Study, the following improvements to
the transportation were anticipated to be completed by 2016 and were added to the TDFM for the
Approval Year:
•

Olympic Drive extension from Main Street to Ocean Avenue

•

2nd Street bike lanes between Wilshire Boulevard and Colorado Avenue

•

Metro Expo Line Phase II Light Rail

•

Colorado Esplanade

•

Pedestrian-only “scramble” phases at 12 downtown intersections

As such, these improvements have been accounted for in the traffic modeling and impact analysis.
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Response MM-177
An EIR is not required to continually update the environmental baseline. Please see response to
comment MM-99 and response to Comment JR-3.
Response MM-178
Typo has been correct and cross reference has been removed in the Final EIR. Please see pages B20 through B-25 of the Traffic Study (Appendix B) for a description of all actions included in the
Future Year (2030) analysis. This correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-179
Existing alternative transportation facilities includes all such facilities in the Downtown supporting
alternative modes of transportation (e.g., sidewalks, crosswalks, bicycle lanes, bus stops, etc.).
Response MM-180
Plans, programs, and policies that were evaluated and reviewed include the LUCE, the Bike Action
Plan, the City’s Pedestrian Action Plan, Breeze bikeshare program, and Big Blue Bus services.
These plans, programs, and policies are identified in Subsections 3.18.1 and 3.18.2 of Section 3.18
Transportation and Circulation. Please also see Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning.
Response MM-181
This text references Section B.8.4 of the CMP, which is readily available on-line at
http://media.metro.net/docs/cmp_final_2010.pdf. .
Response MM-182
The EIR analyzes construction traffic related impacts on a programmatic level based on the best
available information. Construction activities anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would vary annually, occurring incrementally over time for short periods through
2030. Because the timing ,location, and details regarding construction-related traffic for individual
projects are not known, it is not possible to calculated construction-related impacts. Such
speculation is beyond the requirements of CEQA. As stated in the EIR, construction impacts would
be temporary for each project and would be mitigated with the implementation of MM T-1, which
would require individual projects to prepare a Construction Impact Mitigation Plan.
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Response MM-183
Scenario A and Scenario B has been analyzed individually in sufficient detail for project-level
analysis as required by CEQA. For example, LOS calculations have been performed for each of
the 45 study intersections under Scenario A as well as Scenario B. The analysis of both DCP
scenarios provides full disclosure of the potential environmental impacts, thus meeting the CEQA
mandate of informed decision-making.
Response MM-184
P.M. peak hour trips have been analyzed as well as A.M. peak hour trips and Weekend peak hour
trips. Please see Table 3.18-8. With regard to the LUCE consistency metric of PM Peak Hour
Trips, please see response to Comment B-93 “Explain why WE peak …”
Response MM-185
This typo has been corrected in the Final EIR. This correction does not affect the analysis in the
EIR.
Response MM-186
This cross reference has been removed from the Final EIR. Please refer to Section 2.0, Project
Description as well as Appendix B for a thorough description of circulation strategies envisioned
under the proposed DCP. This correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-187
The TDM program is effective at reducing all peak hour trips but at varying degrees, depending
on the specific TDM measure
Response MM-188
The referenced “page 3.18-53, Line 33” could not be identified in the Draft EIR. Nevertheless, the
footnote in Table 3.18-4 is correct. Further, the TDM program would have a reducing affect on
trips coming into the Downtown as well as trips leaving the Downtown.
Response MM-189
The LUCE established the goal of No Net New PM Peak Hour Trips by 2030 from the LUCE base
year of 2008. As such, the number of PM Peak hour trips anticipated under the proposed
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Downtown Community Plan is compared to the LUCE at full build out in 2030. No meaningful
comparison can be made with the LUCE in the Approval Year (2016).
Response MM-190
Please refer to the response to Comment MM-79 , MM-81, and MM-164.
Response MM-191
As shown in Table 3.18-5, Scenario A would generate a larger daily VMT than Scenario B;
however, the residential and employment populations would also be larger in Scenario A.
Therefore, the VMT per capita (which is a ratio of vehicle miles traveled per population/employee)
would be similar. Please also see the Traffic Study (see Appendix B).
Response MM-192
The VMT metric analyzed total vehicle miles traveled independent of time.
Response MM-193
As described on page 3.18-52 the LUCE EIR provided 2030 projects of travel time for 15 corridors
in the City. Therefore, a comparison between additional corridors cannot be completed as no
baseline has been provided in the LUCE EIR. Nevertheless based on the analysis provided in Table
3.18-6 it is likely that the travel times along other corridors in the Downtown would be comparable
or slightly reduced under the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Response MM-194
This orientation has consistently been used throughout the EIR for ease of understanding.
However, in response to this comment, a footnote has been added to clarify the directional
orientation of the City. This correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-195
I-10 Hwy should be shaded blue under SB/WB in both Scenario A and B. This has been corrected
in the Final EIR. This correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-196
Table 3.18-6 describes the modeled change in travel time, no further calculations are required. As
described on page 3.18-54 of Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation “As shown in Table
3.18-6, the differences between the LUCE 2030 and each of the two proposed Downtown
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Community Plan scenarios vary by corridor but, overall are negligible (with travel time differences
typically less than 5 percent with some ranging to less than 10 percent). With either of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan scenarios, corridor travel times would be generally less or
comparable to the LUCE EIR 2030 forecast for all analyzed corridors during the A.M. and P.M.
peak hours. The travel time differences between Scenario A and Scenario B are negligible.”
Response MM-197
The commenter correctly describes this result of the travel corridor time analysis. This difference
is negligible and still represents a substantial decrease relative to the 2030 conditions described in
the LUCE EIR.
Response MM-198
As described in further detail in the Traffic Study (see Appendix B), signal prioritization and
transit-only lanes are not accounted for in the corridor analysis. Please refer to the Traffic Study
(Appendix B) for additional information on the TDFM.
Response MM-199
The measure of impact of the proposed Downtown Community Plan is the difference in impacts
relative to 2030 emissions projections under the LUCE. Under the Plan, GHG emissions would be
reduced in 2030 compared to the LUCE.
Response MM-200
This comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the
adequacy of the EIR. The proposed DCP is consistent with the intent of SB743, which seeks to
promote the state’s goals of reducing greenhouse gas emissions and traffic-related air pollution,
promoting the development of a multimodal transportation system, and providing clean, efficient
access to destinations. The EIR incorporates an analysis of the VMT consistent with the proposed
changes to CEQA under SB 743.
Response MM-201
This is due to the per capita VMT. As shown in Table 3.18-5, Scenario A would generate a larger
daily VMT than Scenario B; however, the residential and employment populations would also be
larger in Scenario A. Therefore, the VMT per capita (which is a ratio of vehicle miles traveled per
population/employee) would be similar. Please also see the Traffic Study (see Appendix B).
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Response MM-202
These are two distinct impacts that are described separately in the EIR. As described in Impact T2 the proposed Downtown Community Plan would have significant and unavoidable impacts on
LOS (i.e., intersection delay); however, the Plan would result in an overall decrease in VMT,
resulting in beneficial impacts relative to the LUCE and based on future CEQA changes to SB743
as described in Impact T-3.
Response MM-203
Please see the response to Comment MM-79, MM-81, and MM-165. Additionally, please see the
thorough discussion of SB 743 on page 3.18-26 within Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation.
Response MM-204
Please see the response to Comment MM-80.
Response MM-205
Please see Table 3.18-8, which includes an extensive analysis and comparison of LOS to the 2030
LUCE conditions.
Response MM-206
In addition to a discussion of the proposed DCP’s consistency with SB 743, the EIR also includes
a complete and thorough analysis of traditional LOS metrics and addresses all impacts on the
environment as required by current CEQA requirements.
Response MM-207
Please refer to Table 3.18-8. Intersection 16/17 are considered as one intersection during the Future
Year (2030) due to realignment of Main Street and 2nd Street at Colorado. This is also described
in the footnote in Figure 3.18-6 and Figure 3.18-7.
Response MM-208
As described in the subject text, the majority of the significant impacts occur at intersections due
to existing poor LOS on weekends. Because of the poor existing LOS, any addition of trips would
increase the delay at these intersections and result in a significant impact. This statement is
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intended to describe that there is a low threshold of significance at these gateway intersections,
particularly during the weekends.
Response MM-209
Please see response to Comment MM-208 and response to Comment B-76, “Weekend impacts
…”. Because many of the significantly impacted Downtown intersections have a low threshold of
significance, particularly on the weekend, any addition of trips would increase the delay at these
intersections and result in a significant impact. As a result, the difference in the scenarios does not
result in a notable change in the significance or v/c ratios at these intersections, even with the
inclusion of aggressive TDM programs.
Response MM-210
Significant impacts are identified with A.M. peak hours, P.M. peak hours, and weekend peak
hours. Please refer to Impact T-3. Please also refer to Table 3.18-8.
Response MM-211
The intersection numbers, which correspond with Table 3.18-8, are used consistently throughout
the EIR.
Response MM-212
This typo has been corrected in the Final EIR. This correction does not affect the analysis in the
EIR.
Response MM-213
This typo has been correct in the Final EIR. The correct number is eight intersections, consistent
with Table 3.18-8. This correction does not affect the analysis in the EIR.
Response MM-214
The implementation of the Olympic Crossover and the repurposed/reconfigure areas will be
addressed as part of Gateway Master Plan.
As described in the subject text, “[a]s this project moves through planning and design stages,
alternative configurations and signalization strategies will be investigated in an effort to improve
the projected poor levels of service at the 4th Street/Olympic Drive and Main Street/Olympic Drive
intersections.”
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The Olympic Crossover is included in Alternatives 3, 4A, 4B, and 5. Please see Response to
comment B-76 “Olympic Crossover …”
Response MM-215
In response to this comment, reference to Figure 3.18-5 has been added.
Response MM-216
The Sears Access and Olympic Crossover is included in Alternatives 3, 4A, 4B, and 5. Please refer
to Section 5.0, Alternatives for a full description of alternatives considered in the EIR.
Response MM-217
Please refer to Table 3.18-8 for a full breakdown of significant impacts. These percentages are a
summary of the impacts described in this table.
Response MM-218
The figures are provided to depict future LOS conditions in Downtown. This comment does not
address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the adequacy of the EIR.
Response MM-219
See response to Comment MM-207.
Response MM-220
This comment does not address potential impacts of the Downtown Community Plan or the
adequacy of the EIR.
Response MM-221
As described on page 3.18-38 in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, significance
criteria for determining LOS impacts is based on the previous LUCE classification of the streets
at the intersection (i.e., arterial or collector street) and the operating conditions of the intersection
as measured by automobile delay in seconds under the Approval Year (2016) and Future Year 6
(2030) Plus Project Traffic Conditions. Please refer to Table 3.18-3, which describes the City of
Santa Monica Significant Impact Criteria for Arterial and Collector Intersections.
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Response MM-222
The No Action Alternative would include the development of 4.4 million square feet of
development. Please see Section 5.0, Alternatives. The Traffic Study incorrectly states has a typo
of 4.3 MSF on page 80, but the numbers shown in Table 3.18-9 and the subsequent analyses are
correct. This typo has been corrected in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR.
Response MM-223
The notes in Table 3.18-9 are correct. Please refer to the Traffic Study (see Appendix B) for the
list of six projects that have been constructed, entitled, or approved within the Downtown. This
study includes and describes the appropriate projects included in the traffic analyses. Please see
Response to comment B-26 “6 projects …”
Response MM-224
MM T-3 directs the City to prepare a Downtown Transportation Improvement Plan, which shall
provide funding for transportation improvements to serve the demands of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan. MM T-3 is not specific to any tier of development under the Plan.
Adoption of a mitigation monitoring program, which includes this mitigation measure and others
in this EIR, will be required upon approval of the proposed DCP.
Response MM-225
Impacts to intersections (vehicular flow) are thoroughly discussed in the EIR. As described on
page B-38 of the Traffic Study, an investigation was conducted into the potential to mitigate the
significant intersection impacts identified. At most locations, the streets are already built to their
maximum potential width. Reconfiguring the streets to provide additional capacity for vehicles
would have negative secondary impacts such as impacts on private property, loss of parking or
loss or constriction of bicycle lanes or sidewalks. Furthermore, expanding roadway capacity would
conflict with the LUCE and DSP goals and City policies to support all modes of transportation,
improve mobility, and reduce VMT per capita and associated GHG emissions. It is not feasible to
expand the widths of the roadways within the Downtown to mitigate the impacts described under
Impact T-3.
The Plan does include a number of non-roadway widening measures to address vehicular flow.
These measures include aggressive TDM policies as well as future roadway improvements such
as new connector roads through the Sears Established Large Site and the Olympic Crossover in
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order to improve circulation. These circulation improvements will be further addressed in the
Gateway Master Plan.
More space efficient mobility refers to the ability of alternative modes of transportation to increase
the movement of people in less space (e.g., investment in bus routes provides more capacity to
move people in less space as it would not require widening of a roadway, etc.). However, as
described on page 3.18-66, investments in mobility options (such as bicycle facilities, transit lanes)
would not provide technical mitigation under CEQA, but are included in the proposed Downtown
Community Plan to provide mobility options and better efficiency to serve actual demand.
Therefore, Impact T-3 which measures LOS impacts on intersections would remain significant and
unavoidable.
Response MM-227
Figure 3.18-8 refers to the anticipated buildout (by year 2030) of the pedestrian improvements
proposed under the Downtown Community Plan.
Response MM-228
Please see response to Comment MM-112.
Response MM-229
Please see response to Comment MM-226 and refer to the Traffic Study (Appendix B) for
additional details.
Response MM-230
The subject text is based on CMP data and refers to existing conditions on the I-10 Freeway in the
vicinity of the Downtown. Please see response to Comment B-84 “Same Footnote 4 …”
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Letter MM (Traffic Study Comments MM-231)
May 3, 2016
Mary Marlow et al.
Response B-8 “Street types outlined …”
The street types described on pages 2 and 3 of the EIR Traffic Study are the street classifications
as designated in the Santa Monica Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE). They are not
intended to correlate with specific street names.
Response B-8 “Street types helpful …”
This is discussed on page 40 of the Traffic Study included in the EIR (see Appendix B): “Although
street classifications were updated in the 2010 LUCE, for purposes of this report, streets are
classified as arterials, collectors and local streets based on the 1984 Circulation Element because
these are the categories in the City’s adopted intersection thresholds of significance.” The 1984
Circulation Element should be consulted for a map of street types.
Response B-9 “Pedestrian circulation barriers …”
Existing pedestrian barriers are discussed within Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation and
Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR and supporting Traffic Study (see Appendix B). The
proposed Downtown Community Plan acknowledges existing challenges to pedestrian mobility
and contains many recommendations to improve pedestrian circulation throughout the Downtown.
For example, as noted at the bottom of page 3 in the Traffic Study, sidewalks remain narrow in
many places in Downtown, particularly near the I-10 freeway and overpasses.
Response B-14 “Figure 1-2 …”
Figure 2-1 in the Traffic Study is intended to show the Downtown in context with surrounding
areas. Subsequent figures in the Traffic Study focus in more on the Downtown. This comment is
noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the EIR analysis.
Response B-12 “4th Street sharrows …”
Reconfiguration of the Big Blue Bus (BBB) system to integrate with Expo Phase II is not an
element of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. It should be noted, however, that Big Blue
Bus completed their Expo Service Integration Plan in 2015 and has been implementing many of
their changes.
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Response B-18 “EXPO LRT …”
Metro’s EIR for the Exposition Corridor Transit Project Phase II assumed 6 minute peak headways
after opening with the possibility of reducing the peak headways to 5 minutes at some point in the
future. The EIR and Traffic Study (see Appendix B) assumptions are consistent with the
Exposition Phase II DEIR 6-minute headways.
Response B-19 “While the Traffic Study …”
Subsequent to publication of the Draft EIR, the draft DCP was revised. The most current draft is
available at: http://www.downtownsmplan.org/. While there have been changes made to the draft
DCP, the goals and policies described in this section of the Traffic Study do not fundamentally
change. Minor text changes to the DCP goals and policies do not change any of the conclusions in
the traffic study; however, this section of the traffic study has been updated in the Final EIR.
Response B-19 “Goal CM4 may need some updating …”
This comment does not pertain to the adequacy of analysis in the EIR. However, this comment is
noted and will be forwarded to City decision-makers for consideration.
Response B-20 “There seems to be no discussion …”
Tourist bus parking is an existing condition that does not relate to the impacts of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan. However, the proposed DCP proposes effective management over
the function and use of curb space and access zones to support sidewalk function and enable
smooth connections. Space in the access zone is limited and valuable, and is required for buses,
shuttles, taxis, rideshare, and bikes and for drop-off, valet, bike parking, and loading. This
comment is noted and will be forwarded to City decision-makers during consideration of the
proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Response B-20 “Are the expanded sidewalks …”
The draft Downtown Community Plan proposes ground floor building setback requirements on all
streets in the Downtown. These building setbacks would effectively provide for additional space
for outdoor dining thereby preserving existing sidewalks as new buildings are constructed (refer
to Section 2.0, Project Description of the Recirculated Draft EIR).
Response B-22 “Network & Systems …”
This section of the Traffic Study discusses three sites in the vicinity of the freeway that provide
opportunities for circulation investments. These sites are within the Gateway Master Plan (GMP)
area sites and should not be confused with the three sites within the Established Large Site Overlay
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located in Downtown as described in Section 2.0, Project Description of the Recirculated Draft
EIR (see Figure 2-3). Planning for these four GMP sites will be addressed in the future GMP.
Response B-22 “In discussing the Olympic Crossover …”
Options for reuse of the area occupied by the current I-10 freeway/4th street off- ramp following
the completion of the Olympic Crossover will be determined through the Gateway Master Plan
process.
Response B-22 “Planned East/West Local Street …”
The planned east-west local street between 4th Street and 5th Street would be designated consistent
with the LUCE during planning efforts associated with the Gateway Master Plan. This comment
does not affect or address the analysis contained in the Traffic Study or EIR.
Response B-23 “For the Additional Capacity bullet point …”
The additional westbound through lane on Santa Monica Boulevard has been implemented from
5th Street to 2nd Street. The additional eastbound through lane on Olympic Drive from Main Street
to 4th Street has been implemented. Provision of an additional westbound through lane on Olympic
Drive from 4th Street to Main Street would require the removal of approximately seven parking
spaces, less than 1% of the total on-street metered parking spaces.
Response B-23 “Transit Network points …”
The new east-west connector streets would be further designed and addressed as part of the future
Gateway Master Plan. The proposed DCP anticipates that these will be local streets (or connector
streets), which are low volume and low speed streets and designed to serve local traffic. This
comment does not affect or address the analysis contained in the Traffic Study or EIR.
Response B-24 “2nd bullet point …”
The figure and discussion on this page of Traffic Study is related to future bicycle infrastructure
improvements as described in the Bike Action Plan. Please refer to Figure 3.18-2 in the EIR which
shows existing bicycle facilities.
Response B-24 “3rd bullet point …”
The 4th Court bike connection is proposed between Colorado Avenue and Broadway only. It would
not be affected by the pending project at 4th/5th and Arizona, which is a separate project from the
DCP. It should be noted that the proposed DCP does not entitle or approve any particular project
– but rather the DCP would serve as the regulatory framework under which future projects in the
Downtown may be entitled or approved.
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Response B-24 “Parking. 1st bullet point …”
This comment is related to the content of the proposed Downtown Community Plan and not the
adequacy of the analysis presented in the EIR. The proposed Downtown Community Plan supports
pricing as a means to incentive use of peripheral lots for longer term parking with the potential
that such lots would be less expensive than core lots. The proposed DCP itself does not specifically
propose raising parking pricing in the Downtown; but rather the Plan supports effective
management of parking through pricing and other means. Any future increases in parking pricing
would be subject to review and approval by decision-makers. This comment is noted and will be
forwarded to City decision-makers for consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Response B-24 “2nd bullet point …”
This comment is related to the content of the proposed Downtown Community Plan and not the
adequacy of the analysis presented in the EIR. The draft Downtown Community Plan recommends
expanding the in-lieu parking district to apply to all new development within the Plan area, subject
to completion of a revised fee study. This comment is noted and will be forwarded to City
decision-makers for consideration t of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Response B-24 “3rd bullet point …”
As stated on page 3.18-44 of the EIR, it is anticipated that up to 700 new parking spaces would be
split amongst sites along the Downtown periphery and sites along 5th Court. In addition, the Plan
assumes up to 339 replacement parking spaces at the Established Large Site of 4th/5th and Arizona
with additional parking to serve the new land uses onsite. It should be noted that the pending Plaza
at Santa Monica Project at the 4th/5th and Arizona Established Large Site is a separate project from
the DCP. The proposed DCP does not entitle or approve any particular project – but rather the
DCP would serve as the regulatory framework under which future projects in the Downtown may
be entitled.
Response B-25 “Under the TDM section …”
The requirement for employers with 30 or more employees to achieve a 2.2 Average Vehicle
Ridership (AVR) is in accordance with the City’s existing Transportation Demand Management
Ordinance. This requirement is discussed on pages 3.18-22 and 3.18-29 in Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation of the EIR.
Response B-25 “Clarify Footnote 1 …”
As described in the Traffic Study, AVR is calculated by dividing the numbers of employees that
arrive (by any mode) by the number of vehicles that arrive.
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Response B-25 “Please clarify footnote 2 …”
This footnote in the Traffic Study was an old reference from an earlier interim draft. It has been
updated in the Final EIR to correctly reference the Section 2.0, Project Description of the
Recirculated Draft EIR.
Response B-26 “Note DSP increments …”
This discrepancy has been rectified in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR. The correct
net new square footage for Scenario A is 4.73 million square feet. This does not change the analysis
in the Traffic Study or the EIR, which analyzed total net new development of 4.73 msf for Scenario
A and 3.22 msf for Scenario B.
Response B-26 “6 projects …”
The six projects listed in the Traffic Study have been entitled or approved within Downtown Santa
Monica. These projects are included in the future 2030 land use and traffic forecasts but are not
included in the DCP growth increment because they are already entitled or approved.
Response B-27 “Table 2-1 …”
The project increments for Scenario A and Scenario B are included in the table in the “Change
from All Approved Projects” columns of Table 2-1.
Response B-27 “Why is there no change …”
Table 2-1 of the Traffic Study provides a summary of the City’s anticipated land use changes from
2016 to 2030, including new or expanded school facilities that could increase student enrollment
capacity. The table does not show changes to elementary and middle student enrollment capacity
between DCP Scenarios A and B because neither scenario proposes new/expanded school facilities
that could increase student enrollment capacity. There are also no changes from 2016 to 2030,
because the LUCE nor the DCP propose any new or expanded school facilities.
Response B-29 “Highway and Roadway Network Database …”
The City’s travel demand forecast model distributes traffic volumes based on the available capacity
and travel speeds within the Downtown. Residential streets have lower capacities and speeds and
therefore receive less volume.
Response B-29 “Based on recently noted changes …”
At the time the City’s travel demand forecast model was developed, and as of the publication date
for the Draft EIR (February 2016), Expo Phase II was not yet open. CEQA generally requires that
the EIR utilize information available at the time of the 2013 NOP and the ridership forecasts were
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the best available data at that time. Expo Phase II opened in May 2016. However, the Direct
Ridership Model has not been updated to reflect actual ridership data because ridership numbers
tend to be higher during initial opening months. General industry practice is to wait until ridership
normalizes before updating the ridership model. Furthermore, the most recent available actual
ridership data from Metro shows that ridership for the Expo LRT line has been increasingly
steadily since it opened, and averaged 55,388 daily riders in February 2017. This exceeds the Expo
Phase II EIR estimate of 50,000 daily riders. (i.e., higher than anticipated). Therefore, the Direct
Ridership Model and its forecasts utilized in this EIR are conservative (i.e., shows worst case
impacts). For informational purposes, actual ridership data is now noted in the Final EIR (see also
Response B-30 “Footnote 5 cites …”).
Response B-29 “As noted in Footnote 4 …”
The direct ridership model forecasts transit ridership based on the type and location of land use
development in each project scenario.
Response B-30 “Footnote 5 cites …”
The comment letter was written prior to the opening of Expo LRT Phase II in May 2016. The most
recent available actual ridership data from Metro shows that ridership for the Expo LRT has been
increasingly steadily since it opened, and averaged 55,388 daily riders in February 2017. This
exceeds the Expo Phase II EIR estimate of 50,000 daily riders. This data will also be added to the
Final EIR (see also Response to Comment B-29 “Based on recently noted changes …”).
Response B-31 “List of 13 TDM programs …”
The referenced list of 13 TDM programs are those that were included in the LUCE; these TDM
programs supplement the more aggressive TDM measures for the proposed Downtown
Community Plan.
Response B-31 “What are the ‘safe routes to schools’ …”
Safe Routes to School (SRTS) is a program initiative to safely increase the number of children
who walk or bike to school by providing funding for pedestrian-friendly street design, education
and encouragement programs directed towards students, parents and the community. The SRTS
program is identified in the LUCE as an important trip reduction program and is included in the
LUCE package of TDM programs and actions to improve mobility and achieve trip reduction in
the City. The City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model used in the EIR traffic analysis accounts for
trip reduction benefits from the package of LUCE programs and actions, such as TDM, bicycle
and pedestrian system improvements, parking cashouts and pricing, and SRTS. However, the
SRTS program is not directly related to the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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Response B-31 “In the last paragraph …”
This paragraph describes the net citywide effect of the trip reduction strategies developed for the
LUCE. The average reduction remained closer to the existing trip reduction since trips generated
by then-existing land uses represent a high share of total future trips.
Response B-33 “Last paragraph on this page states …”
Metro’s EIR for the Exposition Corridor Transit Project Phase II assumed 6-minute peak headways
after opening with the possibility of reducing the peak headways to 5 minutes at some point in the
future.
Response B-33 “Does the Expo DRM …”
The Traffic Study assumptions are consistent with the Exposition Phase II DEIR 6-minute
headways.
Response B-33 “Estimated Expo ridership …”
The Draft EIR was prepared prior to the opening of Expo Phase II in May 2016. The estimate of
50,000 daily riders quoted in the EIR Traffic Study is from the Expo Phase II EIR. The most recent
available ridership data from Metro line shows that ridership for the Expo LRT has been
increasingly steadily since it opened, and averaged 55,388 daily riders in February 2017. This
exceeds the Expo Phase II EIR estimate of 50,000 daily riders. Increasing the transit ridership for
this analysis would have a beneficial effect on future traffic forecasts, with potential associated
reductions in vehicular traffic and intersection impacts (see also Response to Comment B-29
“Based on recently noted changes …”).
Response B-35 “Future Year 2030 …”
Non-quantifiable means that there is insufficient research to quantify the precise trip reduction
benefits of these types of programs, not that they are ineffective. The City’s Travel Demand
Forecast Model used in the EIR traffic analysis accounts for the overall trip reduction benefits
from the package of LUCE programs and actions, such as TDM, bicycle and pedestrian system
improvements, parking cashouts and pricing, and SRTS.
Response B-36 “First sentence notes …”
The sentence refers to the 9.9% reduction for All Trips in the LUCE 2030 scenario.
Response B-36 “First paragraph mentions …”
The quantifiable reduction in P.M. peak hour trips is noted for each strategy in the LUCE TDM
Program Assumptions column in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2. It should be noted that non-quantifiable
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does not mean that the TDM strategy is ineffective, but rather, it means that there is not enough
empirical evidence/data to quantify/calculate the trip reduction benefits.
Response B-36 “Second paragraph …”
The TDM programs in the LUCE are estimated to reduce daily citywide vehicle trips by 10% in
2030 compared with a scenario without those programs. Using the same TDM programs in the
LUCE, the percentage of daily citywide vehicle trips reduced is estimated to be 15% in Scenario
A and 14% in Scenario B. Scenario A has a higher reduction of vehicle trips than Scenario B
because more vehicle trips are produced in Scenario A.
Response B-36 “What does it mean …”
As described above, the overall net effectiveness of the TDM program increases with new
development because it is correlated with new trips as a percentage of overall trips. For
example, Scenario A has new trips as 22% of overall trips and Scenario B has new trips as 16% of
overall trips. Table 3-1 does not discuss project impacts and there is no direct correlation between
the vehicle trip reduction percentages and impacts discussed later in the traffic study. TDM is most
effective when there are more “D” factors being activated, which include density, diversity, design
and destination accessibility. For example, as the number of destinations increases, a greater share
of needs can be met locally and reached by walking and biking. As the scale of a development
increases, the proportion of the share of trips remaining internal to the project also increases. TDM
effectiveness increases when provided in complementary packages with synergistic effects. Future
development projects are subject to the more enhanced TDM requirements and therefore reduce
more vehicle trips, and also result in greater synergistic effects, and greater overall effective
vehicle trip reductions from all uses citywide with more land use development.
Response B-36 “Is there a ‘magic ratio’ …”
There is no “magic ratio” per se of new development or types of new development for trip
generation reduction. As described on page B-30, tripmaking behavior is influenced by the 6 “Ds”
– Density, Diversity, Design, Destination, Distance to transit, Demand management. These 6D’s
all work to influence transportation choice. Vehicle trip generation is reduced when there is higher
density, increased diversity of uses, good design of the transportation network, destination
accessibility, easy distance to transit, and demand management strategies within an area. The
proposed Downtown Community Plan will contribute to the 6D’s, leading to less vehicle trips.
Based on modeling, the Traffic Study determined that Scenario B of the DCP would meet the
City’s No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips goal.
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Response B-36 “What is the TDM effectiveness …”
TDM effectiveness on reducing A.M. and P.M. peak hour trips are similar. As discussed on page
70 of the Traffic Study, the weekend effectiveness was assumed to be minimal.
Response B-36 “Third paragraph …”
The quantifiable effectiveness and list of assumptions for each draft Downtown Community Plan
TDM strategy are included in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2 in the traffic study. The 2.2 AVR for the
Downtown is a target metric and is not considered a TDM strategy. As shown in Table 3-1, the
effectiveness of the TMO is non-quantifiable.
Response B-36 “Given the Parking Cash-outs …”
Table 3-1 in the Traffic Study does not indicate that the enhanced parking cash-outs have no effect;
rather, it describes that the effect of parking cash-out as having already been accounted for in the
LUCE and future 2030 traffic conditions. Under the proposed DCP, parking cash-out becomes
more effective since it would apply to employers of 30 or more rather than 50 or more (as
previously assumed in the LUCE).
Response B-37 “Last paragraph …”
The total trip reductions from all strategies were estimated using the TDM+ tool based on
CAPCOA research. The number of citywide P.M. peak hour vehicle trips generated under each
scenario is shown in Table 4-1 of the Traffic Study. The number of vehicle trips generated without
the TDM strategies could be calculated by the reader if necessary. The percentage of trip reduction
is lower under Scenario B because there will be less density and mix of land uses.
Response B-37 “Table 3-1 says that enhanced …”
See Response B-36 “Given the Parking Cash-outs …”
Response B-37 “How is it that both …”
Per Table 3-1 in the Traffic Study, under Scenario A, new trips represent 22% of total trips. Per
Table 3-2 in the Traffic Study, under Scenario B, new trips represent 16% of total trips.
Response B-37 “Given Tables 3-1 & 3-2 …”
“N/A” within Tables 3-1 and 3-2 does not indicate that bike system improvements will not be
implemented. Rather “N/A” implies that these effects cannot be quantified accurately due to lack
of empirical research/data and therefore, in order to have a conservative analysis, no trip reduction
benefit was assumed from bike system improvements.
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Response B-37 “What are 1) 2.2AVR …”
Outreach and marketing is assumed to be part of the Transportation Management Organization
functions in Strategy 4.4. The 2.2 AVR is not a TDM strategy, it is a target metric established by
the City’s Transportation Demand Management Ordinance (SMMC Chapter 9.53).
Response B-37 “Why does 1) Car Sharing …”
As described in the Traffic Study on page B-31, at the time the LUCE and TDFM were developed,
the effectiveness of car sharing and bike sharing could not be quantified due to lack of empirical
research data. The effectiveness of these strategies has been further studied since the LUCE was
developed and the analysis included in the DCP Traffic Study reflects this new information (i.e.,
1% reduction in trips).
Response B-37 “As earlier noted about Safe Routes to Schools …”
See Response B-31 “What are the ‘safe routes to schools’ The Safe Routes to School (SRTS)
program would have the beneficial effect of reducing school-related trips (e.g., school-home;
school-work based trips). Due to the differences in density and diversity of land use mixes between
Scenario A and Scenario B of the DCP, trip reduction percentages as a result of SRTS differ.
Response B-40 “Table 4-1. Why is there no …”
Table 4-1 provides a comparison of the Citywide PM Peak Hour Trips during the baseline year
2008, the LUCE forecasted 2030, and the LUCE with DCP 2030. Approval year 2016 was not
calculated since the purpose of the analysis was to determine if Scenario A or B of the DCP would
result in the achievement of the Citywide goal of No New Net PM Peak Hour Trips by 2030 (which
is the target year of the goal).
Response B-40 “Are increments of 100 …”
These numbers are statistically equal. Rounding to 3 significant figures is appropriate for the travel
demand forecast model estimates.
Response B-40 “The DSP lists four primary reasons …”
The Traffic Study lists four reasons why Scenario B of the DCP meets the No Net New P.M. Peak
Hour Trip goal. The City’s Travel Demand Forecast Model does not distinguish to what
extent/proportionality each of the factors play in the achievement of the No Net New PM Peak
Hour Trips. All four factors are important together in explaining why the goal can be met.
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Response B-40 “How is the ‘increased density …”
The proposed Downtown Community Plan establishes the regulatory framework by which future
projects in the Downtown may be entitled/approved. The development standards within the
proposed DCP would promote a diversity of land uses. Increased density is anticipated in the
Downtown based on the build-out analysis for the DCP. The methodology for forecasting the
potential buildout is detailed in a Build-Out Analysis Memo published by the City on August 11,
2016
and
is
available
online
at:
http://www.smgov.net/uploadedFiles/Departments/PCD/DowntownBuildout/Buildout%20and%20FAR%20Strategies%20Summary%20FINAL.pdf The build-out
analysis indicates that land use changes in the Downtown would result in increased density and
diversity of land uses. With regard to monitoring and ensuring that the DCP is on track, the
proposed DCP includes measuring/monitoring actions and strategies to ensure success of the Plan.
Measuring and monitoring actions include tracking of land use changes in the Downtown.
Response B-41 “Is there a current projection …”
It was estimated in the EIR that employers of 30 or more employees account for 65% of all
employees. The City’s existing Transportation Demand Management Ordinance requires
achievement of the 2.2 AVR for employers of 30 or more and mandates annual monitoring of
TDM plans.
Response B-41 “Of the new trips generated …”
The net new trip generation calculated for the proposed DCP is based on an anticipated buildout
of 3,024 units with 1.71 million sf of commercial for Scenario A and 2,326 units with 895,000 sf
of commercial for Scenario B. Based on the average household size for the Downtown, the
anticipated unit increase would result in a net new 4,173 residents under Scenario A and 3,210
residents under Scenario B. (see also Table 3.15-14 in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and
Employment).
Response B-41 “Explain how the 500 remaining …”
The metric refers to citywide trips and some "new" trips to downtown would not be "new" but
existing trips that would be shifted from other destinations within the City of Santa Monica. Based
on what this metric is calculating, these shifted trips do not count as new trips. This metric is based
on detailed modeling but cannot be monitored due to the citywide diffuse nature of such trips.
Response B-41 “Third paragraph …”
The Traffic Study in the Final EIR has been corrected to reflect the revised numbers for the total
2030 land use square footage of 16.5 million square feet (MSF) for Scenario A and 15.0 MSF for
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Scenario B. These numbers are consistent with the numbers in Table 7-1. This does not change the
analysis in the Traffic Study or the EIR, which analyzed the correct numbers.
Response B-41 “Also states that …”
The Traffic Study states “Scenario A has approximately 10% more development than Scenario B.”
The comment is correct that the exact value is 11%. This does not change the analysis in the Traffic
Study or the EIR, which analyzed total net new of 4.73 msf for Scenario A and 3.22 msf for
Scenario B. With regard to trip differences between Scenario A and Scenario B, the land use
growth in Scenario A is 50% more than Scenario B, but these percentage increase cannot be
compared with the total number of citywide P.M. peak hour vehicle trips.
Response B-43 “Table 4-2 …”
As shown in Table 4-2 within the Traffic Study, Scenario A is projected to generate a higher daily
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) than Scenario B, reflecting the greater square footage in
Scenario A but also incorporating the more efficient performance of TDM programs on increased
density and diversity of uses. However, the greater square footage in Scenario A also yields a
higher estimate of population and employment than does Scenario B. Dividing daily VMT by
population plus employment to yield the VMT per capita metric coincidentally yielded the same
result for both Scenarios A and B (9.7 VMT per capita), suggesting that the two scenarios are
similarly efficient in terms of VMT per capita.
Response B-44 “Population and Employment …”
The Travel Demand Forecast Model (TDFM) methodology used to estimation population and
employment totals for all proposed Downtown Community Plan scenarios and alternatives is
consistent with the methodology used in the Final LUCE EIR (2010).
Response B-45 “Table 4-3 …”
The commenter is correct that the results for Scenarios A and B are similar.
Response B-46 “Table 4-4 …”
The commenter is correct that the results for Scenarios A and B are similar.
Response B-52 “Fourth paragraph …”
This issue is discussed on page 40 of the Traffic Study: “Although street classifications were
updated in the 2010 LUCE, for purposes of this report, streets are classified as arterials, collectors
and local streets based on the 1984 Circulation Element because these are the categories in the
City’s adopted intersection thresholds of significance.” The 1984 Circulation Element should be
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consulted for a map of street types. The differences in nomenclature does not affect the traffic
analysis in the Traffic Study or the EIR.
Response B-55 “Where is this simple and very helpful information …”
See Response B-52 “Fourth paragraph …”
Response B-57 “Last paragraph states …”
SB 743 modified Section 21099 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (amended
by Senate Bill [SB] 743), which states that if a project is an infill residential, mixed-use, or
employment center project located within a transit priority area with infill residential, mixed-use
residential, and employment center development, aesthetic and parking impacts shall not be
considered significant impacts on the environment. This change to CEQA regarding aesthetics and
parking is already in effect. SB 743 also requires the OPR to amend the CEQA Guidelines (Title
14 of the California Code of 16 Regulations sections and following) to provide an alternative to
LOS for evaluating transportation impacts. OPR has issued several drafts of the revised CEQA
Guidelines; however, revised CEQA Guidelines reflecting SB743’s elimination of LOS has not
yet been adopted. As such, the City has not yet modified its CEQA traffic analysis procedures to
reflect the intent of Senate Bill (SB) 743.
Response B-58 “Figure 5-1 fails to indicate …”
The figure has been updated in the Traffic Study included in the Final EIR to address this comment.
Response B-58 “Figure 5-2 differentiates …”
The figure has been updated in the Traffic Study in the Final EIR to address this comment.
Response B-62 “Figure 5-2 – Printed versions …”
Comment noted. Printed versions of the Final EIR accurately display these features.
Response B-62 “Fourth paragraph notes the majority …”
The term “entry points” as used in the Traffic Study do not mean perimeter intersections but rather
refers to those intersections providing primary access to/from the regional transportation system
(e.g., I-10 and Pacific Coast Highway).
Response B-62 “Fourth paragraph. States …”
The Traffic Study includes an analysis of weekend intersection Level of Service (LOS). As shown
in Table 7-7 of the Traffic Study, most of these impacts will also occur under a 2030 No Project
Scenario, without the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Weekend intersection impacts occur
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due to the Downtown’s popularity as a shopping/entertainment district and its proximity to the
beach/Santa Monica Pier.
Response B-66-73 “Although not part of the EIR process …”
Comment noted. This comment is related to the merits and policies of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan and does not directly pertain to the adequacy of the analysis presented in the
Draft EIR. It will be considered by City decision-makers as part of their final review of the
proposed Project.
Response B-66-73 “Figures 5-3A through 5-6B …”
Comment noted. The text of the Draft EIR is intended to be a succinct summary of the information
presented in the more detailed Traffic Study, which is included as an appendix to the EIR. As a
result, the text and figures from the Traffic Study are not duplicated in the body of the Final EIR.
Response B-66-73 “Why were these important 8 figures …”
Comment noted. A reference to these eight figures has been added to the Final EIR. The text of
the Draft EIR is intended to be a succinct summary of the information presented in the more
detailed Traffic Study, which is included as an appendix to the EIR. In order to evaluate the
potential impacts of the proposed Plan for both Scenarios A and B, estimates for Approval Year
(2016) and Future Year (2030) forecasts were developed and summarized in Table 3.18-8 (Page
3.18-63 of the EIR). The Approval Year impact analysis was not omitted from the EIR but as
noted above, intended to be a summary of the technical information in the Traffic Study. As a
result, the text and figures from the Traffic Study are not duplicated in the body of the Final EIR.
Response B-66-73 “These same 8 figures …”
This comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analysis
presented in the EIR.
Response B-74 “In Figures 5-6A & 5-6B …”
The commenter is correct, intersection 25 LOS E is consistent with Figures 3.18-6 and 3.18-7 and
Table 3.18-8 in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation of the Draft EIR.
Response B-74 “Figure 5-7A. This graph format …”
Results for the project alternatives are presented in the same format in Figure 7-1 later in the Traffic
Study.
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Response B-75 “Note: Original sheet size …”
This comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analysis
presented in the EIR.
Response B-75 “Is it by choice or direction …”
LOS results for the No Project Alternative (Alternative 1) were presented as additional information
for comparison in Table 5-2 of the Traffic Study. In addition, CEQA does not require that
alternatives analysis be exhaustive and permits a more qualitative analysis for comparisons
between alternatives. Section 15126.6(d) of the CEQA Guidelines states:
“The EIR shall include sufficient information about each alternative to allow meaningful
evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed project. A matrix displaying the major
characteristics and significant environmental effects of each alternative may be used to summarize
the comparison. If an alternative would cause one or more significant effects in addition to those
that would be caused by the project as proposed, the significant effects of the alternative shall be
discussed, but in less detail than the significant effects of the project as proposed.”
Response B-75 “Table 5-2 needs to express …”
Table 5-2 is a summary table comparing the impacted intersections of DCP Scenarios A and B to
Alternative 1. The total number of impacted intersections is calculated from the Table 5-1 for
Scenarios A and B and from Table 7-1 for Alternative 1 (see the Traffic Study provided in
Appendix B).
Response B-76 “Table 5-2 Notes acknowledge …”
The City of Santa Monica’s criteria for the determination of significant impacts at signalized
intersections is presented in Table 3.18-3 on page 3.18-39 in Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation of the EIR. As shown in the table, under the City’s criteria, intersection impacts can
potentially occur at any LOS, although different incremental criteria apply depending on the LOS.
Potential impacts to intersections operating at LOS C and D are addressed in Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation of the EIR.
Response B-76 “The importance of locating new parking structures …”
Please refer to the response to Comment B-24 “3rd bullet point …”
Response B-76, “Weekend impacts …”
Weekends are peak times for traffic in Downtown Santa Monica given the nature of Santa Monica
as a recreational tourist and visitor destination. The commenter suggests an alternative that would
result in fewer weekend trips. Office uses are generally the lowest weekend trip generators with
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residential and hotel uses being the higher weekend trip generators. However, while increasing the
amount of office uses and decreasing residential uses in Downtown could result in fewer weekend
trips, the number of weekday trips and associated impacts would increase. Furthermore, decreasing
residential uses would run counter to the objectives of the DCP as delineated on pages ES-1
through ES-3 of the EIR. The objectives include providing an array of housing opportunities and
promoting economic sustainability and diversity with a balance of uses providing jobs and
housing. Improved jobs/housing balance reduces trips on weekdays.
The EIR analyzes the No Project Alternative and four full alternatives that would reduce or
minimize environmental impacts while feasibly obtaining most basic Project Objectives (CEQA
Section 15126.6(a)). Additionally, two alternatives were considered but rejected for further
analysis. Since the provision of a substantial amount of new housing in the Downtown is a key
Project Objective, an alternative which is specifically tailored to substantially reduce housing is
not included. Furthermore, such an alternative would not necessarily result in fewer intersection
impacts. The EIR includes analysis of a reasonable range of alternatives that fosters informed
decision-making and public participation.
Response B-76 “Also noted is …”
As discussed on this page of the traffic study, “many of the TDM/trip reduction measures contained
in the LUCE and the proposed DCP are more effective on weekdays than on weekends, when more
trips are related to work and repeat shopping travel. The DCP includes a policy for the City to
further investigate potential trip reduction measures that could be directed at weekend and visitor
travel. To be conservative, however, trip reductions due to increased TDM were not assumed in
the weekend analysis.”
Response B-76 “Olympic Crossover …”
As correctly noted by the commenter, the Olympic Crossover will be studied further in the
Gateway Master Plan. The Olympic Crossover was included in Alternatives 3, 4A, 4B and 5. It
was not included in Alternative 1 (No Project Alternative), since under the No Project Alternative,
none of the circulation improvements that are proposed as part of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would be implemented. It was not included in Alternative 2 (Reduced Project
Alternative) since the elimination of Tier 3 development standards means that there would be less
opportunity for development agreement projects and the substantial community benefits
envisioned for such projects including major circulation investments such as the Olympic
Crossover.”
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Response B-76 “When will Sears Access …”
The Sears Access will be studied further in the Gateway Master Plan. The Sears Access was
included in Alternatives 3, 4A, 4B and 5. It was not included in Alternative 1 (No Project
Alternative), since under the No Project Alternative none of the circulation improvements that are
proposed as part of the DCP would be implemented. It was not included in Alternative 2 (Reduced
Project Alternative) since the elimination of Tier 3 development standards in this alternative means
that there would be less development agreement and associated opportunity for the substantial
community benefits envisioned for such projects including major circulation investments.”
Response B-78 “Are there no roadway capacity improvements …”
As discussed on pages 16 and 17 of the Traffic Study, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
envisions a number of roadway network improvements to improve circulation and connectivity in
the Downtown area, including the Olympic Crossover, the new east/west local access street
between 4th and 5th streets through the Downtown Station site, the Sears Access, additional through
lanes on Olympic Drive between Main Street and 4th Street. Such roadway network improvements
are not found to harm other modes of transportation and in some instances, benefit bus transit,
walking, etc.
Response B-80 “DSP calls for study of …”
It is not forbidden to add any capacity relief measures. Action AM3.3D in the proposed Downtown
Community Plan calls for initiation of a study with Caltrans of potential Lincoln Boulevard/I-10
interchange improvement options. Action AM3.3D does not prescribe the types of improvements
to be considered.
Response B-81 “Threshold of Significance for CMP …”
For the regional impact analysis, the Congestion Management Plan (CMP) criteria were applied
accordingly. The City does have adopted significance criteria that are applicable to the local
roadway network. Based on the City’s thresholds of significance, the intersections of Lincoln
Boulevard & I-10 Westbound off-ramp and Lincoln Boulevard & I-10 Eastbound on-ramp were
found to be significantly impacted (see Table 5-2 of the Traffic Study).
Response B-81 “As mentioned before …”
Metro’s CMP designates the arterial and freeway segment study locations. These are not related
to the roadway functional classifications in the 1984 LUCE or 2008 LUCE.
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Response B-81 “Anecdotal observations …”
These study intersections are included in the intersection LOS analysis shown in Table 5-1 of the
Traffic Study. The CMP freeway analysis estimates mainline freeway performance and not offramp performance.
Response B-81 “Is it correct that …”
As correctly noted by the commenter and stated in the Traffic Study, the CMP designates only the
I-10 Freeway at Lincoln Boulevard as a CMP monitoring location. The Traffic Study went beyond
the requirements of the CMP and analyzed all sections of the I-10 between Lincoln and the I-405.
Response B-81 “If the Lincoln/I-10 segment is studied …”
The labeling of the study segments on Table 6-1 of the Traffic Study may have been misunderstood
by the commenter. The study locations were I-10 at Lincoln Boulevard, I-10 at 14th Street (which
is the segment between Lincoln Boulevard and 20th Street), I-10 at 20th Street, I-10 at 30th Street
(which is the segment between Cloverfield Boulevard and Centinela Avenue), and I-10 at
Barrington Avenue (which is the segment between Bundy Drive and the I-405 freeway). The
segment between Lincoln Boulevard and 20th Street is indeed characterized in the table as LOS
E/F in the eastbound direction during the P.M. peak period.
Response B-81, 82 “Table 6-1. Footnote 4 notes …”
Field observations are notes recorded by the project team when visiting the site. These are
combined with the provided data to conduct the analysis. The field observations and PeMS data
support the same analysis conclusion.
Response B-84 “Same Footnote 4 …”
As noted in the footnote, the average recorded speed on the I-10 freeway eastbound at Lincoln is
approximately 40 miles per hour, with occasional queue spillback. This is appropriately
characterized as LOS C/D in the table. Speeds of less than 25 miles per hour were recorded in the
study segments to the east.
Response B-84 “PeMS data suggests …”
PeMS data is based on sensors embedded in the pavement. As discussed in the EIR Traffic Study,
the PeMS data indicates free flow conditions eastbound during the A.M. peak period. However, it
also discusses LOS E/F conditions during the P.M. peak period. CMP analysis is not required for
weekend conditions.
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Response B-84 “Second paragraph …”
The significance impact criteria for CMP analysis are described on page 74 of the Traffic Study.
As stated therein, the CMP requires analysis of CMP arterial monitoring intersections where the
proposed project will add 50 or more vehicle trips during either the AM or PM weekday peak
hours of adjacent street traffic. For purposes of the CMP, a significant impact occurs when the
proposed project increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (V/C X 0.02),
causing LOS F (V/C > 1.00); if the facility is already at LOS F, a significant impact occurs when
the proposed project increases traffic demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (V/C X 0.02).”
None of the CMP arterial intersections locations with an LOS of E/F has an increase of 0.02 or
greater compared with Approval Year 2016 conditions, so there are no identified significant
impacts for either Scenario A or Scenario B.
Response B-85 “Are there no roadway segments …”
The CMP requires analysis of CMP-designated freeway segments and arterial intersections, but
does not require roadway/arterial segment analysis.
Response B-85 “Table 6-3. Why does this table …”
This comment identifies a typo in the Traffic Study. The table should reference Approval Year
2016 and has been corrected in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR.
Response B-85 “In the Table there is a note …”
The * footnote applies to the entire table and is an important note since the City requires the
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methodology while the CMP requires CMA or Circular 212
methodology.
Response B-86 “Footnote 11 …”
The footnote reference is incorrect and has been revised in the Traffic Study included in the Final.
Response B-86 “Were these ‘five alternatives’ selected back in 2013 …”
The five alternatives were not developed in 2013, but over the course of 2 years during the
preparation of the EIR, including consideration of public input received in 2014. The footnote
reference is incorrect and has been corrected in the Final EIR.
Response B-86 “Alt 1 for Alternative 1 …”
For all proposed Downtown Community Plan project scenarios (i.e., Scenario A and Scenario B)
and for all project alternatives, the amount of land use growth forecast to occur as part of the
Downtown Community Plan is the change from the “All Approved Projects” baseline shown on
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Table 2-1 in the Traffic Study. This baseline includes the six projects listed on page 20 of the
Traffic Study as projects that were approved or entitled in Downtown prior to the analysis, and
these projects are not considered to be part of the project scenarios or alternatives. Traffic
associated with these projects is, however, included in the future 2030 traffic forecasts.
Response B-86 “Listed as 4.3 MSF …”
Alternative 1 includes growth of 4.4 MSF of development in addition to (not including) the
currently approved projects in downtown. The Traffic Study incorrectly has a typo of 4.3 MSF on
page 80, but the numbers shown on Table 7-1 and the subsequent analyses are correct. This typo
has been corrected in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR.
Response B-86 “Traffic study should provide clarity …”
The Bergamot Area Plan was adopted on September 10, 2013.
Comment B-86 “… do not include any …”
Alternative 1, the No Project Alternative, does not include the 6 enhanced TDM programs which
are included in the DCP Scenarios A and B. In accordance with CEQA, the No Project Alternative
considers environmental impacts if the proposed DCP is not adopted and the goals, standards,
policies, and actions of the plan are not implemented.
Response B-87 “Since no new public parking …”
Alternative 1 assumes continuation of existing City plans and programs under the No Project
Alternative. This alternative does not proactively prohibit new parking at the periphery of
Downtown, but does not include policies, actions, or programs to actively encourage and promote
such parking. Under Alternative 1, the Gateway Master Plan (which is being proposed as part of
the DCP) would not be prepared or implemented. It would be speculative to identify if additional
perimeter parking would be planned under Alternative 1.
Response B-87 “Alt. 2. States that there are 8 …”
Alternative 2 encompasses the same Downtown area as the proposed Project, including the
potential three Established Large Sites. However, with the elimination of Tier 3 development
standards, potential development of these sites would likely proceed differently than under the
proposed DCP, including smaller projects with fewer community benefits. Please also see Section
5.0, Alternatives of the EIR.
Response B-87 “States that 3 MSF …”
The Traffic Study text incorrectly stated on page 81 that Alternative 2 would result in a growth of
approximately 3 million square feet, which is approximately 200,000 square feet less than Scenario
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B. The corrected sentence now reads: “The Reduced Height/FAR Project Alternative would result
in growth of 2.6 million square feet, which is approximately 600,000 square feet less than Scenario
B.” This typo has been corrected in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR. The numbers
shown on Table 7-1 of the Traffic Study and in Section 3.18 Transportation/Circulation of the EIR,
however, are correct.
This six projects listed on page 20 of the Traffic Study as projects that were approved or entitled
in Downtown prior to the EIR analysis are not considered to be part of the alternative but are
included in the baseline and part of future 2030 forecasts.
Response B-87 “With only a .2 MSF reduction …”
As noted in Response B-82 “States that 3 MSF …”, the 200,000 reference in the Draft EIR Traffic
Study text as the difference between Alternative 2 and Scenario B is incorrect. The amount of
growth anticipated under Alternative 2 is 600,000 sf less than Scenario B. This typo has been
corrected in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR. The numbers shown on Table 7-1 of the
Traffic Study and the subsequent analyses, however, are correct.
Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …”
As discussed on page 82 of the Traffic Study, in accordance with CEQA Section 15126.6, project
alternatives can be evaluated at a lesser level of detail than a proposed project. For the Downtown
Community Plan EIR, the lead agency (i.e., the City of Santa Monica) determined that the EIR
should go beyond what is required by CEQA and provide full evaluation of three of the Project
Alternatives: the No Project Alternative (Alternative 1) and the Expanded One-way Street
Alternatives (Alternatives 4A and 4B). Alternative 1 was evaluated, as required by CEQA, in order
to understand the transportation implications of not taking any action and Alternatives 4A and 4B
were evaluated in detail because they are circulation system alternatives with the potential for
substantially different transportation system impacts in the Downtown. The Reduced Project
Alternative (Alternative 2) and the Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Alternative (Alternative
5) were evaluated to a lesser level of detail because they are land use alternatives that would
generate less traffic than the project and would be expected to have less significant impacts to the
transportation and circulation within the Downtown. The evaluation of Alternative 2 goes beyond
basic CEQA requirements and provides a sufficient level of information and analysis to permit
City decision-maker and public consideration of this option. The 4th/5th One-way Streets
Alternative (Alternative 3) was evaluated to a lesser level of detail because it is a circulation system
alternative affecting less of the Downtown street system than Alternatives 4A and 4B.
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Response B-87 “Does Alt 2 exclude …”
Alternative 2 assumes inclusion of the six enhanced TDM programs which are included in the
proposed Downtown Community Plan Scenarios A and B.
Response B-87 “Why is the traffic study concluding …”
Under Alternative #2, elimination of Tier 3 heights and FARs would limit development agreement
projects and substantially reduce community benefits including substantially more affordable
housing and multi-modal transportation investment opportunities within the Downtown, Given
high land values and development costs, smaller projects allowed under Tier 2 heights and FARs
have inherently lesser ability to fund the level of community benefits envisioned under negotiated
development agreement projects.
Response B-87 “Given Alt 2 has similar MSF …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA.
Response B-87 “Explain how Alt. 2 meets CEQA …”
Alternative 2 substantially reduces allowable development intensity to test the effectiveness of a
“Reduced Project Alternative” in lessening environmental impacts. CEQA Section 15126.6 sets
forth the goal of reviewing alternatives capable of substantially lessening or avoid significant
environmental effects. Reductions in development intensity can potentially reduce traffic, water
demand, wastewater generation, air pollutant emissions and other impacts.
Response B-87 “Alt. 3. Since the land use …”
When projects have significant impacts, CEQA does require an analysis of alternatives that reduce
impacts. However, it does not require that all alternatives must reduce impacts each and every
significant impact, but selected alternatives can be focused on particular impacts of concern (e.g.,
transportation). Alternatives can also be considered for other reasons. In the case of Alternative 3,
this was included as an alternative to address vehicle flow (i.e., intersection congestion) while also
increasing person-carrying capacity in the system by converting 4th and 5th Streets to one way with
bus lanes This alternative sought to address impacts on all transportation users (transit, pedestrians,
and bicyclists) as well as associated energy demand and pollutant emissions.
Response B-87 “As with alternative 2 above …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA.
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Response B-87 “In the selection of these two specific circulation changes …”
Guidelines for SB 743 analysis have not yet been finalized by the State. SB 743 does not prohibit
changes that enhance traffic flow but rather requires that VMT analysis be conducted rather than
level of service (i.e.,. automobile delay) analysis. In the case of Alternative 4, the alternative was
developed as a means to increase person-carrying capacity in the system by providing bus lanes
on 4th and 5th Streets The impact of one-way streets is discussed in the analysis section and
summarized in Table 7-12 of the Traffic Study.
Response B-87 “Alt 4. This section text is inadequate …”
The substantive difference with Alternative 4 relative to the Downtown Community Plan scenarios
and other alternatives is the transportation network, which is therefore discussed in detail. This
alternative was analyzed using both of the Downtown Community Plan land use scenarios
(Scenarios A and B), as noted in the text.
Response B-87 “While Alt. 4 greatly expands …”
As discussed in Response B-87 “Alt. 3. Since the land use …”, CEQA does not require that all
alternatives must reduce each and every impact. Alternatives can also be considered for other
reasons. In the case of Alternative 4, this was included as an alternative to address vehicle flow
(i.e., intersection congestion) while increasing person-carrying capacity in the system by providing
bus lanes on 4th Street, 5th Street, Santa Monica Boulevard, and Broadway and by providing cycle
tracks on Arizona Avenue and 2nd Street.
Response B-87 “In a more clear fashion …”
Alternative 4 was developed as a concept to address vehicle flow while increasing person-carrying
capacity (e.g., bus and bike circulation) by providing bus lanes on 4th Street, 5th Street, Santa
Monica Boulevard, and Broadway and by providing cycle tracks on Arizona Avenue and 2nd Street
while . Potential effects on pedestrians and bicyclists are discussed on pages 105 and 106 of the
Traffic Study. As stated therein, the cycle tracks on Arizona Avenue, Broadway, and 2nd Street
under this alternative would substantially improve safety and comfort for bicyclists and there is
the potential for wide sidewalks along the 1-way corridors. However, 1-way streets can result in
increased automobile speeds that could create potential safety concerns and an uninviting
environment for pedestrians and bicyclists. Pedestrians also prefer crossing 2-way streets since
drivers tend to travel more slowly on them and vehicular conditions and movements are more
predictable with less driver distraction.
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Response B-88 “Alt 5. Confusingly states …”
This sentence have been revised to read, “The Hotel/Tourism-focused Land Use Mix Project
Alternative would result in the same total net new development of approximately 3.2 million
square feet as Scenario B.” This typo has been corrected in the Traffic Study appended to the Final
EIR. The numbers shown on Table 7-1 of the Traffic Study and the subsequent analyses, however,
are correct.
Response B-88 “Is it correct that Alt. 5 includes …”
As stated on page 82 of the Traffic Study, “this alternative (Alternative 5) would include the same
circulation network assumptions as the proposed Downtown Community Plan.” This alternative
also assumes enhanced TDM similar to the proposed DCP.
Response B-88 “As with Alt. 2, why wasn’t …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA.
Response B-88 “While Alt. 5 was only considered for Scenario A …”
As discussed in Response B-88 “Alt. 5. Confusingly states …”, the reference on page 82 of the
Traffic Study is incorrect and should have stated that Alternative 5 would result in the same total
net new development as Scenario B (not Scenario A). This typo has been corrected in the Traffic
Study appended to the Final EIR. The numbers shown on Table 7-1 of the Traffic Study and the
subsequent analyses, however, are correct.
Response B-88 “As for alternatives 3 & 4 …”
This comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses
presented in the EIR.
Response B-88 “Please clarify for every alternative …”
The requested clarification is as follows:
1) The EIR states where parking on the periphery is included in an alternative. For
example, Alternative 1 (No Project) does not mention peripheral parking and it is
not included as a specific program as it is not currently an adopted City program.
2) All future 2030 traffic forecasts for the alternative scenarios includes the 6 projects
entitled or approved in the study area. For all Downtown Community Plan project
scenarios (i.e., Scenario A and Scenario B) and for all project alternatives, the
amount of land use growth forecast to occur as part of the Downtown Community
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Plan project is the change from the “All Approved Projects” baseline shown on
Table 2-1 of the Traffic Study. This baseline includes the six projects listed on page
20 of the Traffic Study as projects that were approved or entitled in downtown prior
to the analysis, and these projects are not considered to be part of the project
scenarios or alternatives. Traffic associated with these projects is, however,
included in the future traffic forecasts.
3) These are the same 6 projects as discussed immediately above.
4) Enhanced TDM programs are included in Downtown Community Plan Scenarios
A and B and are assumed in Alternatives 2, 3, 4, and 5.
Response B-88 “Alternative Concern: While CEQA permits …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response B-88 “How can the reader …”
Quantitative indicates numeric analysis and qualitative indicates non-numeric analysis. This
comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented
in the EIR.
Response B-89 “Why weren’t Alternatives 2 & 5 …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response B-89 “Table 7-1. Please explain …”
Table 7-1 compared each of the alternatives to Scenario B since this is the smaller development
scenario. The intent of the table to show the relative differences in development square footage of
the alternatives as compared to the smaller Scenario B of the DCP. The reader can calculate a
comparison against Scenario A if desired using the data in the table. This comment does not
indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response B-89 “If 7-1 had net new …”
This comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the traffic study or the analyses
presented in the EIR.
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Response B-89 “Note [a] …”
The Traffic Study considered 1,000 square feet per dwelling unit to be an appropriate factor for
translating between total residential floor area and dwelling units based on recent Downtown
residential development trends. Data for Approval Year 2016 is shown in Table 2-1 of the Traffic
Study. This comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses
presented in the EIR.
Response B-89 “Note [b] …”
The Traffic Study considered 500 square feet per hotel room to be an appropriate factor for
translating between total hotel floor area and hotel rooms based on existing hotel square footage
data.
Response B-90 “7-1 is discussed in comparison …”
Data for Approval Year 2016 is shown in Table 2-1 of the Traffic Study if the reader would like
to make that comparison.
Response B-91 “Table 7-2. Missing Alternatives 2, 3 & 5 …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response “Table 7-3. Please explain why …”
As explained on page B-39 of the Traffic Study, the certified LUCE EIR included analysis of a
series of transportation performance measures to assess whether the LUCE would achieve its
broader sustainability and transportation goals including addressing vehicle congestion and
providing abundant and attractive mobility options. The transportation performance metrics
included in the LUCE are also included in the DCP Traffic Study and EIR:
•
•
•
•
•

PM peak hour vehicle trips citywide (“No Net New Trips”)
Citywide vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita
Citywide vehicle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
Change in travel time on the 15 corridors analyzed in the LUCE EIR
Level of service (AM and PM) analysis for 41 intersections citywide

These metrics utilized in the LUCE EIR have a base year of 2008. Consistent with the LUCE EIR
analysis, metrics are compared to the LUCE 2008 baseline. It should be noted that the analysis of
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these performance metrics are not currently required under CEQA, but have been included to
provide additional information to decision-makers and the public.
Response B-92 “Omitting Alternatives 2, 3 & 5 …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR. It should be noted that the
analysis of these performance metrics are not currently required under CEQA, but have been
included to provide additional information to decision-makers and the public.
Response B-92 “Table 7-4. Missing Alternatives 2, 3 & 5 …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR. It should be noted that the
analysis of these performance metrics are not currently required under CEQA, but have been
included to provide additional information to decision-makers and the public.
Response B-93 “Is it correct that …”
As shown in Table 7-5, the estimated travel time changes are similar across each of the scenarios
and alternatives. Travel time changes vary by corridor and between alternatives. It should be noted
that the analysis of this performance metric is not currently required under CEQA, but have been
included to provide additional information to decision-makers and the public.
Response B-93 “Table 7-5 …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR. It should be noted that the
analysis of this performance metric is not currently required under CEQA, but have been included
to provide additional information to decision-makers and the public.
Response B-93 “Explain why WE peak …”
Please see Response “Table 7-3. Please explain why … “. The LUCE EIR included analysis of a
series of transportation performance measures to assess whether the LUCE would achieve its
broader sustainability and transportation goals including addressing vehicle congestion and
providing abundant and attractive mobility options. Although not required by CEQA, the DCP
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Traffic Study includes analysis of the transportation performance metrics included in the LUCE
EIR. These performance metrics are:
•
•
•
•
•

PM peak hour vehicle trips citywide (“No Net New Trips”)
Citywide vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per capita
Citywide vehicle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
Change in travel time on the 15 corridors analyzed in the LUCE EIR
Level of service (AM and PM) analysis for 41 intersections citywide

Table 7-6 shows the LOS analysis for the 41 intersections citywide, consistent with the LUCE
EIR. Weekend analysis is not a LUCE consistency metric.
Response B-94 “Use of NB/EB references …”
The “NB/EB” column includes northbound travel for north-south oriented streets and eastbound
travel for east-west streets. The “SB/WB” column includes southbound travel for north-south
oriented streets and westbound travel for east-west streets.
Response B-94 “Table 7-6. Missing Alternatives …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR. .
Response B-94 “This table states a comparison …”
Table 7-6 of the Traffic Study is provided for informational purposes – to compare results of the
LOS analysis that was conducted for 41 intersections during the LUCE with those of the
alternatives. This LOS analysis for 41 intersections (i.e. LUCE study intersections) provides results
of the alternatives relative to the 2008 LUCE baseline using the City’s criteria for significant
impacts. The analysis then compares the total number of LUCE study intersections impacted under
the alternatives with the total number of intersections impacted by the LUCE (not in addition to).
Data for the 2008 LUCE base year and for the 2030 forecast from the LUCE is presented in Table
4-8 in the Traffic Study.
Response B-97 “It is also unfortunate …”
This comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses
presented in the EIR. The study intersections for the DCP EIR were numbered consecutively from
1 to 45 as shown in Table 7-7 of the Traffic Study. The LUCE consistency study intersections
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shown in Table 7-6 of the Traffic Study, however, are not limited to the Downtown Community
Plan Draft EIR study area but rather are located throughout the City. These intersections were
assigned a TRAFFIX database identification number.
Response B-97 “Table 7-7. Missing Alternatives …”
Please see Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the
level of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not
indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Results for Downtown Community Plan Scenarios A and B are presented on Table 5-1 in the
Traffic Study.
Response B-98 “AM, PM, and WE …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR..
The number of study intersections projected to operate at LOS E or F under Alternatives 1, 4A and
4B is similar to those under Scenarios A and B.
Response B-99-102 “Figures 7-1A, 1B, & 1C …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response B-103B-105 “Figures 7-2A, 2B, 2C, 2d …”
This comment is noted but does not indicate a deficiency in the traffic study or the analyses
presented in the Draft EIR.
Response B-103B-105 “Table 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10. It appears…”
LOS measures vehicle delay at intersections and on roadways. As described in the Traffic Study,
LOS A through F are used, with LOS A indicating free-flow operations and LOS F indicating
congested operations. LOS grades do not exceed LOS F.
Response B-103B-105 “Why was not the I-10 …”
The most congested portions of the I-10 freeway are to the east of downtown Santa Monica and
are represented on the tables. Volumes on the I-10 at 4th/5th are lower than those at Lincoln, which
is shown in the tables as operating at a LOS C.
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Response B-103B-105 “Footnote 4 seems to contradict …”
As noted in the footnote, the average recorded speed on the I-10 freeway eastbound at Lincoln is
approximately 40 miles per hour, with occasional queue spillback. This is appropriately
characterized as LOS C/D in the table. Speeds of less than 25 miles per hour were recorded in the
study segments to the east.
Response B-103B-105 “Footnote 5 is not on the tables. …”
Footnote 5 should only refer to LOS E/F locations. These references in Tables 6-1, 6-2, 7-8, 7-9,
and 7-10 has been corrected in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR.
Response B-106 “Table 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10. 1) Why is there…”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response B-106 “Table 7-11. DSP Title says …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR..
Response B-107 “Since both 4A & 4B …”
Table 7-12 of the Traffic Study generally characterizes Alternatives 4A and 4B as having
significant intersection impacts similar to the overall level of impacts as the Downtown
Community Plan scenarios since Alternatives 4A and 4B have significant impacts at 16 and 15
study intersections, respectively, (as shown on Table 7-7 of the Traffic Study) whereas Scenarios
A and B respectively have significant impacts at 16 and 13 study intersections, respectively (as
shown on Table 5-1 of the Traffic Study). As also shown on Tables 7-7 and 5-1 of the Traffic
Study, impacts specifically during the P.M. peak hour are slightly worse for Alternatives 4A and
4B (9 and 8 intersections respectively) than for Scenarios A and B (7 and 5 intersections
respectively).
Response B-107 “Table 7-12 …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
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Response B-107 “1) While quantity …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
The number of intersections impacted by Alternative 4A is 16 and the number of intersections
impacted by Alternative 4B is 16, as shown in Table 7-7 of the Traffic Study.
Response B-107 “2) Language used in Alt 2 …”
As indicated in Table 7-12, compared with Alternative 1, Alternative 2 improves the pedestrian
and bicycle networks but not to the same extent as the Downtown Community Plan. Neither level
of impact is considered to be significant.
Response B-107 “3) Language used in Alt 3, 4A & 4B …”
Higher vehicle speeds associated with one-streets could create negative effects on bicyclists and
pedestrians. These impacts are described in qualitative terms.
Response B-108 “Is it correct to conclude …”
The information provided in Table 7-12 of the Traffic Study provides a comparison of the project
alternatives but purposely does not rank them. The table is intended to summarize how the
proposed DCP and alternatives affect each of the transportation issue differently. One alternative
may be “more impactful” than others for one issue but “less impactful” for another issue.
Response B-108 “It appears that the Analysis pages …”
The calculation of quantity of net new development could be calculated from the information
provided in Table 2-1 and Table 7-1 of the Traffic Study. The comment is noted but does not
indicate a deficiency in the Traffic Study since the information is readily available within the
document. Furthermore, Tables 5-3, 5-10, and 5-16 of Section 5.0 Alternatives of the EIR provides
the summary of net new development for Alternatives 1, 2, and 5. (Alternatives 3 and 4 assume
the same net new development as the proposed DCP).
Response B-108 “Do MSF numbers for Alt.1 …”
Alternative 1 anticipates 4.4 MSF of additional development over Year 2016.
Response B-108 “Is ‘result in growth …”
Alternative 1 anticipates 4.4 MSF of additional development over year 2016 with the currently
approved projects in Downtown.
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Response B-109 “Both Alt. 1 & Alt. 2 discussions …”
The growth anticipated under each of the alternatives is discussed on pages 80 through 82 of the
Traffic Study and is presented on Table 7-1 of the Traffic study. Furthermore, Tables 5-3, 5-10,
and 5-16 of Section 5.0 Alternatives of the EIR provides the summary of net new development for
Alternatives 1, 2, and 5. (Alternatives 3 and 4 assume the same net new development as the
proposed DCP).
Response B-109 “Alt. 2 analysis ventures into speculation …”
As discussed in the EIR, there is substantial demand for new development in Downtown Santa
Monica. If Tier 3 development standards are eliminated under Alternative 2, the potential exists
for such development demand to be accommodated at other locations and more parcels outside the
Downtown.
Response B-109 “This above analysis then should apply …”
Alternative 5 is not substantially more limited in terms of development potential. Under this
alternative, Tier 3 development standards would not be eliminated and as such, it is anticipated
that there would be an equivalent amount of new development to Scenario B, with a modest 10%
reduction in housing and a substantial increase in commercial development.
Response B-109 “Are community benefit reductions hypothesized …”
As stated in the Traffic Study, Alternative 2 would result in less community benefit potential,
making it more difficult to implement the DSP’s major circulation improvements such as the
Olympic Crossover and the Sears Access connection. These key circulation improvements are
important to improving mobility in the Downtown – as a result, some LOS intersection impacts
may be greater without these improvements.
Response B-109 “All this negative Traffic Study speculation …”
As noted on page 103 of the Traffic Study, the amount of growth forecast under Alternative 2 is
approximately 0.6 million (600,000) square feet, not the 200,000 square feet mentioned in the
comment.
As discussed Response B-82 “States that 3 MSF …”, page 81 of the Traffic Study incorrectly
stated the difference between Alternative 2 and Scenario B as 200,000 square feet and this will be
corrected to 600,000 sf in the Traffic Study appended to the Final EIR.
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Response B-109 “Yet Alternative 2 is not studied …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 review …” for an explanation of the level of
analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR..
Response B-109,110 “Are the Olympic Crossover and Sears Access …”
See Response B-109 “Are community benefit reductions hypothesized …”Major circulation
improvements such as the Olympic Crossover and Sears Access are envisioned on the Established
Large Sites. These circulation improvements would be dependent on coordination with the
property owner and/or developer through a negotiated development agreement. Given high land
values and development costs, Tier 2 standards would limit development agreement projects and
inherently result in lesser ability to fund/implement circulation improvements.
Response B-109, 110 “Analysis of Alternative 3 …”
The 4th/5th 1-way Streets Alternative (Alternative 3) introduced an alternate set of circulation
measures than those proposed under the Downtown Community Plan. This alternative was
intended to address vehicular flow while also increasing person-carrying capacity on these streets.
Based in part on the analysis in the Traffic Study, the EIR concluded that Alternative 3 would
generally have a greater level of impact on the transportation system than the DCP scenarios and
would not meet project objectives (see pages 5.0-82 and 5.0-83 in Section 5.0, Alternatives of the
Draft EIR).
Response B-109, 110 “Analysis of Alternative 4A …”
The Expanded One-way Streets Alternative introduced an alternate set of circulation measures
than those proposed under the Downtown Community Plan. These alternatives were designed to
address vehicular flow while also increasing person-carrying capacity in the Downtown. The
development of this alternative was intended to address impacts on all transportation users (drivers,
transit riders, pedestrians, and bicyclists).
Based in part on the analysis in the Traffic Study, the EIR concluded that Alternative 4A would
generally have a greater level of impact on the transportation system than the DCP scenarios and
would not meet project objectives (see pages 5.0-92 and 5.0-93 of Section 5.0, Alternatives of the
EIR).
Response B-113 “Analysis of Alternative 4B …”
The Expanded One-way Streets Alternative introduced an alternate set of circulation measures
than those proposed under the Downtown Community Plan. These alternatives were designed to
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address vehicular flow while also increasing person-carrying capacity in the Downtown. The
development of these alternatives was intended to address impacts on all transportation users
(drivers, transit riders, pedestrians, and bicyclists).
Based in part on the analysis in the Traffic Study, the EIR concluded that Alternative 4A would
generally have a greater level of impact on the transportation system than the DCP scenarios and
would not meet project objectives (see pages 5.0-92 and 5.0-93 in Section 5.0, Alternatives of the
Draft EIR).
Response B-113 “Alternative 5 analyses …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response “It would be important …”
See Response B-87 “Why wasn’t this Alternative 2 reviewed …” for an explanation of the level
of analysis required for alternatives under CEQA. This comment is noted but does not indicate a
deficiency in the Traffic Study or the analyses presented in the EIR.
Response MM-232
The Draft EIR evaluates an appropriate range of alternatives. As required under CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(a), the Draft EIR includes a discussion and evaluation of "a reasonable range of
alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly obtain most of
the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives." The EIR provides
robust alternatives analysis that includes coequal analysis of two primary alternatives as well as
four additional alternatives, including the No Project Alternative. The Draft EIR also included a
Reduced Project Alternative, which eliminates Tier 3 projects, substantially reduced overall
buildout and lowers maximum building FARs and heights. The alternatives analysis provides City
decision-makers with a reasonable range of alternative to consider to reduce or avoid impacts.
When developing a range of alternatives, Section 15000 et seq. of the State CEQA Guidelines state
that an EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather, the range of
alternatives required in an EIR is governed by a “rule of reason” … it must consider a reasonable
range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision-making and public
participation. A decision-making body can reject alternatives on policy grounds provided that its
adopted findings addressing feasibility embody a reasonable balancing of competing economic,
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social, environmental, and other considerations supported by substantial evidence. Therefore, the
range of alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR is adequate.
To address concerns raised during the Draft EIR public review process, the City of Santa Monica
prepared a Recirculated Draft EIR in accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5, which
states in part that “A Lead Agency is required to recirculate an EIR when significant new
information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the availability of the draft EIR for
public review.” Per Section 15088.5(c) of the State CEQA Guidelines, only the chapters affected
by the significant new information are recirculated for public review. The sections included in the
Recirculated EIR include Section 2.0, Project Description, and Section 3.12, Land Use & Planning.
These sections replace in their entirety the corresponding sections of the original Draft EIR. The
changes reflected in the February 11, 2016 revised draft of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan would not result in new significant environmental impacts, substantial increases in the
severity of an environmental impact, or a feasible project alternatives or mitigation measures that
would clearly reduce the significant environmental impacts identified in the Draft EIR. Therefore,
the range of alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR are adequate pursuant to the requirements of
CEQA.
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Letter NVS
March 22, 2016
Nick von Speyr
101 California Avenue, #904
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment NVS-1
I am writing to let you know that I do not approve of the Downtown Community Plan and support
the initiative organized by Residocracy for voter approval of all major development projects, etc.
None of us wants Santa Monica to become another Miami full of high rise monstrosities with all
the attendant traffic problems, polluted air, lack of sunlight, crime, impersonal living, etc.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment
regarding the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not primarily pertain to
the adequacy of the analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be
reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter NK
April 18, 2016
Nikki Kohloff
nhkolhoff@yahoo.com
Santa Monica, CA
Comment NK-1
1.

Is it the City’s position that SB50 applies to general plans and not just projects? Taken to
its logical conclusion, this would mean that, even if there were no other impacts from a
general plan that results in increased students, developer fees would be deemed sufficient
even if the City had (a) no plans to build more schools, or (b) if the City would need to
build more schools to accommodate the students generated by the general plan and no
funds to do so.

Response
Thank you for your comment. Pursuant to SB 50, impacts on schools are considered to be less than
significant with payment of project development fees to the Santa Monica-Malibu Union School
District, which was established to provide for school facilities construction, improvements, and
expansion. State Government Code, Section 65996, School Mitigation Fee, designates Section
17620 of the Education Code (the mitigation fees authorized by SB 50) and Section 65970 of the
Government Code to be the exclusive method for considering and mitigating development impacts
on school facilities. Pursuant to Government Code Section 65995.5, payment of developer fees by
a developer constitutes full mitigation on impacts to school. Additionally, developer fees for school
improvements would be supplemented by revenue from existing bond measures, such as Measures
BB and ES.
Comment NK-2
2.

Does the additional revenue needed to build/expand schools come from City budget, a
bond, or another city source when the need is created by a general plan as opposed to a
specific developer project?

Response
Please see response to comment NK-1.
Comment NK-3
3.

Does the funding source need to be identified and reserved in order for it to be considered
adequate mitigation?
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Response
School mitigation fees for development in the Downtown Community Plan area would be assessed
by the school district during review of future individual projects. As noted in response NK-4
above, such fees are considered adequate mitigation under state law.
Comment NK-4
4.

Is it the City’s position that it can go forward with such a general plan, regardless of
whether school resources are sufficient?

Response
As discussed in response to Comment NK-1, pursuant to SB 50, impacts on schools are considered
to be less than significant with payment of project development fees. Pursuant to Government
Code Section 65995.5, payment of developer fees constitutes full mitigation on impacts to school.
Comment NK-5
5.

Is it the City’s position that it is not required to reject such a general plan because school
resources are insufficient?

Response
Please see response to comment NK-4.
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Letter RG
March 8, 2016
Roberto Gomez
santamonicagent@aol.com
Santa Monica, CA
Comment RG-1
I AM AGAINST "THE COMMUNITY PLAN". AND WILL VOTE AGAINST IT AT THIS
YEARS ELECTION AND WILL WORK TO GET RID OF YOU IF YOU SUPPORT IT!
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment
regarding the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not primarily pertain to
the adequacy of the analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be
reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter SL
March 10, 2016
Steve Linett
linettwork@aol.com
Santa Monica, CA
Comment SL-1
It continues to amaze me that the city management staff of Santa Monica continues to ignore the
wishes of our citizens.
The new Downtown Community Plan is a perfect example of this, and is an abomination.
Not only does it allow all these large buildings (up to 84 feet in height and 100,000 square feet in
area) to be built without any city council approval, but it also allows for certain so-called
opportunity sites (like the Miramar site) to go way above these dimensions with city council
approval.
When are you people going to learn?
Don’t you know by now how the residents feel about traffic congestion on our roads, the loss of
views and sunlight, and general overcrowding?
Were you not aware that the Hines Project was stopped in its tracks when almost 25% of the
registered voters of Santa Monica signed a petition demanding that the project be shut down?
Did you not see the survey the City conducted a couple of years ago which showed that about 2/3
of our residents did not want any more large buildings constructed?
Don’t you realize it’s the people of Santa Monica who pay your salaries rather than the
developers?.... Or is that not even true?
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. This comment
regarding the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not primarily pertain to
the adequacy of the analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be
reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter TAP
Taffy Patton
Chair Residents Coalition
1021 19th Street, #1
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment TAP-1
Solar Power
The Plan promises that it is sustainable. Using the most recent Planning Commission-approved
developments (1415 5th Street, 1560 Lincoln, 1601 Lincoln and 500 Broadway) to illustrate the
future Downtown development, it is clear that new residential projects’ photovoltaic roof areas
will be too small in relation to their large power demands to generate more than 10% of their power
needs. Elevators, lights, air conditioning for buildings above 4 floors cannot be supplied via solar
power. The Plan calls for heights of 5+ to 12+ stories. These structures cannot generate nearly as
much power as they use and are therefore not Net Zero buildings. Ac on SI5.1B would “encourage
buildings over 25,000SF to benchmark and disclose their energy usage and reduce their energy
consumption.” But Ac on SI5.1B is simply a suggestion. It is not a requirement or a development
standard. In fact, the height of buildings proposed in all areas of the Plan ensure that
surrounding buildings cannot produce enough solar power to be self-sufficient.
Response
Thank you for your comment. The proposed Downtown Community Plan provides for a wide
range of sustainability measures, including solar power generation, water conservation, and reuse
and energy conservation. Please also see response to comment BB-4 regarding sustainability.
Impacts related to the Project’s potential increase in energy demand are fully disclosed under
Impact U-8 in Section 3.17, Utilities. Further, per the revised Downtown Community Plan,
building heights are generally limited to five to six stories and existing standards call for
preservation of solar access. Because precise locations and designs of individual projects
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan are not planned at this time,
the EIR’s analyses are programmatic in nature. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed
by the decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment TAP-2
Impact on Schools
The Plan declares that “proximity to Roosevelt Elementary, Lincoln Middle School” and private
schools “provide sufficient choices and access to nearby academic facilities for families living in
Downtown.” Roosevelt Elementary is 1.18 miles from the farthest area of Downtown and 0.86
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miles from the midpoint of Downtown. K-5th grade children cannot be expected to walk or bike 2
miles RT to school each day, crossing multiple major intersections and, in many cases, the LTR
line. Lincoln Middle School is basically the same distance from the center and borders of
Downtown. Most parents would not allow their middle school children to walk or bike a mile
across an urban environment to attend school each day. Downtown parents of Lincoln and
Roosevelt students would be forced to drive across town, increasing traffic congestion,
greenhouse gases and vehicle trips.
Roosevelt Elementary and Lincoln Middle School already serve the densest neighborhood in the
city: Wilmont. The Plan would also greatly increase density in the Wilshire Transition area. This
area serves the same two schools. These 2 schools would be unfairly burdened by the increase in
students.
The Plan admits that more students would be generated by increasing density Downtown. The Plan
also claims that adequate school facilities already exist and “developer fees to the SMMUSD
would fully mitigate impacts to less than significant.” But Roosevelt is already at capacity. And
over-crowding schools result in serious consequences: larger class sizes, trailers replacing
playgrounds, collapsed and year-round schedules that disrupt family life and lower educational
outcomes. If test scores fall, property values also fall, impacting city tax revenue. These impacts
are very significant and developer fees would not mitigate them.
Santa Monica prides itself on its fine educational system. Our schools and school district must be
fully supported by the Plan. Developer fees to SMMUSD must be substantial enough to eventually
build new schools, not just supply classroom trailers that would replace playground space, limiting
or eliminating recess, physical education and afterschool sports activities. Downtown students
cannot all attend Roosevelt Elementary and Lincoln Middle School without harmful, significant
impacts on students. Students must attend schools within easy walking and biking distance
from their homes. Any other approach is NOT sustainable.
Response
Section 3.16, Public Services provides a detailed assessment of school related impacts, including
existing school capacity and projected increases in enrollment levels, along with a discussion of
allowable mitigation under SB-50. Please see responses to comments MF-2 and MF-3 regarding
enrollment and additional student-related traffic impacts. Please also see response to Comment
NK-1 regarding SB 50 and payment of developer fees. Potential traffic generated by vehicle trips
associated with school drop-offs and pick-ups are accounted for in the Traffic Study (see Appendix
B). Additionally, potential impacts to schools as a result of the Plan are thoroughly discussed in
Impact PS-3.
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Comment TAP-3
Fire and Police Services
The Plan states that new land uses would not generate the need for new or physically altered fire
protection facilities. That may be true, but it is unrealistic to conclude that the City can use existing
equipment and the same number of fire fighters when 60% of the Downtown area’s height rises
from 0-3 stories to 5+ to 12+ stories and density will greatly increase in those tall buildings. Also,
“large” hotel/condo projects would consume a significant % of available city services during an
earthquake or fire. The Plan does recognize the burden (financial and potential risk) that dense,
high buildings place on residents, as the demands on City services increase.
The Plan does recognize that new residential, commercial, and visitor-serving uses would increase
resident and daytime populations, but deems that this increase would only “incrementally increase
the demand for police protection services.” The Plan would change a major section of the city
to 17/7 hours of activity with increased visitors and increased residents of every
demographic. This change would clearly require significantly more fire and police services.
Response
Section 3.16, Public Services, of the EIR analyzes and discloses potential impacts to fire and police
services, including visitor population, under Impacts PS-1 and PS-2. Existing and proposed public
service programs, along with mitigation measures, are considered when analyzing potential
impacts to the provision of adequate public services to meet increased public services demand. As
described in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment land use changes under the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would be expected to increase the Downtown residential population by
approximately 4,173 residents under Scenario A and approximately 3,210 new residents under
Scenario B by 2030. Additionally, the development of an estimated 1,725 hotel rooms under Scenario
A and 974 hotel rooms under Scenario B by 2030 would increase the overnight visitor populations in
Downtown.
With regard to fire services Because increases in the residential and non-residential/visitor population
would take place over the life of the proposed Downtown Community Plan through the year 2030,
potential increases in call volume for Santa Monica Fire Department (SMFD) services would occur
incrementally over an extended period of time. Based on the SMFD, future calls for service demands
in upcoming years are anticipated to increase the facility demands at Fire Station No. 1, requiring up
to nine apparatus and 20 personnel (City of Santa Monica 2013b). As previously described, the SMFD
is planning for construction of a new Fire Station No. 1 at 1337-45 7th Street, which would consist of
a new 25,000-squarte foot (sf) fire station with additional space for expanded staff and equipment as
well as improved amenities for the SMFD and the public. In addition to response times and staffing
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considerations, the construction of new taller buildings in the Downtown may necessitate new fire
protection equipment. However, over the life of the proposed Downtown Community Plan (i.e.,
through the year 2030), the addition of new buildings up to 84 feet in height in the Downtown may
necessitate either replacement of the existing ladder truck or purchase of an additional ladder truck or
similar equipment (e.g., telesquirt fire apparatus) to fight fires in these taller buildings. The SMFD is
funded through general fund revenues generated by property, sales, and transient occupancy taxes, all
of which are expected to increase in proportion to new development in the Downtown, particularly
retail commercial and hotel development. Such increased revenues would be available for the SMFD
to expand resources as needed to meet changing demands.
Similar to fire services, with regard to police services, due to the overall increase in population, there
may be a need for additional officers or police equipment to maintain adequate response times. For
long-term staffing planning, the Santa Monica Police Department (SMPD) prepares a 5-year Staffing
Plan approved by the City Council which addresses departmental budget, staffing, and equipment
needs. This 5-year plan allows for SMPD to determine any increases in police resources and equipment
if needed. The SMPD is funded through general fund revenues and pier fund revenues generated by
property, sales and transient occupancy taxes, all of which are expected to increase in proportion to the
new commercial and hotel uses within the Downtown. Such revenues would be used by the SMPD to
hire additional officers and purchase equipment to maintain or improve SMPD service levels over time
to meet changing demands.

Comment TAP-4
Waste and Recycling
In 2014, Santa Monica adopted the Zero Waste Strategic Plan. The DCP outlines a “public
relations opportunity to advertise the City’s ambitious sustainability goals.” The Plan says the
“Downtown could be used as a showcase for the following programs” and offers suggestions for
development standards, but no requirements for hotels and large housing developments are
included. Policy SI3.2 “encourage(s) consideration of new technologies and superior practice in
Tier 2 and 3 projects and on large sites...” Encouraging consideration is marketing language.
Marketing language, PR opportunities and suggestions are not enforceable. Educational materials
and trash cans are useful, but small efforts. The Plan lacks strict, far-reaching and enforceable
standards for Zero Waste in all developments.
Response
As discussed under Impacts U-6 and U-7 in Section 3.17, Utilities, the City has achieved
significant waste reduction targets and continues to strive for additional reductions in solid waste.
The City’s existing programs such as the Sustainable City Plan and Zero Waste Strategic
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Operations Plan will further reduce per capita waste generation, thereby reducing existing waste
generation in the City and expected waste generation from the Project. Additionally, individual
projects in the Downtown would be required to comply with all applicable solid waste regulations
in effect at the time of operation, including Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) Section
5.08.400—Solid Waste Diversion.
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) thresholds of significance for solid waste are based
on existing capacity of solid waste facilities and project compliance with federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations; therefore, impacts are considered less than significant in the EIR analysis.
Nevertheless, this comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during
the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment TAP-5
Biological Resources
To ensure biological sustainability, both the EIR and DCP promise that future projects in the
Downtown provide “significant onsite open space.” The EIR admits that “native terrestrial
vegetation within the Downtown is very limited.” But it promises the Plan will “create successful
gathering places…where enjoyment of natural beauty is part of the Downtown experience.” The
Plan does add more trees to the Urban Forest, but does NOT guarantee any permeable open space
Downtown. Instead, large sites, like 4th-5th AZ would be covered by hardscaped development.
The Miramar Hotel has open space, but that space already existed before the Plan. This hotel is
not proposing the creation of additional permeable open space that would support biological
sustainability. In the DCP, large site and mixed use project development standards permit
towers, plazas and private hardscaped spaces, including above ground spaces, that would
NOT contribute to native terrestrial vegetation or support associated water, insects, birds
and animals.
Response
As discussed in Section 3.5, Biological Resources of the EIR, the applicable CEQA thresholds of
significance for biological resources are based on potential interference with movement of native
species, wildlife corridors, or native wildlife nursery sites, or potential conflict with local policies
or ordinances protecting biological resources. As described in Impact BIO-1 land use changes
under the proposed Downtown Community Plan could potentially result in the removal of trees
and other vegetation; however, individual projects would be required to adhere to the Migratory
Bird Treaty Act and the California Fish and Game Code as well as the City’s Tree Code and Urban
Forest Master Plan.
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As stated in Section 2.4.1, Project Objectives one of the goals of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan is “preserve existing areas of natural beauty, cultural importance and assure that buildings,
structures, signs or other developments are in good taste, good design, harmonious with surrounding
developments, and in general contribute to the preservation of Santa Monica's reputation as a place
of beauty, spaciousness and quality.” The design review process, as required by Chapter 9.55 of the
City’s Zoning Ordinance, is intended to prevent or minimize degradation of the visual character or
quality of the Downtown.

With regard to permeable surfaces, Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality of the EIR found
that since the existing Downtown is almost entirely impermeable, new land uses that occur under
the proposed Downtown Community Plan would not increase the amount of impervious surfaces
over existing levels. Rather, the proposed Plan includes development standards that require
projects to provide new permeable areas including open space, landscaping, and planted areas,
thus resulting in increased infiltration in the Downtown. In addition, The Downtown Community
Plan provides new development standards that require new open space, landscaping, and planted
areas. For example, Development Standard 6.4.E: Minimum Open Space Requirements would
require future projects to provide between 15 percent and 30 percent of lot area for open space.
Additionally, Design Guidelines 7.1.E.2 encourages “green roofs” for their ability to treat storm
water, as well as to provide a visual amenity for any taller buildings in the area. As a result, land
use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan would increase
the amount of open space and permeable area compared to existing conditions.
Comment TAP-6
CO Hotspot Intersections and Air Quality Standards
The DCP promises that land use changes “would lead to less than significant” localized CO hotspot
concentrations at nearby intersections.” But the EIR admits the Plan would exceed SCAQMD’s
project-specific air quality standards. It states that the Plan would cause a “potentially significant
and unavoidable impact.” But these significant environment impacts are avoidable. The Plan
incentivizes high-density, market rate units beyond the 5-10 minute walking circles of Expo LTR
supported by transit behavior studies. This type of housing increases vehicle trips and emissions.
The Plan also assumes that transportation control measures, like transit pass subsidy, expansion of
the bicycle network, and other TDM measures would significantly reduce vehicle daily trips and
regional peak-hour traffic congestion. These measures, though valuable, cannot achieve the City’s
greenhouse gas reduction targets. These targets can only be met by ensuring that dense market rate
housing is built within easy walking distance of Expo LTR.
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Response
As described in Section 2.0, Project Description the proposed Downtown Community Plan
incentivizes a broad mix of uses and services such as local and regional serving retail, multi-family
housing, Class A office, creative employment, hospitality uses, and community gathering spaces
in the Transit Adjacent Zone, within a 2.5-block radius from the Expo LRT. Residents, businesses
and visitors in these areas would have access to a variety of transit options, and therefore would
not be heavily reliant on passenger vehicles to move around the City to conduct daily life. All of
Downtown is within a Transit Priority Area (TPA), where the combination of the Expo LRT and
high frequency bus service provide very high levels of transit service. In addition, much of
Downtown is within the nationally recognized 0.25-mile radius for attractive walking distance to
the Downtown Expo Station.
However, land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan would
require construction activities that could generate short-term construction-related air pollutant
emissions. As described in Impact AQ-2, many of the individual projects would be small and would
likely not generate construction emissions that would exceed the South Coast Air Quality Management
District’s (SCAQMD‘s) thresholds of significance; however, other projects, particularly at the
Established Large Sites, could potentially be large enough to generate construction emissions that
exceed these thresholds. Additionally, as described in Impact AQ-3 the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would result in combined operational emissions from vehicle and energy uses that
would result in significant and unavoidable impacts. However, it should be noted that SCAQMD
significance thresholds for criteria air pollutants (2015) do not distinguish between project-level EIRs
and program-level EIRs. The proposed Downtown Community Plan is an implementation plan for the
LUCE that addresses potential land use changes in the Downtown on a programmatic level. Therefore,
the application of the SCAQMD thresholds to a program-level EIR is highly conservative.

A CO hot spot is a localized concentration of CO that is above the state or national 1-hour or 8hour CO ambient air standards largely as a result of idling or slowly moving vehicles. The Draft
EIR employed the CAL3QHC model was used to predict future CO concentrations in the Downtown
with implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan at the five intersections with the
poorest operational LOS within Downtown, as these intersections indicated the locations of the highest
potential CO concentrations due to vehicle idling. However, none of the analyzed intersections would
exceed national or state standards for 1-hour or 8-hour CO concentrations 15 (see Table 3.4-14 in the
EIR). As all other intersections in the Downtown would operate at a better LOS (see Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation), those intersections would have lower CO concentrations.
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Comment TAP-7
Locating Jobs Near Housing
The Plan promises “ to minimize vehicle miles traveled and associated air pollutant emissions
from vehicles… including locating jobs and housing near transit…” Assuming there is a
jobs/housing imbalance in Santa Monica caused by residents who must use vehicles to drive to
work, creating more housing beyond reach of public transit would exacerbate that imbalance. The
DCP would incentivize dense, mixed use development from Ocean to Lincoln on Wilshire and on
2nd St, as well as at the Miramar Hotel/condo as a “large” site. This dense, mixed use and hotel
development would create new jobs, but these new jobs would be primarily for lower wage service
industry residents. The Plan incentivizes market rate housing. Comparatively little affordable and
moderate housing would be built in the Wilshire Transition area. Therefore, the Plan would
intensify the jobs/housing imbalance by locating large amounts of high cost housing near low wage
jobs. By intensifying the imbalance, the Plan would be in direct conflict with LUCE goals to reduce
vehicle daily trips and regional peak-hour traffic congestion.
Response
The EIR evaluates affordable housing issues under Impact POP-1 in Section 3.15, Population,
Housing, and Employment. The addition of new housing in the Downtown is intended to help the
City expand the inventory of deed-restricted affordable housing, beyond the minimum required by
the Affordable Housing Production Program. The proposed Downtown Community Plan seeks to
strike a balance between residents and rental prices by encouraging housing that matches all
affordability levels of the City’s diverse workforce. It is anticipated that new units built in the
Downtown would include many deed-restricted affordable housing units. Future housing projects
within the Downtown play a key role in creating more housing opportunities for Downtown
residents/workers, meeting the City’s affordable housing production goals, decreasing citywide
GHG emissions, and minimizing impacts to existing neighborhoods. Depending on the location of
future new housing, residents would have access to BBB, Expo LRT, or the extensive pedestrian
and bicycle facilities within the Downtown. In addition to the TDM measures required by SMMC
Chapter 9.53, the Downtown Community Plan would require, transportation allowance of at least
75 and 100 percent of a regional transit pass for Tier 2 and Tier 3 Projects, respectively, on-site
shared bicycles for resident and guest use for residential projects. Additionally, as described in
Section 2.0, Project Description of the EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan would
develop additional tools with the City’s transportation management organization for implementing
the extensive TDM efforts that would further enable employees, residents, customers and visitors
to bike, walk, rideshare, and take transit. Please refer to Section 3.18, Transportation and
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Circulation for a detailed discussion of trip generation, intersection congestions, and other metrics
including VMT.
Comment TAP-8
No Net New Trips
The Plan says it will “Advance the “no net new vehicle trips” through rideshare programs, parking
management strategies, as well as development impact fees for public transit infrastructure. “ But
there is no research to support the conclusion that eliminating parking and adding developer fees
will significantly reduce car use in areas that contain primarily expensive housing beyond 5-10
minute walking circles of Expo LTR. Impact fees for public transit infrastructure and limited
parking will not reduce car use if the majority of new residents are unlikely to take public
transit. Big Blue Bus ridership is declining and research finds that higher income individuals are
unlikely to take public transportation, especially the bus. Yet the Plan assumes that new residents,
the most of whom will earn incomes above $25,000/year, will take the bus. This assumption will
result in increased vehicle trip generation, VMT, and associated GHG emissions.
Resident surveys prioritize lack of parking Downtown and in residential neighborhoods adjacent
to Downtown. But the Plan offers limited parking in new projects, including in areas beyond
walking distance to LTR. As of April 2016, the city’s largest employer, the city itself, offers
employees free parking. Yet residents are often publicly shamed for having cars and needing a
place to park them. The City’s attitude toward parking is both unrealistic and dismissive of
residents. The DCP’s approach to parking is also unrealistic. It will cause traffic congestion as
visitors and residents search for space. Lack of parking greatly impacts the city’s sense of
community, unnecessarily pitting visitors and new residents against existing residents.
The following statement in the EIR is true: “The increase in PM2.5 and PM10 emissions would
exceed the SCAQMD regional thresholds for daily emissions for both Scenario A and Scenario B.
However, the EIR concludes that exceeding the SCAQMD thresholds is unavoidable. That
statement is false. The City can avoid exceeding the SCAQMD thresholds by developing
Downtown to no more than 2-3 stories. Two to three stories would be sustainable in terms of traffic
generation, hot spots, GHGs and solar energy.
Response
The EIR evaluates transportation issues in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation, as well
as the Traffic Study prepared for the Project by Fehr and Peers (see Appendix B). Travel demand
forecast modeling methodology and details are provided in Chapter 3 of the Traffic Study. As
described in Impact T-2, the City’s trip reduction goals are citywide, understanding that individual
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new development will inevitably generate some vehicle trips but at lower rates due to increased
TDM regulations. To achieve the goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips, the LUCE provides
a framework for integrating land use and transportation to reduce vehicle trips; encouraging
walking, bicycling, and transit use and creating active, pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods. The
LUCE proposes the creation of a complete multi-modal transportation system, which builds upon
the City‘s investment in transit and the opportunity offered by the Expo LRT. The LUCE focuses
future land uses into transit-oriented mixed-use areas like the Downtown and along transit
corridors to substantially reduce vehicle trips generated by new development. The proposed
Downtown Community Plan supports the LUCE goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips by
focusing future land use changes in the Downtown’s rich transit and transportation environment
and near the Expo LRT Downtown Station and other multi-modal facilities to minimize single
occupancy automobile trips. The proposed Downtown Community Plan also includes a variety of
goals, policies, and actions that would further address vehicle trip generation in the City, including
an enhanced TDM Program that will be more effective at reducing peak period trips and reaching
a greater number of stakeholders. Aggressive trip reduction requirements would continue to be
negotiated as part of the development agreements for Tier 3 projects. When combined with other
citywide LUCE actions, the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s enhanced TDM program
would help limit vehicle trip generation in the City.
With regard to potential Air Quality impacts resulting from the proposed Downtown Community
Plan, the Draft EIR analyzes a range of alternatives, including Alternative #1 (No Project
Alternative) and Alternative #2 (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects), and City decision-makers will
have the full range of alternatives before them for final consideration. However, as shown in Table
5-21 in Section 5.0, Alternatives implementation of any of the alternatives would result in similar
or greater air quality impacts relative to the proposed Downtown Community Plan. For example,
without the proposed Downtown Community Plan to guide land use and transportation changes in
the Downtown, it is uncertain as to whether the Downtown would evolve into a multi-modal
district that would facilitate a reduction in future air pollutant and GHG emissions. Additionally,
the No Project Alternative would not uniformly implement the transportation control measures
that are utilized and assumed in Air Quality Management Plan’s (AQMP’s) air quality forecasts.
Additionally, under with the elimination of Tier 3 projects reduced development potential in
Downtown would be anticipated. As a result, development pressure would push new land uses out
to more parcels in the Downtown and other areas of the City (e.g., along the boulevards). With
future land uses being potentially pushed out to other areas of the City that are less accessible to
transit, VMT and associated air pollutant emissions would be potentially greater on a citywide and
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regional basis. Nevertheless, this comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decisionmakers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment TAP-9
Aspirational Approach to TDM and GHG Emissions
The DCP approach to GHG emissions, global climate change, TDM and traffic congestion is
aspirational. It is NOT enforceable or sustainable.
The Plan says that developers “should achieve an average vehicle ridership (“AVR”) of 2.2 within
two years of Certificate of Occupancy. The 2.2 AVR should continue to be achieved and
maintained thereafter. And they should submit an annual monitoring report on the TDM Plan.”
Should is not enforceable. Should is not a requirement. Like much of the Plan regarding global
warming, AVR plans are simply aspirational.
Until TDM has been proven to work, it is unreasonable to assume TDM measures will be
successful in a greatly densified environment, much less in areas beyond reach of Expo LTR.
The Plan says it is: “Calling for an aggressive TDM plan.. through employer trip reduction plans
and subsidized transit passes for residents and employees” sounds impressive, but it is simply
marketing language. The city does not enforce TDM measures. Instead, large employers are
granted continual extensions for showing “good faith efforts.” History informs the community that
in Santa Monica, elaborate TDM evaluation and assessment plans are not enforced. TDM
requirements are often waived after years of unsuccessful “good faith efforts,” side tracked by
circumstances “beyond staff’s control” or deemed inappropriate. Agensys, Inc., a large Santa
Monica employer, has never met its TDM goals. Whole Foods/ Wilshire employees continue to
park in the adjacent neighborhood and now Trader Joe’s will be constructed directly across the
street. That developer is likely to be offered a similar unsuccessful parking situation. Good faith
efforts do not eliminate greenhouse gasses and traffic congestion.
The DCP includes “regularly evaluat(ing) the connection between new uses, the TDM and
circulation measures, and rate of success for shifting automobile trips to transit and bicycles…to
achieve No Net New P.M. Peak Hour trips and other circulation and congestion management
goals” and promises that the City will “ re-evaluate the policies that address trip generation...”
Evaluating and re-evaluating TDM and circulation are useless without enforcement.
A transit pass subsidy is an excellent incentive for people likely to use public transit – those with
an income below $25,000. But transit pass subsidy is unlikely to have a significant impact on
higher income residents, especially those would be required to take a connecting bus to reach the
Expo LTR. The expansion of the bicycle network is a valuable aspect of the DCP. But assuming
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that a significant number of higher income renters/condo owners who live beyond easy access of
light rail would use bikes instead of cars or that most new residents of market rate apartments
would be within biking distance of their workplace is unrealistic.
The DCP also assumes that TDM measures would “ include locating jobs and housing near transit.”
But the vast majority of new housing everywhere Downtown would be expensive market rate
housing. And the majority of new jobs, especially in hotels and along boulevards would be serviceoriented and lower wage. These jobs could not support the plethora of expensive market rate
housing proposed by the Plan.
Exacerbating the jobs/housing imbalance would result in more traffic that could not be contained
by TDM plans. To rebalance the housing/jobs equation in Santa Monica, only affordable and
moderate housing should be built until TDM has been successfully implemented (enforced) on
existing large and medium sized employers.
Response
Please see responses to comments TAP-7 and TAP-8 regarding transit adjacent development and
TDM. The City’s TDM Ordinance is intended to proactively manage traffic congestion, reduce
dependence on the single occupant automobile, and enhance transportation choices by requiring trip
reduction plans. The TDM Ordinance has specific requirements for employers and developers of

projects with 7,500 square feet (sf) of floor area, or mixed-used projects with 16 units or more.
Develops of these types of projects are required to prepare and implement a TDM plan that
includes physical and programmatic elements to reduce single occupancy vehicle trips and achieve
the targeted AVR. Further, annual monitoring is a requirement of the developer TDM plan.
Comments regarding the Project’s merits does not primarily pertain the adequacy of the analysis
presented in the Draft EIR. Comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decisionmakers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment TAP-10
Traffic and Air Quality
The Plan states that it “coordinates housing and commercial uses near transit to minimize vehicle
trip generation associated with properties within 0.25-mile of the Expo LTR Downtown Station.”
This statement is false. In actuality, the DCP encompasses areas beyond 0.50 mile to Expo LTR
and treats those areas as if they were Expo-adjacent. Developments on the north side of Wilshire,
on 2nd St in Wilmont and The Miramar Hotel in Wilmont are 0.50 to 0.67 miles from Expo LTR
and only accessible to light rail via bus. Research is clear that residents with incomes above
$25,000 are unlikely to take public transportation, much less a bus. The development standards for
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Expo-adjacent properties include minimal parking standards, height, density and TDM
assumptions that are inappropriate for properties far from Expo. Therefore, treating areas 0.50 to
0.67 miles from Expo LTR as if they were transit-adjacent flies in the face of university data and
will result in avoidable, negative air quality and traffic impacts.
Response
Please refer to response to Comments TAP-7 and TAP-8 regarding transit adjacent development
and TDM. The Draft EIR evaluates transportation issues in Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation, as well as the Traffic Study prepared for the Project by Fehr and Peers (see Appendix
B). The analysis in the Traffic Study is based on the most up to date research on transit ridership
with this information incorporated into a sophisticated travel demand model. The Downtown
supports one of the richest transit environments in the Los Angeles region, with riders having the
choice of both the new Expo LRT as well as multiple local and regional express bus routes. While
portions of Downtown are outside of the ideal 0.25-mile radius from the Expo LRT Downtown
Station, all of Downtown lies within an easy quick bicycle ride from the Station. Travel demand
forecast modeling methodology and details are provided in Chapter 3 of the Traffic Study. This
comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration of
the Plan.
Comment TAP-11
Lack of Democratic Process and Public Engagement
The release time of the Draft EIR and the DCP overlaps. Only developers and lobbyists with
numerous paid staff can review the combined total of over 3,800 pages within the public review
period. Residents have no hope of thoughtful review of such a volume of complex material, even
with the extension through early May.
Community engagement is discouraged by the exclusion of the public from participation in
consideration of new developments of 60,000SF or less. Massive buildings can be developed with
no input from adjacent residents or the community at-large, supporting residents’ perception that
their City does not value residents or their perspective. Godbe Research respondents clearly
prioritized “slow growth.” Yet, the Plan would change 60% of the Downtown from 0 to 3 stories
(low rise) to 5 to 12+ stories. In fact, the Plan incentivizes density and height throughout the
District, including beyond reach of Expo LTR.
The democratic right of residents to challenge developments by referendum has also been
removed by the DCP. Projects of 60,000 SF would be rushed through the development process
with limited oversight and no public review.
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Despite consistent protest at every Miramar community meeting, Planning Commission meeting,
ZOU meetings and DSP meetings, the DCP proposes a 50% increase in height for the proposed
Miramar Hotel/condo mega site. The Draft EIR only examined 84 ft. for the Miramar, a height
that already ignored strong community opposition to the excess height of all the “large” sites, with
particular focus on the Miramar. This massive height increase dismisses CEQA requirements,
lacks transparency and forestalls the community’s right to express concern about a project that will
dramatically impact parking, vistas, light, air, traffic and circulation. And the DCP would
eliminate residents’ democratic right to challenge the Miramar, Gehry or any other trafficgenerating, unsustainable development by referendum.
The DCP includes a note that despite the City survey of residents that rejected “opportunity sites”
2-1 one, multiple community meetings that firmly rejected the proposed height of the Miramar
Hotel and utterly rejected the height and density of the project at 4th AZ, more of these mega sites
can be added with a simple amendment to the Plan. Community input was consistently
dismissed throughout the ZOU and DCP process. And now the Plan would codify this utter
disrespect for community engagement.
Response
The City provided for substantial opportunities for public review and participation. The minimum
public review period for a Draft EIR is 30 days as required by CEQA Guideline §15105. However,
following the publication of the Draft EIR, the public comment period was extended to 90 days to
provide additional time for public input and comment. Additionally, consistent with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5(c), the Project Description and Land Use chapters of the Draft EIR
were recirculated on February 1, 2017 and were available for public review for an additional 60
days, with the close of public comment on March 20, 2017. During final public hearings for the
Plan, City decision-makers will consider the Final EIR with responses to comments on the Draft
EIR and Recirculated Draft EIR and there will be additional opportunity for public comment and
input.
The Project Description in the was revised to match the most current iteration of the Downtown
Community Plan. Specifically, the revised Project Description includes consolidated subareas and
decreased FARs and height standards that align with the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Additionally, the Project Description includes three established large sites (see Figure 2-3), with
the remaining large sites included in the Gateway Master Plan (GMP) as GMP sites, consistent
with the latest draft of the Downtown Community Plan. The maximum allowable building height
is 84 feet as originally analyzed in the Draft EIR. Consequently, the EIR adequately analyzes
building heights of up to 84 feet on the established large sites. The potential consideration of
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building heights up to 130 feet for established large sites was included in the February 2016 draft
Downtown Community Plan for public discussion. Lastly, with regard to Development
Agreements (DAs) the Project Description was revised to state: “The proposed DCP may also
specify that projects over a specified square footage must be processed through a DA and provide
additional negotiated community benefits (i.e., development agreement threshold). However, the
establishment of development agreement thresholds constitutes a planning procedure and would
not affect the EIR analysis of potential environmental impacts.”
As discussed in the Draft EIR, the EIR is characterized as a Program EIR prepared pursuant to
Section 15168 of the State CEQA Guidelines and intended to be an analytical superstructure for
subsequent analysis associated with individual projects. In accordance with Section 15168,
subsequent activities that involve individual projects proposed in the Downtown Community Plan
area will be analyzed in accordance with this Program EIR. If future development on the Miramar
site, or other Established Large Sites, is proposed by an individual future development project
applicant to exceed 84 feet in height, would be subject to a public approval process with additional
environmental review required pursuant to CEQA.
Comment TAP-12
Unit Size
A true community requires diverse and sustainable housing. The proposed DCP does not provide
policies and standards to support or foster housing for families or multiple occupant households.
It incentivizes small, expensive, market rate units, not affordable and middle class housing. The
average unit size per development (1.5) is too small to support family living. (A recent amendment
would further lower that minimal size to 1.2 and include the possibility of waiver by the Director
of Planning.) Minimal unit size, waivers and amendments illustrate lack of commitment to the
diverse housing needed for a real community base.
The Plan permits developers to move affordable housing away from the Transit Adjacent District.
Segregating low income residents from higher income residents flies in the face of “community.”
All transit research finds that low income residents are most likely to use public transportation.
Locating affordable housing away from transit benefits developers, but creates problems for low
income seniors, families and residents who may carry tools and other heavy implements to work.
Shifting affordable housing away from transit conflicts with the Plan’s stated goals, conflicts with
the LUCE and conflicts with the values of our progressive city.
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Response
The Downtown Community Plan encourages arrange of unit sizes and strongly promotes
affordable housing. Please see responses to comments TAP-7, TAP-8, and TAP-10 regarding
transit adjacent development and TDM.
Comment TAP-13
Lack of Community
There is no “community” in the DCP. From the implementation of the LUCE in 2010, densification
of Downtown has primarily produced studios and small, 1-bedroom apartments that tend to turn
over quickly. Recently approved projects continue to support a trend of small unit size.
Corporations use many of these units for employees. Luxury apartments are attracting foreign
investors – many of whom do not live in our City or do not live here full time. Market rate
apartments are often stuffed with multiple roommates/students, rather than families who put down
roots. The DCP lacks large public open spaces for social gatherings. The Plan also equates
transit areas, like the Esplanade, tourist areas, like the Pier and shopping areas, like the Promenade
with public gathering space. The Plan incentivizes smaller, market rate units with private space
and private space that is sometimes available to the public. But the public may be uncomfortable
using private space or that space is limited in use or availability. For example, the Gehry Hotel is
offering a viewing deck. But the deck of an upscale hotel tower is not a place for family picnics, a
place for children to play, a place to create community. The Miramar Hotel/condo tower is offering
green space “when available.” But would all socio demographic groups feel comfortable having a
casual party on the manicured grounds of an expensive hotel, in view of uniformed employees?
Although the City owns a large, centrally located property (4th/5th AZ), the Plan offers no public
Open Space large enough for a community gathering in the Downtown area.
The Plan overcrowds schools, pouring all elementary and middle school students into Roosevelt
and Lincoln. But Roosevelt is already at at-capacity and both Lincoln and Roosevelt serve the
densest neighborhood in the city – Wilmont. The Wilshire Transition area feeds into the same 2
schools. Placing classroom trailers on playgrounds limits recess, PE and afterschool sports.
Crowded classrooms impact schedules, discipline and teacher retention. Higher income parents
withdraw students from the district, limiting economic diversity and public engagement in local
schools. Overcrowding schools is known to destroy community.
Response
Impacts to parks, open space, and schools are addressed in Section 3.16, Public Services of the
EIR. This comment regarding the Project’s merits does not primarily pertain the adequacy of the
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analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decisionmakers during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment TAP-14
Shade, Shadows, Viewable Sky and Solar Access
The DCP requires “ that new projects in the Downtown be designed to achieve the highest level
of sustainability…” The Plan “ensures that new buildings …provide access to Santa Monica’s
light, air, and ocean breezes.” The Plan states that ”shade and shadow effects are expected to
generally occur within one block to the north and east of a particular building throughout the day
and would be more pronounced (i.e., longer) during the winter when the sun rises lower in the
sky.”
But 84 ft buildings are in practice 90+ ft tall with permitted projections. These buildings and the
much higher 130+ ft. sites would encroach upon existing public view corridors and cast shade and
shadows much wider than one block, cutting off the possibility of solar power for multiple
surrounding blocks. The Smart Architects of Santa Monica have analyzed the solar power
capabilities of various heights in Santa Monica. Buildings that exceed 4 stories Downtown are not
sustainable. Wilmont is north of Wilshire. Developing 60+ ft buildings on Wilshire would not only
be unsustainable, but also cast shade and shadow on hundreds of R2 and R3 low and medium rise
homes from Lincoln to Ocean Ave, eliminating residents’ access to viewable sky, light and the
possibility of solar power.
Response
The EIR provides a detailed discussion of visual resource and aesthetic issues in Section 3.3,
Aesthetics, Shade Shadow and Solar Access. Please refer to the response to Comment HH-5
regarding potential impacts resulting from the development of Established Large Sites under the
Downtown Community Plan. As described in Impact VIS-5, the Draft EIR acknowledges that the
proposed Downtown Community Plan could entail the construction of new buildings with
maximum permitted heights of 50 to 84 feet, depending on the location of potential future
development projects. Nevertheless, this impact was found to be less than significant pursuant to
the provisions of SB 743 because the entire Downtown is located within a TPA. If future
development on the Miramar site is proposed by an individual future development project
applicant to exceed 84 feet in height, it would be subject to a public approval process with
additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQA. Any Project-level analysis would
evaluate and disclose potential shade/shadow impacts to nearby sensitive receptors, although
shade/shadow impacts would continue to be less than significant because the entire Downtown
Community Plan area is considered a TPA. Impacts related to shade, shadows, and solar access
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resulting from implementation of the Project are further discussed in Section 3.3.2 of Section 3.2,
Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access.
Comment TAP-15
Transit Access
Santa Monica has a single Expo LTR line. That line runs through Culver City to Downtown LA.
While there is a thriving arts and film industry in Culver City and a strong financial/cultural base
in Downtown LA, much of the TV and film industry is based in the San Fernando Valley,
Hollywood and other geographic areas inaccessible or difficult to access via Expo LTR and/or the
Big Blue Bus. It is unrealistic to assume that the majority of people who can afford market rate
apartments will have and keep jobs along the Expo LTR. Many residents are also TV/filmassociated consultants who move from site to site within a single day, making fast and accessible
transportation vital. Data does not support the conclusion that the majority of these +$25,000
income new residents would no longer need a car or a space to park that car. Yet, the DCP
incentivizes high-density market rate housing with minimal parking everywhere Downtown,
including 0.50 to 0.67 miles beyond LTR. Incentivizing dense market rate housing beyond viable
reach of public transit guarantees an increase in net new vehicle trips, greenhouse gases and traffic,
in direct conflict with the LUCE.
In particular, the Wilshire Transition area would increase circulation problems and escalate vehicle
trips and greenhouse gases. The Wilshire Transition district is well beyond both the 5 and 10minute walking circle of Expo LRT. Yet, the DCP incentivizes 2.75 market rate housing in this
area. Overdevelopment of pricey apartments and condos when Expo LTR is accessible only by
bus ensures parking spillover and traffic congestion, as well-heeled residents are much more likely
to own cars. As the parking standards are unrealistically low in the Wilshire Transition district,
more cars would be driven into the adjacent residential neighborhood in search of parking spaces.
More traffic congestion would discourage pedestrians and bicycles, and increase greenhouse gases.
The proposed Miramar Hotel’s parking requirements serve as an example of what residents may
expect at the other “large” sites. Aside from the Miramar’s distance from the Expo, the site’s
proposed greatly reduced parking requirements dismiss university studies about the likelihood of
a significant number of high income condo owners, hotel and event guests, and
retail/restaurant/spa/bar guests to arrive via public transit.
The city has reported that 70% of hotel visitors do not use a car. That means 30% of hotel guests
use a car and will need a place to park it. Hotels also attract regional visitors for events, restaurants,
spas, etc. In fact, the Miramar’s current website notes that the Miramar Bungalow serves as a
“socializing and creative meeting space for the Westside of Los Angeles.” Even at its current lower
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scale, the Miramar already drives regional traffic – guests and visitors who arrive via car.
Additional meeting and banquet space will attract more attendees from a wider geographic area;
these attendees will need parking, as a significant number will not live along the Expo line.
The proposed Gehry Ocean Ave. hotel/condo tower is another example of a development that
would drive regional traffic into under-parked Downtown. As proposed, the Gehry hotel and
condos are designed for higher income visitors, not “middle America.” The Gehry is transitadjacent, but after the initial “wow” factor has diminished, it is unlikely that a significant number
of Gehry visitors and guests would arrive via public transit. However, according to the DCP, all
Expo-adjacent hotels, including this one, require minimal parking. Therefore, the construction of
this and all other mega projects would greatly contribute to the escalation of the under-parking and
traffic congestion Downtown.
The Expo LRT runs from Expo/Western to Downtown Santa Monica. Assuming those riders were
willing to take a bus or taxi the 0.5+ miles from the Downtown Expo Station to the Miramar Hotel,
no studies support the premise that a significant percentage of riders would have the disposable
income to frequent the upscale spas, restaurants and retail this hotel proposes, much less attend the
large, dressy events and conventions an expensive venue like this offers. In fact, it is unlikely that
large events will attract guests who only live along the Expo line. Hundreds of guests will arrive
by car and need a place to park those cars. The minimal parking requirements proposed by the
Miramar would ensure parking and traffic spillover into the adjacent residential neighborhood, as
well as an increase in GHGs as guests circle the block looking for parking spaces. If the new
Miramar proposal includes off-site parking, valet services would use residential streets to access
lots far from the hotel, increasing local traffic and GHGs.
Response
The Downtown supports one of the richest transit environments in the Los Angeles region, with
riders having the choice of both the new Expo LRT as well as multiple local and regional express
bus routes. The analysis in the Traffic Study is based on the most up to date research on transit
ridership with this information incorporated into a sophisticated travel demand model. While
portions of Downtown are outside of the ideal 0.25-mile radius from the Expo LRT Downtown
Station, all of Downtown lies within an easy quick bicycle ride from the Downtown Station. Please
also see responses to comments TAP-7, TAP-8, and TAP-10 regarding transit adjacent
development and TDM.
Comment TAP-16
Vehicle Trips, Traffic Congestion, Circulation and Parking
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The DCP claims it would “address community concerns related to traffic congestion.” The Plan
promises to “foster trip reduction goals and address traffic circulation/mobility” and “meet the
citywide goals of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
reduction.” Additionally, the City’s 2014 Godbe Research Study found that “better parking” and
“traffic control” were #1 priorities for respondents.
However, the DCP’s development standards would exacerbate traffic, increase circulation
problems and escalate the number of vehicle trips.
Research studies make clear that residents with incomes above $25,000 are much less likely to use
public transportation. New market rate rentals in Santa Monica require incomes well above
$25,000, even with a roommate. Yet, the DCP incentivizes 5-12+ story market rate housing in all
areas of Downtown, including areas beyond walking distance of Expo LTR. The small average
unit size required in the DCP means the majority of new housing would contain a plethora of
studios and small 1-bedroom units. These small units would primarily serve singles, roommates,
seniors and others who may work and/or play in a wide variety of geographic areas not served by
the Expo LTR.
The Plan assumes that most new residents in expensive market rate housing will use Expo and get
rid of their cars. The Plan also assumes that higher income residents who live beyond walking
distance to LTR will take the bus. These assumptions are not supported by research. In fact, studies
prove the opposite: people with incomes above $25,000 are unlikely to take public transit. The
Plan incentivizes dense market rate housing throughout the Downtown area, including areas well
beyond reach of Expo. It is irresponsible to base a community plan on hopes that higher
income people will take the bus, when data clearly finds that the majority will not.
Response
The Downtown supports one of the richest transit environments in the Los Angeles region, with
riders having the choice of both the new Expo LRT as well as multiple local and regional express
bus routes. While portions of Downtown are outside of the ideal 0.25-mile radius from the Expo
LRT Downtown Station, all of Downtown lies within an easy quick bicycle ride from the Station.
Please see responses to comments TAP-7, TAP-8, and TAP-10 regarding transit adjacent
development and TDM. Comments regarding the Project’s merits that do not primarily pertain the
adequacy of the analysis presented in the Draft EIR have been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision-makers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment TAP-17
Housing Diversity and Sustainability
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The proposed DCP does not provide policies and standards to support/foster diverse and
sustainable housing. The Plan incentivizes expensive, market rate units, not affordable and middle
class housing. The average unit size per development is too small to support family living. (A
recent amendment has been suggested that would further lower that minimal size to 1.2 and include
the possibility of waiver by discretion of the Director of Planning.) The required average unit size
does not encourage long-term renters who are more likely to commit to our City’s progressive
sustainability goals.
The Plan notes that it will generate new students, but addresses the need for new schools by
pushing all new K-5 children to Roosevelt Elementary – a distance of 0.96 miles from the center
and 1.2 miles from the edge of Downtown. It is both unrealistic to expect small children to walk
and bike more than a mile to school each day, crossing multiple major intersections. Parents would
be forced to use a vehicle. Sustainable cities require schools to be within safe walking and
biking distance.
The Plan incentivizes development that is too high for solar panels to produce sufficient energy
and too dense for efficient fixtures to balance water and sewage usage. The DCP lacks sustainable
approaches to solar power, parking, schools, city services and other infrastructure.
Response
This comment is directed primary at the Downtown Community itself and not on the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see responses to comments TAP-1 through TAP-4 regarding potential
impacts to utilities and public services, including schools and other city services.
Comment TAP-18
Miramar Hotel’s Impact on Residential Neighborhood
The Plan claims that the Miramar Plan proposes development standards and design guidelines
….to maximize access to light and air, and ensure a smooth transition to the residential uses to the
north.”
The Miramar is beyond .050 mile of Expo LRT. It is inside residential Wilmont and development
there must be limited to that which will not destroy quality of life for adjacent residents. The
Miramar property is also on Ocean Ave. Residents have clarified at every community meeting,
throughout the ZOU process and through letters and emails that no amount of “community
benefits” are worth blocking residents’ ocean views.
The proposed FAR for the Miramar Hotel - a hotel inside a residential district that is beyond
walking distance to light rail, increasing traffic on all surrounding residential streets. The proposed
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parking and loading areas on a residential street would also negatively impact adjacent apartment
residents.
The proposed development standards for Wilshire Transition – including the proposed Miramar
Hotel - would significantly diminish quality of life in the adjacent low and medium density
residential neighborhood.
Response
The pending Miramar Hotel project is not a part of the Downtown Community Plan. With regard
to the analysis of the Miramar Established Large Site, please see response to comments HH-1,
HH-7, HH-9, and HH-15 as well as WILMONT-1 and WILMONT-2.
Comment TAP-19
Insensitivity to Residential Neighborhoods
Under both Scenarios, the Wilshire Transition Zone - running from Lincoln to the Ocean and deep
into the Wilmont neighborhood - would have an FAR of 2.25/2.75 with housing. In practice, 50
ft. becomes ~64 ft. with roof projections. Wilmont is R2 and R3. Constructing 60ft buildings next
to 23ft apartments would cast those homes into shade and shadow, eliminating any possibility of
solar power. R3 apartments in this area tend to be ~ 3 stories though many are lower. These homes
would also lose light and views of sky.
Wilshire Transition is 0.54 to 0.67 miles from Expo LTR. Treating this area as if it were “transit
adjacent” would result in an increase in Greenhouse Gas Emissions, traffic congestion and parking
problems. Transit research finds that people above income $25K, especially in Los Angeles, are
unlikely to take public transit, much less the bus. As the bus will be the only public transit within
walking distance of the Wilshire Transition area, it is not sustainable to produce 2.75 FAR of
primarily market rate housing here.
FAR 2.25 to 2.75 would urbanize a low and medium-density residential neighborhood, blocking
views and access to light and air, amplifying noise, traffic, parking and other problems that the
LUCE specifically promised to minimize.
Policy LU6.2 states: “Encourage smaller floor plates and neighborhood-serving ground floor uses
near existing residential al uses to limit spillover…” But instead, the Plan incentivizes large floor
plates in Wilshire Transition, Ocean Transition, Neighborhood Transition, and other
neighborhood-adjacent areas by permitting 60,000 SF development by-right.
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Response
As shown in Table 2-2 and Table 2-3 in Section 2.0, Project Description of the Recirculated Draft
EIR the FAR ratios for the Wilshire Transition Area have been reduced to 1.75/2.75 under Scenario
A and 1.5/2.25 under Scenario B. Please also see response to comments WILMONT-1 through
WILMONT-6 for additional discussion regarding potential impacts to residential areas adjacent to
the Downtown.
Comment TAP-20
False Data in EIR
The DSP states that in the Wilshire Transition area maximum building heights would be 50 feet “similar to the heights permitted in the adjacent R3 Wilmont residential district.”
But Plan and EIR misrepresent the height of Wilmont. The EIR fails to acknowledge that ~50%
of the blocks along Wilshire (Lincoln to 4th Court) are R2, not R3, and that the R3 homes do not
average 50ft tall. The majority of apartments in R2 are 23 ft. tall. Developments of 50 to 60+ ft.
(with permitted roof projections) would dwarf these R2 homes. Many R3 apartments and condos
are 3 stories; the average height in this area of Wilmont is much less than 50-60ft. Inaccuracies
in the Plan, including this misrepresentation of Wilmont’s height, serve to convince the
public and EIR evaluators that great intensification of use would have an “insignificant
impact” on the existing environment and on adjacent neighbors. This conclusion would be
incorrect.
Response
The EIR accurately characterizes existing land uses along the Wilshire Transition area and within
Wilmont, as well as the aesthetic changes and neighborhood compatibility issues that could occur
with new development allowed under the Project. The areas between Lincoln Boulevard and 4th
Court support a diverse mix of uses and building heights. Planned transition areas development
standards would require building step backs and other measures to ensure a smooth transition
between the generally lower height uses in Wilmont and new development allowed within the area.
The commenter correctly states that maximum building heights in the Wilshire Transition area
under the proposed Downtown Community Plan would be 50 feet.
With regards to a comparison of what could occur under existing plans, please refer to Section 5.0,
Alternatives of the Draft EIR for a description of potential impacts to Wilshire Transition Area
under the No Project Alternative. Future land use changes would occur in the Downtown as allowed
by the 1984 LUCE (for the Downtown core designation), Bayside District Specific Plan, Zoning
Ordinance, and 2010 LUCE (where applicable for the Mixed-Use Boulevard areas). As shown in
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Figure 5-1, the maximum building height in this area would 60 feet and the maximum FAR would
be 2.75, which is greater than that proposed maximum height of 50 feet under the Downtown
Community Plan.
The commenter also correctly identifies that some of the parcels within the transition area are
zoned as R3; however, under the No Project Alternative, these parcels could be developed to a
maximum building height of 40 feet. Additionally, new buildings along Wilshire Boulevard would
not be subject to design standards that ensure a respectful transition to neighborhoods. Therefore,
overall effects to the visual character would be greater than the proposed Downtown Community Plan.

Comment TAP-21
Inappropriate Expansion into Residential Neighborhood
This inappropriate expanded area includes properties on both sides of Lincoln Blvd. and Wilshire
Blvd, Ocean Ave. to the west, and the southern edge of the I-10 F to the south. In particular,
expansion to the north side of Wilshire, as well as to areas within residential Wilmont nearly to
California are beyond the 5-10 minute walking circles supported by studies of transit-oriented
development. In fact, the north side of Wilshire is 0.54 miles from Expo LTR and California is
0.67 miles from light rail. Wilmont’s low and medium density residential character would be
destroyed by inclusion in this high density, transit-oriented development Plan. Inappropriate
inclusion would also increase traffic congestion and greenhouse gas production.
Response
The Draft EIR provides detailed analysis of the effects of future potential development within the
Wilshire Transition area on Wilmont. Please also see response to comment WILMONT-1 through
WILMONT-6 for a discussion of potential impacts to adjacent residential communities under the
proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment TAP-22
“Large” Sites and Open Spaces
Throughout the Zoning Update process, the community was enraged by the “Opportunity Sites,”
calling them “opportunities for developers.” The community attended meetings, sent emails and
letters, all protesting escalating height and density Downtown. The community also attended
multiple float ups for the Miramar and 4th/5th and AZ clearly stating that towers are not welcome
on these sites. The DCP and EIR renamed these mega projects “large sites,” in hopes that name
would be more palatable to the community. The Plan further dismissed resident input by
incentivizing 84 ft., making that height essentially by-right and greatly simplifying the process for
attaining 130ft. Renaming Opportunity Sites and ensuring large scale buildings by-right
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exemplifies the misrepresentation and dismissal of public input found throughout the DCP
and the EIR.
Residents firmly believe Tier 3 and these super sites are a travesty of FAR and height because they
are unsustainable. Large Tier 2, Tier 3 and mega sites would gulp limited resources (water, sky
views, air, city services). Large Tier 2, Tier 3 and mega sites would create excess waste products,
GHG, plus shade and shadow that eliminate the possibility of solar power. These large-scale
developments would eliminate any chance for water self-sufficiency. Over-scale developments,
along with overly dense Tier 2 and all Tier 3 structures would destroy the essential beach town
character of our city – the very character that attracts the millions of visitors that drive our
economic engine.
The DSP states: “The addition of large open space at these sites would also contribute to a more
inviting, walkable downtown..” Yet, the proposed 4th/5th and Arizona site would contribute only a
small % of ground-level, walkable open space compared to the size of each development. The
proposed Gehry is a massive tower with a viewing deck - no ground-level, walkable open space is
included. Walkable open space for the Miramar would be private and not consistently available.
Casually dressed residents and visitors may not feel comfortable walking past the Miramar
uniformed employees to picnic by the Fig Tree, hoping the grounds are not reserved for a wedding
or other formal event. Sky-high viewing towers in glamorous hotels, small plazas, and sometimesavailable open space do not make the Downtown “more inviting and walkable.” These limited
spaces do not constitute the “large and accessible open spaces” promised by the LUCE and by the
Plan.
Response
The pending Miramar project is not a part of the Downtown Community Plan. As discussed in the
Draft EIR, the EIR is characterized as a Program EIR prepared pursuant to Section 15168 of the
State CEQA Guidelines and intended to be an analytical superstructure for subsequent analysis
associated with individual projects. In accordance with Section 15168, subsequent activities that
involve individual projects proposed in the Downtown Community Plan area will be analyzed in
accordance with this Program EIR. If future development on the Miramar site, or other Established
Large Sites, is proposed by an individual future development project applicant to exceed 84 feet
in height, it would be subject to a public approval process with additional environmental review
required pursuant to CEQA.
Regarding potential impacts of Established Large Sites, please see response to comments HH-2
and HH-5. Please also see BB-4, BB-5, and MF-1for a discussion of sustainability and greenspace.
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Comment TAP-23
Land Use and Planning
Both Scenario A and Scenario B’s height, FAR and geography greatly exceed residents’ vision or
Downtown. Throughout the ZOU and DCP process, thousands of residents attended Planning
Commission meetings and wrote emails protesting Tier 3 and Tier 2’s escalating density and
height, and encroachment into residential neighborhoods.
Response
This comment regarding the Project’s merits does not primarily pertain the adequacy of the
analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decisionmakers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment TAP-24
Neighborhood Effects
The DCP requires that “new projects in the Downtown be designed to …ensure a smooth transition
to the residential uses to the north.” The Plan also promises it “would limit or avoid changes to
the character of the City’s existing residential neighborhoods.”
But the DCP actually incentivizes significant changes to the character of Wilmont. The Plan
eliminates the possibility of a “smooth transition” from high intensity uses to low intensity
residential uses by incentivizing 50ft, 2.75 FAR market rate housing projects on Wilshire, a
boulevard well beyond walking distance to Expo LTR. The Plan permits 100,000 SF buildings byright with minimal parking requirements. Tall, dense buildings with minimal parking adjacent to
low and medium density homes in an area that already suffers from severe under-parking will
result in diminished residential character and quality of life.
The Plan supports development of “a 17-hours a day/7-days a week environment” within feet of
low and medium density residential neighborhoods, including in Wilmont and Mid Cities. This
development is in direct conflict with LUCE promises to protect residential neighborhoods from
commercial encroachment.
The proposed Miramar Hotel is outside both the 5 and 10-minute walk circles for Expo LTR. This
hotel cannot be considered transit-oriented. The proposed height of 130+ ft, even if somewhat
lowered, would eliminate adjacent residents’ access to Western light, sea breezes and views. The
previous Santa Monica Municipal Code honored the existing character of the adjacent residential
neighborhood by limiting height to an appropriate level: 45ft.
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The proposed Miramar density of 3.0 with minimal parking would exacerbate already serious
commercial spillover into Wilmont. Surveys conducted by Santa Monica Travel and Tourism have
shown that ~30 % of hotel visitors use a car once they arrive in Santa Monica. The majority of
hotel guests, plus convention and meeting attendees, bar, restaurant visitors and hundreds of guests
for special events are unlikely to all live along the Expo line in Culver City, Crenshaw and other
Downtown LA areas. Like much of the DCP, the proposed Miramar plan is unrealistic about
parking needs. Lack of realism about parking will result in commercial spillover and an increase
in GHGs, as visitors and guests search for parking on residential streets. If a different parking plan
is proposed, it must offer a great deal of parking on-site. Valet services just increase traffic and
GHG in the surrounding residential neighborhood as cars are driven to off-site lots.
The DCP’s Guidelines are clear: “improve the pedestrian experience and activity of the street
frontage.” The DCP states that loading spaces shall be situated to “minimize interference with
…pedestrian and bicycle paths of travel” and “avoid impacts upon neighboring properties..” But
the DCP would permit the Miramar’s large loading dock, trash enclosures and service area for this
mega hotel/condo development to be located on Second Street inside Wilmont.
The Miramar Hotel has no alley. To locate utility and loading functions for a “large” site on 2nd
Street would turn this residential street into a noisy, unattractive service alley, adversely impacting
all community members who frequently walk and bike in this area. Loading in all new
developments adjacent to residential uses must be internal. Permitting external loading
adjacent to homes is another example of this Plan’s disregard for resident quality of life.
Instead of the “smooth transition” promised by the DCP, the proposed Miramar mega site would
increase noise, greenhouse gases, traffic and parking problems in residential Wilmont.
Response
The pending Miramar Hotel project is not a part of the Downtown Community Plan. Please see
response to comment TAP-19 and TAP-20 as well as WILMONT-1 through WILMONT-6 for
additional discussion regarding potential impacts to residential areas adjacent to the Downtown.
Comment TAP-25
CHARACTER AND AMBIANCE
The DCP states: “Public outreach discussed the need for a balance between preserving Downtown
Santa Monica’s character and ambience… while also enhancing key aspects of urban form to retain
access to light and air..”
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Downtown’s defacement began with the building of recent 5+ story, post-modern style apartments
on 5th, 6th and 7th streets, Broadway and Lincoln in areas that were proudly midcentury-American
modern. Rows of these 5+ story apartments represent parts of the Plan and foreshadow destruction
of our City’s essential character and ambiance.
The DCP misrepresents the existing Downtown environment by providing multiple photos of the
few existing tall buildings in the Downtown area. The Plan often refers to those buildings, but
rarely refers to low rise buildings, and uses selective language to paint the picture of a primarily
built-out urban Downtown. The Plan also describes Downtown’s existing built form as “largely
characterized by a three-four story building scale.” This is not true.
Santa Monica Planning Commissioner Mario Fondo-Bonardi AIA and the award-winning SMart
Architect group of Santa Monica have confirmed that Downtown is NOT characterized by a 3-4
story building scale. In fact, 60% of Downtown is currently covered by empty lots and 1-2 story
buildings. That means 60% of the existing Downtown environment has access to sky, sun and air.
The Plan claims that: “Incremental changes in views …would not substantially reduce open sky
views throughout Downtown.” “Changes would not be considered significant and would not
degrade the visual character of the Downtown.”
But the DCP would incentivize 84 ft buildings in much of Downtown. In practice, 84ft. becomes
90+ ft tall with roof projections. According to the Plan, 60,000SF would be permitted by-right.
Replacing 0-3 story, small plate buildings with 60,000 SF, 60-90 ft tall structures in 60% of
Downtown cannot be considered an “increment change.” This change would degrade the character
of the Downtown forever.
Among other approaches, DCP states that “incremental change” in open sky views can be satisfied
by 6 “key viewing locations” in the entire Downtown area. It must be noted that 1 of these “viewing
locations” is the upper floor of a parking structure – neither easily accessed nor a satisfactory site
for the community to socialize and recreate. Two of these 6 “viewing locations” are commercial
areas: Third St Promenade and Santa Monica Place Shopping Center. According to the DCP,
shopping centers and parking lots satisfy the City’s obligation to protect Santa Monica’s character
and ambiance.
The Plan also replaces 2-3 story, small plate buildings on Lincoln to the I-10 with tall, 100,000 SF
mixed-use buildings. These buildings would create crowded canyons on the City’s main southern
route – a significant change in character and ambiance.
The DCP already lists several “hot spot” intersections on Lincoln. Lincoln will be further impacted
by the ground level Expo. Greatly increasing market rate housing on this boulevard, especially
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with limited parking, would unnecessarily increase traffic on a route already highly congested.
This traffic will diminish the character and ambience of residential neighborhood streets adjacent
to Lincoln.
The Plan calls for 50 ft. height (in practice 60+ with permitted projections) and 2.75 FAR with
housing in the Wilshire Transition district. This area is both adjacent to and encroaches into a low
and medium density residential neighborhood. The Plan’s expansion to the north side of Wilshire
and deep into Wilmont would diminish, degrade, eliminate, and adversely alter residents’ access
to light, air and sky. The Wilshire Transition plan is definitely not an “incremental” change.
Response
The comment pertains primarily to the content of the proposed Downtown Community Plan and
will be considered by City decision-makers during final review of the Plan. Please also see
responses to comments GB-1 and LS-1 regarding community character.
Comment TAP-26
PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
The DCP assumes that private spaces greatly contribute to Downtown’s total amount of open
space. While beneficial, private spaces are not guaranteed, must be negotiated and tend to be small.
These spaces are often above ground-level and in all cases cannot be alleviate the City’s
responsibility to generate public, permeable open spaces and plazas for people to socialize and
recreate.
Private open space is often not available to the public because of events. For example, The Miramar
Hotel proposal promises a large private open space to the public “when available.” But our climate
invites year-round outdoor events that will ensure that this open space is not available to the public
throughout much of the year. The Gehry proposal promises a viewing deck on the top floor of its
hotel/condo tower. But many community members may feel uncomfortable entering private
spaces, like hotels, offices and large residential buildings, especially if these buildings do not
appear to match their own socio economic band. Visitors and residents are unlikely to use POPs
unless those areas are at street-level, are visible to pedestrians and traffic, and have highly visible
and welcoming signage. These requirements (not options, guidelines or suggestions) must be
included in the DCP.
The DCP lists the following as private property with public access: 401 Wilshire, 1299 Wilshire,
500 Broadway, 233 Wilshire, Santa Monica Place, 500-522-Wilshire. Note that Santa Monica
Place – an upscale shopping center - is used on 3 different DCP lists: Key Viewing Vistas, Private
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Open Space and Open Space. Inclusion and repetition of a commercial hardscaped shopping
district is misleading, inappropriate and does not multiply the amount of open space Downtown.
The Plan lacks requirements for significant ground floor public open spaces in all large projects.
The Plan salutes above-ground spaces as equivalent to ground-level space and applauds shopping
centers and parking garages as open space. These approaches to creating more public open space
illustrate a glaring disconnect between promises made in the LUCE and implementation of those
promises via the DCP.
Response
The comment pertains primarily to the content of the Downtown Community Plan and will be
considered by City decision-makers during final review of the Plan. Impact PS-5 in Section 3.16,
Public Services, of the Draft EIR includes discussion on policies and strategies addressing
development agreements for parks and open space. Consistent with the LUCE, the proposed
Downtown Community Plan includes policies and strategies for expanding the Downtown’s
network of open space, gathering areas, and pocket parks, courtyard and parklet-style urban open
spaces (both within public right of way and on private properties). These policies and strategies
would require that new development in the Downtown provide between 15 and 30 percent of onsite
open space, depending on the size of the subject parcel. The Open Space strategy of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan works on multiple levels to integrate new and existing open spaces
for a cohesive and inclusive open space network. This comment has been noted and will be
reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan.
Comment TAP-27
SIDEWALKS ARE NOT OPEN SPACE
The DCP concluded that: “The largest public open space in the Downtown is, in fact, the public
sidewalk network.” This conclusion conflicts with LUCE and public outreach priorities. While the
Downtown will benefit from wider sidewalks, sidewalks (much of which will be used by outdoor
dining) cannot take the place of large permeable public open spaces and plazas. These large public
spaces support the creation of community.
Response
In an urban setting such as Downtown, sidewalks are perhaps the largest component of public open
space. Suburban and rural concepts of open space do not readily translate to a highly urban area
such as Downtown. Sidewalks, plazas, and other hardscapes comprise an important component of
any urban areas public open space. Please see response to comment TAP-26.
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Comment TAP-28
Open Space
Despite claims in the EIR and DCP, and promises made in the LUCE, the Plan does not offer
residents the public and private open space a thriving community needs to socialize and recreate.
According to the EIR and the DCP, there is a “need to increase open spaces in relation to
buildings.” The City’s 2014 Godbe Research Study also found that “open space” was a #1 priority
for respondents. The LUCE specifically calls on the proposed Downtown Specific Plan to address
a number of planning issues including:… the lack of open space…” The EIR promises to
“Promote a well-connected open space network in the Downtown through a strategy that includes
the addition of new parks.”
The DCP lists 8 Downtown public open spaces. This list is both misleading and inaccurate.
Reed Park, Tongva Park and Ken Genser Square are NOT Downtown. That leaves 5 public open
spaces. Only 1 of the remaining 5 public open spaces is permeable. Two are hardscaped shopping
centers and the Esplanade is a wide sidewalk for Expo riders. Third Street Promenade and Santa
Monica Place are commercial centers. The Pier serves many more visitors than residents. The two
Expo-adjacent sites are hardscaped and will serve more visitors than residents. The Library
Courtyard is a small plaza. Palisades Park is the only open space suitable for resident recreation.
To list 8 Downtown public open spaces in the DCP and EIR is not an honest representation
of the existing environment.
The proposed Plan states it would “require that future projects in the Downtown provide significant
onsite open space.” But in reality, the Plan’s approach to open space is aspirational and/or
insincere. It is not enforceable. For example, the Plan states: “Applicants will be encouraged to
incorporate public open space into their package of community benefits.” “… the DCP anticipates
several new public spaces to be introduced throughout the District over the next 20 years.”
Encouragement and anticipation are not development standards. Anticipation and encouragement
are marketing terms. In reality, the Plan does not require developers to provide any significant,
onsite open space in their project.
The Plan also fails to guarantee any park or large space on resident-owned land. In fact, the largest
plot of resident-owned land is assumed to become a massive hotel/condo development, not a park.
This resident-owned property (4th/5th Arizona) is slated for development with minimal open space.
Despite strong community protest, the DCP description of this site includes above ground-level
space as public open space, and allows room for very little ground level open space compared to
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the size of the development. The Plan also permits Downtown developers to pay in-lieu open space
fees instead of providing public ground floor open space.
Response
This comment is primarily directed to the content of the proposed Downtown Community Plan
and not the adequacy of the analysis in the Draft EIR. Please see response to comment TAP-26.
The City is aware and sensitive to the fact that while hundreds of residential units have been added
to the Downtown over the past two decades, very little open space has been introduced. As
described in the EIR a primary objective of the proposed Downtown Community Plan is to
“Promote a well-connected open space network in the Downtown through a strategy that includes the
addition of new parks and plazas as well as enhanced pedestrian sidewalks, pathways, and esplanades,
and revitalization of existing private owned public space.” For a list of programmatic improvements
envisioned under the Plan, please refer to 2.5.3, Pathways & Public Spaces of the Recirculated Draft
EIR.
As described in Impact PS-5, consistent with the LUCE, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
includes policies and strategies for expanding the Downtown’s network of open space, gathering areas,
and pocket parks, courtyard and parklet-style urban open spaces both within public right of way and
on private properties to accommodate the demand for parks and recreational facilities (refer also to
Section 2.0, Project Description in the EIR). These policies and strategies would require that new
development in the Downtown provide between 15 and 30 percent of on-site open space, depending
on the size of the subject parcel. Additionally, it is anticipated that redevelopment of the Established
Large Sites would result in the provision of significant public open space as a community benefit
through a DA. New open spaces would connect with the existing network of open space. Key streets
such as Wilshire Boulevard, 4th Street, Colorado Avenue, and Ocean Avenue would be enhanced with
streetscape improvements to connect Downtown with the significant open spaces outside the
Downtown boundaries. Considering open space is a vital part of the residential and visitor experience,
the proposed Downtown Community Plan sets a standard of providing outdoor open space within a
2.5-minute walk from where residents live.

Comment TAP-29
Hydrology and Water Quality
The City’s Water Self- Sufficiency Plan requires the City to be water self-sufficient by 2020. But
water demand associated with new land uses for both Scenario A and Scenario B are much
greater than current use. New water uses of 50ft-130ft hotels, office buildings and mixed-use
buildings cannot be net zero through water conservation measures, no matter how efficient those
measures.
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The Plan says “it is anticipated that the Ocean/Main Corridor would be potentially…” and that
“An innovative small scale below grade municipal wastewater recycling facility is currently in
preliminary design.” “ The City is in the process of applying for State funding …” “ The City and
development applicants will determine the applicable funding….” In actuality, the city’s water
supplies cannot match the expected population growth created by Plan. Despite assurances that the
city will be water self-sufficient in 2020 and remain so for future generations, guaranteed access
to water is not included the Plan. Additional water sources are anticipated. Facilities are potentially
available, plans are preliminary and funding sources are uncertain. The city cannot realistically
conserve enough water to make up for the population increase outlined in the Plan and the Plan
does not address the shortfall.
The DCP states that City is “conducting a new Groundwater Management Study to determine a
formal safe yield of the SMGB.” Conducting a study does NOT ensure that the City’s planned
use of groundwater supplies is sustainable. In fact, increased population and increased
commercial uses would soon result in an increased need to import water supplies from the
Metropolitan Water District. The City would not be able to reduce demand to a level that could be
met with local groundwater supplies. As global warming escalates, imported water prices will
also escalate, creating an undue burden on lower and middle class residents.
The DCP says that development standards will result “in increased infiltration in the Downtown.”
However, the Plan’s requirement for open space is minimal. The DCP states that “Community
benefits” for development projects could be in the form of substantial public open space, but
developers are not required to offer that open space nor does that open space have to be on ground
level. Developers have the option of providing open space above ground level, in planters or of
small size. The EIR admits that the ”proposed Downtown Specific Plan could actually provide
greater opportunities for groundwater recharge.” Only ground level, permeable open space
benefits water quality.
The DCP promises water self-sufficiency and water quality, but does not deliver on that
promise.
Response
Please see BB-4, BB-5, and MF-1 for a discussion of sustainability and greenspace. Impacts related
to the supply of water and demand for energy and other utility services are discussed in Impact U8 within Section 3.17, Utilities. As discussed in Section 3.17, Utilities, over the last decade, the
City has initiated and largely completed a major shift in water supply sources away from reliance
on imported water to the local Santa Monica Groundwater Basin, which the EIR finds has ample
capacity to meet City needs. The proposed Downtown Community Plan would increase the demand
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for water; however, this demand would be adequately met by existing and planned future water
supplies. Additionally, he proposed Downtown Community Plan would increase energy demand, but
would not result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary consumption of energy.
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Letter TM
March 9, 2016
Ted Myers
1610 California Ave.
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment TM-1
I want to express my disapproval of the downtown community plan, the Miramar expansion, the
4th & Arizona proposal, and all the new behemoths the big, often out‐of‐state, developers are
foisting upon the citizenry of Santa Monica. I have lived here for more than 30 years, 22 of them
at the same address, and I’ve seen the changes. They have not been for the better. We the people
now see that our elected City Council members misrepresented themselves as being antidevelopment when we elected them and they are now approving projects without consulting the
residents. If we succeed in getting the LUV initiative approved we will put an end to this. Santa
Monica should be for residents and not for big business. Thanks for your attention.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community. This comment regarding
the merits and policy considerations of the proposed Plan does not primarily pertain the adequacy
of the analysis presented in the EIR. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter TOP
February 16, 2016
Todd Papazian
1431 Ocean Ave. #301
Santa Monica, CA 90401
Comment TOP-1
The City of Santa Monica permits sidewalk parking for tourist charter buses on Ocean Avenue
between Santa Monica Boulevard and Arizona Avenue, in front of Visitor Center. Every day,
including nights, 5-10 buses park at the sidewalk.
Parking is free for 15 minutes, but buses ignore the signs and park up to one hour or more. The
buses run engines for air conditioning in summer and in winter for the heater, to comfort their
passengers when returning to buses.
The rest of the parking at the sidewalks, on Ocean Avenue is occupied by catering trucks as far as
Colorado Avenue, running engines for refrigeration purposes, all day.
Hundreds of people live, walk and dine within few feet of Ocean Blvd., every minute of the day.
Exhaust fumes, nitrogen oxides, fine particulars and carbon monoxide spreads around the day. The
running engine noise, parking in out, maneuverings the huge buses, stop and disturb the city traffic.
Several complains with the City were in vain, the city is mute. The City is losing parking fees by
not allowing them to park somewhere else. Some special groups in the city are benefitting and
favoring the tourist agents, allowing them to park in the middle of the downtown Santa Monica,
without considering pollution, noise and traffic contagion.
As a representative of environment at city level, please measure and monitor common air pollution
in the above mentioned area and prohibit the city’s abusive tolerance.
Response
Thank you for your comment. These comments pertain largely to existing parking and air quality
conditions, not the EIR and its analysis of the DCP’s impacts on the environment. These comments
have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Letter WSa
March 9, 2016
William Schoene
williamschoene@gmail.com
Comment WSa-1
We are disappointed with this latest version of the Downtown Specific Plan. We do not understand
how so much development that is in serious non-compliance with the LUCE-guided zoning code
should be built into a downtown plan that is supposed to be derived by applying LUCE
principles to the downtown area.
Response
Thank you for your comment. The EIR provides detailed analysis of consistency of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan with the LUCE. Please see also response to comment WILMONT-2.
Comment WSa-2
Our opinion is that buildings taller than 5 or 6 stories do not improve any aspect of downtown
Santa Monica. We wish there were not already any exceptions, but certainly more of them would
not help and would most likely lead to one after another until Santa Monica’s downtown
would resemble a mini-downtown LA.
Response
These comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the
consideration of the Plan. Section 3.3 Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access of the EIR
discusses possible effects to community character. Please see response to comment GC-1.
Comment WSa-3
As long-time SM residents we find visiting our downtown area much less convenient nowadays,
due to congestion caused by decades of inappropriate development. We believe that the current
Downtown Community Plan will make traffic congestion, noise, and parking woes much worse
over time.
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Response
Potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on traffic congestion and noise are
discussed in detail in Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation and Section 3.14 Noise.
Respectively. Please see response to comment WILMONT-5 with regard to parking. These
comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during the consideration
of the Plan
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Letter WSb
May 6, 2016
William Schoene
1519 Oak Street
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Comment WSb-1
I am very concerned about the Downtown Specific Plan being proposed by the City. I’m generally
concerned that the plan will have a negative impact on the character of the community. The heights
and densities being proposed are simply too much and am not supportive of a plan that includes
such massive increases, While I am opposed to the height and density increases, I write today to
focus on some concerns I have associated with the population and housing analysis in the Draft
EIR for the Downtown Specific Plan.
Response
Thank you for your comment. Section 3.3 Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access of
the EIR discusses possible effects to community character. Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and
Employment discusses potential impacts to population and housing. Please see response to
comment GC-1. These comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers
during the consideration of the Plan.
Comment WSb-2
I believe the population and housing analysis hides the ball regarding the increase in population
and housing that the Downtown Specific Plan would bring to the City. Draft EIR Table 3.15-1
shows that in the most recent decades, the population of Santa Monica has been growing at a higher
rate of growth than Los Angeles County. Because of these ongoing increases, the City must be
vigilant in ensuring that the growth in Santa Monica is right-sized and does not exceed LUCE
projections.
Response
Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment of the EIR under the discussion of Impact
POP-1 clearly discloses potential impacts to population and housing as a result of implementation
of the Downtown Community Plan. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the
decision-makers during the consideration of the Plan.
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Comment WSb-3
The chart below compares the LUCE projections to the existing conditions and then what would
occur under either Scenario A or Scenario B in the Draft EIR. Under either Scenario A or Scenario
B, the Downtown Specific Plan would exceed the LUCE projections for population and housing.
The LUCE took over 6 years to develop - and we cannot just throw it away. This amount of growth
is simply unacceptable and an alternative Downtown Specific Plan must be analyzed that would
keep the City within the LUCE population and housing projections. Further, this exceedance of
the LUCE should be disclosed as a significant impact to population and housing as well as land
use because of the inconsistency with the LUCE. Failure to disclose this significant impact requires
that the EIR be recirculated.
Response
The LUCE 2030 projections for population and housing were calculated using the best information
available at the time. Since adoption of the LUCE, the Zoning Ordinance was updated in 2015.
The process to update the Zoning Ordinance resulted in the elimination of Tier 3 potential for
many of the boulevards in the City and eliminated all but one Activity Center, which would reduce
the LUCE growth forecasts. Further, 2010 Census data released subsequent to the LUCE indicates
that the actual City population was 89,736 (which is lower than what the LUCE EIR had assumed).
The 2010 LUCE EIR calculated population and housing projections for 2030 to disclose
reasonable foreseeable growth and the potential for such growth to result in environmental effects.
These projections do not represent a LUCE development “cap”; but rather were used as a basis for
the EIR analyses at the time. Therefore, there is no requirement that growth anticipated under the
DCP be within LUCE projections.
The EIR for the Downtown Community Plan discloses the Plan’s potential impacts to population
and housing under the discussion of Impact POP-1 in Section 3.15, Population and Housing. For
purposes of the EIR, implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan may have a
significant adverse impact on population and housing if it would Induce substantial population
growth in an area, either directly (for example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or
indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other infrastructure). As described in the
cumulative impacts discussion of Section 3.15, Population and Housing , the LUCE EIR estimated
that as a result of land use changes anticipated to occur by 2030 (primarily in transit adjacent
areas), there would be 53,991 total citywide housing units (a net increase of 4,955 units) and a
population of 103,663 residents by 2030 (a net increase of 9,514 people). These LUCE EIR
forecasts had accounted for some level of growth in the Downtown. Further, as previously stated,
the process to update the Zoning Ordinance resulted in the elimination of Tier 3 potential for many
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of the boulevards in the City and eliminated all but one activity center, which would reduce the
LUCE growth forecasts. However, to provide for conservative (worst-case) estimates, the
cumulative analyses below adds the Downtown Community Plan’s population, housing, and
employment estimates to the LUCE EIR forecasts.
Land use changes anticipated to occur during the life of the Downtown Community Plan could
result in up to approximately 3,024 net new housing units under Scenario A or 2,326 net new
housing units under Scenario B by 2030 (see Table 3.15-17). Scenario A and Scenario B would
increase the LUCE citywide housing forecast by approximately 5.6 percent and 4.3 percent
respectively, which would be considered less than significant.
Similarly, the population in the Downtown is projected to increase by 4,173 residents under
Scenario A or 3,210 residents under Scenario B by 2030. Therefore, Scenario A and Scenario B
would increase the LUCE citywide 2030 population projection by approximately 4.0 percent and
3.1 percent respectively, which would be considered less than significant (see Table 3.15-18).
Further the City (and the region as a whole) has a high demand for housing. New housing in the
Downtown is essential for accommodating anticipated demand and expanding housing choice.
Consistent with the LUCE and Housing Element housing policies, the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would continue the City’s commitment to providing a range of housing types
and affordability levels. To meet the needs of Downtown’s existing and future diverse community,
new residential units in a variety of sizes are needed to augment the current supply of smaller
studio and one- bedroom rental units. The proposed Downtown Specific Plan supports providing
housing units of all sizes that are geared toward all income levels, particularly existing residents
and employees working in the Downtown.
Comment WSb-4
As shown in this table, from existing conditions, with the addition of the housing units proposed
for Downtown under either Scenario A or Scenario B, the citywide housing total would exceed the
LUCE projections. The LUCE projections would be exceeded with the Downtown Specific Plan,
without any other housing development occurring within the City of Santa Monica. Therefore the
Downtown Specific Plan will result in a cumulative impact to population and housing- because
not all of the development that’s happening in Santa Monica is occurring Downtown. This must
be evaluated and disclosed.
Response
A complete and thorough discussion of the cumulative impacts to population, housing, and
employment is provided in Section 3.15, Population, Housing, and Employment. The analysis of
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potential cumulative impacts to population, housing, and employment includes review of the
anticipated Downtown population, housing, and employment projections for Scenario A and
Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Community Plan compared to City projections through the
year 2030. As described in the cumulative impacts analysis within Section 3.15, Population,
Housing, and Employment land use changes anticipated to occur during the life of the Downtown
Community Plan could result in up to approximately 3,024 net new housing units under Scenario
A or 2,326 net new housing units under Scenario B by 2030 (see Table 3.15-17). Scenario A and
Scenario B would increase the LUCE citywide housing forecast by approximately 5.6 percent and
4.3 percent respectively. This small percentage increase in housing would not be considerable
relative to the existing housing stock in the City. Please also see the response to Comment WSb3.
Comment WSb-5
While we all understand there is a housing shortage, and that housing is needed, the City cannot
propose a plan that would exceed the LUCE 2030 population and housing projections. The
Downtown Specific Plan must comply with the LUCE population and housing projections. A
revised, smaller Downtown Specific Plan must be analyzed that would maintain the LUCE
projections.
The supersizing of the Downtown Specific Plan simply makes no sense. The City must stay within
the LUCE projections. In doing so there might finally be a plan the community can agree to.
Response
With regard to the impact of the proposed DCP on housing stock, please see Section 3.15,
Population, Housing, and Employment. Please also refer to the responses to Comments WSb-3
and WSb-4. The EIR analyzes a range of alternatives, including Alternative #1 (No Project
Alternative) and Alternative #2 (Elimination of Tier 3 Projects), and City decision-makers will
have the full range of alternatives before them for final consideration. The proposed Downtown
Community Plan identifies affordable housing as an important community benefit to be provided
in the Downtown; without the Plan, it is anticipated that a smaller proportion of the new residential
units would be deed-restricted as affordable housing or workforce housing. Therefore, the No
Project Alternative would provide less housing diversity and would be less likely to accommodate
various affordability levels of the City’s workforce. Similarly, the elimination of Tier 3 standards
would result in lower levels of affordable housing production and would make it more difficult to
achieve LUCE goals for community benefits and tying land use changes to transit in the Downtown
to preserve neighborhoods.
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With regard to 2030 LUCE projections, please see response to comment WSb-3.
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9.2

COMMENTS ON THE RECIRCULATED DRAFT EIR

As described in Section 1.8, Recirculation of the Draft EIR, following the publication of the Draft
EIR in February 2016 the City of Santa Monica prepared a Recirculated Draft EIR in accordance
with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 which states that “A Lead Agency is required to
recirculate an EIR when significant new information is added to the EIR after public notice is
given of the availability of the draft EIR for public review.” The Recirculated Draft EIR, which
was released in February 2017, included revisions in Section 2.0, Project Description and Section
3.12, Land Use and Planning. The City received 9 individual comment letters as well as 5 signed
form letters during the 45-day comment period between February 1, 2017 and March 20, 2017.
Table 9-2

Commenters on the Recirculated Draft EIR

Name
Governmental Agencies
California Department of Transportation (b)
Public
Caroline and Jim Gerstley a
Caroline and Jim Gerstley b
James Gerstley f
James Gerstley g
James Gerstley h
Group D Form Letter
• Suzanne Rabuchin
• Alvin Rubuchin
• Linda Metzger
• Stephen D. Linett
• Kay Ward
Nadya Scott
Huntley Hotel (b)
Tulin Mangir; Fay Erdim; Gulsun Zeytin
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Comment ID No.

Page Number

Caltrans (b) 1

9.0-347

CJGa 1-6
CJGb 1-4
JGf 1-4
JGg 1
JGh 1-2
GD 1-2

9.0-348
9.0-355
9.0-359
9.0-363
9.0-365
9.0-367

NS 1-3
HHb 1-15
TUM 1-4
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Letter Caltrans (b)
March 16, 2017
Department of Transportation
District 7 – Office of Transportation Planning
100 S. Main Street, MS 16
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Comment Caltrans(b)-1
This is a follow-up to Caltrans letter dated May 3, 2016. We have the following additional
comment after we reviewed the Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report prepared in
January 2017.
We would like the City to consider traffic improvement to minimize NB SR-01 (PCH) left-turn
queuing to parking access to the City’s Public Parking Lot 3 North. We understand this
improvement is not in the Downtown Community Plan area. But, it is within the Beach and
Oceanfront District. We would like to explore the opportunity in working with the City to minimize
potential rear-end accidents on this matter.
Response
As acknowledged in this comment and as shown on Figure 2-1 of the EIR, the left-turn queuing
that may result from northbound traffic from SR-01 (PCH) is not within the Downtown
Community Plan area. As Caltrans noted, while this area is not within the Downtown, it is Public
Parking Lot 3 North is specifically located within the Palisades Park, near the western end of
Wilshire Boulevard within the Beach and Oceanfront District located south of Downtown.
While your comment has been noted and the City recognizes that traffic improvements may be
warranted at this location, because they are outside the planning area for the Downtown
Community Plan and do not pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the EIR, we recommend
discussing these improvements as part of a separate planning effort. Nevertheless, this comment
has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the
proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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Letter CJGa
March 22, 2017
Caroline & Jim Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, Apt. 405
Santa Monica, CA 90403-5045
Comment CJGa-1
Where is the updated analysis in the Recirculated Draft EIR except for a slightly updated Project
Description and Land Use section? I'm deeply concerned with the oversized nature of the proposal
for the Downtown Community Plan. It's not consistent with the Santa Monica I want to live in.
Response
As discussed in Section 1.0, Introduction of the EIR, the recirculated portions of the Draft Program
EIR include Section 2.0, Project Description and Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning. Following
the public release of the original Draft Program EIR a number of adjustments were made to the
draft Downtown Community, including a revision of the Plan’s name from the Downtown Specific
Plan to the Downtown Community Plan. The Recirculated Draft EIR and the original Draft EIR
evaluate the potential environmental impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
The Project Description and the Land Use chapters of the Draft EIR were revised to better align
with the draft Downtown Community Plan released in February 2016. The changes from the
February 2014 draft to the February 2016 revised draft of the Plan included:
•

A consolidation of proposed subareas;

•

Decrease in floor area ratio (FAR) and height standards for the proposed subareas;

•

Inclusion of the Gateway Master Plan; and

•

Contemplation of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District.

With regard to changes to a project after public review of a Draft EIR, CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5(a) require a lead agency to recirculate an EIR when significant new information is added
to the EIR after public review. New “information” can include changes in the project or
environmental setting, as well as additional data or other information. CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5(c) state that if the revision is limited to a few chapters or portions of the EIR, the lead
agency need only recirculate the chapters or portions that have been modified.
Consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(c), the Project Description and Land Use
chapters of the EIR were recirculated on February 1, 2017 and were available for public review,
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with the close of public comment on March 20, 2017. As stated in Section 1.2, Purpose and Legal
Authority, the changes reflected in the revised draft Downtown Community Plan would not result
in new significant environmental impacts, a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental
impact, or a feasible project alternative or mitigation measure that would clearly lessen the
significant environmental impacts. Rather the changes in the draft Downtown Community, such
as the decreased FAR and height standards, would result in less severe impacts.
Due to the public input received during the comment period of the Program Draft EIR, the City
recirculated certain sections of the Program Draft EIR to provide clarity and full transparency.
Section 2.0, Project Description was modified to reflect the latest changes in the project. Section
3.12, Land Use and Planning was modified to reflect the changes in subareas as proposed in the
latest draft Downtown Community Plan.
With regard to the commenters concerns over the oversized nature of the Downtown Community,
after the close of the public comment period on May 3, 2016, the City hosted a series of public
workshops to receive input and further refine the Downtown Community. The City also facilitated
discussions with the community and outreach stakeholders to address concerns raised during the
Draft EIR public review process. As a result of public input, the FAR and height standards for the
proposed subareas was decreased, which would result in similar or less severe environmental
impacts relative to those described in the Draft EIR. When the City considers the Final EIR, the
decision makers will have the full range of alternatives before them for final consideration,
including the No Project Alternative and Reduced Project Alternative.
Comment CJGa-2
I'm very concerned about traffic in addition to the resulting air pollution as proposed facilities for
more residents and visitors are being considered. I find it unbelievable that there would be no
change in peak hour traffic by 2030. How bad will traffic get in the meantime on each of the
downtown streets?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation provides a detailed
assessment of potential future increases in traffic and effects on congestion in the Downtown area.
Information on traffic volume data for both weekday morning and afternoon peak periods, as well
as weekend midday periods is summarized; this section also states the transportation study
reviewed potential peak hours for 45 study intersections. This section indicates that of the 45
intersections studied, 37 currently operate at an acceptable Level of Service (LOS) D or better
during all three analyzed peak hours, while 8 intersections have LOS that are currently ranked as
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“poor” or “failure” during at least one of the peak hours examined in the study. Figure 3.18-3,
Existing (2013) Levels of Service illustrates the study intersections and corresponding LOS
information for 2013.
Potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on the surrounding street system
for Scenario A and Scenario B were analyzed based on estimates of Approval Year (2016) and
Future Year (2030) traffic forecasts for the area. These scenarios where then assessed on whether
they would achieve the citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips. As shown in Table
3.18-4, P.M. Peak Hour Trip Generation Citywide in 2030 Scenario A of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan would exceed the LUCE’s No Net New P.M. Peak Hour Trips citywide target of
60,100 by 400 trips. In comparison, Scenario B of the proposed Downtown Community Plan
would achieve the LUCE citywide goal of No Net New P.M. Trips by 2030. Also, the EIR states
that under Scenario A, vehicle volumes would be greater than those under Scenario B due to the
greater amount of forecasted land uses. Consequently, under Scenario A, 16 of the 44 future study
intersections would be impacted during at least one of the peak hours. In comparison, under
Scenario B 13 of the 44 future study intersections would be potentially significantly impacted
during peak hours.
Figure 3.18-6, Future Year (2030) Scenario A: Intersection Levels of Service and Significant
Impacts illustrate the study intersections and corresponding LOS information for 2030 for Scenario
A. Figure 3.18-7, Future Year (2030) Scenario B: Intersection Levels of Service and Significant
Impacts illustrate the study intersections and corresponding LOS information for 2030 for Scenario
B. These figures can also be compared to Figure 3.18-3 to understand the changes in LOS from
2013 to 2030.
With regard to traffic conditions on Downtown streets, Table 3.18-6, Estimated Change in Travel
Time Per Mile (seconds) Compared to LUCE EIR 2030 Conditions shows the differences between
the LUCE 2030 EIR projections of travel time (in seconds per mile) and the two proposed
Downtown Community Plan scenarios. As shown in the table, travel times differ by corridor, but
overall are negligible (within travel time differences typically less than 5 percent with some range
to less than 10 percent). Additionally, Table 3.18-8, Intersections Significantly Impacted in the
Future (2030) during Peak Hour Levels of Service lists volume/capacity ratio (V/C), delay, and
LOS information for peak hour traffic at 16 of the impacted intersections for the Approval Year
(2016), Future (2030) with Scenario A, and Future (2030) with Scenario B.
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Comment CJGa-3
More hotel rooms presume more visitors; most of whom will arrive during peak traffic and will
have to come by vehicles, since there is no direct light rail service to LAX. How many out-oftown and day visitors from nearby cities be discouraged from visiting due to traffic and parking
costs and availability? What is the financial impact to downtown Santa Monica?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation provides a detailed
assessment of potential future increases in traffic and effects on congestion, as well as on other
modes of transportation, including transit, bikes, and pedestrians. See response to Comment CJGa2 for more information. Finally, while your comment has been noted, comments regarding the
Project merits or financial impacts do not primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the
Draft EIR. Nevertheless, this comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers
during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment CJGa-4
The City wants to encourage alternative transportation to cars. A study shows many people are
willing to walk a mile or less. This study needs to be further expanded to determine how far people
are willing to walk in terms of blocks to markets, drug stores, and other staples, considering the
sizeable senior population? This could make a major impact on the transportation study. How far
are the people of various age groups willing to walk to public transportation, during daytime?
Night time? How long are they willing to wait for public transportation, considering many bus
lines run on a half hour intervals?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation provides a detailed
assessment of potential future increases in traffic and effects on congestion. This section also
describes the existing transportation setting of the Downtown Santa Monica and provides a
comprehensive analysis of the proposed Downtown Community Plan’s coordinated circulation
and mobility strategy and its effects on the transportation system, taking into account all mode
users (including seniors), such as transit riders, bicyclists, and pedestrians. For example, this
section describes the high frequency and easily accessible bus service within the Downtown, as
well as between Downtown and destinations in the vicinity. The section also indicates the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would also be fully consistent with the City’s goals and policies
addressing multi-modal transportation, including the LUCE, Bike Action Plan, and Pedestrian
Action Plan.
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Further, the Draft EIR analyses is based on the Traffic Study for the City of Santa Monica
Downtown Specific Plan (January 2016) provided in Appendix B. This study incorporated an
analysis of all modes of transportation, including public transit, bicycles, and pedestrian facilities.
Finally, while your comment has been noted, comments regarding the Project merits or
recommendations for future traffic studies on walkability does not primarily pertain to the
adequacy of the analysis presented in the Draft EIR. Nevertheless, this comment has been noted
and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan.
Comment CJGa-5
What is required to encourage people to take public transportation? How much of an impact does
reducing residential parking make? How many more would ride light rail if there was a satellite
parking with frequent bus service and how would that impact traffic? How many people would
take public transportation if 1) no increase in travel time? 2) 25% increase in travel time? 50%
100%? Travel time must include waiting time for the next bus or train, as well as for transfers.
What percentage of people will still drive as their destination or job is not amenable to public
transportation? What percentage of parents drive their kids to/from school, and how any that be
further reduced?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Traffic congestion is a key community concern in the City of Santa
Monica. The City recognizes that the Downtown is a hub of transportation that serves people
walking, driving, biking, and taking transit. The proposed Downtown Community Plan addresses
transportation issues, including encouraging public transportation use by promoting an integrated
land use and transportation strategy that seeks to make walking, biking, and transit more attractive
choices, thereby reducing pressure on existing streets and parking facilities.
Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation describes the existing transportation setting of the
Downtown Santa Monica and provides a comprehensive analysis of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan’s coordinated circulation and mobility strategy and its effects on the
transportation system, taking into account all mode users, including transit riders, bicyclists, and
pedestrians. For example, this section describes the high frequency and easily accessible bus
service within the Downtown, as well as between Downtown and destinations in the vicinity. As
described in the response to Comment CJGa-4, the section also indicates that the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would also be fully consistent with the City’s goals and policies
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addressing multi-modal transportation, including the LUCE, Bike Action Plan, and Pedestrian
Action Plan.
With regards to the commenters concerns on public transportation incentives, reductions in
residential parking, improvements to public transportation travel times, and other incentives to
reduce automobile trips; several of the Downtown Community Plan goals, objectives, and policies
are designed to incentivize public transportation. For example, Goal LU2, Goal LU4, Goal LU8,
Goal LU15, Goal B10, Goal D.12, Goal D.2, GoalD.4, Goal D.5, Goal D.11, Goal T3, Goal T5,
Goal T6, Goal T9, Goal T19, Goal T21, and Goal T23, as well supporting objectives are focused
on proactively managing the transportation system in sustainable ways to limit increases in
automobile traffic.
Other comments regarding the Project merits and public transportation incentives that do not
primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the Draft EIR will be noted and will be reviewed
by the decision makers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment CJGa-6
I do not understand why Montana Avenue is being included in a Public Transit Priority Zone as
part of the Downtown Community Plan, as it is outside the downtown area. As part of the
realignment of routes with Expo, Big Blue Bus showed that bus routes can be changed overnight
with the stroke of a pen. For a Public Transit Priority Zone, I feel there should be at least 2 lanes
of traffic in each direction, which is not the case on Montana. And minimum walking distance is
approximately a mile, along 4th Street to Expo.
Response
As described in the response to Comment CJGa-6, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
addresses transportation issues, including encouraging public transportation use by promoting an
integrated land use and transportation strategy that seeks to make walking, biking, and transit more
attractive choices. As such, the proposed Downtown Community Plan considered all nearby Public
Transit Priority Zones in the vicinity. Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation describes this
existing transportation setting and provides a comprehensive analysis of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan’s coordinated circulation and mobility strategy and its effects on the
transportation system, taking into account all mode users, including transit riders, bicyclists, and
pedestrians.
The commenter also raises concerns that there should be at least two lanes of traffic in each
direction for an area to be considered a Public Transit Priority Zone, as well as concerns on the
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minimum walking distance to the Expo LRT Downtown Station. While your comments have been
noted, comments regarding the Project merits or public transportation in Downtown Santa Monica
does not primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis presented in the EIR. Nevertheless, these
comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration
of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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Letter CJGb
March 15, 2017
Caroline & Jim Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, Apt. 405
Santa Monica, CA 90403-5045
Comment CJGb-1
I’m deeply concerned with the oversized nature of the proposal for the Downtown Community
Plan. It’s not consistent with the Santa Monica I want to live in. I am concerned about the
atmospheric environment.
Response
Thank you for your comment on the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Your comment
regarding the Project merits does not primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the Draft
EIR. Nevertheless, this comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers
during the consideration of the Plan. Information on the character and atmosphere of the
Downtown are addressed in the response to Comment CJGb-3.
Comment CJGb-2
Traffic: More residents and more visitors in what will become an increasingly more crowded
downtown area means more traffic. What has to happen by 2030 to keep peak traffic from
increasing? What is the probability of that happening? What is the probability of each of the
assumptions that went into the study of being correct? How much of this depends on Santa Monica
plans? On Los Angeles City and County plans as well as the plan of other nearby cities?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation provides a detailed
assessment of potential future increases in traffic and effects on congestion, including build out
projections through the Future Year (2030) and related impacts on transportation and circulation
systems. This section also summarizes impacts to alternative modes of transportation, such transit,
bikes, and pedestrians. The analyses is based on the Traffic Study for the City of Santa Monica
Downtown Specific Plan (January 2016) provided in Appendix B. Finally, while your comment
has been noted, comments regarding Project merits or the details of the City’s ongoing
transportation planning efforts does not primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the
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EIR. This comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the
consideration of the Plan.
Comment CJGb-3
Impact on views, sunlight, and air circulation: New structures can impact a neighborhood
negatively by reducing/eliminating sunlight to existing buildings in the shade of the new structure.
What is the cost in physical and mental health when this happens? In the cost of heating and air
conditioning bills, and any extra pollution that creates? Pollution includes not only what caused
by power generation but also thermal pollution. Air circulation can also be heavily impacted by an
adjacent building; what is the cost to residents so impacted as to have their access to the westerly
winds cut off? When there is the loss of existing views from residences. All the above have a
potentially large impact on the character and property value of a neighborhood, which also impacts
city tax revenues. How are each of these cost impacts quantified, and what is the cost to a
neighborhood/individual buildings as a function of the new structure location and size? How much
would a neighborhood be improved with a smaller/lower density structure?
As an example I am very concerned about the possible construction of a new affordable housing
structure across the alley from 118 3rd St. where there is currently a parking lot. Our building is
only 6 stories high, so any structure, 50-60 feet tall would totally change for the worse not only
the view but the amount of afternoon sun and fresh air our west facing units would receive.
Response
Thank you for your comments on the potential impacts to views, sunlight exposure, air circulation,
and neighborhood compatibility associated with the implementation of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan. These environmental effects are discussed and evaluated in several sections of
the Draft EIR.
While Section 21099 of the California Environmental Quality Act (as amended by Senate Bill
[SB] 743) indicates that if a project is an infill residential, mixed-use, or employment center project
located within a transit priority area with similar development, aesthetic impacts shall not be
considered significant impacts on the environment. However, Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade,
Shadows, and Solar Access addresses aesthetic impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access in
response to community concerns raised during the Notice of Preparation (NOP) process and to
provide decision-makers and the public with a comprehensive review of the aesthetic changes that
could occur under the Downtown Community Plan. This section describes the existing aesthetic
setting of Downtown Santa Monica and analyzes the potential changes on aesthetic resources, as
well as shade, shadows, and solar access that could result from the implementation of the proposed
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Downtown Community. The section also analyzes the loss of public views of the open sky and the
Pacific Ocean from various locations in the plan area, impacts to public scenic vistas and view
corridors, as well as access to light an ocean breezes.
Section 3.3.2, Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access describes the existing shade/shadow environment
in Downtown Santa Monica and analyzes the potential shade and shadow effects that could result
from the implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. While the comment noted
that new structures can impact a neighborhood negatively by reducing sunlight to existing
buildings in the shade of the new structure, both the beneficial and negative impacts of sunlight
and shade are analyzed. For example, this section discusses the consequences of shadows on land
uses that may result in beneficial impacts, including the cooling effects during warm weather. It
also discusses the negative impacts of shadows if shade and shadows substantially interfere with
the enjoyment or performance of sun-related activities.
Section 3.4, Air Quality assesses the existing air quality conditions and analyzes the potential
impacts on air quality that could result from the implementation of the proposed Downtown
Community Plan. This section also addresses comments regarding thermal pollution. For example,
the section addresses long-term operational air quality impacts from potential land uses changes
anticipated under the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Section 3.17, Utilities describes existing and planned utilities serving the Downtown and analyzes
potential impacts that could result from the adoption and implementation of the proposed
Downtown Community. Specifically, Section 3.17.4, Energy and Power describes the City’s
overall electricity and natural gas consumption and energy impacts based on Appendix G of the
2015 CEQA Guidelines and local City sustainability policies. This section further compares energy
demand in Scenario A and Scenario B proposed under the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
With regard to general concerns on neighborhood compatibility, Section 3.13, Neighborhood
Effects assesses the impacts of land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown
Community Plan that might affect the overall quality of life of existing residents in the downtown
residential neighborhoods. The City has required environmental documentation to include an
analysis of the effects on the neighborhood as it relates to the character and livability of the City’s
residential areas. Therefore, the analysis discusses development standards related to building
height and Floor Area Ratio (FAR) and design guidelines on building modulation and stepback.
Finally, while your comment has been noted, comments regarding the Project merits; the
Downtown Community Plan’s potential impact on neighborhood property values, city tax
revenues, and how these costs are quantified; or specific projects, such as a new affordable housing
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building do not primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis presented in the Draft EIR.
Nevertheless, these comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during
the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment CJGb-4
High rise buildings also put more streets in shadow. This greatly reduces the walkability of affected
streets due to the lower temperature and lower view of the sky – which impacts the feeling of open
space. Furthermore, multiple high rises impact air circulation. For example, 2nd St. becomes a wind
tunnel under certain air conditions. How much is dependent on wind direction and the tall buildings
on the west side of 2nd St. Air can be concentrated as it slips between the gaps between the various
buildings, as well as wind aligned along 2nd St. Again it makes for difficult and unpleasant walking
and biking. What is the cumulative impact on other streets depending on which new building
designs are approved?
Response
Thank you for your comments on the potential impacts on shade/shadows, walkability, and air
circulation associated with the implementation of the Downtown Community. These
environmental effects are discussed and evaluated in several sections of the Draft EIR, as
mentioned in the previous responses (refer to the response to Comment CJGb-3).
Section 3.3, Aesthetics and Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access addresses aesthetic impacts and
shade, shadows, and solar access. Section 3.3.2, Shade, Shadows, and Solar Access describes the
existing shade/shadow environment in Downtown Santa Monica and analyzes the potential shade
and shadow effects that could result from the implementation of the Downtown Community Plan.
With regard to general concerns on walkability, Section 3.13, Neighborhood Effects assesses the
impacts of land uses anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Community Plan that
might affect the overall quality of life of existing residents in the downtown residential
neighborhoods. Section 3.4, Air Quality assesses the existing air quality conditions and analyzes
the potential impacts on air quality that could result from the implementation of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan. This section also addresses comments regarding thermal pollution.
For example, the section addresses long-term operational air quality impacts from potential land
uses changes anticipated under the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Finally, while your comment has been noted, comments regarding the Project merits, specifically
the wind tunnel effects along 2nd Street, do not primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in
the EIR. Nevertheless, these comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision
makers during the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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Letter JGf
March 22, 2017
Mr. & Ms. J. Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, Apt. 405
Santa Monica, CA 90403-5045
Comment JGf-1
I am concerned that we may be over-building hotel and residential units in terms of our power and
water supply.
POWER: we already have rolling blackouts at times. How much worse will this get as new hotel
and residential units go into service?
What needs to be done to eliminate the problem?
When will that happen?
What is the confidence level of these predictions?
Response
Thank you for your comment on power reliability associated with the implementation of the
proposed Downtown. The environmental effects associated with energy and power are discussed
and evaluated in several sections of the EIR. Section 3.17, Utilities describes existing and planned
utilities serving the Downtown and analyzes potential impacts that could result from the adoption
and implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Specifically, Section 3.17.4,
Energy and Power describes the City’s overall electricity and natural gas consumption and energy
impacts associated with the implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. The
background information that supports these sections, as well as the growth assumptions are also
referenced. As described in response to Comment GA-7, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
would increase energy demand, but would not result in wasteful, inefficient, and unnecessary
consumption of energy.

Comment JGf-2
How will a major earthquake affect this, and for how long?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Information on major earthquakes and general seismic activity
within the Downtown is provided in Section, Geology and Soils. Please also refer to response to
Comment JGc-1, which thoroughly discusses how the EIR addressed potential impacts associated
with seismic activities.
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Comment JGf-3
WATER: Water is a scarce commodity. The city is already water rationing. Yet there are plans for
more hotel and residential units. Water needs can be broken into 3 basic segments: the needs of
the permanent residents; hotel needs for their overnight guests, and water required by daytime
businesses, employees, and visitors.
How water is currently apportioned between these three segments
What will this change to as various proposed developments come online over the next 20 years?
How much water rationing will be required [relative to pre-rationing levels] during normal rainfall
years A] for residents? B] for hotels/motels? C] other businesses?
How much rationing would be required in a historical series of dry years for A] residents, B}
hotels/motels? C} other businesses?
How dependable is our water supply? There have been times in the past when groundwater was
contaminated during heavy rains by runoff from surrounding hills.
What is the backup plan if our groundwater becomes contaminated? Or what is being done to
prevent that? If the latter, when will that be complete?
Response
Thank you for your comment on water supply and groundwater contamination associated with the
implementation of the proposed Downtown. Water supply and groundwater contamination issues
are addressed in various EIR sections. Section 3.17, Utilities of the Draft EIR provides a detailed
analysis of the adequacy of the City’s long-term water supply, including the effects of the recent
drought and the City’s shift away from reliance on imported water to local more sustainable
groundwater resources. Downtown Community. Specifically, Section 3.17.1, Water Infrastructure
and Supply describes the City’s existing water supply (both groundwater and imported water), as
well as existing and projected citywide water demand, and future water supply. Please refer to
response to Comment JGd-1 for additional information regarding water supply and JGd-4 and
JGd-5 for additional information related to water supply and potential for groundwater
contamination.
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Finally, while your comment has been noted, comments regarding the Project merits, specifically
the details of the City’s water supply allocation from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California (MWD), rationing, and related planning efforts related to allocations to residents,
visitors, and businesses do not primarily pertain to the adequacy of the analysis in the Draft EIR.
These comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the
consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Comment JGf-4
Santa Monica Bay gets an “F” rating during rains. How will more people impact this issue? What
will be done to improve this rating, and when?
Response
Thank you for your comment regarding surface water runoff after rain events. Given the location
of Downtown Santa Monica within the Santa Monica Bay Watershed Management Area, the
proposed Downtown Community Plan contains development standards and design guidelines
aimed to increase the amount of open space and encourage new land uses to incorporate sustainable
storm water features, thereby reducing the amount of polluted urban runoff in Santa Monica Bay.
Additionally, new land uses in the Downtown would be required to infiltrate runoff or alternatively
pay an urban runoff reduction fee in accordance with the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance.
Section 3.11, Hydrology and Water Quality describes the existing hydrology and water quality
resources, and analyzes the potential impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan on
storm water runoff, drainage, flood risk, groundwater, and water quality. Table 3.11-1, Downtown
Drainage and Infiltration Device Prohibition Zone illustrates the drainage basins and infiltration
prohibition zone. This section also describe the storm water runoff systems in the Downtown area
and explains that the City, as a permittee under the MS4 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit, would continue to require that all new projects in the Downtown
implement Low Impact Development (LID) BMPs and prepare Urban Runoff Mitigation Plans
(URMPs) to reduce urban runoff as required by the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance.
Further, the City would continue to meet the requirements of the NPDES permit under the
proposed Downtown Community, which would ensure that new projects would be designed to
address water quality. And, as mentioned above, the proposed Downtown Community Plan
includes development standards that provide for increased open space and storm water pollution
mitigation. The combination of these permit programs, BMPs, plans and ordinances, and
development standards would reduce surface water runoff and water quality impacts associated
with the implementation of the Downtown Community.
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Specific comments regarding the details of the City’s Urban Runoff Pollution Ordinance, MS4
NPDES permit requirements, and municipal code regulations on residential and commercial water
use (Chapter 7.16.020, Water Conservation Requirements) do not primarily pertain to the
adequacy of the analysis presented in the Draft EIR. Nevertheless, these comments have been
noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan.
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Letter JGg
March 22, 2017
Mr. & Ms. J. Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, Apt. 405
Santa Monica, CA 90403-5045
Comment JGg-1
I am very concerned about the stability of the Palisades as new development projects are planned
along and near Ocean Ave. Please quantify the following as they impact the Pali sades stability.
A] Stability impact for each development based on height, mass, weight distribution, distance from
the Palisades, and subterranean excavation [for parking, foundations etc].
B] Impact of all the existing and new developments collectively along and near Ocean Ave using
the above parameters.
C] Impact of rising sea levels on the Palisades, and associated timeline.
D] Impact of heavy rains, including the heaviest on record, that soak the earth in addition to the
above. This includes changes in the water table level combined with all the above.
E] Geological and soil analysis along the Palisades-and what that shows in terms of allowable
development without impacting the Palisades. How far back from the Palisades is the stability of
the Palisades sensitive to in the geological terrain?
F] Additional impact of watering [gardens etc] and water/sewage line breaks.
G] Earthquakes: When combined with all the above, what can the Palisades sustain depending on
the fault location, magnitude, duration, and type of motion?
H] The city has had problems with sink holes even recently. How would these impact the Palisades
if one occurred, for example, under Ocean Ave or other nearby location to the Palisades/ What is
the sensitivity to the size of the sink hole and the duration of the condition that caused the sink
hole?
I] To what extent does construction/destruction of large structures on/near Ocean Ave impact the
Palisades? This should include months of heavy construction equipment, including impact to the
California Incline and other routes if used by construction vehicles going to/from PCH?
Response
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Thank you for your comment on the overall stability of the Palisades Bluffs as it relates to new
development projects planned along and near Ocean Avenue. Stability information and impacts
within and near the Downtown are addressed in various Draft EIR sections. Please refer to the
response to Comment JGc-1. Regarding sinkholes, please refer to the response to Comment JCd9.
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Letter JGh
March 22, 2017
Mr. & Ms. J. Gerstley
1118 3rd Street, Apt. 405
Santa Monica, CA 90403-5045
Comment JGh-1
When I saw that the City had Recirculated the Draft EIR for the Downtown Community Plan I
was hopeful that the City took the opportunity to address the community's significant concerns
with the deficiencies in the Draft EIR analysis. Unfortunately, after completing my review of the
Recirculated Draft EIR, I'm disappointed to see that there is very little in the way of additional
analysis to address the community's concerns. There is nothing new in the Recirculated Draft EIR
except for a slightly updated Project Description and Land Use section. Where is the updated
analysis? The community deserves more.
Response
Please refer to response to comment HHa-2 regarding overall content of the Recirculated Draft
EIR. The Recirculated Draft EIR includes revised portions of the Draft EIR (Section 2.0, Project
Description, and Section 3.12, Land Use & Planning) necessary to make the EIR consistent with
latest iteration of the draft Downtown Community Plan in order to ensure that the Project
Description is finite and stable, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124. However, as
discussed in response to Comment HHa-2, these changes to the proposed Downtown Community
Plan would not result in new or more severe impacts compared to those described in the Draft EIR.
Comment JGh-2
I'm deeply concerned with the oversized nature of the proposal for the Downtown Community
Plan. It's not consistent with the Santa Monica I want to live in. Accordingly, one of the things I
most wanted to see in the Draft EIR was a reasonable range of alternatives that would avoid or
substantially lessen the significant effects of the project. Specifically, I'd like to see an alternative
analyzed that reduces the proposed building heights and densities to be consistent with the existing
Zoning Code while still implementing the Downtown Community Plan's strategies and standards
to promote a sustainable and multi-modal Downtown. While Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 in
the Draft EIR analyzed reduced heights and densities, the analysis is misleading because it doesn't
include sustainable and multi-modal strategies and standards. There is no reason why a shorter
less dense Downtown can't also have sustainable and multi-modal strategies and standards. The
Recirculated Draft EIR entirely fails to address the deficient alternatives analysis.
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Santa Monicans want a real analysis of this alternative before the Downtown Community Plan
moves forward. It is what the community has consistently asked for. As a resident, I want to see
the City carefully plan and consider the future of the Downtown. How can you do that without
carefully analyzing a project with less height and density? We need to work together to preserve
what we love about Santa Monica, but we can't do that without all the facts.
Please include an analysis of this alternative to be recirculated for the community's review and
comment. I still believe that a compromise Downtown Community Plan exists, but we can't
determine what that is without additional information.
Response
Please see responses to comments HHa-12 and HHa-13. The EIR provides City decision-makers
with a reasonable range of alternatives to consider to reduce or avoid impacts, including coequal
analysis of two primary alternatives as well as four additional alternatives, including the No Project
Alternative. The EIR does not include the full suite of multimodal and sustainable benefits in such
alternatives as they would not be considered feasible components of such alternatives. Because
development costs are high in Santa Monica, assuming such concessions could be exacted from
developers without the density permitted under Tier 3 would not represent a reasonable worst-case
analysis. Many of the community benefits identified in the proposed Downtown Community Plan
would likely not come to fruition, including substantial affordable and workforce housing, public
open space, cultural arts programs/installations, historic preservation contributions, and major
transportation investments.
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Letter GD
March 22, 2017
Alvin Rabuchin
1118 3rd Street, #606
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 22, 2017
Suzanne Rabuchin
1118 3rd Street, #606
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 22, 2017
Linda Metzger
No Address Provided

Santa Monica, 90403
March 22, 2017
Stephen D. Linett
101 California Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90403
March 22, 2017
Kay Ward
No Address Provided
Santa Monica, CA 90403

Comment GD-1
I've reviewed the Recirculated Draft EIR and I'm not really certain what new information is in this
document. It all seems the same to me. I wish the changes between the previous drafts of these
sections were easier to understand. What is clear is that the City is still proposing increased height
and density for the Downtown. I'm deeply concerned about how the increased development
potential will impact the City and I continue to be disappointed that the City's proposal is so far
from what the residents of Santa Monica have requested. The impacts of the increased
development potential have not been adequately analyzed.
Response
Thank you for your comment. As discussed in Section 1.0, Introduction of the Recirculated Draft
EIR, the recirculated portions of the Draft Program EIR only include Section 2.0, Project
Description and Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning. Following the public release of the original
Draft EIR a number of adjustments were made to the draft Downtown Community Plan, including
a revision of the Plan’s name from the Downtown Specific Plan to the Downtown Community
Plan. The Project Description and the Land Use chapters of the Draft EIR were also revised to
better align with the latest iteration of the draft Downtown Community. The changes from the
February 2014 draft to the February 2016 revised draft of the Downtown Community Plan
included:
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•

A consolidation of proposed subareas;

•

Decrease in floor area ratio (FAR) and height standards for the proposed subareas;

•

Inclusion of the Gateway Master Plan; and

•

Contemplation of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District.

With regard to changes to a project after public review of a Draft EIR, CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5(a) require a lead agency to recirculate an EIR when significant new information is added
to the EIR after public review. CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(c) state that if the revision is
limited to a few chapters or portions of the EIR, the lead agency need only recirculate the chapters
or portions that have been modified. Therefore, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5(c), the Project Description and Land Use chapters of the Draft EIR were recirculated on
February 1, 2017 and were available for public review, with the close of public comment on March
20, 2017.
Additionally, as stated in Section 1.2, Purpose and Legal Authority, the changes reflected in the
revised draft Downtown Community Plan would not result in new significant environmental
impacts, a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact, or a feasible project
alternative or mitigation measure that would clearly lessen the significant environmental impacts.
Rather the changes in the draft Downtown Community Plan, such as the decreased FAR and height
standards, would result in similar or less severe impacts. Therefore, only the two EIR chapters
were revised, as the original Draft EIR adequately evaluates the potential environmental impacts
of the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Please refer to response to Comment HHa-2more
information on the Recirculated Draft EIR.
Comment GD-2
In addition to these overarching concerns, in my review of the Recirculated Draft EIR I'm confused
by Table 2-5, Anticipated Land Use Changes through 2030 in the Downtown. The table shows
the total net new residential units and commercial square footage through 2030 that is anticipated
in the Downtown. The units and square footage numbers from this table are used throughout the
EIR to determine the impacts of the Downtown Community Plan. Footnote 1 of the table states
that "The maximum net new development shown in this table excludes residential and nonresidential development constructed and approved following issuance of the NOP in 2013."
However, elsewhere in the Draft EIR the analysis states "this Program EIR conservatively
evaluates the forecasted 2030 land uses for Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed Downtown
Specific Plan, and also accounts for the residential and non-residential developments approved
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since the issuance of the NOP in 2013." (Draft EIR 3.18-45.) This is confusing. Did the analysis
uniformly account for the development that has occurred to buildout the Downtown under the
LUCE vision since the NOP in 2013 or didn't it?
Understanding what has happened in the past few years is critically important for the Community
to understand how full buildout of the Downtown will coincide with the LUCE vision and goals.
If the analysis is ignoring the impacts of those projects the community will not be able to
understand the full impact of the Downtown Community Plan. Traffic is already horrible—the
City shouldn’t be able to artificially inflate the baseline for purposes of the impact analysis. The
impact conclusions throughout the EIR should explain the full scope of buildout of the Downtown
it shouldn’t remove the projects that are currently in development because the LUCE only permits
so much additional development and residents deserve to understand how all development that has
occurred in Downtown will fit within that vision and how that vision will impact the environment.
Response
Thank you for your comment. Table 2-5 in the EIR describes the anticipated changes in land use
directly associated with the proposed Downtown Community Plan. As described in Table 2-5 the
proposed Downtown Community Plan would result in a potential maximum total net new square
footage of 4.73 million square feet under Scenario A and 3.22 million square feet under Scenario
B. In order the isolate the development proposed under the Downtown Community Plan this
maximum net new square footage excludes residential and non-residential development
constructed and approved following issuance of the NOP in 2013. This development has already
been constructed and approved and would occur regardless of whether the Downtown Community
Plan is approved. However, as described in Section 3.4, Air Quality, Section 3.8, Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Climate Change, Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation and various other
locations, the EIR analyses has accounted for all development that occurred related to buildout in
the Downtown under the LUCE, including the residential and non-residential construction and
approved since the release of the NOP in 2013.
To determine whether an impact is significant, a “baseline” set of environmental conditions is
required against which agencies can assess the significance of project impacts. As established by
CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a), the existing setting, usually established at the time a NOP is
issued, should normally constitute the baseline. Therefore, impacts of a proposed project are
ordinarily to be compared to the actual environmental conditions existing at the time of CEQA
analysis, rather than to allowable conditions defined by a plan or regulatory framework. As such,
the EIR analysis uses the “2016 Approval Year” as a baseline, and all projects developments
underway (i.e. constructed or approved) between the issuance of the NOP in 2013 and the
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circulation of the Draft EIR in 2016 were part of the “baseline” environmental conditions. As
discussed under the Impact Assessment Methodology in Section 3.18, Transportation and
Circulation of the EIR, Approval (2016) and Future Year (2030) conditions, which include
approved and recently completed projects, provides the most realistic and accurate baseline for
evaluation of the Project’s potential traffic impacts at the time the Project would go into operation.
Comment GD-3
I remain concerned with the City's proposal for the Downtown Community Plan and I'm
frustrated to see that the EIR isn't properly analyzing the impacts. It seems like the analysis is
hiding things and being rushed through to allow bigger and taller development throughout the
Downtown. This isn't the Santa Monica I love. I urge the City to do an honest analysis of the
impacts of the increased development potential and carefully consider a Downtown Community
Plan that would be smaller and less dense; one that would enhance rather than burden Santa
Monica. Thank you in advance for addressing my concerns.
Response
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to Comment GA-1. The Downtown Community
Plan provides multiple policies and development standards designed to protect the character of the
Downtown and the EIR thoroughly addresses potential aesthetic and land use issues, including
increases in heights and densities and changes in character of the Downtown. This comment has
been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during the consideration of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan.
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Letter NS
March 22, 2017
Nadya K. Scott
101 California Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Comment NS-1
I am concerned with information lacking in the Draft of EIR that is being circulated. I would like
more research into the impact of continuing city density in the downtown area. What will these
proposed increases in height and density affect the manner in which the downtown area is used
and lived in?
Response
Thank you for your comment. The Draft EIR provides coequal analysis of two primary Project
alternatives (Scenario A and Scenario B) along with multiple other alternatives that all evaluate
height and density within the Downtown. Please see responses to comments HHa-12 and HHa-13
with address the alternative analysis presented in the Draft EIR.
Comment NS-2
There has been a lack of thorough research into how traffic, air quality, water and electricity usage
will be effected by the proposed EIR. Has the city discovered just how many of the people living
in the down town area now walk to work? Water and electricity are already in limited supply, how
will more people residing in this area help to solve the utility shortage? Has there been a study of
how buildings now and in the future will impact the palisades cliffs? Has extent of pollution been
studies?
Response
Thank you for your comment. Section 3.18, Transportation and Circulation provides a detailed
assessment of potential future increases in traffic and effects on congestion in the Downtown area.
Please see response to Comment CJGa-2 for more information on potential traffic impacts
associated with the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
A discussion of the air quality analysis is provided in Section 3.4, Air Quality. Please see response
to Comment SCAQMD-3 for an additional summary of the air quality assessment prepared as a
part of the Draft EIR.
Section 3.17, Utilities describes existing and planned utilities serving the Downtown and analyzes
potential impacts that could result from the adoption and implementation of the proposed
Downtown Community Plan. This section also thoroughly evaluates water supply. Specifically,
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Section 3.17.4, Energy and Power describes the City’s overall electricity and natural gas
consumption and energy impacts based on Appendix G of the 2015 CEQA Guidelines and local
City sustainability policies. This section further compares energy demand in Scenario A and
Scenario B proposed under the Downtown Community Plan. Please also refer to response to
Comments JGf-1 and GA-7 regarding the analysis of water supply and utilities.
Regarding your comment on the stability of the Palisades coastal bluff, the impacts from the
implementation of the proposed DCP on the stability of the Palisades coastal bluff area are
provided in Section 3.9, Geology and Soils. According to the City designation, the western edge
of the DCP area that extends 0.5 blocks inland from Ocean Avenue is outside the High Risk
Landslide Susceptibility Zone. As a result, the main areas of slope instability concerns and
landslides within the City of Santa Monica are confined to the areas along Highway 1/PCH that
are below the Palisades coastal bluff. More detailed information on the stability of the Palisades
coastal bluff area in relation to the Downtown Community Plan area is provided in responses to
Comment JGb-1, JGb-5, and JGb-7.
Comment NS-3
Santa Monica is a beautiful sea side community that the residents want to preserve. How will the
draft of the EIR aid in the preservation of the quality of life in Santa Monica.
Response
Thank you for your comment. Please see response to Comment GA-1. The proposed Downtown
Community Plan provides multiple policies and development standards designed to protect the
character of the Downtown and the EIR thoroughly addresses potential aesthetic and land use
issues, including increases in heights and densities and changes in the character of the Downtown.
Nevertheless, this comment has been noted and will be reviewed by the decision makers during
the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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Huntley Hotel (b)
March 30, 2017
Huntley Hotel
Submitted Via Latham &Watkins LLP
355 South Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90071-1560
Comment HHb-1
On behalf of Second Street Corporation, owner of The Huntley Hotel (the “Huntley”), we submit
the following comments on the Downtown Specific Plan Project Recirculated Draft Environmental
Impact Report (“Recirculated Draft EIR”) for the Downtown Community Plan (“DCP”), which
recirculated only the Project Description and Land Use Section for additional public review and
comment. We submit these comments in addition to the comments submitted on May 3, 2016 on
the Program Draft Environmental Impact Report (“Draft EIR”), which are included as Attachment
A to this letter and incorporated herein. We submit this letter as part of the Huntley’s ongoing
commitment to ensure that any future development at the Miramar site and the Miramar’s parking
lot parcels located across from the Miramar on Second Street are consistent with the existing
character of the surrounding neighborhood. The Huntley remains concerned that the development
potential outlined for the Miramar under the DCP is out of scale with the surrounding
neighborhood and will impose significant environmental impacts on the community. We believe
that those significant environmental impacts associated with the build out of the Miramar site have
not been analyzed or disclosed in the Draft EIR or the Recirculated Draft EIR, and as a result the
analysis of the DCP under the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) (Public Resources
Code Section 21000, et seq.) remains fundamentally flawed and must be addressed before the DCP
may proceed.
While we appreciate that the City has revised and recirculated the Project Description and Land
Use Section to address some comments submitted by the community and to clarify some confusion
regarding the scope of the proposed project that is being analyzed, we were disappointed to see
the limited amount of additional content provided in the Recirculated Draft EIR. Numerous
significant issues remain unanalyzed and unaddressed. Several of these issues relate to potentially
significant impacts or substantially more severe significant impacts that are not addressed
anywhere in the Draft EIR or the Recirculated Draft EIR. Accordingly, and as detailed below,
the analysis in the Draft EIR and Recirculated Draft EIR remains deficient in a number of
meaningful areas and therefore does not satisfy the requirements of CEQA and the “CEQA
Guidelines” (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Section 15000, et seq.).
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As we identified in detail in our May 3, 2016 letter, the Draft EIR, among other deficiencies (1)
fails to provide an adequate analysis of the DCPs environmental impacts, including a failure to
disclosure potentially significant impacts; (2) improperly defers mitigation; (3) fails to adequately
analyze feasible alternatives to the DCP that would substantially reduce or eliminate significant
environmental effects; and (4) results in an improper piecemealing of the Miramar project. The
numerous flaws outlined in our May 3, 2016 letter prevent reasonable and informed decisionmaking and therefore the Draft EIR did not satisfy CEQA’s requirements.
While we and many community members asked the City to address these numerous issues, update
the Draft EIR’s analysis, and recirculate the Draft EIR as required under CEQA, the Recirculated
Draft EIR fails to address the substantial majority of the significant issues we identified. More
specifically, the Recirculated Draft EIR only provides two updated sections – a slightly updated
Project Description and Land Use Section. These two limited sections do not cover most of the
numerous deficiencies in the Draft EIR in areas like aesthetics, air quality, neighborhoods effects,
noise, transportation and circulation, parking, or the alternatives analysis. Therefore, the
deficiencies outlined in our May 3, 2016 letter remain, and those flaws and the additional
deficiencies outlined herein must be addressed and the Draft EIR must be revised and recirculated
to (1) ensure that the EIR for the DCP contains a proper analysis under CEQA; and (2) give the
community a genuine opportunity to review and comment on all of the DCP’s potential
environmental impacts. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5 (failure to disclose significant
impacts, or the addition of significant new information requires recirculation of a draft EIR).)
Because the City failed to address all of the Draft EIR’s deficiencies in the Recirculated Draft EIR,
the City must further analyze a number of substantive issues that will require significant revisions
before the DCP EIR can be finalized and certified. These revisions: (1) will require the addition of
significant new information; (2) are expected to reveal new significant environmental impacts and
substantial increases in the severity of identified environmental impacts; and (3) are expected to
reveal that feasible project alternatives considerably different from those previously analyzed
would clearly lessen the DCP’s environmental impacts. Pursuant to CEQA, each of these issue
areas alone requires the DCP EIR to be revised to address the flaws and gaps in its analysis and to
be recirculated to give the public an opportunity to review and comment. (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5(a)(l)-(3) (requiring recirculation for significant new information, including: new
significant environmental impacts; a substantial increase in the severity of an environmental
impact; and feasible project alternatives considerably different from others previously analyzed
that would lessen the project’s environmental impacts).) The 10-day review period provided under
CEQA prior to certification of the Final EIR is simply inadequate under these circumstances for
the community to review the voluminous additional analyses that are necessary for this EIR to be
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adequate under CEQA. (See CEQA Section 21092.5.) The community deserves a real opportunity
for review and comment on the City’s responses to the EIR’s deficiencies. It is unfortunate that
the City failed to address all deficient portions of the Draft EIR with the Recirculated Draft EIR,
which would have avoided additional costs and delays associated with the review of another
recirculated EIR.
While we await further analysis of the comments and substantial environmental concerns raised in
our May 3, 2016 letter, we have provided additional comments below on the recirculated Project
Description and Land Use Section regarding the incorrect application of SB 743 and the failure to
analyze the increased development potential of the Miramar site. We further resubmit our May 3,
2016 letter to ensure that all of our comments will be addressed - in particular the inadequate
analysis of feasible alternatives and mitigation measures.
Response HHb-1
Thank you for your comments. This comment is an introductory statement that summarizes the
Huntley Hotel’s concerns on the adequacy of the Recirculated Draft EIR. Detailed concerns are
addressed individually in Responses HHb-2 through HHb-5 below. Please refer to response to
comment HHa-2 regarding overall content of the Recirculated Draft EIR. The Recirculated Draft
EIR includes revised portions of the Draft EIR (Section 2.0, Project Description, and Section 3.12,
Land Use & Planning) necessary to make the EIR consistent with the most recent version of the
draft Environmental Impact Report in order to ensure that the Project Description is finite and
stable, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124. As the commenter is aware, the pending
Miramar Hotel project is not a part of the proposed Downtown Community Plan and is inconsistent
with several proposed development standards. As to the overall adequacy of the Draft EIR, as
discussed further below, the Draft EIR will not require the addition of significant new information
to be adequate. The City also does not expect identification of any new significant environmental
impacts or substantial increases in the severity of environmental impacts identified in the Draft
EIR or that feasible project alternatives considerably different from those previously analyzed
would be identified to reduce the environmental impacts of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan.
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Comment HHb-2
I. THE RECIRCULATED DRAFT EIR IS INADEQUATE UNDER CEQA
A. The Recirculated Draft EIR Fails to Correct the Incorrect Application of SB 743,
Accordingly the Draft EIR Fails to Disclose Potentially Significant Aesthetic and Parking
Impacts
As we explained in our May 3, 2016 letter, the State of California enacted Senate Bill 743 (SB
743) in 2013, which provides that “aesthetic and parking impacts of a residential, mixed-use
residential, or employment center project on an infill site within a transit priority area shall not be
considered significant impacts on the environment.” (CEQA Section 21099(d)(l).) The Draft EIR
incorrectly applies SB 743 to support its less than significant conclusion for aesthetics and parking
impacts within the DCP area. As a result of the improper application of SB 743, the Draft EIR fails
to analyze and disclose potentially significant aesthetic and parking impacts. The Recirculated
Draft EIR’s clarification in Figure 2-2, City of Santa Monica Transit Priority Areas, that the entire
DCP area is within a transit priority area misses the point and perpetuates a misapplication of SB
743. This misapplication of SB 743, discussed below, results in the failure to disclose significant
aesthetic and parking impacts that will occur in the DCP area.
SB 743 only applies to residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center projects. While
certain projects proposed for the DCP area would include residential, mixed-use residential, or
employment center projects, the DCP is much broader in scope than those types of projects and
provides for development and uses that are beyond residential, mixed-use residential, or
employment center projects. As described in the Recirculated Draft EIR the DCP:
“represents an important LUCE implementation effort as it would provide a guided
vision for the Downtown. The proposed DCP constitutes the City’s policy guidance
and systematic implementation plan for the Downtown through the 2030 planning
horizon. Using the LUCE framework, the proposed DCP provides a proactive
strategy for Downtown to evolve into a more accessible, multi-modal, sustainable
district that serves the needs of residents and a diverse community with new
opportunities for jobs, housing, and entertainment and an integrated Downtown
Station. The DCP addresses important issues in the Downtown including historic
preservation, high quality architecture, sensitive urban design, diverse housing
opportunities, sustainable features, expansion of cultural arts offerings, additional
open spaces that support quality of life, increasing transportation choice and
mobility, improving walkability and pedestrian safety, sustaining the Downtown’s
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competitive advantage, and integration with the Downtown Station.” (Recirculated
Draft EIR 2.0-22.)
As explained in the Recirculated Draft EIR, the DCP is not narrowly focused on the construction
of a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project – it regulates the broader
vision for Downtown Santa Monica through 2030 including elements such as mobility, historic
preservation, expansion of cultural arts offerings, etc. Each of these elements is critical to the DCP
and falls well outside the scope of SB 743. Therefore, because the DCP would allow the
implementation of development beyond the narrow three categories identified in SB 743, SB 743
cannot be used to justify the Draft EIR’s conclusion that the project would result in less than
significant aesthetic and parking impacts. That a project is within a transit priority area is necessary
but not sufficient for SB 743 to apply; it must also be a residential, mixed-use residential, or
employment center project on an infill site.
Based on the incorrect application of SB 743, the Draft EIR’s aesthetics and parking analysis must
be revised and recirculated to the public to address the potentially significant impacts associated
with the DCP’s impact on aesthetics and parking as discussed in more detail in our May 3, 2016
letter on pages 4 to 7 and 10 to 13. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(a), 15126.2(a) (requiring
analysis of the significant environmental impacts of a project); see also Protect the Historic
Amador Waterways v. Amador Water Agency (2004) 116 Cal. App. 4th 1099, 1109 (“in preparing
an EIR, the agency must consider and resolve every fair argument that can be made about the
possible significant environmental effects of a project”).)
Response HHb-2
The proposed Downtown Community Plan is a programmatic plan guiding the development of
residential, mixed-use residential, and employment centers as envisioned under SB 743, as well as
typical development-related elements, such as circulation improvements, historic preservation,
expansion of cultural arts offerings, etc. that fall well within the parameters of a major mixed-use
infill development as identified under SB 743. The Downtown is classified as a TPA, with all of
Downtown meeting the parameters of SB 743 as a TPA. The Downtown supports both the Expo
LRT Downtown Station as well as multiple high frequency bus routes, more than complying with
SB 743 criteria. Therefore, potential aesthetics impacts and shade, shadows, and solar access
impacts would be considered less than significant and analyses of aesthetic impacts and shade,
shadows, and solar access impacts of projects within the Downtown are not required pursuant to
CEQA. Please see further details in response to Comment HHa-4.
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Comment HHb-3
B. The Land Use Analysis Fails to Address the Increased Development Potential for the
Miramar Site and is Therefore Not Supported by Substantial Evidence
The Recirculated Draft EIR’s land use analysis is fundamentally flawed. Similar to the discussion
included in our May 3, 2016 letter on pages 10 to 12, the Recirculated Draft EIR’s land use analysis
fails to take into account the significant ways in which increased development potential is proposed
for the Miramar site. (See CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(a), l 5126.2(a) (requiring analysis of
the significant environmental impacts of a project).) Accordingly, the analysis must be revised and
recirculated for public review and comment. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a) (requiring
recirculation for significant new information).)
Despite the updates provided in the Land Use Section of the Recirculated Draft EIR, the section
still fails to analyze the impacts associated with the significant increase in development potential
that would be permitted on the Miramar site by the DCP. The analysis in the Recirculated Draft
EIR includes statements regarding the height proposed for the Miramar site under the DCP, but
entirely fails to discuss or analyze the massive proposed increase in FAR. As explained in Table
3.12-3, Maximum Height and FARs for the 1998 Zoning Districts, the existing maximum height
and FAR for the Miramar site is 45 and 2.0 FAR. (Recirculated Draft EIR 3.-25; see also previous
SMMC Section 9.04.08.12.060(a).) Under Scenario A the Miramar site would be permitted a
height of 84 feet and FAR of 4.25 and under Scenario B the Miramar site would be permitted a
height of 84 feet and FAR of2.75 - 3.0. (Recirculated Draft EIR 2.0-33). For either Scenario A or
Scenario B, the substantial increases in development potential are inconsistent with the City’s Land
Use and Circulation Element (LUCE). The following LUCE policies are relevant:
“L Ul.3 Quality of Life. Preserve neighborhood quality of life and protect neighborhoods
against potential impacts related to development, traffic, noise, air quality, and
encroachment of commercial activities and establish standards that transition down the
building envelope of commercial buildings adjacent to residential properties.” (LUCE 2.111.)
“LUl.5 Design Compatibility. Require that new infill development be compatible with the
existing scale, mass and character of the residential neighborhood. New buildings should
transition in size, height, and scale toward adjacent residential structures.” (LUCE 2.1-11.)
“Dl.6 Establish Wilshire and Lincoln Boulevards and the Downtown hotel properties
immediately north of Wilshire as new perimeters of the Downtown to the north and east,
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and provide transitions between the higher intensities of the Downtown and lower intensity
residential areas to the east and north.” (LUCE 2.5 - 10.)
With respect to these policies and the Miramar’s proposed development envelope the Recirculated
Draft EIR states:
“the DCP’s proposed maximum height of 84 feet at the Miramar large site at the comer of
Ocean and Wilshire would be less than the surrounding buildings in the immediate vicinity
including the adjacent 13-story, 150-foot Santa Monica Bay Tower, which is located in the
immediate vicinity at the intersection of California and Ocean A venue as well as other
high rise buildings located near Wilshire, including the 160 foot First Federal Bank
Building at 401 Wilshire, the Huntley Hotel, and the 233 Wilshire Office Building.
Additionally, the proposed maximum height of 84 feet at the Miramar large site would
represent an improvement from the existing 105-foot Ocean Tower Building that currently
exists at the site.” (Recirculated Draft EIR 3.12-40-41 regarding Policy LUl.3 Quality of
Life and Policy LUl.5 Design Compatibility.)
“At the established Miramar large site, maximum height would be 84 feet (as compared to
the 105-foot Ocean Tower that currently exists on that site). The DCP’s development
standards as well as design guidelines addressing building modulation and stepbacks would
ensure that new land uses occurring on these boulevards provide a smooth transition to the
residential neighborhoods to the east and north.” (Recirculated Draft EIR 3 .12-50-51
regarding Policy D 1.6.)
Based on this information the Recirculated Draft EIR finds that Scenario A is partially inconsistent
with Policy LUI .3 Quality of Life and Policy LUI .5 Design Compatibility, but that Scenario B is
consistent with these policies. Further, the Recirculated Draft EIR finds that both Scenario A and
Scenario B are consistent with Policy Dl.6. The Recirculated Draft EIR’s conclusion that the
Miramar’s increased development potential maintains consistency with these LUCE policies under
either Scenario A or Scenario B is in error and cannot be supported by substantial evidence. As
further discussed below, in discussing consistency with these policies with respect to the
Miramar’s increased development potential, the Recirculated Draft EIR exclusively focuses on the
84 foot height proposed for the Miramar and completely fails to mention or analyze the massive
FAR increase proposed for the site.
The Miramar site today includes the approximately 105-foot tall Ocean Tower Building. Other
buildings on the site are much shorter, the Palisades Building, a City Landmark, is 6 stories and
other structures on the site are one and two stories. Permitting an increase to 84 feet across the
entire approximately 4.4 acre site would be substantially different than the height that currently
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exists on the Miramar site or the existing permitted maximum height of 45 feet. In addition, the
entire Miramar parcel has an existing FAR of 1.4. The interplay between the height and FAR on
the site is critical; the DCP’s proposal to allow a height of 84 feet and FAR of up to 4.25 under
Scenario A or an FAR of 2.75 - 3.0 under Scenario B would radically change the Miramar’s
relationship with the surrounding area. For the Miramar site this represents a tripling of density as
compared to existing conditions for Scenario A and a doubling of density for Scenario B. Either
of these scenarios represent a substantial change to the physical environment that the Recirculated
Draft EIR fails to analyze and disclose.
Further, the doubling or tripling of the density for the Miramar site proposed under the DCP simply
cannot be consistent with the LUCE policies that require the Miramar to provide a transition to the
residential neighborhood to the north. Under Scenario A the DCP would allow 814,572 square feet
of development on the Miramar site and under Scenario B the DCP would allow 574,992 square
feet of development – both massive increases compared to the existing approximately 262,284
square feet of development on the site. There is simply no evidence in the Recirculated Draft EIR
that these massive increases in development potential are consistent with the LUCE policies. Such
an inconsistency constitutes a significant land use impact under CEQA that the Recirculated Draft
EIR fails to identify.
We also note that when the Miramar’s own proposed redevelopment plan was revised on May 1,
2013, it was widely criticized at the time for being too dense. However, that redevelopment plan
proposed only a fraction of the density that would be permitted on the Miramar site under the DCP:
under the May 1, 2013 plan the Miramar proposed an FAR of 2.8, compared to an FAR of up to
4.25 under DCP Scenario A. As the existing permitted FAR of 2.0 already gives the Miramar a
substantial increase in FAR over existing conditions, the DCP should not provide for any increase
above the existing permitted FAR of 2.0 to ensure that development on the Miramar site remains
consistent with LUCE policies. There is absolutely no evidence that any increase above what is
currently permitted would be consistent with the LUCE.
Accordingly, as the analysis in the Recirculated Draft EIR is fundamentally flawed for its failure
to discuss and analyze the cumulative effect of height and FAR increases on the Miramar site, the
land use section fails to disclose the significant inconsistencies that the development of the
Miramar site as proposed under the DCP would have with the LUCE. There is simply no evidence
in the record supporting the conclusion that the DCP maintains consistency with the LUCE based
on the development envelope proposed for the Miramar site. Moreover, because the DCP violates
the LUCE – which is an element of the City’s General Plan - the DCP as proposed cannot be
approved by the City. (See Friends of Lagoon Valley v. City of Vacaville (2007) 154 Cal. App. 4th
807, 815 and Citizen of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors of Santa Barbara County, 52 Cal.
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3d 553, 570 (explaining that any decision by a city affecting land use and development must be
consistent with the general plan).)
In addition, as we explained further in our May 3, 2016 letter, the failures in the land use analysis
ripple through other sections of the Draft EIR including the neighborhood effects and aesthetics
analyses. The land use, neighborhood effects, and aesthetics analyses should therefore be revised
to address the increased heights and densities that would be permitted in an area identified by the
LUCE as a transitional area, and disclose the associated significant environmental impacts. (See
CEQA Guidelines Sections 15126(a), 15126.2(a) (requiring analysis of the significant
environmental impacts of a project); see also Protect the Historic Amador Waterways, 116 Cal.
App. 4th at 1109 (“in preparing an EIR, the agency must consider and resolve every fair argument
that can be made about the possible significant environmental effects of a project”).) This
information should be recirculated to provide the community an opportunity to review and
comment. (See CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.S(a) (requiring recirculation for significant new
information).)
Response HHb-3
The land use analysis in the Draft EIR addresses potential increased development for the Miramar
established large site in detail and provides substantial evidence regarding such impacts. Under
the standards of the Downtown Community Plan, the mix of buildings on the Miramar established
large site, including the 105-foot tall Ocean Tower Building, could be replaced by structure(s) up
to 84 feet in height, with an overall potential increase in the amount of development above existing
levels. However, such development would be subject to a range of development standards
designed to assure compatibility with surrounding uses, limiting potential for any significant land
use impacts.
These development standards would ensure that the proposed Downtown
Community Plan maintains consistency with the LUCE under the amount of future potential
development permitted for the Miramar established large site.
As discussed in response to Comment HHa-15, the potential future development of the Miramar
large site under allowable heights, densities and development standards is a reasonably foreseeable
consequence of implementing the Downtown Community Plan. As shown in Table 2-4 of the
Recirculated Draft EIR, the development standards for the Miramar established large site are a
FAR of 4.25 under Scenario A and 2.75–3.0 under Scenario B, with a maximum height of 84 feet
under both scenarios. The allowable development intensities on the Miramar site are evaluated in
detail throughout the Draft EIR. Additionally, as described in Section 2.6, Anticipated Land Use
Built-Out in the Downtown and Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning of the Recirculated Draft
EIR, the proposed Downtown Community Plan includes development standards and design
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guidelines that prescribe minimum stepbacks for new building abutting any residentially zoned
parcel, which would transition down the building envelope design. These development standards,
design guidelines, and stepback requirements are intended to address aesthetic and land use issues,
including maintaining a clear transition between the Downtown and adjacent residential
neighborhoods. The commenter raises a concern that a boxed-shaped building 84-feet in height
across the entirety of the large site would be permitted under the proposed Downtown Community
Plan. However, this would not be consistent with the Downtown Community Plan development
standards and design guidelines, which clearly require step backs and building articulation.
As indicated in Table 3.12-6, LUCE and Housing Policy Consistency Summary, of the
Recirculated Draft EIR, the Downtown Community Plan is consistent or partially consistent with
Policy LU 1.3 and the proposed maximum height of 84 feet at the Miramar large site would be
less than the surrounding buildings in the immediate vicinity including the adjacent 13-story, 150foot Santa Monica Bay Tower, as well as other high rise buildings located near Wilshire, including
the 160-foot First Federal Bank Building at 401 Wilshire, the Huntley Hotel, and the 233 Wilshire
Office Building. Additionally, the proposed maximum height of 84 feet at the Miramar large site
would represent a decrease from the maximum 105-foot Ocean Tower Building that currently
exists at the site. However, As described in Response HHa-9, a final determination of such policy
consistency lies within the authority of City decision-makers. In this context, decision-makers will
consider if Scenario A would further the objectives and policies of the LUCE and if recommended
Downtown Community Plan policies, development standards and/or Draft EIR mitigation
measures could address potential policy inconsistencies. As concluded within Impact LU-4, the
proposed Downtown Community is consistent overall with the guiding principles and policies of
the LUCE.
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Comment HHb-4
A. The Recirculated Draft EIR Fails to Update the Analysis to Evaluate Feasible Alternatives
and Mitigation Measures
As we discussed in detail in our May 3, 2016 letter at pages 15 to 16, the Draft EIR analysis is
inadequate for its failure to evaluate feasible alternatives and mitigation measures that would
substantially lessen the DCP’s significant environmental effects. As with other issues identified in
that letter, the Recirculated Draft EIR makes no attempt to address this inadequacy in its updated
analysis. Pursuant to CEQA, a draft EIR must include a discussion and evaluation of “a reasonable
range of alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly obtain
most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the
significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.” (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126. 6(a).) The alternatives that are capable of avoiding or lessening a
project’s impacts must be thoroughly analyzed, “even if these alternatives would impede to some
degree the attainment of the project objectives, or would be more costly.” (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(b).) Further, CEQA Section 21002 provides that the City cannot approve the DCP
“if there are feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would
substantially lessen the significant environmental effects.”
As we have previously commented, the Draft EIR fails to include an analysis of a DCP with
reduced heights and densities that also includes the multimodal and sustainable benefits of the
proposed DCP. Failure to do so skews the alternatives analysis and results in a determination that
a DCP with reduced heights and densities has more environmental impacts than the proposed DCP.
This defies logic and demonstrates misleading gamesmanship in the alternatives analysis. To
provide decision makers and the community with a reasonable range of alternatives as required by
CEQA, it is critical that a new alternative be analyzed with reduced heights and densities that also
implements the sustainable and multimodal proposals for the Downtown. These beneficial features
can be implemented with a reduced height and density alternative; they are not mutually exclusive
and there is no evidence whatsoever that providing these benefits under a reduced height and
density alternative would be infeasible.
Based on the analysis provided in the Draft EIR, it is evident that a reduced height and density
alternative could reduce the DCP’s significant and unavoidable impacts. Even if implementation
of the multimodal and sustainable benefits would be more costly under a reduced heights and
densities alternative, CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(b) requires the analysis of the alternative.
Accordingly, we were expecting to see this updated analysis in the Recirculated Draft EIR. As this
analysis has yet to be performed, the City must update the alternatives analysis to evaluate a
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reduced height and density alternative, which must be recirculated to the public for comment. (See
e.g. Laurel Heights, 6 Cal. 4th at 1120 (recirculation is required “when the information added to
the EIR changes the EIR in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment
upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible project alternative or
mitigation measure that would clearly reduce such an effect and that the project’s proponents have
declined to implement”); Preservation Action Council v. City of San Jose (2006) 141 Cal. App.
4th 1336, 1355-1358 (analysis of reduced size alternative inadequate because record contains no
evidence supporting conclusion that reduced size alternative is not feasible); see also CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(3) (requiring recirculation for a feasible project alternatives
considerably different from others previously analyzed that would lessen the project’s
environmental impacts).)
Response HHb-4
The Draft EIR provides City decision-makers with a reasonable range of alternatives to consider
to reduce or avoid impacts, including coequal analysis of two primary alternatives as well as four
additional alternatives, including the No Project Alternative. The Draft EIR includes analysis of
the Reduced Project Alternative with lower maximum building heights and reduced FARs. The
Draft EIR reviews multimodal options and sustainable benefits as appropriate for such alternatives.
However, because development costs are high in Santa Monica, assuming such concessions could
be exacted from developers without the density permitted under Tier 3 would not represent a
reasonable worst-case analysis. Many of the community benefits identified in the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would likely not come to fruition, including substantial affordable
and workforce housing, public open space, cultural arts programs/installations, historic
preservation contributions, and major transportation investments. Please see further details in
responses to Comements HHa-12 and HHa-13.
Comment HHb-5
II. ANOTHER RECIRCULATION OF THE DRAFT EIR IS REQUIRED
The significant concerns outlined in this letter as well as in our May 3, 2016 letter will require
significant revisions to the EIR and new analyses, which will require recirculation pursuant to
CEQA Section 21092.1 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. CEQA Guidelines Section
15088.5(a) provides that: “[a] lead agency is required to recirculate an EIR when significant new
information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the availability of the draft EIR for
public review ... but before certification.” Under CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.S(a),
information is “significant” if the “EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a meaningful
opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the project or a feasible
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way to mitigate or avoid such an effect (including a feasible project alternative) that the project’s
proponents have declined to implement.” CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(l)-(4) provides
examples of “significant new information” requiring recirculation, which includes:
“1) A new significant environmental impact would result from the project or from
a new mitigation measure proposed to be implemented.
(2) A substantial increase in the severity of an environmental impact would result
unless mitigation measures are adopted that reduce the impact to a level of
insignificance.
(3) A feasible project alternative or mitigation measure considerably different
from others previously analyzed would clearly lessen the environmental impacts
of the project, but the project’s proponents decline to adopt it.
(4) The draft EIR was so fundamentally and basically inadequate and conclusory
in nature that meaningful public review and comment were precluded.”
(See also Laurel Heights, 6 Cal. 4th 1112).
Based on the comments provided herein and in our May 3, 2016 letter, we expect that the updated
analyses that are necessary to make this EIR adequate under CEQA would show new significant
environmental impacts, substantial increases in the severity of environmental impacts, and that
feasible project alternatives considerably different from others previously analyzed would clearly
lessen the environmental impacts of the DCP. Accordingly, recirculation is required before the
Final EIR may be certified.
Response HHb-5
The Draft EIR does not require significant revisions which will require recirculation under CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5, beyond the recirculation of limited portions of the Draft EIR already
undertaken by the City to reflect changes the latest iteration of the draft DCP. These changes would
not result in new significant environmental impacts, substantial increases in the severity of an
environmental impacts, or feasible project alternatives or mitigation measures that would clearly
reduce the significant environmental impacts. Rather, the changes in the Downtown Community,
such as the decreased FAR and height standards, would result in similar or less severe impacts
compared to those analyzed in the Draft EIR. Therefore, in accordance with CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5(d), the Recirculated Draft EIR only included the revised portions of the Draft EIR
necessary to make the EIR consistent with the proposed Downtown Community Plan. Please see
further details in response to Comment HHa-14.
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Letter TUM
Tulin Mangir, Ph.D.
Fay Erdim, Ph.D.
Gulsun Zeytin, Ph. D.
Comment TUM-1
I am writing to let you, and others involved know that the Recirculated Draft EIR for the
Downtown Community Plan is a NO GO!
I was hopeful that the City took the opportunity to address the community’s significant concerns
with the deficiencies in the Draft EIR analysis. Unfortunately, after completing my review of the
Recirculated Draft EIR, I’m disappointed to see that there is very little in the way of additional
analysis to address the community’s concerns. There is nothing new in the Recirculated Draft EIR
except for a slightly updated Project Description and Land Use section. Where is the updated
analysis? We deserve more, and better!
Response
Please refer to response to comment HHa-2 regarding overall content of the Recirculated Draft
EIR. The Recirculated Draft EIR includes revised portions of the Draft EIR (Section 2.0, Project
Description, and Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning) necessary to make the EIR consistent with
latest iteration of the draft Downtown Community Plan in order to ensure that the Project
Description is finite and stable, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15124. However, as
discussed in response to Comment HHa-2, these changes to the Plan would not result in new or
more severe impacts compared to those described in the EIR.
Comment TUM-2
We are deeply concerned with the oversized nature of the proposal for the Downtown Community
Plan. Proposed density and height limits are simply making this beautiful city, that we called home
for decades, unlivable! It’s not consistent with the Santa Monica I want to live in. EIR offers no
alternatives to crowding 8-10 blocks of residences and commensurate traffic, crowding, air
pollution, noise pollution into a single block! In addition, there is no concern for open spaces, so
called "green areas," or parks! Specifically, we would like to see an alternative analyzed that
reduces the proposed building heights and densities to be consistent with the existing Zoning Code,
while still implementing the Downtown Community Plan’s strategies and standards to promote a
sustainable and multimodal Downtown. While Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 in the Draft EIR
analyzed reduced heights and densities, the analysis is misleading because it doesn't include
sustainable and multi-modal strategies and standards. There is no reason why a shorter less dense
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Downtown can’t also have sustainable and multi-modal strategies and standards. The Recirculated
Draft EIR entirely fails to address the deficient alternatives analysis.
Response
Please see responses to comments HHa-12 and HHa-13. The EIR provides City decision-makers
with a reasonable range of alternatives to consider to reduce or avoid impacts, including coequal
analysis of two primary alternatives as well as four additional alternatives, including the No Project
Alternative. The EIR does not include the full suite of multimodal and sustainable benefits in such
alternatives as they would not be considered feasible components of such alternatives. Because
development costs are high in Santa Monica, assuming such concessions could be exacted from
developers without the density permitted under Tier 3 would not represent a reasonable worst-case
analysis. Many of the community benefits identified in the proposed Downtown Community Plan
would likely not come to fruition, including substantial affordable and workforce housing, public
open space, cultural arts programs/installations, historic preservation contributions, and major
transportation investments.
Comment TUM-3
Perhaps the MOST significant omission, almost negligence, on the part of the "planners" is the
missing analysis of the geological impact analysis of the increased density and load on the very
fragile bluffs. Even after all the closures to "improve" drainage, reduce erosion, and resulting slides
onto PCH.
Response
The EIR evaluates impacts related to geologic resources in Section 3.9, Geology and Soils. Please
also refer to response to Comment JGc-1, which thoroughly discusses how the Draft EIR addressed
potential impacts associated with seismic activities.
Comment TUM-4
Santa Monicans want a real analysis, and a real responsible proposals of alternatives before the
Downtown Community Plan moves forward. We want the proposals to be mindful of our
geological, geographic (end of land/ landlocked) situation, increased traffic, air pollution, noise
pollution, lost revenue and potential due to sitting in traffic for hours! We want our city and our
children to be protected from irresponsible traffic congestions, drunk drivers, people who are
yelling and screaming in the streets, inebriated!
You gave us level crossings when we asked for raised train crossings, which not only did not
reduce traffic, it made it worse in the N-S direction due to waiting for trains in and out of Santa
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Monica, with resulting backup on the roads and freeways, lost productivity, increased pollution
due to idling cars!!!
If there is a real emergency in this City, we will not be able to get to a hospital, or evacuate anybody
in a density and congestion like you are pushing! This is not responsible governance, or planning!
As residents, we want to see the City carefully plan and consider the future of the Downtown. I
don't want to be ignored and/ or placated!
We need to work together to preserve what we love about Santa Monica, but we can’t do that
without all the facts.
Please include an analysis of ALL mentioned alternatives to be recirculated for the community’s
review and comment. I still believe that a compromise Downtown Community Plan exists, but we
can’t determine what that is without additional information.
Response
Please see responses to comments TUM-2, HHa-12, and HHa-13 regarding alternatives.
Comments regarding the Project’s merits do not primarily pertain the adequacy of the analysis in
the EIR. These comments have been noted and will be reviewed by the decision-makers during
the consideration of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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10.0 CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONS
As required by Section 15088 of the CEQA Guidelines, this section provides a summary of
corrections or clarifications to the Draft EIR. None of the corrections and additions constitutes
significant new information or substantial project changes as defined by Section 15088.5 of the
CEQA Guidelines. Corrections and additions to the Draft EIR are provided below in underline or
strikeout text as needed to indicate an addition or deletion, respectively. Minor typographical errors
are not listed below in this section; however, all changes are presented throughout the Final EIR
document in underline and strikeout format.
GLOBAL REVISIONS
All instances of “Downtown Specific Plan” or “DSP” have been revised to “Downtown
Community Plan” or “DCP” consistent with the revised name of the Plan.
All references to the “Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT)”, “Downtown Station”, and
“Colorado Esplanade” have been revised from “pending” and “under construction” to “recently
completed”. The Expo LRT and associated Downtown Station became operational in May 2016
and construction of the Colorado Esplanade was completed in June 2016.
The “large sites” included in the Plan have been revised to “Established Large Sites” consistent
with their description in the most current draft Downtown Community Plan. Additionally, the
Established Large Site at 710 Broadway (Vons Site) has been removed from the EIR, including
figures, as this site is not included as an Established Large Site in the most current draft Downtown
Community Plan.
The three “large sites” at 302 Colorado Avenue – “Sears Site”; 402 Colorado Avenue – “4CO Site”;
and 120 Ocean Avenue – “Wyndham Hotel Site” have been revised to “Gateway Master Plan (GMP)
sites” consistent with the most current draft Downtown Community Plan.
Discussion regarding potential projects that request a height above 84-feet in the Downtown
Community Plan has been revised to state that such projects “…would be subject to a public
approval process with additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQA.”
All sensitive receptor figures and discussions have been revised to include two residential parcels
(i.e., existing apartment buildings) in the R3 zone at 1109 2nd Street (AIN 4292021014) and [210]
California Avenue No. 1 (AIN 4292021020). Appropriate sections of the EIR provide thorough

discussion of potential impacts to air quality, aesthetics, noise, and other issues to neighborhoods
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north of the Downtown. Nevertheless, specific reference to these parcels have been added
throughout the Final EIR including Figures 3.3-3 and 3.4-1.
Various typographical or grammatical errors were also corrected. For example, the spelling of
“Wyndam” in some instances has been corrected to “Wyndham”.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MM T-1 was revised consistent with the revisions described below for Section 3.18,
Transportation and Circulation. However, no additional revisions were required.
Page ES-7, the description of Alternative 2 was revised as follows:
Alternative #2 (Elimination of Tier 3 Project) would reduce construction and operational air
quality impacts as well as transportation-related impacts on intersections based on LOS; however,
reduction in Tier 3 standards would result in limited elimination of Tier 3 development agreement
projects and as such would substantially reduce community benefits and affordable large scale
housing and multi-modal transportation investment opportunities within the Downtown.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Page 1.0-7, Section 1.8, Recirculation of the Draft EIR has been added to describe the
recirculation of the Draft EIR as follows:
A Program Draft EIR for the proposed project (State Clearinghouse Number #2010091056) was
circulated for a 90-day public review period from February 3, 2016 to May 3, 2016. During the
90-day public comment period, a total of 45 individual comment letters as well as 15 signed form
letters were received (see Section 9.0, Response to Comments on the Draft EIR).
The Program Draft EIR released on February 3, 2016 included a Project Description that was based
on the first draft of the Downtown Specific Plan. However, subsequent to publication of the Draft
EIR, the City released a revised draft of the Downtown Community on February 11, 2016
(formerly Downtown Specific Plan) that included various limited changes to the Plan, including:
•

A consolidation of proposed subareas;

•

Decrease in floor area ratio (FAR) and height standards for the proposed subareas;

•

Inclusion of the Gateway Master Plan; and

•

Contemplation of a Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District.
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Additionally, after the close of the public comment period on May 3, 2016, the City hosted a series
of public workshops to receive input and further refine the Downtown Community Plan:
•

“I Love Downtown Because…” (June 9, 2016) – In-depth conversation and mapping of
concepts included in the Downtown Community Plan.

•

“Preservation and Change” (August 13, 2016) – Discussion about the Downtown
Community Plan and its approach to conserving the Downtown character and its sense of
history, while also exploring various options new uses Downtown and the scale of new
buildings.

•

The Future of Mobility” (October 29, 2016) – Discussion with subject matter expects about
the history of transportation in Santa Monica and an overview of changes proposed or
anticipated by the Downtown Community Plan.

The City also facilitated discussions with the community conversation and outreach stakeholders
including various commissions, the Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce, Neighborhood
Associations, and other stakeholders. Further, the Planning Commission provided guidance on the
Downtown Community Plan during hearings in March, November, and December 2016.
Subsequent to these workshops and to address concerns raised during the Draft EIR public review
process, the City of Santa Monica prepared a Recirculated Draft EIR in accordance with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5 which states that “A Lead Agency is required to recirculate an EIR
when significant new information is added to the EIR after public notice is given of the availability
of the draft EIR for public review.” Under CEQA, a Lead Agency is required to recirculate an EIR,
or portions of an EIR, when significant new information is added to the EIR after notice is given
of the availability of the Draft EIR for public review but before certification. As discussed above,
new information added to an EIR is not significant unless the EIR is changed in a way that deprives
the public of meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect
of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect that the project’s proponent has
declined to implement. The changes reflected in the Downtown Community Plan would not result
in a new significant environmental impact, a substantial increase in the severity of an
environmental impact, or a feasible project alternative or mitigation measure that would clearly
lessen the significant environmental impacts. Rather, the changes in the Downtown Community,
such as the decreased FAR and height standards, would result in less severe impacts. Further, the
changes would not result revisions to the selection of the environmentally superior alternative.
However, due to public input received during the comment period of the Program Draft EIR, the
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City recirculated the following certain sections of the Program Draft EIR to provide clarity and
full transparency:
•

Section 2.0, Project Description – The description of the project that had been modified to
reflect the latest changes in the Downtown Community Plan.

•

Section 3.12, Land Use and Planning – This description of existing setting and potential
impacts to land use, which had been modified to reflect the changes in subareas as proposed
in the Downtown Community Plan.

The Recirculated EIR was circulated to public agencies and interested individuals for a 45-day
public review and comment pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(c). During the 45-day
public comment period, from February 1, 2017 to March 20, 2017, a total of nine individual
comment letters as well as one signed form letters were received (see Section 9.0, Response to
Comments on the Draft EIR).
2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Page 2.0-7, the description of the release of the Downtown Community Plan was revised as
follows:
In February 2016, the Draft EIR for the Downtown Specific Plan was released. Shortly after, the
Downtown Specific Plan was renamed the DCP, and the revised draft DCP was released for review
in February 2016 with a. A final draft DCP released in February 2017 is currently in process.
Page 2.0-14, additional information has been added in the last paragraph to describe recently
available Expo LRT ridership data:
In May 2016, Phase 2 of the Expo LRT began operation, connecting Santa Monica to Downtown
Los Angeles. In November 2016, daily ridership on this light rail line averages approximately
47,000 passengers per day. The most recent available actual ridership data from Metro for the
Expo LRT shows that ridership has been increasingly steadily since it opened, and averaged 55,388
daily riders in February 2017. This exceeds the Expo Phase II estimate of 50,000 daily riders. The
Downtown Station at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue is the final destination of the 15.2-mile Expo
LRT from downtown Los Angeles.
Page 2.0-30, additional information has been provided to describe the process for maximum height
requests at Established Large Sites exceeding the maximum height criteria included in the
Downtown Community Plan:
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The maximum FARs for these four three Established Large Sites under Scenario A and Scenario
B are provided in Table 2-4.1 Because these sites are anticipated to require a DA, there would be
significant opportunity for public input and negotiation of community benefits. If applicants on
the established large sites request consideration of building heights greater than 84 feet, such a
request would require a Specific Plan Amendment and additional environmental review.
Applicants requesting height above 84 feet for Established Large Sites would be subject to a public
approval process with additional environmental review required pursuant to CEQA.
3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Global revisions to the Final EIR have been incorporated into the Section 3.0, Environmental
Impact Analysis and Mitigation Measures. However, no additional revisions were required.
3.3 AESTHETICS AND SHADE, SHADOWS, AND SOLAR ACCESS
Page 3.3-1, the footnote on this page has been revised as follows:
1

“Transit priority area” means an area within 0.5-mile of a major transit stop that is existing or
planned. The Downtown will be is served by the bus lines on Wilshire Boulevard, the bus hub at
4th Street and Santa Monica Boulevard, and the future Expo LRT with a station Downtown Station
at 4th Street and Colorado Avenue. Operation of the Expo Light Rail Transit line (Expo LRT) is
anticipated to begin in began in May 2016.
Page 3.3-37, the last paragraph was revised to more accurately discuss maximum building height

The proposed Downtown Specific Plan Community Plan would establish a maximum building
height of 60 feet for the east side of 6th Street and both sides of 7th Street between Broadway and
Wilshire Boulevard.
Page 3.3-38, the first paragraph was revised as follows:
The proposed Downtown Specific Plan Community Plan would establish a maximum building
height of 76 60 feet for both Scenario A and Scenario B along 5th Street and the westside of 6th
Street between Wilshire and Santa Monica.
Page 3.3-53, the first paragraph was revised as follows to discuss the Neighborhood Conservation
Overlay District:
To preserve the ambiance of this important pedestrian-scaled environment, the proposed
Downtown Specific Plan Community Plan would establish maximum building heights of 60 feet,
which is a decrease from the 84-foot maximum permitted by existing regulations, a Neighborhood
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Conservation Overlay District that may be initiated by the Planning or Landmarks Commission,
which would provide a more restrictive overlay to the zoning standards proposed by the Bayside
Conservation District.
Page 3.3-55, the cumulative impacts discussion on this page was revised as follows:
Pending development proposals with building height exceeding the establish maximum height
(e.g., the Miramar Hotel Development Agreement Application) could have adverse impacts on the
surrounding aesthetic environment, affecting the local character and views within the Downtown.
However, the implementation of the proposed Downtown Community Plan, with the established
maximum height and FAR ratios, would not contribute substantially to any cumulative
considerable impacts. ; however, the changes would not be considered adverse.
Page 3.3-65, the cumulative impacts discussion on this page was revised as follows:
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific Plan Community
Plan would, in general, contribute to cumulative shading effects in the Downtown. Pending
development proposals with building height exceeding the establish maximum height (e.g., the
Miramar Hotel Development Agreement Application) would have an increased potential to result
in shading impacts within the Downtown.
3.4 AIR QUALITY
Global revisions to the Final EIR have been incorporated into the Section 3.4, Air Quality.
However, no additional revisions were required.
3.5 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Global revisions to the Final EIR have been incorporated into the Section 3.5, Biological
Resources. However, no additional revisions were required.
3.6 CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS
Page 3.6-2, the following text was deleted to reflect the completion of recent construction
activities:
Additionally, construction activities are currently underway between Ocean Avenue and Highway
1/Pacific Coast Highway (Hwy 1) for the seismic reconstruction of the California Incline. Other
private developments are under construction throughout the Downtown including a theater on 2nd
Street and a mixed-use development on 7th Street.
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3.7 CULTURAL RESOURCES
Page 3.7-17, the description of the potential CBD has been revised to reflect the findings of the
2017 HRI:
The potential CBD has had several potentially significant examples of Modern Architecture that
were identified as contributors by the 2010 HRI Update (City of Santa Monica 2010), expanding
the period of significance to include properties erected from 1946 through 1968. Most of the
contributing structures are one- and two-story buildings, but there are several examples with three
or more stories (e.g., the Bay Cities Guaranty Building).
Page 3.7-19, Table 3.7-2 was revised as follows:
Table 3.7-2

Summary of Historic Resources in the Downtown

Resource
Landmarks
HRI – Listed (non Landmarks)
Potentially Historic Individually
Contributors to Potential Central
Business District
Contributors to Potential Telephone
Thematic District
Structures of Merit

Number of Buildings/Features
27 (16 are also contributors to potential CBD)
76
27
64 (includes 16 Landmarks and 20 that are Potentially Eligible
as Historic Resources Individually)
3
3

Page 3.7-14, the first paragraph has been revised to discuss and clarify potential historical
resources in the Downtown:
Additionally, based on the City’s HRI, there are a number of Downtown buildings that are over
40 years of age and appear to be potentially eligible for local designation as a historic resource
either individually or as a contributor to a potential historic recentdistrict (refer to Figure 3.7-1).
Further evaluation is needed to determine if these buildings are indeed eligible for local
designation. Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), these buildings are
presumed to be historic resources. Resources designated in a local register of historical resources
(local landmarks or landmark districts) (pursuant to Section 5020.1[k] of the Public Resources
Code [Pub. Res. Code]), or identified as significant in a local historical resources inventory
(meeting the criteria in Section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code), are considered “historical
resources” for the purposes of CEQA unless a preponderance of evidence indicates otherwise.
CEQA differentiates between historical resources “included in a local register of historical
resources” and resources that are “identified as significant in certain surveys of historical
resources.” A “local register” is “a list of properties officially designated or recognized as
historically significant by a local government pursuant to a local ordinance or resolution.”
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Historical resources included in a local register or listed on a qualified survey are presumed to be
historically significant for purposes of CEQA. A lead agency may still determine, based on a
preponderance of the evidence, that the resource is not historically or culturally significant for
purposes of CEQA.
As stated earlier, the Downtown has 27 designated Landmarks that may be eligible for listing in
the California Register. Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), these buildings
are presumed to be historic resources. The City’s HRI, as a survey of historical resources, must
meet four requirements in order for the properties listed to be considered historical resources for
purposes of CEQA:
(1) The survey has been or will be included in the State Historic Resources Inventory.
(2) The survey and the survey documentation were prepared in accordance with office
procedures and requirements.
(3) The resource is evaluated and determined by the office to have a significance rating of
Category 1 to 5 on DPR Form 523.
(4) If the survey is five or more years old at the time of its nomination for inclusion in the
California Register, the survey is updated to identify historical resources which have
become eligible or ineligible due to changed circumstances or further documentation
and those which have been demolished or altered in a manner that substantially
diminishes the significance of the resource.
The City’s Historic Resources Inventory for the Downtown was updated in April 2017. Action
HP1.2C of the proposed DCP requires submittal of the Downtown HRI Update to the State Office
of Historic Preservation within 45 days of the effective date of the Plan. Accordingly, upon
submittal to SHPO and inclusion of the State Historic Resources Inventory, all HRI-listed
properties within the Downtown will be presumed to historic resources pursuant to CEQA.
Page 3.7-17, the discussion regarding the HRI and potential CBD has been revised as follows:
There have been several updates to Santa Monica’s HRI and its list of contributors to the potential
CBD since its first identification, the most recent of which occurred in 2010 2017 for the
Downtown (City of Santa Monica 2010). As part of that study, the investigators reassessed the
historic integrity of those properties previously identified as contributors to the potential CBD.
They concluded that as a result of alterations, many of the contributing buildings had lost their
historical integrity and, in some cases, buildings had been demolished, reducing the number of
previously identified contributors to the potential district. The 2010 HRI Update also identified
several new contributors to the potential CBD, bringing the total of contributors to the potential
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CBD to 69. Since that time, five additional contributors have been demolished. Therefore, there
are now 64 contributors to the potential CBD.
The total percentage of contributing parcels is very low for a contiguous Historic District. This
low percentage would appear to exclude the potential Historic District from listing in the California
Register or the National Register unless it was found through future detailed analysis to qualify as
a non-contiguous district through a Multiple Property Documentation (MPD) approach. A MPD
allows historic districts comprised of non-contiguous significant properties that are tied together
thematically. However, because the City’s Landmark and Historic Preservation Ordinance allows
for thematically aligned “groupings” of historic properties, the lack of contiguous contributing
properties does not necessarily detract from the integrity of the CBD and it remains potentially
eligible
for
local
designation.
Importantly,
the
HRI
Update
(https://www.smgov.net/Departments/PCD/Programs/Historic-Preservation/Historic-ResourcesInventory-Update-(2017)/) concluded that the previously identified Central Business Historic
District no longer retains sufficient integrity to be eligible as a historic district. The area no longer
contains a cohesive concentration of historic or architecturally significant properties that are
unified aesthetically by plan, physical development or architectural quality. Properties that were
previously identified as contributors to this district were evaluated for individual eligibility against
local, state, and federal criteria. Four of these properties appeared to no longer satisfy registration
requirements for federal, state, and/or local eligibility, and are included in the Property Database
as having been previously identified but no longer meeting eligibility criteria (these are given the
status code 6L). Due to increased development of the Central Business District and the larger
downtown area, 17 previously identified resources in the DCP no longer retain sufficient integrity
for listing or have been demolished altogether. As a result, properties included in the inventory
have been identified as individually eligible instead of potential District contributors. The HRI
now identifies 76 properties within the Downtown Community Plan boundaries as being
potentially significant.
Page 3.7-41, the discussion regarding the Potential Telephone Thematic District and Potential
Central Business District has been revised as follows:
Potential Telephone Thematic District and Potential Central Business District
Although not designated, the potential Telephone Thematic District and potential CBD are is
considered a historical resources under the standards set forth in CEQA Section 15064.5(a)(3).
There are approximately three buildings identified as contributors to the potential Telephone
Thematic District. Potential and 64 contributors to the potential CBD. Future land use changes
anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific Plan could potentially result in the
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demolition of identified contributors to the potential Telephone Thematic District and potential
CBD. This loss of contributing structures has the potential to eventually threaten the viability of a
this potential historic district. Mitigation Measure (MM) CR-1 is recommended to reduce
significant impacts. Even with mitigation, the impact of ongoing and potential future loss of
potential contributors to the potential historic district would be significant and unavoidable.
Page 3.7-43 has been revised as follows to discuss the Neighborhood Conservation Overlay
District.
Land use changes anticipated to occur under the proposed Downtown Specific Plan Community
Plan would not alter the character of the Third Street Promenade and its historic elements. Rather,
the proposed Downtown Specific Plan Community Plan includes creation of a potential
Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District (NCOD), with possible boundaries in the area bound
by Wilshire Boulevard and Broadway, and by 1st Court, and 4th Court. The NCOD would
“Promenade Conservation District” to ensure the preservation of the character of this iconic threeblock area of the Downtown. As previously discussed, a previous Third Street Promenade historic
district was determined in 1996 to no longer be eligible for the NRHP, CRHR, or local designation.
However, remaining significant properties within the original Third Street Promenade district
boundaries are now considered contributors to a potential CBD. Although many of the buildings
on the Third Street Promenade have been renovated or repurposed to the extent that they no longer
qualify as historical resources, a substantial number retain the one- to three-story scale that has
come to define this area.
The NCOD would provide a more restrictive overlay to the zoning standards proposed by the
Bayside Conservation district, and may regulate scale, materials, streetscape elements and other
distinguishable features that are determined to contribute to the area’s distinctive character. The
NCOD may be initiated by the Planning or Landmark’s Commissions by resolution, or by an
application signed by at least 50 percent of the property owners and/or tenants within the proposed
area. The proposed Promenade Conservation District The NCOD would ensure that new buildings
are similarly scaled and compatible with the existing character including Standards to address
development within the Promenade Conservation District, including reduced height limits of 39 to
60 feet, lower FARs (1.75 to 2.75) and design standards such as upper floor step backs would help
protect both the historic and aesthetic character of this area. Therefore, the proposed Promenade
Conservation Zone NCOD would ensure that impacts to the overall character of this area would
be less than significant.
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3.8 GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Page 3.8-12, additional information has been added to describe SB 32 and AB 197 as follows:
SB 32 and AB 197
In August 2016, Governor Brown signed SB 32 and AB 197 to further address GHG emissions in
the State. SB 32 would require the state to slash greenhouse gas emissions to 40% below 1990
levels by 2030, a much more ambitious target than the previous goal of hitting 1990 levels by
2020. AB 197 gives the Legislature greater authority over the California Air Resources Board
(CARB), to ensure strategies to lower emissions favor those most impacted by climate change.
Page 3.8-14, the dates of the SCAG’s RTP/SCS were revised as follows:
In June 2012 2016, CARB determined that SCAG’s 2012 2016–2035 2040 RTP/SCS is consistent
with their GHG reduction targets. Specifically, SCAG’s plan is expected to help California meet
and exceed its GHG reduction goals, with estimated reductions in per capita transportation
emissions of 9 8 percent by 2020 and 16 18 percent by 2035.
3.9 GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Global revisions to the Final EIR have been incorporated into the Section 3.9, Geology and Soils.
However, no additional revisions were required.
3.10 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Page 3.10-3, the individual discussions of asbestos and lead in this section have been revised as
follows:
Review of available information, including existing Phase I Environmental Site Assessments
(ESAs; City of Santa Monica 2011 and MACTEC 2006) indicates that ACMs may be present in
older buildings in the Downtown including within materials such as roof mastic, sheet flooring
and mastic, sprayed-on fireproofing, stucco, all roofing materials, floor tiles and mastic, tile grout,
cementitious pipes, acoustic ceiling texture, ceiling panels, joint compound, furnace bricks, pipe
insulation, gaskets, and gypsum board. Sampling of all building materials for the presence of
asbestos is required by SCAQMD’s Rule 1403 prior to all renovation or demolition activities.
Before the dangers of lead were documented, it was widely used in paint, gasoline, water pipes,
ceramic tiles, and many other products. In 1977, the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission
banned the use of lead-based paint (LBP) in residential properties. However, lead-based paint is
still available for use in commercial and industrial applications. Therefore, older residential
buildings and any commercial and industrial buildings constructed prior to 1977 could contain
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LBP or other lead-containing materials. If LBP or lead-containing materials are is improperly
removed from surfaces by dry scraping or sanding, LBP can be absorbed into the body and could
pose a potential public health risk. Review of available information, including Phase I ESAs,
indicates that older buildings in the Downtown may contain LBP.
3.11 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Page 3.11-25, additional information has been added to discuss the pending updates to Chapter
7.10 to comply with the City’s NPDES permit.
The City is in the process of updating Chapter 7.10 in order to comply with its NPDES Permit.
The update will include specific prohibitions on all non-stormwater discharges to the City's storm
drain infrastructure, impose good housekeeping requirements for BMP implementation and trash
containment, impose specific runoff requirements for all new development and new construction,
and post construction BMPs. Specifically parcels that are 15,000 sf and greater will be required to
collect and use on-site rainwater. This updated is anticipated to be in effect prior to June 2017.
3.12 LAND USE AND PLANNING
Page 3.12-40, the consistency analysis in Table 3.12-6 for Policies LU1.3, D1.6, and D8.5 has
been revised in the discuss additional development standards included in the Downtown
Community Plan to transition between the Downton and adjacent residential neighborhoods:
Additionally, the proposed Downtown Community Plan includes development standards and
design guidelines that prescribe minimum stepbacks for new building abutting any residentially
zoned parcel, which would transition the building envelope design down to abutting residential
neighborhoods. These development standards, design guidelines, and stepback requirements are
intended to address aesthetic and land use issues, including maintaining a clear transition between
the Downtown and adjacent residential neighborhoods.
3.13 NEIGHBORHOOD EFFECTS
Global revisions to the Final EIR have been incorporated into the Section 3.13, Neighborhood
Effects. However, no additional revisions were required.
3.14 NOISE
Page 3.14-21, additional information has been added to specifically discuss potential noise
associated with trucks:
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Land use changes anticipated to occur under both Scenario A and Scenario B of the proposed
Downtown Specific Plan Community Plan would involve construction activities that would
generate noise, including additional noise from heavy haul trucks.
Heavy haul truck trips in this area and along haul routes could generate noise up to 82-95 dBA Leq
at 50 feet (refer to Table 3-14-10).
3.15 POPULATION, HOUSING, AND EMPLOYMENT
Global revisions to the Final EIR have been incorporated into the Section 3.15, Population,
Housing, and Employment. However, no additional revisions were required.
3.16 PUBLIC SERVICES
Page 3.16-44, a discussion of the recently adopted Parks and Recreation Development Impact Fee
Program has been added:
Currently, the City is preparing a proposed open space impact fee, which would provide significant
additional resources for park development throughout the City if adopted by the City Council.
The City Council adopted a new Parks and Recreation Development Impact Fee Program on
October 14, 2014, which has been codified as SMMC Chapter 9.67, which requires new projects
to pay a parks and recreations development impact fee. Projects that comply with Chapter 9.67 are
not required to pay the Parks and Recreation Facilities Tax required by SMMC Chapter 6.80 or
the Housing and Parks in-lieu fee (1988 Zoning Ordinance Part 9.04.10.12).
3.17 UTILITIES
Page 3.17-17, a discussion of the recently adopted Water Neutrality Ordinance has been added as
follows:
Draft Water Neutrality Ordinance
After review of the options, Council directed OSE to proceed with a water neutrality ordinance
that would require developers of large projects to fund for water improvements that would offset
the amount of water demand anticipated as a result of the project. As such, adoption of a water
neutrality ordinance is expected sometime soon in 2016. In response to this request, the pending
Water Neutrality Ordinance (Chapter 7.16.050 of the SMMC) will require all new development
within the City, including Downtown, to offset all net new water use. In lieu of offsets, new
development applicants may pay an in-lieu fee to the City to install retrofits off-site or undertake
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its own off-site retrofitting within the boundaries of the City. This ordinance is anticipated to be in
effect prior to June 2017.
Page 3.17-19 and Page 3.17-26, additional information has been added to the impact analysis under
Impact U-1 and Impact U-2 describing the Water Neutrality Ordinance
The increased demand for water would have the potential to result in the need for new or expanded
water infrastructure and/or water supplies. However, future development under the proposed
Downtown Community Plan would be required to comply with the pending Water Neutrality
Ordinance, which as of June 2017, will require all new development within the City, including
Downtown, to offset all net new water use either on-site or off-site through an in-lieu fee.
Page 3.17-53 additional information has been added regarding the recently adopted solar
ordinance:
Solar Ordinance: On April 26, 2016 the City of Santa Monica adopted local amendments to the
California Energy Code. The ordinance requires rooftop solar systems for all new construction in
the City of Santa Monica, both residential and commercial.
•

New single family dwellings are required to install a solar electric photovoltaic (PV)
system, with a minimum total wattage of 1.5 times the square footage of the dwelling (1.5
watts per square foot). That means a 2,000 square foot home would need a 3 kilowatt
system, which is a typical size already seen on many homes.

•

New multi-family dwellings and non-residential, hotels, motels are required to install a
solar electric PV system, with a minimum total wattage 2.0 times the square footage of the
building footprint (2.0 watts per square foot of building footprint). That means a 4-story
building, with a building footprint of 10,000 square feet, would need a 20 kilowatt system.

3.18 TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION
Page 3.18-10, additional information has been added to describe Expo LRT ridership:
The most recent available actual ridership data from Metro for the Expo LRT shows that ridership
has been increasingly steadily since it opened, and averaged 55,388 daily riders in February 2017.
This exceeds the Expo LRT Phase II estimate of 50,000 daily riders. Approximately 50,000 daily
riders from all across the region are expected to utilize the Expo LRT. Construction of the Expo
LRT and its Downtown Station are nearing completion. Once operational, tThe Expo LRT will be
is transformative – greatly enhancing accessibility and mobility in the Downtown and the City as
a whole.
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Page 3.18-16, the description of the City’s parking structure inventory has been updated consistent
with Table 3.18-1:
Public shared parking includes nine City-owned parking structures and the Library parking facility
in the Downtown, providing approximately 5,6466 6,023 parking spaces.
Page 3.18-19, the following text has been revised for clarification:
Of the 45 intersections studied, 37 operate at an acceptable LOS D or better during all three
analyzed peak hours under existing conditions (2013), while eight intersections have LOS that are
currently ranked as “poor” or “failure” during at least one of the peak hours examined in the study
during existing conditions (2013) (refer to Figure 3.18-3).
Page 3.18-22, additional information has been added to describe Expo LRT ridership:
The Expo LRT will is delivering approximately 100 trains per day to the Downtown Station,
substantially increasing pedestrian and bicycle activity near the station (City of Santa Monica
2012b). Projected ridership for the entire Expo Line is was estimated at nearly 50,000 daily
boardings (see Figure 3.18-3). The most recent available actual ridership data from Metro for the
Expo LRT shows that ridership has been increasingly steadily since it opened, and averaged 55,388
daily riders in February 2017. This exceeds the Expo Phase II estimate of 50,000 daily riders.
Wider sidewalks as well as special paving and landscaping between 4th Street and 5th Street to
accommodate pedestrian traffic (City of Santa Monica 2012b) have been coordinated with those
of the Colorado Esplanade Project, which was completed in June 2016.
Page 3.18-25, the title of Figure 3.18-5 has been revised:
Figure 3.18-5 Transit Adjacent Zone Gateway Master Plan Circulation Improvements
Page 3.18-28, additional information has been added to describe the current status of SB 743
implementation:
The public comment period on OPR’s Draft of Updates ended in November 2014, and OPR
released the revised proposal to the Draft of Updates in January 2016 for further comment. The
OPR subsequently conducted two public meeting on February 18 and 26, 2016, to discuss and to
receive input on the revised proposal updating methodologies for transportation analysis in the
CEQA Guidelines. However, official VMT assessment guidelines have not been finalized or
adopted by either the OPR or the City.
Page 3.18-37, the following Bike Action Plan project has been revised to more accurately describe
its location:
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Broadway from Ocean Avenue to 6th Street and Santa Monica Boulevard from Ocean Avenue to
57th Street: Install share lane markings with consideration for “super-sharrow” design with green
pavement in the bus only lane
Page 3.18-37, the description of the Santa Monica Pedestrian Action Plan has been revised to
describe its recent adoption:
The City of Santa Monica has also recently released a draft adopted a Pedestrian Action Plan,
which is set to be adopted in 2016.
Page 3.18-50, the following requirement was added to MM T-1:
•

Provisions to maintain or relocate Metro stops consistent with Metro Bus
Operations.

Page 3.18-56, Table 3.18-6 was revised to shad I-10 Hwy 1 SB/WB (Scenario A) and I-10 Hwy 1
SB/WB (Scenario B) blue to identify an increase in travel time along these corridors compared to
LUCE EIR 20130 conditions.
Page 3.18-64, Figure 3.18-7 was revised to correct an error and to make the figure consistent with
the Traffic Study and the description of Impact T-3. The Draft EIR mistakenly showed a
significant impact at Lincoln & Santa Monica and a less than significant impact at Lincoln &
Broadway. These impact symbols were inadvertently switched, and have been corrected in the
Final EIR. This does not change the analysis that was provided in the Draft EIR as the Traffic
Study and Table 3.18-8 accurate described the intersection impacts.
4.0 OTHER CEQA CONSIDERATIONS
Global revisions to the Final EIR have been incorporated into the Section 4.0, Other CEQA
Considerations. However, no additional revisions were required.
5.0 ALTERNATIVES
Page 5.0-24, the first paragraph has been revised to delete the reference to the Promenade
Conservation District and include reference to the Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District:
The Downtown Specific Plan Community Plan includes proposed historic preservation standards
and strategies that establish a higher level of review for alterations to landmarks and potential
historic resources in the Downtown as well as potential establishment of the Promenade
Conservation District Neighborhood Conservation Overlay District (NCOD).
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Figure 5-2 and Table 5-9 were revised to include the consolidated subarea and the revised
Development Standards (consistent with the most current draft Downtown Community Plan) for
the Reduced Project Alternative:
Existing Zoning Districts within
Downtown
C3
C3C
BSC1, BSC2, BSC31
RVC Ocean Avenue
R3

Existing Maximum
Allowable Height
45 feet
56 feet
84 feet
45 feet
23 to 40 feet for
affordable housing

C3 (Industrial)2

50 feet

Existing Maximum Allowable
FAR
2.0 – 3.5
2.5 – 4.5
3.5 – 6.5
2.0 – 3.5
No FAR – Maximum parcel
coverage of 50 percent for the
first story, 85 percent of the first
story at the second floor and 60
percent of the first story at the
third floor
1.5

Notes: 1Maximum allowable FAR is 6.5; however, the maximum achievable FAR is calculated to be approximately 4.5, given
maximum building heights; 2Range provided includes FAR and Effective FAR Including 50 percent FAR Discounts for housing
and Bonuses. 2C3 Zoning for Industrial area providing for the Big Blue Bus Yards large site is not eligible for FAR discounts and
other density bonuses granted under existing regulations.

1988 Zoning District
C-3 Downtown Commercial District
Parcels in the area bounded by 5th Court, 6th
Court, Colorado Avenue, and Wilshire
Boulevard
Parcels in the area bounded by 6th Court, 7th
Court, Colorado Avenue, and Wilshire
Boulevard and the north side of Wilshire
between 2nd Street and 7th Street
C3-C Downtown Overlay District
Parcels in the area bounded by 4th Court, 5th
Court, Colorado Avenue, and Wilshire
RVC Residential Visitor Commercial District
(east side of Ocean Avenue to First Court from
Colorado Avenue to California Avenue)

BSC1 – BSC4 (Passage Overlay Zone)

BSC1
BSC2
BSC3
BSC4
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Maximum Heighta
3 stories, 45 feet except
for the below:
5 stories, 60 feet (provided
no retail above first floor
and only residential uses
above)
4 stories, 50 feet (provided
no retail above first floor
and only residential uses
above)
4 stories, 45 feet
6 stories, 75 feet

Maximum FARb
2.0

3 stories, 45 feet (no
limitation on the number of
stories of any hotel,
parking structure, or
affordable housing project
so long as height does not
exceed the maximum
number of feet permitted)
84 feet (provided that the
top two floor floors are
used exclusively for
residential purposes)
4 stories, 56 feet
4 stories, 56 feet
4 stories, 56 feet
3 stories, 45 feet

2.0 (residential floor area is
reduced by 50 percent
when calculating whether a
development review permit
is required)

1.5

1.5

2.5
2.5

3.5

3.0
3.0
3.0
2.0

10.0-17

10.0 - Corrections and Additions
Maximum Heighta
2 stories, 30 feet or for
affordable artist studios, 3
stories and 45 feet

1988 Zoning District
M1

Maximum FARb
1.0 or 1.5 for affordable
artist studios

Notes:
a

No limitation on the number of stories of any hotel, parking structure, or structure containing at least one floor of residential
use containing so long as the height does not exceed the maximum number of feet permitted.
Residential floor area is discounted by 50 percent for the purposes of floor area ratio calculation unless otherwise indicated.

Wilshire Transition

Promenade
Conservation
District

Alternative #2: Reduced Project Alternative – Maximum Building Height/FAR
50’
60’
60’
60’
60’
Height
3 to 4
4 to 5
4 to 5
4 to 5 4 to 5
Stories
2.25
2.75
3.00
3.00
3.00
FAR
2.25
3.25
3.25
3.50
3.50
FAR + Housing
Downtown Specific Plan: Scenario A – Maximum Building Height/FAR
60’
60’
76’
84’
84’
Height
5 to 6
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7 6 to 7
Stories
2.75
3.00
3.5
4.0
4.0
FAR
2.75
3.50
3.75
4.0
4.5
FAR + Housing
Downtown Specific Plan: Scenario B – Maximum Building Height/FAR
60’
60’
76’
84’
84’
Height
4 to 5
4 to 5
5 to 6
6 to 7 6 to 7
Stories
2.75
2.75
3.5
4.0
3.5
FAR
2.75
3.25
4.75
4.0
4.0
FAR + Housing

Ocean Transition

Transit Adjacent
Zone

Downtown Core

Core
Neighborhood
Transition

Development Standards – Reduced Project Alternative versus Downtown
Specific Plan
Mixed-Use
Boulevard (Lincoln
Boulevard)

Table 5-9

Mixed-Use
Neighborhood

b

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.25

60’
4 to 5
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.5
3.0

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.75

60’
4 to 5
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.75

50’
3 to 4
2.25
2.25

60’
4 to 5
2.25
2.75

Note: The proposed Downtown Specific Plan offers Tier 3 standards and community benefits only to Mixed‐Use Boulevard
(Lincoln Boulevard), Core Neighborhood Transition, Downtown Core, and Transit Adjacent Zone subarea designations

Table 5-9

Development Standards – Reduced Project Alternative

Tier 1
Tier 2

Mixed-Use
Boulevard
1.5
1.75-2.25

Neighborhood
Village
1.75
3.25

Tier 1
Tier 2

32 feet
50 feet

32 feet
60 feet

10.0-18

Bayside
Conservation
1.75
3.5
Maximum Height
32 feet
60 feet

Transit
Adjacent
1.75
3.5

Ocean
Transition
1.75
2.75

Wilshire
Transition
1.5
2.25

32 feet
60 feet

32 feet
50 feet

32 feet
50 feet
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10.0 - Corrections and Additions

Page 5.0-59, has been revised to remove the reference to the Promenade Conservation District:
Under the Reduced Project Alternative, implementation of the same historic preservation
development standards and strategies as the proposed Downtown Specific Plan Community Plan,
such as the potential establishment of the Promenade Conservation District an NCOD, would
provide for greater protection of historic structures in the Downtown (e.g., HP Action 1).
APPENDIX B – TRANSPORTATION
An errata has been attached to Appendix B, which provides revisions to the Traffic Study
incorporating comments provided on the Draft EIR (refer to Comment MM-231 in Section 9.0,
Response to Comments on the Draft EIR). These revisions are administrative in nature and do not
change the conclusions of the technical analysis.
APPENDIX C – CULTURAL RESOURCES
An errata has been attached to Appendix C, which discusses to 2017 HRI in the Downtown.
Additionally, the Archaeological and Historic Built Environment Assessment for the Santa Monica
Downtown Community Plan has been revised to incorporate the global revisions described above
(e.g., revision of the name from “Downtown Specific Plan” to “Downtown Community Plan”,
revision of “large sites” to “Established Large Sites” and “GMP sites”).
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11.0 - Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

11.0 MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING
PROGRAM
The following Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) provides a summary of
each Mitigation Measure (MM) for the proposed Downtown Community Plan and the monitoring
implementation responsibility for each measure. The MMRP for the proposed project will be in
place through all phases of the proposed project, including design, construction, and operation.
11.1

PURPOSE

Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21081.6, the purpose of the MMRP is to ensure that
measures provided in the Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to minimize or avoid
significant adverse effects are implemented. The MMRP can also act as a working guide to
facilitate not only the implementation of MMs by the project proponent, but also the monitoring,
compliance, and reporting activities of the implementing agency and any monitors it may
designate.
11.2

RESPONSIBILITIES

The City of Santa Monica Department of Planning and Community Development (Planning
Department) will act as the lead implementing agency and approve a program regarding reporting
or monitoring for the implementation of approved MMs for this project to ensure that the adopted
MMs are implemented as defined in this EIR. For each MMRP activity, the Planning Department
will either administer the activity or delegate it to staff, other City departments (e.g., Department of
Building and Safety, Department of Public Works, etc.), consultants, or contractors. The Planning
Development will also ensure that monitoring is documented as required and that deficiencies are
promptly corrected. The designated environmental monitor depending on the provision specified
below (e.g., City building inspector, project contractor, certified professionals, etc.,) will track and
document compliance with mitigation measures, note any problems that may result, and take
appropriate action to remedy problems. The Planning Department or its designee(s) will ensure
that each person delegated any duties or responsibilities is qualified to monitor compliance.
The applicant is responsible for funding and successfully implementing all the MMs in the MMRP,
and is responsible for assuring that these requirements are met by all of its construction contractors
and field personnel. Standards for successful mitigation of impacts are implicit in many MMs that
include such requirements as obtaining permits or avoiding a specific impact entirely. Other MMs
include detailed success criteria. Additional mitigation success thresholds will be established by
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11.0 - Mititigation and Monitoring Reporting Program

applicable agencies with jurisdiction through the permit process and through the review and
approval of project specific plans for the implementation of MMs.
11.3

MONITORING PROCEDURES

Many of the monitoring procedures will be conducted during the construction phase of the project.
The Planning Department or its designee(s) and the environmental monitor(s) are responsible for
integrating the mitigation monitoring procedures into the construction process in coordination with
the applicant. To oversee the monitoring procedures and to ensure success, the environmental
monitor assigned to a monitoring action must be on site during the applicable portion of
construction that has the potential to create a significant environmental impact or other impact for
which mitigation is required. The environmental monitor is responsible for ensuring that all
procedures specified in the monitoring program are followed.
Site visits and specified monitoring procedures performed by other individuals will be reported to
the environmental monitor assigned to the relevant construction phase. A monitoring record form will
be submitted to the environmental monitor by the individual conducting the visit or procedure so
that details of the visit can be recorded and progress tracked by the environmental monitor. A
checklist will be developed and maintained by the environmental monitor to track all procedures
required for each mitigation measure and to ensure compliance with the timing specified for the
procedures. The environmental monitor will note any problems that may occur and take appropriate
action as directed by the Planning Department to rectify the problem.
11.4

MONITORING TABLE

For each MM, Table 11-1 identifies 1) the full text of the MM; 2) the action(s) that needs to be
performed, including the applicable timing; 3) the entity responsible for performing the action;
and 4) the agency responsible for verifying compliance.

11.0-2
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Table 11-1

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure

Compliance with
SCAQMD Construction
Emission Management
Plan

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Project Applicant
(Construction
Contractor); City of
Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division

South Coast Air
Quality Management
District and City of
Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department

11.0 - Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

11.0-3

Air Quality
MM AQ-2
The proposed Downtown Community Plan shall require
that all new development comply with the SCAQMD Construction
Emission Management Plan when implemented as well as the following
conditions for construction:
1. Diesel-powered equipment used will be retrofitted with after-treatment
products (e.g., engine catalysts and diesel particulate filters). The
engine catalysts shall achieve a minimum reduction of 15 percent for
NOx. The diesel particulate filters shall meet U.S. EPA Tier 3
standards, consistent with CARB approved Truck and Bus Regulation
requirements in affect at the time the contract is approved. Contract
specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading
permit.
2. All heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment operating and refueling use
low-NOx diesel fuel to the extent that it is readily available and cost
effective (up to 125 percent of the cost of CARB diesel) in the South
Coast Air Basin (this does not apply to diesel-powered trucks traveling
to and from the project site). Contract specifications shall be included
in project construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City
prior to issuance of a grading permit.
3. All heavy-duty diesel-powered equipment operations will utilize a
phased-in emission control technology in advance of a regulatory
requirement such that 30 percent of the fleet will meet U.S. EPA Tier 4
engine standards for particulate matter control (or equivalent) starting
in 2013 and for the duration of the project, consistent with CARB
approved Truck and Bus Regulation requirements in affect at the time
the contract is approved.
4. Construction equipment engines shall be maintained in good condition
and in proper tune per manufacturer’s specification for the duration of
construction. Contract specifications shall be included in project
construction documents, which shall be reviewed by the City prior to
issuance of a grading permit.
5. Construction operations shall rely on the electricity infrastructure
surrounding the construction site if available rather than electrical
generators powered by internal combustion engines. Contract

Monitoring /
Reporting Action

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure

6.
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7.

8.

9.

specifications shall be included in project construction documents,
which shall be reviewed by the City prior to issuance of a grading
permit.
All construction activities that are capable of generating fugitive dust
are required to implement dust control measures during each phase of
project development to reduce the amount of particulate matter
entrained in the ambient air. These measures include the following:
a. Application of soil stabilizers to inactive construction areas
b. Quick replacement of ground cover in disturbed areas
c. Watering of exposed surfaces three times daily
d. Watering of all unpaved haul roads three times daily
e. Covering all stock piles with tarp
f. Reduction of vehicle speed on unpaved roads
g. Post signs onsite limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or less
h. Sweep streets adjacent to the project site at the end of the day if
visible soil material is carried over to adjacent roads
i. Cover or have water applied to the exposed surface of all trucks
hauling dirt, sand, soil, or other loose materials prior to leaving the
site to prevent dust from impacting the surrounding areas
j. Install wheel washers where vehicles enter and exit unpaved
roads onto paved roads to wash off trucks and any equipment
leaving the site each trip
Construction-related equipment, including heavy-duty equipment,
motor vehicles, and portable equipment, shall be turned off when not
in use for more than five minutes. Diesel-fueled commercial motor
vehicles with gross vehicular weight ratings of greater than 10,000
pounds shall be turned off when not in use for more than five minutes.
Architectural coating (paint and primer) products used have a VOC
rating of 125 g/L or less. Contract specifications shall be included in
the proposed project construction documents, which shall be
approved by the City.
Building materials that do not require painting shall be used during
construction to the extent feasible. Contract specifications shall be
included in the proposed project construction documents, which shall
be approved by the City. Pre-painted construction materials should be
used to the extent feasible.

Monitoring /
Reporting Action

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency
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Table 11-1

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Project Applicant;
City of Santa
Monica Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department

Installation of interior
ventilation for projects
within 100 feet of
heavily congested
intersections

Project Applicant;
City of Santa
Monica Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department, Building
and Safety Division

Nesting bird surveys
prior to construction
activities during the
nesting season.

Project Applicant
(Qualified Biologist);
City of Santa
Monica Planning &
Community
Development

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department

11.0 - Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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MM AQ-5a
Health Risk Assessment (HRA): Applicants of new
projects in the Downtown that proposes siting sensitive land uses within
500 feet of Interstate (I-) 10 to prepare a site-specific HRA prior to
developing such land uses as a way to more accurately evaluate the risk.
The HRA for air quality and “hot spots” of air pollutions shall be prepared
consistent with CalEPA’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment’s A Guide to Health Risk Assessment and The Air Toxics Hot
Spots Program Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk
Assessments to aid California projects’ compliance with the 1987 “Hot
Spots” Act. The HRA shall identify the hazard or hazardous material,
assess the amount, duration, and pattern of exposure to the hazard or
hazardous material, assess the amount it would take to cause negative
health effects, and characterize the risk to general population and
sensitive receptors from the hazard or hazardous material. The HRA shall
be reviewed and approved by the City prior to occupancy of sensitive land
uses or populations within the proposed project.
MM AQ-5b
Interior Air Quality Protection: Applicants of new projects
in the Downtown that propose siting sensitive land uses within 100 feet of
an intersection operating or projected to operate at Level of Service (LOS)
E or F to include heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
infrastructure within the building to circulate and purify outdoor air sources
sufficiently to reduce diesel particulate matter and vehicle emissions.
HVAC control systems shall include particulate filters that have a
minimum efficiency reporting value (MERV) of 15 as indicated by the
American Society of Heating Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) Standard 52.2.
The proposed HVAC system shall be reviewed and approved by the City
prior to occupancy of sensitive land uses or populations within the
proposed project.
Biological Resources
MM BIO-1
Nesting and Roosting Sites. To prevent impacts to
nesting or roosting birds through loss or damage of mature trees, the City
shall require that applicants of new development projects within
Downtown comply with the following:
1. Where suitable vegetation and structures for nesting birds and bats
occur within 500 feet of project construction activities, all phases of

Monitoring /
Reporting Action
HRA for sensitive land
uses within 500 feet of
I-10

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure
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project construction shall avoid the general nesting season (February
15 through August 31).
2. If construction cannot avoid the general nesting season, a qualified
biologist shall be retained to conduct a pre-construction survey for
nesting birds and/or bats. The survey shall be conducted within 72
hours prior to commencement of vegetation removal.
3. If any nesting birds are present within or immediately adjacent to the
construction area, the following shall be required: A qualified biologist
shall be retained by the Applicant to flag and demarcate the location
of all nesting birds and monitor construction activities. Temporary
avoidance of active nests, including the enforcement of an avoidance
buffer of 25 to 500 feet, depending on the sensitivity of the species
identified, as determined by the qualified biological monitor, shall be
required until the qualified biological monitor has verified that the
young have fledged or the nest has otherwise become inactive.
4. If federal or state protected species are observed during the site
survey, consultation shall be completed with the USFWS and CDFW
to determine if work shall commence or proceed during the breeding
season; and, if work may proceed, what specific measures shall be
taken to ensure protected bird species are not affected.
Cultural Resources
MM CR-1
Historic American Building Survey (HABS)
Documentation: Prior to the demolition or alteration of an identified historic
resource on the Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) that cannot comply
with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines, historical
resources shall be documented to the standards of the HABS Level 2.

Monitoring /
Reporting Action

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Department,
Planning Division

HABS documentation
prior to the demolition
or alteration of a
historic resource

Project Applicant
(Qualified Historian
or Cultural
Resources
Specialist); City of
Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure
MM CR-2a
Any required testing or data recovery shall be directed by
a RPA prior to construction being resumed in the affected area. Work
shall not resume until authorization is received from the City.

Phase 1, 2, and 3
archaeological
resources
investigations for
inadvertently
discovered cultural
resources

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Project Applicant
(Qualified
Registered
Professional
Archaeologist); City
of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division
Project Applicant
(Qualified
Registered
Professional
Archaeologist); City
of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department

11.0 - Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
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MM CR-3a
Archaeological Data Recovery: For projects that
inadvertently discovered buried prehistoric or historic-period
archaeological resources the City shall apply a program that combines
resource identification, significance evaluation, and mitigation efforts into
a single combined effort. This approach would combine the discovery of
deposits (Phase 1), determination of significance and assessment of the
project’s impacts on those resources (Phase 2), and implementation of
any necessary mitigation (Phase 3) into a single consolidated
investigation. This approach must be driven by a Treatment Plan that sets
forth explicit criteria for evaluating the significance of resources
discovered during construction and identifies appropriate data recovery
methods and procedures to mitigate project effects on significant
resources. The Treatment Plan shall be prepared prior to issuance of
building permits by a Registered Professional Archaeologist (RPA) who is
familiar with urban historical resources, and at a minimum shall include:
• A review of historic maps, photographs, and other pertinent
documents to predict the locations of former buildings, structures,
and other historical features and sensitive locations within and
adjacent to the specific development area;
• A context for evaluating resources that may be encountered during
construction;
• A research design outlining important prehistoric and historic-period
themes and research questions relevant to the known or anticipated
sites in the study area;

Monitoring /
Reporting Action
Archaeological
resources and data
recovery

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure

Monitoring /
Reporting Action

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Project Applicant
(Qualified
Registered
Professional
Archaeologist); City
of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division
Project Applicant
(Qualified
Paleontological
Monitor as defined
by the Society for
Vertebrate
Paleontology); City
of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department

•
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Specific and well-defined criteria for evaluating the significance of
discovered remains; and
• Data requirements and the appropriate field and laboratory methods
and procedures to be used to treat the effects of the project on
significant resources.
The Treatment Plan shall also provide for a final technical report on all
cultural resource studies and for curation of artifacts and other recovered
remains at a qualified curation facility, to be funded by the developer. To
ensure compliance with City and state preservation laws, this plan shall
be reviewed and approved by the Historic Landmarks Commission and
the City of Santa Monica Planning Division prior to issuance of building
permits.
MM CR-3b
Inadvertent Discoveries: In the event of any inadvertently
discovered prehistoric or historic-period archaeological resources during
construction, the developer shall immediately cease all work within 50 feet
of the discovery. The proponent shall immediately notify the City of Santa
Monica Planning and Community Development Department and shall
retain a Registered Professional Archaeologist (RPA) to evaluate the
significance of the discovery prior to resuming any activities that could
impact the site. If the archaeologist determines that the find may qualify
for listing in the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR), the site
shall be avoided or a data recovery plan shall be developed pursuant to
MM CR-4a
Paleontological Monitoring. Construction activities
involving excavation or other soil disturbance to a depth greater than 6
feet within Downtown shall be required to retain a qualified
Paleontological Monitor as defined by the Society for Vertebrate
Paleontology (SVP) (2010) equipped with necessary tools and supplies to
monitor all excavation, trenching, or other ground disturbance in excess of
6 feet deep. Monitoring will entail the visual inspection of excavated or
graded areas and trench sidewalls. In the event that a paleontological
resource is discovered, the monitor will have the authority to temporarily
divert the construction equipment around the find until it is assessed for
scientific significance and collected if necessary.
The Paleontological Monitor will periodically assess monitoring results in
consultation with the Principal Paleontologist. If no (or few) significant

Evaluation of
inadvertently
discovered
archaeological
resources

Monitoring of
construction activities
with extensive soil
disturbance for
potential impacts to
paleontological
resources

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department
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Table 11-1

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure

Paleontological
resources recovery
and recordation

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Project Applicant
(Qualified
Paleontologicalist
as defined by the
Society for
Vertebrate
Paleontology); City
of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department,
Planning Division

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department
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fossils have been exposed, the Principal Paleontologist may determine
that full-time monitoring is no longer necessary, and periodic spot checks
or no further monitoring may be recommended. The City shall review and
approve all such recommendations prior to their adoption and
implementation.
MM CR-4b
Inadvertent Discovery of Fossils. If fossils are discovered
during excavation, the Paleontological Monitor will make a preliminary
taxonomic identification using comparative manuals. The Principal
Paleontologist or his/her designated representative then will inspect the
discovery, determine whether further action is required, and recommend
measures for further evaluation, fossil collection, or protection of the
resource in place, as appropriate. Any subsequent work will be completed
as quickly as possible to avoid damage to the fossils and delays in
construction schedules. If the fossils are determined to be significant
under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), but can be
avoided and no further impacts will occur, the fossils and locality will be
documented in the appropriate paleontological resource records and no
further effort will be required. At a minimum, the paleontological staff will
assign a unique field number to each specimen identified; photograph the
specimen and its geographic and stratigraphic context along with a scale
near the specimen and its field number clearly visible in close-ups; record
the location using a global positioning system (GPS) with accuracy
greater than 1 foot horizontally and vertically (if such equipment is not
available at the site, use horizontal measurements and bearing(s) to
nearby permanent features or accurately surveyed benchmarks, and
vertical measurements by sighting level to point(s) of known elevation);
record the field number and associated specimen data (identification by
taxon and element, etc.) and corresponding geologic and geographic site
data (location, elevation, etc.) in the field notes and in a daily monitoring
report; stabilize and prepare all fossils for identification, and identify to
lowest taxonomic level possible by paleontologists, qualified and
experienced in the identification of that group of fossils; record on the
outside of the container or bag the specimen number and taxonomic
identification, if known. Breathable fabric bags will be used in packaging to
avoid black mold.

Monitoring /
Reporting Action
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Upon completion of fieldwork, all significant fossils collected will be
prepared in a properly equipped paleontology laboratory to a point ready
for curation. Preparation will include the careful removal of excess matrix
from fossil materials and stabilizing and repairing specimens, as
necessary. Following laboratory work, all fossils specimens will be
identified to the lowest taxonomic level, cataloged, analyzed, and
delivered to an accredited museum repository for permanent curation and
storage. The cost of curation is assessed by the repository and is the
responsibility of the Project proponent.
At the conclusion of laboratory work and museum curation, a final report
shall be prepared describing the results of the paleontological mitigation
monitoring efforts associated with the Project. The report will include a
summary of the field and laboratory methods, an overview of the Project
area geology and paleontology, a list of taxa recovered (if any), an
analysis of fossils recovered (if any) and their scientific significance, and
recommendations. If the monitoring efforts produced fossils, then a copy
of the report will also be submitted to the designated museum repository.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
MM HAZ-2a
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (Phase I ESA).
Prior to demolition, project applicants in the Downtown shall prepare a
Phase I ESA. Consistent with local, state and federal regulations, the
Phase I ESA shall be subject to City review and address the following:
a. Asbestos-Containing Materials (ACM), Lead-Based Paints (LBP),
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and Molds. Prior to any the
issuance of a demolition permit, the applicant shall conduct a
comprehensive survey of ACM, LBP, PCBs, and molds. If such
hazardous materials are found to be present, the applicant shall follow
all applicable local, state and federal codes and regulations, as well as
applicable best management practices, related to the treatment,
handling, and disposal of ACM, LBP, PCBs, and molds to ensure
public safety.
b. Potential Onsite Hazardous Materials or Conditions. A visual survey
and reconnaissance-level investigation of the existing site shall be
conducted to determine if there are any structures or features within or
near the buildings that are used to store, contain, or dispose of
hazardous materials. For any development within the Downtown area

Monitoring /
Reporting Action

Phase I ESA prior to
proposed demolition
activities in the
Downtown

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Project Applicant;
licensed
contractor(s)

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department, Building
and Safety Division
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Avoidance and Minimization Measure

Monitoring Party

Responsible Agency

Groundwater
remediation, as
necessary

Project Applicant;
licensed
contractor(s)

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department, Building
and Safety Division

Preparation of a
Human Health Risk
Management Plan in
response to the
inadvertent discovery
of contamination

Project Applicant;
licensed
contractor(s)

City of Santa Monica
Planning &
Community
Development
Department, Santa
Monica Fire
Department
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that has not been subject to a Phase I ESA or successful remediation
efforts in the past, a Phase I ESA shall be performed to determine the
likelihood of contaminants in areas beyond what has already been
assessed in accordance with American Society of Testing and
Materials (ASTM) Practice E 1527-05 as may be amended. If the
Phase I ESA finds that contaminated soil is suspected to be present
within any building excavation footprint or open space area, the
Applicant shall perform soil sampling and analysis to determine the
extent of contamination. If contaminants are detected in soil at or
above regulatory levels, then the results of the soil sampling shall be
reviewed and acted upon by the Santa Monica Fire Department
(SMFD) or the Planning Department and other regional or state
regulatory agencies as needed.
Environmental Database Search. A hazardous materials database search
shall be conducted for the project site, which includes a review of any list
of facilities and sites compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the
Government Code.
MM HAZ-2b
Remediation: For sites with identified soil and/or
groundwater contamination at or above regulatory levels, prior to the
issuance of grading permits for any development site within the Downtown
area, it shall be the responsibility of the Applicant to conduct and conclude
all investigation and/or remediation activities under the oversight of the
applicable regulatory agency (e.g., SMFD, Department of Toxic
Substances Control [DTSC], State Water Resources Control Board
[SWRCB]). Remediation shall be accomplished in accordance with the
requirements of the appropriate oversight agency. No project construction
shall occur in the affected area until case closure reports have been
approved by the appropriate oversight agency.
MM HAZ-2c
Discovery of Contamination: In the event that previously
unknown or unidentified soil and/or groundwater contamination that could
present a threat to human health or the environment is encountered
during construction at a development site, construction activities in the
immediate vicinity of the contamination shall cease immediately. A
qualified environmental specialist (e.g., a licensed Professional Geologist
[PG], a licensed Professional Engineer [PE] or similarly qualified
individual) shall conduct an investigation to identify and determine the
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level of soil and/or groundwater contamination. If contamination is
encountered, a Human Health Risk Management Plan shall be prepared
and implemented that: (1) identifies the contaminants of concern and the
potential risk each contaminant would pose to human health and the
environment during construction and post-development, and (2) describes
measures to be taken to protect workers, and the public from exposure to
potential site hazards. Such measures could include a range of options,
including, but not limited to, physical site controls during construction,
remediation, long-term monitoring, post-development maintenance or
access limitations, or some combination thereof. Depending on the nature
of contamination, if any, appropriate agencies shall be notified (e.g.,
SMFD). If needed, a Site Health and Safety Plan that meets Occupational
Safety and Health Administration requirements shall be prepared and in
place prior to commencement of work in any contaminated area.
MM HAZ-2d
Soils Management Plan: For project sites with onsite soil
contamination, prior to approval of the first grading plan or issuance of the
first demolition permit, whichever occurs first, the project Applicant shall
submit a soils management plan and a transportation plan to the
appropriate cleanup agency (e.g., Los Angeles Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB), DTSC, SMFD) for review and approval. The
soils management plan and transportation plan shall include the following
tasks.
Soils Management Plan
Affected soils shall be either directly loaded into awaiting trucks for
immediate offsite disposal or temporarily stockpiled on plastic sheeting
prior to load-out and offsite disposal. If temporarily stockpiled, soil
removed from the excavations shall be placed next to or as close as
possible to the excavation from which it came.
Prior to load-out, the construction contractor shall prepare waste profiles
and example waste manifests for approval by the receiving facilities. Soil
and material segregation, stockpile handling, truck loading, and storm
water management practices shall be followed during the remedial action
according to the following.
Soil and Material Segregation
Overburden soils shall be screened with an organic vapor analyzer (OVA)
in accordance with SCAQMD Rule 1166. Any significant quantities of
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construction debris encountered during excavation shall be segregated
and disposed of in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations.
Soil cuttings during the installation of soldier piles shall be disposed of
offsite with any affected soils from the deep excavation.
Stockpile Management
The stockpiled soils for load-out shall be segregated by waste
classification:
• Nonhazardous waste.
• Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)-contaminated nonhazardous
waste with OVA readings greater than 50 parts per million (ppm) but
less than 1,000 ppm.
• VOC-contaminated nonhazardous waste with OVA readings of 1,000
ppm or greater. These soils shall be immediately sprayed with water
or suppressant and placed in a sealed container (roll-off bin) or
directly loaded into a suitable transport truck, moistened with water,
and covered with a tarp for offsite transportation to the appropriate
disposal facility, as specified in the SCAQMD Rule 1166 Mitigation
Plan.
The temporary stockpiles containing affected soils shall be managed as
follows:
• The temporary stockpiles for non-VOC contaminants shall be placed
on plastic sheeting and kept moist during working hours and covered
with plastic sheeting at the end of the day to control dust.
• The VOC-contaminated stockpiles shall be placed on plastic sheeting
and immediately covered with plastic sheeting. The edges of the
plastic shall have an overlap of at least 24 inches. The plastic shall
be secured at the base of the stockpile and along the seams of
overlapping plastic sheeting with sandbags or equivalent means. The
stockpiles shall remain covered until load-out.
• Daily inspections of the stockpiles shall be conducted to verify the
integrity of the stockpile covers. Any gaps, tears, or other deficiencies
shall be corrected immediately. Daily records shall be kept of
stockpile inspections and any repairs made.
• If necessary, commercial vapor suppressants and sealants shall be
prepared and applied to VOC-contaminated soil in accordance with
the manufacturer’s recommendations.
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During stockpile generation and removal, only the working face of the
stockpile shall be uncovered.
Decontamination Methods and Procedures
Each piece of equipment used for the excavation of affected soils shall
have a clean-out bucket or continuous edge across the cutting face of its
bucket. No excavation of affected soil shall be permitted with equipment
utilizing teeth across the cutting edge of its bucket.
Entry to the contaminated areas (i.e., work exclusion zones) shall be
limited to avoid unnecessary exposure and related transfer of
contaminants. In unavoidable circumstances, any equipment or truck(s)
that come into direct contact with affected soil shall be decontaminated to
prevent the onsite and offsite distribution of contaminated soil. The
decontamination shall be conducted within a designated area by brushing
off equipment surfaces onto plastic sheeting. Trucks shall be visually
inspected before leaving the site, and any dirt adhering to the exterior
surfaces shall be brushed off and collected on plastic sheeting. The
storage bins or beds of the trucks shall be inspected to ensure the loads
are properly covered and secured. Excavation equipment surfaces shall
also be brushed off prior to removing the equipment from contaminated
areas.
Movement of affected soils from the excavation area to temporary
stockpiles shall be conducted using enclosed transfer trucks, if possible. If
affected soils must be moved within an open receptacle (e.g., loader
bucket), the travel path for the loader shall be scraped following this
activity, with scraped soils placed in the temporary stockpile for load-out.
Sampling equipment that comes into direct contact with potentially
contaminated soil or water shall be decontaminated to assure the quality
of samples collected and/or to avoid cross-contamination. Disposable
sampling equipment intended for one-time use shall not be
decontaminated, but shall be packaged for appropriate offsite disposal.
Decontamination shall occur prior to and after each designated use of a
piece of sampling equipment, using the following procedures:
• Nonphosphate detergent and tap-water wash, using a brush if
necessary.
• Tap-water rinse.
• Initial deionized/distilled water rinse.
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• Final deionized/distilled water rinse.
Truck Loading
Trucks may be loaded directly from the excavation or temporary stockpile
based on truck availability and excavation logistics. Trucks shall be routed
and stockpile areas shall be located so as to avoid having trucks pass
through impacted areas. The truckloads shall be wetted and tarped prior
to exiting the site. All soil hauled from the site shall comply with the
following:
• Materials shall be transported to an approved treatment/disposal
facility.
• No excavated material shall extend above the sides or rear of the
truck/trailer.
• Trucks/trailers carrying affected soils shall be completely
tarped/covered to prevent particulate emissions to the atmosphere.
Prior to covering/tarping, the surface of the loaded soil shall be
moistened.
• The exterior of the trucks/trailers shall be cleaned off prior to leaving
the site to eliminate tracking of material offsite.
Storm Water Management
The good housekeeping practices prescribed in the City’s Urban Runoff
Mitigation Plan (Municipal Code Section 7.10.060) shall be implemented
during soil excavation activities to contain and control storm water runoff
that might convey contaminated or excessive sediments. If rainfall is
expected, the areas around open excavations shall be graded and
bermed to prevent storm water from flowing into the excavation. Any
standing water that collects in the bottom of the excavations shall be
removed and handled in accordance with federal, state, and local
regulations. The water shall be sampled and analyzed either as standing
water in the excavation or following containment in a temporary aboveground storage tank. Depending on the volume of water and the sampling
results, options for handling the standing water could include:
• Pumping the standing water into temporary above-ground storage
tanks for reuse onsite for dust suppression.
• Pumping the standing water through filters and a carbon adsorption
filter (if required based on analytical results) prior to discharge to a
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storm drain, subject to approval by the City of Santa Monica Water
Resources Protection Programs Division.
• Pumping the standing water into vacuum trucks for transport and
disposal at a recycling facility.
Transportation Plan
All affected soils shall be transported offsite for lawful management and
disposal. Prior to load-out, the construction contractor shall prepare waste
profiles for the receiving facility using analytical data from the previous
environmental site assessment.
MM HAZ-2e
Health Risk Assessment (HRA) for Leaking Underground
Fuel Tanks (LUFTs): For any development site with identified groundwater
contamination including existing LUFTs, any proposal to include
residential uses or other sensitive receptor uses, such as school, health
care, and senior care facilities, shall be preceded by completion of a
health risk assessment to characterize the risk of exposure to hazardous
materials, consistent with local, state, and federal guidelines and the
requirements of MM HAZ-2a. No project construction shall occur in the
affected area until case closure reports have been approved by the
appropriate oversight agency.
Public Services
MM PS-1
The City shall require applicants of development projects
with buildings that are seven stories and higher in the Downtown to
prepare a high-rise pre-fire plan. At a minimum, the pre-fire plan shall
address the types and capabilities of fire protection systems, the layout of
the building, locations of stairwells and elevators, and how evacuation will
be handled. A copy of the plan shall be kept in the fire control room and a
copy shall be filed with the SMFD fire marshal. The plan shall be revised
every 5 years.
MM PS-2
The City shall require applicants of development projects
over a specified square footage in the Downtown to prepare and
implement a security plan for common or public spaces, including parking
structures/ lots, courtyards, other open areas, public or common area
walkways stairways and elevators as a condition of their development
agreement. The security plan will identify the locations of 911-capable
phones in parking garages and other public area, will establish rules and
regulations for public use of the courtyard areas, and establish private
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security patrols for the property. Private security patrols shall work in
coordination with the Santa Monica Police Department. The plan shall be
subject to review and approval by the SMPD.
Utilities
MM U-1
Downtown Public Infrastructure Financing Program: The
City shall ensure adequate financing for funding of infrastructure
improvements to serve the Downtown through the City’s Capital
Improvements Program or alternatively, implement a Downtown Public
Infrastructure Financing Program (DPIFP), including preparation of an
Assembly Bill (AB) 1600 fee justification study, for the Downtown
Community Plan area. The DPIFP shall be completed within 2 years of
adoption of the Downtown Community Plan. All new development within
the Downtown shall be conditioned to be subject to payment of its fair
share of any impact fees identified under this program. The DPIFP shall
determine the costs of and establish a funding program for the following
capital improvements to upgrade water delivery as needed to serve the
demands of new land uses anticipated to occur under the Downtown
Community Plan.
The DPIFP shall also:
a. Identify the cost of improvements to or replacement of undersized
water and wastewater lines within the Downtown needed to serve the
Downtown Community Plan.
b. Clearly apportion existing and projected demand on these facilities
and costs between existing users, the City and proposed future
development.
c. Identify potential funding mechanisms for sewer and water line
construction, including the equitable sharing of costs between new
development, the City and existing users, including development
impact fees, grants, assessments, etc.
d. Identify development impact fees for all residential and non-residential
development to ensure that development pays its fair share of public
infrastructure costs.
e. Include a regular fee update schedule, consistent with the City’s
Capital Improvement Program.
Require the first update of the DPIFP within 5 years following adoption of
the Downtown Community Plan.
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MM U-4
Downtown Public Infrastructure Financing Program: In
addition to the improvements to the water delivery system described in
MM U-1, the City shall ensure adequate financing for funding of
infrastructure improvements to the wastewater system. The DPIFP
described in MM U-1 shall determine the costs of and establish a funding
program for the following capital improvements to wastewater conveyance
as needed to serve the demands of new projects occurring under the
Downtown Community Plan.
Transportation and Circulation
MM T-1
Prior to issuance of a grading or building permit,
individual discretionary projects anticipated to occur under the Downtown
Community Plan shall prepare a Construction Impact Mitigation Plan for
review and approval to address and manage traffic during construction
and shall be designed to:
• Prevent traffic impacts on the surrounding roadway network.
• Minimize parking impacts both to public parking and access to
private parking to the greatest extent practicable.
• Ensure safety for both those constructing the project and the
surrounding community.
• Prevent substantial truck traffic through residential neighborhoods.
The Construction Impact Mitigation Plan shall be subject to review and
approval by the following City departments: Public Works, Fire, Planning
and Community Development, and Police to ensure that the Plan has
been designed in accordance with this mitigation measure. Additionally,
the plan shall be prepared and implemented in coordination with any
affected agencies such as Big Blue Bus, Metro, and Caltrans. The plan
shall, at a minimum, include the following:
• Ongoing Requirements throughout the Duration of Construction
• A detailed Construction Impact Mitigation Plan for work zones shall
be maintained. At a minimum, this shall include parking and travel
lane configurations; warning, regulatory, guide, and directional
signage; and area sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and parking lanes. The
plan shall include specific information regarding the project’s
construction activities that may disrupt normal pedestrian and traffic
flow and the measures to address these disruptions. Such plans
shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning and Community
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•
Project Coordination Elements That Shall Be Implemented Prior to
Commencement of Construction
• The traveling public shall be advised of impending construction
activities (e.g., information signs, portable message signs, media
listing/notification, and implementation of an approved Construction
Impact Mitigation Plan) in a manner appropriate to the scale and type
of projects.
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•

Development Department prior to commencement of construction
and implemented in accordance with this approval.
Work within the public right-of-way shall be performed between 9:00
A.M. and 4:00 P.M. This work includes dirt and demolition material
hauling and construction material delivery. Work within the public
right-of-way outside of these hours shall only be allowed after the
issuance of an after-hours construction permit.
Streets and equipment shall be cleaned in accordance with
established Public Works requirements.
Trucks shall only travel on a City-approved construction truck route.
Truck queuing/staging shall not be allowed on City streets. Limited
queuing may occur on the construction site itself.
Materials and equipment shall be minimally visible to the public; the
preferred location for materials is to be onsite, with a minimum
amount of materials within a work area in the public right-of-way,
subject to a current Use of Public Property Permit.
Any requests for work before or after normal construction hours
within the public right-of-way shall be subject to review and approval
through the After Hours Permit process administered by the Public
Works Department.
Provision of off-street parking for construction workers, which may
include the use of a remote location with shuttle transport to the site,
if determined necessary by the City of Santa Monica.
Sidewalk closure shall be prohibited to the extent feasible; if sidewalk
closure is determined to be necessary, a detour pedestrian pathway
shall be provided.
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A Use of Public Property Permit, Excavation Permit, Sewer Permit,
or Oversize Load Permit, as well as any Caltrans permits required for
any construction work requiring encroachment into public rights-ofway, detours, or any other work within the public right-of-way shall be
obtained.
• Timely notification of construction shall be provided to all affected
agencies (e.g., Big Blue Bus, Police Department, Fire Department,
Public Works Department, and Planning and Community
Development Department) and shall be posted on site.
• Construction work shall be coordinated with affected agencies in
advance of start of work. Approvals may take up to two weeks per
each submittal.
• Planning and Community Development Department approval of any
haul routes for earth, concrete, or construction materials and
equipment hauling shall be obtained.
• Provisions to maintain or relocate Metro stops consistent with Metro
Bus Operations.
MM T-3
Downtown Transportation Improvement Plan (DTIP): The
City shall prepare a DTIP, including an Assembly Bill (AB) 1600 fee
justification study, for the proposed Downtown Community Plan area
which would include improvements to transportation facilities needed to
facilitate efficient and environmentally sustainable mobility within the
Downtown. The DTIP shall identify improvements to facilitate all modes of
travel within the planning area. The DTIP shall be an integrated multimodal transportation plan for capital improvements required to mitigate
transportation impacts of the proposed Downtown Community Plan,
including improvements to roads, intersections and transit, bike and
pedestrian facilities and TDM. The DTIP shall contain a list of
transportation projects to be undertaken and include projected costs for
each funded and unfunded improvement.
1. The DTIP shall provide funding for transportation improvements to
sufficiently serve the demands of the proposed Downtown Community
Plan including new roadway connections/upgrades, transit facility
upgrades, pedestrian/bicycle improvements, and TDM.
2. The DTIP shall:
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Identify the cost of improvements to all identified transportation
improvements within the Downtown needed to serve the
proposed Downtown Community Plan.
Clearly apportion existing and projected demand on these
facilities and costs between existing users, the City and
proposed future development projects.
Identify potential funding mechanisms for transportation
infrastructure construction, including the equitable sharing of
costs between new development, the City and existing users,
including development impact fees, grants, assessments, etc.
Identify development impact fees for all residential and nonresidential projects to ensure that each project pays its fair share
of public infrastructure costs.
Include a regular fee update schedule, consistent with the City’s
Capital Improvement Program.
Require the first update of the DTIP within five years following
adoption of the proposed Downtown Community Plan.
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